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I purchased a Classic Prius (hybrid-electric, fuel-efficient, super-ultra-low-emission vehicle) 

back on 9/9/2000 and drove it in Minnesota until I replaced it on 10/23/2003 with an Iconic 

Prius (which was even cleaner and more efficient).  Then on 5/26/2009, I upgraded to a 2010 

Prius (for amazing efficiency).  Following that on 2/29/2012, I got my first plug-in model 

(pushing MPG significantly higher).  The big upgrade happened 4/01/2017, when I replaced 

the PHV with a Prime, trading 11 miles of EV driving for 25.  This book documents those 

personal thoughts & experiences. 

 

 
From:  5-18-2020  to  3-26-2022 
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5-18-2020 New Hybrids.  There was an announcement late last week that 2 are on the way, to be 

revealed Monday morning.  That event is less than 2 hours away now.  There is a 

countdown clock on the Toyota press page.  We already know the next-gen Sienna (the 

large minivan) coming in the Fall will only be available as a hybrid.  So, the expectation is 

to see that for the first time today.  What the second could be is anyone's guess.  The only 

clue as to what that might be is a close-up photo of a new emblem.  It says: "PLATINUM 

HYBRID".  That hints at variation, where the offerings are beginning to diversify... which 

is exactly what's needed to continue on with the phase-out process.  It's the logic next-step 

for saying goodbye to traditional vehicles.  You want to provide a variety of choices.  Of 

course, this is the first reveal that won't have a large audience.  Attention is being stirred 

for the live premiere to be online, taking full advantage.  This reveal will hopefully stir a 

social media buzz.  After all, we have been waiting for a Camry-sized crossover for quite 

some time now.  Remember the mule spotted 2.5 years ago?  Testing of such a 

configuration made perfect sense... and still does.  My prediction stands at that 

too.  Toyota needs something positioned below RAV4, less SUV like.  This is how the 

market should be addressed.  Wide selection of choices for consumers is how you send the 

message of change... by endorsing the technology so much, there is no longer any 

doubt.  It is the very move GM has eluded to for well over a decade, but never 

delivered.  Remember Two-Mode, the technology to squash what Prius had begun?  Well, 

in less than 2 hours, that terrible waste of time & resources will be ancient history.  We are 

about to witness Toyota show the world how it is done.  They are targeting everyone, 

across the entire fleet.  It takes a very long time, but we can see the progress.  That's true 

leadership. 

5-18-2020 Tribalism.  It's an ugly phenomenon that has infected the EV community.  They lost their 

way, fighting for an ideal rather than a goal.  It's exactly what I had to crusade against with 

the Volt enthusiasts.  That is why I took so much time to document the problem.  I 

recognized the pattern from Two-Mode.  Their actions matched so well, the same outcome 

was pretty much inevitable.  Hearing that same concern playing out with the broader 

audience is quite troubling.  I totally understand this Sunday's chat session.  The host was 

very upset with what she has been witnessing.  For me, it was obvious.  Supposed BEV 

supporters were dismissing the influence the tax-credit had and continue to pretend speed 

& self-driving are red herrings.  There's an obsession with pushing recharge speed, to the 

point where expense to provide the power & equipment are totally dismissed.  Cost rises 

dramatically... but they simply don't care.  To increase from 400 to 800 volt service is 

incredibly expensive.  And to supply that capacity to the vehicle, you must use a liquid-

cooled cable.  As for self-driving, that literally has nothing whatsoever to do with reducing 

emissions or consumption.  The situation of lost priorities is ugly.  Evidence of the 

problem it create among a community of supporters is becoming evident with the reach of 

EV influence struggling.  The tribes have become so well formed, you cannot break 

through the resistance to hearing other ideas.  That was exactly what I saw with 

Volt.  They were so dead set on their approach being the only viable solution, they became 

close-minded to everything else.  It starts with "trophy mentality" replies.  Watch for that 

breakdown of constructive feedback.  Once objectivity is no longer a priority, you're 

doomed... hence, know your audience. 
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5-18-2020 Hybrid Reveals.  The quick notes I jotted down during the live event were interesting.  It 

is "All new, all Hybrid, all American".  It will come standard with version 2 of the Safety 

Sense and the combined efficiency rating is 33 MPG.  All the usual appeals... size, power, 

comfort, convenience... are delivered exactly as expected.  The key is, no traditional 

model.  Phaseout is undeniable at this point.  Toyota stated they are pushing for 100% 

electrification, with each model offering a hybrid choice, and a goal for 2025 to reach a 

25% penetration.  Think about that.  A quarter of the fleet sold by dealers will be non-

traditional choices.  That is what I call leadership.  It translates to a profound reduction of 

emissions & consumption.  Niche offerings don't do that.  In fact, the disastrous outcome 

from Volt is basically no change at all from GM dealers.  With so few Bolt now being 

purchased, the count is only a fraction of 1%.  That's pathetic.  This is why all of the 

enthusiasts have vanished.  Not a single one of them harasses me anymore.  In fact, I have 

no clue where they all went.  My guess is online participation has been abandoned.  They 

lost and gave up.  This is why the second reveal was so telling.  We know that Camry has 

been dethroned by the loss of favor for sedans.  We know that RAV4 has become 

king.  This is why my prediction of something between the two in the form of a crossover 

was a no-brainer.  In fact, it should have been obvious to everyone.  It did indeed happen 

too.  Venza has re-emerged.  It will be only offered as a hybrid.  It will come with 

AWD.  It will blend Sedan & SUV nicely.  Delivering 40 MPG combined, seeing it 

become a choice to help with the phaseout of traditional vehicles is no surprise.  It's right 

on time. 

5-19-2020 Flexibility.  Our discussion on design & approach came to a summary: "TNGA is a 

platform Toyota now using for all Toyota vehicles, it enable Toyota the flexibility to 

produce any vehicle at any of it's plants worldwide by adding length and/or width to 

particular vehicle main body..."  I wasn't actually sure if the poster of that comment was 

quoting a source or coined the appropriate wording on their own, but the point was quite 

clear.  In fact, we already have an example with the Camry to RAV4 shift.  Being able to 

take advantage of the obvious upcoming surge is a really big deal, despite the fact that 

almost no credit will be given for having planned so far ahead.  Flexibility is rarely ever 

noticed... which is what you really want when done well anyway.  I see that quite 

frequently at work.  They love it if you can be flexible.  In fact, that option to adjust on-

the-fly is highly desired and often talked about.  The catch is, no one wants to actually 

champion it.  Anything requiring what basically equates to a start-over is considered high 

risk, even if it comes from a lesson-learned situation.  There is just always a resistance to 

change.  Ironically, that fight to keep things supposedly stable is the risk.  Not being 

willing to rework design in a changing market simply doesn't make sense.  You are 

gambling on the chance that there won't be a paradigm-shift triggered by something 

unusual, like a pandemic.  This is why instability in oil market should be a warning 

sign.  That's a big clue preparation should be made, since the inevitable is 

approaching.  This is why I admire Toyota.  Their continuous improvement efforts, 

striving to always remain flexible, really add up.  It's quite redeeming too... since 

antagonists will often portray any such change as a mistake correction.  They don't want 

you to discover flexibility was part of the plan all along. 
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5-19-2020 Stupid.  I really got a kick out of reading this today: "In the rush to finalize this rule - and 

in the middle of a pandemic, no less - they broke just about every rule in the book."  That 

came from a stir caused by the abrupt EPA changes.  This administration sabotaged the 

agency, then did everything it could to remove regulations related to air emissions and 

ground pollution.  It's that obsession for money and desperation to retain the status quo 

causing such obviously desperate action.  That quote continued on with: "The result is a 

policy that fails to protect public health, fails to save money, fails to result in safer 

vehicles and will, ultimately and undoubtedly, fail in court."  The irony of health, money, 

and safety failing is so amusing, since that is exactly how the policy change was promoted 

to deliver.  It's just like the same old nonsense I dealt with from the Volt enthusiasts.  They 

absolutely refused to state goals.  It was obvious why too.  Their obsession blinded them 

to the mission.  When challenges came along, they made excuses to justify the 

outcome.  In this case, we have an administration feeding greed, rather than recognizing 

need.  Efforts to blur responsibility and cast blame are effective undermining tactics to 

allow spoils to be gained.  That will cause quite a bit of damage along the way, but they 

don't care.  When you are that stupid, covering your tracks isn't a concern.  They just 

dismiss the impact of their decisions as something that would have happened anyway. 
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5-20-2020 Comparisons.  There is a recognition among EV enthusiasts to place Tesla at the top, 

portraying its approach as a model for all others to follow.  That just plain does not make 

any sense.  Tesla produces a small fraction of vehicles compared to the legacy 

automakers.  That's a huge oversight no one wants to take seriously.  An even bigger 

problem is the reality of having been financially supported by the backing of venture 

capital, generous federal subsidies, selling of green credits, and the advanced purchases of 

self-driving.  None of that works well for mainstream penetration, especially as such a 

high starting price.  It is great for a startup effort though, catering to enthusiasts.  So, 

comments like this should be taken with that understanding: "Toyota is (2nd place after 

the winner Tesla) the company with less emissions in Europe. It may not be fined for 

exceeding emissions, all others will."  I had much to say with regard to that: 

 

It doesn't make sense to put Tesla in the same category as legacy automakers.  In fact, that 

does a disservice to those trying to be objective about approach.  Tesla doesn't have to 

address change.  All the others do. 

 

That lack of constructive perspective is why Toyota didn't join the push to adopt CA 

rules.  They are well aware of the litigation waste which comes about from each state 

trying to do that on their own, one at a time.  It simply makes no sense not to do it on the 

national level... an approach that should be obvious now that the pandemic responses are 

also suffering from resource waste caused by divided efforts.  Toyota also knew this 

administration was too selfish and too stupid to be able to actually pull off an EPA 

deregulation effort.  And sure enough, there are court fights already emerging from the 

haphazard method and blatantly false claims. 

 

By Toyota getting overlooked and labeled as second, it really isn't all that bad.  They are 

doing exactly what they set out to do... phaseout traditional vehicles.  The challenge comes 

from avoiding the Osborne Effect.  You don't want to shot your dealers by offering 

something so amazing, it creates a supply/demand problem.  This is why we have been 

getting a series of new rollouts all within the same year... each a notable, but somewhat 

modest with regard to technology impression (though what's hidden is quite amazing).  In 

fact, this is the very reason for settling on 8 kWh for Prius Prime.  Something too amazing 

would have had a negative impact on the rest of the fleet. 

Getting back to Tesla, total worldwide sales last year were very close to Camry in just the 

United States.  Not having tax-credits to subsidize Tesla sales anymore and the reality of 

how much dramatically larger Toyota is, there is nothing constructive about comparing 

approaches.  They are far too different.  Fortunately, they do share the same overall 

objective.  Both are striving to reduce emissions. 
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5-22-2020 Faster Charging.  It sure is nice seeing more discussion focus on the act of 

charging.  That's a fun topic, something we can all collectively participate in.  This was a 

sample of that shared excitement: "Oh!  And then there's driving in charge mode.  That'll 

charge the battery to 80% in about a half hour.  Almost four times faster than L2."  I look 

forward to seeing more of that.  Hopefully, we can get some ideas in the meantime to 

conjure up more interest.  This was my attempt, of course adding a video link at the 

end:  It's actually only twice as fast.  The video I filmed (below) made it to 80% (from 

14%) in 37 minutes.  Looking at the aftermarket gauge, rate is roughly 7.2 kW... which is 

still quite modest it terms of what can be pushed to lithium batteries for automotive use. 

Tier-1 for Tesla goes up to 60 kW.  The industry is trying to push well past 150 kW... 

attempting to double that if cost can be properly addressed.  So, a sustained 3.6 kW from a 

L2 is nothing, especially if you let the pack cold soak for a few hours before starting the 

charge.  Prius Prime - Charge Mode (drive data) 

5-23-2020 White Papers.  It is fascinating when someone comments about a white-paper they 

stumbled across.  Their hunt for information resulting in a discovery brings about quite the 

excitement.  Today, it was terminology that person hadn't ever encountered.  To find 

something entirely new is especially rewarding.  The exhilaration in the post was 

obvious.  I was happy to indulge the discussion:  CD (charge depleting) and CS (charge 

sustaining) were terms commonly used back in Volt's time, prior to enthusiasts 

discovering it was really a PHEV not actually an EREV.  Identification of those operating 

modes seemed clear until the label of "EV" became easier to understand, since BEV would 

otherwise confuse matters.  Look at it this way, if you are plugging in at a charging-

station, no should care whether there is an engine and how it may be used.  The point is to 

promote the use of electricity for transportation, taking advantage of external sources.  The 

term "EV" is quickly becoming a means of simply informing a plug is somehow 

involved.  This is the stage we have been hoping to reach for a long time, where the 

audience is growing and those among them have little to no background in vehicle 

design.  They just want it to somehow always deliver a clean & efficient drive, taking 

advantage of having a plug. In other words, they would never read anything titled 

"Analysis and Model Validation". 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSnGbMGlJPw
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5-24-2020 Trolling.  When someone known for their behavior of stirring controversy posts this, it is 

best to respond carefully: "Any doing that in the maintenance or problem solving 

subforum would be a troll."  You don't want to fuel the fire, since that would just end up 

with backlash or a devil's advocate excuse, rather than actually addressing the issue.  Since 

this was a new topic about researching the purchase of a used Volt started on the big Prius 

forum, I was intrigued.  That post included a surprisingly extensive list of issues found 

when searching online.  I wanted to make sure the bigger picture would be taken into 

consideration.  Not sure how that will be responded to in this venue, but I gave it a shot: 

 

Ironically, applying a label in itself is trolling, it what they do to stir attention.  That point 

is to look beyond petty efforts like that. Seek out facts. 

 

In this case, we saw how Volt was over-engineered... which made it a good choice as a 

consumer and a terrible design for business. So, early-adopters taking advantage of the 

opportunity did really well.  They enjoyed GM's tradeoff of range & power for the sake of 

appealing to their niche priorities.  That was a decision which had consequences.  It made 

the vehicle too expensive and quite inefficient... but it did indeed deliver an all-electric 

driving experience.  In the end though, it wasn't sustainable for the wider audience. 

 

That means buying a used one could be quite rewarding, if you do your 

homework.  Online research is a good starting point.  Just be aware of how negatives tend 

to be amplified.  Owners pleased with their experience usually don't post in forums. 

5-27-2020 Hydrogen Potential.  Whether the personal fuel-cell vehicle market ever takes off really 

doesn't matter.  It is really about commercial implementation.  There's much with diesel 

that must be replaced in a wide variety of ways.  Looking at this particular quote I found 

while doing some research makes the potential clear: "The best production battery packs 

today have 200 WH/kg energy density, 1,000-2,000 cycle life, and recharge time of 45-

plus minutes.  In contrast, a liquid hydrogen fuel-cell system can get to 3,000-plus Wh/kg 

and 15,000-plus cycle life and it refuels in 20 minutes. Therefore, the higher the energy 

intensity and utilization, the more the balance tips toward hydrogen."  When that is put 

into context, like the needs of an aircraft, the importance of cycle-life becomes all too 

clear.  So even without the energy-density or fueling-time considerations, that alone makes 

it a winner.  So what if the vehicle market is limited to mostly just fleet use?  There are a 

lot of those which need to endure very numerous cycles.  It's information like that which 

the BEV purists turn a blind-eye toward.  They just plain do not want to acknowledge a 

co-exist reality. 
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5-29-2020 $8,500 Incentive.  Merit of GM's latest move... putting $8,500 on the hood... to 

incentivize purchases of Bolt is a discussion topic today.  I obviously have a great deal to 

say on that subject.  With well over a decade of posting about the mess GM got itself into, 

there's much to look back upon.  The question was asked: "Why not simply cut the list 

price and attract more potential buyers?"  I am especially intrigued to get feedback on the 

topic now, since the industry is no longer depending upon subsidies... and we obviously 

have a force rethink due to the pandemic.  So, I posted:  GM cannot cut the list price, since 

that would further undermine the purpose of selling it.  Remember, the tax-credit offered 

to each automaker is for the purpose of establishing a plug-in product with the intent of it 

achieving profitable & sustainable sales prior to reaching the 200,000 phaseout 

trigger.  GM's failure came about from targeting the wrong audience.  They focused on 

conquest purchases rather than their own loyal customers.  The result was no change to the 

status quo In other words, current GM owners had no interest whatsoever in a compact 

hatchback.  Now, we see the same mistake being repeated with a compact wagon.  In other 

words, the technology was wasted on the wrong platform.  It's sad too, since product 

diversification is a basic principle of good business.  This is exactly why Toyota is 

offering hybrid technology across their entire fleet of passenger vehicles and is now 

spreading PHEV the same way.  We see a hatchback (Prius), a sedan (Corolla), and the 

upcoming SUV (RAV4) all with a plug added. The next could be a crossover 

(Venza).  Stated bluntly, cutting price won't achieve what is needed. 

5-29-2020 Legacy Nonsense.  We are beginning hear tidbits from GM plug-in owners now.  I 

suspect the loss of momentum is starting to make them crazy.  Going from endless hype to 

nothing by empty hope is quite disheartening.  But then again, they built that up without 

merit.  So, some type of downfall was inevitable.  I keep explaining why.  Today, it was 

from an owner of the second model of Cadillac with a plug GM rolled out.  It was the first 

of their luxury vehicles that was a conversion, rather than a dedicated platform.  This is 

what possibly could have become of Malibu, had that hybrid and the sedan itself 

survived.  Anywho, I was quite direct, focusing on how inefficient that system was:  That 

"31 miles from 18.4 kw batt in a big boat" you observe makes it an electricity guzzler... as 

the 54kW/100mi rating clearly confirms.  42 miles from the 17.8 kWh battery in RAV4 

Prime makes far more sense, especially at less than half the price... yet, still big.  Sorry, 

but this is yet another example where GM could have delivered, but decided not 

to.  Imagine if some type of SUV with a plug would have been offered.  CT6E confirms 

the potential with its 265-hp engine.  Not targeting their core consumer was a dead 

giveaway the effort wasn't being taken seriously.  Rolling out a compact hatchback, a 

compact wagon, and a few plug-in Cadillac was such a waste of opportunity. 
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5-30-2020 Finally.  The price of RAV4 Prime here got revealed yesterday.  So, we are now seeing 

articles & commentary being posted in response.  The reaction is what I have been waiting 

years for.  Impatience & Purity clouded constructive discussion on what could be offered 

in future generations.  Antagonists did everything they could to undermine, based on 

incorrect assumptions and incomplete information.  It was unfortunate, but quite 

predictable.  Finally, the situation has turned.  The technology is maturing and denying 

opportunity being presented is unwise.  So are beginning to see the errors in their 

ways.  It's great to hear from them.  After all, my quest all those years ago was to seek out 

allies.  Today, we start a new chapter.  I posted this to get the comments rolling on that big 

EV blog:  It is interesting how the anti-engine narrative caused so many to use the 

"laggard" label, only to come to realize it was a "tortoise and the hare" 

situation.  Enthusiasts were quite short-sighted about the technology's potential.  Reality 

is, the point is all about getting the masses to embrace plugging in.  That means finding a 

way of targeting them directly, to offer a product they'd be interested in even without a 

plug.  That's why RAV4 makes such so much sense.  The platform debunks so many 

misconceptions about PHEV, there will be a rethink.  It is a nice balance of price & 

features, even without the tax-credit.  This is what will appeal to the ordinary 

consumers.  They won't care about what early-adopters had to say either.  They will enjoy 

EV commutes, driving most days only using electricity. The industry is moving to the next 

stage. 

5-30-2020 Overnight Charging.  Remember a decade ago, when there was basically the only one 

option available for charging a plug-in hybrid?  The 240-volt chargers (level-2) were only 

just startup efforts, new companies founded with a hope of delivering to the masses for at-

home use.  Chargers publicly available were quite rare.  For that matter, so was the ability 

to find them.  Think about what data-service on your phone was like back then.  We have 

come a long way.  We are still very much at an early milestone though.  RAV4 Prime will 

be offered with 2 speeds of level-2 charging.  It's pretty clear people have no clue what 

that means either.  They are still trapped using a standard household 120-volt connection... 

which will work just fine, overnight.  Faster charging requires some of that rethink.  The 

base is what RAV4 Prime comes with, the 3.3 kW speed.  That delivers 3.3 kWh of 

electricity in 1 hour.  If you know the efficiency rating for your vehicle... for example 25 

kWh/100mi... you can figure out a distance expectation.  That calculates to 

4mi/kWh.  Multiplying that times the quantity... 4 * 3.3 ...you get roughly the 12.5 mile 

standard.  So, with the faster speed of 6.6 kW, you get the often quoted "25 miles per 

hour" charging rate.  Keep in mind, the system needs a little time to ramp up and there are 

pauses throughout the charge process.  Also, there are variations from the supply 

itself.  Public chargers are 3-phase AC using 208 volts.  At home chargers are single-

phase, but the AC is at 240-volts... which varies a little.  Mine is actually 246 volts, so 

recharge time is slightly faster than others who could be at or lower than 240.  Needless to 

say, there is a variety to recognize & understand now... before even realizing there are 

different vehicle efficiencies and they varying quite a bit based on temperature and driving 

conditions.  I pretty much consistently see over 5mi/kWh during Summer.  So, a quick 10-

minute recharge at the grocery store delivering 0.5 kWh of electricity means I could go 2.5 

miles on EV.  That's way more than I need to get home, less than 1 mile away.  It puts 

some perspective on how things have change, that we are moving beyond just overnight 

charging with the ordinary outlet you already have in your garage... now addressing want, 

rather than just need. 
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5-30-2020 Faster Charging.  It didn't take long for this to surface: "Toyota should have made the 6.6 

kW charger more of a priority by offering it as a stand-alone option..."  That is a fantastic 

education topic, a great way of stirring those teaching moments.  I jumped on that 

opportunity today:  6.6 kW is far from a necessity.  It makes sense being offered in a 

premium package.  Remember, they are a for-profit business.  Think about it.  The 3.3 kW 

speed delivers 3.3 kWh of electricity in 1 hour.  A vehicle with a 25kWh/100mi efficiency 

rating will squeeze out 4 miles per kWh of electricity.  So even with just a quick 10-

minute charge at the grocery store (exactly what I did with my Prius Prime 2 days ago for 

a coffee), I got over 2 miles of EV to drive home with.  An ordinary 20-minute visit 

delivers 5 miles.  (I see real-world efficiency over 5mi/kWh during the summer.)  How 

much do you actually need?  On longer trips, a few more miles really doesn't come into 

play.  Overall efficiency is what matters then, and that is where the remarkable hybrid 

MPG makes a difference... hence the balance. 

5-31-2020 Setting The Stage.  I enjoy getting to inject tidbits of history and foresight into 

discussions.  So, I watch for statements just like this: "I also feel the Prius Prime is 

starting to look obsolete next to the Rav4 Prime.  I hope they will increase the range on 

the Prius Prime too...  It really needs another 10 or 15 miles of range added to it!"  That 

was my invitation, which I did not hesitate to take advantage of: 

 

We have already seen Toyota's proactive effort to position Prius for the upcoming 

market.  They were well aware of the "family" vehicle style shifting to Crossover/SUV as 

the favored purchase.  When Prius Prime was first revealed, it was clearly stated the target 

had changed and the hatchback was now designed to appeal to those who were now 

beyond the raising the kids stage.  That's why a seating area in back with an armrest (and 

later possibly seat-warmers) were the new approach.  Remember, that was prior to the 

Uber & Lyft boom, where a rear middle seat was required. 

 

Now with the sedan no longer a centerpiece offering, it only makes sense that a Prius 

continues on that path of change.  Seeing the hatchback get more range & power is a 

natural next step toward refreshing the product-line.  It's that continuous improvement 

methodology Toyota is well known for.  After all, having flexibility a foremost trait in 

design is how Prius survived the test of time. 

Keep in mind, design of RAV4 Prime was well underway while Prius Prime was getting 

rolled out.  In fact, Corolla PHEV was in the works too.  Toyota studies the market 

carefully in the meantime, adjusting along the way.  We know for a fact that is how Prius 

Prime got the larger battery-pack, which reduced cargo space in favor of adding 

capacity.  That is also how Prius Prime got that rear middle seat added.  It's always a 

matter of balance price & priority. That's agile.  If it doesn't make this upgrade, perhaps 

the next. 

5-31-2020 Generalizations.  This is often what you get when the antagonist simply has nothing to 

work with: "Your problems will come later, as they do with all ICE vehicles."  They 

attempt to undermine by making generalizations.  It's the same old nonsense we have seen 

for 2 decades.  So, my reply is rather brief now, especially since the technology has 

advanced so well:  A plug-in hybrid that uses only electricity for daily commutes and the 

engine only from time to time won't have anything beyond basic fluid changes.  Aging 

will take place remarkably slow with a system that barely gets used.  In other words, I'm 

calling you out on the FUD attempt.  A plug-in hybrid with a 42-mile EV range has almost 

nothing in common with the operation of "all ICE vehicles" as you claim. 
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6-01-2020 It Is Not.  When a generalization doesn't work, the antagonist tends to focus in on 

something very specific: "State it as often as you like.  It doesn't change the fact that 

hybrids have small batteries, and small batteries can't handle the stress.  No matter how 

you try to spin it, hybrid tech is a dead end, and any new hybrid you buy is going to be 

worthless within five years, sooner if companies like VW live up to their EV claims."  I was 

especially impressed by the bold conclusion.  Not only was the vague statement made 

without any proof (not even a cherry-picked example), it brought up a new perspective 

that was also vague.  What has VW claimed?  I have no idea.  Do you?  Anywho, this is 

how I dealt with that:  It's not worth arguing with someone clearly attempting to mislead 

about PHEV tech.  To everyone else reading this, the plug-in hybrid tech used by Toyota 

allows for full EV operation.  A one-way clutch completely disengages the gas-engine 

from the propulsion system, enabling you to drive exactly like any BEV.  There's an 

electric heat-pump and electric A/C.  So even when cabin conditioning is needed, it is 

entirely electric... using electricity provided by recharging when you plug in.  Don't listen 

to the those desperately trying to portray it as a regular hybrid.  It is not. 

6-01-2020 Thank You.  This seemed innocent on the surface: "Ok, so I got it reversed.  I thought an 

icon indicating a fan or something else was the ICE kicking in.  Instead, it's using all 

battery.  What size battery?  Clearly not large enough, as it used nearly 50% (83% down 

to 36%) on a short commute.  So option 1 was used: stress the battery out."  But when I 

dug deep, I found out he really just plain didn't care.  I was able to confirm insincerity 

though by looking up his previous posts.  Seeing that history tells the real story.  That's 

why I decided on a somewhat sarcastic response: 

 

It is very interesting to have discovered that you were confusing kW draw with battery 

capacity.  That disconnect between actual real-world data and speculation is quite apparent 

now, and has nothing to do with being "large enough".  That video shows discharge rate is 

low, clearly indicated by the measure displayed.  That numeric value is confirmation of 

low stress. 

 

What you have been assuming all along is that the battery experiences a full cycle each 

time it is drained.  That is most definitely not what actually happens.  Again, the video 

confirms it.  The way most PHEV are designed is to avoid the stressful extremes.  That 

means there is always a buffer near the top and the bottom.  The longevity benefit from 

this approach is very well proven. 

For Prius Prime, a "full" charge is really just 84% of the overall available.  When the EV 

is fully depleted, there is actually 12% remaining.  This is referred to as "usable" 

capacity.  Consider this teaching-moment, time well spent.  I would not have discovered 

your misunderstanding had you not continued to participate in the discussion.  Thank you. 
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6-01-2020 No Difference.  Rhetoric is being stirred.  That mantra of dominance is coming 

back.  Remember how Volt was better in every regard, period.  There was no argument, no 

debate.  It just was and nothing you could provide would change their minds.  They heard 

what they wanted.  They said what they wanted.  I can see some of that attempted to be 

brought back.  Ugh.  This is how I handled today's stir:  It was only a matter of time before 

the "vastly superior" posts began to emerge again.  The same history is repeating.  Words 

like "pathetic" and "inadequate" are a dead giveaway of intent.  Fortunately, lessons 

learned from the past is that appeal effort is to the wrong audience.  Ordinary consumers 

shopping the dealer's showroom floor couldn't care less what enthusiasts claim online. 

They draw their own conclusions by seeing the vehicle and experience a test-

drive.  Anyone taking the time to research will carefully observe information and seek out 

more detail.  That's why belittling adjectives with vague claims and no supporting data 

make no difference. 

6-02-2020 Outright Lying.  He did exactly as predicted, ignored the evidence and repeated the same 

nonsense: "...which is why the video was done on flat ground and over a short 

distance.  It's cherry picking data to make the hybrid look much better than it really 

is.  And it still looks bad!"  Seeing posts like that, now armed with high-quality detailed 

video to support my statements, it's rather odd.  Why in the world would someone try so 

desperately to mislead?  Oh well.  That's what makes it so easy to just post a reply without 

having to hold back:  He is outright lying.  At 1m 9s in the video, you can clearly seeing 

the acceleration up a steep hill onto the highway never starts the engine.  In fact, if you 

playback at 0.25x speed, it is easy verify kW draw.  The highest is 33.  That's it, only half 

of the maximum 68 kW available from the battery-pack.  At 1m 22s in the video, you can 

see the effortless acceleration to 74 mph... again, no gas use whatsoever.  That climb up 

into the parking ramp near the ending obviously isn't flat either. 

6-02-2020 Crude Comparisons.  After 2 decades, the expectation should have been that the 

audience would move beyond the most crude comparisons.  Clearly, that isn't the 

situation: "I was going to wait for the RAV4 Prime but decided to go full EV with a 2020 

Bolt.  The deal was too good to pass on and to be honest, the front end on the RAV4 is 

fugly.  I decided I could not pay full MSRP for something that homely even if the overall 

vehicle concept was compelling."  That gives you some insight into the lack-of-thought 

from some purchase decisions.  It's absurd to even consider such extremes.  Yet, there it 

is.  Ugh.  Oh well, at least I get an opportunity to point out my observations:  Wow!  It's 

like 20 years ago.  Back then, there were some who debated between Prius and 

Insight.  That was beyond bizarre.  One was a 2-seat manual transmission assist 

hybrid.  The other was a 5-seat automatic full hybrid. Nothing in common was obvious to 

everyone except those shopping for a hybrid.  Comparing a RAV4 Prime to a Bolt is very 

much an attempt to match extremes too.  Ironically, the vehicle often identified as 

"homely" is Bolt, so that makes this even more bizarre.  One is very much a SUV design... 

large tires, heavy-duty suspension, high ground-clearance, towing capable and AWD.  The 

other is a compact wagon.  Other than both offering a plug, they have nothing else in 

common.  By having jumped on the really good pricing for 2020 Bolt, you didn't get its 

most complained about missing feature... which the 2021 model will finally offer... that 

comes standard with all RAV4 Prime... adaptive cruise control. 
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6-02-2020 Rethink Thinking.  Simple statements like this are as complete as they would seem: "It is 

highly unlikely the battery will actually fail, especially considering the EV rollout in China 

states warranty at 70% capacity."  My usual comeback would be to ask what that vague 

"fail" actually means.  Would it represent the battery-pack becoming unusable or just part 

of it that the owner wouldn't even be aware of?  Does that even matter, since it is more 

likely just reduced capacity across all the cells?  The point is to look beyond just the 

immediate implementation.  Is that entire battery-pack really worthless at that point?  Most 

discussions treat it as if that was the case.  Why would it be?  For that matter, why would 

an owner wait until failure before doing anything?  After all, people replace tires long 

before the thread is completely worn.  It's part of that rethink necessity.  My contribution 

today was: 

 

How that capacity is actually measured is a bit vague.  For example, my Prius Prime uses 

EV from 84% to 12% of SOC.  Calculating that 72% usable from the 8.79 kWh overall, 

you get 6.33 kWh.  That's more than my car ever takes from the plug, including overhead 

from losses.  Yet, I still routinely get more EV than the rated range after 3 years and 45k 

miles.  With my Prius PHV after 5 years and 92k miles, it too was still delivering more 

than the rated EV range... and yes, there is video documentation of that. 

 

So, it probably comes down to what the market is like all those years & miles from 

now.  Toyota could get clever by pursuing aftermarket opportunity, offering a discount on 

an upgrade battery-pack to avoid the possibility of an aged replacement even coming up as 

a warranty claim.  That would be a novel way to reinforce consumer loyalty.  They know 

many of their vehicles end up as great hand-me-downs anyway, resulting in a new Toyota 

vehicle getting purchased.  It's an overall benefit.  Profit is profit, and legacy automakers 

are facing a paradigm shift. 

There is the realistic possibility of used packs becoming a resale commodity.  Reduced 

capacity is no big deal when the goal is to build a bank to store excess renewable 

electricity that cannot be sent to the grid right away.  So, it is a rethink for beyond just the 

automotive industry. 

6-02-2020 More Thinking.  When you get people to engage, they tend to start by making 

suggestions that have already been reasoned out with sound logic.  They are aware of that 

though, so you must provide some background to keep things constructive.  If done well, 

they will either move on to other ideas or request detail.  Both are perfectly fine to keep 

the discussion going.  I give them some background for more thinking:  Your arguments in 

favor of DCFC resemble that of adding a plug to hybrids 15 years ago.  That makes sense 

from a logic & engineering stance, but from a market & business, the effort is 

overkill.  Return from such ability without infrastructure to support it means a return of 

very little.  Basically, it's that chicken or egg problem.  There are so few CCS chargers 

here (Minnesota, which is a fairly progressive state) that trying to push the option as an 

advantage is a waste of effort.  It will happen.  They will become common, but not with 

this generation of offerings. We are quite a few years... especially now with the economic 

collapse... from hope of seeing that as practical for the masses.  Think about how long 

other better technologies take to deploy.  Think about the lack of any standard still, either 

for connection or speed.  Think about how pricing is far from anything you'd call 

consistent or even affordable. 
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6-03-2020 Approach Thinking.  How many EV miles and how much original range questions came 

about from the on-going discussion.  That provided a great opportunity for providing more 

background.  The incorrect assumption newbies often make is that an automaker sets a 

target and works toward that for years, often generations, to finally deliver it.  They don't 

recognize how goals will typically reveal that an approach will need to altered to 

achieve.  That's why a specific target may not be what to actually aim for.  You make 

discoveries along the way.  That's why continuous improvement is the better 

choice.  Working to deliver a target has the potential to become an innovator's dilemma 

trap... which we witnessed with Volt.  It's amazing how many of those enthusiasts attacked 

Toyota for their approach, only to later learn that was a valid choice... which has now been 

overwhelming confirmed, simply by the test of time.  Anywho, this is that background I 

injected:  The approach of measuring "EV Miles" doesn't work with the first generation 

PHV from Toyota, since that was never a goal.  It was designed to augment the hybrid 

system, delivering a MPG boost rather than replacing miles with EV.  The result was 

blending when traveling faster than 100 km/h (62 mph) or requesting more than 38 

kW.  As for EV range, my 2012 was still delivering 13 miles (on my daily commute under 

ideal conditions) of EV in 2017 when I replaced it, which matched what it delivered when 

new.  That is 2 miles more than the original range rating.  So, the concept of degradation is 

skewed with the reality of standardized estimates.  To this day, there is no agreement upon 

setting age expectations.  Think about the difference between MILES driven and KWH 

consumed.  There are many influencing factors, which is why discussions become such a 

mess... especially when the design of PHEV vary so much, even within generations from 

the same automaker.  GM also changed their approach as the years progressed too. 
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6-04-2020 Wander Off The Street.  There are some trapped in the past, still viewing the market 

from an "EV" perspective, where the technology was still just a subsidized niche.  Getting 

through to them is quite a challenge.  Many don't have a clue how the business itself 

works.  Seeing the vehicle from only an engineering perspective just plain does not 

work.  This is why I documented the disaster called Volt for its entire development, rollout 

and collapse.  It was doomed from the start, due to the business aspect being so 

neglected.  Enthusiasts don't care about that, as we continue to be told: "Anyone who 

purchases a PHEV for private transportation (i.e. not a fleet buy) is committing to electric 

operation.  Folks are not going to wander off the street into a dealer and "just happen" to 

pick up a PHEV.  Anyone buying one has a specific purpose in mind."  That single-

mindedness attitude is what I labeled as the trophy-mentality.  They focus so much on the 

prize, they forget what the actual purpose was.  Reminders don't help either.  Yet, I 

continue to post them: 

 

The lesson learned from GM's experience with Volt was: KNOW YOUR 

AUDIENCE.  Clearly, those here... as active enthusiasts... need a reminder.  They are 

most definitely not the audience.  For that matter, the industry is moving beyond the early-

adopter stage.  Targeting ordinary consumers is the goal now.  That means taking an 

entirely different approach to reach them. 

 

Toyota already has an effective sales model for that.  They have proven shoppers coming 

in for a closer look at hybrids, thinking they may consider a Prius, discover there was a 

plug-in model available and ended up buying it.  Now that RAV4 is a top-seller and the 

hybrid model has become a popular choice, the suggestion of an upgrade to the plug-in 

model is very easy for a salesperson.  Heck, all they have to do is point out that's the 

fastest of the packages available.  The plug is a very nice benefit, but not an essential. 

In other words, if the design isn't appealing enough to entice a mainstream buyer without 

the plug being primary focus, that technology is doomed.  This is exactly why GM 

abandoned Voltec.  It was a niche that sacrificed too many ordinary purchase 

priorities.  And rather than spreading the technology to a better platform, one far easier to 

sell... like Equinox... they attempted to force shoppers to change their purchase priorities. 

That was a fatal mistake. 

 

Remember, the point is to end production of traditional models by replacing them with 

hybrid and plug-in choices.  That is for the entire fleet of passenger vehicles, everything 

the dealer carries for regular inventory.  Put another way, you are very wrong about the 

"wander off the street" experience.  Know your audience. 
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6-05-2020 Rhetoric.  The anti-Toyota sentiment is really struggling.  A podcast featuring RAV4 

Prime stirred the antagonists to an extreme today.  They are lashing out now, allowing 

their desperation to expose their intent.  It's what happens when one get backed into a 

corner.  There are no options left other than posting as much craziness as possible, hoping 

something will take hold.  You'd never catch a troll being so obvious.  I found it very 

telling, a nice status confirmation.  This is what I posted in response to one of the more 

desperate claims:  That's just another FUD post we have to deal with.  There is an "EV 

Auto" mode available for anyone who feels additional boost from the gas-engine, if called 

upon.  It is an override of the default EV mode.  Amusingly, when you try it, the system 

pretty much always stays in electric-only operation.  The reason why is simple, real-world 

rarely calls upon more than the 68 kW max draw available.  After 3 full years of 

ownership, with a daily commute including highway merges, it is easy to dismiss the anti-

Toyota sentiment.  So what if an enthusiast isn't impressed?  They are not the target 

audience.  Toyota has been striving to deliver a product their core consumer will be 

interested in with little to no sales effort.  This is because their dealers are who must find 

the design appealing.  If they do, they will want that in their inventory... which is how 

market share is increased... not the ramblings of who attempt spread disappointment 

rhetoric to feed a narrative claiming "slow" and "dangerous" and "behind". 

6-05-2020 Questions.  This assertion lacked any supporting material: "While most everyone else is 

working on EV and their battery making facilities, Toyota continues to support old 

tech."  Stuff like that is nothing but a feed to enablers, just pushing the rhetoric 

along.  Without any substance, there was no point.  Without any detail, it was clearly not 

objective.  Seeing that obvious push away from constructive discussion, my comeback 

was to ask questions: 

 

Toyota's delivery of the industry's top-efficient heat-pump and extremely efficient electric-

motor is what? 

 

Toyota's effort to push an extremely long warranty (15 years or 1,000,000 km) for their 

first EV is what? 

Toyota striving to rollout a PHEV with full EV driving for 42 miles on their most popular 

platform is what? 
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6-05-2020 Spinning Narratives.  The response I got to my previous post was just more of the 

"behind" nonsense.  Supposedly, Toyota still hasn't even caught up to what GM delivered 

in 2010.  Yet, none of that criteria to make such a judgment was shared.  Based upon 

what?  I know it is a focus on enthusiasts still, measuring progress upon their assessment, 

rather than what is actually happening at dealerships.  Enthusiasts claim the paradigm shift 

is well underway.  Ordinary consumers see it as a niche for enthusiasts.  That disconnect is 

fascinating... and ironic.  They claim Toyota is shooting itself in the foot, when in reality it 

is the reverse.  We saw it with Volt.  The more they pushed for features they desired, the 

further the design drifted from mainstream priorities.  They encouraged the self-

destructive approach.  Ugh.  Anywho, I replied to today's nonsense with:  Claims of "as 

far as" without any substance are quite telling.  No detail.  No merit.  Those outside the 

"EV market" find that very easy to see.  Toyota is about to deliver a larger, faster, more 

capable system on a highly desirable platform, without having a dependency on liquid 

cooling.  That push for improvement beyond the approach in 2010 isn't anything you can 

debate either, since it would be with the wrong audience.  Showroom shopper couldn't 

care less.  They will come in looking for a RAV4, having heard good things about the 

hybrid.  They'll discover there is a model offering a plug.  Overnight charging with an 

ordinary 120-volt outlet will provide them with a full battery each morning.  That's it, easy 

sale, an excellent example of KISS.  As for attempting to portray Toyota's choice as "shot 

itself in the foot", who are you trying to convince?  Even before sales have begun, there is 

already worry of RAV4 Prime being a very high demand product.  That is exactly the 

position any automaker would love to be in. 

6-05-2020 Closure.  The antagonist comeback was that he was only pointing out the words said in 

the podcast, hoping to convey a message that was not a shared sentiment.  His desperation 

was obvious though.  The comments were about Prius Prime.  He was pretending they also 

applied to RAV4 Prime in his original post.  But in the response I got back, he changed it 

to RAV4 hybrid.  You have to read through his history to find out he has absolutely no 

clue how Toyota's PHEV design actually operates.  The pattern of incorrect assumptions 

become is to identify after awhile.  Another thing I learned from that was his deep hate for 

hydrogen fuel-cells.  So the motive of doing things to undermine Toyota are documented 

too... if you take the time to investigate.  I did.  I also posted this with a note that he would 

be put on ignore, so it was pointless to reply in return.  This was the closure I ended 

with:  I'm not the one making vague claims of danger.  I'm the one requesting detail, 

asking for an explanation, substance to provide merit.  I have many years of real-world 

data to share.  Your opportunity to debate about the early-adopter stage is over.  RAV4 

Prime brings about a reach out to a new audience.  It is now about how to appeal to 

ordinary consumers shopping the showroom floor. 
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6-06-2020 Real Change.  Reading through that topic featuring RAV4 Prime was telling.  A majority 

of posts were attacks.  So, I started a new thread within providing my observations of that: 

 

It is interesting to witness the panic.  That narrative about Toyota somehow being behind 

and being against plugging in doesn't work anymore.  They see that GM has fallen, their 

supposed leadership didn't bring about anything to actually lead with.  Volt was nothing 

but an engineering proving platform, not the mainstream technology as hoped.  Tesla did 

indeed deliver an incredible new choice, but only for early-adopters.  Spread it that 

technology to the reach of ordinary consumers is proving to be quite a challenge. 

 

So, it comes back to Toyota, the legacy automaker demonstrating a very real potential for 

high-volume, profitable sales to their own showroom shoppers.  RAV4 itself is an 

extremely popular choices, with the target of 20% sustained sales hybrid quite 

realistic.  That sets the stage nicely for rollout of a plug-in hybrid... exactly what those 

promoting plugs should be excited about. 

 

Instead, they are finding themselves backed into a corner for having pushed the idea of 

BEV purity, rather than focusing on a means of reaches the masses.  Getting people to 

convert over to daily recharging hasn't been a priority.  Focus has been wasted on getting 

rid of the ICE... which has revealed itself to be far more complicated than they want to 

acknowledge. 

So, we now watch them attempt to find a scapegoat with the hope of diverting attention 

away from their struggle.  Well, too bad. Toyota continued to refine their technology to a 

point where it has a great deal of potential to transform their entire fleet in a manner than 

dealers will embrace... which is how you properly measure progress.  That's real change. 
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6-06-2020 Narratives.  There was a newer participants that joined into the attacks.  He posted an 

advertisement from the UK from back in 2017.  I was amused.  It was propaganda material 

without substance.  Those are quite effective to respond to, since you can very easily 

identify intent.  The antagonist almost inevitably reveals to much, because they get 

frustrated with you and have nothing useful to debate with.  That was all they had.  So, I 

jumped in: 

 

Gross generalizations like that are confirmation that the situation not being taken 

seriously, as is the cherry-picking of that advertisement.  The point is far too many 

enthusiasts have turned a blind-eye to legacy automakers by praising token offerings.  In 

other words, they got taken.  No change is happening at dealerships. 

 

It was so obvious to outside observers too.  GM was the king of vague & ambiguous press 

releases for that purpose.  They would announce something to stir excitement, which fed 

the meritless hype.  There was little actual substance; yet, they were showered with 

accolades.  What GM did with Volt did nothing to affect the status quo. 

 

In fact, anyone looking back at what happened from 2010 to 2020 will see Volt and Bolt 

were used to distract attention, allowing more large guzzlers to be rolled out under the 

illusion of being the green automaker... and the enablers gobbled it up.  Think about how 

happy that made the stockholders.  Think about what needs to be done now. 

 

You can continue to attack the automaker clearly making progress in changing the status 

quo, showing genuine change happening at dealerships with core consumers.  GM could 

have introduced a SUV using technology from Volt.  In fact, that was the promise back in 

the days of Two-Mode... the predecessor to Voltec.  They didn't.  Turns out, Toyota is 

doing exactly that with RAV4.  You get your fast & powerful vehicle on your preferred 

platform, with a plug. 

No showroom shopper is going to care about rhetoric from the past.  They will see that 

offering and start asking questions about cost & operation.  Narratives here will be 

meaningless.  Know your audience. 
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6-07-2020 Analogy Oversight.  I thought the discussion of RAV4 Prime on the EV blog had run its 

course.  Clearly, not: "Toyota seem like a company still trying to perfect the VHS tape 

player in a world of DVDs."  That was interesting to read.  He was way off, but someone 

likely to be receptive to constructive feedback.  We'll see: 

 

Huh?  RAV4 Prime is stirring very strong interest already, just from the potential 

alone.  It's that approach always imagined from GM and Ford, which is why there is the 

"behind" narrative.  That opportunity will be missed by them.  Some don't want that type 

of attention.  Most of the miles driven will be EV, so where does the worry come from? 

That aspect of propulsion is becoming established already.  Toyota is reputation building 

and gaining experience (reliable and durable) even before their dedicated platform is 

rolled out. 

 

In other words, that analogy doesn't work at all.  Reality is, what you are getting is a 

combo-device from Toyota. It will play both VHS and DVD.  They are proving it is 

possible to nicely package everything conveniently and it a cost-effective manner. 

 

The analogy goes further.  To own a BEV right now is just like owning a DVD player 

back in the late 90's.  What you could do with the technology was still very limited.  You 

could see the potential, as movie choices expanded and television quality improved, but 

most of that wouldn't come until a generation or two later. 

That is why the combo-device is so important at this stage.  Consumers want flexibility 

and dealers are in no way ready to stop offering VHS.  It is not a world of DVD yet. 
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6-07-2020 Labels & Change.  I immediately followed that previous post with a secondary response, 

intentionally isolating topics so replies could be associated better.  This came from that 

same original post: "As the years and the mileage builds up on the world's growing fleet of 

EV, people will realize that it doesn't matter how reliable and durable you make your ICE 

vehicle you will never be able to compete with an EV which has 1% of the drive train 

components..."  It was teach-moment I wanted to capitalize on: 

 

That's a red herring, as well as a confusing use of the "EV" label, since your very next 

sentence refers to both "BEV" and "PHEV". 

 

The terminology of "EV" has become the means of identifying any drive-system powered 

by plug-supplied electricity.  The reason for this evolution in labeling came about because 

that was the pattern which emerged from ordinary consumers.  Upon seeing the plug, they 

recognize the electric-only ability of the vehicle.  No teaching required.  It is the next 

natural step forward in electrification beyond hybrids.  In fact, that is why the "self-

charging" advertisements came about, to reinforce that distinction. 

 

Put another way, there is no difference between the "EV" from a BEV like Bolt or Leaf as 

there is from a "PHEV" like RAV4 Prime and Prius Prime.  All of them operate entirely 

with electricity originating from a plug.  True, the Primes also have an on-board electricity 

source.  But that has nothing to do with electric-only propulsion. 

 

Mainstream buyers see the approach as getting "EV" miles, plus a generator when 

needed.  Lack of confidence in the public charging infrastructure just barely in its infancy 

is what make PHEV appeals.  They see the potential.  They want the ability.  They 

recognize the best-of-both-worlds approach. 

It is all about showroom shoppers now.  We are no longer in the early-adopter stage, 

which heavily depended upon subsidies.  This is the time when convincing dealers to carry 

something with a plug... anything with a plug... becomes absolutely vital.  Building their 

confidence is how the status quo finally changes; otherwise, it nothing but an audience of 

enthusiasts still. 
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6-07-2020 Goals.  It is nice when someone actually asks a question of goals: "What is the goal 

here?  If it is reduction in CO2 emissions, Toyota is doing fine."  The brainless following 

of more EV range being better and no engine is ever a good thing marches on.  Absence of 

critical thinking is the theme.  

 

Reduction of carbon & smog emissions has been highest on the list of priorities since way 

back in 1993 when it all started.  An implied benefit from that was the consumption 

reduction.  Originally, that meant oil.  Now, there is a very clear success record of 

delivering high-efficiency EV components... a very real problem for other automakers. 

 

You don't just want to shift consumption to a new fuel.  You want to also ensure it doesn't 

waste it.  That's why the topic of KWH/MI rating causes such a stir.  There are some 

electric systems that guzzler electricity.  Toyota takes great pride for being an automaker 

not included in that list, even if it means having to deal with misrepresentation as a result. 

 

RAV4 Prime demonstrates the effort to refine technology of the components within, prior 

to rolling out a dedicated platform.  The priority is setting the stage for a smooth high-

volume introduction.  They will have years of real-world experience from their PHEV 

before even introducing an everyday BEV for the masses.  You can see shared knowledge 

coming from their EV in China and their FCEV around the world too. 

So really, those goal is actually a series of milestone.  Each part contributes to the bigger 

picture.  So, things like pushing range further or recharging faster don't address the 

diminishing return from resource allocation.  Remember, one important priority often 

overlooked is time.  A large & diverse fleet of PHEV now will do far more than a niche 

offering of BEV now. 

6-08-2020 Video:  Windy Summer Drive.  I was looking forward to a repeat of the previous drive, a 

standardized measure I have plotted out to gauge battery degradation.  Just like with my 

previous plug-in Prius, there isn't any.  Confirming that requires repetition of the same 

driving conditions & circumstances to match the past.  So, that's what I have been waiting 

for.  The hope was it would come soon; instead, my opportunity to film faced an element 

of weather I hadn't really ever filmed.  Being extremely windy turned into an 

opportunity.  Since it would be a round-trip, I was curious if I could measure its influence 

with this route & timing.  So, I took advantage of the situation.  Same drive as in the past, 

but very windy this time.  I was curious what kind of impact the wind would have on 

overall efficiency, especially when traveling a familiar round trip.  You aren't going to 

gain back everything lost from a headwind when you turn around and get pushed by 

it.  There are always losses.  I had never quantified that though.  This routine drive I take 

for measuring range was the ideal to repeat under those conditions. So, I did.  Watch the 

variety of gauges as the EV range is consumed.  You can see both "usable" capacity and 

true capacity of the battery-pack.  There's other important information too, like 

temperature and kW draw.  Follow this link to view it...  Windy Summer Drive 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nDRgd_USgg
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6-08-2020 Series Hybrid.  This is becoming less and less of a surprise: "Volt showed the way with 

the series hybrid but almost a decade later and it's not moved forward a single step."  I'm 

getting confirmation that some who supported Volt never actually understood how it 

operated.  They were arguing based on assumption and never bothered to research.  I first 

came to that realization when the dismissal of facts started to give the impression that they 

were recognizing what they had seen.  Lack of any acknowledgement was a clue.  You 

can't have critical thinking if there is no thought of any sort.  In other words, they were just 

passing along rhetoric.  Ugh.  So, I confront issues like that a little differently now, as I did 

today:  It's rather bizarre how some people still believe Volt was a series hybrid.  It 

absolutely was not.  Some of us clearly remember the "direct drive" uproar when it was 

discovered that the engine contribute propulsion power, not just electricity 

generation.  Volt featured some parallel operation with gen-1 and expanded upon that with 

gen-2.  The BMW i3 design was what GM originally planned to deliver, but never actually 

did.  In other words, Volt has far more in common with RAV4 Prime than anyone wants 

to admit.  In fact, the technology would have made a great offering for Equinox.  Though, 

GM's design is more expensive than Toyota's... unnecessarily so, hence no effort to ever 

deliver.  Ford, on the other hand, is striving to deliver an affordable plug-in hybrid 

SUV.  That should help stir the market. 

6-08-2020 Supposed Backing.  Each time I read a statement like this, it provides a better glimpse 

into the assumptions many are making: "I wonder how confident Toyota and GM feel 

about backing Trump's emissions rules at the moment.  They seem to have backed the 

wrong horse."  I tend to request detail to explain their observation.  Almost nothing is ever 

provided in response.  From replies I get, there isn't ever any substance.  It's just more 

rhetoric.  They pass along what they read without any thought.  More and more, evidence 

mindless posting is becoming obvious.  So, I usually post information like this as a follow 

up:  It isn't actually a backing.  That perception comes from not knowing what takes place 

when rules change.  It is awareness of the litigation fight that happens when each state 

attempts to adopt CARB.  That turns into massive waste of resources... which is why 

Toyota wants a national standard instead. 
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6-09-2020 Easier Now.    The vastly superior nonsense never really went away.  Failing to see the 

big picture... failing to understand the technology... failing to recognize the business... they 

all contributed to that mindset.  Fortunately, the beliefs of enthusiasts don't matter 

anymore.  Rhetoric from them simply doesn't have the influence in had in the 

past.  Phew!  We do still have to deal with their perspective though: "I drove more Volt for 

about 8 years.  I loved it.  I did get tired of banging my head against the wall on 

destination chargers at my work..."  Thankfully, I find that quite a bit easier now: 

 

Yet with such insightful observations of that experience, you still don't acknowledge the 

"vastly superior" irony.   That should indicate to everyone else how easy it is to fall into 

the idealistic trap.  You're reasoning for BEV makes sense.  It's all quite valid.  But in the 

here & now, that just plain does not work.  The market you desire won't arrive until an 

entire next-generation of BEV runs its course. 

 

What's offered now is far too expensive, there's almost no charging infrastructure with 

respect to vehicle population, and the technology still has to prove itself robust.  All that 

takes time.  It will happen.  You will see the numbers grow significantly.  But in the 

meantime, hundreds of millions of vehicles with an ICE will be produced.  Racing to get 

those vehicles to include as large of a battery-pack as realistic is monumentally 

beneficial.  Don't dismiss that reality. 

 

Remember, the current barrier is not the technology.  It is the sales process.  Dealers 

simply are not interested in keeping BEV in their inventory.  Heck, the best of them will 

only stock a few.  It's sad... an inconvenient truth.  So, we must address it.  PHEV is 

overwhelming the best compromise, a balance of priorities appealing to a very wide 

audience.  With that approach, the popular selling vehicle can be offered as a plug-in 

hybrid model. 

 

That actually makes it a "vastly superior" solution for this point in time.  In fact, getting as 

many PHEV on the road as possible is what will push the penetration of BEV deep into 

the mainstream.  Appealing to just enthusiasts means little... as the "vastly superior" 

history has taught us. 
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6-09-2020 More Attacks.  The same people trying the same rhetoric... it never ends.  They attack 

those pointing out their ways too.  In this case, it was misrepresentation about Toyota.  I 

wasn't part of it.  In fact, it was on a website I rarely participate.  But it was a friend who 

would appreciate an ally there, so I jumped in with:  The dying brand is those who still 

think contributing to the greater good could possibly be motivated to do so without 

financial incentive.  Just to a quick search on YouTube for a dose of reality.  There 

countless "how to" videos out there where people simply share information about 

something they have helpful knowledge of.  It's their passion and they find it rewarding to 

participate online with a level of detail others lack.  In my case, I have a passion for digital 

video.  As a result, I am able to share a wealth of real-world data in very high quality 

format.  So, I do... and get attacked on a regular basis for providing such material... 

claiming I must be getting paid, that I would have no other motivation.  That is just plain 

not true, but they don't care.  Their point is to undermine the message by making the 

discussion personal, rather than focusing on the data.  My advice to those having to deal 

with the same nonsense is to keep pushing real-world data.  The more detail you can 

provide, the harder time those claiming you are paid for doing so.  Provide them with lots 

of detail.  Eventually, your message becomes the focus simply because you are enabling 

participants to make judgment for themselves.  As for the rhetoric about Toyota, notice the 

absence of any material supporting that claim.  It's just another effort to distract from the 

message. 
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6-09-2020 Calling Them Outdated.  Worry stirred by RAV4 Prime is obvious.  Purists were so 

hoping the death of Volt would cause all plug-in hybrid offerings to fall apart.  They 

hadn't anticipated such a strong new offering from Toyota.  There is an effort to downplay 

by claiming the time has passed for such designs, that only BEV are worth investing in 

now.  Of course, that requires more of the pretending business is not important 

approach.  I found in intriguing it was actually stated in such a way: "From an engineering 

standpoint it clear that PHEVs don't make sense anymore..."  For all those years, I pointed 

out how an engineering-only perspective meant doom.  I was confirmed correct too.  That 

doesn't stop them from rewriting history by pretending that past never took place.  They 

just acknowledge existence and pretend it was never important.  Ugh.  Obviously, I won't 

settle for that: 

 

Lesson learned from the GM disaster was making decisions based on engineering alone is 

a futile endeavor.  It was amazing how many argued that wasn't the case.  They were 

proven wrong, very wrong.  Neglecting business was a terrible choice.  Those who pointed 

out the imbalance got attacked for their critical thinking.  Volt became an great industry 

example of exactly what not to do. 

 

In other words, you cannot ignore how dealers conduct sales.  What they carry for 

inventory and how potential buyers are interacted with is vital.  Dismissing that as 

important was a horrible mistake made with Volt.  Feedback was the technology was very 

appealing, but the packaging horrible. 

 

GM's own loyal customers wanted absolutely nothing to do with a compact 

hatchback.  Refusing to acknowledge that and having an army of enablers (Volt 

enthusiasts) defending the course GM was taking spelled doom.  Rather than investing in 

PHEV to transform it back to a SUV platform (ironically, it originated that way from a 

plug-in Two-Mode prototype), they abandoned the effort... since it was far too late. 

So, we now get excuses validating the decision, using idealistic reasoning rather than 

recognizing the current state of the market and the current state of charging 

infrastructure.  It also turns a blind-eye to growing resistance from the oil industry.  PHEV 

provide far more potential for fighting back, simply because their numbers can grow much 

faster than BEV. 
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6-10-2020 Charge-Mode.  There was a great review on RAV4 Prime today, part of the flood of 

videos posted from a variety of sources.  This batch was the walk-around type, giving us 

the first close-ups of stuff inside and out.  The layout is very, very nice.  Even without the 

performance information (we'll be getting that in early July), it is easy to tell the wait for 

delivery will be painfully long.  Anywho, a reviewer said he couldn't find any information 

anywhere on whether or not the battery-pack could be charged using the engine.  I was a 

bit let down and baffled, since the button now indicates that ability with a "hold" note.  Oh 

well.  It was my invite to chime in with detail:  There is indeed a function to recharge the 

battery-pack using the engine.  It's a feature I have found handy on long trips, where your 

destination does not have an outlet or charger available.  This allows you to save up a little 

electricity for later, when you have short-trip to run (preventing the need for an engine 

warm-up cycle) or you simply want to pre-condition the cabin remotely before 

driving.  Hold the HV/EV button down for at least 3 seconds.  That will activate Charge-

Mode.  What's most interesting about Charge-Mode is that it provides electricity at double 

the usual level-2 rate.  So, rather than seeing a sustained 3.6 kW, you get a flow of 

electricity averaging 7.2 kW.  The rate fluctuates, since the system strives to squeeze out 

MPG efficiency at the same time.  From 0% to 80% of EV capacity takes about 40 

minutes while driving. 

6-10-2020 Reliability.  It both started and ended bad: "Being present rather than being flat footed 

when the market blows up....  Of course there are the losers on the sidelines who pooh-

pooh the EV market because they know they cannot compete in it."  Despite being a new 

audience (RAV4 Prime has definitely stirred new interest), I recognize the attitude.  Now, 

I'm working to confirm background & motive: 

 

Are you aware that mainstream buyers (ordinary consumers, those shopping showroom 

floors) will recognize "EV" as any vehicle offering a plug? In other words, a PHEV will 

indicate just as much of a statement of foothold as a BEV.  After all, both represent a clear 

step away from traditional choices. 

 

The reasoning for that is pretty basic, as is the mindset of the typical vehicle owner.  They 

will recognize a stated range as miles you can drive using electricity provided when the 

vehicle was plugged in to recharge.  That's it.  No other knowledge will be 

leveraged.  Remember, KISS is a vital part of reaching the masses... who are essential for 

the necessary growth of "EV". 

 

Think about that message being sent from the automaker.  Whether or not there is long-

distance capacity or if the vehicle includes an engine for travel beyond depletion won't 

have any influence on assessment of reliability... which is how an ordinary consumer will 

judge automaker progress into the "EV" market. 

Put another way, the same priorities for mainstream buyers remain.  Is the technology 

reliable? Establishing proof that an automaker's plug offering is trustworthy technology is 

what will validate having moved forward.  It's the same old grading system we've had for 

decade... A, B, C, D or F.  Once a high grade is achieved, volume from non-enthusiast 

purchases will follow. 
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6-10-2020 Operational Assumptions, part 1.  He truly had no idea, but certainly tried to figure it 

out: "I'm not sure about the comment at 8m20s implies that they are downgrading the 

electrical power in hybrid mode compared to electric only.  The reason why the electrical 

power and the gas power don't add up to 121HP is because they are MAX powers: the 

electrical power curve and gas power curves have a different profile and don't max at the 

same point.  It is the same with every hybrid."  I appreciate efforts like that, when there is 

an obvious attempt at critical thinking.  He was wrong, but that doesn't matter when you 

are having a constructive exchange.  In fact, those can turn out to be great teaching 

moments.  I gave it a shot:  HV mode only uses MG2 for traction power.  EV mode 

combines MG2 with MG1 through the use of a one-way clutch (to disengage the gas-

engine) for traction power.  So, there is indeed a downgrading that takes place when 

switching from electric-only to hybrid operation... or an upgrade, if you are looking at it 

from a perspective of figuring out why the Prime model offers more from EV mode than 

the regular hybrid. 

6-10-2020 Operational Assumptions, part 2.  Sure enough, he was receptive to the exchange of 

information, following up with this ask: "Is the reason why they are not using MG1 in 

Hybrid because they may need at any moment to start the engine?"  Reading stuff like that 

is always encouraging.  I contributed more to the dialog:  Think of MG1 as a second 

battery-pack.  It provides a balance for the engine during hybrid operation, allowing it to 

maintain a fairly constant RPM.  That's how some efficiency is achieved.  That also results 

in MG1 acting as a generator, supplying electricity for both immediate consumption and 

storage for use later.  It is also used for engine startup, but reaction speed is so fast it is a 

non-issue. 

6-10-2020 Should Have.  This came about when someone commented about the hope of Toyota 

having a strategy of making all their cars available as Prime versions: "They should have 

started doing that 5 year ago.  But I hope they do it soon."  We are seeing more and more 

of that now.  It's the very same tactic we saw with hybrids.  Once the popularity hits a 

certain threshold... the point of maturity to reach mainstream buyers... antagonists attempt 

to recast it as outdated.  This portrayal of "behind" is strong evidence of worry.  Their how 

is the misrepresentation won't be questioned.  I provide detail & background to mess up 

that effort:  They did.  A major aspect of that was the TNGA rollout, which is now 

complete.  It dropped cost and standardized approach, enabling next-gen hybrid 

availability across the entire fleet and setting the stage for plug-in models.  Missing major 

advances to architecture like that is overlooked even more than the neglect for business 

essentials.  Did you know RAV4 will be the third PHV offered from Toyota?  The plug-in 

hybrid of Corolla is now available China already.  It's all an effort to establish reputation, 

proving reliability of their technology.  This is exactly what Toyota did with hybrids, 

which worked out great.  This time, it is for the plug.  Consumers will have confidence in 

plug offerings, which will make rollout of dedicated BEV much easier... since the "EV" 

aspect will already be proven. 
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6-11-2020 Almost Over.  It is rather strange when someone will post a lie.  They will be dishonest 

without any concern.  In a very popular discussion that came about from a quite 

information review of RAV4 Prime came: "Toyota will be running out of US tax credits 

soon."  That was vague & misleading.  I was annoyed:  No, not even close.  The end of 

2021 is when the quantity limit will likely be triggered, then it switches to the unlimited 

phase... which is what Tesla did a fantastic job of taking advantage of.  It's easy to see 

Toyota doing the same thing, building as many as possible during those following 6 

months.  In other words, there is much to look forward to... lots of potential with the way 

the stage is being set. 

6-11-2020 False History.  When something misleading is posted, someone else may jump in to 

muddled the message: "Unlimited phase?  Credits run out quarter by quarter after 

200,000 unit production like they did for GM and Tesla."  That's precisely the outcome a 

troll wants.  They drop bait with the hope someone will bite.  That type of enabling can be 

quite powerful.  Volt provided a great example.  They perpetuated some terrible ideas, 

things not the slightest bit helpful.  Much of that is boosted by building a false history.  I 

wasn't about to allow that enablement to be carried through: 

 

No, that isn't at all what we saw for Tesla and GM. 

 

Once the 200,000 limit is reached, it triggers phaseout stage, but that doesn't start until the 

current quarter comes to an end.  When it does, there is an additional quarter to follow 

when the automaker is allowed to sell as many vehicles as possible to take advantage of 

that "last call" opportunity.  The expectation is they already achieved sustainable high-

volume demand at that point, so they could exploit the tax-credit without limitation.  In 

other words, they should have been preparing all along to have an audience of ordinary 

consumers, having well established the technology prior to reaching phaseout. 

 

Tesla did exactly that.  It went extraordinarily well too.  Kudos.  GM failed 

miserably.  They had squandered time & credits prior to that on conquest sales, doing 

nothing to actually change the status quo.  So when phaseout was triggered, their dealers 

hadn't changed at all.  Sales to loyal GM customers were almost entirely just traditional 

guzzlers.  The opportunity was a monumental waste. 

Toyota is clearly preparing for the "last call" opportunity.  That means up to 6 months 

(depending upon when the threshold is exceeded) of full tax-credits for an unlimited 

amount of sales.  That is followed by 6 months of tax-credits at a 50% reduction ($3,750 

instead of $7,500) with unlimited quantity.  Then there's the final 6 months at just 25% 

($1,875), also unlimited. 
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6-12-2020 Reviews.  That attitude of false history carries over into reviews.  Antagonists want to 

portray the technology as outdated.  Seeing a new review for Prius Prime spells trouble for 

them, and I know it.  They don't want an established reputation to carry over to the newest 

offering.  In this case, RAV4 Prime will benefit from Prius Prime having proven the plug-

in technology is robust & reliable.  It's exactly what GM should have done with Volt, 

using it as a launching tool for other offerings.  That's why I'm so pleased with Toyota 

moving forward like this.  It is exactly what should have happened years ago and those 

nasty troublemakers now know it.  To think of how much grief they gave me fighting the 

very outcome many now see as a major step forward.  The irony...  Anywho, my focus is 

on the new audience.  So, I posted this when the complaint of "not another review" came 

up:  Comments posted about the reviews tell a different story.  Many watching are 

newbies, only now discovering what the Prime system has to offer.  It's good to have an 

established platform to base new releases upon too. 

6-12-2020 PHEV Era Needs to End Now.  Attacks from BEV purists are ramping up.  Their level 

of panic is obvious.  You can gauge desperation by the number of misleading and blatantly 

false claims.  They see the potentail now as a threat, rather than the "gateway drug" it had 

always been looked upon as.  That's rubbish.  We know a household will likely have a 

combination of technlogies for many years to come.  I selected one post to focus the 

message of purpose & progress on.  This was the claim: "BEVs mean a serious shift and 

PHEVs are just to let manufacturers skate by without a serious commitment."  I was quite 

curious what type of spin would result from questioning that logic.  What possible 

substance could support it?  I asked:  What commitment?  BEV does not mean any serious 

shift in any regard.  We have already seen that play out too; so this isn't an academic 

exercise . It is already history. Both GM and Nissan delivered BEV choices.  What 

became of them?  We witnessed firsthand how some designs never make it beyond the 

early-adopter stage.  In fact, if it wasn't for the tax-credits, neither Volt nor Bolt would 

have likely come about.  What incentive did GM have beyond conquest?  PHEV, on the 

other hand, offer an appealing path forward the legacy automakers can present to their 

dealers.  Being as cost-effective as a BEV means little to nothing for someone needing to 

stock & sale them.  Dealers want a product that is simple & profitable... which is exactly 

what a popular vehicle like RAV4 Prime addresses.  In other words, sales isn't about 

pushing an ideal solution. It is about finding a balance... which is what confirms serious 

commitment. 

6-13-2020 Nonsensical Replies.  As expected, this reply was like oh so many others.  There was 

nothing.  The complete absence of any substance told the story.  He had nothing.  It was 

the same old mindset.  More range means a better outcome.  Lack of critical thinking is 

sad.  Some don't care.  They just want to win an argument.  Whether their point actually 

makes a difference doesn't matter.  Changing the status quo isn't taken seriously, which is 

why the ideal is so often sighting as the winning solution.  They don't understand how 

change works.  That reality is painful... as the well documented saga of Volt tells the 

tale.  Ugh.  I responded to his spin with:  Both share the same EV components, including 

battery cells.  Seems like you are claiming the 18.1 kWh battery-pack from RAV4 Prime 

is trivial, that regardless of how many are produced, the automaker won't have to secure a 

large inventory from suppliers.  That's a load of nonsense.  There's no way to argue 

otherwise.  PHEV require serious commitment too. 
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6-13-2020 FCEV's Future.  It was summed up with: "...pretty much dooming them to fail."  I can't 

help but to be amused at this point.  They cherry-pick to misrepresent fuel-cell technology 

to such an extreme, it's almost a waste of time bothering... if it wasn't for the culture of 

change it nurtures.  So, I continue to push the facts:  Since the technology will be used 

elsewhere, cherry-picking sales as personal transport really doesn't equate to 

much.  However, development in a consumer arena for wide use in the commercial realm 

makes sense.  It's a lot less expensive and it stirs attention & support you wouldn't 

otherwise be able to achieve.  That's a big gain from a seemingly pointless effort.  Watch 

what happens in the shipping industry (truck, boat, train).  Use for some high-mileage fleet 

vehicles is likely too.  There is the takeaway of shared technology too.  In the case of 

Mirai, that 114 kW electric motor is a nice size for a potential daily-driver BEV.  In fact, 

that offers a little bit more horsepower than Volt and the base Leaf.  The sharing of other 

components, like a heat-pump, is obviously beneficial as well.  So, the idea of "fail" is 

rather muddled. 

6-13-2020 Used Vehicles.  This is a category where Toyota thrives... and most people never 

notice.  Today, we got a long list of reasons why there are some buyers of PHEV don't 

ever plug in.  Though there may not actually be many, there are some and the reasons why 

are important.  In this discussion, I jumped on: "Some buy to get in the HOV lanes. (this is 

huge)"  It was a clear & simple message.  I replied with:  That is huge... and Toyota knows 

it.  They look for opportunities to push technology out in a way that will naturally create 

used models in a few years.  In fact, that is why we have seen a historical pattern of mid-

cycle updates where people are baffled why that feature wasn't offered in the first place... 

for example, the middle-rear seat.  HOV was a guarantee for used availability.  Toyota 

knew some would purchase the vehicle for the sake of exploiting that and tax-credits, then 

it would be sold a few years later. It's a situation where everyone wins. 

6-13-2020 Availability.  I found this quite worthy of follow up: "I would definitely go all-electric, 

once a sufficiently good one comes available."  Hopefully, my post will stimulate some 

constructive discussion:  Our plug-in owners group here in Minnesota (which is joining 

the National Electric Auto Association this coming Thursday) would very much like detail 

on what you consider "sufficient" for availability.  Adding to the challenge of location, 

equipment cost and installation, there is also factors of speed, quantity, and operating 

costs.  Here in the north, we have the challenge of snow removal and ice mitigation 

too.  Needless to say, infrastructure is very much at its infancy.  Requirements of what's 

needed continue to be researched.  None of it is finalized yet.  Remember, we must also 

figure out how those chargers will be used and how they will be paid for.  Then, there's the 

matter of agreement.  Think about how the lack of a plug standard plays a role in all of 

this.  In other words, the "availability" equation is far more complex than most people 

realize. 
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6-13-2020 Next Generation.  On the big Prius forum, we tend to get very constructive 

discussion.  RAV4 Prime is stirring new voices and new focus.  That extremely 

refreshing.  This particular post got my attention: "It's going to be interesting to see where 

Toyota takes the Prime for the next gen/2.0 iteration."  With over 20 years of Prius history 

I actively participated in, there was material to contribute.  I provided this insight: 

 

There were 2 generations of prototype prior to the 2012-2015 production of Prius 

PHV.  Seeing Prius Prime expected to go 5-6 years with upgrades rolling out via RAV4 

Prime in the meantime, it simply makes no sense trying to put any type of label on design 

anymore.  This is now just part of the continuous improvement approach Toyota does 

exceptionally well.  It's pretty easy to see the priorities at this point too. 

 

Packaging will improve.  Moving the battery-pack to the floor (which yes, could cause 

Prius to get taller, as CH-R sharing the same chassis already did) would be a natural next 

step.  That would enable greater capacity as well as aggressive forced-air cooling. The 

result would be an increase in both EV range & power, as well as an increase in cargo 

space. 

 

Consider the goal.  It is quite realistic to see an effort to phase out the regular hybrid 

model, serving as a guide to helping move the entire fleet forward.  That may not be 

feasible upon launch, but should be an expectation for the end of its product-cycle... which 

means being cost-competitive is vital and improving MPG from hybrid-mode simply not a 

priority. 

The important thing to remember is Toyota is moving many pieces in the game all at the 

same time.  So, it isn't always easy to recognize why certain steps are taken. 

6-14-2020 Electric Efficiency, exposition.  That reply to the "serious commitment" comment was 

definitely the correct audience.  Whoa!  He got really angry and started spewing the usual 

nonsense... you know, supposed facts that don't equate to anything of merit.  It's very easy 

to recognize arguments like that now.  The most obvious clue is lack of any detail.  Then 

when they reply with no substance whatsoever, you have your confirmation.  If they also 

personally attack you in the same post, that's your invitation to start posting 

exposition.  The conclusion I got in his reply was: "Rather than arguing with facts and 

logic you are hiding behind semantics."  It's a bizarre physiological trait (called 

"projection") when a person replies defensively by accusing you of doing what they are 

guilty of.  Since his rant became an argument about efficiency, that's what I posted more 

information about... carefully thought out detail to focus attention: 

 

I called you out for being vague, asking for some type of measure.  Then, I highlighted 

KW/MI rating as fact and logic in reply to efficiency.  Now, I will again, with detail: 

 

31 kWh/100 mi = Nissan Leaf 

29 kWh/100 mi = Chevy Bolt 

28 kWh/100 mi = Tesla Model Y 

25 kWh/100 mi = Prius Prime 

 

Understand the electric-only efficiency measure? 

That's how you do it. 
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6-14-2020 Electric Efficiency, teaching.  The response was so predictable, I was delighted.  It 

allowed me to continue on as a teaching moment.  It was an opportunity to point out how 

the problem came about.  This was his entire reply: "Prius Prime does not even meet the 

30 mile criteria.  And it travels 25 miles with a 8.8 kWh battery which translates to over 

35 kWh/100 miles.  That pathetic attempt makes it clear you don't have any worthwhile 

arguments.  So bye.  But your model Y numbers are also wrong, BTW."  That 30 miles was 

arbitrary, just a distance without reason, making it easy to not give attention to.  That next 

part was the treasure.  He clearly didn't have any idea how the numbers were 

derived.  Like so many others, the assumption is a larger battery provides greater 

efficiency.  It's as brainless as saying a larger gas tank will give you better MPG.  It's 

amazing how prevalent that belief is.  But the real clue was not recognizing "usable" 

charge.  He was focused entirely on capacity.  Another way of identifying this situation is 

when someone argues that carrying around the "dead weight" of a rarely used gas engine 

will create an efficiency penalty, but refuse to acknowledge a very large battery-pack has 

the same consequence.  Excess capacity is a waste, period.  The rating value helps to 

reveal such detail.  Needless to say, I was amused by the direction this posting had 

taken.  It matched that pattern of the past so well, I feel extremely comfortable concluding 

the exchange with:  Those are official EPA ratings, measures of efficiency delivered when 

following the standardized tests for electricity consumption.  In other words, they are 

numbers collected from each vehicle under the same conditions to provide a proper basis 

of comparison.  Calling those rating values a "pathetic attempt" and "wrong" is not how 

you should respond to this teaching moment.  I strongly suggest you go to 

FUELECONOMY.GOV to learn more about how electric efficiency is measured. 

6-14-2020 Logical Step.  My next generation post was in reply to a newbie.  He got excited to be 

engaged in discussion, but was clearly not paying attention: "I agree that the next logical 

step is to get a bigger battery into the Prime....but the problem is it will necessitate it 

being under the floor to not sacrifice interior/cargo room...which would mean a re-

engineering of the chassis/ride-height..."  I already provided that detail.  But repeating it in 

another manner with a follow-up post was fine:  No re-engineering necessary.  That was 

delivered years ago, already on the road disguised as CH-R.  It is a different vehicle body 

sharing the same chassis.  It is even available as a hybrid in Europe and Australia.  This is 

confirmation that Toyota plans ahead and experiments to finding a way of achieving the 

most challenging goals.  In this case, it is to effectively raise the floor without impact to 

being cost-competitive. 
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6-14-2020 You Are Wrong.  I searched through the over 500 comments that "needs to end" topic 

resulted in.  That same troublemaker I was dealing with had also been confronted by 

others for the very same reason.  He was a purist and was accusing others of having 

blinders on.  It was more projection.  I wanted to get the message across he was wrong, 

but in a way that emphasized why rather than making it personal.  This was a hot thread 

within the long discussion: "But manufacturers focusing on that now are not really trying 

to solve any issues."  It was exactly what I was looking for.  He has lost sight of 

objectives, no longer recognizing the barriers anymore.  That happens a lot with new 

technologies.  I was delighted point out why:  Post after post, you keep trying to explain 

the market from an engineering-only perspective.  That is the same fatal mistake 

enthusiasts of Volt made.  No matter how many times they were told to include the 

business aspect, they kept dismissing its importance.  Some people never learn.  Reality is, 

the customer of automakers is the dealer, not end consumers.  If a dealer isn't interested, 

they don't bother.  Sales cannot come from inventory that isn't stocked and salespeople 

with no incentive.  It's that simple.  Focus on PHEV is an effort to direct address that 

issue.  It is a balanced solution.  Taking what EV has to offer and packaging it as 

something easy to sell at a profit is exactly what is needed.  BEV is far from that 

simple.  Know your audience.  The market is struggling to get beyond early-

adopters.  Ordinary showroom shoppers want a familiar vehicle with a plug and no 

risk.  As great as a dedicated platform can be, that's not the stage we are in yet. 

6-14-2020 Relentless.  I kept finding more attacks from that same person.  He uses fear to push his 

agenda: "Automakers hiding behind PHEVs are risking our future for short-term 

profits."  Stuff like that is so annoying.  Unwilling to tolerate that nonsense, I fired back 

again:  Short-Term profits are coming from guzzlers.  They don't require anything 

new.  All you do is just push the larger ones, since they provide the larger return.  That is 

how our future is being risk.  Don't be so naive.  The reality of PHEV design is it shares 

BEV design.  Both need the same EV components for propulsion, charging, thermal 

management and cabin comfort.  You invest in one, the other benefits.  Of course, that is 

the same desperation we saw back with Volt.  Those enthusiasts worried about purity loss 

as pressure grew to diversify.  They fought against choice... despite the benefit from 

sharing.  So much effort is being expended to misrepresent that manual gain.  What a 

waste... and risk. 

6-14-2020 Yum, Cake!  I snuck this tantalizing tidbit into the next-gen discussion:  Prius has served 

as a great vehicle (pun intended) for the introduction of new technologies.  It is not out of 

the realm of possibilities that Prius could be the first to utilize a semi-solid or solid state 

battery.  That improvement to reduce/eliminate the electrolyte has been getting closer and 

closer to becoming a commercial reality.  The benefit would be especially impressive for 

PHEV use.  You could exceed the current thermal limits, allowing greater flexibility from 

40-mile range design.  That's new opportunity to exploit.  Think about what it would be 

like to connect to a basic 50kW fast-charger with a 18.1 kWh battery-pack.  20 minutes for 

a full charge at a retail or grocery store would be no big deal.  In fact, that could be sighted 

as a nice selling point for those unable to recharge at their apartment or condo.  Having 

your cake and eating it too... 
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6-14-2020 Looking Closer.  It's fun when you get other ambitious and well informed people online 

to contribute to the observations: "Look at the Lexus UX300e, also made on the same 

platform as the Prius Prime and it's not quite as long as the Prius Prime but they managed 

to fit a 54KWh battery pack under the floor.  I wouldn't be surprised if the next Prius 

includes a Prius e..."  I was more than happy to add to that:  Taking your observation 

another step forward, there's the approach of adding more stacks in the pack to increase 

capacity. If you triple the capacity of RAV4 Prime (18.1 kWh), you get the what is being 

used for UX300e (54.3 kWh).  It makes sense that Toyota is working to reuse as much as 

possible.  It also makes a lot of sense to take advantage of the requirement in China to 

collect real-world data in preparation for that first BEV offering here.  Seeing that as a 

model of Prius wouldn't surprise me either... or my wife, who knows how determined I 

would be to jump on that upgrade opportunity. 

6-15-2020 "Behind" Narrative.  They just repeat the mantra, over and over again without thought or 

even content: "Remember, it has air-cooled batteries, which shows how much Toyota 

needs to catch up in terms of technology."  That incredibly vague comment was included 

within an article... no explanation, no background, nothing.  The writer was clearly just 

capitalizing on the opportunity to post content which would stir lots of posts.  And yes, I 

did bite at his bait:  Striving to find a means of removing dependency on liquid-cooled 

batteries is an advancement forward, another step closer to mass adoption.  Achieving that 

results in a reduction of cost, weight and complexity... which is the goal, right?  It doesn't 

make sense to think an effort to reach beyond the original approach gets labeled with a 

"behind" status.  To those reading this, explain why an ordinary consumer using their BEV 

from Toyota will require more than a system designed to cool the battery-pack using a 

dedicated forced flow of A/C air is not enough.  Know your audience.  Recognize the 

difference between want and need. 

6-15-2020 Only Way.  How many times have you heard this already: "Having home-charging is a 

requirement for PHEVs because the only way to charge them is with an AC EVSE."  For 

me, it has been many.  For most, I suspect they don't even know what that means.  For 

many years to come, it probably still won't mean anything either.  However, that doesn't 

make it true.  In fact, it is not true for 2 reasons.  I posted why:  That is false.  Mitsubishi 

Outlander and Prius Prime (in Japan) offer CHAdeMO fast-charging.  As semi-solid and 

solid state batteries advance, taking advantage of DCFC will become an added appeal for 

PHEV.  Think about it.  20 minutes at the grocery or retail store will completely recharge 

the pack.  And since it is a plug-in hybrid, there is no concern about when the next charger 

visit will be.  Recharging the battery-pack using the engine is also already available.  That 

is only an efficiency benefit if you use generated electricity to prevent engine use in high-

consumption situations.  Nonetheless, it is another option proving "only way" is not an 

accurate portrayal of PHEV design. 
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6-15-2020 The Switch.  Desperation is growing to a very exciting level.  It's like our president at this 

point... there's nothing of any value to contribute anymore, so attack what is 

working.  Ugh.  Watching that trapped-in-a-corner situation play out certainly has its 

moments.  Stuff like this makes them feel better: "A dinosaur like Toyota will not be able 

to switch production from one type of car to another...is really complicated."  But it 

doesn't achieve anything at all.  The post is a complete waste now.  Even enablers have 

nothing to pile on with.  It's over.  There's nothing to work with anymore.  In fact, this 

rambling on is pointless.  The switch is already taking place.  They just are too stubborn to 

admit it.  Of course, I'm happy to provide information to the contrary:  Toyota planned 

way ahead.  The "behind" narrative is falling apart.  The Lexus EV now available in China 

has a 54.3 kWh pack share stacks with RAV4 Prime (triple the battery-pack capacity of 

18.1 kWh) and shares the chassis of Prius Prime.  In other words, the switch is already 

taking place. 

6-16-2020 Patience & Priorities.  Sometimes, you just need to provide some perspective:  The 

choice to rollout slowly, especially when it is worldwide all within the first year, isn't 

anything out of the ordinary.  That doesn't stir much excitement though, so we get spin & 

speculation to result in lots of posts.  Enthusiasts thrive on narratives and want rapid 

change.  This is why "know your audience" has become such an important part of 

understanding the bigger picture.  In this case, Toyota rollout of their TNGA platform 

across the fleet to help set the stage for the profitable phaseout of traditional 

vehicles.  RAV4 production (including the hybrid) in Kentucky was part of that.  Sadly, 

the pandemic will slow making the plug-in domestically.  Nonetheless, you can see 

direction Toyota is taking.  Change on such a large scale takes time.  Patience is 

required.  Think about the progress.  42 miles per day (assuming only overnight recharges) 

equates to over 15k miles of EV travel per year.  Anyone who claims that won't make a 

significant difference toward emission & consumption reduction really needs to re-

evaluate their priorities. 

6-16-2020 Other Reasons.  People typically don't have enough facts to make educated 

decisions.  When they don't bother to research, narratives take hold.  That's just a natural 

outcome of making assumptions.  You gravitate toward something that seems likely to be 

the reason: "Toyota has enough emissions credits, so they're not required to build 

these.  So it's not a compliance vehicle.  But they totally botched something here because 

they have a product people like, there's a demand for it, but they're unable to supply."  The 

probability of that is high enough to give an impression of being obvious... hence my 

crazy.  Without detail, it's an easy trap to fall into.  Ugh.  That's why even just providing 

some background can be the right amount of push to get a discussion to become 

constructive.  Sometimes it works, sometimes not.  I gave it a try:  Unable implies that is 

the only reason.  History tells us otherwise.  When dealing with ordinary consumers, those 

shopping the showroom floor, its important to recognize their priorities.  Among the top is 

reliability.  Getting that data requires time and Toyota knows the best quality information 

comes from those willing to endure efforts to acquire a first-year vehicle.  It other words, 

they have a winning formula that comes from taking their time with initial rollout.  20 

years of that same strategy playing out is why there's no rush. 
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6-17-2020 Ford Attacks.  I knew of this poster's reputation from this: "...at least this is better the 

pathetic 25 miles of range in the Prius Prime."  Looking up other posts, it was clear he had 

turned.  Upset by GM's broken promises or just simply ready to move on, his pattern of 

intolerance was obvious.  This is what had initial ally caught my attention: "The Volt 

should have set the floor for PHEVs not the ceiling, if 53 miles was doable in 2015 why 

can't anyone produce a PHEV with more than that today?"  It provided me with enough 

curiosity to find out more prior to posting a reply.  With those findings, I then proceeded 

to express my views... knowing Ford supporters were in no position yet to deal with 

attacks: 

 

53 miles wasn't doable in 2015 and is still not in 2020. 

 

Heavy dependency on tax-credits is what kept Volt alive.  It was a compact hatchback that 

didn't stand a chance at ever becoming profitable.  Enthusiasts knew diversifying the 

technology by offering it in SUV form would be a death blow to Volt too.  A larger, 

heavier, much less aerodynamic vehicle would mean lower efficiency and reduced 

range.  The 53 would drop to something in the 30's, exactly what we are seeing now from 

Ford. 

 

As for setting a target of 50's for range, the diminishing returns simply are worth 

it.  Perhaps later when energy density hits 300 Wh/kg and cost drops to below $100/kWh, 

that may make it realistic.  But right now, that's a misplaced priority. There are too many 

other important aspects of plugging in to focus on in the meantime. 

 

As for your claim that "I don't see how 37 miles of range would do it for anything more 

than going to the grocery store", that's just blatant rhetoric.  37 miles per day equates to 

13,505 miles per year.  No amount of spin can downplay that plug-in benefit. 
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6-17-2020 Failing To Deliver.  The advent of RAV4 Prime has brought about a new audience... 

uninformed prey, those easily swayed by rhetoric.  The lack of critical thinking is 

expected.  But you would think someone in the crowd would ask what the goal 

is.  Nope.  It's still all about delivering the best BEV, that means a long range with fast 

charging and a decent price.  There's no depth, no thought, no discussion.  Why isn't 

asked.  How isn't asked.  What that is supposed to achieve isn't asked.  It's all just a jumble 

of assumption without direction or timeframe.  I try to point out those shortcomings.  Most 

don't understand why I take issue with their approach.  They just pass on the mantra, 

posting without understanding what they are endorsing.  Ugh.  Oh well.  All I can do is 

continue to share some insight: 

 

That's just a narrative, nothing actually addressing status quo.  It is the "failing to deliver" 

that you should be questioning.  Deliver what?  Those token rollouts we go did not result 

in real change. 

 

Think about what leadership means.  Many feel the small number of subsidy dependent 

offerings were making a difference.  They were wrong, very wrong.  GM played that 

game, exploiting the opportunity to get praise from conquest sales.  They promoted a 

"game changer" but never achieved any change.  Compare their dealers from 10 years ago 

to that now.  The situation has become worse, not better.  Cars are being phased out in 

favor of larger guzzlers.  What happened with all that hype for Volt and Bolt?  No change. 

 

Now, we get "failing to deliver" claims as a distraction and excuses to forgive what still 

has not been accomplished.  Leadership is having achieved change.  Getting the masses to 

embrace the new offering is the goal.  Seeing that shift of sales, when a loyal customer 

replaces their old vehicle with something offering a plug, is when you claim success... not 

before. 

Again, deliver what?  In other words, your judgment is misplaced.  Look deeper, at the 

tech itself, not just whether the vehicle is a BEV.  You'll find out why the term "EV" is 

meaningful then, what its delivery represents. 

6-18-2020 Random Disinformation.  They like to randomly post disinformation, just like this: 

"Toyota, AWD runs on the engine .. its not full Electrical in AWD."  I searched and 

couldn't even find a source of how that could have possibly come about.  You can 

sometimes figure out how that originated.  This time though, there was nothing to work 

with.  Extremely outdated observations are typically what starts it all.  My guess is it was 

just a wild assumption without any research whatsoever.  Regardless of how, I didn't like 

the complete absence of any facts to base anything on.  It's one of those claims they will 

assert until called out, then the person will deny anything was ever implied  Ugh.  I 

provided some historical background as my choice to refute:  

No detail to share yet.  I suspect there's a mode to select for a power tolerance, where EV 

is guaranteed up to a specific draw threshold.  Though, the algorithm is probably not that 

obvious, even with a ODB-II to monitor.  For Prius long ago, it was 10 kW... then 27kW... 

then 38kW.  For Prius Prime, it is 68kW.  But that's with 1 or 2 traction motors.  With a 

third, I suspect some knowledge-sharing from the Subaru partnership having played a role 

in MG3 response management.  In fact, that is probably why Prime towing-capacity 

exceeds the regular RAV4 to such an degree. 
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6-19-2020 Purist Trolls.  If you aren't a BEV purist, you're a troll.  I'm so glad that polarizing 

approach isn't prevalent, but it's still a pain to have to deal with.  Each encounter is the 

same.  They have made up their mind, so there's really nothing that can be said.  In those 

cases, I just provide exposition by addressing their audience with information and ignoring 

them.  This time, it was: "It's so sad to see so many pro-ICE trolls on here making all sorts 

of dubious claims about how BEVs aren't good enough."  That just randomly popped up in 

a discussion about RAV4 Prime.  Ugh.  My post... with no expectation of any response in 

return... was:  Notice how every time the topic of ICE trolls is brought up, the reality "EV" 

is carefully avoided.  Those who only favor BEV don't want to acknowledge just how 

much of the design is shared by PHEV.  I can cruise along in my PHEV on the highway at 

80 mph effortlessly in EV... that's electric-only... no ICE... even for heating or 

cooling.  And as the battery-pack capacity increases from generational upgrades, more 

power becomes available.  It's all there helping to establish a strong foothold in the market 

for EV.  So what if an ICE is available for after depletion?  The goal of switching over to 

taking advantage of plugging in is clearly underway.  Many owners start with the 

convenience of 120-volt being an appeal as part of the original purchase, then end up 

upgrading at some point to 240-volt charging.  That's exactly what you want to 

achieve.  Calling those who support that goal a troll is absurd. 

6-20-2020 First Year Rollout.  This was a refreshing topic something new to respond to: "One 

Toyota vlogger has mentioned that Toyota will probably only produce a few thousand this 

year.  If this is true, maybe Ford can take advantage of this and fill the market needs for a 

PHEV crossover."  And, I did:  Low volume for a first-year worldwide rollout during a 

pandemic sounds reasonable.  The added benefit of resulting demand build up is real-

world data from early-adopters to validate the tech.  It works out especially well with the 

target audience (showroom shoppers) who always wait until the second or third year to 

buy anyway.  Remember, the biggest challenge is to appeal to dealers.  That means 

demonstrating sales will be easy & profitable.  The only way to do that is to show market 

interest reaches beyond just enthusiasts.  With gen-1 Prius, that took time.  The only 

means of getting one for the first 1.5 years was to place an order and wait.  All were 

shipped to dealers with a sold status (except the demo model).  Then when gen-2 rolled 

out, there was a 6 to 9 month wait.  Later when the PHV model came about (gen-1 plug-

in), rollout became an effective means of measuring the market for Prime design 

approaches.  If Ford jumps in again (we saw a similar intentional gap back in the hybrid 

days) to get a foothold before the Toyota tsunami, that would be a win-win situation.  An 

ally to help promote the plug-in market is far more valuable than getting a few extra sales 

out to early-adopters. 
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6-21-2020 Reckless Comparisons.  What is the point of comparing Model Y to RAV4 Prime?  That 

Tesla has a base price of $15,000 more and it really isn't a SUV.  They basically have 

nothing in common other than both having a plug.  Yet, we still get articles pushing the 

topic.  Turns out, the point is to stir comments like this: "The fatal flaw with plug in 

hybrids is that most people don't plug them in .. since the range in EV mode is so lame 

anyway."  That media source wants to stir controversy and they depend upon daily 

publishing to survive.  So, they come up with things to write about.  Sadly, the outcome is 

reckless comparisons.  Not being constructive is a very real problem.  So, it comes to 

those like-minded of us to bring some clarity to the resulting comments.  In this case, 

there's a strong argument now against such claims:  42 miles of EV daily (from overnight 

charging) = 15,330 annual.  Calling that "lame" couldn't be any more counter-productive 

toward the cause of electrification.  There are many who don't even drive that far in a 

year.  So, the payoff of that many miles is anything but lame.  It represents a dramatic 

reduction of emissions & consumption. 

6-21-2020 Cherry Picking.  Don't you love how people draw a conclusion for you based on 

extremely selective data that they don't even bother to share?  Stuff like this was abundant 

from the Volt enthusiasts: "There is a study in the U.K. that shows most PHEV owners 

there (over 80%) don't plug in regularly."  Of course, I knew of the study those 

antagonists of the past were referring too.  It came from a sampling of 3,000 owners from 

the first-year offering.  They didn't care how that grossly misrepresented future 

shoppers.  It was a statistic they could exploit, so they did.  Stuff like that is how I 

confirmed they had a weak argument, that going forward their narrative would fall 

apart.  So, what we are seeing now is just more of the same.  I'm treating it that way 

too:  How cherry-picked is that data?  Being outdated (older tech) with a limited-scope 

(incentive audience) is in no way representative of what to expect going 

forward.  Providing that as an argument against PHEV potential is basically an attempt to 

reinforce a narrative.  In other words, if that is all you've got, it won't be effective.  Who 

are you trying to convince? 

6-21-2020 Nobody?  I really like when audience is brought up.  Many enthusiasts struggle with 

perspective.  They get so hung up with the technology, they loss track of what an ordinary 

person sees & understands.  That means when they attempt to recognize the industry, it 

often comes back as a "EV market" point of view.  In other words, they get so involved, 

they end up forgetting their own past.  This is why KISS is still vital to expansion.  It 

seems almost pitiful at times to hold back so much, but that is exactly what appeals to 

those without background.  They feel the simplicity is recognition of their wants... not a 

need.  Interesting, eh?  Anywho, this was the nonsense today: "Nobody is going to drive 

somewhere and wait for hours to get 40 miles of range."  The repetition of that is getting 

old.  Fortunately, there is a new way to present facts in return:  Actually, that argument 

falls apart when the reality of fast-charging combines with next-gen batteries.  The time 

needed would be reduced to 20 minutes, less than the typical visit to a grocery or retail 

store.  That flips the perspective from "nobody" to just about everybody.  It becomes no 

big deal if you look beyond the immediate.  Understanding the potential is vital.  This is 

how the wider audience is reached.  We cannot just ignore apartment & condo dwellers, 

hoping they will somehow get chargers on their own.  Also, you're forgetting the charge-

mode feature.  Though wasteful if used improperly, it can provide the means of avoiding 

engine warm-up cycles.  Having that EV available for short trips, even if derived from gas, 

is still beneficial overall. 
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6-21-2020 False Information.  You can tell the level of desperation already: "Little battery on RAV 

will be all gone by 80,000 miles (2,000 cycles), probably much earlier depending on 

cooling, treatment."  I found that quite telling... and was delighted to stir the dispute 

with:  Who are you trying to convince with such blatantly false information?  The 

warranty is for 150,000 miles.  Claiming 100% replacement of all sold is absurd.  Of 

course, anyone with knowledge of how a PHEV actually works... or any BEV, for that 

matter... is well aware that full cycles are avoided.  To qualify as a "cycle", the battery 

must be drained from 100% to near 0%.  That basically never happens.  For a PHEV like 

my Prius Prime, charging to "full" is only 84% and the "drain" point is really 13%.  By 

avoiding extremes through the use of those buffers, battery life is prolonged.  In other 

words, it takes many of those usages to equate to just one cycle.  This is why such a long 

warranty is no big deal.  Most batteries will easily exceed that usage.  In short, stop 

spreading false information. 

6-21-2020 Vague Attacks.  They keep coming: "...you can't get the performance advertised with the 

electric motor alone, it is undersized."  I actually find them quite refreshing.  They have 

little to work with and I have many, many years of real-world data.  So, I enjoy posting 

rebuttals like this:  Performance advertised?  What are you talking about?  My Prius Prime 

clearly states 68kW (91hp) for EV driving and that's exactly what I get.  It's all quite 

predictable based on that information.  In town driving is fantastic (fast, low-end electric 

torque is great) and all but extreme highway merge accelerations go completely 

unnoticed.  It works fine driving with the electric motor alone.  Also, there's the reality 

that less than half that power is actually needed to maintain a cruise on the highway.  So, 

undersized is a bit of a stretch. 

6-22-2020 Alexa.  We got an OTA (Over The Air) updated today.  It was labeled as a "mandatory 

update" with the option of executing it immediately or delay until later.  I was 

intrigued.  Timing gave the sense of moving forward.  The stir last year about not getting 

Android Auto included with anything Prius related in the upcoming future was a sign of 

not paying attention.  There was a fundamental platform switch taking place, the move to 

go from phone-centric to automotive-centric.  As a software engineer, I'm well aware of 

how long and how many steps such a move takes.  You rollout a major rewrite, then 

follow with a series of updates based upon user feedback.  That takes time.  There is 

simply to way to shorten the process, period.  People didn't like that information, so they 

fought me... and lost.  9 upgrades over the course of the year to follow, we see the 

progress being made.  That puts the Google product in a good position for Toyota to begin 

consideration of rollout.  Going forward is easy, just include with new models.  Going 

backward though, that's a challenge.  We know that Toyota had trials taking place.  Upon 

success, the question would be who gets it and if there would be any fee.  It certainly looks 

like Toyota is attempting to offer Android Auto as a free upgrade, by first rolling out other 

software to confirm a smooth process has been established.  Today, that was a number of 

changes to Entune (Toyota's base interface) with the addition of Amazon's Alexa.  It only 

took a few minutes for the download and install.  That was quick & easy... which is a sign 

of more good to come.  Working out detail like that, to prevent outcries from the poorly 

informed, is well worth taking the time.  So far, the progress looks great. 
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6-23-2020 Reputation.  EV enthusiasts take it way too seriously, placing heavy emphasis on 

perspective they find appealing.  That ends up becoming the mantra, a demand which must 

be fulfilled without question.   They completely lose sight of goals & audience.  It is a 

mistake I see repeated over and over and over again.  This all comes about by passing 

along a sound-bite or quote of some sort.  For example: "How credible is it, 

anyway?  Their "self charging" commercials are still on.  Would you buy an EV from a 

company that always made clear how much they despise BEVs?"  The key is to take 

something like that and present it out of context.  Lack of a constructive perspective 

allows emotion to sink in and the message to become distorted.  Replies with key facts are 

one of the few options available to compete with that nonsense:  Since when does an 

advertising campaign represent a corporate mission?  If you held an automaker to that 

standard, nothing would make sense from any of them.  They all do that.  Advertisements 

are point-in-time for a targeted audience.  There's no underlying deep meaning.  What I 

find most amusing from all of this is just how hypocritical the antagonists really 

are.  There are plenty of examples where being the extreme opposite of green was not only 

the norm, it was the expectation.  They just conveniently forget that.  Heck, we even have 

the promotion of EV guzzlers.  Notice how everyone turns a blind-eye to kWh/mi 

consumption ratings?  Anywho, since EV rollout from Toyota has begun since this article 

last year, what's the point now?  Lexus UX300e is a reality.  That 54.3 kWh capacity 

battery-pack is something none of those hear sighting a behind narrative want to 

address.  It uses a chassis that's well established and technologies that's well proven.  That 

means there's more to come, exactly as this article points out.  The reality is WORD-OF-

MOUTH marketing is far more effective than advertisement anyway.  Seeing Toyota 

plug-in vehicles on the road is a powerful endorsement and RAV4 Prime has a massive 

amount of potential. 
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6-24-2020 Battery Degradation.  It was interesting to see an attempt to quantify, but without enough 

background.  Someone had posted a spreadsheet with a summary of data-collection 

points.  For each month, there was a maximum kWh draw value.  The idea was to show 

how the battery holds less electricity over time in a quantified manner that was easy to 

validate.  The problem was, that's too much of a simplification on a factor that doesn't 

really tell the whole story.  There are other influences.  Measuring those are important too, 

but then you lose audience.  Finding that balance isn't easy.  One of the gurus stepped it 

with this observation: "From his somewhat small numbers of data points, he found that, in 

his 2017 PRIME, there has been no battery degradation in 3 years from the full charge 

amount he is reading for strictly from 0% to 100%."  I was intrigued and quite curious 

how the exchange of constructive information would be received.  So, I added:  My 

approach has been to film the same drive under the same conditions year after year.  I just 

did the capture this morning for year 3.  EV distance was a little over 30 miles... matching 

the previous drives.  That means based on observations so far, you get the experience of 

consistency.  There is the possibility of a degradation buffer, extra capacity only accessed 

as the system detects reduction.  Whatever the case, that is still a result in excess of the 

EPA rating.  Crude evidence of this is the calculation from my own charging.  6.0 kWh 

has been the max I typically can squeeze in, without conditioning.  72% capacity is max 

for observed EV delivered via plugging in.  That doesn't account for losses from the 

charging process or gains from regeneration though, which a rough guess would be 

10%.  That would equate to a true 5.4 kWh for EV usage per recharge... which is quite a 

bit less than one would expect from a 8.79 kWh capacity battery-pack.  Others reporting 

more kWh per charge may have a combination of less efficient charging and the 

possibility of different tolerances in the software for their vehicle.  Long story short, we 

may never find out.  Knowledge, like long-term strategy, is too valuable to disclose.  They 

need a competitive edge. 

6-25-2020 Battery Buffers.  We have been well aware of how the battery-pack has a portion of the 

capacity set aside for longevity.  But avoiding use of the upper & lower limits, the 

lifecycle process is essentially extended.  Basically, if there is less stress, it should last 

longer.  In real-world use, we have seen that happen.  It does indeed work.  So with each 

new Prius, we analyze those buffers and watch how they are managed with the tools we 

have.  Measure is relative though, based on parameters of percentage... not actual hard 

values.  That comes due to the need for a simplified interface.  You get some type of 

number, then perform calculations to represent change.  Deep of detail becomes a 

challenge.  So, things like the source & equation tend to be only the domain of a 

few.  Everyone else is fine with a more analog approach.  That brings us to the 

consideration of another buffer.  Our approach had not accounted for the possibility, but 

the numbers seem to infer it.  Could there be capacity reserved for degradation too, a 

buffer we had not previously considered?  I addressed that with this as one of my follow-

ups:  That doesn't actually add up to 8.79 kWh though.  Based on the basic tools we have 

for measuring draw & consumption, there appears to be a small amount missing .  True, it 

could be some other property of rechargeable batteries we are not aware of.  But then 

again, we already know about the difficulty of measuring conversion, vampire and storage 

losses. We aren't the only ones making that same observation/speculation about automaker 

approach either. 
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6-26-2020 Necessity of Balance.  An article yesterday posted as a retrospective on Chevy Bolt 

resulted in an explosion of comments being posted, most of them quite critical of 

GM.  Quickly approaching the 4th anniversary, people feel free to say what I had been 

saying all along.  They don't get attacked though.  Now, it is ok to provide those same 

observations.  Back in the past, the response was hostility.  Know your audience.  I 

did.  They absolutely refused to be constructive.  It was all about pride.  Remember, this 

was a real-world Tortoise & Hare situation playing out right before our eyes.  Denial is a 

powerful enemy.  Enthusiasts didn't understand how their lack of critical thinking would 

make them enablers.  They turned hope into meritless hype.  It was a dangerous path to 

choose.  Encouraging an automaker to take so much unnecessary risk was foolish... which 

is why their actions were so heavily documented throughout these logs.  Challenges that 

could be overcome grew into out of problems by not properly addressing them.  (Sound 

familiar?  That is exactly what our current administration has done with regard to the 

pandemic.)  Anywho, I was more than happy to jump into the discussion a day later, when 

this was finally posted: "GM like Ford, Audi, Toyota, Honda, Jaguar, etc. have no clue 

about EVs.  By the time they realize their gaps, the technological & infrastructure gap will 

be so high, that they won't be able to compete.  You add the anchor and dead weight 

dealerships are, they should just focus on bankruptcy this year, if they are smart."  It was 

just a matter of time, waiting until there was something constructive to reply to: 

 

Toyota defies that claim.  With an upcoming PHEV of checking so many boxes what 

dealers prefer to carrying for inventory, it is a winning formula. RAV4 Prime directly 

targets those customers, delivering exactly what GM promised for all those years but 

never did.  That promise of "game changer" is more relevant now than ever too. 

 

The mistakes made with Volt and Bolt were about not recognizing audience.  Great 

technology is pointless if there is no demand for it.  Much of that has to do with 

configuration.  Once you establish, then refine, the next step is to package.  We have 

watched Toyota's EV technology evolve with Prius, Camry, and Mirai as undeniable 

examples of those steps to reach this point. 

 

The audience here in the United States is especially problematic.  Enthusiasts are obsessed 

with EV range and charging speed... both of which have negative consequences when 

pushed well beyond diminishing returns.  Too much EV range means carrying around a lot 

of extra weight, which reduces kW/mi efficiency and ends up needing more time at the 

charger.  Those are costly tradeoffs for the vehicle owner.  For the charger owner, offering 

super-high-speed chargers is extremely expensive.  In fact, the cost is so high it comes 

with the tradeoff of offering far fewer chargers. 

In short, those other automakers have failed to recognize the necessity of balance.  Toyota 

is demonstrating an acute understanding of it. 
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6-26-2020 Owner Rant.  It was inevitable that a Volt owner would respond to the disparaging 

remarks about GM with an attempt to portray Toyota in the same light.  In other words, he 

got burned and didn't want to look ignorant... mindless... uninformed... gullible... naive... 

laughable... or whatever other label may be fitting.  Whatever the perspective, the point is 

the same.  GM was never sincere and evidence now is overwhelming that their EV 

ambitions are dying from neglect.  So naturally, the response to claim other legacy 

automakers are in the same position.  That couldn't be further from the truth with regard to 

Toyota.  Again, this is the big difference between the bottom-up and top-down 

methodology.  My reply to his attempt to misrepresent was:  That narrative about Toyota 

is really falling apart now, especially with such stark contrast to GM. Toyota's ceaseless 

evolutionary push of hybrid technology, to the point now where it completely contradicts 

your "don't deliver enough EV range to matter" claim. RAV4 offering a plug is a very big 

deal.  42 miles per day from overnight charging equates to over 15,000 miles of EV 

annually.  Saying that doesn't matter is blatant propaganda, since it is actually more miles 

than the per-year average.  And of course, taking advantage of opportunity recharging 

during the day bumps the EV potential substantially higher.  The other reality being 

disregarded is rollout of Lexus UX300e.  That's a BEV offering which reinforces their 

continuous improvement approach. 

6-27-2020 How It Happens.  Within that retrospective came this: "We went for the Volt as a second 

vehicle so we were not range limited with 58 miles EV enough for commuting and infinite 

gas reserve when needed."  That misrepresentation of Volt was a warning that he likely 

wouldn't be object to anything posted in response to that.  And exactly as expect, whatever 

the mistake or ambiguous reference may have been, it became this in the follow up: "The 

Volt had 58 miles EV YEARS ago...Toyota with 42 just now".  That was confirmation of 

being nothing but a desperate attack.  He was willing to outright lie about range.  He then 

went on to post arbitrary limits without any explanation: "Today a PHEV should have 

7KW charging and usable range of 80 miles to function mainly as an EV 

primarily..."  That is how it happens.  Anytime a milestone is meet or exceeded, they 

change the goal to always make it an unobtainable.  I saw that for years with Volt.  Of 

course, it was the "vastly superior" that got GM into trouble.  Enthusiasts became 

enablers, pushing the automaker in the wrong direction.  It was Innovator's Dilemma 

playing out, right before our eyes.  We could see the mistakes being made.  Supporters 

grew quiet.  Enthusiasts hailed praise.  It was a recipe for disaster.  What did they learn 

from that experience?  Apparently, nothing.  Supporters still don't speak up, allowing the 

same mistakes to be repeated.  I looked back at his original post, what started the rant.  It 

was this: "Why has no EV company addressed the SUV market..."  Knowing it would 

anger him, but simply not caring because I wanted to make it clear to everyone else what 

he had just attempted, I posted this:  Volt 2019 was only rated for 53 miles of EV and it 

was a cramped hatchback, so any attempt to portray similarity to a SUV with AWD and a 

2,500-pound towing capacity is absurd. 
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6-28-2020 GM's Business.  An interesting article was published yesterday.  It was well thought out 

and looked to be quite constructive.  How it would be interpreted was the big 

question.  This particular comment posted in response is what stood out for me: "And that 

is the problem GM must face, if they are not ready, there is NO transition period, one day 

people are buying ICEs and the next people will only want BEVs."  That was my queue to 

push for detail.  What supported that outcome?  It was a conclusion drawn from nothing 

presented.  So, I asked:  Evidence of an abrupt change will come is where?  What I have 

witnessed over the past 2 decades in the automotive market is strong resistance to 

change.  In fact, that is how Toyota has done so remarkably well with appeal to ordinary 

consumers.  There is a balance that audience seeks.  Hybrids like Camry & Corolla serve 

as clear evidence of mainstream acceptance to change.  The fact that RAV4 hybrid sales 

have been explosive and the upcoming Prime (plug-in) model already in high demand, 

could potentially support your claim... but only if by "NO transition" you actually meant 

getting caught mid-cycle and having to alter next-gen plans.  Expecting legacy dealers to 

adjust overnight would be beyond miraculous.  Change itself takes years.  Offerings like 

PHEV provide a bridge, directly addressing needs of dealer & consumer... not just the 

automaker. 

6-28-2020 GM's Management.  The previous post went nowhere.  He had nothing beyond vague 

propaganda and a long-term outlook.  There wasn't anything to support the view 

forward.  Looking backward, there was this: "The problem with legacy manufacturers is 

that they have decades of fossilized management.  Barra may be wonderful but she can't 

move GM by herself."  It was another comment without any actual substance.  So, I 

posted:  That statement doesn't amount to anything.  We knew GM management would be 

the problem with Volt even prior to rollout.  No matter how great the engineering is, 

there's the reality of far more than just profit to address.  That's why claims of leadership 

never equated to anything of substance with regard to business.  This is why it was vital 

for Volt actually be a "game changer" by shifting the product sold be dealers.  The 

technology should have been spread (to something like Equinox) to build an audience of 

those watching reliability.  Building of trust for new offerings is vital... and GM failed 

miserably, missing so many opportunities along the way... blinded by praise and short-

term gain.  The reputation for "over promise, under deliver" has transformed to 

silence.  There is nothing of substance anymore and no message of direction.  Without 

that, expectations of pace & volume for change are dead. The momentum has slowed to a 

stop... for GM.  We see a culture of change stirring with others.  The other big legacy 

automakers (VW and Toyota) are demonstrating change.  Pressure upon management has 

been from different sources than with GM; nonetheless, it is still movement forward 

directly addressing their core customers. 
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6-28-2020 GM's Approach.  By nature, enthusiasts see the world from a perspective of delivering 

amazing technology, then later figuring out how to make it affordable.  Shooting for a 

price-target upon initial delivery is unheard of.  In fact, they don't even acknowledge the 

possibility of that ever being a successful approach.  It is their way or no way.  So, I keep 

responding with the reality of that not being the case, that there is more than one way to 

achieve the goal.  It boggles my mind that some are so poorly informed that they don't 

ever figure out a solution does not always come about from the same means of 

searching.  Discovery comes from trying different things.  And with such a dynamic 

market, being able to adapt should be obvious.  Just because something worked in the past 

doesn't equate to a guarantee of success when tried again later.  Heck, tell that to the 

president attempting to get re-elected using the same approach as before.  The likelihood 

of it working again is far less realistic.  Too much has changed.  The automotive market 

resembles a similar shift... consider audience.  Differences between the past and now are 

simply too great to ignore.  Yet, enthusiast keep trying to portray the situation as that way 

or failure.  Ugh.  Someday, they'll realize that's a huge waste of opportunity:  That all 

makes sense, but only presents the top-down methodology.  It is quite counterproductive 

to push a belief that progress forward can only be measured one specific way.  Disregard 

for bottom-up is why narratives about Toyota thrive, despite undeniable evidence of 

continuous improvement success.  So what if there is no demonstration of courage? In 

fact, the business culture of high visibility is what helped get GM into the mess they are 

now in.  Praise for supposed leadership didn't actually change anything.  As a matter of 

fact, their dealers now look worse off than when Volt was first rolled out.  Put another 

way, I strongly disagree that "as bold or as sweeping a statement" is necessary to move 

forward.  Examples of advancement where it was slow & subtle are abundant.  The reason 

for the difference is there are far more players involved than just management. 
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6-28-2020 GM's Ruse.  It started with Volt enthusiast.  They claimed "vastly superior" and coined 

"EREV" as a means of presenting the technology delivered by GM as somehow being 

more advanced, further along.  That was a misrepresentation that persists even to this day: 

"Toyota should be responding to the threat being posed by their biggest rival, VWAG 

instead of relying on their 23 year old hybrid technology."  This time, it is with those 

pushing BEV offerings.  They want the same thing, to portray Toyota's technology as 

outdated.  This is why there are such desperate acts of denial now.  They don't want people 

to discover just how far along Toyota really is.  That's why "EV" as a term to describe 

electric-only propulsion is becoming a source of frustration.  It describes the hardware & 

software shared among both PHEV and BEV offerings.  Seemingly different models of 

vehicle having so much technology in common is the real threat, their fear.  This is why 

the shift from Volt to Bolt became such an issue.  Enthusiasts ended up fighting amongst 

themselves.  This is why stating goals is so vital.  Some people never learn.  To them, I 

say:  Listening to the common narrative, that impression seems to make sense.  Looking at 

the evidence though, you see a stage being set to do exactly that.  Toyota's hybrid 

technology has delivered an EV system capable of being affordably competitive.  So what 

it if is currently sharing a chassis with an ICE here?  We already see an example in China 

where it does not.  Why isn't that BEV acknowledged?  Think about it.  Lexus UX300e is 

taking advantage of PHEV technology to demonstrate the potential in future offerings.  It 

shares already produced components, helping to confirm a strong EV presence in the 

future.  Its 54.3 kWh battery-pack is exactly 3 times the capacity of RAV4 Prime, very 

likely using the same stack design to ensure lower-cost and a retention of robust 

design.  How is relying on that a lack of response?  In any other industry, utilizing proven 

technology is beneficial.  How is something with a forward reaching design not a good 

thing for automotive use?  In other words, I'm calling shenanigans on the "old" claim.  It is 

really a ruse to distract from the reality of the technology having matured to the point of 

being directly competitive with traditional offerings. 

6-28-2020 GM's Growth.  Sales of Volt were always a struggle.  Even with generous incentives, the 

reach was never beyond niche.  Monthly averages were between 1,600 and 1,700 for 

years.  Bolt had an even more difficult time, selling fewer despite being supposedly the 

future.  Knowing that, most people have given up on GM growth, turning to Tesla as their 

great hope instead.  That's getting blown way out of proportion though.  Somehow, the 

expectation of 4 million sales annually has become a focus for 2026.  With 6 factories, the 

impression can get passed along.  But lack of critical thinking strikes again.  There's no 

context.  How many factories (including suppliers) does it take for an automaker like 

Honda, which produces & sells 5 million vehicles annually?  Anywho, this was my reply 

to the short & vague reply I got:  No, since it doesn't explain how.  We have seen Tesla's 

strength as a niche offering, demonstrating that volume has potential to grow quite a 

bit.  There is no indication what the sustainable level is though, how so much production 

capacity can become a source of reliable profit.  Please explain the steps needed to go 

from 350,000 annual sales to 4,000,000 in less than 6 years.  The two high-end vehicles... 

Model S & X... are clearly too expensive for the masses.  Model 3 has a great deal of 

potential for pricing, but its a sedan competing for the attention in a market dominated by 

crossovers and one size does not fit all.  Model Y is both expensive and not a SUV 

competitor.  Pickups are a complete unknown still.  As for an anticipated Model 2, the 

low-cost market will be highly competitive.  In other words, with an audience of ordinary 

consumers in a newly emerging and very confusing market, that level of growth in such a 

short time-span does not seem in any way realistic. 
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6-28-2020 Achieving Growth.  It's not just about increasing production count of existing models.  It 

is expanding with variety.  Watching Tesla reimagine the Model 3 platform by offering 

Model Y was good business for the sake of addressing similar shoppers with a choice.  If 

someone wants a truly different type of vehicle, forget it.  That isn't Tesla's game 

yet.  That is why the legacy automakers thrive.  They offer a selection of types, not just 

models.  Anywho, most enthusiasts are obviously to that... hence being enthusiasts, not 

supports.  Pointing out why is a never-ending process.  I suspect many haven't ever 

considered what it take to design for many audiences.  That's why we kept hearing "EV 

Market" all throughout the past decade.  The scope of "mainstream" was beyond their 

grasp, complexity outside of their engineering expertise.  Business is unfamiliar, which is 

often why it is disregarded as important.  Today, I tried to bring that up by making 

reference to something Tesla has pondered, but in no way has committed to yet.  It will be 

necessary, eventually.  But for now, it is nothing but an academic exercise:  Model 2 is 

where the line is crossed, Tesla attempting to play in a very crowded field with narrow 

profit.  Legacy automakers have showrooms to attract that audience of ordinary consumers 

they understand well.  They have been able to capitalize on downsized SUV sales with 

"nicely under $30,000" choices offerings a balance of priorities.  Tesla is still a niche, 

offering overkill in terms of what middle-market deems important.  For example, what 

would justify the cost on a Model 2 for offering more than just tier-1 (60 kW max) 

supercharging?  Having tier-2 speed available is great, but it requires some battery-

capacity (for preconditioning) and a willingness to pay the premium for that feature, as 

well as the price at the charger itself.  Know your audience. 
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6-29-2020 Misrepresentation.  That is putting it politely.  Realistically, this is on-going attempts to 

undermine.  They know all too well that with enough facts, you get a very different 

impression of what Toyota is striving to accomplish.  So when anything comes up to 

address the bigger picture, what is actually happening across the fleet, they try to convince 

you the move forward is in the wrong direction.  It is the same thing every time.  Though, 

with Volt gone now, the distraction itself has become a singular focus... which makes the 

pattern undeniable... which makes lack of substance more of a challenge for the 

antagonist.  I keep throwing facts out there to deal with their nonsense: 

 

The effort in some comments to portray Toyota's approach as exclusively hydrogen is 

quite informative.  It tells us the level of denial/desperation some have to evade the bigger 

picture.  Fuel-Cells are inevitable for commercial use.  Whether or not that technology is 

included for personal vehicles beyond fleet use really doesn't matter. It will simply be part 

of the automaker's investment & business. 

 

Reality is, much was learned from Mirai and the hybrids.  The 201 hp (150 kW) electric 

motor for the now available BEV from Toyota (the Lexus UX300e in China) is undeniable 

proof of technology sharing.  We see the same thing with the heat-pump.  Platform doesn't 

matter.  Once the component is well proven, it can be shared among a variety of vehicles. 

 

We're seeing that knowledge from batteries carrying forward as well.  The most obvious is 

the 54.3 kWh capacity of the new BEV is exactly 3 times the capacity of RAV4 

Prime.  That's a strong indication what was learned from research & design of the stack 

made it interchangeable, available to anything with a plug. 

 

That EV presence already established through FCEV and PHEV to help establish a 

foothold for BEV even before rollout is powerful.  It confirms Toyota was setting the 

stage ahead of time, proving out the technology through the use of other platforms... which 

is why there is no so much effort to prevent others from discovering just how much 

Toyota has already prepared.  And that's just the engineering. 

 

From the business perspective, they getting their dealers ready for the transition.  Seeing 

over 20% of the RAV4 inventory shifted to hybrid even before the rollout of the plug-in 

model begins is solid evidence of change.  Their mindset is shifting from traditional to 

something depending upon a battery-pack... which becomes a much easier sale for the 

showroom shopper. 

Go ahead.  Keep up the efforts to distract with hydrogen claims.  The change at dealers 

will continue regardless of the nonsense posted in comments online. 
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6-29-2020 Disconnect.  Attacks on Toyota are ramping up.  RAV4 Prime obviously has antagonists 

worried.  They have such a polarized perception of how the business works, you get rather 

extreme replies even from the most benign discussions.  That explodes later, of course, 

since they refuse to acknowledge the environment that business must 

operate.  Recognizing their point-of-view is an ideal never happens.  They simply believe 

that is the only approach, period.  Ugh.  Oh well, that attitude keeps responses shorter:  By 

viewing sales as the "EV market", you have fallen into the same trap as many other 

enthusiasts.  Ordinary consumers see the situation as the difference between traditional 

and plug-in.  By calling PHEV a situation of being "fooled" and "scammed" about BEV, 

you are blatantly disregarding the reality of traditional vehicle competition... which isn't in 

any way representation of the shopping experience on the showroom floor.  It is a major 

disconnect which has already had significant consequences.  Know your audience. 

6-29-2020 Waste & Outdated.  I really enjoy responding to posts like these, since the person 

making the comment pretty much never follows up with any detail: "PHEV are a waste of 

money for the consumer, looking on TCO and future value and usability. Toyota, BMW, 

Renault, Mercedes, Peugeot, are all scamming their customers by selling the already 

outdated PHEV technology."  The argument is nothing but a string of rhetoric that 

ultimately confirms there was no substance behind their claim.  In other words, I watch 

them back themself into a corner.  This is what I did to help that process along, using a 

similar imprecise approach:  Waste of money is your opinion, drawing a conclusion for 

other people rather than recognizing their own wants & needs.  You cannot logic through a 

decision leveraging emotion.  Priorities are not as you state.  In other words, it's as 

pointless as trying to argue with someone who absolutely insists they need a SUV for their 

daily commute.  You will lose that argument, despite having sound reasoning about how 

much of a waste of money that is.  This hard lesson learned by GM from their Volt 

debacle was to ignore that reality.  They figured the passion for SUV purchases would 

carry over to a specialized plug-in.  They didn't understand the "who" part of the 

equation.  btw, I find it quite telling how "outdated" is used to spin a narrative.  Anyone 

who takes the time to study EV components will recognize PHEV technology utilizes the 

newest battery, motor, controller and software as a BEV.  They aren't fooled or scammed 

by those claims. 

6-29-2020 Know Your Products.  That was the response I got, know your products.  He clearly 

didn't.  In fact, I wondered if he even understood what a PHEV was.  A comment of 

Camry being available made no sense, especially with nothing but a vague reference.  This 

generalization is what got me: "Companies selling PHEV and suggesting that those are 

nearly real electric vehicles are scamming their customers."  That didn't make any 

sense.  To what was he referring?  What does "real" mean?  I pointed out:  Know your 

products?  You clearly don't.  My guess is you are assuming all PHEV are the same and 

information you have is from an older generation.  With my Prius Prime, daily commutes 

and errands around town are 100% electric.  The engine never starts.  Not a drop of gas is 

consumed.  How can you possibly claim that isn't a "real" electric vehicle.  Operation is 

identical.  So what if it has an on-board power source available for after depletion of the 

battery-pack.  You are taking advantage of plugged-supplied electricity the exactly way 

with a PHEV from Toyota as a BEV. 
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6-29-2020 Outdated.  I couldn't let this part go: "...are all scamming their customers by selling the 

already outdated PHEV technology."  So, I posted another comment about it because he 

attempted to change the subject.  Rather than explain what he actually meant, it was the 

classic divert.  It is that 42-mile range that makes antagonists crazy.  It was easy to attack 

Prius with the smaller battery-pack.  This larger one in RAV4 presents a very real 

problem.  That provides enough range to support the daily driving for many.  Their 

primary means of undermine has been eliminated.  That's how you know their claims were 

rhetoric.  No substance and heavy emphasis on something that could change later is a 

desperate move.  Yet, they tried anyway and now it is coming back to haunt them.  That's 

the precedent I made quite clear.  They set it, not me.  So, it is nice to post back their own 

words and watch them struggle to reply:  That is not true.  Your rebuttal of "people who 

don't drive too much, have the motivation to plug-in daily, and are afraid of BEV" is a 

blatant evade, an effort to now make it about range rather than 100% electric.  Reality is, 

the EV components in the PHEV are shared with that in the BEV.  There's nothing 

outdated. 

6-29-2020 True EV.  He definitely struggled.  There was no effective means of countering what I 

had posted.  So, I keep reinforcing the message:  The category of "EV" includes both 

PHEV and BEV.  It is a general identifier used to indicate the plug-in vehicle is able to 

operate 100% electric.  Since Prius Prime can drive up to 135 km/h (84 mph) and provide 

heating & cooling cabin using plug-supplied electricity, anyone arguing it does not fulfill 

"EV" requirements have their motives questioned.  Isn't that the point?  Think about how 

much a PHEV like RAV4 Prime will do to help the process along.  Ordinary showroom 

shoppers will be enticed by the simplicity of just plugging in overnight using the outlet 

already available in their garage.  They'll grow use to the EV driving, then look into 

upgrading to a level-2 charger.  Heck, it's entirely possible the anticipation from a long 

delivery rate could help that process along.  This is how we entice the unconvinced to give 

"EV" a try.  So what if there is a gas engine available to satisfy their range anxiety?  Such 

a powerful means of encouraging a shift to electric should not be just dismissed, as some 

here are clearly attempting. 

6-29-2020 First-Year Allocations.  News of Toyota not accepting anymore orders for RAV4 Prime 

in Japan prompted a flurry of spin.  I finally jumped into that crazy commentary with:  We 

have seen this all before... limiting availability and reducing domestic supply to free up 

more for export markets.  You build up demand while at the same time stir the market 

with the devoted firsts who share their ownership experiences.  It works out well for the 

long-term.  Spin, labels and hypocritical posts about delay are inevitable and really equate 

to much, especially when rollout is taking place during a pandemic.  The cold, hard reality 

of the situation is Toyota nailed it with the design.  The configuration of RAV4 Prime is 

exactly what this market has been yearning for.  So what if the volume doesn't ramp up 

right away?  Ordinary consumers are not those who rush to order firsts anyway.  True 

leadership is achieving change among the masses, not appeasing early-

adopters.  Ironically, it is hype like this that helps to promote.  Naysayers end up providing 

a means of reaching the wider audience, inadvertently spreading the word about a new 

offering.  That type of negative publicity can be very effective. 
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6-29-2020 True Progress.  They don't know how to address someone with my background.  I have 

too much experience with their nonsense to fall into their traps.  No substance makes 

arguing very difficult.  So if they post too much, their own claims end up revealing what 

the said as just rhetoric.  So, I drag them along, encouraging the foot-in-mouth 

mistake:  Toyota has been moving forward their entire fleet, rolling out a new architecture 

to make way for lower cost production.  We have watched vehicle after vehicle get the 

hybrid option and now traditional models phaseout is beginning.  That setting of the stage 

for a wide variety of PHEV offerings.  Too bad if you don't like the bottom-up 

methodology.  That's good solid business, a clear plan to address all dealers & 

customers.  Tell us how the top-down methodology is going for legacy automakers, how 

they will advance their fleet with the inclusion of dealers & customers.  Are they really 

going to somehow produce in large scale the very first year as you insist Toyota should be 

doing?  It's a double-standard we have already seen play out.  Denying that is hypocritical 

for anyone that knows the history.  Worldwide rollout during a pandemic when there is 

still strong opposition and little financial incentive deserves some patience.  Notice how 

many faster efforts from others never actually changed the status quo.  True progress takes 

time. 

6-30-2020 Deception.  The comment posting became the same predictable place as usual, arguing 

semantics.  In this case, it was stated as: "Toyota is using the same linguistic 

manipulation...".  Then it went on to conclude: "...they're deliberately being 

deceptive."  That attitude of their way being the only way is so prevalent, replies are only 

for the sake of others reading the thread.  This particular one got referred to from a variety 

of sources too.  So, I did exactly that:  

 

It comes from not understanding what the technical context meant.  The chemistry has too 

low of an energy-density to deliver a vehicle that will sell in high volume.  Selling a niche 

is unprofitable, just ask how well that went for GM.  That meant Toyota would use those 

years in the meantime to refine their technology while the research & development 

continued.  Looking at the situation today, it is still too low.  To deliver the hoped for 

"mass acceptance" threshold of 300 miles, the high cost prevents competing directly 

traditional vehicles. 

 

In other words, arguing semantics is a distraction from the real issues.  Think about what 

owning a 300-mile range vehicle requires.  It adds at roughly $1,000 to the ownership 

cost, since the purchase & installation of a level-2 charger is required.  (Remember, a 40-

amp line will provided about 200 miles of range in 8 hours.)  So, there is very much that 

cost involved in the overall equation as well. 

 

Again, it's not like Toyota is waiting.  They have worked to prepare their entire fleet for 

profitable offerings of a plug.  Augmentation of the hybrid system is a cost-effective 

means of delivering that.  No other automaker has such a readily available path to follow, 

one that dealer & consumer will easily understand... and getting past that resistance to 

change is a huge barrier... one that "affordable" plays a major role in. 

Go ahead, keep spinning the situation as being deceptive.  But keep in mind, you are not 

addressing the correct audience. 
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6-30-2020 No Substance.  The lack of thought was revealed by the response I got to my reply of this: 

"By the time Toyota scales up the world will have moved on to full-on-electric."  He later 

posted he meant the upcoming SUV.  It's that emotion which blinds many.  They submit a 

comment in haste.  It supports the atmosphere of rush.  This is what got GM into 

trouble.  They raced to fulfill a goal that didn't actually achieve anything.  But there was so 

much passion to back up that momentum, no one could stop the inevitable crash.  So 

naturally, we are seeing more of the same... no substance, because they don't bother to 

look for it.  Stop to think about what you are posting.  Heck, that's why I blog so much.  It 

forces me to think through and carefully consider.  Anywho, this is what I posted:  Since 

Toyota is also rolling out "full-on-electric" choices, that statement doesn't make 

sense.  The whole "behind" narrative lacks substance anyway.  No timeline.  No 

volume.  No pricing.  It's all quite vague... which is how rhetoric is defined.  Of course, it 

is rather humorous how this was interjected into the discussion: "If Ford is smart, they'll 

fill the market demand with their plug-in Ford Fiesta."  That has no relevance here in 

response to an article about a SUV that offers AWD and 2,500-pound towing.  You 

couldn't have stated a vehicle with any less in common.  Ford doesn't see a market in small 

cars anyway.  It was really nothing but a red-herring attempt... no substance. 

6-30-2020 Grading System.  Evidence of the polarized mindset is everywhere.  People seek out 

simple, shying away from challenges of the complex.  That means constantly having to 

address binary perception.  It's either one extreme or the other, nothing in 

between.  Ugh.  Long ago I pointed out how any of these new technologies is subject to 

evaluation, measuring merit on a wide variety of factors.  That didn't go over well with 

those obsessed with EV range.  They couldn't see beyond the battery-pack.  It led to their 

destruction.  Watching them self-deprecate... back themselves into a corner... was 

fascinating.  They truly believed they were correct, despite the obvious dismissing of 

relevant data... cherry-picking.  That never ceases to amaze more.  So, stuff like this is old 

hat: "...because people who want to buy PHEVs and EVs live only in those states.  Forget 

everyone else who would want one but made the unfortunate mistake of living in a non-

CARB state."  It's the attitude that gets my attention.  They just plain don't 

care.  Impatience is a typical reason why.  Limited scope (not recognizing the larger 

market) is another.  I replied with:  Forcing an overly simplistic view of the situation is 

why most enthusiasts fail to understand the transition to mainstream.  It is not one extreme 

or the other. Technology acceptance works on the same grading system as we have all 

experienced since elementary school... A... B... C... D... F... which is why some do better 

than others.  Those who make a standout effort get rewarded. In this case, a state going 

through the pain of committing to ZEV support means getting access to first picks.  It 

never ceases to amaze me how much spin comes about from those trying to evade that 

reality.  This is not a pass/fail effort. 

6-30-2020 Refusing Evidence.  As the rhetoric grows, my replies tend to get shorter.  In this case, 

antagonists refused to acknowledge evidence:  Those that remember Prius history will 

recognize the pattern.  It's all about bringing up the entire fleet... RAV4 Prime... Lexus 

UX300e... Corolla PHV... along with the new Sienna & Venza hybrids are obvious 

clues.  They don't play the niche game like some of the other automakers.  They are setting 

the stage for a paradigm-shift. 
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6-30-2020 Logical Reasons.  Whether there is any validity or any point to be made doesn't 

matter.  Whatever you posted is given an "excuse" label, then they go on to reinforce the 

narrative.  The complete absence of critical thinking is what gets them into trouble.  Yet, it 

continues.  Pride is stronger than wisdom in the blog world.  Ugh.  I rely on logic as the 

guide.  Sure, some emotion is fine.  But that's not how a business operates profitably.  To 

sustain on-going sales in a changing market, you must carefully plan out next 

steps.  Enthusiasts operate on hype.  That never goes well, which I try to explain why:  A 

well proven first year is how the big supplier contracts come about.  The lack of patience 

and shortsightedness from many here is really just background noise.  We know that the 

bigger picture involves quite a bit of ground work to be done first; otherwise, there's just 

no way to reach the masses.  Actually demonstrating the potential is how that is 

achieved.  No amount of marketing is as effective as endorsements from well-informed 

owners... the audience Toyota is seeking for this first year. 

6-30-2020 First-Year Supply.  Remember how I sided with the Volt enthusiasts with regard to 

rollout?  I was well aware of the wide array of challenges and how much is at risk if you 

mess up.  All has been forgotten.  History is only for those who actually 

care.  Ugh.  Instead, I'm just getting a lot of fight seekers.  They want to prove a point, 

drawing conclusions right away by making assumptions and dismissing what doesn't fit 

their narrative.  It's all quite annoying, but that's the reality of rollouts.  Antagonists are 

always at the ready, waiting to smoother any glimmer of hope that doesn't support what 

they endorse.  The approach can vary.  Today, this stood out: "How is this a first year of 

anything?"  It was a downplay, an attempt to dismiss RAV4 Prime being initially limited 

in quantity... for no apparent reason.  Since this audience couldn't care less about business 

reasoning, I focused on engineering reasons.  With such an appealing variety of fulfilling 

traits, that was remarkably easy too:  Dedicated A/C battery cooling.  42-mile EV 

range.  0-60 in 5.7 seconds.  302 horsepower.  2,500-pound towing. 

7-01-2020 Outright Dismissal.  This clearly set the tone: "Because not much else really matters to 

the original topic."  He just plain did not care... which is exactly what I wanted to 

confirm.  Some people are enthusiasts.  They participate in online discussions for the sake 

of fulfillment.  They want confirmation of whatever they believe in... even if it means not 

getting a sincere answer.  Today, it was more of the same from a different name.  I used 

the opportunity for more exposition:  There it is!  Feeding a narrative rather than using 

critical thinking is a repeat of history, the same mistake yet again.  We have watched this 

scenario play out in full already.  The outcome is quite predictable.  Enthusiasts dismiss 

what they don't like and absolutely refuse to acknowledge the bigger picture.  For GM, the 

repeating question used to provide warning of that was: "Who is the market for 

Volt?"  They didn't care.  It was amazing how the disregard for other influencing factors 

were just brushed as, disregarded as irrelevant.  In the end, those intentionally wearing 

blinders paid the penalty.  I find it all quite telling.  You refuse to even just entertain the 

idea that more is at play.  Simple things like a delay so ramp-up can take place here in 

Kentucky instead of having to ship all the finished vehicles from Japan is never even 

considered.  Are you really that close-minded?  Think about it, the United States is in the 

middle of a pandemic and things are not going well.  We have a pivotal election coming 

up too.  Waiting until early next year is a sensible choice.  Why rush? 
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7-01-2020 Stupid.  It is assessments like this which provide hope: "The US needs to scrap this stupid 

EV tax credit -- and instead make one lump sum available to any new EV -- and once it's 

done -- it's done.....this way it does not reward the Toyota's and Mercedes of this world 

who DO NOT deserve it!!!"  Those comments, which I have seen countless of all sharing 

the same mindset, don't achieve anything.  There's no substance to bring about any 

change.  They are just post for the sake of venting.  It may seem like an argument, but I 

don't bite.  I just shovel back their own wasted opportunity:  The only "stupid" part of the 

tax-credit is having to deal with posts in support of more waste.  We watched GM 

squander opportunity, using their allocation of subsidies for praise & conquest rather than 

its intended purpose.  That federal incentive was to help establish the new market by 

encouraging change.  Looking at the lots of GM dealers, there is no evidence of Volt or 

Bolt having achieved anything.  Providing a lump sum for more of the same doesn't make 

any sense.  Toyota is carefully choosing how their allocation is used.  They are a giant 

legacy automaker carefully planning out long-term change for their entire fleet.  Rhetoric 

coming from sources like this doesn't change anything.  They witnessed how horribly 

wrong that approach went for GM.  Saying Toyota doesn't deserve the subsidy by 

avoiding from those same mistakes is preposterous.  We rewarded waste.  Now, it is time 

to reward those who are truly trying to move forward. 

7-01-2020 Embargo Expired.  It seemed like forever.  The wait is always worth it though.  RAV4 

Prime was given to the media for reviews.  They were able to capture video to share and 

present their findings anyway they wanted.  This is how word is spread about what people 

really want to know, both enthusiasts and those who just happen to stumble across a 

mention somewhere.  That process has worked well in the past and certainly didn't 

disappoint this time either.  We got some informative reviews.  To the surprise of none, 

the plug-in hybrid performed well.  It's a well thought out design with an obvious effort to 

deliver balance... in that price-point, of course.  RAV4 Prime will obviously be on the 

higher end for mainstream shoppers, but reasonable for those looking to spend 

more.  Toyota carefully studies the market.  That's why targeting specific markets and 

limiting quantity is part of their strategy.  It pays off in the end.  In this case, we see in all 

the videos shared today that it was well worth the effort... and the wait. 

7-01-2020 It's Not Fair.  Sometimes, you are just left beside yourself with bewilderment.  When 

someone posts what can easily be interpreted as a childish protest, how should you 

react?  For example: "It's not fair that US makers GM and Tesla who took the initial risks 

get no more credits -- yet ALL of the foreign SLACKER ICE makers do.  That is NOT 

FAIR."  I could see a constructive compliant from the same situation, but that's not what 

this was... especially when you consider Volt was mostly from Korea.  Seeing how much 

Toyota is working to get RAV4 securely footed in Kentucky, enabling all models for this 

market to be domestically produced, how can he use "foreign" objectively?  Of course, the 

use of "slacker" in all caps is the tell-tale sign of not really trying.  Though, I would like to 

know what the risks actually were.  Absence of detail up front tends to confirm the 

attitude.  I don't put up with such obvious bait; instead, I post perspective:  Each 

automaker gets the same amount of credits.  Each automaker gets flexibility of what to 

deliver.  Each automaker gets to choose speed to market.  Each automaker's actions have 

rewards & consequences. Tesla took advantage and it worked really well to help establish, 

then reinforce, their brand.  GM wasted opportunity, settling for conquest sales rather than 

pursuing their own loyal customers.  Toyota is working hard to appeal to showroom 

shoppers. 
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7-01-2020 Hurt.  Now is when the "know your audience" really comes into play.  The situation 

tonight was trying to figure out what the motive was for a post starting with this: "Toyota 

is only hurting themselves by not making these available." and concluded by this: "Trying 

to save face on that may be seriously hurting Toyota."  I am dealing with new 

players.  Who they are is a mystery.  Almost all the old antagonists are gone now.  In 

between those sentences was a rant about compliance and fuel-cells.  So, I suspected it 

was just an enthusiast not actually meaning any harm, despite the ironic 

comment.  Reading through his profile, recent posts were all loaded with detail related to 

the technology with heavy emphasis on related numbers.  It was very technical in nature... 

exactly what you'd expect in that kind of blog.  So any type of business discussion is 

pointless... as all those years of Volt failure confirmed.  They don't understand 

"Who?"  That won't stop me from providing that perspective... never has... never 

will:  Constructively speaking, history contradicts that claim. In the past, we have seen a 

series of rollouts from Toyota with long waiting list.  No harm became of those.  A few 

sales to other automakers isn't actually a loss.  It stimulates the industry, helping pull the 

masses forward... which stirs interest among consumers that are extremely difficult to 

reach.  Having a monopoly is not useful beyond the early-adopter stage anyway.  So, what 

disastrous outcome this time are you expecting from ramp-up not coming until sometime 

next year?  In other words, we have a bunch of enthusiasts with engineering backgrounds 

trying to figure out macro-economics. 

7-02-2020 They Plan Ahead.  It's the familiar twist: "With the decisions Toyota has been making -- it 

sure seems like a company that doesn't want to be around 10 years from 

now."  Antagonists do everything they can to distract from recognition of the bigger 

picture.  Keeping focus on a narrative is the only means of survival sometimes.  Without 

anything worthwhile currently being offered from anyone else... or even something to look 

forward to... that's quite predictable.  GM has been dead silent.  VW won't be delivering 

anything the United States for at least a year.  Ford is still wishy-washy (new rollout, but 

surprisingly underpowered configurations).  Tesla's next step remains a complete 

mystery.  That's it.  No other big player.  So, I hit back with:  That's just spin.  Reality is, 

they plan ahead.  Notice how all the comments posted about batteries only focus on 

supply?  None mention chemistry.  We know newer compositions have been in the 

works.  Commitment to that (production contract) may not sync up well with 

rollout.  With consideration of the pandemic, that would make it especially 

challenging.  Yet, the rollout continues on schedule.  Remember, Toyota wants yield 

quality to be outstanding.  There is much to lose from rushing.  We saw this payout 

already with Prius Prime.  The manufacturing process for the dual-wave glass presented 

new challenges.  That delayed rollout.  It wasn't a big deal.  Early-Adopters just had to 

wait longer for delivery and ordinary consumers weren't impacted at all.  Personally, I find 

all the doom & gloom posts quite telling.  Almost all are absent of next steps for the 

supposed winners.  That's a dead giveaway when you push for substance to back the 

claim, you won't get bupkes.  Adding to that is how they turn a blind-eye to the plans 

Toyota has already laid out, pretending BEV isn't part of their product intentions. 
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7-03-2020 Patience.  Sometimes, it is best to just like a discussion thread payout almost entirely... 

then you play the wildcard.  That wait can really payoff.  This is what I was greeted with 

on the morning of the fourth day into the discussion: "If there are no battery constraints 

for HEVs there shouldn't be any battery constraints for PHEVs."  It was exactly when I 

had been hoping for, my invitation to bring the antagonist ramblings with an end with: 

 

Are you saying you know something about HEV supply?  If not, that posted is a FUD 

contribution.  Think about it.  There are 2 new hybrids also getting rolled out at the same 

time, both represent no more equivalent traditional model in that category.  Sienna is one, 

a popular minivan that will be hybrid only.  Venza is the other, a nice crossover bring-

back that will be hybrid only. 

 

In other words, Toyota is striving to make hybrids available across their fleet.  All using 

the new TNGA platform which helped to bring down costs, enabling this step forward of 

phasing out traditional models.  This allows Toyota to move on to the next stage, the e-

TNGA platform.  That is for their upcoming dedicated all-electric vehicles.  Remember, 

there are 6 in development, offering battery-packs with capacities ranging from 50 to 100 

kWh.  Traction motor output will range from 80 to 150 kW.  The system will vary with 

offerings of front, rear, and all-wheel drive. 

Notice how every post here over the past 3 days conveniently excluded that 

information?  They intentionally contributed to FUD, unlike you who likely was just 

unintentionally vague.  They know better.  They know that next stage for Toyota will be 

big, very big.  Rollout of Lexus UX300e in China is a demonstration of what is to come. 

7-03-2020 Usable Capacity.  It is nice to hear this new stir.  Ford is toying with the idea of 

presenting usable capacity as their means of promoting battery-pack size.  That would 

mean no more unknown buffer for longevity or degradation.  You will know with 

certainly what is being offered for purchase.  Inconsistency between automakers and even 

model-years has made the situation no better than napkin-calculations.  Overall kWh 

really doesn't tell you much.  An owner has no idea what the actually capacity available 

really is in terms of electricity.  There is the guess-o-meter, which at best just 

approximates your potential EV range.  But without taking a variety of driving conditions 

into account, it's not that helpful.  More information has always been desired.  Now, it 

looks as though the first steps to making that happen are being taken.  In other words, we 

desperately need standards to take hold.  Without a common language, sales will continue 

to be a challenge.  How do you sell a product that isn't understood?  This is progress... 

though, painfully slow and still uncertain.  Any push for knowledge sharing is 

appreciated.  We're all in this together. 
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7-04-2020 Surprise.  This came from someone who gets called out routinely for his never-ending 

attacks on anything Toyota.  The desperation is obvious too.  There's never any 

substance.  It's just the same old meritless spin to reinforce a narrative.  Today, it was: 

"Toyota continues to be surprised that people want plug-in vehicles!"  The hope is to stir 

enabler posts.  He simply wants others to confirm his perspective.  No proof 

necessary.  All he wants is posts to obscure discussion... anything to distract from the topic 

at hand.  I see that as an invitation, especially when I can turn the focus back using his 

own words: 

 

That is just lost-in-the-moment spin, an exploit often used by those hoping to 

undermine.  Toyota includes flexibility into their plans, allowing them to adapt.  An 

example of that was with Prius Prime rollout.  They decided to squeeze in an extra stack to 

increase the range based on consumer feedback.  That caused the pack to get taller, raising 

it into the cargo area.  It was a tradeoff, not a surprise. 

 

This initial demand for RAV4 Prime will make shifting production, which had been 

planned anyway, come sooner than anticipated.  The hope was to take advantage of the 

Kentucky location (their biggest facility) by reducing Camry output in favor of 

RAV4.  Being able to ship only battery components instead of a fully assembled vehicle is 

an obvious gain for the United States, one that nobody will spin when that becomes well 

established.  Until then, antagonists will be busy coming up with their own narratives. 

 

Reality is, showroom shoppers actually expect things to be a bit of this & that in the first 

year anyway.  Whatever happens for early-adopters is a normal process, the means to 

which production settles.  That is why wait.  They see no need to rush.  It's not a big 

drama, activities blown out of proportion as we commonly witness in the blogs. 

 

The flexibility also has the added benefit of easily ushering in change.  There is nothing 

anywhere that says production in the higher volume must match initial rollout.  In fact, it 

has become somewhat of an expectation now for updates to happen along the way.  We 

already know that Toyota is giving cylindrical cells a try in Corolla PHV, rather than 

sticking with the usual prismatic format.  So, the idea of not bumping production up until a 

newer chemistry is tried out isn't much of a stretch.  In fact, there are some here who 

would complain if Toyota didn't do that. 

In short, not matter what happens, someone will claim the reason is really only an excuse 

for delay.  The catch is, you must turn a blind-eye to their claim for that to work.  That 

cherry-picking eventually become obvious if you watch for the pattern.  It won't be a 

surprise. 
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7-04-2020 Predictions.  There are certain things that antagonists love to post.  It's the same thing 

every time.  They'll make a declaration and draw a conclusion.  Most of the time, it looks 

very much like this one today: "It's already been reported that the US is only getting 

limited numbers and only for ZEV states.  Sadly, as I predicted, this purely a compliance 

car from Toyota."  In other words, they just pass along material to support their favorite 

narrative.  Ugh.  I challenged that claim with:  Since pretty much every green vehicles 

(offering a significant reduction to both emissions & consumption) starts that way, that is 

really just a moot point. In fact, what is there to comply with?  It's quite telling why 

"compliance" is declared but not detail is ever provided.  That is either because the person 

is just mindlessly repeating a mantra or they are hoping the withhold of detail will be 

enough to allow assumptions to undermine.  Either way, the absence of substance to back 

the claim is telling.  We already know that Toyota has a runaway hit.  So, whether they 

ramp-up production for RAV4 right away or spread the technology across the fleet, it is a 

winning formula.  In other words, a "prediction" doesn't mean much when you consider 

the bigger picture and timeline. 

7-04-2020 Keep Digging.  I found this inspirational: "Toyota's bigger picture is chasing the 

hydrogen myth."  The world has much to offer when you open you mind to 

possibilities.  Being able to accept the fact that opportunity is not single-dimensional is not 

a big deal.  Why would anyone make any important decision based on only one 

attribute?  It makes no sense.  When it comes to technology, that's especially true.  Many 

features & components build upon each other.  None of that is new either.  It's been that 

way for generations.  Yet, some don't see the world that way.  They choose to ignore what 

they don't like or don't understand.  It's really sad, for them.  For us, it is a burden having 

to deal with such closed minds.  Oh well.  That's never going to change.  Someone will 

always try to simplify, even at the cost of missing out.  I replied to that with:  Gotta love 

that cherry-picking.  Rather than accept the reality that an automaker can develop & 

advance multiple technologies simultaneously, it is easier just to push the belief that the 

situation is binary.  That narrative cracks me up. Each time someone posts it, that further 

confirms how deep their denial goes. Keep on digging. 
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7-05-2020 Today's Rant.  It's the same old nonsense, but with the twist now of having so much more 

history to refer back to.  I'm surprised how little the pattern has changed.  The spin is 

basically the same rubbish we heard years ago, just regurgitated to a new audience.  They 

don't even try.  Passing along misconceptions to feed assumptions is an everyday 

occurrence.  I don't climb up on the soapbox that often though.  Today, I did: 

 

Lumping all legacy automakers into the same category isn't constructive.  They vary 

dramatically.  That variation comes from their approach, led by very different 

management cultures. 

 

We have watched GM and Ford follow profit, delaying the inevitable back in the early 

2000's by shifting focus over to high-return vehicles.  To them, it was a sensible move.  To 

those who take long-term sustainability as a serious priority, it was writing on the 

wall.  Emphasis on quarterly sales and dividends turned their financial situation into a 

disaster.  That led to praise becoming more important than actual change.  With GM in 

particular, we saw enablers endorse Volt to an extreme, pushing Innovator's Dilemma to 

the point the technology itself being abandoned from such terrible sales. 

 

Meanwhile, Toyota pushed their methodology of continuous improvement to such a 

successful magnitude, other industries began adopting it as their new business 

strategy.  The backlash has been naysayers spinning stories about the slow & incremental 

representing an automaker so far "behind" they will never catch up.  So much so, those 

hoping to undermine are getting clumsy and by evading facts that don't fit their narrative. 

 

Reality is, this is a chicken & egg situation.  A large battery commitment without a strong 

product to back it will just flounder... which leads us to stage 2 of GM's struggle.  Bolt 

works fine, but it is so poorly configured there isn't any interest beyond early-adopters.  So 

even with production capacity, there's no demand.  Toyota, on the other hand, is about to 

deliver a choice in low supply but offering a very compelling case for taking that next 

step... direct appeal to mainstream consumers. 

 

To summarize, the "too little, too late" lacks substance.  There is far more at play with the 

supposed propaganda.  Details that go unaddressed reveal aspects of business most 

absolutely refuse to acknowledge.  Even the most simple challenges, how much year-2 

typically differs from year-1, are omitted from discussions.  That's a sign of rhetoric, not 

constructive discussion. 

To put it another way, consider purpose.  What does a statement as your "Like all legacy 

mfrs" attempt to achieve?  There is no expectation set or even a suggestion of what to 

do.  Generalizations without any point are just a distraction and paradigm-shifts are not 

fast. 
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7-06-2020 Drawing Conclusions.  Intrigue from pointing out a fact, but not actually sighting any 

data, is what keeps me going sometimes.  There's no critical thinking.  For example: 

"Believe it or not, big companies do tons of market research before they launch a 

product."  There wasn't any substance provided.  What was that research?  What did they 

learn from that?  What were they doing about it?  Merit cannot be assumed; yet, that is the 

approach.  I gives me the opportunity to supply exposition, bestowing past, present, and 

future.  In this case, we are still dealing with short-sightedness related to rollouts:  That is 

reason why first-year rollout has a set limit.  For those of us who have been part of green 

tech for awhile, we know that "challenges" come up when the wheels hit the road.  Toyota 

is well aware of how much help the devoted can be to help out. Owner endorsements 

contribute a great deal toward dealing with the "critics" of their new offering.  I have 

witnessed & participated in that approach for 20 years.  No amount of complaining here 

will change that. They have their way and it has proven to be successful.  If you have a 

constructive suggestion though, that's different.  Keep in mind, research comes in a wide 

variety of formats. 

7-07-2020 That Daily Blog.  It's gone!  All evidence of that terrible propaganda source has 

vanished.  Troubled right from the very start, it became a place to feed antagonists.  That 

was really unfortunate.  The founder had sincere intent to teach supporters, giving them a 

voice and means of sharing & learning.  That fell apart surprisingly quick, resulting in a 

number of outspoken enthusiasts being born.  They thrived on the discourse.  It was hope 

transformed into hype, simply because they didn't want to use any critical thinking.  It was 

easier to just accept ambiguous press releases.  Never question the lack of 

substance.  Never seek material to prove merit.  Nothing.  It was just a bunch of comments 

posted on a daily basis... over and over and over.  They spread lies as a result.  That loss of 

integrity is what finally caused a stir.  Eventually, the moderator abruptly & mysteriously 

departed.  Things fell apart from there.  You can read over a decade of the nonsense 

documented in great detail with these blogs.  I got some great quotes and some truly 

inspiration motivation from their antics.  The troublemakers simply didn't care.  They 

thrived on pride... which was their ultimate undoing.  To see the owner of the website 

finally clean up the mess, by removing all elements of it, was quite nice.  Today, it is 

gone.  That history will always be around.  Such a powerful means of online misleading 

should never be forgotten.  They had no clue just how much damage could be caused by 

their careless posts.  It enabled a self-destructive path.  I watched it play out, warning them 

of what should have been obvious.  Their actions were their own undoing. 
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7-08-2020 Writing Reviews.  This really bothered me: "You don't have access to an EV charger."  It 

came from an automotive source writing what was clearly a new topic for them.  They 

were reviewing plug-in vehicles, listing the top-5 reason in favor and the top-5 reasons 

against.  That one I singled out was obviously against.  It went on to claim: "The ability to 

drive on pure electricity is a major selling point for the RAV4 Prime, but you can't really 

enjoy this benefit unless you have reliable access to an EV charger.  If your home or 

workplace has an EV charger, or maybe if you live extremely close to a public station, 

you're in the clear.  But if not, why pay extra for a feature you'll rarely use?"  That was 

such poor research, you have to wonder if the person every even saw the vehicle or 

understood how it worked.  You get a charger (properly referred to as "EVSE", which 

means Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment) included standard with the purchase.  All you 

need to use it is a standard household outlet.  That's not a big deal, if stated as a ordinary 

120-volt connection.  People understand what it means to plug in a device that uses an 

everyday plug.  This wasn't how the "charger" was presented though.  It made the 

problem sound like there was a special new device required.  The need to find a location 

where you can plug in is profoundly different.  That "access" isn't at all what the title 

implies.  Supposedly, this wisdom came from a well informed automotive resource.  Ugh. 

7-09-2020 Corolla Cross.  When there is a non-stop battle to get you to look the other way, all you 

have to do is wait.  Patience really pays off.  In this case, it has been the on-going effort to 

spin the situation as neglect & disinterest.  Supposedly, limited supply of RAV4 Prime is 

an abundance is from negligence.  Toyota management really doesn't want to sell plug-in 

vehicles, so they are sabotaging the market.  That lack of demand is an illogical argument 

when placed up against the most popular seller.  This is why if GM had actually chosen a 

SUV for their rollout of plug-in hybrid choices, it would have been a big hit.  After all, 

there was a prototype of exactly that prior to Volt.  No one seems to remember that Saturn 

Vue though.  It was the next logical step forward for both Two-Mode & Vue.  That 

platform was key to mainstream acceptance.  Fast-Forward to over a decade later, the 

same is true... only the vehicles have grown, across the industry.  That's normal, which 

makes the introduction of a smaller new offering normal too.  For GM, that was 

Trax.  Something needed to fill in the void Equinox left behind as it got larger.  The same 

missing vehicle size exists for Toyota, with RAV4 having grown larger.  No one seems to 

have noticed that gap though.  It should be obvious, especially with nothing in the smaller 

size category.  Where is that SUV from Toyota?  We found out today.  It got introduced as 

the Corolla Crossover.  Pretty much exactly as expected, it is a smaller, less aggressive 

offering.  Rollout will begin in Thailand.  It will be available as a hybrid.  Whether or not 

it will only be a hybrid or what the intent is for this market is totally unknown; however, it 

makes more sense when RAV4 Prime isn't being rushed.  Waiting for initial feedback 

from it, combined with the rollouts of Sienna & Venza, help to build that bigger 

picture.  Notice how no one arguing about supply wanted to address what should come 

next?  That was exactly how Volt arguments fell apart... refusal to consider what step 

should follow.  We know how well Toyota plans ahead.  That puts today's reveal right on 

schedule.  It makes sense.  Antagonists are going to hate this new fact. 
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7-09-2020 Next Step.  You'll find that enthusiasts tend to be forward-looking to a fault.  They see the 

goal, but have no idea how to get there.  It's like something magical just happens, that they 

don't need to actually to anything to help the process along.  That's quite annoying.  Such 

an absence of a plan shouldn't require a constant reminder that is it needed.  There's an 

implicit belief that the automaker they have faith in will do the right thing and that all 

others will mess up horribly.  When you request something to actually back their 

supposition, it gets turned back on you as someone just trying to stir trouble.  When you 

present something of substance to support your own claims, they do everything possible to 

avoid acknowledgement.  It's a world of hope & denial with little actual merit.  Who needs 

to plan out steps when you have great technology that will magically appeal to 

everyone?  Ugh.  At least with Toyota, it's really easy to point out the steps being taken 

and those about to be taken:  The writing is on the wall.  Phaseout of traditional vehicles 

has begun.  Sienna & Venza being hybrid-only is obvious evidence of that.  What's not so 

obvious is the product-gap RAV4 Prime has created.  It raised the bar for size & 

performance.  That opens up opportunity for a smaller, more ordinary powered SUV as a 

hybrid and plug-in hybrid... Corolla Cross.  With early-adopter obsession being so much 

more intense than usual, it is no surprise everyone overlooked such a clear next step. 
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7-10-2020 Clueless.  There are no qualifications required to post online.  Everyone has an 

opinion.  That's fine, but don't draw conclusions for others.  This is especially important 

when you get advance beyond the newbie stage and come to realize you weren't well 

informed.  I see a lot of the conclusion-drawing from those new names.  They appear out 

of nowhere with the confidence of knowing it all.  Usually, they do know some aspect of 

the topic well.  But without the full range of facts needed to make an informed decision, 

they shouldn't.  With the case of something like a plug-in hybrid, that's a very real 

problem.  Much of the knowledge shared is nothing but anecdotal observations from just a 

single design.  Based on that, they assume the entire category must be the same.  They 

couldn't be more wrong.  That poor data collecting leads to all kinds of challenges, almost 

all based on being clueless.  They have no idea what they don't know.  That missing 

information contributes to what ends up being hostile exchanges in some 

circumstances.  They can't figure out why there is so much pushback to their 

observations.  I confront that on a regular basis.  This was today's encounter: 

 

That "all these others" is a clue which reveals having no idea how a system like RAV4 

Prime actually operates.  It's more common of a problem than you think.  Reading recent 

posts, you'll find that some Volt owners & supporters still believe it is a serial hybrid.  It's 

not.  It never was.  The entire "EREV" campaign to present that technology as different 

was really nothing be a marketing label.  Reality is, design of PHEV offerings vary.  Some 

of that comes from not even sharing the same purpose. 

 

For example, the BMW i3 REx was intended to deliver a full EV driving experience under 

all conditions, then used its under-sized engine as a backup generator only after 

depletion.  It had no physical connection to the propulsion system.  That was a true "Range 

Extended" design. 

 

Volt's engine could directly provide thrust to the wheels, making it a PHEV.  Enthusiasts 

desperate to promote it as "vastly superior" to Prius PHV, coined EREV.  For the sake of 

marketing, that kind of worked for awhile.  That fell apart though when Prius Prime rolled 

out.  Toyota added a one-way clutch to disengage the stopped gas engine, allowing the 

system to propel the vehicle as a true EV using nothing but the 2 electric motors.  No gas 

at all debunked the EREV identifier. 

 

RAV4 Prime carries that same design forward, adding in a third electric motor along with 

even more battery power.  In other words, the claim of "turning on the gas engine far 

more than needed" has no merit.  Driving 42 miles without starting the engine is quite 

realistic... and completely eliminates any type of differentiation you were hoping for. 
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7-11-2020 Hint Hint.  We went from silence & indifference to explosion of PHEV interest in a 

surprisingly quick manner.  Some of that has to do with Tesla growth struggle.  Sure, 

those vehicles are still great, but the lack of fit & finish combined with such an expensive 

price-tag is not what mainstream consumers expect.  There simply isn't a match with 

vehicle type/size/config either.  That's why RAV4 Prime is has becoming the 

overwhelming favorite.  To be cliché, it pushes all the right buttons.  The catch is, writers 

of "EV" articles are struggling to draw in that new audience.  Catering to enthusiasts 

doesn't work anymore.  That obsession died basically overnight.  Now, it's trying to figure 

out what the Prius supporters learned a long time ago.  I'm helping to move that process 

along, dropping hints when appropriate.  Today, it was in response to a PHEV discussion 

where a Honda Clarity owner was sharing his experiences.  I jumped in with:  That extra 

20% observed in real-world driving is quite common.  The EPA rating was designed to 

provide a standardized means of comparison, not to set an expectation.  That's the way it 

was for decades with MPG and continued to be even after the major revision to better 

reflect actual driving conditions.  This is why the absence of measures like kWh/100mi 

and usable-capacity should be added to the chart.  It helps build a better picture of what 

you are considering for purchase, because you really can't determine what to expect in 

terms of propulsion system design.  There are also outside factors missing that very much 

play a role in EV outcome.  The 2 most obvious omissions are type of cabin-heater and 

charging-speed.  Needless to say, those should be added to providing more comprehensive 

information for readers... hint hint. 
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7-11-2020 Pushing Limits.  It has been very easy to provide constructive perspective now.  Those 

days of getting attacked with surprisingly hostile propaganda are gone.  Enablers have 

vanished, as too their rhetoric.  Having the way cleared by antagonists simply doesn't 

happen anymore.  Meritless claims are very easy to identify and simply don't stir emotion 

anymore.  We are starting to see the more practical nature of mainstream consumers 

emerge.  The enthusiast audience is gone.  Early-Adopters have moved on.  In other 

words, their claims of "obsolete" are now getting recognized as "mature" technology... 

which they want no part of.  That leaves me ample opportunity to speak from the 

soapbox... which I am not hesitating to do: 

 

GM priorities have been seriously misaligned since the development of Volt.  It boils 

down to focusing on the wrong audience.  They catered to enthusiasts, who enabled them 

to indulge in elements of praise rather than actual change.  The resulting "leadership" was 

really a massive waste of opportunity, using tax-credits for conquest instead shaking up 

the status quo at their dealers. 

 

Trouble became obvious with design of gen-2 Volt.  Rather than placing emphasis on 

cost-cutting measures to produce a configuration able to thrive without subsidy 

dependence, more was invested toward delivery of increase speed, power, and range.  In 

other words, rather than recognize priorities of their own loyal customers, it was a race to 

push limits. 

 

That obsession carried over to Bolt.  Anyone who has studied driving requirements in 

depth can see the mistakes GM continues to make.  Increased range isn't necessary. Faster 

charging isn't necessary.  Something able to compete on showroom floors for their 

shoppers is. 

 

It comes down to choosing between praise & practical.  Delivering more than 200 miles of 

EV range means increased cost, weight, and size.  More is nice, but the tradeoff simply 

isn't worth it with current technology.  Then there is the issue of fast-chargers.  It is very 

expensive to deliver speeds faster than 50kW.  Expecting a business to offer many 

chargers in a higher pricing-tier is just plain not realistic.  Yet, farther & faster continues 

to be the emphasis. 

Notice how GM quotes never address the actual challenges.  They are completely absent 

of substance; instead, you just get "feel good" comments without any type of expectation 

being set.  It's how you play the crowd, telling them what they want to hear... not what 

they need to hear. 
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7-11-2020 Thinking & Wishing.  Looking back at my posts from 5 years ago, it was quite clear even 

back then how much GM was already struggling with Volt survival.  So, seeing this in that 

new PHEV discussion was interesting: "Still think the Volt was the best of all.  Wish they'd 

used that platform for a small awd suv or crossover."  With so many new participants 

sharing online comments, its basically just a new group of enablers forming.  No one 

knowing the history means no one to stop mistakes from being repeated.  Of course, there 

are a few who actually encourage that.  Whatever the cause, it's happening.  I added this as 

a wake-up call:  Reality check is that the problem has existed for years and the enablers 

turned a blind-eye to what needed to be done.  I posted this back at the end of 2016, when 

the situation with Volt had obviously become dire and enthusiasts were doing everything 

possible to deflect: "RAV4 hybrid has been selling well and the potential for it to offer a 

plug using the same approach as Prime is very real.  Again, why is GM not saying 

anything about any type of efficiency offering for Equinox?"  Hope had shifted to Bolt, 

rather than GM actually doing anything with Volt's technology.  My follow up to the 

rhetoric it that particular discussion was: "Toyota is far closer to offering a plug-in 

compact SUV than GM."  It's only going to get worse too. The new Corolla Cross hybrid 

would make a nice complementary offering to RAV4 Prime also as a plug-in hybrid.  In 

other words, people can think or wish whatever they want. Sadly, that doesn't change the 

reality of the technology going nowhere.  It was a waste of tax-credits, achieving nothing 

with regard to the intended purpose of those subsidies... to change the status quo for GM 

customers. 
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7-12-2020 Lip Service.  It's ironic how a statement like this reflects the person's own action: "To me, 

they are still playing lip service to plug in vehicles... Toyota are a company that really 

does not want to sell you a car that will do any distance on Battery."  It was clear he hadn't 

considered anything else, that he was just passing along the mantra others had 

echoed.  Ugh.  Oh well, it was yet other opportunity to share some perspective: 

 

GM clearly never wanted to sell a plug-in that would in any way impact their traditional 

offerings.  Volt was a compact hatchback, a vehicle sharing no resemblance to what their 

own loyal customers were interested in. How come there weren't complaints about that 

total absence of any effort to actually change their status quo?  It's just so hypocritical for 

a blind-eye to have been turned on such blatant behavior.  Toyota was made a target as an 

excuse to draw attention away from GM's disinterest and continues to be.  Enthusiasts 

needed a scapegoat. 

 

Of course, it is rather disingenuous to make the "does not want to" claim an 

absolute.  Anyone who takes the time to study the situation will end up instead seeing a 

slow pace from Toyota, not disinterest.  The platform used by Prius Prime is shared with 

Corolla & Lexus UX.  The crossover available as a hybrid is a very strong candidate to 

become a plug-in hybrid.  That SUV is already available in limited quantity as a EV with a 

54.3 kWh battery-capacity.  And now we see a larger platform also beginning to offer a 

plug.  So the more you look at it, the more it becomes a matter of confirming change from 

a difficult-to-notice perspective. 

 

In other words, Toyota is demonstrating a real effort to make change happen.  So what if 

the methods doesn't meet your expectations for approach?  Those subtle moves... even if 

in low volume... are stirring their base.  That's the point, not high-volume sales right 

away.  Dealers are seeing things happen, enough seemingly small moves forward to add 

up to fundamentals getting a shake up.  Think about how much of a core product RAV4 

has become.  Think about how much attention they are drawing to it.  Think about how 

much of an expectation of change they are setting. That's what makes them different. 

Put another way, don't listen to the narrative... cherry-picked examples.  Consider what the 

entire collection of facts mean to making the necessary paradigm shift.  Complexities of 

breaking status quo cannot be addressed by focusing entirely on advertisements of the 

moment. 
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7-12-2020 Performance At Any Speed.  In an article comparing PHEV efficiency ratings, a Volt 

owner brought up the same old bragging rights about acceleration.  After 10 years of that 

trait failing to attract anything beyond the early-adopter audience, you'd think there would 

be recognition of it being an unsuccessful appeal approach.  Clearly, that's not the 

case.  Some never figure it out.  Yet again, I had to point out why:  That's called a red-

herring, when a point is made but there's nothing about it beneficial or even related to the 

topic.  In this case, that trait for Volt didn't achieve anything toward being a "game 

changer".  Owners gloated for years about an ability which didn't serve that purpose.  Why 

would a vehicle specially designed to seamlessly blend motor & engine do everything 

possible to avoid ever using the engine?  That never made any sense.  The design was self-

deprecating.  It sent a mixed message about purpose, contributing to confusion... giving 

ordinary consumers even more of a reason not to bother.  Clarity of purpose is vital.  GM 

still hasn't learned that lesson.  Toyota has made it obvious, who is phasing out traditional 

vehicles with a message no one can deny understanding.  You want a regular hybrid, you 

purchase the "self-charging" type featured in their advertisements.  You want one that 

plugs in, you buy one with a "Plug-In Hybrid" emblem that has "Prime" in its name.  This 

is how an automaker moves their entire fleet forward.  Think about what someone on the 

showroom floor is looking for.  What appeals to an ordinary consumer?  They couldn't 

care less about a "performance at any speed" ability.  That is a worth for enthusiasts, not 

mainstream shoppers.  Know your audience. 

7-12-2020 Misrepresentation.  Conquest sales of Volt were to early-adopters who had no loyalty 

whatsoever to GM.  When the next opportunity came, they abandoned ship.  Many ended 

up purchasing a Model 3.  It's ironic how they repeated the very history they complained 

most about.  But there it is.  That played out exactly as anticipated.  So now, there's quite a 

bit of effort to misrepresent that pace.  The most common means of doing that is to make 

up false claims of how a plug-in hybrid functions.  For example: "Many PHEV owners will 

be annoyed that when they drive it like their previous ICE it will run as an ICE most of the 

time anyway."  That doubles as an excuse, reasoning for their own abandonment.  I find it 

both hypocritical and telling.  Such a reveal is difficult to walk back afterward, so I do my 

best to corner them right away.  This time, it was:  That isn't at all how a PHEV like either 

of the Primes actually operates.  The drive is 100% electric, unless you go out of your way 

to switch it out of the default EV mode for extra power.  And even then, demands for 

power above the maximum electric-only threshold are brief... a minute or two, not even 

remotely close to "most of the time".  Fortunately, a showroom shopper won't make that 

same assumption.  They'll take a test drive and notice the engine never started or not care 

and just see amazing MPG.  They know the engine will run at some point. It's a matter of 

appealing to their balance of purchase priorities.  There is no purity requirement.  You are 

an early-adopter, viewing the market through the eyes of an enthusiast.  There's nothing 

wrong with that.  In fact, emphasis on a "no gas" experience is perfectly fine.  But buying 

a Volt, then having replaced it with a Model 3 is no way representative of what a 

mainstream shopper will experience.  Again, know your audience. 
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7-12-2020 Mainstream.  I liked when a cornered enthusiasts attempts to alter a definition or 

focus.  Like when they attempt to change goals, it reveals their level of 

desperation.  Anywho, I got this as a reply: "You are claiming I'm an early adopter, which 

was true 7 years ago when I bought my first PHEV.  But I became a mainstream buyer 

when I realized an EV is a better car."  Notice the attempt to change from vehicle to 

buyer?  Remember the low-hanging fruit problem?  I certainly did and wanted no part of 

that game:  To be a mainstream vehicle, it cannot be subsidized and must be commonly 

available to compete directly with the wide selection of other offerings available.  That is 

not the case yet with plug-in choices.  The reason for this should be obvious; an automaker 

must make sustainable profit.  Offering a niche that is promoted through government 

incentives does not fulfill that requirement.  Once we see sales ramp up to volumes similar 

to traditional vehicles without any outside dependency, then it has become 

mainstream.  Until then, it is still a niche with lots of potential.  There is nothing to argue 

when it comes to business essentials.  The cold, hard reality of economics is something 

even the best of engineering and most sincere of green intent is challenged to 

overcome.  Automakers build vehicles to make money, period. 

7-13-2020 Troll Attacks.  There are a number of us who routinely get targeted.  Each time, it is a 

personal attack loaded with insults.  Sometimes, they will throw in some disparaging 

about the technology too.  It's all the same... just a waste.  Those posts contribute nothing 

to the discussion.  The effort is to harm & distract.  I rarely bother addressing the poster 

anymore.  They just look for antagonist material, throwing back whatever you supply.  It 

doesn't work well if you comment to someone else about that instead.  So, that's what I'll 

do.  My reply ends up going to someone else directly involved, as if I am giving them a 

nudge to share some information discreetly.  It tends to work out well.  This was the 

example today in response to an article highlighting the market for RAV4 Prime:  The 

reason for such attitude is having a fundamental argument fall apart.  Attacks against 

Toyota were focused entirely on Prius Prime, never bothering to actually read the detail 

provided.  That information shared was about approach, how the hybrid design inherently 

supported a plug.  All that was necessary was additional battery-capacity and a one-way 

clutch.  The rest of the propulsion system was already in place, a very important plan-

ahead strategy.  Now, there is undeniable proof it from RAV4 Prime... which completely 

debunks the nonsense we've had to deal with. 
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7-14-2020 Doing It Right.  I was asked if I knew whether the RAV4 Prime used the same transaxle 

as the RAV4 hybrid.  That's the kind of constructive thinking we need more of.  Rarely 

does any discussion take us into actual detail, especially something that tackles anything 

beyond capacity or power.  I know how Prius has evolved over the years, improving upon 

past design in ways most people will never be aware.  There are many engineering 

choices.  This is why knowing audience is vital.  You can tune the design to the preference 

of the buyer.  That means a wide variety of choices are possible.  Choosing the right 

configuration takes very careful consideration.  Anywho, I replied to that with:  That 

question carries us into the next stage of mainstream penetration.  Sweet!  Until now, it 

has a basic approach.  Quite unlike the traditional market, variation wasn't 

addressed.  Asking about transaxle is like asking about clutches.  There wasn't much 

attention to detail, but there was an understanding of performance differences.  One that's 

more robust or had a different tooth count alters what the system is capable of.  In this 

case, that would have an impact to towing-capacity and electric-efficiency.  As for the 

precise specs of RAV4, I really don't know.  There is only the knowledge of the design 

supporting variety... which is absolutely vital when you want to spread that technology 

across the fleet.  This is the very reason why rollout speed isn't a primary focus.  It's all 

about doing it right, not doing it quickly. 

7-15-2020 Nissan Ariya.  It was revealed today.  Nissan went all out.  300 mile of EV range... for 

$40,000.  That puts it way out of the reach for the masses.  It is the way things typically 

start in a wider market though.  It will help to bring about a standard finally 

too.  CHAdeMO is getting dropped in favor of CCS.  That's the DC fast-charging standard 

much hoped for in Europe and the United States.  Lack of anything agreed upon within the 

industry was one of the bigger reasons why BEV adoption has been so slow.  Another 

reason is cost of providing higher tier speeds... it's very, very expensive.  Anywho, the 

vehicle itself is quite nice.  Nissan seems to have done an excellent job pursuing the 

market for those of whom have extra money to spend on transportation.  The 

specifications aren't in the luxury realm though.  Closer to the Tesla offerings would have 

bumped the price-tag up even higher.  So, it's a bit more down-to-earth of a 

configuration.  That's encouraging from any of the automakers once they move beyond 

initial offerings.  This design gives the impression of complimentary vehicles later, with 

this being the premiere choice.  Configurations that are more modest seems realistic when 

you look close at some key details.  That's much like RAV4 Prime.  You can see a smaller 

sibling to come next.  So, kudos to Nissan for keeping at it.  This makes me wonder when 

eyes will turn to Hyundai.  They have been quietly selling lots of Kona, which is 

positioned more like Bolt.  But again, our lack of a standard isn't helping matters. 
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7-16-2020 Complacency.  There is upset that yet another automaker reveal includes a statement 

about our market not being included in rollout plans.  We have become complacent in the 

United States, taking things for granted and not doing our part to better the world.  Of 

course, that's putting it politely.  Being more succinct, we are selfish.  It's sad to have to 

say that.  But after a decade of watching the Volt enthusiasts try to justify overkill, there's 

no denying it.  Today's stir came from Jeep announcing 2 upcoming PHEV models, 

neither of which we'll be getting here.  This was the spin: "The establishment is only 

interested in playing the compliance game in North America. None of them care about the 

environment, only meeting regulations."  There is always some type of deflection.  Rather 

than take any responsibility, it's an effort to blame someone else.  Ugh.  In return, I 

posted:  Don't overlook the enablers.  We have had a decade here of "vastly superior" 

nonsense, a push from early-adopters to focus on want rather than need.  Everyone reading 

this should be well aware of that obsession for more.  There was never an effort to balance 

priorities or demonstrate patience.  That blindness from speed, power, and range is what 

reinforced our reputation for not taking priorities seriously.  So, there was simply no gain 

from wasting resources here... which is a really sad statement about us.  Look through 

topics posted over the past month.  Notice the pattern of dismissal & 

disregard?  Automakers are focusing on other markets, hoping we'll get our priorities 

straightened out in the meantime.  In other words, that perspective of "playing the 

compliance game" does have some truth to it.  Problem is, the reasons why are not being 

addressed. 
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7-17-2020 Enough Already.  The resident troll on the big Prius forum... the one who never quotes 

his replies, always posts in lower case, and rarely provides any actual detail... crossed the 

line again.  It was this: "is this the anti bev guy?"  That was in response to a thread started 

that featured a Toyota executive highlighting some of the upcoming new offerings.  His 

comment had nothing whatsoever productive to contribute to the discussion (it was only 

the second post) and it clearly an effort to divert attention away from the topic at 

hand.  That's what trolls do.  There was no value or even any point to posting that... other 

than for his own amused.  Quite annoyed by how he frequently lowers the value of 

discussion by interjecting such obvious waste into threads, I fired back with: 

 

Toyota is making a serious effort to phaseout traditional vehicles.  Any automaker can 

rollout token vehicles to exploit tax-credits and garnish praise.  That does virtually nothing 

to actually change the status quo, even if it does provide a BEV model.  So, taking a 

stance out of context isn't helping anyone. In fact, it can be counter-productive as an 

enabler. 

 

That target of 40% electrification for 2025 is looking realistic.  It sets the stage for easy 

transition to plug-in offerings.  The resistance we are seeing from dealers now will fade 

away as they witness firsthand how well the first phase went.  Key to that is making the 

choice of hybrid effortless.  With Sienna & Venza, that strategy is undeniable, since they 

will be hybrid only.  With RAV4, sales in June reached a tipping point... a tiny bit over 

50% were hybrid.  As the spread continues across the fleet, the sustainability becomes 

undeniable. 

 

Far too often, we see impatience blind people from logic.  The economics of change is 

challenging.  Taking a bottom-up approach, as Toyota continues to do, makes it easy to 

draw incorrect conclusions.  Think about battery supply.  The unexpected surge in 

popularity for RAV4 hybrid was met without any recognition.  So what if that cause a 

ramp-up of RAV4 Prime to take longer?  It was an opportunity for Toyota to take 

advantage of... so they did. 

In other words, stop with the label attempts.  Otherwise, posts with clarification will 

continue to be posted.  It serves no purpose to single out a person anyway.  The bigger 

picture involves worldwide production & distribution for a very wide variety of 

vehicles.  No amount of cherry-picking will change that. 

7-18-2020 Android Auto.  Exactly as expected, the new model Prius Prime will include Android 

Auto.  It wasn't ready last year.  Many people refused to look at detail of the situation 

though.  They used it on their phone and just assumed that would seamlessly integrate into 

the automotive use without any need for modification.  They were wrong, but were 

unwilling to check facts.  That was a very frustrating situation.  Avoiding detail is never 

good.  They just got frustrated, then complained.  Absence of critical thinking has become 

the major contributor to most problems now.  In the past, that was reflected in sound 

bites.  Now, it is memes.  There is a cultural foundation now well established here to avoid 

complexity.  It's an expectation of simple solutions.  Working hard for a reward has been 

replaced with getting a lot for a little.  In other words, taking shortcuts comes at a 

cost.  This was a great example.  Toyota could have delivered immediately upon the first 

release, but it would have been a step backward due to the continuous need to push 

updates and support the work-arounds in between.  Why rush to market when you know it 

isn't ready?  Toyota knew.  Those complaining refused to accept that. 
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7-19-2020 VW Support.  Anticipation for ID.3 is growing, but there isn't much substance yet to 

actually support the hope.  It is already turning into rhetoric hype.  That's a sign of trouble 

to come.  You need real-world stories of ownership to deal with meritless cheering.  There 

is potential for great things from VW, but lack of patience can have terrible consequences 

that are easily avoided.  In other words, we are dealing with an entirely new audience.  So, 

the potential for repeating the same mistakes as in the past are quite high.  An overlying 

enthusiastic post in a VW thread taking a shot at Toyota provided a nice opportunity for 

me to jump in with some perspective: 

 

Claiming VW is the farthest ahead legacy automaker, yet pointing out the software issues 

are bad, is rather contradictory.  Reality is, Toyota has that subject area mastered. 

 

3.5 years later, the EV operation of Prius Prime has proven flawless.  There hasn't been 

anything at all to raise concern about the way that propulsion system has 

operated.  Experience gained from past electric endeavors has clearly paid off. S o what if 

fuel-cell use for consumer vehicles has limited potential?  Commercial potential is 

enormous and the knowledge gained can be shared with BEV advancement.   That variety 

of experience from all their offerings contribute to a better end product across the fleet. 

 

As for claiming Toyota showrooms will suffer because they deserve it doesn't really tell us 

anything.  In fact, it kind of hints at the possibility of VW attracting shoppers with a BEV 

offering but not necessarily selling them one... hence, shopping.  That image draw is 

known as the "halo effect" and is definitely not what any automaker should be proud to 

achieve.  All it does is persist sales of traditional vehicles.  Not achieving change to the 

status quo is a very big problem.  For GM, that has already proven to be a massive waste 

of opportunity. 

 

VW moving forward will be measured by success across all aspects of 

manufacturing.  Software issues can result in not only major support headaches, it can also 

harm reputation.  VW doesn't have much good will from consumers to risk.  Great 

hardware suffering from computer-related challenges could be a deal-breaker for the 

undecided. 

 

Think about what Toyota did with Android Auto support.  This time last year, people were 

freaking out, calling Toyota's lack of adoption a major blow to their sales... saying they 

deserve to suffer as a result.  Sound familiar?  Turns out, they were dead on with their 

assessment of the software's status.  Switching from phone-centric to an automotive-

centric interface was far from ready for the masses.  It took Google another 9 upgrades 

before the software settled down to something ordinary consumers would accept.  Now a 

year later, we see that many new models from Toyota will include Android Auto, 

including Prius Prime. 

In short, downplay or disregard for software can be a costly mistake.  It isn't worth the 

rush. 
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7-19-2020 Who.  VW's electrification effort continues to stir backlash toward Toyota.  It's the same 

old nonsense we saw well over a decade ago.  Remember how Volt enthusiasts kept trying 

to narrow the market to just EV buyers?  That absolutely refused to acknowledge anything 

beyond their niche.  Being in the early-adopter stage, that was easy.  Now moving beyond 

that (marked by tax-credits expired & expiring), that audience is quite different.  This is a 

much wider market, serving buyers far less willing to accept something aimed at 

enthusiasts.  Growth of sales much increase dramatically too.  Slow will not be an option 

soon (with the next few years).  It is this generation of rollouts that pave the way for high-

volume change.  So, spin & insult of the past is very easy to counter now, which is exactly 

what I am doing.  The quote his time was: "Only Toyota was and is explicitly on bad terms 

with it."  Recognize that effort to set Toyota apart?  I did: 

 

That narrative about Toyota is getting harder to sell, even more so with VW entering the 

picture.  In the past, it was easier with all the early-adopter obsession.  Focus was entirely 

on that audience, leaving the market for the masses something to address later.  So, there 

was never any discussion of how to get beyond that initial stage. 

 

VW's approach is much like Tesla's... setup production for high-volume sales and hope if-

we-build-it strategy works.  That's risky, especially if you have a configuration that doesn't 

match what mainstream buyer priorities.  There are far too many examples of great 

engineering that failed due to not having targeted wants & needs properly.  And 

remember, it isn't just consumers.  A significant portion of the equation is the dealer aspect 

of stocking & selling vehicles. 

 

Toyota's approach is to build up from the bottom, appeal to dealer priorities with the 

expectation their shift in acceptance will match up with consumer priorities, both of which 

have been moving targets.  That's an advantage for Toyota that neither VW nor Tesla can 

address as well.  We have seen evidence of that mounting already.  Tesla pricing makes 

their vehicles too far out of reach for the masses.  W hopes to differ with lower cost 

designs.  Meanwhile, we see Toyota repositioning its entire fleet, which gives the 

impression of "bad terms" due to the lack of visibility. 

 

Realistically, its all just spin.  Sales are what measure the progress of actual change.  To 

assess potential, you must look at the entire approach.  VW's building & refitting supports 

a commitment to change.  Toyota's shift to hybrids and plug-in hybrids, along with its first 

BEV rollout, is the next step beyond commitment.  It is a quantitative shift away from 

traditional vehicles already taking place. 

In other words, don't expect a knock at Toyota to be received without expecting it to be 

countered.   Change comes in different forms.  Top-Down is not the only approach 

available.  Bottom-Up can also be very effective. 
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7-20-2020 Who?  It became a question in response to this: "The saddest part is the 5000 limited 

sales, over two decades after the original Prius was announced (1997) and Toyota can 

only figure out how to make 5000 batteries for the RAV4 Prime.  This limit is a complete 

joke!"  It was a great opportunity to provide some perspective on the rollout obsession 

clouding judgment now.  I find it quite comforting to confirm efforts were so successful, 

even if no one acknowledges just how much change the 15 Million hybrids Toyota 

produced actually brought about.  Prevention, in this case emissions & consumption, 

rarely gets rewarded.  It's the same in my profession as a software engineer.  You almost 

never get recognition for avoiding fatals.  The programming simply works.  No complaints 

and continued funding are typically the only clue things are going well.  Anywho, this is 

what I posted: 

 

Pull back the spotlight.  Look at what's happening with the rest of Toyota's fleet.  In other 

words, don't fall for that cherry-picking trap so many are setting. They focus entirely on a 

single offering, pretending the rest of whatever an automaker doesn't matter yet.  When in 

reality, what happens next is vital... and Toyota is addressing it already, putting then well 

ahead of most everyone else for that next stage. 

 

Phasing out traditional vehicles is Toyota's focus by pushing hybrids, really hard.  Think 

about how easy it is to consider the purchase of a plug-in hybrid or an electric-only vehicle 

when the standard choice already has a battery-pack.  It sends a very strong message of 

confidence in propulsion based upon electricity.  It also dramatically reduces the number 

of guzzlers from being put on the road.  Now two decades later, their resulting MPG far 

outweighs the competition in addition to setting the stage for what comes next. 

 

As for the battery shortage, Toyota is ending Camry & Avalon hybrids use of NiMH 

cells.  That increased use of lithium is the move everyone here complained & whined 

about in the past.  Notice how they are now dead silent?  The new Sienna and the new 

Venza will be hybrid only, no traditional model at all is more of that confidence 

messaging.  Venza in particular highlights battery challenges.  Ordering in Japan just 

began.  The expectation for this year was to deliver 3,100 for that market.  Toyota has 

already received over 45,000 orders.  That same type of demand is a realistic expectation 

in other markets now too. 

Demand for lithium cells from the rest of the fleet is a big deal, already.  And that doesn't 

even address the upcoming next-gen chemistry planning to be rolled out.  So in addition to 

the worldwide rollout of so many new offerings, including RAV4 Prime, there is a lot to 

consider when evaluating it as a "complete joke" situation.  Who is doing the laughing? 
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7-20-2020 Called Out.  20 years later, the obsession with speed continues on in a few.  These 

individuals tend to dominate discussions.  So, seeing the backlash today from an 

enthusiasts favoring acceleration above all else was quiet satisfying.  He got a bunch of 

down-votes and posts informing him how little value that trait really delivered.  I piled on 

to that with:  Focusing entirely on 0-60 with regards to performance is quite telling.  It is 

cherry-picked to mislead about what else is available... like when you are accelerating 

onto something other than a highway (which rarely needs a pedal-to-the-floor request 

anyway).  The detail clearly being avoided is acceleration when driving around in the 

suburbs.  That instant low-end torque really makes a difference.  So what if it fades once 

you get beyond about 50 mph?  Off the mark from a stoplight, you can punch it.  Since 

there isn't that obnoxious high RPM which you'd get from a combustion engine, the 

smooth & silent power can be taken advantage of.  It's quite noticeable, even in a Prius 

Prime. In other words, focus on 0-60 exclusively is a weak argument, at best.  We see it as 

an effort to draw attention away from a feature shoppers will find compelling.  You can't 

just omit important information like that and not expect to be called out. 

7-21-2020 Winter Gas, Still.  I filled up the tank way back in late February.  Only a handful of trips 

since then have taken me out of EV range.  All that driving with only electricity means the 

gas in the car is getting old... and in my case, it is still winter-formula.  That isn't really a 

big deal.  The system is well equipped to handle that, but some owners are not well 

informed.  That's been an on-going discussion online... and one individual who was well 

informed lashed out at me.  He got very upset about my description.  It was the usual 

problem of focusing so much on nuance that purpose is lost.  Some people expect wording 

to be expressed in a very specific manner.  Any deviation from that is considered 

incorrect.  That type of intolerance to the variations of life is what contributes to 

misunderstandings.  Listen for context, not wording.  Ugh.  Needless to say, a simple 

matter of still driving with gas from Winter gets blown way out of proportion as a 

result.  But rather than return the frustration, I turned that escalating emotion into an 

opportunity:  That choice made this a teaching moment.  You'll find on forums it is quite 

common for a discussion to turn into an argument of semantics.  It's breaks the spirit of the 

information attempted to be shared.  Wording is easy to stumble on, but the message 

remains clear.  Suggest better language and move on.  Remember, this will happen 

again.  Learning how to handle it, then leading by example, is a gain for everyone who 

participates. 
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7-23-2020 The Same Mistake.  This was a classic "What About?" attempt to change focus of 

discussion.  Diverting attention isn't constructive.  Yet, many try it anyway.  They seem to 

think fear is most effective too.  For example: "100k people a year die due to 

pollution."  It was from an EV purist, someone who is against all types of combustion 

engine.  I find that perspective so limiting.  What's wrong with a combustion engine that 

rarely gets used and runs entirely on renewable fuel?  Toyota produces an E100 system for 

the market in Brazil.  That type of carbon-neutral approach with smog-related emissions 

reduced to a bare minimum is the future.  We don't need to entirely eliminate.  In fact, we 

realistically can't yet.  The technology will evolve.  We're helping it along.  Repeating the 

same mistake isn't the way to do it though.  I felt well-informed to explain why:  That is 

why Toyota's primary purpose for hybrids has been to reduce SMOG related 

emissions.  The fact that there is also a CARBON reduction is a great bonus.  That intent 

is easy to confirm too; just watch the engine run for the sake of heating the catalytic-

converter to cleanse emissions.  Notice how all the hybrids get either a SULEV or PZEV 

emission rating?  So when it comes to Toyota's next step, rolling out plug-in hybrids, the 

benefit is a dramatic reduction of the need to run the engine.  It also furthers their 

experience with EV propulsion, since their PHEV design runs entirely with electricity up 

to 84 mph.  In other words, your claim of Toyota neglecting pollution and falling behind 

clearly doesn't match the facts.  Remember, it is about changing the entire fleet, not just 

rolling out a token vehicle or two like we have seen from other legacy automakers.  You 

need to consider how that variety of choices will be achieved.  Dealers resist 

change.  Think about how terrible of a job GM did with Volt & Bolt, despite getting so 

much praise from enthusiasts.  Toyota is addressing that, not making the same mistake. 
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7-24-2020 Completely Wrong.  The awkward situation Tesla is now in has stirred revitalized 

interest.  Unfortunately, some of the same old rhetoric is being stirred again as 

result.  Reading through yesterday's nonsense, I homed in on one particular post which 

others also had much to say about.  It was an attack on hybrids.  So, no surprise about 

what I had to say: 

 

It is interesting to see that much misinformation packed into such a short post.  Of course, 

it really doesn't matter.  Feeding an effort to undermine aimed at this audience doesn't 

make any sense.  They are not the correct audience.  This is about appealing to showroom 

shoppers.  Those so-called "Tesla competitors" have the attention of their loyal customers 

already... and those customers simply don't share the priorities considered high here.  We 

they see at the dealer matters. 

 

With regard to the attack on hybrids, Toyota hybrids don't have a complex 

transmission.  In fact, they don't even have one.  There's no gears or anything to 

shift.  Inside is nothing but a power-split device... basically a differential, which is a 

device that almost never needs replacement.  There is neither a timing nor a serpentine 

belt.  There is no power-steering pump or fluid.  The system is just a light-duty engine that 

is protected by an electric-motor.  As for the "it may cycle three times on a trip" claim, 

that is blatant rhetoric... a desperate attempt to spread false facts.  The criteria of a "cycle" 

is not reached even upon several recharges.  Anyone taking the time to research will easily 

confirm those charge-buffers at the top & bottom contribute to longevity. 

 

Not much of that matters though.  Remember who the audience is.  They don't 

research.  They just look for well-established reputation for reliability and a price 

reasonably comparable to the competition... which is not other automaker brands, it is the 

collection of choice available there at the dealer while they shop.  Spinning that this is still 

just an "EV market" and the rest of the consumers don't matter doesn't work anymore. 

Growth comes from attracting that larger group new to the idea of plugging in. 

 

Lastly, your own argument of electric-motor reliability is your downfall.  That isn't just a 

BEV benefit. PHEV share that same advantage over traditional vehicles.  Think about 

RAV4 Prime, how it delivers 42 miles of EV driving.  That's 42 miles of travel every day 

where the engine never starts.  So, your claim of "most ICE vehicles are shot before 200k 

miles" applied to an engine that rarely gets used means it will last much, much, much, 

much longer than 200k. 

In other words, your "That's completely wrong." was completely wrong. 

7-24-2020 Taking Bait.  I was quite amused how my previous post only took 5 minutes to get a 

reply.  It wasn't from the original poster though.  It was from some other individual who 

also wanted to spread misinformation.  He didn't try hard either: "What kind of new age 

math did you need to use to claim hybrid powertrain has less moving parts than a pure 

EV?"  No where in my post did I make any type of assertion or imply.  In fact, I said 

nothing at all about the count of parts.  I completely avoiding that topic, knowing all too 

well it was just a red herring.  The hope is you'll follow that, abandoning your line of 

reasoning in the process.  I wasn't about to.  In fact, I saw it as an opportunity to repeat my 

message:  I made no such claim.  I was unwilling to take that bait and won't now 

either.  Deny all you want, it won't change the reality that 42 miles of EV driving from a 

PHEV means 42 miles of travel using only electricity.  Not starting the engine means 

those moving parts never moved. 
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7-24-2020 Stirring Hype.  We have returned to that stage again.  The constructive nature of forums 

& blogs is falling apart.  It's a very predictable cycle.  Covid and the expiration of tax-

credits, combined with a wave of upcoming offerings, has made it an especially vulnerable 

time.  Few understand the transition in the first place.  Lacking background to recognize 

the next steps necessary spells disaster.  Far too many simply use those venues for 

entertainment and a means of validating their own opinion, rather than discussing facts 

constructively.  I fired back with:  Notice how everyone is carefully side-stepping the 

topic itself, identifying who the "competition" actually is?  Yet again, we have reason to 

push the KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE advice.  To move beyond the early-adopter stage, 

purchase priorities of the masses must be addressed.  Clearly, Tesla is not targeting the 

masses.  Price is far too high.  Look at what has been considered by other automakers.  We 

see the idea of offering different packages for the same model of vehicle.  One that offers 

a smaller battery with a lower powered system would achieve a cost-reduction enough to 

appeal to those who don't or can't spend as much.  This isn't rocket science.  It is basic 

economics.  The obsession with range, speed, and power has blinded our society to such 

an extreme, some of the world sees us now as not worth the bother.  Ironically, this was 

exactly what was warned about back when GM's vaporware push took hold.  It's that "over 

promise, under deliver" problem no longer taken seriously.  If you want to appeal to the 

crowd who provides business-sustaining profit... someone like my mom who is perfectly 

content driving around an old Corolla... you have to deliver something they'll be willing to 

actually purchase.  The idea of plugging in is a hard sell to that audience.  So a vague 

mention of "competition" simply doesn't make any sense.  It's just hype to get people to 

post comments. 

7-25-2020 Hypocritical History, waste.  That day of haunting was today.  Volt enthusiasts got what 

they most feared... detail confirming GM had followed the same path as Toyota.  Buick 

Velite 6 available in China shares a striking similarity.  The battery capacity will be 9.5 

kWh, which is just a little bit more than the 8.8 kWh in Prius Prime.  0-100 kilometer per 

hour in 9 seconds, which is just a little bit faster than 0-60 miles per hour in 10.2 seconds 

for Prius Prime.  And the power output is 80 kW, which is just a little bit more than 68 kW 

for Prius Prime.  The catch is, this offering comes 3 years later... following the rollout of 

RAV4 Prime... which offers a much larger pack is quite a bit faster and offers much more 

power.  So, there's nothing for enthusiasts to argue.  They are now exactly where we 

wanted them all along, playing on the same team for the same win.  It should have been 

this way from the start.  They didn't want to compete against traditional vehicles 

though.  It was easier to belittle & insult another PHEV instead.  So, they did... 

relentlessly.  What a waste of opportunity.  They absolutely refused to acknowledge 

anything beyond their niche.  Now, they have to deal with the consequences.  In this case, 

it is getting called out for being hypocritical.  That's a difficult history to accept, especially 

when pride played such an important role in their claims to victory.  Oh well.  That's what 

happens when you put want above need for too long. 
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7-25-2020 Hypocritical History, change.  This is what I posted on that new discussion topic 

provided the press-release detail about Buick Velite 6:  Those specifications provide some 

rather powerful vindication.  That's exactly what supposed anti-GM trolls had advocated 

for years ago.  Range, power, and speed are just a bump up from what Prius Prime 

delivered.  It shows GM really did recognize how to target mainstream consumers, but 

simply didn't want to.  Such delay from a legacy automaker praised for being a leader in 

the segment makes any move here in the United States now a challenge.  It would be a 

blatant contradiction to take a step which had been previously argued against.  Of course, 

outright abandonment of PHEV in favor of BEV is contradicted by Velite 6 already proves 

GM backed itself into a corner.  Realistically, it won't matter.  All hype & disparage so far 

has been limited to enthusiasts anyway.  Ordinary consumers don't really care.  Just look 

at how Toyota squashed rhetoric by delivering a 10-year, 1-million-kilometer warranty 

with their first BEV rollout.  Claims of being hopelessly behind quickly 

evaporated.  Online nonsense doesn't alter the status quo.  It comes down to offering 

something truly able to bring about change. 

7-25-2020 Hypocritical History, ordinary.  Price is the ironic part of this situation.  Shortly after the 

reveal of Volt back in 2007, that "nicely under $30,000" goal from GM itself started to get 

lots of attention.  In fact, that's what pushed it into the vaporware category.  No one, 

except the wildly optimistic enthusiasts, believed that would be even remotely realistic by 

the end-of-2010 rollout date.  Heck, even for gen-2 later, that seemed too far out of 

reach.  The pricing target made sense.  It was a means of reaching the masses.  GM's 

failure to deliver really hurt.  Enthusiasts did everything possible to provide damage 

control, for both generations coming up short.  It was a disaster.  Appealing to ordinary 

consumers couldn't happen with too high of a price, period.  That made today's press-

release especially interesting.  Price for Buick Velite in the market for China is set at 

$22,770 for the base model.  That puts the "lite" in the Volt design, exactly as what had 

been suggested all those years ago.  Remember the hostility brought about from the 

suggestion of a second model, one with a reduced configuration to achieve a more 

affordable price?  That is exactly what this vehicle is.  The specs include a shorter range, 

slower acceleration, and reduced power.  It's what they feared, something ordinary for the 

masses, rather than a stand-out niche. 
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7-26-2020 Hypocritical History, progress.  I thoroughly enjoyed interjected this into the 

discussion:  For some perspective...  I remember how much of a stir pointing out how 

Two-Mode design carried over to Volt.  It was bizarre how much pushback there was with 

regard to the idea that engineers from a prior project would continue on to the 

next.  Enthusiast would argue that Volt was "all new" rather than an evolutionary step 

forward.  Logically, that never made any sense.  Emotionally, it meant accepting that 

reality of expertise spread throughout the automaker was an admission of GM being on 

similar footing with Toyota.  Fast forwarding to 2020, we see that this newest PHEV 

offering is very much a "little bit more" upgrade to Prius Prime in several aspects... range, 

speed, power.  It is in no means "vastly superior" to RAV4 Prime though.  And the 

1,000,000-kilometer warranty for the battery-pack on their new BEV, the Lexus UX300e, 

should put any other stir to rest. Of course these 2 new offerings from GM share other 

technology GM developed in the past.  Not leveraging that knowledge doesn't even make 

sense.  In other words, all that hype and effort to avoid addressing detail didn't pay 

off.  GM is still in the same position it was a decade ago in terms of how much they have 

been able to change the status quo at their dealers.  Keep in mind, that's who purchases 

inventory and make decisions about what type of product to favor... because in the end, 

each automaker is a for-profit business.  That means what happens in online discussions is 

only a small component of progress forward. 

7-26-2020 Hypocritical History, reviews.  Looking back to the past is becoming more 

common.  Today, I encountered this review: "Why Did the Chevy Tahoe Hybrid Fail So 

Hard?"  Those were fighting words in the past, nothing of an interest to enthusiasts.  But 

now with attention turning toward plug-in hybrid SUV choices and their hybrid 

counterparts becoming common, there's a sense of renewal... which stirs up discussion of 

how we got here.  The article highlighted how timing was terrible for such an expensive 

offering and it provided "less than ideal" efficiency.  That type of review is annoying.  It 

glosses over the situation, leaving out vital detail.  That's why blogs written at the time are 

far more valuable, providing insight long forgotten to those who participated back then... 

and in this case now with this writer, never known.  A major downfall completely 

overlooked was towing-capacity.  The hybrid's was much less than its traditional 

counterpart.  The reason way was cooling.  GM's assumption that squeezing everything 

hybrid-related into the transmission housing would make production easier... which it 

indeed did.  That design allowed for an easy swap; however, it came at the cost of reduced 

output.  Towing pushed need beyond the tolerances available.  It serves as yet another 

example of how taking the time to do it right pays off in the end.  Reviewers rarely see 

that though.  They write a short article with little research for the sake of drawing readers 

to their publication.  That's unfortunate, but not at all surprising.  In fact, that's very 

predicable.  The past is forgotten, overlooked, or dismissed... which is what brings about 

the hypocrisy. 
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7-26-2020 Battery Aging.  Simple concepts, like DoD (Depth of Discharge), goes a long way toward 

understanding how batteries age.  Some online participants don't bother to take the time to 

research though.  They see a "cycle" count and just assume a battery can only be recharged 

that many times.  That's one of the reasons behind the push for higher range 

vehicles.  Prior arguments, like carrying around unneeded die-weight, are disregarded as a 

result.  So when I bring up the buffer, which is used to prevent deep discharges... which is 

a contributor to battery aging... it just gets blown off.  Certain individuals don't care.  They 

hold to their misconception and absolutely will not listen to reason.  That was the case 

today.  So, attempting to explain what the equivalent of a cycle was fell on deaf ears.  It's 

so easy to understand too, especially with a plug-in hybrid.  There's an engine available to 

protect the battery.  Ugh.  Today's exchange was exceptionally bad.  He didn't care.  He 

was right.  I was wrong.  Period.  It's bizarre how close-minded some people can be.  Real-

World data is just outright dismissed.  All those years of all those cars being driven, 

proving the claim false, don't matter.  He was right.  This of course was coming from a 

BEV purist, the type of plug-in supporter who gives the rest of us so much more work to 

do.  Feeding misconceptions is not helpful.  Yet, online discussions are filled with such 

nonsense.  All we can do is keep posting information to counter their spread of 

misinformation, as I did today:  Using up a charge (usable capacity) does not represent a 

full cycle.  When I sold my 2012 Prius PHV, it had been driven 92,000 miles.  I would 

recharge overnight at home and during the day at work.  I recorded over 2,700 recharges 

during the course of over 5 years of ownership.  That grossly exceeds your claim of being 

limited to roughly 1,500 recharges... and that was 3 years ago.  The new owner is a friend 

of mine who recharges whenever he can.  The battery-pack is still working just 

fine.  Again, the criteria for a battery "cycle" is not the same as a recharge of usable 

capacity.  No automaker is going to push cells to that limit, knowing it would accelerate 

aging.  Instead, they stay within tolerance that promotes longevity.  That's why examples 

like my old plug-in hybrid are exceeding the assumptions about how cycling works. 

7-27-2020 Battery Chemistry.  It is becoming a source of entertainment to watch antagonists 

attempt to spin a narrative to belittle & undermine Toyota.  More and more, the tactic is 

becoming an effort to spread outright lies.  They simply don't have material of a 

misleading nature anymore.  Those old days of just pushing assumptions are gone.  Being 

dishonest is, sadly, a normalized situation.  So, we get stuff like this: "By 2025 when 

Toyota plans their first EVs everyone else will be on their second or third generation."  I 

was happy to respond to that nonsense:  Lack of patience in the beginning of your rant is 

topped by that concluding statement, which only serves to mislead.  Toyota already has a 

well-refined EV system proven in their PHEV and FCEV offerings... full electric-only 

driving which has worked great for years.  Adding to that this year is Toyota's first BEV 

rollout, the Lexus UX300e.  So, any claim about first coming later is a load of 

garbage.  This article highlights that reality, putting focus squarely on the industry weak 

spot... battery technology.  We cannot expect the masses to embrace what's available now 

as a direct competitor to traditional vehicles.  But with next-gen chemistry, upgrades to 

cost, speed, and longevity should make it a worthy adversary.  In other words, the 

narrative lacks substance.  Every automaker is facing the same challenges and Toyota is 

not woefully behind as you attempted to portray. 
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7-27-2020 Production Delay.  It is interesting to read through comments posted by those who are 

clearly trying, but obviously don't have the background.  For example: "If you actually 

know not just what the hurdle is, but also how you will solve it, then why does it remain 

almost 5 years out?"  Look for some type of reasoning to help determine that person's 

motive.  If they don't provide any (which this did not), then you can wonder if they have ill 

intent or just don't have any background to make such a statement.  Whatever the case, a 

request for detail usually reveals what you need to know.  In fact, how they respond can be 

as telling as whatever fact they provide.  I stuck to exposition in this case though, not even 

bothered with a request:  The situation is very similar to what we witnessed in the 

computer industry.  They could produce the technology, but yields were so small it wasn't 

worth the rollout.  Quality control is a very, very, very big deal and having to too many 

cells not pass acceptable minimums is good reason to hold off.  It's expensive in terms of 

both financial & reputation.  Remember how long it took for the large LCD market to 

ramp up production?  Think about how each next-gen processor ends up seeing multi-year 

delay.  It all works out in the end, but there is always a lot of patience required. 

7-27-2020 Survival.  I am enjoying the latest spin: "Toyota knows that they cannot survive a 

transition to BEVs and their tactic is to say "Yeah we care", but to do nothing - just like 

GM."  It both reveals a growing sense of panic and tries to provide damage-control at the 

same time.  They see progress coming from Toyota.  Seeing new plug-in choices rollout, 

especially one that would supposedly never happen, is devastating.  It contradicts their 

claims and doesn't give them any means to respond without sounding hypocritical.  What 

we said is indeed the case.  Remember the whole "Tortoise and the Hare" situation.  This 

is it, playing out as the finish line draws near.  The slow & steady didn't prove to be a 

failing strategy.  To make matters worse, they see the reputation already taking 

hold.  That's an impossible foe to fight.  People favor what they trust, even if the tradeoffs 

aren't easy to justify.  This is why Toyota hybrids continue to thrive.  With gas so cheap, 

the numbers don't equate to such strong sales.  Yet, they are popular anyway.  That's what 

you get from relentlessly pushing quality, always remaining true to the continuous 

improvement approach.  I put it this way:  However, they are demonstrating EV 

technology to prove they can survive.  Prius Prime already delivers flawless electric-only 

driving.  RAV4 Prime will build upon that reputation for reliability.  That's essential for 

BEV acceptance.  It's a chicken/egg situation people like to gloss over with the hope of 

undermining Toyota's undeniable step forward to address that move to BEV. 

7-28-2020 Definitions.  When the same person asks for clarification over and over and over again, 

how should you respond?  It's the same topic every time, always with an effort to make it 

person.  He either doesn't like the answer or is intentionally trying to undermine.  Either 

way, it's not constructive.  I find it quite telling, since there is no effort to 

change.  Repetition is not progress.  But one more time, I humored this request: "Please 

help us understand your definition."  If nothing else, it is an opportunity to provide 

information for lurkers of the discussion.  So, I did:  This is still just basic economics.  No 

amount of trying to make it personal changes that.  Fleets must transition and milestones 

are simply how progress is gauged.  Once one is reached, that next will likely present new 

challenges.  Remember, it becomes more of a business matter as the engineering barriers 

are overcome.  In other words, use some critical thinking.  Look at what has changed and 

what remains.  Don't use the excuse of not understanding, despite having so much 

exposure to the topic. 
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7-28-2020 No Bite.  There are times when you encounter a person who will never change.  They have 

made up their mind and just press the reset button anytime their perspective is 

challenged.  It's the FUD tactic.  You raise Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt.  In this case, I 

keep getting the same question over and over and over again.  Sometimes they will get 

creative though, by stating the situation in the form of an observation... which is exactly 

how he replied to the definition provided: "It seems that Tesla, years ago, reached your 

definition for "mass production" (which was 60,000/year).  You then shifted to this 

nebulous term of moving beyond early adopters."  I consider that confirmation of him 

simply not caring.  It's his way or now way.  Ugh.  I ended up posting:  60,000/year has 

always (for the past 15 years) represented a minimum-viable-product measure for this 

industry in this market.  It's a rough gauge of an automaker having reached the level of 

sustainable profit.  Again, that measure is nothing but a milestone.  Growth beyond that is 

essential.  GM was not able to achieve that with either Volt itself or Voltec, so they 

eventually cut losses and moved one.  Also again, the goal is to replace traditional 

offerings.  Token offerings don't achieve that.  Look at the production.  Look at how much 

is changing to clean the fleet.  Recognize how "shoot across the bow" can be nothing but a 

lot of bark and little to no bite. 

7-28-2020 Slow Down.  I wonder how often this narrative will be attempted: "And let's keep in mind 

that it is in Toyota's interest to slow down the EV transition..."  Who exactly is going to 

believe that?  Anyone not paying attention will see Toyota vehicles are adding 

plugs.  They won't understand how the plug works or how that electricity is used.  They 

will just see a cord feeding power to the vehicle.  That's a binary perspective.  Either it has 

a plug or it doesn't.  Mainstream consumers don't know detail related to any aspect of 

electrification.  In fact, that was a major contributor to messaging for Volt being so 

confused.  This is why KISS is so important for conveying information to users of any sort 

of technology.  Anywho, that's just a side note.  The reply I provided just pointed out the 

disconnect from a business perspective:  Quite the opposite... and you are far outnumbered 

by this statement.  PHEV encourage the move to BEV purchases.  Toyota is setting the 

stage for that.  They'll hook some loyal customers and get them to replace their PHEV or 

add a BEV to the household.  It's all about transitioning the entire fleet, not just seeking 

some gain in the short-term.  Posts focusing on just the short-term and narrow audiences 

are not constructive.  The rhetoric of "behind" may be exciting for enthusiasts to talk 

about, but those who count (dealers filling inventory and consumers purchasing it) 

couldn't care less.  In other words, the "slow down EV" has no substance with regard to the 

BEV market.  Remember, a PHEV delivers the full EV driving experience.  It too is all-

electric technology, sharing many of the same system components as a BEV.  So whatever 

narrative is spread about image doesn't match the reality of production. 
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7-28-2020 Solid-State Plans.  Anytime Toyota stands out for being different, it gets attacked.  That's 

expected. What isn't expected is how obvious the desperate to impair is.  The arguments 

are so weak, it's almost not worth responding, since it takes so little to confirm 

shortcomings & mistakes being posted.  The catch is, a few of those posts include outright 

lies.  Allowing those to be spread can be detrimental.  So, there's always a need to address 

undermining efforts.  Progress being made with solid-state batteries is the topic at 

hand.  Toyota, as a major sponsor of this summer's Olympics games, had been planning to 

reveal prototypes of their upcoming BEV models using those batteries.  But with that 

pandemic, that great venue for such a reveal has been delayed for a year.  The market will 

be different by then, so how to share that introduction is a challenge.  A decision was 

made to just release an announcement to the press for now... which is how the stir from 

antagonists erupted.  I jumped in with some background & perspective:  When Prius PHV 

distribution was limited and then production halted, timing of a next-gen design being 

finalized coincided rather well.  People raised the same type of rhetoric back then as we 

are seeing here now.  They ended up being very wrong.  Prius Prime carried the 

technology forward, advancing it another generation... bringing cost down while refining 

motor/controller/charger production & software.  That's how Toyota does business.  It's 

continuous improvement with little regard for enthusiast criticism.  Whether or not they 

have a "solid" plan makes no difference.  Their effort to phaseout traditional vehicles 

continues, which is going very well.  That makes the step to BEV easier than other legacy 

automakers... putting them ahead, not behind. 

7-28-2020 Obsolete.  That's the favorite word to use as an insult for Toyota.  It lacks supporting 

substance.  It fails to provide any perspective.  It is absent of any context.  There's simply 

nothing to give people a sense of what is the latest & greatest.  The hope is you'll dismiss 

based on assumption... which is how you know they really don't have anything to argue 

with.  I see that over and over and over again.  Vague references and a refusal to provide 

any detail confirms it.  This is what I look for.  It has worked for the past 20 years.  They 

claim superiority without merit.  What I get a kick out of is how effective they believe that 

is.  It's like a child trying to conceal something from their parent.  The act is so obvious to 

detect; yet, it happens again and again despite that.  This was my response to the latest 

attempt to deceive:  Latest hardware obsolete?  Toyota has a PHEV (RAV4 Prime), a FCV 

(Mirai), and a BEV (Lexus UX300e) all delivering full electric-only propulsion.  They all 

confirm that statement is meritless.  Heck, even claiming the EV system delivered for each 

is outdated is a rather desperate.  Think about how easy it is to swap in a battery-pack with 

next-gen chemistry.  Also, consider how well refined Toyota's software already is. 

7-29-2020 Rush.  The insults keep coming.  And still, they have nothing.  This one really stood out: 

"15 minutes, plus 5 years."  It failed to even stir any rhetoric.  So, I couldn't resist being 

the only response:  Ironically, such an attempt to insult falls flat. It takes that long for most 

new technologies anyway, if not longer.  Look at VW from the time of dieselgate to 

delivery of a BEV.  Even with enormous pressure, it still took 5 years.  GM didn't have the 

force or desire to deliver and Volt just floundered, even with the extra time for rollout of a 

second-generation.  Yet, that technology struggled to spread.  Toyota, on the other hand, 

has diversified their PHEV tech by spreading it from Prius to both Corolla and RAV4 in 

less time.  So, it spinning a belief that faster is realistic or it is even beneficial to rush 

really doesn't match up with how the business can operate in a profitable & sustainable 

manner.  There simply isn't an example showing how a faster outcome can or should 

happen. 
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7-29-2020 Being Ready.  The narrative most often sighted is that PHEV had their place in the past, 

but now is the time for BEV.  In a way, that's true.  From the "EV market" perspective, the 

participants really do see it that way.  But that is just a tiny fraction of the automotive 

market as a whole.  Enthusiasts are early-adopters, they seek the latest & greatest.  They 

has no interest in a mature product, something proven a good buy from years of 

documented reliability.  If it isn't pushing new levels, they feel it is a waste of time.  That's 

how I knew Volt would fall into the trap... by recognizing that audience.  Downplay is an 

obvious clue: "While some continue to push PHEV's, most of the market has moved 

on.  They know they are already behind and offering a platform that adds cost and 

complexity only dilutes resources."  That attempt to dismiss by claiming its time has 

passed is common.  Their belief isn't viewed that way by the masses though.  That 

audience expects years of a technology to be verified as worthy by others before they will 

consider it ready for their consideration.  It is the way consumers think.  This is why a 

business managed like Toyota can successfully plan so far ahead.  They don't succumb to 

enthusiasts.  Patience is a virtue with great rewards... especially if you are able to 

discretely advance the technology.  That hidden nature is what allows some rhetoric to 

thrive.  True supporters just do their best to keep it from getting out of hand.  It's not all 

bad in the end anyway.  The stuff that slips through the cracks tends to provide negative 

publicity.  That type of attention can be beneficial.  If nothing else, it gives me the 

opportunity to provide some exposition:  Quite the opposite, we're seeing rapid growth 

throughout the industry and it is a sharing of resources.  EV propulsion in a PHEV is no 

different than that in a BEV.  Both provide the same full electric-only driving, from 

battery-pack to wheel.  The only difference is a PHEV offers a secondary means of power 

for after the plug-supplied electricity is depleted.  As for a "behind" claim, notice how not 

a single post on this discussion has been able to provide any substance to support 

it?  There is simply no merit for alleging the position.  Those attempting that undermining 

hope you won't figure out that the hardware & software is heavily shared. 
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7-30-2020 Innovate.  I wonder how long this classic spin will persist: "They see their pre-existing 

technology (hybrids and fuel cell) as being the answer and have a difficult time flushing 

those investments down the toilet and going to the new thing (BEV)."  Even if you are 

completely clueless about the past, the goal of replacing old technology with new is easy 

to identify.  The means will remain a mystery, but the outcome obvious.  GM introduced a 

plug-in vehicle a decade ago and nothing became of it.  Look around.  What 

changed?  Pickups got larger and SUV choices became more abundant.  None of that can 

be debated.  Looking forward, how is an ordinary consumer going to observe & 

interpret?  The key to understanding that is to recognize how it happened with 

hybrids.  Notice the pattern?  It was subtle.  It came about from curiosity.  It was 

mainstream focused.  None of that is what enthusiasts can relate to.  This is why all the 

praise & accolades for Volt meant nothing with regard to innovation an ordinary consumer 

would embrace.  It was out of their reach, just a technology looked upon as a hobby 

interest or something politically pushed.  A good analogy is how cell-data became a 

norm.  People had phones they were happy with already.  But a little at a time, they began 

to notice advantages the new tech had to offer.  That's innovation, when you compel 

someone to consider an upgrade that truly offers a benefit.  This is why I found that 

"toilet" comment so amusing.  Those enthusiasts believing that are trying to sell an idea, 

not a benefit.  Failing to explain the differences of technologies along with the benefit (or 

lack of) is their failing.  You don't entice consumers by dismissal.  I replied to that 

with:  Innovator's Dilemma is what GM did, following the path of enthusiasts to refine a 

niche rather than focus on a wider product for ordinary consumers.  Toyota clearly didn't 

do that.  Volt was a dead-end, nothing followed due to it being such a specialized 

design.  RAV4 Prime is a blatant contradiction, an obvious successor to Prius Prime (and 

Corolla PHV).  As for pre-existing technology, that doesn't make an sense.  Explain how 

the EV drive system from a PHEV cannot be shared with a BEV. 
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7-30-2020 No Interest.  They have nothing already.  Antagonists running out of argument points so 

soon is a good sign.  Usually, there's some type of reason to exploit.  This time around, 

none of traits they hoped to twist into a weakness are working.  There's simply too much 

compelling about RAV4 Prime... enough to drown out their rhetoric.  Remember the 

"Who?" question.  That was about audience, asking the troublemakers who they are 

attempting to appeal to.  They had very few interested in listening to their nonsense in the 

past.  Heck, even some of the most staunch posters simply gave up after awhile.  That 

abandon-ship made status obvious.  This time, it is even easier... their voice cannot be 

heard... which makes a claim of "no interest" ironic in several regards.  I was happy to 

draw attention to that too: 

 

Claiming no interest requires turning a blind-eye to what is happening with Toyota's 

product-line.  They are pushing their entire fleet forward, giving their dealers an easy 

means of embracing electrification.  Letting go of traditional guzzlers is very simple when 

you have a high-demand hybrid that is effortless to sell... and a plug-hybrid that is drawing 

lots of attention. 

 

Think about how well positioned RAV4 is to lead the way for building reputation in the 

eyes of ordinary consumers.  Prius will continue to push the technology, but it's that 

appeal to mainstream shoppers that equates to the significant change... that bottom dollar 

keeping the profit flowing. 

 

Anyone can find a "no interest" quote from the past, especially when the full context is not 

included.  Only those looking to promote propaganda will actually take the bait 

though.  The rest of us see how well refined the EV operation is of the Prime vehicles.  It's 

that chicken/egg situation.  Toyota is far more interested in nailing down incredible 

reliability before stepping up to the spotlight with a BEV here in this mixed-message 

market. 

Consider how much of a struggle the United States is having now... no standard for high-

speed charging... no policy on climate change... no push to switch to renewable energy... 

and a lot of support for oil & coal still.  It's sad, but works out well for quietly advancing 

tech in the meantime, preparing for an all-out shift... quite the opposite approach of other 

legacy automakers. 
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7-30-2020 Blind Hope.  The purpose of new technologies in electrification has been to provide a 

means of phasing out traditional offerings.  Those dirty guzzlers must be replaced, 

period.  That's why this comment posted today was asking for a serious knock of 

sensibility... since it clearly lacked any critical thinking: "I so hope that GM doesn't blow 

this.  But I am starting to assume that they will blow it.  C'mon GM, prove me 

wrong."  That's what you call blind hope, the same old nonsense we have seen too many 

times in the past.  I responded with:  Two-Mode (hybrid) = fail.  Volt (plug-in hybrid) = 

fail.  Bolt (full electric) = fail.  None of those major efforts went anywhere, despite 15 

years of promises.  The pattern is so obvious, it takes a great deal of denial to still not 

accept the problem....  1,000 Horsepower.  0-60 in 3 seconds.  11,500 lb-ft torque.  Will 

that be the next major gimmick?  GM is focusing heavily on it.  How can such a beast 

possible help their dealers, their customers, their stockholders?  You don't change the 

bottom-line by focusing on enthusiast praise.  Yet we see the repeat of it, yet 

again.  Cadillac Lyric introducing a new scalable architecture sounds great, but how is that 

any different from what VW or Toyota are also pursuing?  We have already seen 

expensive choices in that past go nowhere.  Remember ELR?  Remember CT6?  How is 

this going to actually reach mainstream models, something capable of sustainable high-

volume sales that are profitable for GM branded offerings?  In other words, what makes 

this different from countless ambiguous press-releases of the past?  Seriously.  It's the 

same old game being played again.  Learn from history. 
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7-30-2020 Old Tech.  Those hoping to undermine progress try really hard to come up with new angle 

of deception: "Profit today, bankrupt tomorrow... Transition today, prosperous 

tomorrow..."  Undermining is their goal.  By any means possible is acceptable.  They just 

need to confuse & intimidate.  Ugh.  I fired back with: 

 

Those two outcomes are not mutually exclusive!  In fact, that's a basic principle of 

economics... striking balance between the two. 

 

The goal with any good business is to invest the right amount of profit into the 

future.  Finding that can be a challenge, but it most definitely is not the polarized 

perspective you portray.  We are witnessing that play out well right this very moment 

too.  Today was the first day of RAV4 Prime deliveries in the United States.  It is very 

much a transitional vehicle; yet, it is also profitable... especially with the markups some 

dealers are getting away with. 

 

Many here thought it was foolish for Toyota to limit initial distribution, without being able 

to explain what flooding the market would achieve.  A starting allocation of 5,000 for the 

second half of 2020 in the United States will both begin transition and provide 

profit.  Other markets will also get their allocation, resulting in the same outcome.  It is a 

balance of today & tomorrow.  You could argue quantity, but that won't change the 

principle. 

 

Sales of RAV4 Prime deliver a full EV driving experience today in addition to proving the 

technology for a BEV tomorrow.  It makes no difference whether the vehicle also includes 

a gas engine.  Plug-Supplied electricity to propel the vehicle and warm/cool the cabin is 

the goal, delivered today as a long-term solution for tomorrow. 

Put another way, you are getting called out for spinning an "old tech" narrative which is 

proving to be nothing but a desperate final effort to distract from the progress playing out 

right now.  You know all too well the significant role RAV4 Prime will play toward 

getting ordinary consumers to choose a plug-in for their next purchase.  It will set the 

stage for Toyota's upcoming BEV models, some of which may end up featuring a solid-

state battery. 
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7-31-2020 Carrying Forward.  New attacks were quite predictable.  RAV4 Prime pretty much 

destroys each of the favorite argument points against Prius Prime and positions the 

technology as serious threat.  It's proof that Toyota isn't behind at all.  In fact, it is 

evidence to the contrary.  Being able to carry forward what they learn from PHEV 

offerings very much benefits what they will offer for BEV choices.  That's absolutely vital, 

a step many automakers are having to do all at once... since they don't have any plug-

hybrid path to follow.  Jumping straight to BEV also means missing out on a big chunk of 

the market.  PHEV will thrive for years, simply because the infrastructure isn't available 

yet for those who will be high-speed charger dependent.  Needless to say, I expect a lot 

more of this time of spin now that RAV4 Prime delivers have begun: "PHEVs are only a 

crutch, they do not really count in the transition since they won't be there when the 

transition is done."  This is my response to that nonsense today:  Looking inside, the 

propulsion system in a PHEV is the same as a BEV.  They share EV-drive & cabin-

comfort components.  Both hardware & software can be intermixed.  Basically, the 

difference with electric-only operation is BEV offers a larger battery-pack.  It's bizarre that 

you don't understand how the motors, controllers, cells, charger, as well as the 

programmer, have so much in common.  Or maybe you do know and you are purposefully 

spreading a false narrative, hoping people won't take the time to research.  With that "too 

little and too late" conclusion in your post, claiming Toyota likely won't even survive, it 

appears the latter.  Keep in mind, the rollout of UX300e proves your platform claim false 

already.  PHEV will very much be there, as the technology carries forward.  In fact, the 

expertise gained now from production & support is helping the process along.  Toyota is 

building a reputation for BEV reliability even before many BEV are delivered. 

7-31-2020 Repetition.  It is bizarre how some people fail to learn from history.  When I point out the 

pattern, they just outright dismiss, not even bothering to explain why they think this time 

is different.  So naturally, I got this to the blind hope post: "So much hyperbole..." 

followed by "Please spare me the selective criticism on how each vehicle somehow came 

up short.  At the end of the day all were competent vehicles which offered true 

advancements to the marketplace..." concluded with "I don't understand people who 

selectively get bent out of shape by press releases and marketing strategy."  My guess is 

he really doesn't understand.  He sees engineering success, but has little to no experience 

with how that impacts business.  I have decades of experience, from both with vehicle 

technology and my career developing software.  I don't expect my return message to be 

received well, but at least I tried:  A vehicle making it to market is only the first milestone 

in a very long journey.  The purpose of each of those technologies was to evolve and be 

spread across the fleet.  They failed to achieve that. You can argue competency until the 

cows come home, but it would change failure to alter what is now offered in dealers 

lots.  Sadly, the status quo remains intact.  Seeing that pattern repeat over and over again 

should be a warning.  People getting bent out of shape for your refusal to acknowledge the 

repetition, how ambiguous releases continue to be used to feed hype, is something you'll 

just have to learn to deal with. 
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7-31-2020 Charging Speed.  It is fascinating to see that become the latest overkill.  In the past, it 

was acceleration & range.  Enthusiasts obsessed with want to such an extreme, they didn't 

recognize need.  More was better, period.  If you argued against that, you were fighting to 

resist change.  They couldn't see the difference.  There was no convincing them 

otherwise.  Data was meaningless.  Ugh.  So naturally, we are getting that with charging-

speed now: "And at a blazing 50 kW."  That sarcastic comment came from an individual 

clearly upset about the progress Toyota was making with their BEV, how its upcoming 

rollout in Europe is getting attention.  That wrecks the "behind" narrative.  Their 

arguments have fallen apart, so now they need something new to focus on.  Claiming 

50kW is not fast enough is it... more is necessary, supposedly.  This was my response to 

today's attempt: 

 

50 kW charging is likely to be far more common.  Cost of equipment and the electricity 

itself are major barriers for faster.  In fact, isn't that why Tesla supercharging is broken 

into tier-1 and tier-2 choices?  The expense of delivering more electricity at a higher rate 

must be paid for by someone.  Keep in mind, we're seeing challenges with cord-cooling 

needed for the high end.  Then there's the simple business reality of quantity.  Offering 

more charging spots at retail, grocery, coffee, and restaurant destinations makes far more 

sense. 

 

In other words, know your audience.  How often would this vehicle be used for long-

distance travel, where spending a premium for rapid-recharge wouldn't be an issue?  Think 

about how difficult the justification is for offering a limited number of very expensive 

chargers.  Neither provider nor consumer are going to be an easy sell for that choice. 

Having a bank of 50kW chargers is the logical next step, especially with BEV market 

penetration so tiny still. 

For a reality check, consider how much electricity you can actually get from a 50kW 

charger in just 20 minutes, a typical shopping stop at a store.  At full speed, that could pull 

in a little over 16 kWh of electricity. With an efficiency rating of 4.0 kWh/mi, that works 

out to 65 miles for EV travel.  How much do you actually need for just running around the 

metro & suburbs? 

7-31-2020 Evading Issues.  The expense part of my comment obviously struck a nerve.  His reaction 

was to avoid it entirely.  That's a sure sign hitting the bulls eye.  Finding that vital part 

missing from the big picture is what really messes up antagonists.  Their narratives require 

a cherry-picked trait, hammering away at it so intensely people forget about everything 

else.  It builds up a false importance.  They depend upon manipulation of facts like that, 

misleading you about priorities and balance.  Anywho, I wasn't about to put up with that 

nonsense:  Dancing around the expense issue doesn't make it go away.  You completely 

side-stepped the point brought up about chargers, attempting to make the entire reply only 

about the vehicle.  Faster charging costs more, period.  Charger owners must pay more for 

the physical equipment in addition to paying for a higher service-tier from the local 

electricity provider.  That worked fine for Tesla when numbers were limited.  But as the 

demand grew, the free got changed to a fee.  And there's nothing wrong with paying for 

faster, that's not what Lexus is currently targeting though.  They are shooting for the 

middle, using it as a luxury starter while also having it prove out the practical nature of 

50kW for much lower priced Toyota models in the future.  After all, we'll likely see a 

variety of chemistries being offered later.  A pack with solid-state tech won't be cheap, but 

it will support faster charging better than the current tech. 
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7-31-2020 When Cornered.  At the point they recognize having lost the argument, with nothing else 

to point to as a distraction, the move is usually this: "We will have to agree to 

disagree."  That gives the impression of politely being impartial, rather than admitting 

defeat.  Reality is, he was refusing to address the issue.  Nothing with regard to chargers 

made that quite clear.  He didn't provide anything for me to disagree with.  That absence 

of any point at all is abandonment... no position taken.  You cannot win or lose if you 

aren't participating.  Of course, he started it all with the "50 kW" belittle.  So, I made my 

finish count: 

 

There is nothing to disagree with.  Your focus is a future several generations out.  I'm 

simply talking about the next step, the upcoming generation of offerings.  Of course there 

were will an ever-improving infrastructure.  You can't just skip steps though.  The 

business world is not setup for dramatic change.  That's a hard lesson learned in other 

industries already.  Heck, even the BEV market itself is struggling with that.  Just look at 

battery-size or charger-type.  Adding charge-speed to the mix should make it clear your 

vision of the future is accurate, but won't be as soon as you hope... not even close. 

 

Think about the audience.  Both dealer & consumer have many hurdles to overcome to 

make any type of endorsement for BEV in general.  Expensive support from a third-party 

for charging is simply too complex for an aggressive calendar.  It will happen, but not 

quickly.  Pushing beyond necessity is a tough sell.  Why use resources on something that 

clearly isn't required?  Those nice-to-haves are what Tesla customers are happy to pay a 

premium for.  That isn't true for Toyota customers though.  So again, there's nothing to 

disagree with. 

Also, consider how Tesla is small automaker with limited choice.  Toyota offers a far 

greater product-line in both choice & volume, as well as a luxury division.  Resources & 

Timelines are managed much differently as a result.  That doesn't mean they both won't 

meet at some point, but it does mean the path taken won't be the same... which, yet again, 

means there's nothing to disagree with. 
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7-31-2020 Game Changing.  The debate continued.  He challenged me with an article published 

today about an announcement made by GM today.  I have been studying this topic for 

awhile now.  In fact, I had a counter stashed away from a few weeks ago on this very 

issue.  So, that source was a handy link to share along with some more information to keep 

the discussion continuing & constructive: 

 

You missed the point, again.  50 kW is just the starter.  There will be faster choices to 

follow.  For that matter, how are you drawing the conclusion that it is the maximum to be 

offered?  The first vehicle from Toyota to support CCS hasn't even been announced 

yet.  Also, keep in mind that there is a sharing of tech.  Starting at the low end benefits 

both PHEV and BEV offerings.  It is a way to reach more consumers faster. 

 

That being said, look at VW models of ID3.  Notice how the base comes with 50 kW 

charging?  Upgrading to faster is a matter of purchasing the option or upgrading to a nicer 

package.  Toyota adding a feature later, after initial rollout, is nothing new.  So, you're just 

barking up a tree without achieving anything.  It will naturally happen anyway... just not 

as fast as you would like.  Remember who Toyota is targeting.  Their market is not like 

Tesla.  Leveraging their Lexus brand to help the process along makes sense with so much 

larger of an automaker with such a high quantity of dealers spread across the world. 

Lastly, you keep evading the non-vehicle cost issues.  Owners of those chargers will have 

to pay for a higher tier service to provide faster charging.  Stepping back to look at the 

assistance GM just announced they'll provide is nice, but for perspective there are 392 

metropolitan areas in the United States.  40 is just barely over 10%.  Being the 1 in 10 to 

get some of the 2,700 chargers and waiting up to 5 years for that isn't exactly game-

changing.  End users will still have to pay the $5 to $15 per charging session too. 
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8-01-2020 On The Offensive.  I wondered if any troublemaker from that old daily blog for Volt 

would show up.  It happened, and he launched an attack: "You do realize that Volt was not 

intended by GM to be a big seller, right?  They didn't even advertise the second generation 

car!  What does that tell you?  Your point comes off as if Volt was a big failure because 

GM miscalculated what consumers wanted. GM loses money on each Bolt sold as was the 

case for Volt.  In turn, they gain ZEV credits and absorb the losses.  You're just here as 

always, going off the rails defending your beloved Toyota.  This cobbled-together Lexus is 

just another form of compliance."  Posting what I was responding to in full makes sense in 

this case, giving as much context as possible for my turn on him... since it's not a defense 

reply this time:  

 

You know all too well I was referring to the technology in Volt, aka Voltec.  Countless 

exchanges in the past were about spreading that across the fleet, to deliver exactly what 

GM is finally doing with Velite 6 in China... but here, back when Volt first got its big 

price-reduction due to struggling sales.  That was the more logical step, not gen-2... which 

ended up fulfilling the Innovator's Dilemma problem.  All throughout those years, I posted 

about the necessity for GM to diversify. 

 

As for me supposedly defending Toyota, that contradicts this exchange.  Toyota did 

indeed diversify.  The tech which originated in Prius has since been spread to both Corolla 

and RAV4.  That was the point all along with GM.  Toyota has even taken it a step further 

with UX300e.  The battery-pack it uses is exactly 3 times the capacity of RAV4 

Prime.  Expertise gained from the PHEV program is carrying over nicely to BEV. 

 

Go ahead, call it a compliance effort.  Gaining ZEV credits and absorbing losses is part of 

the process. That's how all of the plug-in projects start. It's what happens next that 

matters... and there's nothing to show that Toyota won't continue spreading their tech.  In 

fact, this thread is about exactly that. 

btw, you are quite incorrect about GM not advertising.  I heard Volt promotions on NPR 

routinely for years... which is what contributed to my asking of the "Who is the market for 

Volt?" question for all those years.  Hearing about Volt so often made me wonder who 

GM was targeting. 

 

And finally, GM did indeed miscalculate.  RAV4 Prime is overwhelming proof that the 

Equinox with Voltec, so often mentioned by me as the next step GM should have taken, 

was a huge opportunity missed.  That's confirmation of having understood audience and 

recognizing what the technology had to offer. 
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8-01-2020 Air-Cooled.  There was a second part to that troublemaker's post: "Toyota can do so much 

better if they tried. Nissan sells a good number of air-cooled LEAFs - at least they admit 

that the design was a compromise.  You see their upcoming new Ariya EV SUV is 

thermally controlled.  Why would Toyota mail it in with this Lexus?"  I was more than 

happy to reply to that as well:  Lastly, your misrepresentation of "air-cooled" is quite 

telling.  Such a generalization is totally inappropriate, an obvious attempt to 

undermine.  The system used in Leaf was passive, lacking even a fan to circulate air 

around the exterior of the pack.  Having heat radiate through the sealed pack without any 

removal process is nothing at all like what the Lexus BEV uses.  Nissan's absence of any 

means to exchange or even circulate internal air is what contributed to all the kerfuffle in 

the past.  The approach Toyota has taken is to use a dedicated A/C path that forces the 

cooled air throughout the interior of the pack.  That's a profound difference you hoped to 

conceal.  You also excluded any mention of the 10-year, 1-million-kilometer (621,000-

mile) warranty. 

8-01-2020 Rural Support.  I got the opportunity today to add a missing aspect of the fast charging 

discussion which had been overlooked.  Far too often, topic comments lack depth.  They 

are typically nothing but an exchange of talking-points.  That basically wastes everyone's 

time... a common problem with blogs that contributes to narratives.  Being able to repeat 

the same mindless messages is an enabler for undermining.  I strive to derail those 

efforts.  This is a great example of that: 

 

Did you notice the lack any rural location mention?  About 60 million people in the United 

States live in non-metropolitan areas.  They don't get anything from GM's effort.  Why?  A 

possibility is how much more expensive it likely is to get that higher tier service to provide 

the faster speed... which is a problem that should sound familiar.  Ever notice where the 

bulk of slower Internet service is still? 

 

In other words, many won't see high-speed DC fast-charging beyond 50 kW locally for a 

much longer time than everyone else.  Paying for something you never get to actually ever 

use doesn't make sense.  After all, lack of infrastructure contributes to an encounter with a 

Tesla in rural areas being as common as unicorn sightings. 

 

Ironically, the apparent shift of focus for GM to plug-in trucks will make the lack of any 

investment in rural areas a mixed message.  Are they really supporting a BEV pick-up to 

be used the same way as regular pick-up?  If so, why no support for them in locations 

where those vehicles are abundant? 

This is why it is so important to keep discussions going beyond just the basics.  The more 

you dig for information, the more unanswered questions come about... ones that some 

automakers may already be pursuing an answer to.  Toyota pushing 50 kW charging 

throughout their fleet as a base feature makes a lot of sense.  You want faster, you have to 

upgrade to a better package.  Heck, we see that already with RAV4 Prime for L2 

charging.  So, it's not much of a stretch to also see a similar approach with DCFC 

charging. 
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8-01-2020 Purity Arguments.  There was an attempt at pushing the EREV nonsense again.  After a 

decade long of failing to prove that approach worthy, there's nothing left to argue.  Those 

new to the blogs will try though.  I completely ignored the arbitrary parameters posted 

though, focusing instead on the explanation provided: "The onboard ICE should 

specifically be designed to carry the load of long distance road trips - with the EV system 

carrying all the rest."  It was an invitation to send the same message as in the past, but 

now in a new way... since the perspective is different now with RAV4 Prime able to reach 

an entirely new audience.  So, I gave it a shot:  The purpose of a PHEV has always been to 

provide an affordable means of significantly reducing emissions & consumption, a plug 

augmentation of the hybrid system... exactly as the name indicates.  Using the gas-engine 

less by using the electric-motor more is a simple equation.  The key is to do that without 

great expense.  That purpose is fulfilled without the "road trips" definition you 

provided.  That's a want, not a need.  It's a distinction vital to the business success.  There's 

a balance.  Pleasing enthusiasts (satisfying want) often means souring the appeal for 

ordinary consumers (supporting need).  Not recognizing the difference makes any further 

discussion futile.  There are innovative ways to overcome some want hurdles.  This very 

topic actually addresses that.  By having the ability to take advantage of DC fast-charging 

while shopping, you don't need as big of a battery-pack... which would achieve your 

greater AER requirement without adding more capacity. 

8-02-2020 Marketing Gimmicks.  Remember 20 years ago?  That was my first drive in a Prius, 

when the term "Stealth" mode was coined.  It came about from an observation, not a trait 

promoted by Toyota.  In fact, there was nothing beyond simple advertising.  The hybrid 

system delivered cleaner emissions and better efficiency.  It was messaging that carried 

forward throughout the years and continues today.  Simple.  Easy.  Basic.  There's no 

complicated promoting like the Volt enthusiasts constantly got entangled with.  Yet, some 

still think that is the way to market: "Again psychologically, if the ICE engages much of 

the time, it creates a distrust of the EV system and a dependence on ICE."  That came from 

a BEV purist attempting to accept the reality of PHEV sales, but unwilling to accept them 

as designed.  My on-going efforts to explain will likely never get through, but I keep 

trying:  It doesn't though.  You're just pushing rhetoric.  In fact, you have an army of Volt 

owners strongly positioned against that claim.  They enjoyed the EV system so much, 

those instances when the ICE did actually engage became a source of annoyance.  There 

was never any question of trust.  What reinforced that psychology was the fact that Prius 

Prime supported the same approach.  Owners thoroughly enjoyed driving in EV, favoring 

that over the ICE starting.   There wasn't ever a trust issue. Now, we see RAV4 Prime 

validating the same sentiment.   Your desperate efforts to brand PHEV as having an ICE 

for emergency-use-only serves no purpose. Who is that supposed to appeal to? Think 

about sales of RAV4 Prime.  Usage of ICE is already minimized, no marketing gimmick 

necessary.  Those interested are ordinary consumers already sold on the idea of taking 

advantage of having a plug.  Their endorsement of EV speaks for itself. 
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8-02-2020 BEV Messaging.  The topic of how to promote has growing interest.  Last week had an 

article, with a follow up today: "Underneath my recent article on this topic, "Is Elon Musk 

Wrong About An Under-250-Mile Range Model Y?", I'd venture that the vast majority of 

the 200+ comments agreed with Musk."  I could not resist jumping into this week's 

commenting on the topic.  Seeing focus take into account more business aspect of sales is 

vital.  So much of past efforts fell apart due to heavy emphasis on engineering, to the point 

of neglect.  Enthusiasts figured if it was loaded with impressive specifications, that alone 

would be enough to sway consumers.  They didn't understand balance.  More is not always 

better.  Some are learning that the hard way.  Hopefully, discussions taking place now will 

bring expectations back down to a realistic perspective.  Overkill is not what that audience 

accepts without struggle.  We'll see.  This was my contribution to that: 

 

That "vast majority" is the wrong audience.  They are enthusiasts, active online 

participants, a group of individuals not representative of the mainstream.  Ordinary 

consumers have very different purchase priorities.  In fact, this is how the problem of 

Innovator's Dilemma comes about... which we all saw play out with Volt.  GM listened 

closely to feedback from owners, failing to recognize that entire audience was nothing but 

early-adopters exploiting the opportunity... those who find it rewarding to seek more. 

 

In fact, this is how the rhetoric toward PHEV progress has grown.  Proof that a vehicle 

with less than 50 miles of EV range works just fine for a large portion of showroom-

shoppers undermines the messaging for BEV.  It's exactly as you also stated: "300–400 

miles of range is what most Americans want - but they don't actually need it."  However, 

now that the economy has collapsed, it has become a much harder sell catering to 

want.  Also, keep in mind that it could be argued that more capacity is needed because 

people don't trust EV technology yet.  So, consider messaging very carefully. 

 

Focus on need is what automakers like VW and Toyota do.  They appeal to the masses 

with appliance like vehicles, making profit through high-volume sales.  Tesla thrives on 

their S3XY approach, standing out by pushing limits of power & range and to offer 

evolving tech like Autopilot.  However, there is a point of diminishing return.  Elon's 

recent move to up the minimum to 300 miles was clearly an effort to shift goal-posts. 

 

Ironically, a common argument in the past against PHEV was that they carry around dead-

weight, a waste since it's rarely needed.  Those in favor of 300-mile BEV who argued 

against dead-weight are now in the position of being hypocritical for supporting it.  How 

often is that long-distance travel capacity actually required?  The cost is not only dead-

weight, which clearly reduces efficiency, it also increases the purchase price.  You would 

be better off with more SuperCharger access instead. 

As battery chemistry continues to evolve and infrastructure improves, it makes less and 

less sense having massive battery-capacity.  A robust pack able to rapid recharge is the 

future, not adding more cells. 
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8-02-2020 Replacement.  Understanding a paradigm-shift, or as it has been coined "game changer", 

is difficult.  Most people look for something to base it upon.  That defeats the point when 

looking for a new way of defining a product or business.  So, we end up in this trap.  With 

all those years of Volt, focus was on bragging-rights.  That meant you had to have some 

type of limited scope for making comparisons.  Enthusiasts forced that into an "EV 

Market" box.  Nothing outside of it mattered... hence the neglect of both dealer & 

consumer.  That makes bring up entirely new topics about the featured technology a 

challenge.  They simply don't want to view it from a new perspective.  Every now & then 

though, you run into someone within that "they" crowd receptive to new ways of approach 

the problems we have to solve.  I jumped on that opportunity today:  Here's something else 

to consider...  Above you mentioned cycling & longevity.  What if the owner actually 

plans on popping in a new pack years later?  Purchasing a BEV with a smaller capacity 

and driving it really hard, as some type of service vehicle perhaps, is not such a wild 

idea.  Think about how little the vehicle itself actually ages.  A smaller pack would be less 

expensive; you would probably get something for the old trade-in too.  Replacement 

almost restores the vehicle to new. 

8-03-2020 Missing, argument.  I watched someone start a rant.  It got rather obnoxious.  Others 

were struggling with him.  Finally, time came for me to step in.  This is what triggered my 

response: "Why is it so difficult for you to see that I'm asking for a PHEV that functions as 

an electric car virtually all of the time.  Plug it in at night, unplug it in the morning.  Go 

about virtually every day in all electric mode?"  Nothing that was posted up to that point 

satisfied.  He was demanding purity, the very same thing I saw with the EREV nonsense 

for years.  Those enthusiasts failed, in an epic manner.  How would this stand any type of 

success with those ramblings of the past simply being repeated?  Of course, now it is 

worse.  What's available now is clearly an improvement in several categories to that of the 

past.  Think about how Volt falls short of RAV4 Prime in terms of both technology and 

audience targeting.  Missing the point to such an extreme is bizarre.  But then again, we 

have many here who worship the leader tearing our country apart.  It's about want, not 

need.  That makes it easy to overlook priorities, very easy.  I try to point that out:  That has 

already been delivered.  How many times must I point that out?  It's bizarre to get such 

deep denial about that not already being available.  My guess is you are responding based 

on outdated information, unfamiliar with how some PHEV now operate. 

8-03-2020 Missing, rebuttal.  As the argument gets older and older, the point becomes clearer and 

the response easier.  That comes from recognizing patterns.  You look for the 

repetition.  This antagonist was putting everything on range.  Nothing else mattered, not 

even emissions.  It was absolutely vital his requirements were 100% met.  Understanding 

the 90-10 rule was clearly outside of his knowledge or experience.  That's the way it had to 

be, period.  Anything else was looked upon as failure.  Another way to understand the 

situation is seeing it from a zero-sum perspective.  There's nothing in between.  Ugh.  That 

makes any type of rebuttal in vain.  It won't achieve anything with someone so close-

minded.  That all-or-none attitude was quite common in the past.  It was one solution for 

all... which completely misses the point.  I enjoyed drawing attention to the lack of 

awareness by pointing out the fundamental mix up he had made:  Conflating DESIGN 

with CONFIGURATION explains the problem.  That incorrect recognition is a 

fundamental business mistake commonly made... and frequent source of conflict.  Simply 

adding higher energy-density cells as cost/tech allows is profoundly different from 

changing how the system itself operates.  That forward-looking approach is what I 

support.  Putting an arbitrary requirement on capacity is counter-productive. 
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8-03-2020 Too Late.  I find these declarations quite amusing: "Right now, not for the foreseeable 

future...  Not even in its home market, Japan.  Toyota might be too late to save at this 

point."  It is a prediction of doom.  That polarized mindset of either failing entirely or 

being the ultimate winner is not based in reality.  In fact, it is absurd to think there is no 

possibility of adaptation.  You learn and adjust.  Nope, they see it as drawing a conclusion 

already and proclaiming victory.  Ugh.  Having watched the consequences of such a 

narrow view of the world has provided an endless source of blogging material.  I write 

these entries to think through recent exchanges.  Then, I look back years later at the failed 

predictions they made with the hope of becoming more adapt at squashing them.  After all, 

that daily blog for Volt became a fake news source.  People didn't realize such a thing was 

possible, despite me desperately trying to point out how their meritless hype was 

influencing automaker decisions.  They could manipulate executives by turning 

propaganda into difficult to detect rhetoric.  They learned the art of deception.  I had little 

power... back then... to fight back.  Now with video and lots of documentation, it is much 

easier.  Anywho, this is how I responded:  Too late for what?  Their design of PHEV and 

EV continues to spread, proving robust & reliable in the process.  That's a very important 

part of change.  Being able to produce a high-volume of something not able to check those 

boxes isn't how you achieve change that's both profitable & sustainable.  Remember, sales 

beyond the "foreseeable future" won't have the benefit of government incentives.  So, 

taking the time to establish a new normal is fine.  That's the right way to approach 

business change.  Rushing can have consequences. 

8-03-2020 Purity Argument.  The attacks on plug-in hybrids for allowing ICE (Internal Combustion 

Engines) to continue to be put into service are endless.  There's a argument for purity, an 

insistence that the mere availability is defeat.  It's a "play the victim" move.  They are 

unwilling to address any benefit whatsoever.  Unless it is an absolute, it doesn't 

matter.  That's not reality.  Yet, we get it on a regular basis anyway: "3 million more ICEs 

to get off the road *sigh*.  Refusal to acknowledge that a 42-mile capacity would 

dramatically reduce ICE usage.  42 miles per day is a lot.  That's over 15,000 miles per 

year just from overnight recharging.  Adding EV miles during the day also increases the 

overall gain... if you actually drive that far.  If your commute is shorter, it's all a 

wash.  100% electric is their goal, isn't it?  So what if there is an engine on-board?  There's 

no way to push the "dead weight" argument anymore, since battery capacities are growing 

far beyond daily need.  So, they pretend there is nothing to discuss.  I get annoyed, hoping 

others will notice how the poster is really just an antagonist without any sound reasoning 

to argue.  When it comes to attacks on Toyota, there is always an invitation available to 

express that sentiment too.  With over 15 million hybrids sold, they make a large 

target.  I'm happy to join into that fight with some simple logic to expose argument 

shortcomings:  Such a significant improvement over traditional vehicles should not be so 

callously implied.  The reduction of both CARBON and SMOG type emissions from those 

hybrids is quite significant, not to mention the reduced consumption of gas.  No other 

automaker has had an impact on such a large scale. 
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8-03-2020 Advancing Forward.  It's like some of the antagonists aren't paying attention at all: 

"Hybrid should be the new default engine.  It's the lowest hanging fruit."  Some simply are 

clueless.  Some do all they can to impede.  It really doesn't matter much anymore.  Their 

agenda is difficult to push with so much working against them now.  I find it easier and 

easier to convey that now too:  That's exactly what is happening with the Toyota fleet.  A 

large portion of their vehicles are now offered with a hybrid option and 2 of the newest are 

hybrid only... the Sienna minivan and the Venza crossover.  Prius, Corolla, and RAV4 

have the plug-in hybrid available in select markets too.  So, it isn't just low-hanging 

fruit.  That's a breaking of the status quo, a true advance of the entire base forward. 

8-06-2020 Confused.  This reply was great: "High-speed internet requires huge investments in high-

bandwidth cables and infrastructure while EVs basically need electrical outlets."  It was a 

response to me about how I used the analogy of high-speed internet availability challenges 

reflect how much effort it will take to get high-speed charging.  The internet access takes 

much less; yet, it still hasn't happened for a surprisingly large chunk of the population.  So, 

a realistic expectation needs to be set for chargers.  Since most arguments are completely 

absent of detail, it's almost pointless to argue.  A basic understanding of components & 

cost and what consumers actually need almost never materializes.  At best, we get random 

numbers thrown about.  That's how I know it's going to take a very long time still for any 

type of momentum to build, especially here in the United States.  Not even recognizing the 

issues will make solving them a series of hopeless battles.  However, a small few do pay 

attention.  Posting information does pay off eventually.  So, I keep at it:  Wow, that's quite 

a confused understanding of the situation.  Getting high-speed internet to the masses is a 

matter of bouncing the signal from tower to tower, then finally to the person's wireless 

device.  The only infrastructure is on the commercial side, an investment by the 

provider.  Getting high-speed charging to the masses requires an update to the 

household/parking location, an infrastructure update paid for by the individual.  Each BEV 

requires a dedicated 40-amp line & circuit.  That capacity will provide about 200 miles of 

range from 8 hours of charging.  Having less power available at the outlet means longer 

recharge times.  Some locations simply cannot support that without a service-panel 

upgrade and the install of new wires.  In short, it is far from a basic need... and it gets even 

more complicated (which translate to expensive) when you consider how to support 

multiple BEV in the same location. 
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8-07-2020 High-Speed AC Charging.  It is a pointless topic... which makes it no surprise GM is 

now exploiting it.  To utilize this ability at home, it's very expensive.  So much so, Tesla 

actually dropped it.  There really wasn't appeal.  Yet, that is the very thing GM decided to 

promote with their reveal of Cadillac's upcoming first BEV for this market.  That type of 

pointless focus is the first of what is expected to be many warning signs.  Remember how 

we went through this same thing with Volt, how GM would focus on traits without any 

substantive value?  Ugh.  Here's how I replied to that:  19.2 kW is the maximum spec for 

SAE J1772 charging.  It sounds great on paper, but that level of charging ability isn't 

realistic for most.  It requires AC service with a dedicated 100-amp line.  Think about the 

limitation households have for recharging more than a single vehicle at the same time.  It 

obviously gets much more expensive to increase panel & wire capacity.  For perspective, a 

40-amp line (which supplies the common 6.6 kW rate, 7.7 max drawing 32 amps) will 

deliver about 200 miles in 8 hours.  Setting up a garage with 2 dedicated 50-amp lines is 

the most likely scenario for those trying to be realistic about fast at-home charging.  That 

bumps speed to 10 kW max.  Justifying more than that for overnight charging (the 

duration which discounts are offered) would be difficult with such a large battery-pack to 

begin with.  What purpose would it serve?  Finding that AC speed in any commercial 

setting is even less realistic.  Not only is that expensive, it simply doesn't make sense when 

DC can provide so much faster charging.  In other words, it's pretty much just the newest 

gimmick now that acceleration & horsepower have grown well beyond the practical 

ceiling. 
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8-07-2020 No Clear Plan.  The propaganda machine has been waiting for something to work 

with.  GM's tactic of feeding enablers ambiguous information to help promote & distract 

has been come up short until recent.  Revealing Lyric, a Cadillac BEV that won't even be 

available for over 2 years still, gave them some new material... nothing of substance 

though.  I was more than happy to point that out too: 

 

Notice how GM doesn't really have any clear plans for their core consumer still?  Finding 

an expensive niche doesn't advance the fleet forward... or even break the status quo. 

 

It is quite redeeming to see the scores of those who were attacking Toyota not too long 

ago with the narrative of "behind" now painfully silent.  GM's proclaimed leadership 

turned out to be a lot of opportunity missed... and it continues.  Promoting Lyric & 

Hummer serves what purpose?  They will never be more than niche offerings, too 

expensive and too much emphasis on want.  Supposedly, there will be a CUV model of 

Bolt coming a year from now, but that only solidifies their lead having been squandered. 

 

Meanwhile for those paying attention, we see Lexus UX300e and Toyota C-HR rollouts of 

BEV models in China have begun, exactly as planned.  Along with this is a $1.2 Billion 

investment for a production plant intended to deliver 200,000 electric vehicles per year 

there (Tianjin).  That helps bring some realism to the target of producing at least 1 Million 

BEV/FCEV annually by the end of this decade.  Starting with those ordinary vehicles 

available in BEV form followed by several dedicated BEV platforms in a few years seems 

a sensible plan. 

 

The messaging from GM recently doesn't help clarify their intent.  In fact, there are 

rumblings of a "behind" mantra for them now, due to that absence of detail.  So if nothing 

else, we can finally put the rhetoric to rest.  Toyota has clearly stated BEV with 50 to 100 

kWh capacities and FWD/RWD/AWD configurations featuring 80 to 150 kW motors are 

on the way, based upon e-TNGA platform. 

It's unfortunate GM keeps digging its own hole, but at least the nonsense of the past can be 

put to rest.  Legacy advancement is far more complex than the pointless debates online try 

to address, as this confirms. 

8-08-2020 Attitude & Arbitrary.  This was the attitude I got from that previous post, just a belittle 

with an arbitrary measure: "Let me know when Toyota sells 1/10th the number of BEVs as 

GM.  I'll wait."  It told me what I needed.  My observations has struck a nerve.  It was an 

invitation to continue on:  What would such an arbitrary milestone inform us about?  We 

see that GM is now trying to pick up the PHEV ball they dropped.  Velite 6 should have 

been offered many, many years ago.  And now that it is so far behind RAV4 Prime, should 

it really be ignored?  After all, the purpose is to change what customers purchase to 

something with a plug, not cherry-picking what kind.  And of course, what will the next 

milestone be?  This is about transforming the entire fleet.  Phasing out traditional vehicles 

goes way beyond just the low-hanging fruit. GM milked that opportunity, exploiting tax-

credits to appeal to early-adopters.  You will obviously cry foul with that first 1/10th 

anyway, claiming the same thing... that it's just a niche or for compliance.  Truly changing 

the status quo is what we should be looking for.  An offering like Lyriq is clearly a 

distraction.  It will never be sold in numbers significant enough to achieve any sort of 

shift.  After all, Cadillac is a low-volume brand.  Having to wait until late 2022 already 

tells us it won't be a game-changer anyway.  So, how about you tell me when GM sells 10 

times more BEVs. 
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8-08-2020 Purpose.  Watching an online resource slowly loss integrity is nothing new.  I have 

witnessed several collapse over the past 2 decades.  Catering to enthusiasts for the sake of 

keeping comments active has consequences.  They learn the hard way.  Stuff like this 

continuing on a regular basis unchallenged is how you can tell: "GM "dropped the ball" 

miles and miles ahead of Toyota, so they still have more than enough time to pick it 

up.  Let me know when Toyota has sold more PHEVs than GM.  I'll wait."  Watch for a 

narrative getting repeated over and over again without any substance to back up the 

claims.  The lack of merit is thrives on a venue unwilling to call it out... hence losing 

integrity.  That's happening on the big EV forum.  It's easy to spot too, since that isn't the 

case on one of its biggest competitors.  Sadly, the rhetoric is common on smaller 

one.  Anywho, it always comes down to purpose.  What the heck is the automaker trying 

to achieve?  Attacks from apologists ramp up predictably, like with the recent reveal of 

Lyric.  I finally had it when it became a game, again: 

 

That trophy-mentality is what doomed Volt, way back from the start in early 

2007.  Enthusiasts became so blinded by bragging-rights, they grew to obsess about 

conquest.  It was a loss of direction.  They forgot what the purpose was.  The matter 

devolved into a numbers game with goal posts being moved several times. 

 

In other words, I couldn't care less about your wait.  Lyric is just another chapter in GM's 

loss of leadership. Calling them "miles and miles ahead" is confirmation of that.  What 

part of the business has actually changed?  Looking at dealerships, its the same old 

business as usual.  In fact, it is worse off than it was a decade ago.  GM is more dependent 

than ever on their guzzlers for profit. 

 

Change at Toyota is undeniable.  Hybrid models of Camry, Avalon, Corolla, and RAV4 

are easy to find and selling well.  The new Sienna and Venza are hybrid only.  Prius and 

RAV4 now offer a plug-in model.  All that is a step forward, very measurable progress.  It 

sets the stage nicely for plug-in sales growth too.  Salespeople and dealership owners see 

the automaker's commitment & success. 

Go ahead.  Keep shoveling the same old nonsense as in the past.  Bragging rights are a 

shallow victory.  Most advances in the status quo are so subtle, they rarely get 

acknowledgement.  But when you look around, the ubiquitous nature of that achievement 

cannot be dismissed, denied, or distract from.  It is the purpose fulfilled. 
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8-08-2020 Vague.  Not all is well on the big Prius forum either.  That same troublemaker was at it 

yet again: "most manufacturers are hedging their bets, but hoping oil prices stay low and 

governments don't force their hand."  He's a troll, always posting comment in lowercase, 

almost never quotes what he's referring to, and the frequency by far makes him a top 

poster.  That's annoying, but not the real problem.  That simply isn't what a leader should 

do.  He floods each topic with vague posts.  That's a terrible use of the spotlight.  Absence 

of substance, especially on such a scale, brings down the usefulness of the forum.  He 

doesn't care either.  In fact, he jokes about how the forum is there for entertainment.  I see 

encounters now with him as pointing out what a troll does, without actually applying the 

label.  For example, this was today's exchange:  What does "hedge" represent?  What is 

the "low" limit?  Every automaker has some type of electrification plan, so such a vague 

statement doesn't tell us anything.  Of course, that "force" is doesn't tell us anything 

either.  Such absence of detail is just wasting everyone's time.  Remember how the 

"success" game has been played in the past?  How about actually sighting some 

measurable target, like what CARB sometimes does?  For example, 2 decades ago there 

was a requirement set for 10% of automakers sales needing to be ZEV by a specific date 

for dealers to remain qualified to sell.  We need a who and when and how 

much.  Otherwise, there's no point.  Heck, just look at the article.  What does "serious" 

represent? 

8-08-2020 Serious.  There are sources of integrity.  It's not all crazy; though, it certainly seems that 

way at times.  This was a breath of fresh air: "Give PHEV makers, especially Toyota, a 

little time to get batteries. PHEV's are the best place to put the current expensive, heavy, 

slow-charging, short-range, limited supply Li-ion battery.  PHEV's hide their faults, take 

advantage of their assets..."  I jumped in with:  That says it well.  RAV4 Prime is what 

GM had hyped about the potential from for over a decade.  We were told about production 

intent for a 2009 model plug-in Two-Mode hybrid (remember that Saturn Vue?), then the 

technology shifted to the next-gen design from Volt instead.  Nothing came of it though, 

when realization that wouldn't be high-profit became all too clear.  The only way to 

maintain business was to convert the fleet... exactly the path Toyota is already on 

now.  We see that Prius, Corolla, RAV4 offer plug-in hybrid models and UX300 & C-HR 

full electric-only models.  It's transitional, using the limited resources available.  But 

waiting until production can be ramped up isn't a bad thing.  Dealers need to learn about 

the technology firsthand to recognize the commitment it represents from their 

automaker.  That endorsement is how the sales & profit will come about.  It's a process 

that cannot be rushed.  In fact, we will likely see hesitation of some sort with VW after the 

initial demand surge from early-adopters.  Reaching ordinary consumers isn't easy, but it 

is absolutely essential for sustaining the business. 
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8-08-2020 Patience.  It's the same old nonsense, a short-sightedness blinding people from looking 

beyond what's immediately happening.  That's typical... or at least, typical in our 

culture.  We have grown to want everything now.  That adage of patience has been 

lost.  So, the cycle is endless.  Of course, each time further reinforces the message.  What's 

the rush?  It came up yet again.  So, I used the opportunity yet again:  That use of 

"witness" is anecdotal, a bit of cherry-picked data.  At best, it is a weak representation of 

what might be.  It is by no means proof of anything.  There simply isn't enough to draw 

conclusions with yet.  The process is slow and there's nothing to do to accelerate 

it.  Simply pushing a product doesn't mean it will sell.  You do a limited rollout, usually to 

selective market segments, then study the outcome.  That's what informs you what the next 

step should be in terms of distribution & promotion.  Think about how configuration of 

packages can make a big difference. Perhaps the market is not as it first seemed and 

adjustments need to be made accordingly.  All that works out great while you are waiting 

for the time it takes to build reputation.  Think how ordinary consumers avoid the 

purchase of any first-year vehicle. Starting in places where, as you say they don't have a 

choice, makes it a win-win situation.  In short, what would there be to gain by rushing? 

8-08-2020 Parallel vs. Series, being blunt.  There was a rant posted about the superiority of a 

SERIES hybrid compared to PARALLEL.  That was a very odd argument to come out of 

nowhere, one long dead too.  It was a question long ago answered put in a seemingly new 

light.  I was rather confused about audience & intent.  So, I risked posting a direct 

counter.  Telling someone they are wrong isn't in my nature; however, it can prove 

useful.  Sometimes the person honestly doesn't know and your interjection actually saves 

them from embarrassment.  That makes takes the chance somewhat worth it.  In this case, 

I gave it a shot:  Wow!  There is so much incorrect information there, even bothering 

makes a person wonder if it would make a difference.  The problem with that post is it's 

loaded with assumptions & generalizations.  Taking the time to study outcomes of the 

variety of designs rolled out would understand.  There are many, some indeed are complex 

& expensive... but not all.  In short, you are wrong.  That's easy to say too, simply by 

sighting how you failed to identify all the requirements.  Think about how emission 

reduction is actually achieved overall, not just while the engine is running.  Being able to 

optimize for recharge in PARALLEL delivers both cleaner operation as well as an 

improvement to efficiency. 
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8-08-2020 Parallel vs. Series, thank you.  To my complete surprise, I got a very polite response to 

my "you are wrong" post.  Being blunt like that made me feel uncomfortable.  Even with 

trolls, I always want to be polite.  This had push the limit.  I was a little terse, but had good 

reason.  It paid off.  I got a thank you for providing detail to clarify the situation.  So, I 

returned that with some background and more facts:  I had no idea how to properly convey 

that.  There is so much variety, as well as outdated information, it's really difficult to get 

such a message out.  The bizarre part about how far along the technology has come is 

seeing a larger vehicle, like RAV4 hybrid, deliver both cleaner emissions and better 

efficiency than "green" vehicles of the past.  What it really boils down to is the ability to 

produce small, light weight combustion-engine components optimized for hybrid 

operation.  The bulk of the power comes from the electric-motor, with a shortcoming of 

losing torque as RPM gets really high.  That's where the engine can join in to help. It's that 

combination of the two which delivers such impressive results.  With a plug-in hybrid, you 

have more battery to work with.  That equates to the torque drop happening later than with 

a hybrid.  So, you can be cruising along at 70 mph on the highway and still have EV 

power available for passing.  It's just a matter of having more electricity at the ready.  An 

interesting bit of trivia from my Prius Prime driving experience is that Charge-Mode will 

deliver a 7.2 kW flow of electricity for recharging the battery-pack and while also getting 

37 MPG for efficiency when cruising at 65 mph.  Obviously, that type of operation is only 

possible with a parallel type hybrid.  But even so, you wouldn't expect such results. 

8-09-2020 Change.  The topic has been getting quite a stir lately: "If GM doesn't move seriously 

towards EVs, and if EVs are inevitable, that means that GM will die and other companies 

will take over."  The recent reveal of Lyric actually ended up raising a lot more questions 

than providing answers.  It's like we know less know about GM's intent than we did for 

"Battery Day" in the Spring.  What is the role of this late 2022 debut?  Will almost nothing 

happen in the meantime?  What will follow?  For those who were screaming "behind" 

about Toyota, this puts them in a very hypocritical position.  So, I keep asking 

questions:  How would one define "serious" move?  Remember all the "success" of Volt in 

the past?  There was always a sense of ambiguity followed by moving of goal 

posts.  Nothing ever changed at dealerships.  Wasn't that the point?  Lyric got revealed just 

now but won't be available for over 2 years still.  It will be the vehicle to bring about the 

new chemistry & packaging.  How does that in any way help the Bolt EUV coming next 

year?  Will that new Chevy still use the current generation battery?  We don't get any 

detail in these press releases.  That's the same old game GM has been playing for a 

decade.  What has actually changed? 
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8-10-2020 Ioniq BEV Family.  That was the big announcement today from Hyundai.  The "Ioniq" 

name will go from identifying a single vehicle to being a family name.  Several plug-ins 

will share that name.  It's all marketing.  If it helps, great.  If not, no big deal.  Sales are 

what matter, not labels.  That's why this particular comment in response to the 

announcement was so enlightening: "Toyota does not sell any EVs."  Obviously, there are 

many who are simply unaware of the recent rollouts.  No big deal.  I was happy to clue 

them in with:  Incorrect.  Toyota's rollout of BEVs has begun.  Their first 2 are now 

available in China, the Lexus UX300e and model of C-HR.  These resemble their 

traditional counterparts. 6 with new dedicated BEV platforms are on the way in the next 

few years.  Some were to be shown at the Olympics this summer, highlighting prototypes 

of the solid-state battery tech they have been working on. That obviously got delayed. But 

since Toyota is a major sponsor and the games will take place next year, they may simply 

get revealed then instead.  After all, none of the other automaker reveals are for anything 

soon anyway. 

8-10-2020 Hydrogen.  Sensible information gets shared sometimes.  Gasp!  This was an especially 

good example: "There's one sector, however, where hydrogen power could be critically 

important: manufacturing, the part of the economy that makes steel, cement, and basically 

every other material good.  Industrial processes, most of which involve burning fossil fuels 

on-site for energy, account for over 20 percent of fossil fuel pollution worldwide.  Those 

emissions are notoriously difficult to cut, but experts say that hydrogen, produced with 

renewable energy, could provide a solution."  It messed up the zero-sum approach to 

problem solving.  There's often a bigger picture being overlooked.  You can't just focus on 

what the paper calculations show.  Other factors can come into place, innocently 

overlooked but with serious consequence.  Energy must come from somewhere and it 

often involves tradeoffs.  The need to be "green" can sometimes not be ideal.  We don't 

need an ideal solution anyway.  Simply going for carbon-neutral is fine.  Not making the 

situation worse can be an acceptable result.  Heck, even not being an efficient as possible 

but the waste coming from renewables isn't so bad either.  Better is nice, but what are the 

tradeoffs.  That's how hydrogen comes into play.  Think about what else happens besides 

our personal vehicles needing fuel.  We need a variety of resources & approaches to make 

the world better.  It won't all come directly from batteries.  That's not easy to accept if you 

are a purist.  I keep reminding them we're on the same team:  Hydrogen will have a major 

commercial & industrial applications.  Being able to leverage their technology for both 

that and some personal vehicle offerings is just part of a strong business portfolio.  Toyota 

will thrive with their variety offerings.  The spin about not investing in BEV is falling 

apart already.  With their 2 recent rollouts in China, it's really difficult to claim they are 

not tending to the BEV market.  PHEV just happens to be a very compelling means of 

getting their dealers to embrace plug-in offerings and sway their loyal customers not quick 

ready to go all out yet. 
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8-12-2020 At Least.  Obsession with range has grown to such an extreme, enthusiasts tend not to 

notice anything else.  That now makes some of the arguments very easy to address.  For 

example: "Almost every modern EV has at least 200 miles."  That was it, his entire line of 

reasoning.  Range is all that matters, period.  Ugh.  That mindset of "at least" can be 

turned around as a backfire, which I quite enjoyed posting.  What about obsession with 

warranty coverage?  I pointed out:  That's called cherry-picking.  You can't just focus 

entirely on a single trait, especially when it misrepresents the purchasing decision.  Almost 

every modern BEV (the term "EV" simply represents any vehicle delivering electric-only 

driving) offers a typical warranty.  Toyota is ahead of the industry by pushing distance 

coverage out to 1,000,000 km (621,371 mi) for 10 years.  Think about what ordinary 

consumers consider as a priority when shopping for a plug-in vehicle. 

8-13-2020 Chicken/Egg.  Gotta like this: " *face palm*  It's like Toyota doesn't want to sell 

any."  That comment was made with regard to the upcoming BEV rollout for Lexus model 

in the UK.  I kept my objection to that brief:  Quite the opposite.  It's the chicken/egg 

situation.  You know they will sell some regardless.  So, rolling out the vehicle with its 

tried & true DC charging, then offering a CCS adapter or retrofit option later allows the 

vehicle itself to prove out robust & reliable.  After all, there's a transition underway in 

Europe with Tesla facing challenges of a single standard and the United States is just a 

mess.  Holding up the vehicle itself makes no sense when the issue can be addressed post-

purchase. 

8-13-2020 Careful.  I was surprised to encounter this: "It's like Tesla is riding a race horse in the 

race while the competition is following in trotters."  Some of what's playing out now is so 

familiar.  Same stuff I saw in the past, repeating.  So again, I issue words of 

warning:  Careful.  We have already seen the "Tortoise and the Hare" story play out with 

GM and Toyota.  All that boasting about Volt progress and being so far ahead for year, 

then it all fell apart close to the finish-line.  That so-called "behind" automaker ended up 

winning the race, delivering a plug-in hybrid SUV which checked all the boxes. 

8-13-2020 End Dates.  I enjoy the survival claims.  They turn into "doom & gloom" declarations 

with almost no supporting evidence.  Some people simply like stirring the pot: "We should 

start to see major investment from legacy OEMs soon if they plan on surviving.  I would 

also expect to see some definitive end dates for most current ICE models."  It's always so 

vague and they hate when I respond with detail.  So, of course, I must:  Toyota is already 

phasing out ICE models. Sienna (minivan) and Venza (crossover) will only be available as 

hybrids. RAV4 (SUV) hybrid has seen explosive sales lately and the plug-in hybrid is 

demonstrating lots of potential.  It's only a matter of time before its ICE model gets 

axed.  Then there's Corolla, offering both sedan & crossover hybrid models, puts it on the 

path to phaseout as well.  Then there's C-HR, which has both hybrid and BEV models in 

limited markets.  Prius will likely keep pushing the showcase market, appealing to those 

looking for new blends of technology. Remember, behind the scenes there is the battery-

chemistry changes taking place too... which brings us to the most demanding application, 

models in the pickup line.  That shift seems all but inevitable too.  Building upon 

reputation/success of the smaller vehicles will help that process along. 
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8-13-2020 Understanding Markets.  Think about infrastructure.  In just our market alone, there's 

very real challenges.  That means inventory will need to mimic what people will actually 

be able to buy.  This is what starting with a plug-in hybrid could actually accelerate 

market advancement.  Some don't see it that way though... even just focusing on the 

advanced countries:  "Norway is 68% EV sales today.  Europe will be at those levels by 

2025.  It's hard to imagine sales in 2030 will be less than 90% EV.  Except Toyota, their 

plan for 2050 is 40% Hybrid, 40% PHEV, 10% BEV, 10% Fuel cell.  If Toyota stick to 

their current plan, they will sell fvc all cars come 2030."  Inevitably, my post to that will 

somehow get a spin treatment.  Looking at the countries already challenged just to keep up 

with ordinary power needs will obviously take a lot longer.  The enthusiasts online don't 

care though.  That's why we got the endless stream of "EV Market" arguments.  They 

focused entirely on progress within their niche, refusing to consider the rest of the local 

market.  So bringing up the developing world was a non-starter.  With worldwide annual 

sales having grown to 90 million prior to the pandemic, you have to wonder about the 

who's & what's of that unknown inventory.  Anywho, here's how I responded about the 

future shopping market:  Not understanding the plan is telling. 10.7 million vehicles were 

sold by Toyota last year.  Among them, 2.1 million were in North America and 1.1 million 

in Europe.  That means only 30% of Toyota sales for 2019 were in markets you 

sighted.  Using your head instead of reciting rhetoric (yes, I noticed that childish attempt 

to insult) you would come to realize well over half their sales are to middle-economy 

markets... places that don't have infrastructure to support rapid change to becoming 

electricity dependent.  Even here, expecting people to upgrade their household, apartment, 

and condo locations to support multiple vehicles for overnight charging by 2030 for 90% 

of the population here is just plain not realistic.  Again, use your head. It will happen, but 

it will take time... which will be longer now as a result of the economic 

collapse.  Regardless, plans change and there is no obligation whatsoever to a projection 

made several years ago.  Seeing that Toyota has already rolled out 2 BEVs based on 

existing platforms already and there are several on new dedicated platforms coming in the 

next few years (those vehicles intended to be revealed during the Olympics, but not 

postponed to later) are a demonstration of what's to come.  Remember, they are also 

working on improved chemistry, striving for solid-state in high-volume.  Lastly, we are 

seeing change already in Toyota dealerships.  That acceptance is a genuine step forward 

already, a very difficult step other legacy automakers still have to face.  So, don't plan on 

posting rhetoric without facts challenging the claim. 
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8-14-2020 Change.  Rumors are growing.  That isn't a surprise, especially with another one of those 

news sources spinning stories about Toyota has emerged again.  Some of the nonsense 

being posted is so obviously fabricated to undermine.  They don't care though.  It serves 

the purpose.  Truth doesn't matter anymore.  And if you get caught spreading a lie, the out 

is to claim the message got distorted or was misunderstood.  There's no accountability... 

which is a sign of desperation.  When you stop showing concern of being caught... 

desperately trying to impede at any cost.  It's sad.  But that is how change plays 

out.  Eventually, something will come to an end.  Heck, even Toyota has discontinued 

some efforts.  That information can be twisted though.  Prius won't die here, but in some 

markets it wasn't big anyway.  I can ramble on about it, but some history doesn't repeat.  It 

is simply a stepping stone for the next advancement forward.  We'll see other exciting 

things as time goes on.  Heck, that's why RAV4 Prime enjoying the spotlight for now is 

fine.  That's a positive outcome no matter how you look at it.  Something new will be here 

before we know it.  Enjoy the ride along the way.  Change happens, as I pointed out 

with:  Prius (liftback model) wasn't big in Germany anyway.  When I was there 5 years 

ago, the other Toyota hybrids were much more popular.  So, it's not a big deal seeing it 

discontinued there.  As for Prius in our market, that pretty much is inevitable, but for any 

entirely different reason.  Carrying a non-plug model into the next generation doesn't make 

sense.  Something in PHEV form will become a standard offering.  Who knows what 

naming of the new BEV models will be anyway.  There's the Corolla Crossover making its 

way into markets not too.  So, change is coming. 

8-15-2020 Stirring Rhetoric.  There's a firestorm brewing.  Posts like this are the first of many 

attacks to come: "Every year Toyota kicks the can, their competitors get further ahead in 

EV technology.  Their delays, failure to secure battery supplies..."  It is very easy to 

recognize the pattern.  I wonder who they think the audience is for this now.  Hmm?  I 

start my reply by asking for clarification, then end with pointing out how irrelevant most 

posts are to the goal of sales:  What does "ahead" actually mean?  We see Toyota pushing 

EV technology on a continuous basis.  So what if their BEV offerings are limited to China 

with smaller packs?  It is still EV propulsion.  Same is true for their PHEV offerings.  It's 

all an advancement related to improvements with motors, controllers, and software to 

deliver an reliable & affordable electric-only drive.  As for battery related challenges, 

some of that is an effort to draw attention away from customer relations.  Toyota's effort to 

forge strong relationships with dealers & shoppers is necessary for all automakers, and 

they clearly have a large lead in that regard.  Confidence in that regard from hybrid and 

plug-in hybrid is paving the way for BEV sales.  Lack of patience is a common theme 

among enthusiasts.  They like to focus on engineering and completely disregard business 

needs.  So, much of what goes on hear in comments really doesn't equate to what happens 

with sales. 

8-15-2020 Keeping Brief.  That's the key to rhetoric.  Either go into a long sermon up on the soapbox 

or be so to the point they feel a terseness of the reply.  It's an effective means of getting 

beyond their obvious distraction efforts.  It also provides a reminder to lurkers about 

what's actually important.  This was today's brief exchange:  There's more to technology 

than just engineering.  Failing to see that there is also a business aspect to what makes it 

successful is something you'll end up learning the hard way.  I just point out what's being 

overlooked. 
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8-16-2020 Getting Defensive.  Antagonists hate when I play offense.  It puts them at a big 

disadvantage.  Pushing a false narrative works best when you have the spotlight.  By me 

taking the stage and providing constructive information, they end up at a loss... struggling 

to figure out how to gain back an audience.  So, it typically just devolves into a vague 

attack: "You are just trying to change the subject because you realized how indefensible 

your initial assertions on the superiority of Toyota technology were."  Absence of 

anything of substance is how I know I struck a nerve.  They have nothing to work with at 

that point.  Of course, there wasn't any merit to their claims anyway.  Nonetheless, they 

try.  I keep at it: 

 

No change.  For 13 years I have been posting about how the technology must address all 

aspects of business, pointing out that engineering is only part of the equation for 

success.  Over and over and over and over again, I contend that neglect of those other 

aspects will result in failure.  You can't expect "build it and they will buy it".  In fact, that's 

how the KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE motto can about. 

 

Enthusiasts of Volt learned that lesson the hard way.  All of their "vastly superior" claims 

did nothing to address the realities of actually having to persuade people to buy it.  They 

absolutely convinced themselves that paying a premium for the technology was totally 

worth it.  That disregard for need cost them dearly. 

 

The assignment is to replace traditional technology with something that will reduce 

emissions & consumption in a reliable & cost-effective manner.  That's a lot of boxes to 

check.  Engineering alone isn't enough.  Dealers need to be convinced the technology will 

be both easy to sell and return an on-going profit... more boxes to check.  Consumers must 

feel comfortable with such a major purchase delivering what they expect, not necessary 

what the automaker must deliver... more boxes.  It gets complicated, far more than 

anything engineering alone can fulfill.  You don't get an "A" grade from only checking 

one box. 

 

That's where Toyota thrives.  They have found a balance, delivering great engineering 

while also checking the rest of those boxes.  That means superiority isn't the highest 

priority.  So, no amount of enthusiast boasting or banter makes any difference.  They aren't 

the audience. 

 

In other words, there is nothing to defend. 
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8-17-2020 Denial.  This outcome when inevitable: "You are simply in denial."  That's how you can 

be certain nothing is left to argue.  Completely void of any information, they hope you'll 

get frustrated and leave.  I don't.  In fact, this is what I wait for.  Some of my most 

informative discoveries in the past have come from this stage in the argument... when they 

are desperately trying to keep the discussion from ending on a sour note for them.  That's 

when something valuable can be revealed.  In a rage, you sometimes get them to slip 

up.  They will accidently expose a shortcoming, usually in the form of a contradiction to a 

claim they made in the past.  Those hypocritical moments are priceless.  I watch for them, 

making sure then know I'm watching and why: 

 

No, I am beside myself, amazed how closely history is repeating itself.  A decade ago, I 

pushed those claiming superiority to state goals.  Responses were the same as now.  That 

nonsense went on for years.  The outcome was remarkable.  Their attempts to claim I was 

in denial blinded them to the obvious failings of what they endorsed. Your priorities are 

misplaced too, a waste of opportunity. 

 

For anyone taking the time to read the full exchange playing out there, that past was about 

Volt and Prius.  Promises for Volt looked questionable from the start.  How could GM 

deliver so much so fast?  Turns out, they couldn't.  This is why the request for goals was 

made so many times.  Spin to divert attention came about, claiming "vastly superior" and 

belittling anyone who challenged how that did nothing to achieve the goals.  Ultimately, 

the failure of spreading that technology to other vehicles as a new standard offering 

became undeniable.  Their own denial was their undoing. 

We are watching that same history play out again.  Notice the insults and absence of goals. 

8-17-2020 Claiming Victory.  Patience is not a virtue for the enthusiast.  They thrive on shallow 

victories and meritless praise.  When the goal isn't fulfilled, what's the point?  It's all about 

ego.  A mainstream product isn't exciting; it fails to appeal to the niche they seek.  So 

basically, there will never be an actual victory.  Being a mutually exclusive viewpoint 

makes contradiction the only real intersection of ideas.  Purpose is different.  That means 

agreement really doesn't accomplish anything... which is why I always push for 

purpose.  What is the point of their posts?  I put it this way:  Obsessing with "technology" 

only being an aspect of engineering has blinded you to what is actually important.  I 

already provided detail too.  Refusing to acknowledge that is the corner you backed 

yourself into... hence history repeating.  If you can see beyond the engineering, to 

understand how the business also includes many intangibles, that's your loss.  Claim 

victory about being "ahead" and be done with it.  Winning a battle does not mean you'll 

win the war... hence stating goals. 
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8-18-2020 Reflection.  This provided a great means of wrapping up that crazy exchange: "You really 

need to look in the mirror because I see everything you claim about me in you."  By 

reading through the rest of the comments, other posts from him provided a basis for me to 

tie up loose ends.  I got a better idea of his loss of strategy, why his arguments became so 

vague.  He really didn't have an idea anymore and just wanted it to end.  Insults like that 

usually do the trick.  But for me, it is instead an invitation... which I took full advantage 

of: 

 

I see someone enabled by history, pointing out the recognition of patterns... mistakes made 

in the past being repeated.  The most obvious pattern observed is the lack of patience, how 

arguments are posted of conclusions being draw on short-term gain based only on events 

happening in the now. 

 

I share specifics, at times extreme detail with video, to counter false narratives.  Much of 

that focuses on the misunderstanding & misrepresentation of some PHEV, since 

comments posted are often outdated, generalizations, or double-standards. 

 

I get especially annoyed by vague posts where some attempt to group all PHEV offerings 

into a single category.  I know all too well most here would freak out if the opposite 

happened.  Lumping a first-gen Leaf into the same category as Model Y is just plain 

wrong, there are far too many differences.  Yet, both are BEV. 

 

I notice how most here focus entirely on early-adopter markets, blowing off the reality of 

how they represent low-hanging fruit... far easier sales than what it takes to get a 

mainstream consumer to make the same purchase.  Most here don't address the true 

customer either, legacy automaker dealers... the ones who stock inventory and expect a 

profitable return quickly. 

 

Avoidance of goals is the biggest conflict.  Refusing to state what problem is attempted to 

be solved is the underlying issue.  Enthusiasts get so obsessed with particular 

technologies, they lose sight of purpose.  It ends up a chest-pounding match rather than 

anything constructive. 

 

My purpose specifically has been to get traditional vehicles replaced as quickly as possible 

with something electrified.  I don't give a rat's ass about range, acceleration, or power... 

since those are all wants, not needs.  Fulfilling the basic necessities of everyday travel is 

the focus and it must be done in an affordable manner. 

What do you see? 
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8-18-2020 There's More Involved.  It's amazing how many regular posters online really don't take 

the time to think about what they are endorsing.  There just tends to be an overly simplistic 

approach others are supposed to follow, even though problems emerge only with a few 

minutes of research.  Ugh.  Knowing this, I keep trying to share detail when it is obviously 

being overlooked... like today: 

 

The biggest arguments against reaching marketshare beyond early-adopters has been that 

inability to charge a second vehicle in the same household.  There are both challenges of 

service-panel capacity and the need to plug in at the same time.  A single unit would offer 

flexibility, allowing vehicles drawing at will without the need to coordinate and 

overcoming the speed limitation required when multiple EVSE share the same line. 

 

This also stirs up the discussion again of what speed is truly beneficial at home.  The rule-

of-thumb that a 40-amp line (32kW draw) delivers 200 miles of range in 8 hours is a 

useful starting perspective.  How long of an overnight window for charging will people 

have available, especially if they are taking advantage of time-of-use discounts? 

 

My local electricity provider offers off-peak rate of 4.4 cents per kWh from the hours of 

11PM to 7AM.  That gives you only 8 hours to charge, including time for pre-

conditioning.  So, the possibility of a 10-hour session isn't even an option, since the line is 

only powered during that off-peak window.  The other discount rate available is 6.74 cents 

per kWh for the hours of 9PM to 8AM, prior to that is 44.1 cents per kWh (very high to 

discourage charging during peak hours).  That is a somewhat better, but hours could be 

limited for those who stay out late in the evening or need early morning time for their 

commute. 

The point is this topic of EVSE setup at home isn't a simple matter of what hardware to 

purchase.  There's more involved, which doesn't often get addressed properly.  Education 

is essential.  A poor choice can impede vehicle ownership experience much more than the 

initial impression gives. 
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8-19-2020 The Build Up.  You can tell when online exchanges are going bad.  He was clearly 

struggling, at a loss about how to confront the reality of being shown an error on his 

part.  I was intrigued.  Since I have participated in this in the past, it was all too 

familiar.  Detail caught him off guard.  He wasn't expecting someone so well prepared for 

battle.  I let he have it too.  The build up was well worth posting this: 

 

You are repeating the same mistake CARB did in the early 2000's with the ZEV 

mandate.  They discovered the matter was far more complex, which is why "technology" 

now refers to more than just engineering alone.  That mistake was later demonstrated 

again with GM, choosing to focus on the absolute of EV purity.  Sacrifices made on that 

behalf resulted in consequences so dire, the program ultimately ended up being 

abandoned. 

 

As for the "only one" claim, that's just plain wrong.  We have seen prototypes of hybrid 

engines using E100 (pure ethanol, no fossil-fuel) and hydrogen (which can be produced 

from solar, wind, and water power).  When implemented in a PHEV, goal 

achieved.  There's also the reality of fuel-cell use for passenger vehicles. That will pale in 

contrast to the scale of industrial & commercial plans for fuel-cells; nonetheless, that 

would also achieve the goal. 

 

It's that close-mindedness I do not share.  I also hold new technologies to a much higher 

standard.  Simply ending fossil-fuel use is only a single objective in a long list of those 

required to truly fulfill the goal.  Replacement must also be more efficient and 

cleaner.  Since we have seen BEV now that guzzle electricity, the shortcoming with your 

vague focus should be obvious. 

 

As for climate being suddenly introduced as part of this discussion, claiming to be a 

pattern despite it never being mentioned, is just more of the same old rhetoric I recognize 

from the past... hence asking for goals.  Remember, there must be measures to identify 

progress, marking milestones clearly showing what has been achieved and what remains 

outstanding.  Omission of such information is a red-flag, a sign indicating the lack of 

critical thinking. 

 

Watching you back yourself further and further into a corner means one of two 

outcomes... as history tells us.  You will either just say "my bad", just writing this off as a 

teaching moment, or end further participation never to be heard from again.  The first is 

preferred, since the feedback provided has been quite informative and more may come in 

the future.  But wow, to think of how many instead abandoned ship when they finally 

noticed their mistake.  I can recall quite a number of individuals who stirred the pot until 

something exposed a oversight on their part. 

The history is fascinating... and I'm only 20 years into this effort with vehicle change. 
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8-20-2020 Out Of Nowhere.  This bizarre statistic suddenly materialized: "Utilization factors of 

battery only modes on PHEVs is only around 60%."  That raised my intrigue even 

higher.  Where the heck did that come from?  Of course, knowing he was at the point of 

desperation backed into the corner like that, making something up wouldn't be a 

surprise.  There's a certain fascination, wanting to know how deep a person will dig the 

hole they are in.  I have never come across this particular tidbit.  So, I very much felt the 

need to pursue it.  Naturally, I chose to provoke for feedback: 

 

Finally, the reveal.  Waiting for that was the point of this absurd exchange.  There was a 

spread of misinformation somewhere.  You were either the source or the 

conduit.  Whatever the case, the problem has been identified. That value is just plain 

wrong.  In fact, it doesn't even make any sense. 

 

For an entire decade, we have had Volt owners pointing out there are some who travel an 

entire year with the same gas.  It served as an example of the potential when enough 

battery-capacity was available to cover most daily driving.  Heck, even with my much 

smaller capacity, seeing 2,000 miles per tank has been routine throughout the warm 

months. 

 

There is no one-size-fits-all solution.  Our market will offer choices.  You can't just 

dismiss one of them based on some random source.  Without any supporting evidence, 

there's good reason to question the sampling method.  How 

many?  When?  Who?  Where?  Not knowing any of it is good reason not to make such a 

blanket decision... which is exactly the problem we have seen in the past. 

My closure on this is how you continue to dump all designs of PHEV into a single 

category.  The fact that their systems vary significantly is clear evidence this exchange has 

not been taken seriously... and it is the pattern of the past repeating. 

8-20-2020 No References.  This was great: "Time for you to put up or shut up.  Bring actual 

verifiable references."  He provided his source and wanted me to share mine.  I was so 

stunned by his reference though, it needed punch back instead:  I have battled individuals 

in the past who sight outdated & misleading facts from limited samples before, but this 

one takes the cake.  Whoa!  Your "actual verifiable references" is a single study 

conducted way by back in 2014.  There were 1,981 vehicles providing the data, of which 

1,831 were gen-1 Volt.  How is that even remotely relevant to the market offerings 

now?  Everything has advanced since then for PHEV technology.  Heck, even just 

opportunity charging alone has profoundly improved.  There are far more public chargers 

available and the vehicle itself can accept much faster draw, which that in itself would 

represent greater EV usage.  As for my sources, I have been actively publishing 

documents & video for many years.  The feedback from that, combined with daily 

participation in a variety of online forums, has been very informative.  What I find most 

valuable though is the local EV owners group.  It has become very large and its very 

diverse ownership has been a priceless source of real-world data. 
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8-20-2020 More Battles.  The antagonists are out today: "Such unbelievably stupid thinking."  That 

was the response to reading about Toyota's progress & intent with solid-state battery 

tech.  Advancements are slow and there is much to consider... exactly what early-adopters 

don't like.  Adding to the pile-on attempt, there was this: "...it would seem Toyota's 

strategy is based on a Hail Mary."  Their impatience paints a world where the quick-win 

is the only win.  It's bizarre how planning out for the long-term isn't considered 

important.  They just figure things will naturally work out if the first step is a good 

one.  So, there's really no point in arguing.  That perspective isn't important.  It's win now 

or die.  There is no war for them, only battles... more and more battles with no real 

endgame.  That made posting something that didn't fit their binary thinking quite 

fulfilling:  I don't think many will accept that narrative, once they do a search for the 

"Prime Plant Energy & Solutions" partnership.  It is the joint venture Toyota & Panasonic 

revealed back in February of this year and officially began in April.  It's so new, most 

people are not aware of it yet.  The announcement itself was rather subtle too.  The point 

it, the focus on development & manufacturing of lithium-ion battery cells, with the 

expectation of advancing solid-state technology as well, will employ 5,100 people.  The 

relationship which started with NiMH batteries back with hybrids continues to 

progress.  That's very real commitment forward no one on this discussion has 

acknowledged.  Think about it.  Panasonic has been a partner with Tesla, but has been 

replaced with CATL and LG arrangements.  So what if demand for RAV4 Prime took off 

at a much faster rate than Toyota had planned to supply for 2020?  Worldwide rollout with 

the allocation available continues.  Next year, they will be able to ramp up.  It's not like 

the pandemic didn't impact the rest of the industry anyway. 

8-20-2020 Predictions of Doom.  This is what came about from the Hail Mary reply: "If Toyota does 

not develop the expertise needed in BEV they are done."  His post was nothing but a 

propaganda sighting 2023 as the end of ICE vehicles... to the point of absurdity.  He 

clearly doesn't understand that technology alone isn't enough.  There is far more to 

address.  Those of us studying the business for decades are well aware of the challenges 

related to adoption.  Those are barriers of enormous proportion, enough to cause an entire 

generation (roughly 6 years) of vehicle to pass before the masses really get on board... and 

that's when they see the reliability & affordability.  When you factor in the resistance from 

those actively fighting to retain the status quo, along with those in the political scene 

pushing their polarizing propaganda, it's clearly not going to happen that fast.  Heck, if 

change was endorsed... like when we get a new president who actually cares... there will 

be support, not doom.  It doesn't change the spin though.  So, I asked about the 

prediction:  UX300e, RAV4 Prime, and Mirai all deliver a full EV driving experience 

already.  That's a variety of systems all using motor, inverter, software, heat-pump, 

charger, and battery technology Toyota has developed.  They are currently working on a 

new dedicated platform.  Advancement has been steady.  What other expertise do they 

need? 
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8-21-2020 Absolutely Clueless.  The post returned to my question was just his prediction 

again.  That complete absence of critical thinking is bizarre.  How can anyone be so 

clueless?  It's to the point of an absolute, where nothing sinks in and no effort is 

made.  There's just a reply without intellect.  Ugh.  This is how I decided to return that 

nonsense:  UX300e is a BEV already.  So your statement of "If Toyota does not develop 

the expertise needed in BEV they are done." makes no sense whatsoever.  It is a Lexus 

brand offering currently available in China.  It has a Toyota brand equivalent you'll be 

familiar with, C-HR.  That's BEV expertise already, with more models to come next year 

and new platforms to follow.  As for your statement of "I'm sure it helps, but the consumer 

won't care about hybrids in another 2-3 years.", what are you basing such an abrupt end 

on?  RAV4 Prime shares much of the BEV expertise and its rollout demand is quite 

strong, worldwide.  There is also a growing expectation of a next-gen Prius Prime 

delivering more power & range.  Don't overlook the fact that there is a plug-in hybrid 

model of Corolla available now in China too.  In other words, you completely avoided 

answering my question and just reposted your same statement again.  So, I will ask again: 

What other expertise do they need? 

8-21-2020 Reminder of Purpose.  That other on-going exchange, the one where he backed himself 

into a corner, continued.  This type of desperation reminds me of when I finally got 

banned from the big GM forum.  The claim was that I was a Toyota troll, which made no 

sense, since all of my posts for those most recent few weeks had been about Ford.  Prior to 

that, I was pointed out the shortcomings of Volt and what GM needed to do to actually 

appeal to ordinary consumers.  They took that as an blind-loyalty endorsement for 

Toyota.  But then when Ford rolled out its first Energi offering, most of their arguments 

fell apart.  I really had been focusing on automaker business requirements all along.  My 

posts were sincere recommendations of what the next step should be.  Seeing that Ford 

had actually delivered closely resembled what I suggested was devastating.  No matter 

how they replied, it was hypocritical.  I had been vindicated... and to prevent me from 

drawing attention to their mistakes & assumptions, I lost the ability to post anything.  It 

was very rewarding to watch that group of antagonists collapse.  They had nothing to post 

on the topic anymore.  Participation dropped to almost nothing immediately.  Everyone 

just flocked over to the daily blog for Volt instead.  Their backing into a corner was a 

death blow.  So naturally, I'm quite curious how exchanges like this one now will 

ultimately play out.  This was the latest:  Admit what?  I am unwilling to play your 

game.  With well over a decade of research on this topic, listening to you sight limited & 

outdated studies borders on the point absurdity.  Meanwhile, I just went over and took a 

look at the analytics page for my YouTube channel.  There, I have uploaded 106 videos 

created as part of my own personal research, providing an extensive collection of real-

world data sharing on this topic.  So yes, I will blow off that mostly gen-1 Volt study from 

2014.  As for whether or not you should take my word for it, my response to that is what I 

have learned from history: KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE.  In this case, no matter what I 

present will be acceptable and there's nothing to gain from winning the battle.  So, I don't 

bother.  Spin that as you please.  It won't accomplish anything.  Remember, the goal is to 

appeal to ordinary consumers.  We want the mainstream shoppers to take notice.  Winning 

exchanges here online, in a venue most will never see, doesn't have any reach or impact to 

that audience. 
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8-21-2020 Looking for a Fight.  Every now & then, you encounter someone who feels it absolutely 

necessary to score a win.  They don't care what the circumstances are or of the fight was 

honest.  They just want a victory.  Finding they have back themselves into a corner while 

attempting to achieve that results in something like this: "One piece of independently 

verifiable evidence.  That is all I asked for.  You didn't do it.  Because you can't.  I am 

calling BS on your whole argument now."  At that point, the spin had become so bad, it 

was difficult to really know what he wanted the evidence to confirm.  Battles without any 

objective get that way.  He stopped caring about achieving anything.  It was only about 

conquest.  Ugh.  I kept on with my push:  Forcing a limitation of "independently verifiable 

evidence" is just another way of feeding the FUD narrative by ensuring new offerings are 

excluded.  42 miles x 365 days = 15k miles of annual EV travel.  There really isn't any 

evidence beyond that needed.  If the technology is delivered in a compelling package, 

people will purchase and use it.  Even with nothing but an ordinary household 120-volt 

outlet, the benefit is undeniable.  In other words, you have nothing to actually argue.  That 

replacement of over 15,000 gas miles with electric miles is an easy quantifiable 

benefit.  No research required.  True, it would be nice to know how many owners will 

recharge during the day too, not just overnight.  But all those extra electric miles will be 

just a bonus.  The dramatic reduction of gas engine use will be achieved regardless. 
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8-22-2020 Setting Expectations.  It is quite intriguing to have accumulated so much real-world 

experience that setting of realistic expectations can now be done with surprisingly high 

confidence.  Today, it came about in an article features VW rollout of Golf in 2 

configurations of PHEV.  This was a resulting comment: "The main argument for PHEVs 

IMO is as a transitional technology for the limited period..."  I found a new perspective to 

share on the same subject, reflecting old to new: 

 

This is another example of a chapter in automotive history repeating.  Back when focus 

was on hybrids, the term "stop gap" was used.  Now with PHEV, we are seeing 

"transitional" as the reference instead.  Purpose in the past was to downplay the vital role 

they would play.  The same will be true this time around too. 

 

Much of the problem is based upon the belief that once BEV become cost-competitive, 

people will just naturally desire that instead of an ICE.  After all, such a reduction on oil-

dependency should make the choice a no-brainer... right?  Supposition that purchase 

decisions will based upon that have already been proven wrong.  In fact, history has also 

shown us the reduction of complexity doesn't even help.  Toyota hybrids eliminated many 

belts, pumps, and even the transmission.  The typical consumer has no clue how their own 

vehicle operates.  Traditional design is an complete unknown, so making comparisons is 

pointless.  Know your audience. 

 

The real barrier to overcome is understanding the technology.  This is vital, since the 

purchase also requires an upgrade to the owner's residence and a change of 

behavior.  Getting them to purchase a EVSE and run a dedicated circuit is far easier when 

they recognize what the flurry of numbers actually mean.  Terms like "kw" and "kWh" are 

complete unknowns.  "Amp" means nothing in terms of cost.  It's all new to them, each 

contributing to intimidation.  There's the obvious trepidation of battery-pack replacement 

too. 

 

PHEV will help over the barriers.  Like it or not, their contribution to BEV transition is 

vital... and the role they will play in terms of quantity will be enormous.  It's a simple 

matter building confidence, while also helping push infrastructure improvements.  With 

the ability to deliver most daily driving in EV miles (40 * 365 = 14,600) using nothing but 

120-volt overnight charging, they make a compelling sales pitch.  No upgrade at home 

necessary.  An interest to upgrade to 240-volt charging will emerge later though.  That's 

the key, especially when the household has multiple vehicles.  The next purchase will 

inevitably have a plug too. 

This brings us back to the automaker.  Since PHEV share many components with BEV... 

motor, inverter, charger, software, battery, and heat-pump, the role of transition is very 

helpful in terms of building both expertise & reputation.  Dealers certainly don't want to 

carry inventory consumers aren't confident about.  So, the step is necessary.  Expecting 

more than just enthusiasts to readily embrace the new technology is futile... yet, that's the 

message "transitional" tends to portray. It will be much, much more than just a limited 

period. 
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8-23-2020 More Prime.  It's nice to see comments like this:  "I'm hoping Toyota expands the Prime 

line within a few years."  Needless to say, I had thoughts on that topic:  I suspect Corolla 

PHV currently available in China will end up becoming a Corolla-Cross Prime here.  That 

crossover shape would obviously work better to accommodate more battery.  That could 

possibly end up leaving Camry as their last sedan offering here.  It appears realistic the 

next-gen Prius will grow a little to provide increased EV capacity, which could easily 

mark an end of the no-plug hybrid model.  It's all about adaptation to an ever changing 

market, which Toyota's hybrid system does well.  It makes sense too.  As their dedicated 

BEV rollout takes place, spreading Prime tech to phaseout old tech is a sensible way to 

advance the entire fleet forward while avoiding business disruption or risk.  That said, I 

am very curious how VW will deal with their rather abrupt transition... which started out 

of necessity.  Seeing Golf offer PHEV models could be a hint of larger vehicles will start 

with that step, rather than going straight to BEV.  It's a touchy balance with so many 

factors at play and a diverse set of customers worldwide. 

8-24-2020 It Takes Time.  The lack of understanding how technology gets upgraded and rolled out 

is always a source of intrigue.  No matter how much we advance forward as a culture, 

there is always an element of not paying attention.  There are people who have never taken 

a moment to consider what is involved or how long it actually takes.  They just assume is 

just naturally happens without barriers or pushback.  They really don't have any idea of 

audience either.  Someone needs to try it in real-world conditions... early adopters.  Those 

aren't mythical creatures.  They are you and I.  This is why over-the-air upgrades are 

becoming the expectation for vehicles.  We think nothing of them on our portable 

devices.  So, why not something far more expensive.  I liked this particular quote today in 

regard to that: "Over two years ago, Google finally made it possible for Android Auto to 

connect wirelessly instead of needing to be connected via USB to your car 

stereo.  However, the wireless capabilities have so far only been available on Google's 

Pixel phones and Samsung Galaxy phones."  This is why that absurd outcry of Toyota 

failing to deliver never made any sense.  People were getting all worked up about having 

something that wasn't realistic.  They wanted it all, immediately.  This stuff takes time.  It 

won't happen quickly, but it will happen... eventually. 
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8-25-2020 Automaker Differences.  I find it quite telling how people insist on a binary 

mindset.  Automakers cannot have anything in common, the competitor must be an 

opposite.  Ugh.  That's how stuff like this gets posted: "Another significant difference 

between the two companies would be that Tesla is devoted to software, while Toyota 

worries about hardware quality."  Whether the person is poorly informed or just close-

minded really doesn't matter.  They feed the narrative.  I keep pushing back to point out 

the overlook. 

 

The actual difference is Toyota doesn't say much.  Toyota is devoted to both hardware & 

software.  Evidence of that is overwhelming. Look at the EV drive from Prius Prime, 

which is now also available in RAV4 Prime.  3.5 years of flawless operation, as well as 

impressive efficiency, confirms the work was done well. You don't get that from not 

having also devoted a lot of resources to software. 

 

Another difference is Toyota doesn't focus on low-hanging fruit... in other words, 

appealing to early-adopters... the right-away crowd.  Instead, they have also quietly 

devoted resources toward change for their core customer.  That audience is slow & 

hesitant.  These are loyal owners who fully intend to purchase another Toyota when their 

current one needs replacing.  When they shop the showroom floor, they will see some 

traditional vehicles only available as a hybrid.  They will also see some hybrids offering a 

plug.  That's a true paradigm shift, advancing the entire fleet forward.  Emissions & 

Consumption is still getting addressed right away, while also setting an expectation for 

more reliance on battery use in the future. 

The biggest difference though is scale.  Mainstream buyers are the domain of Toyota, not 

Tesla.  True, we'll see Tesla not only retain what they have, but grow to be a big 

player.  They simply don't have the reach of an automaker selling over 10 million vehicles 

annually worldwide.  Think about how long, if ever, Tesla will offer a Kona-sized 

BEV.  That's a tough market, very difficult to address with razor-thin profits... an arena 

Toyota thrives in. So, there will very much be a place for both automakers. 

8-25-2020 Already Dead.  You gotta like this: "Toyota, like other legacy automakers is already 

dead.  They will not survive the transition from selling fossil fuel vehicles to full EVs.  You 

cannot promote the vast benefits of BEVs without condemning everything about fossil fuel 

vehicles."  It was just more of the same, reinforcing the binary mindset by repeating the 

mantra.  Ugh, again.  So, I replied again:  Portraying a narrative that Toyota doesn't 

already sell PHEV and BEV is remarkable.  But then to go on and cast the market as an 

absolute is flat out denial of reality.  It is very easy to promote benefits without 

condemning.  In fact, that type of transition is ordinary business for the computer 

industry.  It's called the upgrade process.  There's a balance between the latest & greatest 

(want) and what is actually required (need).  People make educated choices based on their 

circumstances.  It's a continuous process, how sustainable profit is made.  That comment 

of "already dead" deserves a bookmark.  It is quite telling of how enthusiasts have a 

disconnect with mainstream sales. 
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8-25-2020 Dose of Reality.  The absence of critical thinking is astounding.  Stuff like this, void of 

any detail or follow-up, is nothing by senseless rhetoric: "It's the apartment dwellers that 

drive the number of years up."  It comes from BEV purists dead set against PHEV.  They 

believe anything with a combustion engine is counter-productive, period.  That absolute is 

impossible to overcome.  They have made up their mind and refuse to reconsider.  Reality 

comes crashing down at some point.  You cannot deny forward.  In this case, it comes in 

the form of simply asking how, then providing detail.  The idea of a BEV is really an 

ideal.  It simply isn't realistic for some, which is how apartment dwellers get 

attention.  Discussion never proceeds though.  It is a dismissal... until someone starts 

looking at what it would take and how many people are impacted by the same issues.  In 

other words, it is a tip-of-the-iceberg situation.  Far more is a problem than the narrative 

implies.  I stirred the pot with these few facts:  You clearly haven't seen the old post-

WWII neighbors.  All those mature trees surrounding power-lines delivering electricity to 

under-sized service-panels.  When an entire household is running off of just 75 amps, 

there's a very real expense required to support even just one BEV.  So with a multi-car 

family, it's going to be quite a number of years still.  That's why PHEV will play such a 

vital role in the transition.  You can get EV driving even without infrastructure upgrades. 

8-25-2020 Statistics & Audience.  It's nice to get something constructive from time to time: "I don't 

know about VoltStats - if that is just a self-selected sample of data from people that bother 

to sign up, then it isn't representative.  There are a lot of people that just want to treat a 

PHEV like a regular car."  Understanding the who and the what is never easy, but at least 

we get some trying to figure it all out.  Hopefully, stuff like this helps:  Volt owners were 

never representative anyway, since they were all early-adopters taking advantage of the 

opportunity.  $7,500 provided a lot of conquest purchases, most of which never equated to 

loyalty.  It was just move on to the next opportunity... in many cases, that was Tesla.  The 

point is, that low-hanging fruit does a wonderful job of proving out technology, but is by 

no means in any way representative of what will happen later.  So the stats really don't tell 

us anything.  Mainstream consumers are quite fickle and won't have the benefit of 

subsidies.  There will be a variety of competition too, resulting in a wide selection of 

choices all fighting for a narrow profit-margin.  It's that cold, hard reality of sales to 

ordinary people which most discussions here refuse to address.  We see "EV market" 

references forcing a perspective of just plug-in vehicles.  In short, that assessment of 

simply just wanting to "treat a PHEV like a regular car" is dead on.  The typical 

showroom shopper will consider the overnight recharge using 120-volts.  That's it.  Later 

in ownership, an upgrade to a level-2 charger will probably happen.  But when at the 

dealer, their chance encounter with a plug-in vehicle will only result in a purchase if the 

decision is simple.  KISS. 
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8-26-2020 Only Used Level-1.  The standout bit of information from all these recent discussions 

online is the fact that a surprising number of early-adopters only used a level-1 charger... 

the 120-volt EVSE that came with the vehicle.  That puts a different perspective on PHEV 

endorsement when you move onto BEV later, then do the 240-volt upgrade.  Never having 

a level-2 means they missed out on opportunity charging.  They never had a time-of-use 

discount.  They probably didn't take advantage of pre-conditioning.  It explains the 

shortcomings falsely associated with plug-in hybrids.  They dismiss the technology as 

having been transitional, nothing more.  That looking back, instead of looking forward, is 

a real problem.  There's a lasting impression based on what the technology was, not what it 

has become.  Referring to outdated facts is nothing new.  But when getting called out on it 

does nothing to change their opinion, it becomes a challenge.  It's the enthusiast barrier 

that fortunately doesn't have much of a reach beyond online postings.  Showroom 

shoppers typically don't encounter their rhetoric; nonetheless, it is still quite a pain to deal 

with.  Anywho, that slow connection means a long overnight recharge.  It also means the 

likelihood of a second vehicle with a plug cannot happen until upgrading... which PHEV 

can encourage, without pressure.  That the goal, which makes the message a simple one of 

sharing information about the benefits of level-2 and the convenience of upgrading when 

you are ready.  You can start with level-1, but don't depend upon it for the entire 

ownership of that vehicle. 

8-27-2020 Finally.  There are signs of change emerging: "Drove a Chevy Bolt for 3 years.  Loved 

it.  But GM needs to stop talking and be WAY MORE aggressive.  Or, put it this way, who 

is going to be the second largest EV maker in the US?"  It is remarkable how long it takes 

sometimes for the message to come through.  Some will fight for so long, they forget what 

they were fighting for.  It just becomes a feeling of the need to oppose.  The reasoning for 

"why" gets lost for a variety of reasons... none of which make any difference if you don't 

state goals.  That's why I push for them.  If you don't keep focused on purpose, you miss 

opportunity.  Allies can emerge from discovery, when you come to realize there was some 

type of miscommunication or misunderstanding.  This is how that daily blog for Volt 

killed itself.  Enthusiasts just started lashing out in every direction.  They became 

defensive & dismissive without reason.  Either you take the time or time takes you.  It is 

now the latter, where "finally" has arrived.  Their arguments fall apart simply because no 

progress has been made.  I stated it this way:  The label of the pattern changed from "over 

promise, under deliver" a decade ago to "too little, too slowly".  It's the same old hype 

coming from management.  We know the engineers are capable, but executive actions 

simply are supportive.  The technology doesn't take on a mission of game-changer.  It's 

just their to present an image of leadership.  Think about how Lyric & Hummer will do 

nothing for ordinary consumers.  It will definitely be interesting to see how promises made 

for Bolt EUV actually play out. Something able to compete directly with their traditional 

offerings... basically an affordable BEV version of Trax... is needed. 
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8-28-2020 Doing the Math.  This was interesting: "Well, let's see what the math says... Strictly by 

projecting straight exponential growth, it appears Tesla shouldn't have any problem 

getting to 15 million by 2030.  So that's not "hard to imagine" at all!"  It came from a 

troublemaker who continues to post projections that are nothing but a calculation.  It's just 

a crude number game, not anything addressing how.  That absence of thought spells 

trouble when repeated over and over again.  It's exactly what I battled for all those years 

with Volt enthusiasts who would post empty statistics.  Without context, they don't reflect 

reality.  It was all about bragging rights, not actual change.  They would appeal to what 

felt right, not what made sense.  In this case, it was lack of imagination too.  Math is 

supposed to be logical.  Simply multiplying number doesn't mean anything when just 

taken at face value.  I was annoyed, so I posted:  In other words, turn a blind-eye to the 

basics of automotive business.  A one-size-fits-all solution just plain won't work.  To 

grow, the product selection must diversify.  Look around on a dealer's lot.  There are a 

wide variety of choices available.  Tesla can't possible increase annual sales with niche 

offering we have now.  S and X are simply out of reach, too expensive.  3 and Y should 

become reasonably affordable for the upper-tier of mainstream, but they are essentially the 

same vehicle.  Cybertruck will also be expensive and will be challenged by competitors 

with good reason to take risks.  VW is already targeting an audience Tesla can't reach with 

ID.4 here.  What is their plan in that smaller BEV category, exactly what the typical 

middle-market consumer would shop for?  It would be "hard to imagine" growth on that 

scale without Tesla offering several of those types of choices. 

8-29-2020 Solid-State Batteries.  It is nice to seem some comments shifting focus to when, rather 

than the "if" mantra of the past.  It will happen at some point.  The interest now is how that 

will have an impact to plans within the next few years.  Next-Gen design for BEV 

offerings is well underway.  The prospect of solid-state brings a new dimension to the 

discussions.  Forcing the importance of a large packs falls apart in favor of higher speed 

charging without restriction.  That potential for pushing the battery harder with no real 

consequence is a paradigm shift.  Anywho, it takes time.  Most participating with 

comments don't seem to have the background.  Those few who were active participates 

with other technology rollouts are well aware how lengthy the process becomes.  Even 

when that milestone of commitment to scale up takes place, it is still a very long journey 

ahead.  I put it this way:  This is just like other paradigm-shift technologies we have seen 

in the television & computer industries.  Even when it becomes viable, there is still much 

work to be done making the tech affordable.  Refining the manufacture process to increase 

yields and decrease time isn't easy.  Enthusiasts will go nuts in the meantime, spinning 

stories and getting distracted.  It all works out in the end for those patiently watching for 

confirmation of progress. 
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8-29-2020 Hydrogen Fuel.  In that discussion about solid-state batteries, the topic of hydrogen 

obviously emerged.  It is a misunderstood energy carrier.  The most overlooked aspect of 

it is how it will play a role in the storage of green energy.  When the wind blows and the 

sun shines resulting in electricity that cannot be consumed right away, large banks of 

batteries won't be the only solution.  In fact, this is when the efficiency equation gets a 

little screwy.  That excess electricity can be put to good use then.  Anywho, the discussion 

came down to this: "Hydrogen future is not dead."  Several had already attacked Toyota, 

pointlessly.  It's all rhetoric now.  There's no one to sway among the active 

participants.  The silent lurkers are another story.  We can continue to provide information 

to them constructively.  So, I joined in with:  Hydrogen will co-exist with BEV.  It is 

interesting to watch purists panic from the belief that hydrogen somehow threatens BEV 

progress.  Pushing a narrative of one-solution simply doesn't make sense.  Our power 

needs are diverse.  So, the claim of wasted investment is really a failure to consider the 

bigger picture.  There are massive efforts for industrial use we simply don't see from an 

automotive perspective... which is rather naive, since shipping (boats, trains, trucks) of 

completed vehicles and their parts to build require a shift away from diesel.  The expected 

replacement fuel for that is hydrogen.  So whether or not we feed our own personal 

vehicles with it is a moot point.  There obviously will be commercial use of hydrogen in 

fleet vehicles, for business & government.  That is why several major automakers are still 

advancing their fuel-cell offerings.  After all, the technology of electric-propulsion is 

interchangeable.  Many hardware & software components in FCEV are shared with BEV. 

8-30-2020 Compromise.  The attacks on Toyota continue.  I find more and more, the benefit from 

looking through the commenters posting history.  That provides an intent perspective often 

not revealed in a quote.  For example: "The skateboard design is a bit more than the 

original RAV4EV, its a complete no compromise EV design from the ground up."  That 

seems relatively clear... until you find previous posts that day were loaded with claims of 

Toyota having wasted billions of dollars on hydrogen development efforts.  It still never 

ceases to amaze me how some believe an automaker must only produce passenger 

vehicles, that their technology cannot be used for anything else... especially when so much 

of what was developed can be shared.  Ugh.  Needless to say, I was quite curious if I could 

manage to actually get some type of detail from this person.  So, I posted:  When a term or 

concept is pushed without explanation of what makes it superior, that's called rhetoric.  It 

can also reveal the lack of understanding audience.  If people were interested in designs 

with no compromise, the SUV would not have becoming a daily commute vehicle.  They 

are absolutely horrible in terms of handling & efficiency compared to a car.  Yet, that is 

what now dominates our landscape.  What I find most telling though is the effort some go 

through to divert attention, rather than provide detail.  Rollout of Lexus UX300e 

continues.  When you look at its platform, battery-pack cells are laid out across the floor 

of the vehicle.  How is that not a "skateboard" design?  A compare to the newest BEV 

offering, the VW ID.3, doesn't reveal major chassis differences.  The design simply finds a 

means of providing some weight reduction and some more room for battery.  So as others 

have also requested, tell us what "compromise" makes so much of a supposed difference. 
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8-30-2020 Crickets Chirping.  The promise of a business portfolio featuring "20 EVs by 2023" for 

GM really isn't stirring much excitement.  In fact, we got this comment in an article today 

about GM supposedly getting serious now: "Since I am an extremely charming person I 

would put it this way: GM should get off its a$$ right now and fast."  That, of course, 

came from someone new.  Literally everyone who had fought me in the past is 

gone.  They all gave up when the "over promise, under deliver" problem could no longer 

be defended.  It has been the Volt enthusiast's worse nightmare recently.  RAV4 Prime is 

what they had always hoped from.  Toyota had done exactly what I pointed out was 

necessary... and it is paying off well.  So much wasted opportunity is difficult to 

deny.  GM squandered tax-credits for conquest, rather than addressing what actually 

needed to be done.  Many see that now.  So, comments like that are becoming common.  I 

wonder who the audience is now.  There aren't enthusiasts to stir ambiguous statements 

into hype anymore.  So, asking questions is still just as pointless.  But, it must be 

done.  That's how critical thinking requires:  TOO LITTLE, TOO SLOWLY was a 

concern expressed by the task force overseeing GM's bankruptcy recovery plan.  They saw 

the corporate culture as a major barrier to technology in Volt actually being used to 

advance the business.  I shared that same sentiment many times over the past decade 

(Google shows 167 posts) and got attacked every single time, claiming I had something 

against GM success.  It's amazing how those blindly endorsing Volt absolutely refused to 

acknowledge challenges engineering faces when it comes to executive decisions.  Keep in 

mind, Volt never targeted GM's own core customers.  Loyal owners who wanted to 

replace their aged SUV with a new one had no green choice, Volt technology was never 

spread to want their shoppers wanted most.  Instead, GM abandoned PHEV in favor of 

BEV.  Nothing has become of that either... 4 years later... still waiting.  So, what has 

changed?  Is there anything different now to show this isn't more of the same? 

8-30-2020 Replacement Batteries.  I found this especially annoying: "When hybrids like the Toyota 

Prius were new, everyone "knew" that they were a bad buy.  Eventually a battery would 

need replacement..."  It was the opening for an article highlighting how aftermarket 

battery replacement has grown for Leaf.  With a BEV quite capable of many more years of 

operation, but impeded by a pack design not well thought out with regard to heat, there is 

a market for owners looking to renew their vehicle.  After all, with a new battery which 

offers greater capacity, the vehicle can actually become better than it was at the time of 

purchase.  That's an interesting twist... one the writer hoped to exploit by misrepresenting 

the past.  Distorting history is quite common.  But it is often because the person was 

poorly informed or their detail got mixed up.  In this case, it seemed a rather blatant 

attempt to promote through dishonesty.  After all, we should be holding journalists to 

higher standards.  Allowing them to mislead contributes to the problem.  So, I called her 

out, but in a manner that would hopefully stir some constructive feedback:  That was never 

true.  People suspected replacing the pack was inevitable, but Toyota proved otherwise... 

which is a major contributor to the successful spread of the tech throughout the 

fleet.  There are indeed high miles/years replacements, but those are far from 

common.  Most simply get driven to the ground with the original.  So with a BEV like 

Leaf, the question comes to the same circumstance.  How many miles/years does an owner 

go before making the choice to replace? 
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8-30-2020 How?  We are back to the "know your audience" emphasis.  That necessity of pointing out 

how the hybrid system actually works can't be stressed enough.  People completely new to 

the technology will make incorrect assumptions if you don't provide exposition from time 

to time.  Other times, they have the sense to ask questions: "When the battery has no more 

charge left (and using auto hv/ev mode), does the gas engine directly power the 

wheels?  Or does the gas engine charge the battery then the electric motor power the 

wheels?"  That was a great example of trying to learn about the unknown.  It's a 

fundamental to help understanding the rest of what happens.  Thinking through what really 

takes place as a result of plugging in and later when electricity is used up is what elevates 

us beyond rhetoric.  I kept my reply short & sweet:  The hybrid system is a FULL type 

(series-parallel), which means it can both generate & consume electricity at the same 

time.  This is achieved using a power-split device and 2 motors working in conjunction 

with the engine.  This flexibility allows it to rapidly seek out efficiency opportunities. 

8-31-2020 Pandemic Confirm.  Just like I have seen with the hybrid audience, people are poorly 

informed.  So many assumptions and so little opportunity to address them.  You have 10 

seconds.  Go!  1... 2... 3...  Then they go on to something else.  Conclusion draw.  Their 

fate sealed.  It's truly amazing how some simply don't bother.  They just plain don't 

care.  Why?  My guess is they aren't even aware that more information is available.  They 

just accept the "It is what it is." mantra.  Ugh.  Recognizing the pattern and watching it 

play out is fascinating.  You really wouldn't expect so much to be so predictable.  It is 

though.  As I have pointed out with past disasters... Two-Mode... Volt-1... Volt-2... 

Bolt.  That same automaker continued to poorly informed, never making an effort to figure 

out what went wrong with previous efforts.  Each project failed predictably too.  Oh 

well.  It isn't like there are some of us trying to share experiences & observations.  And 

now with this confirm of how vulnerable people in general are to influences they don't 

understand, there's even more reason to keep pushing. 

9-01-2020 Sickening.  Our president is a terrible person.  The more you look for problems, the more 

you find.  Today's discovery was especially sickening.  I had an invitation to pass along 

that information too, in response to: "Gas is on way out currently."  That comment was the 

first sentence in a very long post that completely missed the point, going on about various 

charging costs and resulting emissions.  Having an incorrect premise tends to invalidate 

the rest.  I replied to it with:  Are you really that naive?  The current administration has 

been pushing hard to open up new oil drilling sites.  The latest effort was today.  They 

removed many of the usual steps required for new locations within national 

forests.  Eliminating requirement for public notice & comment prior to approval is just 

plain evil.  We don't need more oil; yet, there's continued pressure for more.  Gas won't be 

on the way out with stuff like this happening, since it will ensure guzzling remains dirt 

cheap. 
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9-01-2020 Misconceptions.  The time has come.  I finally have an audience for a Prime User-Guide 

and have collected enough research material to make it worthwhile.  Getting beyond the 

early-adopter stage certainly took a long time with this generation.  Provoking me to begin 

the assembly of the document was a video posted by a Toyota mechanic with the intent to 

provide tips for new Prius Prime and RAV4 Prime owners.  There were several items 

which could have been presented better.  But since they didn't provide incorrect or 

information that was terribly misleading, I wasn't worried about them.  No one is 

perfect.  He did a decent job.  One specific item did need to be addressed though.  He 

spent several minutes discussing how it was best to avoid "full" recharges, not aware that 

isn't actually possible.  In other words, he was telling people about how lithium battery 

chemistry works in general.  The fact that the system won't ever let you charge to that 

level clearly wasn't known to him.  So, he was passing along bad advice.  I made the 

following on the video directly to him, and included the comment about my comment on 

the big Prius forum discussing it...  I found it troubling that he was propagating a 

misconception with his claims of "full" recharge and ended up posting: FULL charge is 

prevented automatically. When it shows 100% on the display, actual state-of-charge for 

the battery-pack is 84%. That upper limit is a buffer within the software for longevity. 

Owners don't need to do anything special when recharging daily. 

9-02-2020 Indirect Death.  We are seeing parallels emerge.  Being able to link vehicle emissions to 

breathing problems is nearly impossible; yet, the evidence of pollution contributing to 

complications like asthma are overwhelming.  Whether you can pinpoint cause or not, the 

outcome of death is undeniable.  So even if all direct links are argued away, the result is 

the same.  No amount of reasoning will change that.  It makes you think of the pandemic 

issues.  If resources in the hospital are consumed by Covid-19 patients, how many are 

dying for other reasons but that death could have otherwise been prevented?  How much 

waste is there fighting green solutions?  Think of what could have been achieved if those 

resources were used to promote instead.  Just 1 week away from my 20th anniversary of 

Prius ownership, it is a valuable perspective to consider.  We could be doing far more than 

we actually are.  There are consequences of not taking all factors into account. 

9-03-2020 Progress.  Stirring of the pot came today in the form of detail released for the upcoming 

PHEV model of Jeep Wrangler.  We ended up getting this comment: "While it's great to 

see this product, I can't help but imagine that if legacy automakers had their way, they 

would have dragged incremental developments like this on for decades.  Thankfully, Tesla 

came along to save us from countless years of "progress" rolling out at a snails pace."  I 

was amused by the usual undermining.  Same old nonsense we got from Volt 

enthusiasts.  They would post their "vastly superior" claims in any article of a constructive 

nature that didn't feature their precious.  Ugh.  It's really sad how they cannot welcome 

others to the team.  It's always a smug jab.  I ended up replying with:  That narrative is 

reinforced if you refuse to acknowledge spread of the technology.  Look at how neither 

GM nor Nissan did anything to actually change their status quo. Their token offerings 

didn't end up making a difference on their dealers lots.  In other words, sales inventory 

pretty much remained the same. Toyota, on the other hand, has spread their hybrid 

technology across almost the entire fleet... to the point of 2 models only being available as 

hybrids now.  So what if the range started at 12, then increased to 25, then increased to 42. 

It didn't take decades either.  It took 8 years. 
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9-03-2020 Got Nothing.  Response to my progress reply was a rant about timing and self-charging, 

concluded by: "Toyota stinks, EV-wise, and in their irresponsible wastage of resources on 

FCEVs."  The expectation was a load of pointless diatribe, but that took the cake.  I was 

quite amused.  This is how I fired back:  2012 PHEV gen-1 = 4.4 kWh;  2017 PHEV gen-

2 = 8.8 kWh;  2020 PHEV gen-3 = 18.1 kWh.  Spin whatever beginnings you 

want.  Attempt to change focus.  It won't change the rate of progress listed.  That 

technology will be spread across a wide variety of choices, which is the point of the 

post.  What I find most telling though is how you carefully avoided explaining what "EV-

wise" actually means.  No mention of RAV4 Prime's ability to drive at 84 mph with the 

heater running, using only electricity.  No mention of UX300e's 10-year, 1-million km 

warranty for its battery-pack.  What exactly was wasted?  Sounds like just another 

complaint about not following the very same path Tesla took. 

9-03-2020 More Attacks.  Apparently, today was the day: "Toyota has trashed their reputation by 

the RAV4 is a ploy to say that they are doing something.  The lack of supply is part of the 

plan, not a stumbling block to overcome."  The meritless attempts to undermine sure 

remind me of when Prius PHV was discontinued.  With no word of what Toyota would do 

next, antagonists just started spinning their own stories.  It was a great opportunity for 

them to back into a corner.  They had nothing to support their wild claims... most of which 

showed signs of desperation when Prius Prime was finally revealed.  That complete 

absence of substance was obvious... and well worth waiting for.  Same thing appears to be 

playing out again.  Witnessing it is quite interesting too.  There are a few who just decided 

Toyota crossed a line.  Such an arbitrary turn is telling.  I put it this way:  Lack of patience 

is the problem, not supply.  What's up with the narrative that RAV4 must be delivered in 

high-volume immediately?  Toyota never rushes and couldn't care less about what 

enthusiasts spin for expectations.  They have rolled out the PHEV model of RAV4 

worldwide, while continuing to deliver upgraded & new models of hybrid.  For those 

aware of Toyota's approach and with the new partnership just finalized with Panasonic in 

April, they will see past the supposed trashing of reputation and see the bigger 

picture.  Think about reputation and the need to educate consumers.  Rushing provides no 

benefit in that regard. 

9-03-2020 Gen-5 Wish List.  This was an interesting new topic started on the big Prius forum 

today.  I was quite curious where the discussion would take up.  He innocently asked the 

question: "What's on your wish list for Gen 5?"  It was followed by a perfectly reasonable 

list of upgrade hopes & suggestions.  The thing is, with such an evolving market, 

incremental improvements are typically not enough after several generations.  The 

upgrade must provide a substantial upgrade at some point.  I am saying that should be gen-

5 with the case for Prius.  Circumstances require something big.  Timing would be 

fantastic.  How could Toyota make Prius stand out again after so much with regard to 

hybrid offerings has happened?  They are standard across all the usual vehicles on the 

dealer's lot now.  Some traditional models have been phased out and the PHEV models 

growing.  Prius being the first of the hybrids to no longer offer a model without a plug 

completely makes sense, especially with how mature the battery tech will be in about 2 

years.  That will be the next pull forward of the entire fleet, Prius leading the way 

again.  My jump into the topic was with:  The market for a non-plug Prius is coming to a 

close.  It's mission to spread hybrid technology throughout the fleet can be given a status 

of accomplished.  Drawing upon that success to make Prius only available with a plug 

should be seen as the obvious next step. 
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9-03-2020 6 Months Later.  Do you remember what things were like 6 months ago?  Most people 

don't pay close enough attention, especially when expectations are realistically set.  We're 

seeing that already with the pandemic.  They just give up and call it the "new normal" 

when they don't have much control over the situation.  That kind of acceptance is what 

contributes to enabling, if they are complacent.  Asking questions is how you overcome 

that.  I get a lot of pushback for stirring the pot though.  The belief is any type of 

resistance is bad.  Being objective isn't looked upon as a helpful.  It's a parallel to green 

transportation I marvel in.  The psychology is an easy to recognize pattern.  In fact, 

predicting it is basically textbook.  There's nothing people are doing any different.  Change 

is change.  Not being prepared or even trained to deal with it will result in the messes we 

are witnessing.  People have no idea how they actually got into that predicament or what 

desired outcome should be.  Needless to say, I've been through this many 

times.  Experience with the car stuff gave me a decent background for understanding the 

reactions people would have to the change forced upon them by the virus.  It will be 

interesting if this prepares them for dealing with climate issues.  That too is a problem 

where the opponent cannot be reasoned with.  There is no negotiation possible.  Those 

external pressures keep pushing, whether you acknowledge them or not. 

9-04-2020 Kayaks.  We took them on a road-trip today.  Sadly, I didn't actually take a photo of them 

on the Prius; however, I did take plenty of us on the water.  We met up with some friends 

30 miles from home.  Being outside like that makes it very easy to socially distance.  It 

was likely among the final opportunities to do such a thing here too.  Living in Minnesota, 

the end of Summer becomes rather difficult to deny.  Next week, temperatures will drop 

into the 40's F.  Anywho, the entire trip resulting in a 70 MPG average.  That's amazing 

when you take into consideration the large aerodynamic disruption, especially when 

traveling 65 mph on the highway.  We had a good time and I didn't do anything special for 

the driving.  It was just load & go. 
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9-05-2020 Safer Why?  Asking what actually makes a difference isn't unreasonable.  Yet, that 

request is almost never acknowledged.  Those attempting to mindlessly promote "better" 

just ignore the post.  I suspected this is going to be another example of exactly that: 

 

Pushing fear with a mantra of "safer" is exactly how the SUV was marketed years ago.  It 

worked well too.  Many used that as justification for purchase, despite not actually having 

anything beyond cherry-picked claims to support their position.  Eventually, detail began 

to emerge.  That data contradicted prior statements.  Marketing moved on to another 

propaganda effort, but we still remember.  Look for vague references.  Without detail, 

there can be no critical thinking, no honest critique. 

 

The most obvious standout is the use of "operating range".  Notice how that says literally 

nothing.  What are the values?  When is it important?  Watch how antagonists attempt to 

change the subject, diverting attention away from questions being asked. 

 

When does the battery get too hot?  People assume high-speed travel would cause 

excessive heat.  Turns out, very little actual power is required to sustain fast 

propulsion.  So, it's not that.  People assume acceleration would cause excessive 

heat.  Turns out, demand from the battery is limited to short bursts.  So, it's not that 

either.  People typically aren't aware of how much heat results from fast-charging.  Those 

hoping to undermine won't provide any detail though, hoping you'll assume all fast-

charging is the same.  They don't want you to discover how the speeds vary, to the point of 

different tiers being available... which make a big difference. 

In this case, fast-charging is limited to 50kW.  We have seen a number of vehicles with 

that as an upper limit.  Some of that came about from limitations & costs on the provider 

side.  Some of it was from faster being a nice-to-have, rather than a necessity.  Some of it 

was from varying battery chemistries.  Whatever the case, it is a nice starting point 

because that speed generates far less heat than the faster rates.  So, it's safe. 

9-05-2020 What Comes Next?  The discussion continued:  Gen-5 Prius will follow Toyota's quest 

for appealing to mainstream consumers, bringing about change in subtle fashion.  Claims 

that approach must change to an aggressive push like Tesla are pointless.  That is a 

different audience with different goals.  The next Prius will deliver improvements upon its 

predecessor with rock-solid reliability at a reasonable price.  People may call that boring 

or uninspired, but that's what has successfully brought about change across the fleet.  So, 

thoughts of embracing the plug as standard make sense.  That's a reasonable next step. 
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9-06-2020 Vaporware.  Someone will inevitably bring up semantics, arguing about how something 

is labeled rather than focus on anything of substance.  Actual thought is usually not the 

domain of enthusiasts.  They simply like to support their favorite propaganda.  I saw that 

coming rather quickly this time, when this popped up: "Bottom line, right now the 5th gen 

Prius is vaporware, it's anything we wish it to be."  It was an obvious attempt to stir 

rhetoric, to keep the posting on the assertive side.  There are those who thrive on 

conflict.  It's difficult to get constructive content in focus as a result.  I keep trying though: 

 

Vaporware comes about when a manufacturer makes a promise to deliver something quite 

impressive, but delivery seems questionable... too good to be true.  Later when the 

delivery date is reached, they fail to fulfill that promise.  Since Toyota has not made any 

such promise, there is nothing to question.  We are just pointing out history and noting 

how that pattern can be used to set realistic expectations. 

 

This is how I summed up GM's promise shortly after the big Volt price drop and inventory 

had been piling up, clear confirm of the project was seriously struggling: "The primary 

reason Volt was labeled as "vaporware" right from the start was its price, range, and 

efficiency targets didn't make sense.  How could so much be delivered in so little 

time?  Having a price of "nicely under $30,000" was absurd for 2010.  There's no way a 

battery that large could have a cost low enough.  Then to also deliver a 40-mile range 

even in winter along with 50 MPG following depletion, it sounded too good to be true." 

 

Keep in mind, it should go without saying that sales must be both sustainable and 

profitable.  So even with those promises fulfilled, there is no guarantee of long-term 

success... which is absolutely essential for business.  Again, this is why Volt failed.  Even 

with that validation of sales trouble back in 2013, there still could have been an effort to 

rekindle the technology itself.  After all, a goal of rollout is to find a means to spread what 

had been developed to other offerings.  Diversification is the next step to achieve growth. 

Seeing how successful Toyota has been spreading PHEV technology from Prius to RAV4 

is undeniable confirmation of showing strong potential for continued growth, as well as 

being sustainable and profitable.  With an ever-changing market and now being at the 

diversification stage, Toyota has the opportunity to explore possibilities with Prius... 

which could make some wishes come true. 
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9-06-2020 Seeing Change.  What do you look for?  Some have very specific expectations: "That's 

why I think they may change tack and go BEV."  This is why much of what Toyota has 

been doing is either overlooked or dismissed.  For that matter, other players in the industry 

have the same fate.  Until they play the game, there is no recognition of progress.  It's the 

narrative of enthusiasts.  That problem they create for themselves is endless.  In fact, I find 

it truly remarkable how much history ends up repeating as a result of them never learning 

the lesson.  We're on the edge of it happening yet again.  Both Tesla & VW are venturing 

into territory GM has already stumbled in.  Growth beyond early-adopters is that innovator 

dilemma.  Some great products simply don't appeal to mainstream buyers.  Far more subtle 

progress is what truly brings about the paradigm shift.  In fact, it must be perceived as the 

next natural step forward to be accepted.  When there is a commitment presented as an 

across-the-board upgrade, the ordinary consumer finally takes notice.  Otherwise, it's just 

perceived as a niche offering.  In other words, being able to see change requires the ability 

to understand who.  That is why it really irritates some when I post "Know your audience" 

in reply to their rants.  None of their attention-grabbing tactics have any impact on 

showroom shoppers.  So, I post without regard to their nonsense:  That already 

happened.  Prius PHV remained a true hybrid, very actively blending both power sources 

to achieve optimal overall efficiency.  Frequently turning on the engine for short bursts 

was a fundamental of the design.  Prius Prime changed that, switching to an approach 

which favored EV even when that wasn't the ideal choice.  So whatever the next 

configuration, it will predominantly be electric.  That would usher in a BEV model, in 

combination with a PHEV model.  After all, leading the way for other vehicles in the fleet 

is what Prius has done well.  Think about how Hyundai/Kia and BMW have already 

delivered a multi-approach.  Seeing Toyota do the same thing isn't much of a stretch. 

9-08-2020 Overkill.  In a discussion about batteries on the general blog for all things EV, we got this 

today: "GM engineers have said they were overly conservative in both the Volt and Bolt 

battery pack designs as they were the first consumer available EVs from the company, 

PHEV and BEV respectively.  As a result, both packs have turned out to be massively 

over-engineered for what they needed to do."  I knew it was just more superiority 

nonsense.  When something is "better" but you don't gain anything from the design, is it 

really better?  In other words, this is yet another diminishing return situation.  Paying so 

much more for so little doesn't make sense... unless you are an enthusiasts obsessed with 

engineering.  They don't understand the balance required to appeal to mainstream 

consumers.  Tradeoffs are unacceptable, period.  With awareness of that mindset, I replied 

with:  Spinning overkill as necessity is still a problem. Enthusiasts refuse to acknowledge 

liquid cooling isn't a requirement to make PHEV and BEV competitive with traditional 

vehicles.  They feel compelled to point out superior performance without specifics while 

also misrepresenting "air cooled" by implying all non-liquid approaches are the same.  It's 

that kind of undermining which ultimately hurts any type of plug-in promotion.  Yet, it 

continues, despite efforts to raise awareness. 
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9-09-2020 Wow!  Within just a few minutes of my post, I got this in return: "Nissan has shown air 

cooled is not the way to go.  Even if the problem was their specific implementation, they 

have forever turned people off to the idea..."  I was beside myself.  An example of 

precisely what I had just draw attention to was provided.  It's difficult to know whether my 

post was actually read at all or if it was just reply without thought.  My guess is it was 

nothing but an instinctive response based on outdated information.  He probably has no 

clue there are new designs now.  People tend to hold onto sound reasoning of the past and 

never check if anything has changed since.  That's why I jump on posts like this.  It's great 

opportunity to provide exposition, which I gladly did:  Wow!  You repeated exactly what I 

sighted as a problem.  I guess it requires greater emphasis: "AIR COOLED" IS NOT THE 

SAME FOR ALL PLUG-IN VEHICLES.  The approach Nissan took was to allow heat to 

dissipate through their sealed pack with a passive design.  There was no exchange of air or 

even any circulation.  And yes, that did prove not the way to go.  That literally has nothing 

in common with the "air cooled" approach Toyota/Lexus has taken. With RAV4 Prime 

and UX300e, there is a forced circulation of A/C air using a dedicated path.  That means 

you get cooling throughout the pack, a design very much like what liquid provides.  In 

terms of effectiveness, expect an extreme difference between the "air cooled" 

systems.  There is without doubt a significant improvement from the design lacking an 

aggressive priority for cooling. 

9-09-2020 Battery Abuse.  When a third owner of a 2005 Prius posts their first post on the big forum 

listing a number of major problems, you should be suspicious.  If there is a lot of detail 

provided that seems to support the overall status reported, it may be legit.  Someone 

joining the group to ask for help does happen.  What triggered the move was the ABS 

failing.  In addition to the expenses already having dealt with, that makes an owner 

second-guess the decision to hold onto the vehicle for much longer.  After all, 15 years is 

already a long time.  I homed in on this particular comment: "However, in the 3.5 years 

I've owned it, the hybrid battery, wheel bearing, water pump, and hybrid inverter coolant 

pump have failed."  Knowing he was averaging well over 20,000 miles per year (75,000 

miles driven during his ownership), it was time for me to point out:  That raises a warning 

flag of the car having been abused by the previous owners, something that would not show 

up on any records.  The generation of Prius you have uses a bladder in the gas tank to 

reduce evaporative emissions.  That made the non-linear gauge inaccurate when at the low 

end.  Owners who liked to squeeze out maximum distance would tend to run out of gas as 

a result... which means they ended up driving short distances using nothing but 

electricity.  That type of power demand grossly exceeded what the was designed to 

handle.  As a result, the car will experience accelerated aging on the battery and related 

components.  Do you know why the previous owners sold the car?  Frustration from 

running out of gas would be a good reason. 
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9-10-2020 Critical Thinking.  We get a lot of deflection, when rhetoric like this is called out: "id.3 

presents several cost cuts, the car price will come down very fast as VW is for sure adding 

an insane margin on top of it."  I pointed out how familiar that was, hearing the very same 

claims made for Volt was history repeating now.  That repetition is what freaks out 

enthusiasts.  They do everything possible to change the subject... deflect.  This was the 

reply I got from a well known troublemaker: "He also forgets that the GEN 2 volt was 

designed to have a much lower manufacturing cost..."  Refusal to just acknowledge the 

pattern is all I need.  We saw the same with Two-Mode, when I pointed out how its history 

was repeating with Volt.  It's quite remarkable how they dismiss.  It's not even 

downplay.  Heck, they'll even outright lie to get to stop posting observations.  This is 

different, period.  No, it's not.  That's why I blog.  Being able to confirm the repetition is 

quite empowering.  I have evidence.  Things look different when you look back.  But if 

you took the time to document detail about what people were thinking at the moment, you 

have a solid record available for comparison.  Here's how I replied to today's 

nonsense:  That's the problem and this post clearly the lesson was not learned.  Those 

"excellently designed Voltec vehicles" may have been lower cost to manufacture, but that 

was alone wasn't enough.  Price needed to be reduced significantly too.  That target of 

"nicely under $30,000" was never achieved.  GM was all talk, unwilling to do what it 

actually took.  The most obvious opportunity missed that enthusiasts do everything to 

avoid addressing is not having increased range.  Enthusiasts were proud of how far gen-1 

could travel with a single charge.  Their need was fulfilled.  More would be nice, but 

sacrificing price simply wasn't worth it for ordinary consumers.  By retaining roughly the 

same range, kWh capacity could have been reduced.  The cost & weight savings would 

have made a big difference.  GM knew they would get bashed for such a move.  VW is 

about to face similar pressures.  Doing what is necessary isn't easy.  Whenever I pointed 

out how Toyota was indeed doing just that, I got labeled as a hater.  Some still try to spin 

that history too, by evading certain detail.  Fortunately, critical thinking prevails. 
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9-11-2020 Misconceptions.  This was interesting to stumble across today: "I think my biggest 

challenge now is going to be keeping my battery in a depleted state when I'm not driving 

much.  I hear that's better for battery longevity.  I'll need to find a balance between EV 

and Hybrid modes."  There are certain individuals who post based upon anecdotal 

evidence and dismiss whatever detailed data you actually present.  They figure as an 

owner themself, there's no need for additional input.  It has become an irritating source of 

trouble.  They just plain don't care, as the forum to them is a means of connecting with 

other owners.  Being constructive is not important in their eyes.  Hence, they end up 

feeding misconceptions.  This was my intercept to deal with a common one, sighted in that 

quote: 

 

Reminds me of the misconceptions we had to address back when Prius was new... decades 

ago.  btw, I just celebrated my 20th anniversary of Prius ownership.  You'll find that 

assumptions come from people not posting enough information.  That ends up feeding a 

common belief.  After awhile, that becomes a misconception... which can take years to 

finally squash.  Fortunately, we have many years of data to combat with already. 

 

In this case, longevity belief comes from people not understanding that there is no "full" 

for Prius Prime.  There is for other devices that us lithium batteries, like your phone or an 

electric lawn-mower.  But for the Toyota system, maximum is really only 84% of total 

available capacity.  There's a buffer built into the software which prevents you from ever 

reaching full.  So when the display shows 100%, it really isn't. 

That limits the "not driving much" concerns down to if you aren't driving at least once per 

week or you have the vehicle continuously parked in very hot conditions.  Otherwise, 

there is no longevity benefit.  My old 2012 Prius PHV is still working just fine without 

ever having done anything special for it.  I recharged twice per day (overnight and at 

work) for over 5 years.  The new owner (a friend of mine) just recharges whenever 

without any concern. 
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9-11-2020 Hydrogen.  There are a few who thrive on the hope of hydrogen dying.  They cannot 

stand the idea of multiple solutions for reducing consumption & emissions.  It never 

ceases to amaze me how some feel it is absolutely necessary to adhere to a simplicity of 

one.  My guess is they cannot deal with the complexity of a multitude of 

configurations.  As a software engineer for 30 years, I'm well aware of design 

considerations.  Addressing so many different tradeoffs from a wide variety of approaches 

to achieve an optimum balance for an ever-changing set of needs is what I thrive on.  My 

career depends upon understanding audience want & need... hence my mantra.  For others, 

I can see how that would be overwhelming.  Anywho, this was the post: "Just when you 

think it's dead."  His despise for hydrogen is no secret.  I replied with: 

 

It was never going to die.  The bigger picture is what most people don't take time to 

consider.  California wants shipping emissions to be significantly reduced.  That means 

boats wanting to dock will need to find cleaner fuel alternatives.  That also means trucks 

in the yard will need to do the same.  Having a well established set of hydrogen stations 

helps with the truck part. 

 

Reality is, there's a massive potential with hydrogen for industrial use.  We will also see it 

in commercial use, for fleet vehicles and some passenger.  The cold, hard fact that fuel-

cells will co-exist with battery is overwhelmingly difficult for some to 

accept.  Why?  Diversity is vital. 

Having diversity among green choices makes sense too.  After all, it's entirely realistic that 

we could see come DC fast-chargers supplemental powered by hydrogen.  Paying for top-

tier service during peak hours is very expensive, which could make that alternative 

attractive... especially if it provides local employment opportunity.  Think about the value 

of spreading power generation & capture to rural areas. 

9-12-2020 Gas Guzzling Monsters.  Celebrating has begun now that initial production of Rivian has 

begun.  These are very large electric pickups. But since they consume electricity, turning a 

blind-eye to how much is an easy trap to fall into.  That's exactly what Volt owners 

did.  Enthusiasts showed no concern for kWh/mi values.  Their mission was to "save gas" 

only.  Eventually, dismissals like that will reveal consequences.  You'll fall into the 

trap.  Needless to say, I found this quote the perfect invitation to join the discussion: 

"Replacing these with the Rivian, Cybertruck and other electric vehicles will have a 

proportionally bigger impact on fossil fuel use in the USA than electric cars and we can 

say good riddance to the gas guzzling monsters."  I wonder if this response I posted will 

stir any critical thinking:  Switching from fossil fuel combustion to green electricity is a 

checkbox filled for the priority of clean emissions, but it doesn't properly address the 

consumption problem.  These giant pickups transporting nothing but a driver most of the 

time is still an energy guzzler.  That reality will sink in when you are waiting for a public 

charger to become available.  A monster-size vehicle is going to have a massive 

thirst.  You could end up having to wait longer as a result.  There is also the predicament 

of charging at home.  Being too large to fit in a typical garage, owners have to do 

something special to plug in outside.  No one ever addresses that situation.  The cost & 

logistics cannot be easily dismissed. 
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9-12-2020 Being Constructive.  It takes far longer than anyone wants to admit.  A recent survey 

made that all too clear.  People want BEV choices to have quite a bit lower price (well 

under the "nicely below $30,000), to have a range close to 300 miles, and to recharge in 30 

minutes.  This is one of the first comments posts in a discussion about that: "Once people 

begin to realize how simple (and cheap) home charging is, the tipping point will come 

closer."  In response (and to keep things constructive), I asked: 

 

How simple & cheap is it ? 

 

The problem we have here is it's more expensive for some.  I see posts everyday from 

those doing the math for their situation... gas less than $2 per gallon and electricity about 

$0.25 per kWh.  With a PHEV delivering 50 MPG and 4 mi/kWh, the respective returns 

aren't favorable... 100 miles = $4 gas or $6.25 electricity. 

 

Less expensive can be had if you are willing to invest in a level-2 EVSE.  But the cost of 

that device along with the wiring ends up washing out any possible savings.  So, you are 

stuck without any good way to promote going green in terms of fueling.  This is why any 

complaint related to advertising are a red-herring.  Enthusiasts arguing amongst 

themselves doesn't achieve anything. 

In short, gas wins.  How do we overcome that? 

9-13-2020 Recharging Advice.  It is interesting how some people will argue with you using nothing 

but basics.  They have been following the generalized advice for years and it has served 

them well.  So, they don't understand the pushback... even when you provide detail 

explaining why this is different.  There has been an online exchange continuing on that 

very problem: "Even if there is a 16% buffer to the top it is still better for the battery that 

you keep it around 50% than 84%. 84% is still considered high in terms of health for 

lithium ion batteries."  That comment was posted i reply to me pointing out "full" isn't 

really 100%.  They felt compelled to argue.  I pushed back too:  Frequent shallow draws 

from the battery are better for it than being parked for an extended duration, regardless of 

charge level.  The health for daily use is just fine if you charge it back up to 84% every 

night.  This is already proven too for the particular lithium chemistry used.  That stopping 

point in not arbitrary.  So, unless you will be away from your vehicle for at least a week, 

simply plugging in for a scheduled overnight recharge is the recommendation. 
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9-13-2020 Teaching Moments.  I got another one today.  He clearly didn't like my reply to the 

"simple & cheap" comment: "Your inaccurate and cherry picked numbers are indicative 

of your FUDly intent."  It never ceases to amaze me how some will post an insult and 

think they have addressed the problem.  It's denial on a fundamental level.  The "flight or 

fight" choice is bizarre.  How does running away from issues fix 

anything?  Ugh.  Anywho, this is how I responded to that nonsense:  Raising awareness of 

what others cherry-pick is not FUD, it's critical thinking.  As a PHEV owner, I have to 

deal with those calculations on a very regular basis.  Rather than blowing off the exchange 

(consequently, legitimizing their claim), you should be capitalizing on the 

opportunity.  One constructive reply is to validate their numbers as accurate, pointing out 

how their 25 cents per kWh doesn't have to be.  You can inform them how to sign up for a 

time-of-use discount program with their local provider.  With mine, I am able to recharge 

overnight for just 7 cents per kWh.  Another constructive reply is to stir interest in rebate 

offerings.  Point out how some power companies and local governments have incentive 

programs to get you to upgrade your home for level-2 charging by subsidizing part of the 

EVSE purchase.  With mine, I was able to get $500 for each of ours.  In other words, I'm 

calling out your dismissal.  Next time, don't just label something you don't want to deal 

with as FUD. 

9-13-2020 Still Arguing.  I got this as a reply to the recharging advice: "Shallow draws and parked 

for extended duration are both not good.  Best is to keep the battery charge around 50% 

as possible as you can.  I am not saying that charging to 84% or drop it below 25% is 

going to kill the battery.  I am saying that the less you do that the better for 

longevity.  Read this."  I went from annoyed to amused.  I'm not sure if he didn't read it 

himself or didn't understand the contents.  So, I posted two key takeaway quotes from 

it:  Quite the opposite. In fact, that links confirms what I have been saying... 

 

"The smaller the discharge (low DoD), the longer the battery will last.  If at all possible, 

avoid full discharges and charge the battery more often between uses.  Partial discharge 

on Li-ion is fine.  There is no memory and the battery does not need periodic full 

discharge cycles to prolong life." 

 

And it went on to say... 

 

"Most chargers for mobile phones, laptops, tablets and digital cameras charge Li-ion to 

4.20V/cell.  This allows maximum capacity, because the consumer wants nothing less than 

optimal runtime.  Industry, on the other hand, is more concerned about longevity and may 

choose to lower voltage thresholds.  Satellites and electric vehicles are such examples." 

 

In short, lumping together knowledge of other lithium powered devices into the same 

category as our cars is inappropriate.  We know for a fact vehicles like Prius Prime don't 

allow maximum capacity.  So, it's basically a red-herring to claim otherwise for frequent 

use.  That are not the same. 

Put another way, focus on what has a greater impact instead.  The biggest reduction to 

battery-life is from heat.  Owners should strive to avoid charging when the battery is hot 

and parking in situations that will expose the vehicle to long spans of direct sun. 
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9-14-2020 Benchmark?  It got really tiring, every single article being made about Volt... claiming it 

was vastly superior.  Now there are many choices and Prius can't even be considered the 

antithesis anymore.  That puts those enthusiasts who still like to stir the pot upset.  They 

have no idea how to deal with RAV4 Prime, exactly the vehicle many had desperately 

wished GM would deliver.  In denial, they continue to claim Volt should represent the 

example to aspire too.  Today, someone annoyed with that nonsense put it this way: "Why 

is Volt, a vehicle that could not survive the end of EV subsidies, the benchmark?"  That 

nails it.  I couldn't have said it any better.  Preparing to deal with tax-credits prior to when 

they expire was the push I had complained about for years, GM wasn't.  Failure was 

inevitable.  They didn't care.  It did indeed fail too.  They still don't care.  It's 

bizarre.  What's the point of simply having bragging rights?  A benchmark without 

purpose doesn't make sense; yet, we still get the pointless praise... despite not being the 

"game changer" it was promised to be. 

9-15-2020 Cold Soak.  Even if you read the manual, it doesn't mean you'll understand what to 

actually do.  Today, it was the interpretation of "low" and how that applied to battery 

care.  Making assumptions is far too easy.  This topic is new to most people and the only 

related background they have is with their other digital devices.  The cell-phone is a great 

example.  It is designed to exploit every last bit of power the battery will provide.  That 

works fine for the anticipated useful life of 2 to 3 years.  Longer than that is counter to the 

providers need to sell you a replacement.  They depend upon that routine upgrade.  So, 

longevity of the powersource isn't a priority.  As a result, you notice shortened usage time 

as the anticipated replacement period draws near.  Some are aware of this that plug-in 

vehicle wouldn't share that design, hence seeking out information about how it differs and 

what to do with that knowledge.  In short, they don't want to have to replace the battery-

pack later.  That's means helping those out that don't know what it all means.  In this case, 

the uncertainty came from these quotes: "Charge the EV after a sabbatical.  Resting at low 

charge reverses capacity fade." and "It is best to let the battery rest at low SoC and only 

charge before use.  Dwelling at low charge reduces calendar aging and may also reverse 

capacity fade."  I provided this as a follow-up to speculation about what it meant:  That is 

a misunderstanding of what "low" actually represents.  Basically, it means a "not charged 

yet" state.  In other words, Toyota recommends leaving the recharge until right before the 

vehicle is to be used.  Allowing the chemicals to rest as long as possible before routine 

charging is as a "cold soak".  This does indeed help slow aging.  In simple terms, you are 

giving time for the battery to cool down.  Heat is what reduces longevity.  That is why DC 

fast-charging has so much more of an impact than just level-2. 
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9-16-2020 Per kWh Pricing.  The long-overdue change has finally begun.  Pricing per unit of time 

was controversial.  It can vary depending upon who else is drawing at the same time.  And 

obviously, different vehicles charge at different speeds.  Laws had prevented everyone 

except electricity providers to charge based upon quantity.  That is not a barrier 

anymore.  It can now also be done by those who provide charging-stations.  Today, 

Electrify America announced the have drive dropped session fees entirely and replaced 

time with a 31 cent per kWh billing approach for members ($4 per month) and 43 cents 

per kWh for everyone else.  This takes effect in the following states: Arizona, Arkansas, 

California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, 

Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, 

Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, and Washington, which covers 78 percent of their overall 

network in the United States.  You will get billed for remaining connected 10 minutes 

after the draw has stopped.  The chargers I used at work are ChargePoint.  They have not 

changed yet.  It is still on a per 8-hour billing approach.  Who knows if that will be 

altered.  There's no demand anymore.  Everyone who plugged in there has shifted to 

parking elsewhere.  For me, it's in my garage.  Working from home has been great... as a 

software engineer.  Most people aren't so fortunate.  Demands on my career got easy with 

the flexibility remote access has provided.  So, my pricing is even better.  Now, the only 

public chargers I use are at the grocery store... which are free. 

9-17-2020 Advice.  Reading comments posted from new owners of RAV4 Prime are 

fascinating.  Most have little to no knowledge of Prius Prime.  Some don't even know how 

Toyota's hybrids operate.  It's an entirely different world for them, a new market filled 

with consumers completely unaware of the enthusiast realm I have dealt with for 

years.  That's exactly what I warned the antagonists about.  Know your audience.  That 

was foreshadow of an unfamiliar domain to come, fortunately, one where their none of 

their tricks work.  Dwelling in unfamiliar territory is really throwing them.  Turns out, the 

same is true for new owners.  They guess based on observation.  Sometimes, that works 

out fine.  Other times, they need advice... because they totally got it wrong.  This time, it 

wasn't too bad.  But I was concerned that it was the administrator of the forum making an 

incorrect assumption.  It was in the form of a video too.  So, I directly confronted him with 

the hopes of a constructive response.  That worked out well... thankfully.  With that 

exchange, it will be much easier to share other wisdom in the future.  That's how good 

advice ends up getting shared... hence an entirely different world.  This is an example of 

how it starts:  It is called "Charge Mode".  The word "hold" is simply an instruction, just 

like they have for buttons on the remote.  Using it while not moving is horribly 

inefficient.  The purpose is to take advantage of the hybrid system while under a load, like 

while cruising on the highway.  It's beneficial when you want EV on a road-trip, but don't 

have anywhere to plug in. 
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9-18-2020 Exclusion.  They simply didn't care.  It continues: "Let's just not count PHEVs as 

EVs."  There's a belief that purity is the only way.  If it has an engine, it is bad... 

period.  There's a intolerance that is quite unconstructive.  Rather than considering how 

routine PHEV plugging in contributes to the desire to upgrade charging at home and could 

ultimately result in a used PHEV becoming available, some enthusiasts absolutely insist 

only a BEV will make a difference.  More and more, the claim is becoming there's no 

benefit at all from having a small battery-pack with a plug.  It's interesting to see that come 

about as evidence to the contrary becomes more common.  My guess is that is the result of 

growing desperation.  If they get caught misleading, they'll just ignore the accusation 

rather than making up some excuse.  Heck, we saw that in the Senate with the 

Impeachment.  I was surprised how blatant it was.  They simply didn't care.  As a result of 

learning that, much of what I post is for exposition to others who may be reading the 

discussion... because I know my post will basically be ignored by the 

troublemaker.  Today was such an exchange:  EV represents anything using only 

electricity for travel.  Having an engine is an extra, not a requirement for most PHEV 

choices.  BEV is the best way to refer to vehicles with only a plug.  Why would you not 

count electric-only driving as relevant to the cause?  Keep in mind, PHEV benefit much 

more from opportunity recharging... something that's becoming common as the number of 

charge locations increase... which is not reflected in any study of past usage. 

9-19-2020 Demand Spin.  They are very much on the attack now: "PHEVs use smaller batteries, this 

leads to less pressure to increase battery manufacture which leads to an increase in the 

time for an all electric transition."  It is a relentless narrative, one that contributed heavily 

to the death of Volt.  Mixed messaging will ultimately lead to an end, every time.  To 

make contradictory statements on a regular basis and not expect failure as an outcome is 

madness.  Yet, we witnessed in firsthand with GM.  It was a battle from within, confused 

statements of mission.  When purpose is not made clear & concise, how is the consumer 

supposed to respond?  Even worse, it tears apart supporters... causing groups of 

enthusiasts to battle each other, which is playing out right now:  Neither Bolt nor Leaf - 

both BEV - resulted in any major push in any regard.  RAV4 Prime - a PHEV - is now 

proving the opposite.  Demand from it to increase battery manufacturing is all too 

clear.  Demand to increase availability of public chargers for opportunity recharging has 

increased too. Demand for help upgrading homes for faster recharging has increased as 

well. In other words, whatever observation you had about past offerings doesn't 

necessarily apply to what is happening now.  The reason why should be obvious, but most 

people overlook it.  The difference is audience.  RAV4 Prime appeals to an entirely 

different segment of the market.  Toyota found a way to overcome Innovator's Dilemma 

by diversifying their techno 
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9-19-2020 Missing The Point.  There can sometimes be a fine line between asking constructive 

questions and feeding uncertainty.  This was a great example of that: "If PHEVs become 

dominant why would charge stations become more common?  How many people on a 200-

mile journey stop every 40 miles to recharge their PHEV?"  The red-flag with that was 

those values stated.  They are quite arbitrary.  There is no basis whatsoever mentioned 

why either was highlighted.  Specifics with such vague references are a warning about 

intent.  Sure, it could just be a hypothetical.  That's why pointing out the oversight should 

be responded to with critical thought.  We'll see if that happens:  That misses the 

point.  Focus should be on ordinary driving, not the rare long-distance trip.  PHEV seek 

out opportunity charging routinely.  When I stop at the local grocery store, I plug in.  That 

short visit results in several miles of EV range... exactly what I need to extend my errand 

running.  Seeing a BEV with a massive battery-pack at the same location doesn't make any 

sense.  What's the benefit for them?  In other words, you cannot argue "charge stations" 

without including context of purpose & location. 

9-19-2020 Wolf in Sheep's Clothing.  The propaganda effort is all too familiar.  When something 

threatening makes a splash, studies appear out of nowhere to claim the success is a 

fraud.  The effort to mislead is desperate from the start.  Claims don't represent real-world 

criteria; yet, people gobble up the press from those claims.  I remember a Hummer story 

comparing to Prius made the claim of Prius having an incredibly short life... shorter than 

the warranty.  It made no sense.  Anyone taking a moment to think about how absurd that 

was would question merit.  Most didn't though.  This is how "fake news" came 

about.  Discovery of how gullible some people were provided new opportunity to exploit... 

which we are seeing the fruits of now.  That's really sad, but not at all 

surprising.  Annoyed, I jumped into a new discussion on one of the supposed studies 

making the rounds now with:  Claims of not plugging in are really fodder to feed the 

narrative.  Detail of studies reveal selective & outdated data.  In other words, they cherry-

pick to support a generalization.  When you look at PHEV that are trending now, the latest 

& greatest like RAV4 Prime, you get a very different story of use & intent.  Owners & 

Wannabes seek out information about how to upgrade charging at home, so they can get 

the most of their vehicle.  That's a stark change from older offerings, where owners were 

content with overnight recharges from nothing but an ordinary 120-volt outlet.  In fact, if 

you really dig for information, you'll questions about how to best use the electricity they 

have available.  Owners ask what the best approach is to choosing when to drive in EV 

mode while on a long drive that will exceed electric-only range.  Needless to say, this is 

very much reminiscent of propaganda efforts of the past.  Those with knowledge of green-

car history will recognize the pattern. 
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9-19-2020 Supposed Credible Studies.  I have searched and searched online.  No where can I find 

data to support the study stirring such controversy.  There is nothing but a briefing, just an 

executive summary.  History has shown how distorted findings can be from not knowing 

source.  Remember just last month.  A push come from sighting a study from 2014.  That 

in itself should raise concerns.  Much as changed since then.  But when you hunted down 

detail, it revealed that of the 1,981 vehicles providing date, over 92% (that's 1,831) were 

gen-1 Volt.  It was misrepresentation of PHEV to an extreme; yet, no one was calling out 

that problem.  In fact, I was apparently the only one who even bothered to do any 

research.  Ugh.  That's why this post is so important.  It is a rebuttal to deal with obvious 

attempt to mislead from sources clearly not credible.  So, I asked:  Transport & 

Environment collated "real world" data from approximately 20,000 PHEVs.  Where is that 

data?  We have absolutely no clue how the vast selection of PHEV choices were actually 

represented.  When you read the briefing, a section begins with big bold letters stating 

"Claims PHEVs drive in zero emission mode are a con".  Then it goes on to misrepresent 

all PHEV by cherry-picking with this quote about a Kia offering: "When the coolant 

temperature is lower than 14°C, and you turn the climate control on for heating, the 

vehicle will automatically switch to HEV mode as the engine is required to provide heat 

for the passengers." At the end, it draws this conclusion: "Manufacturers of PHEVs 

advertise the range of the car driven on the battery only and advertise the car as being 

capable of zero emissions in urban driving.  The reality is it is almost impossible for the 

car to drive in zero emission mode even for short distances on a regular basis."  That is 

blatant misleading, a clear effort to portray PHEV incorrectly.  The hope is people will 

just pass along the conclusion, never questioning it or even seeking out data of their own... 

which is how I enter the picture.  Rather than provide a study of my own, I provide lots 

and lots and lots of detailed data. Go onto YouTube and search for "priusguru" 

videos.  Notice the large collection of real-world data contradicting the "impossible" 

claim?  It is really sad that misinformation campaigns can be so successful.  People 

assume studies are comprehensive.  Those publishing with ill intent prey on the naïve, 

who help to spread their false narrative. 

9-19-2020 Crutch Excuse.  The blind-eye is far too common still: "As a former PHEV driver (LEAF 

is now the second car in a 2 BEV household), I have to agree that the time for good 

PHEVs has come and gone.  The legacy auto industry is using them as a crutch to avoid 

going all electric."  The ironic nature of that is always outright dismissed.  Enthusiasts 

don't want to believe they have been played in a game of misdirection.  GM did that with 

Volt, leading their die-hard believes to think their technology would flourish.  Instead, 

their symbol of hope was abandoned only to be replaced with another empty 

promise.  Bolt hasn't resulted in anything mainstream and there's nothing to look forward 

to anytime soon, despite many years of waiting.  Meanwhile, Toyota is delivering exactly 

what was always expected from Volt.  It is a bittersweet reality they don't want anyone to 

celebrate.  BEV should become the standard, now, period, no exceptions.  That absolute is 

loaded with shortcomings & faults... many of which are becoming more difficult to 

deny.  I put it this way:  BEV are also being used as a crutch to avoid going all 

electric.  Rollout something enthusiasts like to shut them up, then don't bother ramping up 

volume or actually marketing them.  Notice how many token offerings there are out there 

from legacy automakers?  Diverting blame to PHEV is exactly what they want you to do. 
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9-19-2020 Same Nonsense.  It was put this way: "This is a tired old argument."  I found it a great 

opportunity to turn the table:  Insincerity from those supposedly endorsing all-electric is 

validated each time a post against PHEV comes from a BEV supporter.  There's no way to 

deny it either.  Rather than tell PHEV owners about the benefits of always plugging in and 

the discounts available for setting up their home with a level-2 EVSE tied to a time-of-use 

program, they attack. That choice to make it an offensive post rather than a teaching 

moment is really sad.  It makes you question their true motives for endorsing the 

plug.  Think about how much focus goes into extreme acceleration and power.  Guzzling 

electricity doesn't get addressed.  As long as their waste isn't in the form of gasoline, lack 

of kWh efficiency is given a pass.  Fortunately, there will be a market turn.  Mainstream 

consumers have very different priorities.  PHEV owners will continue to ask how to get 

the most out of their EV system, even if naysayers here spin stories of never plugging in. 

9-19-2020 Toyota Narrative.  Anytime PHEV gets some positive attention, the BEV purists come 

out of the shadows to undermine.  They hate detail.  I'm more than happy to provide 

it.  This time, it was a muddled equation attempting to distort reach by focusing entirely on 

kWh capacity used overall.  I immediately saw the omission of overall energy.  You can't 

just focus entirely on electricity and expect that to be considered objective.  Ugh.  I called 

him out on the attempt too:  That narrative has already been shown to have major 

flaws.  Among them is the partnership with Panasonic & Toyota having only been 

finalized this year in April.  Toyota is discontinuing the ICE model for 2 vehicles, rolling 

out a PHEV model of PHEV worldwide, and rolling out 2 models of BEV in China.  And 

despite the pandemic, that schedule was maintained.  So what if they don't follow your 

approach?  It's still progress across a diverse set of offerings.  The entire fleet is being 

carried forward.  Most amusingly though is how you left the other 6 vehicles out of your 

equation.  Comparing 1 BEV to 7 PHEV isn't appropriate.  You can't just ignore the 6 ICE 

vehicles the BEV was unable to offset.  Emissions are a total of all vehicles sold, not just 

any single particular technology.  In other words, 1 BEV and 6 ICE are not in anyway the 

same as 7 PHEV in terms of overall emissions.  This is where Toyota shines.  Their push 

to replace traditional vehicles with a variety of green options advances them as a 

whole.  This is why a 42-mile EV range for AWD SUV is such a big deal.  So what if 

ramp-up for volume takes awhile.  In the meantime, they are selling an impressive number 

of hybrid models instead of the traditional guzzler.  That's progress, no matter how you 

attempt to spin it. 

9-19-2020 Relentless Attacks.  A great outcome of many desperate attempts to undermine is 

eventually the antagonists will make a mistake.  Their continued effort to get something... 

anything... to turn the situation in their favor will reveal a weakness in their defense.  On 

this occasion, it was the use of "lifetime" as the measure of success.  That was exactly 

what I had been waiting for:  Lifetime is measured by how long the vehicle remains in 

service.  Replacing the battery-pack late in life with a new one that provides a greater 

range than the original is something we are already witnessing with the oldest plug-

ins.  Since the brushless motors being used can last many 100's of 1000's of miles, the 

option is quite realistic and prevents the need to manufacture a replacement vehicle.  That 

means some of these supposed wasteful PHEV could end up living a freakishly long 

time.  Keeping the vehicle on the road longer is a win for everyone. 
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9-20-2020 Empty Claims.  They never let up.  Those attacks continue.  It is literally a repeat of the 

situation we witnessed with Volt... something "vastly superior" is so much better of a 

choice, the other should be eliminated immediately.  They declare victory and deem the 

other a waste of resources based on nothing but hearsay.  The absence of substance to back 

the claim doesn't matter.  They find something to support their view and sight it as 

evidence relentlessly.  It's truly remarkable how the pattern of history is so easy to 

match.  Of course, it shouldn't be a surprise.  The same tactics are used in politics... which 

provides all the more reason to continue fighting them:  Outdated information is helpful 

here how?  Plugging in is far easier and more affordable now.  Incentive programs for 

EVSE setup at home are quite new.  So, whatever happened in the past has little relevance 

to what will happen, especially since the audience itself has changed.  Doesn't matter 

anyway.  A fatal argument flaw was just exposed: "But you have to wonder, is it because 

you can plug it in or is it because it has 300 hp?"  To achieve that power, you must plug it 

in.  And as everyone else continues to point out, once you experience that EV driving, you 

strive to avoid having the engine run.  Realistically, it doesn't matter.  This study doesn't 

reveal any data sources.  All we get is a vague summary.  There's no quantities, dates, or 

even locations.  It's just another empty claim exploiting media hype opportunity. 

9-20-2020 Threatened.  The level of desperation is becoming obvious: "For the most part, PHEV 

are compliance cars for manufacturers that don't have EV tech."  I stumbled across that 

with delight and was ecstatic to reply: 

 

That conclusion in your long rant reveals why attacks on PHEV have ramped up so much 

lately... because a PHEV that has recently captured the spotlight does. 

 

RAV4 Prime shares EV tech, operating exactly like a BEV.  The battery-pack supplies 

ample power, enough to provide electric AWD for a large family vehicle.  Cabin heating 

& cooling comes from an advanced electric heat-pump.  Recharging at home is available 

at the faster 6.6 kW rate.  And for added capability, it can to tow up to 2,500 pounds. 

 

That is a clear threat to those pushing purity, hoping the only plug-in choices will not 

include a combustion engine.  42 miles of EV driving covers most commutes and is built 

upon proven EV technology. 

 

You have lost the battle.  PHEV will thrive, side by side with BEV, for years to 

come.  And as public chargers become more common, opportunity recharging will grow... 

meaning those PHEV will drive even more EV miles. 

Remember, this is a war against traditional vehicles.  It makes no sense fighting any 

PHEV that shares EV tech. 
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9-20-2020 Planning Ahead.  I always found it vindicating when an antagonist would spin the 

situation to make it seem as though Toyota was caught unprepared.  I know that's not the 

case, because I can read about those plans documented in my blogs written many years 

prior.  They don't know that history.  They react to what they observe.  That incomplete 

information leads them to draw incorrect conclusions.  That's what happens when you 

don't make an effort to collect good data.  Ugh.  I climbed up on my sandbox today to 

point out that problem to one particularly problematic antagonist to elucidate:  The 

greatest fear is some major electrification endorsement right around the 

corner.  Something like "Battery Day" excitement or a strong reception to ID.4 could tip 

favor toward plugging in.  We all know how vague that category is too... as this study 

clearly confirms.  Anything with a plug will stir interest.  Toyota is in a position to exploit 

that opportunity.  With the successful rollout of TNGA across the fleet, they have 

platforms at the ready for augmentation.  Transforming one of their hybrids to a plug-in 

hybrid is a matter of adding a one-way clutch, which is already inherently part of the 

design.  Toyota planned ahead for this.  Camry, Sienna, Venza, Avalon, C-HR and 

Highlander hybrids are all quite capable of supporting a plug. Prius, Corolla and RAV4 

hybrids already do.  That level of diversification is what's needed for serious growth.  A 

single offering... which most legacy automakers are limited to... represents a major barrier 

to overcome still.  The single-mindedness of arguments here by die-hard enthusiasts do 

not represent mainstream consumers.  They are a niche attempt to place their values & 

priorities on an unwilling audience.  Toyota has figured out a means of appealing to 

them.  So, your claim of "It's not the driver. It's the car." is really an effort to distract from 

the bigger picture.  It is both. 

9-20-2020 Good Journalism.  It's really a letdown when a publication you looked up to in the past 

writes an article that's clearly a misrepresentation.  It asked: "Plan to buy an electric 

car?  Is a plug-in hybrid a real EV?"  The article focused on GM's failure with Volt.  I 

was intrigued... until noticing what has been excluded.  The data was clearly cherry-

picked.  Reading further, I discovered the contributor was a former Volt owner who 

seemed a bit let down by how things had played out.   That type of disenchantment is 

exactly what I had warned about.  Know your audience.  Anywho, I wanted to make sure 

everyone else who followed the same link I did would be made aware of what hadn't been 

included.  So, I posted:  That's not good journalism.  The expectation of GM's next step, 

which ended up being abandoned, is missing.  They were expected to rollout a SUV using 

that technology.  GM did not; instead, Toyota did.  RAV4 Prime represents the plug-in 

hybrid GM had been promising since way back in 2008, when it revealed their 2009 

intentions to offer Saturn Vue as a Two-Mode with plug.  Notice the complete absence of 

RAV4 Prime? That missing mention of the newest PHEV to capture the hearts of those 

seeking a plug-in hybrid... in an article about plug-in hybrids... is quite an omission. 
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9-20-2020 Banning.  When you don't like something, you make it go away rather than actually just 

dealing with the situation... right?  Sadly, that approach is far too common.  I routinely 

encounter this "Plug in hybrids should be banned." from those complaining that only "true 

EVs" should be entitled to use public chargers.  That's a load of rubbish, of course.  Any 

use of electricity, especially opportunity recharging, should be encouraged.  If you have a 

situation that would take advantage of that on-the-fly charge, then why not?  Turns out, 

some BEV still insist upon playing the "desperate to get home" card.  Where the heck is 

this supposed charging station?  I have noticed these types of posts never make mention of 

being part of a highway corridor, where that very much could be the case.  They just gloss 

over that telling tidbit to imply that is likely to happen everywhere, even deep in some 

suburb where most of these discussions focus.  At the local location like that, you are 

likely to only have level-2 available, rather than high-speed DC.  So, the intended use 

should be obvious.  They are for patrons while they are at the business purchasing 

something... not just passing through on a road trip.  So, I asked:  Banned from what?  If 

someone is parked to shop at a store, what difference does the vehicle make while they are 

shopping.  Think about who's paying for the charging-station and why they installed it. 

9-20-2020 Still No Detail.  It's troubling how many people posting online in response to the supposed 

study are claiming the data shows plug-in hybrids are no better than regular 

hybrids.  That's no data.  They look at the numbers printed and believe that's all the more 

you need to understand the situation.  That's lack of critical thinking tells much about what 

I have been dealing with.  They don't recognize what information is missing.  I keep trying 

to explain the situation though... which I know, is pointless... nonetheless, someone needs 

to raise awareness of attempt to mislead.  Sadly, here in the United States, out culture have 

abandoned logic in favor of emotion... to an extreme.  Such tradeoffs have 

consequences.  They still don't see it:  That is only the briefing, a summary.  There is 

nothing available about that study showing any data, the detail.  Just a vague reference to 

"PHEV" doesn't really tell us anything.  Again, it's like lumping together random old & 

new BEV saying that's what represents the entire category.  We have no clue what they 

actually studied. 

9-20-2020 Waste of Time.  People draw a conclusion, then how onto it for a very long time: "I still 

feel like hybrids in general are a waste of time and added complexity, especially for 

automotive techs."  That's a major problem with evolving technology.  The person who 

stops their research will never observe change.  Think about how much hybrids have 

evolved over the past 2 decades... and even more importantly, how dealers are finally now 

responding.  I point out what was likely overlooked this way:  Hybrids in general is not a 

useful perspective.  By eliminating the transmission and making all the support 

components electric (no belts or fluids), Toyota hybrids have resulted in reduced 

complexity over their traditional counterparts.  And since most of their consumer fleet 

now offers a hybrid model, technical support has become common.  That makes the next 

step, including a plug, an easy one.  It's basically just the addition of battery-capacity and a 

one-way clutch.  No big deal. 
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9-21-2020 Schooled.  Some good came out of that long discussion thread about PHEV owners 

supposedly never plugging in.  It was this quote I could draw attention to: "I think you're 

ignoring the elephant in the report.  They're not getting plugged in.  The incentives are 

inefficient at achieving the goal of reduced emissions because of this.  To achieve greater 

efficiency from incentives, cut off PHEVs, and incentivize BEVs only.  The shocker in the 

report is that they're not getting plugged in."  New opportunity emerges when you have a 

new audience.  Watch for it.  Here's how I responded: 

 

And you are unaware of how some incentives have *ALREADY* changed. 

 

Some electricity providers have established metering, where your EVSE (or a dedicated 

external meter) reports charging data and you get rewarded accordingly. 

 

I have been doing that for over 3 years now.  My power co-op knows exactly how many 

kWh of electricity I have pumped into my vehicle.  That allows me to save money each 

time I plug in using that connection... a very easy to understand and easy to collect 

incentive.  My bill shows the savings too, broken down into categories... showing during 

what pricing-category electricity was draw for the month and how much, listed separately 

for both my car and my wife's. 

 

Our EVSE also has the same ability.  A quick look on the app shows my car has drawn a 

lifetime total of 4,551 kWh and my wife's 3,261 kWh. 

 

In other words, this was a teaching moment. You just learned that rather than cutting off 

what appears to be bad, an alternate solution may be available.  Always look for a not-so-

obvious win. In this newly emerging market, there are new opportunities. 

 

To further push the point, think about how that incentive encourages PHEV owners to 

upgrade their home immediately, rather than waiting until they finally purchase a BEV 

years later.  This can be retroactive too, not just for new owners.  In fact, that is what our 

local plug-in owner's group is focusing on.  We want to encourage EVSE installs at home 

for any vehicle with a plug. 

That's the shocker you should take away from this report. 

 

Other ways to incentivize are available. 
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9-22-2020 Attacks.  Wow!  This was so far beyond desperate, I was at a loss for words: "Silly and 

pointless article.  PHEV is not a fully electric car."  What possible follow-up could that 

person provide?  There's nothing of substance to support such a wild claim.  Who was this 

directed to anyway?  The audience reading his comment isn't take dumb.  It doesn't take 

critical thinking to question "fully electric" when EV range discussed so frequently.  In 

fact, that topic is so common, the AER (All Electric Range) term is no longer used.  The 

label applies so broadly now, there's nothing to make it special anymore.  Back when Volt 

had no other competition, they would fault the acronym.  Now, it's dead... as is the EREV 

label.  The PHEV from Toyota operated exactly like a BEV.  I pointed out why with the 

following: 

 

What do you think defines a fully electric car? 

 

  no gas = 84 mph 

  no gas = pedal-to-the-floor acceleration 

  no gas = cabin heating 

  no gas = cabin cooling 

Both RAV4 Prime and Prius Prime fit that criteria.  Both are PHEV. 

9-22-2020 Great, However.  This is an argument gone bad: "Toyota Prius did more than anything, 

make me hate the idea of electric/hybrid cars.  How freaking ugly can you get?  Tesla 

showed you could have sexy styling and amazing performance.  Too bad about the cost."  I 

had no motivation to post a reply.  In just a few sentences, their own line of reasoning was 

derailed.  Without having to point out the reality that much has changed since Prius, that 

the RAV4 hybrid is incredibly popular now... selling strong and has very little in common 

with those origins.  So what if the start was unappealing; technology evolves.  New 

choices emerge too.  But if they are not cost-competitive, they aren't viable 

alternatives.  So, there is no threat to Toyota from Tesla in that regard.  That's great, 

however... 

9-23-2020 Compliance.  Will the rhetoric ever end?  Of course not.  We just keep getting an endless 

stream of stuff like this: "There won't be a ramp up.  That's the role of a compliance car, 

to shut up the "greens", and nothing else."  I like documenting what was said, so looking 

back later there's an accurate depiction of the attitude at the time.  There's just outright 

dismissal that any other outcome is possible.  Then when their claim falls apart, they deny 

ever haven't said that.  But why wait until then, when you can jump on the chance to mess 

up their fake news right away.  Just look for an omission which contradicts.  Such 

evidence is usually avoided at great lengths.  So when you find it, make sure it gets the 

attention deserved.  That's why I really liked posting this in reply to today's nonsense:  The 

flaw in your logic is Toyota offers 2 supposed compliance vehicles.  That is evidence of 

long-term investment and moving slower with those is to the automakers advantage.  Of 

course, when you research, you'll find that the PHEV model count is actually... Prius, 

RAV4 and Corolla.  Simply pushing a single offering is how you know they were only 

doing the minimum, which clearly this is not. 
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9-23-2020 Allocation.  It's the story of haste, exactly the attitude we saw with Volt playing out 

again.  History really does repeat.  It's the same thing again.  Toyota has lost it 

way.  Blame is now being place on leadership: "Has the Toyota CEO lost his 

marbles?"  That's yet another attempt to shift focus from detail of approach to accusing 

someone of wrong doing.  That never ceases to amaze me how they think personal attacks 

accomplish anything.  I watch for it.  This is what confirms nothing of substance is 

available for argument.  Absence of material means nothing to focus on.  They try 

though.  Today's effort was to spin a narrative about allocation.  Supposedly, the only way 

to success is a high-volume availability immediately following rollout.  That doesn't even 

make sense with a product that's physically large, represent a purchase for the long-term, 

and is very expensive.  Who actually rushes for that?  The answer is, only early-

adopters.  Mainstream consumers watch & wait instead.  Toyota knows their 

audience.  That means taking their time.  It's a well proven approach with no pressing 

reason to change.  Why alter something when predictability is an asset?  It's a simple 

formula for success.  I pointed it out with what should be obvious, but clearly is 

not:  Long-Term investment can be harmed by rushing.  Not ramping up until the initial 

markets have provided feedback is valuable information you would be sacrificing for the 

sake of satisfying enthusiasts.  That doesn't make sense. 

9-23-2020 Good Enough.  I found this interesting, especially when posted on the Model Y (BEV) 

verses RAV4 Prime (PHEV) discussion thread: "It is my belief that in this place the 

"good" is the enemy of "good enough" and at this point PHEVs just aren't good enough in 

the fight against climate change."  This is what I had to say about that:  Rapidly 

converting the most of Toyota's passenger fleet from ICE to PHEV is quite realistic.  That 

would provide a profound reduction of carbon emissions, which you have failed to 

recognize.  Far too often, enthusiasts are willing to turn a blind-eye to the rest of what the 

automaker produces.  They sing praise for a token offering and attack the automaker 

quietly updating their platforms in preparation for an opportunity to shift.  It all depends 

upon battery chemistry & process.  Investing heavily in something that could soon be 

outdated isn't being addressed.  Enthusiasts just keep insisting that more is better, 

period.  That's quite reckless and definitely not a good investment approach.  Remember, 

the Toyota PHEV is a fully electric vehicle.  Everything needed to produce a BEV is 

present.  That means the investment Toyota is making now directly benefits future 

offerings.  In other words, the "good enough" you speak of is misplaced. 

9-23-2020 Predictions.  Stuff like this is always vindicating to look back upon later: "I predict that 

Toyota will not survive the transition to BEV only."  Hearing tales of inevitable doom are 

quite amusing, especially when they are presented in such an incredibly vague manner.  Of 

course, it doesn't matter in this case.  The antagonists have lost the battle and can see loss 

of the war is looking realistic.  There's simply nothing to argue anymore.  Here's 

why:  The transition is already well underway.  RAV4, Prius, and Corolla as PHEV 

already are joined by the UX300e and C-HR offerings in China as BEV models.  The EV 

drive, controller, charger, battery and software used for the PHEV are shared with their 

BEV. 
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9-24-2020 Complete Nonsense.  There wasn't anything sensible about this: "Both are crap.  Would 

reduce smog more if they are stronger in EV mode with more EV range and more EV 

power."  It was yet another attack, attempting to place all PHEV into a single 

category.  Antagonists absolutely hate that I keep singling out RAV4 Prime.  That's a foe 

they have no idea how to counter.  It was easy to take down Prius.  After 2 decades of 

trying, there was quite a collection of talking-points to divert & confuse.  But with such a 

new plug-in hybrid, so different and fulfilling a number of their claimed shortcomings of 

the past, they are at a complete loss.  It is a larger, faster, more powerful PHEV... which is 

exactly what they never thought would become a reality.  So now that it has, they are at a 

loss about how to undermine the progress taking place.  That makes the situation 

especially fulfilling.  They have nothing to rebut with.  That made this point quite 

redeeming:  Since the engine never starts, claims of a need for "stronger EV mode" are 

nothing senseless rhetoric.  How would you make electric-only driving reduce smog 

more?  In other words, I'm calling out your desperate effort to under PHEV by attempting 

to put the variety of different offerings all into a single category. 

9-25-2020 Taking Attention Away.  The plug-in hybrid is becoming a threat to purist.  The only 

believe in BEV, so anything that portrays PHEV in a bad way is great undermining 

material to exploit.  For example: "Because PHEVs are oil's last hope, there is no way 

PHEV costs less in maintenance than ICE, Consumer Report is obviously biased."  Notice 

how that completely take attention away from them.  The idea of PHEV helping promote 

BEV interest isn't possible in their world.  It's a one-size-fits-all situation as far as they are 

concerned.  Anything with an engine is bad, period.  So, you find someone else to take the 

blame for your desire to impede.  Building a barrier without getting detected is key.  That's 

why I call individuals out from time to time.  In this case, I did that in a subtle way, by 

directing a question back to the originator:  The plug-in hybrid carries an engine that gets 

used minimally, running dramatically less than a traditional vehicle.  And in the case of a 

Toyota brand, it doesn't even have a serpentine belt or steering fluid.  It obviously doesn't 

use the friction brakes anywhere near as much.  Why wouldn't it cost less? 
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9-26-2020 Repeating Lies.  When there is some element of truth, arguments are difficult.  Many of 

those I encounter don't follow detail, nor do they have much of an attention span.  That 

makes them especially vulnerable to repetition of lies.  It's what I dealt with for years from 

Volt enthusiasts.  They literally just repeated a made up fact over and over and over again, 

until it finally became part of a narrative.  This is what that evolved into: "Plug-in hybrids 

burn gas, and most of them are programmed to turn on the gas at a sneeze, and they 

typically don't get close to their pure EV mpg numbers.  They're better than ICE alone, but 

not by much.  Also, there's the clear market signal, that because they're also performance 

under-tuned, they don't sell."  That looks all too familiar... except now, I can point out 

what didn't work: 

 

Turning a blind-eye to the reality that every technology evolves, including PHEV, makes 

people question your motive.  Think about the message you send by generalizing like 

that.  We all know there will be winners & losers in the same category. But we are only 

enthusiasts. 

 

Consider the opposite end, the PHEV that was heavily promoted as a EREV.  It ultimately 

failed to grow beyond its niche market.  GM gave up on Volt.  That didn't mean all 

opportunity for PHEV was over.  In fact, the stir among more ordinary consumers is 

growing.  RAV4 Prime operates as an EV too, but it doesn't have to try so hard.  That's the 

key.  Keeping the engine from starting is just a basic behavior. 

Whether or not the PHEV with less powerful motors also draw interest doesn't 

matter.  The category is new to mainstream shoppers.  They will never know what didn't 

end up becoming a high-volume offering.  Their knowledge won't expand much beyond 

what they discover on the dealer's lot years from now, when they finally take a look at 

plug-in choices. 

9-26-2020 Ironic.  There are a few who still don't get it: "Blaming the commercial failure of the Volt 

on Voltec, which was and still is actually superior to other PHEV tech, is not a valid 

argument."  They argue for a trait that has proven not to be beneficial.  In their mind, more 

is better, period.  That's a very hard lesson to learn, apparently.  Making something the 

very best it can be by favoring just one aspect of its design should be an obvious approach 

flaw.  You don't place everything you have on a single roll of the dice.  You know... 

betting the farm.  Ugh.  I find it incredibly ironic that the same mistake keeps getting made 

over and over again.  Repetition should be a warning sign.  They don't look for a pattern 

though.  They just dismiss.  So, I point it out:  It has been validated.  All those 

proclamations of "vastly superior" proved to be the problem.  It was overkill, an 

imbalance enthusiasts absolutely refused to accept.  They became enablers, encouraging 

terrible decisions by executives.  That's a hard lesson learned by those who believed in 

Volt. 
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9-26-2020 Faster Isn't Better.  You have to wonder how people come to such decisions: "I see, 

that's plausible, but with battery price dropping significantly in near term, combustion 

engine's appeal will diminish quickly, and stopping all fossil fuel usage is really the 

priority now.  Go as fast as we can is really necessary."  Having business as my minor in 

college, the knowledge I obtained toward my degree has been priceless.  I had no idea how 

the dynamics of responding to consumer & industry change can impact business 

decisions.  I had some professors quite passionate about those topics.  It made an obvious 

impression on my choices.  Anywho, that is why I responded this way: 

 

It's all about breaking the status quo.  Don't lose sight of big barriers; often, it isn't the 

technology. 

 

Though I strongly agree with the priority, my experience doesn't suggest those who covet 

the roar of a combustion engine will give it up.  Gas is cheap to guzzle and the oversupply 

problem will only get worse, ensuring price remains low.  The sound, feel, and smell is a 

primal desire easily fulfilled.  You don't get that from EV driving. 

 

That smooooooth & silent we get from electric-only experience is available from PHEV 

and doesn't require giving up an engine.  True, the owner won't realize how infrequently it 

will actually be used (especially in a PHEV like RAV4 Prime), but we don't have to tell 

them that part. 

 

With such urgency to get people to switch to electric, we have a solution to get those timid 

or impeded to accept change by offering a something that appeals to both past & future 

today.  They start with 120-volt charging immediately, then later discover what a level-2 

EVSE can do for them.  That will stir interest for a BEV being their next household 

purchase. 

In the meantime, it gets dealers (the industry's most reluctant customer) to finally let go of 

those guzzlers they have grown dependent upon while the automaker refines production of 

EV components shared by both PHEV and BEV. 
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9-26-2020 Compliance Car.  I like how some just jump to conclusions.  That makes it easy to 

confirm they are only spreading rhetoric, rather than trying to be constructive.  I know that 

Toyota is in the process of getting that new partnership with Panasonic going.  I also know 

the ramp-up of RAV4 production in Kentucky rather than Japan is well underway.  So, 

dealing with this is not a concern: "Good luck buying a Rav4 Prime.  They are only 

importing 5,000 of them.  Toyota is treating it as a compliance car."  That insight to what 

is really happening behind the scenes, instead of just reacting to what can easily be 

detected, makes a big difference.  I added this to the discussion of actions, focusing on 

approach that can be verified without much effort:  Taking a look at Toyota's history, 

you'll see a pattern of quantity limited rollouts.  They simply don't cater to initial demand 

surges for new-market categories.  That's not how you make a profit and not the type of 

uncertainly you should dump on dealers.  It's all about long-term.  Patience is a 

fundamental part of their culture.  PHEV and BEV offerings will become a standard part 

of the fleet, so taking time to establish reputation and react to market shift is the approach 

taken... even if it gives the appearance of compliance... especially since feedback from 

compliance regions can be very informative.  In other words, say whatever you 

want.  Making claims based upon anecdotal observations won't change anything.  That 

slow & steady progress is what the industry needs to achieve demographic 

growth.  Appealing to those who jump on first-year offerings is simply not a priority, 

which their history confirms that is a wise approach. 

9-26-2020 Recent Surveys.  That propaganda is making the rounds.  Some people are wising up to 

the deception attempts, others pass along the undermine material: "Recent surveys of 

PHEV owners however are finding that owners don't really plug in that often."  It's sad 

when so many lack critical thinking.  They believe what is printed without question.  What 

is wrong with the "trust, but verify" approach?  Why aren't more people asking for data to 

back up the claim?  It is because we have grown lazy & complacent.  This is an expected 

outcome of a society that takes things for granted.  Lacking any background knowledge, it 

is easy to become ungrateful of what it to achieve such a state.  That means I end up 

having to point out what should be obvious:  Those "recent surveys" remain meritless 

claims.  No actual data has been provided.  There's been nothing but vague summaries 

highlighting unknown samples from some mysterious past.  The total absence of substance 

to back up supposed findings reveal it is just propaganda.  In other words, credible sources 

don't feed rhetoric.  If there was something to back a "don't plug in" consensus, that would 

be readily available.  Instead, we still have nothing. 
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9-27-2020 Being Ignored.  Over and over again, I get accused of showing hate for GM by sighting 

the problems they had with Volt.  In general, people don't want attention brought to the 

fact that they were wrong.  So, they do the best to change focus and distract.  That only 

works if they still have attention.  Not presenting them with an invite to respond means 

they will end up being ignored.  That's happening more and more now.  If you don't 

mention Volt, there's nothing to lash out against.  They require substance to spin.  I'm not 

providing that anymore.  So, posts are transforming to: 

 

Data is vital, regardless is what it tells us.   In fact, that's what makes the next-gen design 

better. There are great examples of that now available, for anyone who looks from detail 

from the past. 

 

With Toyota, it was the limited rollout of Prius PHV.  To only a limited market in an 

emerging category, feedback was far more valuable than actual sales.  That result was 

ending production early to deliver a design more fitting to consumer shift with Prius 

Prime.  Having learned how useful that experience was, the same process was repeated.  It 

resulted in RAV4 Prime.  Each successive design has been an obvious advancement 

beyond the prior. 

 

As for PHEV being "a full ice car with electronics and battery added to it", that is not the 

case for Toyota.  Unlike the approach some other automakers have taken, there is a clear 

reduction of complexity.  The transmission was eliminated, replaced by nothing but a 

simple power-split device.  Not only was that a step away from traditional dependencies, it 

was also a big move toward lower cost and higher reliability... which has since been 

proven the case.  This is why increasing battery-capacity for a plug-in has been such an 

easy next step.  It was a plan-ahead approach, an inherent part of the design from the start. 

That's why collecting & sharing real-world data is so important.  In informs you of what 

would be most effective next.  Summaries presented in studies don't tell the whole story 

about decisions & outcomes. 

9-27-2020 Old Gas.  Discussion of the consequences of not using the engine much comes up on a 

regular basis, but then dies quickly.  No one has anything to contribute that's actually 

useful or even enough to stir interest.  All we typically get is... "You can have problems if 

you run the ICE too infrequently." ...which tells us nothing.  It's just basic FUD without an 

fanfare.  I now jump in, seizing the opportunity to post:  Toyota built a rather elegant 

solution into their PHEV, an obvious plan-ahead in their design easily overlooked.  If you 

drive with gas infrequently, you can take advantage of Charge-Mode to exercise the 

engine.  It uses up gas by using the generator to push electricity at twice the base level-2 

rate to recharge the battery.  I use that from time to time with my Prius Prime, since my 

driving is almost entirely electric.  If used for the duration (from 0% to 80% of EV 

capacity), it will recharge in 40 minutes at highway speeds.  That's a rate of about 7.2 

kW.  The end result is some gas consumed in cleanest manner possible from a hybrid 

system and some electricity available for use later. 
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9-27-2020 It Doesn't Matter.  Some people keep missing the point: "Bottom line is there is no 

question PHEV operating costs will be somewhere between BEV and ICE ... but it would 

be logically impossible for it to match a BEV in any apples to apples 

comparison."  Enthusiasts are especially prone to this, since they feel compelled to draw 

conclusions... even if no purpose is served from doing so.  For example, today's 

exchange:  That bottom line is it doesn't matter.  If you are amortizing lifetime of the 

vehicle to last 200,000 miles and it does, then comparisons are the same.  That is the point 

of standardized measure.  There isn't much to debate that a larger pack should last 

longer.  But beyond "lifetime" isn't part of the expense equation.  And let's not forget, the 

aging influences that have nothing whatsoever to with miles, like routine exposure to hot 

temperatures while parked.  Lastly, the definition of "cycle" you are using is 

incorrect.  Simply depleting the standard 84% to 14% for EV range available is *NOT* a 

cycle.  That is a common misconception.  Reality is, it takes quite a few of those 

sequences added together to amount the equivalent of a single cycle. 

9-27-2020 Oversimplification.  I actually expected someone to go for the purist argument 

sooner.  This was inevitable: "The easy, obvious solution is to ditch the gas tank altogether 

and put in a bigger battery."  They don't understand all that involved, especially from the 

sales perspective.  So, I fired back with:  That idealistic view of the situation spells doom 

for those naïve enough to believe it.  The automotive business is filled with complications 

beyond just engineering green alternatives.  In other words, the harsh reality of selling 

"bigger battery" solutions cannot be just brushed off so nonchalantly like that.  Dealers 

want something that can be sold with very little effort and will return reasonable & 

sustainable profit.  There is no guarantee whatsoever that any specific configuration of 

BEV will actually do that.  Heck, even Tesla is all over the place trying to determine what 

battery-capacity & charging-speed balanced with price will achieve reasonable & 

sustainable profit.  Far too often, enthusiasts don't take requirements of business 

seriously.  The solution is neither easy, nor obvious. 

9-27-2020 Incapable or Unwilling.  The oversimplification effort continued: "The solutions are 

obvious, but legacy companies can be either incapable or not willing to embrace the 

changes..."  It's the same old nonsense I saw years ago.  Enthusiasts think change is 

easy.  They don't recognize audience.  That's why it has become such a dominant theme in 

the contributions I provide.  You must understand what they are dealing with.  Not 

knowing that leads to making incorrect assumptions.  When you look for detail, the 

"obvious" solution tends to fall completely apart.  That's how saying "the devil is in the 

detail" came about.  You discover complexities.  Anywho, this is what came next in my 

on-going series of replies:  What's obvious is the disaster that would result from legacy 

automakers forcing their dealers to suddenly sell vehicles completely unknown to their 

salespeople and customers without any type of transition.  Change should not be that 

abrupt.  There are consequences to rushing and skipping steps.  Many here just expect that 

to happen though, dropping everything without having learned lessons from the past.  The 

reason we have situations known as "Innovator's Dilemma" and "Osborne Effect" is 

because what you suggest was actually tried and failed horribly. Finding a rapid path to 

phaseout with expense minimalized is what's required, period.  It doesn't make sense 

throwing out the baby with the bath water... in other words, abandoning all that was built 

upon for something entirely new. 
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9-27-2020 Missed Opportunity.  Failure to consider the bigger picture is a chronic fault of early-

adopters.  They tend to see the world through the eyes of enthusiasm with no 

boundaries.  I like to trip them up by pointing out what has been excluded from their 

argument.  Omitted facts is common, though it is very difficult to know if it is intentional 

or lack of awareness.  Anywho, I added this to the mix of speculation & propaganda 

articles lately: 

 

Ironically, we could see hydrogen providing supplemental power at some DC fast-

chargers.   People don't take into consideration how expensive it really is to push a large 

amount of electrons quickly during peak hours; yet, they promote it as if that's going to be 

no big deal.  We already see pricing around $0.28 per kWh from Tesla for their highest 

speed service.  Imagine when demand goes up.   There really isn't a discount for higher 

volume.  In fact, it can be the opposite.  You end up paying a premium. 

 

Such immediacy could be accommodated by fuel-cells operating on premise.  In fact, 

locally supplied hydrogen could be a source of new green jobs complimenting the green 

efforts we see in the solar & wind industry.  Excess capacity needs to be stored 

somehow.  Putting it where it would be most valued is a win-win. 

The ironic nature of the symbiotic relationship is quite amusing.  BEV supporters have 

fought intensely against hydrogen, assuming it would be counter-productive to their green 

objectives; instead, it could prove to be missed opportunity. 

9-27-2020 Hydrogen Facts.  There are a lot of claims being made by BEV purists, but no data.  It's 

the same as that survey being quoted now.  We have no idea what sampling the summary 

was created from.  Data is easy to filter to represent a bias.  That's why it is openly shared 

and peer reviewed.  Without confirmation of appropriate approach, you can easily end up 

misrepresenting.  So when it comes to fighting points against hydrogen co-existing, we 

need facts.  So, I did a little digging today.  A basic unit will output 100 kW and reach that 

within 44 seconds.  That easily covers potential for supplementing chargers.  After all, 

maximum tier-1 draw for DC fast-chargers is 60 kW.  So, seeing many vehicles top out at 

50 kW currently means expectations for that would be met even in times of high-

demand.  Put it this way, faster has challenges.  My focus is offering a balance of quantity 

& speed, rather than just a small number of really expensive super-high-speed 

chargers.  Anywho, this was an interesting new fact I uncovered today: "Hydrogen is a 

standard industrial chemical commodity today.  In the United States, approximately 10 

million metric tons of hydrogen are produced every year, most of which is used for 

petroleum recovery and refining purposes as well as fertilizer (ammonia) production."  I 

wasn't aware that the act of getting gas into consumer takes required hydrogen.  That's 

something you won't ever find out from petroleum supporters. 
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9-28-2020 Another Report.  This came from our resident troll, who is so blatant his online name 

actually has both "troll" and "bait" in it: "Another report on this topic just came out."  He 

thrives on debate.  His thoughts would actually be considered constructive too, if it wasn't 

for the fact that he disregards previous posts.  Simply repeating the same old nonsense for 

the sake of personal entertainment is what?  But since many newbies have no idea the 

topic has already been beaten to death, they take the bait.  It's a vicious cycle... often 

referred to in short as "rhetoric".  Motive varies from person to person, but the outcome is 

always the same... impeding progress.  Ugh.  I get annoyed.  But allowing that activity to 

persist unchallenged is enablement, which can be make a bad situation worse.  So, I 

counter those claims with my own type of repetition: 

 

That one also misrepresents.  You have to carefully read through the information provided 

to discover what's missing.  The omission, which heavily skews how the data is portrayed, 

becomes evident using some critical thought.  It's really sad people are so easily mislead 

by taking what they see at face value, without question. 

 

This is a rapidly evolving market, but the conclusions are based upon the impression that 

nothing has changed.  Think about how different interpretation of expectation is from just 

generation to generation.  It makes no sense treating them as the same; yet, these studies 

lump everything together without any consideration of automakers responding to 

consumer feedback.  It is textbook propaganda, especially when it focuses entirely on the 

technology itself, giving you the impression no other factors have an influence toward 

consumer behavior. 

A simple solution... which is clearly not getting addressed with any of these analysis 

papers... is to encourage the very behavior they imply we have no influence to change.  In 

other words, help people take advantage of charging opportunities.  What should be 

obvious is to promote time-of-use discounts for overnight recharges.  That electricity 

usage can be tied directly to vehicle consumption.  Both provider meters and the EVSE 

unit itself can be programmed to track that data and report it accordingly as rewards for 

usage. 

9-29-2020 Voice Of Reason.  You know comments like this will just fall on deaf ears, but I persist 

regardless:  Think about how challenging it is to grow sales beyond early-adopters, 

especially without incentives.  Toyota is already addressing that.  PHEV are an easy step 

from hybrids.  Having now established an obvious focusing getting dealers to embrace 

change, you build up trust and reliability reputation PHEV sales.  That sets the stage well 

for BEV.  Notice how expectations from other legacy automakers are a complete 

mystery?  Heck, even with VW, we really don't know how ID.4 will be accepted or what 

the next offering will be.  With the wide variety of hybrids from Toyota, there's no 

question each will end up getting a plug at some point.  That makes introduction of their 

upcoming dedicated BEV platform far less challenging. 
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9-30-2020 Intended Purpose.  Sometimes, the desperation becomes so obvious, you have no idea 

how to respond: "Toyota wasted value of their 200,000 tax-credits by having microscopic 

batteries in the PIP as opposed to all GM vehicles which EVERY ONE of them was 

eligible for the full $7,500."  That's an outright lie.  Toyota still has roughly one-third of 

them remaining, before reaching the expiration trigger.  Then when it does, that's when the 

big numbers can happen.  GM squandered their 200,000 allotment on praise, then did 

nothing upon triggering phaseout... when the tax-credit changes from a quota to 

unlimited.  Tesla exploited that opportunity.  You get 1 full quarter (3 months) following 

the trigger-quarter to sell as many qualifying vehicles as possible, each of which can 

collect 100% of the tax-credit value.  Following that, it changes to 50% for the next 2 

quarters.  Following that, it's 25%.  Those circumstances were carefully planned for by 

Tesla, with a major ramp-up taking place at exactly the right time.  It should be obvious 

Toyota is looking to play out the same move.  After all, people same automakers game the 

system.  Why not play the game exactly the way lawmakers hoped for?  In fact, they 

wanted that level of participation.  To be so fully engaged in the process is the 

ideal.  Sadly, the one legacy automaker to have actually used up their tax-credits did 

not.  Volt was colossal failure.  The technology within wasn't spread across the fleet.  It 

simply died when the subsidies ran out.  Enthusiasts hate me for being correct about that 

outcome prediction.  It should have been obvious to them.  Seeing that timeline was 

easy.  Their was no effort made to fulfill expectations of early-adopters, never to actually 

deliver something to allow traditional offerings to be discontinued.  Ugh.  I kept my 

response short & sweet:  GM failed to use the tax-credits for their intended purpose... to 

establish a sustainable & profitable product prior to expiration.  Signs are looking very 

good Toyota will achieve what GM did not. 
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9-30-2020 Decades?  Those hoping for purity (electric-only choices, nothing with a combustion-

engine) like to attack Toyota.  They feel it necessary to have an enemy that's easy to target 

and takes attention off themselves.  Have you ever notices how BEV gets pushed from the 

perspective of single-vehicle ownership?  It's actually quite rare to hear about what else is 

in the household.  That omission provides context for the attacks.  They need a 

distraction.  Overcoming that first hurdle was easy for them.  Finding out what it takes to 

get over the second is telling.  They are coming to realize just how long it will actually 

takes.  They see Toyota has a plan to address that.  It reveals their approach as short-

sighted.  So naturally, they do what they can to take attention off them.  In this case, I 

welcome the opportunity to provide information about their supposed nemesis: 

 

This very article points out an acceleration, how Toyota's plans are coming to fruition 

faster than expected. 

 

What I find telling is how those claims "slow" and "behind" conveniently turn a blind-eye 

to the rest of the fleet.  They focus entirely on first offerings, which are really only a 

token... since early-adopters are much easier and a much smaller group to appeal to than 

the mainstream consumers who follow. 

 

Toyota has advance their hybrid technology to the point where it is competitively offered 

across a wide variety of platforms and it is can be easily augmented to offer a plug.  In 

fact, we see Prius, Corolla, and RAV4 already do as PHEV.  We also see that EV 

technology used in the PHEV has already been carried forward to offer UX300 and C-HR 

as BEV models. 

 

That makes any speculation of mass-production intent contradictory to the evidence of 

advancement already playing out.  We are witnessing the stage being set for exactly 

that.  Ramping up volume requires the technology to be proven reliable and a good buy in 

the minds of ordinary shoppers for sales to be profitable & sustainable. 

Tell us about the steps other legacy automakers are taking to ensure they can achieve 

profitable & sustainable sales of BEV in high volume. 

9-30-2020 Inconvenient Truths.  They didn't like what I had to say about Toyota.  It doesn't fit into 

their narrative at all and choosing a different legacy automaker wouldn't be as 

effective.  GM is a complete mess.  Ford hasn't stirred interest.  VW remains absent from 

this market.  Hyundai/Kia is still looked upon as small.  The rest only have niche 

offerings.  So, it makes sense that Toyota has been targeted as a scapegoat.  They don't 

like what I have to say though.  It draws attention to their own problems, as well as 

contradicts their claims.  That can be quite vindicating.  Stay true to goals.  Be 

objective.  Share detail.  Call out those who do not... by posting information they don't 

want others to know:  Toyota is already producing all the EV components necessary for a 

BEV, used in their hybrids and PHEV.  That's an important step in the process of refining 

design & process to make them affordable.  So, there really isn't anything at issue.  In fact, 

the risk claim is really just a narrative.  Think about it.  Toyota is already rolling out BEV 

models.  Next step is a dedicated platform, which would have been revealed during the 

Olympics.  So, we know those are actively being tested.  Next year, we'll get to see 

them.  In the meantime, reputation is being built by the plug-in offerings currently on the 

roads.  There is also the very real issue of customer & salesperson education.  Even the 

best of technology will be slowed by that type of market barrier. 
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9-30-2020 Subsidy Arguments.  Thankfully, use of "laggard" has become a thing of the past.  It 

fails to stir rhetoric anymore.  Stigma associated with the label has lost effectiveness and 

turned into a means of drawing unwanted attention to the antagonist.  So, we don't see it in 

posts.  There is still a lot of animosity toward Toyota though... from those who believe 

GM and Tesla are being punished for having supposedly led the way.  Problem is, leading 

early-adopters is not the same as leading mainstream consumers... a reality which is now 

more harder to conceal.  There's a vital difference... the size of the audience.  No longer 

being able to direct attention to something else, strategy has fallen back to the desperate 

argument point of range.  I find that incredibly encouraging, simply by the fact that it's a 

subtle acknowledgement that EV means both BEV and PHEV.  That opens up new 

opportunity for replying to new propaganda efforts like this with my own: "THIS is why 

all subsidies to hybrids and low MPC (Miles Per Charging) EV need to stop 

NOW."  That's exactly what I did too, posting this in reply:  No, all subsidies for all 

vehicle purchases should stop.  Focus should be shifted over to charging infrastructure 

instead.  Then, no matter what kind of plug-in you purchase, there will be a very direct 

benefit immediately and for decades to come.  Think about how effective time-of-use 

discounts can be.  Getting a $$$ incentive to charge overnight using a EVSE connection to 

report your usage for automatic reduced pricing on your electric-bill is a win for everyone. 

10-01-2020 Leadership & Disappointment.  It was an absolute delight to get this as a reply: "They 

simply didn't put the proper effort and interest to make it happen."  It followed a very 

active day of people commenting in reaction to Toyota revising end of decade 

targets.  Plans are proceeding faster than anticipated.  In this case, it looks like reaching 

5.5 million electrified cars could happen in 2025.  That's several years sooner.  Think 

about how much of their fleet it represents.  A little over half their annual production no 

longer traditional vehicles is a really big deal.  None of the other automakers will come 

even remotely close to change on that scale; yet, enthusiasts are expressing 

disappointment.  The reason why is simple, an obsession with longer range and faster 

recharging.  It is how they see leadership.  That is becoming a very real problem, 

again.  They believe more is all it will take to appeal to the masses.  It is a repeat of the 

same mistake Volt enthusiasts made.  We are hearing the echo of history with this.  I'm 

sure glad I paid attention, so I could provide this simple summary: 

 

The claim of "to make it happen" is profoundly different depending upon audience & 

goals. 

 

As an enthusiast, it means you are defining leadership as breaking of new ground, striving 

to deliver specifications & operation beyond that of competitors. 

As a mainstream consumer, it means you are defining leadership as having changed the 

status quo, successfully achieving sustainable & profitable sales. 
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10-01-2020 Obsolete.  I hear that term being used on a regular basis.  It's intended as an insult, but too 

vague to really have any substance... just another label with stigma.  There's no real 

audience though.  When an enthusiasts sees it, they chime in to help enable the effort to 

impede.  Problem is, their reach is just other enablers.  Posts online intended to undermine 

don't actually accomplish anything beyond basic hearsay.  When a person is shopping the 

showroom floor, whatever comments they may have heard in the past are lost to emotional 

appeal and our curious nature.  Think about what a big, shiny, new RAV4 does to the 

casual shopper at a dealer.  The person wants to see more.  They'll look inside and wonder 

about a test-drive.  Having a plug available is a bonus.  That reality of being green isn't the 

primary draw, it's what helps finalize the purchase.  "It can be driven using only 

electricity?"  "Cool!"  "How far?"  "Does it cost a lot more?"  "How do I charge 

it?"  Notice how all of those questions are quite basic and all come after the 

discovery?  Notice how being supposedly "obsolete" never comes into play?  It's a 

scenario that doesn't take much to recognize as the new norm.  So, all the spin happening 

now to undermine & downplay PHEV really doesn't make much of a difference.  If a 

person was shopping for a BEV, that's a different story... but it's also a different 

audience.  Being able to entice those who stumble upon the technology is key.  Dealers 

need to learn how to capitalize on that.  Vehicles like RAV4 Prime make it very, very 

easy.  Meanwhile, I still deal with antagonists:  What does "obsolete" actually 

mean?  Simply being out-of-date isn't a big deal. It works just fine and will continue to 

until 2035.  The 10-year warranty must still be honored.  As for being serviced, those 

PHEV capable of sustaining high-volume sales even without incentives won't need much 

service.  A plug-in hybrid like RAV4 Prime delivers 42 miles of EV per charge.  That's 

over 15,000 miles annually of electric-only driving.  The engine will mostly just be a 

backup, so it should last for a freakishly long time even with just minimal upkeep.  Think 

about how helpful it is overall to phaseout traditional vehicles as fast as possible... now... 

in 2020.  In other words, how much of each automaker's fleet do you expect to be green by 

2025 year end, 5 years from now?  For Toyota, an expectation of half is looking 

realistic.  In other words, what will be obsolete by then for everyone else?  The entire fleet 

must be accounted for. 
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10-05-2020 Reconsideration.  It was strangely quiet online for the past few days.  Perhaps the so-so 

results of quarterly sales were a reality moment.  Perspective is desperately 

needed.  Moving beyond the early-adopter stage is far more difficult than enthusiasts have 

ever wanted to admit and it now looks like they have to.  We have seen some sales 

continue strong and some slip behind.  There isn't much to speak of in terms of growth 

though.  The market stands potential from VW rollout, but there really isn't anything in 

terms of expectation.  Reason for that should be obvious.  VW delivering a nice product 

doesn't mean it will be accepted well... or even understood.  Think about how perfectly 

good technology sometimes takes what seems like forever to be adopted.  How is Tesla 

actually portrayed outside of the world of enthusiasts?  What message are they sending to 

ordinary consumers?  The people I encounter think Tesla offers great vehicles, but they are 

far too expensive to be considered for purchase.  That's it.  10 seconds of consideration, 

then they move on.  That's why comments like this are finally starting to be taken 

seriously: "Some people aren't Tesla fans, but I think even the biggest critics have to admit 

that Tesla's reconsideration of how a car could be built is fascinating.  BMW did some 

really cool stuff with the i3, but then it seems like their management dropped the ball and 

didn't do much with it."  That step out beyond just power, speed, and range reveals an 

entirely different perspective.  Perhaps there's more to an EV than just plugging in.  This is 

how Prius success grew.  Without really understanding how the technology worked, there 

emerged a recognition of having taken a new approach.  That propulsion system was 

somehow more than just an addition of motor & battery.  It was a redesign which had 

proven reliable.  When people come to that conclusion on their own, they reconsider 

purchase criteria.  This is where true improvement becomes vital.  Much of that is hidden, 

subtle, often overlooked.  All if it adds up, making for a better product even if the 

consumer doesn't know why.  I pointed out one such example, which happened to coincide 

with the posted comment quite well:  The tech from BMW was carried through their 

partnership with Toyota... who took their carbon-fiber knowledge and applied it to Prius 

Prime.  Most people have no clue just how much of a "redesign" that actually 

represents.  In a vehicle with a plug you can purchase for under $30,000 (without subsidy), 

there's a carbon-fiber hatch standard.  That is a component with complex shape which 

must be able to endure slamming and retain a waterproof seal.  It's exactly what should 

happen with new tech... become so well proven, people don't even notice.  It reduces 

weight and add strength, exactly what you want from true vehicle advancements.  That's 

measurable progress.  Toyota doesn't hype though.  So, stuff like that doesn't get 

attention.  Tesla, on the other hand, is a master of the spotlight.  So, of course what they 

deliver gets recognition & praise. 
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10-06-2020 Hydrogen.  There is market stir again.  We've heard about shipping (both boat & train) 

looking to fuel-cell technology, using hydrogen as fuel.  It makes sense.  They don't have 

to worry about infrastructure.  Docks will have industrial supply for their commercial 

transport consumption.  People don't equate that will Toyota though.  The reality that the 

same stacks in Mirai can also be used for that is somehow a concept too extreme for them 

to grasp.  Of course, these are the same individuals who don't believe the EV drive in a 

PHEV can also be the very same EV drive in a BEV.  Ugh.  So naturally, any time there's 

a mention of fuel-cell advancement we get "fool cell" comments being posted.  None are 

of any intelligible worth.  It's just some rambling message about gray hydrogen.  Of 

course, they have never heard the label of "gray" before or even realize there are different 

types.  The well-informed would know that is the type which originates from fossil-fuels, 

like oil & coal.  When you introduce carbon sequestration, it can be cleaner.  Not allowing 

carbon-dioxide to be released from the production process makes it a "blue" 

hydrogen.  That's better, but not the best type.  Identified as "green", this is hydrogen 

originated from renewable sources like wind, solar, hydro, biomass or geothermal.  That's 

truly clean in every regard... something plug-in purists have trouble accepting.  They still 

prefer electricity directly, rather than being carried in hydrogen.  But if cost of that type 

can be reduced to a competitive level, it puts BEV in an awkward position.  For 

commercial use, that cleanest form of hydrogen may be the overall optimum 

choice.  Anywho, this is what I posted in response to one of the antagonists today:  BLUE 

hydrogen is already an active market.  In the United States, approximately 10 million 

metric tons of hydrogen are produced every year, most of which is used for petroleum 

recovery and refining purposes as well as fertilizer (ammonia) production.  Using it for 

transportation and energy storage instead would be an effective way of promoting the 

green type.  It also helps oil dependent nations transition away from fossil sources, giving 

them something else to invest in.  GREEN hydrogen is growing as solar & wind 

opportunities grow as a result of dropping costs.  H2 is already treated as a commodity, 

coming from a variety of sources. The fact that it is inefficient will be offset by the fact 

that it can be used to store electricity currently wasted.  Wind turbines are limited to what 

the grid can handle at that specific moment.  Being able to store excess instead, then use it 

later for supplementing DC fast-chargers is a paradigm complimentary to plug-in 

vehicles.  Owners of charging-station can have it delivered from local providers.  It's a 

win-win for new infrastructure and new employment.  This addresses cost & supply 

during peak demand for DC fast-chargers.  Pulling that much kWh through a powerline 

has limitations which fuel-cell stacks on-site could overcome. 
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10-06-2020 Battery Expansion.  Watching the online arguments fall apart has been fascinating.  We 

are getting past the trapped-in-a-corner response.  That next move for most is to abandon 

ship.  There's nothing left to argue or spin.  It's over.  Those that remain stay isolated to 

their niche.  That's who I addressed:  Many who stress BEV importance tend to overlook 

the fleet as a whole.  They selectively focus on initial offerings only.  Failing to address 

how to grow sales beyond that low-hanging fruit is a very real problem, one that Toyota 

has already set the stage for.  The most obvious example is how Prius was relentlessly 

mocked as a plug-in hybrid.  Enthusiasts absolutely refused to take the technology 

seriously.  They wouldn't even bother to actually look at the potential.  For years, it was a 

continuous stream of insults & belittling.  Then came RAV4 Prime.  All those who had 

been part of the undermining effort scurried away, like roaches when a light is turned 

on.  Now from Toyota, we see a wide selection of hybrids, 3 of which are already also 

available as plug-ins... Prius, Corolla and RAV4. The possibility of Camry, Avalon, 

Highlander, C-HR, Sienna and Venza also getting the PHEV option is quite 

realistic.  Growth potential for expanding plug choices across the fleet is undeniable.  All 

that's needed is an expansion of battery production... exactly what this discussion topic is 

about. 

10-06-2020 The Game.  Like our president addressing his cadre (to put it politely), the audience 

online have made up their mind and won't change for anything.  That's why the same old 

rhetoric is repeated constantly.  It's not all nonsense though.  Each encounter provides 

debate opportunity.  I get feedback that otherwise wouldn't be available too.  They 

consider it a game and frequently declare victory.  But unlike politics, the virus outcome 

cannot be manipulated.  So all they are doing is fooling themselves.  It's basically therapy 

for them and constructive research for me.  That source of "what the market supposedly 

thinks" information is priceless... since the game is real.  I remind them of that from time 

to time too:  Declarations of doom & defeat are quite telling.  That narrative is an obvious 

(and desperate) effort to divert attention away from the technology itself.  No matter how 

enthusiasts spin it, simply cranking out cookie-cutter vehicles isn't a long-term 

solution.  This partnership is to advance the batteries themselves, addressing what needs to 

follow the early-adopter market.  At first glance, that initial target of 500,000 seems 

small.  But if you consider what next-gen chemistry & production will be used, it changes 

the game. 

10-06-2020 Already Evolved.  This feedback today was especially telling: "One possible evolution is 

the plug in hybrid becomes primarily an EV with a small range extender ICE.  Toyota is 

ideally placed to do this.  EVs are a much simpler problem than hybrids."  It confirmed 

my suspicion, that this particular group has not been paying attention.  They just pass 

along rhetoric, not really giving any critical thought to what they are actually 

saying.  That's easy to do, a common trap for enthusiasts to fall into.  In other words, they 

make an assumption.  I try to point out when they have failed to notice:  If you take a 

detailed look at the power-split-device and how it fits into the EV drive in the Prime 

vehicles, you'll see that is what Toyota has already delivered.  Keep in mind that a 

physically smaller engine really doesn't achieve much.  In fact, it can actually be a 

penalty.  The tradeoff of cost, emissions, efficiency, and support simply doesn't make it 

worth the effort.  The overall goal is to deliver in high-volume with a sustainable 

profit.  The design from the Prime vehicles are striving for exactly that, while also setting 

the stage for BEV offerings.  Think about how other legacy automakers will prove 

reliability.  PHEV will contribute heavily toward that reputation for Toyota. 
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10-07-2020 Drawing Conclusions.  A common behavior among enthusiasts is their necessity to draw 

conclusions.  They feel compelled to wrap things up, to declare victory.  That was the flaw 

for Volt.  It was really only the first major milestone along a very long journey.  How 

could a single vehicle with a non-sharable design be the conclusion to anything?  The 

purpose it was supposed to serve was being proof that the approach was viable for the rest 

of the fleet.  Failing to achieve that is what led to so many problems... and the mindless 

rhetoric we now deal with on a regular basis.  They set precedent, making stuff like this 

the new norm: "The flaw in your argument is that the Prius is dropping like a stone as 

fleets transition to full battery electric vehicles because of reduced maintenance and 

operation costs.  As for the Corolla, nobody is buying sedans anymore and Toyota is only 

producing 5,000 RAV4 Primes aimed at markets like California, which have now sold out, 

essentially relegating it to compliance car status."  It's the classic cannot-see-the-forest 

scenario playing out so often, they forget the reason why they were ever looking... hence 

my push for stating goals, right from day one... hoping to prevent the predictable nonsense 

happening now.  That quote is their sense of vindication, stating an excuse for the mess 

they are now in... you know, do anything to draw attention away from their own problem 

by convincing others you actually have a problem instead.  Ugh.  I fired back with:  That's 

called cherry-picking.  So what if the hybrid model of Prius is dropping.  The hybrid 

model of RAV4 is seeing very strong sales and there's a lot of potential for the new Sienna 

& Venza hybrids.  For that matter, sales of Corolla (both traditional & hybrid) are 

continuing just fine; that "not anymore" is false.  The narrative about "only producing" has 

been interesting, especially now that it has been debunked.  Rollout is on-par with what 

other new plug-in market entries have done.  Ramp-up is coming.  There isn't a benefit 

from rushing.  In fact, there can be penalties to pushing product out to a market not well 

informed about how it works or the intentions behind it.  That takes time.  Feedback from 

dealers & owners (which tend to be better informed coming from CARB states) is how 

that is achieved. 

10-07-2020 Transition Already.  The ICE (Internal Combustion Engine) has become so much of a 

symbol of anti-green that an absolute has formed.  There's a message of purity among 

BEV (Battery Electric Vehicles) forming, to the extent of believing PHEV (Plug-In 

Hybrid Electric Vehicles) are counter-productive.  So, we routinely get posts like this: 

"How will Toyota make the transition to BEV without ICE sales to support it?"  Seeing 

that makes you wonder what they really understand and are aware of.  After seeing this 

same sentiment repeated so many times, I get the impression those posting that are simply 

clueless.  It's an ambiguous reference without any definitive goal... just like the "Make 

America Great Again" mantra... which really doesn't tell us anything.  What does that truly 

mean?  Anywho, this is how I respond to the automotive-related problem:  Toyota is 

already phasing out ICE offerings, moving to HV as a base instead.  At the same time, 

some HV are getting PHEV models.  It will be those PHEV that will build confidence in 

their customer base about Toyota plug-in reliability & commitment.  Those choices will be 

the support, not ICE sales.  Their proven sustained profit is what will bring an end to 

legacy ties, which sets the stage for BEV volume. Remember, growth requires the ability 

to reach a more diverse set of consumers.  It is far from just technology challenges to 

address.  It's a path forward most other OEMs lack.  Also, while that is happening, the 

BEV models of UX300e and C-HR already available are helping break ground for the next 

BEV to follow (expected in 2021), even before the dedicated platforms are rolled out.  In 

other words, the transition is well underway. 
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10-08-2020 Setting Expectations.  There are a few who try to look forward and formulate a sense of 

direction.  Setting expectations is a challenge though, but a vital step not to be taken 

lightly.  Sadly, many do: "Except of course Tesla continues to increase y/y sales by about 

50% every single year.  With new and/or expanded factories and lines in China, Berlin, 

and the US... it is difficult to argue that this y/y increase won't continue.  Demand for EVs 

is massive.  All OEMs who make compelling vehicles will sell them."  The flaw in that 

logic should be obvious... and quite easy to argue.  Know your audience.  Early-Adopters 

are quite different from mainstream consumers.  Why is that so difficult to accept?  It's 

quite perplexing how fervent the resistance is.  My guess is they don't want to admit 

having made a fundamental mistake.  Following a passion is great, if the outcome is truly 

a step forward.  Having invested so much in a dead-end isn't the type of life-lesson 

everyone deals with constructively.  Some gain from the experience.  Others deny the 

mistake.  This is what I had to say with regard to setting expectations (based on my 

observations & experiences):  That was low-hanging fruit though.  Enthusiasts were more 

than happy to accept rough-around-the-edges, especially with a tax-credit and limited 

demand on super-chargers.  This year's pandemic twist on the market has been helpful to 

extend opportunity.  But that won't last and overcoming lack of diversification is still a 

very real challenge for Tesla.  Growth by simply producing more will only take the 

automaker so far.  As for "compelling vehicle" sales from OEMs, that's where a choice like 

RAV4 Prime comes in.  It directly targets the crowd who heavily favors a rugged look.  It 

sets the stage nicely for a BEV model too.  Getting a dealer to step up to battery-only is 

much easier when they already have a popular PHEV in the same category.  Toyota takes 

the "economy" category quite seriously too.  They have a large audience for "nicely under 

$30,000" pricing.  With Tesla, that's far from certain.  In other words, success in the early-

adopter stage really doesn't tell us much about what to expect for the open market, where 

mainstream competition is plentiful & fierce. 

10-09-2020 New Chemistries.  Losing sight of a goal or never really understanding why any 

particular technology was used causes very real problems, especially with online 

discussions.  This is a classic example: "Both of these offerings will also have a lower cost 

than today's cells."  Posts have become so vague, references to "cost" really don't tell us 

anything anymore.  There's just an assumption that if the battery-pack becomes affordable 

enough, the rest of the transition to plug-in vehicles will happen automatically.  They 

present the technology as if that is the only remaining barrier to address.  It's not.  In fact, 

that's quite a fantasy story.  That type of attitude is pervasive though.  It feeds optimism, 

giving people a sense of hope.  The hope is false though, as Volt enthusiasts learned the 

hard way.  They fixated on single points of success too.  Ugh.  Anywho, all you can do is 

point out the shortcomings of such a simplistic view of a complex problem:  Don't 

overlook what "cost" actually includes.  It's not cell price alone, as most people seem to 

believe.  This is the classic problem of viewing a problem only as an engineering 

challenge.  It isn't just a matter of raw materials being transformed into a finished 

component.  The cold, hard reality is business influences the resulting price.  Non-

Production factors, like warranty coverage, also come into play.  A more resilient 

chemistry (which is the point of solid-state batteries) means not requiring as complex of a 

cooling system.  Stuff like that reduces the cost of the vehicle, benefits often overlooked 

when focus is limited to energy-density and dollars per kWh. 
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10-10-2020 Solid-State Purpose.  Forward looking thought can frequently be a trap.  You get so 

focused on an upcoming improvement or confirmation of success, an important aspect 

sales is missed.  That was what the disaster with Volt revealed.  They didn't recognize how 

audience would change.  It's that innovator's dilemma, but far more subtle now... not the 

obvious "can't see the forest" situation.  This stirred that yesterday in that discussion about 

solid-state batteries: "These "old" cell chemistries and packs may already have 500k miles 

in them which will likely outlive the car itself.  Plenty of even older 1865 cells in Model Xs 

and Ss that are at 400,000+ miles."  I was immediately annoyed by the cherry-

picking.  How many is plenty?  Model S was rolled out in June 2012.  How many could 

their actually be with so many miles?  That's a driving rate of 50,000 miles 

annually.  There's the issue of the chargers themselves too.  When that data was collected, 

the rate was far slower than expectations of the future, when there will be much greater 

demand.  It was an invitation for me to present information likely never considered: 

 

That misses the point... one which most people haven't come to realize yet.  Know your 

audience. 

 

Those with very high miles on their battery-packs didn't charge them the same way some 

in the future will, a fundamental difference market growth will bring about.  In the past, 

use of super-chargers was limited and speeds were slower.  Owners took advantage of the 

opportunity for travel; all the rest of their recharging took place at home with level-2.  So, 

there wasn't really much stress ever. 

 

The few examples we have seen of owners depending almost exclusively upon DC fast-

charging for most charges have reported much shorter battery life.  That resembles what 

an owner of without an EVSE available at home would experience.  They would go to 

there local grocery or retail location to charge as fast as possible.  Doing that exclusively 

is a very real source of stress... which is where solid-state comes into the picture.  That 

new level of resiliency is required for that new audience. 

In other words, if you want to expand the market to include those who won't have access 

to a charger overnight, like apartment renters, you must provide recognize how their 

requirements differ from early-adopters. 
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10-10-2020 Predominant Arguments.  Some certainly try: "I of course will never convince you, so 

we'll just have to wait to see the 4680 cells charging at 250 kWs without 

taper..."  Inevitably, they fail.  Proving a technology is viable only takes you so 

far.  There's still the monumental challenge of convincing ordinary consumers such a 

change is worth it.  Change isn't easy.  Far more factors are involved than enthusiasts 

understand, which is why they are "enthusiasts" rather than "supporters".  To be 

supportive, you just openly acknowledge shortcomings and participate in efforts to 

overcome them.  Simply arguing online doesn't achieve that, even if you dominate 

posts.  The elements at play are quite complex; nonetheless, it often doesn't take much 

research to unravel rivals: 

 

There is nothing to convince me of.  You haven't presented any data relevant to the 

point.  Commercial use of SuperChargers was banned in late 2017 and best speed was 150 

kWh for a limited time.  Fleet operator with stalls are limited to 60 kW.  So, the data 

supporting a target of sustained 250 kW for those who will depend upon them exclusively 

doesn't exist.  And of course, the +400K claim has been called out as cherry-picking. 

 

Sorry, but you need to have strong arguments if you expect the technology to reach be 

accepted by ordinary consumers.  They are not going to pay for DC fast-charging if you 

cannot supply solid data to justify the cost.  That means those without dedicated level-2 

EVSE access for overnight use to charge their BEV won't take you seriously. 

Know your audience.  Solid-State addresses the current shortcomings.  The new lithiums-

with-tab may as well, but the original assertion of cost & benefit is far from certain.  This 

is still very much the earliest stages of striving for any type of omnipresent solution. 
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10-10-2020 Overall Goal.  I kept pushing the necessity of looking at the bigger picture.  Enthusiasts 

like to declare victory based on measures them deem important.  It's that want verses need 

problem.  They control the narrative... which is what leads to many of the problems in 

online discussions.  Favor is twisted to serve their purpose.  Whether it actually reflects 

reality doesn't matter.  Their posts, rather than sales, are a form of redemption.  It's the 

same old nonsense we saw back with Volt.  So, the subject matter is different.  That 

impression of change is just an illusion though.  Breaking out beyond niche, appealing to 

mainstream consumers, very must remains the problem.  Growth beyond early-adopters is 

far more difficult than they want to admit.  Sound familiar?  Here's what I had to say about 

that in the latest exchange: 

 

btw, that use of 250 kW is arbitrary.  It's the new fastest speed from Tesla 

SuperChargers.  Electrify America chargers are capable of 350 kW though.  EVSE 

builders are pushing what will be realistic for a top speed.  This is why chemistry is so 

important.  Everyone wants something capable of accepting the fastest rate repeatedly 

without consequence.  Notice how Tesla maxes out tier-1 speed & pricing at 60 

kW?  Toyota provides a 1,000,000 km warranty, but limits maximum charging to 50 

kW.  Those are signs of tradeoff related to cost & benefit. 

 

We are still at the infancy stage, exploring market & technology potential.  So when you 

say "we will have the proof", it only makes sense when context of that target is 

provided.  Requirements are extensive to achieve high-volume sales that are both 

profitable & sustainable.  Measurements, like charge-rate, are criteria that don't have solid 

targets yet.  That's because engineering is a balance of design. 

In other words, it really isn't a matter or "understand or believe".  It is recognition of how 

that particular measure fits into the overall goal.  How is "better" identified? 
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10-11-2020 Low Quantity.  For awhile, those frustrated by Toyota (due to having a different 

expectation for leadership) had a number to refer to.  It was the initial allotment planned 

for rollout of RAV4 Prime to the United States.  Anyone familiar with the legacy 

automaker's approach would recognize the pattern.  A surge of supply isn't looked upon as 

beneficial.  If there is strong demand right away, their dealers will find out first hand.  It's 

a very effective means of getting the message of change across and providing a little time 

for them to prepare accordingly.  How else would you get them to take the situation 

seriously?  Think about it.  With a market in deep denial about climate-change, there is 

simply no easy way to convey necessity.  Anything people encounter they don't like, they 

dismiss it.  20 years of experience with hybrids makes this all too clear.  The direct 

approach doesn't work, period.  Don't believe Toyota's assessment, consider what 

happened with GM.  Still not convinced, look at the outcome with Nissan.  Want 

more?  Ask everyone you know how seriously they would be about their next vehicle 

purchase being a Tesla.  Needless to say, we have a very real problem.  Toyota's solution 

is slow & steady, push incredibly hard but in a manner so subtle no one really notices... 

hence, stealth mode.  Anywho, this is how I replied to the latest denial:  The narrative of 

"low quantity" has already been debunked.  Rollout is very much on-par with other 

rollouts of the past, matching some and actually exceeding others.  And that's just here, in 

this market.  The fact that RAV4 Prime was rolled out worldwide all in the same year, 

while 2 other plug-ins were also (both BEV) and 2 traditional vehicles replaced entirely by 

hybrid, tells us the real story.  In other words, some of us our tired of the rhetoric.  That 

intentional distortion of what's happening overall by cherry-picking to misrepresent is just 

plain wrong.  Progress forward cannot be denied.  No amount of impact downplay changes 

that.  This is why Jeep committing to a PHEV is important.  So what if it is not enough 

range or power for you?  It is an automaker actually delivering something, which forces 

the dealers to finally acknowledge the inevitable. 

10-15-2020 Silence.  We seem to be in that lull again, when the entire industry is paused... nothing 

new to report and a sense of lost direction.  This happens from time to time when online 

participants come to realize there won't be anything to fixate on for awhile.  In other 

words, they thrive on hype and there currently isn't any.  It's a sad reality.  But that's what 

enthusiasts are all about, showing enthusiasm.  It isn't usually a bad thing 

either.  Unfortunately, we have seen unsubstantiated claims grow out of control, creating 

meritless hype without acceptance of objectivity.  If you question their absolute, you get 

attacked.  That refusal to be critical is a very real problem.  When you actually make a 

valid point... or in this case, it becomes obvious by some industry move or statement... you 

get silence.  This time, it was the quarterly sales results.  We basically have no outlook 

anymore.  Some sales are good.  Others are bad.  Lack of momentum or even direction is a 

big problem that quite easy to see now.  Think about what.  What are we expecting from 

2021?  No one can even suggest any type of expectation.  We know ID.4 will be coming 

to the United States, but the complete absence of any detail from VW is leaving everyone 

with that pause, waiting for some news.  Toyota is basically always silent anyway, never 

much of a purveyor of their own advances.  There's the Hummer EV reveal on the way... 

which will fuel the very fire that's barely an ember now.  Blah, a new mindless noise. 
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10-16-2020 Lost.  That's what happened when you become blinded by optimism.  It reads like this: "I 

just think BEVs in 2023 will simply be too compelling to ignore by consumers and they 

will chose to stop buying ICE and hybrids since they are obsolete now."  Imagine such an 

abrupt change, where all of a sudden there is a plug-in model of your favorite vehicle 

readily available.  Ugh.  Even when there isn't, but really sweet new tech is, people still 

don't flock to in enmasse.  The mind of an early-adopter has a very difficult time seeing 

beyond their own niche.  That makes for really difficult discussions about those who aren't 

well informed and have no issue trying something new.  I replied with:  We have already 

seen many swing factors... dropping renewable costs... loss of fossil-fuel jobs & talent... 

$4 per gallon gas... creation of gigafactories... and the end of personal diesel 

vehicles.  None of which had a draw-the-line impact.  Each contributes to the 

advancement forward, away from traditional dirty & inefficient technologies.  Thinking 

there will be an abrupt cliff in 2023 that will suddenly turn the industry upside-down isn't 

realistic, especially when you consider how much resistance their will be from business & 

political influence.  As much as we focus on green engineering, that resistance is why we 

must embrace a variety of solutions: PHEV, FCEV, BEV.  In other words, look at what 

"obsolete" actually represents, then try to find an example of where change truly did 

happen that quickly.  Reality is, those types of "overnight" changes end up taking far 

longer than enthusiasts care to admit. 
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10-17-2020 Potential.  Seeing potential is difficult for those who focus solely on winning whatever 

the current battle is.  That's why Volt enthusiasts lost the war.  Rather than just sacrificing 

their particular configuration and moving on to the next for the greater victory, they held 

tight to a specific.  That lack dedication to the bigger win distorts perspective: "They're 

working on EVs and PHEVs as well.  But they were late to the game, that's for 

sure."  Whether there is any merit to that or not makes no difference.  It's all about the end 

goal, which enthusiasts refuse to focus on.  I keep telling them about that mistake too, 

especially when they attempt to distract with hydrogen what-abouts: 

 

Toyota doesn't play the game... cater to early-adopters.  They have watched GM and Ford 

fumble with that market for years, doing nothing to expand their reach to appeal to 

mainstream consumers.  Tesla is facing the same challenge now.  Getting beyond that 

initial wave of enthusiasts interest is very difficult.  In other words, so far, we have only 

witnessed what happens with low-hanging fruit. 

 

Toyota knows hydrogen will be a massive market in the commercial arena.  Shipping in 

all regards... boats, trains, trucks... will transport cargo using fuel-cell technology out of 

necessity.  Diesel is an unrealistic future, period.  The airline industry is facing major 

change with regard to passenger travel; that will bring about a rethink with their planes 

and cost of operation.  All that spells opportunity in a market that will thrive as the solar & 

wind industry ramps up. 

 

With regard to Mirai itself, there's a large market for fleet vehicles.  They can thrive on 

limited distribution of hydrogen.  In fact, they can help promote local build-up of 

infrastructure.  There's no need for centralization of production when the product itself 

doesn't need to be pumped or mined from the ground.  Partnerships with nearby solar & 

wind farms will be great economic & employment opportunity.  Mirai demonstrates the 

potential, showing how realistic scaling-up will be with on-going refinement of the 

technology... technology that can be shared throughout the transport industry. 

 

It never ceases to amaze me how short-sighted & limited-scope discussions related to 

Toyota's potential have been.  They belittle the potential and turn a blind-eye to the efforts 

taking place to also establish PHEV and BEV offerings, in addition to FCEV.  Think 

about how the electric components (motor, battery, controller, heat-pump, etc) are all 

shared among those different vehicles. Benefit from economy-of-scale should be obvious. 

 

Put another way, Toyota simply doesn't care about the rhetoric.  They will continue to 

refine their vast portfolio of technology regardless of how enthusiasts claim their stance to 

be.  The so-called "game" is only just beginning. 

Lastly, don't overlook the non-transport opportunity.  Using hydrogen for backup or 

supplemental power is an emerging market with lots of potential. 
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10-17-2020 Aging.  It is interesting what new owners try to interpret something in the owner's manual 

and take it too literally, but don't actually have enough detail to actually draw a proper 

conclusion.  We have several enablers who help that process along by pushing 

assumptions, rather than actually taking real-world data into consideration.  Yes, they 

dismiss detailed measure in favor of some vague statement.  That happens quite often with 

regard to battery-pack aging.  Why are some people so stubborn?  It's bizarre how they 

refuse to accept... or even acknowledge... efforts to provide analysis.  There's a continued 

fallback to the manual... a guide to advise & inform, not a book of law.  Far too many 

variances of ownership & operation make it possible for an automaker to provide 

specifics, hence the rather cryptic wording.  Anywho, this is how I jumped into today's 

discussion on the matter: 

 

That "when leaving the vehicle undriven for a long period of time" really throws people 

and has been a good source of misconceptions. 

 

But when you dig into details of how real-world driving actually plays out, intentionally 

leaving it vague makes sense.  There's simply too many variables at play to draw a line 

anywhere.  The demand & stress on battery-packs varies far too much.  That's why all the 

experience Toyota has had with reliability from their hybrid offerings never increased any 

detail on the dashboard.  It still resembles what it did way back in the late 90's.  There's 

more available, if you want it.  But you have to be smart enough (a critical thinker) to 

understand what the data tells you, so the process to retrieve it is left for the better 

informed. 

 

The best example I have found to define "long" came from my electric lawnmower 

manufacturer, EGO.  Built into their batteries is a protective system that will cause the 

battery to self-discharge down to 50% if it hasn't been used for 30 days.  That is their 

storage strategy.  It resembles what we have been saying all along (since 2012) for Toyota 

PHV.  If you are going on a "long" vacation, it is best to not leave the battery with a "full" 

charge. 

 

Realistically, how many owners don't touch their vehicle at all for an entire month?  You 

run into other maintenance steps being neglected beyond that anyway.  Engine fluids need 

to be circulated and tires lose pressure.  Gas obviously ages too.  Using the vehicle from 

time to time is part of ownership responsibility.  There are consequences if you don't.  This 

isn't rocket science. 

It's like leaving your car out to cook in the sun day after day.  Use some critical thinking to 

find out how "long" extended exposure to extreme heat is tolerable before it has an big 

impact.  Engineering is filled with tradeoffs.  It won't destroy the battery, but it will 

accelerate aging. 
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10-17-2020 Experience & Knowledge.   There are some who get it: "I'm sure they'll do fine, but I 

wish they weren't so anti-plug in (yes I know hydrogens are considered EV's) and 

would've just worked on a viable EV we could buy in the US in addition to their other 

offerings."  That's an objective look at the situation, though rather limited in scope.  You 

have to start somewhere though.  Recognition of the what's happened on the larger scale 

helps.  I added: 

 

Know your audience.  Complaints about whatever happened in the past mean nothing to 

mainstream consumers.  In a few years when they are ready to seriously consider a plug-in 

purchase, the PHEV and BEV choices that Toyota is rolling out now will be well 

established and the technology they use is already. 

 

Think about how well Prius Prime has operated.  It has been basically flawless... no 

concerns of battery failure or fires.  There is a small base of owner spread all over the 

world proving viability.  That experience & knowledge gain from the previous generation 

Prius PHV carried forward to ensure reliability.  Toyota has established a reputation for 

"plug & play" which we see quite clearly from the demand for RAV4 Prime. 

 

So what if enthusiasts never give Toyota any recognition for that effort?  Mainstream 

consumers couldn't care less with regard to early-adopter history.  It will no impact toward 

the decision about what they will purchase.  They'll see a BEV Toyota brand equivalent to 

the system using in Lexus UX300e or whatever gets rolled out in their upcoming 

dedicated BEV platform.  Meanwhile, there will also be a wide array of PHEV choices. 

The supposed "anti-EV" stance will be as meaningless as was with GM.  Remember all 

that "range anxiety" promotion for Volt?  It teetered on the edge of propaganda it was so 

bad.  All of their enthusiasts abandoned ship when sales failed to grow.  In fact, the lesson 

learned from that was "know your audience". 

10-17-2020 Hydrogen Denial.  Reading through his rant, I locked in on this: "Mirai has already 

failed."  Those are words of desperation.  It's easy to see why too.  Simply ask what it 

failed to do?  Toyota always stated their fuel-cell vehicle would be low-volume, a means 

of collecting real-world data for next-generation design.  And now that the reveal of that 

next-gen is approaching (it is 6 weeks away), there is very real fear emerging.  The fragile 

BEV market, which depended heavily upon subsidies and early-adopters, is 

saturated.  Growth with competition isn't what enthusiasts can deal with.  That's why the 

rant started with: "... uh .. EVs are growing exponentially with no sign of a slow 

down.  They are poised in fact to displace the entire ICE market by as soon as 2030 

assuming enough batteries can be made."  Statistical misleading by focusing solely on 

numbers from an emerging market is the trap he has fallen into.  Reaching the next 

audience is far more difficult.  We have the petroleum industry working hard against any 

type of change too.  So even if infrastructure could be addressed that quickly, change will 

require a profound attitude adjustment.  Think about what it will take to get homes and 

parking lots/ramps wired for overnight charging.  Anywho, I hit back with some common-

sense about how plug-in and hydrogen choices will be adopted:  The term EV is 

ambiguous, since it includes both PHEV and BEV.  It refers to any type of vehicle that 

uses plug-supplied electricity to propel the vehicle.  As for that timeline, are you aware 

that 92 million vehicles are produced worldwide annually?  Reaching every market with 

every type of infrastructure challenge in just 9 years isn't the slightest bit realistic.  This is 

where the automakers diversifying their product-line come in.  They will provide a choice 

where PHEV or BEV simply cannot fulfill the need.  Like it or not, FCEV will co-exist. 
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10-18-2020 Physics & Math.  I liked this comment: "Tons of people don't understand physics and 

math."  It went on exactly as expected too, a detailed description of what the physics & 

math entailed... but that was it.  Scope was cherry-picked, though I don't think the person 

realized they had made such a big omission.  That's an outcome of devoting attention... 

you sometimes forget there's more to the situation.  Anywho, I saw what he had done and 

called attention to it:  Even if they do, leaving out economics from that equation results in 

mistaken expectations.  In this case, you can't just tell the petroleum industry to stick it and 

produce vehicles that won't use anything they can produce or supply.  They will fight to 

the bitter end, causing a massive waste of time & resources.  They must be included.  To 

our benefit, we can have them shift over to producing hydrogen... which if you are a 

critical thinker... requires massive investment in renewable energy.  They already use 

hydrogen as part of the process to refine gasoline.  So, it's not like they don't have some 

experience working with it.  They have a workforce desperate for new opportunity as 

well.  Let them foot the bill for all that.  In other words, this is far more than just an 

exercise in engineering.  Solutions on the grand scale must include the entire audience of 

those impacted by a paradigm shift.  It's a win-win to have the petroleum industry help 

push solar & wind build-up as a means to their own survival.  Lastly, think about how 

hydrogen can be locally produced (which creates new employment opportunity) and used 

as a storage & supplement for electricity supply.  SuperChargers require a massive amount 

of electricity quickly, something the grid cannot provide easily or affordably.  It's ironic 

how BEV supporters don't see the beneficial role hydrogen can play to assist with 

charging-station capacity. 

10-19-2020 Hummer EV.  The reveal was very bad sign.  GM has clearly fallen back into the same 

old trap.  There's an obsession with size & power and a clear neglect toward real 

change.  What else can be said.  A plug-in vehicle with a $79,995 starting price, who is the 

market for Hummer EV?  This is another repeat of the same old nonsense.  History is 

repeating, yet again.  GM is not making any real effort to address the status quo.  What is 

offered in their dealer lots will remain the same for several years to come.  What happened 

to the supposed leadership?  Ugh. 

10-20-2020 Echoes Of The Past.  I was amused by the repeat of history.  It was a rant about timing 

without anything to actually support the claim.  The same old baseless rhetoric has 

emerged again.  That's solid confirmation of what Toyota rolled being seen as a threat.  I 

responded to that familiar nonsense with:  Echoes of the past came from the same type of 

selective participation.  To justify "too late" claims, audience had to be cherry-

picked.  Consider this analogy.  Think about streaming 4K on-the-fly.  You get great video 

immediately, if you have the necessary hardware & connection.  The same is true for a 

BEV. With level-2 charging, the experience is great.  Owning a BEV with just level-1 

presents challenges though.  Lacking the better EVSE, opportunity is missed.  Some 

mornings, you simply wouldn't be able to leave home with a full charge.  How compelling 

is that for purchase?  With a PHEV like RAV4 Prime, you can start with an ordinary 120-

volt outlet, allowing an unplanned plug-in purchase to be realistic.  The mainstream 

consumer just wandering a dealer's showroom floor can leave that day with a plug-in 

vehicle.  Upgrading to 240-volt later is just a natural outcome of the ownership 

experience.  It's a no-pressure upgrade with a very high probability.  Go ahead, repeat 

history by disregarding those facts.  Many have already claimed "too late" and have little 

to nothing to show for it. 
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10-21-2020 Confirmation of Panic.  When they don't even acknowledge what you say and just rant 

about their perception of future without substance to support it, that's a sign of 

desperation.  His panic was confirmed by this: "Further, in 5 years, BEVs will have the 

majority of the new car market and even people formally in denial will realize that the 

direction the market is going is pure BEV.  No one will buy anything with an expensive to 

maintain ICE, especially used.  Resale values will drop to scrap as repair shops close and 

gas stations start disappearing or converting to electric chargers."  That conclusion he 

drew was so good, I had to post the entire paragraph.  As much as we'd like that type of 

new technology adoption, that aggressive of a timeline on such a large scale simply isn't 

realistic.  The fact that he ignored my fact about overnight charging was the tell-all, a dead 

giveaway of not being constructive.  That is much to large of a barrier to overcome still for 

no attention whatsoever to be given.  I fired back:  Completely ignoring that analogy was 

the disregard; instead, you just passed along an arbitrary date with an unrealistic 

quantity.  That is the repeat of history, put politely.  Put succinctly, it's rhetoric.  The claim 

of "in 5 years, BEVs will have the majority of the new car market" is utter nonsense.  In 

this market alone, that is 16 million vehicles.  Worldwide, it is 92 million.  Again, the 

analogy brought up the problem of infrastructure.  Why are you refusing to acknowledge 

that fact? 

10-21-2020 Overkill.  Enthusiasts are known for confusing want with need.  They focus on the most 

extreme solutions, then justify that as a requirement. The idea of balance or the concept of 

tradeoffs is not part of their mindset.  That makes many online exchanges basically 

pointless.  For example: "If air-cooling was the best option for a larger battery-pack, the 

Toyota RAV4 Prime battery-pack would not be liquid-cooled."  It shouldn't take much 

effort to figure that out.  Unfortunately, the quote there was from the article's author, not a 

comment posted about it.  Those media sources thrive on overkill.  So feeding it material 

to stir interest is good motive.  Sadly, that's called enablement from those observing the 

consequences.  Ugh.  Oh well.  We simply have no choice but to inject logic into those 

discussions, with the hope some sensible readers will realize the what, why, and who 

elements at play.  This is what I posted:  That conclusion is easy to confirm as an 

anecdotal observation which overlooks an important design feature: 2,500-lb towing 

capacity.  Most vehicles simply don't need that, so forced air-cooling with a dedicated A/C 

source is fine.  A more aggressive cooling system to support added power demand makes 

a lot of sense; otherwise, it's overkill... unnecessary... a waste of cost, weight and added 

complexity. 
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10-22-2020 Tesla Attacks.  Remember how whenever an article was published about Prius, some Volt 

enthusiast would start trolling the comments with "vastly superior" posts?  That same 

thing is now happening from Tesla enthusiasts.  It's quite annoying, an obvious effort to 

undermine.  Today, one of them got called out for doing exactly that.  My takeaway from 

his nonsense was: "We're hearing about a $25,000 subcompact."  That is an obvious 

rhetoric spread, when the content is vague at best but the message to distract obvious.  In 

this case, that is actually an innovator's dilemma issue.  Catering to early-adopters is 

easy.  They are forgiving and have a lot of discretionary income available.  So, initial 

rollouts to them with a "test the waters" approach works fine.  Appealing to the 

mainstream is an entirely different matter.  Those customers are far more picky and 

volume must be levels of magnitude higher.  Reaching that goal is much, much more 

challenging.  Antagonists gloss over that detail, portraying the situation as just a matter of 

ramping up production.  This is among the first "of what" to be stirred about 

production.  So, I responded with:  What we have heard is concern about that market being 

extremely competitive with razor-thin profits and a strong potential to cannibalize sales of 

current offerings.  Toyota has mastered how to appeal to consumers in such a 

market.  That is unfamiliar territory for Tesla. 

10-22-2020 More FUD.  In this case, it is raising doubt... again: "But is it soon enough that Toyota 

will still exist 5-10 years from now?  I'm not at all sure."  That was quite expected in 

response to finding out Toyota is indeed rolling out BEV choices.  Denial isn't possible 

anymore.  So, antagonists turn to the spread of FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt) instead.  I 

fired back with:  Raising doubt is the typical response from early-adopters who always felt 

Toyota should be breaking new ground (catering to that audience) rather than focusing on 

their own customer-base.  The obvious pattern is to watch how assumptions are 

postulated, then later that incorrect or outdated information is passed along.  In this case, 

we now know that the big huff about only supporting CHAdeMO was an incorrect 

assumption.  This article points out a CCS2 will be offered.  So, it is clearly an attempt to 

undermine by using a label of "ridiculous" after learning the approach is to maximize 

charging opportunity.  As for Toyota still existing in 5-10 years, there's no basis to make 

such an assumption.  With a customer-base of 10 million worldwide and PHEV & BEV 

options already being rolled out, along with the upcoming reveal of several new dedicated 

BEV platforms, that is pretty much just another attempt to undermine.  In other words, too 

bad if you don't like Toyota's approach.  That's simply no excuse to continue raising doubt. 

10-22-2020 Devil's Advocate.  When an antagonist wants to appear to be constructive, they'll play that 

role.  It doesn't work when you know the topic has been addressed already... sometimes to 

the point of ad nauseam.  There is a former Volt owner turned Tesla owner on the big 

Prius forum that asks the same question over and over and over again.  It's so obvious he is 

trying his best to retain the status quo.  Ugh.  In the case of today's effort from an obvious 

challenger with no integrity, I replied to his efforts to raise doubt about engine & brake 

robustness:  That role serves no purpose.  With over 15 million Toyota hybrids having 

been sold (including 8 years of PHEV sales), proof for debunking anything bad has 

already overwhelmingly been provided.  Heck, the start/stop cycle nonsense was 

debunked over 20 years ago.   The hybrid system revs up the engine to idle speed, then 

waits for oil-pressure to be established before fuel & spark.  Combined with an engine 

optimized for reduced load, all stress factors have been addressed generations ago.  The 

same is true about that attempt to raise doubt about the brakes.  It was debunked ages ago. 
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10-22-2020 GM Distractions.  It is interesting how "vaporware" isn't brought up anymore, despite the 

discovery of the Hummer EV promotional video being a fake.  There wasn't actually a 

working prototype.  It was really just a demonstration of what GM has planned.  Finding 

that out, we are seeing posts like this: "The art of selling non existent vehicles seems to be 

the support GM is getting from Nikola."  I was intrigued by that complete absence of 

history recognition.  Was the poster of that comment completely unaware of the past or 

just so focused on the present that is was disregarded as important.  Patterns are vital when 

trying to determine intent.  That's why I look for them.  Heck, that's why I blog so much.  I 

can look back through the history I documented as it was playing out to confirm a 

match.  Today, it was pointing out the pattern I recognize all too well: 

 

No, this is what GM has been doing for 15 years. 

 

It started when they saw the success of Prius.  There was a reaction of panic, a need to 

promote something superior... hence the birth of Two-Mode, a non-existent vehicle that 

would out-Prius Prius.  Hype went on for years.  When Two-Mode finally rolled out, it 

was a disaster.  GM abandoned the approach and focused resources on Volt instead... 

which also ended up a disaster, twice (both generations).  Then came Bolt... which has 

gone nowhere. 

 

So, now we have Hummer EV.  How is that even remotely an effort to address a 

transformation of GM's existing fleet to green offerings?  It's yet another distraction from 

priorities... an appeal to enablers to help protect the automaker from constructive 

criticism... and there are a lot of suckers willing to contribute. 

 

I find it incredibly ironic how some here come down on Toyota for not participating, when 

it simply makes no sense to be part of such efforts to avoid actually making a 

difference.  They complain about GM being penalized for running out of tax-credits they 

wasted on efforts to appeal to consumers outside of their own customer base. 

 

Why is there not an Equinox available as a PHEV or BEV still?  Remember the plug-in 

SUV we were shown back in 2008 as an upcoming 2009 model?  That was a prototype 

Saturn Vue using the Two-Mode augmented with a plug.  Following that letdown was 

Volt, a promise of a better plug-in platform.  A decade later, nothing... despite several 

other automakers entering the plug-in SUV market targeting middle-market buyers... GM's 

own customers. 

In short, Hummer EV is yet other distraction. 
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10-22-2020 Nearly Pointless.  I enjoyed proving this wrong: "GM should have done more with the 

Voltec power train, but the inefficiency of larger vehicles is the reason they didn't.  A 

PHEV with 15 miles of range would have been nearly pointless in 2011."  There were 

many points to me made:  15 * 365 = 5,475 miles per year with nothing but overnight 

charging, back when gas was still $4 per gallon would have been nearly 

pointless?  Neither Volt nor Bolt targeted GM's own customers.  They ended up being 

nothing but conquest sales, most of which never resulted in any loyalty.  In fact, a large 

number of them were just leases.  We have since seen an exodus over to Tesla.  That 

inefficiency is a lame excuse, since GM was well aware of it long before Volt was rolled 

out.  Two-Mode overwhelmingly confirmed a plug-in model would take far more of an 

investment to achieve than just adding a battery.  Toyota delivered that very product 

though. RAV4 Prime achieves 38 MPG in HV mode while also delivering AWD and the 

ability to tow 2,500 pounds.  Now with improved battery chemistry & production, that 15 

miles of EV has evolved to 42 miles. 
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10-22-2020 Getting Serious.  A little bit of constructive discussion is starting to emerge: "Sure, many 

automakers are lagging just like Toyota.  But automakers like VW that are actually 

serious about EVs are geared up to produce hundreds of thousands of EVs like the ID4 

across multiple factories.  Completely different ballgame."  It's in the form of belittling; 

nonetheless, that's still better than just reciting talking-points.  I climbed up on the soapbox 

for a long reply: 

 

Just because Toyota appears to be lagging doesn't mean they actually are.  VW is taking a 

traditional approach.  Toyota is not.  So comparing the two based a single business model 

won't provide meaningful measure.  It's an apple to coconut comparison.  They have very 

little in common, even though both appear to be food picked from a tree. 

 

Taking the time to review Toyota's actual plan, rather than speculating based upon 

observation & commentary, you would see a business approach carefully planned and well 

underway.  The theme emphasized is to achieve high efficiency through HV refinement, 

carried to PHEV, for use later in BEV offerings. 

 

They want to squeeze the most out of the limited resources.  That's quite the opposite of 

what GM did, despite GM getting praised for being a supposed leader.  It was a rush to 

market with significant consequence.  GM's design was costly, so much so, the platform 

ended up being abandoned. 

 

Toyota saw that play out and steered clear of it, taking not-so-obvious steps to avoid 

making the same mistake.  It looks bad from the early-adopter perspective though, since 

they want tangible results immediately.  Waiting for pieces of the puzzle to be delivered in 

stages instead is quite a let down, not at all the approach they want to endorse.  So, they 

pretend it isn't happening. 

 

With respect to VW, they are placing a big bet based on limited experience & success with 

initial BEV offering... but not by choice; it was forced upon them. Could it 

work?  Sure.  But in no way is that the process Toyota should follow.  Why take such a 

blind gamble... especially with the knowledge of how poorly rushing worked for GM. 

 

Toyota will just keep on refining all the components used to provide EV in their PHEV 

offerings for sharing among BEV offerings.  Note that Toyota also has some rebranding 

efforts underway too, like RAV4 Prime as a Subaru in different markets.  That's all 

economy-of-scale benefit, but far less obvious than VW's approach... and much less of a 

risk. 

In short, assessment of "serious" can be made in several different ways. 
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10-23-2020 Agree.  It's nice to get agreement from time to time.  Not being drown out by antagonists 

anymore helps.  They still stir trouble, but their influence is tiny now.  That impact of the 

past dominated discussions to the point where it was painting a picture of belief, you 

couldn't help but to get a feeling of hope.  That was how false narratives came 

about.  More and more learned you could manipulate by simply repeating the same lie so 

often, it would take on a life of its own.  The reason why is simple.  People don't pay 

attention and are too lazy to research.  That advice of "don't believe what you read on the 

internet" is wisdom long lost.  Every now and then though, you get encouragement from 

someone actually recognizing, then acknowledging something learned from the past.  That 

was today.  I joined in with:  Volt's downfall was being targeted at the wrong 

audience.  No amount of marketing would have changed the engineering aimed at 

appealing to enthusiasts.  GM had an entire decade to work out design that would appeal 

to its own customers for a core product, like Equinox.  GM chose not to... and still does, 

hence Hummer EV. 

10-23-2020 Consequences of Precedent.  It's nice when your post stirs an opportunity to point out 

some history: "You do realize that the Voltec technology is what led into Ultium, 

right?  How dense can you be to say what they learned with the Volt wasn't used 

elsewhere?  It led into a new generation that powers the Bolt EV and that led to 

Ultium."  This is why I documented what was actually posted back then in such 

detail.  Remember that daily blog for Volt?  Just like the "up to the chore" exchanges, it is 

now gone.  You can't find the connect anymore, except in archives... which takes work to 

uncover... and even then, you don't get the continuous nature of multiple threads being 

posted to at the same time.  Needless to say, I had much to contribute with regard to 

today's exchange:  I didn't set the precedent.  I'm just drawing attention to it... and all the 

enablers.  For years, there were hostile arguments claiming Voltec was entirely new, that 

efforts of the past were unrelated.  It was absurd.  That technology was clearly the 

successor to Two-Mode, but enthusiasts fought fiercely to defend their narrative.  It was 

their way of marketing "vastly superior" technology as revolutionary, not 

evolutionary.  We see a similar misrepresentation narrative attempt underway now.  Even 

though it is obvious that EV tech used in current Toyota offerings of PHEV and FCEV 

will later be shared in BEV, there are quite a number of individuals here who claim that 

isn't possible.  They continue to assert Toyota is many years behind with "laggard" 

labeling, that nothing done now can be carried forward... that everything done now is a 

waste of time & resources.  Sound familiar?  There are a lot of enablers here and 

provoking them is the only way to get attention.  You can help by calling out the next time 

they try to portray evolutionary steps as detrimental. 

10-23-2020 Wireless Charging.  SAE-J2954 specifications are official now.  The protocol will deliver 

3.7 kW, 7 kW and 11 kW power levels.  Efficiency is expected up to 94% at 10 inches of 

ground clearance.  Parking tolerances are 3 inches in the direction of travel and 3.9 inches 

laterally.  I started the discussion thread with the following comments:  Makes you wonder 

how the receiver equipment in the vehicle would be protected from random road debris 

impacts and contacts with snow & ice.  The sending unit would have protection issues as 

well. Exposure to winter climate doesn't seem to be addressed yet. Between freezing 

cycles and the need to remove snow, there are very real challenges. Think about how 

many generations of design it took for charging-stations to finally to deal with those same 

exposures.  And since there will always be a cord in the walkway, something will need to 

protect it too.  Needless to say, all that adds cost to the hardware. 
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10-24-2020 Nice Backwalk.  I pushed and pushed.  That specification for wireless charging did not 

include burying the wire.  Someone glossed over that, pretending it was a certainty and we 

could promote it as such.  I totally agree with the evolution, but strongly disagree with that 

process.  You build upon successes.  Promoting a hope is how hype comes about.  In other 

words, setting ambiguous expectations will come back to bite you.  Volt enthusiasts 

learned that all too well.  Remember how much I pushed them to state goals?  They 

refused and continued to disregard what had been achieved.  It was that blindness, focus 

only on something singular at the sacrifice of everything else.  Ugh.  Needless to say, I 

remained positive something like this would come out of yesterday's exchange: "Is it that 

difficult to imagine the future won't be the same as today?  Literally the most bizarre 

discussion I've ever had, people insisting that cords will be laying on top of the ground 

because, well because things can't possibly evolve."  It was exactly what I had been 

waiting for.  Phew!  I provided this in return: 

 

Know your audience.  This group fights tooth & nail against the evolution of 

design.  Assertions that PHEV simply cannot possibly improve or contribute to EV 

technology are abundant, that BEV is the only solution.  They set the precedent.  They 

refuse to adapt. 

 

Giving you a dose of what I have been dealing with for years is an effort to find an 

ally.  That means acknowledging the situation and addressing the issues. 

 

In my case, I fought for years that the EV tech in Toyota's PHEV would evolve into what 

we now have available in RAV4 Prime.  They absolutely refused to acknowledge 

capacity, power or speed could ever increase.  Those started as bizarre discussions, then 

turned sour.  I learned how to promote from those exchanges. 

 

Of course the specification for J2954 will evolve over time.  That doesn't help with 

implementation now though.  You cannot just promote a hope and disregard what's 

currently available.  I called you out to prevent that mistake.  Making an effort is how 

partnerships are forged.  Remember, looking for an ally? 

 

My stance has been to invest in infrastructure.  The cry-babies here don't think that's a 

worthwhile idea and instead whine about "laggards being rewarded".  They want the next 

round of government incentives to be again on vehicles, rather than on growing EVSE 

availability.  What is your stance? 

Now you should understand the callout.  There is a method behind the madness. 
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10-25-2020 Everytime.  Ugh.  I wonder how long this nonsense will continue: "Air-cooled 

battery?  This sounds like it's competitive with the Nissan Leaf."  The lack of research, or 

even question, is disturbing.  People just make and pass along assumptions.  It comes 

about from talking points.  The concept gets attention, but detail is almost entirely 

absent.  So naturally, it never progresses beyond the idea.  Actual data being shared is 

basically an impossibility.  That's why I have collected so much of the real-world stuff on 

video already.  It's ammunition for a prompt & harsh rebuttal.  We shouldn't have to deal 

with such stupidity.  They can't be bothered with any type of effort beyond posting an 

opinion is a very real problem.  Remember the Volt enthusiasts, specifically when I posted 

Nissan Leaf review observations about the heater?  It was a year prior to rollout.  They 

were furious with me to point out cabin-warming would consume so much electricity.  It 

was a blatant effort to dismiss findings... the same "ignore data" problem we face now 

with the pandemic.  Some don't want to face reality.  In this case, I kept my reply 

brief:  Not at all.  Leaf was just a passive system where radiant heat would dissipate... a 

sealed design, which obviously prove a bad choice.  This system in Lexus forces dedicated 

A/C air through the pack, which proves an aggressive approach in comparison. 

10-25-2020 Assumptions.  Wow!  I actually got a construction question from that: "I assume they did 

a huge amount of research and testing and determined that for a non-performance model, 

air-cooling is enough."  Usually, my climb up onto the soapbox is just me talking to 

emptiness.  True, lurkers leave the read with useful information.  But the enablers don't get 

confronted by many.  There are only a few of use trying to fight assumptions.  That's 

sad.  It's what we must address though.  Being allowed to feed a narrative is just plain 

wrong.  Getting someone to challenge it by asking for clarification is wonderful.  That's 

exactly what we need to drown out attempts to undermine.  With regard to this topic, that 

was especially welcomed feedback I was delighted to respond to:  Liquid cooling is 

overkill for a vehicle that is neither towing, nor tier-2 DC fast-charging.  This model of 

Lexus BEV is simple a drive-around-town and basic-travel configuration, a vehicle that 

will fulfill the needs of many.  If you are routinely taking long trips that require multiple 

fast-charges in a row, this isn't the configuration for you.  Wait for the new platform 

instead, one of the vehicles Toyota plans to reveal next year. 
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10-25-2020 Overthinking.  New owners trying to maximize results tend to overthink the 

situation.  Sometimes, that comes to their detriment, where the actually experience a 

reduced return as a result of their interference.  In this case, the new owner with his very 

first post on the forum, started a new thread asking this: "Any way to trick the traction 

battery heater into running after 3 days?"  And he concluded his first post with: "I'd like 

to have a warm battery if I drive anywhere on Tuesday."  I was quite curious what he felt 

"warm" was such a high priority.  My guess is that "like" was to be able to drive entirely 

with electricity.  But that isn't the best efficiency choice.  Think about how much 

electricity could be used to keep the battery warm for more than 3 days.  That is likely 

more energy than simply running the engine for a few minutes.  So, my reply was:  That's 

not the right question to ask.  Think about what you are trying to achieve.  Why do you 

feel a warm battery is necessary?  I live in Minnesota. I know cold, proper 

cold.  Ironically, my example comes from a trip to Wyoming to visit family over the 

holidays.  It was definitely winter there too... -9°F ...for the duration of Christmas 

day.  Plugging in to warm-up the battery-pack was pointless.  We needed cabin-heat 

anyway.  For us, letting the engine run while loading the car then our journey to the paved 

road was all it took to get enough heat for the engine to start cycling on & off.  Remember, 

it's good for the engine to run from time to time, especially when sitting unused in extreme 

conditions.  Having a cold battery simply means it has to deal with higher electrical 

resistance.  Lithium chemistry works fine in sub-freezing conditions.  No harm comes 

from the cold.  It simply cannot charge or discharge as much then. 

10-25-2020 Teachable Moment.  That newbie shot this back a long-winded response to me.  This 

point peaked my attention: "Charging a lithium battery when the electrolyte is frozen can 

permanently damage it."  The desire to achieve maximum EV had really been a concern 

about harm coming to the battery.  An inherent fear about the unknown (per specific 

application, he obviously has some general background in the matter) has emerged.  I like 

productive exchanges like that.  Perhaps we can have more constructive discussion.  I 

carefully thought about what to post in return... trying to avoid overthinking the situation 

myself.  This is what I came up with:  This is teachable moment.  Think about how long 

Toyota has been collecting real-world data.  Think about how I drove a 2012 Prius PHV in 

Minnesota for 6 winters... 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 ...without any battery 

degradation; that generation of plug-in never had a heater for the pack.  Think about how 

you should use Google more often; the lithium electrolyte freezes at about -22°F. 

10-25-2020 Remember Smug?  It's back!  No that the antagonist can no longer attack Toyota for not 

offering a BEV, they have turned to belittling.  That's the next chapter in the hater's 

handbook.  Ugh.  We got this today about the Lexus offering in Europe: "Wrong charging 

plug, slow, low top speed, inefficient.  This is what failing in BEVs looks like, but I'm sure 

Toyota apologists have readied meaningless platitude to excuse it."  I was amused.  It's the 

same old nonsense... 20 years later.  I fired back with:  How does your opinion, as an 

enthusiast, apply to ordinary showroom shoppers?  My stop at the grocery store today was 

37 minutes.  Odds are pretty good I wouldn't be stopping there with an empty battery-

pack, so that would have put me very close to reaching the 80% fast-charge limit.  A stop 

at a coffeeshop or somewhere to eat would have resulted in a long period of time being 

parked.  How does "wrong" fit into any of those scenarios?  Mainstream consumers are 

much less likely to pay for an unnecessary level of performance, quite different from the 

premium early-adopters are willing to pay... want verses need. 
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10-27-2020 Some Reality.  When putting "cost parity" news into perspective, it can be a bit 

humbling.  This is what started that: "As BEVs gain marketshare they will drive the price 

of ICE higher as economies of scale unravel."  I replied with some critical thinking... not 

what many would hope to hear.  You know, this audiences likes to be hopeful.  All to 

easily though, it tends to turn into hype.  I'm trying to keep the group grounded with 

facts.  We'll see how this goes: 

 

That supposition unravels with just a simple Google search. 

 

According to a 2017 study by UC Davis, the drivetrain of an ICE only accounts for 22-

24% of the overall vehicle cost.  (That breakdown is 35-40% Engine, 18-22% Auxiliary 

Units , 20-27% Transmission, 8-11% Exhaust System, 7-9% Others.)  For a BEV, the 

drivetrain is 8-20% and the battery-pack 35-50% of overall vehicle cost.  So, that impact 

isn't a great as one would hope. 

 

We know that Chassis & Body production are location specific and automakers tend to 

push to retain volume, allowing weaker selling vehicles to be discontinued.  That would 

open up locations for BEV, which would basically keep things status quo rather than 

driving ICE price up. 

 

Other components, like suspension, brakes, windows, seats, etc., wouldn't be impacted 

much or at all.  In fact, many are third-party supplied anyway and production is already 

highly optimized. 

 

Think about how much cost for battery-cells has already dropped.  A decade ago, it was 

roughly $1,000 per kWh.  Now, it is around $150 per kWh.  So, we have already 

witnessed cost-reduction on a profound scale.  As important as being able to reduce it by 

another $50 will be, that pales in comparison to the prior $850 drop.  It's a humbling 

perspective. 

 

In short, the anticipation a dramatic price decline for BEV doesn't look promising.  It 

looks much more like what we witnessed in the computer industry, where cost-reduction 

followed a continuous-improvement pattern. 

10-28-2020 Charge Rate.  They are difficult to set expectations for when there are so many variables 

at play.  That often means conclusions like this go unchallenged: "...the Lexus doesn't even 

have 7.4kW!"  How would you respond to such a claim.  The 6.6 kW rate which is listed 

officially appears to be the official specification.  But digging deeper, that's really just the 

large number posted under a string of smaller values.  This is just like the EPA rating 20 

years ago.  Few actually took the time to discover what everything on the window-sticker 

was actually telling you.  They just see a value, then jump to a conclusion.  Drawing upon 

other detail simply doesn't happen.  Many have no idea what to look for, so it's really hard 

to overcome.  This is very much the same situation now, match that of the past but simply 

with a different measured rate.  I tossed some information into the discussion, hoping for 

the best:  As for charging rate, the 7.x is a misunderstanding of how Toyota lists their 

specifications.  They focus on the 208-volt connection for commercial chargers.  So at a 

public EVSE like ChargePoint, you'll see a 3.3 kW max return for Prius Prime, which is 

what Toyota lists for it.  But if you plug the Prius Prime into a JuiceBox at home using a 

240-volt connection, you'll see a rate of 3.6 kW.  Doubling that, like we see for RAV4 

Prime, you'll get 7.2 kW. 
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11-01-2020 Seasonal Discussions.  Winter is the "hot" topic.  It's the same thing every year.  As the 

temperature drops, people start asking questions... and making assumptions.  This time 

around, with a pandemic in full swing, things are a little different.  The advice really hasn't 

changed though.  I posted a few suggestions along those lines: 

 

This will be my 9th Winter in Minnesota driving a plug-in Prius.  So, it's very easy for me 

to simplify that cold-climate list. 

 

 1) Drive at least once per week with EV mode, using electric-heating generously. 

 

 2) Drive at least once per month with HV mode, ensuring at least 20 minutes of driving. 

 

 3) Take advantage of Charge-Mode to exercise the entire system (engine & battery). 

 

 4) Enable the battery-warmer (permanently) and have the car plugged prior to driving. 

 5) Don't worry about battery charge-level.  Less than 30 days of non-use is not a concern. 

11-01-2020 No Plug, No Sale.  The topic of tax-credits never ends.  It never makes any progress 

either.  We get the same old stuff: "This is a strange system that penalizes leaders, which 

makes very little sense."  My message really hasn't changed over all that time either: 

 

The point of those original tax-credits established in 2009 was to allow legacy automakers 

the flexibility to change their own status quo with whatever approach they felt would be 

most effective. 

 

GM did not; instead, it used them for conquest sales.  Appealing to those outside your 

customer-base does nothing to change your customer-base.  That's sound obvious, but they 

managed to sucker countless enthusiasts to support that exploit... which in the end did 

nothing to change GM's status quo.  Look at their dealers for proof. Inventory in those lots 

are actually less green now than they were a decade ago. 

 

Meanwhile, we continue to hear "laggard" labeling used to describe Toyota's approach, 

which is indeed changing the inventory dealers carry.  RAV4 Prime is exactly what GM 

enthusiasts expected GM to deliver.  Toyota managed to before using up their tax-credit 

allotment... which is exactly what needs to be done to change the status quo. 

 

In fact, Toyota is following Tesla's success model.... which is remarkably challenging for a 

legacy automaker, since they are tied to business structure a newcomer with much smaller 

production volume does not.  Nonetheless, it looks very promising.  They establish a 

highly desirable product prior to triggering tax-credit phaseout, then ramp-up production 

dramatically when the subsidy switches to the unlimited stage.  It worked well for Tesla, 

why not for several plug-in models from Toyota targeting their own customer-base? 

This next round of tax-credit must address changing to vehicle purchases by loyal 

customers.  A current owner of a popular GM vehicle, like Equinox, should have the 

ability to purchase a new replacement that offers a plug.  Remember... no plug, no sale? 
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11-02-2020 Waiting For The Inevitable.  That was the thought which popped into my head 

today.  You know that it will happen... eventually... but have no clue how long that will 

actually take.  What to even hope for gets perverted along the way too.  The presidency we 

really, really, really want to see come to an end should be tomorrow.  But even if our 

idiot-in-chief loses the election, he'll still how the office for the next 2.5 months and the 

damage he caused over the past 4 years could last a generation.  Think about how many 

people have lost touch with reality.  There's no perspective after so much chaos for so 

long.  The story of purpose & expectations continuously changed along the way 

too.  Sound familiar?  That was the very think people feared about GM entering the plug-

in market.  There was a very real reason to be concerned about the mess that could result 

upon failing to succeed.  Sure enough, that's exactly what happened.  GM screwed up so 

bad, they ended up having destroyed everyone's outlook... to the point of potential 

recovery being almost impossible, as well as extremely expensive.  I knew all this well 

before it even started, since I recognized the pattern.  It's the same thing I have witnessed 

from decades of software development.  Making big & bold promises without the 

expertise and willingness to adapt spelled a long & painful journey to nowhere.  There's 

not much you can do either.  Just waiting for the inevitable...  When it finally happens, you 

then step in to do damage control... which is what Toyota is challenged with now. 

11-03-2020 To The Bitter End.  The election is quite interesting, pretty much exactly as 

predicted.  The race will be extremely tight, but counting of ballots later (after polls close) 

will favor the challenger.  The incumbent will throw a fit, backed into a corner with 

nothing else left to fight with.  All excuses & lies have been exhausted.  Defeat is all but 

final.  Yet, they fight to the bitter end.  I witnessed that firsthand with several of GM's 

failed project.  Each time, the denial would drag on and on, with encounters becoming 

more and more hostile as desperation grew.  Like with the problem of emissions & 

consumption, the problem will still exist even upon defeat.  Our horrific president ended 

up being far worse than anyone imagined; yet, he was still able to con a massive amount 

of the population right to the bitter end.  So many futures destroyed in so many different 

ways.  But like what we see with the auto industry, it still must go on.  We absolutely have 

to find a solution, some means of emerging out of the ashes.  Who knew things would get 

so bad.  I look bad at the days of those lies being repeated over and over again online, 

attempt reinforce a false narrative... thinking that mindset of evil was somehow just 

isolated to online spin from enthusiasts.  There was always a fear it was really a glimpse 

into the psyche of our society on the bigger scale.  Unfortunately, it was. 
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11-04-2020 Extra Time.  Not sure if any question related to plugging in will help distract from the 

craziness of our election.  We're trying though: "I think the extra time is to allow the 

traction battery heater or cooler to run, even though it often shows long times when those 

definitely won't run.  Toyota is really bad at software."  That was from a newbie 

attempting to guess about recharge timing based on anecdotal observations.  It's easy to 

come up with something seemingly accurate, but actually way off because you overlooked 

a factor that was far from obvious.  I always look for pieces of the puzzle that don't quite 

feel like they actually go together.  You know (or perhaps you don't), when you see a 

value presented but aren't really certain of how it came to be.  As a software engineer, 

those chunks of logic that don't quite make sense are what come back to get you... when 

you should have taken the time to find out why such a specific value was stated.  In this 

case, why something isn't certain.  For example, how many people ever question why the 

voltage stated on the back of pretty much every device you have ever plugged in lists the 

voltage as a range, rather than a specific value.  I bet most never give it a second 

thought.  So, when it comes to actually using the value, they are destined to make a 

mathematical mistake due to an assumption... an uncertainty.  I put it this way:  Time 

varies based on voltage too.  That's a factor often overlooked.  Notice how level-1 is listed 

as a range, from 110 to 120.  My level-2 times are faster than others because my actually 

runs at 244 volts, which exceeds the usual maximum of 240.  Also note that the 

commercial EVSE in public locations, like ChargePoint, run at 208 volts.  This is why 

you'll see charging rates top out at about 3.3kW but people at home report 3.6kW.  In 

short, there are lots of numbers to take into account.  Not having those inputs known or 

consistent makes software, like estimating, very difficult.  And that's without even 

mention of the impact temperature has. 

11-05-2020 No Evidence.  Yup, just like with the automotive stuff, our current president is totally 

making stuff up.  He is so desperate to get the results of the election overturned, he's just 

wildly making stuff up.  That same old nonsense happened with Volt... over and over and 

over again.  Outright lies became so common, anyone with any integrity still remaining 

left.  There was no one but the truly desperate remaining at the end.  We're seeing the 

same thing play out with the executive office now.  It's over.  He lost.  Yet, there's some 

delusional narrative about that not being the situation.  We're getting claims of fraud.  It's 

absurd.  Even if some claim was revealed to actually be true, it wouldn't affect the 

outcome anyway.  A tiny instance of redemption does not cover for many years of outright 

lies and blatant disregard for doing what's right.  He doesn't care, just like the Volt 

enthusiasts didn't.  The parallel is uncanny.  They argue for pride, not for any genuine or 

sincere cause.  It's all about winning an argument for the sake of keeping a spotlight 

trained on them.  Praise was the ultimate win.  That's so weak & shallow, it makes it easy 

to understand why no evidence isn't a problem.  So what if they don't have any?  Their 

purpose isn't to bring society a step forward out of the current mess anyway.  It's all about 

conquest.  Ugh. 
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11-06-2020 Propaganda.  When you didn't think it could get any worse...  Several days past the 

election and no progress has been made.  Again, the parallels are uncanny.  I had no idea 

my past experience would provide so much insight into the situation playing out now 

within the political world.  But then again, caring for the environment with a focus on 

keeping business & consumer both high priorities, seeing money corrupt in the face of 

power of any sort is an obvious outcome.  Success requires balance.  Greed is the absence 

of it.  Propaganda is the justification, an excuse abusers use to cover up their true 

motive.  Seeing it today, I shared this wisdom:  It's unfortunate how much propaganda gets 

spread.  Most of it is meritless nonsense.  Look for substance to support those wild 

claims.  The hope is you won't, since there isn't any evidence.  That's why several legal 

challenges have already been dismissed. 

11-06-2020 Blind.  Throughout the day, it has been getting worse.  I kept my response brief... being so 

frustrated, that's usually the best approach:  It never ceases to amaze me how people will 

just make up stuff, pushing a future of FUD without substance while at the same time 

turning a blind-eye to the situation playing out at that very moment. 

11-07-2020 False Narratives.  There are some obvious antagonists emerging.  Most are BEV purists 

annoyed that Toyota is taking the time to do it right, targeting their own loyal customers 

instead of catering to enthusiasts.  From one such individual, we got this: "Maybe they'll 

start to make BEVs in the future..."  It was in an article responding to recent financial 

writing comparing Tesla to Toyota.  Basically, Tesla has the right "recipe" but no "real 

food" is being made yet.  Unlike Toyota, who has a solid base of consumers providing 

reliable on-going profit, there is no clear path forward for Tesla.  What will it produce for 

the masses?  Their expensive, high-performance vehicles now are specialty 

offerings.  There shouldn't be any debate about that; yet, some try to push the perception 

of "normal" by spinning a false narrative.  They make you lose touch with priorities & 

expectations... that classic want verses need problem.  I was happy to call him out on his 

repeated attempts:  Why are you posting such blatantly false information, a fact very easy 

to disprove?  Just recently, this very website posted 2 articles on Toyota's first BEV 

offering, pointing out how it market is growing from China to Europe.  Currently 

produced within the Lexus brand as UX300e and the Toyota brand as C-HR and Izoa, it is 

impossible for you to claim they haven't started making them yet.  In fact, the premiere 

took place over 1.5 years ago.  So, the intention of this rollout occurring now is very 

simple to confirm... Toyota Premieres Toyota-brand Battery Electric Vehicles Ahead of 

2020 China Launch.  You are also well aware of the reality that the EV system in RAV4 

Prime is sharing technology with these offerings and will with the upcoming BEV 

platform... what had been scheduled for reveal during the 2020 Olympics, but was 

postponed due to the pandemic.  In short, stop feeding the narrative to mislead about 

Toyota.  It is indisputably not true. 

https://global.toyota/en/newsroom/toyota/27769546.html
https://global.toyota/en/newsroom/toyota/27769546.html
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11-07-2020 The Last 10 Years.  From the early-adopter perspective, Toyota is so far behind they are 

likely to go bankrupt.  Being so focused on their niche, they fail to see the bigger 

picture.  Hopefully, not all of them, even within that audience.  I'm quite curious how 

things will change in the next few months as a result of the wake-up call this election has 

stirred.  In the meantime, it's posts like this for my reply:  The timeline of enthusiasts is of 

no interest to Toyota.  In fact, that's what this article draws attention to... the "real food" is 

an analogy to what the masses will consume... ironically named, consumers.  Being such a 

large legacy automaker, Toyota is focusing on their "boring" and "dull" vehicles that 

provide sustainable profit.  That's very different compared to Tesla, which produces far 

fewer vehicles and is able to supplement income with investor-capital & carbon-credits... 

which are both short-term opportunities.  In other words, there is nothing wrong with how 

Tesla approached their success.  But that pretty has nothing in common or even helpful to 

how Toyota needs to approach their own business adaptation to the emerging market.  As 

for your question of "...exactly what Toyota BEVs have I been able to buy in the United 

States in the last ten years?"  The answer is they have been actively rolling out that 

component by component.  The motors, controller, charger, heat-pump, battery-cells and 

associated software has been following an evolutionary path.  Each being proven & 

refined along the way to a profitable BEV for the masses.  It's only enthusiasts who insist 

upon revolutionary.  With gas under $2 per gallon and no government support, taking the 

slow & steady is likely to prove a huge success.  Know your audience. 

11-07-2020 Messed Up Priorities.  I absolutely loved getting this antagonist response: "So it other 

words, they got nothing."  That sums up the attitude lately.  It comes from recognition of 

having backed into a corner... where what you argued in the past puts you in a hypocritical 

situation.  This is how goal-posts get moved.  They realize their own criteria has been 

fulfilled, so there's nothing left to do except admit defeat.  That desire to continue fighting 

is intense.  In fact, our current president on the edge of defeat is now providing the 

ultimate example of that... especially with the reality of that denial eventually a harsh 

reality.  Anywho, this is what I posted in return:  42 miles of EV from overnight charging 

using just a standard household outlet equates to a yearly opportunity of over 15,000 miles 

of electric-only driving.  The goal is to dramatically reduce fossil-fuel consumption 

quickly.  Offering that in a package which provides 0-60 in 5.8 seconds from a 302 

horsepower AWD system that can deliver 2,500 pounds of towing-capacity, along with the 

42 miles of daily EV, is what?  Considering that "nothing" would represent some seriously 

messed up priorities. 
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11-08-2020 In The Beginning.  I really enjoyed responding to this: "Toyota makes decent cars, not as 

good as they once were, but still better than most, but they don't make a BEV, so the point 

is moot.  Once they do, then the marketplace will decide who makes the best BEV.  So 

far..."  It was the same sentiment I have heard from countless enthusiasts.  Their passion 

blind them from recognizing audience.  I had no idea such a basic concept would be such a 

huge barrier.  You'd think they would provide detail, not just talking-points.  It rarely ever 

happens.  It's just the same old rhetoric, no substances.  Ugh.  Today, this was my reply to 

the nonsense: 

 

That vague use of "marketplace" and "best" doesn't really tell us anything. 

 

"Marketplace" has really only been the realm of early-adopters so far, those seeking out 

opportunity.  They get rewarded for helping establish a new standard by getting discounts 

and tax-credits.  It's a worthy contribution to the cause, but isn't any type of gauge about 

how those who shop the showroom floor with respond. 

 

That disconnect between buyer types is a big problem, since they define "best" in 

completely different ways.  Power & Range are rated with much higher priority than 

Affordability & Reliability.  It's a perfectly normal tradeoff not acknowledged, or even 

recognized, by distinct categories of market.  "Best" is subjective. 

 

Also, that use of "market" is meaningless.  Even within our own country, groups of 

buyers, as well as their opportunity to purchase/own, vary dramatically.  Some have access 

to tier-2 fast-chargers, others don't even have an outlet available for level-1 

charging.  With such a diversity, leading at the first milestone in a long race that will have 

multiple winners, only provides hints of potential. 

Think about how many plug-in sales there were last year in the United States in contrast to 

the overall 17 million.  We (that's you, myself, and others from the early-adopter stage) 

really haven't seen anything yet.  It is only beginning. 

11-08-2020 Food Analogy.  When an executive from Toyota says anything in contrast to Tesla, expect 

their to be a big buzz in the enthusiasts community.  The online troublemakers thrive on 

such material.  It feeds their narrative of "one way only" to spin perception that alternative 

means to reach the same goal are impossible.  Because if they were, the measure of 

"leader" would fall apart.  The world must only be viewed from a single angle.  They 

cannot handle multiple approaches.  That's a fundamental weakness for them.  It prevents 

seeing opportunity, limiting options.  Oh well.  Their loss.  I jumped into the craziness, at 

a point where someone was ranting about Toyota not having a clue:  RAV4 Prime and 

UX300e don't demonstrate an understanding in what?  They represent an investment in 

EV propulsion, exactly what's needed for their upcoming BEV platform, but in production 

already.  That's setting the stage for the future, gaining experience and providing an 

opportunity to refine.  It positions them well for a ramp-up without concern, since the tech 

will be well proven at that point.  In fact, that prepare-in-advance approach is why RAV4 

hybrid (and now Prime) worked so well right from the day of launch.  Toyota used Prius 

to shake out design & components ahead of time.  They are doing the same thing now... 

hence the "real" food analogy.  That's how you plan to feed the masses. 
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11-08-2020 Clueless Or...?  At this point, I don't even have to ask.  When something like this gets 

posted, it's as baseless as some of the stuff our former president just tried to tell us: "RAV4 

Prime is a ICEV with a battery electric add-on.  It does not use real BEV technology and 

is a poor man's effort to produce a "me too" car."  Thankfully, you can mute what's being 

said.  I did too.  You quote the opening line and don't take any of the rest of the bait.  After 

all, there's nothing to gain from arguments online.  The only benefit comes from refining 

replies and the occasional mistake on their part.  Today though, there was nothing for 

me.  I just typed up a response to provide exposition for lurkers:  It is interesting to 

encounter someone who passionately argues with a incorrect understanding.  It's pointless 

to argue.  It only takes a few minutes of study to see how the two electric-motors (and 

third independent for AWD models) propel the vehicle using only electricity.  The entire 

EV drive system sits in front of the ICE.  To get that ICE to provide power, it must be 

clutched in.  Cabin heating & cooling is electric too, using the very same technology as 

BEV... a heat-pump.  Fundamentally, the only difference is fewer stacks in the battery-

pack.  In other words, it has an ICE as a backup for when that smaller pack runs out of 

electricity.  There's nothing poor about that. 

11-09-2020 Worthless.  You gotta like this: "All the expertise in HEV, PHEV, FCEV and ICEV is 

worthless for their future."  Remember dismissals like that in the past?  They were a sign 

of desperation.  That's encouraging... and great timing.  I needed something along those 

lines, since the political situation is growing so bizarre.  It provides a glimmer of 

encouragement, a promise of better to come in 2021.  After all, we did see Volt die in a 

similar fashion.  Even upon GM's announcement of an end approaching, it wasn't until it 

actually happened that there could be advancement beyond the barrier enthusiasts had 

created.  With this election, those barriers we struggle with will remain right up until the 

power change happens.  When the old leader finally doesn't have the spotlight anymore, 

we'll be free of those bonds.  Anywho, it's simple to deal with at that point.  In the 

meantime, I don't waste much time with their nonsense.  Today, it was:  They share motor, 

battery, heating, cooling, steering, braking and charging technology.  Those components 

are interchangeable, since they operate the same electrically regardless of the vehicle they 

are in.  Toyota will continue to refine each of those components, optimizing production & 

efficiency while also making them more robust.  It's a formula for success.  Claiming 

"worthless" is a blatant attempt to mislead. 
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11-09-2020 Confused By Confusing.  Their is usually some aspect of misleading that comes about 

from the antagonist simply trying to confuse the situation.  They'll often blame that on 

you, attempting to portray their posts as efforts to clarify.  I find that confirmation of 

having backed them into a corner.  They run out of argument material and have nothing 

left but to contradict.  This was today's attempt: "Yet again, you are confusing HEV and 

PHEV with BEV.  Take out the ICE of the HEV and PHEV and suddenly those are 

worthless cars as they rely on the ICE for many functionalities."  That is an outright lie so 

obvious, you wouldn't think they'd post it.  But spinning the impression that you were 

implying that is enough to undermine any type of productive posting... which is ultimately 

their goal.  I countered that desperate act with:  It is interesting to have exchanges with 

someone who doesn't know what PHEV technology can deliver.  Your assertion about 

Toyota is false, period.  There's nothing to argue.  I have countless videos to share 

documenting exactly that... because you are far from the first person to spread 

misinformation.  Whether intentional or mistaken, you are doing it.  Driving within 

battery-capacity range is a full EV experience.  Speed up to 84 mph and heating/cooling 

are all electric-only.  The ICE is not needed.  You are confusing other automaker designs 

with what Toyota offers.  Take a look at Toyota's power-split device and how it 

disengages the ICE.  All the propulsion power is directed through MG1 & MG2 using 

electricity from the battery.  The cabin is heated & cooled that same way, using electricity 

from the battery.  Now it's your turn.  Tell us what functionalities the ICE is depended 

upon from their Prime vehicles, either the RAV4 or Prius PHEV.  Remember, Toyota's 

focus is on need, not want. 

11-09-2020 Research.  Ugh.  The same old "study" nonsense of the past is returning.  Some antagonist 

latches onto some random study that supports his claim, then milks it to death for 

years.  There's never any actual data provided or even a link.  You just get a statistic that 

eventually turns into a talking-point through mindless repetition.  In this case, it is: 

"Research in Europe indicates that PHEV drivers use the ICE half of the time, and half of 

the time they drive in EV mode.  This indicates a heavy reliance on the ICE as it is used 

50% of the time.  That is why the PHEV models of Toyota are worthless in the all electric 

future."  The who, where, when and what is lost already.  There's no detail whatsoever, 

nothing to validate.  Adjectives with a vague reference and a mysterious percentage are 

provided.  Given the opportunity, it will get worse.  I'm hoping to prevent that with:  That 

supposed " " has been debunked, called out for being misrepresentative of the emerging 

market. It was nothing but a small sampling, primarily fleet vehicles, using older 

configurations.  No where in that data was there anything like RAV4 Prime or the buyers 

it targets.  You can change your assertion from all to most. You can continue to claim 

worthless.  It won't matter.  Winning points online among enthusiasts is the wrong 

audience and the BEV configurations are already rolling out. UX300e and C-HR are 

benefiting from technology developed & refined in past PHEV & FCEV offerings.  Next 

will be further advancement when all that is carried to the upcoming dedicated BEV 

platforms.  Expecting anyone to believe "worthless" when they can clearly see the 

evolutionary steps is madness.  The benefit of that step-by-step progress is obvious. 
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11-10-2020 Setting Fires.  A sign that the war is almost over is when there are no more battles to 

fight.  That can be identified by looking for posts that actually have substance.  When they 

resemble nothing but troll activity, just any type of post to provoke a response, you know 

you are dealing with fires.  The desperate set them with the hope of distracting from 

victory and causing as much damage as possible while they still have a chance.  After all, 

why should you get any spoils.  Souring your victory is the goal at that point.  I've seen 

that with the car stuff many, many times.  The most memorable that comes to mind was 

with dieselgate.  That moment of recognition brought about retaliation.  A win for hybrids 

came from within.  Supporters of diesel hadn't expected deceptive acts to have become so 

desperate.  Sure, they were aware of cherry-picking data to misrepresent.  But for such 

dishonesty to be so wide-scale and so common, that was an entirely different situation.  It 

became all too real.  What I find redeeming all these years later is to point out that the 

deception is actually even bigger than what VW confessed to.  Owners of diesel pickups 

have been purchasing defeat devices online for years.  I discovered one of my neighbors 

had one on his.  He was under the impression it was just a software enhancement to 

improve efficiency.  He was totally unaware that it was actually a work-around to prevent 

emission cleansing, which results in higher MPG, since the system is skipping an essential 

step that requires energy to achiever.  Ugh.  Oh well, at least he never set any fires.  Our 

current president... who at this point, obviously lost the election... is attempting to 

sabotage & undermine as much as possible before leaving office. 
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11-11-2020 Reality.  I really enjoyed responding to this: "...he is going to end up at 306 once they 

finalize Georgia (there's no doubt about this to anyone paying attention to 

reality).  Incidentally, that’s also the electoral vote total Trump got 4 years ago..."  It was 

an overlap of worlds, with misinformation mixed it.  Most people don't actually know 

what truly happened.  An article in the Washington Post provided that detail just last 

night.  That was rather timely.  I'm quite intrigued how political posting is now allowed in 

the blogs.  That had been a reason to get banned.  You were considered a troublemaker for 

injecting politics into automotive discussions.  But now... at least in the short-term... that 

mindset has changed.  Not only does it promote participation to help struggling 

publications get attention, it actually opens up new topics.  So, they are giving it a try.  I 

jumped into that mix with: 

 

He actually only got 304 back in 2016 and it's interesting how this parallel's automotive 

history. 

 

We witnessed the "realign with reality" situation play out right before our eyes with 

GM.  Enthusiasts were obsessed with what they wanted the market to be, refusing to 

acknowledge what it actually was.  Hope was the "performance" would justify a large 

premium for a vehicle clearly not aimed at GM's own customers... who wanted a SUV 

with a plug.  That compact hatchback did not have an audience beyond early-adopters and 

it took a painfully long time for enthusiasts to finally acknowledge it. Know your 

audience. 

 

That brings us to the Republican party, who is still in deep denial about our dependency 

on fossil fuels (oil, coal, natural gas) and our problem with emissions (carbon & 

smog).  Thankfully, we now have a Democratic president-elect willing to proudly address 

those issues.  He'll get us back in the Paris Climate Accord and find a means of 

transforming fossil industries. 

 

Looking back at those who pushed Volt, fighting fiercely against the idea of 

diversification, it's not going to be easy.  It was appalled how much they resisted the move 

toward spreading the tech to other vehicles.  That seems such an obvious next step now, 

especially with the success of RAV4 Prime.  But back then, they felt that would dilute 

their cause.  Their narrative, filled with dishonest & misleading claims, became their 

reality. 

But like the vote count, the count of sales brought that "reality" to an end.  They have 

since grown silent, waiting for the realignment... something which could have been 

avoided upon accepting facts sooner, rather than supporting a narrative. 
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11-13-2020 New Incentives.  It is interesting to see people post ideas, new to them be quite familiar to 

those of us fighting the good fight.  For example: "Ideally, we'd incentivize an EV 

purchase by how much ICE miles it replaced with electric miles per year.  That of course 

isn't practical to implement at the moment..."  Responding to that was easy.  It's a topic I 

have been addressing for quite some time, but not having to say much because it echoes 

efforts underway by others.  One of the electricity providers here is finally getting on-

board with a program that's been implemented elsewhere for years.  We have agreement 

from a variety of sources.  That's a great sign, especially if it is with respect to promoting 

something green.  We need new incentives to draw in new audiences.  Growth is essential 

and reaching out beyond the current audience is how you do it.  New interest can take you 

a long way.  A key ingredient to that is finding a means of providing without anyone 

noticing the push.  You encourage by making that step an easy one.  This has that 

potential:  Actually, that is practical.  In fact, implementation is in place for a number of 

owners already.  It's just a matter of connecting EVSE to a network.  Either the electricity 

provider (via a dedicated meter) or tracking via the EVSE itself can report usage.  That 

kWh measure is used for providing time-of-use discounts.  There's no reason a more 

generous incentive couldn't be provided the same way. 

11-13-2020 Hydrogen & Goals.  We are still getting a lot of talking-points with no substance to 

actually back the claims.  That's quite typical of online debate.  Many just mindlessly 

regurgitate what they have heard.  There are no empirical references.  There is no 

consideration of other benefits.  It is nothing but the same old nonsense repeated 

endlessly.  I keep pushing back, forcing discussion to pause for a moment of critical 

thought.  It almost never happens, but giving up is not an option.  So, I persist:  As more 

begin seeing the bigger picture, claims of "inefficient" and "cost effective" lose 

attention.  Should those traits be a top priority?  Reality is, we need an energy-carrier to 

hold excess capacity on a massive scale.  Can other options achieve that?  Sure, some will 

argue batteries are best for storage.  That presents its own set of challenges though.  How 

long can they be in service?  Where will they be provisioned?  What quantity should be 

available?  There's the irony of potentially using fuel-cells to offset peak demand at DC 

fast-chargers too.  Keep in mind what the goals actually are.  Don't forget that every 

solution has a tradeoff too.  In this case, we want to eliminate the use of fossil-fuels and 

achieve a carbon-neutral status.  So what if it isn't the more efficient or the least 

expensive?  Will other options be able to deliver on the scale that's needed? 
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11-14-2020 Sour The Milk.  What's happening in Europe is getting most of the attention.  That should 

be obvious why... we have an outgoing president who dismissed climate-change as a hoax 

and catered to the fossil-fuel industry.  In fact, this is why Toyota really didn't take a 

stance with CARB regulations.  It was all destined to change, so why bother with the short 

duration while we had a lunatic in office.  Toyota knew the resulting litigation nightmare 

was just a waste of everyone's effort.  Sure, people will spin the situation to make it look 

like Toyota changed its stance with the new administration, but anyone taking the time to 

research what actually played out will see otherwise.  Anywho, the proposed 2030 ban in 

the United Kingdom is currently holding the spotlight.  That gives us a chance to practice 

flushing out issues prior to California and the other compliant states joining into the 

fray.  My suggestion is simple.  It's not a perspective taken by many though.  In fact, I 

don't know anyone else with the same idea.  So, I'm just tossing it out there now to see 

what it flushes up: 

 

The approach is problematic, since it fails to address the actual issue: fossil fuel 

consumption.  What deterrent is there to change for those who purchase a combustion 

vehicle prior to the ban?  Any 2029 model-year car or truck would be allowed to guzzle 

for the decade to follow, without any pressure to discourage use. 

 

This is such a fundamental mistake, it's disturbing.  Why are the decision makers so poorly 

informed about how to influence a paradigm shift.  You don't just outright ban 

something.  People will just find a means of getting around the limitation; instead, you 

SOUR THE MILK.  Give them reason to avoid the upcoming situation. 

 

Warn the entire population that gas taxes will be increased significantly starting in 

2030.  That money collected will be used to directly improve infrastructure in a very 

visible manner.  Just like we learned from the VW settlement.  Have organizations & 

governments submit applications to get funding from that money. 

 

Just imagine how people would view the value of a traditional vehicle knowing a gas hike 

was coming, that the price of a gallon would rise significantly based on a predetermined 

schedule.  It would be strong encouragement prior to the ban to seriously consider the 

purchase of a plug-in vehicle. 

That's how to properly address PHEV choices.  Expensive gas would promote recharging 

whenever possible.  The approach discourages consumption.  They would favor EV 

driving to save money, but wouldn't be left option less if they were not able to in every 

circumstance. 
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11-15-2020 Basic Economics.  Just like what we saw with Volt, an antagonist will find a talking-point 

based on misleading data and use it to support a narrative.  They'll repeat it for years, 

never allowing any critical thinking to take place.  That becomes their propaganda 

method.  Keep pushing a distortion of reality.  This is why I found the following today 

such a vivid reminder of the past: "PHEVs are a creature of the tax system, giving drivers 

tax benefits based on their WLTP (petrol) consumption, while their real world 

consumption is 2-4 times as great.  If this distortion is removed by 2030, there will be no 

PHEVs sold between 2030 and 2035, even if still legal."  The same old nonsense is being 

pushed.  Fortunately, I have a lot of experience dealing with it:  Distortion created by 

cherry-picked data is not a real-world problem.  It's a narrative that will be disproven as 

that extremely limited sample becomes outdated.  In other words, weak offerings 

exploiting tax-credits will simply die out as the tax-credits expire.  Those PHEV that 

survive will do so because they truly deliver EV driving benefits.  Put another way, there 

are BEV purists who hate the reality that some PHEV are designed to operate exactly the 

same way as a BEV, with the gas-engine only used as a backup following battery 

depletion.  Again, when the tax-credits are no longer available.  Only PHEV worthy of 

directly competing will be those one continued to be produced & sold. It's basic 

economics. 

11-16-2020 F-150 XL 4x4 Hybrid.  Ford's dive into the hybrid pickup world is rather sad.  So much 

anticipation for so little...  It will only have a 35 kW electric-motor.  That's just barely 

bigger than what was in the Classic Prius (33 kW).  Heck, that's just a little over half of the 

output we get from Prius Prime (68 kW).  That doesn't make any sense coming from a 

vehicle that's supposed to be large & powerful.  Of course, the hybrid pickup still delivers 

430hp & 570 lb-ft torque.  The result is only 24 MPG.  How is that impressive?  I suspect 

the design is quite robust, but for a $46,350 starting price it better be.  No mention of 

expected emissions-rating does raise suspicion of priorities.  It isn't that much of a hybrid, 

especially 20 years after Ford bragging about being able to deliver a hybrid superior to 

Toyota... and of course, the remember the C-Max scandal.  Ugh. 

11-16-2020 Bolt Recall.  There has been 5 fires now.  All 68,677 sold (the 2017-2019 model years) 

are being recalled due to an issue with the battery-pack being unable to handle 100% 

capacity.  It's somewhat perplexing that GM would allow that in the first place.  Though... 

pushing limits for the sake of bragging rights is no surprise.  Owners are being told to 

reduce their maximum charging limit and park the vehicle outside away from their home 

until a fix can be applied.  This is exactly why Toyota has not felt rushed to deliver a BEV 

to market with the criteria demanded by enthusiasts... who simply don't care about the 

consequences of not taking tradeoffs seriously.  This is probably going to get ugly.  Think 

about how to prevent the problem.  It would be to lower the threshold to prevent that 

stress.  It's easily avoidable, if you are willing to accept the resulting loss of range.  How 

many owners do you think will be tolerant of a permanent reduction?  This is a lawsuit 

waiting to happen.  There will be fraud or exaggeration claims.  Ugh. 
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11-17-2020 Defrost.  Same thing this time every year.  A question gets asked, I provide some 

information:  Electric heating is effective most of the time for removal of condensation 

from the windshield.  So, just using that option on the screen is a good first step.  Most of 

the time here in Minnesota, that's all I need.  Pressing that dedicated "defrost" button will 

fire up the gas engine, since you are instructing the system to also dehumidify.  The 

purpose of the heat-pump will then change to the role of A/C and warming will come from 

the heated coolant.  Think of the button as MAX defrost.  It's there for your convenience, 

but often not necessary. 

11-18-2020 Ramping Up Efforts.  This was interesting: "While I support good PHEVs, I understand 

reallocation of limited resources to focus on what is the future strategy.  I see why they 

decided to focus on BEVs and stop putting resources on PHEV development."  It was in 

response to an article featuring GM's new effort to supposedly dial up their electrification 

strategy.  That has no basis in reality, of course.  We know of the promise made and how 

many shortcomings have resulted.  Nonetheless, there's a sucker born every minute... 

right?  That sentiment comes from the gullible, those too lazy and poorly informed to 

verify what they are being told.  We've been a society where we can be told something 

will happen and take it at face value.  Questioning it is looked upon as an insult, that the 

act of verification is a sign of distrust.  Ugh.  You try to point out what should be 

obvious.  Some never see it though.  To them, I say:  Notice the picture in this 

article?  Limited resources are being focused on that overkill beast, clearly an expensive 

low-volume offering that will have little to no impact for ordinary GM customers.   It is 

yet another wasteful niche. GM is again failing to focus on their own core buyers, chasing 

praise instead of true change.  Think about how much opportunity GM missed not 

following through with either Two-Mode or Voltec to deliver a plug-in hybrid SUV.  The 

supposed lead GM had was squandered.  What does this vague "dial up" message actually 

commit to? 
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11-18-2020 Investing $20 Billion.  A great example of not checking facts was: "What's going on at 

GM is the same at every large OEM."  They don't know history.  They don't see 

patterns.  They believe the promise and make excuses when shortcoming emerge.  And 

while some others actually deliver, that's downplayed or distracted from.  It's an endless 

game most are unwilling to keep up with... hence the conclusions being made.  They think 

enough facts are presented to understand what is really at play.  You can't do much to 

counter it either.  Many won't bother to read rebuttals like this: 

 

Not true.  Each faces their own unique set of challenges.  In fact, that was why the 

freedom to use tax-credits at their discretion was so important.  This is why that "punish 

the leader" mantra lacks merit.  There were no time-table or approach any particular OEM 

was required to take.  GM's choice to squander in the pursuit of conquest was their 

obsession for attention now revealing consequences. 

 

Ironically, Toyota took the path GM supporters had loooooong hoped for.  RAV4 Prime is 

overwhelmingly the SUV with a plug many envisioned GM to deliver.  It is missed 

opportunity that's really starting to sting.  It targets core consumers, hitting many of their 

priorities extremely well... so well, talk of doubling down on EV is quite predictable. 

 

Just look at how GM has lost the spotlight evidenced by Hummer EV and Lyriq.  Neither 

of which does anything at all to change the status quo.  GM is, yet again, racing toward a 

cliff.  They must finally focus on their bread & butter products, the business-sustaining 

profit that doesn't actually draw much attention.  That's how long-term well being is 

achieved. 

What for upcoming news to be ambiguous, lacking focus or any actual detail.  That's a 

dead giveaway the cycle is restarting. 

11-18-2020 Very Limited Life.  This was the outcome, a nice example of downplay: "The RAV4 is 

nice, but it has the same long term problem and the reason GM cancelled the Volt.  There 

is no future with ICE based vehicles.  Think about the states that are now talking about 

banning ICE.  The RAV4 could have a very limited life."  I doubt my reply will make any 

difference:  Since PHEV and ZEV share technology & components, there is a mutual 

benefit from economies of scale... especially since their diversity allows a reach far 

beyond what either could on its own.  As for long term, that's a moot point. The most 

aggressive proposed ban is more than 2 generations (typically 6 years) away still.  That 

supposed "very limited life" could result in many millions of vehicles delivering daily EV 

miles.  In other words, that is not why Volt was cancelled.  There was a massive amount 

of potential, which is something other automakers will now exploit. Think about the 

variety of needs people actually have.  Most importantly, this isn't an academic discussion 

about a hypothetical.  RAV4 Prime is already on the road.  Focus is now on ramping up 

production, which will offset non-plug offerings. 
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11-21-2020 Notice The Pattern?  More hype from GM enthusiasts should be a surprise to no 

one.  They thrive on anticipation, even if there is no basis for such expectations.  It is 

optimism gone bad.  What purpose does it serve when the outcome is typically 

disenchantment?  How many enthusiasts ended up abandoning ship after things got so bad, 

even the die-hard gave up?  So what if a boring outcome isn't fulfilling?  At least it is 

actual progress.  Hype that leads to loss of interest is far worse than just a small step 

forward.  Don't let them tell you otherwise.  Watch for the pattern: 

 

Waiting a day before chiming in has been interesting, knowing GM's history quite well. 

 

Two-Mode was an "over promise, under deliver" nightmare.  A lot of hope had been 

gambled that GM's reputation for that would be a redeemed with that effort.  It failed 

miserably.  You could tell problems were stirring during development, since the story of 

intent kept changing.  Goals were vague at best. 

 

Volt's reveal almost immediately had a "vaporware" backlash, due to clarity being 

provided about goals.  Criteria set for delivery just a few years later seemed wildly 

unrealistic.  How could so much be achieved in such a short amount of time?  Turns out, it 

couldn't.  Goal-posts kept being pushed back as a result. 

 

Bolt intent was suspicious from day one.  Its name choice caused a great deal of 

confusion, which set the stage for abandoning  Volt without much backlash.  That's 

exactly what happened too.  Neither generation of Volt was able to draw interest from 

ordinary consumers, allowing Bolt to draw focus without stigma from of the past. 

 

Now, we have a muddled look forward.  Hummer EV carries the spotlight of unrealistic 

hype, gross overkill for anything mainstream consumers would use as an everyday 

vehicle.  Lyriq EV will be far too expensive (base price of $59,995 is expected) to even 

remotely reach GM's core audience.  Bolt EUV emphasis has been on Super Cruise, a 

feature that in no way pushes the need for electrification. 

Notice the pattern?  It's a history of mixed messages and unclear intent continuing.  What 

is GM's purpose with these introductions?  There's no apparent theme, beyond trying to 

draw green praise and sell high-profit vehicles. 

11-23-2020 Emissiongate.  There is an enthusiast website that is now milking the opportunity, 

exploiting a study that was obviously bias.  Knowing that will stir traffic, its no surprise... 

feeding a new controversy.  That's a common practice for online media.  They seek 

attention.  Sadly, it give the impression of journalism.  But the lack of objectivity doesn't 

matter to participants, since they thrive on the resulting activity.  There isn't much to 

counter the effort.  We've see it for 2 decades now.  It will continue.  It never dies.  All 

you can do is point out the activity.  Today, I did that with:  Using outdated & cherry-

picked data supports the narrative T&E is claiming.  For whatever reason, they want to 

portray all PHEV as polluting.  It's a blatant misrepresentation, which is easy to 

debunk.  Just look at more recent data.  Notice how there is no mention of recent additions 

to the market, most notably RAV4 Prime?  That omission of a vehicle delivering 42 miles 

of EV driving (no gas consumed) from just overnight charging will result in over 15,000 

miles per year using nothing but electricity... which is exactly why RAV4 Prime is 

missing from report.  It's sad when such attempts are made to mislead.  The claim is a 

desperate act, an obvious effort to undermine by misrepresenting what PHEV is capable 

of. 
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11-24-2020 Change.  It's coming... finally!  There was far too much nonsense in the past, fighting for 

the sake of holding pointless ground.  That was in their nature.  Enthusiasts feel they much 

push harder; otherwise, they get the impression goals won't be achieved.  That's why I 

pushed so hard for them to state goals.  Not clearly defining what you are actually trying 

to accomplish meant a lot of wasted effort.  That's why being able to post this now without 

much pushback anymore is great:  Wasting time in litigation has been the theme, so that 

"go along with" really didn't make any difference.  For that matter, being "leader" or 

"behind" was meaningless too.  What happens with the technology itself is what matters... 

and that isn't political.  It's all about appealing to consumers, since they are how change 

comes about.  Government incentives are great for establishing, but altering status quo is 

beyond executive or legislative reach. Their encouragement definitely helps though. 

11-24-2020 Excuses.  Some fights linger on, but there's nothing to gain.  I find it bizarre how some 

refuse to give up, long after they have lost.  Of course, we're seeing that with our president 

right now.  Admitting defeat and accepting the role of "former president" is too 

much.  Just like with Volt, to disappear entire is more important than the idea living on in 

some other form.  Ironically, that's exactly what we see now happening with the Prime 

models.  Prius lost the spotlight in favor of RAV4.  It's a worth succession.  The next-gen 

Prius will likely have a strong following, but it's not going to be as mainstream as 

RAV4.  That's just the way things are.  I don't make excuses or move the goal posts.  I 

recognize the bigger picture and understand how that pertains to the audiences 

involved.  That's why the posts now by those few remaining antagonists are so 

telling.  They have nothing to work with anymore and no clear direction.  They just keep 

fighting for the sake of fighting.  Ugh.  This was my reply to such an effort today, just a 

short & sweet rebuttal:  There's no excuse for passing along misinformation.  42 miles of 

EV is more than average daily driving and comes to over 15,000 miles per year, from just 

overnight charging.  A brief stop at a grocery store (20 minutes) can provide 8 to 10 miles 

of EV for the drive home.  The claim of "too much of a bother" is meritless nonsense. 

11-24-2020 Doom & Gloom Attacks.  There are a number of us with sound, constructive information 

to reply with.  This was such a post: "Toyota is a conservative, multibillion dollar public 

company.  Going all in on EVs isn't smart for existing market share.  Outside of forums 

like this, EVs are still a nonstarter with most in the US.  That will take time to 

change.  When it does, Toyota will be exceeding popular and profitable."  Anything with 

regard to large-scale legacy response always gets a Toyota focus.  People have basically 

given up on GM, never had any faith in Ford, and really don't know if the effort is sincere 

from VW.  You can see the potential from each, but what happens beyond initial an 

offering still remains a mystery... which is exactly where Tesla is now.  What comes 

next?  Reaching mainstream consumers is far more difficult than early-

adopters.  Infrastructure shortcomings become much more pronounced for the larger and 

less-forgiving market segment too.  Despite that, nonsense like this continues to be posted 

by the few desperate remaining enthusiasts: "Toyota is at risk.  Sorry if you don't see it, 

but money talks and so does the future of the planet."  Their effort to spread generic fear is 

telling.  There's no substance.  For that matter, there really isn't any actual claim.  Risk of 

what?  To that type of rhetoric, I keep my responses brief: RAV4 Prime delivers full 

electric-only driving.  Those same components are already being spread to BEV.  That 

economy-of-scale benefit, along with experience & reputation, will carry them well into 

high-volume profitable sales.  What is at risk? 
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11-25-2020 Not The Same.  It is quite remarkable how arguments from 20 years ago follow the very 

same theme now.  Same dance... different song.  The twist now is the attempt to reverse 

the perspective: "Summing up, PHEVs should be more like EVs."  Instead of claiming they 

are the same, they are claiming they are different.  The key to that is understanding where 

the focus actually should be.  The compare isn't actually PHEV to BEV (or the "EV" as 

they attempt to confuse with labeling).  It's comparing PHEV to each other.  They are not 

the same.  The category of PHEV is filled with variety.  Remember how hybrids faced this 

misrepresentation?  It was very frustrating.  But that's what antagonists do.  They want you 

to make incorrect assumptions based on the false narrative they work so hard to 

convey.  There isn't much you can do about it for those who listen for talking 

point.  Actual critical thinking is required.  For those who seek that material, I try my best 

to keep providing it:  Some already are.  That outdated report from T&E fails to 

acknowledge the difference variety of PHEV, resulting in a false narrative about what 

operation is available.  With a newer PHEV excluded from the study, like RAV4 Prime, 

you have a full EV driving experience in a package very appealing to the masses.  It works 

exactly like a BEV until the battery-pack is depleted.  And with public charging-stations 

becoming more abundant, range can be conveniently extended.  The goal of dramatic shift 

to electricity is accomplished.  You want people to depend upon the plug even more, 

incentivize its use.  In fact, we are seeing that already with some utility companies.  Their 

efforts to promote level-2 installs and time-of-use discounts is a win for any type of plug-

in vehicle.  Summing up, it is counter-productive to pass along messages of PHEV 

misrepresentation.  They are not all the same. 
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11-25-2020 Even GM Killed It.  That was someone's entire post injected into a fierce debate 

attempting to dismiss PHEV as a viable solution.  Naturally, it came from a BEV 

purist.  They hope such brief statements become a talking point, something to be repeated 

endlessly without thought as a mantra.  Just accept at face value.  Ugh.  More and more 

though, we are seeing the look beyond early-adopters.  It's getting recognition as a much 

bigger problem than simply proving the technology being up to the chore.  Remember that 

lesson learned way back with the first generation of Prius.  They obviously don't.  The 

problem is getting more complex too.  But then again, complexity isn't a bad thing when it 

comes to delivering a "simple" solution.  Knowing how to deliver "simple" is quite 

challenging.  Volt enthusiasts learned that the hard way.  BEV purist still have no idea.  It 

all starts with a look into why history played out the way it did.  They won't bother.  It's 

available in great detail online, but following blogs is a challenge when you discover 

multiple venues were interacting with the same individuals at the same time.  That overlap 

isn't obvious.  In fact, it can be almost impossible to piece together than puzzle.  This is 

why only a source, like a blog, can glue together all those influencing events playing out 

in real time.  For those who document that history as it is unfolding, we try to deliver 

highlights along the way:  GM faced a problem of having no path forward.  Offering 

Voltec in an Equinox would have destroyed their sales of traditional Equinox, a vehicle 

essential for business sustaining profit.  So the configuration was avoided.  Toyota isn't 

that stupid; instead, they developed a competitive hybrid that could easily support a 

plug.  That allows them to move the entire fleet forward, onto a platform ready the next 

step forward.  We are seeing the benefit of that already.  Sienna & Venza no longer have 

traditional models, they are hybrid only.  Prius, Corolla, and RAV4 hybrids now offer a 

plug in some markets.  C-HR hybrid has skipped the PHEV step and went straight to 

BEV.  At the same time, new dedicated BEV platforms are being developed.  In other 

words, that "Even GM killed it." was a pointless comment.  Just because GM failed to find 

a non-disruptive path forward does not mean other legacy automakers will too.  It also 

exposes shortcomings of the "pollute more" study. 
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11-28-2020 Repeating Assumptions.  It looks like we have an entirely new audience.  This was quite 

expected: "If you have to have PHEVs,  then they should be like this with only the electric 

motor driving the wheels.  PHEVs are built from an ICE perspective not and EV 

perspective and most PHEVs and hybrids are complex beasts with all the ICE bits plus a 

few.  Series hybrids at least relegate the ICE to being a generator as in the discontinued 

Chevy Volt and their efficiency is more consistent as a result."  It is confirmation of Volt 

enthusiast influence having vanished entirely.  All those nonsense battles amounted to 

nothing in the end.  They lost the war.  That means starting over.  Assumptions addressed 

long ago must be addressed again... since none of the participants now have any clue of 

that history.  It's all new to them.  So, I climbed up on the soapbox again: 

 

Several false claims and one oversight. 

 

First, the Chevy Volt was that way.  Enthusiasts always hoped for the ICE to only be a 

generator, but were shocked to discover it wasn't way back in April 2010 when someone 

let that little tidbit slip during an interview.  That was gen-1. For gen-2, the parallel ability 

was further refined to deliver greater hybrid efficiency. 

 

Second, the Toyota Prius was designed from gen-2 (yes, way back in late 2003) to drive 

the wheels exclusively with the electric motor.  The catch was, way back then, you 

couldn't get enough battery to deliver the needed power or range.  So, the 100 km/h (62 

mph) EV ability was withheld until the gen-3 model for 2012.  Then for 2017, the much 

larger battery-pack allowed the second motor to join in, bumping the EV limit to 135 km/h 

(84 mph). 

 

Third, Toyota's design eliminated some parts.  That's how it can be cost-competitive 

directly with traditional vehicles.  There is no transmission; instead, there's nothing but a 

power-split device.  The alternator & belt was eliminated too.  There is no starter 

either.  For that matter, there is power-steering fluid or pump.  Heck, you can point out the 

reduced stress on the ICE as well. 

 

Fourth, it isn't the most efficient use of the ICE to charge the battery-pack 

exclusively.  With the Toyota PHEV design, you can deliver a sustained 7.2 kW to the 

battery-pack while also maintaining a cruise on the highway.  For me in my Prius Prime, 

that results in a 0 to 80% charge in 40 minutes while also delivering 37 MPG in the 

cleanest possible manner (SULEV rated emissions). 

And that's what brings us to the vital omission from this article.  When is the emission-

rating for the Nissan Note with e-POWER hybrid?  If it does not achieve at least SULEV, 

it would be a poor idea bringing it to the United States.  Reduction of carbon pollution at 

the cost of higher smog pollution is the very problem diesel contributed to. Remember? 
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11-28-2020 Seeing Only The Forest.  The problem has reversed.  Now instead of seeing only the tree 

directly in front of them, they only see the forest: "Hybrids are only a stepping stone to the 

full electrification of ground transport."  You can't just pretend what's happening at the 

moment doesn't need to be addressed.  After all, the end goal is to be carbon & energy 

neutral.  That means finding balance, not forcing a solution that may be overkill and won't 

even be realistic for a decade still. 

 

I understand where you're coming from.  We have 2 plug-in vehicles and all our summer 

tools are now electric, but that's a talking point that doesn't actually tell us anything. 

 

Think about how much "full electrification" a hybrid like RAV4 Prime delivers today.  42 

miles of EV daily comes to over 15,000 annual.  That's a drastic reduction of gas 

consumption right away.  It also covers most people's average driving distance per day. 

 

Around 90,000,000 new vehicles are produced & sold worldwide each year.  Imagine 

what would happen if a sizeable chunk of them shifted to plugging in overnight.  Whether 

or not their entire driving needs are supported by that electricity doesn't matter.  It 

represents so much of a reduction of oil consumption, we'll reach the tipping point 

sooner... especially when you take into account battery supply and charging infrastructure. 

 

There's the added benefit of providing a short & shift transition away from traditional 

vehicles without business disruption.  In times of such challenge, legacy automakers can't 

just change their business approach.  Look at VW for lack of a clear path forward.  Sure, 

they'll fulfill demand for early-adopters, but what happens when that market segment 

becomes saturated? 

Consider the question I asked about emissions.  The smog-related type is being addressed 

how?  Remember, there's far more at play than just personal transport. 

11-28-2020 Measuring Progress.  There is an obsession with reducing carbon emissions, to the point 

where smog emissions are neglected.  Exploitation of that oversight is how the death of 

diesel came about.  The problem is potentially even worse now.  This newer audience is 

even less informed.  The discussion regarding the upgrade to Nissan's series hybrid makes 

that quite obvious: "When you consider that the LEAF only gets 99 MPGe on the highway 

(123 MPGe in city), 88 MPG is pretty damned clean for a gas-powered vehicle."  The 

writer of the article clearly didn't actually research the topic.  I did.  It only took a few 

minutes of searching to discover the 2021 Nissan Note will have a JC08 rating of 38.2 

km/l.   That's 90 mpg for the testing cycle used in Japan.  In other words, he saw the 

number and assumed it was a leading value.  He clearly had no idea Toyota surpassed that 

several years ago.  I pointed it out by asking:  40.8 km/l in Japanese JC08 test cycle is the 

rating for Toyota Prius.  That's an equivalent of 96 MPG.  So, Nissan is most likely still 

playing second fiddle.  The previous generation was rated 34 km/l.  What is this new one? 
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11-28-2020 Still Wrong.  Like I said, this is an entirely new audience.  So, comments like this are to 

be expected: "ICE acts as a generator as in Chevy Volt."  However, that shouldn't come 

from a frequent poster.  Assumptions can live on for a very long time.  Left unchallenged, 

they end up reinforcing a false narrative.  I'm not about to let that happen:  It's a source of 

intrigue how such fundamentally incorrect information about how Volt operated has been 

able to persist for so long.  It could indeed operate that way, but the ability to provide 

power directly to the wheels was always part of the design.  In fact, with gen-2 GM 

delivered improvements to its parallel operation.  ICE was not just a generator, since series 

is not the best choice for efficiency. 

11-29-2020 Assumptions Without Data.  We are in an age where evidence isn't considered 

important.  People navigate their world with opinion.  This is why we have a pandemic 

raging out of control.  Some simply dismiss science.  As a society, we have become so 

close-minded, data is disregarded.  Ugh.  That's why statements like this are stirring: 

"Series hybrid enables the ICE to run at optimal rpm.  Highest efficiency, lowest 

pollution."  Remember exactly a decade ago?  That's when one of my biggest nemesis was 

proven incorrect.  For years, he had attacked me with the belief that Volt would deliver 

greater efficiency than Prius.  It as all based upon the assumption that the SERIES type of 

hybrid was best.  Having confirmation of this 6 months earlier from GM itself wasn't 

enough to change his mind.  He kept repeating a "60 MPG" mantra over and over and over 

again.  The denial transformed into looking for a scapegoat to release his frustration 

upon.  I got attacked for years.  It was futile, of course.  He went down fighting though, 

accusing me of not being objective.  I found the irony confirmation of blindness.  Some 

people just plain don't want to see reality.  Others do.  That's why I remain somewhat 

optimistic dealing with this new audience.  So, today I posted:  That's only on paper and 

only with respect to carbon emissions.  The influence of hills, curves, wind and traffic, 

along with smog emissions, have proven parallel the better overall choice. 
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11-29-2020 Not Understanding.  Just because a person says they do, doesn't mean it is true: "I 

understand that, just like they would flock to diesel."  Not wanting to accept the fact that 

highest efficiency does not equate to lowest pollution is interesting.  This is why the 

fighting with Volt enthusiast went on and on and on for an entire decade.  The reality of 

what they had endorsed to such an extreme not proving worthy was too much to 

accept.  It's just like the insanity of our current president.  He was a babbling fool who was 

clearly dishonest & uncaring.  Yet, enablers supported his rhetoric for an amazingly long 

time.  That will soon be over, but understanding why all that happened and what the 

consequences are will never be known for some.  They will just embrace a belief and hold 

on to it.  False narratives help those who caused harm feel better about themselves.  It's 

sad.  Someone of moral conviction would accept and try to right the wrong.  Our horrible 

chief-executive won't... even when reality comes crashing down.  But what about 

supporters?  Enthusiasts of GM have been painfully silent.  That's true for enthusiasts of 

VW as well.  Of course, we never actually saw anyone flocking toward diesel or were 

even given the impression that could happen.  Ordinary people have an opinion, but rarely 

act upon it with actions.  No stand is actually taken beyond a post or vote.  That's why not 

understanding is so prevalent.  Ugh.  Oh well.  I will continue to confront those spreading 

misinformation:  PHEV is nothing like that.  Diesel had no path forward.  The next step of 

adding a plug to a hybrid is so obvious, many will skip hybrids entirely.  That purchase of 

a plug-in hybrid will bring about upgrades at home too.  Faster recharging and time-of-use 

discounts are a compelling post-purchase action to take.  Then once the household has 

access to level-2 charging, the choice of the next new vehicle becomes a strong possibility 

of it being a BEV. 

11-29-2020 Hybrids Are Useless.  Impatience & Unwillingness to consider the process of change 

continue to be our theme online.  That's basically the definition of enthusiast, holding 

strong for over 2 decades.  They want it all, now.  The complexities of business & culture 

are of no interest to them.  They have figured out the technology and have disposable 

income to invest in it, so do... and expect others to follow.  It if were only that easy.  This 

is how the "know your audience" came about and remains the on-going motto to 

share.  Stuff like this is what I have to respond to: "Well it's not obvious to Nissan 

obviously.  Since then they would have added a plug already...  PHEVs are great 

transition vehicles.  HEVs are useless."  They remain oblivious to what happens on the 

showroom floor.  They refuse to acknowledge challenges of the household.  They deny 

purchase priorities of ordinary consumers.  It's the same old nonsense.  In this case, I 

replied with:  So, you are saying Nissan should just abandon their customers who don't 

have access to an outlet?  In other words, HEVs are far from useless.  There is a large 

chunk of the population who simply doesn't have anywhere to plug into.  Nissan providing 

a means of phasing out traditional vehicles by offering an easy to switch to greener option 

is a win for all involved.  Think about how strained even a 120-volt line is.  Continuously 

drawing 12 amps for 10 hours poses a very real challenge.  So, even those with an outlet 

aren't exactly well positioned.  And for households with multiple vehicles, forget it.  They 

are faced with the expense of upgrading.  That won't be a quick.  There is a large & 

diverse market and phaseout of traditional choices happen very soon.  I'm calling you out 

for not being realistic about the situation. 
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11-29-2020 PHEV Transit Fleet.  The attacks keep coming: "A plugin hybrid minivan is indeed 

stupid at this stage."  Those purists absolutely refuse to accept a system only taking 2.7 

hours to charge.  It's a paradigm not addressed.  How do you recharge an entire 

fleet?  Most just blow the problem off as something that's a non-issue for large companies 

with large financial worth.  In this case, there was an article published about one such 

business purchasing 151 plug-in hybrids from Ford.  That comment was quickly posted by 

someone only interested in BEV, a troublemaker purist unwilling to address goals or 

logistics.  It's that type of close-mindedness that enable excuses.  The end up causing 

progress to pause.  That counter-productive nature goes unnoticed though.  They become 

blinded by outcome, dismissing alternative ways of achieving it.  That insistence on 

simplicity doesn't work in the real-world, where complexity is part of what we must 

address.  Anywho, they have to face it eventually.  Perhaps today:  Stupid would be not 

taking the full picture into account.  Those 151 new PHEV must somehow be charged.  Do 

you really expect the company to invest in enough EVSE to charge every single vehicle in 

that fleet so they will always be ready for use?  That would be freakishly expensive.  13.6 

kWh is small enough of a capacity for EVSE to be shared. 

11-30-2020 Business Portfolio.  There is a growing frustration toward Toyota.  Showing signs of 

successfully navigating the horribly complex worldwide market system as it changes is 

quite an accomplishment.  This comes from ignoring the rhetoric and carefully studying 

need.  All aspects of the business must be addressed, not just the exciting stuff enthusiasts 

only focus on.  That is why GM has failed so many times in the past.  They lack 

balance.  You can't just neglect part of the business and hope for the best.  Consequences 

will eventually emerge.  We saw that play out with Two-Mode and Volt in very big 

ways.  Both were monumental-sized failures, massive investments without any clear goal 

or outcome.  Toyota's effort to address their entire portfolio, making sure they have a 

balance of priorities going forward is huge... though, quite boring... hence not getting the 

attention it deserves online.  That's why I keep pointing out some of those details:  It is 

always quite telling to read posts from those who refuse to consider the bigger 

picture.  They attempt to project their own aspirations as if they were the goals of 

Toyota.  Anyone who actually takes the time (critical thinking, gasp!), will see there is a 

hydrogen transition coming.  Industrial & Commercial uses will lean on it heavily as the 

replacement for fossil fuels.  It's a moot point whether your own personal transport will 

use it.  Toyota will supply fuel-cell technology for that.  Mirai is platform onto which it 

will be refined.  They are using it as a "vehicle" for change of their overall business... 

which will include far more than just the narrow-minded perspectives we have posted 

about mainstream consumer purchases.  So what if sales are "limited" to 20,000 to 30,000 

per year?  That is a worldwide network providing priceless real-world data.  The resulting 

knowledge & experience will be used to scale-up the technology for larger vehicles... 

trucks... trains... boats... planes.  Efforts to push a narrative that Toyota won't benefit from 

sharing that same electrical components... motor... invertor... battery... heat-pump... are 

futile.  There's a mutual benefit across the company's diverse business portfolio. 
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12-01-2020 Growth.  It never ceases to amaze me how it always comes down to the simple things.  In 

this case, it continues to be audience.  Enthusiasts see the world very differently than 

ordinary consumers.  These are lessons taught from my economics classes in college 

playing out right before my eyes.  I can see the examples those professors stressed as 

being important, not to be overlooked or taken fore granted.  Those who do will learn the 

hard way.  In this case, achieving growth beyond the initial stage often requires a 

fundamentally different approach.  You may have proven the technology worthy, but 

selling it may requite big changes to the product itself.  Remember how Volt enthusiasts 

hated any suggestion to that regard?  Now, we see it was indeed what was needed.  Look 

at how RAV4 Prime fit the criteria they absolutely refused to acknowledge.  Oh 

well.  That's their loss.  To this group of enthusiasts in this situation, I posted:  Growth will 

plateau.  As the early-adopter market becomes saturated and choices continue to expand, 

necessity will be to appeal to a wider audience.  Those consumers are far less forgiving 

and have much higher expectations.  Money-Making extras, like autonomous driving and 

connected services, won't be an option either.  It comes down to the basics, something 

Tesla hasn't dealt with yet.  GM gave a half-hearted attempt and failed miserably.  VW 

stands a decent chance, but convincing dealers here (the United States, where there is little 

incentive) will be very difficult.  Toyota sees getting loyal customers to upgrade from 

hybrid to plug-in hybrid as realistic, something dealers will likely endorse.  As for the 

others, who knows.  Ford's stance is wishy-washy, at best.  Honda & Hyundai/Kia have 

small footprints.  Nissan is a complete mystery.  In short, that "nicely under $30,000" 

price-point is a vital market section, but remains quite elusive.  Growth depends upon it. 

12-02-2020 True Progress.  Comparing Model Y to RAV4 Prime has become a common occurrence 

now.  There are a few who feel threatened by that.  Some lashed out with rude & dishonest 

posts.  Others choose to outright dismiss, for example:  "Ridiculous.  One has a gas engine 

and the other is totally electric.  There is no comparison.  We are trying to move away 

from fossil fuels.  The reason the RAV4 is even hybrid is because Toyota and Toyoda are 

too lazy and intellectually dishonest to get on the stick."  Fortunately, much of that rhetoric 

is already falling apart.  This is the benefit of Toyota taking the time to build up reputation 

prior to getting much exposure.  I pointed out confirmation of that with:  Reality is, RAV4 

Prime delivers a full EV driving experience.  So what if is it only 42 miles per 

charge?  From just overnight recharging, that provides over 15,000 miles of electric-only 

driving per year.  Claiming to have a goal of "move away from fossil fuels", then outright 

dismissing a vehicle that does exactly that as "ridiculous", are the words of someone afraid 

to actually make a comparison.  You are being called out for dismissing data that doesn't 

fit your narrative.  Toyota is working hard to address their core issue, change of its 

business.  That's a problem for all legacy automakers and none have been anywhere near 

as successful as Toyota.  We are witnessing a stir among their dealerships. Ordinary 

consumers are showing interest for a plug-in with an enormous amount of potential, being 

among the most popular selling vehicles.  Go ahead, keep trying to feed that narrative.  In 

the meantime, watch how Toyota continues to phaseout traditional vehicles, replacing 

them with hybrids.  Then take note of how easy it is to up-sell the plug-in model.  Having 

a means of so easily appealing to ordinary showroom shoppers is true progress. 
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12-02-2020 Intentional.  An attack from a disgruntled Volt enthusiast, using Toyota as a scapegoat, 

was expected from that comparison.  Frustration from having been burned so bad makes 

that an expectation; not all who were let down can be expected to remain silent.  I was 

taken aback by just how desperate he had become.  Just like our out-going president, he 

has become so accustom to being dishonest, he doesn't bother to check facts.  The result is 

believing your own lies.  I called him out on it too:  Intentionally spreading false & 

misleading information, repeatedly, is a sign of desperation.  You know quite well the 

Toyota hybrid system doesn't even have an alternator or a starter or even a belt.  You 

know spark plugs rarely ever need replacing in the hybrid, so the plug-in hybrid will likely 

last the entire lifetime of the vehicle.  For that matter, the muffler & cat will likely last the 

entire lifetime too.  And how many tune-ups does an engine actually need when the gas 

tank is only filled up a few times a year?  It all comes down to denial about actual 

progress. Toyota found a means of appeal to masses.  They have moved production to 

Kentucky for hybrid production and the partnership agreement in April should be bringing 

about more batteries. Spinning that as a narrative about compliance won't change 

that.  Change is happening.  Time to accept it.  Toyota knows their audience. 

12-03-2020 EREV trumps PHEV.  That was his claim.  I enjoyed posting a rebut:  EREV is nothing 

but a marketing label, branding for plug-in hybrid.  PHEV represents a wide variety of 

plug-in hybrid designs.  Some are just a basic MPG boost from a plug. Some are full-

blown EV in every regard.  Prime models from Toyota are designed to deliver electric-

only driving.  They have 2 electric-motors (3 for AWD models) for propulsion.  They 

have an heat-pump for electric heating & cooling of the cabin.  They have a gas-engine 

that can provide power via a clutch after the battery-pack has been depleted.  Much of that 

Toyota technology has been shared with their current BEV offerings: UX300e & C-

HR.  More models of BEV, using new dedicated platforms, are planned for rollout within 

the next few years.  The misinformation spin being spread about Toyota is an effort to 

undermine.  Look at the technology itself. Recognize what's necessary to appeal to dealer 

& consumer. 

12-03-2020 Credit Exploitation.  The topic of expired tax-credits continues to come up on a regular 

basis.  There are quite a number of people who simply don't have the background, no idea 

what the purpose was or how that history played out.  So routinely, I'm posting that 

information:  The specific quantity forced automakers to strive for 

profitability.  Achieving it prior to triggering phaseout would allow them to take 

advantage of the unlimited stage that followed.  Tesla did a great job of meeting that 

target, hitting the bull's-eye with respect to timing.  They fulfilled intent exactly as hoped 

and were rewarded by being able to take advantage of unlimited quantity during the 

phaseout period.  GM simply didn't care. Instead of striving for something they could sell 

in large volume to their own loyal customers, they exploited the credits for conquest 

sales.  As a result, GM now has no easy path forward and enthusiasts are complaining 

about being punished... despite this having been an obvious wasted opportunity.  Toyota is 

setting the stage to also take advantage of phaseout, when upon hitting the 200,000 limit it 

switches to unlimited quantity with a time-specific phaseout.  Having local production 

(like Kentucky for RAV4) that's both profitable and high-volume would equate to a major 

impact to the market... exactly as the credit was intended.  Any type of credit "reset" 

should include strict criteria, to prevent another exploit as we witnessed with GM. 
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12-05-2020 What Matters.  There was a stir this morning, a brief mention of "New BEV Coming In 

*Short Term* " from a video-conference from Toyota Motor North America (TMNA).  I 

wanted to preemptively post something, knowing the narrative against Toyota would 

quickly be reinforced.  It is a distract-from-our-woes response matching that pattern from 

long ago.  They don't like bottom-up.  That isn't exciting.  That isn't sexy.  That isn't even 

fulfilling.  That's just the boring reality of a necessity for sustainable profit.  They thrive 

on attention-stirring hype.  That's why there was so much pushback in the past to a 

second-model of Volt, something scaled down to make the price lower price a draw... 

instead of range & power.  This is why a supposed Model 2 from Tesla poses such a 

conundrum.  How would something in such contrast to what Tesla represents being 

enough of an appeal to ordinary consumers, enough to get them to abandon their preferred 

legacy automaker?  Anywho, this is what I posted:  Here comes that same old rhetoric... 

attack the legacy automaker actually able to change the status quo.  Toyota became the 

scapegoat for antagonists, a means of diverting attention away from stumbles of their 

preferred approach.  It rubs them the wrong way to see progress from a different 

path.  They don't want to acknowledge the reality of resistance from both business & 

consumer.  Antagonists claimed their hybrids would never evolve appeal to anyone 

beyond just those wanting to make a green statement.  They were wrong. Antagonists 

claimed their plug-in hybrids would never evolve to deliver all-electric driving.  They 

were wrong.  Antagonists claimed their plug-in hybrids would never offer more range & 

power.  They were wrong.  Antagonists claimed their plug-in hybrids tech would never 

support the next step over to BEV.  They were wrong.  We have known for awhile now 

that Toyota was working on dedicated BEV platforms.  We even knew when they would 

first be revealed... and understand delay due to the pandemic.  Yet, this discussion will 

ultimately have nonsense of the past brought up again.  Reality is, all legacy automakers 

must find a means of gaining trust from their dealerships.  That equates to getting supplied 

with a product that will show continued demand and deliver a reasonable profit.  In other 

words, most of the claims from antagonists fail to address what is actually needed.  Watch 

how this plays out, how Toyota's approach results in true change on the showroom 

floor.  That is what matters, not posts online. 
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12-05-2020 Moose Test.  When detail is missing, that's a sign of trouble.  When obvious omissions go 

unquestioned, trouble has been confirmed.  That's what is playing out now with the 

"moose test" results from RAV4 Prime.  It's a maneuver measure to assess safety of a 

vehicle.  There's no actual scoring reported though.  There's no criteria mentioned for how 

the test is supposed to performed.  There's no real standard of any sort, even an 

expectation.  It's just basically a pass/fail critic.  How is that informative?  The photo being 

shown in the article is of a tire stressed to the max while a tight turn is taking place.  There 

was no mention whatsoever of PSI for the testing.  What was it?  Is there some standard 

being followed?  If so, who's?  There is a recommendation from the automaker for a 

balance of comfort, sound, and safety.  That is pretty much always well below the 

maximum the tire itself provides.  There's also the reality of what tire was on the 

vehicle.  Keep in mind, the same vehicle can be shipped with very different tires.  That 

happened with our 2 Prime.  Mine was much softer, coming directly from Japan early in 

deliveries.  My wife's was the long-lasting type that's much harder, coming from the 

United States in a later shipment.  Don't forget the sidewall issue with Classic Prius.  It 

was a special rigid build to tolerate greater stress.  If you didn't replace with that expensive 

type, you needed to compensate with higher PSI.  Notice how nowhere in any mention 

from any published article the PSI recommendations are published for the various models 

of RAV4.  Want to bet that or the tire itself varies?  Lack of any curiosity at all, just 

accepting claims at face value is incredibly dangerous.  Yet, that's exactly what I'm seeing 

play out.  People are do not critical think.  It's all brainless, gut-reaction posting.  Today's 

rhetoric was a great example.  It reminds me so much of 20 years ago, when publications 

who were clearly not informed about how hybrids worked, got accolades for their reviews 

simply for having been a popular name in traditional automotive circles.  They were 

desperate for attention, knowing the industry was changing.  Journalism was replaced by 

hype.  Recognizing that pattern and knowing most posting comments couldn't care less 

about detail, I kept my observation brief:  Looks like click-bait.  Credibility comes from 

publishing data of how a standardized test is performed.  Compares require full disclosure 

to confirm what the measurement is for.  An obvious omission is tire PSI.  What were they 

at when cold?  It's really easy to sabotage a test like that by simply having the tires under-

inflated. 

12-06-2020 Cadillac Buyouts, part 1.  GM is starting their push.  So far, 150 dealers (that's 17% of 

the total 880 in the United States) have chosen the buyout option.  I posted this with regard 

to that topic:  Makes you wonder how Toyota has been so successful with their push of 

hybrids... which have proven to be extremely reliable.  Dealers have chosen to offer... 

Camry, Corolla, Avalon and RAV4 all as hybrids.  Now, we see Sienna & Venza only 

offered as hybrids.  Along comes the plug-in hybrid... namely RAV4 Prime.  That was the 

ultimate dream offering from GM's own Two-Mode, which evolved into 

Voltec.  Expectations from supporters was their would be some sort of plug-in hybrid 

SUV under the Chevy brand.  What is the expectation now?  Look beyond the chaos 

happening with Cadillac.  For Toyota, seeing the next step from PHEV to BEV will be a 

simple one.  Their dealers will already be well informed & equipped for that new business 

approach.  How is GM going to handle their electrification transitioning?  Remember, it 

all comes down to profit. Like it or not, that's how the legacy automakers operate.  The 

purists here will complain and make excuses.  Reality of the situation though is the 

transition will be slower than wanted and far from pure. 
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12-06-2020 Cadillac Buyouts, part 2.  Comments were quite a bit more emotionally charged on 

another blog site, one that is often hostile toward Toyota.  So, I let them have it: 

 

It makes you wonder how much of this came about from GM sending so many mixed 

messages over the years.  Remember how all throughout Volt development there was an 

expectation of it being a series hybrid?  Then as the final production model was revealed, 

we found out it was really a series/parallel type similar to what Toyota but not an 

efficient.  That completely messed up marketing... which is how EREV ended up being 

coined.  Problem was, the definition kept changing. 

 

How is a dealer supposed to support something when no one really knows how it operates 

or even what it's purpose is?  Think about how anti-EV the promotion was from GM.  That 

"range anxiety" campaign stirred concern, but never provided with a viable solution.  The 

technology was far too expensive to draw interest from dealers.  What's the point of a 

technology that's difficult to sell... or even understand? 

We don't see any clear expectations being set now from GM either.  Think about the 

benefit that would come from a national campaign sighting what it takes to setup level-2 

charging at home and what the benefits are.  You stir consumer interest that the dealers 

can easily get behind.  Instead, GM is just dumping on dealers... expecting dealers to 

upgrade repair equipment, install chargers, and train staff.  There is that "over promise, 

under deliver" reputation to overcome without any effort to actually do so.  How will GM 

actually help dealers sell new inventory?  What will message is there for consumers? 

12-06-2020 More Lies & Attacks.  The heating up of rhetoric was quite predictable.  Their scapegoat 

is making progress.  So, it's nonsense like this becoming more common: "...but that gas 

engine will still kick in if you depress that gas pedal to keep up with traffic or the road 

goes uphill, even slightly."  Some of it comes from that study stirring the flames of 

resistance.  It provides fuel for the fire by publishing data that's extremely 

misleading.  You have to really hunt for detail to debunk the claims.  Antagonists don't 

care though.  All they want is a talking point and some source with supposed 

credibility.  That's how we get these lies & attacks spread throughout the online 

community.  They feel enabled, given a type of affirmation to proceed.  It's a play-the-

victim-card scenario.  They feel they were wronged, so that makes it ok to inflict 

harm.  Nonetheless, I tend to keep my replies to that brief and to the point:  Toyota's 

careful moves forward to make sure their dealers are on board with the transition, 

supportive & understanding is vital.  Knowingly spreading false information to distract 

from that is confirmation of their progress. 

 12-06-2020 Meritless Dribble.  After repeatedly posting claims like this, I got miffed: "GM's EREV 

tech beat this Toyota PHEV ten years ago."  You can only tolerate so much of that 

nonsense.  I fired back with:  That talking point never includes anything to actually 

support the claim.  It is meritless dribble, a desperate act to push a marketing label as 

somehow being vastly superior.  RAV4 Prime delivers a full EV driving experience, 

complete with heat-pump for cabin warming & cooling, along with AWD.  It is built upon 

a profitable high-volume, high-selling platform.  That technology is shared in the plug-in 

models of Prius & Corolla, demonstrating the strong potential for us to see it later offered 

in other Toyota hybrids... like Sienna & Venza. 
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12-06-2020 Pushing Narratives.  When it comes down to motivation for participating online, most of 

the time you can readily pick up on the person's desired outcome.  Some are there to 

learn.  Some are there for entertainment.  Some are there for validation.  Among those 

who want to push endorsements for their favored technology, some are sincere while 

others have ill intent.  How to deal with that can be quite a challenge; often, you can catch 

them being hypocritical.  That really stirs anger, but there isn't much of a means to 

dispute.  They end up just trying to change the subject instead.  This was one such 

encounter:  What about the other automakers?  We witnessed both GM and VW also focus 

on the product promotion of what they have to sell at that time.  In fact, that is supposed to 

be the purpose of advertisements.  It is only enthusiasts who expect some bold statement 

about future endeavors to always be present in every public mention.  In other words, we 

see attempts online to push a narrative, but it comes out as hypocritical if you look at the 

bigger picture. 

12-06-2020 From An Enthusiast.  It is interesting to hear from someone actually being sincere: "I'm 

surprised they are dragging so long.  I personally can not imagine ever buying an ICE car 

again (EV since 2013)..."  That rare bit of openness is always constructive though.  He 

doesn't realize his enthusiasm is part of the normal early-adopter letdown.  Acceptance of 

the new technology by ordinary consumers is never as fast as they want.  In fact, many 

enthusiasts end up becoming frustrated by there being so much confusion & resistance.  It 

seems so obvious of a choice after many years of ownership.  Patience tends to not be a 

virtue for enthusiasts though.  To the sentiment posted today, I replied with: 

 

The perception of "dragging" is really just a narrative by enthusiasts.  Reality is, the 

rollout of TNGA went exceptionally well, progressing for years almost completely 

unnoticed.  That process set the state for e-TNGA... which most people aren't paying 

attention to either.  The reason for the overlook is simple, it's boring architecture & 

process stuff... things you never actually see in the final product.  That invisible nature is 

key though.  You can rollout fundamental improvements with little resistance. 

 

It's all about Toyota's approach.  They appear to be asleep-at-the-wheel, since they don't 

seek out attention like the other automakers.  They just take steps forward almost 

completely unnoticed.  Two great examples come from Prius Prime.  It featured the 

industry's most efficient heat-pump; yet, there was little credit given for that 

achievement.  It also featured Toyota's first rollout of a major component produced with 

carbon-fiber instead of metal, the hatch interior.  That's a complex shape which must be 

robust enough to take a beating... which went unnoticed.  And of course, the overall design 

of the vehicle strived to make it affordable technology for the masses. 

 

We see some of that progress now with RAV4 Prime.  Some complain about "only" 

getting 5,000 for initial rollout.  Since when is that bad for 6 months of supply in just 1 

market of many from a worldwide introduction?  Remember, at the same time, Toyota is 

ramping up local (Kentucky) production of the hybrid model, setting the stage for plug-in 

builds there too.  Think about how much that helps with regard to support of local 

employment. 

So what if enthusiasts whine & complain about progress not being made based the 

roadmap they believe best?  It's just the opinion of some online group of niche thinkers 

unwilling to accept the fact that economic process has many paths to success.  Whether 

they like the approach or not, progress with e-TNGA continues. 
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12-06-2020 Raising Doubt.  I have been watching the FUD campaign ramp up.  This time, it's not 

coming from the BEV purists.  The nonsense is coming from the same old troublemakers, 

a few former Volt owners who are really upset by Toyota's growing success.  I had really 

hoped we wouldn't ever hear from them again.  After all, most of the rhetoric related to 

GM has fizzled out anyway.  The obsession with Hummer EV and the stumbles with Lyriq 

are keeping most supporters from saying anything... since nothing from that will result in 

changing the status quo.  It's just more of the same, not targeting their own loyal 

customers.  Conquest is trouble.  We've see it play out already; yet, they don't 

care.  Instead, we get this: "I suspect they have already missed the boat..."  Divert attention 

to Toyota by casting a cloud of uncertainty for their future.  Ugh.  I was annoyed, but 

posted something constructive rather than taking an offense position:  What boat?  So far, 

we are just barely seeing signs of what lies beyond the early-adopter market (clearly 

defined by subsidized sales, which are not over yet).  Think about how much of the market 

has been involved so far.  Basically, nothing has reached the masses and won't for 

awhile.  Claiming to have failed just at the first or second milestone of a long journey is 

absurd. 

12-07-2020 Outright Lies.  Another let down Volt owner carried the effort to undermine Toyota to a 

new low: "It took them almost 20 years to expand hybrid beyond the Prius, and they only 

did that when their Prius market collapsed and also regulators required fleet economy 

improvements.  Just in the last couple years.  Instead, they left the hybrid in a model 

intentionally limiting its desirability."  It's quite bizarre to witness someone just outright 

lie.  He knows that isn't true; yet, he posted it anyway.  I have known this individual for a 

very, very long time.  He simply doesn't care anymore.  He got burned and now wants 

others to suffer too.  GM failed, so Toyota must also.  Ugh.  I kept my response to that 

nonsense brief:  Don't try creating a new narrative, especially one so blatantly 

false.  Highlander (SUV), Camry (SEDAN), Estima (MINIVAN) hybrids are each around 

15 years old now.  Other hybrids followed, filling out the fleet to offer a wide variety of 

choices. 

12-08-2020 Going Too Far.  By the time I got to the growing thread, a half-dozen people had already 

posted call-outs.  They went out of their way to draw attention to the antagonist effort.  He 

was trolling, just looking to provoke anyone willing to fight.  Turns out, there were a 

number of us.  This is the quote in is rant I jumped on: "YOU'RE USING GAS.  Uphill, 

against a headwind, speeding up to keep with the flow of traffic... Using gas."  His on-

going attacks to spread lies about PHEV, especially with regard to Toyota, are getting 

fierce.  You can tell he's cornered.  I punched back with:  Who do you think is gullible 

enough to believe that nonsense?  It's a blatant effort to mislead and stir 

trouble.  Fortunately, we all see it. We know that PHEV ownership contributes 

significantly toward infrastructure upgrades, both for home and businesses.  In fact, the 

endorsement for plugging in as often as possible provides a strong encouragement for the 

next household purchase to be a BEV.  From very little gas to none at all; yet, you fight 

that outcome.  PHEV that don't offer a full EV driving experience simply won't sell 

well.  Those that do... like RAV4 Prime... will bubble up to become a top-seller.  So, your 

misinformation campaign is pointless anyway.  Give it up. 
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12-09-2020 Attacking Hybrids.  The topic is stirring a lot of attention recently.  That came about 

from the combination of ban considerations and the growth of the plug-in models.  That 

really rubs BEV purists the wrong way.  They want it all and they want it now.  In fact, 

they are so impatient, they are unwilling to wait for better battery technology.  The is very 

much an attitude of "good enough" now.  Any possible improvement potentially coming in 

the not-too-distant future will wreck their messaging.  So, they are capitalizing on this 

moment in time.  Remember, the Olympics postponed from last summer will eventually 

happen.  Toyota was planning to reveal prototypes of their upcoming BEV platforms, 

most likely with new battery tech.  It's very likely they will feature a new chemistry, 

possibly the solid-state type.  In that case, the tables will turn.  Announcements about 

breakthrus are one thing.  Actual operational mules are entirely another.  That's a step 

forward no one else in the industry has made yet.  So, there is good reason to worry 

Toyota has been quiet knowing they hold an very good hand already.  Remember how 

well that worked out with Prius Prime?  It was the breaking of a price barrier no one 

expected to happen way back in 2017.  This could be a 2023 model with very real 

potential... which would be exceptionally good timing for me.  I'd love to jump on the 

opportunity to upgrade again.  Anywho, this is what I posted in response to today's 

attack:  Filled with wild assumptions, this particular statement buried in that mess is what I 

focused on: "Unlike EVs, hybrids cannot by design reach price parity with ICE cars, since 

they are already ICE, plus expensive electric gear on top."  Such blanket statements do a 

disservice to everyone.  Toyota has proven that false.  2021 Sienna and 2021 Venza 

overwhelmingly confirm that, since their traditional models are no longer offered.  Both 

are hybrid only.  Toyota hybrids eliminated the transmission, changing gears were 

replaced with nothing but a power-split device.  That resulted in a simplification of design, 

which lowered cost.  The power-steering fluid & pump, as well as the serpentine-belt were 

also eliminated.  Again, that simplifies design and lowers costs.  To further reduce the 

resulting end price, the ICE itself is both smaller in size and components within scaled-

back.  In other words, the "temporary hack" claim is just plain not true.  Some hybrid 

designs are clearly up to the chore. 

12-09-2020 How It Starts.  A comment like this can easily spin out of control: "This completely 

ignores the inherent ease of hybridization versus selling a completely new powertrain."  It 

lead to this: "Toyota largely just replaces the transmission with an eCVT."  We know that 

isn't true.  In fact, I had just finished pointing out how the pistons & rods were reduced in 

weight & strength due to the engine no longer needed to tolerate as must stress in the 

hybrid design.  I also mentioned the Atkinson-Miller pumping cycle being used instead, 

which delivers less power in favor of being more efficient.  Antagonists don't care about 

detail like that.  As he was concerned, the engine remained unchanged.  It was all about 

the transmission, which he only referred to as a "eCVT".  That could be anything.  It's just 

a generic label implying some type of electric-motor interaction with a continuous-type 

transmission.  Designs vary.  He didn't care... hence the "largely" and "just" references.  I 

was annoyed and posted this to clarify his complacency & attitude:  That most definitely is 

*NOT* how Toyota hybrids are designed.  The conventional transmission & starter don't 

exist.  Instead, there is a large motor (MG1, used for propulsion & braking) connected to 

both a small motor (MG2, used for generating electricity & starting) and an ICE.  The 

MG1 & MG2 are what provide EV drive in the Prime models.  That ICE is secondary, 

clutched into the power path following depletion of plug-supplied electricity. 
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12-09-2020 The Nothing Narrative.  If there isn't a BEV available, nothing has been 

accomplished.  This is why GM took so much flack and gained so much praise.  They 

push out a token vehicle that doesn't actually change the status quo to satisfy those 

drawing their attention to their lack of progress.  Toyota does the opposite, just quietly 

changing the status quo with increments so small most going completely unnoticed.  As a 

software engineer, that is by far the better approach.  Users who actually use what you 

program is confirmation of success.  You almost never actually get any attention for the 

achievement or even a "thank you" from anyone.  You just do what needs to be done and 

witness the change it brings about.  Doing that is often most effective when deliver 

quickly, in small pieces.  In fact, this is the "agile" method the entire industry is striving to 

embrace.  Lots of tiny steps forward is how you get the job done.  That's why this is so 

annoying: "It's been 23 years since the Prius was released!  Toyota hasn't done jack s#it in 

a generation."  How could anyone miss so much?  There are millions of hybrids 

now.  They replaced traditional offerings.  This trend will continue as plug-in models take 

over the lead.  Knowing the poster clearly either doesn't pay attention or doesn't care, I 

keep my response simple: 

 

Prius Prime that I have been driving for 3.5 years takes me to work and back entirely with 

electricity. 

 

RAV4 Prime increased range, power, and size over Prius Prime. 

 

UX300e doesn't have a gas-engine at all, instead there is a 54.3kWh battery-pack. 

A dedicated BEV using e-TNGA is on the way. 

12-09-2020 Attacking Hydrogen, part 1.  When an antagonist doesn't like what Toyota is doing with 

plug-in vehicles, they attack their fuel-cell program.  It's this unrelenting diversion.  Even 

though Tesla spends an obscene amount of money investing in self-driving, that 

investment toward autonomous technology is fine.  It has nothing whatsoever to do with 

electric propulsion; yet, that expense isn't even questioned.  Ugh.  They just keep 

hammering the same message of waste, over and over: "Sorry to burst your 

bubble.  Again."  It's a diversion that works.  Change the subject.  This is how our 

president has thrived.  He and his allies use the "What About?" tactic any time they get 

caught.  It's so obvious.  I try to counter with logic, which is pointless with this 

crowd.  But at least there is a record of critical thought getting dismissed repeatedly:  So 

many people complain about Toyota wasted money on their FCEV development, but turn 

a blind-eye to the components that will be shared later... as well as the knowledge & 

experienced gained from the production & support. The 151hp traction motor used in the 

previous generation Mirai will be upgraded to one with 30hp more in the 2021 model. It's 

a component you can easily see Toyota also using in their upcoming BEV. 
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12-10-2020 Attacking Hydrogen, part 2.  This was a great example of the brainless activity some us 

have to routinely face: "Toyota's stubborn decision to stay with hydrogen was/is 

unfortunate.  The money spent on hydrogen could have bought them a battery 

gigafactory.  The result is Toyota is yet another company without enough battery supply to 

compete with Tesla in price or EV supply...  In 2-3 years Tesla will have massive 

production capacity of $50/kWh cells.  Toyota?"  That was absolutely wild to 

read.  Estimates are that in 2 to 3 years, the cost will break below the $100/kWh level.  To 

quote a value half that was absurd.  It was based on nothing but fantasy.  You can't even 

hope for something that far fetched.  The duration is miraculously short.  It may happen 

someday, but not that quickly and almost certainly a different chemistry will be 

required.  Anywho, I couldn't respond because this particular blogging site closes 

discussion after 3 days.  They want readers to move on to the next article.  These are 

comment sections, not forums.  That's why such rhetoric can persist.  Every time 

something showing Toyota advancing forward comes out, they attack with a hydrogen 

diversion. 

12-10-2020 Attacking Hydrogen, part 3.  It never ends.  They just gone on and on without ever 

focusing on any detail.  It's all about posting a talking-point and watch supporters struggle 

to support.  It's the science of addiction at play.  They thrive on the reaction.  That's how 

the term "troll" originally came about.  Someone coming in from outside just for the sake 

of stirring trouble would get that label.  They were easy to identify as a result.  Those from 

inside are not.  They simply appear to be a well-informed participant that's well known 

from posting very frequently.  That makes it very difficult to call them out as a 

result.  There's so much content, the ask for detail simply gets drown out from argument 

points focused on ideals.  Watch for that.  It's quite common.  The attempt to appeal to 

your "feels right" sense, rather than using logic, is what their going for... praise, not 

change.  Thank goodness Toyota doesn't play that game.  This is why those "late for the 

party" comments almost inevitably queue up the hydrogen attacks.  I find it confirmation 

that they don't actually have anything to rebut with.  That's when I respond with a "Did 

you know?" type post:  128 kW is the output from the fuel-cell stack.  That's 171 hp, 

plenty for ordinary driving on its own.  31.5 kW available from the battery-pack is indeed 

for fast-response, but that's more of a hybrid feature to keep the system efficient.  That 

benefit for longer range should be obvious.  Also, that "just make the battery larger" is 

exactly what Toyota will be doing.  They will be rolling out several BEV models, taking 

advantage of and share components of Mirai. 
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12-10-2020 Attacking Hydrogen, part 4.  Eventually, someone will try to reply with a comment 

attempting logic.  The constructive nature of a discussion is missing though.  They make a 

claim, then draw a conclusion without waiting for any feedback.  Input from outside 

doesn't matter.  They make their point and move on.  In this case, the antagonist tried to 

dismiss fuel-cells as being a viable solution based on location.  Supposedly, there could be 

places so polluted the system wouldn't operate.  I was amused, wondering where that 

could be.  But rather than laugh it off or post some general comeback, I went on a quest 

for detail.  EPA measure is always a good source of stuff like that.  This is why that LEV, 

ULEV, SULEV and PZEV scale came about.  Very specific measures identified each 

category of clean.  How much of what was vital information... things that could not be 

disputed... hence dieselgate.  Anywho, I found what I was looking for surprisingly 

quick.  This is how I replied:  As for the "won't work well in smoggy environments claim", 

that is just plain wrong.  In fact, the situation is quite the opposite.  It is a negative-

emission system, cleaning the air as it passes through the vehicle.  Per Toyota's press 

release:  A catalyst-type filter is incorporated in the air intake.  As air is drawn into the 

vehicle to supply the fuel cell, an electric charge on the non-woven fabric filter element 

captures microscopic particles of pollutants, including sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrous 

oxides (NOx) and PM 2.5 particulates.  The system is effective in removing 90 to 100% of 

particles between 0 and 2.5 microns in diameter from the air as it passes into the fuel cell 

system. 

12-11-2020 Salespeople Advice.  Reading a question like this sure stirs some interesting memories: 

"Can anyone tell me about the timer to start charging?  My salesman told me not to set the 

timer because it would be hard to override if I wanted to charge at another time.  But, it is 

cheaper to start charging at midnight.  Thoughts?"  It came from a new RAV4 Prime 

owner.  That audience if filled with newbies the Prius Prime owners can really be of 

assistance to.  I heard that calling and jumped in to counter that terrible advice the 

salesperson had provided:  Override of a scheduled time is trivial. This is yet another 

example of a salesperson just guessing.  To charge immediately, just push the "Charge 

Now" button that appears on the screen when you're powering down.  You can also push 

the physical button on the dashboard afterward, then the steering-wheel button to 

confirm.  There's the trick with the charging-handle itself too... but don't do it with an 

active public charger where you pay, since it will end the session... just reinsert within 5 

seconds after the initial insert blink of the green light.  Lastly, for a delayed start you can 

just add a "Next Charging Event" entry in the schedule itself.  That only happens once, 

then automatically disappears from the schedule. 
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12-11-2020 What's The Rush?  Pretty much every BEV related story that makes some mention of 

Toyota ends up with a post including "late to the party" comments.  That doesn't actually 

mean anything, since no one can state any consequences.  All we get instead is just 

nonsense like this: "Again, Toyota will not build in higher quantity due to poor 

management."  That's just enthusiasts spinning their own schedule.  The pace has no 

impact to mainstream consumers.  By the time they even take notice for purchase 

consideration, the technology itself will be well proven.  Collecting years of reliability 

information from real-world data Prius Prime and RAV4 Prime owners is priceless.  In 

fact, you can move on to work out details of how to promote the technology from no 

longer having to focus on its rollout.  That part is done.  Rushing to push sales would 

actually be counter-productive... as GM proved already with their barrage of mixed 

messages.  Failing to find a way to promote Volt turned Bolt into a second-generation 

debacle.  What a mess... one that Toyota is wisely avoiding.  "Late" can be beneficial if it 

is only just an early-adopter audience.  I posted this for my comment:  Taking their time 

with rollout is not poor management.  Evidence of that should be obvious.  Salespeople 

desperately need training & exposure before taking on high-volume sales.  Just think of 

how many dealerships that don't even have a single level-2 EVSE installed yet.  Then 

there are negative campaigns like this study to address.  Also, keep in mind that we are not 

the only market or that being the only new vehicle.  RAV4 Prime was rolled out 

worldwide along with UX300e.  The extremely popular RAV4 hybrid was also upgraded 

this year. 

12-11-2020 Intentionally Deceptive.  We finally got something other than a vague conclusion.  The 

study that just dismissed PHEV as viable without presenting any evidence was 

absurd.  How could anything so obviously evasive be trusted?  We've seen this countless 

times in the past.  Data only gets withheld when it looks unfavorable or the means to 

collect it were bias.  There's no reason to hide detail of a study that was supposedly 

constructive.  Sure enough, it wasn't and now we know why.  This is what I posted upon 

finding out some of what the study actually contained: 

 

The devil is in the detail, especially with this cherry-picked list of testing vehicles: 

 

  - BMW X5 = 31 Miles EV, 6-cylinder 282-hp engine starting at $65,400 (50 MPGe, 20 

MPG) 

  - Volvo XC60 = 19 Miles EV, 4-cylinder 316-hp engine starting at $53,950 (57 MPGe, 

27 MPG) 

  - Mitsubishi Outlander = 22 Miles EV, 4-cylinder 117-hp engine starting at $37,705 (74 

MPGe, 25 MPG) 

 

How is that supposed to be representative of an entire fleet of PHEV choices?  Excluding 

the newest offering tells the real story: 

 

 - RAV4 Prime = 42 Miles EV, 4-cylinder 176-hp engine starting at $38,100 (94 MPGe, 

38 MPG) 

And based on what is a minimum of 90 km (56 miles) for EV required?  That's quite an 

arbitrary value, well above most people's daily driving needs. 
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12-11-2020 Proper Measure.  The very next post to follow mine came from an antagonist, a well 

known troll who disputes what you say for the sake of stirring discussion.  Playing devil's 

advocate is one thing, but to turn a blind-eye to evidence provided and just find a means to 

contradict is another.  So, I ignored his post as waited for something constructive 

instead.  I got it: "But if others are just trying to 'game' the system, the studies make sense 

along with changes."  That came from someone who always strives to be constructive.  I 

was happy to reply to that:  Unfortunately, there has been only 1 study and it was 

presented as comprehensive.  We didn't find out until recently just how misrepresentative 

it actually was.  This was basically propaganda, selective data used to draw an all-

encompassing conclusion... which now feeds anti-PHEV rhetoric.   Treating all designs as 

if they were the same is a blatant attempt to undermine.  It's just like what saw in the past 

for hybrids, but now for plug-in hybrids.  Think of how absurd it is to set criteria, then fail 

everyone even before giving them a chance to try to meet it.  To actually be constructive, 

PHEV offerings should be rated in several categories and that information be fully 

disclosed.  Better choices will get the support they deserve.  Later when a mandate is set, 

those who pushed to achieve that criteria specified will get rewarded.  Gaming doesn't 

work if you meter properly.  This isn't rocket science.  Measuring the amount of kWh the 

vehicle takes in via the plug tells the real story of how that vehicle was used.  In fact, this 

is already the method some electricity providers use to determine how to calculate 

discounts. 

12-11-2020 Shared Concern.  It was nice to get a constructive reply right away.  Sadly, those are 

quite rare.  He joined in to share some of the same concerns.  I went on to add:  The 

purpose of studies like that are supposed to be to collect data and present it for 

consideration of how mandates should be set.  That's how you get solutions that are 

realistic to achieve.  Setting criteria that isn't based on real-world feasibility doesn't make 

sense.  We have very important goals that must be reached.  That requires critical 

thinking.  To witness keyboard-warriors proclaim PHEV failed without even so much as 

questioning why that study didn't disclose detail and why only one study was all they 

needed to draw a conclusion is really troubling. 

12-11-2020 Never-Ending Battle.  We have seen the same old nonsense for 20 years now.  It's 

rhetoric you can't ever really kill.  In this case, it is the basic approach of simply pushing 

outdated data that wasn't ever representative of the true situation.  That's is confusing & 

distorted enough to make most people just assume it is relevant.  In other words, they 

believe the person posting it wouldn't intentionally spread misleading information.  Sadly, 

it isn't just antagonists who do that.  We are currently dealing with a publication who 

exploited the same gullible nature of readers.  That's how propaganda comes about.  The 

rhetoric is fed to grow to a scale where it takes on an existence of its own, when you can 

no longer trace origins are truly be certain or relevance.  That's why some of us try to jump 

on the situation as soon as we confirm what's being attempted.  It's hard 

though.  Convincing others that is the case is quite a challenge.  They tend to be 

bewildered that you would question something seemingly authoritative.  You end up 

having to present evidence many times, pointing out the lack of detail or cherry-picked 

fact.  In this case, it should be a simple matter.  I doubt it will be, but keep 

trying:  Knowing new PHEV choices are on the way, yet pushing a study as if it represents 

a complete & mature market, is the problem.  It's a never-ending battle having to deal with 

misrepresentation like that.  People will sight the outdated study for years... especially if it 

is extremely vague... which is exactly what we got.  This is how you undermine.  We've 

seen it many times in the past. 
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12-12-2020 Know Your Audience.  Reading this today was wonderful: "Why are you always using 

this phrase and using it incorrectly?  You used it in one of my comments months ago and 

I've seen you use it elsewhere as well.  Just saying it doesn't make true."  After several 

paragraphs of supposedly supportive numbers, he ended with: "Car companies tie 

performance with higher price for a reason.  They know their audience."  That was my 

invitation to climb up on the soapbox, which I proudly did to share my observations: 

 

Not anymore. 

 

The automotive industry is going through the same paradigm-shift the computer industry 

did.  As the market became so saturated with diverse choices, that focus of "performance" 

being a priority fell. In fact, it dropped to the point where it really isn't much of a selling 

point anymore. 

 

GM learned this the hard way with Volt.  Focus on performance did nothing beyond 

attracting conquest sales.  Their own audience... loyal GM customers looking to replace 

their old Chevy with a new Chevy... simply didn't care.  The great performance was not 

enough to overcome other shortcomings. 

 

Toyota knows this well. Prius Prime offers smoooooooooth acceleration with nothing but 

a soft whirring sound.  It's the Pandora's box they have been warning the industry about. 

When an ordinary priced vehicle can match what had been a luxury selling-point, change 

is coming. 

 

Tesla is already dealing with the shift.  Why bother with a Model S when you get can get 

the same from Model 3?  People are focusing more on range now instead of performance. 

 

The situation gets worse as you look forward.  Think about how well an even lower priced 

BEV will perform.  The large battery-pack will provide so much power, it simply won't be 

a draw when competing against other BEV in the same class.  Instead, shoppers will focus 

on other aspects of design. 

Toyota has acknowledged that change and is already working to support the shift.  Those 

who deny it is coming are in for quite a surprise.  Just look at how different the computer 

industry is now compared to what it had been. 

12-12-2020 Wrong.  Gotta love when someone on a general wide-audience blog just declares a 

technology a failure at the starting line.  Since subsidies are in play and early-adopters are 

pretty much the only participants, anything happening now in a race would basically just 

be warm-up laps.  So when I saw this, I was quite amused: "Wrong.  Batteries, cycled 

daily, are very much economically attractive even now, and efficient."  I'm not sure why 

some people are so oblivious to the concept of time & size.  They really don't understand 

the scale.  Upon seeing something implemented in their small corner of the world, they 

assume it exists everywhere else the same way.  That lack of perspective awareness is 

really a problem.  Responses vary:  Nice, declaring a loser before the race has even 

begun...  Reality is, no one has any clue how the economic factors will play out.  The oil 

industry has a lot to lose, but also a lot to invest with.  Opportunities green hydrogen 

present are a compelling exit option from the world of petroleum products.  That makes it 

very attractive.  A location along the highway which provides hydrogen for direct use by 

the trucking industry and indirect use for supplementing the superchargers there make a 

lot of sense.  Don't be naïve to think they won't go down without a fight. 
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12-12-2020 Constructive Discussion.  It's not easy to come by.  But on the thread in the big Prius 

forum about PHEV propaganda, I got this: "Crystal balls aren't easy to come by."  It was 

in reply to the irritation from so many people taking reports at face value and not even 

bothering to look for other sources.  In this case, it was the opposite.  We got an 

opportunity to exchange constructive information.  I really like those 

discussions.  Hopefully, this will keep it going:  Really?  We've known for years Toyota 

will be advancing plug-in hybrid tech & design.  Looking closely, we can already see 

steps being taken to make that happen.  Crystal balls can be found.  The most obvious 

comes from those who chose to complain & whine about how Prius Prime carried its 

battery without ever bothering to study the rest of the fleet.  If they had, they would have 

discovered the C-HR platform is really Prius with a raised floor.  Looking further, we see 

that the new Corolla Cross is basically just a Corolla with a different body... one that could 

also be raised.  Ever look close at how RAV4 hybrid became RAV4 Prime?  Toyota just 

raised the floor to squeeze in batteries.  Turns out, the same treatment happened with 

Lexus UX300e.  It doesn't take a crystal ball to see how Corolla Cross (or some variant 

sharing that platform) could become the next plug-in hybrid. 

12-13-2020 Just Plain Wrong.  There's a troll who thrives on the threads with constructive 

discussion.  Some of his nonsense is pretty bad, but this was really surprised me: "On the 

highway, nearly every hybrid is going to have the engine on 100% of the time.  Hybrids 

that get better than a conventional cars on the highway do so by having an engine that 

trades power for efficiency."  That is just plain wrong, an obvious attempt to mislead.  I 

punched back with:  There's no excuse.  Participating here for 15 years, yet having no idea 

how Toyota's hybrid system (by far, the most abundant) actually works...  Take an engine, 

any type of engine, connect a power-split-device with 2 motors.  Use the smaller motor to 

collect waste energy, since an excess is available while cruising on the highway compared 

to city driving.  Convert that energy from mechanical power to electricity stored in a 

battery.  Later, use that electricity to supplement energy from the engine by throttling way 

down or stopping combustion entirely.  In short, no tradeoff necessary.  True, one that 

does will result in even better efficiency.  It isn't required... but you should have already 

known that. 

12-13-2020 To My Surprise.  Someone else saw that same misinformation and felt the same need to 

reply.  This is how his comment started: "Since this is PriusChat, you should at least learn 

a bit about how the Synergy Drive works..."  I was delighted to read that, so much so, I 

posted this in return:  Very nice write-up.  I typed my reply, quite annoyed by his constant 

badgering, then walked away without posting to enjoy a nice evening with my 

wife.  Coming back afterward to find your thoughtful remarks added to sense we all need 

to be constructive.  That was much appreciated.  Thanks!  On a topic like this, we all need 

to be aware of the bigger picture.  There are forces from every direction attempting to 

undermine progress, especially when it tips heavily in favor of a legacy automaker who 

really studied the situation and worked hard to ignore the rhetoric.  I try to do the 

same.  But if misinformation is posted, it needs to be called out at some point. 
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12-14-2020 Not Paying Attention.  The narrative is getting old, but the message about how little 

people actually notice thing is not.  For example: "Toyota's failure to get beyond 'there has 

to be an engine in there somewhere' thinking will hurt them."  It's like when I found out, 

after several years after arguing with a few particular Volt antagonists, that they really 

didn't have any understanding of how Toyota's hybrid system actually worked.  Their 

actions were based on incorrect assumptions.  That was remarkable to discover.  I suspect 

that same type of ignorance is even more prevalent now.  So, I end up having to reply with 

posts like this:  Not paying attention is a common problem, one that feeds hype and 

spin.  It's easy to overlook all the internal pieces of the puzzle being assembled, only 

noticing the edges.  In other words, unless there's a finished product many just assume no 

progress is being made.  Reality of this situation is that Toyota has diligently been 

working on the components necessary, leaving platform available for tweaks in the final 

stage. That should be obvious, but for some reason everyone seems to be blind to it.  Look 

at the Prime vehicles. Prius Prime delivered a full EV driving experience, every aspect of 

electrification necessary for a BEV.  Advancing upon that real-world experience, Toyota 

has delivered RAV4 Prime.  Yet, focus is on the gas engine.  Lexus UX300e provides 

another piece of the puzzle. It confirms more preparation is taking place to ensure Toyota 

has all those components it needs well refined before rolling out anything to the masses, 

especially with regard to cost & reliability.  In other words, rather than seeking the 

spotlight like other legacy automakers, they are quietly doing what needs to be 

done.  Whatever hype or spin comes about from basic press releases is the work of 

impatient enthusiasts. 

12-14-2020 Excuses.  This is another one of those, gotta love it comments: "The excuses are 

disgraceful!"  They focus so hard on knocking Toyota that they completely miss what's 

going on elsewhere.  I returned the volley of nonsense with:  Notice how other automakers 

stall after rolling out their initial offering?  Toyota won't have that problem.  They are 

pushing their entire fleet forward by phasing out traditional vehicles and replacing them 

with hybrids... which enables them to quickly shift to PHEV on a massive scale... which 

makes the next step to BEV an easy one.  That's how you overcome Innovator's 

Dilemma.  The next step is far more difficult than it seems.  Toyota watched the disastrous 

problems GM has had with exactly that and is working hard to avoid the same trap.  That's 

not an excuse, it's called learning from history. 

12-14-2020 No Real Need.  It doesn't work.  No matter what evidence you present, all they see is their 

own distraction.  It's to the point of absurdity at times.  You can't believe the extent they 

go to in the effort to avoid facing reality.  They keep pushing their narrative instead: 

"Because there's no real need for two technologies.  At least in the passenger car 

segment.  It will split everything (like investments)."  I just shake my head in 

disbelief.  Use your brain.  Look at the engineering itself.  Stop obsessing with an 

ideal.  Ugh.  This was my reply:  There is quite a bit of technology overlap. BEV and 

FCEV share motor, controller, battery and software components.  Heck, even the heat-

pump is the same.  Just because one has a plug for energy and the other an on-board 

converter doesn't make them profoundly different.  In fact, their propulsion systems 

provide power to the wheels the same way, with electricity.  A giant manufacturer isn't 

limited to just passenger vehicles either.  There is much business that takes place outside 

that segment.  Being able to leverage one to benefit the other is a gain, not a split.  In this 

case, the fuel-cells being proven by Mirai will later be used in commercial & industrial 

segments.  So whether or not you see a need from a consumer perspective, it is there. 
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12-15-2020 Trolling Callout.  Sometimes, you just need to take them on head on: "If Toyota remains 

informed on decisions made last decade, why are they making SUV's and CUV's.  Toyota's 

decisions have been made for ideological reasons and not based on their 

audience.  Market research by AAA and other automotive industry experts clearly show 

huge demand for BEV's."  I had to read that several times, then hunt down recent posts 

from the same person on the same thread to confirm intent.  It was obvious.  So, I fired 

back with:  That's a truly bizarre claim, since those are not mutually exclusive topics.  In 

fact, the situation is quite the opposite.  Being a SUV or CUV makes offering it as a BEV 

easier, since a raised floor is normal part of its design.  That provides an easy means of 

adding battery.  We are seeing that play out in the real-world too, because demand for 

SUV's and CUV's as BEV is quite strong.  We can clearly see that from both Tesla & 

Nissan pursuing that audience.  RAV4 being a top-seller for Toyota also confirms that.  Of 

course, you're not really understanding that data.  The research targets those with 

particular interests, not the market as a whole.  It's just like the nonsense we heard from 

diesel enthusiasts.  They focused solely on those who had fuel-efficiency as their top 

priority, disregarding other purchase decision factors.  That meant only paying attention to 

a very select audience with a limited inventory, which skewed the measure of 

demand.  But then again, your reply completely ignored what I actually posted (a pattern I 

have frequently noticed) and just went on about something else entirely... hoping I would 

take the bait.  Instead, I called you out. 

12-15-2020 Prototypes.  Sometimes, you need to interject some critical thought into a discussion... 

because it doesn't happen without a push:  Seeing a prototype turn mule for promoting the 

new battery type and sharing that real-world data is priceless... and somewhat crippling to 

the promote-well-in-advance-of-rollout we get from other automakers.  We see lots of 

hype from GM about the upcoming Hummer EV, which was nothing but a computer-

generated concept to basically distract from shortcomings with Bolt.  We get a crazy 

amount of excitement from Tesla with CyberTruck, which is gross overkill from what 

people actually need and doesn't target the affordable market.  How is any of that 

helpful?  Remember, Toyota's mission is to actually change the status quo (reach 

mainstream consumers), not to appease enthusiasts. 
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12-16-2020 Long-Term.  It can seem amazing that some people have no sense of perspective, 

especially with regard to time.  But then again, you have to actually study it to have any 

basis of comparison.  You can't understand what you haven't been exposed to in some 

manner.  That's what makes a statement like this stand out: "For that to be true, Toyota 

would already have had a BEV here in the U.S. in production years ago."  It came about 

without any real context, just a conclusion that Toyota is doomed based on Tesla's 

position.  No history.  No background.  No detail of any sort to draw the conclusion 

with.  It was just rhetoric being echoed.  Ugh.  I bet this reply will fall on deaf ears:  This 

is Economics 101, a lesson in basic business.  Tesla is a small startup using the top-down 

approach (start with low-volume, high-price vehicles).  Toyota is a massive establishment 

using the bottom-up approach (start with high-volume, low-price vehicles).  So it makes 

no sense whatsoever for early-adopters (buyers during the subsidy stage) to make 

judgment of progress, knowing there are 2 fundamentally different approaches at play.  In 

fact, it is absurd to do a comparison.  Tesla has very little in common with Toyota.  Think 

about how many electric propulsion components Toyota is producing annually compared 

to Tesla.  In terms of vehicles, there is a 2,000,000 to 500,000 difference.  Toyota is 

producing far more and making a decent, sustainable profit in the process without 

struggle.  Tesla is pushing as much product as it can produce, resulting in far fewer 

vehicles and just barely getting by.  This is why Toyota can afford delay to take their time 

to do it right and Tesla is going all in with the best technology currently 

available.  Knowing that, claims of "behind" really don't tell us anything in particular 

about the long-term. 

12-16-2020 Culture Of Change.  That lack of history really becomes pronounced at times.  We are 

definitely seeing that now.  It's all about scoring points online, not actually thinking 

through a process:  Trouble brews when trying to expand growth beyond early-adopters... 

the low-hanging fruit.  Appealing to showroom-shoppers is far more difficult.  It requires a 

culture of change to already be playing out.  This is when enthusiasts come to realize 

Toyota had taken the time to set the stage properly for change, rather than rushing into it 

as we saw fail disastrously for GM and looks far from certain for VW.  That work isn't 

exciting, but it does have quite a payoff for those who are patient.  We saw this first play 

out with gen-1 Prius.  To many, it seemed really odd that Toyota held back so much.  Why 

if they had such a revolutionary technology would they make it so difficult to 

obtain?  Sound familiar?  It wasn't actually until gen-2 that any push to sell took 

place.  Toyota tested the waters first, working on their dealer network prior to a major 

production ramp up.  Now, almost the entire fleet has a competitive hybrid model, 2 

vehicles have stopped offering their traditional model, and a top-seller has a plug.  Toyota 

is sending an undeniable message of the status quo breaking.  That's the culture of change 

VW needs, one where the dealers see commitment across the board. 
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12-17-2020 Obsolete & Stalling.  When you start losing an argument, you label and drawing 

conclusions: "EV technology is more than 10 years old!  Hybrids have been obsolete for 

10 years.  Toyota is stalling!"  This comes back to the lack of perspective on timing... and 

having no patience.  This reminds me a lot of the rhetoric stirred by Ford's rollout of 

Energi.  Volt enthusiasts fought and fought and fought against Prius, never imaging an 

attack from C-Max.  Arguments complete fell apart.  So, they had to abruptly change 

arguments... but couldn't figure out what to focus on.  The best they could come up with 

was spinning the situation to make it sound like Toyota's technology was outdated.  No 

detail was ever provided.  It was just a meritless claim, repeated over and over and 

over.  Ugh.  All these years later, we're still facing that type of desperation:  Claiming 

"obsolete" is pointless.  It doesn't mean anything.  People still purchase DVD discs, even 

though that tech was replaced by Blu-Ray, then replaced by 4K-UHD.  As for a "stalling" 

claim, you'd have to be quite out-of-touch to think battery & infrastructure are ready for 

the masses.  Even at $100/kWh, that only makes expensive vehicles cost-

competitive.  That doesn't mean they can actually compete directly either.  A high-volume 

"economy" choice won't be available for a very long time still.  With regard to 

infrastructure, public charging is very much just limited-location novelty and at-home 

charging a major logistical challenge.  There are very real issues with the lack of green 

electricity as well.  Look at "EV" technology itself, we see Toyota offering it 

already.  RAV4 Prime and Prius Prime offer full electric-only driving, just like a BEV. 

12-17-2020 Demands & Excuses.  Yup, they are growing more desperate: "100k people die every 

year due to air pollution from transportation.  Hybrids are obsolete because they are 

polluters that must go away."  That was the start of a rant.  This was the conclusion: 

"Toyota has zero excuses."  When it gets to that point, no amount of reasoning will bring 

the person to their senses.  They have made their decision and refuse to consider anything 

else.  So, it's best just to sight some facts as exposition for others and move on:  You 

clearly have no clue how a SULEV or PZEV hybrid works.  Those emission-ratings 

indicate they are much cleaner than most traditional vehicles.  So even without the 

addition of a plug, the significant reduction of air pollution is undeniable.  You also have 

no understanding of the true scale.  Tesla has a tiny slice, delivering a little over 500,000 

of the annual 90,000,000 new vehicles produced & sold each year.  That worldwide 

market is enormous and quite diverse.  Toyota's effort to phaseout traditional vehicles by 

replacing them with hybrids and plug-in hybrids is going well, getting cleaner vehicles out 

quickly and bringing about a culture of change at their dealers. Your demands are echoes 

from enthusiast wants, not necessities to actually change the status quo.  There is no 

excuse from you not to acknowledge the shortcomings still faced by the industry. 
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12-18-2020 Doom & Gloom.  There is a surprise from time to time, when you get a newbie to post 

their perspective on the situation.  That turned into an exchange by several others.  I 

homed in on this: "I do think you are right about the next gen being delayed but I wonder 

whether it will be delayed into oblivion.  Covid didn't stop them from releasing the Venza 

and Sienna this year and the Corolla Cross, a Prius sized crossover..."  Responding to 

comments like that are nice.  We actually get constructive dialog.  Gasp!  What a rare 

opportunity.  I jumped on it: 

 

Studying Toyota's history, you'll find a lot of "doom & gloom" commentary whenever they 

focus inward.  Rather than going for something to spotlight as a push outward to garnish 

praise... which many of the other automakers thrive on... they just quietly improve their 

offerings. 

 

GM is the prime example (an ironic pun), of this for plug-in hybrids.  They flaunted Volt 

and mocked Prius.  They did nothing to actually change their own fleet.  It was such a 

colossal waste of opportunity, the entire program came to an end without making any 

progress.  Look at their dealer lots now.  Same old SUVs & Pickups, but more of them and 

not a single one of them using the technology. 

 

VW is heading down that path a lot faster than people have noticed yet.  They have an 

exciting new product, from the enthusiast perspective.  Most dealers couldn't care less 

though.  That extra time & money it takes to sell them doesn't show any promise of 

sustainable profit yet, so why bother?  The culture of change GM was missing is absent 

for VW too. 

 

Meanwhile, Toyota is pushing hard from within to advance the entire fleet 

forward.  Dealers see the commitment.  Dealers are witnessing firsthand the 

potential.  Sales of Venza and Sienna will help to solidify those plans of ending traditional 

offerings.  Interest in Corolla Cross is already stirring new opportunity.  A variant sharing 

that platform could become the new Prius, an offering only available as a plug-in hybrid. 

 

Take a closer look at those articles sighting reasons for Toyota's supposedly lack of 

vision.  Notice how binary they are, that none actually address a means to achieve 

change?  They claim short-sightedness.  Their long-term only perspective is an 

endorsement for chaos, as history has provided many examples of.  Sacrificing any type of 

transition plan for the sake of achieving some ambitious outcome which focuses on an 

ideology rather a path to achieve it is a recipe for disaster.  At best, it is very high risk. 

In short, delay for a next Prius is fine.  Toyota is wise to capitalize on the opportunity this 

market stall from Covid has provided, as well as the obvious pause caused by industry & 

politics waiting to see what happened with the rollouts from VW taking place right now. 
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12-18-2020 Wishful Thinking.  The hopes for "overnight" change were capitalized on with this: 

"Electric vehicles are coming up, yes... but they still need A LOT of time to get to where 

ICE has gone ...you can't just replace a proven (inefficient is not the topic) technology 

overnight and Toyota is saying just that... 15 years to stop production on ICE vehicles, is 

in the grand scheme of things... an overnight wishful thinking."  Stuff like that should be 

common sense.  It's good to see others explicitly pointing out the facts, because some 

obviously aren't getting it.  That's progress, as is the culture of change.  Taking so much 

time, it almost goes unnoticed is a mixed blessing.  So, drawing attention to that isn't 

helpful:  Reality of the situation is ICE production will slow & shrink.  Toyota's phaseout 

of Sienna & Venza to hybrid only is evidence of the push forward.  RAV4 Prime success 

will lead to plug-in hybrid only becoming a next phase in the push.  All that sets the stage 

nicely for the ICE going away entirely. In the meantime, enthusiasts claiming overnight is 

necessary have no merit.  You can't just shutter production; however, you can reduce the 

size, weight, and demand for ICE... which is exactly what Toyota's approach is doing.  It 

allows them to shift over to producing motor electric-motors without business 

disruption.  In other words, the wishful thinking lacks any type of plan on how to actually 

accomplish rapid transition. 

12-18-2020 Market Readiness.  Phew!  We are getting a little sensible posting now: "I think Toyota 

could pivot to EV's very quickly.  After all, the Toyota New Global Architecture (TNGA) 

platforms was designed to accommodate a full EV drivetrain if needed."  That tends to 

happen as the rhetoric ramps up.  Antagonists basically push their luck to far, making the 

propaganda easy to spot and easy to disregard.  It becomes a "why are you wasting my 

time?" type situation, where the conclusion draw is clearly not based on the 

facts.  Gasp!  That's critical thinking at play.  Whoa!  You can't help but to get cynical at 

some point.  Are people really that ignorant?  Eventually, there a turn-around, when the 

efforts to undermine simply fall apart.  We're not there yet, but it is coming:  e-TNGA is 

on the way.  While that platform develops, components within are earning real-world 

credibility.  EV drive being experienced everyday from RAV4 Prime and Prius Prime 

owners is proving reliability... a component essential to growth many seem to dismiss as 

important.  This is exactly what Toyota did with gen-1 Prius.  They quietly built up 

reputation from consumers and trust from dealers.  That made the rather explosive demand 

for gen-2 Prius possible.  Toyota knows how important it is to set the stage prior to such a 

ramp-up of production.  In fact, they use "doom & gloom" articles just like this to gauge 

market readiness.  It's both informative & entertaining to read predictions of what is to 

come from those lacking that history.  Watch VW for an indication of market 

readiness.  Then look at how Toyota dealers for perspective on embracing change. 
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12-18-2020 Reality Check.  A discussion about studies and their cost came up.  Most people don't 

actually consider how they are funded.  Collecting that data requires someone to pay.  This 

is why we see far more advertising, where the seller simply tells you want to think instead 

of asking.  It's the nature of our market, rarely given any consideration.  People just take 

that for granted, as if that "is what it is" and no other option or approach is 

available.  That's why we rarely see a comment like this posted: "Though "Self-charging" 

is certainly a bold marketing claim, it's not nearly as bold as "Autopilot" and "Full Self 

Driving".  In other words, that's how you know a narrative has taken hold... when other 

obvious examples are available, but never get sighted.  That is the moment you need to get 

to.  It is when you do a reality check by asking why the rest wasn't ever noticed.  You 

realize at that moment the undermining worked and you fell into the trap.  Oops!  Sadly, 

that moment of awareness is rare.  You can try to get others to notice though:  An 

interesting reality check with that topic is how "Autopilot" and "Full Self Driving" do 

nothing whatsoever with regard to actual BEV operation.  They are wants, totally 

unnecessary to achieve electric-only transportation.  Attempts to create a stigma toward 

Toyota's clear attempt to distinguish non-plug hybrids from those that offer some type of 

EV drive are beginning to reveal themselves as desperate.  It is marketing that clearly 

works.  People have become well aware that "self-charging" means it does not have a 

plug... exactly that outcome the industry needs.  Something attention-getting was 

needed.  And as Microsoft was overwhelmingly proven, negative publicity can be quite an 

effective means of bringing about change.  As for lack of studies, many that have been 

published focus on early-adopter feedback.  That's exactly what you don't want when the 

goal is mainstream consumer acceptance.  In fact, that is the basis for Innovator's 

Dilemma.  They are listening to the wrong audience. 

12-18-2020 Positive or Negative?  We keep getting speed & doom posts: "Affect positively or 

negatively, it all depends on the steps that Toyota makes and timing it correctly for each 

market.  If they don't electrify fast enough the may not be able to compete..."  When that 

happens, breaking of their undermining script can happen when you ask a thought-

provoking question:  What does "fast enough" and "compete" actually represent?  For 

example, Tesla is looked upon as a leader.  However, the view of them for quality & 

reliability is quite low.  How do you introduce new models with a reputation not solidified 

yet?  As an automaker, there is still quite a bit of dependency upon investment-capital and 

selling carbon-credits too.  Neither one of which is a long-term solution.  Sustainable 

profit in conjunction with growth is required, a problem exacerbated by their lack of 

infrastructure (limited places to purchase & service).  So when it comes to speed or sales, 

how do you make a proper comparison?  Being ahead at the first milestone of a long race 

really doesn't us anything.  What another example, just look at GM.  Same type of praise 

for supposedly being fast & competitive, but that didn't actually pan out.  In fact, it 

completely fell apart.  It was the "Tortoise and the Hare" story playing out right before our 

eyes.  Heck, even timing is unclear.  With such a lacking infrastructure still and so much 

still needed for dealer prep, how should that balance with the inventory?  Poorly judging 

demand means losing money.  Enthusiasts tend not to consider that a priority.  Is that a 

positive or negative outcome? 
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12-18-2020 Shames & Demands.  Some enthusiasts just declare themselves an authority, then push a 

narrative: "We expect much, much more from the leader."  They frame it to their own 

definition, in this case what "leader" should represent.  Then they attack the target they 

wish to undermine: "So, they should be shamed until they change their ways."  No data 

needs to be presented or considered.  It's all about scoring points online by posting what 

enablers will endorse.  Ugh.  They will continue endlessly.  All you can do is appeal to the 

lurkers who will read the posts, remaining silent but taking it all in nonetheless.  Again, 

that's a know your audience situation.  Sometimes, there are multiple types participating at 

the same time.  I try to interject some perspective to help those see all that's actually at 

play:  When sales are only just a tiny slice of the overall market and many are still with 

subsidies, there's no constructive way to already draw such conclusions.  This is all just 

typical rhetoric, impatient enthusiasts declaring winners & losers before mainstream 

consumers have even been had a chance to participate.  Ironically, what we have seen 

from Toyota is a common business sense plan for long-term survival.  They are phasing 

out ICE offerings (replacing them with hybrids) and existing hybrids are getting a plug 

upgrade.  Those plug-in hybrids are providing valuable exposure as a result.  Consumers 

see the move forward.  Dealers see the commitment to change.  Toyota itself gains 

priceless experience.  That is what we call true leadership. It's not about pushing for more 

range & power.  It's not about getting the most attention.  It's about finding a way to get 

those who would ordinarily resist to embrace change.  That's not exciting or rewarding, 

but it is genuine progress where it truly makes a difference.  Listening to the complaints of 

early-adopters disappointed that their agenda is not being followed is not. 

12-19-2020 Peak Demand.  It's quite remarkable how many enthusiasts have no idea how electricity 

is actually handled.  At most, we get a reference to "the grid" without any type of 

context.  It's just the place they can get energy from to recharge their vehicle.  The reality 

that it is nothing but a means of transportation which temporarily holds isn't common 

knowledge.  They think solar energy will be converted to electricity then somehow be 

available late at night to charge with.  It doesn't work that way.  If there is nothing to store 

the electricity, the opportunity is lost.  That's why the concept "excess" keeps getting 

brought up now in new discussions.  Fast wind and bright sunlight can be too much at 

times when there isn't demand.  Not being able to put it into a battery or use to extract 

hydrogen is a very real problem.  The opposite is true as well.  If supply isn't available, 

something must still be done to provide electricity.  Not doing that results in blackouts or 

brownouts.  Unfortunately, some people need reminders of that.  Sadly, some people have 

never been aware of it.  So, I point out some facts:  Don't forget, during times of peak 

demand, the provider will use their secondary power sources.  Those are always dirtier 

than the primary.  Firing up a diesel generator to supply electricity for charging vehicles is 

a very real problem... one easily overlooked. 
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12-20-2020 Plenty Available.  It's really annoying when certain individuals just plain don't 

care.  Today, it was that former Volt owner who replaced his two vehicles at home with 

Teslas years ago.  He feels he can speak for the masses, despite being an obvious early-

adopter with lots of deposable income.  The attitude of constantly being dismissive is quite 

a pain, especially when he trolls the big Prius forum.  He jumped into a discussion to 

claim there are "plenty" of SuperChargers available, that we had no idea what was being 

claimed.  I called him out with actual detail.  Verifying facts on the map, I found a variety 

of things to respond with.  Pricing & Speed continue to be issued avoided to an 

extreme.  Few owners ever share any information about how fast the SuperChargers 

actually deliver power, especially when several of the stalls are being used at the same 

time... think holiday travel concerns a few days from now.  And of course, the pricing is 

basically never mentioned.  I only found out about the different tiers after several attacks 

using nothing but vague claims.  When you dig for detail, you never know what you'll 

find.  Anywho, I just stuck to basic numbers in this case.  It was pretty easy to turn around 

his own cherry-picking statement with one doing the very opposite:  No, the response is 

clearly an evade.  With a population in the Twin Cities of around 4 million (far from 

cherry picking), your focus solely on early-adopter sales is just plain not 

constructive.  Plenty is simply not true.  This topic is about addressing the masses, 

targeting mainstream consumers.  That means a dramatic increase for infrastructure.  A 

quick glance at the SuperCharger map, I'm seeing 3 locations offering 250kW (St. Louis 

Park, Hopkins, Minneapolis) and 2 offering 120kW (Robbinsdale, Oakdale). 

12-22-2020 Looking For a Pattern.  Eventually, if you stick with the topic long enough, the 

discussion tends to provide a reward.  I stated the outcome of the recent long exchange 

(more like an old-school battle repeated) this way:  The pattern has become easy to 

recognize and quite predictable.  When some constructive criticism is presented about 

setting realistic expectations for the pace of plug-in acceptance, those who agree get 

personally pounced on and attention is diverted to hydrogen.  Every single time the 

discussions end that way.  It's quite telling.  In this case, lack of charging infrastructure 

was brought up and details were presented.  That was quickly dismissed with a vague no-

need-for-concern.  The same old players think their tactics and talking-points will continue 

to work.  They are wrong, as history has confirmed about the observed pattern.  They 

repeat mistakes.  With regard to specifics of this topic, it's quite obvious the absence of a 

charging standard will continue to impair any type of serious progress.  Then when we 

finally get it (most likely CCS), there's the very real problem of capacity & 

ownership.  Business & Landlord interest toward investing in chargers is almost a dead 

topic.  It's sad.  Then when you do get a charging location, there's no guarantee that the 

fastest speed offered will actually be available routinely.  Grid demand and the higher tier 

prices make offering that a costly challenge, every step of the way.  There's on-going 

support to address as well.  Take any metropolitan area, look at quantity & distribution of 

SuperChargers.  So far after so many years should be an indication of the pace to set for 

realistic expectations.  It will happen, just not anywhere near as fast as enthusiasts & 

early-adopters hope.  That's what the CEO of Toyota was pointing out.  He's well aware of 

how difficult it is to even get level-2 equipment installed.  It takes time & money, along 

with education & confidence.  PHEV rollout will help with the latter.  Both dealer & 

consumer need exposure to the technology before they will invest in it.  Patience is 

required... a necessity some here refuse to acknowledge. 
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12-23-2020 Several Days of Spin.  It get's old.  But if you stick with it long enough, something will 

eventually shake out: "Why is there such an intense focus on public chargers?"  That came 

from someone new stepping in, wondering what all the hype was about.  I was happy to 

provide an answer: 

 

That's what the pattern reveals.  Availability gets sighted as a selling-point for BEV.  Yet 

when called out with detail, the enthusiast divert attention elsewhere, rather than address 

shortcomings.  That evade is becoming quite obvious. 

 

You can tell they aren't being sincere either, when 50kW speeds (level-3, tier-1) are 

mocked and belittled despite fully supporting a form of level-3 (DC Fast-Charging, aka: 

DCFC).  They insist speeds well into tier-2 (in excess of 150kW) are absolutely 

required.  The reasoning for that is to accommodate those who would own a BEV but 

don't fit your "leaves the long distance drivers as the ones who need a supercharger" 

criteria.  In other words, that massive chunk of the population who is unable to have a 

level-2 charger (basic is 3.3kW from 16-amp, fast is 10kW from 50-amp, with a max of 

19.2kW) for overnight recharges. 

 

This is why it will take much longer than they hope.  So, the narrative of hydrogen not 

ever co-existing is inevitably pushed each time the topic comes up.  They know the reality 

of automakers selling more than just passenger vehicles.  They know Toyota will thrive 

with their fuel-cells being a critical aspect of the industrial & commercial shift away from 

fossil-fuels.  Diesel use must come to an end.  They worry that effort will interfere with 

plug-in options and refuse to acknowledge the benefit of shared components.  It will take a 

combination/overlap of solutions to fulfill needs.  A single solution for all is unrealistic, 

especially when we look at the speed & scale at which change is needed. 

 

Public chargers also provide an appeal boost for PHEV, making the argument for BEV 

more difficult.  Opportunity charging at the grocery store, coffeeshop, or restaurant supply 

more EV range.  That doesn't require an expensive or spacious install either.  A simple 

commercial level-2 charger will do the trick.  They don't like that at all. 

Pay attention to detail.  Watch for the pattern. 

12-23-2020 Slowdown.  Typical from our resident troll: "I like the part of PHEVs now being a threat 

to BEVs."  Raising doubt replies about well established and often discussed facts are 

bizarre.  You wouldn't think such obvious mislead attempts would work.  They does 

though.  There are enough gullible newbies to help enable the effort to undermine.  They 

unknowingly take the bait, hence trolling.  I punched back with:  That is another 

confirmation, pretending a long-standing issue is new.  Next is to ask a question about it, 

as if it hadn't already been asked & answered many times already on many different 

threads.  It is the "U"ncertainty part of spreading FUD.  For years, their have been fights 

about BEV being the only viable solution, that PHEV were a waste of time and 

resources.  What has changed recently is the rollout of RAV4 Prime proving 

otherwise.  It's the first to break the stereotype, finding a means of reaching beyond early-

adopters... which brings us back to the original topic of how long change will actually 

take.  Again, Toyota's CEO is being realistic, enthusiasts are hyping expectations.  Again 

this is nothing new.  We see the pattern of thinking change will happen a lot faster, but 

refusing to acknowledge the factors causing slowdown... like infrastructure shortcomings. 
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12-26-2020 Omitting Context.  When a comment is posted to provide context, but instead feeds a 

narrative, what do you do?  Upon reading this, I knew trouble was brewing: "One of the 

reasons Japan just can't seem to let hydrogen totally go is due to lobbying..."  It was about 

the push to ban any type of new vehicle with an combustion-engine by 2030 in 

Japan.  That's quite aggressive, an absolute with a very short timeline.  Mandates of that 

nature tend to result in unintended consequences.  Some things cannot be 

rushed.  Avoiding specifics about technology and instead focusing on some type of 

measureable emission rating or level is how you prevent falling into that trap.  That should 

be obvious.  It isn't though.  No one is actually paying any attention to goals.  It's basically 

just a blind ban, an absolute without context.  Fortunately, there are a few seeking 

context.  Sadly, you don't always get all of it upon request.  That was the case with the 

response to that post.  As we have witnessed over the past 2 decades, people are selective 

about their data.  Consideration of the big picture always remains a challenge.  That's how 

problems come about.  In fact, that is what enables dieselgate.  So much attention was put 

on carbon emissions that the smog type ended up going unnoticed... except by use driving 

SULEV & PZEV rating vehicles.  We were quite frustrated & angry about the data not 

making sense.  What was being presented didn't add up.  That's the same with this 

now.  You can't just focus on any single aspect.  It's rather hypocritical too.  Much of the 

battery mining & production for BEV comes from long-distance shipping... using ocean 

vessels powered by diesel fuel.  Ugh.  Sharing of technology is beneficial.  Yet, some 

absolutely refuse to consider it.  Regardless, I will continue to point out when context is 

omitted:  But without all the context, the situation becomes a narrative.  In the case of 

most of the articles on this topic, they focus entirely on the automotive industry... resulting 

in a distorting perspective... as we see playing out here.  Japan exports a lot of 

product.  Diesel to power those ships must be replaced with something.  Green hydrogen 

is the obvious choice for that.  So, there won't ever be a "let it go" situation.  That's just 

BEV purists refusing to look at our entire energy need.  Focusing only on personal 

transport is not constructive.  Hydrogen will be used elsewhere.  It will co-exist. 
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12-26-2020 Reality Check.  Watching the "speak out" discussion wander deep into hydrogen territory, 

far off of the original "EV mandate" topic was quite telling.  Some just plain don't want to 

address the issue.  They enjoy online sparring, to earn points in a pointless debate.  Ugh.  I 

just in after silently watching it flounder for a few days: 

 

It has been informative to watch this thread get undermined.  Whether the context was 

constructive or not, it wandered waaaaaay off on a tangent... which is the point of certain 

individuals not actually interested in the topic. 

 

For the record, this is to remind everyone of what the discussion should have addressed, 

the actual text that the original post didn't provide.  There's only a link, which requires a 

subscription.  However, this content was available elsewhere on the wire: 

 

"The cost of upgrading infrastructure to support a fleet consisting entirely of EVs would 

could Japan between ¥14 trillion and ¥37 trillion, the equivalent of $135 billion to $358 

billion. "When politicians are out there saying, "Let's get rid of all cars using gasoline", 

do they understand this?" 

 

It was all about the cost, how rushing to force a mandate for just 9 years from now is a 

massive commitment.  Heck, here in Minnesota, we are pursuing official California rules 

(committing to most of the CARB initiatives).  Approval this year means it will be 

effective 4 years from now and will only impact a small portion of actual sales.  That 

effort has been a huge undertaking with a very disappointing amount of 

pushback.  Imagine trying to get all 50 states to enforce a 100% switch within just 9 

years.  How would all that impacted infrastructure be funded?  And what about the down-

stream impact.  Think of all the businesses owning fleet vehicles, not to mention dealers. 

 

Then there's the reality of unintended consequences: "The more EVs we build, the worse 

carbon dioxide gets." 

 

But disregarding all that, we still need to setup end-of-life processes.  How will all the 

batteries be recycled? 

In other words, someone needs to speak out about what is not getting addressed.  Seeing 

Toyota get slammed for doing that and other automakers being given a free pass for 

remaining quiet is a sign of trouble to come.  Those of us who remember prior mandates 

see the warning signs already. 
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12-27-2020 Deliberate Confusion.  Seeing an antagonist get caught in the act, then attempt to explain, 

tells the real story.  They'll just make up something and claim that's the way things have 

always been, any confusion to the contrary is just a mistaken understanding.  Refusing to 

accept any other possibility is the give away.  There is never that type of clarity, 

ever.  They exploit the nature of diversity.  Different people have different backgrounds 

and different information sources.  Deliberately throwing some confusion into the mix is 

what a modern troll does.  Like their predecessors, they thrive on the resulting 

chaos.  Today, I completely ignored the nonsense to provide some exposition:  No, that is 

deliberate pushback spin to confuse matters.  It's what happens when clarity reveals ill 

intent.  Antagonists work hard to confuse.  In this case, for years "EV" has represented any 

vehicle capable of full electric-only driving that was not a hybrid.  In fact, this is how the 

"self-charging" came about, to identify the other category of electrified offerings.  It was 

Toyota's effort to distinguish the two.  But instead of that distinct label being accept by 

enthusiasts (mainstream consumers were indifferent), a big huff was made.  The reason 

why was simple, those supporting BEV felt threatened.  They didn't want to see PHEV in 

the same category, also being identified with an "EV" label.  It's quite remarkable how 

muddled that situation has become, but the controversy is undeniable.  There are some 

who clearly don't want PHEV that deliver a full EV driving experience... like the 42 miles 

from RAV4 Prime... to be thought of as being like a BEV. 
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12-27-2020 Studying Quotes.  Some people take them without context.  That allows antagonists to 

thrive.  They do everything possible to spin meaning & intent of the original 

message.  Today, it was taking a closer look at the "The current business model of the car 

industry is going to collapse..." quote.  It has turned into one of those messages where no 

one actually ever looks back at the original statements that were made.  Adding to the 

opportunity to exploit & mislead is the reality of the text being translated from Japanese to 

English.  Word for word can cause misinterpretation; yet, no one has shown any concern 

for that until just now.  Everyone was just accepting what had been shared over the line... 

an interpretation of what had actually been said.  Ugh.  Needless to say, I had more to 

interject on this topic: 

 

The reasoning for that should be obvious.  The low-end is being neglected. It's far easier to 

produce an expensive vehicle and get a decent profit in return.  This is basic economics... 

which is not being addressed. 

 

Delivering an "economy" vehicle and squeezing out enough money to survive from a 

dependence upon high-volume to make up razor-thin profit-margins is an entirely different 

matter. 

 

Toyota is very good a moving vehicles in that latter category.  Tesla has no 

experience.  Selling a vehicle with just a $25,000 price tag is very difficult.  It's quite easy 

to waste resources (transport, storage, time, etc.) on something that will yield very little in 

return.  This is why the American automakers focused heavily on SUV sales 

instead.  They lacked the ability to sell anything else.  This is also why we see Toyota 

changing to match market shift... since SUVs have become the norm.  RAV4 is proof of 

the sedan no longer holding interest for the average consumer.  New offerings... Corolla 

Cross and Yaris Cross... overwhelming confirm Toyota is striving to offer affordable 

"SUV" choices... which conveniently provide a nice location for large battery-packs. 

The current business model for most automakers doesn't support such a shift yet, hence 

collapse.  Imagine trying to take all those steps and remain profitable by 2030.  That's only 

9 years away.  Transforming the entire industry in such a short amount of time just plain is 

not realistic. 

12-27-2020 Boil The Frog.  People lose perspective after awhile.  Repeating a message often and long 

enough, you eventually break the norm.  We see that happen on a regular basis with any 

type of threatening change.  We have a few who notice that as well, and sound off to help 

break that trend.  It's far too easy to fall into that trap.  Of course, when you call out those 

doing it, plan on getting attacks.  They don't like anything that draws attention to what 

they are doing... hence the boil analogy.  I did exactly that today:  That is exactly why I 

passed along the supposed quote.  People take things so literally now, we get talking-

points without any meaning behind them.  It's how "self-charging" became so 

twisted.  Antagonists worked to create a stigma by dropping references to misrepresent.  It 

ends up becoming a confusing mess with an obvious goal: BOIL THE FROG.  The devil 

is always in the detail.  Look at actions, not words.  Think about how many times people 

were burned by GM's reputation for "over promise, under deliver".  Notice how they, 

along with other legacy automakers, now remain painfully silent on this topic?  They 

know quotes don't work anymore.  People can only get taken so many times before they 

finally learn not to accept anything at face value.  Teaching moments. 
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12-27-2020 Hydrogen For Commercial Use.  An article was published today.  It presented the 

advantages of plug-supplied electricity for commercial trucks rather than hydrogen.  No 

examples or detail of any sort was provided though.  It was nothing but that same old 

chart, the one so vague it is becoming propaganda.  Overviews are great.  But when 

supporting information is included, be worried.  Of course, in this case it was quite 

obvious.  The chart illustrated a personal car, not a fleet truck.  They are fundamentally 

different in the way they are owned & operated.  That's quite an omission.  Overlooking 

that isn't difficult, since the comments don't even bother to consider what was presented: 

"H2 is loosing to BEV and has no way to recover.  BEVs are simply that much more 

economical to operate in a fleet environment."  When that's all you get, expect trouble.  I 

did: 

 

Claiming "more economical" without supplying any detail isn't going to convince anyone 

actually making large scale investments.  All you are doing is a one-for-one 

comparison.  That doesn't tell us the full story. 

 

For example, drawing 40 amps from a 50-amp line will return around 200 miles to a 

service vehicle from overnight charging.  That's no big deal.  But if you have 20 in your 

fleet, how much will that 1,000 amps of service cost?  The business will be required pay 

higher tier pricing.  EVSE don't last forever either.  They must be insured and maintained 

(snow & ice removal) too.  What are those on-going costs? 

 

Another example is the business which leases property to operate from.  Some locations 

simply don't have the resources available to setup a parking lot filled with EVSE 

spots.  There also will be landlords owning locations that don't want to convert their land 

to supply such provisions either, since it would lock them into only leasing to certain types 

of business. 

The devil is in the detail.  There will likely be instances where hydrogen does provide a 

competitive consideration for fleet use. 

12-27-2020 Still Hoping.  Nothing constructive came from my previous post.  Antagonists simply 

ignore what they don't like.  Not even bothering to try to provide an answer confirms they 

have nothing.  The discussion moved on to other points.  I liked this one: "The local Petro-

Canada station has 350kW CCS chargers. More than enough to fully charge your EV 

while you nip into the nearby liquor store, DQ, bank, library, etc."  It had the potential for 

some type of constructive exchange.  I was especially hopefully the non-American 

perspective may be enlightening as well.  How are Canadian businesses dealing with this 

change?  Hopefully, I'll get some type of useful feedback.  This is how I responded:  How 

much do they charge to use those 350kW CCS chargers?  Such equipment isn't cheap and 

draws during peak are expensive.  I'm all for DCFC offerings, but we must be realistic 

about setting expectations.  People need to be presented with reasonable prices to consider 

actually using them. 
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12-27-2020 Rollout Speed.  Much can be said about RAV4 Prime rollout.  We don't have a means of 

confirming all that's at play, but we can collect & share observations.  So, I threw mine 

into the mix:  Toyota choice of rollout speed makes sense, looking at their history and the 

fleet as a whole.  There is much to do still to prepare the fleet for the next step forward... 

which RAV4 Prime demonstrates... offering a plug.  To set that stage, dealers much 

embrace change. Doing that requires seeing the corporate initiative become a culture of 

change.  Words don't mean much to owners of dealership.  Actions speak loudly.  Seeing a 

steady supply of RAV4 hybrid, along with the a successful phaseout of traditional models 

(starting with Sienna & Venza) is a solid demonstration of intent.  We are also seeing the 

rollout of Corolla & Yaris cross in other markets, which both directly address the shift 

away from sedans.  Coming in 2021 is some clarity of what will follow.  We see BEV 

rollout taking place in China & Europe and we know the e-TNGA platform will be getting 

more attention.  There's Prius too.  It could be the next step, phasing out the hybrid model 

for a plug-in hybrid only offering.  If carefully timed, it could coincidence nicely with a 

big ramp-up of RAV4 Prime.  The catch is being able to take advantage of the production 

in Kentucky and finding out what the Biden administration has in store.  Don't forget 

about the partnership with Panasonic just finalized in April either.  Long story short, 

rushing serves no purpose but there is much to be gained from taking things a little 

slower.  After all, most consumers still know little to nothing about plug-in vehicles. 

12-27-2020 Rushing Inventory.  It's nice to see hints of moving beyond rhetoric, to actually get some 

type of constructive thinking.  In this case, it was in response to my post: "I'd say "strike 

while the iron is hot" and "if they are buying we are selling"."  That's a perfectly 

understandable gut reaction.  The situation isn't that simplistic though.  After taking 

enough business classes, you grow aware of the wide variety of factors at play.  This is 

why it is so difficult to run a business.  If it wasn't, we wouldn't have such a struggle to 

keep the economy going.  Anywho, this is how I replied to that:  That reaction can result 

in major losses.  It's a trap that's easy to fall into.  Gain in the short-term does not always 

equate to sustainable & profitable business in the long-term.  In fact, with a high-volume, 

low-margin market, it tends to be a really bad path to follow.  This isn't basic 

economics.  Some of it is quite complex and the means of sharing that type of detail in a 

venue like this is nearly impossible; instead, we often end up with a lot of rhetoric and 

worthless talking-points.  Step back.  Consider how Toyota contributes 10,000,000 

vehicles to the 90,000,000 annual market.  Think about the difference between selling a 

limited number expensive subsidized vehicles to early-adopters verses an on-going 

challenge of selling to the masses.  Even without any noise from competing forces, the 

process of pushing out new technology to an audience fixed in its way is a monumental 

process.  Overcoming that cannot be rushed.  There are very real problems even when you 

do want to rush.  If the "hot" didn't reach beyond a niche market, consequences of 

Innovator's Dilemma become all too real.  If there actually is a wide audience willing to 

buy, consequences of the Osborne Effect become all too real.  In other words, there's a 

careful balance which speed is an important consideration. 
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12-28-2020 Saturated Market.  Signs of change come in this form: "Tesla Owners Are Buying 

Toyota RAV4 Prime Plug-in Hybrids"  That makes a lot of sense.  Those who wanted to 

plug in as much as possible aren't seeing it as practical for the other vehicle in the 

household to have limitations.  You have your BEV for all the ordinary transport and the 

PHEV for more demanding circumstances... the most obvious are long-distance travel and 

towing.  That way, you are still plugging in as much as possible.  It's basically the reverse 

of what purists have been promoting for years.  They called PHEV a "gateway drug", 

meaning you would want purity for your next purchase.  None claiming it ever wanted to 

address home-charging though.  That's a dead giveaway of a plan not well thought 

out.  How would they charge the second vehicle?  This is the "low hanging fruit" 

problem.  It's easy to stir initial sales, since most come from early-adopters more than 

willing to go above & beyond to make things happen.  The next group of consumers are 

no where near that accommodating or forgiving.  They aren't as patient or have as much 

disposable income either.  In other words, that market targeting enthusiasts becomes 

saturated.  You must appeal to different priorities... which is exactly the lesson of 

Innovator's Dilemma attempts to teach.  Some people refuse to learn though, making 

excuses and blindly following hope.  So, reading about how Toyota has found a way to 

entice Tesla owners shouldn't be much of a surprise.  Toyota studies the market carefully. 

12-30-2020 Next Step.  Actually getting some constructive discussion like this is long overdue: "It's 

hard to imagine how GM will pull off its electric aspirations with its dealership model 

intact -- or how it might ditch the legacy system.  The problem is not the cars."  It's wrong, 

but that in part comes from recognizing audience.  It came from a long-time troublemaker 

who got burned bad by GM and looked to me as a scapegoat... rather than face 

reality.  That went on for an entire decade.  So, still being in denial about what needs to be 

addressed is no surprise.  I posted this in response:  The problem continues to be the 

cars.  How many hundreds of times was the question "Who is the market for Volt?" 

asked?  Dealers had no interest in carrying a compact car.  Having a plug didn't improve 

the situation.  They only wanted to sell Pickups & SUVs.  GM failed to spread Voltec to a 

platform appealing to dealers... something they would actually want for 

inventory.  Ironically, Toyota delivered exactly that.  RAV4 Prime delivers 42 miles of 

EV range, along with AWD and the ability to tow 2,500 pounds.  That will GM do 

now?  Having wasted so much opportunity and basically abandoned PHEV options means 

pushing BEV really hard on larger platforms.  Dealers won't want to carry such expensive 

choices under the Chevy brand.  It's a problem that was predicted over a decade 

ago.  Remember the "too little, too slowly" concern?  Looking forward, the next step is far 

from certain. 
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12-31-2020 Science & Data.  There are a lot of talking-points related to hydrogen... and sadly, little to 

no critical thinking.  Today, it was: "Common sense says it will feed the fire, but we can 

read: Hydrogen leaks can support combustion at very low flow rates, as low as 4 

micrograms/s."  Find information is great; though, you must also be able to understand 

what it means.  True, there is a risk of fire related to hydrogen, but not the way it is used 

for fuel-cell vehicles.  That's what science & data is for.  You find something to build an 

assumption upon, then you test to find out whether that is actually the case.  True for one 

situation does not mean true in all situations.  I put it this way:  That's a good basis of 

hypothesis.  Testing proved that false though.  Science has a way of revealing counter-

intuitive facts.  In the case of FCEV design, that reveal came from implementation.  Tank 

design was for high-pressure containment, strength for impact resistance, and breath-

ability.  Those 3 aspects resulted in tests showing the hydrogen dissipated so quickly, there 

as basically no fire.  So, claims about danger are really just FUD, nothing to be taken 

seriously.  The data simply doesn't confirm it. 

12-31-2020 New Tax-Credits.  More isn't necessarily better.  Again, lack of critical thinking due to 

talking-points can be blamed.  People are lazy.  That's why rhetoric has become such a 

powerful tool.  Fortunately, there's enough of us to standout from the mindless 

chatter.  Suggestions like this make a difference... though, very slowly:  Extending tax-

credits would allow further exploitation by legacy automakers, specifically GM.  Notice 

how the first 200,000 went almost entirely to conquest sales?  That was not their intended 

purpose.  They were supposed to be used to change the status quo at dealers, encouraging 

them to stock plug-in vehicles as regular inventory.  Neither Volt nor Bolt came even 

remotely close to stirring any type of change in that regard.  A better new tax-credit would 

be to focus on infrastructure change instead.  Encouraging the installation of EVSE at 

home & business locations would serve as quite a boost to getting people to plugging in. 
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12-31-2020 Leadership.  I watched a video published a few days ago, comparing Tesla's upcoming 

new battery to Toyota's effort to deliver a solid-state battery.  It was a great example of 

how many don't recognize what leadership can truly mean.  They focus on milestones, 

rather than where the overall journey is attempting to take them.  In other words, it's the 

classic long-term verses short-term perspective problem.  This is what I had to say about 

the video: 

 

That was an understatement of goals.  They are mentioned up front, but unfortunately are 

totally forgotten beyond the introduction.  "A recharge from zero to full in 10 minutes. All 

with minimal safety concerns." is important information not to be glossed over.  The same 

is for this too: "The electric vehicles being developed by Toyota will have a range more 

than twice the distance of a vehicle running on a conventional lithium-ion battery under 

the same conditions." 

 

First problem is the "issue with cycle-life" comment.  Tesla batteries reach their extreme 

age by not being pushed.  With aggressive liquid-cooling and limited SuperCharging at 

slower DCFC rates, of course those cells will last a very long time.  However, we know 

for a fact that repeated SuperCharging at the fastest speed commonly available (prior to 

2021 is 120 kW) will impact their longevity, shorting life of the battery.  That's the goal 

Toyota is working to overcome, without any special cooling, at much faster charging rates. 

 

Toyota's efforts are to significantly surpass Tesla's charging speed, reducing it to a fraction 

of the time and allowing it to be charged that way on a regular basis.  Failure to point out 

that fundamental difference is a serious oversight, especially knowing reduced need for 

cooling will result in cost reduction.  The industry requires a means of extremely fast 

recharging to be able to reach consumers who won't have regular access to overnight 

recharging.  There is an obvious benefit to long-distance travel as well. 

 

Second, the push for solid-state is that elimination of liquid electrolyte will also deliver a 

significant improvement in energy-density.  This will allow the physical size of the 

battery-pack to shrink, making it much smaller than what Tesla's upcoming new cell 

approach.  That is vital to be able to offer vehicles without sacrificing the ability to 

compete directly with traditional choices. 

Third, don't forget about audience.  Reaching Toyota's over 10 million customers per year 

is far more difficult than Tesla's 1/2 million.  Growth to that scale will require the goals 

solid-state development is striving to achieve.  Without those speed, density, safety, and 

cost improvements, increasing sales will continue to be a major challenge.  Ordinary 

mainstream consumers are far more demanding than early-adopters. 
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1-01-2021 Stupid Covid.  This was an interesting first-post-of-the-year to respond to: "Now that 

2021 is real, I can say the last time I bought gas for my Prime was two years ago (Dec. 

13, 2019), and it is still 3/5ths full.  I either need to siphon the stuff out of there, or go for 

a decent gas-only drive.  Stupid Covid."  I got several likes from my response very shortly 

after posting:  It is what you make of it.  Just drive somewhere, treat yourself to an out-of-

the-way destination.  We found a butcher (who makes absolutely fantastic maple-

blueberry-wildrice sausage) that's a day-trip to reach.  We drive there, fill the cooler with 

various meats, then do a little sight-seeing before returning back home.  No big deal.  Gas 

consumed for a worthwhile cause.  We also baked cookies and delivered them to friends & 

coworkers around the metro area.  The outdoor drop-off was greatly appreciated by 

everyone involved.  They got holiday goodies and we got to visit in-person for a change, 

as well as use up old gas in the tank.  Think about what you'll do after Covid barriers 

pass.  You'll still have to use gas from time to time.  Why not find useful way of doing it? 

1-01-2021 For Dummies.  I understand where he's coming from, retired for many years and 

extremely knowledgeable about the engineering: "50 kW fast DC charger - too slow to 

make cross country travel practical"  He wants a solution now, not over the course of this 

coming decade.  That's easy to see from his eyes.  But for what those who have far more 

time and no real background, they see a very different situation.  Faster will come, 

eventually.  Consideration of how that will be delivered is vital.  You don't just 

rush.  Imagine if diesel would have been pushed as a ubiquitous solution for all vehicles, 

rather than gasoline for personal transport.  It's more efficient (in terms of energy-density), 

but it is much dirtier.  Think about how energy applies with regard to batteries.  There's 

more to it than just speed... a lot more.  In fact, this response barely touches the topic: 

 

Keep in mind that Toyota doesn't play all their cards at once.  We know that a CCS-2 will 

be offered.  Digging for detail, I discovered a mention of it supporting up to 200 

kW.  After some more digging, I found mention of a Lexus concept in the works able to 

accept 150 kW.  Those are clues that Toyota is watching the industry struggle with 

standards and exploring the options available. 

 

The bigger problem is that Tesla is approaching an impasse.  To grow beyond a niche 

audience, their chargers must become part of a standard.  We are seeing this play out in 

Europe already.  Tesla's proprietary connection was abandoned in favor of CCS.  Here in 

the United States, a transition of that nature will likely be painful since there is no clear 

path to achieving such change. 

 

That is a big reason why Toyota has pursued opportunity from PHEV offerings.  Think 

about how many will start with one, then later purchase a BEV later when some type of 

charging standard finally takes hold.  It is a great way to send a culture of change message 

to both business & consumer while at the same time refining the underlying technology. 

Think about what "50 kW fast DC charger" means to a dealer or shopper.  Most have 

absolutely no clue of what that information is telling them.  Think about what it means to 

someone who plugs in at a public charger now.  The technology is proving itself.  But 

there is much disagreement about the how's & what's still.  To reach a mainstream 

audience, all that needs to be worked out to the point of becoming a "for dummies" 

technology. 
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1-02-2021 Left Behind.  Notice the ongoing theme of impatience?  It's quite common.  Here's a 

sample: "Panasonic could have been the supplier for Tesla China.  They refused.  This 

latest is them changing their tune realizing that if they don't act, they will be left 

behind."  Sadly, that is the nature of online posting.  It has been that way for 2 

decades.  Fortunately, the means of combatting it has improved dramatically.  My efforts 

with video have certainly confirmed that.  Many false claims have been squashed with the 

greatest of ease by sharing drive captures.  With so much data, it's far more difficult to 

dismiss now.  But that's with topics in the here & now.  Looking forward presents 

challenges still.  Some people are so poorly informed, they are easily swayed by rhetoric 

in terms of what's coming.  Look no further than GM for that.  Lack of substance 

continues to be a problem; yet, the "leadership" image persists.  Anywho, I posted this to 

combat that latest nonsense:  Left behind would just be a continuation of the narrative to 

distract & confuse.  Tesla is not their only customer.  In fact, Panasonic's new joint 

venture with Toyota is a dead giveaway of not getting all the information.  How could 

something that big be missing?  With a mission including "Batteries with high energy 

density, primarily for pure electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles." it's hard to believe no 

attention is being focused on that.  Isn't that the goal for any next-gen electrification 

effort?  In other words, there's usually more at play than what you read from media & 

comments online. 

1-02-2021 Dismissing Fact.  Whether it is being stubborn or getting burnt out, this is a common 

ending for discussions: "We'll have to agree to disagree."  That is typically a sensible 

choice when arguments are making any progress, especially when it drags on for so long 

few can follow it.  The catch is, you can't do that when the basis of the argument is a 

dismissal of fact.  Yet, some try anyway.  They don't like what you are posting, so they 

attempt to ignore it.  Sound familiar?  That's how our "narrative" mindset came 

about.  Spinning of outcome has evolved to the point where contradictory evidence isn't 

important, all you have to do is find enough other people to agree with you to alter reality 

as we know it.  Ugh!  Here's how I responded to that: 

 

You can't disagree with a factor of economics.  To grow beyond niche or monopoly, 

whatever it is must be adopted by a competitor.  Otherwise you end up in a propriety trap, 

nightmare of incompatible hardware.  We've seen it before, many times with the tech 

industry.  Some type of standard is required. SAE-J1772 worked great.  Why not push for 

something shared within an entire region (North America, Europe, China, India, 

etc)?  After all, it opens up opportunity for third-parties to join in... further stimulating 

growth.  That also helps keep the market stable longer, a win for everyone. 

 

Think about chargers at retail, grocery, restaurants, coffeeshops, theaters, libraries, etc.  It 

is far easier to get them to invest, knowing the tech will reach a maximum range of 

customers.  Offering chargers that are Tesla only means targeting only Tesla owners.  You 

have to agree with that. It's a fact, not an opinion. 

Put it this way, what will be the draw once the variety of connection types all reach a point 

of diminishing return... like each offering 200 kW service?  Location will get more 

attention.  How many choices of grocery store do you have?  Wouldn't the ability for an 

apartment dweller to recharge once a week while shopping be quite a draw?  Wouldn't the 

grocery owner want to appeal to a maximum number of customers like that? 
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1-02-2021 Setting Expectations.  This is a great example of exactly why that is a good idea: "I'm not 

the only Prime owner who doesn't feel its worth the hassle of charging, due to awkward 

non-user friendly design.  Any plug-in device where space and weight is not critical and 

that need to deploy and stow a cord regularly should have self-reeling, self-storing cord, 

like some household vacuum cleaners.  IMO that should be 3x as important for a car that 

will likely be charged outside where the cord will get dirty and otherwise abused."  You 

shouldn't expect a standard accessory to fulfill every want.  An analogy to this is expecting 

the camera on your phone to work as well as an actual camera.  It won't, period.  Most of 

the time, results are just fine.  But there are certain things that tiny lens and tiny sensor 

simply won't handle well.  I put it this way:  That's quite a misunderstanding of the 

technology available.  The 120-volt EVSE is designed to either be hung on a wall for 

routine use in that location or packed up into the car for opportunity recharges.  That's 

it.  If you want something that can get dirty and be otherwise abused, you purchase a 

EVSE actually intended for that purpose.  This isn't rocket-science, it's just basic consumer 

goods.  You want better, you pay for better.  Expecting the cord that comes standard with 

the vehicle to be able to cope with extremes simply is not realistic.  That's what 

aftermarket choices are for.  Take a look at some of the 240-volt EVSE available.  They 

can be setup outside and be used for years, through winter & summer extremes.  Some of 

us have owned units like that for years.  It's no big deal. 

1-03-2021 Video:  Construction Summer Drive.  Way back in the beginning of Summer, I capture 

video of 3 drives.  Only 2 got edited together and published.  This is the third of three 

videos filmed back in June.  It's the same route captured year after year at the same time of 

year. T hat has provided a handy basis of comparison for battery degradation.  But this 

year, I was also able to include the impact of wind & construction... hence 3 

videos.  Adding to the compare material are other times of the year, watch for those 

too.  The point is to demonstrate how EV miles will vary.  During the warm season, you 

will tend to get well above electric-only distance than the EPA rating.  For this 2017 Prius 

Prime, that is 25 miles.  In this video, you'll see that I got 31 miles.  During the cold 

season, when electric heating is needed to keep the seating area warm, you'll see the 

results end up around 25% lower than the EPA rating.  That's why there is a collection of 

videos.  In addition to documenting season variances and the impact of aging (which is 

clearly minimal after 3 years of ownership), there's a lot of extra information to 

share.  This comes from an aftermarket app reading data using a ODB-II reader.  That is 

what's displayed on the right, next to the dashboard data on the left...  Prius Prime - 

Construction Summer Drive 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOBqDKwDnM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOBqDKwDnM0
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1-04-2021 Catch Up Spin.  The rhetoric isn't stirring much attention anymore.  They keep trying 

though: "We bet on the wrong horse (fuel cells) and now have to Prime everything while 

we catch back up."  We're way past the point of critical thinking, so it basically doesn't 

matter.  This audience stopped thinking all together.  They simply follow the herd... the 

problem properly identified as "group think".  Just like the political nightmare we are 

dealing with, those chanting along with everyone else gave up logic long ago.  I witnessed 

the toxic nature of that lack of reasoning turn Volt into a disaster from that daily 

blog.  Their repetition of false information was so abundant, they lost perspective... no 

longer able to see what choices were sensible.  All these years later, it has become a blind 

march forward without any clue what the next step actually should be.  Ugh.  Thank 

goodness thoughtful minds will prevail... or more like, rescue.  Those claiming "behind" 

and "catch up" won't ever see that though.  They'll just claim the outcome was always 

meant to be, that what their push in the wrong direction never really happened.  Again, 

ugh.  Oh well.  We're not there yet anyway.  This is the where we are at currently:  Almost 

the entire passenger fleet for Toyota has a hybrid model at this point.  Many have raised 

floors to accommodate increased battery capacity, including smaller vehicles... Corolla & 

Yaris hybrids, which just introduced "Cross" variants.  To make them a Prime, it's just a 

matter of adding a one-way clutch.  In other words, Toyota planned ahead to be able to 

offer something profitable.  How many other legacy automakers have already set a stage 

like that?  Think about the business.  Dealers want easy profit.  Toyota is providing a 

means of embracing change without monetary sacrifice.  Those blinded here by the lure of 

purity refuse to see any of that.  They refuse to acknowledge just how refined Toyota's EV 

drive already is.  So what if the system is currently used on a PHEV platform?  It is 

proving itself robust and contributing to cost-reduction.  Later when used in BEV 

offerings, it will have the benefit of those predecessors. 

1-04-2021 Studies.  There are some who try to be constructive: "It's old studies from 4-6 years ago 

where they take fleet wide EV efficiency and compare that to the most efficient hybrids like 

a Prius that show the Prius would be marginally cleaner."  Lacking a full perspective 

distort reality though.  You basically have to watch it play out several times, learning to 

recognize the pattern.  This is far from new.  I have been doing it for over 20 years 

now.  The rhetoric really doesn't change much... same dance, just a different song.  In 

other words, you'll notice the same lack of completeness regard of topic.  Look for those 

signs of missing information.  I replied with:  Newer studies are just as misleading.  A 

popular one recently cherry-picked, focusing on just select models of plug-in hybrid... 

spinning a narrative of being representative of the entire range of PHEV offerings.  It 

omitted data, intentionally excluding the newest choices.  Any reputable research firm 

would have issued an addendum, updating their findings.  This one stayed silent, 

pretending there was no recent improvement available.  Think about how often outdated 

studies continue to be referred to.  Think about how quickly the industry advances.  Think 

about who the competition actually is.  RAV4 Prime competing directly against an 

ordinary RAV4 on the same showroom floor is a very real choice for a mainstream 

consumer.  Someone comparing to a Tesla is not the target for Toyota.  Know your 

audience. 
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1-04-2021 From Coal.  I really liked getting this response: "Where does Tesla get its electricity 

from? Coal power plant?"  It was from a friend who can probably never put any thought 

toward the topic.  He's just dead-set against electric cars, period.  That comes from his 

political perspective.  He's a far extreme from me; yet, we are still friends.  I see him as 

one of those following the everyone else, never actually realizing direction was ever an 

option.  You do what everyone else does.  This is your life, make the best of it.  How do 

you tell someone you care about that they have other choices available when they are 

perfectly happy with their life the way it is?  Any type of suggestion gets interpreted as a 

criticism.  They don't recognize that you have the best of intentions, making sure they 

don't miss out on opportunity.  But that advice is never heard that way, because they feel 

change is unnecessary.  Sadly, I know quite a few people like that.  Calling that mindset a 

"from coal" syndrome would be a means of categorizing the problem.  You can see it 

building too.  The situation will become a nightmare.  You can't just ignore a problem 

forever.  Arguing is pointless though.  You have to find a simple way to inject 

reason.  This was my attempt for that comment today:  Keep in mind that a vehicle 

depending solely upon a combustion-engine for power will always be dirty, its entire 

life.  A plug-in vehicle initially powered by electricity derived from coal will later become 

cleaner.  As coal is discontinued and replaced by something cleaner, the vehicles also 

improves. 

1-05-2021 PHEV Hoax.  Like I said, it will continue to get worse.  Antagonists are scrambling to 

capitalize on the opportunity from every angle.  They are milking that study, which is 

clearly an effort to mislead, as a source of truth.  Ugh.  They know their audience is 

simply seeking validation.  That means logic only serves to stir opposition.  You get called 

out as a troublemaker, someone clueless to facts.  It's an ironic spin.  Since posting facts is 

exactly what you are doing.  They are the ones just mindlessly chanting about purity & 

praise... shallow victories, things that do nothing to alter the status quo.  All you can do is 

keep posting facts, but in a way that draws attention to the lack of objectivity.  A few will 

come to realize their error.  Mistakes like that sting.  A few will notice how often that 

actually happens.  Those are the ones who suddenly vanish.  I watched the daily blog for 

Volt fall apart like that.  There was eventually enough evidence of their own short-

sightedness to shake them back to a sensible state.  It certainly took a lot of effort 

though.  You just have to keep at it, like today:  Misrepresentation is nothing 

new.  Reference a few recognizable examples and pretend they represent the entire range 

of choices available.  It's intentional undermining... but also, a dead giveaway.  No 

mention whatsoever of more efficient models confirm it.  From this example, how is VW 

Touareg useful gauge of PHEV efficiency?  That's a 456 HP beast drawing only 134 HP 

from its electric-motor.  Next, we see Ford Explorer PHEV delivering 457 HP with only 

100 HP from its electric-motor.  Worse yet is the Porsche Cayenne with 680 HP and just 

136 HP electric.  How are any of those supposed to provide a useful gauge for something 

actually targeting the green market?  In comparison, RAV4 Prime delivers 302 HP total 

with a much stronger favor toward the electric side, featuring two motors, 179 HP in front 

and 53 HP in back.  Efforts to feed the "PHEV hoax" narrative are a blatant attempt to 

mislead & confuse.  It's really sad. 
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1-06-2021 Blatant.  Makes you wonder just how desperate some are to hold on to the past: "...only 

GM's Voltec drivetrain (Volt, ELR, & Ampera) and the BMW i3Rex, no other PHEV keeps 

the ICE turned off under heavy load..."  What does a person expect to achieve by 

convincing others of false claims?  Since Voltec is dead, I suspect that is an effort to 

protect reputation... one that really never mattered, since it didn't make any difference in 

the end... which is the point.  Having failed on such a grand scale, I suspect nonsense 

spreading will never end.  Narratives have a strong influence even when the problem is 

actively playing out.  Long afterward, there isn't much reason to fight the spread.  I'll 

continue with the reminders though:  That is blatant misinformation spreading, a fact that 

has not been true for 4 years.  Drop the pedal to the floor, the engine in Prius Prime never 

turns on.  Propulsion remains all-electric even when maximum acceleration is requested in 

EV mode. 

1-07-2021 GM Should Have.  Sometimes, you do get a little constructive feedback: "Honestly GM 

should have kept developing the Volt, it was by far the best GM product made in years.  If 

they made an AWD one I would gladly own one today."  Problem is, it falls on deaf 

ears.  Why not push GM to revive the technology?  It's not like an automaker no longer 

owns the rights.  It simply got dropped because it had taken a terrible turn.  In this case, 

the configuration was all wrong.  There was no audience beyond enthusiasts.  Why not 

just reconfigure it to actually appeal to a large market?  After all, barriers of the past have 

faded away.  I replied: 

 

Prior to Volt was a plug-in hybrid SUV prototype.  It used Two-Mode, which was the 

predecessor to Voltec.  GM gave up though.  Rather than taking what it learned, then 

upscaling to a larger platform, it focused on evolving their compact hatchback platform. I t 

was an obvious step in the wrong direction, an undeniable missed opportunity not to turn 

toward their primary product... SUVs.  Ultimately, it became a modern Innovator's 

Dilemma example.  GM listened to enthusiasts, rather than their own showroom 

shoppers.  That's why sales never grew beyond the conquest type. 

 

Ironically, Toyota directly targeted that audience and has shown massive growth 

potential.  RAV4 Prime is something ordinary mainstream consumers want.  That's exactly 

the outcome Volt supporters always dreamed off.  It makes you wonder if GM is going to 

allow that opportunity to be wasted again. 

42 miles of EV driving daily, from nothing but overnight charging, is over 15K annual 

miles.  That represents a massive reduction of gas consumption.  Who cares if it falls short 

of some arbitrary criteria set by enthusiasts online. 
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1-08-2021 Solid-State Batteries For 2022.  It was an exciting headline which drew lots of attention, 

but amounted to nothing.  Just another vague promise from an unfamiliar source with no 

merit to support claims.  Yet, this stirred the pot: "Maybe this will push VW and Toyota to 

release their solid state batteries early."  How would that be helpful?  Some people online 

shouldn't be posting.  Lack of substance is not how you achieve change.  Think about the 

possible benefit and how cost comes into the equation.  Early doesn't necessarily equate to 

long-term success.  I pointed out:  It always comes down to production cost.  The amount 

of effort it takes to build the battery itself, combined with yield quality, is a really big 

deal.  That must all reach acceptable levels of return before high-volume can be committed 

to.  Notice how incredibly vague "customer deliveries" is?  We don't need token 

rollouts.  We need genuine change of the status quo.  What will it take to push the industry 

to a tipping point?  And then of course, what are the consequences of being a huge 

success.  Automakers must prepare for the supply/demand shift. 

1-09-2021 Video: Winter Driving EV & HV.  This was a drive I had been looking forward to 

capturing.  The weather was great, fresh snow from a few days earlier.  With the 

temperature just below freezing, this 30-mile trip would not be entirely in EV mode.  Use 

of electricity from the heat-pump reduces range.  This was a great opportunity to show 

how HV mode takes over after the plug-supplied energy is depleted.  At that point, the gas 

engine starts and driving switches over to hybrid operation.  Watch detail from the 

aftermarket app (lower right) with respect to what is displayed on the dashboard (lower 

left).  You can see information not usually available, such as actual battery-level (which 

includes the longevity buffer) and temperature of both battery & engine-coolant.  This 

route is two 15-mile loops.  It is the same route you have seen in several other videos, to 

that coffeeshop and back.  Repeating that drive under a variety of different circumstances 

and over a number of years is providing a nice basis of comparison for aging & 

operation.  Hope you enjoy watching it... at 10 times regular speed, of course... Prius 

Prime - Winter Driving EV & HV 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQXZLMfISws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQXZLMfISws
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1-12-2021 Finding Allies.  It's nice when the host of a rather large YouTube channel promoting 

electrification chimes in on a topic, especially when you aren't expecting it: "One of the 

important discussion-point you've glossed over from the original video is that not all plug-

in hybrids are created equally.  There are some great ones that DO suit the needs of their 

owners.  There are those which are simply for compliance.  It's urgent to electrify, but we 

also need to remember not everyone can fully go electric."  That was really helpful.  I 

replied with: 

 

Thank you. 

 

Far too often, discussions like this don't include such vital detail. 

 

The best example is Prius Prime, how it almost always gets belittled for "only" having a 

25-mile range.  Everyone dances around the fact that it is a profitable platform, making it a 

standout among the array of choices.  Toyota isn't resting on the laurels in the meantime 

while waiting for the market to catch up either.  As infrastructure & education move 

forward (at a painfully slow pace), they are spreading that technology across their 

fleet.  RAV4 Prime is an undeniable example of growing potential.  It offers much more 

power & range than Prius Prime and it is undoubtedly already profitable. 

 

Key to all of this is getting the dealers on board.  A big contributor to the problem has 

been "for compliance" offerings.  Delivering profit is the magic behind-the-scenes needed 

to overcoming that.  All of us participating on this website are well aware of how 

disinterested dealers have been.  We know it is extremely difficult to sway them.  Glossing 

over a discussion-point doesn't help. 

 

Again, thanks for chiming in. 

1-12-2021 Too Late.  The need is now.  This is far too late: "What traditional carmakers need now is 

to milk very profitable ICE vehicles to have money to finance the transition to electric 

mobility."  That is what happens when people don't pay attention.  Opportunity is missed, 

as I pointed out:  No, it's too late for that.  The last thing we want is a push for more 

guzzlers. 10 years ago, that was the advice.  This is how hybrid rollout was funded for 

Toyota, who has successfully spread that technology across their entire fleet.  Now, adding 

a plug in a sustainable & profitable manner is quite realistic.  We have seen that here 

already with Prius & RAV4 hybrids.  In China, the Corolla hybrid also offers a 

plug.  Remember, the primary purpose of the Toyota hybrids was to reduce SMOG related 

emissions.  Following that was CARBON related emission.  Their "SULEV" and "PZEV" 

ratings meant nothing to those obsessed with MPG.  But all these years later... from ICE 

vehicle profit... the hybrids offer extremely high MPG too.  Focus must be on all things 

with a plug now.  Phasing out traditional offerings is essential.  Profit must come from 

other sources now. 
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1-17-2021 Delay & Patience.  I followed up the previous post from several days ago with:  Slow 

ramp-up with a focus on profitability is not a mind-boggling concept.  It's called good 

business.  Remember, the goal is to actually change the status quo.  Rushing to push a new 

interest can turn that demand into a trend, something easily dismissed as 

temporary.  Think about the true customer... dealers. The last thing they want to deal with 

is a rush on something that doesn't show promise of sustainability.  This is why they 

couldn't care less about hype.  They simply don't bother initially, unless a consumer is 

willing to pay a premium markup.  In the meantime, the supposed "delay" is actually 

serving a very useful purpose.  This has been a fundamental part of Toyota success.  They 

rollout to the devoted, those who collect & share real-world data.  That is what plays a 

major role in what ultimately sways the dealer.  Also in the meantime, Toyota is able to 

pursue the profit part by negotiating realistic volume contracts.  Too few or too many 

results in losses.  Finding the right balance isn't easy, but it vital to ensuring their isn't 

waste.  In short, the opportunity is not being overlooked.  It just requires patience. 

1-17-2021 New Audience.  There are gaps of several days now with nothing.  Enthusiasts have 

moved on.  Becoming mainstream is not what excites them.  So now... instead of 

rhetoric... we get comments that come from those totally new to the topic.  For example: 

"So when you have 50% of the cars running off batteries you will have a huge percentage 

that don't need fast charging."  That came out of nowhere.  It was some newbie just 

arbitrarily tossing times & quantities into the discussion.  Something like that can be even 

worse than a troll, since the person has no idea what they just did.  It makes replying quite 

difficult too.  You have no context.  How involved did that poster want to be?  Were they 

just making a comment and moving on, or were they attempting to engage in a 

constructive exchange?  I didn't have any clue and just hoped for the best with:  Where are 

you getting numbers from?  Think about what "huge" and "need" supposedly 

represent.  What does it mean for a household with only 120-volt charging?  That only 

fulfills a minimum for a single vehicle.  Those not living in a home (apartment, condo, 

townhouse) will face even greater challenge.  Being able to fast-charge is very much part 

of the formula for growth. 
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1-17-2021 Purpose & Outcome.  The mindset of an enthusiast tends to be a focus on short-term 

gain.  They figure any step forward will generate momentum.  Consideration of cost & 

direction is absent.  They just see an end result and figure any effort to stir change is 

helpful.  That is very much how Volt progress played out with GM.  Racing toward a cliff, 

but seeing the destination on the other side, wasn't a concern for those enthusiasts.  They 

just kept racing along, without any interest in warnings of what was to come.  That's why 

we get comments like this now: "Watch Toyota burn up all 200,000 of their tax credits on 

Primes then use that as their excuse for not producing a full EV."  Same thing, they are 

focused entirely on the end result without any concern about how to get there.  I posted 

this as a reminder:  The purpose of the tax-credit is to promote true change for each legacy 

automaker.  That means seeing a permanent shift of inventory carried at their dealerships, 

getting them to offer vehicles with a plug.  Just because an enthusiast believes it must be 

used to deliver a "full EV" doesn't make it a reality.  Toyota will very likely follow the 

path of Tesla by preparing for serious production ramp-up to coincide with what happens 

upon hitting the 200,000 threshold.  At that point, the tax-credit eligibility switches to 

unlimited quantity.  Toyota can flood the market during that phaseout period, taking 

advantage of the opportunity the same way Tesla did.  What part of that would an "excuse" 

apply?  It would achieve exactly what the tax-credit was intended.  That's a benefit to both 

dealer & consumer, resulting in a large number of vehicles on the road using nothing but 

electricity for their daily driving.  There's simply no need for a "full EV" push to get a 

plug-in vehicles to become an ordinary purchase. 

1-17-2021 CARB States.  More accurately named, states which adhere to California Rules, they are 

limited.  Unfortunately, it is a painful and drawn out process to become one.  So naturally, 

this question was met with a disappointing answer: "Is there any chance that the Lone Star 

State will become a CARB state in the not-to-distant future?"  How do you tell someone 

there is a massive amount of resistance to doing what it takes toward making the world 

better for our children?  That's the type of information most people don't want to hear... 

which is why there are so many excuses.  It makes a person feel better if they can convince 

themselves it isn't possible to do the right thing.  That's a sad, but true reality.  It's what I 

have been dealing with for 20 years.  All of this was quite predictable.  There is a glimmer 

of hope though, if you are patient and willing to accept facts.  This is how I shared that 

knowledge:  The answer is no.  That process is painfully slow.  There is a lot to consider 

and a massive amount of resistance.  Minnesota has been pushing hard to adopt California 

rules.  After a 1.5 years of work, the final proposal is just about ready to officially be 

filed.  Upon approval, the first phase will begin in late 2024 for 2025 model-year vehicles. 
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1-18-2021 Abrupt Attacks.  You gotta like the attack out of nowhere by some unknown person.  All 

of a sudden, a relatively benign discussion turns ugly.  That was the case with an article 

about RAV4.  In the past, some review favoring Toyota would be pounced on by those 

protecting GM.  It was always Volt enthusiasts fiercely against a supposed foreign 

competitor.  Reality is, Toyota is a massive domestic automaker employing 10's of 1000's 

of American workers... with a solution GM should have delivered many, many years 

ago.  Anywho, the point is that those enthusiasts now see how wrong they were about 

approach.  That's why most have vanished from this discussions.  Every now & then 

though, one will re-emerge.  I'm assuming that was the case today with the supposed 

newbie.  My guess is it was someone who had remained quiet for a very long time and 

simply couldn't take it anymore.  This is how I responded to that:  A sign that Toyota is on 

to something that will shake the status quo is when the threads about it get attacked.  This 

is especially obvious they are numerous and include misleading information.  13 posts by 

the same individual within just 35 minutes was exactly that.  In this case, it was a blatant 

effort to undermine RAV4 Prime... a plug-in hybrid which offers 42 miles of EV driving 

per charge.  That's over 15,000 miles of electric-only annually from nothing but overnight 

recharges using nothing but an ordinary 120-volt outlet.  Adding to the appeal is AWD 

and the ability to tow up to 2,500 pounds.  What really panics the attacker though is the 

reality that Toyota's entire fleet can adopt the technology.  Enhancement of the hybrid 

system to offer a plug is simple & profitable.  We see evidence of Toyota setting the stage 

for that too.  The newest hybrids (Sienna & Venza) don't even offer a traditional model 

anymore.  Two of Toyota's smaller hybrids (Corolla & Yaris) just got their platforms 

raised too; those "Cross" models will have room to hold larger battery-packs.  In other 

words, go ahead and continue with the attacks.  They provide a welcome invitation to 

provide exposition. 

1-19-2021 Design Guessing.  We're dealing with a lot of newbies, an audience totally new to the 

plug-in market.  That means there are a bunch of individuals guessing and no one 

challenging them.  Most just assume the postulation is correct.  Here's an example: 

"Interestingly, the car doesn't let you use the last 25% of its battery pack.  Instead, it 

reserves that energy for normal hybrid operation."  It was a number that came out of no 

where, without explanation of course.  Interestingly, that quote wasn't in the comments.  It 

came from the writer of the review.  So naturally, I was quite curious what the response to 

this would be: 

 

That is a misunderstanding of how the system works.  That "reserve" is actually the HV 

capacity along with buffer for battery longevity.  In Prius Prime, HV is only 5%, as this 

SOC level chart below reveals.  RAV4 Prime follows a similar approach. 

 

  100-86% = longevity buffer 

  85-14% = EV capacity 

  13-9% = HV capacity 

  8-0% = longevity buffer 

Also, note that the gas-engine will frequently shut off for electric-only propulsion while 

driving in HV mode. 
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1-20-2021 Simple Math.  You can tell some people don't bother to actually research.  They latch 

onto a particular ideal and refuse to consider any other perspective.  That's why this 

particular comment today caught my eye, in response to PHEV growth: "Build more 

BEVs; this does little to get rid of fossil fuels."  It was an opportunity to present some 

numbers.  So I did.  Notice how simple the math really is: 

 

Quite the opposite.  18.1 kWh per vehicle equates to 35 to 50 miles of EV driving each 

day from a single overnight charge.  That will provide far more of a reduction that a BEV 

requiring needs 3 times the battery capacity, resulting in far fewer traditional vehicles 

being offset.  It's basic math... 40 miles per day: 

 

  2 gallons of gas = 1 BEV + 2 ICE (40 MPG) 

  0 gallons of gas = 3 PHEV 

In other words, the only way to portray BEV as having a greater impact is to cherry-

pick.  When you look at the bigger picture to consider the fleet of vehicles being sold, it 

tells a very different story about fossil fuel use. 

1-24-2021 Video: Energy Monitor (Winter).  This new destination provides a great example of 

demand on the system.  It's drive out to the park, at the lake where I bring the kayaks 

during the summer... but it is winter.  That means electricity will have to be shared with 

the heater.  That also means more dense air to push through. Both reduce EV range. 

 

Since there is a charging-station available, the entire drive is usually all-electric.  Today's 

drive will be without a stop to recharge.  Instead, it's a complete round-trip to provide an 

example of how the engine operates in the cold with the heater running. 

 

Watch the Energy-Monitor, the display on the left.  Those arrows show the flow of 

energy.  When the heater is drawing electricity for power, the flow will come from the 

battery.  When warming comes from heated engine-coolant, you won't see that 

arrow.  Notice how frequently the direction (also indicated by color) changes.  There are 

many opportunities the system uses to be as efficient as possible. 

That display on the right is an aftermarket app, presenting data retrieved from the ODB-II 

port.  It shows numeric data for the flow of power. It also shows temperature of the 

engine-coolant and battery-pack.  Watch the variety of information as a I, especially when 

the engine shuts off after having warmed coolant enough to continue providing heat for 

non-electric heating... Prius Prime - Energy Monitor (Winter) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHxpoyyVxnU
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1-28-2021 GM 2035.  We got an announcement a few days ago.  It was the same old vague nonsense 

as in the past, a press release without any detail whatsoever and no consequence for not 

reaching a self-imposed deadline.  Fortunately, I'm not alone with my calling out of that 

anymore.  Sadly, quite a few still took the bait.  This is how I responded: 

 

How will GM achieve such change, seeing how fiercely against any shake up of the status 

quo their dealers are?  Look at what VW faces just with a single model.  Offering a variety 

of compelling choices that will be easy to sell and profitable is a major undertaking... 

especially when the competition comes from within... on the showroom floor. 

 

It's a fundamental problem only Toyota has been able to overcome.  2 traditional choices 

went hybrid-only last year (Sienna & Venza).  That is an undeniable step forward.  The 

next step was also taken, offering a plug on a top-seller (RAV4 hybrid).  Both represent 

very real change acceptable by their dealers.  Small steps can sometimes be much easier. 

So... how will GM do it?  We got a lot of broken promises in the past.  Volt was a disaster 

and Bolt stirs little interest.  What is the plan beyond just a token offering?  What type of 

rollout will take place that won't jeopardize their fragile business model? 

1-30-2021 False History.  The big EV blog where I did the previous post went nowhere.  I think they 

are burnt out on the rhetoric.  Our local EV group is different.  That's filled with a number 

of individuals who want actions, where calling out lack of information stirred some 

feedback: "I am saying GM does and will continue to sell what they perceive as is in 

demand.  An EV Silverado would've flopped in 2016, but hopefully by 2028, they will 

surpass gas truck sales."  Knowing I was exchanging comments with a Chevy salesperson 

made that post interesting.  He attempted to change focus.  He also expects a 

miracle.  Imagine what it would take to achieve such a schedule.  That's even more 

aggressive than with Volt.  Remember, this isn't symbolic anymore.  A token vehicle isn't 

enough.  The entire fleet must change.  What is the plan?  I wonder if he'll respond to this: 

 

The comment was about PHEV opportunity, not BEV. 

 

Back in 2008, we got a prototype plug-in hybrid from GM.  It was a SUV, based on first 

generation Two-Mode.  Volt is what came about as a second generation.  The expectation 

was the next would be back to a SUV, targeting their core audience... since the compact 

hatchback was clearly not stirring any interest on the showroom floor. 

 

Ironically, the supposed "laggard" ended up delivering instead. RAV4 Prime is undeniable 

evidence of opportunity lost by GM.  There is clear demand for a larger plug-in hybrid, 

one offering AWD and towing.  So what if it has an engine currently.  Daily driving is 

entirely covered by electricity already, setting the stage for a next generation to offer a 

model without an engine.  In fact, notice how the thoughts for the next Prius are for it to 

only be available with a plug? 

The point is, we still have absolutely no idea how GM is going to address change.  What 

will their process be to phase out current offerings? 
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1-31-2021 Too Late.  This is how most discussions fizzle, the poster just gives up: "It will be too 

late.  We are all too late.  Better get horses and buggies again."  In other words, even 

those trying to be engaged online really are not.  That's why knowing your audience is so 

vital.  Sadly, most people are unwilling to invest the time for proper assessment.  They just 

want to jump to a conclusion and move on... without accountability.  So, most replies to 

that go something like this:  It will be much like other problems not taken seriously... such 

as the pandemic.  The outcome is a costly rebuild, a massive waste which could have been 

prevented.  Fortunately, we have legacy automakers working to help move us along.  VW 

is attacking the problem top-down and Toyota bottom-up.  Seeing both fundamentally 

different business approaches in play should be encouragement that we aren't 

doomed.  Sadly, so much of the extra effort was avoidable.  Late is still better than never. 

1-31-2021 Government Support.  This is the very first nugget of info to come from the federal 

administration: 645,000 vehicles and 500,000 chargers.  Our new president wants the 

entire fleet of government vehicles to become electric.  He wants to support infrastructure 

improvement too.  Promoting a half-million chargers certainly would help.  There was no 

detail about amount or distribution of funding, of course.  But we have to start 

somewhere.  The nightmare from the previous president will take a long time to 

overcome.  So many regulations were rolled back.  So many goals just abandoned.  So 

much wasted opportunity.  It's good to see that finally changing. 

2-01-2021 Software Upgrades.  Not understanding how software is created makes criticism about 

upgrades a bit scratchy.  You must ask: "How are you drawing such a 

conclusion?"  Sound familiar.  That's the same problem we also have had to confront with 

hybrids... and now plug-ins.  Much of the background you'd expect from a statement of 

that nature simply doesn't exist.  The person makes a few anecdotal observations from 

firsthand experience and figures they are an expert.  Ugh.  The ideal example that keeps on 

giving is Android Auto.  People used the mapping app on their phone and just assumed 

integration into the car's system would be no big deal.  They had absolutely no idea how 

complicated providing such a seamless blend would be.  Far too many subtle differences 

amount to a massive undertaking... and that was just the basics.  How the phone itself 

would interact was just ignored.  An entire year later, much of the software had been 

refined.  It took 9 upgrades to achieve that.  Think about how much real-world feedback is 

needed to evolve a standard for both user & engineer.  Remember, it must also support 

future requirements, as well as the past.  One of which came in the form of hardware, an 

additional 6 months later.  Some people had phones which lacked the ability to connect 

wirelessly.  They were forced to use a cable until now.  Rather than the mapping app 

needing an upgrade, it was the entire operating system.  It's complex.  It's costly.  It takes 

time. 
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2-03-2021 GM Promises.  How many "over promise, under deliver" examples are needed to come to 

the realization that there is no penalty for failure?  Each time GM makes a promise, there's 

no accountability.  Heck, sometimes there aren't even any excuses.  GM just moves on to 

the next thing.  The very latest came today with: "Barra told Wall Street late last year that 

GM will offer 30 new all-electric vehicles globally by 2025, that means 40% of the 

company's U.S. models offered would be EVs."  Notice how there is no actual volume 

sighted.  The 40% simply means it will be an option to choose from.  Whether anyone 

actually does makes no difference.  It's like having a single Bolt available at nearly every 

dealer across the country.  The fact that few, if any, are actually purchased doesn't 

matter.  GM would get praise for such wide distribution of a new product.  Ugh.  Making a 

promise to change the status quo, then sighting a consequence for failing to actually 

achieve a certain number of sales by a specified time would be entirely different.  That's 

why the "late to the party" attempts to put a stigma on Toyota's approach falls flat.  Toyota 

doesn't play that game.  Truly delivering change is what matters, not promises.  Look at 

the dealers showroom.  Making a difference means far more than just introducing 

choice.  But when it comes to GM, even just "offered" hasn't been happening.  Two-

Mode... Volt... Bolt... not to mention BAS or eAssist.  Each of those hyped technologies 

went no where.  Hope turned into empty hype... broken promises. 

2-04-2021 Market Acceptance.  Two Months ago there was a random VW discussion.  Today, I got 

this reply: "So you are comparing Toyota which has never produced a EV platform and 

made 200k fully electric EV's per year to VW who will produce at least 500k EV in 

2021.  Do some proper research.  Toyota is way behind even VW with its EV 

production."  Blogging sites tend to have topics that die quickly, within a few days.  That 

one for Volt was daily.  It was rare to ever have any kind of follow up.  I suspect even 

when I do respond to this, nothing will be posted in return.  I'll give it a try anyway:  EV 

means electric-only driving.  Not only does Toyota produce a BEV already (UX300e, 

available in China & Europe), they also have a variety of PHEV choices (Prius, RAV4, 

Corolla).  All deliver extensive real-world experience with hardware & software for EV 

driving.  Those platforms are paving the way for significant growth. Claiming "Toyota is 

way behind" simply has no merit.  Research shows they are successfully ushering in a 

culture of change.  Both dealer & consumer are seeing a reputation build for reliability 

from vehicles offering a plug.  Think about what it really takes to convince a person to 

abandon the ICE technology they grew up with in favor of plugging in.  It's a paradigm-

shift requiring far more than just the ability to produce a vehicle... and that's where Toyota 

has a well-proven approach.  In other words, the perspective you are using to measure 

progress doesn't take market acceptance into account. 
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2-05-2021 Battery Heating.  Posts like the one today help to give a better idea of audience.  There 

are many who really don't know much about the BEV they drive or support.  It's just a 

motor & battery arrangement to them.  Detail about software or any clue how the 

controllers work are a mystery.  Secondary components... like the heater, as in the 

discussion today... rarely even get attention.  So naturally, I was happy to jump in with 

some real-world info to share: 

 

It has been interesting to watch certain individuals push a "behind" narrative for Toyota, 

then watch their response when articles like this help to show the opposite.  The most 

common example is how beneficial it is to have a heat-pump instead of a resistance-

heater.  Tesla only recently introduced that.  Prius Prime came with it standard for 4 years 

already. 

 

With this topic, we are seeing how Mazda attempted to share a platform in a similar way, 

but skimped on battery heating.  Toyota did not. In fact, I have video documenting of 

having parked at a charger while at work, when the temperature outside was 0°F.  The 

heating elements within the battery kept it well above freezing (the point at which lithium 

chemistries see a significant increase in electrical resistance).  The pack temperature was 

55°F, despite the extreme cold where the car was parked. In colder circumstances, I have 

seen it maintain a comfortable (for a battery) temperature of 39°F. 

It is situations like this that open up those not well-informed about what's really important 

with the acceptance of plug-in vehicles.  In this case, size of the pack makes no 

difference.  It's how the system maintains it that really makes a difference.  What 

automakers do to fulfill those requirements is not as simplistic of a situation as some 

portray. 

2-06-2021 Battery Production. Apparently, there are 107 mega-factories for lithium batteries being 

constructed in China and only 9 in the United States.  That makes you wonder how the 

market is going to evolve.  We have much to do here.  Fortunately, we now have a 

president supportive of it.  That's especially important when the need to create to new jobs 

is so vital.  Why invest in obsolete technologies when the emerging opportunities offer so 

much potential?  Clearly that is being pursued in China.  You could see that becoming a 

push for change here.  At some point, pride must be swallowed.  We have rest on our 

laurels far too long.  It's time to encourage a breaking of the status quo here.  We see 

Toyota getting ready for it here.  With GM and Ford both struggling with their dealer 

network, local production of plug-in vehicles from Toyota certainly will shake things up 

here.  That label of "Made In America" needs emphasis again.  No one cares where the 

corporate home is when there's a steady paycheck.  Evidence of strong support in 

Kentucky is exactly what's needed.  Begin with vehicle production.  Follow up with 

battery production. 
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2-07-2021 Diversity.  Reflect upon the past with Volt.  It brought about a decade of hype that didn't 

actually amount to anything.  Looking back further, you see 5 years of the same nonsense 

from Two-Mode.  What was the point?  No real change came about from all that hope.  It 

just turned into hype which fed rhetoric.  Looking at a GM dealer's lot now, what 

difference do you see?  It's basically a step backward.  Look at supposedly what is the 

other direction, Tesla.  How has that actually impacted real change?  There are a large 

number of very happy enthusiasts.  That's it.  Any type of paradigm-shift within the 

mainstream is not apparent.  In fact, there's an obvious pushback.  It's an inconvenient 

truth.  Reaching ordinary consumers is far more difficult than ever imagined.  Sadly, there 

are quite a few who don't take that seriously either.  Real change is difficult and often not 

acknowledged.  A great example is how Toyota is transforming their fleet.  337,036 sales 

here in the United States were hybrids last year.  That's an increase of 22.7 percent, 

bringing volume to 16%.  Growth beyond early-adopters is extremely challenging.  That is 

evidence of success, a milestone worthy of attention... since how that was achieved is 

vital... which can be explained with a single word: "Diversity".  If you don't do anything 

with the technology, what's the point of it?  GM rested on its laurels, never bothering to 

expand offerings.  Meanwhile, we see Toyota now having spread the choices to 13 models 

in just North America alone.  Elsewhere, there are other models... like the C-HR and Yaris 

hybrids.  That brings us back to Tesla.  Limiting its technology to basically just Model 3 

and Model Y for mainstream choices (something reasonably affordable) isn't exactly 

diverse.  How will a supposed $25,000 choice be offered?  That "nicely below $30,000" 

market is a distant reach for Tesla still.  Reading online comments about how such a 

vehicle could compete against traditional offerings is disheartening.  It is essential 

though.  Knowing that profit in that segment is brutal, it is sad to see the enthusiasts still 

spinning narratives.  Reality may settle through VW's efforts, an automaker attempting to 

directly target mainstream consumers.  Dealer support is what will contribute significantly 

to that outcome.  Having more than just a single model to sell becomes a pivotal 

point.  When & How will that happen?  Notice how much better Toyota is setting the stage 

by pushing a message of change already, long before any critical sales begin.  That really 

matters.  It comes from diversity. 
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2-08-2021 Measuring Demand.  Here we go again!  There's an article attempting to feed a narrative 

about sales based on nothing but a small sampling of recent activity.  Regardless of intent, 

it's effective as click-bait.  Those enthusiast websites thrive on the attention.  Just like 

magazines of the past, that is their means of sustaining business.  They feed 

hype.  Unfortunately, their activity also serves to mislead.  People read & believe without 

any deeper consideration.  That type of blind-faith is dangerous... and quite annoying, 

since that fans a fire of deception.  Anywho, here's how I dealt with it this time: 

 

Demand cannot be accurately measured when supplied is limited (new choices, like RAV4 

Prime); yet, the conclusion of "plunged" is used to give that impression anyway.  Of 

course, lumping all PHEV into a single category really doesn't tell us anything 

anyway.  There is also the reality of their having been a pandemic.  That abruptly altered 

production plans, so what happened in 2020 really isn't telling. 

 

More importantly though is audience.  As the technology mature, new markets are 

reached.  How long does it take for infrastructure (local electricity providers) to start 

promoting home EVSE installations?  The answer appears to be roughly 10 years... which 

puts us nicely at where we are in the adoption-cycle right now.  Ordinary customers are 

finally getting help to navigate the complex decision to get level-2 charging. 

Think about how many Volt owners that did nothing but overnight recharges with a 120-

volt connection.  Imagine if the 6.6 kW rate with time-of-use discounts had been available 

back then.  That's what we have now.  It's an opportunity yet to be capitalized on, 

especially for those not ready for a BEV but wanting something to plug-in.  That puts 

PHEV like RAV4 Prime in exactly the right place at exactly the right time. 

2-09-2021 Being Sure.  This one is a very big "Ugh" situation.  After what seemed to be a 

constructive exchange of posts, opening up a discussion of design & approach, he just 

outright dismissed my real-world data.  This was someone who posted misleading video.  I 

posted out a few things to consider, detail on the technology which likely never crossed 

his mind.  In other words, he was a newbie with power that clearly drew a few wrong 

assumptions.  Politely hinting at what had been missed, hoping for it to become a teaching 

moment, ended up falling apart with: "I don't know but I'm not researching the Prius just 

to debate.  I'm sure the systems are different.  The RAV4 Prime is cutting edge for 

Toyota."  That would have been fine if he had something to back up the claim; instead, 

there was nothing.  He was sure based on time alone.  The reality that Prius Prime was 

cutting edge and now RAV4 Prime uses the same technology, which is now mature, never 

crossed his mind.  Ugh. 
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2-11-2021 It Simply Works.  Enthusiasts have no idea how to deal with ordinary 

consumers.  Mainstream mindset is so different, it baffles them to even contemplate such a 

profoundly different perspective.  Fortunately, that is just them.  Toyota is well aware of 

the situation.  That's how they have been able to rollout so many different models of 

hybrid, with basically only Prius getting any real attention.  Their technology simply 

works.  There's no hype, no excitement, no spotlight.  The tech is just a package option for 

most of their traditional offerings... two of which no longer offer a traditional model... they 

have become hybrid only.  Anywho, the short story is that serves to be an effective means 

of change.  Enthusiasts refuse to acknowledges that though.  I keep reminding 

them:  Toyota works out detail of their design/approach via limited quantity/market 

rollouts, prior to any type of ramp-up.  That real-world data from controlled sources is 

priceless.  We saw it play out firsthand with Prius PHV.  Enthusiast spin, claiming the 

abrupt halt to production and supposed struggling sales, was proven to be quite 

incorrect.  Prius Prime proved them wrong.  It was a huge step forward, but still not 

enough to directly target the masses... hence another round of limited rollouts.  Sure 

enough, that also proved worth the patience.  They now have a vehicle so appealing, it's 

making enthusiasts crazy.  But since they aren't the audience, no matter.  Time is still 

required to work out the rest of the detail... getting dealers to learn about and finally 

embrace plugging in.  Remember, this isn't a race.  It's a journey.  You can't change a 90-

million annual production market quickly without collateral damage.  Patience.  While 

you're waiting, notice how Toyota's hardware & software gets no attention 

whatsoever?  That's a sign of having seriously studied & invested.  It simply works. 

2-12-2021 Only 2 Kinds.  Ugh.  What they supposedly "know" isn't correct: "We don't know 

everything here, but we do know there are two kinds of plug-in hybrids - those that use a 

gasoline engine to recharge the battery only, like the Chevy Volt, and those that use a 

gasoline engine to help propel the car directly, like most everybody else's PHEV 

products."  That not-really-knowing comes from not paying close attention.  Many 

websites like that looked upon plug-in hybrids as a stop-gap for electric, never really 

assigning them any value.  Their role was looked upon as trivial.  Now looking back, they 

are guessing based on hearsay... not actual research or firsthand knowledge.  That's why I 

put so much into video.  It's a very powerful reference back in time.  Anywho, this is how 

I dealt with that particular mess:  That is an interesting error.  BMW i3 was actually the 

only one to operate that way.  Volt operated with ability for the engine to contribute direct 

power to the wheels right from the very start.  The second-generation Volt improved upon 

that, blending better and more often to increase efficiency while in hybrid mode.  As for 

there only be two kinds, reality isn't so clear cut.  Some plug-in hybrids offer far more 

electric power than others, so there is actually point at which the engine joins in.  That 

varies quite a bit across the industry.  There is also the fact that some offer heat-pumps, 

some resistance-heaters, and other lack electric heating entirely.  Each impacts how & 

when the engine will run.  In short, there are a number of different PHEV designs & 

configurations.  Portraying them as just two is as misleading as stating there are only two 

types of transmission, automatic & manual.  Think about how many different designs & 

configurations there are for automatics. 
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2-12-2021 Antagonist Activity.  It serves as a gauge.  The closer Toyota comes to hitting the 

bullseye, the more they panic post.  Lack of scale & patience is a dead give-away.  They 

want to satisfy their audience as quickly as possible.  Consideration for the masses is of no 

concern.  They portray the process as mainstream automatically accepting whatever 

enthusiasts deem worthy, without question.  That reality of priorities being different is 

outright dismissed.  They don't care.  They push an ideal, period.  Ugh.  Today, it was: "If 

Toyota has such a great battery, where is there EV strategy?  The fact that they won't put 

their money where their mouth is tells you everything you need to know."  There's no way 

of reasoning with someone who has already made up their mind.  That close-mindedness 

does provide opportunity though.  It is an invitation to reply.  So, I do... but with 

exposition for lurkers, not anything with the hope of actually changing the 

antagonist.  Sometimes, you can get through to them.  But that's a long-shot.  I just take 

advantage of the situation, knowing they wanted me to post something in return.  In this 

case, it was:  That isn't how a 10-million-vehicle-per year business operates.  Even if the 

technology could be produced with both high yields and high profits, that doesn't mean it 

will sell well.  There is a massive amount of disinformation & misinformation to still 

address, as well as serious need to build up infrastructure.  It's a painfully slow 

process.  It's not like Toyota is just resting around waiting either.  Look at how flawless 

RAV4 Prime operates.  EV works fine.  That type of appliance-like usage Toyota 

customers expect is clearly being refined to the point of being ready for the masses.  In 

other words, there is few more than just a great battery at play. 

2-13-2021 Attitude & Audience.  From witnessing the second impeachment trial, much was learned 

about how to treat those with no interest in the long-term or the greater good.  This 

comment posted about Toyota's upcoming BEV (which we know virtually nothing about 

yet) provided an ideal opportunity to fire back with some perspective: "YAWN.... will 

somebody please let me know when they actually make an interesting, compelling and 

competitive product available for purchase rather than standing over there in Toyota-

ville/Lexus-land waving their arms, desperate for attention?" 

 

Yawn?  For some perspective, compare this to GM.  They never delivered any 

competitive. 14 years ago, their supposed push for plug-in vehicles began.  Nothing ever 

emerged for their own showroom shoppers.  Loyal customers coming into the dealership 

to replace their aged Chevy with something new had the choice of a compact hatchback 

and a compact wagon.  Neither even remotely resembled anything the shopper 

wanted.  That's why both floundered, only resulting in conquest sales to early-adopters.  In 

other words, you are not the audience. 

 

RAV4 directly targets Toyota shoppers, as sales of all models (including hybrid and plug-

in hybrid) clearly confirm recognition of audience.  Corolla Cross is a new crossover 

model just introduced, an ideal platform transformation to help usher in common & 

affordable designs with battery-pack storage below the flooring.  The stage is being 

set.  We can see vital pieces of the puzzle being laid, preparation for their dealers... who 

couldn't care less about enthusiast opinion.  Know your audience. 

Put another way, Toyota is doing what they need to do for high-volume profitable 

sales.  That is their future.  Those long-term plans don't include enthusiast critique.  They 

are not interested in your attention.  They sell vehicles with a reputation for being reliable 

& affordable... attributes which don't fulfill "interesting" or "compelling" criteria.  Their 

audience are ordinary people, many of which simply don't share priorities with those 

excited enough to post online commentary. 
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2-14-2021 Video: Engine Cycling in Winter.  Even during the extremes of winter, EV driving is 

still possible.  The catch is, cabin warming from the electric heat-pump isn't possible after 

dropping below 14°F.  There simply isn't much heat to extract from the air.  So, the job of 

providing warmth switches over to the gas engine at that point.  It runs from time to time 

to heat coolant, which is then circulated through the cabin to keep you warm.  In this 

video, you can witness that process.  The engine will cycle on & off routinely to provide 

heat in the most efficient manner... taking advantage of the hybrid system during those 

cold temperature extremes.  This allows engine-off opportunities which provide spans of 

time for EV driving.  Watch the aftermarket gauge in the lower-right for detail about how 

the system operates under those conditions, during the peak of cold season in 

Minnesota... Prius Prime - Engine Cycling in Winter 

2-14-2021 Here It Comes.  All those years of misguided & misunderstood enthusiasts resulted in a 

failed group-think, enablers who pushed for an unrealistic outcome.  Volt died, taking its 

technology with as a result.  GM was encouraged to follow the wrong path, listening to the 

voices that didn't really know the market.  Now, GM must get back on track.  So much 

damage was done, that isn't going to be easy.  That made the reveal today a painful one, a 

reveal of the next-gen Bolt and its new EUV model.  Comments like this were common... 

"No excuse whatsoever for this.  Big fail . Far too little, far too late."  All an enthusiast 

cares about is pushing limits.  Offering something ordinary for mainstream consumers was 

never their interest.  They would always just dismiss such need as trickle-down, whatever 

impresses early-adopters now will just naturally become a standard for everyone else 

later.  That isn't how it actually works.  How could it?  There is nothing standard with that 

approach.  It's just a barrage of various technologies & configurations, all competing.... a 

confusing mess where the apparent best is rarely the winner.  That's how we get vague 

follow-up comments like: "I suppose the 55 kW rate must be some limit on the battery 

pack..."  When that happens, carefully try to encourage constructive discussion with a few 

facts and a question:  The limitation is more likely to be a cost barrier.  We have seen 

Tesla (tier-1), VW, GM, and Toyota each with entry-level fast-charging basically all at the 

same speed.  From a 240-volt line, I believe the maximum you can sustain is 120 

amps.  For DC output, that works out to 50 kW.  Why not have something that supports 

the fastest in a particular category? 

2-14-2021 Chevy Killed It.  Enthusiasts are declaring GM's effort dead already.  It is the 

consequence of setting unrealistic expectations.  At some point, you get let 

down.  Damage control won't be easy.  It must start somehow.  This will be especially 

important as new battery chemistries & designs are introduced.  Think it's confusing 

now?  Just wait.  There is already must to think about... as I try to point out & ask:  You 

ever consider the perspective of providers?  It appears that fastest DC rate is the most that 

can be squeezed out of a 240-volt source.  How many small businesses are realistically 

going to be able to afford the cost of 480-volt lines for commercial EVSE installs?  50kW 

charging provides quite a bit of electricity from just a short rest at a coffeeshop or the 

typical stop for groceries.  An ordinary consumer getting 100 miles from that is going to 

feel it was a worthwhile experience.   Why do *you* as an enthusiast feel that isn't 

enough? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzlJuwmSIGY
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2-14-2021 How To Market.  The main complaint about Volt was lack of any type of marketing.  So 

naturally, there still is no concise message... after all these years.  How in the world are 

enthusiasts expecting a move forward without having a plan in mind.  You cannot 

convince people to change by not doing anything to compel them.  Ugh.  Start with the 

technology itself.  What should goals be for that?  Pointing out shortcomings and asking 

questions continues to fall on deaf ears:  Absence of any type of base is hurting DC 

offerings.  Speed & Pricing are all over the place.  How do you market something without 

any type of common expectation? 

2-14-2021 Anecdotal Observations.  It's basically hopeless expecting an enthusiasts to be 

productive.  Their very nature is enthusiasm, not support.  Otherwise, they would be 

known as supporters.  But since that's all we on most public forums, you work with what's 

available.  Fortunately, there are resources who do actually make a difference... like the 

group we have in Minnesota.  They have a concise purpose and clear 

messaging.  Anywho, that's not the case elsewhere, as this confirms: "If you want proof, 

just look at Bolt sales."  He didn't even try.  The pricing for the next-gen Bolt will start at 

$5,500 lower than the outgoing generation.  So anything that happened in the past really 

doesn't give us an idea what will happen going forward.  This is basic economics.  For 

anyone who claimed I was a GM hater, they clearly weren't giving the situation proper 

consideration.  The automotive business involves far more that what a snap observation 

can conclude.  However, you can reply in that manner, as I did today:  That's an anecdotal 

observation.  If GM offered an Equinox with Bolt guts, it would almost certainly sell 

much better... even with lower EV range.  Unfortunately, it would cannibalize sales of 

several of their popular SUVs... throwing their business model into chaos.  That's why 

these newest offering share no resemblance with anything else in the fleet. 
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2-15-2021 Obsessing With More.  Note the pattern: "In NA (as well as Europe from what I can tell) 

there are many new DCFC that are 150+kW (not 50kW as you stated above).  Making the 

Bolt charge faster really wouldn't cost much more (it's just a BMS software change, and 

slightly bigger internal wires)..."  Seeing repetition of obsessive focus is no 

surprise.  Enthusiasts lock onto a favorite trait and fail to recognize anything else of 

importance.  That shortcoming gets them in trouble.  They don't care.  I can see now that 

they have shifted from range to speed.  More is better, period.  Ugh.  It never ceases to 

amaze me how the same trap will catch so many.  They fail to see what should be 

obvious.  Lack of balance is extremely risky, even in the short-term.  For long-term 

expectations, a single strong trait will inevitable spell doom.  A product must be well-

rounded to reach a large audience and sustain high-volume profitable sales.  That's the 

way it works.  No amount of hope or hype will change that.  It's the reality of business... 

which they refuse to accept.  Oh well, it's not like I don't point that out on a regular 

basis:  That is an incomplete view of what the market is moving toward.  50kW as a max 

means the automaker can offer a robust warranty.  Never super high-speed recharging 

means no concern about the battery ever having been strained.  That's a really big deal 

later in life with this BEV.  Think about where solid-state will be at that point.  Think 

about reputation of the automaker.  Think about cost to those providing chargers.  In other 

words, some gains now may result in a short-sighted outcome... missed 

opportunity.  Changing the entire market means offering a variety of choices.  Finding a 

well-balanced option for the low-end is vital to success of the high-end.  Tradeoffs are 

important... and have consequences if not well thought out.  Put another way, that 

150+kW is quite arbitrary.  It does not take into consideration how more DCFC in more 

locations can be achieved.  There is a very real cost & complexity problem that limits 

public charger availability. 

2-17-2021 New Audience.  Those with RAV4 Prime who basically are new to the entire world of 

hybrids are interesting to hear from.  It's quite amazing to see so many jump on the 

opportunity too.  Toyota's success of having targeted their technology rollout so well that 

they attract an untapped audience must be making GM crazy.  With an automaker so 

heavily dependent upon SUV sales as their primary revenue stream from mainstream 

buyers, it is quite an error to accept.  Of course, they were told of the mistake for countless 

years and new the failure of Two-Mode would eventually come back to haunt 

them.  Anywho, it was their biggest green rival who won that particular battle.  I wonder if 

it will escalate to a war or if GM will just give up and try something entirely 

different.  Needless to say, I am delighted to help out the newbies.  For example: "I've yet 

to hit over 38 combined mpg. I live in the south so sub-freezing is not of consideration thus 

far.  I'm wondering if some of the numbers from Toyota are hype or if things will get better 

with warmer weather."  That was just too good to resist.  It's basic knowledge to share, the 

same info that's been passed along for over 20 years now:  The usual MPG lowering 

factors still apply.  Break-In of tires takes roughly 5,000 miles.  There's the impact of tire 

PSI too, soft reduces efficiency.  Very short trips don't give the engine enough time to 

warm up.  Winter formula gas is an influence in some regions as well. 
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2-17-2021 Home Installs.  Study of the market reveals plug-in infrastructure is seriously 

lacking.  People in general simply aren't ready.  The lucky ones have a service-panel close 

by and capacity available.  That's it.  Having an outlet already available to provide 240-

volt appliances is highly unlikely.  The best we see is an opportunity to share one with a 

clothes drier.  And of course, that's only in the south.  Here in the north, doing laundry in 

the garage is absolutely unheard of.  Our garage temperatures drop to refrigerator 

temperature all Winter long.  During the coldest week or two, we have to bring in 

soda.  Otherwise, it explodes when the garage temperature drops well below 

freezing.  Anywho, the problem is obvious regardless of where you live.  There's no 

possible chance of recharging 2 vehicles at the same time.  You need a second outlet... and 

preferably a second line for faster recharge speeds.  That's why here in Minnesota, there is 

legislation being promoted for new construction.  New home would require an outlet for 

each parking stall.  That raises the concern of legislators understanding what capacity is 

beneficial.  A shared 120-volt line wouldn't provide enough power.  You need more to 

satisfy the needs of a households.  Here's what I posted in today's discussion on that 

matter:  40-amp line (which supplies 32 amps sustained) will provide roughly 200 miles of 

EV range in 8 hours.  That rule-of-thumb gives you a general idea of where some type of 

mainstream expectation will settle.  It's the "7.2 kW" rate often sighted.  The next larger 

gauge wire (6 instead of 8) will support a 50-amp line, the maximum for NEMA 14-50 

outlets.  That would bump rate up to 10 kW.  There wouldn't be any benefit if your future 

vehicle isn't designed for faster though.  The rate itself can be even higher, but to support 

that the EVSE (charging unit) must be hardwired rather than using an outlet. 

2-18-2021 Deleting Comments.  His video about a "major flaw" with the heat-pump resulted in quite 

a bit of backlash.  He was wrong and people were letting him know why.  It will be 

interesting to find out what he has ultimately learned from the experience.  Initially, the 

exchanges were rather ugly.  It was very clear he hadn't done enough research and was 

angry about being confronted.  He admitted study of the system was necessary to get a 

proper understanding of how it really works.  He also admitted to deleting the unpleasant 

exchanges.  One of my 3 posts was part of that.  This was his reply, which is also now 

deleted: "I don't know but I'm not researching the Prius just to debate.  I'm sure the 

systems are different.  The RAV4 Prime is cutting edge for Toyota."  After enough people 

pointed out how an automaker rolls out technology, it was too much for him to just accept 

the mistake.  From a limited-scope platform like Prius to a top-selling vehicle like RAV4, 

perception changes... but not the technology.  For him, it was "cutting edge".  For those of 

us driving Prius Prime, it is already 4 years old and very well proven.  That same 

technology was available in Mirai way back in late 2014.  So, the idea of it being new still 

simply doesn't cut the mustard... and he knows it.  Deleting comments like that is neither 

honorable, nor educational.  Showing people you learned from posting an error shouldn't 

be uncomfortable or embarrassing.  Integrity is a powerful trait.  That's what separates 

leaders from complainers.  It's all about learning & sharing. 
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2-19-2021 Continued Deception.  We have constructive discussions on the big Prius forum.  It's 

especially nice when a newbie is responsible for starting one.  Yesterday, it was from 

someone with just 10 posts... quite new.  That person asked about how MPGe was 

calculated.  Talking about innocently opening up a big can of worms.  I waited to respond, 

letting others chime in before I climbed up on the soapbox.  This what the comment that I 

ultimately deemed an invitation to join: "I really wish the EPA would just have used 

miles/kWh.  It's so much more direct and it's what the car records.  Why make some 

artificial number just so you can confuse people using a term that include mpg?"  It was 

exactly what I had been waiting for: 

 

They did use a ENERGY/DISTANCE measure unit.  People don't focus on it 

though.  They obsess with MPG, which never made any sense... and is the reason why 

most of the rest of the world does not.  MPG encourages deception. Its misleading nature 

has been exploited for decades... even by hybrids.  Remember Two-Mode? 

 

A big part of the problem is that it originates from people not being aware of the rating's 

purpose. It is to provide a standardized measure to enabled a means of comparison within 

a class of vehicle.  Comparing to a mismatch distorts reality, feeding a narrative.  Sadly, 

it's one that calculation itself only serves to mystify.  Most people don't get it... hence "e" 

for equivalent. 

 

In other words, the new MPGe is just as misleading.  So, stop using it.  The other value on 

the window-sticker is the ENERGY/DISTANCE rating.  It informs you how many kWh of 

energy is required to travel 100 miles of distance.  For a dose of reality, think about what 

that actually means.  It's the reverse of what everyone here has been taught all their 

lives.  Instead of more being better, you want less. 

 

For example, the rating from Prius Prime is "25 kWh / 100 miles".  Despite it being a 

midsize hatchback and the other Prime model being a large SUV with AWD, the rating for 

RAV4 makes its efficiency difference obvious: "36 kWh / 100 miles".  There's no other 

detail necessary.  With that value, you know precisely how much more energy it takes to 

travel the same distance with the less efficient vehicle.  Try that with MPG. 

Absence of simplicity is why the deception has persisted.  People with power fought to 

keep the status quo from changing, even with the switch to electricity. 
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2-20-2021 Grid Capacity.  Absence of critical thinking should be a dead giveaway for concern.  It's 

easy to spot.  If a claim isn't backed by any detail, how do you confirm it has any 

merit?  That became obvious years ago when no one would ever chime in about how a 

second vehicle in the household could be recharged.  Advocates for plugging in hadn't 

actually considered that.  Their focus was entirely on the grid itself... which the recent 

nightmare in Texas revealed shortcomings for as well.  It's when you start asking 

questions that shortcomings are revealed.  A big one of the past was that a large number of 

Volt owners were only using level-1 charging at home.  That meant they were already 

squeezing out as much capacity from the available line as possible.  It's the same issue I 

bring up routinely about DC fast-chargers.  Capacity usually isn't readily available.  You 

must foot the bill to have the necessary upgrade take place.  That extra $1,000 to $3,000 

for a household isn't trivial... and neither is the $50,000 plus for commercial 

upgrades.  Then when you look at the bigger picture, the grid, ask where that electricity 

comes from.  The "grid" is just wires providing a means of delivery.  Not using it right 

away means lost revenue.  Not having enough at the required time means added 

expenses.  Electricity providers are well aware of that, but are only doing the minimum to 

prevent.  We can look at this situation as a disastrous failure or a golden 

opportunity.  Why not create new jobs to directly solve capacity exposures?  Being able to 

store electricity in batteries and via hydrogen allows for flexibility, being able to deliver 

the right amount at the right time.  It takes critical thinking to even realize there is 

exposure.  We have to finally start dealing with shortcomings like that.  Focusing entirely 

on the vehicle itself won't solve the overall issues. 

2-24-2021 New Regulations.  There is some hope, at least here in Minnesota where newly proposed 

regulations stand a chance of helping.  In this case, new construction of single family 

residence may be required to have a 40-amp, 240-volt circuit junction-box available for 

parking.  That's a big deal, since some new homes aren't being built with enough capacity 

or even a service-panel near the garage.  Seeing only 150-amp service coming into the 

basement on the opposite side of the house was a common find when we did the "Parade 

of Homes" tour.  That's when builders get to show off new development in new areas.  We 

really enjoy getting to see the latest & greatest like that... but end up rather disappointed 

sometimes.  Our own home has a 200-amp service-panel in the garage.  That makes 

sense.  That reduces homeowner cost.  That's easy to accommodate during 

construction.  Hopefully, this regulation gets passed. 

2-25-2021 Welcome.  I have a feeling there will be a lot more posts like this in the near future.  We 

have a lot of curious posters and almost none of the new owners participating have any 

background in the topics.  So, it's new to everyone.  Complicating matters, they have no 

source of reliable input.  Most everyone is contributing based on observation.  That's why 

I'm taking it slowly with the RAV4 Prime owners.  They are quick to dismiss.  My guess 

why is they don't have any means of verifying claims.  That's a reasonable 

response.  Fortunately, I have detailed data to support what I state.  Today, I presented a 

simple screen-capture of what my own charger was telling me.  (Having a Wi-Fi enable 

EVSE is really nice.)  I followed with these basics:  Level-2 chargers (that's the 240-volt 

type) all connect with the same standard port.  Your choice of EVSE (charger) varies.  The 

most common are those using a 14-50 NEMA outlet with a maximum rate of either 32 or 

40 amps.  Once you have that setup, any plug-in vehicle can recharge using it.  Note that 

the 32-amp rate (40-amp line) will provide about 200 miles of EV range in 8 hours. 
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2-25-2021 Push / Pull.  There are some who feel quite confident about what they know.  That's a 

warning sign.  You should be aware of what you aren't aware.  College taught me there is 

far more to life than I will ever figure out.  You find others to share wisdom with, then 

collectively as a group you can be well informed.  Alone, you don't stand a 

chance.  Reading some of the articles some so-called green publications publish makes 

that all too clear.  They sometimes don't have a clue and just wildly guess based on 

observation: "Even though plug-in hybrids, or PHEVs for short, are nothing more than 

transitional models used by manufacturers to get the emissions down for their entire 

range..."  That didn't even involve any research.  He just drew the conclusion to satisfy the 

article about supposed shortcomings, not even trying to consider scale or 

timing.  Approach isn't considered.  It's wrong if it isn't their way.  Ugh.  This is what 

ultimately got me: "Making a PHEV is basically electrifying the cars they were already 

going to sell because it's cheaper than reengineering them from the ground-up with 

electrification in mind."  I became annoyed at that point and posted:  Skipping PHEV to 

instead only sell BEV as the plug-in choice would require some means of encouraging 

dealers to accept a risk of difficult sales for low profit.  That contradicts the reality of 

dealers being fiercely against that type of change.  How is this "push" approach expected 

to play out?  What is the plan beyond this first vehicle?  We see the opposite playing out 

with Toyota.  2 vehicles are already only available as hybrids (Sienna & Venza) and 3 

others that are hybrids (Prius, RAV4, Corolla) are also available as PHEV.  Dealers are 

not fighting this. In fact, potential is being demonstrated for more... like the next Prius to 

only be offered as PHEV.  That is a "pull" approach, where the entire fleet is carried 

forward with very little resistance.  The idea of somehow being able to skip a stage is 

reminiscent of the "stop gap" propaganda from GM many years ago.  It sounded like a 

sensible plan.  But when you looked for detail about how such a paradigm-shift would be 

achieved, there was no substance to support it.  They were empty promises. 

2-26-2021 Mysterious Stats.  Don't you love when numbers like this come out of nowhere: "PHEVs 

do many cold starts when driving and need better/bigger cats to reduce cold 

emissions.  PHEVs in many cases create more pollution than regular ICE cars do to these 

cold cycles when operating since about 90% of emissions are at startup."  Those kind of 

generalizations, along with supposed statistical backing, are nothing new.  It's been done 

for decades.  Antagonists will latch onto some study and misrepresent its findings to such 

an extreme, you eventually have no clue what the originating source even was.  Though, 

that seems to be happening on faster cycles now.  The growing pervasive nature of the 

internet tends to accelerate things like that.  This is no exception.  I try to combat that 

seemingly futile endeavor:  Dumping all PHEV into the same category is a disservice to 

us.  They don't all operate in the same manner or achieve the same emission rating.  With 

regard specifically to Toyota's design, the startup process is optimized for emission 

reduction, taking advantage of the large battery-pack to prevent strain on the cold engine... 

which in turn prevents emissions you get from other PHEV that don't have that feature. 
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2-26-2021 Real Change.  The discussion of renewing tax-credits got off to a rough start: "First of all, 

the incentive system is strange to me where you basically punish the first mover in the long 

run."  Playing the victim card for having made poor decisions is unacceptable.  This is 

how I let him know that: 

 

That has been proven false.  GM chased conquest, choosing to sacrifice long-term gain for 

short-term returns.  That wasted opportunity is plain to see too.  Rather than all those tax-

credits used on Volt having ushered in other vehicles with that technology, it was 

abandoned in favor of guzzlers.  In short, the subsidy was used poorly.  It did nothing to 

change what dealers choose to sell. 

 

Seeing inventory change on the dealer's lot is how true change is measured.  When you 

look and only find the same technology as 20 years ago, ask who is really being punished. 

 

Each automaker was given the choice of how to spend the allocation of credits.  There was 

no mandate of time or approach.  They had the freedom to use them as they 

pleased.  Hearing complaints about them having made unwise decisions is not 

constructive. 

 

Do we really want to provide more without any accountability?  What's wrong with having 

the second round requiring some type of fulfillment criteria, a step toward true long-term 

change? 

 

For example, make the new tax-credit available at point-of-sale but only to dealers who 

provide fast-chargers available to the public (non-customers) to help promote 

infrastructure upgrades & education.  Heck, each vehicle sale could serve as credit 

redemption to help that dealer recover cost of the charger equipment & installation. 

In other words, the narrative of "punish" is nothing but a distraction.  If you want real 

change, the tax-credit itself must change too.  Simply offering more of the same would 

miss the point. 
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2-27-2021 Charging Assumptions.  When you listen to a plug-in supporter, you are told about how 

ready the market is.  When you listen to an actual owner, you get an entirely different 

story.  In other words, they see the technical challenges have been overcome but have no 

idea how the technology actually works.  That's a very big problem when you want to 

rollout to the masses.  That education is vital.  So, I have been using those owners as a 

basis of discovering the essentials.  What basic information is necessary to convey a solid 

understanding.  In this case, it is to address charging assumptions.  After all, that is 

something rarely ever discussed when it comes to plug-in vehicles.  Detail is just skipped 

over due to pretty much all focus being on the vehicle itself.  The best way to get 

constructive input is to respond to someone who seems quite confident about their claims, 

but are wildly incorrect.  You don't want their misleading to spread.  Intentional or not, it 

causes damages.  This was today's reach out for feedback:  That isn't how the rating 

system works.  The value stated is really the minimum in a range.  Since all sources will 

vary... hence the 220 to 240 listed in the fine print... so does the rate.  In this case, the 

minimum is 3.3 kW (15 amps * 220 volts) and the maximum is 3.6 kW (15 amps * 240 

volts).  As for capability of the system itself, that is AC input... which varies based upon 

the package you purchase.  But when you connect an ODB-II reader and monitor DC input 

while in CHARGE mode, you'll see a sustained rate of 7.2 kW taking place.  That is why 

Toyota is able to offer the faster rate as an upgrade.  The battery-pack itself is capable of 

charging faster. 

2-27-2021 Declaring Victory.  When the outcome isn't as they hoped, they declare victory 

anyway.  That's quite predictable.  Just ask for someone to state goals or define 

purpose.  Anything other than a concise reply is a dead giveaway there will be a problem 

later.  Evading accountability is something I have seen over and over and over again.  That 

pattern is very easy to spot.  Attitude like this is a great example: "It is probably time for 

the tax credit to end.  It did what it was supposed to do: build an EV industry and the 

market to go with it."  He forced a looking-back perspective, absolutely refusing to 

provide any input as to what a second round of credits could target.  I dealt with that for an 

entire decade from Volt enthusiasts.  Long before rollout, back in the early days of 

development, they were already celebrating their "vastly superior" technology... but 

couldn't ever explain how it would actually change the status quo.  They are doing the 

same thing now.  I'm still calling them out on it too:  Building an industry still hasn't been 

achieved.  So far, we basically just have a new automaker who thrived on early-adopters 

and a legacy automaker who exploited conquest opportunity.  The purpose of the tax-

credit was to help change the status quo, getting dealers to embrace plugging in.  That 

most definitely is not a "mission accomplished" outcome of what we have seen so far.  As 

for the market itself, we are still overwhelmed with gas guzzlers and ordinary consumers 

are waiting for supportive government & infrastructure.  Growth beyond enthusiasts is far 

from any type of guarantee. 
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2-28-2021 Punish The First.  Not seeing the status quo has been unaffected is something that still 

boggles my mind.  Use some critical thinking!  Ask what the point was of the tax-

credits.  Then ask why it was so easy to abuse them, ignoring intent for the sake of 

conquest instead.  Ugh.  Needless to say, my reply to that "punish" post was not well 

received.  In fact, there was no evidence of acknowledgement or recognition.  He just 

doubled-down on playing the victim card by claiming the approach was wrong.  I didn't 

accept that for a second.  I turned it right back around: 

 

It was never that way.  The perspective of "punish" is a narrative, spin to divert attention 

from how tax-credits were squandered rather than having been used for their intended 

purpose.  In other words, we should not reward greed. 

 

GM made the choice of who to specifically target with gen-1 Volt, gen-2 Volt, and 

Bolt.  All 3 decisions were to based upon enthusiast appeal, not their own showroom 

shoppers. 

 

You'd think GM would be smart enough to not sacrifice their own well being for the sake 

of appealing to early-adopters.  But anyone who was actively researching what was truly 

needed to compel a current Chevy vehicle owner to later replace it with a Chevy plug-in 

would not want a compact hatchback or a compact wagon.  Neither Volt not Bolt made 

any difference, dealer lots never changed. 

 

Remember, all automakers were well aware of the 200,000 phaseout trigger.  They all had 

started with the same allocations, to use as they chose.  Pretending GM abruptly ran out 

and is now suffering is spin of desperation from enablers.  GM made their choice. 

 

They could have targeted their own customers by offering something those customers 

would actually purchase... like a plug-in hybrid Equinox.  They didn't.  Turns out though, 

Toyota did.  When you look at what the Equinox could have offered and what RAV4 

Prime actually does, the true nature of the "punish" complaints become clear. 

 

Think about what position GM was in prior to Volt rollout.  GM already had a plug-in 

hybrid SUV prototype.  Their hybrid technology (Two-Mode) had already been 

demonstrated to support when ended up becoming Volt.  That choice to deliver something 

to appeal to enthusiasts rather than loyal Chevy owners was intentional.  GM did not want 

to disrupt its highly profitable SUV guzzler market. 

Put another way, GM was doing what it could to put on a good showing but not actually 

being a first mover.  Proof is that their dealers never changed. 
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2-28-2021 Significantly Higher Energy Draw.  That was in the title for an article about ID.3 heater 

efficiency.  It rates very low.  VW scrambling to deliver on an aggressive schedule, so that 

doesn't surprise anyone.  It may not be what they want to hear though.  I find it one of the 

many aspects of intrigue we are about to face.  The propaganda is about to fall apart... 

since there is now an actual product.  It's history repeating again.  Hype without substance 

to support it will be exposed as the meritless claims we have been calling them out to be 

all along.  In short, there's a lot more to selling a technology than just the 

engineering.  Some about to learn that the hard way.  I jumped into the discussion 

with:  This is the point when things get interesting.  I have video footage of my commute 

to work at -10°F (-23°C) from 9 years ago and -2°F (-18°C) from 8 years ago clearly 

showing effortless EV drive, confirming well thought out chemistry & software.  The 

next-gen expanded upon that success years later.  It's proof that Toyota is really behind, 

that their advancements were simply flying under the radar.  Now, they have a surprisingly 

efficient heat-pump operating along with full EV drive up to 84 mph (135 km/h) during 

the winter without any recognition.  How VW handles refinements of their own design to 

catch up to where Toyota is already will make or break their own future.  Are we all in this 

together to push out traditional offerings in favor of plug-in vehicles... as a collective 

group of supporters... or will their be challenges from within?  Ironically, it was heater 

efficiency for Volt that was the first big blow to GM related to endorsement of its own 

technology.  A decade later, people still complain about how marketing was handled by 

GM.  Hopefully, VW will do much better. 

3-02-2021 More PHEV.  Today brought about a new topic, an expectation of Toyota rolling out 

another PHEV this year.  Almost immediately, the attacks began: "Part of the reason for 

the shrinking PHEV market is the reduced regulatory benefits PHEVs provide."  The 

purists & antagonists are quite worried by this news.  I suspect a series of posts to come, 

all quite familiar in nature... each having to deal with intentional misleading.  Ugh.  Here's 

my start:  The underlying force behind that apparent reduction is the ability to grow 

beyond just required quantity.  Few automaker efforts related to PHEV development were 

for large-scale replacement.  Toyota's hybrid design inherently includes a profitable path 

to plug-in hybrid.  So, it makes sense their traditional phaseout plan continues.  Toyota can 

easily address their entire fleet.  To go from Prius to Prius Prime was just a matter of 

adding a one-way clutch and increasing battery-capacity.  Since RAV4 hybrid could 

accommodate raising its floor for more battery, RAV4 Prime was a no-brainer.  That puts 

Corolla Cross on the short-list for next to get PHEV treatment.  That platform is already 

raised from its sedan counterpart.  The other part of the perceived shrink comes from 

saturation of early-adopter customer base.  Seeing success of hybrid technology spread to 

top-selling vehicles (like Camry, Corolla, and RAV4) most other automakers have 

struggled with.  So, it makes sense that those unable to find a means of expanding reach 

abandon PHEV in favor of just BEV.  Toyota will be able to offer both.  It comes down to 

appealing to dealers.  After all, what happens on their showroom floor makes far more of a 

difference than any type of regulatory benefit. 
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3-02-2021 How Many?  This caught my attention: "If you live/travel near "a lot" of them, you likely 

think PHEVs make no sense."  I was intrigued why "a lot" was in quotes and where that 

would actually be a valid statement.  I don't know of any location anywhere in the United 

States offering more than just token quantity.  Counts are so small, it's deep denial to claim 

otherwise.  Of course, if your claim was that they were serving to prove the technology 

was viable, that's an entirely different matter.  But with regard to volume, nope.  I called 

him out on it too:  How many does "a lot" represent?   At the local grocery store, I see 

+500 parking spots and only 3 chargers (none are DC fast-chargers).  At the local retail 

with +500 spots, there is nothing.  At the giant hardware store which just opened a few 

months ago, there is nothing.  At either of the large bus depots, there is nothing.  Looking 

at new homes being built, only half of them even have a service-panel in the garage and 

most only have 150-amp capacity.  It's a desert here and I live in a state (Minnesota) that 

will very soon be the first in the Midwest to adopt California rules.  In other words, what 

you hope "a lot" to mean really isn't that many.  Reality is, PHEV are a necessary step to 

quickly break the status quo in a meaningful way. 

3-02-2021 Reasonable.  Elsewhere on the "more" discussion, this popped up: "RAV4 Prime is the 

first PHEV (not counting the Volt) that actually offers a reasonable PHEV that can reduce 

the use of the ICE to almost nothing for the average driver."  Coming from a Volt owner, 

it was difficult to gauge how much has changed since the "vastly superior" days.  Most 

disappeared when things fell apart.  A few hung around to play the victim card.  The 

search for the rare critical-thinker is all but abandoned at this point.  You never know 

though.  So, I replied with:  Volt was never "reasonable" based on market expectations 

either back then or now.  A compact hatchback consuming 36 kWh/100mi basically made 

it a guzzler, especially since that is the same as what the much larger and more powerful 

RAV4 Prime delivers.  And with a rating of 35 miles EV, it didn't even meet the target 

GM itself set for 40 miles.  Most importantly though is being profitable.  Looking at 

Toyota's approach to make their profitable hybrid design into a plug-in hybrid, it's easy to 

see that as reasonable.  Volt lost money its entire life and even just yesterday, GM refused 

to reveal whether Bolt has finally become profitable.  In other words, look at the 

technology from other perspectives.  Just because it may fulfill expectations for early-

adopters is by no means an indicator the automaker or its dealers will find it worthy of 

high-volume production & sales. 

3-02-2021 Talking Points.  It isn't necessary to include the quote.  It was quite predictable, the same 

old nonsense.  Enabling it by not calling out the attempt is unacceptable, even if some find 

the reply annoying.  Troublemakers are no longer called "trolls".  That termed died when 

more and more of the problem came from within.  Some were just standing their ground, 

refusing to listen to facts.  Some find it entertaining to stir response by provoking.  Some 

just have nothing better to do with their time.  Whatever the case, they just use talking 

points to achieve their desired outcome.  I think nothing of confronting them directly 

nowadays:  Who is your audience?  That post is just a rambling of ideals which do nothing 

to change the status quo.  They are just talking-points to distract from the problems at 

hand.  The cold, hard reality is neither dealers nor customers shopping their inventory 

care.  At best, you are preaching to the choir... wasting effort on those who already have 

the facts.  Real change comes from confronting true barriers.  Saying Toyota "missed the 

boat" only serves to make you feel better, it doesn't actually achieve anything.  To get 

your neighbor or coworker to consider a plug-in vehicle, are you really so naive that you 

think those talking-points will make any difference? 
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3-02-2021 Show Me The Data.  We're back to the brainless claims again: "Combing ICE and BEV, I 

cannot think of anything more stupid than this, numerous studies have already shown 

PHEV actually do not save any carbon."  I remember when there was at least some type of 

effort.  Now, they are getting lazy.  I expect whatever reply I get to this to be given even 

less thought:  Some mysterious studies with undisclosed data based on older generations 

of design tell us what?  Anyone can cherry-pick facts to support their narrative.  It won't 

change reality though.  ICE used in a PHEV like RAV4 Prime will last a freakishly long 

time, barely ever needing any maintenance since it rarely gets used.  Toyota is already 

known for longevity. How long do those supposed studies figure the vehicle will be in 

service?  Think about the simplicity of swapping out a battery-pack over a decade from 

now.  It will bring back the vehicle essentially to a new status.  Imagine what that will do 

for resale.  Imagine how effective that will be for keeping any new ICE from being put 

into service.  Clearly, those studies did not take that bigger picture into consideration... or 

did they, but the context of what it stated was misinterpreted.  Prove the "stupid" by 

providing some links.  What does the data truly tell us? 

3-03-2021 Blatant Misleading.  It's the same old thing, evade detail and shoot the messenger.  I 

wanted no part of that.  I know all too well how an antagonist avoids accountability.  So, I 

presented facts rather than a link.  After all, how many will actually take the time to read a 

white-paper... besides someone like me?  That's why I presented some facts instead, high 

level data to see if there would be any hint of critical thinking: 

 

It's not rocket science.  Reading the study itself, you quickly find the vehicles were cherry-

picked, intentionally misrepresentative of PHEV choices in the market.  They were: 

 

VW Touareg PHEV = 456 HP total, only 134 HP electric 

 

Ford Explorer PHEV = 457 HP total, only 100 HP electric 

 

Porsche Cayenne PHEV = 680 HP total, only 136 HP electric 

 

How are those even remotely close to being a proper sample of what's available?  They are 

all large, power-hungry, beasts with small electric-motors in contrast to their large gas-

engine. 

 

For comparison, consider RAV4 Prime.  It delivers 302 HP total with a 179 HP electric-

motor in front and 53 HP electric-motor in back.  Think about the choices that are among 

the greenest, like Prius Prime.  It delivers a total of 121 HP with 91 HP available from the 

electric-motor. 

The study intentionally excluded them; yet, no one cried foul.  They just referred to the 

study blindly, using it as propaganda to feed their false narrative.  It was a blatant attempt 

to mislead. 
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3-04-2021 Electric Marketing.  A new online tool offering "Shop-Click-Drive" was announced by 

GM today.  Enthusiasts celebrated.  It was bizarre.  Literally nothing was shared beyond 

just its name.  This was among the first comments posted: "I have to say, it's unbelievable 

how far and fast GM has come with its electric vehicle program in just the past six 

months."  There's a complete absence of thought, yet again.  It's the same old knee-jerk 

reaction.  This sounds more like an effort to portray a green image than to actually 

transform the fleet.  What is the goal?  I put it this way:  It all depends upon how much 

further there is to go still.  How does an online tool help to change the status quo?  That 

necessary paradigm shift of existing customers won't happen if they aren't even 

targeted.  When walking the showroom floor looking to replace their aged Chevy with a 

new one, how does that experience play out?  What is there to compel them to even 

consider a plug-in vehicle?  This isn't a problem for just GM; however, it was quite clear 

Volt never targeted GM owners.  Sales were almost entirely conquest that led to nothing in 

the end.  Dealers didn't change. Bolt made no difference either.  So... what makes this 

different?  After all, dealer inventory is almost entirely Pickups & SUVs... which are easy 

to sell and highly profitable. How will "electric" be marketed now? 
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3-04-2021 Foreseen Peril.  All those years of blogging about GM's lack of commitment and 

obsession with praise was to be able to warn people about what comes next.  Efforts from 

early-adopter consumer can often be faced with complacency.  Even if everything worked 

out great, with the technology well proven, that ordinary mainstream simply may not be 

interested.  Looking back at where Volt was exactly 10 years ago, we could already see 

evidence of trouble.  It wasn't even living up to enthusiast expectations.  With that type of 

disappointment and no concise next step, much time can be wasted.  That makes anything 

to follow even more difficult.  Staying in denial about the problem for an entire decade, 

you end up where we are now... with thousands of blog entries explaining in great detail 

how the mess came about.  I'm not alone with those observations either: "Articles about 

GM plugins are a catnip too! GM is a decade late to put a plugin SUV/crossover on the 

market, and GM has prematurely killed every single plugin they have ever 

released..."  Others have become well aware of the pattern.  It becomes easier & easier to 

notice.  Same old nonsense...  I responded to that with: 

 

Quite right.  It was never about "hating" what GM actually did, it was the speed.  In fact, 

that bankruptcy task-force explicitly stated "too little, too slowly" as big concern.  The 

reason why was simple: opportunity would be missed.  And sure enough... 

 

GM had a Two-Mode PHEV prototype over a decade ago, a SUV with a plug.  All these 

years, there's still nothing electrified for their SUV shoppers to choose from... not even a 

regular hybrid... despite have the technology showcased back when there was still lots of 

opportunity. 

 

Now, we see other legacy automakers showing GM the consequences of not having 

moved faster with Volt, spreading that tech across their fleet.  Ironically, the supposed 

antithesis of this situation is Toyota... who now offers exactly what GM should have all 

those years ago... a large plug-in hybrid SUV with AWD and towing. 

 

The response to that is an online shopping tool. How is that supposed to help?  GM has 

already backed itself into a corner.  A successful rollout would undoubtedly trigger some 

type of peril, similar to the Osborne Effect. 

 

Harm to their existing product-line is a very big risk.  That is exactly why GM refused to 

rollout Cruze hatchback here, since it would too closely resemble Volt and compete with it 

as a result.  That is also why Bolt was kept entirely unique. 

So instead of true change at the dealer, we get catnip.  Ugh. 
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3-04-2021 Dealer Pushback.  My feed on Facebook presented an ugly pushback, a fight against my 

state adopting California rules.  It was a petition paid for by the "Minnesota Automobile 

Dealers Association".  The image features a photo of the governer with the caption to tell 

him: "Don't let California Beureaucrats makes the rules for our cars."  The note 

accompanying it in the sponsor information was from "Drive Away California Cars" 

stated: "Minnesotans should make the rules about their cars and trucks... not California 

regulators who want to BAN gas-powered vehicles!"  I found that insightful, since it seems 

to reveal not being well informed along with a hint of desperation.  Adopting the rules 

means we are making the decision about what to include.  In other words, we are 

following their guidance about what seems reasonable.  It's a template.  When California 

makes a change of some sort to those rules, we have the option to repeat the adoption 

process.  The decision whether to accept all or part is the process.  It's not automatic.  The 

effort now is to accept this first stage, which currently does not enforce any type of ban.  It 

may in the future, but that's not what is being considered right now.  It could come 

later.  That's what dealers fear.  They are fighting change.  Ugh. 
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3-05-2021 Agreement.  Very few are actually defending GM anymore.  They saw what happened 

and don't like it.  That's a profound change.  I had been attacked on a regular basis for 

sharing advice.  The same words result in very different responses now: "We rarely agree, 

but fully with you here! GM's engineering has done excellent work, but management never 

tried to actually sell it."  That was what I got from the previous post.  He went on to add: 

"And of course, the Volt drivetrain would have done very well in a mid-size 

vehicle."  That's agreement to what I have been saying all along and continue to say.  But 

this time, there's the added twist of including a reflection back on that history: 

 

I would like to know what you didn't agree with... perhaps it was my approach... since I 

have been saying the same thing for nearly 11 years... to the point of ad nauseam.  In fact, 

I did a search for "too little, too slowly" and got 220 returns where I posted that exact 

phrase on this very topic. 

 

Back when GM had tax-credits still, they could do no wrong.  Enablers led management 

right off a cliff.  All that great engineering was wasted.  There was a lot of 

opportunity.  Some people got angry at me for warning about what is now so obvious. 

 

That begs the question of how GM can recover at this point without serious 

sacrifice.  Selling a BEV model of Equinox on the same showroom floor as a traditional 

model of Equinox is a monumental undertaking. But that is the very corner executives at 

GM back themselves into. 

 

It would have been so much easier years back when GM was actually ahead of the market, 

no competition.  Now, they are realizing there is far more to selling plug-in vehicles than 

just adding a plug.  It is a fundamental mistake business students are taught to avoid in 

Economics 101: diversification. 

 

Failing to spread their technology to other vehicles was terrible decision made way back 

when gen-1 sales struggle became a really big problem. Rather than try another vehicle 

style, GM invested heavily making the compact hatchback supposedly better.  It wasn't a 

SUV.  Why? 

 

We all know the answer to that question now.  GM was still following profit, afraid to 

alter their fragile source of sustainable income.  Volt remained a side project as a result, 

not an investment in change.  And unfortunately, Bolt has barely evolved.  In fact, it still 

doesn't appear to be profitable. 

 

Ultium could be really nice, but the first vehicle using it doesn't target GM core audience 

either.  In fact, it is yet another effort to stir conquest sales.  Hummer is of zero interest to 

someone looking to replace their aged Equinox. 

That brings us back, full circle, to the concern about speed.  What if GM allows 

opportunity to slip by again? 
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3-05-2021 Asking Questions.  I do.  I wanted to know with absolute certainty if the California rules 

being adopted by Minnesota were selected from a point in time, as if a specific version 

was being reviewed, revised, and approved.  That was indeed the case.  I got solid 

confirmation straight from one of the leading players.  He was quick to answer 

too.  Getting to ask questions directly like that is wonderful.  It provides us with 

ammunition to deal with the false claims being spread.  In this case, it was a push to scare 

people by making them believe something that simply wasn't true.  He's what I 

asked:  Does the current set of rules being adopted even include any type of ban?  Talk of 

that didn't emerge until long after the Minnesota adoption effort began.  To include that 

new language, a next stage proposal would need to be introduced.  Right? 

3-05-2021 Learning The Hard Way.  It's quite vindicating to find more and more people joining 

your side.  There should never have been sides anyway.  Remember how it all started?  I 

was looking for allies, others who shared the same concern for cleaner emissions and 

reduced dependency.  When Volt came along, the conflicts with GM grew way out of 

control, resulting in a barrier... which still exists to this day.  Fortunately, some of those 

walls enthusiasts created fell apart when Volt died.  Now, it's a matter of making due with 

the pieces and fixing the collateral damage.  Getting agreement with many of my recent 

posts is a good sign.  They are finally listening.  Woohoo!  This was the latest: 

 

GM is learning the hard way how difficult it is to convince those who carry their product 

to actually want to sell it.  I ordered my Prius online 18 years ago.  On 7/2/2003, the 

purchase request was submitted from my computer at home.  18 years later, GM is finally 

coming to realize there's more to the process than just hoping for the best from their 

dealers. 

 

Toyota actually knew even further back how vital it was to promote the technology 

itself.  Way back in late 2000, dealers were required to keep one in stock for 90 days prior 

to selling it.  That equated to always having a demo-model available.  Prius were also used 

at TRAC (Toyota-Rent-A-Car) vehicles and repair loaners.  So, there was opportunity for 

consumer exposure that way as well. 

It's really sad GM neglected so much of the business itself in the pursuit of conquest 

sales.  Fortunately, they finally woke up to address the problem.  Unfortunately, it is going 

to be much harder as a result of allowing their own dealers to become complacent about 

the technology. 
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3-06-2021 Road Trip.  It was 129 miles of travel, each way.  That's quite the escape during a 

pandemic.  I had an opportunity to take photos of some wildlife (fox & coyote).  Heading 

up north to a refuge ended up being the perfect road trip.  We had a great time.  There was 

a small group of us that met for that experience.  The weather was beautiful.  Warm 

enough to melt the rest of the snow late in the day, but still enough snow remaining to 

provide a great background.  There was a blue sky too.  The circumstances made it ideal 

timing.  Looking at my dashboard info, I can see a total of 257.7 miles driven for the 

day.  The average came to 57.8 MPG.  With the temperature below freezing driving there 

and only a little above on the way back, seeing such a nice efficiency result is reassurance 

of well thought out tech.  I look forward to taking longer road trips again, someday when 

we're finally past this unfortunate medical disaster.  But then again, maybe it will get 

people to think about what's really important.  A shift of priorities is necessary.  For me, 

I'm getting to enjoy more of nature.  My photography opportunities have expanded quite 

over the past year. 

3-07-2021 Grrrr.  What would your response be to reading: "The fact that hybrids and EVs running 

on coal-heavy electricity are in the same ballpark should give people some pause."  This is 

what I had to say about that:  It doesn't though.  In fact, that is commonly at the heart of 

why enthusiasts disparage Toyota.  Quite unlike early-adopters who actually exhibit 

critical thinking, enthusiasts simply don't have the patience or interest for addressing 

barriers.  They want certain tech to be rolled out regardless of negative 

impact.  Thankfully, Toyota has never allowed enthusiast hype to get in the way of doing 

things right.  That approach of comprehensively dealing with all aspects of impact prior to 

committing high-volume production out irritates the heck out of enthusiasts.  But it doesn't 

matter, since they aren't the audience.  Succumbing to hype and short-term gains is of no 

interest to Toyota.  Their loyal customers want the opposite, something thoroughly refined 

in every regard... including stuff like charging.  Antagonists are well aware of that and 

exploit it as a supposed weakness.  Sadly, we are seeing that now playing out in 

Minnesota, as the California rule adoption is being finalized.  Outright lies are being 

spread about intent & outcome.  That reveals talk about "truth" and supporting data 

haven't worked.  People don't pause.  In general, most tend to respond with knee-jerk 

reaction and basically no thought.  In other words, those of us who started with "Ugh" 

reactions to that nonsense are now changing to "Grrrr!"  The propaganda to resist change 

is ramping up as the pressure builds on the status quo. 
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3-07-2021 Speed vs. Quantity.  The classic issue still doesn't get much... if any... attention: "Is GM 

going to upgrade the DCFC to be competitive in 2021 with 125KW charge rate?  If not, 

then this is not going to sell and it's going to be sitting in a lot of dealer lots."  That comes 

off as a dismissal, with the perspective of necessity.  In other words, it is a masked Want 

vs. Need situation.  They want faster, but cannot justify why.  In fact, most don't either 

bother to provide a reason.  I fired back this time with:  It is still very much just wild 

speculation that SPEED will be more of a purchase priority than QUANTITY.  History 

clearly contradicts such an assertion.  Think about the expense of setting up DCFC in a 

parking lot.  Consider how the decision would be made between those priorities.  What 

would be more important for the provider, to attract more users or only a few?  Seeing the 

bank of chargers filled with vehicle maxing out tier-1 speed (50 kW), happily in your 

place of business spending money while they wait, makes far more sense than opportunity 

potentially lost from those unwilling to get in line to be the next 125 kW recipient.  Think 

about cost per charge.  It's not arbitrary why tier-1 rates are lower.  The amount of 

electricity being pulled makes a big difference.  It's a matter of hardware & service 

cost.  Shooting for the 50 kW threshold makes sense.  This is simple math.  With 480-volt 

service, a 100-amp line will deliver 48 kW.  There is also the reality of how much the DC-

converter units cost.  A business will favor continuous predictable use rather than random 

high draws to justify the purchase.  You want something to attract & retain customers... 

and the automakers are well aware of that... whether enthusiasts are or not.  Put another 

way, consumers will look at it from the perspective of whether or not a charger will be 

available more so than how much time it takes. 

3-08-2021 Major Barriers.  Rather than actually addressing problems, we're still getting nonsense 

like this: "Weak - they have no viable BEV option - Toyota is toast.  Desperation is setting 

in as they missed the boat.  These clowns always try to talk their way out or rationalize 

their shortcomings."  Those types of claims always make me wonder how poorly informed 

the person truly is.  Are they clueless as to how the technology is designed & operates, or 

do they just not care to be honest?  It's the same old baseless claims and childish 

insults.  You have to wonder if they truly believe the rhetoric will work.  You can't fool all 

the people all the time.  Ugh.  It's their loss.  Meanwhile, I point out why:  Anyone taking 

the market seriously will see major barriers still for BEV acceptance by ordinary 

consumers.  A platform like RAV4 offering a plug is the best of both worlds.  You get 

your guzzler form-factor without guzzling.  So what if the engine runs after 42 miles of 

EV driving?  From nothing but overnight charging, that adds up to over 15,000 electric 

miles per year, while at the same time helping Toyota refine the tech.  In other words, 

using the word "viable" reveals who is really desperate.  Notice how Prius Prime has been 

on the road for 4 years and its operation record great?  All those EV miles being well 

proven prior to a BEV option widely offered.  Toyota has moved so far beyond "viable" 

that there is nothing to show they won't do just fine.  Toyota's EV tech works.  A few 

years from now, those BEV platforms being shown as prototypes now will be ready for 

high-volume production.  Refinement to get costs down is the step Toyota is already well 

into.  Current PHEV offerings not only help that process along, they also set the stage for 

BEV purchase.  A household with a PHEV already are far more likely to have the 

replacement of their second vehicle be a BEV.  Put another way, your assessment of 

"weak" really doesn't look far enough forward.  Progress is not the measure of picked low-

hanging-fruit.  Selling to mainstream shoppers is far more difficult than appealing to early-

adopters.  Know your audience. 
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3-08-2021 Unaware Of The Past?  You gotta like this: "Did it happen?"  Sometimes, the person 

really is clueless.  A nicer way to put that is saying they were naive.  That is acceptable, if 

they respond accordingly.  Someone close-minded or with a motive to undermine will 

dismiss the fact.  It's not always in the form of an argumentative reply.  It can be an 

avoidance in future posts.  Discovering their mistake, they'll do their best to divert the 

discussion in another direction.  I watch for stuff like that.  In this case, I didn't get any of 

those vibes.  The impression was he simply had no background.  That entire history was 

an unknown to him.  That's quite reasonable.  In fact, I expect that to be extremely 

common.  What I don't expect is an ask for confirmation.  That's very nice.  It's what I got 

this time.  So, I provided one:  It didn't matter.  Toyota was ramping up hybrid production 

on a scale much faster than anyone anticipated.  Approaching the end of 2006, you could 

see the projection of 300,000 to be produced in 2007 as quite realistic.  That shook the 

industry to its core... then came the economic collapse. 

3-09-2021 Well Prepared.  Chip shortages are making the news.  Lack of supply is hitting every 

automaker hard, except Toyota.  That catastrophe in Japan almost exactly 10 years ago (2 

days from now is the anniversary of that major earthquake) resulted in Toyota coming up 

with a robust BCP (Business Continuity Plan).  That's are absolutely vital.  In fact, we had 

one at work.  It took years to establish... but paid off immensely last year, when the 

pandemic forced lock-downs and everyone was forced to work from home.  With the 

situation now for vehicle production, preparing ahead of time for demand to continue 

within incoming supply should have been a priority.  It wasn't for others.  Toyota 

negotiated contracts for suppliers to be able to continue even without capacity to 

produce.  That meant finding a way to stockpile in a smart manner.  They were required to 

have anywhere from 2 to 6 months available.  That business decision is really paying off 

now.  Disruption is significant for VW, GM, Ford, Honda, and Stellantis.  They have been 

forced to slow or suspend some production; meanwhile. Toyota has raised vehicle output 

for this month and raised their earning forecast for the year.  It is an unusual, yet 

predictable, situation.  There is a cost to any type of stockpiling arrangement, but that 

came ultimately build a strong return for both parties.  The predicament now is 

demonstrating how important it is to place value on planning for uncertain times.  Change 

happens, whether you are prepared for it or not.  It's like science; you are bound to its 

reality whether you believe it or not. 
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3-10-2021 Understanding Priorities.  We see a lot of articles that are really click-bait, written to 

attract readers & comment without really having any constructive intent.  They are 

basically entertainment for those seeking green topics.  Buried within, you'll sometimes 

find a claim that doesn't have any basis on the market it claims.  For example: "The 

biggest reason more people have not adopted an EV is the charge time.  I do not care who 

you are; you have to plan your trip around charging is inconvenient.  Is there anything 

wrong with planning your trip?  No, there is not, but 45 minutes to wait for a partial 

charge is a lifetime if you want to get to your destination."  That is absurd, since there are 

really a variety of reasons with none really being paramount.  Price is obviously in that 

mix... with lower being vital.  Speed is another... but faster isn't necessarily better.  I had to 

point that out to this supposed expert writing about plug-in vehicles:  That assertion about 

time to recharge while on a road-trip feeds a misconception.  Many will argue (know your 

audience) it isn't the biggest reason for not adopting EV tech.  When we do our 700-mile 

drive to see the kids, concern is about being able to find a spot to recharge... not how long 

it will take.  In other words, we take an hour-long break during the trip anyway.  We need 

to eat, stretch, and take a mental break.  Having a fast-charger available when we pull into 

the parking lot ranks top priority.  It doesn't need to be superfast.  It just needs to be there 

for us to immediately use.  In other words, I'm pointing out that a large bank of 50kW 

chargers is far more important than a handful delivering power faster.  A vehicle able to 

accept the 50 kW rate the entire duration would end up with 50 kW of electricity during 

that hour we spend in the restaurant.  At a consumption-rate of 3.5 kWh/100mi, that's 175 

miles of capacity. (Non-Highway travel would provide greater distance, since slower 

driving is more efficient.)  Knowing this, ask yourself how often someone takes a road-trip 

with all-day driving.  You'll notice that example is uncommon.  It happens, but no where 

near as often as the "biggest reason" seems to imply.  Waiting at a guaranteed recharge 

location, with plugging in available immediately, is far more important than the supposed 

"lifetime" that was asserted. 
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3-10-2021 Toyota X Prologue.  Looks like Toyota has some type of announcement coming next 

week, right on time for the usual "Earth Day" support.  Expectations are that it will be a 

BEV.  So naturally it triggered a bunch of, since such an all-electric offering will wreck 

the antagonist narrative.  This is what feed that nonsense, in the article itself: "Toyota is 

quite late to the EV game, even though, as previously stated, it was a leader in vehicle 

electrification.  And it still is a leader when it comes to non-plug-in hybrids, but it really 

needs to step up its EV effort in order to not risk being left behind even more."  News 

sources thrive on people posting comments.  So bait like that is too good to resist.  I fired 

back with:  Toyota doesn't play the early-adopter game.  Time spent catering to enthusiasts 

is of no interest to them.  Their development targets their own showroom shoppers.  So no 

matter how much of the "behind" narrative is spread online, it simply makes no 

difference.  That audience isn't ever reached by enthusiast criteria.  This is why we have 

seen many examples over the years of limited rollout... followed by demands of early-

adopters falling on deaf ears.  They know their audience.  Aspects of design gain real-

world experience for the sake of building a high-volume product later.  Exploiting green 

praise, as do many other legacy automakers, is not a priority.  Anyone taking the time to 

research what Toyota actually has rolled out, sees pieces of the puzzle coming into 

place.  They are refining bits of tech while setting the stage for dealer acceptance.  Notice 

how easy it is to sell a RAV4 Prime?  So what if there isn't a BEV in this market yet.  The 

full EV driving experience is already being demonstrated here to salesperson & 

consumer.  In short, Toyota is a juggernaut preparing to for growth beyond the low-

hanging fruit everyone else is still focused. 

3-10-2021 Setting The Stage.  Thriving on hype is far from new.  We saw that long before Volt was 

rolled out.  They learned nothing from Two-Mode and repeated the same mistakes all over 

again.  No matter how many times that gets pointed out, enthusiasts simply don't care.  So, 

it's this familiar nonsense:  Focusing entirely a single attribute of design is a common flaw 

among online discussion.  Someone tosses out a perceived shortcoming and group-think 

takes over.  Absence of consideration for the rest of what's needed is quite telling.  Look at 

how well refined Toyota's software already is.... how Prius Prime has been delivering EV 

drive for over 4 years now without even a tiny hiccup.... motor... controllers... battery... 

heat-pump... electric A/C... all proving robust and quite capable.  Heck, Toyota even 

branched out to real-world test carbon-fiber.  Few even realize that complex shape of the 

hatch lid is not framed with metal.  It's something proven already, potentially putting 

Toyota ahead of other automakers in the quest to make next-gen BEV stronger and lighter 

weight.  No amount of spin or distraction will take away from those efforts.  They are 

long-term investments not apparent to those hyping a single attribute. 
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3-10-2021 Some Never Learn.  I find it truly remarkable how well the pattern repeats.  I see the 

same thing with Volt now happening again.  I would point out the past with Two-Mode, 

drawing attention to the repetition, yet it continues.  Regardless of what you say, they have 

already made up their mind.  Every now and then you score a win though.  I push for that, 

hoping they'll back themselves into a corner.  Put another way, the enthusiast absolutely 

refuses to accept that reality that they don't represent ordinary consumers.  It's that 

simple.  Their priorities tend to obsess with a particular trait.  Mainstream shoppers seek 

out balance.  That's a contradictory stance they cannot see... hence the repetition.  Same 

trap every time.  Ugh.  My reply this time was brief:  That would be confirmation of the 

perspective noted in the previous post, where focus is entirely on a single attribute of 

design... a trap enthusiasts often fall into.  Such fundamental mistakes of how long-term, 

sustainable business is achieved get repeated frequently.  Some never learn from history. 

3-10-2021 In The Game.  The post in return was: "I would rather be the enthusiast actually in the 

game, with my foot in the door with real sales and real contracts with real 

relationships..."  Not understanding what that means is the backing into a corner.  He was 

mocking & belittling hybrids to such an extreme in posts to others, it was obvious he had 

no idea Toyota actually offered a variety of plug-in vehicles already.  Checkmate!  I 

suspect the post to follow this one to be an abrupt change of focus to some other 

narrative.  That's a dead giveaway of being an antagonist, where motive is to 

undermine.  If this was all just a big misunderstanding from having been poorly informed, 

you would get a very different response to:  Pretend all you want that EV drive from 

RAV4 Prime, Prius Prime, Corolla PHEV, CH-R BEV and UX300e aren't real sales and 

real contracts with real relationships.  Since you aren't the targeted audience, it doesn't 

matter anyway. 

3-11-2021 Sure Enough.  It played out exactly as predicted:  That's called moving goal-posts.  You 

went from spinning a narrative that Toyota was betting the farm on hybrids, that they were 

hopelessly behind, to discovering they had mature EV tech rolled out already.  Initial 

rollouts being low-volume is a practice followed by most automakers.  They feel out the 

market with that offering to determine what the next steps should be. (VW is an exception 

of course, since they got caught in an emissions scandal and penalty has been 

forced.)  Having a plan that measures market response prior to committing to any 

particular build is sensible business.  It's only enthusiasts who push a supposed necessity 

for rolling out as fast as possible.  Consequences of poor targeting can be massive.  Volt 

was a historic example of that being a terrible business decision.  The point is, simply 

pushing for more doesn't mean change will happen.  We watched conquest sales become a 

massive waste of opportunity. Toyota is not going down that road.  They know better... 

and couldn't care less about narratives of compliance or being behind. 
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3-12-2021 Growing Denial.  The reality that hydrogen will co-exist with batteries is starting to sink 

in.  You can tell by the attitude increase from BEV purist.  They clearly cannot handle 

non-binary conditions.  The complexity of multiple green solutions interplaying is too 

difficult for them to promote.  That should be no surprise, since even just promoting BEV 

itself has been a major problem.  Oh well.  They can figure it out.  Meanwhile, I pointed 

out:  Denial of hydrogen's future is basically the same thing we saw all along with diesel 

prior to the scandal.  It was used on a massive scale in several industries, but only 

modestly for personal transport.  As was already pointed out, there will be a wide variety 

of commercial vehicles using it.  How will that be any different?  The most telling is when 

a BEV advocate argues hydrogen is only an energy carrier, not an energy source, then at 

the same time they pretend that isn't also true for the battery-pack in their plug-in 

vehicle.  Ironically, storage of green electricity becomes a problem on the macro 

scale.  Hydrogen could be the complementary technology for that storage.  Think about 

how much more likely the oil industry is to invest in that solution than to somehow 

provide massive facilities with battery-banks.  Look at it this way, a basic fuel-cell unit 

can currently deliver a sustained 100 kW output in 44 seconds.  Think about that in terms 

of cost from the point-of-view for a large lot of DC fast-charger expenses.  Most operate at 

a loss due in large part to the infrastructure needed to provide a massive amount of 

electricity at all times. That's a costly requirement hydrogen could help alleviate. It could 

be supplied locally too.  Reality is, hydrogen production, storage, and use will continue to 

evolve... making its potential even more difficult to deny.  It will co-exist with batteries. 

3-12-2021 Growing Desperation.  Usually, the BEV purists use hydrogen as a scapegoat... a reason 

to attack Toyota... as a distraction from their own problems.  It's not working out for them 

anymore.  Now, they are having a hard time running away from the topic.  In fact, it is 

turning into an issue for that.  As a result, there's a lot more spin.  They'll try anything to 

get back to their own status quo.  It's not working though:  That misses the point.  From 

the perspective you are presenting, the impression is that the technology is exclusively for 

personal vehicles.  Some would call exclusion of everything else a narrative. Leaving out 

the rest of Toyota's business is extremely misleading.  In other words, Toyota is taking 

some money they would have otherwise used for development in larger format studies and 

using this way instead.  Think of how much easier it is to scale up and how much wider a 

variety of real-world data that can get from such an approach.  It's a brilliant means of 

getting ordinary people to not only participate in the effort, they are also building up real-

world confidence in the technology itself.  For starts, think about how useful portable 

commercial power units can be.  When setting up new construction or simply needing a lot 

of electricity at the location of a disaster... where there isn't any infrastructure 

available.  Do we really want to continue using diesel? Wouldn't hydrogen make far more 

sense?  Claims of hopelessly non-viable or unsustainable ramped up are quite unfounded. 
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3-12-2021 Wrong!  It's rather amusing when the antagonist just gives up.  Rather than admit defeat, 

they declare victory.  It makes no sense at all.  But when you have nothing to lose, why 

not yell out "squirrel" then point to see what happens.  Moves like that provide 

confirmation of failure.  They don't recognize such an obvious sign of defeat though... 

since they have convince themselves as being correct.  Oh well, eventually reality catches 

up to them.  In the meantime, I keep providing reminders of what is what:  That "admit 

they got it wrong" stance is based on what?  It's like awarding final grades to students the 

first week into a semester of class.  To draw a conclusion, some type of milestone needs to 

be crossed.  What is it?  We're still in the early-adopter phase, which is clearly defined by 

subsidized sales.  Ordinary consumers are not seeing plug-in choices on showroom floors 

either.  There is no direct competition with traditional offerings yet.  Not liking the 

approach does not make it wrong.  So what if Toyota invested in Mirai?  It's not like the 

BEV offerings to come won't benefit.  They share the same EV components.  Heck, we are 

already seeing evidence of mutual gain from the PHEV offerings... which would indicate a 

"right". 

3-13-2021 Rant For Rant.  It's easy to do a tit-for-tat online.  In fact, if they continue long enough, 

posts tend to end up almost doing that on their own.  A way to combat that is to crank up 

the rhetoric... kind of like a controlled burn.  You throw out points out there to overwhelm 

& confuse, exactly like they are doing... but with facts instead of their fiction.  Anywho, I 

fired back with:  As for your continued comparisons between installation of a few level-2 

chargers and the necessity for on-site hydrogen electrolysis equipment, I don't know how 

to express the absurdity of such an intentionally misleading rant.  Mislead #1. There has 

never been any mention whatsoever by anyone about being required to produce hydrogen 

at the same location it is distributed to consumers.  That's totally unrealistic.  It's like 

stating the refinement of oil to gas must take place at the gas station.  That just plain does 

not make any sense.  The green hydrogen economy will evolve to have some type of 

nearby local production to create local employment and reduce outside dependence.  Then 

local transport via truck or pipe will carry it to the distributor.  Not addressing this is 

wrong.  Mislead #2. It is a blatant misrepresentation of fueling need to pretend level-2 

chargers, which is maximum rate of 7.2 kW for the bulk of BEV choices currently 

available, to DC fast-chargers.  For the provision of direct-current electricity, local 

production is required.  Haven't you ever noticed that massive converter-box next to a 

bank of chargers?  They require AC to be converted to DC.  The cost & placement of that 

equipment continues to be ignored.  Mislead #3. Issue at hand is scale.  Micro arguments 

don't always apply to Macro economic challenges.  That is certainly the case here.  This is 

where refueling logistics come into play.  Catering to just early-adopters meant only 

offering a small number of fueling connections.  How will scaling up of fast-chargers 

differ from hydrogen?  There's a very real problem dumping retail, housing, and trucking 

locations all into the same category.  They serve very different needs and the solutions for 

DC would not the same as hydrogen.  In short, you are attempting to trivialize the 

discussion. That evade from detail is a dead giveaway the situation is not being taken 

seriously.  It's far to easy to enable group-think error when doing that, especially with 

online exchanges in a blog. 
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3-13-2021 Yes, But.  Some obsess with a single trait to such an extreme, they have a very difficult 

time even recognizing other perspectives exist.  "Yes, but there are good clean cheap 

efficient ways of generating electricity.  There are not good clean cheap EFFICIENT ways 

of making H2."  Since when is cost the absolute essential, must be minimized to the 

extreme, requirement for energy storage, transfer, and use?  For example, look at the 

common 2050 goal of being carbon-neutral.  No part of that target requires the most 

efficient means of achieving it.  The target is to prevent making the situation any 

worse.  It's like spending each paycheck as soon as you get paid.  That's far from an ideal, 

but it is much better than incurring any debt.  That's a good goal for not making Climate 

Change any worse.  We'll figure out how to reverse it later.  But in the meantime, 

addressing dramatic population growth and ending the use of non-renewable fuels is 

vital.  Damage control must start somehow.  Not being the most efficient is something we 

deal with everyday anyway.  We know the solar-panels and wind-turbines of today could 

be better.  For now though, they are enough to combat the problems we immediately 

face.  If we do well, our children will be well educated and able to take it the next step 

forward.  Showing the adults today is an entirely different matter.  Some don't really even 

understand the issue:  That completely misses the point.  Inefficient storage can still be a 

win over expensive storage.  Batteries don't last forever.  Someone must purchase, 

maintain, and replace them.  Hydrogen tanks last how much longer and can take how 

much more of a beating?  In other words, there are a variety of goals.  Durability could 

very well be the winning factor over both efficiency & cost.  This is why the situation 

extends far beyond just the focus on "car" hype.  We have both green sources able to 

provide more electricity than the grid can handle.  Our grids have proven fragile 

anyway.  How will that excess power be stored?  Small stations spread across the land 

makes far more sense than depending entirely on massive warehouse storage 

somewhere.  Put it this way.  When you respond with "Yes, but" you can expect a lot of 

pushback.  Such a dismissive response is not helpful to move us forward.  In fact, you are 

enabling others to maintain the status quo. 
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3-13-2021 Recharge Speed.  Some have an extremely difficult time recognizing the difference 

between a first-of-its-kind offering and when something like that becomes standard.  The 

timeline is very, very lengthy and far from predictable.  Examples are abundant too.  The 

most obvious is what most of use with plug-in vehicles face every time we plug in... level-

2 speed.  Despite having been available for over a decade, the slowly 3.3 kW is more 

common.  The faster 6.6 kW should have become the norm many years ago; yet, it has 

not.  Support at your home is matter of having a 40-amp breaker instead of 20-amp.  That 

shouldn't be a big deal.  How come it still is?  No one ever asks that question though.  The 

automakers know.  They are well aware of the shortcomings many have in their 

households.  I see countless posts where the owner is using an existing 20-amp outlet for 

their car.  That's the best they could do.  They'll get by with the slower connection for 

year, perhaps the entire lifetime of that vehicle.  Upgrading the outlet to 40-amp likely 

won't happen until the next vehicle, either replacement or second.  Again, the automakers 

know this.  Enthusiasts either don't or are in denial of the situation.  So, we end up with the 

faster as an upgrade option for now.  That blindness to the situation leads to comments 

like this: "EVs are approaching this refueling speed."  It's like telling someone about 5G 

service.  They'll understand some of the benefits, but not even bother to research until time 

comes to upgrade.  And at that point, it still comes down to how much it will cost.  I keep 

my responses to challenges of rolling out faster recharging speed simple, for now.  If you 

argue too much, some come to believe you are against plugging in.  They don't understand 

why I would present such unpleasant information.  Avoidance of stuff like that is why they 

wear rose-colored glasses.  Ugh.  Oh well.  All you can to is point out what they are not 

seeing, as I did today:  Solving that challenge of refueling speed is only one step along a 

multi-step change.  Delivering the needed electricity to the station for charging presents an 

entirely new list of challenges.  It's the classic lab verses real-world delay.  Scaling up into 

far less controlled conditions takes time... a lot of time. 
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3-14-2021 Toyota Research.  They study the market extensively.  In fact, we got confirmation to an 

extreme once.  Someone innocently discovered a marketing firm Toyota had hired to 

collect information did not protect a server that had were storing data on.  The research 

was about online discussions.  They wanted to know what owners, supporters, and 

enthusiasts were saying about Prius.  So when one of those individuals did a search for the 

same thing, that unsecured data was revealed what a search-engine has just naturally found 

while scanning internet activity.  We got a chance to find out what was being said about 

us.  It was very eye-opening to encounter such a wealth of feedback in both 

directions.  We were directly provided marketing material in some cases.  Of course, I 

later encountered a corporate Toyota trainer who thanked us for that.  So, we all knew it 

was an effective means of sharing.  But then again, you must understand what the data is 

telling you.  That's something GM failed at.  Thankfully, that is out in the open too... as 

this expresses: "Toyota may know their customers better than EV owners appreciate."  It is 

a sentiment you most definitely won't hear from GM customers.  From Volt & Bolt 

owners, there is a technical appreciation, but that's where it ends.  There's rarely anything 

beyond that.  In fact, there are often complaints about creature-comforts and operation of 

the vehicle... which is what Toyota also does well with: "Toyota builds cars for people 

who don't like cars or driving so they'll be the last adopters of anything 

edgy."  Understanding how to appeal to those buyers is far more difficult than enticing an 

early-adopter with government subsidies.  Ugh.  I posted this in response:  "Know your 

audience" has been a source of enthusiast irritation for nearly a decade now.  It came about 

when support for Volt didn't make any progress.  Those "EV owners" of the time simply 

didn't understand that great engineering alone isn't enough to reach ordinary 

consumers.  It's a hard lesson to learn when you deny for years that early-adopter priorities 

are fundamentally different than mainstream shoppers.  Toyota knows this well.  That is 

why Prius beat the odds to such an extreme and now RAV4 Prime is disrupting the status 

quo.  As for adopting something edgy, that's a perception issue.  Toyota shoppers do, but 

the tech is well hidden.  Prius has introduced a wide array of things well ahead of its 

time... but in such a subtle way, it barely gets noticed... so much so, readers of this are 

likely scratching their heads trying to figure out what. 

3-14-2021 Software Oops!  I found this quite interesting: "During a recent meeting with his team, 

Diess said VW must develop its own in-house software to solve problems and move 

forward."  I posted my reaction to that in the comments of an article featuring the 

topic:  How many times has it been pointed out that there's more to a platform than just the 

hardware, that strong software foundation is vital component to long-term success?  Don't 

listen to the experts. Audience members pushing a group-think narrative supposedly know 

better.  Ugh.  Countless attempts to get countless enthusiasts to look beyond engineering 

basics, to focus beyond just speed & power, fell on deaf ears.  It was far easier to label a 

sensible approach like Toyota as "behind" to make themselves feel accomplished than to 

face the reality of having made a fundamental mistake.  Looking back to 2017, it is now 

clear to see Toyota had rolled out what they evolved into mature software. It was a full EV 

software system operating already well developed, which they quietly did in-house.  Since 

then, the success of that well refined programming code has paved the way for PHEV like 

RAV4 Prime and BEV like UX300e.  It is a bittersweet reality to realizing what had been 

labeled with a stigma, casted away as a waste of effort, was actually a guide to reaching 

the masses.  Oops! 
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3-14-2021 Litigation.  It's gets ugly.  It's wastes time.  It's diverts resources.  It's really 

unfortunate.  It's reality.  So when Toyota steps aside to avoid it, knowing it would be a 

futile endeavor, they get labeled as being part of the opposition.  This is how the spin 

works.  When an enthusiasts dislikes something, they sometimes become an 

antagonist.  By making up something, repeating it relentlessly, they don't even need 

substance to back their claim.  The message becomes a familiar sentiment which feeds the 

overall narrative.  They validate themselves to feel better, to have a sense of 

accomplishment.  It's false, but they don't care.  Toyota's unwillingness to fight, to just 

wait until it actually made sense to take a stance was unacceptable.  The fact that whatever 

they said wouldn't have listened to anyway didn't matter.  The fact that actions of those 

forcing rollbacks would do anyway didn't matter.  The fact that the fight would have been 

for goals to weak to make a difference anyway didn't matter.  They just wanted Toyota to 

fight.  That is the opposite of missed opportunity.  Why consume so much to achieve so 

little?  Real change requires fundamental rethinks.  Simply pushing new tech is not 

that.  It's like building a new house on a crumbling foundation.  Enthusiasts refuse to study 

the business though.  They honestly believe technology alone is enough.  Ugh.  I kept my 

response to today's nonsense brief:  Not wanting to get tied up with litigation by avoiding 

any fight involving the administration of that time is now revealing itself as a wise 

decision.  In other words, Toyota's choice to wait prevented giving antagonists exactly 

what they wanted.  Instead, the legacy automaker just waited until the next administration 

took over.  Now, the real fight begins and they have had a chance to demonstrate their 

BEV potential.  The narrative of resistance is losing merit. 

3-14-2021 What Attack?  Supposedly there was an attack on the upcoming efficiency mandate and 

Toyota was a part of it.  When was it?  How did it happen?  What was the outcome?  Now 

having anything actually change doesn't really support the claim of an attack.  That's what 

antagonists determined to undermine Toyota are claiming though.  Absence of substance 

is troubling, especially when you see some websites now pandering to the narrative.  They 

thrive on the traffic it draws to their site.  Some of the article titles are obvious click-bait 

too.  You open the link to read about something and it ends up being something else.  But 

since most aren't looking for substance anyway, that compete lack of merit doesn't 

matter.  We are definitely entering a troubled stage.  That was quite predictable 

though.  It's the inevitable outcome of movement forward.  When you progress, the 

someone who gets left behind will so upset in some manner.  In this case, it gets especially 

complicated.  If you don't pay attention, you may not even realize what the fight is actually 

about... as we with this.  I asked questions and got nothing but rhetoric in return... no 

answers.  So, I ended up posting this:  Toyota knew it was a bluff all along, just another 

empty threat.  Sure enough, nothing happened.  In other words, they had enough sense to 

simply just wait it out.  Those of us who have been watching California rules play out saw 

that the true pressure wasn't actually coming from the administration.  It was a large 

coalition of legacy dealers with a strong backing from the oil industry.  Our brainless ex-

president was just a babbling fool, not worth the time.  And again, nothing became of 

it.  There was no CARB overrule.  Here in Minnesota, we were well informed of the real 

fight.  We are inching closer & closer to a final ruling, which would allow us to become 

the first state in the Midwest to adopt California rules.  In short, there was no 

attack.  Toyota just kept moving forward with more rollout of their EV tech. 
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3-14-2021 Motive.  It's all about trying to convey a message.  Are they pushing a false narrative or 

trying to validate actual goals?  This particular claim was obvious: "They are trying to 

destroy the air-quality in America now."  That's absurd.  Seeing some automakers who 

don't care is one thing, but who would go out of their way to intentionally damage 

something?  Intent costs money.  Wasting it on something that would provide no return 

makes now sense.  A motive of greed is entirely different.  In the form of what we have 

actually seen, that's easy.  It has been the pursuit of maximum profit for minimum 

effort.  That still requires investment to some degree.  It doesn't just magically 

happen.  That's why seeing Toyota strive to change dealers without pushing directly 

difficult to deny.  Why would so much effort to achieve a subtle approach be 

undertaken?  Making a RAV4 into a plug-in hybrid without fundamentally changing the 

ownership experience takes a massive amount of work.  I see that type of appeal as a 

major challenge from my career as a software engineer.  There's a big payoff from being 

subtle.  It requires maximum effort though.  Enthusiasts typically lack that wisdom.  They 

don't have 3 decades of experience to leverage.  I do.  I also know a lot of experts to 

confirm my research.  It also starts with motive.  You state goals.  In fact, that is why I 

continue to push messaging.  Once you know audience, what do you tell them?  Here's 

how that discussion is advancing:  The narrative that RAV4 Prime isn't an effort to change 

dealers fiercely against anything to alter the status quo reveals a blindness to what the true 

problem is.  Rollout of that vehicle has upset the balance, showing this incredibly stubborn 

market that 15,000 miles of EV annually from nothing but overnight charging with a 120-

volt outlet is very realistic.  That's a paradigm-shift playing out right before your 

eyes.  Toyota found a way to appeal to ever the most resistant.  No other legacy automaker 

has been able to reach that audience. 
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3-14-2021 Making a Point.  He nailed it with the first item of reasoning: "First, Toyota has done 

more to reduce automotive pollution from manufacturing to exhaust emissions to long 

lifespan."  It's nice to know others are seeing the bigger picture too.  The short-mindedness 

makes me crazy.  You get the impression they are considering long-term, when they 

mention 2035 on a regular basis.  But when it comes down to detail, there isn't any.  It falls 

apart after about 5 to 6 years, at best.  If they would sight targets, like Euro-7 standard for 

2025.  That next level of emission regulation will trigger change... but what?  If they don't 

even mention the new targets, is there any understanding of what those are attempting to 

achieve.  What is the desired outcome?  Toyota's has been to reduce emissions across their 

entire fleet.  That's not exciting.  A halo-vehicle featuring what they are capable to serve as 

a source of praise and a distraction from the rest of their production is what others do, not 

Toyota.  In fact, that's exactly what GM was guilty of... and may be again.  So, I draw 

attention to the acts of regulation, namely the one bypassing Congress.  Would it make 

any difference?  Remember, antagonists try to portray the situation as binary.  If you aren't 

in favor, you must be against.  That's not the way reality works.  It's usually not an 

either/or situation.  This certainly is the case.  There are other details being completely 

ignored.  I try to stir interest by drawing attention to the other factors involved.  They is 

more at play.  Here's what I posted:  That hits the heart of the issue.  The original plan in 

place was weak and automakers weren't making much progress with it.  So, the next stage 

wasn't going to accomplish much anyway.  Toyota knew more could be 

achieved.  Waiting to propose that after the administration change was a sensible 

move.  Pushing for even more would be realistic... knowing a Biden administration would 

actually be receptive.  Allowing the Trump move to simply die on the vine still makes 

sense.  It never ceases to amaze me how people just gloss over details.  It helps to feed a 

false narrative.  They see resistance to change as an act of weakness, even though those 

resisting are actually holding out to push for something greater.  Toyota wants greater 

change.  Toyota also wants plans to extend beyond the current end of 2026.  It's sad that so 

many others are just going with enablers, allowing a "good enough" plan to be followed 

instead. 

3-15-2021 Not a News Site.  We have been watching online resources fall apart.  They become bias 

eventually, catering to a opinion to grown & retain interest.  It's really sad.  The idea of 

journalism is dying... again.  We've seen this before.  It's a cycle.  However, it hasn't ever 

been this bad: "f** these companies."  That's what the author of the article on the green 

website posted in the comments about GM, FCA and Toyota.  He lost patience, 

succumbing to enthusiast rhetoric.  His loss of objectivity was quite obvious throughout 

article too.  It's a reflection of how divided some have become.  Rather than focusing on 

solutions for the masses that will actually appeal to dealers, they obsess with size & 

power.  It's the old nonsense still.  Ugh.  Of course, it's not all bad.  This may be an 

indication of some growing nervous.  They know sales a challenge and the situation will 

only get worse if Toyota's upcoming reveal ends up souring their milk.  It's a very real 

possibility.  Think about the audience. 
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3-15-2021 Bring On The Attacks.  The same old nonsense was indeed the theme today.  The insults 

& belittling, along with blatant mislead attempts, were all par for the course... very 

predictable.  I fired back with:  Impatience & Disinterest for the process to reach 

mainstream consumers is what separates an enthusiast from a supporter.  It's been the 

same way for the past 20 years. You see the market from an early-adopter 

perspective.  That's fine.  But telling us to "shove it" shows a complete lack of anything 

constructive.  Fortunately, the business world doesn't operate based on attitude like 

that.  This is why Toyota has thrived in the face of "inactivity" narratives.  They know how 

to reach their loyal customers.  They find ways to make the technology simple to 

understand and easy to adopt.  They also make it profitable.  What is most telling though 

is the cherry-picking of RAV4 data, the numbers you excluded. 26% of those sold here 

last year where hybrid models.  Toyota's supposed inactivity is really an effort to 

aggressively phaseout traditional offerings.  That's proving to their biggest barrier... their 

own dealers... that change is not something to be feared.  We all see you turning a blind 

eye to the other legacy automakers by focusing on Tesla instead.  No amount of insults or 

belittling will change that ability to reach audience like Toyota has.  They are well 

informed about how to target their market. 

3-15-2021 Outright Lies.  It's really difficult to know how to best respond to outright lies, especially 

when you are not aware of how poorly the poster is.  Sometimes, they are clueless.  Of 

course, you find out right away if they repeat it afterward.  In this case, it was: "What EV 

tech?  They have a badge engineered BEV in China because they are unable to produce 

one themselves."  Since anything with a plug is a "hybrid" can't possibly deliver an all-

electric drive is how they see the world, arguing is rather pointless.  Some never makes the 

leap to understand how the tech actually operates.  In this case, I said:  Info that's outdated 

& incomplete helps to tell the story of how narratives reinforced false realities.  There 

have been badging models in the past, but those are in addition to... not instead of.  Here's 

the true situation.  Mirai is what enthusiasts complain about, full EV propulsion 

supposedly wasted on a FCEV platform. Then there's Prius & RAV4 Prime, which deliver 

full EV propulsion using PHEV platforms.  Added recently to the diversification effort has 

been CH-R and UX300e models of BEV.  All these share the same EV tech built by 

Toyota.  It's a business approach to help bring about economy-of-scale benefits 

faster.  This is why claims online hold little merit.  Enthusiasts shoot themselves in the 

foot by not posting accurate info.  Whether intentional or mistaken, it's wrong. 
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3-15-2021 Deep Denial.  That's always part of the nonsense I have to deal with.  What's new though 

is the profanity.  This particular website isn't moderating posters, calling out what many 

would consider offensive.  It's the next stage of problem for a struggling media outlet... a 

milestone many come to regret.  That's when loyal participants start to leave.  Most people 

are not willing to put up with vulgar posts.  With so many other online choices, it's easy to 

go elsewhere.  I'm sticking around for obvious reasons.  This is where some of the best 

feedback and learning opportunities come from.  For example: "My 2006 Prius, after 

~180,000 miles, morphed into a 2020 Ioniq EV.  Mostly because the obstinate f$%kheads 

at Toyota didn't have anything compelling to offer.  14 years of treading water and zero 

innovation."  That's loaded with all kinds of problems.  Keeping a vehicle for that many 

years & miles provides a heck of an endorsement for reliability.  Choosing that particular 

vehicle as a replacement is especially ironic.  Offering only 170 miles isn't what anyone on 

that blog would consider compelling.  As for the imply of no progress, that's just plain 

stupid.  Who is he trying to convince?  I found it all absurd and kept my reply brief:  Zero 

innovation?  That's some rather serious denial.  From 2006 to 2020, Toyota's tech evolved 

from a midsize hatchback delivering 46 MPG to a large SUV with AWD and 2,500-pound 

towing delivering 42 miles of EV. 

3-15-2021 Priorities.  It just never ends.  They keep providing confirmation of denial and really 

messed up priorities.  But when it comes to personal attacks, what do they expect to 

accomplish?  A victory online doesn't achieve anything.  It has and always will be about 

sales.  Green praise isn't how you reduce emissions & consumption... which can be quite 

dull and unrewarding.  Enthusiasts don't get it though... hence being enthusiasts, rather 

than supporters.  A supporter will suck it up and accept what is needed to achieve 

change.  An enthusiast will spread hype to stir hope, betting their gamble will pay off.  It 

almost never does.  This is how I attempted to wrap up the ongoing rants:  Call it whatever 

you want, it's still an intentional limiting of scope regardless of the label.  The real tell is 

how that effort continues, even when it is pointed out.  Toyota has been successfully 

phasing out traditional vehicles. 2 are entirely hybrid now (Sienna & Venza).  RAV4 

reaching 26% shows the strong progress.  It's an effort to set the stage for plugs.  Toyota's 

design offers an easy & profit means of delivering that.  Ranting won't change that 

fact.  Lying about my employment, claiming I work for Toyota, won't either.  Their fleet is 

moving forward.  Too bad if their method is unacceptable for enthusiasts.  Those low-

hanging fruit sales don't represent mainstream anyway.  Reaching ordinary consumers is 

far more difficult... which Toyota understands well.  Very real change is happening on 

dealer's lots.  Calling that "inactivity" is an act of denial.  Dealership resistance is 

fierce.  Refusing to address that problem by shooting the messenger reveals messed up 

priorities. 
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3-16-2021 Anti.  We are seeing a lot of purist posts now.  That was quite predictable.  With Toyota 

just 1 day away from revealing their first BEV built on a new dedicated platform, they 

only have 1 day left to spin lies about Toyota being behind.  That claim becomes far more 

difficult once there is an actual name & visual to associate with status.  Their vague 

generalizations fall apart tomorrow.  Remember, Volt originated from hope but then 

transformed to hype.  Antagonists are well aware of how an idea can dominate.  They 

know substance isn't required.  Soon, some substance will be available.  That add to the 

merit Toyota has already earned for reliability & trust.  So naturally, their next step is to 

attack the source.  In this case: "Toyota still has to get rid of the anti-electric CEO, where 

oh where is that board of directors?"  One last attempt to feed the narrative.  It won't 

work... and they know it.  Nonetheless, an attempt is made anyway.  I pointed out:  Sounds 

similar to the spin we got back in 2008, when what the CEO actually said was totally 

ignored and instead replaced with a narrative.  He said lithium batteries were still too 

expensive to use for plug-in vehicles.  (He was proven correct too.)  Antagonists pretended 

he was afraid of the fire risk and repeated that claim endlessly.  It was a desperate effort to 

misrepresent.  Now the antagonists have become lazy, not even bothering to spread a false 

message.  They just label him as "anti" and declare victory.  Fortunately, that lack of 

critical thinking is obvious.  The cold, hard reality of how difficult it actually is to break 

the status quo becomes undeniable at some point.  No amount of spin can overcome that. 

3-16-2021 Motive.  Seeing the same behavior pattern is an expectation at this point.  Why is the 

person so willing to attack with outright lies... and now, with profanity.  Those who end up 

becoming hostile do that because they find themselves backed into a corner.  Their 

arguments no longer work.  So, they lash out anyway they can in a final desperate act to 

survive.  At some point, a reveal of what motivates them will emerge.  I watch for that 

post.  This morning, it was: "And phasing out "traditional" vehicles?  What a lovely 

term.  The new vehicles, whatever your greenwash term would be for them, all seem to 

have fossil fuel engines."  That sounded exactly like an antagonist I fought for years.  He 

would dismiss all hybrids.  Nothing with an engine was acceptable, period.  His absolute 

stance was ultimately his source of failure.  He ended up abandoning the blogs.  Being 

able to find compromise was not in his nature.  He couldn't handle having to meet in the 

middle.  His way or no way.  So, it was no way.  Anywho, this is how I handled today's 

troublemaker:  There it is, the motive.  Such a willingness to say anything tends to have a 

reason of purity.  Sure enough.  If it has a combustion engine, you just plain don't 

care.  That theme is common.  The person will dismiss everything.  If it uses any gas at all, 

it is unacceptable.  That close-mindedness is what enables those to retain the status 

quo.  They use that purity as rationale to not have to change yet, to justify 

waiting.  Thankfully, Toyota doesn't bow to such nonsense.  They have been pushing a 

new, easy to upgrade, profitable architecture.  This enabled the spread of hybrid tech 

across most of the fleet and dealers like to sell it.  This sets the stage for easy PHEV 

rollout, which we all know makes BEV sales a simple step to follow.  Too bad if you don't 

like that bottom-up approach.  Shooting the messenger with more lies and downplay 

architecture importance makes no difference.  That progress continues.  It is a means of 

getting dealers to change, a vital step other legacy automakers still struggle with. 
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3-16-2021 Beyond Redemption.  I fired back yet again at that blatantly bias article to stress the 

point, as well as get the final word:  The premise of "beyond redemption" brings up a 

thought-worthy question.  How do ordinary consumers perceive the market?  AP 

published an article today that started with this opener: "The world's major automakers 

have made something abundantly clear: They believe electric vehicles will dominate their 

industry in the years ahead."  That's becoming a theme, a common message shared among 

a variety of news sources.  They all serve to wash away the original narrative of major 

legacy automakers, namely Toyota, as not wanting to produce plug-in vehicles.  When a 

mainstream shopper does some online searching, they stumble across plug-in offerings 

from Toyota.  RAV4 Prime provides clear evidence of having invested in technology 

development.  It's a real product for real people.  Whatever happened during the early-

adopter phase is of no concern to them.  This audience naturally expects whatever conflict 

& challenges there were to be resolved by the time they begin to take interest.  That's how 

the masses see the market. It's just the normal course of product evolution, growing 

beyond whatever niche it started as.  There is no "sin" to be redeemed from their 

perspective. 

3-17-2021 Power Day.  This was VW's equivalent to Tesla's hype.  Fortunately, it seemed to go 

better.  This was a nice summary: "Battery-Day flopped, because it was overhyped and 

couldn't deliver on that hype.  Expectations were much lower for VW's Power-Day.  That 

explains the different reactions."  I was more than happy to jump in with some of my 

observations:  Over Promise, Under Deliver... taking a page out of GM's book isn't a good 

sign.  Success of Tesla has come from support of investors, early-adopters, and limited 

choice.  That's fine for development & refinement, but upon maturity their is an audience 

change.  The past was filled with enthusiast-targeted design, which saturated the 

market.  Reaching out to entice a new audience means much of that playbook will need to 

be rewritten; otherwise, sales growth won't happen.  In other words, both Tesla & GM 

sales have focused on types of conquest.  VW is trying to avoid that trap.  Kudos to 

them.  It won't be easy starting from a reputation of low reliability and environment 

indifference though.  That makes setting realistic expectations absolutely vital.  VW must 

be extremely clear with their dealers about what plans will be and send a clear message to 

potential customers about change.  Put another way, up to now has basically just been 

automakers on the track driving qualification laps.  Each demonstrating to the world their 

potential, but none of it mattering yet since actual race itself hasn't begun.  You'll know 

when that race begins.  It is when profitable sales take place without subsidies to ordinary 

consumers shopping the dealer's showroom floor.  In other words, the plug-in vehicles will 

be competing directly with traditional choices. 
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3-17-2021 Anger.  When you post that EV is electric-only driving, that there's nothing confusing or 

contradictory about that term, the response is anger.  The reason why is 

simple.  Antagonists hoped to changed the definition, but failed.  That label of "EV" 

basically represents anything offering a plug.  Both PHEV and BEV delivery such 

propulsion.  Ordinary consumers know it.  And once a term becomes mainstream, there's 

no real way to change it.  So, we get stuff like this instead: "...except the electricity in a 

PHEV comes from burning fossil sunshine."  Of course, that included the new use of 

profanity along with the usual superiority insults.  Predictably, the rant is to stir 

enablers.  I know that audience game quite well.  It doesn't work.  Facts end up exposing 

their antics.  That's why keeping the reply short is all that's necessary:  Both Prius Prime 

and RAV4 Prime run entirely on electricity until their plug-supplied EV capacity is used 

up.  The only exceptions are if you accelerate to faster than 84 mph (135 km/h) or use the 

heater when outside temperature is below 14°F (-10°C).  Who are you trying to convince 

that isn't true? 

3-17-2021 Acts of Desperation.  Confirmation of having correctly identified motive becomes 

obvious, the antagonist will just outright lie: "I will grant that they may have finally very 

recently started using LiIon batteries."  When called out, they'll keep on trying to spread 

lies: "...that really doesn't count for much of anything. 99% are still NiMH."  In the past, it 

was harder to get people to see how blatantly certain people will be dishonest.  But now 

with a former president who lied on a regular basis, that claim isn't such an extreme to 

imagine.  We lived through 4 years of it.  That validates 20 years of quotes I have been 

documenting with that same behavior.  Certain people just plain don't care.  Nonetheless, 

you have to confront them... even if you know the effort is futile.  The point is to make 

sure correct information is readily available.  Here is it to counter today's efforts to 

mislead & undermine:  Reality is, Toyota started using lithium batteries 9 years ago.  Prius 

PHV (plug-in model) and Prius+ (7-seat model) were what started the move away from 

NiMH.  Then at the end of 2015, rollout of the 4th generation switched all but the ECO 

model over.  Since then, we have seen other Toyota hybrids also phaseout NiMH.  Now 

stop spreading false information. 

3-18-2021 Pointless Attacks.  Watching history repeat is fascinating.  Actions of antagonists are so 

predictable, it's mystifying.  Are they really that dumb?  They think their antics actually 

achieve something.  But when it comes to supposedly having a constructive discussion 

about mandates, all we get is rhetoric.  Ugh.  Oh well, it gives me an opportunity to 

provide exposition and throw some questions out for the curious to ponder:  Lessons of the 

past should have taught everyone that mandates based on a single technology not only 

don't work, but can also have unintentional consequences.  We saw that with CARB years 

ago.  Clearly, some didn't learn from that.  The takeaway has been to focus on goals 

instead.  What are we trying to achieve?  In this case, we want to end fossil fuel use while 

also reducing both carbon & smog emissions.  Toyota sees opportunity from offering a 

variety of solutions.  The importance of diversity is Business 101 fundamental.  Don't put 

all your eggs in one basket.  What would the problem be with a PHEV with a generous 

battery-pack that uses a E100 engine for backup?  It checks all the boxes needed to 

achieve those goals and reaches an audience unwilling or unable to go entirely BEV.  We 

all know PHEV help promote infrastructure upgrades and BEV sales.  We also know that 

legacy automaker plans usually don't pan out; most fall woefully short.  There's no 

accountability anyway.  Something to help promote transition, rather than forcing change, 

is another Business 101 fundamental. 
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3-18-2021 Success & Failure.  Arbitrary claims online never end.  They are posted to make the 

person feel better, but achieve nothing.  For example: "It failed at PHEV market 

share."  What does that even mean?  How is that particular market identified?  Remember 

how EV enthusiasts only measured success based on EV market?  Measure within in a 

self-selected group doesn't inform us of anything with regard to anything else.  It's a 

bubble, a niche that has little to nothing in common with the larger consumer base.  So 

what if BEV sells well among its peers?  That tells us nothing of its potential for success 

competing directly on the salesroom floor.  Yet, we get declarations of success... and 

pronouncements of failure.  Their lack of objectivity tells the real story.  They aren't taking 

the situation seriously.  I replied to today's nonsense with:  Posting a conclusion of PHEV 

failure repeatedly doesn't make it true.  RAV4 Prime demonstrates a massive amount of 

potential for hybrid upgrades to PHEV with full EV drive.  The nonsense about not 

enough size, power, or speed has all been debunked.  Toyota's platform was designed with 

augmentation in mind.  They planned ahead.  Now, they are preparing the fleet.  It is rather 

telling when some push a narrative so hard, even before the initial subsidy stage has yet to 

complete.  BEV sales are still in the same boat.  All plug-in choices face barriers of 

production & infrastructure.  Using PHEV as a scapegoat or distraction won't change 

that.  In other words, careful with the precedent you are setting.  There are a lot of people 

who will fight to retain the status quo.  Don't push back on those helping to promote 

plugging in. 

3-18-2021 New Credits.  That attitude from purists is growing.  They are frustrated with mainstream 

acceptance and have chosen Toyota to be the scapegoat.  This is one of the posts, in its 

entirety: "Toyota will be bankrupt within 10 years.  They are stubborn, conservative, and 

have the most invested in ICE cars.  They will not change their ways because they have 

very high sunk costs and they are the most profitable car maker.  When the market 

abandons ICE cars in the next 3 to 4 years, Toyota will still be selling flip phones while 

everyone is buying smart phones.  Don't give them a dime of taxpayer money."  Part of that 

anger could be hidden frustration about how much of the future production is targeted for 

here in the United States.  More and more, Toyota is becoming a stronger domestic 

automaker than those based in Detroit... which makes it an ugly situation for credits.  It's 

an interesting dynamic contradiction playing out.  Anywho, here's how I responded to that 

nonsense:  Gotta love those doom & gloom predictions based on narrative.  Who are you 

trying to convince?  Toyota has rolled out hybrid models across most of the fleet at this 

point, each of which have system easily (and profitably) adaptable to plug-in hybrid.  In 

addition to that, we have already seen 2 models become BEV.  What basis is there for a 

bankruptcy prediction?  A claim that the market will "market abandons ICE cars in the 

next 3 to 4 years" is absurd.  UBS estimates VW will have produced 2.6 million electric 

vehicles by 2025.  For Tesla, the estimation is 2.3 million by then.  Those are the 2 biggest 

players and that only represents a small part of the market.  Adding to that the from 

Hyundai & Nissan, there's another 1.0 million. GM, who supposedly was planning to push 

hard, is only expected to deliver 800,000.  Ironically, the outlook from Toyota in that same 

timeframe for electric sales (excluding hybrids) is 1.5 million.  In other words, there is no 

expectation for doom & gloom.  The market will move forward slowly.  Toyota will very 

much be part of that.  There's simply no merit in bankruptcy predictions. 
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3-18-2021 Moving Forward.  This seems a fitting post to respond to as a wrap-up from the 

nonsense: "Toyota decided to only make very few RAV 4 primes why? It sells like hot 

cakes, yet they won't build them."  Such short-sightedness is unfortunate.  Oh well.  At 

least the lurkers of those unfriendly exchanges will have some useful insight to 

consider.  Here's some more:  First year rollout worldwide wasn't actually that 

limited.  Some here are simply painting a picture, feeding a narrative, hoping you don't 

notice anything else.  Turns out, Toyota also rolled out their first BEV at the same 

time.  Did you know that?  Also at the same time, Toyota ended ICE production of 2 of 

their vehicles, making them hybrid only.  Think about where the rest of the fleet is. That 

bigger picture tells a different story.  For example, look at the stage being set from the 

Prius perspective.  It's positioned nicely to for its base to become a plug-in hybrid.  Just 

think of what that would mean to have all models come with a plug.  It is change reaching 

an audience BEV sales has yet to tap.  In other words, Toyota's focus isn't appealing to 

enthusiasts.  So naturally, there's a lot of rhetoric to case the automaker as somehow being 

"anti" despite an obvious push to break the status quo.  It's something GM failed miserably 

with and VW is now about to face.  Put another way, there's far more too a giant legacy 

automaker than just one vehicle.  Think about what a single popular choice would do to 

the well-being of dealers.  Setting the stage for a variety of choices ramped up all in a 

shared timeframe is how you effectively move forward. 

3-19-2021 Echo Chamber.  That's where enthusiasts thrive.  They seek out validation, only wanting 

to hear sentiment that matches their own.  I seek out the same environments for the 

opposite reason, to confirm they have no clue what the rest of the market actually wants & 

needs.  Those exchanges over the past few days were a great example.  There were claims 

of superiority, cherry-picking, moving goal-posts, evading detail, arguing semantics, 

stating lies, posting distractions, drawing conclusions without supporting data, and of 

course shooting the messenger.  It's quite remarkable to see all that nonsense squeezed into 

a single topic.  The reason why is telling... they fear change.  A narrative of the single 

solution to save us all is falling apart.  There will be a variety of technologies.  They 

cannot handle that though.  It's like fighting about which is better, solar or wind.  They 

don't get it.  Both are winners.  That's a concept too difficult to declare victory 

for.  Enthusiasts thrive on conflict.  The very definition of "mainstream" is the act of 

moving beyond conflict.  When the thing being promoted becomes normal, so common it 

just blends into everyday life, is the goal.  They cannot tolerate such a status.  That's 

boring, dull, pointless.   Ordinary is exactly what they try to avoid.  The irony is 

delightful.  I watch them set themselves up for failure... hence being an echo 

chamber.  You cannot get constructive feedback if everyone agrees with you.  Duh! 
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3-19-2021 Superior Technology.  It comes down to not understanding the technology itself.  Over 

and over again, I kept seeing quotes like "BEV is a superior technology..." without any 

explanation whatsoever.  At best, there would be some crude analogy provided.  No detail 

is a warning sign that you are dealing with someone operating upon principle, rather than 

actual fact.  So no matter what you post, the response will always be something in the 

context of emotion.  Ultimately they end up attacking you, choosing some type of 

adjective to apply as a label.  Facts don't matter.  Detail doesn't matter.  There's just a 

repeating theme of superiority.  Sound familiar?  It's the Volt mindset all over 

again.  Their favored technology was better, period.  Nothing with regard to business or 

consumer mattered.  Now with this, you can at least see the reasoning as to why BEV 

would supposedly be better than PHEV.  They base it entirely on the overhead of also 

having a gas-engine.  Outcome doesn't matter.  No data will sway them.  It's strictly about 

pure design.  Nothing hybrid is acceptable.  Refusing to identify goals is always trouble.  I 

know that all too well from being a software engineer for 3 decades.  It's far too easy to get 

hung up on technology.  You have to force yourself back to reflect upon business want & 

need.  What you consider "better" may not match their criteria.  This is why I bring up 

priorities so often.  Being "superior" can be quite subjective.  Goals are what matter, not 

opinion. 

3-19-2021 Equivalent.  After all that, I got: "Back to my case the equivalent gas cost..."  I was quite 

amused by the level of desperation.  Ignore everything posted and just present your own 

story instead.  Ugh.  I fired back with:  Forcing a narrative that PHEV and BEV cannot be 

compared in terms of electricity consumption is a blatant attempt to evade reality.  RAV4 

Prime delivers 42 miles of EV each day from nothing but an overnight recharge using an 

ordinary 120-volt outlet.  That equates to around 15,000 miles of electric-only driving 

conveniently disregarded.  Avoiding real-world data is what?  Equivalent doesn't come 

into play when gas is displaced by electricity.  Goal achieved.  There is no case. 

3-19-2021 Challenges.  There are quite a few enthusiasts angry with Toyota.  It's about to get 

worse.  The problem comes from Toyota being the voice of reason.  Today, this statement 

is expected to be part of a formal inquiry to congress: "If we are to make dramatic 

progress in electrification, it will require overcoming tremendous challenges, including 

refueling infrastructure, battery availability, consumer acceptance and 

affordability."  Those topics are what stir antagonist posts online.  Rather than an 

enthusiast finally becoming a supporter to provide help for genuine progress, they go in 

the opposite direction.  The sentiment about to be officially on the record is what I've been 

expressing for year.  But every time I post something about those very real challenges 

which still must be overcome, I get attacked.  It's really sad how the lack of critical 

thinking can grow to such a scale.  Online blogs thrive on enablers.  They simply don't 

care about being objective.  They only want validation for what they believe in.  Evidence 

of that is overwhelming.  It's the same origin we saw from Volt... blind hope.  A 

constructive approach is not exciting... rewarding... or even noticeable.  True progress 

tends to be subtle.  There's nothing to be enthusiastic about that in most people's 

mind.  But that what change is all about.  That's how you overcome 

challenges.  Mainstream means it is a fundamental acceptance, meaning it's available 

everyone.  That should be the goal.  They don't want that.  So, the challenges remain.  It's 

disheartening to see those wanting change to be their own worst enemy.  But that's reality 

and we need to somehow deal those barriers, despite how much enthusiasts continue to 

hinder.  Ugh. 
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3-20-2021 Venue Differences.  Witnessing the downfall of what had been very popular daily EV 

new sources is a sign of change.  There are several which had served the early-adopter 

audience well.  One had fallen fast, promoted by the return of propaganda appeal, it 

allowed comments to become hateful & profane.  In other words, it got 

personal.  Objectivity from both writer & participant was lost.  This is what sends people 

looking elsewhere.  They lose interest in what it transformed into.  There's another heading 

toward that same outcome.  It originally was a trusted website for news, but then lost its 

way.  With other venues offering much different experiences for readers, why bother with 

those failing to live up to journalistic expectations?  It's a familiar pattern.  People leave 

when that happens.  Enthusiasts don't seem to notice... or care when it is pointed 

out.  They thrive on their echo-chamber, just looking for validation... a classic group-think 

trap.  Thankfully, other sources of news are emerging.  There tends to be legitimate writers 

seeking true journalism opportunity, somewhere.  You just have to do some 

searching.  They seek out opportunities just like this.  Audiences change, as do venues. 

3-20-2021 Posting Format.  Not only do venues & audience change, so does the format.  Neither the 

classic blog or format could keep up with the posting of comments.  Those articles 

attempting to draw audience, then lose them shortly afterward is a strange business 

model.  Nonetheless, it works for business.  What doesn't follow that is the posting of 

something within group on Facebook.  There's nothing that resembles an index or 

style.  It's all haphazard.  Even the timeline for when people will be fed a notification is 

unpredictable.  The format is basically an anything-goes, with no real expectations.  That 

provides an invitation for just random contributions.  One such write-up happened 

today.  This was the opening: "I've never viewed a hybrid as a good transition step.  It's 

not reasonable to be hauling around 2 drive systems in one vehicle.  Not efficient."  I 

followed with:  Nice, thought-provoking write up.  That's a common misconception for 

PHEV offering full EV drive.  Both gas-engine and battery-pack are optimized for 

efficiency.  Since that combustion part only aids the electric-side, there's no need for it be 

full power like traditional vehicles.  Since the plug-in part has a backup generator, it only 

needs to supply routine daily driving range.  The "drive system" itself isn't doubled either 

in designs like Toyota.  There is nothing but a power-split device to blend power 

sources.  Elimination of a transmission (no gears) simplifies both cost & 

efficiency.  Looking to your 10-year projection, at that point will should indeed have hit 

the tipping point where it becomes obvious purchase of something with a plug is the 

norm.  There will be traditional choices, but they'll be falling out of favor and definitely 

won't have much for resale value expectations.  Sadly, we are going to see a low-hanging-

fruit problem play out in that meantime.  Installs of EVSE where people park overnight 

will be a painful process.  Households will struggle to figure out how to afford upgrades 

were there isn't a service-panel conveniently located or there simply isn't the capacity 

readily available for multiple vehicles.  Apartment & Condo dwellers will have those 

challenges, in addition to payment & liability concerns.  We'll get there, but it will take the 

more capable hybrids (those with a plug that favor all-electric driving) to help push the 

process along.  Transition is never has straight-forward as people hope... 

technically.  There's also the cold, hard reality of those fighting the status quo. 
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3-21-2021 Messaging.  How do you know any difference is actually being made?  Look back at how 

Volt enthusiasts were absolutely convinced change was happening.  Even though they 

argued relentlessly, the status quo was never impacted.  They couldn't see it.  They denial 

was so deep, there was a complete lack of perspective.  The big picture was lost.  Opinion 

pieces get posted from time to time with the hope of keeping things fresh, shaking up the 

routine.  The thought is a new voice will stir new participation, new topics, and new 

interest.  Sadly, that usually falls flat.  They tend to not know their audience.  In other 

words, it just ends up more of the same.  They enable the enablers, reinforcing the same 

message to the same people.  That's not how growth is achieved.  Volt enthusiasts failed 

miserably in that regard.  That question of "Who?" was never understood.  The same 

problem is emerging again.  This was my attempt to draw attention to the 

predicament:  The article is a nice overview of the problem, an executive summary.  It 

points out issues, but provides nothing it terms of actual steps to take.  There's no detail, 

topics to cover.  That's been the issue for the past 20 years.  Getting beyond that barrier 

still not being address.  For example, the suggestion of sharing practical information 

doesn't provide us with anything compelling to work with.  "We can emphasize the ease of 

charging, the distance one can drive before needing a charge (vehicle range), and the joy 

of never needing to buy gasoline."  How is plugging in every night better than as going to 

the gas station 2 or 3 times a month?  Think about the uncertainties a shopper faces.  They 

have no clue what it will take to setup their home for charging, especially when there is 

more than one vehicle in the household.  Remember, things like tax incentives must 

somehow be funded and they do very little to provide point-of-sale appeal.  Filing for an 

uncertain amount the following year doesn't do anything for those looking for a lower 

monthly payment.  And topics of "Climate Change" & "Oil Dependency" have proven 

ineffective when up against money-in-hand considerations.  In other words, the sales pitch 

is missing... advertising.  What simple message can we convey that will turn EV driving 

into a must have? 

3-21-2021 Wrong Audience.  Yup, that turned into a complete disaster.  I got attitude from the 

"vastly superior" perspective.  It ended with a LMAO.  That was really unfortunate.  It's a 

sign of being too late, that they have already made up their mind and nothing will change 

it.  The classic problem is a nightmare to deal with.  They refuse to listen to any type of 

reasoning.  I doubt anything I post will make any difference.  I know that audience.  I did 

respond to the rhetoric anyway:  Hanging around the echo-chamber too long will cause 

that loss of touch with the market beyond early-adopters.  You may not have heard that for 

years, but as a plug-in owner who interacts with mainstream consumers on this topic, I 

hear pushback excuses & meritless rhetoric on a regular basis.  That remark of LMAO 

indicates you aren't taking the situation seriously.  You see the technology as proven and 

don't realize that's only the first stage.  There's is still much more to do to appeal to 

ordinary consumer.  This are difficult to sway.  There are people who will fight to prevent 

your progress to.  This is why a simple message is needed.  I have done my "little more 

learning" and see the problems with group-think.  Now, it's time for you to do the 

same.  Look around.  Notice everyone how many are enthusiasts?  That's the wrong 

audience.  You're preaching to the choir. 
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3-22-2021 Future Proof.   It is nice to see questions on a regular basis about charging from new 

RAV4 owners.  Oddly, that was a topic avoided to an extreme by Volt enthusiasts.  With 

battery-pack capacities so similar, you would expect discussions to be similar too.  After 

all, using a 120-volt EVSE takes all night for a full recharge.  That means if you go out in 

the evening, there may not be enough time before you need to leave for work.  So, you 

would think the topic would come up from time to time.  It didn't.  And when I attempted, 

my effort was looked upon as an attack.  In other words, I had identified a 

weakness.  What exactly was it?  My guess is that the expense soured the appeal for 

Volt.  $500 for a EVSE and roughly $1,000 to run a 240-volt was too much of a 

deterrent.  That has obviously not the same for RAV4.  Being a vehicle appealing to an 

audience more willing to spend on extras (large SUV buyers verses compact hatchback) is 

likely a major contributor to the attitude/outlook difference.  Anywho, that makes 

discussion of the topic so much easier.  So when questions are asked, I can just dive right 

in with detail:  If you want to future proof your setup, purchase a larger than currently 

needed EVSE (charge adapter device) and install a heavier gauge wire.  40-amp line (32-

amp draw) seems to be the common "fast" speed emerging for level-2.  That's a max rate 

of 7.7 kW (240 volts * 32 amps).  For RAV4 Prime, the 6.6 kW rating is labeled as such 

for those with a electricity provider only supplying the minimum required... 220 volts.  If 

your service supplies higher, the same EVSE can deliver a faster charging speed.  In my 

case, I see 3.56 kW due to my service being 244 volts.  That's notably faster than the 3.3 

kW rating. 

3-23-2021 Learn More?  I am upsetting some people.  That's easy to discern when the response back 

has to read several times to figure out what the person was trying to say.  For example: 

"Tax incentives "do very little to provide point-of-sale appeal"?  $7,500 or even $10,000 

off the price of an EV or PHEV?  No, I'm not taking that seriously."  The rant went on for 

awhile, then concluded with: "Learn more.  Spread a better message."  What exactly was 

his message?  The text he had quoted from my previous post was only a snippet and was 

taken out of context.  The following sentence provided an example.  Clearly, he didn't 

understand or bother to consider why "monthly payments" was sighted.  Ugh.  It doesn't 

matter.  The claim was not what I actually posted and his didn't make any sense.  Learn 

more?  I attempted to reply with something helpful without being too irritated:  POINT-

OF-SALE means the price is lowered at the time of purchase.  Tax incentives clearly do 

not do that.  You must wait to get that money the following year, when you file 

taxes.  And even then, there is no guarantee you will get the full amount (or any) as you 

would with the discount resulting from POINT-OF-SALE.  Watch for context.  The 

following sentence brought attention to month payments.  That is directly tied to the price 

you pay when purchasing (not leasing) a vehicle.  Basic math shows a $7,500 price 

reduction would result in roughly $150 less per month.  That's a really big deal for those 

on a tight budget. 
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3-23-2021 Pushing Narratives.  That's what pays the bills.  Some green news sources publish click-

bait.  It's that simple.  After all, who can resist a headline like: "Toyota Insists Phasing Out 

ICE Cars Will Pose Tremendous Challenges"  It's actually quite a bizarre statement.  The 

opposite of that is being in denial, claiming there will not be tremendous 

challenges.  Ugh.  My approach to that is to read what everyone else posted, then wait 

until the crazy has settled and post something of my own rather than replying to 

anything.  In this case, my comment was:  It has been quite interesting to read comments 

coming from the early-adopter perspective.  That success we have seen so far is still very 

much low-hanging fruit.  The technology itself works great, but it represents only a 

portion of work still needed.  What makes the situation even harder is the disingenuous 

claims about cost & complexity related to infrastructure upgrades.  That's being 

downplayed so much, it is harming those who enjoy driving a plug-in daily.  We cannot 

promote something misrepresented like that.  To make matters worse, we all know that 

hydrogen will be the replacement fuel for large ships, aircraft, and long-haul 

trucks.  There's simply no way batteries will work for commercial transport.  Their weight 

& density shortcomings mean a co-existence with plug-in solutions... which means an 

overlap for some manufacturers.  What really puts all this in perspective though is the 

denial. RAV4 Prime demonstrates a full EV driving experience already well refined by 

Toyota.  They developed their own hardware & software many, many years ago and used 

hybrids to evolve it.  So what if the first BEV offerings are only rolling out 

now.  Commonly overlooked aspect of design are in play.  That evolution helped bring 

about cost reductions and production experience.  Anyone can brag about initial 

success.  Reaching the stubborn, poorly informed, and disadvantaged isn't easy.  Toyota 

knows this well. Toyota is attempting to draw attention to those challenges.  Some are not 

taking the situation seriously.  That hurts everyone. 

3-24-2021 Poorly Informed.  It was interesting to watch an attack video created by a plug-in 

advocate.  She was upset by the stance Toyota has taken on ICE ban proposals, but 

focused entirely on history that was distorted.  That came about from having some 

incorrect information along with some that was incomplete.  I was really disappointed 

with lack of research, though not at all surprised.  She's not a journalist in that regard.  Her 

profession is present what's happening now, making it easy to understand and 

relatable.  Looking back did not go well.  I tried my best to be considerate with the 

comment I posted:  Strange to have such a large omission in the history.  There was no 

mention of Toyota's switch to lithium for gen-4 Prius or anything about the models of 

plug-in hybrid.  It's as if the perspective was from a number of years ago.  Since then, 

several PHEV and BEV have been rolled out to various markets.  Toyota is delivering a 

mix of plug-in and fuel-cell offerings.  They sell to diverse markets.  This year, reveals of 

another BEV and two PHEV are expected.  Also, don't forget that hybrids did not have 

generous tax-credits here like they did for plug-ins.  In fact, they weren't even available 

until January 1, 2006.  And even then, the money was half as much and only available for 

60,000 before phaseout.  Lastly, don't overlook how much the 42-mile electric-only range 

delivered by RAV4 Prime does to reinforce how well refined Toyota's EV drive already is. 
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3-24-2021 Tactful Replies.  I followed shortly after with another comment.  No replies yet.  There 

will be though.  Expecting to be attack is par for the course.  I know the routine... insult 

the person, evade the message.  That's sad, but telling.  It's how you know the claims made 

showed merit and identified a worrisome topic.  I'm not sure what it will be... that distorted 

history or the obvious avoidance of plug-in hybrids.  No mention of that is a clue.  Why 

was such a blatant oversight made?  My impression is it doesn't matter.  Being poorly 

informed is a problem regardless of reason.  Anywho, my second post was:  Keep in mind 

that during the first decade with hybrids, it was Toyota fighting misconceptions about 

electric tech.  That was a difficult struggle proving motors could deliver power & speed 

while also confirming battery longevity.  Think about how much of that was well 

established by the time we saw our first Nissan Leaf.  Supporters of BEV like to compare 

rollout timelines, but overlook the benefit of what hybrids has already established.  Some 

also fail to acknowledge how much of the PHEV tech is interchangeable with 

BEV.  Toyota is setting up for an economy-of-scale opportunity, leveraging their 

extensive experience to share the tech across a variety of platforms. 

3-25-2021 Misleading or Incomplete.  Someone in our EV owners group posted a link to an article 

titled: "Are Electric Cars Really Better for the Environment?"  With so many well-

informed group members, you would think someone would have pointed out the obvious 

problems with it.  2 days later, not a peep.  It was sad.  This wasn't journalism.  It was 

lying by omission.  The cherry-picked facts should have been quite evident.  Why the 

silence?  Are they also poorly informed?  I ended up posting this to the group:  Such a 

blatantly flawed comparison not getting called out is disappointing.  Since when is Model 

3 the appropriate compare to a RAV4?  They are not the same size. Model 3 parked next 

to my Prius Prime is nearly identical. RAV4 is much larger.  Also, since Toyota's sales of 

RAV4 hybrid reached 26% last year, that trend of moving away from the traditional 

choice should have been mentioned.  Of course, their emphasis of CO2 emissions wouldn't 

have been as much of a difference then.  There's the existence of RAV4 plug-in hybrid 

was omitted as well.  Mention of that would have blurred the lines to a point where there 

conclusion becomes a confusing mess: "Consumers making individual choices between 

cars will make a difference."  In short, we cannot make informed choices if we the 

information we are provided is misleading or incomplete. 
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3-25-2021 Sour The Milk.  It was a decision between using that cliché or a "carrot & stick" 

reference.  One of the voices supporting the industry was stirring the narrative of Toyota 

being "anti" and some were beginning to call her out on the misrepresentation of the 

situation.  It would be as if I had posted another complaint about GM but failed to mention 

something vital.  Think about how much I strived to include every aspect of GM's 

mistakes with Volt.  I was comprehensive, always working to be as thorough as possible... 

in writing... with frequent updates.  This was nothing but a short video which overlooked a 

number of important historical facts.  Even more importantly, it excluded current facts.  I 

was quite disappointed by the blatant omission of any mention whatsoever of Toyota's 

endorsement for plug-in hybrids.  Nothing with regard to PHEV technology was just plain 

wrong.  Thankfully, some are seeing past such obvious rhetoric.  It's the same nonsense I 

dealt with from Volt enthusiasts all those years ago.  They were constantly attacking Prius, 

painting a picture of a world without choice.  They did everything possible to pretend 

Camry hybrid didn't exist and greater potential was impossible.  Comments about an 

upcoming RAV4 hybrid fell on deaf ears.  They just ignored the news.  Volt died long 

before the plug-in model was rolled out.  But the lesson had been learned by some 

anyway.  Know your audience.  That's where sour the milk comes from.  Rather than force 

change, simply make what people currently embrace less appealing.  Make the new a 

discovery, something for them when "outdated" starts to become difficult to endorse.  In 

other words, do exactly what Toyota has done and continues to... jiggle the keys.  It's a 

draw of attention so subtle, yet so strong, people just lose interest in the older 

technology.  That's why RAV4 hybrid is selling so well without any incentives.  Notice 

how sales growth has been impressively strong, despite no tax-credits?  I chose to jump 

engage in some debate on the topic after reading this: "ICE ban does not matter.  They will 

be selling so few ICE car at the end of this decade that I would prefer not wasting money 

on trying to ban ICE vehicles.  Let's just spend the money on EV infrastructure 

instead.  Then ICE sales will fall to 0 by itself."  That isn't a carrot.  It does nothing to 

draw attention to the vehicle at all.  So, there real threat to change.  Those fighting for the 

status quo won't have a solid target to attack.  Remember how Prius was always a 

scapegoat?  How do you fight infrastructure improvement?  I put it this way:  That's called 

souring the milk.  It's far more effective than forcing change.  Heavy investment toward 

EV infrastructure is indeed an excellent suggestion for that.  ICE will lose their appeal. 
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3-25-2021 Forcing Change.  I was pleased to see others sharing my perspective.  None share the 

history though, so the backing is rather shallow.  Sadly, those omissions used to form the 

narrative were not acknowledged.  It's pretty bad when the claim is made that Toyota took 

10 years with hybrids to achieve what BEV support did in just a few is filled with 

misrepresentation.  Think about it how those sales numbers look without any context.  It's 

very easy to distort history by not mentioning certain vital bits of information.  Yet, that's 

exactly what happened.  True journalism does not include exclusion of facts.  Ugh.  Oh 

well, the debate goes on despite such obvious bias: "...forcing an ICE ban might cause 

people to resent BEVs when they might have otherwise warmed up to them on their own, 

since they are simply a better technology."  That's called turning a positive into a 

negative.  In other words, the means cannot justify the goal.  Forcing change for the better 

can have dire consequences, even if your intent is completely sincere.  Some people don't 

ever see that though.  Remember how Volt enthusiasts never understood audience?  They 

felt the method they were using to get the market to where it needed to be was best, 

period.  No other approach was acceptable.  Think about climate change.  As people start 

to really understand the urgency, they will be compelled to take inappropriate steps to deal 

with the growing crisis.  Notice how truly desperate the GOP has become?  Just yesterday, 

they force changes through the Georgia state government to make voting more difficult.  It 

was a blatant move backward, rushing through the system in a single day to hold on to 

what's left of their party.  Sound familiar?  When backed into a corner, facing undeniable 

change, the desperate will try anything.  It's the type of spin many keep trying to apply to 

Toyota.  Focus on infrastructure completely derails their argument though.  It's just like 

me joining the EV owners group all those years ago and saying I was there to endorse 

lithium battery technology.  The fact that I owned a Prius PHV became irrelevant.  My 

support was support for what they understood as vital... better batteries means 

advancement for the entire industry.  Anywho, my response to that "forcing" comment 

was:  Exactly.  They need to feel part of the process.  Make EVSE setup at home so cheap 

& easy that any doubt or intimidation just melts away.  Combine that with lots of public 

chargers, the arguments in favor of ICE fade into rhetoric of the past. 
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3-26-2021 Seeing The Forest.  Remember that daily blog for Volt?  It was a source of 

rhetoric.  Those who dismissed the idea that an internet comment website could have so 

much of an influence were blind to the power... much like when you concentrate on a 

single tree, you fail to see what's happening with the rest of the forest.  Your interpretation 

of what's best for everyone is based upon a single source.  Any sample that limited is 

cherry-picked.  This is why when I posted "echo-chamber" a few immediately parroted 

back the same thing.  I know that isn't the case for me, since I participate in a wide variety 

of venues... a few of which are quite hostile to what I post.  It's those differences that 

inform me of diversity.  Getting feedback from so opposing perspectives is 

priceless.  There are others who are aware of the benefit too: "You cannot base all your 

decisions and thought on what the less than 1% of the vehicle buying public thinks should 

take place.  It's like living in a vacuum and only hearing each other..."  No matter how 

many times I asked "Who is the market for Volt?" there was always pushback.  Intensity 

would vary, but the message of being wrong was crystal clear.  I was just a troll, there to 

undermine show hate.  They were proven wrong, very wrong.  My suggestions were about 

the need to diversify, to spread the technology while the opportunity was available.  It 

never happened.  Voltec died.  To make the message really sting, that very spread is 

showing strong success for Toyota.  RAV4 Prime is exactly what should have been 

offered by GM.  How many times did I mention Equinox over the years?  They refused to 

listen.  Even now, there are some who still think I spread a message of hate.  Ugh.  It's not 

about superiority, it's about understanding the market.  Makes you wonder if they'll ever 

see the forest.  I responded with:  Know your audience.  It's the fatal mistake Volt 

enthusiasts made.  They failed to accept being in an echo-chamber.  Their priorities were 

not shared with mainstream consumers, or even other early-adopters.  It was the classic 

problem called Innovator's Dilemma.  The best parts of Voltec should been spread to other 

platforms based on what those shoppers were interested in.  Forcing a niche was doomed 

to fail. 
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3-27-2021 Painting a Rosy Picture.  Existence of what had been a major online influence is long 

gone.  Evidence of it is preserved in these blogs.  Countless quotes were documented at 

the time they were made.  Rather than a look back long afterward, the history was 

recorded as it was playing out.  I knew the value of such efforts.  But looking back at them 

now, I underestimated just how useful of a resource they would become.  When someone 

with a voice takes a stance now, based on incorrect information, I can call them out with 

solid facts stating why they are in error.  The most common problem is the mistake of 

timing.  Even if you note event, it doesn't mean it won't be misrepresentative.  Think about 

the "hybrids had tax-credits too" statement.  I bought my Prius in September 2000.  The 

first tax-credit wasn't offered until January 2006.  Toyota had to face this market with 

nothing but tiny $2000 deductible, which translates to between $300 and $400 of actual 

credit.  How is that effective when compared to a $7,500 credit... especially 5.5 years 

late.  Toyota found a way to achieve profit with Prius by the middle of 2002.  They rolled 

out the next-generation design in late 2003.  Sales exceeded 100,000 annual in this market 

by 2005.  The credit in 2006 was to help the industry along at that point, to help penetrate 

the market further.  That most definitely is not the situation for plug-in vehicles.  They 

depended heavily on tax-credits for their very existence.  In fact, Volt died when those 

subsidies ended.  Notice how none of that is ever mentioned?  The recent look back 

conveniently excluded vital detail, exactly like what I just pointed out.  She painted a rosy 

picture of success.  That blog did the same thing... until things fell apart.  Damage control 

was to spin a new narrative, covering up what actually happened.  From that recent video, 

those efforts appear to have really paid off.  Their version of the past is what got portrayed 

in the report.  Thankfully, the thousands of pages in my archive document events as they 

actually played out... complete with colorful commentary from participants while it 

occurred.  You ever re-watch a news broadcast from decades ago?  Try reading a blog 

from decades ago.  Impressions of the past are quite different from what those while it was 

taking place. 
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3-27-2021 4,501 Posts.  I did some searches and discovered the daily blog for Volt had been 

converted to forum posts.  That's interesting and explains why so much content would be 

permanently removed from what had been the dominant feature of the website.  There was 

a forum, but it simply wasn't a draw.  No one cared; instead, participation thrived on a 

venue format the rest of the world was abandoning.  The reason was simple... loss of 

interest after a single day without any accountability.  There was no effective means of 

following topics or even people.  Participation didn't require anything beyond an email 

either.  No profile meant you could just post whatever you wanted.  Some exploited that 

ability.  That contributed heavily to the rhetoric... which ended up becoming a source of 

"fake news" long before people realized how successful the spread of internet lies could 

be.  It went way beyond enablers & trolls too.  Enthusiasts were able to manipulate GM 

itself, convincing executives their opinions were that of ordinary consumers.  That was 

false.  Their feedback was misguided & disingenuous.  Anywho, the daily topic is what 

that website thrived on but it ended up defunct, then vanished.  Antagonists had fled to the 

forum at that point.  Since then, posts were converted and loaded from blog to 

forum.  That process destroyed one of their key elements of posting.  It dismantles their 

suppression efforts to hide content.  They had thrived on the ability to make hide content 

by downvoting the post 10 times.  They would to spoof the system by using different IPs 

to achieve that quickly too.  I would watch my comments disappear in a matter of 

minutes.  Some absolutely hated what I had to say.  But with that content now in a 

different venue, such formatting doesn't exist.  Everything has returned, there for all to 

see.  Additionally, the advantage of daily has been lost too.  Rather than move on to the 

next topic, it remains available and simple to find.  It was easy to keep rhetoric going with 

a fresh start each day.  That's all gone now.  Sweet!  Unfortunately this convert gives the 

impression of actually having participated in that format, which contributes to false 

impressions of how things actually played out.  It's still nice to have a bit of that history 

preserved somewhat intact.  I found 4,501 posts from my converted id, from Fall 2007 to 

Spring 2019. 
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3-27-2021 Reconciling History.  Having stumbled across the restore of so much history, I thought 

doing some random searches could be fruitful.  After all, I would like to reconcile what 

has become of enthusiasts predictions against my insistence upon accountability.  An 

ironic find resulted.  It was the daily blog from when GM's CEO stepped down back in 

August 2010.  Seeing so many associated with Volt development leave prior to Volt's 

rollout made for a fascinating situation.  No one remained to accept responsibility for 

"over promise, under deliver" problems... which were already becoming obvious.  Price 

had just bee revealed 3 weeks prior.  Sticker shock was still a lot to accept.  The hope of 

"nicely under $30,000" had become a cold, hard reality of a base of $41,000 really 

hurt.  Starting at that price, then climbing to $44,600 for the premium package was awful 

news.  It made the "Freedom Drive" publicity stunt just the beginning of what would turn 

into a series of crushed dreams... hence the hate for me.  I had been a thorn in their side for 

years, asking questions of how so much could be achieved so quickly.  They dismissed my 

concerns, claiming I was only their to undermine & distract.  Vindication is strange.  All 

these years later, my concerns have been validated.  I truly did have sincere intent, asking 

what they should have themselves.  Here's the post I found from myself on that very day 

over a decade ago:  We await a mission-statement for Volt.  With so many changes to the 

vehicle itself combined with so much shuffling of management, the intent is far from clear 

now.  Who is the market for Volt?  How much of overall production will use the 

technology within the next few years?  When are the profit expectations from the 

technology within the next few years?  What is the price target for the technology within 

the next few years? 

3-27-2021 Double-Standard.  Reading through that old topic from August 2010, the textbook 

antagonist response was indeed used.  Rather than even attempt to be constructive by 

answering questions, they just parrot the same ones back to you.  Only problem was, I had 

already provided answers.  Remember, this was a daily blog.  They would simply repeat 

the same tactic over and over and over again, using the same rhetoric every day to retain 

the status quo.  It doesn't work when you see that coming and prepare accordingly.  In this 

case, I wrecked that effort to distract by providing a comprehensive response to put the 

ball back in their court:  The market is those who purchase vehicles such as Camry & 

Corolla, just like Prius is now... mainstream buyers.  The overall production is expected to 

be 1,000,000 per year for all hybrids from Toyota/Lexus shortly after the rollout of the 

plug-in model begins.  The plug-in model is expected to be profitable from day 1, no next-

gen required.  The target price is $4,000 for the plug-in option available on a mid-grade 

package. 
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3-27-2021 Moving Goals.  The response to my response had 2 standout points.  The first was with 

regard to the final question... target price.  Remember how it had been set to "nicely under 

$30,000" as an expectation for 2010 rollout?  Upon reveal of the price a few weeks prior, 

this is what it abruptly changed to: "Target price for Gen II is under $30K without 

rebates."  That was a blatant effort to move goal posts.  Enthusiasts recognized GM had 

failed them to such an extreme, damage control efforts were already underway.  It was a 

dead giveaway the situation was about to get much worse.  What other shortcomings 

hadn't been discovered yet?  Such an aggressive development schedule made it difficult to 

achieve everything.  The other shoe would drop.  It was inevitable.  Refusing to be 

constructive was their forte though.  That brought about their answer to the production 

expectation to come.  It was stated as: "Overall production goals are 2.4M units by 

2020."  That's when I knew disaster awaited.  How would such a feat be accomplished?  If 

Volt became a top-seller, it would only represent a fraction of 2,400,000 sales.  In fact, it 

would at best be around 20% worldwide.  The rest would have to come from several other 

vehicles.  Spreading the tech other vehicles quickly would be absolutely essential.  At such 

a high cost, the possibility seemed highly optimistic.  Reading all 155 posts for that day 

was sad.  Attempts to evade issues were plentiful.  They had already given up. 

3-28-2021 Knowing Audience.  All those times I asked the "Who?" question was to find out just 

how short-sighting the Volt enthusiasts actually were.  They clearly didn't care about 

appealing to GM's own customers.  It was all about conquest.  Now, an entire decade later 

and several years after production ended, we can look at what happened.  Turns out, a 

good resource for that is the same forum I had just spent a bunch of time during searches 

on.  Posts about purchases of used models provided some insight.  It's not like owners are 

upgrading to the newest version... since there isn't one anymore.  Loyalty was never 

there.  It was a doomed effort.  Unless the technology is spread to other models and can 

continues to get refined, supporters will abandon it for something else.  And they 

have.  So, there are now those looking for deals on the used models becoming 

available.  Their insight helps to tell us about that market.  I found this: "I'm looking to buy 

a level 2 charger.  There are days where I can't get a full charge on the 110 outlet before I 

have to leave for work.  Is it worth the money for a charging station vs just a cord."  This 

is the opposite of low-hanging-fruit.  These buyers are the ones who help inform us of 

what challenges await.  In this case, it is an owner getting by with what he has.  There was 

nothing compelling him to upgrade at home other than the discovery of how long charging 

takes following his purchase.  The point is to get in front of the situation, addressing it 

before any need arises.  In other words, this was a great example of how infrastructure 

improvements help everyone.  That discussion thread made no mention of credits or 

incentives from the government or electricity providers.  Just think of how a purchase 

decision could have been influenced by the knowledge of being able to get faster charging 

or usage discounts.  It would stir greater interest.  You expand the base of prospective 

buyers.  That's how sales growth is achieved.  Appealing to potential customers means 

understanding who they are.  Know your audience... 
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3-29-2021 Comparisons to Tesla.  We're starting to see Prime show up in articles written for 

comparisons to Tesla.  One last week was quite detailed, but fundamentally flawed.  It 

compared RAV4 Prime to Model 3.  That just plain does not make any sense.  Parked 

side-by-side to a Prius Prime, it's easy to see how remarkably similar it is to a Model 

3.  The proper compare is Model X.  Size & Profile should make that obvious; yet, there 

was no mention whatsoever.  That would have basically wrecked the argument claiming 

the Tesla was far superior.  Only being marginally better is a much more difficult 

sale.  Ironically, that the type of business Toyota thrives in.  They specialize in 

evolutionary improvement, not revolution as with Tesla.  It's a very big problem 

enthusiasts absolutely do not want to face.  This is why there are growing attacks on 

PHEV coming from BEV support.  They have become increasingly aware of the nature of 

mainstream shoppers.  Ordinary consumers make purchases based upon generational 

upgrades.  Seeing RAV4 go from traditional to hybrid to plug-in hybrid is what they 

understand & trust.  In other words, Toyota knows how to persuade middle-market 

buyers.  Tesla clearly does not... and that lack of expertise is starting to show.  Sound 

familiar?  Volt enthusiasts obsessed with engineering.  They would dismiss concern 

related to business appeal.  That selective ignorance hurt them dearly. 

3-29-2021 Traded for a Prius Prime.  Exactly as anticipated, it took very little effort to find a 

discussion on that particular topic.  I found a very active thread on a Tesla forum, traded 

from Model 3 to a Prius Prime.  Rather than having that "vastly superior" attitude, they 

were somewhat less obvious.  The comments were condescending:  "My condolences for 

your loss." and "I'm so sorry. I hope you get better soon." and "Wtf? Lol" and "Congrats 

on your new adult Little Tikes Cozy Coupe." and "Good luck." and "AYFKM?"  That's not 

a good sign.  You don't want such messaging to speak for your base.  GM didn't care.  Any 

attention was good attention in their mind.  That's not how you appeal to the 

masses.  Fortunately, there were somewhat sensible posts mixed into that discussion: "A 

Prius is a fantastic piece of utilitarian kit for someone who gives absolutely zero squirts 

about driving for pleasure and wants reliable, hyper-economical transport."  I was 

intrigued how everyone was carefully avoiding mention of RAV4.  They are falling into 

the same trap as the Volt enthusiasts did.  They are fixating on a scapegoat, trying to 

stigmatize by cherry-picking.  Because when you step back to consider the bigger picture, 

quotes like this can be found: "It does not surprise me that someone would have soured on 

their Tesla experience be happier with different car; so far it seems like Lexus/Toyota is 

the go-to from Tesla owners who are tired of bad customer service and/or high repair 

costs out of warranty."  That sad-but-true situation is predictable & avoidable.  Enthusiasts 

don't care though.  They just hope for the best and push their narrative.  Some truths can 

be rather inconvenient... 
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3-29-2021 Too Late For What?  A friend of mine bought a RAV4 Prime.  Living in the Midwest, 

that meant purchasing it from a dealer on one of the coasts and either flying there to drive 

back or have it ship.  With all the pandemic challenges, his choice was to have it shipped... 

which resulted in us playing with an extremely new vehicle yesterday.  It was a beautiful 

Spring day too.  So, we drove out to the park, plugged in, and took a few photos.  That 

puts me in the category of "real world" now, rather than just online study.  Since he was 

already a plug-in owner, that meant no messing around... it was all business.  We were 

impressed too.  The extra time Toyota took and the knowledge gained from Prius Prime 

clearly paid off.  The design is impressive.  Figuring out how to target the masses is 

something Toyota does exceptionally well.  RAV4 Prime overwhelmingly confirms 

that.  So, it's quite amusing when you encounter a post like this: "Once Toyota decides 

they care about EVs they are going to be a force.  Will it be too late though?"  That was 

just another one of those rhetoric posts hoping to stir enabler posts.  Ugh.  I tend to find 

them very informative.  Replies rarely ever have any substance.  It's just nonsense to make 

the other antagonists feel better.  That means I must post to find out if there is anything 

with merit they have to present.  So, I asked:  Too late for what?  RAV4 Prime is helping 

to refine both hardware & software related to EV drive.  That's real-world production & 

experience. 

3-29-2021 Continued Attacks.  I think there are some who have become aware of an announcement 

from Toyota coming tomorrow.  We have no idea what it is, just something related to 

plug-ins.  That's it.  So, ramping up of the rhetoric was to be expected.  They'll continue 

attacks as much as possible.  Having to alter arguments along the way (move goal-posts) 

can sometimes end up being a huge mistake.  They can find themselves backed into a 

corner by not actually thinking things through before posting.  That's what I thrive one.  I 

watch for the setup.  In this case, I think it came in the form of: "It's embarrassing they 

haven't made a purpose-built EV; and they love to advertise that EVs are bad and that we 

should all buy 'self-driving hybrids.'  In my opinion they've done more damage to the EV 

cause than any other MFR to date."  That made me pause.  We have see disastrous 

outcomes from both Nissan & GM.  The damage from Leaf & Bolt came in the form of 

disenchanting enthusiasts... which is quite a blow.  They set very high expectations, but 

tend to forgive heavily even when shortcomings emerge.  That didn't happen with either 

though.  The result has been very little interest.  Souring of the milk came from them, not 

Toyota.  In fact, Toyota choice to keep distance from them has pretty much meant an 

untarnished reputation for BEV offerings... since there is nothing to actually 

tarnish.  Enthusiasts tend to not see the obvious though.  That's why they make up 

narratives.  Without acceptance of what actually caused the failure to achieve goals, they 

make up excuses and find others to blame.  So, I posted this as a reply instead:  The 

overblown perception of "anti" comes from enthusiasts.  Mainstream consumers couldn't 

care less... hence not actually being late for anything.  After all, it's not like they aren't 

investing in EV tech. Both Prime deliver great electric-only driving.  There's a dedicated 

platform about to be revealed too.  Remember, early-adopters tend to want schedules to 

move much faster than legacy business can accommodate.  We see that same expectation 

in every industry. 
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3-29-2021 EV Adoption.  Someone on the plug-in owners group lashed out at Toyota in the 

comment section under the RAV4 Prime photos I shared.  He posted a link to the 

"shameful anti-electric" ad from Toyota.  I responded back that the supposed resistance 

was from over 2 years ago and a lot has happened since then.  He fired back providing a 

link to the recent argument Toyota presented to Congress about the challenges we still 

face.  I did get the impression he actually read the article itself.  The reply gave an 

impression of feeding the narrative, nothing of any substance to back the claims.  So, I 

fired back with:  That is Business 201, what must be done once subsides are gone and the 

early-adopter market is saturated.  In other words, technical challenges get replaced with 

infrastructure & profit challenges.  Also, don't overlook how chaotic our DC fast-charger 

system is.  There's no standard yet and 2 more proprietary plugs on are the works. 

3-30-2021 Oh Brother.  My comments about fast-charging being a challenge has clearly ruffled 

some feathers.  I recognize the effort to dismiss.  As quickly as possible, trying their best 

to not draw any attention to the issue, an antagonist will dismiss the point made.  I 

recognize that pattern.  Seeing the familiar response is the clue I needed to confirm some 

enthusiasts are now beginning to see the other problems.  Being so obsessed with the 

vehicle technology, they put blinders on to block out everything else.  To them, the 

perspective is one of focus.  They believe a concentration of understanding the 

engineering is how all problems can be solved.  It is a fundamental mistake.  Absence of 

balance is something you must be taught to look for.  It's not a common trait to come 

naturally.  So, you get instead: "oh brother, it's always something"  They see you as a 

thorn, an irritant just trying to get attention.  In a way, the attention part is correct.  They 

overlooked what should have been obvious and I am now trying to point it out.  That 

pretty much never works with that audience though.  I posted a reply anyway:  This isn't 

an "oh brother" issue to just be brushed off as trivial.  It has been a barrier for years, which 

has downstream consequences.  Lack of any type of DC plug standard is preventing 

progress with speed & pricing.  Absence of that is holding up investments.  This is a 

contributor to the United States not being a leader in sales anymore. 
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3-30-2021 Fanboys.  When you don't know what to do, spread FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, 

Doubt).  When that appears an act of desperation, attack those who oppose you be calling 

them a "fanboy".  That's basically a blind loyalist, one who enthusiastically backs the 

business without any need for reason.  It's an inflation of support based upon previous 

successful initiatives.  Notice the catch?  GM wasn't successful.  That reputation for "over 

promise, under deliver" continues to be the difference.  That's why a possible alliance or 

partnership of some sort with Tesla & Toyota would be different.  Tesla has actually been 

successful.  Tesla also sees a wall in their future.  That appeal to early-adopters doesn't 

work for mainstream shoppers.  Tesla is smart enough to recognize Innovator's Dilemma 

and now appears to be trying to overcome that challenge.  It's so bizarre how GM did the 

opposite by just milking their exploit instead.  Volt died as a result.  GM didn't care.  Tesla 

does.  Seeing any type of FUD would indeed appear desperate,  you get the predictable 

alternate attack: "This has got to be confusing for the fanboys."  I took the time to provide 

detail to alleviate any supposed confusion:  It's all about knowing audience.  We have see 

many enthusiasts pushing a narrative this website does not agree with, as confirmed in this 

article: "Toyota is the king of hybrids, but it has made it clear that it's taking EV adoption 

slowly."  That contradicts all those "anti" claims attempting to portray a perspective that 

Toyota has expressed no interest in ZEV offerings.  Of course, a dead giveaway to their 

disingenuous posts was a refusal to acknowledge the EV drive RAV4 Prime already 

delivers.  There is mutual benefit from a partnership like Toyota & Tesla.  We have seen 

how the Tesla offerings have saturated the enthusiast market and now struggle to appeal to 

the next... mainstream consumers, who are far less tech-savvy and far less 

forgiving.  Toyota excels at reaching the masses, as the wide variety of hybrid offerings 

have overwhelmingly confirmed.  2 models (Sienna & Venza) are no longer available as 

ICE, they are hybrid only now.  RAV4 broke the 25% milestone with hybrids.  Camry & 

Corolla hybrid sales have continued to be choice dealers endorse.  It's a winning 

formula.  Put another way, those challenges Toyota just shared with congress are about 

what remains after technical barriers are overcome explain the perception some have used 

to mislead about intent.  In this case, that is very much the challenges posed by profit & 

infrastructure... something a partnership could help address.  It's not slow, it's only seeing 

what you want.  Enthusiasts tend to be blind to those secondary challenges. 

3-30-2021 Reality.  The response to a post stating several kWh/100mi ratings was just more 

rhetoric.  There are some who just plain don't care: "Can you actually drive a 100 miles on 

electricity in the RAV4?  No.  Is it easy to even find a RAV4 PHEV to buy if you want 

one?  No."  It's the same old nonsense we have to deal with again and again.  It never 

ends.  Fortunately, it is easier to address.  With an EV range of 42 miles, bringing up daily 

driving makes any type of propaganda look desperate now... so much so, there simply isn't 

an appetite much of that anymore.  Having endless nonsense isn't so bad when basic 

reasoning can snuff out tiny new fires being set.  In this case, even the spin of adding 

Tesla into the equation didn't help the antagonist:  That refusal to consider daily driving 

and instead attempt to cherry-pick an infrequent situation tells us how much reality scares 

you.  Same goes with the ability to find one in stock. Rather than address the technology, 

divert attention to a temporary issue.  Online rhetoric will make little difference.  It's what 

ordinary consumers will see & experience.  Daily driving covers a very large portion of 

miles driven.  Having most of them 100% electric is appealing to mainstream 

shoppers.  Further simply isn't a concern when there's an engine available as backup.  That 

makes PHEV an excellent household companion to BEV.  As for supply, that's where 

partnerships can assist.  Sharing of knowledge & resources is a win-win. 
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3-31-2021 Promoting The Plug.  Our new president has proposed spending $174 billion to promote 

electric vehicles and the installation of 500,000 charging stations across the country.  Here 

in the United States, there are currently 41,400 charging stations.  That isn't much.  In fact, 

when you look at the 192 million vehicles we have on the road right now, that's far too 

few.  For some perspective, there are 136,400 gas stations.  Think about how many pumps 

are available at each.  Think about how much faster a gas tank can be filled.  Brace 

yourself for the reality of this fact... there are fewer than 5,000 of the charging stations 

offering DC fast-charging.  That's why Toyota is speaking out, trying to draw attention to 

the other challenges we still face.  Even if all new vehicles had a plug, where would they 

plug in?  This is why more of the "slower" DC faster-chargers make sense.  That 50 kW 

threshold doesn't stress the battery-pack like those speeds needed to compete with gas 

pump... somewhere in the 300 kW range.  We have to start with the basics.  Use some of 

that $174 billion to help subsidize upgrades at home.  Don't worry about freaky charging 

speeds until we have enough vehicles to actually use them.  Remember, those charging 

stations must somehow be profitable.  Again, this is why banks of slower DC chargers will 

help move the base.  Obviously, a bulk of the charging stations will be the AC type most 

of us are familiar with now.  They typically only deliver 6.6 kW rates, but for local 

shopping you get enough electricity anyway.  Travel corridors for highway travel should 

get the faster.  Stopping at a restaurant, you'll be there for an hour.  Concern is to have a 

charger available, not that it should only take 10 minutes.  Again, the chargers must be 

profitable.  How much more are you willing to pay for the higher tier speed?  Tesla 

already has tiered service.  Not everyone wants to pay a premium.  Needless to say, some 

of that money should be used for education too. 

3-31-2021 Out of Arguments.  Having exhausted every possible means of attack is the vibe I'm 

getting now.  Antagonists have run out of arguments.  They don't argue detail 

anymore.  Remember how specs used to be argued?  That's long gone.  Even semantic 

quibbles have vanished.  This is all we seem to be getting now: "How could you have any 

confidence in an BEV made by Toyota?"  Such a tactic tells us what about offerings from 

other automakers?  If all you can do is attempt to erode reputation, that's not a good 

sign.  Remember how reputation was the trouble for GM?  With so many delivery 

disappointments in their past, the hope is somehow that will be true for Toyota simply by 

saying it.  Disconnects from reality are the realm of enthusiasts, not Toyota 

supporters.  So, this is what I had to say about that nonsense:  Prius Prime has been 

delivering EV drive flawlessly for over 4 years now.  Owners have plugged in and driven 

electric-only miles without any issue whatsoever... so successful that RAV4 Prime was 

also delivered.  Pretending that real-world experience has not proven the technology and 

built confidence is some rather desperate FUD. 
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3-31-2021 That's My Beef.  It's nice to hear a voice of reason from time to time.  An even better one 

we hear from on a regular basis.  From such an individual, we got this today: "I don't 

believe Toyota ever had anything against EVs.  I think their reluctance to go fully electric 

has more to do with the current expensive, heavy, slow-charging, short-range 

battery.  That's my beef with EVs."  It is interesting to encounter some a comment posted 

on a blog.  Most of the websites are struggling now.  Once a source of consistent message, 

they all have become a chaotic mix of messages.  Support is very difficult when there is no 

real theme.  Basically, they have become a haugepage of stuff related to plug-in 

vehicles.  It's all quite random, with a "flavor of the day" approach.  Content is extremely 

easy to lose and pretty much impossible to find later.  This is the nature of endless 

problems... hence the challenges Toyota has been pointing out.  Remember all that 

messaging from GM, the wild mix of supposed support?  It all came down to words, not 

actions.  That's why this particular individual today hasn't ever given up on Toyota.  He 

routinely comments about progress being made.  His confidence in Toyota is strong 

because he has seen genuine progress.  Those successful steps forward, a true change of 

the status quo, are what other automakers continue to struggle with and hope to overcome 

with a single massive step.  Skipping what happens in the middle isn't easy and comes 

with much more risk.  Their reluctance is hidden those... by words of broken 

promises.  GM was obviously the loudest, but it's pretty easy to remember others... Ford, 

Dodge, Honda, Nissan, VW, and even Hyundai coming up short.  This is why I constantly 

push for those arguing to consider the bigger pictures.  Here's more word to that affect 

which I posted today:  That's the way it has been for the past 2 decades.  Toyota priorities 

are different from other legacy automakers.  Their focus is delivering products for the 

masses, not catering to enthusiast wants.  That's why the early-adopter perspective is one 

of disappointment & upset.  Realistically, it's all rhetoric noise.  Claims of "will be left 

behind" simply have no merit.  Toyota has already developed & delivered EV drive.  So 

what if that is used in PHEV platforms and augmented BEV.  The upcoming dedicated 

BEV platforms aren't that far off and they will directly benefit from the real-world 

production & support already taking place.  It really does just come down to challenges 

BEV supports continue to struggle with... cost, weight, charging and range... all of which 

PHEV can also serve to advance. 
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4-01-2021 EV Adoption Plan.  There's a lot to what this administration is proposing.  I homed in on 

a comment posted from someone who actually read the detail: "It will give consumers 

point of sale rebates and tax incentives to buy American-made EVs."  That was nice.  We 

seem to finally be moving beyond rhetoric.  It's encouraging, but don't expect propaganda 

efforts to cease though.  My contributing to the hopeful swing was:  Vehicles made in 

Kentucky, like RAV4, are what should give everyone pause for what "American" really 

means.  Detroit imports from Mexico don't exactly inspire or promote subsides.  Watch 

what Toyota is doing. They are targeting their core customer, getting them reluctant 

dealers to not miss ICE models.  Sienna & Venza are now 100% hybrid and sales are 

going strong. RAV4 is at a 25% shift to hybrid and the projected limit of 5,000 for the first 

year of the plug-in has already been exceeded (currently at 5,992) with several months to 

go still.  And of course, Prius is leading the way with the plug-in model sales starting to 

outpace the hybrid.  All that is what solidifies production here.  That's also how you set the 

stage for EV incentives.  It is a push from behind rather than a pull from in front.  Such a 

fundamentally different approach really rubs enthusiasts the wrong way, but no one else 

cares.  It's only the early-adopter who quibbles over method or design.  Mainstream 

consumers simply want a reliable vehicle they can enjoy driving and not worry about 

monthly payments for.  We're getting back to the basics.  Helping that process along with 

point-of-sale reductions will really make a difference. 

4-02-2021 Industry Outlook.  Anything at all that shines an encouraging light on Toyota must be 

attacked.  It's quite entertaining.  There are some antagonists who do anything they can to 

undermine & belittle.  The ironic thing is they accuse me of doing the same thing, but 

don't actually provide any supporting detail to back their claim.  Their posts are nothing by 

repetition of stance, no actual substance.  Just the same statement of position over and 

over again.  When there is nothing to merit what is posted, it's just rhetoric feeding a 

narrative.  That works on a basic level.  But at some point, that enthusiast with ill intent 

gets caught.  This is what that looks like: "Whichever way the wind blows as GM, Toyota, 

and Fiat supported Trump's plan to roll back CA emissions standards, allowing cars to 

pollute more and for a longer time, but now they are all on board with the new 

administrations plans to support EVs."  Avoiding detail is key.  None have wanted to 

consider reasons why.  California emission standards falling short is a very good 

one.  Why commit to that when a stronger standard can be put in place?  After all, isn't 

addressing loopholes and consideration of raising the bar important?  From closely 

watching the rules approval process taking place right now in Minnesota, I have a 

heightened awareness of the challenges being faced.  Why not closely evaluate what can 

be achieved now instead of just blindly adopting what had been deemed worthy in the 

past?  Shouldn't we consider what we have learned since then?  That should be an obvious 

next step... unless it wrecks your narrative.  To those who are still trying to feed it, this 

post sums up my observation:  Some understand the value of "choose your battle".  Others 

feel the need to waste resources on principle. 
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4-03-2021 Luxury Market?  The expectation is 300 miles of EV range, DC fast-charging rate of 150 

kW, AC level-2 charging rate of 19 kW.  That's the supposed word for GM's upcoming 

Cadillac offering, the new BEV called Lyric.  It's yet another example of not targeting 

their own core consumer.  With specifications like that, bragging rights is what comes to 

mind... not actual change.  How will the status quo be altered by what will clearly be a 

low-volume seller?  Again, we have to ask the "Who?" question.  What is the point of such 

a configuration?  Aren't we past the point of proving the technology?  If not, it is quite 

hypocritical to claim Toyota is behind.  Supposedly, this time next year sales will begin 

for this vehicle.  Pricing will supposedly be somewhere around $50,000 to be able to 

compete with Model Y.  So much for GM's supposed leadership.  Where's the plug-in 

selling for a price "nicely under $30,000"?  Oh, that's right.  It is a Toyota.  Yes, Prius 

Prime is still the top-seller in that category.  Go figure.  Reading comments posted about 

the article attempting to stir hype, there wasn't much to respond to.  It's just another 

example of being out of touch with ordinary consumers.  Priced so far out of reach, what 

do they hope to achieve?  This is the same old nonsense repeating.  Remember how Volt 

spawned a second model, but that was a luxury option?  How is this any different this time 

with Bolt?  Ask what the point is of catering to a luxury market.  See the problem?  It's 

one of those challenges Toyota has mentioned repeatedly.  An affordable BEV will 

undermine your expensive offerings.  It upsets the balance.  This is why Toyota has been 

pushing new architecture across its entire fleet, in a manner so subtle most people never 

notice.  It is their setting of the stage.  Toyota is preparing to shift while avoiding any type 

of fallout like the Osborne Effect.  This is why GM is essentially stalling with Lyric.  They 

too must prepare... but don't want to admit focus on the luxury market is really a 

diversion.  Think about it.  19 kW level-2 charging requires you to provide a dedicated 

100-amp AC line.  Who at home is going to be able to afford to do that?  It's a very, very 

limited audience. 

4-03-2021 Overkill Marketing.  Some products in some industries can attract sales based on 

performance the consumer will never actually use.  The automotive industry is notorious 

for that.  But in changing times & technologies, they now face what the computer industry 

had to address.  Even though their were more better choices (efficiency, speed, weight, 

size), they simply were not a draw.  That kept them as premium options, rather than 

becoming standard.  We're seeing the same for the highest rate available for at-home 

charging.  The technical specification for SAE-J1772 allow for more than double the rate 

most vehicles offer.  Most people will never use that ability though.  So, it is not worth the 

expense or effort to use it as a selling point.  Enthusiasts disagree: "I wish more vehicles 

would support 19 kW L2 charging."  It's blanket statements like that, without any 

reasoning why, that really cause trouble.  In other words, lack of critical thinking 

continues to be a problem.  I addressed the obvious mindlessness with:  I know quite a 

number of plug-in owners who were forced to install a sub-panel as a result of their 

incoming power being undersized or too distant from the garage.  The market potential for 

customers with dedicated 100-amp lines is so small that wouldn't achieve 

anything.  Luxury features for a niche audience are fine, but there are numerous better 

things to focus on at this stage.  Just look at how many current plug-in owners that are 

settling for 120-volt charging still.  Consider how many households that will be challenged 

to support multiple 40-amp lines (7.7 kW peak rate) at the same time.  There's so little to 

gain, it's basically a wasted wish. 
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4-03-2021 Accounting Department.  Priority differences are what sets apart enthusiasts from 

mainstream consumers.  Rating affordability higher is what you are going to get from 

someone shopping the showroom floor.  An early-adopter is especially likely to forego 

concerns of price in favor of satisfying a desire.  It works out fine initially.  But as rollout 

must progress from introduction to high-volume, the necessity for profit becomes a really 

big deal for an automaker.  That audience shift makes it a very big problem.  GM gambled 

that production cost would fall enough to cover the difference.  It didn't.  That ultimately 

killed Volt, since there was simply no option available.  Sustainable sales an a cost low 

enough to return a reasonable profit are required.  That means GM has been faced with the 

challenge of how to keep Bolt from also dying.  Comments like this only make the 

situation worse: "GM is going to really need to step up their EV effort.  They come out 

with nice cars that for some reason or another are hobbled by poor design choices like the 

50 kW DC fast charge in the new Bolt.  I think cars like the old ELR and the new Bolt 

show that too much of the design process is limited by the accounting department that 

forces them to cut corners that shouldn't be cut."  Enthusiasts don't consider a balance of 

cost & performance acceptable.  I pointed out the error in that "poor" assessment: 

 

An easily overlooked aspect of 50 kW DC fast-charging is how robust it actually is.  Ever 

think about why we already see some stations setup with banks of them at that particular 

speed?  They are have proven to be quite reliable.  You don't want to be tripping faults like 

some of the super-fast chargers currently do.  Struggle like that quickly sours appeal.  You 

also want it to have a minimal impact to battery longevity, which is what the slower rate 

does.  People make fun of Toyota sticking with 50 kW, but their 1,000,000 km warranty 

(621,000 miles) is not something to just dismiss as unimportant.  Being cost-effective 

means a balance between automaker & consumer. 

 

Owners of charging-stations must also somehow make money.  Reasonable, sustainable 

profit is essential. How many of you are willing to pay $0.43 per kWh for the fastest DC 

charging?  Slower cost the provider less, which allows them to offer a reduced price for a 

longer recharge time.  Getting 4 mi/kWh on the highway, it will cost you $10.75 at the 

fastest rate to travel 100 miles.  Prius Prime effortlessly delivers 50 MPG on the 

highway.  With gas currently at a high of $3.90 per gallon in California (just $2.59 here in 

Minnesota), it doesn't take a rocket-scientist to see the challenges still faced for the fastest 

DC charging.  Paying less for 50 kW service is an easy argument. 

The goal is appealing to the masses.  It's how market growth will be achieved. That means 

finding a balance, not striving to deliver the very best technically possible.  It's a 

fundamental that makes enthusiasts absolutely crazy.  They fight the idea of 

compromise.  Business depends upon on-going sales, which are usually not that 

exciting.  The common vehicle is what pays automaker & dealer bills, not niche 

offerings.  That cold, hard, bitter reality is sometimes too much for some to accept... like 

the reason for 50 kW. 
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4-04-2021 5-Year Cost Of Ownership.  Some sources of green news have fallen to hype and click-

bait.  Any sense of journalism is lost for certain topics.  Today provided great evidence of 

that: "However, interestingly, according to Kelley Blue Book, the average purchase price 

of a passenger vehicle in the US in 2020 was $37,876."  With such a leading statement in a 

5-Year comparison, there wasn't much hope for constructive discussion.  It was just more 

source material for feeding a narrative.  In fact, it didn't even take responsibility for the 

content.  There was only a few opening paragraphs, then a link to a video with the 

comparison itself.  Needless to say, I couldn't keep silent: 

 

Interesting is the failure recognize how misleading data can be if it is not properly 

identified.  Simply grouping everything together to calculate an average doesn't tell us 

anything meaningful. 

 

For example, it is like stating average MPG, but including all vehicles with a gas tank.  To 

make such a blanket assessment, without recognition that some plug-in hybrids will be 

driven extremely long durations (6 months to 1 year) between gas tank refills, results in a 

heavily distorted average. 

 

In this case, how useful is "average" information knowing it is $21,783 for a compact car 

and $36,487 for a full-size car.  (Data from Kelly Blue Book December 2020.)  That's a 

dramatic difference just within the category of "car".  To further reveal how misleading 

conclusions are drawn, look at the data for entry-level luxury car at $42,016.  That is 

nearly double the price of the compact.  When you look at average for luxury car, 

excluding high-end models, it rises to $58,174.  The same type of range variance happens 

with SUV/Crossover compact to full-size from $31,027 to $66,811, and for luxury it's 

$46,563 to $89,524.  Notice those ranges even within a category didn't include values for 

subcompact.  Car is $16,511.  SUV/Crossover is $25,197. 

This is why "sticker shock can turn people away from virtually any product".  It is a 

mistake on the presenter's part for not knowing their audience.  You want someone to 

consider a plug-in replacement for their current ICE compact car, you quote a price for a 

BEV compact car.  Quoting an average is a quick way to lose your listener. 
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4-04-2021 Sales Surge.  Success of RAV4 Prime is getting noticed.  The narrative of Toyota being 

"behind" is falling apart.  Those hoping to distract & defend in favor of other automakers 

are really beginning to struggle.   Each argument is showing weakness.  There's nothing 

more to deceive with.  The rhetoric has been exhausted.  That made posting this as a 

comment in an article about Toyota's excellent first-quarter results for 2021 was 

rewarding: 

 

The bigger story is what's happening across the fleet.  Hybrid models are available for 

most Toyota passenger vehicles now.  That choice is opening the door for PHEV 

offerings, since adaption of the hybrid system is a just matter of adding a one-way 

clutch.  Everything else (traction motor, generator motor, power-split device, inverter, 

software) is already present and fully capable of EV driving.  The clutch simply allows the 

generator motor to become a second traction motor, taking advantage of the increased 

power available from the larger battery-pack. 

 

This is why we now see Prius at a tipping point, where the plug-in model is starting to 

draw more attention than the regular hybrid.  Both dealer & consumer recognize 

increasing battery-pack capacity as the only barrier to taking that next step.  There is 

nothing to prove technically anymore.  The system has confirmed being both reliable & 

durable.  And with production-cost dropping for batteries, it is quite reasonable to see this 

as the shift to plug-in only playing out right before our eyes. 

The most important takeaway from these observations is the diverse nature of the current 2 

offerings.  Prime is quite different from RAV4.  Being able to reach such a variety of 

potential customers is key, something all automakers must address.  Knowing another 

PHEV is on the way, it is easy to see Toyota's move away from ICE across the fleet is well 

underway. 

4-04-2021 Background Noise.  Opinions from those were it really doesn't matter are what promote 

being dishonest.  I pulled up an article from over 7 years ago.  It was about setting the 

record straight... an attempt to end some of the lies.  That's when "fake news" thrived, but 

back before that term had been coined.  Anywho, in the comments was a post blatantly 

disregarding what has been sighted as incorrect claims.  The person simply didn't care and 

repeated the same old rhetoric.  That's what today's comment reminded me of: "You can 

do this song and dance all day but Toyota is a laggard."  It was an echo of the past, but no 

longer possessing the weight anymore.  They take their audience for fools, hoping the 

mindless repetition of meritless claims will eventually become so ingrained, the truth is 

lost.  I deal with that in this manner now:  No one is fooled by the false, misleading, and 

inaccurate claims made on a regular basis.  Using a word like "laggard" is an act of 

desperation, stated without any detail to support it.  Even the "do much more" lacks any 

type of substance or merit to back it.  Anyone who takes a moment to look up Prius Prime 

or RAV4 Prime finds a plug-in system that delivers EV driving.  The all-electric 

propulsion up to 84 mph (135 km/h) includes cabin warming & cooling that is also 

electric.  It is a profitable design able to transition the entire fleet to plug-in models.  In 

other words, go study what it really takes to move the industry forward.  Rhetoric from 

enthusiasts is just background noise in a very complex business. 
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4-04-2021 Barriers.  The real problems are shielded from investment capital and carbon 

credits.  Things like the 5-Year cost analysis are obviously cherry-picked.  People own 

vehicles longer than 5 years.  Expensive repairs don't happen until after that.  Resale 

values is a bitter reality too.  Those are barriers some absolutely refuse to 

address.  Instead, we get nonsense like this: "Wow!  That's more than half as many HEVs 

as the BEVs Tesla sold."  It's quite annoying, though informative to understand what the 

enthusiast audience believes.  They may not reflect the mainstream market at all, but what 

they focus can often expose weakness... revealing what they are trying to avoid.  It 

sometimes comes down to endless sparring.  Other times, it's just their belief of superiority 

getting the best of them:  Comparing a well-funded startup with limited choice to a 

massive legacy automaker is futile.  It doesn't tell us anything meaningful about growth or 

change.  It just points out what happened with an early-adopter audience.  Think about 

how impressive Toyota's reputation is for reliability and how much that trust demonstrated 

by 10,000,000 purchases annually.  Think about what it takes to carry that entire market 

forward, to offer something improved upon that.  This is why the other legacy automakers 

are still stuck in the stage of introducing themselves.  They face major barriers to 

overcome the status quo... challenges Toyota is taking on and showing sings of 

success.  Those HEV sales you mock are an undeniable step away from traditional 

offerings... true change.  Too bad if you don't like the approach.  It's a step forward 

regardless whether you accept it or not. 

4-05-2021 Totally Bias.  The attitude comes in all forms.  This one especially caught my interest: "I 

come here for the totally biased EV perspective.  It makes me feel better and help me 

rationalize my decisions.  I didn't read the article since I already know what it says.  But I 

can assure you it didn't compensate the owner for the hundreds of hours EV owners spend 

waiting for their vehicle to recharge.  Thanks...  But no thanks."  This is why we get so 

many click-bait articles.  Everyone participating has already made up their minds.  They 

are basically just there to get validation of their position.  It's quite typical.  Many have 

simply become lazy, unwilling to research & listen.  It's far easier to just find someone 

who agrees with you or someone to argue with.  To the situation we face, I say:  That 

perspective is "totally biased" because it is presented as if it were a binary 

situation.  Reality is much different.  You have choices that have intentionally been 

omitted, to force the discussion for a favored outcome.  Presented with what's missing, 

you'll probably come to a different conclusion.  In this case, information about PHEV 

(plug-in hybrids) is absent.  Being able to drive EV almost all the time from nothing but an 

overnight charge using the 120-volt outlet you already have in your garage is quite 

realistic.  It even comes in popular vehicle style... a SUV with AWD and towing... RAV4 

Prime.  Put another way, you can have your cake and eat it too.  RAV4 Prime delivers 42 

miles of electric-only driving range.  When that plug-supplied electricity is used up, the 

gas engine starts to operate the hybrid system.  It's a best of both worlds option never 

presented in these types of comparisons. 
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4-05-2021 Downvotes.  In the past, I saw them a lot.  When someone didn't like what you posted, 

they would downvote it until the post disappeared (upon getting 10 negative votes).  They 

would do that even for facts.  Not wanting to face the truth is something I cannot relate 

to.  Ironically, many of the antagonists doing that would accuse you of putting your head 

in the sand.  The hypocrisy is amazing... but not surprising.  You can used to the 

nonsense.  Today, it was disagreement with the fact the it cost more for tier-3 

service.  How can anyone argue something so easy to prove?  Are they ignorant or just 

plain stupid?  To get more electricity faster, of course you will have to pay a higher 

price.  How is that different from anything else?  You want to be able to download more 

data faster, you will naturally have to pay more for that internet service.  Ugh.  Oh well, all 

you can do is post the facts and ask questions... since some obviously don't want to 

listen:  800-volt service won't be cheap for charging-station owners.  That higher tier 

expense will be passed down to the vehicle owner.  How much will the owner be willing 

to pay?  The standard rate for Electrify America currently is $0.43 per kWh. 

4-05-2021 Iceberg.  Turns out, some enthusiasts are really bad at analogies: "I realize companies like 

Toyota have a lot of inertia, which is why they tend to fail when they miss their mark.  VW 

has the right idea.  Toyota appears to be aiming for the giant iceberg while saying we are 

the best, nothing can sink this ship..."  The know-your-audience mantra came about from 

the blindness of enthusiasts not seeing the rest of the forest.  They'd focus so much on a 

single tree, the rest of the world around them didn't matter.  They figured studying just that 

one is all that was needed to understand all the rest.  Ugh.  In this case, it was even more 

simplistic.  What was the goal?  Why are you in the forest in the first place?  How does the 

iceberg fit into the picture?  I responded with:  That is a telling analogy.  Other automakers 

see the iceberg as something to avoid, so they steer away and celebrate.  Meanwhile, the 

iceberg remains on a collision course with our homeland.  Toyota is facing it directly, 

heading straight for it trying to intercept.  In other words, we see the games those other 

automakers are playing.  Heck, they even refer to Toyota's choice as "late to the 

party".  Reality will catch up with them at some point.  They'll see what the iceberg 

actually represents.  For those not wearing their critical-thinking caps, the iceberg is sales 

to the masses... those low-profit, high-volume purchases which sustain the business.  It is 

far easier to appeal to those with disposable income than those carefully watching monthly 

payments.  As for VW specifically, what is happening at dealerships?  Shipping ID.4 is 

only an initial step toward change... a single push attempting to change course of the 

iceberg.  Toyota is pushing with several models of hybrid, two models of plug-in hybrid, 

another plug-in hybrid on the way, and two upcoming BEV.  It's a plan to address the wide 

variety of customers, not just those easy to sway. 
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4-05-2021 The Forest.  There always seems to be someone even less aware than troublemaker.  He 

chimed in with: "The iceberg is an obstacle, not the destination."  Finding someone that 

clueless is intriguing.  They take the analogy so literally and without question, there's no 

way to get any type of message through.  You are wrong, period.  That outright dismissal 

comes from being poorly informed.  Drawing conclusions with incomplete or incorrect 

information will do that.  This is why I so frequently ask for the person to state goals... 

forcing them to consider purpose.  If they don't understand motive, what's the point?  Far 

too often, belief that automakers will do the right thing is accepted as a 

given.  Recognizing the risks that come with change are a very real problem.  They 

dismiss the issues... those other trees in the forest.  Only the one matters to them.  It's a 

fools errand to believe there isn't more to a situation than a single influence.  Ugh.  I ended 

up posting:  That's a great example of misunderstanding the problem.  This iceberg is 

enormous and will inevitably smash into the shore, causing damage.  It cannot be 

prevented.  So, whether you can steer around is irrelevant.  To make matters worse, that 

isn't the only iceberg.  In other words, this isn't a binary situation and there is no way to 

avoid it.  The goal is to minimize impact.  It's carbon neutral, not carbon elimination. 
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4-06-2021 Complex Change.  Well that previous post fell on deaf ears: "It's only limited because 

Toyota didn't bother to order enough.  Toyota is one of the largest automakers in the 

world and has an established supply base for batteries.  The "limited battery supply" 

excuse doesn't hold up."  There is no getting through to some people.  Of course, I read an 

article today noting GM's history with BEV.  Their experience stated how EV1 evolved 

into Bolt, which will years from now be joined by BEV models of Hummer & 

Silverado.  Volt was omitted entirely.  It's the desire to keep things simplistic, forcing a 

"tree" perspective.  In fact, that's why Volt was doomed from the start.  Rather than even 

trying to see the forest, key elements of engineering were fixated upon.  Nothing else 

mattered to them.  If that simple marketing approach were pushed, the complex world we 

call reality wouldn't matter.  Again, ugh.  I address this round of insanity with: 

 

Some here like to throw around "compliance" with no concern for tradeoffs.  They treat 

the situation as if there is no penalty for simply ordering more supply or accelerating 

production of a specific offering. 

 

The reality is large automakers sell a wide variety of vehicles.  That means actions for 

micro benefit could have macro consequences.  In this case, that is very much a risk of an 

Osborne Effect.  The last thing a large automaker should do is hype something the 

customer will want right away. 

 

For example, GM keeps focus on the years come, stirring interest in what is being 

developed.  It is a perpetual cycle of green promotion without actually delivering anything 

to upset the status quo.  The current example is upcoming BEV vehicles using Ultium 

battery tech.  That has no impact whatsoever to current sales, yet still earns praise for the 

automaker. 

 

The opposite example is that of Toyota, an automaker working hard to keep their 

development subtle.  The penetration of hybrid models into the fleet and how they set the 

stage for widespread plug-in support is the subject of complaint & ridicule by enthusiasts 

and difficult to notice by mainstream consumers.  It is preparation for macro benefit with 

only micro tradeoff that's minor. 

In short, labels like "compliances" or claims of "behind" make no difference.  They are 

just rhetoric noise coming from early-adopters spinning a narrative based upon their 

frustration of how complex change truly is. 
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4-06-2021 Beyond Zero.  The timing of Toyota filing a trademark application for the "Beyond Zero" 

sub-brand they wish to create for BEV offerings was interesting.  It provided exactly what 

I can been posting about.  Rather than using such an element as a distraction, it is used as a 

reminder.  Toyota is seen as being so heavily invested in pushing green change now, the 

message of future choices to come is lost.  People see change happening right now... for 

Toyota, anyway.  From the old rival GM, there's hype of extremely expensive 

rollouts.  Hummer EV will be around $110,000.  Silverado EV will be around 

$80,000.  Nothing else.  It's all a build up of a promise, without any actual promise.  You 

just get the impression that something affordable will eventually follow.  Quite the 

opposite is what we are seeing take shape for Toyota.  There will be a variety of models, 

apparently 5 and each will have a 2 grades.  That's what you get when searching for 

trademark & patent type information.  Those filings provide a glimpse of intent.  It the 

same thing we see with the shift to mirrorless cameras.  There is usually a name and tidbits 

of detail.  That's exactly the situation now with the plug-ins to come from Toyota.  I 

pointed that out, adding to the official sub-brand being confirmed:  News of an upcoming 

filing emerged mid-December last year.  The following were listed for vehicle names: BZ, 

BZ1X, BZ2, BZ2X, BZ3, BZ3X, BZ4, BZ4X, BZ5, BZ5X.  They will feature the modular 

e-TNGA platform (Toyota's architecture for their electric vehicles). 

4-07-2021 New Audience.  Proof of have reached a new audience comes in statements like: "Anyone 

else amazed that people are buying this wonderful expensive car, then worrying about gas 

going stale because they never drive more than 45 miles a day?"  We saw that a lot as the 

reach of Prius expanded.  Witnessing the same extension into new territory, but at a much 

faster rate, is very promising.  It's quite the opposite of what Volt experienced.  Remember 

how the focus of enthusiasts continued to become more and more specialized?  They 

would focus on characteristics of the vehicle no one but their own small group cared 

about.  Their arguments backed them into a corner, an action most refused to 

acknowledge.  This is why I kept asking "Who is the market for Volt?" over and over and 

over again.  They didn't want the technology diluted by spreading it to other platforms like 

Cruze or Equinox or even providing other configurations of Volt.  They wanted their 

message crystal clear, but couldn't ever agree what the message should be.  So when it 

came to simple matters like gas going stale, argument would erupt about priorities.  This is 

what pushed people out, why that daily blog saw so many supporters abandon the 

effort.  Were they worrying about gas or did they have experience of their own to 

share.  Unanswered questions contribute to disenchantment.  The point of my ramble is the 

"Who?" should be obvious.  Does someone provide a response?  If so, was it another 

newbie who was able to find & share that information?  If so, you know the new audience 

will thrive.  While waiting to find that out, I share a tidbit of history:  Owners of such tech 

have been around for entire decade already.  So, this is a very old topic.  What's new is the 

packaging.  RAV4 appeals to very wide audience.  Lots of people are interested... many of 

whom have never given your question any thought. 
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4-08-2021 Note e-Power.  There was an article posted about how well Nissan's series hybrid has 

been selling.  No context was provided though.  No background.  No detail.  It was one of 

those mentions that tells you a whole lot of nothing.  What is the purpose of that 

technology?  This is how the promotion material describes it: "e-POWER is a 100% 

electric motor-driven system from Nissan that gives you the same high-performance 

driving experience as an all-electric car."  In a world where series-parallel hybrids didn't 

already exist, that would sound remarkable.  In fact, it did over 20 years ago.  Efficiency 

couldn't deliver though.  Automakers saw Prius and were inspired to try other things.  I 

jumped into the discussion with:  Absence of any detail should be a red flag.  When you 

hunt for specs, you find the vague reference to "conventional hybrid" doesn't tell you 

anything useful.  Looking at power output, we see it is 85 kW (114 hp) for Note e-Power. 

Claims of "low-output motor" is somewhat misleading.  True, the regular model Prius 

outputs less. But when its existing motors are connected to a large-battery pack and 

clutch-enabled, output climbs 65 kW (91 hp).  That isn't as big of a difference as the 

compare seems to imply.  Looking at efficiency, we see that it is 90 MPG rating (Japanese 

JC08 test-cycle) for Note e-Power.  That doesn't really stand out as market leading, since 

gen-4 Prius delivers a 96 MPG rating and the plug-in model much higher.  That all tends 

to put a focus on pricing & convenience.  Much smaller battery-pack obviously gives it a 

cost, size, and weight advantage.  Not having to plug in obviously has some marketing 

appeal. But the whole point of greatly reducing oil consumption is lost.  Deployment 

across the fleet would be an effective means of phasing out traditional offerings and 

setting the stage for models with large plug-in battery-packs... much like Toyota, but no 

where near as far along.  The question is, does Nissan have that planned and how long 

would it take? 

4-09-2021 Gen-5 Prius.  People are beginning to see a little beyond the pandemic.  An expectation of 

normal isn't for anytime soon.  But like all things Prius related, patience is required.  So, 

that in a way is normal.  I suspect the next generation Prius won't be a 2022 like some are 

hoping for.  The current state of the market simply doesn't support it.  There are chip 

shortages and the outlook for plug-in vehicles hasn't produced clear messaging yet... 

which means lots of speculation in the meantime: "Wonder if they will synchronize the 

Prime and Prius generation years?"  That came from regular big Prius forum member 

who basically likes to stir the pot.  Lack of a constructive nature in posting patterns is an 

annoyance.  Some people have nothing better to do.  This individual simply wants to keep 

the discussion from fading.  So, I indulged with my own stir:  What makes you believe 

there will be a non-Prime version of Prius?  We have been watching interest in the regular 

model drop and the plug-in model rise.  Knowing Toyota will be introducing another 

Prime and 2 new electric-only vehicles this year, it simply doesn't make sense to continue 

with the split.  Notice how well Sienna and Venza are selling as hybrid-only choices?  It's 

time for Prius to again to lead the way for the next stage of phaseout. 
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4-10-2021 Certain Misconceptions.  There are a few that never die.  Today, it came in the 

discussion about Nissan's series hybrid: "Add plug-in and VOILA!  You have a gen-1 

Chevy Volt."  It is a testament to how little some antagonists actually knew about 

Prius.  They attacked based on assumption, not fact.  Some of the confusions we got long 

afterward (following the end of Volt production) were quite enlightening.  They really 

were clueless.  There was so much emotion, it clouded judgment... even with regard to 

engineering.  They simply blocked out anything that could sway their 

narrative.  Remember the downvoting?  Anywho, this is how I addressed the problem 

today:  11 years later after finding out that Volt would not actually be series hybrid as 

anticipated, incorrect claims about the design continue.  That's remarkable!  Of course, 

denial of such a revelation is understandable when comments like this were posted as a 

result of that confirmation back then: "WHAT??? This is not anywhere close to the drive 

train I have been reading about for the last 3 years."  Finding out Volt had direct-drive, a 

mechanical connection from engine to wheels rather than wire only, was a devastating 

blow to enthusiasts.  It originally operated that way under just certain circumstances.  But 

as gen-2 was being designed, GM embraced the efficiency benefit and enabled the system 

to use that approach more often.  Some of the persistence of the false belief came from the 

relentless effort of enthusiasts to portray Volt as profoundly different from Prius.  The 

reveal of it sharing a fundamental undermined their messaging about Volt technology 

being "vastly superior".  Now all these years later, we see Prius operating just like Volt 

with nothing but an added clutch.  That brings us back to supposed benefit of using an 

engine for electricity only.  After all these years, only Nissan is left pursuing that hybrid 

approach.  What do they hope to achieve from an offering like that without a plug? 

4-10-2021 Favorite Arguments.  Among the topic is when an offering is intentionally 

excluded.  The troublemaker will simply pretend it doesn't exist.  In the past, it was 

making sure focus was exclusively on Prius.  Other hybrids, like Camry or Highlander, 

were ignored.  Now with both Corolla and RAV4 added to the mix, that is basically 

impossible.  So, omitted facts have shifted to the plug-in hybrids.  They'll exclude the 

entire category.  When confronted, the dismissal is in the abrasive brushoff of owners 

supposedly never plugging them in.  Now, focus has shifted to BEV offerings with this 

claim:  "Toyota doesn't do any real EVs.  But they do a lot of lousy petrol only hybrids 

which are almost as efficient as a regular diesel car."  I was amused; that served as an 

invitation to provide some exposition... which I did not hesitate to do:  Denial runs 

deep.  UX300e isn't a real EV?  It has a 54.3 kWh battery-pack and delivers a 400 km 

range (European rating), a true BEV in every regard.  EV comes in the form of PHEV 

too.  The model I drive (Prius Prime) has a lifetime average of 114 MPG, using their 

design from 2016.  Their newest offering (RAV4 Prime) provides a much larger battery 

(18.1 kWh) and it is proving to be a very popular choice. 
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4-11-2021 Standardized Measure.  That classic problem never goes away.  Remember 20 years ago, 

when people didn't understand that the big number listed for MPG wasn't actually an 

expectation?  It was a standardized measure to provide a common perspective.  To confirm 

the misunderstanding, all you had to do was ask about the small numbers listed on the 

window-sticker, right underneath the big one.  They would look at you with that deer-in-

the-headlights stare, clueless as to even the existence of them.  They made a lot of 

assumptions then... and still do now: "Unfortunately, that's is an article of the "estimated 

annual fuel/electricity costs" and it's based on a lot of assumptions."  I found that 

particular ironic, since he assumed the assumption.  In reality, well known standardized 

measures were used.  I pointed out my favorite:  The most interesting is annual distance: 

15,000 miles.  If you annualize RAV4 Prime's overnight-only recharge range of 42 miles 

(multiple times 365), you get 15,330 miles.  That standardized perspective gives you an 

effective means of countering those assumptions. 

4-11-2021 Familiar Desperation.  This rambled response was great: "No... an EV is one that drives 

100% on electricity.  Anything else is at best a partial EV.  UX300e is a lousy excuse of an 

EV and is not even sold in enough numbers to be classified as compliance...  It's worse 

than a 2013 Leaf.  Toyota is a sad excuse for a company."  That is what happens when the 

antagonist makes a mistake and gets called out on it.  In this case, he assumed Toyota had 

no interest in ever producing a BEV since he hadn't ever seen one from them.  The link I 

provided proved him wrong, very wrong.  At best, he expected to see a concept 

vehicle.  Finding out that Toyota is not only producing it now, but that some are already in 

the driveways of customers, was too much to accept.  Reality crashing down on you to 

destroy the narrative you have depended upon for years is a devastating blow.  The 

response to that is a familiar desperation.  All they have to work with at that point is a 

vague moving of goal posts.  After all these years of witnessing the behavior pattern, it has 

become a source of fascination.  Who do they think they are fooling?  So, that is the type 

of reply I end up posting... eluding to the attempted deception:  What's most telling about 

the use labels like "lousy" and "sad" is the obvious effort to evade specifics.  This 

audience is not a group of idiots.  They see right through that.  UX300e offers double the 

battery-capacity, provides an active thermal management system, and drives 100% on 

electricity.  As for sales, first deliveries are just now taking place.  So already drawing a 

conclusion on demand makes no sense.  Toyota production of EV drive systems for PHEV 

and BEV are proving to be profitable & reliable.  This topic focuses on Nissan's effort to 

do the same.  Those systems are setting the stage for ICE elimination... whether you agree 

with the approach or not. 
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4-11-2021 Familiar Undermining.  It's nice that more people are recognizing efforts to 

mislead.  Blind trust of the past still exists now, but it isn't as common.  There are more 

ways to validate claims.  Additional sources can be a problem, especially when they all 

echo the identical sentiment.  Fortunately, the desire to learn more makes the repetition of 

basics easy to overcome.  Just do more searches online.  Failing to find anything of 

substance either in favor of or opposing is a warning sign.  Most of the time, it is an 

absence of data that gives away true intent.  Remember that "1776 Mile" promotional stunt 

GM pulled prior to the reveal of price for Volt?  Looking back, it is easy to see the total 

absence of any HV driving data was an effort to get people to focus entirely on EV 

results.  GM knew Volt's much higher than expected MSRP would create a huge stir.  So, 

they created a distraction.  Why plan a widely publicized trip of 1,776 miles to ending on 

the 4th of July without sharing results?  We knew that overnight charging at the motels 

wouldn't provide anywhere near enough electricity to cover that distance.  In fact, no one 

knew at the time what that distance would be.  Expectations were about 40 miles.  Reality 

was 35 miles.  Recharging 3 or 4 times during the trip wouldn't even cover 10% of the 

travel.  Why was the 90% portion held back?  Hiding what people are begging to know 

isn't good publicity.  GM soon felt a backlash... one of many.  Some have learned to call 

out such holding of vital detail.  That's how we knew the supposed PHEV study was really 

a propaganda campaign.  Nothing to support claims is highly suspicious.  And sure 

enough, it was revealed as a deceptive report.  I'm glad to see others recognize that.  It 

means not having much to say about the topic when it comes up in discussion.  Today, my 

reply was brief:  This is a classic undermining campaign.  The pattern is easy to 

recognize.  Those seeing the growing interest from the newest offerings (like R4P) are 

attempting to flood the media with disinformation.  Kudos to the people taking time to 

look at the actual data and spreading awareness of the cherry-picked facts used to mislead. 

4-12-2021 Watch.  It's difficult to know if antagonists are actually aware of the upcoming reveal or if 

they are just seeing an opportunity to milk their narrative.  Whatever the case, it is just 

pointless rhetoric to a meritless audience.  That is obviously enough to keep the dream 

alive... their hope for something from any type progress forward from their own preferred 

automaker.  In other words, they have nothing.  It is a stall & distraction effort.  They 

really don't pay attention.  My guess is in their gut they fear Toyota really has plans well 

underway but is being their usual quiet.  Hype simply isn't how they operate.  That "join 

the party" attitude is for other enthusiasts, not ordinary mainstream consumers... hence 

bringing up audience on a regular basis.  That fundamental difference of who cares about 

what is a big deal when it comes to actual change.  The illusion of being green the game 

other automakers play.  Toyota just sticks to business.  That isn't exciting for early-

adopters, hence their backlash.  The middle-market couldn't care less though.  That's who 

makes progress a reality.  The role of early-adopters is only to demonstrate 

opportunity.  Anywho, my statements are becoming brief knowing we only have a week to 

wait now:  It has been informative to read "late to the game" comments so often.  The 

statement doesn't actually represent anything sustainable.  It's just bragging rights, 

something Toyota has never been interested in.  Their business culture is quite 

different.  Their approach is different.  They take their time to do it right.  Rushing has 

consequences.  We have seen this play out already.  Study the history... and watch what 

happens. 
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4-12-2021 Considering.  I liked seeing this: "Considering history, what are the odds a Toyota 

concept actually goes to production?"  One of the antagonists has actually been paying 

attention, but not close enough.  Remember when Prius Prime was revealed?  That was in 

September, only a few months prior to rollout.  Yet, what we saw was had a "prototype" 

label on it.  The vehicle certainly looked production-ready.  That tiny note in the window 

served a good purpose.  Anything shown was subject to change.  It is basically a non-

commitment disclaimer.  That stirs a lot of speculation, discussion, and further 

intrigue.  Such a simple means of promoting a "stay tuned" message.  Troublemakers 

attempt to stir rhetoric with it.  I find how their words come back to bite them... which in 

this case could be only a week from now.  My guess is there's an embargo on the 

upcoming Shanghai Auto Show, where some reporters already have photos & specs they 

can share the moment exhibits open to the press next week.  We'll see.  In the meantime, 

consider the history just as the quote says.  I'd say the odds are pretty good.  I asked:  What 

history would that be?  Toyota shocked the world with the original Prius, revealing a 

production-intent model, then actually rolled it out.  Since then, we have seen other 

models do the same.  The 2012 PHV revealed in 2010 was remarkably close to what 

ended up being delivered.  Toyota followed up with Prime, their first PHEV to offer to-

the-floor EV acceleration.  It also went to production.  In other words, look closer at what 

"concept" is being shown.  Are they showcasing an upcoming product or demonstrating a 

technology?  There's a big difference. 
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4-13-2021 PHEV Phaseout.  European Union consideration of banning sales of ICE in about a 

decade or so is an interesting topic.  How will that impact PHEV prior to that?  Some are 

attempting to rewrite history as a means of justifying their own failure: "The 

manufacturers brought this on themselves.  There isn't one PHEV that comes close to the 

Volt which was discontinued two years ago.  If Chevy could build a 53 mile EREV in 2016 

how come nobody is building something better than that today?  A halfassed PHEV with 

25 miles of range is just a compliance car, it's not an EV.  For a plugin to function as an 

EV most of the time it needs enough range so that you can get through a normal day 

without turning on the engine.  And it needs to operate on it's electric motors only without 

needing the assist of the engine."  After reading that, the wisdom of knowing audience 

should be obvious.  If not, perhaps my response helps with the recognition of what's really 

taking place and how I deal with those trying to mislead about it: 

 

That is correct.  The problem can indeed be brought on by automakers.  Chevy did exactly 

what should not be done. It was a textbook example of Innovator's Dilemma.  All 

throughout development and upgrades, GM listened to the wrong audience.  That vehicle 

delivered was a niche, catering to the wants of enthusiasts.  Needs of mainstream buyers... 

those who provide sustainable profit... went unfulfilled.  Not all automakers give in to the 

temptations of misguided praise like that though.  Some stay true to priorities of the 

masses, ignoring ridicule of those focused on short-term gain. 

 

Toyota breaks your narrative.  RAV4 Prime not only delivers enough EV range for daily 

driving (defined by the EPA as 41 miles, that's 15,000 annual divided by 365 days) it also 

achieves that in a profitable manner using a platform highly desirable by showroom 

shoppers.  That 42-mile EV rating comes from a large AWD vehicle capable of towing 

2,500 pounds. 

 

Toyota is demonstrating how to do it right.  Their newest offering... which you 

conveniently evaded any mention of... is a means of getting the most difficult audience to 

abandon the past.  It's their dealers, the same problem GM continues to struggle 

with.  RAV4 Prime shows us how at-home charging can deliver a full electric-only driving 

experience while also taking advantage of opportunity recharging as public infrastructure 

is built. 

 

That win-win situation also helps to promote upgrades at home.  The 120-volt EVSE 

included with purchase strongly encourages a 240-volt at some point during ownership, 

which in turn results the probability of the next vehicle purchase to be a BEV. 

In other words, your misrepresentation of the technology ultimately hurts efforts to 

address the most difficult aspects of change.  Just because the simplistic approach GM 

took with Volt failed miserably, doesn't mean it will for other automakers. 
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4-13-2021 Problem Solving, dismissal part 1.  I was stirred by the close-mindedness of this 

comment: "It's a problem of human behaviour.  You should not receive any kind of benefit 

for driving a PHEV unless you are prepared to provide the telemetry to demonstrate 

you're using it as intended."  That was typical of the vastly-superior attitude of the 

past.  Even though there were a variety of solutions available, they would use one failure 

to dismiss them all.  I fired back asking:  Why not subsidize EVSE setup at home, paying 

for the device itself and wiring/installation, then follow with discounts/reimbursements for 

the electricity used through the EVSE?  After all, that is exactly what the Wi-Fi enabled 

EVSE are designed to provide.  That form of very persuasive encouragement to recharge 

as much as possible as conveniently as possible is exactly what ends up benefiting that 

same household as BEV owners.  It's a way of promoting infrastructure upgrades you 

evidently were completely unaware of.  In other words, check your own human 

behavior.  Don't dismiss problems.  Use them as opportunities for teaching moments. 

4-14-2021 It's Not Easy.  When someone brushes off a problem, claiming it's easy, there's reason to 

take your time and point out the challenges faced.  But when they suggest something that 

has already been tried and failed, then what?  There is no opportunity for further 

discussion when they believe what was just presented is new.  For example: "It's extremely 

easy to make people charge their PHEVs: limit ICE power to 50-75 HP tops, and bump 

electric range to at least 100 km."  It's great to see a comment that doesn't place all types 

of PHEV into a single category.  But when the poster isn't aware that the category they 

suggested already exists, you're pretty much doomed... since most people won't admit 

making such a mistake.  Pride often creates barriers.  That makes it extremely difficult to 

reply.  I try anyway:  It never ceases to amaze me how some audiences miss an entire 

chapter in history.  We have already been through this. CARB defined a category 

specifically for that purpose.  A vehicle you can still purchase today is available as a 2021 

model fits that criteria... BMW i3 REx.  The approach works fine, but it is difficult to 

sell... which is the same problem BEV face.  PHEV with larger engines & tanks are not. 

Interesting, they can be more efficient too.  It's not the size of the battery-pack, it's how the 

motor is used.  That's why kWh/100mi is so important, yet so often overlooked.  In other 

words, you still must appeal to both automaker & dealer.  Both require incentive to sell the 

supposed "easy" choice.  Being a challenge to sell and returning a razor-thin profit is not 

going to stir much interest from that audience.  They simply have no desire to build or 

stock such inventory. 
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4-14-2021 Beyond Vastly Superior.  We see a lot of the same old "vastly superior" attitude 

nowadays.  It was the supposed "smug" actually playing out.  Some never get beyond that 

stage.  For those who do, things get interesting.  They start posts like this: "See, we told 

you the world isn't ready for BEVs."  Then they self-validate by pointing out how they 

have moved on: "That's the mentality I used to ascribe to GM many years ago.  My how 

times have changed!"  That sounds worthwhile, until you realize they didn't actually tell 

you anything.  What changed?  It's easy to just assume they know what they are talking 

about.  But without pointing out what they supposedly observed, why accept such a vague 

statement?  I didn't and asked:  How?  GM is back to Hummer and it will be priced well 

beyond the reach of ordinary people, clearly not a product targeting their showroom 

shoppers.  Bolt is at least somewhat affordable, but shares the targeting problem... which 

is the same audience struggle Volt had.  In other words, what does "ready" actually 

mean?  It's like saying the world is ready for 5G, but we all know that it will take 

many years for it to become the base offering.  The older tech will continue to dominate 

for a very long time still... despite the fact that phones have a much shorter service life 

than a vehicle and a much lower purchase price.  There are very real audience & 

infrastructure challenges still, not to mention the quantity of those fighting against 

change.  We can't just be complacent about what still must be dealt with. 

4-14-2021 True Fear.  There are countless arguments online.  What you need to find in that mass are 

the topics being avoided.  They tell the true story, what the enthusiasts actually 

fears.  History repeats itself too.  We are back to the "saves gas" argument, but now it is 

taking place without saying those words.  They know that previous perspective on the 

topic failed.  So instead, they are switching to the purity view instead.  That won't work 

either.  It's just different lipstick on the same pig.  I calls out the latest effort with regard to 

battery supply with:  Some are afraid to look at the big picture.  That's why we call out 

"cherry picking" so often.  For example, take sales of 1,000,000 vehicles based on 15,000 

miles driven annually.  5% of that BEV and 95% of that ICE = 750 million miles of EV 

and 14.2 billions miles using gas.  25% of that PHEV and 75% of that ICE = 3.7 billion 

miles of EV and 11.2 billion miles using gas.  From that basic math, it's pretty easy to see 

the 3 BILLION mile reduction from PHEV is quite significant.  And remember, an large 

legacy automaker like Toyota sells 10,000,000 vehicles annually.  That bumps the 

outcome to 30 BILLION miles fewer driven using gas.  It gets even better when you 

consider the increase of public chargers over time.  That makes the same PHEV even 

better as the years roll by.  This is why such a limited resource of batteries spread across 

the population can have so much more of an overall impact. 
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4-14-2021 Fake News.  There is an online resource now that has turned into a popular website for 

propaganda.  Yes, it has devolved into a fake news attraction for enthusiasts, thriving on 

click-bait articles.  There's on particular writer who very effectively stirs the pot 

too.  Today, he posted this at the end of his opening paragraph: "...the second place will 

surprise you: it was Toyota, a car company with no EVs for sale in the US."  It came from 

a survey which discovered that 52 percent of 1,097 car owners in the US consider buying 

an electric car in the next ten years.  Think about that for a moment.  We are still 5 days 

from Toyota's first reveal of their upcoming BZ offerings.  So without anything specific to 

Toyota itself, those individuals are already swayed.  Of course, we have no clue who was 

actually surveyed.  But that's not how click-bait works.  I jumped into the discussion 

with:  Know your audience.  That is not a surprise.  This survey asks mainstream 

consumers about what they expect, later when they make a purchase decision.  These are 

ordinary people who shop the showroom floor, looking for something to strike their 

interest.  It's a draw based upon what they observe and can relate to.  That's quite the 

opposite of what GM did, who asked Volt owners how to make Volt more appealing to 

them.  Asking enthusiast what they want is a textbook example of exactly what not to 

do.  It is how the problem of Innovator's Dilemma comes about... which is how Volt 

died.  People see the plug offered on RAV4.  They couldn't care less about the semantics 

of whether that electric-only driving is labeled as "EV" for PHEV or if that is exclusive to 

BEV. T hey simply ask the question of how many miles it will drive per recharge and if 

they require anything beyond a 120-volt outlet to plug it in.  Toyota is at the top of legacy 

automaker reliability reputation because that honor has been earned.  Prius Prime is now 

4.5 years old.  People see how well that design of battery-to-motor has been 

implemented.  It has delivered flawless execution of EV driving, with to-the-floor electric-

only acceleration.  That is what they will want to purchase.  Again, know your audience. 

4-14-2021 Problem Solving, dismissal part 2.  I finally got back a response to the alternative 

proposed, following personal remarks about teaching moments: "Your 'solution' is an total 

and utter fail."  It was an experiment on my part to find out just how stubborn certain 

people can be if you make anything about what they say personal.  The reality that a 

subsidy for vehicle purchase is mutually exclusive to a subsidy for electricity use didn't 

matter.  They have nothing to do with each other, completely independent approaches with 

no expectation of dependent outcomes.  In other words, he simply didn't want to address 

the fact that multiple solutions are available and only 1 had been attempted.  Both the 

market itself and the choices available have changed too.  So even trying the same 

proposed solution again, later after much has changed, means the outcome could be 

different.  What we are seeing is "superiority" being replaced by "purity".  They dismiss 

what isn't liked.  Whether it is viable or not.  If it doesn't support their problem solving 

narrative, it isn't a solution. 
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4-14-2021 Spreading Doubt.  Instead of being an individual who raises doubt, you can simply be 

one who spreads it.  Passing along of a sense of uncertainty is not critical thinking.  Notice 

how the following statement contributes to such an outlook: "I doubt that the US will 

discourage PHEV sales when BEV sales are still so tiny.  Hybrid tech is the only way to 

get MPG to where the Biden administration wants it.  But I don't see a scenario where 

PHEVs become popular with people who would otherwise buy a conventional gas car, 

either."  You end up feeding the narrative of others by saying "tiny" and "tech" while 

failing to acknowledge recent change.  It's a common problem.  We see that type of group-

think all the time.  I replied with:  Take a look at what's happening with RAV4 

Prime.  Some of the owners, who absolutely love their new plug-in, have literally no clue 

how it works nor do they care.  They trusted Toyota and liked the simplicity.  An 

automaker who successfully reaches their customers is a winning formula. 42 miles is 

enough EV to cover daily driving needs.  It can be fully recharged overnight using nothing 

but a 120-volt outlet.  It has AWD and can tow. It has a large, comfortable interior.  Its 

comes in a style ordinary people desire.  And like you eluded to, it's about dramatic 

reduction of emissions & consumption.  BEV is not necessary to achieve 

that.  Encouraging the masses to switch over to nightly charging sets the stage for BEV 

being the next household purchase anyway.  So the key is, to ensure the PHEV being 

offered meet a minimum criteria to help push the process along.  Think about the stage 

that follows... removing subsidies for oil.  When gas prices climb, there's strong incentive 

to ensure plugging in happens every night. 
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4-15-2021 Problem Solving, dismissal part 3.  That survey clearly irritated antagonists.  They are 

really facing issues trying to effectively undermine.  Their messaging is getting old and 

many of the talking points simply don't have merit anymore.  Even attacking those 

pointing out that behavior aren't getting the type of hostile pushback I had to deal with in 

the past.  It's much more subdued.  This was especially interesting: "I am not being 

disingenuous, I only try to demonstrate his lunacy in claiming HEV, FCEV and PHEV not 

being EVs."  It came at the end of a long series of posts where they just couldn't win any 

type of argument.  Their dismissal is becoming ineffective.  I joined in as an ally with:  

It was a very effective means of exposing priorities.  There are some who thrive on the 

narrative of Toyota never delivering anything.  As a result of new offerings, they reveal 

being more and more desperate to feed it. 

 

In this thread, we see good examples of that desperation playing out.  UX300e is a BEV 

offering 54.3 kWh battery-capacity.  It is a true "EV" in every regard, by their own 

definition.  So, they move the goal-posts from Toyota never producing any EV, to saying 

it must be offered here too.  Then of course, there's RAV4 Prime.  It delivers 42 miles of 

electric-only driving, which is enough to provide "EV" for daily use.  They move the goal-

posts for that too, claiming limited quantity & distribution. 

 

Reality is, 2020 was a rough year for automakers and 2021 isn't any better.  Despite that, 

Toyota did its best to maintain rollout schedules.  Both a BEV and new PHEV were 

delivered.  So what if the process is slow during a pandemic.  It breaks their narrative. 

 

Adding fuel to the fire is the BZ reveal at the start of next week.  They'll do everything 

possible to spin the situation.  We all know it is really an effort to distract from other 

legacy automaker challenges.  We still see GM & Ford struggling with how to deliver 

something affordable profitable for the masses.  We also see VW struggling to stir 

customers interest with unproven reliability. 

Notice how Toyota has already figured out profitability and reliability with their PHEV 

offerings?  Think about what that will do for upcoming BEV.  Ordinary consumers have, 

hence their responses to the survey. 
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4-15-2021 Commit.  This is yet another of textbook efforts from an antagonist: "When Toyota 

commits to EV, it is game over.  Watch Volkswagen/Audi closely.  It is happening."  The 

expectation is that it gives the impression of agreement.  In reality, it is so vague there is 

nothing with any accountability.  They do that to manipulate lurkers, who later end up 

becoming enablers.  The pattern becomes very easy to see after awhile.  I remember 

readily recognizing the signs as Volt rollout approached.  Supposed goals were difficult to 

actually identify at that point and anyone who had a word in the project was gone.  There 

was nothing to account for.  That's a huge red flag.  What was the purpose at that 

point?  How was Volt to change the market?  Who was it targeting?  A ton of unanswered 

questions suddenly become major barriers.  What exactly had GM actually committed 

to?  I posted this to today's nonsense:  It won't ever actually "happen" though.  There is no 

clear measure to define "commit" with such a topic.  Look at other industry change for a 

meaningful mark of when their paradigm-shifts took place and how.  You'll find a 

muddled mess of events and timelines.  The perspective of progress varies depending upon 

the source of information too.  An good example of game over is trying to identify when 

"peak oil" actually takes place who are the participants.  From the long-standing 

perspective of profit, the definition of peak is when stability is lost.  Decades of 

predictable revenue got up-ended permanently when $4 gas became a reality.  Since then, 

the bottom has dropped out and nothing about supply or demand is dependable 

anymore.  In other word, the long time belief that "peak oil" would be identified as when 

supply began to shrink isn't how things played out.  You'll discover the same type of 

mismatch of expectations with plug-in vehicles.  Many here believe it will be based upon 

the technology itself, proving it worthy.  Evidence to the contrary has already become too 

abundant to dismiss; yet, some certainly try.  The denial about what forces will make the 

"commit" a barrier to still overcome runs quite deep. 

4-16-2021 Ready.  Speaking of commitment: "I'll buy an electric when Toyota puts one on sale 

here.  I know it will be ready."  It was yet another vague impression of agreement.  That 

was among the final thoughts in that topic about the supposed survey which had been 

discussed for the past few days.  Toyota was the top legacy automaker listed for likelihood 

of BEV purchase.  People seem to trust Toyota more than others for new technology 

too.  The reason why should be obvious.  Those vehicles they sell are built to last, very 

well thought out design that has been proven over time.  This is why the motor & battery 

experience gained from the 2012 Prius PHV carried over so well to the 2021 RAV4 

Prime.  It was actually knowledge gained from the hybrids prior to that, continually being 

refined with each generational rollout.  People don't pay attention to the detail, but know it 

happens.  This is why the vague impression is a double-edge sword.  It hurts those who 

have not earned trust but hurts others for those who have.  That's what being ready is all 

about.  In other words, don't look at the sword.  Look at who is holding it.  That's how you 

understand what "ready" actually refers to.  I put it this way:  Commutes in my Toyota 

have been entirely electric for over 4 years now.  That tech used in Prime models is the 

same as what will be used in BEV models.  The only difference is a larger battery-pack in 

place of the gas-engine.  All the hardware for EV propulsion is already in place.  Cabin 

warming & cooling is with a heat-pump.  The electric-only components are well proven... 

so much so, the first BEV from Toyota in Europe is now being rolled out.  When we get 

one here, the "ready" will be obvious... as the survey results provide a glimpse of. 
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4-17-2021 More At Play.  Someone over in the UK asked about the difference between the plug-in 

model of Prius and the "self-charging" model.  He was told by a dealer there were 2 

battery-packs and was left totally confused.  When you are told something contradictory to 

what you had learned so far, how do you get answers to new questions?  That's easy online 

from our big forum, just ask.  Right away, he got feedback about that information being 

"WRONG" and "I think they think it's their job to confuse people."  That was intriguing.  It 

provided me with an opening to present a perspective most having not considered yet.  It 

takes years and years of study to become aware that there is more at play than what the 

enthusiasts lead you to believe.  The situation is complex and the problems very 

challenging.  The overly simplistic perspective of early-adopters tends to convey a sense 

of quick-to-fix solutions.  Reality isn't that way.  This is how they end up becoming 

antagonists, frustrated when proven there actually is more at play.  This is how I provide 

my introduction to the topic: 

Ironically, a motive in the not-so-obvious problem of dealing with dealers was the "self-

charging" campaign.  Toyota is a legacy automaker faced with a lot of opposition from 

their own primary customers... those who order inventory to sell to consumers... their own 

dealers.  You find out who is supportive and who will resist by testing the waters early 

with a passive message they must address.  For the dealers who correctly inform shoppers, 

they will reap the benefits of this upcoming paradigm-shift.  Those who do not will either 

have to learn quickly or suffer from holding onto a past slipping away. 

 

For our poster who started this topic, here in the United States we are about to face an 

interesting transition.  Mandates to end sales of vehicles with ICE (Internal Combustion 

Engines) will push legacy automakers in a direction most are unprepared for. Each has 

some type of introduction underway and has plans to ramp up component production, but 

that's only with select vehicles.  Spread of change across the entire passenger fleet rapidly 

is only something Toyota has been preparing for.  They can shift from hybrid to plug-in 

hybrid relatively easily.  The technology is already in place. It's really only a matter of 

platform alterations for increased battery-capacity, something RAV4 Prime has 

demonstrated well. 

 

See, it's not a mandate/ban for 2030 (which Washington State is currently pursuing) that's 

the real problem, it's the panic that leads up to it.  Resale values of ICE vehicles will drop 

like a rock when gas demand & subsidies drop.  You won't want to be stuck with 

something expensive to fuel and difficult to sell.  A plug-in hybrid with enough capacity to 

cover most daily driving is entirely different beast though.  People will be able to switch 

from one world to the next with very little risk.  That's a high-desirable trait for a long-

term expense, like a vehicle. 

You think getting a test-drive is difficult now?  Watch what happens when awareness of 

the inevitable stirs among ordinary consumers, when they come to realize the purchase of 

an ICE isn't such a wise idea anymore.  No one wants to get stuck with ownership of 

something about to become obsolete.  Having a plug & engine will become a very good 

idea while we wait for battery-only vehicle prices to become affordable and public 

charging-stations to become common. 
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4-17-2021 Profit, Not Green.  The sense of growing desperation is easy to spot: "Toyota is not the 

'green' car company it used to be.  They once were an environmentally driven 

company.  Now it seems to be entirely about profit (and only short term profit at that, 

considering the direction the automotive marketplace is moving)."  I suspect we only have 

to wait until tomorrow, that there's an embargo holding back a flood of new information... 

and the antagonists fear what is to come.  With the big auto show in China starting soon an 

the time difference here, it shouldn't be long.  Something like that usually means now spin 

and more moving of goal posts.  But at some point, enthusiasts discover they don't have 

anything left to argue with.  Ultimately, then end up backing themselves into a 

corner.  Watching that play out with Volt was fascinating.  They systematically exhausted 

every possible excuse, to where reasoning no longer made any sense.  They ended up 

looking like an animal doing everything possible to escape an inevitable death.  They were 

defeated and the only option left was admitting to failure.  That's why so many vanish in 

the final days.  I suspect the same will happen soon with this too.  We'll get news they 

simply won't be able to twist or distort into something to reinforce their narrative.  Fight 

will turn into flight.  Stay tuned.  In the meantime:  Toyota has been working hard to 

convert their entire passenger fleet to the new TNGA platform, paving way for the next 

stage: e-TNGA.  That's a long-term investment toward vehicles that are not only 

profitable, they are also environmentally friendly.  RAV4 Prime demonstrates the well-

proven tech in Prius Prime transfers over extremely well to a larger, more powerful 

offering.  Toyota is spreading that experience, taking their time to do it right.  They are 

delivering reliability & profitability with a simple path to a plug.  As for a motivation of 

entirely profit and short-term, such a narrative is contradicted by Toyota's pursuit of a 

variety of green solutions.  We see PHEV for this major turbulent transition to plug-

ins.  We see their upcoming line of BEV vehicles under the new "BZ" brand.  And we see 

FCEV for commercial & fleet transportation.  Such a diverse investment of several 

technologies is quite the opposite.  It is confirmation of long-term motive. 

4-18-2021 Toyota bZ4X.  We got the big reveal.  Exactly as anticipated, there was a large number of 

antagonist nonsense.  After all, any type of acknowledgement on their part sounds like an 

admission of being wrong.  Can't have any of that.  Ugh.  I didn't bother responding to any 

of that; instead, I posted the following for perspective: 

 

With the embargo lifted and Beyond Zero information being shared, the effort to 

misrepresent Toyota will ramp up.  It's inevitable that some work hard to reinforce their 

narrative, now that much of it has been debunked... especially with regard to the bigger 

picture.  Here's some more Toyota facts to intercept those deceptive efforts: 

 

22% decrease of CO2 from 2010 to 2019 

 

17 million HEV sold so far 

 

45 models of HEV 

4 models of PHEV 

4 models of BEV 

2 models of FCEV 

 

FC system designed for commercial vehicles, trains, boats 

e-TNGA is their platform specifically developed for BEV. 
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4-19-2021 Setting Expectations.  The best you can hope for in the form of acknowledgement is 

spin.  When they recognize having made some type of oversight, they'll twist the 

situation.  It's their form of damage control.  That's what happens when you see the world 

as binary, when reality isn't a zero-sum outcome.  This is what that looks like: "So we 

should be seeing these types of improvements.  The technology is always moving 

forward.  What I hate seeing is more of the old technology, such as 50kW charging, being 

delivered on new models.  It really needs to be moving forward at this stage.  I think 

150kW should be the minimum by now, and these fairly flat charging curves becoming 

more common."  I especially liked that part with: "old technology, such as 50kW 

charging".  So, that's what I quoted in my reply while pointing out the shortcoming 

(oversight) of his perspective:  There's a word missing in that: "sustainable".  We all 

watched the original 50 kW rated tech quickly drop away from its top speed and sputter 

down to painfully slow.  So, it really wasn't as fast as the label implied.  Think of how 

differently that would have been looked up if it were to start at 50 kW and sustain that 

speed throughout the entire 80% capacity, even when the pack was hot.  That would be 

considered new, despite being identified as "50 kW charging".  In other words, consider 

the precedent being set by how this example is perceived.  How will people accept a BEV 

connected to a 350 kW service only getting 230 kW?  Then think about how much top 

speed could be subject to change, either by controller parameters of the vehicle or 

limitation of supply from the charging-station.  Put another way, ask yourself what lessons 

have we learned so far about promoting public charging? 

4-19-2021 Baseless Attacks.  When all else fails, just make something up: "You seem to be skipping 

over their long history of bashing EVs and pushing hydrogen fuel cell cars.  But I guess 

that doesn't fit your narrative so you'll pretend that did happen."  I end up having to read 

their own version of history with their own depiction of me.  Often, I'll see quotes from 

other people transposed to something I supposedly said.  That better reinforces their 

narrative.  I find it quite intriguing to see how they interpret the past.  I routinely find 

myself looking back their my blogs, reading my documentation of what was noted at the 

time it was happening.  Not only do I get an accurate report of what was thought & said at 

the time, I also have detail preserved for future reference.  It is difficult to forget 

something if it is written about immediately.  Knowing that history will be valuable later is 

preparation for future attacks.  Taking the time to do it right... in this case, documenting 

what you observed & learned... is a priceless means of prevention.   Mistakes has a nasty 

way of repeating if you don't do anything about them.  Ignoring a problem doesn't make it 

go away.  Today, it was me reminding them of some history:  Who is doing what?  Why 

haven't you been calling out GM for doing the same thing?  They also have a past of 

bashing EVs and pushing hydrogen fuel-cells.  I remember how they originally declared 

Prius a "stop gap" since they would be delivering fuel-cell vehicles by 2010.  Then, they 

gave up on that quest and switched to promoting Volt as a solution to "range anxiety" for 

BEV.  Most interestingly is GM's past was one of exclusion.  What they were promoting 

was to be the only solution.  Toyota doesn't do that.  Toyota's approach is quite the 

opposite, one of inclusion.  They are pursuing a diverse product-line, exactly what any 

good business should have.  You don't want to have an inflexible portfolio.  Bad things 

could happen when times get tough... like bankruptcy.  As for the supposed bashing, 

anyone taking the time to look for a reason to be "anti" will find it doesn't fit a narrative 

well.  The current barriers are undeniable.  Battery technology still has cost, size/weight, 

and speed/safety limitations keeping BEV from reaching the masses. 
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4-20-2021 Wrong Audience.  Some understand when you ask questions to the wrong audience, you 

won't get answers that are actually helpful: "We, who love cars, often forget that most 

people want a boring appliance.  Maybe spruced up a bit but generally not too out there 

or radically different."  That's why I continuous pushed "Who?" as a reply to baseless 

attacks.  I really didn't matter what you learned if goals aren't stated.  What are you trying 

to achieve?  This is why declaring "success" or "failure" is so meaningless.  Without an 

understanding of what was trying to be achieved, claiming success can be just a hollow 

victory.  This is how I replied to that:  Well said.  Know your audience has been a 

fundamental aspect of the automotive industry for longer than most of us have been alive, 

electrification exacerbated the disconnect.  Understanding why is key.  There's no reason 

enthusiasts can't have their cake and eat it too.  But when pushing their beliefs upon those 

who have profoundly difference priorities, things get ugly.  Some of us got to watch that 

textbook problem play out right before our eyes.  GM queried Volt owners for advice 

about how to make "it" better.  That was a group of enthusiasts, an crowd of early-

adopters passionate about vehicles and excited about the opportunity.  As a result, GM got 

feedback about how "it" could be improved.  Getting perspective about their specific 

vehicle rather than the technology as a whole was a terrible mistake.  "It" died a 

foreseeable death called Innovator's Dilemma, something rather obvious now... looking 

back from a mass-market assessment years later.  In short, just like you stated, most 

people really do just want a boring appliance.  They have no clue how the technology 

works, nor do they care.  To them, it is about getting reliable transportation with a few 

creature-comforts at a reasonable price. 

4-20-2021 Better?  How one assesses a situation is not how everyone will assess it.  Today provided 

a great example of that: "I would definitely agree that 50kW charging at a sustained rate is 

not too bad, but a 50kWh battery is still going to take an hour to recharge on that 

system.  Better to get 150kW for a period that then tapers to 50kW so that the 50kWh 

battery charges in 20-30 minutes rather than an hour."  Notice the absence of 

why?  There's no reasoning provided to explain why faster is better.  It is easy to assume 

the convenience of the vehicle owner is of upmost importance, but you must ask what the 

priority actually is.  For most people, it is highly unlikely they would be willing to pay a 

premium to save some time.  It's nice having that option, but service-tiers are not just 

arbitrary categories.  Drawing more electricity faster does have a cost.  It's not free.  There 

are longevity tradeoffs as well.  Here's what you need to know:  Engineering involves 

balance.  Pushed too far, the tradeoff will please some but disappoint others.  Think about 

who the players really are.  There's the customer, the automaker, and the charging-station 

owner.  Somewhere in the middle is a configuration to make everyone feel their needs 

were addressed.  In this case, there's sound argument for reducing the time for a full (DC 

max of 80%) recharge.  Not everyone will need the entire amount each session 

either.  Faster is more expensive for both consumer and provider too.  Not recharging with 

breakneck speed means less stress on the pack.  That limitation enables a longer battery 

warranty.  This contributes to how Toyota is able to offer a 1,000,000 km (621,371 mile) 

warranty for their current BEV.  This is why we have to meticulously analyze all factors 

involved. What we hypothesize as "better" isn't always what we discover after all the data 

is collected & considered. 
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4-21-2021 No Concern.  Asking about the need for vigilance is common.  We see new owners of 

both Prime who have no idea how the system works.  Many haven't given recharging 

much thought.  They have phones & tablets that are plugged in out of habit, a routine 

without any question.  You just do it.  There's no real pattern to those though.  It's not like 

the daily commute, then an evening outing to make you wonder if there is a better 

approach.  Most never give any consideration to improved results or optimized 

approach.  They just plug in.  So, it is wonderful when questions do pop up.  We had a 

variety on the topic today.  I jumped into the middle of the discussion addressing several 

concerns which had been raised:  I recharged twice per day for 5 years with my 2012 Prius 

PHV and for 2 years with my 2017 Prius Prime.  As stated already, it's not a big deal 

unless you are routinely baking your car in the sun for hours prior to the charging.  I never 

noticed any degradation after all that time.  A cold-soak (rest for awhile to allow the 

battery to cool) is beneficial to the chemicals within for longevity, but that's how lithium 

batteries work in general.  Operation of Prius Prime doesn't generate that much heat in the 

first place.  And since we can never DC fast-charge, high temperatures aren't ever really 

an exposure.  Think about how DC fast-charging works.  The battery must be heated to 

achieve those super-fast speeds.  That minimum temperature is higher than Prius Prime's 

pack typically gets anyway.  That is 50°C (122°F).  So, there really isn't much to be 

concerned about. 

4-22-2021 Anticipated Attacks.  It is very easy to predict the what & when certain people will lash 

out at Toyota on the big Prius forum.  In fact, it is an expectation that those same 

antagonists will live up to their reputation of arguing for the sake of arguing.  For 

example: "But when it comes to basic social responsibility and a fast approaching new era 

of electrification Toyota is not aging well and their shareholders are starting to measure 

an increase in risk/cracks in Toyota's long term plan."  That was posted at the start of a 

new thread to stir discussion.  It was a quote from an article attempting to do the same 

thing.  With an incredibly vague claim like that, there will obviously be some who will go 

for that trolling bait.  And as we have learned, you cannot just let them do that 

unchallenged... since that's how narratives solidify.  Ignoring the problem doesn't make it 

go away.  Well aware of the circumstances, I replied back:  That narrative is finally falling 

apart.  Toyota was smart enough to hold off for a better deal and avoided wasteful 

litigation in the process.  Those who were impatient or didn't care about the bigger picture 

were the ones complaining.  Think about audience. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to see 

that China & Europe are leaving the United States behind.  Settling for what CARB had 

really didn't make any sense.  For those of us now trying to adopt those standards (like 

here Minnesota), the shortcomings are obvious.  Thankfully, some of that is now easier to 

see... as of President Biden's address this morning, on Earth Day about the Paris Climate 

Agreement. 
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4-23-2021 Reply With Detail.  Sure enough, several of those same antagonists responded with their 

quite predictable posts.  Avoiding detail is key.  They know it can be a costly mistake to 

actually address the issue itself; instead, the effort is to draw attention to any type of 

rhetoric about it.  That makes it seem as though constructive discussion is taking 

place.  But if you look for substance, you won't find any.  It's just banter back & forth 

about what one opponent or another did without any context or purpose.  It's just a 

pointless tit-for-tat which never achieves anything... other than provide material for them 

to argue about.  They seek a scapegoat for their own shortcomings.  To blame someone 

else is their own version of vindication.  Witnessing that pattern repeat over and over and 

over again is a pain.  They are stuck in trap, but don't recognize what's going on or even 

how they got there.  So what you do to deal with that mess is allow them to say their piece, 

then hit them with someone else's detail.  I posted this quote from a reputable source: 

"California, through its Air Resources Board, had been working to craft a compromise 

between the Obama-era standards and a Trump rollback, agreeing with several 

automakers on a state-based framework.  That deal was to increase efficiency by 3.7% 

annually from model years 2022 to 2026."  It was quite supportive of what I had said 

about Toyota holding out for something better.  Turns out, the act of simply pushing 

CARB rules across the nation will not be enough.  I know that all too well from the effort 

taking place here in Minnesota.  Those current rules are just a minimum, no where near 

enough to actually get the job done... but those antagonists are too stubborn to consider 

detail about what they are defending.  You know how people pass along the "choose your 

battles" wisdom?  They chose poorly.  It's not a fight worth fighting. 

4-23-2021 Excuses.  When Toyota points out a problem for everyone, it is ignored.  Some people 

don't want to face reality.  It's just like when they claim a "need" but it is really a 

want.  Convincing themselves took years of denying facts.  That is what the whole saga 

related to Volt was all about.  Emotion clouded logic.  You can't just disagree with 

science.  There are specific hurdles we can't just wish away.  Remember the blind 

hope?  This is more of it: "Toyota is using those challenges to make excuses to show 

support for fossil-fuel industry and arguing against electric-car deadlines ten or more 

years away, while at the same time promoting themselves as an environmentally 

responsible."  It's that same situation again of downplay, unable to the true size & scope of 

the problem.  It's easy to grow tired of dealing with it.  The desire to finally declare victory 

is overwhelming... you know, impatience.  Taking the time to do it right isn't an option in 

their mind.  They don't see time saved up front as a consequence later.  It's the same kind 

of thing I face routinely in my career, where designing software in a multi-year project has 

tradeoffs.  Rushing can be costly.  Anywho, this is who I stated what's happening:  Toyota 

is smart enough to not allow shortcomings of the past to be carried forward.  Notice how 

the "good enough" attitude is being used to spin their stance as an excuse rather than an 

effort to give the next generation something better?  Most people don't.  Fortunately, some 

recognize history's pattern.  There is good reason for taking it slow to do it right.  We see 

token efforts, vague promotions, and pledges with no accountability or 

consequence.  We're being played and some are more than happy to defend those actions... 

using Toyota has a distraction & scapegoat. 
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4-24-2021 Level-2 Installs.  There are quite a number of questions people have when it comes to 

upgrading your garage for faster charging.  This response from an owner who has 

repeatedly expressed interest in knowing more about how the system operates but refuses 

to actually purchase a ODB-II reader to be able to see that detailed information, added this 

comment to a new discussion thread about installs: "The main reason we chose it is that 

we had only one available 240V circuit, on a 30A breaker. Code requires 20% margin on 

such circuits, and the LCS-30 was the only unit I could find rated at 24A."  Seeing this as 

another teaching moment, I contributed:  

 

That is what circuit-breakers are for.  If you connect more to a line than it can handle, 

power is automatically cut.  Watch what happens when you plug a high-draw device (like 

a hair-dryer or vacuum) into the same line as your level-1 device while it is being 

used.  The moment you press the on button, overload is detected and power to line halts. 

 

This is why better EVSE (level-2 devices) offer the ability to be adjusted.  Our 240-volt 

lines in the garage are 8-gauge, which provide a maximum capacity of 40-amps.  The 

EVSE itself is rated for 40 amps (that's 20% from a 15-50 NEMA outlet on a 50-amp 

circuit using 6-gauge wire), but we set it to a maximum of 32 amps.  If we had needed to 

share the same line instead, putting both EVSE on that same circuit, each could have been 

set to a maximum of 16 amps.  Like with any household outlet, you should be aware of 

sustained usage on the same line.  Notice that EVSE are not all hard-wired anymore. 

If for some reason our next plug-in vehicles draw more than the common 7.2 kW rate 

maximum, which is the sustainable draw from our 32-amp capacity, we could pull 6-

gauge wire through the metal conduits and replace the 40-amp breakers with 50-

amp.  Doing that, we could set the maximum for the EVSE back to 40 amps to allow a 10 

kW rate. 

4-24-2021 Not Recognizing The Problem?  This one had me wondering: "I don't resent their 

decision as much as wish they changed direction."  Perhaps he used the wrong word to 

describe the situation.  I provided some more background hoping for a reply with 

clarification:  Direction?  You know that Toyota is simply taking a different approach to 

get to the same destination, right?  We all know that dealers are a major stumbling block 

when it comes to plug-in sales.  Tesla wants to avoid them all together.  GM has been 

losing the battle with their dealers.  VW is preparing to force their dealers to sell.  It's a 

mess that Toyota is working hard to avoid. RAV4 Prime targets their core customer, 

drawing attention to the potential.  That stir of interest doesn't exist yet from the other 

major automakers... GM, VW, and Ford.  It's a build of up demand that's essential, since 

we still seriously lack infrastructure.  Public charging is woefully scarce and sporadically 

distributed, without any type of consistency for connection or pricing.  That secondary 

mess makes dealer interest nearly impossible.  Why bother?  To address that, Toyota has 

been quietly refining their plug-in tech and preparing platforms.  Notice how there isn't 

any transition plan for the other major automakers? 
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4-25-2021 No Where To Be Found.  This was a fascinating find.  Someone posted a link wondering 

why the rating for 2021 Prius Prime was so low.  I wondered too.  So, I researched 

it.  Here's what I found: 

 

It is an elaborate effort to mislead, a claim without any substance. 

 

Notice how the section provides a title: "Prius Prime Reliability" then a question: "Is the 

Toyota Prius Prime Reliable?" followed by an answer: "The 2021 Prius Prime has a 

predicted reliability score of 64 out of 100."  That seems legit until you notice the "Read 

more about reliability" link is in the wrong place, down in warranty section 

instead.  When you click it, nothing is actually provided for either.  All you get is a key 

showing that 64 rating is in the "Fair" category.  There is nothing whatsoever telling you 

why. 

 

In both the main article and the more-info page, it mentions that score is based upon the 

J.D. Power scale, giving you the impression it is a measurement from J.D. Power 

itself.  But when you actually follow the "64/100 J.D. Power" link they provide, it only 

shows a list of all automakers.  You have to look up the vehicle to find detail.  Matching to 

the vehicle featured "2021 Toyota Prius Prime" of the article, it reveals "Not Yet 

Rated".  The same is true for 2020, 2019, 2018, and 2017. 

 

They send you on a wild-goose-chase, knowing most people will never go to that length to 

find out how that supposed "64" rating came about.  There is literally nothing to support 

it.  The claim is meritless. 

Over the years, we have learned not to trust conclusions without data.  There are far too 

many wanting to undermine success, hoping you'll take whatever they say at face 

value.  Do the research.  See for yourself.  Reason to accept their claim is no where to be 

found. 

4-25-2021 Speed To Market.  This was a great example of reflection: "It's the same game politicians 

use.  If you don't have something more wonderful to offer than the opponent - than all 

you've got for strategy is trashing the opponent."  It's quite bizarre for someone to 

complain about the very thing they do.  But that was yet another case of it playing 

out.  Somewhat befuddled by the lack of his awareness, I pointed out:  That's exactly what 

I mean about approach.  Notice all the attacks on Toyota which dwell on a past that no 

longer reflects what has happened since then?  They serve no purpose other than to trash 

the opponent.  Confirmation of that comes whenever I bring up Toyota's refinement to 

their motor, controller, and software.  Demonstrated by the Prime offerings now, to be 

shared later with BEV models, there is an immediate effort to divert attention to the 

supposed shortcomings of RAV4 Prime delivery.  It's quite hypocritical knowing Tesla, 

GM, Ford, and Mitsubishi all struggled with delivery to an even greater degree.  It reveals 

a fundamental problem with enthusiast perspective.  They don't show interest in learning 

from the past, taking time to force refactoring for a better end result.  They just want the 

new product delivered as fast as possible.  Toyota's approach addresses industry 

shortcomings, striving to improve along the way.  That fundamental priority difference is 

how they do business.  They simply don't care about speed-to-market rhetoric. 
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4-27-2021 Charge-Mode, When?  It is nice seeing more and more people ask about it, then get a 

constructive reply in return.  We're seeing the "empower" stage of rollout taking 

affect.  There are enough owners now that the new experience isn't what they are part of 

anymore.  Those who were able to make their purchase last year are discovering value in 

their observations, which they are more than happy to share.  It's a powerful means of 

market reach the enthusiast crowd still doesn't understand.  They don't recognize how 

great of a promotional impact that word-of-month transfer can have.  When an owner 

simply provides their experience & background for others to reply with feedback & 

questions, the next stage can be reached.  It empowers that owner to seriously consider 

their reply, getting them to mull over the anecdotal to uncover facts.  What is circumstance 

and what is by design?  Turns out, the use of Charge-Mode is an effect means of getting 

that critical-thinking process to take place.  Seeing it play out is evidence of 

progress.  Hooray!  That allows me to focus on other detail, letting the new owners teach 

newbies and the curious.  So, my replies on this are rather brief now:  It can be beneficial 

when you are on a trip, have no where to plug in, but still want to avoid engine warm-up 

from short trips.  In that circumstance, there can be overall better efficiency from using 

Charge-Mode on the highway for that generated electricity to be used later. 

4-28-2021 10 Percent.  We're getting a lot of "models" talk again.  It's a way of misleading.  The 

message being pushed is that more is better, giving you the impression of choice.  In 

reality, the market you're in will only get a few models of the overall list and only a 

limited number will actually be produced.  Ironically, that is what antagonists are 

complaining about now with RAV4 Prime.  The call it a "compliance" vehicle.  They 

won't later for their vehicle of choice, regardless of why quantity is small.  The online 

world is filled with hype.  You have hunt for actual substance.  I found this article to 

counter some of the nonsense: "Toyota wants 10% of its sales in Europe to be electric cars 

by 2025."  Notice the title itself indicates a volume, not a model count.  That is a number 

you can measure.  Remember the rhetoric around Volt's release, how GM target 60,000 for 

the first year, then backed down to 30,000?  The big talk was being able to produce as 

many at 120,000 by the end of year-2 to meet demand.  Needless to say, things didn't go 

well.  Demand simply wasn't there.  That's why most automakers are squeamish about 

mention of any type of sales projection and instead promote models... without ever telling 

us what "model" actually represents.  It is quite remarkable how much of that goes on 

without question.  Enthusiasts spin whatever hope there is in those statements to hype.  It's 

the same old problem repeating.  Claims of being different now don't stand up to any type 

of validation.  Knowing that they won't care, I kept my reply to the on-going discussion 

brief:  That away from the article speaks volumes, quite literally.  Notice how other 

automakers are just promoting number of models, not anything with respect to how many 

actual vehicles. 
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4-28-2021 100 Percent.  They didn't care, go figure.  This was the nonsense I got in reply: "How is it 

that ..... "number of models" is a bad thing? .... "other automakers" are setting goals of 

100% BEV - regardless of the # of models.  Volkswagen to go all electric by 2026.  That 

DOES speak volumes."  Antagonists, those enthusiasts hell-bent on supporting something 

you keep pointing out fundamental problems with, love to attack want you support with 

links to articles supposedly invalidating your posts.  Quite often, the substance within 

doesn't actually match the title.  They don't read it though and they know others won't 

either.  They only need something to refer to as a supposed authority in the matter.  That's 

the scam.  Nothing credit is needed.  No detail is required.  They simply want to win the 

debate.  I actually read it several times, looking for both the true message and context to 

support it.  My findings were quite a contrast to what was implied:  "Models" is nothing 

but usable platform deployment.  There is no volume or market statement.  There is no 

commitment or consequence.  There isn't even any accountability.  Reading for detail, we 

find "VW has said that 2026 will be the final year the group develops a combustion 

platform."  That means the title isn't really what it implies.  ICE production will continue 

on for at least a product-cycle, starting in 2026... which means another 5 years of use, 

minimum.  You don't invest, then abandon.  That platform will support final ICE models, 

what will become phaseout vehicles.  In short, that will be far from 100% in 2026. 

4-28-2021 Fair Enough.  Every now and then, you actually win the battle.  He knew I wasn't going 

to give up and that I was well equipped to keep fighting.  So, with a "fair enough" 

response, he shifted arguments: "Toyota shareholders have legitimate questions when they 

wonder why their chosen company isn't leading the charge..."  The attempt was to get me 

hung up with audience and further away from content, since I was obviously well prepared 

for the topic of quantity.  I know a lot about audience too though, enough to keep that 

topic from wandering.  Here's how I dealt with that:  Such vague claims feed 

narratives.  Toyota shareholders tend to be long-term investors.  Their measure of 

leadership is quite a contrast to what we encounter routinely in forums like this.  In other 

words, what are the actual questions and who is asking?  It looks like a cherry-picked 

group is pushing an expectation supported by early-adopters, neither those the majority 

who own stock, nor those who will be buying or selling the actual vehicles.  Remember, 

true leadership comes from those able to change the masses.  Those who "charge" into 

opposition aren't necessarily leaders. 
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4-29-2021 Missing The Point.  Another troublemaker jumped in, stated goals, then concluded with: 

"And what is needed is for companies/organizations to stop slowing down that 

progress."  Speed is the focus of enthusiasts.  That mindset of "faster is better" clouds 

judgment.  The concept of compromise has been given a stigma in their mind as 

unacceptable.  I come from a 30-year career of finding ways to improve upon past 

development.  I know how long projects can take and have much experience with 

refactor.  You learn how to produce something better and take the necessary steps to 

achieve it... even if that rework causes delay.  In the end, you deliver higher quality that is 

easier to support.  Not all the software engineers I work with like that though.  They seek 

the reward of delivery, meeting customer expectations... rather then trying to exceed 

them.  See the difference?  Unfortunately, we see that even just meeting them in the 

automotive world is a problem.  This is why the lack of accountability is so 

prevalent.  That's why I kept my reply brief.  He missed the point many in the past and 

will continue to.  It's quite bizarre how some don't deem the effort to improve 

important.  Ugh.  Oh well.  Here's what I had to say about it:  In other words, some have 

learned nothing from GM's rush to market with Volt followed by a refusal to 

adapt.  Taking the time to do it right is vital. 

4-30-2021 How It Repeats.  This naive & complacent statement posted yesterday is what we saw 

before: "GM messed up, but the Volt was ages ago now. The car markets and politics are 

different now."  Substitute "Volt" for a variety of projects.  They are all the same.  It was a 

technology with opportunity missed.  Volt wasn't ages ago either.  It was just 2 and the 

opportunity still exists.  GM so easily could have adapted their plug-in hybrid system into 

a Trax or Equinox to deliver something similar to RAV4 Prime.  After all, they had a 

prototype ages ago.  Remember the Saturn planned for 2009?  Those that I constantly have 

to deal with are people who look forward to a fault.  They concentrate so much on the 

future, they neglect the present and mid-term.  It's the same old nonsense repeating.  Even 

when you point out the history, they don't care.  That attitude of dismissal is a major 

problem they continue to fail to recognize.  It's why I push from time to time, watching for 

the pattern.  Repetition should be obvious.  They don't see it though.  That is why there is 

no effort to prevent... which is how their belief about speed being essential become a 

foundational concept.  Taking the time to improve upon the process by making a clear 

effort to seek out opportunity is not considered important.  Recognize that?  It's what 

Toyota has become known for in the business world... continuous improvement, a well-

proven approach these enthusiasts don't accept.  In fact, they absolutely refuse to 

acknowledge benefit in automotive manufacturing.  They see it as accounting 

nonsense.  Their failing is not embracing all the factors required to achieve sustainable 

profit.  They believe amazing engineering alone is all it takes.  They have been proven 

incorrect.  They will be again, thus how it repeats. 
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4-30-2021 It Reveals... Short-Sighted.  There are certain individuals who will never acknowledge a 

mistake or recognize change.  They have a perpetual need to fight in a particular manner 

against a particular enemy.  When that fails to work, they struggle.  This was an attempt at 

damage-control from such a situation: "It shows that...  The car markets and politics are 

different now.  The US, with its independent dealers, isn't the growing market 

anymore."  That shows more of the context of my reason for the previous reply, allowing 

me to post more to further explain my observations.  And that's exactly what I did: 

 

It reveals the short-sightedness of two audiences.  Shareholders looking for dividend & 

selloff profit are quite different from shareholders investing in the long-term.  Supporters 

seeking visibility & praise are quite different from supporters investing in the long-

term.  See the pattern?  We have watching the market cycle 3 times now from... post 

9/11... 2009 collapse... and previous administration.  So any reason from being at any 

specific stage now is very much a short-sighted excuse. 

 

Toyota's approach is to build & deploy technology capable of weathering business, 

economic, and political fluctuations.  We have seen Prius so resilient to change, the 

system within has diversified to a wide variety of platform and now supports a plug.  We 

have witnessed many attempt to downplay & mislead about design, claiming Toyota never 

had those long-term plans in mind, that there is no long-term strategy for transitioning 

away from ICE offerings. 

 

Now with Toyota's BEV plans becoming much more difficult to deny, those with the 

short-term mindset are struggling to remain relevant.  They are becoming aware of the 

elements of long-term survival that were neglected in their quest for a quick victory.  In 

other words, they sacrificed winning the war for the sake of declaring a successful battle. 

Put another way, it doesn't show that. 
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4-30-2021 Clueless Reporters.  This headline caught my attention: "A Very Simple Hybrid That 

Rivals The Cleanliness Of EVs Is Possible."  Needless to say, I was draw in.  What in the 

world could derive such a claim, especially after nearly 25 years of active hybrid 

designing.  Think about the Prius that never came to market, the assist type Toyota 

dropped in favor of the series-parallel.  There are many approaches.  All have been tried at 

this point.  So, how was there supposedly something new being offered?  I read with 

intrigue.  It ended up being a messy way of describing what we already now has been tried 

with mixed results... a SERIES type hybrid.  That doesn't work well, since the efficiency 

tradeoff is significant.  In fact, that is why GM also went with a series-parallel design for 

Volt instead.  The attempt we saw from BMW with i3 had an interesting twist.  It worked, 

but the tiny gas-tank and limited power very much made it an emergency 

backup.  Nissan's eNote has seen more success, but that could be due to its more subtle 

approach toward size & power.  Whatever the case, this was not journalism.  It was a hype 

article without blatant omissions of fact.  Ugh.  It worked though, over the past day 153 

comments were posted.  People took the bait.  There was no "cleanliness" beyond hype 

around the supposed MPGe rating, which is only a reflection of energy 

consumption.  Neither form of emission (carbon or smog) was actually addressed.  And 

the comments about Volt being a SERIES hybrid...  Oy.  The false information spread 

about GM could come back to haunt them.  Overall, the posts were a testament to knowing 

audience.  Enthusiast claims are quite a disconnect from reality.  It's like watching our one 

political party fall apart.  They became dependent on rhetoric to such a degree that 

substance was eventually lost entirely.  They have no direction anymore, no shared 

purpose, no momentum.  What they believed in was eroded away overtime by allowing 

clueless reporters to control their message... exactly as we are seeing now with green 

vehicles. 
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4-30-2021 Taking Time.  There is the same group of individuals who reside on the big Prius forum, 

post on a regular basis, but provide nothing constructive.  They playing what appears to be 

the role of devil's advocate.  Lack of anything resulting from their claims is frustrating.  It 

is basically there for their own entertainment & validation.  For example: "Taking the time 

to do it right, is not the same as taking your time because you don't want to do it."  That 

makes sense.  The reasoning to follow was just a haphazard compare to Ford with an EV 

version of F-150 though with a cherry-picked insult: "It would be a shame to see Tacoma 

sales tank."  That was bait I was unwilling to bite; instead, I turned it right back on him: 

 

How is that relevant to this discussion?  We have known for years the speed at which 

Toyota would be delivering BEV models.  It wasn't that far off of a schedule GM has been 

touting.  Remember all the who-ha about Bolt not even being profitable until late 2021 or 

did you conveniently forget about the "halo" effect GM has been exploiting in the 

meantime?  They played that same game with both Volt and Two-Mode.  Toyota doesn't 

do that.  They quietly develop & refine, then rollout in a subtle manner.  Prime models 

have operated with remarkable efficiency & reliability... without any praise.  Instead, there 

is ridicule for not pushing something for to capture the spotlight. 

 

Toyota now has all the hardware components in place for a profitable rollout to the 

masses, while at the same time continuing to push battery chemistry.  Think about the 

consequences of locking into outdated cell production.  We clearly see how Tesla 

recognizes the benefit of improvement, hence their struggle with the tabbed 

approach.  They feel it is worth it and tells the world as such. Toyota doesn't promote that 

way.  Information & Intent is always scarce.  They simply ignore the rhetoric. 

In other words, what gets said here (online forums) and claims from propaganda 

(misleading reports) are undermining efforts that don't survive the test of time.  Doing it 

right is what matters, regardless of antagonist spin. 
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4-30-2021 Increasing Complexity.  A counterpoint to the article claiming "Simple Hybrid" was an 

argument about how much increasingly complex traditional vehicles have become, 

sighting additions of the past to meeting efficiency & emissions regulations.  The obvious 

trigger for me was the complete absence of any reference to what some have 

delivered.  True, we have seen others... like GM, VW, Honda, and Hyundai... all add 

hybrid components onto their existing traditional design.  That addition is indeed an 

increase in complexity, but neither Toyota nor Ford did that.  Such a difference is not an 

insignificant other to be so arbitrarily dismissed.  Not even a mention by either the author 

or the person to whom I replied is troubling.  That's why I worded my post in this 

manner:  That would be a perspective which omits an important chapter in history, how a 

certain hybrid design simplified design.  We saw that with Prius.  By eliminating the 

transmission and replacing it with a power-split device, it became as simple as a 

differential... just directing power instead of having to shift gears.  That simplicity in Prius 

lead to an addition of a simple dry-clutch, allowing it to completely disengage the gas-

engine for electric-motor only operation under all driving conditions.  It is a reality which 

breaks the narrative of powertrains becoming increasingly more complex.  Think about 

how long a plug-in hybrid Prius or plug-in hybrid RAV4 will remain in service with a gas-

engine so infrequently used.  With almost all daily miles driven using electricity, the cost 

of replacing that smaller battery-pack +200,000 miles later isn't a big deal.  You can 

dramatically improve cleanliness using an approach very easy to sell to customers already 

accustom to complex system, despite it featuring a plug for primary power.  So to the 

author and those unaware of what engineering has to offer, take a moment of pause to 

recognize the importance of reaching customers.  How do you appeal to them in terms 

they deem a priority?  Think about the number who actually understand how their current 

vehicle operates. 

4-30-2021 Yet Another.  There are times when antagonists come out of hiding.  What I remember 

most about this particular one is how he outright dismissed that daily blog for Volt as 

being anything of influence.  That was prior to the term "fake news" being coined.  He 

seriously believed there wasn't a means of swaying the masses through just a blogging 

website.  He was quite naive to the power of undermining through repetition of lies.  With 

all my posting recently about Toyota's motivation, this is what he got out of those 

comments: "Why are you still focused on 2012..."  Reading beyond that opening was 

difficult.  What would the point be?  He was so far off base, nothing would matter.  I 

ended up replying with:  I'm not.  My posts make that quite clear too.  I regularly point out 

aspects of BEV design and infrastructure related today... then reflect back about how the 

pattern of dismissals & disregards match history.  Repeating the same mistakes is what 

Toyota is taking the time to prevent.  The fact that other automakers don't place that as a 

priority is analysis of the past is so important.  Of course, I noticed your obvious attempt 

to mislead by intentionally avoiding more recent Volt decisions.  Gen-2 in 2016 was a 

blatant omission.  And the decision to abandon that entire investment instead of moving it 

to a better platform... like Trax or Equinox... was quite recent, just 2 years ago.  Again, 

diversification is vital for good business (long-term sustainability).  Rather than offer 

anything at all to GM customers currently looking to replace their aged Chevy SUV, the 

decision was just divert attention to the "30 EV models by 2025" without any mention or 

commitment to volume.  It's just another setup for "over promise, under 

deliver".  Meanwhile, Toyota is rolling out both PHEV and BEV. 
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4-30-2021 5th Generation Prius.  I'm seeing more speculation about Prius coming standard with a 

plug for the next-generation model.  That opens up discussion for constructive expectation 

setting.  What should the range be?  People post stuff like this without anything to support 

their stance: "It would make more sense if Toyota made the 5th generation Prius a 

standard Prime model that had an electric range of 75-100 miles."  More sense than 

what?  Remember the obsession with GM's target of 40 miles for Volt?  It was the basis of 

all arguments... until delivery fell short of promise.  Such a battery-capacity back then 

simply wasn't realistic.  Energy-Density of the chemistry back then, combined with cost, 

was a recipe for upset.  Yet, they hoped beyond reason anyway.  Their logic was sound 

though, that distance covered daily driving need.  Why would things be any different 

now?  In fact, with a post-pandemic world, commute congestion is projected to be 25% to 

35% less.  Will that reduce range averages, who knows?  Will the distance increase, 

probably not... especially not doubled.  I wanted to know more about how 75 to 100 miles 

was chosen.  So, I requested more info:  That's well above our national daily average of 41 

miles.  Explain why that particular range is worth the cost, specifically for Prius 

here.  Keep in mind, the priority of price varies throughout product-line.  Diversification is 

important for good business. 

5-01-2021 Warning Flags.  This was the response from yet another of those who have nothing better 

to do but find ways of keeping the discussion alive.  They'll do everything possible to 

prevent conclusions from being drawn.  It's quite remarkable the effort expended to 

prevent progress.  For example: "That's GM, who hasn't been a market leader in a 

awhile.  They are doing interesting things with their BEV platform, but people aren't 

looking to them for the way the market is going.  That would be Tesla and VW."  That's a 

typical was-not-important-let-us-move-on dismissal.  It's an enabler for history to 

repeat.  Ugh.  You can only reply to repetition of the same old thing so many different 

ways:  That is exactly why what GM did is so relevant now.  We have the same "Who?" 

problem.  How many hundreds of times was "Who is the market for Volt?" asked?  Over 

and over and over, it was dismissed as unimportant.  We can see the history pattern 

playing out, again.  Those references to "people" and "looking" and "going" are 

meaningless, without any defining substance.  No critical thinking can be attributed to 

such vague claims... hence the question.  None of us really know where Tesla is 

going.  Reaching middle-market (the source of sustainable profit for large automakers) is 

necessary for growth, but how will that be achieved?  The required price drop won't come 

from technology alone.  That won't be enough to sway those living from paycheck to 

paycheck.  Offering a smaller vehicle with less range would trigger a paradigm-shift, 

forcing Tesla to take a new approach with promotion & sales.  That's an entirely new 

category for Tesla.  As for VW, we see a number of prototype vehicles being presented 

and hear about factory building... but nothing else.  That should raise warning flags.  How 

will the rest of the process be achieved?  What will be done to draw customers to VW and 

what will dealers do to entice EV sales?  Our market is especially skeptical of VW and 

they were never that big of an automaker here anyway.  That means heavy emphasis on 

existing owners to achieve any type of real change.  In other words the same barriers GM 

faced still exist. 
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5-01-2021 Not So Difficult.  I was amused by the frustration, his struggle to get me to look at his 

cherry-picked information.  His conclusion was wonderful: "See not so difficult when you 

look at the numbers."  It was all about what Tesla has achieved.  That's great, but there's 

still much to do.  Growth beyond the early-adopter market is difficult.  Those consumers 

are far more difficult to sway and you much reach (work) much harder for each 

sales.  They aren't as well informed and they are far less forgiving.  It's quite a challenge, a 

problem some still refuse to acknowledge.  I responded with:   To see what?  Selling 

1,000,000 vehicles worldwide is impressive, when details are excluded.  But when you 

dig, you discover profit is razor-thin, prices are still beyond the reach of middle-market 

consumers, and a big chunk of what sustains the business is the sale of carbon-credits.  To 

complicate matters, we have no indication of how proprietary supercharger locations will 

grow to meet demand or how that equipment/usage will be funded.  This is all taking place 

within the context of limited competition too.  It's more of the short-term perspective 

being projected as if long-term variables are the same.  Continuing to refer to "lobbying" 

in such a generic way, without any detail whatsoever, is why past and recent decisions 

from GM are being brought up.  It's all about the lack of substance. Enthusiasts thrive on 

hype and evade accountability.  In other words, looking at numbers without context feeds 

a narrative some of use see faults with. 

5-01-2021 Tipping Point.  I was curious about such a claim.  Supposedly, we are rapidly 

approaching the tipping point: "And within just the next two years, the average cost of a 

250-mile range EV will fall to $24,000 - while the cost of the Toyota Camry rises to 

$25,000."  Since $25,045 is the current base price, I wondered about 

motive.  Misrepresentation is not a good way to promote change.  Chevy Bolt offers a 

range of 259 miles (well, now only 233 miles due to the recall) and has a current price of 

$36,500.  See the problem?  Doing some math, figure 4 mi/kWh for efficiency... which 

would mean a 250-mile range battery would have to be about 69 kWh.  That's 250/4 plus a 

10% longevity buffer.  At the current anticipated $100/kWh cost in two years, that would 

come to $6,900 for the cells plus roughly $2,100 for packaging, cooling, charging, and 

controllers.  Things clearly are not adding up, despite the assertion: "By 2024, the cost is 

expected to swing greatly in favor of EVs."  We will indeed see cost continue to drop, but 

significantly in just 3 years simply isn't realistic.  There will be a plateau eventually 

too.  Since when is 250 miles a widely accepted minimum anyway?  Who finds that 

enough and why?  What about the barriers of recharge speed?  What about access to 

charging-stations?  What about the cost of EVSE installs at home?  That articles was 

presenting the challenge of BEV adoption as only being a matter of vehicle price.  Ugh.  It 

is Volt all over again.  There is far more than a single barrier to overcome.  btw, the new 

ID.4 from VW offers a 250-mile range starting at $39,995.  So, the idea of tipping... no. 
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5-02-2021 Losing Money.  It is quite interesting to see profit being stigmatized.  Unless the 

automaker operating in a charitable manner, they are evil.  It is absurd... but 

understandable in a time when so much as been polarized.  That is what happens when the 

battle losses add up and you can see an end to fighting draw near... with your belief about 

to vanish from relevance.  It's that reminder of purpose which provides a wake-up 

call.  Automakers work to earn profit.  They seek out the best means to achieve their own 

goals.  Not all share the same goals.  We remember GM following profit, abandoning 

good will for the sake of survival.  Toyota sacrifices short-term gain for long-term well 

being.  Then there's Tesla, neither legacy nor large.  That subjects them to interesting & 

conflicting perspective.  For example: "When the profitability is there, Toyota will make 

huge numbers of EVs.  Tesla still loses money building them."  Seeing that posted was 

refreshing.  I added:  Tesla has done an excellent job of following opportunity.  There 

were subsidies, carbon credits, investor capital, and basically no competition.  All of that 

was limited and will be coming to an end.  It's part of what Toyota has been sighting as 

unaddressed challenges.  Selling millions of plug-in vehicles annually requires a 

dependable means of profit.  The hybrid platform upgrades Toyota has been rolling out 

sets the stage for profitable PHEV sales.  As much as enthusiasts complain about the speed 

of rollout, that focus of sustainable profit is undeniable.  BEV sales in high-volume 

without losing money simply isn't realistic yet.  We're getting closer though.  Impressive 

engineering can win over consumers, but it cannot overcome the pressures of political & 

legacy resistance... which is how the money ties in. 

5-03-2021 Outright Lies.  We are back to them again: "The link in the first post of this thread gave 

some examples of Toyota's anti-climate/environment lobbying."  That's what I got after 

calling out their vague claims.  Blatant efforts to mislead by implying what supposedly 

happened was getting out of hand.  It's the same old nonsense.  Once undermining 

becomes so obvious, antagonists just turn to outright lies.  In this case, there was nothing 

but a worthless link hidden in a single word at the end of the first post.  Following it just 

led to more of the same... quotes of what others had said and links to opinion articles, 

much of it based on what supposedly happened in 2019 too.  There was no actual 

substance.  It was all quite generic, reflecting industry change and not Toyota 

specifically.  That's what you do to spread propaganda.  No one really knows what 

happened or what is happening now, they only have someone to blame for some assumed 

opposition or barrier.  That's what you do when things aren't going well for you... find a 

common enemy.  This familiar pattern is a sign of frustration.  I recognize their 

frustration.  Rollout isn't going well for their preferred approach.  Toyota has been the 

most vocal about problems to overcome.  My guess is that translates in their mind to 

"lobbying" even though no examples of actions have been provided.  There isn't even any 

hearsay.  We just get a narrative of Toyota not wanting to support plug-in vehicles... 

despite evidence to the contrary.  It's quite desperate. 
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5-03-2021 The Competition.  I jumped onto VW's website to get information about their new BEV 

here, straight from the automaker itself rather than third-parties.  There was a link enticing 

me to "See how the ID.4 stacks up to the competition."  You can't resist clicking that.  I 

was presented with a one-page flyer.  It compared ID.4 to Subaru Forester, Honda CR-V, 

and Toyota RAV4.  That certainly caught my attention.  I was expecting a compare to 

other BEV, not traditional gas vehicles.  The fact that no PHEV was included got me 

especially curious.  What features would VW highlight and avoid?  Price was 

first.  $39,995 for ID.4 was a terrible start.  $38,250 is the base for RAV4 

Prime.  Horsepower was next.  It is 201 for ID.4 and 302 for RAV4 Prime.  As if that 

wasn't a bizarre effort to compare, it got worse.  Focus turned to cargo volume, which was 

far greater for the Toyota & Honda and only better than the Subaru.  From there, the list 

included phone, touchscreen, and navigation features.  That was it.  The promotion was 

beyond desperate... especially if you do any research.  The RAV4 listed was the XLE 

Premium model for $30,050 rather than the base starting at $26,250.  Even with the 

$7,500 tax-credit, that doesn't stack up well with a $39,995 starting price from 

VW.  Seeing that was baffling.  With such a cherry-picked list, who is that compare 

intended to sway?  I can't imagine the experience at a dealer.  What are they using to 

appeal to those anticipating the purchase of a traditional vehicle.  Having nothing to 

promote what makes EV better is bizarre... and certainly not a reflection of 

competition.  Tell us the benefits of plugging in.  Ugh. 

5-03-2021 Benefits of Plugging In.  My quest to find out what VW promotion would be was 

heightened.  I looked, but couldn't find much.  Section titles like this seemed to present 

promise: "Electric now looks as good as it feels."  There wasn't any substance though.  In 

fact, if you weren't paying attention, you wouldn't even know the vehicle being featured 

was electric.  Perhaps that's the point.  Perhaps VW is going for a stealth approach, 

making BEV appear much more normal than any of the stereotype or rhetoric would lead 

you to believe.  Under the technology section, this was the title: "Smarter than 

ever."  Strangely, there was no mention whatsoever about it being electric.  Every feature 

listed was the same you can get in other vehicles.  What I found most baffling though is 

there was no detail about charging.  It was more of the downplay.  This is the entire text 

from their "At-Home Charging" section: "The most practical way to charge your 

Volkswagen ID.4 electric vehicle at home is with a L2 wallbox charger (sold 

separately).  Your VW ID.4 will include a L1 charging cable but charging times will be 

longer than a L2 wallbox.  Electrify Home offers a L2 home charging solution, purchase 

your charger and get assistance finding an installer via Qmerit at Electrify Home.  22-33 

miles of range in about 1 hour charging (at a L2 charger).  Full charge overnight, 7.5 to 

11.5 hours."  That's pretty much the barest minimum for information.  It would be difficult 

to convey much less.  Of course, mention of outlet location or type stirs a variety of 

concerns and raises awareness of added cost.  These are the barriers Toyota warned about, 

challenges still not being addressed. 
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5-04-2021 Harsh Reality.  When a South African oil industry consultant and former oil executive 

says this, how do you respond: "Someone who is sitting in Norway and has a very good 

quality of life because of the oil that was found in the North Sea is now telling the world 

that it should run on renewables.  If you are sitting in Africa, your incentives are very 

different."  Struggling countries that are poor but have large oil reserves are in a very 

difficult situation.  Think of the pressure coming from drillers wanting to exploit that 

opportunity.  Doing the right thing at the cost of well people for your people is a harsh 

reality some never have to face.  We have a choice.  They don't.  I can't imagine that 

magnitude of a problem.  We knew it would come to this though.  The idea of "peak oil" 

being defined by declining supply was always absurd.  My entire life I have been inspired 

by those who found resources something to use carefully not carelessly.  This is exactly 

how everything should be treated.  In other words, think about what you are 

doing.  Maybe it isn't a good idea after all.  Ask what other choices are available?  In this 

case, push those interested in the oil hard for alternatives.  Seek other investments, 

something that will still provide income but not do damage in the process. 

5-04-2021 Returning to ICE.   It continues.  The same group of individuals playing the same 

game.  You'd think they would notice the pattern at some point.  Clearly... after quite a few 

years... they have not.  I replied back with:  This is when red-flags should be 

noticed.  Analyzing feedback from enthusiasts will give you a niche perspective, 

something of little to no value with regard to adoption by the masses.  GM made that 

fundamental mistake with Volt owners.  The problem is called Innovator's 

Dilemma.  Focus has been on the wrong thing.  Playing the "victim" card when tax-credits 

were used up was a red-flag.  Seeing this article highlight cause unrelated to the vehicle 

itself is refreshing, it shows the bigger picture is being considered.  With regard to tax-

credits, new subsidies should focus on infrastructure instead.  There's no bias that 

way.  You purchase from whatever automaker you want and have your parking location 

upgraded to provide convenient level-2 charging.  Looking beyond what should be 

obvious, the next challenge would be to address vehicles that guzzle electricity.  There are 

only a limited number of chargers, speed to recharge is slow, and battery supply is 

constrained & expensive.  Those are not the conditions to promote waste.  It serves to 

provide material for those who oppose plugging in.  In short, always strive to consider the 

bigger picture.  We have seen countless early-adopters help promote the technology by 

taking advantage of opportunity.  That's great for proving it worthy, but does nothing to 

address the other challenges.  It only checks one of many boxes.  We still have other 

barriers to overcome. 
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5-04-2021 Reflection.  When their own post documents exactly what you have observed, then 

what?  To quote his entire post: "Should that be read as, " I have nothin'."  That was the 

type of closure I was looking for.  This is how I summarized:  You don't, which was the 

point of all of this.  It's about noticing what people don't say.  That is the history 

repeating.  Volt continues to be the ideal example, since it was developed, delivered, 

upgraded, then died without ever dealing with the problem it passed along.  That was lack 

of clarity.  No real purpose doomed it to fail.  What was it attempting to achieve?  That 

same chaotic mixed messaging carried over from Two-Mode to Volt and now to Bolt.  We 

have witnessed it here with so-called "lobbying" claims.  This audience was and still is 

clueless as to why any type of resistance has been expressed.  KNOW YOUR 

AUDIENCE is absolutely vital.  What the %$#&!@ are you trying to get ordinary 

consumers to purchase?  Look no further than DC fast-charging for an understanding 

absent goals.  BEV owners are all over the place, no agreement whatsoever about type, 

speed or pricing.  It's a disaster that is getting worse, not better.  Why would anyone 

apprehensive about plug-in vehicles listen to the jumble of experiences that don't address 

the entire situation.  The randomness of supposed "need" only serves to confuse & 

disenchant.  Again, who?  It's quite remarkable to watch this group chase its own 

tail.  These concerns are what Toyota is bringing attention to.  While others are accepting 

accolades, there is still many barriers to overcome... and shooting the messenger doesn't 

accomplish anything. 

5-05-2021 Upcoming Decision.  It is really upsetting to see how much fight their has been here 

against getting our state to join the 12 others following "clean car" rules.  It is a set of 

standards agreed upon to help us move forward.  The proposal from MCPA (Minnesota 

Pollution Control Agency) was "To adopt both California's LEV and ZEV standards in 

order to reduce motor vehicle emissions and accelerate the adoption of EVs."  The latest 

effort is an ultimatum to stop, or else.  Ugh.  None of this surprises me.  I witnessed it on 

the small-scale continuously.  Whomever the antagonist was, they would go from 

pointless arguing to hostile moves.  Threats to get you banned or do whatever it takes to 

shut you up would common.  It was attack after .. without any purpose beyond just 

impeding progress.  That same thing is playing out on the bigger scale now, here in 

Minnesota.  Soon, it could be over though... this chapter, anyway.  We will find out 

soon.  This is what I attached as commentary to a story I shared online about the latest 

effort:  Groups in Minnesota have been working together for about 2 years now, trying to 

get the state to adopt California rules for clean cars.  That will make it easier for those 

interested in a plug-in vehicle like RAV4 Prime... 302 hp, AWD, 2500-pound towing, 0-

60 in 5.8 seconds, 42 miles of EV then 38 mpg... to actually find one to buy.  Leading the 

way by being first in the Midwest is not how State Republicans see this.  They are 

threatening to slash tens of millions of dollars from environmental funding if the effort 

isn't stopped.  The final decision is in just 2 days.  Their desperation to fight this is 

sickening. 
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5-05-2021 Simple Messaging.  Even those with sincere intent struggle.  I contributed this to help us 

get out of that "lobbying" discussion:  It's all about simple messaging... that of which, the 

points above are not.  We need ways to promote the wide-audience offerings to come.  DC 

fast-charging will be for BEV and PHEV with larger packs.  Quoting peak & sustained 

kW rates is still a big problem.  After all this time, there is no type of consensus about 

what's realistic for day-to-day needs and travel.  That is absolutely essential for setting 

expectations.  We won't be able to get any type of business or legislative support 

without.  Investors won't invest with so many unknowns still. How will the service be 

paid?  AC charging at home is still very much a problem too.  There is at least a standard 

connector, but rates and how connections are achieved far from simple.  We witness early-

adopters downplay the challenge of wiring old homes and outright dismiss what it takes to 

support multiple vehicles all charging at the same time.  They obsess with the vehicle 

itself and neglect infrastructure.  This topic is about Toyota and how when they bring up 

these barriers it gets twisted into anti-EV lobbying.  The narrative has become so diluted, 

there is nothing but a few vague talking-points now.  Yet, those involved see no obligation 

to re-evaluate, despite a continued flow of new offerings and undeniable progress with 

difficult to reach consumers.  This new stage the technology is entering requires an 

entirely different frame of mind to advance within.  Those unable to cope due to lack of 

experience or absence of awareness end up complaining and placing blame, rather than 

coming up with a simple message... something actually constructive.  We have done great 

things with critical thinking in the past.  It is now time for a new round of it.  Tools of the 

past don't work with this new audience. 
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5-05-2021 Rewriting History.  Whether the person doesn't recall the past accurately or they in a trap 

of denial excuses doesn't matter.  How they got there isn't the point.  It's what to do from 

there.  Think about how much I pushed Volt enthusiasts for the next step, asking them 

what they suggest GM should do.  Replies were always the same clueless nothing.  Being 

that unaware of your own situation is a very real problem.  That's how responses like this 

come about: "Remember how he criticized the gen1 Volt for its 4 seat configuration?  He 

lambasted GM over it.  The PiP comes out a bit later with, yes, 4 seats.  Suddenly it is a 

brilliant solution."  That was a desperate effort to change the subject.  Don't deal with the 

topic at hand.  Create a diversion.  Ugh.  This is how I deal with that type of 

nonsense:  Rewriting history is not your strong suit.  Lambasting Volt for having 4 seats 

came about because it was marketed as a solution for the FAMILY, a vehicle that was 

somehow superior to their other offerings.  That was a blatant attempt to 

deceive.  Enthusiasts fought relentlessly to mislead about GM not targeting their own loyal 

customers, that GM had no intention to actually spread the technology as they had 

promised with Two-Mode.  Toyota never did any such thing.  We were told at the reveal 

that the Prius Prime was targeting the empty-nesters who started with a Prius, but now the 

children they raised we grown up.  We were also told that approach (adding a one-way dry 

clutch to enable greater EV power) was a simple upgrade to the hybrid system that would 

be spread across the fleet.  Toyota's fundamentally different approach was a clear effort to 

target their own showroom shoppers... which has since been undeniably confirmed with 

the rollout of RAV4 Prime.  What I find most telling is how you excluded the rest of my 

"lambast" argument.  You left out the part about the low headroom and the tight legroom, 

neither of which was a limitation to that degree for Prius Prime.  It's a good example of 

misleading by omission.  Want even more evidence of deception, note the timeline.  Back 

when Volt was rolled out, the market was thriving on giant vehicles.  6 years later when 

Prius Prime was rolled out, downsizing had become the them.  2 years later when the "gig" 

economy took hold, Toyota recognized that shift back to larger and altered design to 

provide a 5th seat.  GM never did.  In summary, you're not doing anything to help us reach 

the masses.  My push to get you to engage you in something productive is what? 
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5-06-2021 $200 Billion.  That was the settlement for the VW scandal.  Remember the diesel 

nonsense?  Some Prius owners were suspicious long before they got caught.  It simply 

didn't make sense how such supposed efficiency was achieved while a the same time also 

delivering a significant reduction in emissions.  We were well aware of the cost & 

complexities involved.  What was being claimed by VW and owners of their diesel 

vehicles didn't add up.  Anywho, we ended up with $200 Billion to be invested toward the 

advancement of electrification.  The money would be spread across regions, timespans, 

and categories to help bring forward the entire industry.  Use for education & commercial 

efforts rarely gets attention.  Fortunately, money set aside for that will be carefully 

monitored.  What ends up drawing interest is the infrastructure portion.  Unfortunately, it's 

not all good; "Build out the interstate first, then rural routes, and last should be the 

cities.  People in cities should be charging at home or L2 stations.  If you really have to 

rely on a L3 charger for your ev in the city to drive anywhere you should buy something 

else.  Who's going to want to wait 30-40 min every time you need to juice up your 

car?"  Needless to say, I wanted to provoke discussion on this topic.  It had been seriously 

neglected until recently.  So, I poked with:  That's exactly how to provide a disservice to 

those supporting plug-in vehicles.  Why can't someone who lives in the city DC fast-

charge at their local grocery store?  If most of their driving is to local destinations, use 

high-speed recharging is a simple solution.  That's quite sensible for those who don't have 

an overnight location to recharge.  Think about how long it takes for weekly grocery 

shopping.  It's hard to believe anyone wanting to promote the spread of plugs to turn 

someone away, telling them to buy something else. 

5-07-2021 Vague Claims.  This is why I go in circles with enthusiasts: "Right up until now, the 

company has repeatedly undermined climate action, from opposing the U.K. government's 

ban on internal combustion engines by 2030 to opposing car fuel economy standards in 

the U.S."  It was a quote from a statement a CIO of an investment firm made about Toyota 

just before Earth Day.  Calling them out with that timing a great way to draw attention to 

your business.  There's no detail whatsoever though, so no accountability... just fuel to 

feed a narrative.  Sure enough, that vague claim is exactly what got passed along.  Think 

about how little that actually tells us and how much hype it stirred.  Absence of any 

context is disturbing.  It is so incredibly easy to misrepresent situations and these 

individuals online are going out of their way to make sure that happens.  My guess is they 

really are clueless, completely unaware of how disconnected their fact is to any particular 

stance.  We need more info!  You can oppose something for a wide variety of reasons, 

especially of there are many conditions to consider.  The world is not binary.  This is not a 

zero-sum situation.  There are other options, other approaches.  That complete disregard 

for the importance of finding out the how's & why's is what contributes to history 

repeating.  The devil is in the detail, but they simply don't care.  Their focus is still on the 

initial market.  Means of changing the business itself is ignored.  The same "if we build it, 

they will buy it" belief is being pushed, without taking the time to consider what "it" 

actually is. 
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5-08-2021 Demise of Coal.  We can see it coming.  Here, the local plants stopped accepting 

shipments many years ago.  Generation of electricity switched to natural gas in its 

place.  Where some of my family lives, they are more than just witnesses.  They are in the 

heart of coal country.  That makes it especially strange reading an article opening with: 

"Wyoming is faced by a transition to renewable energy that's gathering pace across 

America, but it has now come up with a novel and controversial plan to protect its mining 

industry – sue other states that refuse to take its coal."  Knowing how windy it is there, 

how much open space is available, and the recognizing the need for new employment, it 

simply makes no sense fighting the inevitable.  The thought behind lawsuits is to slow 

transition, but that process tends to only be a pacifier.  That litigation is wasting money 

and the outcome won't change.  Of the many reasons coal is not a choice environmentally, 

how can any one of them be dismissed in favor of being economic?  Arguing in favor of 

depending on a limited resource barely made sense 20 years ago.  Now, it isn't cost-

effective.  We have reached that particular tipping-point and see improvement coming; 

yet, they want to fight it anyway. 
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5-09-2021 Not Again.  That topic of mandating ICE phaseouts came up again.  I wasn't about to let 

the same few antagonists troll this new thread like that one last week.  A nice comment 

came up that provided a convenient segway for me to jump into the mix with: "It will be 

interesting to see what happens with the PHEV segment.  It will allow 20%, but not sure if 

that only applies to sales in Calif or country wide."  I took full advantage of the 

opportunity it presented: 

 

It would apply only to states which elect to follow Advanced Clean Cars II (ACC II), 

regulations still in the planning stage.  So this doesn't even apply to California itself 

yet.  That means each of the current 12 states, plus the new entrant of Minnesota, will need 

to go through another approval process... complete with their own fight against the oil 

industry, dealerships, and Republicans.  It's a long & ugly process. 

 

Complicating matters is the lack of understanding and the constant flood of PHEV 

misinformation.  It's bad enough having to deal with propaganda efforts, like that recent 

study which was blatant attempt to undermine.  We also have the problem still of early-

adopters who don't really know how the technology actually works.  A prime example 

(pun intended) is Volt.  Still to this day, some believe it was a plug-in series 

hybrid.  Marketing rhetoric was so effective, some never came to realize how different it 

actually was from an actual plug-in series hybrid, like BMW i3. 

 

It all started with a campaign to set GM's design apart from Toyota's by misrepresenting 

what the US06 drive-cycle for measuring efficiency actually told us.  It was brutal.  That 

was the "big lie" of its time.  There were a few Volt enthusiasts who peppered green 

websites to stir false assumptions by twisting data from that source... the same drive-cycle 

that has been proposed for ACC II regulations.  You would be surprised how easy it is to 

feed a narrative.  Always insist upon detail when a vague claim is made. 

 

Looking at the expectations, we can see a phased approach based loosely upon projections 

of dropping battery costs: $100 per kWh in 2026, $81 in 2030, and $63 in 2035.  Targets 

are being aimed at 26% in 2026 for combined BEV & PHEV sales and 76% in 

2031.  Combined minimums shift to a PHEV maximum in 2035, capping those sales to 

20%. 

It's an interesting reminder of a long ago past, back when CARB started to push 

mandates.  Anyone remember phase-1 of that original effort?  It had quite a bit of 

pushback following agreement to abide by what the plan had established.  The initial ZEV 

regulation in 1990 was a mandate for the major auto companies to produce and sell 

electric or fuel cell vehicles in California starting in the 1998 model year, ramping up sales 

of pure ZEVs to 10 percent of total vehicle sales in the state by 2003. 
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5-10-2021 ID.4 Charging.  With a vehicle at 4,665 pounds, we know efficiency will be 

challenged.  Looking up the official rating, the value of 35 kWh/100 mi confirms 

it.  That's quite a bit less efficient than Model Y's rating of 36 kWh/100 mi.  Anywho, 

consuming more electricity means taking longer (and paying more) for a high-speed 

recharge.  An early review shared information from two recharges using a high-speed 

station.  I asked the following about data:  Usable capacity of the 82 kWh battery-pack is 

77 kWh.  If charging started from 34%, reaching 100% meant adding 51 kWh.  To achieve 

that in the specified 57 minutes, overall DC rate would have been about 54 kW.  For the 

second recharge, we see 85% (also started from 34%) was reached in 36 minutes.  That 

observed 39 kWh draw calculates to an overall DC rate of 64 kW.  That's only 2 data-

points to work with, but from a system rated at 125-kW for DC fast-charger, you would 

expect a faster overall draw.  From 5% to 80% is listed as taking 38 minutes at full 

speed.  Do we know anything else about the circumstances of those 2 charging events or 

how much rate drops as 80% is approached? 

5-10-2021 It Was Inevitable.  Certain individuals do everything in their power to keep a fight 

going.  The wait wasn't long either.  I had stated my case so well, the only move available 

was to reset and try again.  So, he did: "EPA says 0.0 gallons of gas but yes I think it does 

kick in on the US06 test today. They should be easily able to do the test without turning the 

engine on by 2035."  This came from the same person who claimed there was never any 

website which held enough power to influence automaker choices.  Of course, that was 

before "fake news" was coined and anyone noticed just how much sway online comments 

could have.  He knew.  He just didn't want to allow such strategy to be exposed.  The 

intended outcome is obvious though.  I called him out on it too.  He got caught attempting 

to spread FUD, again:  There it is.  Reason for bringing up the past was to address this 

very situation.  Even though we already have the detail (it does *NOT* kick in) and that 

has been repeatedly discussed, someone inevitably stirs an uncertainty anyway.   That was 

the "big lie" and it very well could be again.  History repeats.  When the pedal is pressed 

for hard acceleration, the engine will not start.  The system is designed to allow pedal-to-

the-floor operation all the way up to 135 km/h (84 mph). That speed is in excess of US06 

testing cycle criteria.  So, there is no doubt.  We can confirm it is available today, in 2021. 

5-11-2021 Anxiety Shift.  Remember how "range" was the source of anxiety for plug-in vehicles.  A 

basic survey now reveals that feeling has shifted to inadequacies of charging 

infrastructure.  There are so many unknowns.  Where will the stations be?  How much will 

it cost to use one?  How long will it take to fully charge?  Will a plug even be available 

when I need it?  The potential goes unsatisfied.  There simply are not answers yet.  Focus 

is still on long-distance travel, but that's just due to those concerned about their particular 

exposure are the most outspoken.  Hearing a voice for someone who won't have overnight 

recharging, but will be well covered by the current range for all their local travel, is 

something we rarely encounter.  There simply aren't even enough examples of charger at 

local stores to stir discussion.  The one near me only has 3 of the level-2 type.  That's not 

realistic for BEV dependency.  You need a DC fast-charger.  They are so rare here... in 

Minnesota, the first of the "clean car" states in the Midwest... only has a small number of 

them (non-Tesla).  The closest public one for me would be the Wal-Mart 22 miles from 

my home.  With only 8 connections of the CCS type and 1 for CHAdeMO, it's quite a sad 

showing.  Those stations came about as a result of the VW settlement too.  So, it wasn't a 

business making an investment to draw patronage.  That doesn't exactly provide a feeling 

of confidence.  Sad. 
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5-12-2021 Wanting Change.  Narratives of Toyota lagging have change to presenting Toyota as if 

they suddenly had a revelation and now embrace the idea of BEV production.  For 

example: "Looks like Toyota has a plan after all, who'd have thought it?!?!"  I like to read 

what isn't being posted.  There's a sense of once-Toyota-commits that sends a message of 

"Watch out!"  I have seen that sentiment again and again.  There's a repeated "all in" 

mantra.  No one knows what that actually means.  In the most generic sense, it is nothing 

but an unaccountable promise to end ICE sales.  In other words, the word of an automaker 

to switch is good enough.  It's the same old "over promise, under deliver" nonsense 

repeating.  Enthusiasts are so gullible in that regard.  Actual change is 

unnecessary.  Measureable goals are not requested.  We supposedly only need an 

ambiguous statement of intent.  Ugh.  In other words, they are putting want above 

need.  How many times much with deal with the same problem?  True change never gets 

addressed.  They thrive on hype & praise.  Again, ugh.  This is how I responded to today's 

mess: 

 

They have for years, but that bigger picture doesn't support the narrative some here push... 

which narrows focus to basically just Europe and the United States... markets with far 

more opportunity to adopt plug-in vehicles quickly.  In other words, what we see in these 

posts represent only a fraction of Toyota's vehicle production of 9.1 Million last year and 

the projection of 9.6 Million for this year.  Put another way, their cherry-picking 

misrepresents the true situation at hand. 

 

It is a frustratingly slow process for those who can easily turn a blind-eye toward 

shortcomings we have with cost, infrastructure, and standards . It is almost a no-go 

situation for those with limited resources.  Think about how many markets Toyota sells to 

each year not represented by Europe or the United States.  They could benefit immensely 

from PHEV offerings. 

 

I remember years ago when the mantra here was Toyota would never build a BEV of their 

own.  Then came along a BEV model of C-HR in China.  Now we see UX300e there and 

in Europe.  Next will be the first of several dedicated platforms is on the way, bZ4X. 

There has been a plan all along.  Some just don't like the approach.  Others look for a 

scapegoat to distract from their own challenges.  Change isn't easy beyond early-

adopters.  Change always takes longer than hoped.  Change does eventually come 

though... to those with a well thought out plan... even if it rubs some wrong along the way. 
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5-13-2021 Charging Speed.  I appreciate when someone takes the time to share real-world 

data.  Enthusiasts engage in discussion as a matter of principle, not actual need.  They lock 

onto criteria without any reasoning beyond giving less an "unacceptable" label.  

It's all quite subject.  With regard to the topic of charging speed, faster is always 

better.  They don't care about cost to the vehicle owner or cost to the station owner.  It's all 

about satisfying some arbitrary criteria... without any goal beyond just being quick.  How 

much that accelerates aging of the battery-pack or how much energy it requires to provide 

that speed is meaningless.  They simply don't care.  That means trying to address any type 

of experience shared is basically futile.  At least I got an opportunity to share some 

perspective.  In this case, we got number from a 2021 Model 3 long-range, dual-motor 

Tesla.  It has about 75 kWh of usable battery-capacity.  That equates to roughly 353 miles 

of EV range.  Looking at the numbers, we saw a the vehicle only accepted more than 150 

kW until it reached 25% SOC, when it began throttling down.  Most of the time, you won't 

start near empty.  That means you won't see any difference if you're at a new V3 

supercharger or an older station that's limited to 150 kW.  The chart showed it maintained 

125 kW for a bit, then the rate dropped to just above the speeds most of them give the 

"unacceptable" label too.  This feels just like with diesel.  When you start digging for 

detail, the true story uncovered is revealed to be quite unlike the narrative we've been 

told.  In short, limitations like this is what Toyota has been trying to draw attention too... 

situations that enthusiasts try to avoid addressing... since it disrupts their timeline and 

raises awareness of the importance Toyota has emphasized about eliminating liquid 

electrolytes.  Solid-State batteries overcome charging-speed issues.  Using a Tesla to show 

that has the affect of leveling the playing field... which early-adopters don't like. 

5-13-2021 Gas Shortages.  When concerns of "infrastructure" are brought up, rarely ever is it with 

regard to software.  People have the invariable perspective of wanting to associate that 

with something physical.  It isn't though.  In fact, there is quite a bit related to intangible 

advancements.  Toyota thrives in those types of innovations... which is why so few 

accolades are ever stirred.  That isn't important in the world of enthusiasts who obsess with 

range and power and speed... all aspects of engineering directly attributed to some type of 

physical design.  So when there's a ransomware attack on a main gas pipeline on the East 

Coast of the United States, people are clueless about how it happened.  They don't see the 

decades of upgrade neglect.  Supply of gas was only visible from the point of pumping it 

into your tank.  Discussion of what it takes to refine & deliver basically never 

happen.  Even here in Minnesota, where there's a major pipeline for ethanol to the 

southern states, mention is almost non-existent.  That finished product is 

overlooked.  Attention only gets put on deliver of the raw material... freshly drilled 

oil.  Anywho, the panic caused by those who didn't understand the situation resulted in a 

dramatic demand increase and sudden supply drop.  Instead of waiting the few days it 

would take to restart the system, people envisioned an apocalypse.  Ugh.  I find it 

interesting.  That's a second major infrastructure event in recent history.  Remember what 

happened a few months ago in Texas?  That became a software nightmare.  Privatizing 

energy delivery created a chaotic system.  Shared physical infrastructure didn't 

matter.  Control had been lost.  Ordinary people suffered from that too. 
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5-14-2021 Shorter Range BEV.  Remember how range of a Nissan Leaf was well under 100 miles a 

decade ago?  Times of changed.  Striving for distances well over 300 miles is what you 

here about now.  There's a stigma as a result.  Less is bad, period.  Enthusiasts are dead set 

against accepting any type of ceiling.  More is necessary, period.  That absence about 

understanding the difference between want & need is quite evident from the new offering 

from Volkswagen.  They just introduced an entry-level model of ID.4 with a WLTP range 

of 211-213 miles (339-343 km).  That version uses a smaller 52 kWh battery (usable 

capacity), compared to the initial 77 kWh battery (82 kWh total).  I find it interesting to 

see what market there is for the 200'ish-mile range BEV models.  Lexus UX300e is more 

expensive as a luxury choice starting at £41,745 but does qualify for the £3000 EV 

grant.  Range is rated at 196-mile from its 54.4kWh battery-pack.  Acceleration is faster at 

0-62mph in 7.5 seconds.  It comes with ports for both CHAdeMO and Type-2.  Remember 

all the talk years ago about how 200 miles was the threshold at which BEV would cover 

routine needs for more people? 

5-14-2021 Europe Narrative.  There is a new spin emerging, a narrative to separate between what 

happens in Europe to that here.  Sound familiar?  We saw that same desperation with Volt 

enthusiasts.  They did everything possible to disregard the rest of the world.  What 

happens in the United States is all that matters.  Ugh.  Heck, I remember them taking it 

even further by focusing all attention on Prius, pretending there were no other hybrids and 

that no other PHEV could ever be important.  They were wrong, very wrong.  I warned 

them RAV4 hybrid would be a big deal and would deliver the potential to also someday 

offer a plug.  That makes it especially vindicating now.  I can invalidate their claims so 

easily by sighting RAV4 Prime.  That worked especially well in this case, when they were 

attempting to portray Europe as the only place anyone would ever drive mostly just short 

distances.  I was quite happy to tell them with:  That's a misconception.  The daily average 

for US drivers is only 41 miles.  Note the number of BEV owners who have purchased a 

RAV4 Prime as their second plug-in vehicle.  Not only does the 42-mile EV range cover 

daily needs, the extremely efficient hybrid system covers them for the occasional long 

distance trip.  To grow the market beyond first purchases, we must consider the rest of the 

vehicles in that household.  A shorter range BEV or a PHEV would fulfill that need 

well.  Think about what it will take for a typical home garage to support to multiple level-

2 EVSE for charging.  6.6 kW for 2 vehicles means 2 dedicated 40-amp 240-volt 

lines.  Seeing a smaller battery-pack for the second vehicle makes a lot of sense.  It also 

serves those who cannot afford a long-range model.  This is why Toyota has been trying to 

raise awareness of challenges to come.  Those low-hanging-fruit sales early-adopters 

praise were much easier than what the masses will require. 
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5-16-2021 Faster Costs More.  A nice article was published yesterday about how Stellantis CEO is 

worried about EV affordability.  Enthusiasts were not receptive to the message.  This 

comment the morning summed up their view well: "Honestly, affordability has nothing to 

do with the current automotive market. When the average price of a pickup truck is $55k, I 

think you have to challenge the notion of what affordable is."  Sound familiar?  This is 

why I have so much trouble getting through to enthusiasts.  This is why Volt was doomed 

from the start.  Know your audience.  This is why I post replies like what they get from 

that today: 

 

That so-called "automotive market" is really just an American perspective, not in any way 

representative of the rest of the world.  90 Million new vehicles are produced & sold each 

year.  Less than 17 Million of those purchases happen in the United States. 

 

Watching GM & Ford chase profit by discontinuing their low-profit vehicles is very much 

a red-flag warning us of trouble to come.  We are currently at the peak of the "macho" 

stage of the dominance cycle.  That will inevitably come to an end.  Based on psychology 

study, a "meek" stage will likely replace it.  In terms of automotive demand, that would 

mean people discover the appeal of BEV driving from small, inexpensive plug-in 

choices... which will put GM & Ford in a position of struggle. 

 

To survive low-profit sales, the automaker must compensate with volume.  All we get 

from plug-in enthusiasts right now is an obsessive message of range & power... traits 

promoted as most desirable purchase priorities for Volt... the plug-in that died because 

could never deliver profit.  Focus on maximum miles and fastest recharge now for BEV 

just carries that same problem forward. 

 

Notice how 50 kW charging is mocked & belittled whenever it is brought up?  It is a speed 

that can be affordability delivered & warrantied by the automaker.  That is also an 

affordable DC fast-charger type, exactly what we need for widespread deployment.  There 

are very few businesses provide many ultra-high-speed chargers and expect to make any 

type of sustainable profit from.  Faster costs more. 

It's really unfortunate the narrative of average has taken hold so well it has distorted our 

perspective.  The world needs affordable choices. 

5-16-2021 Trouble Ahead.  It's hard to know if the antagonist is blind or reflecting: "Yes, legacy 

auto is in trouble..."  That was how he started his rant, then continued on with: 

"Incidentally, Stellantis states they will no longer need purchase carbon credits from 

Tesla."  Being an enthusiast, it's easier to tell; their bias tends to be obvious.  But with 

him, it's just attack anything not fitting his definition of leadership.  That's vague, not any 

specific brand or technology.  In this case, it didn't make.  He had clearly overlooked what 

should be a growing concern.  I replied with:  In other words, non-legacy is in trouble 

too.  Money from the sales of those credits were used to offset the unprofitable nature of 

Tesla vehicles.  Loss of that income puts even more pressure on squeezing out a means of 

sustaining business.  Complicating that fact is the reality that more affordable vehicles 

deliver less profit and that those very vehicles could cannibalize sales of the expensive 

vehicles.  Put another way, Tesla sees the danger of Innovator's Dilemma... which we have 

already seen play out with GM... and comments like this reply address only serve to 

conceal the magnitude of that growing problem.  Hearing the CEO of Stellantis joining the 

chorus of those raising concern for problems related to growth beyond early-adoption is a 

welcome voice. 
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5-16-2021 Understanding Minimum.  It is interesting how a former Volt owner who upgraded to a 

Tesla will try to tell you how much better things should be... not could... 

should.  Ugh.  Even for Tesla owners, it won't be that good once mainstream buyers join 

the mix.  Those handy few superchargers become difficult to access when demand ramps 

way up.  Growth can be difficult when supply of a resource like that is limited.  This is 

still a bigger problem though: "There is a minimum level of functionality that a car needs 

to be acceptable."  It's the classic problem of not recognizing the difference between want 

& need.  Annoyed by the blatant lack of critical thinking, I posted:  Minimum is not the 

example provided though, those are wants.  To understand need, we must ask if absence of 

that trait would prevent the act from being achieved.  Convenience of faster charging most 

definitely is not a necessity.  Remember, the topic addresses affordability and not 

everyone requires long travel or quick trips.  Failing to acknowledge the higher cost to 

charger provider or vehicle owner shows a lack of comprehensive analysis.  Not everyone 

has the same purchase criteria.  The CEO of Stellantis is well aware of that.  So is the 

CEO of Toyota.  We're seeing the second-wave of audience finally being addressed, those 

who have very different priorities from early-adopters.  Like it or not, there is very much a 

place for 200-mile EV range vehicles and chargers that deliver 50 kW of DC power.  Too 

bad if you don't like that.  The realities of business take precedent to aspirations of 

enthusiasts. 

5-16-2021 Affordable.  This dismissal logic is the same old problem: "Pfff... ICE cars are already 

more expensive than EVs if you put ownership cost into equation.  And if you care about 

performance, ICE cars are already multiple times more expensive..."  That type of 

response is why we continue to struggle with market growth.  How long must an approach 

fail before you finally give up and try something else?  There are other means of 

persuading people to change.  If success falls far below expectations, try something 

else.  That's how you get to know your audience.  There could be a better way to appeal.  I 

asked:  Who are you trying to persuade?  To some, the meaning of "affordability" is being 

able to make monthly payments.  Ownership cost means nothing to an audience who 

doesn't consider that long-term outcome important.  This is actually how sticker-price has 

been able to increase over the years, despite wages not increasing.  There's a growing 

market who focus on financing and don't prioritize saving money overall.  Recognition of 

fundamentally different markets having to co-exist is how topics like this come 

about.  The CEO of Stellantis is well aware of their diversity of customers and how their 

purchase priorities differ. 
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5-17-2021 Give Up.  Some just get tired of resistance.  They give up rather than trying to figure out 

why their logic doesn't sway others.  For example: "Don't buy an electric car if you can't 

change it at home.  Do everything you can to find a way to charge at home, but don't ever 

give up and just plan to use public chargers all the time.  You won't be helping anyone, 

least of all yourself."  I found that ironic.  It directly contradicts the support for 

SuperChargers anywhere other than travel destinations.  The neighborhood stops (like the 

local Hy-Vee grocery store or the local Target retail store) with them supposedly don't 

matter.  That's certainly not what I'm hearing from EV advocates here.  They stress the 

value of having that availability for ordinary use... non-travel destinations.  What's the 

point of having a large battery-pack for vehicles other than long-distance travel 

otherwise?  Imagine someone less fortunate unable to recharging each night?  Going to the 

fast-charger from time to time, like you do for gas refills, sounds quite realistic.  How long 

does it take you to go 300 miles during the course of an ordinary month?  Anywho, I 

responded with:  That doesn't address all the hype about DC fast-charging.  Notice how 

often we get "just buy a Tesla" or statements about needing to fully recharge in less than 

25 minutes?  Those are about travel, addressing the occasional need to charge while not at 

home.  Ignoring issues of limited power, limited plugs, and high cost by focusing entirely 

on at-home charging doesn't make any of that go away.  Errors while charging makes the 

challenge of technology promotion even greater.  It's a disservice not to address those.  In 

this video, we saw a lot of challenges which remain.  The "don't ever give up" advice 

applies to that. 

5-17-2021 Academic.  This caught my attention: "(Battery) Price now is 1/8 of 10 years 

ago.  Dropped 19% 2020 alone...  Another 50% drop by 2023 is projected by the industry 

and energy department.  You can look it up."  Use of percentages, rather than numeric 

targets, is also sign for concern.  It's an easy means of misleading.  That statistic 

propaganda tactic is far too common.  You cherry-pick a base & scale to skew results to 

support your narrative.  Making that situation worse is quoting 2020 as some type of 

benchmark.  With a worldwide pandemic, what happened within the industry during that 

disruption really doesn't tell you anything in terms of progress.  It does reveal resiliency, 

but that has nothing to do with an abrupt change of priorities for a temporary 

period.  Nonetheless, I was curious about the "look it up" part.  That was a rather drastic 

out-of-context comment.  Look what up?  Where?  My response was to back up the 

discussion to something constructive, since vague estimations of components don't inform 

us of how the market will be able to respond.  This was my response:  In other words, the 

claim was academic.  From cost reduction to the an actual vehicle delivered in more than 

just introduction quantity will still take years following that.  This is why I asked for 

detail.  Projections are that 2023 battery improvements won't become widely available 

until 2026. 
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5-17-2021 Growth.  I really wanted some detailed follow up to this: "Issues with DC charging like 

this have been solved by Tesla long ago, and other manufacturers just aren't addressing 

it."  What issues?  What solution?  We are in the great unknown stage, exploring 

potential.  Very few chargers deliver beyond the 150 kW rate and they are extremely off-

putting to install & operate.  That repellent nature of something so costly and so uncertain 

is a very really problem still.  What is the business justification for providing DC fast-

charging?  It seems like a simply & obvious statement to convey... until you actually 

try.  The message of speed & quantity become a confusing mess, before you even address 

pricing.  We require clarity for growth though.  A shared sense of agreed upon purpose is 

a necessity advocates have not been taking serious... hence that quote.  After all, how 

much power does each manufacturer have with regard to infrastructure and business 

unrelated to automotive industry?  I replied to that absence of critical-thinking with:  Tesla 

growth is hampered by DC fast-chargers too.  Being proprietary means limited 

options.  Adapters can significantly reduce performance and they can be very expensive. 

5-18-2021 Under 40K.  We got a list of current & upcoming BEV delivering at least 300 miles of 

range.  Only one was under $40,000.   Eight of that list of twelve were way out of 

anything you could even remotely label as affordable.  The idea of targeting your core 

customer is still very much a problem.  I responded to that article with this comment:  We 

call that moving the goal-posts.  Once upon a time, the target of "nicely under $30,000" 

was a very common discussion topic.  But when automakers discovered just how difficult 

that would actually be, it was as if that idea of affordable had never been an 

objective.  Some of it has to do with the realities of change.  With products becoming 

global and transportation itself having different priorities from previous generations, the 

ability to sustain the business requires new approaches.  Tesla was always looked upon as 

a vehicle of change (pun intended).  Sales to early-adopters helped prove the technology 

worthy and demonstrate what economy-of-scale could deliver.  Lack of diversity is the 

problem now.  Growth cannot be achieved with such a limited choice.  We can imagine a 

$25,000 model of Tesla, but the likelihood of that choice cannibalizing sales and causing 

congestion at superchargers is all too real.  Other automakers at now beginning to speak 

out about what happens beyond the low-hanging-fruit stage we are currently enjoying.  It's 

not pretty.  Seeing that list of vehicles, we clearly have a long way to go still.  Even with 

government support, the process will be slow and agreeing upon standards will be painful. 
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5-19-2021 Actual Experience.  Owners of RAV4 Prime tend to be newbies.  So, a lot of what gets 

posted is nothing but anecdotal observations.  I have already clashed with a few who think 

they know more, despite not having any means of measuring & recording detail.  One just 

put a thermometer in his vent and filmed it with a clock to document heater 

effectiveness.  What could that tell us of value?  There are simply too many other variables 

at play.  This is why I present so much detail in my videos.  You need to have lots of 

inputs and lots of sampling to draw any type of reasonable conclusion.  Those 1-time 

captures that become a 15-minute moment of fame really don't teach us anything.  This 

example originated from such a source, altered to be a question for someone in their 

circumstance: "From actual experience of those on this forum, is this true "How it really 

works is: It stays in EV mode but runs on the engine and won't use ~ any battery when it's 

colder than -16°C."  Because I don't want to not be able to run on electric for about half 

of the winter - it's cold up here in Breckenridge, CO."  That is 3°F, a temperature 

uncommon there.  I looked it up.  They have dips below the heat-pump threshold similar 

to that here... in Minnesota.  You get a time to time cold spell, but by no means is it half 

the winter.  It is a few days, perhaps a week long.  That's all.  Even then, the engine still 

shuts off.  That's why I made an explicit effort to record one such day.  That driving plan 

worked out great too.  The temperature was just barely above zero... well below 

freezing.  So, it would most definitely satisfy doubt for most.  Hopefully, it will continue 

to.  I shared a link to that particular video, along with commentary:  Living in Minnesota 

with a Prime, I have lots of experience with this.  When outside temperature drops below 

14°F, the engine will cycle on & off.  During that time with the engine off, the cabin is 

warmed using heated coolant.  After that coolant cools, the engine starts again to reheat 

it.  During those engine-off cycles, you are driving in EV.  Here is a video illustrating 

that...  Prius Prime - Engine Cycling in Winter 

5-20-2021 Making Cars.  I found this interesting: "I still remember that sense of shock, a few years 

ago, on hearing that Ford would stop making cars in order to focus on trucks."  Some 

change is a matter of adaption which can actually lead to long-term benefit.  Desperation 

from chasing profit has been the mantra for Ford & GM as a basic essential to survival in 

the 21st Century.  Selling cars is difficult.  It requires high volume, since the profit-margin 

is so tiny.  That presented a number of challenges from the dealership approach of having 

inventory available for immediate purchase.  It is far better in that paradigm to stock more 

profitable vehicles... especially here in Minnesota, when you are required to have staff 

brush off every single vehicle each time it snows.  Think about having to move them all to 

allow plows to clear the lots.  That is a massive, repetitive effort.  It is one of many factors 

that make the SUV more appealing.  The selling points of easy in & out (seating for those 

with back & leg issues) and the draw of AWD.  Stuff like that has been pushing the 

industry toward less efficiency, but more profitable, choices.  Ironically, it doesn't help the 

progress of electrification.  Here's how I pointed that out:  Having a long floor that can be 

lifted and a flexible cargo area (rather than trunk) helps with battery-pack 

placement.  RAV4 Prime proves that works extremely well.  This is why the idea of the 

Corolla sedan being replaced by crossover is no longer difficult to imagine.  In fact, 

rollout on the new "Corolla Cross" has begun. 

https://youtu.be/KzlJuwmSIGY
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5-21-2021 F-150 Pricing.  This was our first glimpse of it: "The vehicle's price, much like the 

traditional F-150, has a wide bandwidth.  Ford said a work-oriented version of the truck 

will start at $39,974.  More consumer-centric models will start at $52,974 and top out at 

around $90,000."  There has been speculation that the work-oriented means it will only be 

available to business, for commercial use only not personal.  That would snuff out the idea 

of purchasing a base model but with the "extended range" option.  It's an additional 

$10,000 for the 100 more miles.  Unfortunately, that will sour the idea for some by it 

simply being too expensive.  It will also feed the narrative about how battery-pack 

replacement is not affordable.  The reality that most BEV will never need replacement is 

conveniently omitted from those claims.  Ford will likely provide a generous warranty, 

much like Toyota, to help will adoption too.  Some of that would be baked into the 

purchase price as a result.  So, you really are getting a dependable system.  Conveying that 

detail will be quite a challenge though.  When we finally get the rollout information (likely 

near year-end), much could have changed with the market since then.  There shouldn't be 

much to be concerned about.  There will be some opposing this regardless. 
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5-23-2021 Banning ICE by 2035.  That topic of ending sales of combustion engines by 2035 really 

stirs a lot of emotion... but very little logic.  It is very much a knee-jerk 

reaction.  Thankfully, some of that is getting called out now: "People acting like this is 

some problem that can just be fixed overnight are delusional."  Having lived through the 

past 20 years of hybrid acceptance from the perspective of the battle front provides a far 

more realistic expectation of what can be achieved.  People fail to address all the factors 

involved.  That's your clue of problems to come.  Remember Volt?  Those enthusiasts 

absolutely refused to acknowledge certain areas of concern.  That's how I knew it was 

doomed.  You can just place a bet and hope for the best.  It takes a whole lot of studying 

and real-world research to advance the market.  True progress takes time, since it must be 

comprehensive.  Appealing to enthusiasts is a short-term niche.  They were to... stupid... to 

see that.  Choosing to be blind to something is stupidity.  They did, repeatedly.  Trying to 

shut me up when concerns were raised only revealed just how much of a risk they were 

taking.  You can't ignore problems.  So far, talk of bans are doing exactly that.  I climbed 

up on the soapbox to explain why: 

 

It's really sad when advocates downplay the challenges still faced. 

 

For example, overnight plug-in at home is supposed to be the easiest to address.  How will 

multiple BEV recharging overnight?  To get 200 miles of EV range (assuming an efficient 

BEV, not a electricity guzzler), it takes roughly 8 hours from a 40-amp line.  Some 

households are challenged to accommodate just 1 vehicle.  Overcoming those 

location/supply issues isn't cheap and most certainly isn't a priority for families. Seriously 

government funding is required just to deal with that. 

 

A far more troubling example is high-density housing.  How many condos or apartments 

even have the real estate available to install enough EVSE to cover their tenants?  There 

are physical space limitations too, not to mention on-going expenses (liability insurance, 

cost to clear snow & ice, and billing for the electricity consumed).  Someone must also 

maintain the equipment itself. 

 

Then we have the continued chaos of DC fast-charging.  It is still very much at an infancy 

stage. Lack of a standard and no consistent pricing makes growth extraordinarily difficult. 

This will all take many, many years to resolve.  Legislation must first address all this 

before any progress can take place with regard to automaker mandates. 
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5-23-2021 Asking Questions.  It was wonderful to see the following: "What do you think it will cost 

a company to purchase enough EVSEs, and tear up their parking lot to install all and wire 

all of them?  And upgrade their electrical supply to support enough current to support a 

whole lot of level 2 chargers at once.  And who pays for the electricity?  Isn't it interesting 

that car companies that say they will only will make BEVs by some date don't ever talk 

about their plans for employee parking?"  That was the entire post.  He was also annoyed 

by the lack of critical thinking.  I added this to the on-going discussion:  The parking ramp 

where I parked daily for work upgraded there 2 existing stations and added 6 more.  It was 

far from trivial like many here portray the situation.  Exactly as you pointed out, that effort 

to tear up the parking lot for wiring got really involved and wasn't cheap.  Your point 

about plans for automakers own employees is wonderful.  Not seeing them demonstrate 

potential by converting their own workers is a major red-flag everyone has overlooked.  It 

totally makes sense to have those closet to the business directly participate in its own 

future.  Notice how GM keeps promoting "30 new EV models globally through 2025" but 

provides nothing whatsoever in terms of commitment?  The complete absence of any 

targets is a bad sign.  There's no accountability or penalty of any sort for "over promise, 

under deliver".  We could end up getting a small number or expensive choices available in 

limited locations.  It all comes down to setting realistic expectations.  To start, what should 

ordinary consumers expect for the availability of affordable public charging? 

5-23-2021 Never A Good Sign.  I was reading an article that brought up the possibility that Tesla is 

overvalued.  Seeing such topics emerge is a sign of change.  We are entering a new 

chapter.  No one knows what it will be, but the feeling of something different is 

clear.  Uncertainty of the future is one thing.  The past isn't.  That already happened.  We 

know what happened.  This wasn't it: "Toyota, which has been a conspicuous 

electrification laggard, has recently shown signs of a change of strategy, announcing 

plans to introduce 15 electric models by 2025."  It was more of the same old 

nonsense.  They tell you what you want to hear, not what actually happened.  Of course, I 

had to call that attempt out:  It's never a good sign when the image of a business is based 

upon misrepresentation of another.  Expectations for the first BEV from Toyota started 

back in later 2018, when rumors of an EV model of CH-R emerged.  Sure enough, it was 

confirmed during Earth Day reveals the following year.  The first half of 2019 also 

provided the "six global BEV models" plans based on e-TNGA platform.  4 additional 

BEV for specific markets would expected within the same 2025'ish timeline.  Since then, 

we have also seen the rollout of UX300e.  So... claims of "recent" are really just material 

to feed a narrative... you know, something to make the story protagonist look especially 

impressive.  And of course, negative votes... shooting the messenger... adds to the 

drama.  In other words, focus on what Tesla has contributed to progress away from our 

legacy problems.  It's a disservice to everyone when something from that past is 

misrepresented. 
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5-24-2021 Lots of Likes.  I posts comments on one of the big Facebook groups for RAV4 

Prime.  That audience there really struggles with the lack of background & 

experience.  It's clear evidence of Toyota having extended there consumer reach.  I jump 

in to answer questions they struggle with, especially when they have no basis to build 

upon.  This was such a topic: "Is it better to let your battery run down to empty before 

recharging, or does topping it off each night not hurt longevity."  Think about the wide 

variety of backgrounds people have and the lack of technical equipment (or know-how) to 

make any sense of the system they just purchased.  It's really easy to make assumptions 

based upon anecdotal observations from other rechargeable devices.  That can be very 

problematic.  I'm finding that out based upon feedback from BEV owners purchasing 

electric lawnmowers.  The resulting comments expose shortcomings in both the 

understanding of battery longevity and the variety of approaches to longevity.  It's simply 

a lack of awareness.  The knowledge itself is easy to grasp and even easier to share.  I got 

confirmation of that by posting the following... which ended up being very frequently 

liked:  Lithium chemistries thrive on short charges & draws.  This is why you can charge 

your phone whenever without any worry of longevity.  Aging is accelerated when you 

charge to 100% or discharge to almost 0%.  Neither RAV4 Prime nor Prius Prime allow 

you to do that.  Both a high & low ends are protected.  In short, just charge whenever the 

opportunity presents itself. 

5-24-2021 Next-Gen Outlander.  There was brief mention today about the upcoming next-

generation of Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV in the UK.  Supposedly, it will deliver EV 

range of 100 km/62 miles (WLTC).  That beats RAV4 Prime by a tiny bit, 95 km/59 miles 

(WLTC).  It was pretty much inevitable that next offering would either have to be an 

upgrade worthy of direct comparison or somehow be abandoned.  The market is starting to 

see that stage approach where weaker choices begin to fall from interest.  This is how 

death of that so-called "vastly superior" plug-in hybrid called Volt played out.  Attention 

faded due to shortcomings.  Not being able to meet consumer expectations will ultimately 

bring about that fate.  In the case of GM's resistance to adapt, it was both size & price of 

the vehicle.  Ironically, battery-capacity was fine.  You just can't neglect other purchase 

priorities.  That's why RAV4 Prime has been so popular and why Prius Prime's next-gen 

must deliver more range.  It's a balance.  Prius Prime already delivers a competitive price 

& seating.  Seeing EV range increase (along with corresponding cargo regain from pack 

reconfiguration), is the next natural step to remaining viable for high-volume.  The change 

from potential to actual sales is approaching.  The market (and political environment) can 

see that on the horizon.  We welcome Outlander to be part of that. 
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5-25-2021 Faster Rate.  This is another circumstance where I shared some real-world experience and 

got quite a number of unexpected likes.  From that, I gather a user-guide will finally start 

to take shape.  Wanting to reach a wider audience than just with Prius, I waited & 

observed with the hope of collecting a good impression of what newbies 

understand.  From that, I'm getting an impression of what RAV4 owners know and don't 

know.  Starting with the basics, there's a now obvious confirmation of most not even 

recognizing the variance to which electricity is delivered.  That difference between "110" 

and "120" never gets questioned.  People just tend to state whatever value they were raised 

to call it without any thought or notice of inconsistency.  That makes for a difficult 

foundation to build upon... or perhaps not.  Starting at the beginning with a type of "for 

dummies" document is how consistent messaging came about in the early-stages.  Why not 

try the same now?  Here's an example of what needs to be documented, a sample from 

what I ended up posting in reply:  Electricity supply varies.  It can be anywhere from 110 

to 120 volts for ordinary household service.  Most people never notice though.  When you 

double it for level-2 charging, that variance changes to 220 to 240 volts.  Doing the math... 

220 volts * 30 amps = 6600 watts or 6.6 kWh.  When you have service like mine 

delivering 245 volts, that charge-rate ends up quite a bit higher... like what others have 

observed. 

5-26-2021 Big Oil Suffers.  Today... all within a span of just a few hours...  Exxon Mobil, Royal 

Dutch Shell, and Chevron Corp all took a major hit.  Combined loss of court cases and 

being forced by shareholders to address climate change is now playing out.  This isn't a 

narrative about pace like we hear with Toyota, where there's an agreement about direction 

but it isn't fast enough.  This is outright defiance, where investment is in heavy expansion 

of new drilling sights... the very opposite of what's being asked for.  It simply makes no 

sense searching for new oil sources and developing new sites.  We need to dramatically 

reduce demand, not retain funding & resources to maintain it.  There is nothing for those 

giants to justify not investing heavily to change.  In fact, this is a fundamental Toyota has 

presented which many refuse to acknowledge.  Toyota sees the necessity for those oil 

giants to spend money to become providers of green energy.  Why would an automaker 

need to build distribution... charging-stations and its required service... when that will be 

an essential component of those businesses for survival?  This is why enthusiasts dictating 

something to the contrary is such nonsense.  That industry's dependence on a non-

renewable resource has become an act of deep denial.  They have mutated into 

corporations pursuing growth of wealth & influence rather than adapting to new 

demand.  Having lost some power from inside derails that dynamic.  Turns out, some 

board-members were replaced in those forceful acts today.  That type of change from 

within is a very real win... a truly suffering blow to the few desperately trying to hold onto 

the past.  Think about donor money, how this could break political expectations. 
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5-28-2021 Federal EV Incentives.  A new topic on the big Prius forum was started.  It would 

inevitably become a discussion focusing on nothing but rhetoric.  Sadly, that expectation 

is quite realistic.  That behavior pattern is all too familiar.  The audience thrives on 

reaction, not action.  Ugh.  Oh well, I still post facts will the hope some lurkers pick up 

some constructive content:  Bias of reporting what is actually in the proposed "Clean 

Energy for America Act" has been interesting.  The narrative of victim has focused entirely 

on EV credits, rather than addressing the true problem.  It's a bandage approach.  Rather 

than draw attention to changing the market, only the automaker industry is being treated as 

a resource needing help.  Fortunately, those who read the prepared document by the 

Senate committee see things differently.  Sadly, the proposal fails to what would really 

incentivize change... infrastructure for overnight recharging... but it does directly attack 

the source of how we got into this mess. Section 5 is titled: "Termination and Modification 

of Certain Fossil Fuel Provisions".  Those are magic words for anyone who has been 

involved with trying to make change a reality, struggling for decades to address the true 

source of the problem.  The proposal sunsets some amortization & deduction incentives 

and repeals a number of credits.  In short, this is a mark in history indicating we are past 

"peak oil" and that industry is now seeing the loss of subsidies as a result.  Additionally, 

trust funds for oil spill liability are being modified. Excise tax for this will modify 

definition of "crude oil" by expanding to encompass crude oil from tar sands and oil 

shale.  Lastly, there is also a repeal of credits related to advanced coal and gasification 

projects. 

5-28-2021 Reaction, Not Action.  Sure enough, that audience made it all about me... rather than the 

subject of discussion.  They don't like what I say and agreement is not what stirs thread 

activity.  And of course, their cognitive-thinking capacity remains at zero.  It's sad that 

they don't even try.  It's just the pattern of complaints & blame... not even excuses 

anymore.  Sound familiar?  Teaching lessons learned from the past would be an example 

of something constructive; instead, they pretend it never happened.  That's what we saw 

with Volt.  In their mind, nothing of EV-1 or Two-Mode had any relevance.  Ugh.  I 

posted this in response to this most recent nonsense:  History is being ignored.  It's really 

unfortunate that some believe any type of incentive expiration or removal will somehow 

put the genie back in the bottle.  Even if Tesla fails to deliver an affordable choice for the 

masses or if the base model of F-150 Lightning remains a choice only for commercial 

sales, that won't change the reality of them having exposed the world what change has to 

offer.  In fact, that is exactly what Toyota has been doing with fuel-cell technology.  We 

all know it will be primarily used in commercial industry related to construction, 

merchandise, and mass transportation.  It's the exposure to that which brings about 

endorsement & support.  With regard to these incentives, they will be problematic.  Look 

at what similar subsidies did to China's market.  There was no goal of profitability in mind 

or sustainable sales beyond the subsidy.  There was hope of a magical shift to green 

choices, but that isn't what actually happened. 
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5-28-2021 Lessons Learned & Talking Points.  My response made no reference whatsoever to GM 

or Volt; yet, that is what I got attacked about.  Such blatant efforts to draw attention away 

from the points being made is remarkable.  They desperately hold on to the only remaining 

talking points remaining.  That's what happens when the rhetoric you have been shoveling 

turns into a lesson learned of what not to support.  The topic was federal incentives and I 

brought of the parallel to China's subsidy effort.  They didn't like that at all.  So rather than 

replying with anything they could attack, I posted the conclusion paragraph from the 

source article my detail came from and included the link.  Here's the quote I shared: "If 

Washington does head down China's state-heavy road, Beijing's experience offers crucial 

lessons.  Subsidies to automakers and their customers might be necessary to give the 

industry the initial push it needs, but excess generosity could prop up failing 

firms.  Taxpayer money might be more productively spent supporting R&D and building 

infrastructure such as charging stations, because in the end, the electric-vehicle war will 

be won in research labs and car showrooms, not the halls of Congress." 
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5-29-2021 Hate.  There are some forum members who are obvious trolls.  This was one such 

individual who thrives on response to bait he continually drops: "All that does is enrich 

big business ... as well as those that can afford a $61,000 RAV !!! and yes john - that's 

what happened to the GM Volt too - that you continue to hate on."  It's quite annoying to 

see that on a regular basis, especially when I make no mention whatsoever of GM or Volt 

in the new thread.  He clearly wanted to stir posting, to get a lively discussion going after 

having lost so much of his audience.  I waited a day, then posted: 

 

Such a blatant provoke reveals an important fact.  Some focus so much on a point-in-time 

response that they completely miss the lesson learned and fail to see when change takes 

place.  They don't recognize cherry-picked examples either.  In this case, we may have 

seen some initial surge in demand which consequently resulted in mark-ups.  But seen 

within context, $4 gas of that time really puts on understanding on supply a new 

offering.  But when you fast forward 2 years, we see that supply was piling up.  Then 

came the massive price drop.  That $5,000 reduction tells us much about GM's problem. 

 

It wasn't Volt.  In fact, there was never any hate.  It was all about not doing anything with 

the technology.  Volt was a conquest vehicle, a model designed specifically to appeal to 

early-adopters who otherwise had no interest in any type of GM vehicle.  That would have 

been fine if the technology was rolled out to other models.  Diversification is a Business 

101 fundamental.  If you don't spread the achievement, the opportunity for growth will be 

lost... which is exactly what we witnessed. GM became desperate for sales. 

 

This topic of new FEDERAL EV INCENTIVES ties directly to that.  $7,500 tax-credit 

became a dependency.  Sales were a struggle even with such a large subsidy.  Much of 

that can be attributed to the message from GM about lack of confidence with its own 

technology.  Not seeing it offered with any other vehicle was a big tell.  Why would a 

supposedly well proven design not be spread across the fleet?  After all, we were watching 

Toyota do that with its hybrid tech.  Why wasn't GM doing the same with their plug-in 

hybrid tech? 

 

In short, you are wrong.  We have seen Prime technology spread from Prius to RAV4.  In 

China, there is a Corolla PHV too.  Quite unlike Volt, there is no intention for conquest 

sales.  Those are vehicles targeted directly at Toyota's own core customers.  That is real 

change, not a "halo" as GM delivered. 

 

Notice how Corolla Cross is now heading to North America?  Just like what we saw for 

RAV4, making it a Prime model is easy to accommodate by lifting the floor.  Toyota is 

setting the stage to further spread their tech in an extremely popular vehicle on a high-

demand platform... which brings us back to this topic of new FEDERAL EV 

INCENTIVES.  Toyota has time on its side.  There's a penalty for rushing.  Taking the 

time to prepare for a variety of offerings is opportunity. 

 

Tesla did an exceptional job of taking advantage of the tax-credit phaseout period, 

increasing production dramatically during that time to maximize the opportunity.  Tesla 

knew that resulting momentum would result in sustained sales afterward.  It worked like a 

charm too.  Key to that was drawing & building an audience.  GM never bothered.  Volt 

was for conquest, not to change its base.  Looking at GM dealerships, that is 

undeniable.  There simply was no interest. 
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Ford sees that as opportunity.  70% of their Mustang Mach-E sales are conquest.  They 

recognize that niche audience.  This is why true Mustang fans are still waiting for an 

actual Mustang model, not a SUV with familiar labeling.  This is also why their premier 

BEV model will target their core customer, the F-150 owner looking up replace their old 

F-150 with a new one offering a plug.  That couldn't be any more of an extreme of a 

difference from GM. 

Put another way, the supposed "hate" has been called out as really just an effort to stir 

posting.  It wasn't constructive.  It sighted no purpose.  It was void of any detail.  This 

reply, on the other hand, explained the situation in a nature no one can interpret as 

vague.  The past and future of FEDERAL EV INCENTIVES is a topic of complex 

responses to challenging situations.  Some automakers take the situation seriously; others 

do not. 

5-29-2021 Speaking of Hate.  A certain automaker sure makes doing that easy: "When you're in the 

Hummer EV, for example, and you go from zero to 60 [miles per hour] in three seconds 

silently, I think that that excitement will accelerate the enthusiasm over the electric 

vehicle."  That was the quote from a GM executive recently.  It's the same old nonsense, 

again.  GM obsesses with halo vehicles, catering to niche interest to garner praise from 

enthusiasts.  There is still no focus on their core customer.  Watching GM end production 

of cars for the sake of devoting resources to SUV and Pickup choices puts their only BEV 

offering is an empty choice.  Who shopping their showroom floor would be 

interested?  Think about that.  It is why Volt, now Bolt, result in conquest sales.  Almost 

none of their own loyal customers have any desire to drive a small wagon or large 

compact or whatever you want to call it.  Neither share any resemblance to what a GM 

owner wants to replace their current GM vehicle with.  It's like beating a dead horse when 

such an obvious fact sounds like a talking point.  But they are the ones who bring it up, not 

me.  Remember how that daily blog continuously brought up Prius?  It was a means of 

retaining attention.  Hummer serves the same purpose.  How many of that ultra-expensive 

impractical vehicle will actually be produced & sold? 

5-30-2021 Omitting Context.  This was an outright lie, inventory actually piled up to an 

embarrassing level: "As far as Volt demise in the USA, every one manufactured was sold 

in short order..."  I didn't take that bait though; instead, my response focus on who.  All 

along, it was undeniable that Volt didn't appeal to Chevy owners.  Neither dealers nor GM 

itself showed any investment in the technology.  It was never anything beyond a showcase 

for what could be.  Selling what was simply didn't ever become a priority.  It withered on 

the vine.  The antagonist posting these provokes know that, which is why he omits that 

context from any post.  He also gets really annoyed when I draw attention to audience.  So 

naturally, that's exactly what I did in my reply:  KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE!!!  Volt was 

discounted heavily, both sale & lease prices, to stir interest.  The only bites GM got were 

from fleet & early-adopters... neither of which achieved any type of change... the very 

purpose of the tax-credit.  They were nothing but hallow victories.  The lesson-learned 

was conquest does not impact the status quo.  GM's business actually got less green as a 

result, despite so much praise for supposedly being the legacy leader.  We witnessed the 

end of car choices and now a reincarnated obsession with Hummer.  Remember all the 

hype about Two-Mode, how it would evolve to offer a plug? Remember the prototype and 

all those excuses about delay?  Toyota ended up delivering the promise instead... a product 

targeting their core consumer.  We are still waiting for GM. 
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5-30-2021 Who?  That question asked hundreds of times has become my mantra.  Business success 

comes down to understanding your customers.  So, over and over and over, I end up 

focusing on its importance.  Some just plain don't understand that though, hence: "The 

price of a Tesla Model 3 SR+ here is £5,000 less than this.  Who, in their right mind would 

buy the RAV4 eh?  The Toyota is overpriced by around £10,000."  Coming from a UK 

discussion about RAV4 Prime, I was intrigued... initially, but then the discussion fell 

apart.  That's a different perspective.  Much could be learned from a more receptive 

market.  Of course, they not only have far more BEV choices, they also have a wide array 

of disappointing PHEV choices.  There are so many with small battery-packs and terribly 

inefficient gas-engines that the entire category has basically collapsed.  The barrier Volt 

created here actually left a void behind, allowing Toyota to take advantage of the 

opportunity... exactly the reason why I kept saying there was no rush.  Allowing Volt to 

fail without collateral damage was a wise move on Toyota's part.  Of course, GM knew 

that would happen... hence the "Bolt" name.  It was a obvious means of planning ahead, 

preventing to much fallout by confusing labels.  Ugh.  Anywho, my response to the post 

above was a short & sweet sharing of statistics:  859,448 sales worldwide in 

April.  3,014,557 sales for the first 4 months of 2021.  Know your audience. 

5-30-2021 Big Picture.  Being an effective narrative depends upon how well you can prevent facts 

from revealing your story is an attempt to mislead.  I got quite a bit of attitude in response 

to my previous post providing recent sale counts.  This was my resulting reply from 

having to deal with the continued nonsense:  You can cherry-pick all you want. It's the big 

picture that matters, not any single offering.  That's why GM failed so magnificently with 

Volt.  They absolutely refused to jeopardize existing choice by injecting change.  Volt 

remained a niche, rather than spreading that tech across the fleet is what kill it.  GM made 

that decision not to diversify.  Toyota, on the other hand, is pushing their entire fleet 

forward by replacing traditional models with hybrids.  2 vehicles now are hybrids only... 

Sienna & Venza. Both of Toyota's top-sellers... RAV4 and Corolla... now have both 

hybrid and PHEV models.  Prius never had a traditional counterpart and now offers a plug. 

Seeing it next abandon the hybrid model exclusively for PHEV is a no-brainer.  This 

strategy to move forward is why arguments about market or timing for a single model 

don't really equate to much.  Looking at the automaker as a whole, we see the 

progress.  And for those not paying attention, there are a few BEV models already with a 

new dedicate platform to be rolled out with the next year.  Think about the message all 

those "electrified" choices send to ordinary consumer.  They see the commitment to 

change.  That's why some are willing to pay a premium for a seemingly uneconomical 

choice. 

5-31-2021 Priorities.  This is quite common of a sentiment to encounter in random posting venues 

open to wide audiences:  "We need to take China very serious in the car market!"  That 

doesn't tell us anything useful.  It's the same thing you encounter endlessly from the online 

share, where people simple forward a meme along.  There's nothing constructive being 

shared.  You aren't given helpful advice.  It's just a horribly vague group-think without 

context.  I ended up posting "What should priorities be?" with the thought that such a 

question could be repeated hundreds of times in the not-too-distant future.  You want 

something to happen, what should it be?  It's very much like the "Who?" question.  There's 

a reference to someone.  But without providing any detail, you aren't actually telling us 

anything.  Yes, I realize that is outside of cognitive abilities for some, but it is not 

unreasonable to request.  If you say we should do something, tell us what it is.  That seems 

so obvious.  Online though, it is not. 
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5-31-2021 Loss of Online Progress?  We had been extremely constructive in forums.  The nature of 

threads & membership made it very easy to build upon each others knowledge.  You could 

benefit from and contribute to a on-going learning process.  It was so much better than 

blogs for that reason.  Daily articles have an inherent disconnect.  It's a weakness exploited 

to ensure continuous participation.  Where we see growth happening now is in 

Facebook.  Being de facto destination for ordinary consumers, it draws in a completely 

new audience.  That tends to be a measure of progress; though, the quality of the content is 

quite low.  Most of the time, you have no clue who is posting content and there's no way 

to measure accountability.  It's basically a means of passing along hearsay with random 

links to unfamiliar sources.  That can be extraordinarily bad.  We have already watched 

misinformation campaigns overwhelm the truth.  Narratives become so predominant, 

people lose perspective.  That would be a loss of progress.  Online exchanges can be great 

means of sharing, but there are times it can be a means of undermining... whether you are 

aware of it or not.  Stay alert.  Ask questions.  Follow up. 

5-31-2021 Back To Basics.  Speaking of shortcomings online, today provided a great example with 

regard to RAV4 Prime: "ICE engine is too big.  Get it down to 1.5 3cylinder."  When that's 

all you have to work with, how do you respond?  Figuring out the nature of the message is 

extremely difficult.  What was the person's intent?  It's easy to make the assumption the 

poster believed smaller is better.  But then again, simply injected a "What if ?" into a 

discussion is exactly how a troll undermines to draw attention elsewhere.  So, was that an 

attempt to disrupt or a genuine uncertainty suggestion?  I ended up treating it as the latter, 

since I may never find out intent and it provided a nice opportunity to provide some 

exposition for lurkers reading the comment section:  The counter-intuitive nature of larger 

being both cleaner and more efficient is a well proven fact.  It's how the hybrid system 

achieves so much better of an outcome than traditional vehicles.  Remember, inside that 

gas-engine are lighter & smaller components and the pumping-cycle is optimized, since it 

always works in conjunction with the electric-motors. 

5-31-2021 Asking For Purpose.  It shouldn't have to be like pulling teeth.  Unfortunately, it is even 

worse.  People try to change the topic or just ignore question when asked.  Ugh.  This is 

how history repeats, how we make the same mistakes over and over again.  I keep making 

the request, hoping for the message to get through to someone:  Purpose of tax-credits is a 

common among misunderstandings.  Some of that is from spreading assumptions.  Some 

of that is quite intentional.  None of that is helpful.  For example, the hybrid tax-credit 

didn't come about until January 1, 2006.  That was well into the second generation of Prius 

here in the United States, after the point of already achieving 100,000 annual sales.  That 

made the purpose of the subsidy a means of growing the market, not establishing it... 

which is a profound difference from the first round of EV incentives.  That puts into 

perspective some context overlooked and should make us want clarity of purpose for the 

second round.  Growth of market means no longer allowing extremes to retain the focus, 

giving attention to vehicles that are clearly a niche.  Never having potential for high-

volume should be a red-flag.  It hasn't.  We have watched several examples in the past 

dominate media praise without ever delivering growth.  What should priorities be?  It's a 

question not being asked.  That's a warning sign of trouble to come.  Without agreement, 

the market will continue to flounder in the chaotic manner we have become accustom to. 
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6-01-2021 Anti-EV Activism.  Attacks on Toyota keep coming.  Antagonists have nothing of 

substance to work with anymore though.  Today, the rebuttal was: "It's 2021 not 

2011."  That was so brainless, it was difficult to know how to respond.  This is how I 

decided to deal with such an absence of critical-thinking:  In other words, there is nothing 

to support the anti-EV activism claim.  People needed a distraction, some type of narrative 

to divert attention away from the challenges BEV still face.  So, they chose Toyota to be 

the scapegoat.  Reality is, that newest BEV from Toyota (they already offer 4 in various 

markets) coming next year will be the first with a dedicated platform.  That gives some an 

excuse to pretend the advances delivered within RAV4 Prime somehow don't apply.  It's a 

pretty desperate move for those individuals to not acknowledge the flawless EV operation 

we have seen already, starting with Prius Prime.  84 mph (135 km/h) all-electric travel, 

complete with a heat-pump, has worked great.  People around the world have 4 years of 

ownership now, providing a solid basis to build reputation upon.  Ordinary consumers 

have no clue what happened back in 2011.  They aren't idiots though.  A quick lookup of 

Nissan Leaf reveals a 73-mile EV range.  Toyota is expected to deliver around triple that 

from the upcoming bZ4X... using their already well proven plug-in technology. 

6-02-2021 Corolla Cross Reveal.  Among a flurry of announcements today from Toyota, one was 

Corolla Cross is coming to North America.  That seemed pretty much inevitable.  Phased 

rollouts is pretty much becoming the norm now.  Sadly, that reality came about due to our 

political environment having been so unfavorable during the past administration.  Pretty 

much any change coming from a non-domestic automaker... Toyota, despite its massive 

production & employment in the United States... causes a negative stir.  People needed a 

scapegoat and Toyota's approach difference made them a target.  This is why rollouts, like 

RAV4 hybrid and Corolla hybrid, were so low key.  Steps forward on that magnitude 

equate to new problems for everyone else.  To offer such great efficiency & emission 

improvements for such top-selling choices is a lot of pressure for the competition to deal 

with.  Watching a bread & butter product from Toyota change from world's most popular 

sedan to a crossover definitely spells trouble... especially since it is already offered as a 

hybrid elsewhere in the world.  Seeing it become a complimentary offering to RAV4 

Prime, as a Corolla Prime, doesn't take too much imagination.  It would also validate the 

rollout approach for RAV4 Prime.  Think about how Toyota always places the fleet above 

any one particular offering.  Anywho, it is now official, starting with the traditional variant 

as a 2022 model. 
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6-03-2021 Won't Commit.  The rhetoric now is that if an automaker diversifies, it means they aren't 

committing.  In other words, that binary mindset has become the predominant 

theme.  Lack of flexibility is how you end up backing yourself into a corner.  It's what we 

witnessed with Volt.  It's what we see happening again.  There are some of us speaking 

out, trying to call attention to the blatant bias: "Get your facts together please, and stop 

spreading mis-information."  Efforts like that tend to expose group-think rather 

effectively, but don't have any impact on squashing it.  The source tends to gravitate more 

and more toward those articles which stir.  Drawing increasing attention to a limited 

perspective is how a niche is solidified.  Those enthusiasts participating become 

completely unaware of the world around them.  That's why what I posted has the 

expectation of being ignored, they just disregard what they don't like:  It was widely 

reported 2 years ago that a dedicated line of BEV with 5 platforms was 

coming.  Yesterday, we got our first close look at the initial rollout vehicle.  Toyota 

already offers 4 different BEV with traditional counterparts (for example, CH-R as an EV 

model).  So any claim that "Toyota has given in and announced its first mass-market BEV" 

is just pure nonsense, an attempt to capitalize on the "anti" narrative for attention.  Reality 

is, Toyota has delivered a variety of plug-in choices and will continue to build upon that 

experience.  For those who are paying attention, did you notice in a bZ4X concept preview 

video that the DC fast-charger connection was a CCS1 port? 

6-04-2021 Not Infrastructure.  It's getting ugly.  Attacks on the president are coming from every 

imaginable angle.  One that's straight-forward is surprisingly effective.  Opposition is 

calling anything not related to bridges or roads something other than 

"infrastructure".  That's absurd, but understandable.  People take "technology" for granted 

to such an extreme, they don't notice it anymore.  Simple things are dismissed as not 

technology related, even though it took engineers decades to develop that tech they now 

don't even notice.  Ugh.  Needless to say, that same attitude of selective-vision happens 

with EV stuff too.  Fortunately, some are calling it out: "Of course, it also requires special 

infrastructure to charge at such high currents."  I was happy to finally see that.  There 

have been a number of active discussion topics lately.  Sadly, none actually addressed the 

real problem.  There is still an obsession with faster being better.  I jumped in an pointed 

out:  Cost of that, plus higher tier pricing for the service itself, is what enthusiasts continue 

to trunk a blind-eye toward.  They obsess with a technical trait, blowing off how 

impractical it is to actually deliver. 

6-04-2021 Time Will Tell.  I like reading comments like this: "Only time will tell if Toyota survives 

and thrives."  Based on the impatience & short-sightedness of enthusiasts, it's easy to 

understand why.  They want quick results and one solution for all.  Reality doesn't work 

like that.  They almost inevitable become disappointed an move on.  In fact, I cannot recall 

a situation where most just give up.  Their opportunistic nature sets them up for long-term 

failure.  Anywho, I responded to that with this... hoping for some type of constructive 

follow up:  Toyota's EV tech is already well proven.  Flawless operation concealed within 

Prius Prime is what enabled spread to RAV4 Prime.  We see UX300e hitting some 

markets now with bZ4X to follow.  That introduction to the 5 dedicated BEV platforms 

we have known about for 2 years now.  So the "gasp!" presented here about their supposed 

reluctance doesn't match up with the plan we were already well aware of.  It's long-term 

focus like that... with a disregard for short-term rhetoric... which provides an ability to 

thrive. 
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6-04-2021 Market Share.  I kind of got something constructive from that time will tell post: "But 

can they scale to full EVs before they lose all of their share -- EVs should be inherently 

more reliable so they could lose much of their value proposition...."  At least it wasn't a 

size argument or an attempt to divert attention.  It was about audience though.  That cold, 

hard reality of not appealing to anything beyond early-adopters is an amazingly difficult 

topic to grasp.  Enthusiasts just can't for some reason.  They are trapped in their own 

world, to the point where many referred to the "EV market" as if it was all that ever 

mattered.  I posted this... not expecting much in return: 

 

That's not how the market actually works.  Adoption is painfully slow (several years even 

in the best circumstances) and reputation can be blown from rushing.  In fact, we're seeing 

the consequences of that play out right now.  Think about next steps. 

 

GM was praised for being the supposed legacy leader.  Volt did such a terrible job of 

reaching the minds of ordinary consumers, most either barely remember it or have 

forgotten entirely.  Bolt is facing buybacks and image rebuilding.  That results in a no 

advantage with regard to leadership. 

 

Toyota, on the other hand, is simply rolling out "electrification" choices on across the 

fleet... basically invisible.  That has resulted in 2 vehicles already dropping their 

traditional-counterpart.  Hybrid only without notice sets the stage quietly adding a plug-in 

model. RAV4 & Corolla already have. 

 

In other words, a supposed loss of share is really just perception based on low-hanging 

fruit.  Enthusiasts obsess with what happens in the initial availability stage, then neglect 

what comes next.  Toyota focuses so much on the "next" that narratives are easy to 

spin.  But that's where it counts.  Notice how GM still has no clear plan to transition their 

own loyal customers, despite being the so-called leader for many years. 

It's all about growth.  Once you enter the market, how do you keep the momentum 

going?  Share is lost by not having a next step prepared ahead of time. 

6-04-2021 In A Bubble.  It is nice when a journalist writes this: "Tesla owners and other EV owners 

often live in a bubble.  We preach to the choir."  It came from an article she had written 

about spending a day at the Louisiana state capitol advocating for EV support.  Getting 

anyone's attention beyond your own peers is extremely difficult.  This is why you 

basically have to wait... but patience is not an attribute of enthusiasts.  To reach beyond 

that audience, it is essential.  You drive your plug-in for years, then share those 

experiences.  That's what enables you to retain attention beyond just a brief 

mention.  They want to know more coming from a source that actually has more.  This is 

why salespeople aren't looked highly upon.  They aren't speaking from experience.  They 

are pushing for a sale.  When you have nothing to gain, yet take the time to share anyway, 

that's when you break out beyond the bubble. 
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6-05-2021 Poorly Informed?  It is difficult to identify what sort of background this poster had: "I am 

a big fan of Toyota having owned Avensis (European Camry) and Prius which were 

flawless.  However, these cars are electrified, not electric and there is a 

difference.  Toyotas need to get some miles under their wheels with a pure EV, we need to 

see how their drivetrain efficiency measures up against..."  I read through a number of his 

other comments on the same thread.  The impression was he hadn't been paying attention 

to the PHEV market at all.  That makes sense.  A surprising number of Volt owners still 

don't actually understand how their own vehicle operates... which was quite a revelation to 

learn... it explained a lot about the Prius PHV fights.  They were basically clueless, 

arguing about something without knowledge of how it worked.  That's the fight for 

principle, a trap many fall into.  This could be another example of that.  Your only 

recourse in that situation is to assume they are poorly informed and provide detail with the 

hope of them finally recognizing their own information gap.  So, I did:  Toyota has been 

doing that continuously for 9 years already. It started with their first PHEV, which offered 

an EV drive able to deliver up to 100 km/h (62 mph).  In 2017, that system got updated to 

deliver a faster top EV speed of up to 135 km/h (84 mph), introduced a vapor-injected 

(high-efficiency) heat-pump, and introduced a CHAdeMO port for some markets.  In 

2020, that system was rolled out to a platform which added another electric-motor to 

provide AWD.  In other words, Toyota has been refining their design quite awhile now, 

based on feedback from real-world experience.  In fact, if you were paying attention, you 

would have noticed the bZ4X concept came with a CCS1 port to build upon the optional 

CCS2 adapter offered with UX300e rollout in Europe.  Don't pay attention to the 

narratives.  They are rhetoric to distract & mislead, a means of downplay to prevent people 

from learning just how much expertise Toyota has already achieved in preparation for 

their first dedicated BEV platform. 

6-05-2021 EV Configuration.  Buried within the response, I got this: "I don't pay attention to 

narratives"  The reason why was obvious... he's a source of them.  These snippets from 

that same post revealed that: "The battery on the Prime are only small with limited range." 

and "Don't get me wrong, I love the brand but they are unproven in the world of BEVs 

which is where all the growth is coming..."  It is quite bizarre how there is such a lack of 

understanding how the various EV components go together.  It is basically like a 21st 

Century version of the "parts bin".  These are interchangeable pieces, but rather than 

creating a new vehicle model with them you are creating a new EV configuration.  That's 

why it is nonsense to claim unproven when the parts already are, but are simply assembled 

in a different arrangement.  This is nothing new.  Heck, I have even been doing that with 

"object oriented" programming for over 25 years.  You develop bits of software to interact 

with each other.  Each piece proven independently in a platform agnostic design.  That 

approach allows for easy sharing without the need to retest.  Perhaps that is where the 

poorly informed aspect of this comes from.  Anywho, it is quite counter-productive for 

someone to claim unproven without explaining why.  So, I asked:  Dismissing the EV 

system delivered by their PHEV (since 2012) because it has a small battery-pack, yet was 

carried over to BEV implementation is a narrative.  That also turns a blind-eye to the EV 

system delivered by their FCEV (since 2014).  Both provide all-electric driving.  It makes 

no sense to declare "unproven" when it is blatantly false.  The motors, controllers, 

software, battery-cells, and heat-pump are all shared experience, already proven.  Toyota 

is at the refinement stage, well past initial rollout of the technology.  What do you believe 

still needs to be proved? 
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6-05-2021 Zero Experience.  It has been interesting to watch the various green-vehicle blogs 

struggle to remain relevant.  There is one that I had looked upon as a go-to in the past that 

has since fallen prey to antagonists, so much so, my posts there get held for moderator-

approval initially.  Much of that came about due to my pointing out of Volt shortcomings 

and enthusiasts attacking to make it stop.  What I predicted played out as expected... 

which has resulted in that site becoming a refuge for those still in denial.  This was one 

such encounter today, comments on an article about the recent bZ4X concept reveal: 

"Toyota knows they have zero experience in building the software EVs need, zero 

experience building an electrical platform, zero experience building a long range EV, zero 

experience building large Li-ion battery packs, zero experience selling EVs."  It is difficult 

to tell if that is outright denial (a lie to oneself) or an outright lie to us.  Whatever the case, 

it isn't true.  This is what I had to say about that:  Reading through all 161 posted 

comments, that's the standout one.  What does it take for someone to so blatantly dismiss 

reality?  Claiming "zero experience" makes no sense.  From both models of Prime, we all 

have access to extreme detail about how clearly they operate as all-electric vehicles, 

delivering EV drive for their entire plug-in capacity.  How can anyone witness that and 

still insist that in no way provides the software, production, and experience necessary to 

deliver the very same thing but with a larger battery-pack?  What audience do you expect 

to believe such an obvious false narrative?  Ordinary consumers will see the RAV4 

plugged in at charging-stations.  They will see the port when shopping the showroom 

floor.  They will hear about it from the media.  None of them will claim "zero experience" 

from that. 

6-06-2021 Called Out.  Like virtually all other Toyota attacks, this one turned to hydrogen & fuel-

cells.  It's a desperate move to divert attention.  Basically, the person yells "Squirrel!"  It 

works so well, they don't bother to try anything else anymore.  It is lazy & obvious.  He 

tried to change the subject several times rather than address the supposed issue he brought 

up.  Ugh.  So, I called him out on it yet again:  I called you out for claiming "Toyota needs 

to get some miles under their wheels with a pure EV..." and you evaded evidence showing 

they already have that, then tried to change the subject.  Again, Toyota has delivered EV 

drive many years ago and has been building upon that experience ever since.  There is 

nothing else to prove, just spreading it across new platforms and increasing kWh capacity 

available.  That's it.  It's all about expanding choice now.  The technology itself is already 

established.  For those of us driving Prime vehicles, we are quite familiar with the all-

electric daily commutes and all-electric errand running. 
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6-06-2021 Entry-Level Vehicles.  They are necessary.  A mainstream automaker cannot survive on 

nothing but premium-grade offerings.  A luxury brand can, but most of them leverage 

some other brand's resources to make it work.  A giant like GM, Ford, or VW needs entry-

level vehicles as part of their fleet.  When that came up in a thread today, this is how I 

jumped into that discussion:  Rebadging Corolla is nothing new.  Once upon a time, GM 

used to purchase them from Toyota and slap on a "Prizm" badge.  They were produced in 

California, so no one took issue with GM being unwilling to produce small cars 

themselves.  The reason why is common knowledge.  Small cars barely deliver any 

profit.  Some even sell at a loss.  The long-term benefit was well worth it though.  Those 

entry-level vehicles were how the automaker established brand loyalty.  You catch some 

new driver when they are young, then hook them for life.  Their next purchase was 

inevitably with the same brand from a vehicle delivering substantial profit.   GM wasn't 

the other automaker who did that.  Ford did too, but they produced their own entry-level 

car.   That was Escort.  Ending production of that put them in a pickle.  The latest news is 

Ford will revive the "Maverick" name to now serve that purpose, but it will be a small 4-

door pickup instead of a car.  It works, especially knowing how most consumers really 

don't pay attention enough to notice what the automaker is really doing. 

6-07-2021 Late?  Commit?  The most recent round of arguments came about from an article starting 

with this title: "Toyota Won't Commit To EVs".  It was obvious bait to attract antagonists, 

those who thrive on the provoke.  They stir participation... or at least, have in the past.  It's 

not working as well for them anymore.  In fact, it appears to be falling apart.  Seeing the 

number of truly evil participants drop is a sign of change.  It wasn't just a narrative in the 

past, something to give you a false impression.  They would outright lie.  Their means of 

competing was to mislead.  That sad state would ultimate backfire.  You can't fool all the 

people all the time.  This is why I kept asking "Who?"  It's much better of a situation 

now.  With audience reaching far beyond their artificial "EV market" scope, we see a big 

picture which tells us a very different story.  One person on that recent series of comments 

summed it up well: "So what if Toyota is late to the EV party?  Getting a 0.01% share of a 

tiny market is no big deal as long as they get a good fraction of the market when the EV 

market gets large.  Somebody buying an EV in 2024 isn't going to give a rat's *** that 

Toyota didn't sell a substantial number of EV's in 2021.  We know that 2024 Toyota EV's 

are going to be reliable, competent, boring cars.  That's what Toyota does.  That's what a 

lot of people want.  Anybody that can make the complicated Prius drive train as reliable 

as it is can make a solid EV." 
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6-09-2021 News Narrative.  Online media thrives on themes of assumption.  When it comes to EV 

news, that means persisting a belief that change is market driven.  This little blurb buried 

inside of an introductory paragraph gives you an idea of how the rest of the article 

presented supposed status: "...sales have slowed in the U.S. in the past few years, largely 

due to the declining popularity of plug-in hybrids..."  That is, of course, complete 

garbage.  We know that GM exploited tax-credit opportunity, taking advantage of 

discounts on an unprofitable vehicle they had no intent to do anything with beyond 

conquest sales.  So when that subsidy expired, production ended.  That single vehicle 

skewed perception by providing an artificial impression of demand.  Basically, it was a 

monopoly with a short-term goal.  Nothing with long-term potential was delivered until 

last year.  That was RAV4 Prime.  It targeted mainstream consumers directly and sales 

have been quite strong.  Remember how the expectation was set for roughly 5,000 to be 

delivered to this market for the first model year?  By the end of first quarter, delivery 

count was just 8 vehicles shy of 6,000.  With several more months remaining, potential for 

50% beyond that production plan (the 5,000 as revised due to covid-related supply 

constraints) is looking realistic.  That doesn't play well into the narrative.  Don't expect the 

news to cover it.  They'll just spin results (likely with omission) to portray the plug-in 

hybrid market as declining.  Ugh. 

6-10-2021 Duh.  It is quite remarkable to read about a supposed revelation of the market when you've 

been pointed out that very observation for an entire decade.  For example: "Something that 

is not often acknowledged in the EV fan world is that legacy automakers can have a very 

challenging time trying to get their traditional, mass-market buyers to even consider the 

big shift to electric vehicles."  Remember all the hundreds of times I asked: "Who is the 

market for Volt?"  That is what my question was all about.  I knew the early-adopter 

market was all that had captured interest.  Ordinary consumers couldn't care less.  They 

expressed no interest whatsoever.  Volt wasn't even a curiosity for most.  It was some new 

technology from a legacy automaker that was expensive & unproven.  For a technology to 

be considered, it needs to be so ubiquitous that there's nothing new to convey.  The 

consumer looks on the dealer's lot and sees a variety of choices.  To that typical shoppers, 

that's what proves to them it is worthy... the dealer endorsement.  If inventory is stocked, it 

must be selling well.  Notice how effective that has been for RAV4 hybrid.  It is now very 

easy for a salesperson to point out the availability of Camry & Corolla hybrids.  That 

makes the choice for RAV4 a no-brainer.  This is why when the Volt enthusiasts 

relentlessly attacked me about Prius, I would respond with a non-Prius reply.  Pointing out 

how much more size & power Camry hybrid delivered and what the potential for the 

hybrid system would mean later when rolled out to RAV4 made them crazy.  They did 

everything they could to attempt to get the spotlight back on Prius.  They understood 

audience too, but refused to acknowledge it.  I recognized how vital it was to by able to 

reach "mass-market buyers" all those years ago.  Their stubborn denial got the best of 

them.  Don't turn a blind-eye to an inconvenient truth.  There are consequences.  Duh. 
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6-10-2021 All Bark.  No Bite.  There is a big EV blog that has been struggling to remain 

relevant.  With so many other more informative news source, they have turned to 

enthusiast-stir for connect choice.  That's the type of article written to provoke discussion 

among a niche audience... they cater to enthusiasts now.  That loss of journalistic pride is 

sad.  It's quite common though.  Finding content with depth to draw participation with 

critical-thinking is a challenge.  So, there's lots of hype instead.  For example, today we 

got a topic highlighting GM's supposed commitment to change.  It's the same old mixed 

messages though, no clarity or commitment.  One of the standout comments played up the 

hype well: "They backed the wrong horse and now they want their money back."  How is 

that constructive?  It's so vague & pointless, there's nothing really to respond to.  I did 

anyway though:  GM has been playing this game for much longer than the previous 

administration.  Remember the "game changer" nonsense with Volt?  It was a vehicle that 

didn't target their own loyal customers.  The result was exploitation of tax-credit 

opportunities to achieve conquest sales.  In other words, it was a halo... viable technology 

never spread to a bread & butter product.  Notice how Bolt has also floundered in place, 

never progressing beyond that single limited-market offering  Hummer does nothing to 

reach the business-sustaining audience either.  That pattern reveals a history doing things 

for show.  We don't see change at dealers.  Looking at other giant legacy automakers, we 

can actual disturbances in the force.  Ford & Toyota are both targeting core products... not 

niche offerings. F-150 should indeed be a game-changer for their loyal customers.  RAV4 

has already, achieving sales over 25% hybrid and the PHEV surpassing first-year 

allocation expectations.  In other words, GM's reputation for "over promise, under deliver" 

has transformed to one of "all bark, no bite". 

6-11-2021 2030 Plans.  Vague intent with no accountability is a sign that automakers really aren't 

going "all in" as enthusiasts like to claim.  They have an obsession with commitment, but 

never want to hold anyone to real consequences.  That is a sign of uncertainty that they 

like to conceal with promises.  This is why the media has become so wishy-washy 

lately.  There's nothing solid anymore to look forward to, no long-term plans.  It's all about 

individual vehicles, not change of the fleet itself.  Recognize the pattern?  This is why 

individual voices from the crowd start to make a difference.  Their observations end up 

revealing what is really happening.  A message beyond rhetoric is wonderful.  Toyota as a 

scapegoat is the typical rhetoric.  Enthusiasts like to attack their for-the-masses approach... 

since anything intended to become common is exactly what repels their enthusiasm.  It's 

what actually makes a difference though.  This particular comment pointed out why: 

"Having a 15% EV lineup by 2030 means Toyota expects to sell around 1.5 million of 

them and 8.5 million of every other vehicle type combined.  Considering Toyota sold 

almost 2 million hybrids last year, which is 4 times as many EV's as Tesla sold..."  That is 

real change.  It is not a token gesture or a halo.  It is the real thing.  Hopefully, we'll see 

the same with Ford.  From VW, that's a big unknown heavily dependent upon 

encouragement from corporate.  GM still seems hopeless.  Stellantis could be 

interesting.  Needless to say, there are no plans yet.  It's all quite a stir now.  Watch what 

happens elsewhere for clues.  Oil industry adaptation from this new reality is what will 

help the paradigm-shift along. 
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6-12-2021 In Africa.  There's nothing like carefully coordinating the timing of a Covid test so you 

can get to your destination over 10,000 miles away within the 72-hour window allowed 

for such travel.  That's what we had to do for our trip to Tanzania in Africa.  We had a 

flights & drives carefully planned to get us to our adventure in the Serengeti, as well as a 

few other locations with wild animals running free.  It was a trip with lots of education 

opportunity.  I would have limited access to electricity & internet.  The pleasure trip was 

to have a safari experience... or at least that's how it started, prior to the pandemic.  The 

complications of lockdown resulted in a long pause in tourism.  Attendance dropped to 

such an extreme, much of the time in the parks you would be alone.  Rather than the usual 

200 or so vehicles competing to view animals, there would be 5 or 6.  It was mind-

boggling to be part of such a limited audience.  That dramatic reduction of safari vehicles 

had the added bonus of freedom for the animals.  They felt very comfortable walking 

along the road, since traffic has dropped to a minimum not seen for decades.  I felt 

incredibly fortunate.  It was inspiring.  The drive to those locations was eye-opening.  You 

hear about the roads being so different, filled with a wide variety of travel along with a 

sense of no rules.  It was indeed.  We were in Africa, a very different place from home. 

6-24-2021 Honda 2040.  My first opportunity to check up on what the rest of the world was doing 

came today, nearly 2 weeks later.  Apparently, Honda has "become the first of Japan's 

automakers to state publicly it will phase out sales of gasoline-powered cars completely, 

setting 2040 as the goal".  It was a statement of "all in" that has served as a commitment 

to change which enthusiasts have demanded.  There is no actual obligation, no 

consequence, no plan.  That complete absence of any type of milestone to measure 

progress or even a vague expectation should be a source of concern.  With an automaker 

like Honda, who produces & sells around 4.5 million cars and 15 million two-wheel 

vehicle every year, so a generic objective really doesn't tell us anything.  Nonetheless, the 

internet sung songs of praise.  Ugh.  It is really a matter of how fast can BEV sales 

become profitable.  This is the same problem the non-legacy automaker has too.  Tesla 

depends upon other business to keep their automotive segment funded.  Vehicle sales 

aren't profitable yet and are still far from reaching middle-market, the audience which 

provides sustainable profit.  2040 is a long time from now.  A major battery advancement 

is still required in the meantime.  The improvement to safety & capacity that solid-state is 

expected to offer should fulfill that need.  Until then, there is no real plan.  Each 

automaker will simply refine their propulsion system design while waiting for the battery 

technology upgrade we so desperately require.  Change is difficult.  Promises for a distant 

future really don't help. 
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6-24-2021 Selling Hybrids.  The attacks on Toyota for not going "all in" are informative.  Many 

confirm that lack of awareness (or concern) for the rest of the world.  It was the problem 

we have always had, but became quite a bit more pronounced when Volt took the 

stage.  That was when the "EV Market" became all that mattered.  Sales of anything else 

were simply dismissed.  That intentional cherry-picking has consequences.  You can't just 

pretend nothing else is important.  Enthusiasts learned that lesson the hard way.  Not only 

didn't they want to acknowledge fleet impact, they didn't even want to dilute the 

technology itself by spreading it to other vehicles.  That was a smug we hadn't imagined 

possible... complete disregard for all but what they cared about.  Binary situations on that 

scale are very big problems to address... as we see with the political parallel here 

now.  Consideration of all goals must be part of the decision making, period.  If you 

neglect something, it will come back to haunt you later.  Those who enabled GM to do 

exactly that paid the price.  Being here in Africa, has provided confirmation, validating 

what I had been saying all along.  I posted that in the discussion about Toyota's 

approach:  Know your audience.  I'm in Tanzania, Africa right now.  A quick look down 

the street tells a very different story than the narrative early-adopters follow.  Most people 

have no clue how different markets outside of Europe and the United States truly 

are.  There is simply no way to convert new car & truck sales to a BEV only choice 

quickly.  (New motorcycle sales stand a chance; though, the ones already in use will 

continue to be used for a very very very long time.)  Hybrids and plug-in hybrids are 

clearly going to dominate in the next decade as BEV finally evolve beyond unprofitable 

niche offerings.  Look at the progress Toyota has made with RAV4 hybrid and Corolla 

hybrid for perspective toward changing the minds of ordinary consumers 

6-25-2021 Public Charging.  I got asked this about my previous post: "Does there exist any public 

place to charge EVs in Tanzania?"  Seeing how busy the roads are and how diverse the 

traffic can be, it makes you really think about need.  There are people on foot sharing the 

shoulder of the road with motorcycles and those narrow 3-wheel vehicles.  Everything in 

that space is carrying cargo too, much of it loaded across width-wise for balance.  That 

makes them stick out into traffic, which is filled with cars & trucks attempting to pass 

each other.  It's quite wild... fortunately, not scary when you have a guide who has dealt 

with that all his life.  The experience makes you reconsider driving conditions as 

home.  We never have to face anything even remotely that complicated.  It is an everyday 

part of life for them.  They have very, very different priorities.  To get back to the 

question, I posted this:  There are no BEV here (Arusha) that I'm aware of.  This is a land 

of mostly Toyota Cars & SUVs and Motorcycles, with access to electricity very 

limited.  Going hybrid makes sense.  Think about how much they reduce both & smog 

emissions while squeezing out significant efficiency gains.  Think about the 10 million 

vehicles Toyota sells worldwide every year.  We only see a portion of that in the United 

States. 
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6-25-2021 Rant.  I got some attitude from sharing my observation of Toyota.  As you could easily 

guess, it was from a person refusing to acknowledge hybrid support leads to plug-in 

hybrid support.  That's part of the long-time narrative of portraying Toyota as anti-

plug.  That ended up changing to anti-EV.  Problem is, electric-only performance of 

RAV4 Prime is so good, they are not struggling to recast Toyota as some other type of 

villain.  Most of time those types of comment end up becoming a rant post.  They just 

ramble on about their frustrations with obvious omission of fact.  It's quite a pain to have 

to deal with.  Every now & then you can actually call them out on it though.  This was 

such an occasion:  Any one person's opinion doesn't matter.  In fact, the entire choir of 

early-adopters singing praise will have little to no impact on the decisions made by 

ordinary consumers.  So what if you don't like plug-in hybrids?  The 42 miles of EV 

delivered from each charge of RAV4 Prime is reaching an audience beyond enthusiasts, 

resulting in a dramatic shift in gas consumption.  A plug is a plug.  Once people embrace 

the daily routine, a shift to BEV will come naturally.  In the meantime, an 18 kWh battery-

pack in each PHEV will have far more of an impact spread across 3 vehicles rather than 

needing at least triple that for a single BEV. 

6-25-2021 Shame.  When an antagonist fails to get any traction with their opinion, they turn attention 

to attacking others.  Shame is usually their preferred choice for that: "Personally I think 

they should be ashamed of themselves for not taking the kind of leadership in this 

transition that their global position should've demanded."  It's all about feeding a 

narrative.  Do everything possible to belittle & misrepresent.  I have seen it all over the 

past 2 decades.  None of it survives the test of time.  This is very much that type of 

situation.  Any reply falls on deaf ears.  They simply don't care.  Nonetheless, providing 

facts still helps counter that.  Lurkers benefit from information.  So, I continue to provide 

it:  They are taking leadership.  Rolling out hybrid models across their entire fleet, each of 

which can easily support a plug, is a means of transition.  Other legacy automakers don't 

have any real plan to reach their loyal customers unwilling to try something entirely 

new.  In other words, don't listen to the enthusiast narrative.  Their bias turns a blind-eye 

to consumers who are not receptive to change. 

6-25-2021 Other Markets.  Getting to see one firsthand is priceless.  Far too often, people take their 

observations about their tiny portion of the world and equate that to the rest being various 

degrees of the same thing.  Profoundly different being the norm elsewhere is not what you 

hear about online.  Selective mindset is a terrible problem that persists to the bitter 

end.  This is why I followed Volt throughout its entire lifecycle.  It was obvious from the 

very beginning that such a niche design with such a small audience would struggle to 

diversify.  That's exactly what ultimately killed it.  Lack of... or pretty much the absence 

of... any acceptance of variant was unacceptable.  It was a "one size fits all" attitude which 

flagged it as doomed.  BEV advocates have become the newest group to fall into that same 

trap.  Not only do they push purity, they also find slower DC charging speeds 

intolerable.  That type of resistance is a very bad sign, something I find all too 

familiar.  This is why discussion of market is so exciting at the moment.  Being over 

10,000 miles from home, I'm most definitely witnessing a market quite unlike anything 

most people ever imagine.  The post of my observations was brief though, just a simply 

reply to a comment on the subject:  I'm in Africa right now (Tanzania).  You are quite 

right about the dominance of non-plug vehicles for decades to come.  The electric 

infrastructure simply isn't available and the cost of ICE is far cheaper.  Understanding 

those markets is vital to achieve real change. 
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6-25-2021 Acknowledgement.  How would you respond to such a garbled mess of perspective & 

analogy:  "Why should Africa and South America not skip the entire process of building up 

a rural infrastructure to support and repair fossil engines?  There are countries that never 

had to hire phone linemen, switchboard operators, or land line repairmen because they 

skipped straight to cell phones.  There are probably countries that were too poor to ever 

get into repair-prone VHS players, but were able to buy disposable DVD players by the 

2010s.  Just issuing their schoolchildren cheap Chinese tablet computers could be evading 

many industries."  Starting with a seemingly relevant question, but then following with 

disconnect is a tactic to confuse.  It suggests that all things will need repair and the best 

approach is replacement.  Shouldn't it be choosing a better technology instead?  After all, 

that has been the premise of BEV benefit since GM destroyed EV1.  Refusal to 

acknowledge goals is what continues to be the problem.  In fact, it is a fundamental issue 

with approach.  What are you trying to achieve?  That is why my observations from travel 

come into play so well with this particular discussion today.  My reply post hopefully 

reflects that:  Clearly, you haven't actually visited a challenged market.  I'm in Africa right 

now (Arusha, Tanzania).  Looking out the window, I can tell you even the developed cities 

have no effective means to embrace plugging in.  Outside of a metro area, forget it.  Many 

don't even have electricity.  They find clever ways of squeezing the most out of tiny 

combustion engines and will continue to for far longer than plug advocates want to 

acknowledge. 

6-25-2021 Not Sales.  The safari is over.  What an incredible life experience.  We are now in a hotel 

room passing time until leaving for the airport.  I came across this in an article online: 

"GM has said it will offer 30 all-electric models by mid-decade and wants EVs to make up 

40% of its United States lineup by 2025."  Notice the problem?  It is a statement of vanity, 

not sales.  Simply offering choice is not enough.  Sure, it looks good on paper, but it 

doesn't actually make a difference.  Toyota gets made fun of for posting sales projections 

that are seemingly low.  They are actually quite realistic.  History confirms that pattern & 

approach.  GM not making any statement whatsoever about sales tells us what?  GM got 

burned really bad for doing that with Volt... because actual sales fell far short of 

expectations.  It was a great example of "over promise, under deliver" promoted as a 

solution to that very problem.  Not the opposite is being tried.  Promote the technology 

and completely disregard supply & demand.  There is no "if we build it, people will buy it" 

mindset.  This is simply a greenwash... you know... the "halo" effect, yet again.  That was 

always claimed to be Toyota's approach with Prius, delivering a technology to make the 

automaker appear green but then sell lots of traditional guzzlers instead.  For that to be 

true, sales and spread of the technology would have failed to take place.  That's the 

opposite of what actually happened.  We witnessed sales of Prius so strong, they freaked 

GM.  We also watched the technology become available in both Highlander & Camry, 

then continue to be deployed across the entire fleet.  Sienna & Venza are now only 

available as hybrids.  Corolla & RAV4 hybrids are popular choices, both with plug-in 

models.  Prius is expected to continue to pull the fleet forward.  That's all real change, 

sales confirming the transition away from traditional production.  What will GM's 

supposed 40% deliver with regard to what we see on the road and in consumer driveways? 
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6-26-2021 Funding Infrastructure.  Struggle to even acknowledge that "infrastructure" represents 

far more than just roads & bridges has been quite a challenge.  People don't consider the 

big picture.  They focus on a specific detail of interest, unaware they are cherry-

picking.  This is why so many seek out sources which validate their beliefs.  This exactly 

why I participate on hostile online venues, those unfriendly to what I support.  I seek 

useful feedback instead; though, contradiction is actually a form of validation.  The point 

is, there's more at play than what is being presented by various sources.  We need some 

type of standard for DC fast-charging and a consistent message on speed.  Lack of unity 

among enthusiasts is why agreement has been so difficult.  In fact, it isn't much of a 

stretch blaming them for EV tax-credit renewal having been dropped from the final 

bill.  How can legislative efforts move forward if direction is outcome is so unclear?  This 

is why I push for stating goals.  That overcomes confusion and eliminates technology 

quibbles.  In this case, why tax-credits should be reinstated wasn't ever conveyed.  Each 

automaker was given equal opportunity.  Neither Telsa nor GM were able to achieve the 

goal of delivering an affordable choice for the masses.  How would more of the same 

result in a different outcome?  Not providing an explanation or even a plan is good reason 

not to provide funding. 

6-27-2021 Don't Add Up.  Comments like this draw my attention: "The current crop of Plug-in 

hybrids from Toyota that get 45 MPG are so efficient they put ordinary ICE to shame from 

their own stable, yet they pale in comparison to Tesla efficiency which cost about $20 to 

fillup from home..."  That doesn't make sense.  How do they pale?  Whether you are filling 

up a BEV or a PHEV from home doesn't matter.  How is there any difference?  The result 

is electric-only driving for both.  My guess is it comes down to a fundamental 

misunderstanding of how Toyota's technology actually works.  It took until the end of Volt 

production before I was able to confirm that several of the most stubborn antagonists 

never actually understood.  For all those years, they had argued under a false belief.  Their 

denial was so deeply entrenched into their stance, they absolutely refused to accept any 

contradictory information.  This is why some of my videos presented them with a crisis of 

reality so great, some just abandoned the effort.  Coming to terms with such a mistake isn't 

easy.  Starting down that path is though to embracing a misunderstanding is though, as 

that quote today demonstrates.  I kept my reply brief.  Who knows if it will do any 

good:  Those numbers don't add up.  RAV4 Prime delivers 42 miles of EV per 

charge.  That's greater than the average commute distance.  Having enough capacity to 

make the round-trip using only electricity puts it on similar footing as a BEV. 
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6-27-2021 True Change.  A new article yesterday attempted to twist innovator dilemma into 

industry disruption.  It was rather clumsy and had no real point... other than to get people 

to post comments, which did end up happening: "Everybody thinks that EV sales of legacy 

Car makers only eats up their ICE Sales but Tesla has the same dilemma."  That caught 

my attention, since most enthusiasts think Tesla is just fine without having to expand 

choice.  That always puzzles me.  Right now, it is the equivalent of Toyota only offering 

Camry & Corolla.  Lack of diversity isn't considered a problem for the EV market though, 

in their mind.  Needless to say, I disagree.  Here's what I had posted about that:  Tesla was 

all about conquest, since it was a startup.  Seeing cannibalism emerge as a new problem 

does not change the original problem of growing market share.  Sales last year were 2% 

share in United States and only 0.78% worldwide.  Tesla doesn't have significant market 

share anyway.  Looking at it from the perspective of a legacy automaker.  Consider what 

happened with GM. As the situation with Volt became more and more clear that it was 

falling into an Innovator's Dilemma trap, enthusiasts fought to defend the choice to make 

that limited audience design even more specialized.  That were obsessed with pursuit of 

perfecting a niche rather than adapting it to become a wide-audience approach. It never 

became a "game changer".  In other words, supporters abandoned their original 

goal.  What is the goal with regard to this topic?  It is to disrupt the industry or to bring 

about actual change?  There's a fundamental difference that continues to be 

overlooked.  In fact, that was the mistake made with Volt.  Notice how dealerships 

remained intact, retaining their status quo of pushing profitable legacy offerings?  Spread 

of the new technology across the fleet should be an obvious measure of progress, true 

change.  We see this very successfully happening with Toyota.  No cannibalism.  Notice 

how there is a hybrid model for almost every standard offering at dealer?  Notice how 2 

(Sienna & Venza) have already phased out their traditional model as a result?  That's 

setting the stage for an easy transition for plug-in models. 

6-27-2021 Being Viable.  After awhile, you see the pattern.  It becomes easy to see trouble 

brewing.  An early sign is being vague.  For example: "Given it takes four years or more 

to develop a car, perhaps starting EV development sooner rather then later might be a 

viable strategy."  That sounds reasonable until you ask yourself what "viable" actually 

means.  I responded to the attempt to stir a discussion that would clearly not be 

constructive with:  Prius Prime demonstrated EV drive was successfully delivered to such 

an undeniable satisfaction that RAV4 Prime and Corolla PHEV was developed and rolled 

out.  Following that has been UX300e along with 3 other BEV variants.  Toyota's 

approach has been to work out details of delivering a system capable of returning 

profit.  Now with BZ4X, the first dedicated platform to do so is in final stages of 

development.  That's exactly what is needed to end up with a "viable" car.  In other words, 

Toyota started many years ago and most enthusiasts refuse to acknowledge it.  Instead, 

they choose to feed a narrative of being behind with a struggle to catch up.  The reason for 

such a narrative is to cover up the reality that GM's supposed leadership and Tesla's 

struggle to diversify hasn't resulted in profitable return yet.  Think about what is required 

to make a technology widely acceptable.  Not only must it meet all the criteria of the 

consumer, it must also appeal to those who sell it.  So far, the early deliveries have failed 

to deliver the sales aspect... hence the desperate push to revive tax-credits.  Like it or not, 

Toyota is taking their time to deliver a platform capable to stirred high-volume interest 

while returning a profit... which is what "viable" really means. 
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6-27-2021 Market Disruption.  A series of posts followed.  The attempt to undermine was 

obvious.  He just made up supposed evidence:  "Notice how every traditional car 

manufacturer has come out with at least one BEV in 2020 and how more models are on 

schedule (except Toyota)."  I anticipated this type of response: "You must be living in an 

alternate reality... Toyota has zero BEV's on the market"  Whether that was close-

mindedness of only considering our market here or simply being poorly informed didn't 

matter.  I had my confirmation he was pushing a narrative.  Then, this came: "Lexus 

UX300e is offered in Europe"  Seeming to agree with me and counter his own previous 

post was bizarre, until he quoted the range of only 200 km.  Looking up the Lexus website 

in Europe was simple.  It stated 400 km.  It was undeniable he was testing the waters to 

see what dishonest element would take hold.  This followed: "I'm sorry to disappoint 

Toyota fans, but the Lexus UX300e is a 2021 model... First model reached only 30-37 kW 

charging speed, after update they now reach up to 47 kW."   Seeing that "zero" change to 

an update of the "first model" was a blatant indication he felt quite comfortable outright 

lying.  How could Toyota have change something if there was nothing to change?  He own 

words being contradictory reminded me a lot of the rhetoric from that old daily blog for 

Volt.  I brought it to an end with:  For those not paying attention, the claim went from 

Toyota having nothing at all to their being an older model already replaced.  It's desperate 

efforts like that to misrepresent history which tell us quite about what to expect.  We know 

that Toyota has other BEV also available in China, but UX300e has been rolled out in 

Europe.  So that provides better discussion context.  It does indeed use CHAdeMO, but a 

CCS adapter is expected.  Preview images from BZ4X showed us CCS within the vehicle 

itself.  As for this discussion, Tesla faces the same challenge as legacy 

automakers.  Disruption is pointless unless it leads to growth.  To grow, the automaker 

must offer more choices. Consumers need a variety of sizes & types of vehicle. 
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6-28-2021 Cultural Differences.  I jumped online this morning to see what the big Prius forum had 

been discussing while I was gone.  To my surprise, one of my friends there was currently 

in Africa.  It will be his final trip for work before retiring.  His task was to help install a 

solar system in a remote location.  His write-up was impressive.  I was delighted to learn 

more about someone I had interacted so much with in the past, but had very little personal 

information.  His sharing was very much appreciated.  So, I shared my own recent travel 

experience: 

 

I just got back from my 2-week adventure in Africa.  Travel was for pleasure, safari at 

several locations within Tanzania.  We saw a lot more than just wild animals.  Those 

drives & flights provided hints of what life is like there.  It is a land of motorcycles 

there.  If you owned a car, it almost certainly would be a Toyota.  The roads were 

fascinating to witness.  As for electricity, it is minimal outside of the cities.  From the 

main roads, we could see powerlines strung to some homes while others were 

skipped.  Off the main, even fewer had access.  Electricity is limited and will likely remain 

that way for a very long time still. 

 

Solar was impressive out in the camps.  At one, tents had their own panel & battery.  It 

was a stand-alone system to provide interior lighting.  That was exciting to see.  At 

another, it was a combination of distributed panels and a master control to shut off draw 

during the sleeping hours.  With locations so remote, it was really nice not having to use a 

flashlight for everything.  That's their priority... not anything related to transportation. 

 

Charging of our camera batteries and battery-banks was achieved by solar at the camps 

and inverter within the safari vehicle.  You had to plan when & how for power 

needs.  That worked fine.  I ended up taking a over 19,000 photos.  Gotta love digital. 

 

Looking at transportation need, I see electric motorcycles eventually coming into 

play.  Knowing that Honda sells 15 million two-wheeled vehicles per year, it was easy to 

confirm firsthand where & how they were being used.  That's how much of their powered 

transport is achieved.  It was rather impressive to see the large loads balanced on those 

motorcycles.  It was also quite enlightening to see them enjoy the ride with 3 people on a 

single motorcycle.  That's the way things are.  They make it work. 

 

With regard to emissions, the pollution from their vehicles is really 

unfortunate.  Motorcycles have minimal cleansing (if any) and there are a lot of poorly 

maintained large diesel vehicles.  Again, that is the way things are.  Seeing the potential 

for small 2-wheel and 3-wheel vehicles to eventually adopt battery use is 

encouraging.  Those opportunities are very much dependent upon solid-state 

technology.  Having a liquid electrolyte in such a harsh environment (pretty much no 

shade ever for the vehicle), heat is very much an endless exposure. 

I hope you enjoy that experience.  It is fascinating to be able to visit such places.  We 

thoroughly enjoyed my recent exposure to the cultural difference... though the painfully 

long air-travel complicated by Covid requirements is a challenge to the character of a 

person.  Now, we're back home dealing with jet-lag and sorting through a massive 

collection of digital photos.  We had a great time.  Hope you do too. 
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6-29-2021 $25k BEV.  The idea of an electric-only vehicle being offered for just $25,000 is a very 

compelling topic.  It stirs fundamental beliefs of the automotive market... in a bad 

way.  That was quite obvious from yesterday's big discussion topic.  It was featured in the 

big banner, heavily promoted as thread to post comments on.  People did too.  There were 

255 as of this morning.  I read through them.  Not a single one addressed the problem 

Toyota brought up years ago.  When cost of battery production reaches a point at which 

entry-level vehicles can offer a decent sized pack, the industry will be turned upside-

down.  A basic compact car will be able to deliver the same performance as a high-end 

luxury vehicle.  This is why that topic yesterday... which specifically highlighted Tesla's 

supposed plan for a Model 2 offering... has yet to come to fruition.  Why even consider a 

$40k choice when there's a $25k choice?  That's a dramatic price difference for essentially 

the same outcome for a daily commute.  You'd be able to take advantage of SuperChargers 

too.  Think about how much that would upset availability.  Capacity would less, since the 

vehicle size itself would be smaller... placing higher demand on current locations to 

recharge.  It becomes increasingly clear that a large number of 50 kW chargers would 

serve the population better than the far more expensive ultra-fast type (300 kW speeds the 

enthusiasts are hyping).  This is when the reality of reaching a mainstream audience 

crushes the dream of early-adopters.  They don't like compromise.  The idea of balance is 

unacceptable.  That difference between want & need is not understood... which was quite 

clear reading through the comments posted. 

6-30-2021 Middle-Market.  It is now the following morning.  I watched the post count climb to 

330.  That commenting activity reminded me a lot of the Volt daily blog.  Those 

enthusiasts thrived on topics that wandered off-goal.  They'd like to speculate on topics 

that really didn't matter.  It was their lack of recognition of difference between want & 

need combined with the desire to be part of a niche that clouded judgment so much, they 

could no longer see purpose.  It became a relentless quest for bragging 

rights.  Ugh.  Anywho, in this discussion there was a poster from that past with a recent 

comment related to pricing.  He stated that $25,000 expectation would follow the trend of 

ending up roughly 15% more.  That would put it at $28,750 instead... which is a rather 

significant price... which I was happy why that was important:  The reason for GM setting 

"nicely under $30,000" as their target all those years ago wasn't to have a catchy 

marketing phrase; it was recognition of a very important price-point.  That logic still holds 

true.  Carrying inventory with a razor thin profit-margin, having a big gap, then inventory 

that's exceeds need makes no business sense.  You can't just skip an entire market 

segment.  That step up from entry-level is middle-market, the bread & butter production 

for legacy automakers.  If Tesla chooses to introduce an entry-level model to avoid 

cannibalizing sales of their current focus, growth will be limited.  That would be handing 

over the massive opportunity for middle-market sales to the competition.  Good product or 

not, Tesla would remain a niche automaker.  In short, Tesla must deliver something for 

middle-market if significant growth is the goal.  A small hatchback will not achieve that. 
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7-01-2021 Rebate.  Exchange of beliefs, especially when it comes to approach, is extremely difficult 

online.  That desperate compel to embrace simplicity can be a trap.  You can endorse a 

solution that doesn't promote continued improvement.  It seems worthwhile, but is really a 

dead end.  For example: "My original comment is just speaking to the possibility for 

options in homes with small services and reducing the barrier to entry for EVs.  Not 

everyone is going to need 50-amp chargers in their home, in fact most don't.  The average 

American commute is somewhere around 30 miles round trip.  Even level-1 charging is 

enough to recoup those miles overnight.  I think all the talk about upgrading services and 

needing fast level-2 charging as a "necessity" scares off some potential buyers."  While it 

is quite understandable about what he was trying to achieve, I could easily see the 

shortcoming.  His closing thought confirmed it: "Overall, reducing barriers to entry for 

EV adoption is the key.  Everyone's situation and use case are different, having some 

options that keep costs down for the average car buyer gets more EVs on the streets which 

is the ultimate goal, right?"  He was unnecessarily eliminating barriers, rather than 

actually just reducing them.  Put another way, he was shortening the race.  Simply moving 

the finish line doesn't equate to a win.  You end up in a different place, never reaching the 

ultimate goal.  So, I hinted about that goal.  It isn't just to be able to plug in.  You want to 

support all the vehicles in your household conveniently.  Workarounds are only 

temporary.  You want to do it right, you have to take the time and make the effort for 

that.  This is why I am taking so much time to create the next User's Guide.  It will help 

inform, teaching people what they need to be empowered.  A well-informed person is 

key.  That's how you reduce barriers.  We don't just want entry.  We want permanent & 

comprehensive change.  I put it this way:  Keeping costs down doesn't necessarily mean 

lower price equipment.  In fact, an unintended consequence could be trapping the owner 

into an underpowered system.  We need to make sure people are aware of discounts & 

rebates.  For example, my provider offers $500 per EVSE install.  So, we actually saved 

money by having 2 installed at the same time and taking advantage of the rebate. 

7-01-2021 Charger Congestion.  It has begun.  All those early-adopter stories of how wonderful 

Tesla SuperChargers can be were avoiding the reality of growth.  When there are more 

and more owners wanting to take advantage of the same opportunity, it is no longer the 

same opportunity.  You end up having to wait.  An encourage tactic to get owners to 

vacate the charging spot as soon as they finish is to introduced an "idle fee".  A long-term 

owner of a Tesla Model S with lifetime free charging finding himself now having to pay 

those fees or be cutoff from using SuperChargers has filed a lawsuit.  He feels betrayed by 

the unexpected expense.  Tesla has about 2,800 Supercharger sites globally.  Roughly 

1,100 are in the United States.  They are becoming congested as the population of Tesla 

vehicles increases.  That growth is not keeping pace.  Having a propriety connection is 

compounding complexity of the situation... which is already challenging... since those 

chargers have power-draw limitations.  They are installed in pairs.  2 chargers share the 

same feed line.  If you are sharing, you only get half the speed.  It's bad enough not even 

having a spot to plug in.  Ending up with a slower recharge when you do get a spot doesn't 

help the situation.  That expectation of "super" is lost.  The expectation of free lifetime 

charging is lost too.  It's an unfortunate result that was easy to predict.  How do you 

prevent it though?  That choice of non-standard ports combined with automaker oversight 

doomed the approach.  This was pretty much an inevitable outcome. 
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7-02-2021 Improved Sales.  GM had a really good Q2 this year in terms of Bolt sales.  That was 

definitely an improvement.  But then again, niche sales are much easier when regular 

inventory isn't available.  Nonetheless, we're still hearing this: "It is very difficult for GM 

to compete in the EV space with a $7,500 disadvantage."  Know your audience.  Of course 

that what an enthusiast will claim.  The perspective is quite different from a mainstream 

perspective though, as I gladly pointed out:  Purpose of the tax-credit was to provide a 

means of addressing the true competition... what happens on the SHOWROOM FLOOR, 

not to compare with other automakers.  That's why each automaker was given the freedom 

to decide how to best use their own credits for their own situation.  GM chose to squander 

that opportunity, wasting it on conquest sales rather than appealing to their own loyal 

customers.  That supposed "disadvantage" is GM's own fault.  Making matters worse, GM 

decided not to exploit the phaseout period like Tesla did.  So, playing a victim card is 

really sad.  Think about what "EV space" represents.  It's an artificial market distinction 

created to feed a narrative about sales, an intentional cherry-pick to avoid having to 

address an automaker's fleet as a whole.  The technology must be spread to all their 

vehicles, hence that subsidy assistance.  Regardless of how many tax-credits are offered, 

they will eventually expire. Finding a means of making plug-in choices appealing on the 

SHOWROOM FLOOR is absolutely essential for the automaker's business.  That change 

is vital; otherwise, their own loyal customers will just replace their old gas guzzler with a 

new gas guzzler. 

7-02-2021 Whatever Reason.  This is the type of response you get from those who refuse to accept 

an approach other than the obvious.  They convince themselves certain steps must be 

taken in certain order, no exceptions.  If you don't follow that expectation, you are 

doomed... as this comment eludes to: "The trouble is, Toyota has never been willing or 

able to supply that many for whatever reason."  There's no trouble.  Toyota approach is a 

comprehensive business plan.  That is slow.  That is boring.  That feels like a let 

down.  Enthusiasts won't ever accept that.  They demand excitement and quick returns.  It 

is a fundamental flaw in their reasoning... hence the "whatever" sentiment.  I posted this in 

return:  We have known the reason all along.  There's simply no benefit from rushing to 

market.  In fact, we have examples of there being significant penalty for pushing to an 

audience that isn't ready.  So, Toyota has been refining the technology in the 

meantime.  Think about what Tesla did, planning ahead for the tax-credit flipped to the 

phaseout phase.  When subsidy availability switched to unlimited quantity, Tesla went all 

out with production.  Why shouldn't Toyota take advantage of that same 

opportunity?  Look at all the preparation happening, the stage being set.  RAV4 Prime has 

reached an entirely new audience while proving to the market as a whole that Toyota 

PHEV technology works flawlessly in any platform, not just Prius.  It's a recipe for change 

across the entire fleet.  That is Toyota's focus, not appealing to early-adopters.  At this 

point, when automakers are being forced for to consider more than just introductory plug-

in vehicles, it makes a lot of sense planning ahead to avoid the consequences a paradigm-

shift.  Upgrading from hybrid to plug-in hybrid is easy for Toyota and almost all of their 

passenger vehicles already offer a hybrid model.  Choosing the PHEV version of RAV4 is 

proving to be a no-brainer.  Toyota proved raising the floor in RAV4 hybrid for more 

battery was easy.  The same is realistic for Corolla Cross hybrid. How will other 

automakers deal with change?  A customer wanting to purchase a model of Trax or 

Equinox offering a plug is left with only a guzzler model. 
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7-03-2021 In Time.  This was disappointing to read: "The General made a strategic decision to start 

on the extreme high end (ie. big profit-margin) with the Hummer to impress wall street, 

but things will come down in time."  Things don't always come down.  When it involves 

GM, things tend to just die instead.  That's their history.  It's a cold, hard fact.  But since 

most people don't pay attention and the disenfranchised are long gone, token efforts end 

up dominating discussion.  Nothing in terms of change is ever delivered.  Think about 

Volt.  How much of all decade-long effort resulted in change at dealerships?  We 

witnessed steps in the opposite direction.  No progress.  Just more guzzlers to choose 

from.  Ugh.  Anywho, I replied with this:  That strategic decision was not for the motive 

many had hoped.  It is a pattern of favoring green praise rather than pursuing 

change.  Pointing out the repeat when Volt was revealed as Two-Mode was dying stirred a 

lot of fanboy retaliation.  But then it happened again with Bolt.  Now, we are seeing it 

with Hummer EV.  In short, GM doesn't target their own customers.  Each offering has 

been to attract outside interest, resulting in conquest sales.  Notice how my previous post 

about that on this thread got lots of negative votes but no rebuttal?  That's confirmation of 

an inconvenient truth.  "Who is the market for Volt?" was asked hundreds of times 

throughout its production.  The reason why was simple.  Loyal GM customers were not 

interested.  So regardless of price or profit, it was failing to be a "game changer" as 

hoped.  Put another way, what should the expectations be?  My push was to get Voltec 

spread across the fleet quickly.  Ironically, the supposed laggard (Toyota) is doing exactly 

that and has directly targeted their core audience... SUV shoppers with a compelling plug-

in hybrid... exactly what GM was hoped to do well over a decade ago, back when the 

Saturn Vue model of Two-Mode with a plug was first revealed. 

7-03-2021 Unhappy, part 1.  I found this quite annoying: "Toyota is still unhappy with this as their 

roadmap was hybrid for the next 10 years, dragging this evolution out as long as 

possible.  Can't wait to see if they can manage pull out of their strategic misstep."  It was 

obviously an effort to undermine, more narrative feeding to portray Toyota as a legacy 

automaker resisting change.  In reality, it's a misrepresentation to distract.  We see GM & 

VW struggling to reach their own loyal customers.  Sure, they have interesting plug-in 

choices, but actually changing what happens at their dealerships with loyal customers is an 

entirely different matter... a matter enthusiasts refuse to address.  I keep calling them out 

on that.  And when they attempt to mislead about Toyota, I call them out on that too:  How 

is Toyota unhappy?  It's very easy to see the fleet transitioning from hybrid to plug-in 

hybrid. Look at how well that went for RAV4 Prime.  Seeing Corolla Cross hybrid follow 

the same approach is a no-brainer.  We are very likely to see a next-gen Prius Prime 

too.  Along with that, the first of the "bZ" line-up will be debuting within a year.  Looking 

at other legacy automakers, there is no clear transition plan.  From both VW and GM, the 

expectation is to rollout entirely new vehicles and just hope for the best.  That certainly 

isn't a roadmap.  Ford will have a winner with F150 as a BEV.  It directly targets their core 

product, which is fantastic.  But it provides no roadmap for the rest of the fleet.  In other 

words, the narrative about Toyota kicking & screaming change is falling apart as more and 

more evidence to the contrary emerges.  We will see lots of plug-in choices from Toyota 

in the next few years.  There's nothing unhappy about that. 
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7-03-2021 Unhappy, part 2.  My previous post left me frustrated.  I was still quite annoyed.  So, I 

looked up Toyota actual strategy.  It turned out to be a blatant contradiction to what was 

claimed.  There is nothing to support an "unhappy" stance.  Enthusiasts feel it is a 

necessity to have a protagonist & antagonist in their story... hence a narrative.  Simply 

stating facts and accepting the reality of more than one route to success isn't something 

they can endorse.  A binary mindset is required for them to portray a "happy" future.  This 

is why we have so many problems politically.  Our society can't handle the complexities of 

large & dynamic situations.  They believe simplicity is the only solution, hence their 

approach to also seek the easiest path.  I saw this post as an opportunity to convey some 

harsh reality.  The fact I found from my quick look up online worked great for that.  So, I 

posted:  The more I think about it, I'm compelled to outright say your "unhappy" claim is a 

load of rubbish.  15 BEVs, including 7 Toyota "bZ" models of BEV, will be introduced 

globally by 2025.  How can that possibly be spun to be viewed as a misstep? 

7-03-2021 Fanboy Defeat.  You don't ever expect to get this from a former foe: "I was a GM Volt 

fanboy from way back in 2007, so I am more than a little tired of GM and their lame plug-

in products."  Of course, he didn't want to reveal the fact that his faithful & blind loyalty 

extended all the way up to the discontinuation of Volt just 2 years ago.  He wouldn't ever 

admit I was correct either.  My constant complaining about audience finally sunk in.  GM 

only cared about praise & conquest.  The idea of "game changer" never had any 

substance, never had a chance to happen.  That wasn't a priority for the automaker and 

you'd have to be blind not to see it.  He was one of those who made that choice.  He didn't 

want to see the truth.  GM would develop a technology, then do nothing to spread it across 

the fleet.  It was deny, deny, deny... and attack anyone who pointed out what was actually 

happening and not happening.  Notice how we still aren't hearing anything with regard to 

volume from GM?  That's quite a contrast from Toyota, who clearly states their 

expectations for traditional vehicle replacement.  There's no GM phaseout plan.  There's 

nothing but a vague mention of model count.  We need to know what will happen at 

dealerships.  What can we expect for change?  What's the point otherwise?  New offerings 

like Hummer EV do nothing to change Pickup or SUV sales.  After well over a decade of 

me drawing attention to that absence of progress, he has grown tired of it.  Phew!  That 

recognition of the issue was looooooong overdue. 
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7-04-2021 Waiting/Delay.  The mindset of an early-adopter is one of rapid acceptance.  Once they 

prove the worth of the technology, there is an expectation of no resistance.  That doesn't 

happen.  It results in dismay & confusion.  Eventually, that becomes frustration.  This is 

when they transform from supporter to enthusiast, that moment they lose touch with their 

audience.  Not being able to understand why there isn't just a natural transition over to the 

newer technology becomes a very real problem.  They look for someone to blame.  With 

the case of plug-in cars, enthusiasts take out their frustration on Toyota.  Seen as a 

"laggard" for rolling out so slowly, they fail to notice what actually happens with 

adoption.  The technology continues to improve.  A manufacturer must carefully 

determine when the best time is to invest and on what scale.  Taking an approach not 

pleasing to the early-adopter is how conflict comes about.  They don't like waiting.  They 

don't like any reasoning for delay.  They are driving proven technology and expect 

everyone else to do the same... regardless of cost or if it even fits need.  It is what they 

wanted, so why not push the same on the rest of the market?  Ugh.  That type of "can only 

see the tree" is the nonsense I dealt with for years with Volt.  Those daily bloggers 

absolutely refused to acknowledge a forest filled with a wide variety of trees.  As far as 

they were concerned, it was just all one giant sales opportunity with a single-product that 

could bring about change.  The true nature of the technology wasn't recognized.  It wasn't 

the vehicle, it was the engineering.  That's why when I pointed out Camry hybrid or the 

upcoming RAV4 hybrid, they only heard Prius.  Their world was a simplistic solution, no 

complex equations necessary.  Everyone had the same requirement.  Ugh.  Anywho, this is 

the underlying problem of why most online still don't get it.  They just see the supply issue 

as a matter of building up capacity to produce.  What actually gets produced isn't 

addressed.  That's why the absurdity of Tesla supposedly being able to sell 10,000,000 

vehicles per year by 2030 doesn't make any sense.  What exactly would they sell?  To 

reach such a wide audience, a wide variety of choices must be offered.  That means a mix 

of technologies.  No single size or chemistry could achieve that.  Diversification is 

key.  That's why the decision about what will be the dominant choice must be made very 

carefully.  Change along should be an expectation.  Remember Toyota's approach of 

continuous improvement?  You explore opportunity, which creates diversity along the 

way.  Adapt to the changing market.  The one-size-fits-all mindset we saw with Volt and 

now see with Tesla is a recipe for dilemma.  Put in a more direct manner and in response 

specifically to batteries, I posted this in the on-going discussion about supply:  There's a 

potential benefit enthusiasts don't want to talk about... the reality that investment in battery 

production now could backfire.  A seemingly reluctant automaker could actually be 

playing the risk card by waiting until a better build/chemistry becomes viable for high-

volume & profit.  Think about scale & goals.  When you produce 10 million vehicles per 

year, you don't have to go with the crowd... especially when taking your own approach in 

the past turned out to be a wise move.  There is no guarantee follow-the-leader will be 

rewarding, despite how much enthusiasts dictate it. 
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7-04-2021 Greenwash Lies.  When an enthusiasts just outright lies with the hope to greenwash, you 

know they are getting desperate.  Today, it came in the form of: "Toyota went to a lot of 

expense to develop the Prius.  This gave them a 'green cred' and a futuristic look.  They 

never built on this foundation.  Now they have trashed the green and are looking to be as 

anti-green as possible."  Never built?  We now see Toyota's hybrid technology spread 

across almost the entire fleet and to other automakers.  2 traditional vehicles have become 

hybrid only.  Their top-seller is now available as a hybrid with a plug.  How is that not 

green support?  The reasoning for the quote is simple.  Because there is not a BEV 

available here, it means Toyota is against them.  In other words, it is greenwash based on 

omission.  The antagonist doesn't want you to see the big picture.  They cherry-pick to 

make sure the narrative they are pushing becomes so apparent, you stop looking for 

evidence to the contrary.  It's what we have seen here in the United States with the 

Republican party.  You are only told what they want you to believe... hence those news 

channels that selectively broadcast content to support the story they wish to tell.  Claiming 

the sales of 16 million hybrids was not the result of building upon the foundation Prius 

established is delusional.  Being in denial to that extreme is the nonsense I have to deal 

with.  They just plain don't care what actually happened.  In their mind, no BEV means no 

progress.  The sad part about that story is they will continue to believe their this-way-only 

approach is the only way to achieve change.  They're focus will be so intense, they'll 

dismiss warnings.  Remember each time an initiative with Volt failed?  Rather than 

learning from the mistake, they make excuses.  In makes change more and more 

difficult.  Eventually, the narrative completely falls apart.  In other words, they end up 

greenwashing themselves. 
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7-05-2021 Extreme Denial.  It is quite bizarre when you witness someone greenwashing themself.  I 

witness it from time to time.  Today, it came as: "Hahahahaha.  587% of nothing is still 

nothing.  Total Toyota BEVs sold: ZERO.  3.7% BEVs of 56M vehicles annually = 

2,072,000 down.  53,928,000 to go."  Now that everyone has watched a president convince 

himself of his own lies, completely losing touch with reality, it is easier to point out how 

that can happen.  Those paying attention watched the process along the way.  They saw 

how each lie further reinforced the false narrative.  This is result of "spin" from decades 

ago became so pervasive, people had a more and more difficult time finding actual 

facts.  They find self-validating references and never actually confirm whether or not they 

are true.  They just accept the word of others without question.  I suspect that's how the 

comment today came about.  The person was fed information to support what they wanted 

to be true.  It's surprisingly easy to fall into that trap too.  All you have to do is run across 

an article with outdated & omitted facts.  Many enthusiast reports exclude the rest of the 

world, writing only about what they have available to them at that time.  Not wanting to 

believe there is a better option somewhere else in the world is a problem.  Finding out you 

endorsed a technology that didn't deliver as promised makes the situation even 

worse.  Remember Volt denial?  That was quite extreme.  We see the same happening 

from other sources now.  This is how I replied to that latest nonsense:  Posting such 

blatantly false information tells us what?  Toyota has rolled out 4 models of BEV 

already.  Of those 56 million sales worldwide each year, a small number are UX300e, C-

HR EV, and the 2 other BEV in elsewhere in the world.  That's not ZERO.  Next year, 

we'll see bZ4X offered in several markets, including here in the United States.  Put another 

way, the narrative for Toyota being "anti" is falling apart.  Anyone who understands how 

an EV operates will recognize the electric-only driving from RAV4 Prime is no different 

than a BEV.  The same battery cells feed the same traction motors using the same 

software.  The fact that a PHEV carries a gas-engine for use after the plug-supplied 

electricity has been depleted is an additional feature, not any part of the EV drive 

itself.  Attempts to misrepresent Toyota tell us quite a bit about the confidence enthusiasts 

have about the current market.  They recognize those early sales were really long-hanging 

fruit and that Toyota is one of the legacy automakers well informed about how to reach the 

more difficult consumers.  Too bad if they don't like the approach.  True change is rarely 

as straight forward as early-adopters portray. 
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7-05-2021 Forcing Narratives.  There are a lot of early-adopters who don't like Toyota's schedule or 

approach, so they use they the "laggard" label and "kicking & screaming" status to portray 

an automaker reluctant to embrace BEV offerings.  It falls apart when you turn to GM and 

notice that Volt & Bolt have been nothing but token rollouts.  There was never anything 

with either of those 2 vehicles to entice their own SHOWROOM SHOPPERS to consider 

purchase.  This is why my post a few days ago about the purpose of EV tax-credits was to 

transform loyal customers, not to score conquest sales, got lots of negative votes.  That 

denial of market & intent is a sign of trouble to come.  Appealing to enthusiast is far easier 

then ordinary consumers.  People naturally fight change.  Heck, our vaccination level for 

Covid is slowing to a crawl as it approaches 70%.  There's a group who will deny and 

deny, not even wanting to take a simple (quick, easy, and free) step to help us get over the 

pandemic.  When they refuse to do something requiring so little effort with the potential 

for such a huge return is fought, how do we expect change for something requiring 

more?  Plugging in every night and having to pay a premium up front pretty much cancels 

out any logic showing the benefit.  Necessity of change won't be acknowledged.  That's 

how we get narratives.  People invent stories to support their beliefs.  That provides 

reasoning without question, a group-think excuse not to bother.  That is what makes this 

so frustrating.  It sets up a trap.  They fail to see that the solution can be solved by other 

means.  The attitude of "my way or no way" becomes so dominant, they convince 

themselves any difference is a form of resistance.  I saw that play out endlessly with 

Volt.  They were dead set on a particular design, not other variation was possible.  It was a 

one-solution-for-all mentality.  Ugh.  Needless to say, I'm seeing the same thing emerge 

again. 

7-09-2021 Bolt Op-Ed, naming.  I let a couple days pass by before posting any feedback.  It was a 

write-up from someone who had leased both generations of Volt, then replaced it with a 

Prius Prime... which was destroyed in an accident... hence now owning a Bolt.  His wife 

does too and they just upgraded it a few days ago.  Needless to say, he had many 

observations to contribute.  The first I chimed in about was about naming: "First and 

foremost, I hate GM's marketing department for naming this vehicle.  If it wasn't bad 

enough that they had the Volt and the Bolt, which has been extremely confusing for most 

consumers."  Since this was the same individual who posted the "for whatever reason" 

comment last week and never responded, I was especially anxious for feedback of some 

sort.  So, I posted:  Back when "Bolt" naming was revealed, confusion about how Volt 

actually worked and its struggle for sales made it obvious that ambiguous nature of the 

name would help obscure their past.  Sure enough, looking back we now see that "Volt" 

and its impact (pun intended for those who really know their history) has already faded 

away.  GM knew exactly what it was doing. 
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7-09-2021 Bolt Op-Ed, showroom.  The quick dismissal I routinely encounter is something 

enthusiasts rarely ever want to address.  The convince themselves the simple logic will 

somehow be conveyed & understood magically.  That effort to sway is extraordinarily 

difficult.  They don't see that though.  In fact, they refuse to even acknowledge the reality 

that an opportunity likely won't even present itself.  Seeing something to that affect being 

posted was a nice change: "From a consumer perspective, I doubt there were many 

potential converts when average customers walked onto a dealer lot and saw one, and 

then saw the price tag.  It was most definitely a car for EV enthusiasts and 

environmentalists."  That is something I preach about on a regular basis, so I did 

again:  That was blatant to everyone except early-adopters.  They absolutely refused to 

answer the "Who is the market for Volt?" question.  They knew all too well sales were 

almost entirely to enthusiasts taking advantage of the opportunity and that GM was just 

milking conquest.  They knew spread of the technology across the fleet was vital, but 

chose to endorse purity instead.  Their fight to retain the status quo enabled GM to rest on 

its laurels.  Still all these years later, when you mention SHOWROOM FLOOR 

importance, they can't help but to negative-vote the post.  That's quite telling. 

7-09-2021 Bolt Op-Ed, price.  This was a great example of reasoning logic that just plain does not 

work: "Let's talk about price for a moment.  Starting at $33,000, it may sound more 

expensive than a similar-sized vehicle like a Trailblazer.  But, I just went and configured a 

Trailblazer on Chevrolet's website and added in most of the equipment that is standard on 

the Bolt EUV and came up with a price of $29,000.  Which means the Bolt EUV is only 

slightly more expensive than a similarly equipped gasoline car."  Think about what the 

dealer actually wants to sell.  Their push will be to appeal to the customer emotionally, 

using low monthly payments to justify a higher price.  That equates to greater profit & 

commission.  Why would they bother with a vehicle that's difficult to sell (lots of 

questions and few certain answers) instead of one that's an easy sway.  It doesn't take 

much to convince a shopper to choose something similar, but newer, rather than 

something entirely different.  Remember all the Prius versus Civic arguments for hybrid 

choice?  If not, take a look at how RAV4 hybrid is selling.  That's the type of purchase 

dealers favor.  They seek out those sales with little effort and a quick return.  That most 

definitely is not what GM has delivered.  I pointed that out this way:  Those walking the 

showroom floor will see the $21,600 sticker-price (base MSRP) and not look much 

further.  Loading on options to a vehicle with a 1.2 liter 3-cylinder engine isn't what that 

type of customer would do.  Know your audience.  That is what made Equinox so popular, 

which Bolt really can't compete with.  Its appeal to those shopping at the dealer is obvious. 
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7-09-2021 Bolt Op-Ed, charging.  Not being able to set context, despite so many years of trying, 

tells us much about the situation.  It's complicated.  Unable to convey detail to a potential 

consumer in simple manner is a barrier that should not be ignored.  Yet, that's pretty much 

exactly what happens.  Enthusiasts dismiss DC fast-charging that isn't blazing fast.  They 

are obsessing with that trait the same way they did with capacity.  If the battery was 

smaller than they found acceptable, it was outright dismissed.  The same is now happening 

with charging.  Faster is critical in their mind, of the upmost importance.  See the problem 

with such a one-size-fits-all mentality?  Ugh.  This was the latest example: "I know there 

has been some complaints about the CCS charging speed, at 50 KW.  I do agree that is 

now considered a bit old-fashioned.  It would be analogous to buying a brand new 

computer that only ships with USB 2.0 ports."  That downplay, an exaggeration of 

difference in such a vague manner really got to me.  It was misleading at best.  I pointed 

that out with:  That analogy doesn't work. It is more like comparing USB-C specs. Speed 

varies, despite the same port being used. With the right adapter & cable, you can get up to 

100-watt charging. Keep in mind, 50 kW cost less for everyone involved. Public chargers 

delivering faster speed are far more expensive for both the equipment itself and the 

electricity service. A provider will pass down that expense to the consumer. For an 

automaker, it cost more for both the equipment and the warranty, which is another expense 

for the consumer. Markets need entry-level offerings. They are essential for widespread 

growth. 50 kW serves that purpose well, especially if that speed is maintained throughout 

the entire charging cycle. 

7-09-2021 Want verses Need.  This is how they promote & mislead: "Let's be honest, nobody else, 

except laggards, are launching new cars with 50kW charging … why do you think that 

is?"  It is a twisting of perspective to paint a picture using selective data sprinkled with 

opinion.  In other words, they aren't providing facts for you to draw a conclusion 

yourself.  They are telling you what to think.  That's why so many people have such 

difficulty telling the difference between want & need.  They lose critical thinking ability 

from not having to figure out stuff on their own.  Give it some thought yourself.  How 

many entry-level BEV choices are there now?  The answer in the United States is 

zero.  All are expensive still.  There is nothing which targets an "affordable" 

market.  Remember how the "nicely under $30,000" was supposed to be the starting point 

with an expectation of lower later?  You don't achieve that by implying much faster is 

necessary.  50 kW means in one hour you could potentially potentially accept up to 50 kW 

of electricity.  That battery-pack for UX300e is only 54.3 kWh.  Knowing you won't ever 

start from "empty" and that there is also a longevity buffer, a charge to "full" would take 

about an hour.  Why is that presented as if that is a shortcoming?  Who is requiring 

faster?  Who will expect faster?  Who is willing to pay for faster?  I put it this 

way:  Researching cost of electricity service at higher rates, as well as the charging 

equipment itself, provides an obvious answer.  50 kW rate is significantly less 

expensive.  Reduced load on the battery allows for the automaker to provide a longer 

warranty too.  Entry-Level options are vital for industry growth.  This isn't rocket science. 
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7-09-2021 Not Rocket Science.  He twisted what I expressed to such a distorted view, posting it to 

convey my annoyance is a stress relief: "You are right higher than 50 kW charging rate in 

2021 is not a rocket science… if you are manufacturer with warranty concerns and impact 

on battery, you clearly are doing it wrong … Bolt has been 50kW and it still has battery 

safety concerns, so I guess they should stick to L2 only, eh?"  I would routinely see 

nonsense like that in the past.  What you said is not what they respond to... hence getting 

the label of antagonist.  When they go to such a length to avoid what you actually posted, 

it's clear they have an agenda and will just ignore anything that gets in their way.  He said 

what he wanted to reinforce his narrative.  The rate of 50 kW literally has nothing to do 

with safety.  GM's problem with Bolt was allowing it to charge beyond the common 

recognized limit.  Speed was never a problem.  This is why the work-around suggestion 

until a permanent fix becomes available was to ensure 90% was never exceeded.  Setting 

that limit was the safety measure, not speed.  That's how I knew he simply didn't care.  To 

distort the situation to such a degree...  Ugh.  Anywho, this is what I ended up posting as a 

reply:  Despite recognition of technology, the point was still completely missed.  Not all 

automakers are the same.  Neither are their customers.  Know your audience.  1,000,000 

km (that's 621,000 miles) is the warranty Toyota provides for UX300e, their current BEV 

offering.  Never exceeding 50 kW charging speed is in part how such a longevity 

guarantee can be provided.  Engineering includes many tradeoffs.  There is nothing 

"wrong" about that.  It's a choice.  Not every customer wants the highest performance 

possible.  In fact, most consumers prefer a balance.  Paying a premium something they 

may rarely ever use and certainly don't need isn't a priority. 

7-09-2021 PHEV Downplay.  Ugh!  Seeing this added to the frustration of dealing with a lack of 

critical thinking: "Becoming a hybrid is not "ditching ICE", but I suppose it's a (late) step 

in the right direction..."  That article was about a vehicle in the UK becoming PHEV only, 

no more traditional model.  He pulled the typical purity move, misrepresenting plug-in 

choices that are not BEV.  Such blatant attempts to mislead are frustrating... but at least 

not as bad as outright lying.  That was always frustrating to deal with.  This is just a 

pain.  I posted:  Misrepresentation of PHEV by portraying it as just an ordinary hybrid 

informs us about weakness with respect to ICE bans.  If a supporter of BEV refuses to 

acknowledge the significant reduction of gas-consumption by a competitive PHEV, we 

have to question their motive.  Isn't that the goal?  We now see 42 miles of EV from latest 

PHEV offering.  That pretty much eliminates daily engine use, limiting it to drives outside 

of ordinary commute & errand use.  Isn't such a major shift from gas to electric the 

point?  In other words, that "right direction" downplay is being called out.  CARB 

mandates of the past taught us not to focus on technologies.  Efforts should be on what the 

enforcement is intended to achieve.  Forcing an absolute of no new ICE sales after 2035 

could have profound negative consequences.  Think about what could happen with the 

used market and the disincentive that could have to discontinue ICE-only vehicles 

early.  PHEV is a necessary bridge we should be pushing for now, not downplaying their 

importance. 
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7-10-2021 How To Grow?  The title of this article caught my attention: "What Makes Tesla So 

Unique And Popular?"  After reading through the fanboy nonsense about growth 

expectations, I was compelled to read this too.  They presented nothing of any 

substance.  The situation was stated as if Tesla just produced more, millions more would 

be purchased.  There was no sense of market awareness at all.  You don't even need to 

understand audience to recognize automakers offer a variety.  Why should be obvious.  It 

wasn't.  Their mindset was one of having fallen into the innovation trap, where you obsess 

with refinement and forget about other aspects of appeal.  Watching these Tesla 

enthusiasts make the same mistakes as what I witnessed before with Volt is 

stunning.  They learned nothing from history.  Growth is supposedly just achieved from 

being different.  That brings us back to the mid-90's.  Remember the effort gain 

marketshare in computer sales?  Recalling that, I interjected this into the 

comments:  Reminds me of the "Think Different" advertising slogan from Apple.  The 

brand/product needed to remain a niche to be successful.  Becoming common would be 

self-defeating.  That article the other day about Tesla asking "Could Tesla Be Selling 10 

Million Cars A Year By End Of Decade?" didn't address a fundamental vital to growth... 

the necessity to diversify.  It failed by making the presumption of battery availability 

being a key constraint to that growth.  Not everyone wants the same characteristics we 

currently see from the extremely limited choice Tesla currently offers.  A choice of small 

& affordable would likely be achieved by removing some of the features which make 

Tesla unique though.   To become more popular, the very traits early-adopters praised will 

become diluted or eliminated. It's the classic identity predicament most startups 

face.  How to grow? 

7-11-2021 Biggest Seller.  It is always fascinating when someone replies to your comment with 

ramblings absent of substance: "Tesla doesn't intend to be the only seller, just the biggest 

seller, and they're achieving just that.  Tesla won't sell a $25K car unless it has all their 

features."  He completely disregarded what I had posted and instead replied with 

superiority nonsense.  Such a disconnect from the actual market, his entrapment in a 

fictional victory made it nearly impossible to provide something useful in reply.  I 

eventually found something and posted: "Yup, fan boy here, but I deal in facts honestly 

and don't present a single side."  That was your previous comment on this same discussion 

thread and presenting a single side is exactly what you just did.  Worldwide automotive 

sales last year were 63.8 million.  To claim "biggest seller", data has to be cherry-pick 

selecting something specific and disregarding everything else.  For the industry to truly 

change, the entire market must be impacted... all categories of sales.  Ignoring the entire 

affordable market won't achieve that. In fact, that's a good way to prevent growth.  Tesla 

has a choice of remaining a specialty automaker (hence this topic about being unique) or 

expanding what they offer.  Delivering only 500,000 vehicles last year does not represent 

a large portion of worldwide sales.  The goal of significantly reducing oil demand and 

reaching net-zero won't happen if consumer segments are excluded.  Weighted average of 

lithium prices last year dropped to $137/kWh.  That's fantastic, but it also serves as a 

milestone showing us there's much required still to deliver competitive priced plug-in 

choices... those able to compete directly with other vehicles on the showroom floor.  In 

other words, if Tesla chooses to not even compete for sales from that audience, they won't 

be the "bigger seller".  Like it or not, that is the reality of the automotive market.  This is 

why GM failed to reach its own "nicely under $30,000" pricing target.  This is also why so 

many enthusiasts belittle & insult Toyota for actually trying to deliver something capable 

of truly competing.  It's what happens with the entire fleet, not just a specific portion. 
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7-11-2021 Vastly Superior.  Remember all those desperate efforts of Volt enthusiasts to divert 

attention, to focus on something other than the shortcoming you pointed out?  They see 

challenges.  They choose to ignore them.  The biggest of which is diversification from 

Tesla.  That automaker is very much in the trap now.  That dilemma from innovation 

prevents escape from niche.  It continues to get worse too.  Rather than build a product to 

appeal to the masses, we're seeing steps in the wrong direction.  Yet another limited 

audience offering is the upcoming Cybertruck.  How is something so radically different 

supposed to appeal to an ordinary pickup driver in a way that will actually result in a 

purchase?  When you don't offer anything that will get an ordinary consumer to change, 

what's the point?  This is why the "nicely under $30,000" target was set for Volt all those 

years ago and why I kept reminding enthusiasts of it.  A base F-150 starts at 

$29,290.  Interesting price-point, eh?  The pickup from Tesla will start at $39,900.  Will 

their really be enough people who have an extra $10k who would be happy with that 

choice?  Appealing to emotion is a challenge... hence so much "vastly superior" nonsense 

from the past playing out again.  Ugh.  Some just plain don't care.  I responded to "biggest 

seller" individual with:  That has nothing to do with my comments about PRODUCT 

DIVERSIFICATION.  In fact, I question if you even read what was posted.  Tesla must 

spread their technology to a variety of vehicle choices for it to achieve growth.  Simply 

making more of the same is not how a business reaches new customers.  Know your 

audience.  Look around, not everyone wants or needs the same model of vehicle.  Offering 

variety is absolutely essential, the next required step for a technology to expand its reach. 

7-11-2021 PHEV Exploitation, good.  It's nice to see some true journalism tackling attempts to 

undermine.  This was published today: "How did PHEVs become hated pariahs rather 

than enabling saviours, at least by politicians and environmentalists?  Some big fleet 

operators exploited the tax exemption rules by buying PHEVs, then failed to make their 

operatives use them sensibly.  Because company car drivers don't pay for their own 

gasoline, they had no incentive to plug-in the vehicles.  Result?  Many corporate owned 

tax-funded PHEVs consumed more fuel than the ICE ones they replaced.  This could 

easily be fixed by perhaps geo-fencing or imposing rules, but this hasn’t happened.  So 

this fantastic shortcut to electrification with no range anxiety has been stymied, as green 

groups cheer from the sidelines."  Having witnessed GM exploit tax-credits for conquest 

sales of Volt and leave a horrible mess in its wake, this backlash was to be expected.  It 

was a business opportunity easy to exploit, with no consequences to the abuser.  In fact, if 

they declare the effort a failure or cry victim, the outcome is in their favor.  Reality is, a 

mature hybrid system like Toyota produces is quite profitable and quite reliable.  Adding 

battery capacity for it to operate as an electric-only vehicle a majority of the time is 

sensible business.  Other automakers are no where near as well positioned.  As public 

charging-stations increase, the ability to drive with electricity most of the time becomes 

quite realistic.  It all adds up to lots of pressure on those unable to compete... so, they fight 

by posting misleading reports.  Thank goodness their effort to greenwash is finally getting 

called out.  Just because something of the past didn't work doesn't mean the desired 

outcome is impossible.  In other words, don't throw the baby out with the bath water.  Not 

all PHEV are the same.  Not all PHEV drivers are the same.  Try washing the baby a 

different way. 
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7-11-2021 PHEV Exploitation, evil.  This is what we had been dealing with: "Plug-in hybrids are 

the car industry's wolf-in-sheep's clothing.  They may seem a much more environmentally 

friendly choice, but false claims of lower emissions are a ploy by car manufacturers to go 

on producing SUVs and petrol (gasoline) and diesel engines."  Faced with such statement 

of ill intent, how would you react?  It got worse with their claims that were blatant 

attempts to mislead: "Plug-in hybrids are fake electric cars, built for lab tests and tax 

breaks, not real driving.  Our tests show that even in optimal conditions, with a full 

battery, the cars pollute more than advertised.  Unless you drive them softly, carbon 

emissions can go off the charts.  Governments should stop subsidizing these cars with 

billions in taxpayers' money."  Those vague claims came from cherry-picked data, specific 

vehicles not at all representative of what the market had to offer.  But selecting very 

specific examples and going out of your way to omit recent rollouts, you could feed a false 

narrative... which is exactly what resulted.  To make matters worse, that material gets 

passed along as credible by others wanting to contribute to the undermining effort.  When 

you look at something privately owned (consumer purchase, not business fleet lease) and 

recent... like RAV4 Prime... the outcome is profoundly different.  It is very easy for a 

PHEV like that to deliver miles almost entirely electric, stretching a tank of gas to 6 

months or more.  Heck, even with my 4-year old Prius Prime, that's not a big deal.  Gas is 

rarely needed.  The engine really does become just a backup for long trips.  Needless to 

say, the battles are growing.  Think about what war is being fought.  What is the goal? 

7-13-2021 Growing Desperation.  Attacks on PHEV continue: "It is a travesty that we are still 

giving $7,500 tax-credits to this dead technology with this sort of pitiful efficiency.  The 

Biden administration needs to kill the PHEV tax credit.  It was a good idea a fifteen years 

ago when it was conceived.  It is now just a shameful waste of taxpayer 

resources."  Notice the theme of appealing to emotion ramping up?  That use of "travesty" 

and "shameful" is exactly that.  It's why even "good" doesn't have any detail 

provided.  That's what would reveal it still is good.  That is why goals are 

avoided.  Accountability is a very real problem.  PHEV are reaching ordinary consumers... 

which is quite evident by the nature of the RAV4 Prime questions now... whoa!  Anywho, 

the low-hanging fruit (limited audience) with Tesla continues... hence the lashing out at 

funding that expands choice.  Ugh.  There's not much you can say to those who continue 

to push narratives, doing all they can to force a perspective of limitation.  So, I keep my 

replies to them brief:  Attempts to disqualify an entire category of technology by cherry-

picking a specific example rather than a variety of market choices is a sure sign of 

desperation.  No one with constructive intent would try anything so obviously bias. 
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7-13-2021 Sales Struggle.  We witnessed sales of Volt struggle for many years.  It was a niche that 

targeted a very specific group of enthusiasts, kind of a niche of a niche.  So whether or not 

the enthusiasts wanted to acknowledge its limited audience, the resulting sales made it 

undeniable.  Some people are unwilling to allow that same situation play out elsewhere: "I 

am an Audi aficionado, having owned quite a few in the past, but this is counterproductive 

to their image in particular, and PHEV's in general.  I have a PHEV with a 16.1 kwh 

battery pack and I get a real life 40+ miles - somebody please kill this miserable 

dog!"  That was posted about an Audi PHEV coming out that will only deliver EV miles 

in the low 20's with a similar sized battery-pack.  Audience for a high-priced plug-in with 

limitations is small.  Heck, that's actually what Prius Prime revealed.  But then again, that 

wasn't the purpose of Prius Prime.  It was to prove the technology being worthy of spread 

across the fleet.  That same approach with the regular Prius hybrid was extra-ordinarily 

successful.  In fact, almost the entire passenger fleet now offers a hybrid model and 2 

vehicles in this market (United States) have discontinued their traditional offering as a 

result.  It's quite the opposite of sale struggle.  It's a matter of adapting to each platform in 

a configuration complimentary to what those buyers seek... hence Prius Prime still holding 

its place among the spread of growing choices.  Anywho, I kept my response to this 

nonsense brief too:  The under-performing PHEV will naturally struggle for 

sales.  Ordinary consumers simply don't have an appetite for configurations that don't fit 

their priorities. 

7-15-2021 Not Journalism.  I read this in dismay: "The Volt was one of the few series 

hybrids.  Unlike most PHEVs using a gasoline engine with a transmission to the wheels 

(parallel hybrid), a series hybrid would use the gasoline engine as a generator to provide 

energy to the battery or the electric motor."  It was from a new article highlighting the top 

plug-in hybrids available in 2021, but naturally started with some history... or at least the 

writer's interpretation of history.  A quick look at his credentials revealed he is a young 

freelance writer who will be starting as a freshman in college this fall.  His photo shows 

the history he was writing about was too long ago for him to be a participant in.  So, 

hopefully he'll take the feedback as constructive.  I don't want to scare away new interest, 

but you don't build a career based on assumptions.  You research and acknowledge 

errors.  That effort and learning from mistakes is what makes a writer become a 

journalist.  We'll see.  This is the comment I made in response to that quote:  Volt was 

actually a series-parallel plug-in hybrid.  Gen-1 used parallel operation in limited 

ways.  Gen-2 expanded upon that ability to directly contribute power to the wheels, taking 

advantage of more efficient operation across a wider span of driving opportunities.  It's 

quite bizarre how the marketing effort to differentiate Volt from other offerings ending up 

feeding a myth about being different.  It wasn't and should never have been promoted that 

way.  GM should have treated the technology as a natural step forward instead, spreading 

it across the fleet.  Seeing how successful Toyota has been with their own series-parallel 

plug-in hybrid approach for Prius, then spreading that technology to RAV4, confirms 

potential wasted.  Think about what's really important.  Ask yourself how much EV 

driving the particular design provides.  Does the range and top electric-only speed cover 

daily needs?  Does it have a heat-pump, resistance-heater, or depend upon the gas-engine 

for cabin warming?  Does the system offer 6.6 kW charging? 
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7-15-2021 Assumption Confirmation.  This is quote from that same writer in the same article which 

I did not respond to: "Most new PHEVs are parallel hybrids because it's just easier to 

design on a presently-used ICE platform."  It was what I needed to confirm he really didn't 

have any idea how hybrids can be designed, the variety of configurations possible.  If all 

he was aware of was the "series" and "parallel" types, it was basically worthless 

arguing.  That's the lesson I learned from certain Volt enthusiasts.  It took me years to 

finally discover they didn't actually understand how Prius worked.  Lacking such 

fundamental background is why they fought so intensely... and ultimately lost.  They were 

clueless, making assumptions that were incorrect.  This is why there were a few who got 

outright hostile.  They figured I was lying... despite providing video to the contrary.  They 

convinced themselves what I was presenting was an anecdotal observation, not well 

summarized data based on years and years and years of research.  Think about readers of 

today's article.  How many will actually click on the link providing information about the 

writer.  How many will assume the article was a comprehensive study of history?  I had 

my confirmation and attempted to provide some information to point out something had 

been overlooked.  My goal is to raise awareness by supplying detail.  But in this case, I 

had to start at the very beginning.  Not even being aware of the "series-parallel" type 

means any discussion of design impossible.  Think about it?  What makes "parallel" 

easier? 

7-15-2021 At Least 50 Miles.  There are many who like to draw a line.  But when confronted to ask 

why that particular threshold was decided upon, they cannot support it.  I saw that over 

and over and over again.  It starts with a statement like this: "PHEVs with decent ranges 

should be considered as a serious options for cleaner transportation.  And that needs to be 

50+ miles to handle a lot of real-life daily needs (not just the average 32 miles 

number).  The Chevy Volt was one such great PHEV."  Nothing ever becomes of that 

though.  It is an example of a "died on the vine" ideas.  Nothing becomes of it because 

there is little to nothing to support it.  Anywho, like countless times in the past, I point out 

the shortcomings of such a statement:  What was the purpose of Volt?  Based on data from 

sales, it was for conquest.  It was not targeted at their own loyal customers, like an 

Equinox would have.  GM never bothered to spread the technology to other 

platforms.  Remember how Volt emerged from Two-Mode?  The expectation was a plug-

in hybrid SUV.  In other words, I challenge that necessity of 50+ miles.  Know your 

audience.  Think about how many kWh can be charged overnight from a level-1 

connection.  That 120-volt outlet is all most households will have available.  It gets 

especially challenging with multiple vehicles.  There is just barely enough time to fully 

charge an 18 kWh capacity battery-pack.  Again, what is the purpose?  If you are trying to 

appeal to someone shopping the showroom floor, paying a premium for more EV miles 

can be a very hard sale. 
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7-16-2021 Belittle, Insult, Undermine.  It's a formula for the desperate.  Each time Toyota makes 

progress, the antagonists move the goal-posts.  Basically, they are hypocrites just like we 

see in so many other walks of life... just another disenfranchised person looking to 

vindication of their own short-sighted decisions.  Ugh.  Oh well, what they choose does 

actually provide some insight.  For example: "Only 80,000 packs annually?  What a 

joke.  This is only 1/10 of little Tesla's annual production.  Coyota continues to set a low 

bar on the inevitable electrification."  In this case, it was fear of the bigger picture.  When 

you look beyond that current niche, there is much uncertainty.  A legacy automaker like 

Toyota knows how to reach the hard to reach.  A newer automaker like Tesla, who is 

about to face a new stage of growth, has pretty much no experience with.  Think about 

Tesla owners.  Think about what it took to appeal to them.  Now think about someone who 

couldn't care less about plugging in.  It's a much, much bigger problem than the fanboys 

ever want to address.  Somehow, simply building more of the same is a solution.  Ugh.  I 

responded to that nonsense with:  Attempts to mislead tend to indicate 

worry.  Exaggerating Tesla production by stating an anticipated capacity rather than actual 

deliveries is one red flag.  For 2020, it was just under 500,000... not even close to 10 

times.  Another is omitting total battery production for Toyota.  There were 1,400,000 

deliveries of HV batteries.  That's a lot of cells to exclude.  There is an expectation of 

500,000 more for next year.  I find it all quite telling. 80,000 for their first dedicated 

production line, coming next year with a goal of significant cost reduction, is a big 

deal.  What Toyota currently sells is already profitable.  Foreseeing potential for more 

profit incentive to pass down to those who sell is really important news... no matter how 

much some attempt to mislead about it.  That's how a legacy automaker approaches 

change on the grand scale, striving to appeal to their existing customers... both dealer & 

consumer. 

7-16-2021 Cost Reduction.  There are countless articles about how battery cost is the biggest 

obstacle to BEV success.  Yet, when at article is published about cost being cut in half, all 

the antagonist do it call that out for being vague: "50% of what?  How many $$ per 

kWh?  If their current production is able to produce cells for $200 kWh then 50% puts 

them even with the competition."  We already know the market is extremely tight.  In fact, 

there are countless articles about that too.  50% is hardly vague in that context.  They just 

want to pretend we don't know anything else about that market.  Ugh.  This is how I 

responded to that nonsense:  50% of current production cost for their current plug-in 

offerings is a big deal.  What would a specific $$$ value actually tell us?   Reduced cost 

results in higher profit, period. That is what is needed for support from dealers.  They see 

the progress.  They see the commitment.  Know your audience.  As for the competition, 

you've lost your mind if you think it is anything other than traditional gas guzzlers. 
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7-16-2021 Forecasts.  Gotta like how the antagonists just make stuff up: "Half of sales being electric 

in 2030 isn't ambitious, but it's a lot better than Toyota's forecast.  Toyota expects 85% of 

its sales in 2030 to be ICEVs.  For some reason, Toyota's management can't see the 

obvious.  Could a company as big as Toyota go down the drain?"  It's all part of their 

narrative.  They just keep posting stuff to undermine & mislead.  Ugh.  Some of this 

comes from the CEO of VW having provide a vision of half their sales being EV by 

2030.  Knowing audience is vital their.  With VW's worldwide sales around 10 million, it's 

easy to imagine low-hanging fruit being the first half.  There are a lot of sub-compact sale 

opportunities for BEV.  There are many markets that skew in the direction of small.  In 

fact, that is why ID.3 won't even be offered in the United States.  I didn't want to get into 

that though.  I kept focus on Toyota by posting a direct quote from their vision:  By 2030 

our goal is to annually sell more than 5.5 million electrified vehicles around the world, 

including more than 1 million zero-emission vehicles (battery electric and fuel cell electric 

vehicles). 

7-17-2021 Same Style.  I continue to see posts of the expectation that no matter how many Tesla 

Model 3/Y are produced, all will be sold quickly and without discount.  It's quite 

absurd.  You cannot increase from roughly 500,000 sales to 10,000,000 sales by just 

pushing the same cookie-cutter product for years and years.  Eventually, reality sets in... 

especially when you run out of low-hanging fruit.  This is what the latest in that mindset 

posted: "Tesla is attempting to break the mold of people's expectations of styling facelift 

every few years.  Volkswagen sold the original Beatle with the same style for about 30 

years."  The world first saw a Beetle back in 1938.  Think about what stage the automotive 

industry was in at that point.  Things were very, very, very different.  Comparing a vehicle 

of that origin to something well into the 21st Century makes no sense.  There is no good 

basis for comparison.  Anywho, I was happy to point out why:  The original Beetle 

survived for so long because it was simple & cheap to produce and was very easy to 

service.  Human nature is to desire change.  How will Tesla fight that instinct to seek out 

something different from everyone else?  Model 3/Y will hit market saturation at some 

point.  Early signs of fatigue will be a plateau of sales in established markets.  Other 

choices from other sources will become the source of pressure at that stage, but that's just 

the next wave of buyers.  Following that will be ordinary mainstream consumers, who are 

even less willing to compromise.  In other words, getting into Business 201 topics will 

become quite a wake-up call for enthusiasts.  Tesla will be faced with the same challenges 

as legacy automakers at that point.  The attitude now of "just produce more" will fall 

apart.  Beetle was just the right set of circumstances in a past when the automotive 

industry was much different.  Look at much more recent examples, like the replacement 

Beetle or Volt. 
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7-17-2021 In A Bubble.  There is an absolutely desperate effort to portray Tesla as unstoppable.  It's 

truly bizarre.  Basic business principles are simply being ignored.  This reminds me so 

much of Volt.  Those enthusiasts didn't care either.  It was just an endless push for more of 

the same.  Great product or not, it faces incredible of odds of continuing as if it was the 

only choice.  Essentially having the entire market to themselves, they see unlimited 

potential.  Ever notice that Model S is basically the equivalent to gen-1 Volt as Model 3 is 

to gen-2 Volt?  The historical resemblance is uncanny.  Heck, even Model Y mimics the 

spinoff of Volt.  Remember that Cadillac?  It was different, but not really.  Anywho, this is 

what that nonsense has turned into: "We just recently saw Tesla "refresh" the Model S and 

Model X after 9 years and 6 years respectively on the market.  They are likely to follow a 

similar strategy with the Model 3 and Model Y after they reach a sales plateau."  That was 

a very strange thing to post, since it really didn't do anything to save the slipping sales of 

Model S.  It is still just an expensive predecessor to Model 3.  A true variant still doesn't 

exist.  This is why those Volt enthusiasts always kept focus on Prius.  No matter how 

many times I would bring up Camry, then later pointed out the potential RAV4 hybrid 

could have, they would ignore the posts.  RAV4 hybrid was not only successful, it ended 

up offering a plug... just like imagined it would.  That's what diversity is all about.  The 

market needed the variant and that was the logical platform to deliver it.  Of course, they 

knew that a decade earlier from Two-Mode... but stayed in denial and became increasingly 

more desperate.  It kind of looks like that same situation is playing out again.  This is how 

I responded to the situation, watching it degrade more and more:  Refreshing a low-

volume vehicle (Model S) does not compare to the extremely successful new-generation 

cycle we have seen with high-volume vehicles (Camry, Corolla, RAV4).  How will Tesla 

defy consumer expectation and natural human desire for something new? 

7-19-2021 Prius C Gen-2.  It was discontinued in our market (United States), but lives on in 

Japan.  In fact, the smaller Prius there known as "Aqua" has been upgraded.  That next-

generation rollout delivered a more efficient hybrid system, roughly 20 improved.  This 

newest version includes the latest edition of the Safety Sense package too, featuring a 

range of ADAS including the Full-speed Range Radar Cruise Control, Lane Tracing 

Assist, and Teammate Advance Park..  Along with that, there is an optional AWD drive 

model.  Included with all models is a 1,500-watt AC power (100-volt in Japan) 

outlet.  The best part about all it though is the price.  Toyota has been striving to deliver 

something in the entry-level category, that segment pretty much the rest of the entire 

industry hasn't been able to address.  The base model already available in Japan starts at 

1,980,000 million yen ($17,996).   The AWD fully loaded tops out at 2,598,000 yen 

($23,657).  It's nice to see Toyota knows their audience.  The importance of reaching 

lower costs is vital.  We know how enthusiasts avoid any discussion of that.  It's a huge 

issue.  Sales here in the United States do not reflect was a large portion of the world can 

afford; yet, the choices presented are portrayed as if that was the situation.  That can be 

quite frustrating for those of us trying to make change realistic.  This new Prius C helps 

with those shortcomings. 
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7-19-2021 $1 Connection.  When I waved my wallet in front of the charger, it didn't recognize my 

card.  I wasn't aware what had actually happened.  I just assumed the problem was nothing 

had been detected.  Normally, I would simply try again.  This time, I took a somewhat 

closer look at the screen.  It was presenting me with an option to accept.  Knowing that 

public charger at the grocery store was free to use anyway, I decided to choose that 

option.  The charger started.  I thought all was fine and proceeded into the store.  Very 

shortly after making my purchase, I got a fraud alert.  Huh?  My credit-card provider had 

noticed a purchase in Minnesota and a purchase in California happening almost 

simultaneously.  The latter came from the company who operated the charger.  It was for 

$1.  The reason didn't take much to confirm.  Recalling the circumstances of connect 

earlier and the vague message on the screen, I was able to confirm it was a fee for 

connecting without an account.  The charger had scanned my debit-card and prompt 

earlier was asking for permission to bill $1 for use.  That was interesting.  I had always 

wondered if there was an option for those unwilling or unable to connect using their phone 

or hand not requested a physical card.  All those years back when I started using public 

chargers, the interface was nothing but a text display, so options like that would have been 

clumsy at best. 

7-20-2021 $0.80 Charge.  Coincidently, the very next day I found myself starring at one of those 

old-school text display.  It appeared to be an optional means of unlocking that pubic 

charger I hadn't ever used before.  For that matter, it was the very first time I had ever seen 

that brand of equipment.  Being in a hurry, downloading the app and setting up an account 

wasn't the realistic choice.  I could do that later.  Inserting my credit-card into that reader 

appeared the better option.  So, I did.  The charger unlocked and the powered reel for the 

cord released.  A gentle tug of the handle started feeding the length I required to reach the 

port on the Prius Prime.  It worked fine.  I was intrigued.  That simple interface was all I 

had available.  Since the chargers available didn't have a screen, it could have been a bust 

if that didn't work.  We had to be somewhere and I didn't want to block the spot.  It was 

either connect or move on.  I was able to connect.  Later when we finished, I got to 

witness the powered reel retract the cord into the charger.  That was a first.  I didn't even 

know such hardware was offered.  Anywho, I checked my credit-card app 

afterward.  There was a pre-charge of $20 to reserve the maximum fee I could potentially 

be billed for electricity consumed.  Upon disconnect, it automatically refunded $19.20 to 

my account.  I had paid $0.80 for that charging session.  That worked out really well.  It 

was a simple & effective setup.  Gotta like that. 
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7-20-2021 Excuses.  This is the best I have seen in quite awhile: "Dec 13, 2019 - The Bolt gets three 

times as many CARB credits as the Volt per car which is why they got rid of the Volt, they 

can get all the CARB credits they need and only have to sell 1/3rd as many Bolts and 

..."  That was explanation provided for why Volt production had ended... long after the 

history of what actually happened had past.  It was evidence of history being rewritten.  It 

was also quite odd.  For all those years when Volt was available, it was argued to not be a 

"compliance" vehicle and there in print was text stating that was Volt's only purpose.  The 

very concept of being a "game changer" had totally, completely been abandoned.  The 

technology went no where.  With the huge investment GM had made to seamlessly 

integrate engine with motor, the effort had been entirely abandoned.  Bolt was the anti-

Volt.  Following years and years of propaganda and even a trademark promoting "range 

anxiety" with Volt presented as the solution, all of that history was being erased.  No one 

wanted any association with that anymore.  It was very interesting to see.  That goes so far 

beyond hypocrite, it's astonishing.  Rather than even trying to spin Bolt as the next logical 

step following Volt, the failed step to spread what had been delivered to other vehicles 

was omitted.  It was a blatant skip in the master plan.  That project has proceeded so 

poorly, everyone involved was pretending it never happened.  They makes 

excuses.  Enthusiasts use them to justify outcome.  It's a sad reveal of their disingenuous 

nature... hence being identified as "enthusiasts" rather than supporters.  When you support 

a goal, you objectively analyze outcome to learn from mistakes.  Attempting to mislead 

about results & intent is just plain wrong. 

7-21-2021 Proprietary Barriers.  Tesla created one right from the start.  That unique advantage of 

having high-speed DC chargers dedicated to only Tesla owners meant being faced with 

growth problems later.  There would only be a limited number available.  That meant too 

much growth could leave owners with limited vacancy while on the road.  It also meant 

some degree of hesitancy due to the uncertain future of compatibility.  Adapters work, but 

there is typically a tradeoff involved... cost, speed, convenience.  Whatever the case, the 

situation would eventually come to an impasses.  It did in Europe.  Every automaker using 

CCS2 going forward would be required.  Looks like that type of decision could be coming 

here too, but for CCS1.  It may not even be in the form of a mandate.  It could be a 

business choice... one with consequences, as this comment highlighted: "Have a look at 

the replies to Elon's tweet.  Tesla owners are not happy with the prospect of sharing 

charging stations with EV plebs."  That was a long time in the making.  Talk of somehow 

opening up the SuperChargers to non-Tesla vehicles would be interesting.  Would those 

stations get added adapters or would some stations simply switch over?  A seemingly 

simple barrier gets more and more complicated as you study the problem.  I joined in the 

discussion with:  It's the growth challenge Tesla enthusiasts have not wanted to 

address.  To gain marketshare, what makes Tesla unique will likely have to be 

sacrificed.  That's how becoming common works... adopt... adapt... improve.  Why fight 

that move forward?  We have seen this history play out already.  Volt enthusiasts shared a 

similar attitude about the spread of that technology.  They would cling to unique traits, 

resisting anything regarding adaptation... which ultimately contributed to its 

demise.  Fighting any effort to standardize should raise concern, especially when it comes 

to connection/port technology.  Look at the mess the computer industry has struggled with 

regarding USB.  Each automaker can customize how the electricity is drawn & 

stored.  But when it comes to the plug itself, proprietary has costly barriers. 
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7-22-2021 Square Peg, Round Hole.  An old retired friend switched over to driving a Tesla and has 

since grown frustrated with the slow pace of Toyota's progress.  He wants more 

sooner.  That's understandable for him, but not helpful for others.  Remember 

audience.  I'm curious what he'll say with my response to his post: "As for Toyota's LiON 

battery ... I am NOT impressed.  For example, our former 2017 Prius Prime had a 25 mi 

EV battery built from prismatic cells, a square peg located in the spare tire round 

hole.  Had Toyota used cylindrical cells, a spare tire shaped, battery could have fit in the 

spare tire recess: (1) more Ahr capacity, and; (2) lower the floor for usable cabin 

space.  It was an opportunity missed."  This is how I replied:  There were multiple 

mutually exclusive opportunities.  Lots of people want to cast Toyota's intent as 

maximizing sales.  It was not.  Since the goal was to take advantage of a proven design, 

leveraging the low cost and robust design, it simply didn't make sense pursuing a shape 

change at that time.  Looking back, now knowing Toyota's goal was to confirm the 

prismatic cells were indeed an excellent PHEV choice, the decision should be 

obvious.  We got RAV4 Prime as a result. 

7-23-2021 Public Relations Nightmare.  GM's recall of Bolt started with a software update that 

didn't actually fix anything.  It simply changed the hill-top-reserve setting to a slider, 

offering greater flexibility.  It also introduced an alarm (honking & flashing) to draw 

attention to a battery problem if detected.  With the second recall this week, that advice of 

"Set your Bolt to 90% state-of-charge." continues.  The really troubling part is this added 

advice: "Avoid running your range down below 70 miles remaining."  2017 Bolt only had 

a range of 238 miles.  That 70 represents a 30% reduction of range at the low end and 

there's already a 10% reduction at the top.  Subtracting 40% brings you to just 140 

miles.  That's going to upset a lot of owners, who are already having to park their Bolt 

outside and avoid unattended overnight charging.  Needless to say, GM is handling this 

terribly.  The first fire late last year gave them plenty of opportunity to come up with a 

plan to ease owner concerns.  That didn't happen.  Now, they have a mess to deal 

with.  How in the world will the GM handle the upcoming rollout of Ultium batteries with 

so much reputation fallout happening currently? 
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7-23-2021 Predictable Problems.  Rewriting of history happens long before statements like this are 

made: "This is such a sad disaster.  The Bolt is such a nice inexpensive regional EV and 

now it's making all EVs look bad."  When there are deep discounts for years and no 

successor/growth of the technology, it is a disaster even before any type of public relations 

nightmare.  There was already a problem.  That just adds to the mess.  Sells weren't going 

well even with those huge markdowns.  True, they appear to make the vehicle 

inexpensive, but cutting into profit like that is not sustainable.  It's yet another predictable 

problem.  Enthusiasts now faced with the dilemma of their own stance have to do 

something.  So, they spin & distort to help reduce the fallout and hopefully establish some 

other focus in the meantime.  I like to remind them of what actually happened:  It was a 

nightmare in the making from the start.  Perception of "inexpensive" was really GM 

gaming the system.  We all saw low prices through tax-credits and price-drops, but there 

was a blind-eye turned to production cost.  Why is now quite obvious, GM was rushing 

the process for green praise.  That gamble was a decision with consequences.  Covering 

essentials is a time-consuming process.  Making excuses and distracting with scapegoats 

was a dead giveaway enthusiasts were well aware of that.  To deliver something truly 

capable of directly competing with traditional vehicles, you have to take a lot of small 

steps.  Portraying the process as beyond the early-adopter stage, disregarding signs of 

growth struggle, confirmed status.  Now GM finds itself backed into a corner, creating 

even more of a mess by dealing with the problem at hand so poorly.  It is that very "don't 

screw things up" situation the entire industry was concerned about when GM 

started.  Remember the messes created decades ago with both diesel and cylinder-

deactivation? 

7-24-2021 Still Defending Volt.  There are a few still who refuse to learn what Volt taught the 

industry about what not to do.  They continue to portray it as different, so what is being 

said will somehow not apply.  In other words, GM is getting crushed by Toyota.  The long 

anticipated plug-in hybrid promised from way back in the Two-Mode days, expected to be 

a next-gen design using Volt technology, was promised but never delivered.  Toyota did 

though.  We see RAV4 Prime as what a plug-in hybrid Equinox could and should have 

been.  Instead, there's continued damage-control: "The Volt was an EREV.  The gas engine 

only ever charges the batteries that runs the car."  What I found most amusing from that 

was the information provided within the link included.  It was an article about how Volt 

was supposedly a series hybrid.  But when you read through the detail provided, the claim 

was disproven.  He had contradicted himself.  So naturally, I provided quotes to show 

that:  Volt gen-1 used propulsion power from the engine for a limited number of 

circumstances, not just charging the battery.  In fact, GM's took advantage of that 

efficiency approach for HV driving and expanded upon it with Volt gen-2.  Funny part is, 

if you actually read that linked Op-Ed from 6.5 years ago, you find detail contradicting 

your claim: "Rather than converting the mechanical energy of the engine to electricity, 

then converting the electrical energy back to mechanical energy to propel the car, the 

engineers provide this indirect mechanical link to the wheels: the engine is coupled to one 

of the electric motors (which normally acts as a generator), and that electric motor 

instead turns the drive shaft."  It then further goes on to explain: "Doing this provides the 

same "electric" feel, but results in a 10-15% efficiency improvement under these load 

conditions, by avoiding the conversion losses from mechanical to electrical energy and 

back."  In short, you are quite incorrect only charging.  EREV turned out to be nothing but 

a marketing gimmick, now very easily disproven as advantageous by RAV4 Prime. 
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7-24-2021 Contradictory Claims.  I am really enjoying the desperate measures some are taking to 

keep the Toyota narrative going: "Toyota basically bets that the manufacturing cost of 

batteries does not drop in the future, enabling companies like Tesla to make BEVs that are 

cheaper than hybrids and at some point as cheap or perhaps cheaper than ICE 

cars.  That's a very risky bet to make.  One that will put Toyota at the bottom of the pack in 

a mere few years."  Notice how there isn't any mention whatsoever of technology 

anymore, how the entire effort has shifting to battery supply?  That's quite a change from 

the past.  Back then, focus was entirely on how inferior Toyota's technology was.  There's 

none of that anymore.  It all faded away when the EV drive from Prius Prime rolled out in 

RAV4 Prime.  It was the spread of a well-proven design.  The technology had performed 

so well, there wasn't any means of spinning it as bad.  Toyota checked the quality box.  No 

one is willing to acknowledge it though; instead, they are scrambling to find some other 

way to misrepresent the progress Toyota is making.  Those antagonists see more problems 

coming too.  They see their own "very risky bet" not paying off.  Simply producing more 

batteries isn't a true solution, it is only part of it.  Shortcomings elsewhere is what Toyota 

is already addressing.  Their attempts to portray an image of being behind is falling 

apart.  Here's why:  That doesn't make sense when you look at Toyota's upcoming bZ 

offering.  In fact, the narrative of "behind" is really showing signs of weakness 

now.  Toyota is leveraging EV experience gained from their current PHEV, FCEV, and 

shared platform BEV production to deliver their first dedicated BEV platform.  There's 

nothing risky about that. In fact, it is a very business-wise approach. 

7-24-2021 Why?  I liked this question: "Another question is why did Toyota sign a JV with 

Panasonic last year?"  It was a logical question followed by a series of illogical answers... 

a series of attacks from well known antagonists.  They seeks out opportunity to belittle & 

undermine.  It's sad to see the same nonsense repeated again and again.  Of course, know 

your audience.  That's what many want to see.  They don't actually care about 

logic.  Nonetheless, I post it anyway:  Simply racing for capacity to produce as many 

batteries as possible is what many think best.  Not everyone has that mindset though, since 

it could potentially result in only short-term gain.  That approach could leave you stuck 

with outdated technology.  It's a gamble.  Ironically, people claim Toyota is unwilling to 

take risk, but turn a blind-eye to that strategy.  You want to build a better battery, you have 

to have the patience to invest in the time it takes for comprehensive research & 

development.  That's what Toyota has done.  That signing was to advance their effort to 

the next step.  Think about how tiny of portion of the market BEV has captured so 

far.  That's basically just low-hanging fruit, those willing to spend a premium and cope 

with very limited charging away from home.  To reach a wider audience, next-gen 

batteries are needed. 
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7-24-2021 It's The Process, Stupid.  Watching the same old attacks attempting to reinforce the same 

old narrative is telling.  Some people just plain don't get it... and may never.  Today, it was 

again an attempt to cast Toyota as an automaker struggling to keep up.  I was amused.  It's 

the same old braindead mindset.  Ugh.  Again, I pointed out what should be obvious:  That 

definition of leadership is the problem.  It focuses on the object of change, not the 

process.  Toyota is a master of process.  In fact, certification classes are taught featuring 

what Toyota has developed for approach.  It's a real-world "tortoise and the hare" 

situation playing out right in front of us.  There are many cheering the apparent leader, but 

choose to ignore shortcomings that could prevent actually winning the race.  They just 

praise whomever is farthest ahead at milestones along the way.  Look at how GM turned 

Volt into such a disastrous effort, no one wants to talk about it anymore... despite so much 

praise in the past for supposed leadership.  Now, we see efforts with Bolt falling into the 

same trap.  Tesla has matured to the point of facing similar challenges to legacy 

automakers when it comes to growth.  Their leadership was limited in scope.  Offering 

nothing whatsoever for entry-level shoppers means no change, no actual leading in that 

category.  Toyota does phenomenally well with regard to change.  They have transformed 

almost their entire passenger fleet to profitable hybrid offerings.  So what if that is a small 

step?  That next small step is to plug-in hybrid.  That choice is an easy one.  It will result 

in profound change too.  Gas consumption drops dramatically by such an easy move to 

electricity use.  That kind of change is being a true leader... achieved by process. 

7-27-2021 Repeating Mistakes.  Someone rented a Tesla, then wrote up a review to have published 

as an Op-Ed article.  You can imagine how enthusiasts reacted.  I waited a day before 

jumping into that mess.  Here's what I posted:  The same mistake continues to be 

repeated.  Over and over and over again, there are reviews written from the perspective of 

an early-adopter.  They focus on engineering... range, charging, design, etc.  None of the 

over 250 comments actually address one of the primary priorities for ordinary consumers: 

PRICE.  This isn't rocket science. Know your audience.  Remember way back when Volt 

was first revealed?  The target of "nicely under $30,000" was set for very good reason; 

yet, both GM and Telsa enthusiasts avoid discussion of it at all costs (bad pun).  For EVs 

to be ready for prime time, they must be affordable.  No entry-level offerings to compete 

directly with traditional counterparts means they are not, period.  You want a dose of 

reality, a slap in the face about what some other markets have for personal transportation, 

travel somewhere with a challenged economy.  I was in Africa last month, specifically 

Tanzania. In a big city like Arusha, you see lots of cars & trucks.  They are all priced far 

below the expensive nonsense we have here in United States.  Yet, enthusiasts portray the 

market here as representative of what the world needs.  The current choices are far out of 

the reach of the global market.  We need diverse offerings.  High prices for initial 

offerings to help establish the technology is fine, but we are still a long way from anything 

capable of standing on its own yet.  That will happen, but it will take a disappointingly 

longer time than enthusiasts want. 
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7-27-2021 Op-Ed Comments.  Those comment posted on that blog for early-adopters were a 

mess.  They focus so much on the engineer, you can't ever get to actual discussion.  They 

just argue what they want to defend, not the full context.  That's the very definition of a 

narrative.  You can't just omit recent changes or make claims without substance; yet, that 

was exactly what I was seeing there.  Fortunately, the local plug-in owners group here in 

Minnesota has a very different attitude.  Some of that comes from the official 

announcement yesterday, that all the papers had been filed to make the state a ZEV 

state.  Here, we are now following the California rules (as of the time of filing).  Anything 

new will have to be voted on to amend what has been put in place.  I shared advice about 

what to look for.  Is the automaker promoting their technology for just pushing for sales & 

image?  Notice how we are getting promotion specifically for Hummer EV and nothing 

about the upcoming the first Ultium battery vehicle for ordinary consumers?  Of course, 

that was before the rash of fires and the recent recall.  So, it is especially important now 

more than ever to watch messaging.  What is the automaker spending money on?  That 

brings us to the promise problem, a vital aspect that GM stands out for.  Are we getting 

realistic expectations or more of the blind hope nonsense?  Whenever Toyota shares some 

inconvenient truths, there is an inevitable series of attacks to follow.  Reposting of the 

same old rhetoric happens like clockwork.  You can depend upon the antagonists to 

overwhelm commenting with off-topic and outdated content.  Ugh. 

7-28-2021 Looks Like.  There was a comment posted about the impression that Toyota is in an awful 

position, appearing to be behind all other automakers.  It was yet another vague conclusion 

drawn on hearsay.  I replied to it with:  Asking for detail as to "looks like Toyota" 

comments is always interesting.  Those responses are almost entirely about battery 

supply.  Addressing rollout strategy or the success already achieved with EV systems is 

simply ignored, despite being absolutely vital to growth.  People have an extremely 

difficult time seeing beyond that initial stage, where early-adopters endorse the 

technology.  In this case, we see Toyota rolled out Prius Prime with such a degree of 

success that it resulted in RAV4 Prime and UX300e rollouts.  Both are plug-in offerings 

laying a foundation for the upcoming BZ4X.  Yet, none of those making the "looks like 

Toyota" ever mention that.  Try it sometime on a group that isn't as constructive as 

this.  You'll see those spreading doubt attempt to change the topic or make up some excuse 

without substance.  Their behavior is quite telling. 

7-29-2021 Poster Child.  The latest round of infrastructure investment going through Congress right 

now includes $7.5 Billion for EV charging.  There are some who are attempting to 

reinforce their narrative: "Tesla owns 70% of the BEV market in the U.S.  They are the 

poster child of BEVs, its matters little that you don't like it."  That is no difference from 

nonsense of the past.  They cherry-pick, selecting only the slice of market they wish to 

present.  That forced perspective is just plain wrong.  You can't ignore what you don't 

like.  Sound familiar?  It's the same rubbish we dealt with back in the Volt days.  They 

would define their own audience then too.  Ugh.  I kept my response to that brief:  Turning 

a blind-eye to the rest of the market is a mistake, a fundamental flaw no one making wise 

business decisions would ever make... unless the goal is to remain a niche. 
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7-29-2021 Getting Called Out.  Seeing my response, he was quite angry.  It reminds me of the stuff 

going on right now with the January 6th hearings.  It is attempt after attempt to avoid 

talking about the issue itself.  Evade at all cost is their motto.  Ugh.  My comeback to their 

avoidance is to keep calling them out and presenting the issue.  Not wanting to discuss that 

problem itself is a confirm they aren't taking the situation seriously.  I posted:  That use of 

"BEV market" is the same selective problem we have been dealing with for years. It 

focuses entirely on initial buyers, completely ignoring the reality that the other 97% of the 

market has little to nothing in common with that audience.  That inconvenient truth is a 

very, very real problem for growth.  Many here refuse to address those barriers too.  In 

fact, there was a Op-Ed here just 2 days ago which confirmed it.  Claiming disruption to 

legacy automakers is a means of distracting from the actual problem.  There are issues 

Tesla has yet to overcome.  Being a "poster child of BEVs" doesn't mean squat to a loyal 

customer of a legacy automaker.  They couldn't care less.  They simply want an easy 

purchase at a price competitive with other vehicles on the showroom floor.  This is why 

infrastructure is now becoming the primary priority. 

7-29-2021 Inconvenient Truths.  It has been interesting to watch inconvenient truths come up 

online.  Comments about them rarely lead to discussion.  Typically, the response is 

propaganda.  People post what they want to be the truth instead of facing it.  Problem is, 

change eventually catches up with them.  You can only force a false narrative for so 

long.  Infrastructure is getting attention now.  Someone stated it this way: "When the dam 

breaks EV chargers will be everywhere."  I especially liked seeing that and joined in with: 

 

Nicely said.  It's the reason why some of us were not in favor of making more vehicle tax-

credits a priority over infrastructure.  The proprietary barrier Tesla created for itself would 

need assistance to overcome. 

 

We thank Tesla for proving the effectiveness of such an investment.  For that, the 

automaker has earned a strong standing and deserves some support... but the fanboys 

claiming superiority are only hurting themselves.  Think about what it will take to reach 

the audience legacy automakers have a firm grip on.  Look at the under $30,000 vehicles 

each offers.  Consider what Tesla must focus on now to prepare for the dam breaking. 

 

A quick check of Ford reveals starting prices of Maverick $19,995.  EcoSport 

$20,395.  Ranger $25,070.  Escape $25,555.  Mustang $27,205.  Bronco Sport 

$27,215.  Bronco $28,500.  F-150 $29,290. 

 

For Chevy, we see starting prices of Trailblazer $19,000.  Trax $21,400.  Malibu 

$22,270.  Equinox $23,800.  Colorado $25,200.  Blazer $28,800.  Silverado 

$29,300.  Traverse $29,800. 

 

For Toyota, they start at Corolla $20,075.  C-HR $21,595.  Corolla Hybrid $23,650.  Prius 

$24,525.  Camry $25,045.  RAV4 $26,250.  Tacoma $26,400.  Camry Hybrid 

$27,270.  Prius Prime $28,220.  RAV4 Hybrid $28,800. 

In other words, appealing to the SHOWROOM SHOPPER for legacy automakers here is a 

massive challenge that short-term subsidies won't really cover.  We need long-term 

investment... infrastructure. 
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7-30-2021 Standards & Priorities.  My time up on the soapbox continued with a response to: "Tesla 

allowing non-Tesla EVs to use its Superchargers is obviously a play for federal 

subsidy."  Finally having some attention shift over to topics other than the enthusiast 

obsessions is wonderful.  Here's my thoughts on that:  

 

It could also be a move to avoid disqualification.  Why should a government support 

something that isn't standard, a technology available to everyone? 

 

Think about the position Tesla is in.  Enthusiasts claim that is the automaker to follow; 

yet, it is an automaker that doesn't offer any product for ordinary consumers.  There are no 

vehicles available at mainstream prices.  The typical shopper is not going to accept 

excuses for higher sticker-prices and the government simply doesn't have the money to 

provide a large number of vehicle subsidies... hence shifting focus to infrastructure. 

 

In short, Tesla knows low-hanging fruit is almost gone.  To appeal to the affordable 

market, it must address priorities of that market... something Tesla has been unwilling to 

do.  Ironically, that very problem is what Toyota has been addressing and has labeled as 

"behind" and "late for the party" as a result. 

 

Notice how no one has wanted to acknowledge the elephant in the room?  Toyota 

did.  They pointed out what should be obvious.  When you deliver an affordable BEV, the 

appeal of luxury BEV fades.  Both offer smooth & silent power.  Why spend more if you 

don't have to? 

 

Put another way, the fastest charging speed and the longest range capacity isn't the most 

important aspect of appeal to many people... despite all the propaganda trying to convince 

you otherwise.  When it comes down to how much they are actually willing to spend, a 

lower price is a very strong draw. 

 

This is exactly why Toyota has been striving to figure out how to do more with less.  The 

8.8 kWh capacity from Prius Prime seemed like a joke, until that success resulted in the 

18.1 kWh capacity for RAV4 Prime.  Toyota continued to squeeze out more from 

less.  GM gave up at 18.4 kWh from Volt, a much smaller and less capable plug-in hybrid 

than RAV4 Prime.  We also see Toyota tripled the stack count, creating a 54.3 kWh 

capacity pack for their UX300e.  So what if that BEV was a traditional model refit?  It was 

an obvious effort to learn as much as possible before producing any vehicles in their 

upcoming "bZ" brand. 

Toyota sees the dam is about to break and is preparing for it, rather than wasting time 

appealing to enthusiasts.  This infrastructure bill to fund charging stations is evidence of 

the dam starting to crack.  Tesla allowing non-Tesla EVs to use Superchargers is more 

evidence. 
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7-30-2021 New Attack.  Signs of growing frustration are emerging.  Those pushing purity are 

discovering their reasoning does not address the general market well.  In fact, some find it 

doesn't at all.  They have been living in a "EV market" bubble for so long, they lost touch 

with the rest of worldwide needs.  It was all about their wants and their success at finding 

an audience to validate their beliefs.  That cruel reality of not recognizing the tree from the 

forest is a tragic mistake, one we saw play out with Volt.  History repeats if you don't learn 

from it.  Clearly, some have not: "It can't be a better EV because its not an EV -- its a 

PHEV and so stop calling it an EV jeeze what dumb reporting.  To make it a better EV you 

have to redesign it as an EV and not a PHEV.  You must make the distinction between the 

two, author."  Sound familiar?  That's just like the "EREV" arguments.  They would go on 

and on with endless attacks trying to convince us there was a difference compared to 

PHEV.  They failed, miserably.  That will inevitably happen again.  I posted a rebuttal 

anyway, hoping the battle will be shorter this time around:  Know your audience.  Pretty 

much everyone except enthusiasts accept the fact that any plug-in offering all-electric 

driving is referred to as an "EV".  Like it or not, that's the way it is.  An electric-motor 

drawing from a battery-pack provides the same outcome, regardless of whether or not a 

gas-engine is also available.  Arguing semantics won't change anything.  When a commute 

in a PHEV never using any gas and a BEV using only electricity, do you really think the 

ordinary consumer is so stupid they won't see that as the same?  It's electricity from a plug 

being used to power the vehicle. Facts cannot be disputed.  As for making a better EV, 

that's a load of rubbish too.  We have seen examples of both terribly inefficient BEV and 

remarkably efficient PHEV. 

7-30-2021 New Downplay.  Coincidently, just 6 minutes after my previous post, that daily EV blog 

published an article featuring the definition of BEV.  I was quite amused by the 

timing.  This really got me though: "You may also hear the term PHEV floating 

around.  This stands for Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle.  In this case you have a 

combustion car that also has a small battery and relatively weak electric motor that can 

turn the wheels in fully electric mode for a few miles."  How could I resist that?  It was a 

must-respond-to statement.  So, I did:  It is quite inappropriate to generalize, placing all 

PHEV into a single category.  Design can significantly vary, just like BEV.  For example, 

RAV4 Prime: 42 miles from the 18.1 kWh battery-pack is hardly a few miles.  179-

hp/199-lb-ft (front) and 53-hp/89-lb-ft (rear) from the electric motors is hardly weak. 

7-30-2021 New Problem.  There was an interesting article featuring infrastructure spending related 

to the money in that bill for charging stations.  It focused on quantity & type using 

estimated costs.  Calculations seemed logical.  This many, for this use, at this type of 

location...  Problem was, it completely ignored anything the owner would need to pay 

following the install.  It was an effort to deliver some aspect of true journalism, but failed 

to recognize the entire issue.  I pointed out what had been overlooked:  This only 

addresses expense related to installation.  What owners must pay following that... for 

electricity service (costs beyond just the electricity itself), connection fees, payment fees, 

liability coverage, location care (snow & ice), service contracts, handle/cord replacement... 

is really important.  Unknown post-install expenses are what can make or break deals to 

get the charging-stations installed.  For that matter, how long is the equipment supposed to 

last?  How many charges can be expected to deliver?  Do the DC converters need routine 

maintenance?  Can the chargers be used continuously under all weather conditions?  What 

about figuring out what people should pay for a charging session?  Who will oversee 

usage issues?  In short, figuring out the initial purchase is only part of the 

challenge.  Complicating matters is each situation is different. 
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7-31-2021 Do You See?  I especially liked being asked this question today: "Do you see Tesla 

chargers at grocery stores and restaurants?"  It was in response to my infrastructure 

comments.  Most enthusiasts really don't critical think.  They come up with a set of canned 

responses and post them endless without giving any new thought.  Thank goodness we 

have other venues elsewhere with sensible discussion.  For this one, I posted:  Yes.  There 

is a Hy-Vee (grocery/restaurant) and Target (retail) here installed to attract local traffic, 

not the supposed long-distance paradigm.  I also see the level-2 stations being routinely 

used there too.  Put another way, don't draw conclusions based on early-adopter 

behavior.  With choices so limited and technology far from being well established, you 

can't reasonably assess how the masses will actually respond.  As for the suggestion of 

highway charging stations, there's the logistical problem of physically not having enough 

parking spaces at existing facilities.  It's somewhat affordable thing to tap into existing 

infrastructure to upgrade existing parking spots, it's entirely different to have to purchase 

& build a new location... especially when highway rest stops are state owned & 

operated.  There's the added problem of not being able to include any type business at rest 

stop locations, something a user of a charging-station would want to spend time at while 

waiting.  That places the burden onto near-highway locations, like gas stations & 

restaurants.  Same problem, there physically isn't room at most for adding lots of 

stations.  Parking tends to be a premium.  Ever notice how full most of them were already, 

without anyone there charging? 

7-31-2021 Overlooking Necessity.  Focus on extremes is what enthusiast posting is all about.  They 

seek redemption from exception and completely neglect ordinary.  That's why enthusiasts 

magazines never liked Prius when it first rolled out.  A vehicle designed to appeal to the 

masses was represented a fundamental contradiction to their very foundation.  They 

support want, not need.  That's why I confront comments like this: "You're spending far 

too little on highway charging stations, and far too much for charging stations at 

shopping malls and grocery stores."  What is the basis for such a statement?  In other 

words, I am pushing for their acknowledgement of audience.  Who are they providing a 

solution for?  Necessity is not that of highway travel.  You can rent a car for that or just 

fly.  Long-Distance travel is rare for most of us, limited to vacations & holidays.  Most of 

the time, you're within range of most BEV capacity now.  So claiming "too much" 

definitely requires some clarification.  How do you determine the correct amount?  Since 

most need would come from daily driving, not travel, it's easy to question.  I asked this 

way:  Think about those without any means of overnight charging.  Where are they going 

to plug in?  Stopping at a shopping mall or grocery store from time to time is something 

they need to do anyway.  Those locations tend to have overflow parking, since they are 

located in places where land isn't a premium.  Such a location, with a consistent flow of 

potential users, makes sense to invest in.  Don't overlook the necessity for the equipment 

to somehow generate enough profit to sustain itself. 
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7-31-2021 Slow Down.  Supposedly, Toyota is lobbying for that.  All the claims come from hearsay 

and there's even a scare-tactic propaganda video to that affect.  It is very much a cherry-

pick scenario for narrative support.  Absence of detail isn't a care though.  With critical 

thinking something of the past, we are in a lot of trouble.  Integrity doesn't matter much 

anymore.  It's really sad.  I jumped into the newest article in that regard on this topic with:  

 

It has been interesting to watch enthusiasts continue to move the goal posts, despite being 

in the early-adopter phase (clearly indicated by those original EV tax-credits still available 

to most automakers).  It would be an entirely different matter if plug-in vehicles were 

actually competing directly with traditional offerings.  They are not yet. 

 

We see the potential.  It will happen.  People don't deal with change well though.  That's 

why there is not so much anecdotal observation without context being spread.  Claims of 

intent are made on nothing but those so-called facts.  Whether correct or not, it can have 

unintended outcomes. 

 

For example, history has shown us that acceptance of vague promises have no 

consequences.  The supposed "all in" pledges from other automakers very much resemble 

those of the past.  When the deadline approached and shortcomings were obvious, the 

goals were simply abandoned.  Notice how there are no actual milestones to measure 

progress or no penalties for not achieving the apparent goal?  Notice how there is no plan 

of how to phase-out current products and phase-in the new ones? 

 

In other words, you're being played by them and Toyota doesn't want any part of 

it.  Toyota is well aware that enthusiasts are early-adopters with engineering focus who 

have nothing but a basic interest in the actual business itself. 

 

Toyota is actively phasing out already.  Hybrids are available across almost the entire 

passenger fleet now and both Sienna & Venza are no longer offered as traditional 

vehicles.  We also see how easy it was for their hybrids to become plug-in hybrids. Both 

Prius & RAV4 are in this market; there is also a Corolla PHEV in China.  The refit to 

create UX300e shows BEV system advancement is well underway.  Next year, the first 

dedicated BEV platform (of 7 total designs) will be rolled out... BZ4X. 

It takes quite a bit of dismissal to not acknowledge that progress forward... to the point of 

questioning what "slow down" actually means. 
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7-31-2021 Context & Dismissal.  You gotta love when someone pushes a hypothetical that has 

already been proven false: "Hybrids still have ICE engines, and still burn fossil fuels -- 

especially the plugless weak-hybrids that Toyota is pushing.  If their entire line-up was 

nothing but weak-hybrids, then they would still be polluting too much."  There is no 

if.  Many other automakers only have weak hybrids.  Why is Toyota being targeted for 

having already addressed a bulk of their passenger fleet?  The reason is 

obvious.  Enthusiasts are looking for a distraction.  They are so blinded by current niche 

offerings, they simply don't see anything else.  I find it quite telling.  Such a lack of 

business sense has been the downfall of countless enthusiasts.  They fail to learn from the 

past which inevitably means they will almost certainly make the same mistake.  I suspect 

today's comment came from yet another example of that.  Here's how I responded:  Like I 

said, no context and dismissal.  Toyota offers ALL-ELECTRIC drive plug-in hybrids 

already and intends to continue to expand upon that technology.  Toyota is also planning 

to rollout their first BEV dedicated platform, adding to the refits already 

available.  Following that will be 6 more based upon their new e-TNGA design approach. 

7-31-2021 Actual Sales.  I was quite annoyed seeing this, "When they came out with the RAV4 

Prime, they made 3,000 for the whole US, way fewer than people wanted to buy.", since it 

was followed by an obvious effort to mislead... since it only took me a few minutes to look 

up counts of actual sales.  Context of being in a pandemic with parts shortages, yet rolling 

out new products anyway, is completely disregarded.  The situation is presented as if 

everything was normal and demand within the newly emerging market is obvious 

worldwide.  Ugh.  We were allocated a quota.  It's that simple.  How long it takes to 

produce or how it is distributed doesn't matter.  There was only a finite amount.  That's 

how profitable contracts work.  You negotiate and plan accordingly.  That's how other 

industries operate.  Think about planning Christmas inventory.  Gambling on demand is 

short-term, at best.  Automotive sales don't make sense that way.  Profits are much more 

challenging.  With numbers so much smaller due to the infrequency of purchase and the 

significantly higher price, setting expectations the same is absurd.  Fast can be 

costly.  What's wrong with waiting until next year?  Start slow, then ramp up as education 

about the product itself catches up.  After all, it is not at all obvious how plug-in vehicles 

work.  So, anything else misleading about them really stirs me up.  I simply don't feel any 

need to tolerate the poorly informed spreading assumptions and drawing incorrect 

conclusions.  So, I jump it with real-world data to hopefully clear up the mess:  That is 

extremely misleading.  These are the counts for the United States.  Keep in mind, RAV4 

Prime was rolled out mid-year in 2020 worldwide.  Delivering to several different markets 

all the same time is a really big deal.  3,200 sales for 2020 in the US.  2,975 sales for June 

2021 in the US.  9,667 total sales for the first half of 2021 in the US. 
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7-31-2021 Can't Fix Stupid.  That was basically the lesson to be learned from the troublemakers 

enabling the daily blog for Volt.  Discovering some did not actually understanding how 

their own vehicle worked explains the problem I had with fundamentals.  No matter how 

much detail I provided about Prius, they simply didn't care because their basis of 

comparison was flawed.  Finding out all these years later that they were unfixable is quite 

annoying... though, an interesting lesson for me to learn.  Some of that nonsense continues 

to this day, so perfects my awareness now can help deal with it: "The Serial hybrid like the 

Chevrolet Volt is probably what John1701a is talking about, where only the electric motor 

drives the wheels and the engine only charges the. Most plug-in hybrids (example: Ford's 

Energi cars) still insist on using the ICE engine to power the wheels at least some of the 

time. This approach allows the OEM to put in much smaller batteries and lower power 

motors. And it means twice as much can break down."  I find it rather intriguing that both 

examples sighted were discontinued years ago.  Having ended the production should raise 

a red flag when the word "still" is used.  I know it is an effort to undermine Toyota by 

misleading others, hoping they'll assume all hybrids are the same.  This is why I recently 

started referring to the Prime vehicles as "PHEV with EV drive".  If those supporting Bolt 

absolutely insist upon it being referred to as "Bolt EV", why not add a suffix to Prime 

vehicles too?  After all, there wasn't just a plain "Bolt" for years and now the new one is 

called "Bolt EUV".  It's more GM's confused messaging.  Ugh.  Of course, that's what got 

us into this mess in the first place.  Remember all the "direct drive" nonsense?  It lives 

on.  This is how I dealt with it today:  Volt was actually parallel-series hybrid.  Both 

generations had the ability to send mechanical power directly to the wheels.  Gen-1 only 

used the efficiency benefit during very specific modes of hybrid operation.  Gen-2 

expanded upon that ability, making that charge-depleted design even more efficient.  Point 

being, it wasn't a series type.  Neither Prime from Toyota is either.  Both have a power-

split device and clutch which allows operation to completely disengage the gas-engine, 

providing the ability to drive entirely with electricity.  That all-electric behavior is default 

when the vehicle is started.  That's the EV mode often referred to.  Point being, no gas is 

used until plug-supplied electricity is used up.  As for twice as much to break down, that's 

just plain false.  Toyota's system doesn't have gears, belts, or a starter.  There's no power-

steering fluid.  The cool pumping is electric too.  Components you would expect to find to 

make that "twice" are not present.  In fact, the simplification of their design is what makes 

it profitable. 
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7-31-2021 Barriers.  It is quite interesting to hear people discuss solutions, but not actually address 

the problem.  I get that a lot at work.  When asking a question, the answer won't always be 

related.  That person providing it will sometimes get flustered too, irritated by you not 

accepting what had been provided in great detail.  They feel their time was wasted, when 

ironically it was them wasting your time.  I see a lot... overwhelming quantity, in fact... of 

that very situation online.  This is stated, "They are not long term solutions.", followed by 

nothing referencing the problem itself.  It all goes back to stating goals.  A reason they 

don't is because they don't understand purpose.  Think about how Volt was promoted as 

"vastly superior" compared to everything else with a plug.  What made it better with 

regard to overcoming barriers?  They couldn't answered because it wasn't really a 

solution.  It was just a really cool advance in technology.  So when you want to refine 

criteria, forget it.  There was no long, short, or near term.  It had no focus.  Toyota's hybrid 

transition does.  They are starting to see that now.  We couldn't fix the stupid.  They 

weren't helpful.  That's why they disappeared.  This new audience might be an 

improvement.  Recognition of barriers would be a confirmation of potential.  Hopefully, 

this post reveals something as to what the verdict may be:  No one ever said anything 

about being a long-term solution.  In fact, it has been called the opposite.  They are a 

bridge, something to help bring down emissions & consumption right away, rather than 

having to wait for infrastructure, production, and chemistry shortcomings to be 

overcome.  Also, the PHEV with EV drive is a very simple means of persuading both 

dealer & consumer to embrace plugging in.  In other words, Toyota has an effective plan 

for transitioning their entire fleet.  Other automakers have dabbled with direct BEV 

rollouts and struggled to entice their own loyal customers... hence the "slow down" 

narrative. If you look at the bigger picture, they are going slow too but are unwilling to 

address barriers.  Toyota is quite open about theirs. 
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8-01-2021 Know Your Audience, again.  The message from that recent article about Toyota 

lobbying was to hurt Toyota, to call for a boycott.  When do boycott's actually work and 

how will you get people to participate?  This was yet another example of how not knowing 

audience results in failure.  We have countless examples of that.  Some people never 

learn.  This summary... "The real message from Toyota is this: "We can't compete against 

Tesla." " ...said it quite well.  It's just like with Volt.  Enthusiasts never figured out who 

the competition actually was.  Ugh.  This is why I bring up "showroom floor" so 

often.  They only see the EV market still, not the entire fleet.  It's a doomed 

perspective.  All you can do is continue to point out what they are failing to 

recognize.  This was today's effort: 

 

Tesla can't compete either. 

 

The entry-level market is a massive void right now.  Look at the count of traditional 

vehicles offered under $30,000.  Now tell me how many unsubsidized BEV there are in 

that same price range.  See the problem? 

 

After giving that some thought, tell me how well a $27,999 model of Tesla would compete 

with Model 3.  It's a cannibalize situation.  We witnessed this with Model S & X.  The less 

expensive choice takes away sales.  That's a very real problem no one here wants to 

address; instead, they are using Toyota as a distraction. 

 

This is why the GM fans have been silent too.  They see a BEV model of Equinox would 

destroy sales of the traditional model, which would have serious financial consequences 

for GM.  Witnessing how successful Toyota has been transitioning RAV4 from traditional 

to hybrid and now to plug-in hybrid makes them sick to their stomach... because they see 

how BZ4X will naturally attract new sales without upsetting the balance.  It's what GM 

should have done with Voltec all along.  Now, GM is stuck with a floundering Bolt. 

 

At least with Ford, there may be some hope.  The potential is F-150 Lightening could co-

exist with the traditional F-150 for awhile.  Part of that is the support of their dealers is so 

messed up (as Mach-E has shown us), it could buy them some time to work out a process 

for reaching their core audience.  Of course, resale values of F-150 could plummet and 

none of it would make any difference with the rest of Ford's product-line. 

 

Then there's VW.  Their new product-line is off to a mixed start.  Early-Adopters like what 

they see so far, but appealing to the wider audience is a very real problem... exactly like 

what Tesla is struggling to overcome.  Competing with other vehicles in your own 

dealership is an incredible challenge. 

 

That's why articles like this suggesting a boycott make no sense.  How would that help the 

overall process of shifting the entire population over to plugging in?  A loyal Toyota, GM, 

Ford, VW, etc. customer will simply by a traditional model instead. 

 

Demanding more plug-in vehicle availability is the appropriate action.  I live in 

Minnesota.  Just 6 days ago, we officially became the 15th state to adopt California ZEV 

rules.  We are also the very first state in the Midwest with that status.  What is means is 

that automakers will be obligated to carry more plug-in inventory.  Give consumers a 

choice, provide the opportunity to vote with their wallet. 
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In other words, the suggestion of "Hurt them in the wallet." is like preaching to the 

choir.  That message is meaningless, since it won't ever reach those who shop the 

showroom floor.  See how it comes around to understanding who the competition actually 

is?  Know your audience. 

Tesla cannot compete with Tesla. 

8-01-2021 Rewritting History.  It sometimes happens in real-time, as the event is playing out.  We 

see that a lot.  It's referred to as a narrative.  Those who want to mislead will feed you only 

the information they want you to know.  Omitting important facts will distort your 

perspective of what's happening.  Most people never notice an effort to mislead, since they 

have no idea what's missing.  History can be manipulated that way too.  I have seen it far 

too many times.  Someone will power will erase what they don't want you to 

know.  Remember how the enthusiasts on that daily blog for Volt would simply downvote 

to hide particular posts?  It was a blatant effort to undermine.  Some can actually delete.  I 

saw that play out awhile back with RAV4 Prime.  Rather than accept feedback as it comes 

and learn from it, he deleted what he didn't like.  It's how you lose credibility.  Those 

wanting to learn will seek out opinions of those who don't share the same view, then share 

their own observations.  You don't remove.  That happens though.  It did with results 

posted for the first half of 2021 sales.  I clicked on the link in today's industry summary 

article for "electrified" sales and discovered my post was attached to a "deleted comment" 

post.  Since I have this blog, I could just look up what had been deleted.  It was: 

"Hahahahaha.  587% of nothing is still nothing.  Total Toyota BEVs sold: ZERO.  3.7% 

BEVs of 56M vehicles annually = 2,072,000 down.  53,928,000 to go."  I had called out 

the person for posting such blatantly false information.  That attitude never ceases to 

amaze me.  Some people don't care.  They will lie to mislead, whatever it takes to get their 

"win" from a situation.  That's the extreme denial we see again and again.  They can't deal 

with the truth, so they create their own reality to cope.  Ugh. 
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8-01-2021 Cold, Hard Reality.  This is how someone's long-winded rant was concluded: "Look out 

Toyota, your time is up..."  It was in a post singing praise for Tesla.  I was annoyed, 

especially upon reading this: "...expert engineers and commentators are now saying: 

"financial genius", "Tesla are years ahead of the competition", "the only thing holding 

back sales is supply."  So again, I hammered down the message of what Toyota 

acknowledges and what the rest choose to ignore: 

 

It's what they are not saying that tells us the bigger story.  The part of the market Tesla has 

captured is not representative of the rest, nor will the same approach work for attracting 

it.  In other words, simply building more S3XY won't achieve much growth. 

 

Spin what you want about legacy automakers, it won't change the reality Tesla now 

faces... a new automaker aged to the point where it shares many of the same challenges as 

the older ones... who understand what it takes to sustain business in a fiercely competitive 

environment. 

 

Put another way, the selling-points for Tesla's initial offerings appealed to early-adopters 

(want).  They are not what mainstream consumers consider priorities (need).  That means 

different strategy is required, as well as new vehicle choices... something which Tesla has 

very little experience with and legacy automakers are experts. 

 

It's a cold, hard reality the comments in this topic clearly confirm enthusiasts are not 

willing to accept.  You can't just boycott something you don't like.  Toyota sells 10 million 

vehicles per year.  They know their audience.  You have a better idea how to appeal to that 

vast diversity of customers, you present it.  Running away from the problem is not 

constructive. 

 

Having said that, what do you think Tesla should do to appeal to those seeking affordable 

choices?  Consider what the big automakers here sell that's under $30,000: 

 

Ford = Maverick $19,995. EcoSport $20,395. Ranger $25,070. Escape $25,555. Mustang 

$27,205. Bronco Sport $27,215. Bronco $28,500. F-150 $29,290. 

 

Chevy = Trailblazer $19,000. Trax $21,400. Malibu $22,270. Equinox $23,800. Colorado 

$25,200. Blazer $28,800. Silverado $29,300. Traverse $29,800. 

Toyota = Corolla $20,075. C-HR $21,595. Corolla Hybrid $23,650. Prius $24,525. Camry 

$25,045. RAV4 $26,250. Tacoma $26,400. Camry Hybrid $27,270. Prius Prime $28,220. 

RAV4 Hybrid $28,800. 
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8-01-2021 Tragic Sales.  This was wonderful to read: "The eye-popper for me was Toyota's tragic 

13th place on plug-in sales..."  The reason why was the way it concluded: "...save them 

from financial ruin?"  That never ending effort to raise FUD is quite amusing.  They have 

to continuously feed their narrative.  Allowing an alternate prospect of the industry is 

unacceptable.  I'm always delighted to provide exactly that:  That only works if you buy 

into the narrative that approach to change is only possible top-down.  Reality is, Toyota 

has been pursuing bottom-up instead.  From an enthusiast perspective, that's slow & 

boring.  From those with strong business backgrounds, that's the stock to purchase for 

solid long-term investment.  Look at how Toyota successfully rolled out TNGA across the 

fleet.  Most people never noticed the transition.  So naturally, they won't recognize 

potential for e-TNGA.  Focus on being common and avoiding trends is the last thing early-

adopters are willing to endorse.  There's nothing exciting about that.  That's why blogs 

preach to the choir rather than the congregation.  Know your audience.  As for financial 

ruin, it will be more and more difficult to deny the foundational technology Toyota is 

proving out with their current PHEV and BEV offerings.  They are building up real-world 

experience for their upcoming "bZ" brand of vehicles, almost completely 

unnoticed.  That's how a reputation for reliability is built.  You study extensively before 

stepping into the spotlight. 

8-01-2021 Receiving Attention.  That's the gauge most enthusiasts use to measure success.  (The 

other is sales within a cherry-picked segment.)  If you aren't getting it, you have failed... as 

this comment states: "They pushed so hard the hybrid cars for years, but for my personal 

experience they failed spectacularly, and never received the attention they deserved."  It's 

like declaring "peak oil" as having been reached.  They want some undeniable sign of 

some apex having been reached with an expectation of continued decline to follow.  Any 

other measure doesn't count.  The loss of stability with a long series of ups & downs 

doesn't count.  It must be noticeable.  So things like profit reduction, fewer new 

investments, and bankruptcies don't count.  Neither do expenses to maintain.  It's all about 

show for enthusiasts.  They feed on attention.  That's why their sense of good business 

stinks.  I put it this way in my reply:  That's the point!  The nature of ordinary consumers 

is to resist change.  For a technology to become ubiquitous, it must go basically 

unnoticed.  Toyota's effort to overcome resistance has been so successful, it is viewed 

upon as the next natural step forward.  Evidence of that is sales of Sienna & Venza.  Both 

are only available as hybrids now.  Further evidence is how popular RAV4 hybrid has 

been.  That success has been so significant, it made the decision to add a choice of plug-in 

hybrid an easy step.  Toyota is moving their fleet forward.  It is so subtle, it gets no 

attention.  Their dealers have hybrid choices that are profitable and easy to sell, which is 

how you get them to carry more and more choices with a plug.  Notice how the other 

legacy automakers really don't have any type of transition plan?  Most here don't; instead, 

attention is wasted on frontrunners.  They miss the point.  Fate of the rest of the fleet is 

neglected. 
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8-01-2021 Playing Catch-Up.  The narrative being spread all over place is that Toyota is desperately 

behind, having to scramble now for survival.  This sub-title of an article featuring Nissan's 

new offering for 2022 stated: "Honda and Toyota will have to play catch-up to Nissan 

Ariya."  It caught my eye.  I was curious how they would explain such a supposed 

lead.  Turns out, they did it with omission.  That section with the explanation was titled: 

"That was ultimately squandered..."  It mentioned the history of Prius and its expansion to 

other Prius models.  No where was there any mention of the rest of the hybrid fleet here... 

Camry, Corolla, Avalon, Highlander, Sienna, Venza, RAV4 were all missing.  The writer 

painted a picture of Toyota never spreading the technology to any other vehicle.  No 

mention whatsoever of RAV4 Prime, yet pointing out the upcoming bZ4X concept, was a 

far more than just an oversight.  You can't just exclude the latest offering, but still make 

reference to a successor.  It's quite incomplete and extremely misleading.  That was 

without even mentioning how Nissan would have such a lead.  It wasn't nothing but a 

deceptive article coming from what supposedly is an automotive source for true 

journalism.  I wonder how what was basically a propaganda piece ended up getting 

approved for publish.  Stuff like that can be harmful to reputation. 

8-02-2021 Setting The Stage.  I asked what the transition plan was, this is what I got in return: "It's 

taken all the time since 1996 to get Toyota's total sales to 20% hybrid.  VW is aiming for 

50% BEV in nine years.  So who's educating the consumer better?"  I found that ironic, 

since VW doesn't seem to be doing anything with regard to education.  They are just 

rolling out and hoping for the best.  It's another audience problem.  They really don't 

understand the market.  That is likely why sales are far below expectation in China so 

far.  That slow start could have been avoided by setting the stage ahead of time... what 

Toyota has been doing.  You don't get any credit for that.  In fact, you get mocked for 

supposedly wasting resources, since there is nothing to show for the effort.  But when 

rollout finally begins, the preparation pays off.  That should be obvious.  With enthusiasts, 

it clearly is not.  This is how I responded:  Evading the question by asking a different one 

instead is a rather telling move.  Let's try again this way... Making a consequence-free 

pledge is just another "over promise, under deliver" situation.  What is VW's transition 

plan?  How will it be achieved?  Toyota has a plan encompassing the entire fleet.  They 

are phasing out traditional vehicles, replacing them with hybrids, then adding plug-in 

hybrids to the mix.  They carry the interest of both dealer & consumer along the way.  It 

sets the stage for BEV rollouts.  Preparation for that took a very long time.  They started 

with a custom design called THS.  That became a more sharable design called HSD.  The 

platform onto which all vehicles carrying the system was then developed called TNGA.  It 

is flexible & profitable, exactly what you need to easily take the next step... which will be 

called e-TNGA.  That is Toyota's plan.  It offers rapid deployment for existing vehicles 

and provides a path for new vehicles.  VW's plan seems to be similar to GM's plan, 

introduce entirely new vehicles and just hope for the best.  Meanwhile, their traditional 

choices will supposedly just die on the vine.  That doesn't say much for how they will 

encourage dealer support and entice customer purchases. 
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8-02-2021 Green Naive.  There are a lot of new voices, many of which have no background to 

makes assertions.  Yet, they are abundant: "With so many automakers pledging to sell 

electric vehicles only within 10 to 15 years..."  Promises based on nothing with no context 

or even any detail are scary.  It's manipulation on such a grand scale, there's little 

reasoning available.  The dark ages have returned.  Ugh.  At least we can try to dealt with 

the absence of critical thinking:  Pledges don't really mean anything.  There's no actual 

obligation or consequence.  In fact, the complete absence of accountability measures 

(quantities, timelines, types, costs, etc.) should raise concern about commitment.  We have 

been burned in the past.  Those setting expectations vanish prior to the deadline and 

previous statements are dismissed as misunderstood or taken out of context.  Don't allow 

vague or ambiguous statements to serve as a promise.  It's far too easy for them to game 

results.  In other words, there's a sucker born every minute.  Green naive is an exploit to be 

aware of. 

8-03-2021 Deep Denial.  It's starting to get really bad: "So Toyota plans, for every ZEV vehicle they 

sell (and notice the lack of commitment to BEV) they will sell more than 4.5 vehicles with 

an ICE.  That is crap."  Like how there's no accountability for anyone else, just 

Toyota?  He went on with: "F%ck Toyota.  They are planning to pollute as much as 

possible, for as long as possible, and they are brazenly bragging about it."  It's as if all the 

automakers are eligible for sainthood, but somehow Toyota is pushing the opposite 

extreme.  It is that late-to-the-party attitude with no concern whatsoever about what 

happens when the party is over.  They don't last forever.  In fact, they are only a brief 

moment in time.  The denial about what must follow introduction is unbelievable.  How 

do they think the rest of rollout will proceed?  It gets harder, not easier.  Convincing 

enthusiasts is trivial in comparison to what the masses expect from a plug-in.  It's either 

being naive or denying there are any challenges yet to come.  Ugh.  Here's how I'm 

addressing that nonsense:  Toyota is honest & upfront about their observations of how the 

market will respond.  But rather than push the other legacy automakers for their own 

stance, you try to distract from the obvious double-standard by declaring a 

scapegoat.  Reality is... GM... Ford... VW... will all continue to sell lots of vehicles with 

ICE... but will lack the ultra clean & efficient design of Toyota's system, one that's easily 

adaptable to support a plug.  Think about how little time there is to prepare for 2030 

volumes.  The product must be rolled out years in advance to grow to the scale 

stated.  Toyota is in an excellent position to actually deliver.  What about the others?  How 

will a supposed boom in 2025 really play out?  Consider how many different models must 

be offered to reach 5 million BEV from a single automaker.  Ignoring what the others are 

doing by attempting to focus the spotlight elsewhere is a red flag.  Whether it is accepted 

or not, the inconvenient truth is those others will be slow too. 
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8-04-2021 Controversy.  When the attacks become non-stop on several fronts, you know pressure is 

building.  Makes you wonder what will happen.  All the supposed pledges are painting a 

picture of a better future, but there's no substance.  It's like when everyone sings together 

spontaneously.  You feel better, but it doesn't actually accomplish anything.  Enthusiasts 

don't care.  They simply see unity from having a common enemy... even if there is no 

justification.  They desperately want something to focus on.  Toyota has been made the 

target.  I pointed out:  Everyone likes a controversy, especially when it distracts from their 

own challenges.  Reality is, we're seeing pledges from legacy automakers, but they are 

without any actual obligation.  People overlook that lack of commitment and 

accountability detail.  There is no consequence for falling short or even milestones for 

measuring progress along the way... a problem we have seen again and again. Meanwhile, 

we see technology being refined.  From Toyota, the successful EV drive implementation 

in Prius Prime resulted in both RAV4 Prime and UX300e.  By year-end, we'll find out 

details of the upcoming bZ4X.  So, it's not like what was delivered isn't continuously 

being improved upon.  Looking at business approach is the biggest hurdle still being 

brushed off as unimportant.  Just building more of the same vehicle few vehicles is not 

how to grow the market; yet, that's been the mantra.  Product diversification is absolutely 

vital to reaching a wider audience... something Toyota excels at.  They figured out how to 

spread hybrid tech across the fleet, getting dealer buy in along the way.  That same 

experience will be priceless for BEV acceptance.  Notice how big of a problem that 

already is for other legacy automakers? 

8-04-2021 Against.  Painting a picture that Toyota has the most to lose, so it will fight the hardest to 

prevent change, isn't going well.  Antagonists are struggling to portray being against EV 

when there is evidence to the contrary.  We see potential in difficult markets being 

addressed.  It reminds me of how Volt enthusiasts did everything in their power to prevent 

discussion about anything other than Prius.  When I brought of Camry hybrid, they would 

pretend it didn't exist.  When I mentioned RAV4 would become a hybrid and had the 

potential later support a plug, then got angry and lashed out.  It got intense.  I knew who 

was really against change.  They had their own particular audience and didn't care about 

anyone else.  It doesn't work that way for worldwide sales.  You must support that wide 

variety of markets, recognizing their specific needs.  We didn't see that in the past and we 

still are not now.  One solution for all won't work.  We will have a variety of 

solutions.  Think about how much flexibility there is for configuration of motor & 

battery.  They don't.  They tell stories instead.  I point out reality:  That "against" narrative 

only works if people disregard Toyota's entire audience.  Painting a picture as if the 

market here and in Europe is like the rest of their selling locations is a blatant effort to 

mislead.  10 million vehicles per year means production for a wide variety of regions 

around the world.  I was in Tanzania in June.  That country in Africa has a lot of Toyota 

vehicles, in fact, that is the dominant brand for ordinary consumers who own a 4-wheel 

vehicle.  Seeing the next-gen Aqua (Prius C) there makes a lot of sense.  Being able to find 

a place to recharge where electricity access is very limited is very big barrier to BEV and 

will continue to be for an extremely long time.  In other words, to cherry-pick like that is 

to portray all regions of sales as the same.  They most definitely are not.  Evading the 

obvious part of that next-gen rollout either.  Toyota was able to deliver a high-efficiency, 

low-emission hybrid for just $17,996.  That price is so low, they can't turn a blind-eye to 

the effort to deliver affordable solutions. 
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8-04-2021 Wow!  When you thought it couldn't get any worse, they rewrite history by pushing 

absolutes: "Toyota was the disruptor, but has never faced disruption before."  I was 

astonished by such a blatant attempt to mislead.  In fact, I had to step away for awhile to 

think about how to best response to such nonsense.  Here's what I ended up posting:. . . 

 

Wow!  That is so absurdly false, it's difficult to take such a claim seriously. 

 

TWO-MODE was what emerged after years of being flanked by Toyota, it would become 

a technology to "out Prius the Prius".  GM launched a disruption assault and maintained 

their propaganda for years.  Trouble was, what had been delivered couldn't actually 

compete.  Toyota's hybrid system not only triumphed, it was being spread across the fleet. 

 

VOLTEC emerged from the ashes, an idea formulated as hope for Two-Mode faded.  That 

next-gen tech was intended to disrupt the entire industry.  It did too, becoming a source of 

confusion & disappointment, rather than the "game changer" it had been hyped to 

be.  Toyota triumphed over that too, delivering what GM supporters had always hoped 

for... a plug-in hybrid SUV. 

 

DIESEL was the long-time challenger of gas hybrids, but didn't become a true disruptor 

until success of Toyota's hybrid system dominated the "green" market for non-plug 

vehicles.  Wild claims of clean & efficient diesel operation frustrated & bewildered hybrid 

supporters.  Eventually, the truth was uncovered, exposing desperate deception.  That 

disruption abruptly ended. 

 

Now we see efforts to mislead & downplay EV tech that Toyota has already delivered and 

continues to expand upon.  Their first dedicated BEV platform is less than 4 months away 

from full reveal of the production model.  It will take advantage of many years of real-

world experience already achieved, as well as vital knowledge about how to reach 

disinterested dealers & consumers. 

In short, not only has Toyota faced disruption before, they are well prepared for this next 

round of it. 
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8-05-2021 Early In The Game.  An attitude of game over, when things are only just beginning, is a 

sign of trouble.  Either they are scrambling to save face or they are completely oblivious to 

the true goal.  That declaration of victory so soon is nothing new.  I've seen it many times 

in the past.  Impatience and lack of perspective are the common causes.  You can point out 

things to help, but it rarely doesn't.  That necessary information is just dismissed.  They 

don't want to hear it.  I post anyway: 

 

Using sedans as a platform to gain real-world experience and to build reliability reputation 

for hydrogen fuel-cell operation is quite sensible.  It is far easier to scale up than it is to 

scale down.  And of course, you can have far more if smaller is what's initially deployed to 

gain a much more diverse sampling of operational conditions.  There is no denying that 

technology will replace diesel-engines for commercial transport.  Point being, it is an 

investment to reduce emissions & consumption.  Yet, people claim it is a waste for 

Toyota. Just because we won't see much personal transport using fuel-cells does not mean 

there won't a need for commercial use. 

 

In other words, the use of "hydrogen" is really a distraction from the progress Toyota has 

made with penetration of new technology across their vehicle fleet, successfully getting 

both dealer & consumer to choose something other than traditional gas-engine 

vehicles.  So what if a few purchased FCEV instead of BEV?  We see Toyota preparing to 

deliver a variety of PHEV and BEV choices. 

 

Notice how most here work really hard to downplay & mislead about the experience 

Toyota already has with plug-in offerings?  RAV4 Prime leveraged prior knowledge 

gained from both Prius Prime and Mirai rollouts, both of which never had any technical 

issues with EV driving.  They simply worked.  That what Toyota has already achieved 

prior to bZ4X rollout, the first of many "bZ" brand vehicles.  7 models are expected by 

2025. 

Toyota is targeting 7 models of BEV for 2025 under the new brand.  There is actually a 

total of 15 planned; those additional 8 will be other varieties of BEV model.  The point is, 

everyone is carefully avoiding mention of that... because it doesn't fit their narrative of 

Toyota being anti-EV.  Omitting such vital information tells us much about the intent.  My 

hunch is they fear Toyota has been quietly preparing far more than they have 

revealed.  Why show your cards so early in the game? 
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8-05-2021 Ambitious?  We were told the executive order sets "an ambitious new target to make half 

of all new vehicles sold in 2030 zero-emissions vehicles, including battery electric, plug-in 

hybrid electric, or fuel cell electric vehicles."  I wondered when the narratives would get 

muddled.  Now, they'll have to struggle to come up with new attacks.  I was amused by the 

absence of attention toward Toyota.  We went from the seemingly endless nonsense to 

nothing, quite abruptly.  They will obviously spin something.  That's what antagonists 

do.  But the choice of "ambitious" really puts them in an awkward position.  How do you 

counter vague with even more vague?  Lacking any clear goal was the big problem in the 

past.  Not having any type of plan this time around complicates an already complex 

matter.  Think about how many different models it will take to account for 50% of 

sales.  It won't be easy.  Concern should be raised... since only 3 automakers were present 

when the order itself was made.  They had unionized workers as a common trait.  None of 

their foreign built vehicles were present, only those specifically from America production 

locations.  Something wasn't right.  How could this be "ambitious" with such glaring 

omissions?  I didn't care.  That immediate change of posting activity is what I focused 

on:  Notice how all those pushing the narrative of Toyota being behind have suddenly 

gone silent?  It's not like they couldn't see Toyota's intentions weeks ago, since this was on 

their website for all to see: "By 2030 our goal is to annually sell more than 5.5 million 

electrified vehicles around the world, including more than 1 million zero-emission 

vehicles (battery electric and fuel cell electric vehicles)." Knowing 7 models of the new 

"bZ" brand are on the way, all BEV on dedicated platforms, it was already difficult to spin 

intent.  Yet, some tried anyway.  It's the knowledge of Toyota having rolled out hybrid 

systems to almost ever passenger vehicle that really sends the message.  Making that 

hybrid into a plug-in hybrid is a relatively simple process, as RAV4 Prime has clearly 

demonstrated.  All along, Toyota has been setting the stage.  A mix of PHEV and BEV 

making up 50% of sales by 2030 is quite realistic for them... so much so, the narrative falls 

apart.  Remember, true leadership is an ability to get the masses to change. 
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8-06-2021 Calculated Risk.  Upsetting enthusiasts is nothing new for Toyota.  That "party" they are 

supposedly late for isn't something they want to attend anyway.  They don't play the short-

term game.  When does rushing help long-term outcome?  It has been tragic for GM four 

times now.  We have witnessed Two-Mode, Volt gen-1, Volt gen-2, and now Bolt all 

suffer from emphasis of traits appealing to early-adopters.  Look at Ford, who is doing the 

opposite.  It has taken forever to rollout anything worthwhile.  Mach-E is clearly a niche, 

but the quick follow-up targeted at their core customer... F-150 shoppers... is quite 

sensible.  Of course, for Ford is it easy to stay out of the spotlight.  That automaker is 

rarely a target, since it is rarely considered any type of competitive threat.  Toyota on the 

other hand, has strong green credentials.  So, they get attacked routinely.  Today, it was an 

attempt to distort history and downplay reputation: "F u Toyota, you joined the tRUMP 

coalition, and that is why I am staying away from your crappy cars."  I responded to that, 

rather curious if there would be any type of critical thought from someone else on that 

topic:  What actually happened was Toyota avoided a massive effort by not participating 

in new regulation.  It's a huge waste of resources to get into those legal fights.  Litigation 

like that is a nightmare.  So, choosing not to participate... betting that the administration 

would be changing shortly anyway... made sense and has since proven a wise 

choice.  Living in Minnesota, I got to witness that legal fighting firsthand.  We became a 

ZEV rules state (following California vehicle policy) just last week.  It took years of lots 

of hard work by groups of extremely devoted people.  There was a massive pushback and 

a bunch of legal maneuvers with the hope of preventing acceptance.  In the end, we 

won.  But the rules themselves don't even take affect until the 2025 model year, which 

means January 2024 at the earliest.  In other words, claim whatever you want.  Looking at 

the big picture, that won't actually change anything.  There are far more pieces at play than 

the simplistic game any type of boycott appears to address. 
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8-07-2021 Wrong Turn.  Our image here in the United States is stained.  We allowed ourselves to 

slip behind, but the reasoning is all wrong.  Enthusiasts are attempting to spin the situation 

as recent... supposedly, we just got caught unprepared for how quickly plug-in vehicles 

could be adopted.  That really isn't the story though.  I started back in the mid-90's when 

that SUV loophole was exploited to classify those high-profit vehicles as "utility" to make 

them exempt from efficiency standards.  That turn led us further and further down the 

wrong road.  So, it is no surprise the damage-control efforts to save face are all over the 

place.  The biggest oversight is looking at the vehicles themselves.  When comparing to 

China, there are only percentages.  Nothing about the vehicle design is actually 

mentioned.  That complete absence of detail should raise concern.  It doesn't though, since 

people only want to hear talking-points.  Ugh.  I did some research, then sounded off 

today with this: 

 

"Know your audience" is a mantra which should be obvious; yet, continues to be a major 

overlook when it comes to sales growth.  Why do so many fail to recognize its 

importance? 

 

Doing a search of BEV models currently available in China, I found 343.  Think about that 

count.  That is a massive number of choices.  Such a profound difference alone sends a 

message of support worlds apart from what we are witnessing here in the United 

States.  That's not the biggest influence either.  It's price... a topic where the devil is in the 

detail. 

 

52 = $40,000 to $125,085 

22 = $35,000 to $39,999 

35 = $30,000 to $34,999 

56 = $25,000 to $29,999 

76 = $20,000 to $24,999 

42 = $15,000 to $19,999 

38 = $10,000 to $14,999 

22 = $4,470 to $9,999 

 

Notice the problem?  For most people, they have absolutely no clue how much lower the 

vehicle prices actually are there... or why. 

 

Think about how those low prices are achieved.  The vehicle is small.  The battery is 

small.  The motor is small.  We push the belief that more is better.  In our land of large 

BEV able to accelerate at an incredible rate and tow a massive payload, we have 

absolutely no interest in small BEV like that.  Yet, we present comparison counts as if we 

do. 

 

That long-running deception of product & audience is a huge barrier that no one here 

wants to address.  It's how we got ourselves into this mess.  The "wrong turn" happened so 

long ago, the boiling water killed the frog and no one noticed... or cared. 
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8-07-2021 Tesla Not Invited.  It was quite odd for the Biden administration to setup an event to 

promote EV growth but not invite Tesla.  There's a lot to that situation.  Why were the 

others either.  Only the "Big 3" were in attendance.  Despite Toyota having a massive 

production presence in the United States and VW planning to build a BEV production 

location here in the not-too-distant future, they were no where to be found.  Nonetheless 

discussion focused entirely on Tesla.  This is what I spotted for opportunity to join in with 

comment: "As for the $7.5K federal incentives Tesla's expired for a reason and the Model 

2 should have been out years ago and R&D recovered and offset."  That is a provoking 

aspect of growth to discuss.  There are many opinions.  Context is vital.  I provided 

some:  Tesla used those subsidies exactly as they were intended.  Model 3 was perfectly 

timed to take advantage of tax-credit phaseout, when the limit switched from quantity to 

time.  Production was ramped up production to boost sales during that period and it went 

exceptionally well.  Then progress stopped.  Rather than continuing the push to reach 

ordinary consumers, Tesla veered off track by obsessing with size & power.  Since when 

is CyberTruck for ordinary consumers who just need transport for work & home?  It's 

gross overkill and blatant disregard for what is actually needed... Model 2.  Delivering an 

affordable choice, something stripped of what Tesla is known from... speed, power, range, 

and autopilot... basically cripples their business model to such an extreme, there's nothing 

left to standout.  Tesla would go from niche to just another successful automaker 

struggling to adapt.  This is why we have seen an increase of attention toward Toyota, 

successful automaker who has found a means of reaching ordinary consumers.  With 

RAV4, their top-selling non-trunk offering, sales has shifted to 23.7% hybrid and 3.3% 

plug-on hybrid. That progress is encouraging change at dealerships, establishing a 

expectation of more to come... exactly what's needed for BEV sales.  Think about 

growth.  Households with multiple vehicles, one of which is already a PHEV, will 

seriously consider a BEV for their next purchase.  It works in reverse too.  We have seen 

quite a number of Tesla owners purchase a RAV4 Prime.  Think about what will happen 

when Corolla Cross hybrid offers a plug.  That smaller PHEV would deliver EV driving to 

cover routine commutes, but offer a gas-engine for the rare trip beyond charging-station 

range.  That brings us back to Tesla.  How will it compete for sales? 
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8-08-2021 On The Prius Forum.  Perspective is different there.  So are the participants.  We have a 

mix of very thoughtful individuals and a few antagonists.  It is interesting to get feedback 

from that bunch.  So, I wait for a topic to be addressed fairly well, then I jump into the 

discussion.  This is what I found to respond to there: "BEVs are not intrinsically clean, 

especially the SUVs that use twice the energy that a Prius Prime or Model 3 use.  They are 

only clean in comparison to the dirtier cars..."  And this is what I ended up posting: 

 

Countless times in the past, I have been attacked online for bringing up "electricity 

guzzler" in discussions promoting BEV.  They simply wanted no mention whatsoever 

about actual efficiency.  The quantity of electricity was irrelevant as far as they were 

concerned.  It is still is for some too.  Consuming more electricity means you will use the 

charging-station longer, causing other to have to wait longer.  Electricity isn't a limitless 

energy source either.  Ugh. 

 

Anywho, I did some research.  Since the theme recently has been the United States falling 

woefully behind China, I wanted actual detail.  Simply stating percentage of marketshare 

doesn't tell us the actual story.  I knew BEV choices in China were quite different.  In fact, 

I had the opportunity to drive a BYD model here on a closed track a number of years 

ago.  That was interesting.  It was small, powerless, had rough acceleration & braking... 

traits that would have a direct reflection of price.  So, that's what I researched. Here's what 

I found: 

 

52 = $40,000 to $125,085 

22 = $35,000 to $39,999 

35 = $30,000 to $34,999 

56 = $25,000 to $29,999 

76 = $20,000 to $24,999 

42 = $15,000 to $19,999 

38 = $10,000 to $14,999 

22 = $4,470 to $9,999 

 

That is the breakdown of the 343 models of BEV available.  Notice how low the prices go 

and how many are in categories well below anything we would find acceptable here in the 

United States? 

In other words, asking if there will be a change for Toyota is rather absurd.  They already 

recognize the problem.  We need to change.  There is a happy middle somewhere in 

there.  Simply building lots of monster-sized BEV that guzzle electricity doesn't actually 

solve the problem. 
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8-08-2021 Chicken/Egg.  When you ask for a timeline, but instead get the same old cherry-

picking...  Ugh.  I requested an explanation of how the bottom would suddenly drop out, 

support for the claim that traditional vehicle sales will plummet and plug-in hybrids will 

cease to exist.  There are a number of enthusiasts pushing that extreme.  They truly believe 

that by 2030, the entire automotive industry would have almost entirely shifted over 

exclusively to BEV.  That's absurd.  We'll be able to end dependency on fossil fuels, but 

there's still much work to be done for that to happen.  The evidence is overwhelming that 

it will take longer than hoped.  Enthusiasts don't like anything that upset their narrative 

though.  A sensible look at the challenges we face are considered disbelief.  Ugh, 

again.  That refusal to look at the bigger picture is an eternal problem, much like the 

chicken/egg conundrum.  In other words, we have multiple things that must first happen 

before thinking about a chicken sandwich.  Ha!  Anywho, this is how I hoped to draw 

attention to some of that in what has now become a topic of discussion which lost track of 

goals:  No, all you addressed was the vehicle itself.  You haven't provided anything with 

regard to infrastructure, which means there's nothing to support that stated timeline.  For 

example, what is the recharging plan for those living in an apartment or condo?  Think 

about how many parking spots that must have electricity supplied... in just 8 years.  How 

will such a chore be achieved?  That is a massive expense for purchase & install 

alone.  There's also on-going cost of liability insurance and snow/ice removal.  As for the 

Osborne Effect, how long did it take Blu-Ray to replace DVD?  Replacing the obsolete 

product required an infrastructure upgrade.  You can't just focus on the vehicle 

itself.  Until people start seeing the ability to recharge where they routinely park, there 

won't be encouragement to purchase a BEV.  In short, not taking the chicken/egg situation 

seriously that's slowing acceptance.  Notice how we still struggle with port, speed, and 

pricing for charging-station use? 

8-08-2021 Build Back Better.  It's pretty bad when you have remind regular posters of that motto 

from our president.  Biden's approach is not to build giant electricity guzzlers.  That just 

shifts the problem of waste over to a different platform.  It means not only cleaner, but 

more efficient too.  Electricity is not an unlimited resource.  We have storage & 

distribution constraints to address still.  I tell them that again and again; yet, that mindset 

from a decade ago persists.  It's the obsession with purity... anything to get rid of gas-

engines.  It can only have an electric-motor, period.  That blindness to opportunity is what 

has hampered progress.  Sure, here that purity could be achieved with devotion to the 

cause... but that's not the slightest bit realistic here.  We still have to address oil & coal 

dependency.  In countries without resources, what will they do?  Plug-In hybrids seem the 

ideal solution; promoting electricity use as much as possible by favoring its distribution 

rather than gas.  That would encourage infrastructure build up.  It seems so 

obvious.  Some still don't get it. 
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8-08-2021 Cherry Picking.  It's quite bizarre seeing such a level of stupidity.  I still haven't figured 

out if that is a trait of the poster or if they hope it is of you.  We keep getting this though in 

the arguments about timing: "How will the incremental improvements in efficiency from a 

hybrid..."  I keep asking for detail.  What is the plan?  There's a graph that was provided 

by a purist who's attacked me a number of times.  He believes there will be a dramatic 

shift to BEV in 3 years and that we should be able to hit 100% sales here in the United 

States by the end of the decade.  Trouble is, none of the replies make any mention of 

PHEV.  Many are pretending they don't exist.  It is a narrative which presents the situation 

in a polarizing manner, nothing in between.  Either you are for BEV or you are in favor 

something powered entirely by gas.  There's nothing in between.  A clue to this being an 

upcoming problem was the "self-charging" upheaval.  There was a refusal to acknowledge 

an effort to separate hybrids from plug-in hybrids.  In their minds, they are all the 

same.  In fact, we keep getting claims of PHEV never being plugged in.  That complete 

absence of detail from that is exactly why I'm asking for it now.  There's no actual 

plan.  No schedule.  No consequences.  They don't care.  They just want to feel like 

progress is being made.  To look at the numbers, you find incremental makes a huge 

impact very quickly with lasting results.  They don't care.  Just cherry-picking is 

easier.  Ugh.  I simply posted this in response to that nonsense:  It is only incremental if 

you cherry-pick, in other words, feed a narrative.  Reality is, Toyota is upgrading the 

entire fleet with a staggered approach.  The vehicles further along have already been 

through their hybrid phase and now we are seeing both BEV and PHEV models. 

8-08-2021 Story Change.  After pushing and pushing and pushing, he changed his story: "The 

timeline here is notional.  It can be slowed down or speeded up, but it is going to 

happen."  Up until that post, I was attacked relentlessly for questioning how 2025 and 

2030 were written in stone already.  Show me the data fell on deaf ears.  If I was 

questioning their conclusion, I was against electrification.  No matter how many times I 

would agree about progress and asked for clarification on timing, they wouldn't hear 

it.  When should not be challenged.  In other words, I confirmed who was the stupid 

one.  You can't just schedule business change based on hope.  A solid basis for the 

investment is required.  Resources are finite and you want best use of them, allocated to 

the correct area when it can be most beneficial.  I'm well aware most don't have an 

extensive background like myself (my Bachelor's degree included a minor in business and 

I have been very active with the automotive green movement for over 2 decades), but that 

should be this much of a problem.  They tend to believe simply building more vehicles 

will solve the problem.  Market differences and customer diversity within each is 

something they are completely oblivious to.  So, I have to just keep pushing with my 

background to flush out an understanding.  In this case, he finally got it.  That abrupt story 

change was confirmation.  Phew! 
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8-09-2021 Still Cherry-Picking.  Limited context continues to be a problem.  Enthusiasts simply 

select data favorable to their argument, ignoring the rest.  For example: "The way it 

actually works is that with reduced demand, costs go up, because the fixed cost part of the 

equation becomes larger.  So the price of ICE vehicles (new) will go UP, along with the 

price of FUEL."  I pointed out the following, a broader view of the true problem:  That 

would be in a closed system.  The world is not.  There will be lots of over-supply and 

over-capacity.  That will keep prices down in multiple ways, changing demand and the 

pressure to accept lower profit margins.  Of course, the situation isn't really as certain 

individuals present.  That narrative of there only being ICEV and BEV became a real 

problem with the reality of the IPCC report.  Think about how vital it is to get as many 

plug-in vehicles to as many people as possible.  They will have to compromise their purity 

push for the best use of both resources & infrastructure.  In other words, producing one 75 

kWh capacity BEV doesn't make sense when those same cells can be used to make four 

PHEV like RAV4 Prime.  When you look at the bigger picture... 

 

4 PHEV = daily driving that's routinely 100% electric 

1 BEV + 3 ICEV = 75% gas and only 25% electric 

In other words, this was an exercise to get recognition of what it will really take to fulfill 

the stated timeline. 

8-09-2021 Circular Arguments.  Some type of damage control always follow a story change.  To 

argue so much about specific dates, then suddenly say the timeline is notional, is an 

obvious attempt to repair image.  What he did in this case was try to turn the argument 

back on my, to state it in a manner to make it look like I was back at the start.  That is the 

"reset" approach.  They want to put the focus on you, so no one notices they were the 

actual troublemaker... the one unwilling to simply explain the claim they had 

posted.  Putting the blame on you for the posting mess is a common confusion 

tactic.  Some casual reader not paying attention could easily have a difficult time 

following the flow.  There's a lot of deception at play, especially when the outright lies get 

called out with supportive data.  Circling back around to the point in which the argument 

appeared in their favor is a safe place to end.  That's the damage control, ineffective or not, 

to watch for.  I kept my reply to that nonsense brief:  I request detail to explain how the 

timeline on the graphic will be achieved and you refer me back to the vague 

graphic.  Absence of substance like that is exactly why the timeline is questioned. 
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8-09-2021 Teaching Moment.  This was the telling statement: "Simply saying that something that is 

happening, isn't happening, and throwing up the same old tired excuses about BEV 

rollouts, won't stop what is happening, from happening."  I was pleasantly amused by that 

attempt to confuse.  Vague messaging followed by such a meaningless statement tells the 

real story of constructive discussion.  He clearly wasn't interested.  It was the ending of 

that which really brought that intend to clarity: "Anyways, I hope you are now less worried 

about the timeline, the problems facing an expanded rollout of BEV's, and the reduction in 

ICEV sales that we are already starting to see which is greater than the rollout of BEV's 

(supply limitations)."  That literally says nothing.  Supposedly, I was concerned about 

nothing.  Not getting anything whatsoever to support his claims was frustrating, but I 

expected that as an outcome.  My point was to draw attention to his refusal to try.  He 

didn't even bother.  That type of attitude is exactly why Volt enthusiasts fell.  One by one, 

their lack of preparation for what laid ahead caused retreat.  They lost GM's war.  We can't 

afford that on the larger scale, with plug-in offerings.  GM's downfall being enabled by 

enthusiasts was quite unfortunate.  Confirmation that their vague support contributed so 

much to that was vindicating, as well as being a teaching moment for everyone.  This was 

too.  I posted:  I have been providing details to promote PHEV and BEV for years.  If that 

is what you consider supportive evidence, you're done.  Simply saying it is "happening" as 

if there is no way to impede that progress is terribly naive.  Naysayers will tear you down 

in a handful of exchanges.  You want to win a battle or end the war?  In other words, I 

pushed to see if you would accept that there are some barriers remaining to overcome 

still.  Let your guard up, they'll find a weakness to exploit.  Don't give them an 

opportunity.  You should be concerned about the absence of detail.  For example, your 

"...the reduction in ICEV sales that we are already starting to see which is greater than 

the rollout of BEV's (supply limitations)."  What does that mean?  How much 

greater?  Why such a blatant exclusion of hybrids and plug-in hybrids?  It's all quite vague 

and very easy to spin.  Again, don't give them an opportunity. 

8-10-2021 Doomed.  You can't help but to be amused by statements like this: "Auto manufactures, 

like Toyota, who are sticking with HEVs are doomed."  It's the very reason I bring up 

"know your audience" so often.  You can ask "Who?" in so many of these 

arguments.  They post claims to self-validate, not to actually make any progress.  That 

tactic of spreading FUD is so desperate.  Fear, really?  Ugh.  I responded to that with:  Not 

sure who you are trying to convince with that narrative.  People here will see PHEV and 

ZEV choices as they expand.  Toyota will be recognized as moving forward in this 

market. In markets where there is serious lack of infrastructure, of course HEVs will 

continue.  The new bi-polar battery for gen-2 Aqua (starting at $17,995) makes a lot of 

sense.  It's much cleaner and more efficient than any ICEV, while also affordable.  In other 

words, that's a very effective means of reducing both CARBON and SMOG emissions in 

areas were plugging isn't realistic.  What exactly will other auto manufacturers sell there? 
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8-11-2021 Collapse.  Writers of blog articles read posts for ideas about what to write about next.  As 

hoped, that incredibly vague graph got the attention I wanted.  That's why I kept 

pushing.  That tit-for-tat posting is a dead giveaway of interest for a topic to go more into 

depth about.  That's what happened today.  The timing I had question was addressed... in 

the form of industry collapse discussion.  That worked for me.  I dove right into it: 

 

It's nice to see WHEN finally being addressed.  Advocates tend to gloss over detail of 

timing.  Enthusiasts insist timing shouldn't even be a concern.  There is no argument BEV 

will become dominant.  Challenges from pushback & production cannot be ignored 

though. 

 

We will see over-supply of ICEV and OIL in the meantime.  PHEV with EV drive (not the 

basic assist type) will play a major role in the promotion of BEV.  They contribute to 

upgrades where people park overnight, especially at households with multiple 

vehicles.  Owners seek out faster charging and time-of-use discounts at their own pace in 

their own way.  The point is they become interested.  They choose to embrace the 

technology as they become more familiar with it. 

In other words, there won't be a "collapse" of any sort.  The expectation of a dramatic 

Osborne Effect isn't realistic.  The worldwide market is too large and too dynamic.  Look 

at how much "boil a frog" reporting there has been lately.  For a typical consumer, they 

have known this is coming for countless years.  There is very much a "wait and see" 

attitude still, just like there was for hybrids.  That puts automakers in a very difficult 

position.  There is a big dependency on messaging from others... like government 

investing for infrastructure and DC fast-charging expectations. 

8-11-2021 Exaggeration.  We still have a long way to go when it comes to messaging: "It's going to 

be so painful for those owning expensive ICE SUV's and trucks.  If you have $75,000 

invested in a truck and another $75,000 in an SUV and can't sell them period your going 

to really hate yourself."  Seeing that posted was quite a disappointment.  I sounded off 

with:  Exaggeration doesn't help our cause.  A quick search for mid-grade F-150 price puts 

them at half what you quoted.  The same is true for SUV prices.  Those who purchase 

years earlier will already know about the shift to electric and won't be overly considered 

about resale.  Their choice to purchase a gas-guzzler is an upfront decision, something 

they are well aware of when they sign the dotted line.  Remember decades ago when the 

pickup was only used for recreation?  That's what will end up happening with those old 

gas-guzzlers. It's not like they will become completely worthless.  Put another way, the 

supposed pain is really a boil-the-frog situation.  People will find a way to justify that 

purchase years ago, just like they do now.  Know your audience and don't 

exaggerate.  Those opposed to change and those in favor of change will both point out 

cherry-picked examples. 

8-11-2021 Flexible Fuel Vehicle.  I continue to see "FFV" being incorrectly used.  That's tolerable, 

though somewhat troubling since it can also be misleading.  This was an indication of it 

crossing the line: "Took me a second to pick up on FFV, as I commonly used ICEV.  I 

think FFV is much more to the point."  Because it was a reference used by someone who 

frequently publishes articles on one of the green websites, I decided it was time to stir his 

attention.  Using that comment to reply to would, since he was part of that particular 

reply.  So, I posted:  FFV = Flexible Fuel Vehicle.  That's what those of us who supported 

green choices long before this crowd think when FFV is used.  It's a disservice to re-

purpose an abbreviation already recognized in the same realm of discussion. 
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8-12-2021 Not Significant.  You gotta love the downplay.  There is a desperate effort to kill PHEV 

support.  Those purist BEV enthusiasts absolutely hate the idea of anything other than 

battery-only being endorsed as a means of quickly reducing carbon emissions.  Anything 

"hybrid" is just lumped into a single category and dismissed.  Their test-the-water post 

starts with a comment about denigrating hybrids in general.  I enjoyed reading today's 

desperate attempt.  It was pathetic.  There are many different types of hybrid without a 

plug.  For an entire decade, that was all too clear.  Now with the addition of a plug, hybrid 

operation following depletion is a big mystery.  Much of that you can place blame upon 

Volt enthusiasts.  They would downplay HV efficiency & operation to such an extreme, 

most people have no clue how it actually worked.  In fact, we have owners who still make 

incorrect claims about their own vehicle.  Ugh.  Needless to say, I have a wealth of 

knowledge documented from that time, detail antagonists absolutely hate.  So, I post some 

from time to time.  Today was such an occasion, claiming there was not a significant 

difference:  Calling a hybrid using a 48-volt system to power a starter-motor the same as a 

hybrid with a 600-volt system using a traction-motor that delivers 27 kW of power is an 

act of denial.  They are so profoundly different, there's no constructive reason to lump 

them into a single category.  In fact, it's an act of desperation.  Imagine if all BEV were 

dumped into a single category... everything from a Tesla Plaid to a golf cart. 

8-14-2021 Which is larger?  Having to ask that question boggles the mind; yet, it was necessary.  I 

heard this story and was dumbfounded by hearing the outcome.  So, I posted it 

online.  History repeated.  It was ironic to have someone claim that wasn't possible, even 

though I had pointed out exactly that with a link.  Detail was right there, complete with 

photos.  It was denied anyway.  Ugh.  The situation was one of marketing decades 

ago.  A&W was struggling to complete with hamburger sales.  They had the idea of selling 

a third-pound burger for the same price as a quarter-pounder.  You get the bigger 

burger.  More is better, right?  Turns out, people can't do math.  The concept of "more" 

was equated to seeing a larger number.  That "4" in the fraction was a bigger number than 

"3", so it was assumed to mean the size was bigger.  A&W was bewildered by the 

response.  They had no clue fractions were so misunderstood by so many of their 

customers.  This is how "know your audience" comes about.  When you come to the 

realization that "1/4" is perceived as greater than "1/3", you have a very real 

problem.  This is why stating efficiency in terms of percentage or miles-per-gallon can so 

easily be used to manipulate people's belief.  Their perspective is based upon incorrect 

assumption.  That's why using logic in some scenarios is pointless.  They don't get 

it.  Some never take the time to verify information.  An assessment can often be quick & 

thoughtless.  It's a very real & difficult problem to overcome when you are dealing with 

plug-in vehicles.  Decades of false, misleading, and harmful claims have been made to 

obscure the truth to the degree that people have no idea anymore.  They just make a wild 

guess and don't care whether or not it is actually correct. 
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8-15-2021 bZ4X Planning.  Seeing the upcoming state of the market and the financial situation in 

our household, consideration of getting a bZ4X has begun.  There isn't really much actual 

planning.  But discussing expectations is good.  By the time I could have an order filled, 

my Prius Prime will be 5 years old.  That is pretty much the schedule I move on to 

embrace & endorse the next offering anyway.  Resale value is still great and there is 

always someone looking to jump on the opportunity to purchase a used Toyota... 

especially now with supply so limited.  I normally wouldn't see the pursuit of a larger 

vehicle with AWD drive as worthwhile.  That's nice, but it doesn't really promote 

efficiency.  However, it does support market interest.  Providing that level of detail I have 

committed to would indeed be beneficial.  Just the bZ3 years from now will likely be a 

very popular choice.  But in 2022, that's not the situation.  Focus on concerns beyond just 

the vehicle are paramount.  Think about what I can do to help promote public charging-

stations, showing people how DC fast-charging actually works.  That's an excuse for road 

trips.  What an interesting situation.  My wife and I like to travel to a location that has 

them along the way.  Looking up info on the PlugShare app, I see there are is 1 CCS (50 

kW), 1 CHAdeMo (50 kW), and 2 J-1772 (7.7 kW) stations at the outlet mall along the 

highway.  The level-3 cost is $0.20/min with a $5 minimum.  The level-2 are 

free.  Heading further north, I see a few other locations with similar setup.  Hopefully, the 

current administration's push to support more chargers will come through.  If so, the 

expectation is that Minnesota will get $68 Million toward that purpose.  In the meantime... 

like usual... there's lot of waiting.  I suspect the detail about bZ4X itself will come around 

Thanksgiving time, when the LA Auto Show takes place. 

8-16-2021 How Much?  I left the rather ambiguous note of "How Much?" to myself as a reminder to 

blog about later in the evening, as I was winding down the day with a beverage while 

listening to the sounds of night outside.  Unfortunately, I forgot what that reference was 

specifically about.  I believe it was with regard to EV range.  But my conversation earlier 

in the day also included charging speed.  The first is relatively easy to talk through.  In 

fact, you can do things like bring up your timeline on Google Maps to get real-world data 

about daily travel.  What is much more difficult is any conversation of DC fast-

charging.  No one you will encounter has experience or even any background on that 

topic.  "200 miles per charge" has been self-explanatory for years, though the 

interpretation of what it means to an owner is somewhat muddled.  That isn't the case for 

"50 kW charging" though.  It is basically completely worthless.  An ordinary consumer 

would have no clue what it means.  That's why newer references like "12 miles per hour" 

and "25 miles per hour" are catching on for explaining level-2 charger speed.  That's the 

difference between "3.3 kW" and "6.6 kW" or "16-amp" verses "32-amp".  That reference 

to miles-per-hour is somewhat relatable.  Problem is, that rate isn't linear and rates vary 

based on both EVSE (charging-station) available and the vehicle itself.  That doesn't 

address DC fast-chargers though.  Those variances are amplified.  There is the issue of 

pricing too.  This is why discussions of "150 kW" and "300 kW" are only for supporters 

who not only understand the technology, they also recognize market.  In other words, we 

are still very much in the early stages of conveying a message of "How Much?" to 

mainstream shoppers.  It's basically, the next stage of the "Who?" question.  Knowing your 

audience means also recognizing priorities & need, then informing the masses with clarity. 
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8-17-2021 Trust.  Those who defend at all costs are becoming obvious.  No matter how bad the fire 

situation with Bolt gets, they are there to justify those actions: "GM already decided on 

this in their earning announcement by allocating $800M for it."  I see no need to argue 

with that.  $800 Million is a big deal, no matter how you spin it.  Instead, I ask 

questions.  Any constructive-minded person would get you a reasonable answer.  Someone 

who is just trying to protect reputation will attack.  I expect the latter from posting 

this:  How does this impact the industry as a whole?  For years, it was the tortoise and the 

hare rhetoric.  There was a supposed leader.  Despite being is such early stages of the 

market penetration, lots of mocking & belittling was encouraged.  Think of how many 

times the "laggard" label was posted.  What did that achieve?  For the hare, it was an 

appeasement to enthusiasts... which now equates to $800M in unplanned expense, a PR 

nightmare to address, and a bunch of frustrated enthusiasts waiting for cell 

replacement.  For the tortoise, it will be a just-in-time BEV rollout... which ordinary 

consumers will see a new choice supportive of initiatives to help reduce carbon emissions 

and eliminate dependency on fossil fuels.  It's still a very long race, but we already see that 

trying to go as fast as possible can have costly consequences for everyone.  In this case, 

GM will pay the price (quite literally) but there will be collateral damage to others as 

well.  Selling any BEV will require acknowledgement of the fire problem playing out 

now.  There is also the unfortunate reality of how those opposed to plug-in vehicles will 

attempt to use this to mislead about safety & reliability.  Don't be naïve to think taking 

care of impacted owners is all that will need to be done to restore industry trust. 

8-19-2021 Oops!  There was a video today of a newer Bolt catching fire, one that had not been 

included in GM's recall.  Only the older ones were supposedly affected.  They had 

batteries built in Korea using a process different enough to isolate them from recent ones 

built in Michigan instead.  When word got out that it wasn't among those 2017-2019 

models, that it was a 2020 put into service just 7 months ago, the video suddenly vanished 

from availability online.  Enthusiasts had already captured copies though.  The 

information has everyone speculating.  I saw a few frame-grabs from that video.  They 

provided good reason for raised concern.  My observations of the market are to help 

provide a look at how progress comes about while drawing attention to what works and 

what doesn't.  My tortoise & hare post a few days ago resulted in this for a response today: 

"Nobody cares what an anti-EV Toyota shrills spam here."  It was quite obvious that 

information struck a nerve.  Adding today's to that will be quite interesting.  I wonder how 

the media will respond.  As of this moment, it looks like speed to market was an 

oops!  Getting beyond a mistake like that is very difficult. 
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8-20-2021 Another Oops!  Rather that hearing more about the latest GM fire, this morning's news 

brought the first ever report of a VW fire.  The video was there for all to see.  The report 

was that an ID.3 started to smoke then burst into flames shortly after being 

unplugged.  Being over in Europe, it was easy to identify the EVSE it has been connected 

to was a unit that lowers into the sidewalk after use.  That means level-2 charging.  And 

regardless of whether it was the standard 7.4 kW max from an ordinary line or 11 kW 

from a 3-phase line, we know it was slow.  That means nothing related to heat-related 

problems coming from the much faster DC charging would be present in this 

circumstance.  The vehicle itself could still be taking unnecessary risks though.  GM's 

advice to impacted Bolt owners has been to avoid both the upper & lower limits of 

battery-capacity.  This is something Toyota has carefully avoided.  It simply wasn't worth 

the risk of pushing limits for the sake a squeezing out a little more range.  Is this a problem 

for VW we are only now just discovering?  After all, there was quite a scramble to finalize 

software.  Whatever the case, this adds an interesting twist to the growing problem for 

GM... which seems to be expanding to more of an industry concern. 

8-21-2021 Silence.  The middle of yesterday brought news of GM's recall expanding to include all 

Bolt model-years.  Nothing emerged on the blogs though.  News media exploded though, 

reports of all types were published.  Silence among enthusiasts was rather bizarre.  Early 

the next morning, not hearing anything from that group, makes you wonder.  They had 

looked upon GM's rush to market as proof of unstoppable progress.  All that talk of how 

quickly BEV would take over have suddenly been given a good dose of reality.  The 

assumption had been made that nothing else was needed, that the technology had matured 

to a point of non-issue.  Many challenges to overcome still remain.  Fire risk is very much 

one of them.  That's why Toyota has been working to set realistic 

expectations.  Enthusiasts spin that as an effort to "slow down" inevitable change.  Those 

of the early-adopter mindset don't like the idea of PHEV sharing plugs with BEV.  They 

insist upon purity.  They also will not settle for 50 kW as a maximum for widespread DC 

fast-charging... despite that standard taking hold with many stations.  What does the 

expense... and risk... of faster really provide?  Pushing for more without sound reason why 

the way of enthusiasts.  They didn't see the difference between need & want.  The silence 

seems to indicate a possible awakening.  Actually taking priorities seriously would be a 

miracle.  Perhaps we stand of chance now. 
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8-21-2021 Response.  Decades ago, Toyota faced a serious reputation problem with the new brand 

they had just introduced, Lexus.  It was a public relations disaster due to the way the 

problem had been handled... much like what GM is doing now with Bolt.  It should have 

been obvious just how bad the defect actually was simply due to how complex detection 

was.  Late 2019 was when the first fire got reported.  It's not like traditional vehicles 

either, where the cause is rather obvious... shortly after an accident.  These fires were quite 

random, when the vehicle was just sitting there parked.  No change via software can 

properly address prevention for that circumstance.  The suggestion of parking your vehicle 

outside until further notice and avoiding high & low capacities (which resulted in a range 

loss of 100 miles) wasn't realistic.  Of course, proposed module changes aren't 

either.  Think about what it takes to open the battery-pack (if I remember correctly, there 

are 57 threaded bolts) and handle the 5 large modules.  Connections for wiring & cooling 

must be perfect.  What are the odds a mechanic with little to no opportunity to practice 

that procedure will achieve factory perfection?  Think about how long it will take for GM 

to safely deliver (transport of large lithium batteries require extra transport packaging & 

procedures).  It could easily take an entire year to reach all 142,018 owners and perform 

the switch.  GM would be better off shipping full replacement battery-packs.  After all, the 

cost is already estimated to be $1.8 Billion.  With such a logistical nightmare, why not 

centralize some of the process?  Use a team of experts to assemble & inspect.  Whatever 

the case, there will be quite a few owners who will abandon their support of GM in the 

process.  An opportunity for good will has already passed. 
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8-21-2021 Opportunity.  Enthusiasts like to make excuses and place blame.  As a result, they miss 

opportunity.  We saw out disastrous that was for Volt.  It was an endless effort to divert 

attention rather than address issues.  I suspect the same lack of constructive outlook will 

be the case with the recall of Bolt.  Nonetheless, I can still point out the opportunity: 

 

Think of how many naysayers do everything they can to argue against plug-ins, sighting 

battery end-of-life as a big problem.  If GM was smart *cough* this would be turned into 

opportunity by using it to address a portion of the EV industry supporters like to talk about 

but have little real-world support data... BATTERY RECYCLING.  Think of how many 

they will have to dispose of now. Why not take advantage of such an ugly situation by 

providing the industry with something beneficial? 

 

It has been quite interesting to watch all this play out.  Toyota has been attacked on many 

fronts, but never faced anything on this scale with regard to electrification.  Heck, there 

are individuals here who slammed them for using their well-proven battery stacks in the 

pack for Prius Prime.  That approach consumed a lot of cargo area, but the stacks 

themselves had already been proven robust and cost-effective... so much so, Toyota 

leveraged that expertise to deliver RAV4 Prime and UX300e.  The latter comes with a 10-

year/1M-km warranty as a result. 

 

The point is, it is very easy to fall into the "more" trap, where delivering more power & 

faster speed becomes too much of a risk.  That proved a terrible gamble for GM. Just 

imagine if GM had made the decision to diversify, spreading their expertise to both Volt 

and Bolt.  Repair to reputation wouldn't have been as much of an issue now.  There would 

be Equinox owners driving daily with Voltec under the hood who would provide 

endorsement for GM with real-world data.  Instead, Volt owners have moved on to other 

automakers and Bolt owners are about to do the same. 

 

Making this right is vital.  Remember the birth of Lexus back in 1987, how Toyota had 

reputation of their new brand on the line?  It became a nightmare situation the competition 

dreamed about... a recall involving a defect from their new premium offering.  How 

Toyota addressed owners would make all the difference.  It could have turned into a 

disaster; instead, it ultimately solidified the brand.  Toyota ended up bending over 

backward to make owners happy and did such a great job Lexus became an established 

brand.  Phew! 

GM could really screw this up by focusing on reimbursement from LG.  If they don't suck 

it up and accept the consequences of what rushing to market and putting all their eggs in 

one basket resulted in, GM might as well step aside for other automakers.  This is an 

opportunity that could easily be lost. 
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8-21-2021 Horrible News?  Again, rather than seeing opportunity, enthusiasts choose to play the 

victim-card.  While the world has your attention, why squander that chance to make a 

difference?  Ugh.  That's why this comment stirred a response from me: "Horrible news 

for the entire EV biz."  That was the entire post.  No even trying to find some means of 

recovery... just wallow in self-pity.  Ugh.  I chose to be constructive by replying with: 

 

Not really.  Ordinary consumers expect issues with new technology regardless of what 

actually happens.  It is an interesting forgiveness built into the process. 

 

This is why there is such loyal to "appliance" vehicles like what Toyota sells.  The 

reputation for reliability comes from those years of initial trial.  That's why Toyota has 

been advancing painfully slow from the enthusiast perspective.  Details of operation 

collected from real-world data comes about from subtle production early on. 

 

So what if RAV4 Prime only delivers 42 miles of EV range?  So what if UX300e has 54.3 

kWh of battery-capacity squeezed into an existing platform rather than one designed 

specifically for BEV use?  So what if DC fast-charging started as CHAdeMO before 

switching to CCS? 

Ordinary consumers won't care.  They'll see 2023 models.... like Toyota's upcoming 

bZ4X... as an evolution in the process.  The industry learns along the way.  The entire 

thing doesn't just crash & burn.  After all, rechargeable devices are everywhere and are 

continuously improving. 
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8-21-2021 Bolt Abandon.  Here was the comment about Bolt from one prospective shopper: "Oh, 

well, here goes one of the BEVs on my short list.  Then again, no one is making a lot of 

cars now.  I may have to wait a few more years before switching to a full BEV."  That 

came from an online friend who is well informed and not afraid to express opinion.  So, I 

jumped into the conversation with: 

 

Toyota's ramp up of RAV4 Prime has been slow & steady.  That was many, many years in 

the making to achieve success on that scale right out the door.  That's because detail 

involving all aspects of the EV driving, including battery draw & charge, were addressed 

prior to that.  They get labeled as "laggard" for doing it right though, taking the time 

without a spotlight to refine the technology first.  Sadly, building upon experience in small 

steps is not regarded as a wise approach. 

 

GM's rollout of Bolt was a rush to beat Model 3.  It was a gamble, diverting resources 

away from their invest with plug-in hybrid technology.  Choosing to abandon, rather than 

diversify, has consequences.  Think about what this does to reputation.  There is nothing 

plug-in to purchase anymore.  Where's the commitment to change?  Regardless of 

whatever fix becomes available, damage from customer confidence has already 

happened.  It is called disenfranchisement.  We already saw that play out with Volt 

owners.  The same is now happening with Bolt owners. 

 

In simplistic terms, what will a showroom shopper purchase?  We hear stories of loyal 

Toyota owners stumbling across an available Prime and purchasing it simply based on the 

basics they uncovered during their in-person shopping experience.  That is truly amazing 

considering how little salespeople tend to understand about plug-in technology.  This is 

why Toyota is taking the time to get every aspect of the ownership experience thoroughly 

worked out prior to "bZ" rollout.  Mistakes can be costly... as we are seeing with GM. 

My hope is to get a bZ4X right away.  That still means a wait until next summer, at 

least.  In the meantime, I will continue to closely study the market and confirm how well 

Toyota has done to make the technology work for it.  Balance of technology with need & 

want is incredibly challenging.  I respect Toyota's resistance to enthusiast exhort.  They 

remain focused on goals to satisfy dealer & consumer, not to appease the initial 

market.  Patience can be rewarding.  Good luck with your wait. 

8-21-2021 Desperate Lies.  When you have a friend that loses their way, you don't necessarily 

abandon them.  You can only take so much mindless propaganda though... especially 

when some of the posts are flagged & confirmed as false information.  So, you keep a 

distance.  I have been checking up on one from time to time via Facebook.  The terrible 

things he shares is really disappointing.  I had really hoped he would use his brain rather 

than just pass along obvious efforts to mislead & undermine.  With his political nonsense, 

I refrain.  But when it comes to green efforts, I sometimes respond.  This was one such 

quote which I couldn't just let go: "The lifespan of an electric-battery is 10 years and is 

not renewable.  By 2050 these batteries will fill landfills with 50 million pounds of waste 

that does not break down."  That was just plain wrong.  I replied with a few hard facts to 

point out the problem with such a claim:  Incorrect.  Tesla's new recycling process claims 

it can save up to 92 percent of the elements that make up a battery-pack.  Last year alone 

using this, Tesla recycled 1300 tons of nickel, 400 tons of copper, and 80 tons of cobalt. 
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8-22-2021 Outdated Data.  Showing a graph with data from 2013 to 2018 is very misleading; yet, it 

happened today.  There are some of us who routinely complain about misrepresentation 

from outdated data.  It's a form of cherry-picking the media thrives on.  Content like that 

results in a lot of comments being posted.  I see them.  For example: "Honestly, the most 

surprising thing on that chart is that BMW is ahead of Toyota on average efficiency."  It's 

difficult & pointless to resist chiming in.  So, I do:  Being surprised by outdated data tells 

us the narrative has been effectively passed along.  Reality is, Toyota has pushed 4 hybrids 

into the mainstream that are not reflected in that data.  RAV4 hybrid was introduced as a 

late-model offering, so its existence wasn't even known to most until the next-gen which 

rolled out in late 2018.  Corolla hybrid wasn't rolled out until the following year.  The 

biggest impact though was elimination of traditional offerings for Sienna and Venza just 

last year.  Both are only available as hybrids now.  Excluding that data presents a very 

distorted perspective... and that's without addressing the omission of the newest plug-in 

hybrid, RAV4.  Of course, comparing a luxury brand only one-quarter the size of a 

mainstream brand doesn't make sense in the first place.  That's 2.3 million sales in 2020 

worldwide compared to 9.528 million.  Both price & audience make them too different for 

such a generalized assessment.  Lastly, BMW has discontinued i3 REx.  A graph showing 

the missing data (years 2019 and 2020) would likely reflect a drop in MPG efficiency for 

their fleet as a result.  But since that data wasn't included, don't be surprised. 

8-22-2021 Limited Scope.  Today's discussion on the potential for increased fines due to non-

compliance of MPG requirements brought up that outdated graph again.  People thrive on 

something like that they can easily refer too, especially if it presents data in a distorted 

manner.  That provides a basis for them to support their narrative.  For example, this 

conclusion in a long rant that got posted: "Get the message people.  Ya need to be more 

fuel efficient.  Toyota, I'm looking at you."  I know he knows better.  You get familiar with 

regular commenters.  He simply took advantage of a move-the-spotlight opportunity.  I 

took advantage of that to interject some facts:  Toyota is more efficient already.  That 

cherry-picked graph excludes recent data.  It doesn't look forward either.  To completely 

disregard planned new rollouts is a set of misleading expectations... feeding a false 

narrative.  Toyota sees no need to rush.  In fact, Toyota sees benefit from taking time to do 

it right.  That's why the upcoming "bZ" brand based on their new e-TNGA platform is 

moving along at a pace frustratingly slow for enthusiasts.  No one else cares though.  It 

will easily fall within the scope of upcoming tighter efficiency regulation.  Keep in mind, 

when you aim to sell 10 million vehicles per year to a very diverse worldwide audience, 

what happens in one of the bigger markets doesn't necessarily mean a shift of the entire 

product-line is required.  True change, the kind that is both wide-appeal & profitable, 

takes time.  Far too often, early-adopters judge based upon a limited scope... like that 

limited data in the graph. 
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8-22-2021 Bullying.  What an interesting outcome.  A moderator of the big Facebook group for 

RAV4 Prime was removed.  I always had to be careful when posting there due to his 

dominance.  Calling out a mistake on his part could have resulted in me getting banned.  I 

still tried to carefully expose the truth despite that.  He would annoyed with data refuting 

what he had claimed.  Most of the time, it was in the form of dismissal claiming that Prius 

Prime and RAV4 Prime had nothing in common.  That close-mindedness was a bad 

sign.  I knew that others had their posted just outright deleted.  I was not aware that it went 

beyond that though.  It did.  Turns out, he was acting in a similar fashion toward others 

too.  His motive was to promote his YouTube channel.  The other moderator eventually 

caught on to that and posted: "I'm sorry to all for the bullying and account 

deletions/blockings by ***.  He is no longer in the group.  This is a safe space to discuss 

the RAV4 Prime."  Signs of trouble to come were there if you looked.  He had a lot to 

lose.  On YouTube, his subscriber & watch count was enormous.  Someone open-minded 

won't get defensive about unfavorable comments.  He did.  That was a red-

flag.  Complaining about it later raised concern.  He had a grudge of some sort... the 

attitude I recognized from ages ago with Volt.  Remember that one enthusiast who I called 

out for spreading false information?  He kept doing it and each pushback on my part 

became more intense.  You can't just dismiss data you don't like.  They both did.  Neither 

liked the outcome.  I'm thrilled.  Thinking more about this, I remember the same thing 

happening on the big GM forum too.  After awhile, the regular poster went too far and was 

removed.  Cool.  This was yet another example of how showing patience and being polite 

is worth it. 

8-23-2021 Blame.  With all of the Bolt ever built now being recalled, there is lots of speculation of 

how the relationship between GM and LG will play out.  There's talk of quality-control 

issues verses being poorly designed.  Far more likely is this was a "perfect storm" type 

situation, where the fires happened under just the right circumstances to modules that just 

happened to have multiple flaws.  That is an unfortunate reality.  I'm still baffled by the 

allowance of charging to 100% though.  That is never really a good idea for a 

vehicle.  People are rarely attentive enough to ensure that full state-of-charge isn't exposed 

to stress.  It simply isn't worth the risk.  There is always the potential for a deep-discharge 

too.  Combine that with a wide variation of very difficult to track usage scenarios, you've 

got a mess.  Fortunately, GM does collect data from owners using their service.  That does 

help identify conditions & patterns, but how do you force a supplier to help with the 

burden of replacement or take full responsibility once you find the problem?  It seems 

totally unrealistic to place blame.  Whether that's justified or not, think about consumer 

perspective.  Recall always falls upon the automaker image.  Regardless of circumstances, 

they are the ones who the customer sees at fault.  Who knows how this will took out... how 

long the process will take... or what kind of new expectations will come about.  This is 

that wake-up call for enthusiasts.  As much as they feel the market has matured, this is 

overwhelming evidence to the contrary.  The industry is barely out of the early-adopter 

stage, at best.  More realistically, we are just beginning to stir attention... which means no 

mainstream sales for awhile... which is a solid confirmation of "not yet" being the proper 

label.  All that equates to the blame really not mattering.  During early stages, there are 

naturally just some winners & losers.  There is success & failure.  It's costly process, but 

quite normal.  GM appears to be taking another major loss... and not dealing with it well, 

again. 
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8-24-2021 Ford's Production Targets.  They are changing.  Originally, expectation was set to 

40,000 annually by 2024.  Now, serious consideration of pushing to 80,000 is being talked 

about.  That isn't actually a lot thought.  For some perspective, that's only one-tenth of F-

150 annual sales. 

(2020=787,372.  2019=896,526.  2018=909,330.  2017=896,764.  2016=820,799)  Starting 

next year, initial build quantity should be about 15,000.  Ford plans to raise it to 55,000 in 

2023.  The second-generation for Lightning should follow in 2025 with around 160,000 

annually.  So, whether you look immediate or in the not-too-distance future, it begs the 

question about what else Ford will offer with a plug.  Will there be a big PHEV 

push?  What about a smaller pickup as a BEV model?  With all the praise given already, it 

doesn't seem like the Osborne Effect so many enthusiasts are now all exciting about.  That 

is a slow, natural step forward.  It's undeniable progress.  Kudos!  But setting the bar that 

low while attacking Toyota at the same time doesn't make sense.  The numbers don't add 

up. 
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8-25-2021 Preventing Pandering.  We have seen alternative-reality perspectives ever since the 

beginning over 20 years ago.  No matter what the topic, some enthusiast will interject their 

spin.  In this case, it was an article about a 101-year-old man sharing his driving & 

ownership experiences that provided the temptation.  That nice story was irresistible bait 

for pandering.  Though pretty much inevitable, I tried my best to prevent the spoiling of it 

in the comments.  This is what I jumped in with a reply to: "Time gives you 

perspective...."  That was the entire comment.  I found it a great invite to dive in with: 

 

Unfortunately, it's enthusiasts who are especially unreceptive to that wisdom.  They don't 

want to hear parallels, when you point out a pattern of the past repeating with an undesired 

outcome.  Having been very active with green choices, starting with EV1 and watching the 

birth of hybrids, I'm quite familiar with that perspective. 

 

What should be obvious now to even those without extensive background is GM's 

repetition of pandering to enthusiasts.  Time after time, we'll get plans saying nothing 

about how things will actually change at their dealerships, where influence of their own 

loyal customers is vital. 

 

Craving the spotlight is a legacy automaker problem that hurts far more than a newer 

entry, like when Tesla was growing.  It sacrifices the well-being of the company as a 

whole for the sake of promoting a limited product.  That's fine initially, like if Volt had 

spread its technology across the fleet.  But after awhile, it becomes an anchor without that 

spreading. 

 

Enthusiasts like to hate Toyota for that very reason.  We now see the hybrid technology 

spread almost across the entire fleet of vehicles offered at the dealership.  Ordinary 

consumers are starting to notice the plug-in technology from Prius has carried over to 

RAV4 now too.  Just think what will happen with bZ4X later when that same tech gets 

offered as bZ4 and bZ3X and bZ3... 

 

Notice the brand loyalty mentioned in this article?  That is what VW wants to capitalize 

on, essentially skipping the hybrid & plug-in hybrid stages to jump straight to BEV.  That 

will only work if ID.4 here is complimented by other choices.  Showroom shoppers need 

to see that change taking place for them to embrace it. 

In short, pandering doesn't work.  It shouldn't take much time to appreciate to that 

perspective. 
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8-26-2021 Fighting Pandering.  You can only fight the inevitable for so long.  Today, there was an 

article published today forcing the narrative of a race between Tesla and legacy 

automakers... more bait for enthusiasts.  Ugh.  Online media thrives on reader 

participation.  So, it is a series of battles.  Enthusiasts don't always have to take the bait 

either.  Sometimes, the writer will put a provoke directly in their article: "Something like 

that could still happen, at least to some of the more backward-looking brands (cough, 

cough! Toyota)"  That was what followed a lead up including "legacy automakers wither 

away" as the market condition of disruption was being addressed.  The obvious evade of 

detail is what made the pandering obvious.  I know that audience.  They pretend plug-in 

hybrids with EV drive don't exist.  They refuse to acknowledge Toyota's success and deny 

desired features, like the heat-pump, have been available from Prius Prime since late 

2016.  I decided to fight this particular battle with:  Race implies the first to cross the 

line.  That is most definitely not the objective.  What must be accomplished is an appeal to 

the masses... which is something Tesla most definitely has not achieved yet.  An ordinary 

consumer looking to purchase a vehicle for around $30K is basically out of luck 

still.  That's where Toyota comes into the picture.  The narrative about them being behind 

or disinterested is a clear attempt to mislead about both audience & need.  Anyone who 

takes the time to study the success of EV drive for both Prime models and the approach 

for the upcoming "bZ" models will see what automaker priorities are.  To further confirm 

the narrative, quotes like "Hybrids are increasingly seen as legacy technology" tell that 

story.  They portray technology as if there are no offerings that match EV drive available 

from BEV.  Painting a picture to mislead about what PHEV are capable of is just plain 

wrong.  People can drive their daily commute and run errands using nothing but electricity 

in their PHEV, just like BEV.  That shows Toyota really isn't behind, that they are really 

just working their business from the bottom-up, rather than top-down.  Rolling out choices 

that appeal to dealers & consumers, making the sale of plug-in choices simple is how the 

"race" is won.  That's where sustainable profit and high-volume sales come from. 

8-27-2021 Diverting Attention.  A classic response to losing an argument is to divert attention 

elsewhere.  Today, it was: "Explain how no sales make profits, please.  I'm very interested 

to know how they will do that."  Way back when Prius Prime was first rolled out, GM not 

only admitted Bolt was not making any profit (it was still quite new), it was also revealed 

how much.  That amount was $9,000 per vehicle.  Expectation was battery cost would 

rapidly drop, just like what enthusiasts hoped for with Volt.  So, that wasn't looked upon 

as a serious problem.  But when you anticipate a miracle, things don't always work 

out.  That was true with Volt and now is quite undeniable with Bolt.  Hearing such bad 

news is just like the mess we are facing in Afghanistan.  How do you accept the reality of 

losing a war?  Turns out, it's quite easy.  Just like with countless other messes the 

Republican party created, the Democrat successor will be forced to clean up.  That makes 

it unnecessary to even place blame.  You just divert attention to other problems while the 

clean-up itself is consuming lots of resources.  That puts the responsible people at a 

disadvantage.  This is why there is a continuous effort to stir controversy, creating new 

issues where none actually exist.  It can be quite subtle.  You just express interest toward 

something else.  Notice how often "50 kW" charging is brought up?  Ugh.  Knowing this 

attempt was a red-herring, I kept my response brief:  Sales don't necessarily equate to 

profit.  GM told us none of the Bolt with batteries from Korea were profitable and the ones 

from Michigan would likely be sold at a loss too.  It wouldn't be until Ultium battery 

vehicles that profit would be possible. 
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8-28-2021 Desperate to Hide.  Repeating lies over and over again only achieve so much.  Impeding 

progress is a multi-front effort.  Watch for signs from every possible angle.  Purity is a 

frontal attack.  If the vehicle has an engine, it is anti-EV, period.  The reality that RAV4 

Prime and Prius Prime deliver all-electric driving is something BEV-only supporters do 

everything possible to hide.  There's no real denial anymore.  They just pretend it doesn't 

even exist.  There's downplay of "hybrid" with the hope of the entire realms of 

engine/motor designs will perceived as a single category.  It's a solid confirmation of 

being desperate.  They deny there is even such a possibility.  Of course, you have to 

understand the "who" part.  The audience is that of one seeking a magic-bullet.  Consider 

the most recent response to Covid-19.  People are taking a drug used for deworming 

horses & cows.  In smaller doses, it can be used on humans for treatment of lice... which 

has nothing whatsoever to do with a respiratory virus.  Yet, some are desperately seeking 

out some magic solution.  Facing the reality of this being an on-going challenge, with 

progressive vaccine treatments, is too much to accept.  There is one-step fix.  Achieving 

purity can take decades.  Hiding steps along the way to embrace what clearly isn't an 

answer is desperate.  Ugh.  I responded to what became a tit-for-tat exchange with what I 

hope will end this particular thread:  Rhetoric to stir a narrative of misrepresentation is the 

final act of desperation from those who needed a scapegoat.  The claim of "anything with 

an ICE engine in it" is a blatant attempt to hide the fact that Toyota has been producing & 

selling EV drive since late 2016 to ordinary consumers.  That was when Toyota's second-

generation PHEV system was rolled out.  The design was so successful, it was rolled out 

to another platform... which has been selling remarkably well.  Put another way, you 

cannot put the genie back in the bottle.  Those owners have experienced a plug-in 

delivering full EV drive from Toyota.  No matter what kind of nonsense you spin, they 

couldn't care less... nor should they. 

8-28-2021 Attacking Toyota.  He claimed he wasn't, yet posted a series of comments like: "Toyota 

will be on a steep and rapid decline starting in the next couple of years." and "Toyota bet 

the farm on hybrids and hydrogen and lost."  Those are not statements of fact when 

conjecture is included.  Knowing this would be the outcome (enthusiasts of this type are so 

predictable), I was already prepared to respond with:  The next couple years will be quite 

the opposite of what you claim.  Toyota plans to offer 15 battery-electric vehicles by 

2025.  Details about their first BEV with a dedicated platform, to build upon the PHEV, 

FCEV, and BEV experience already gained, will be revealed in a few months.  That's 

more progress forward, not in any way a decline no matter how you spin it.  We already 

know that upcoming BEV model... bZ4X ...will be followed by several others all based 

upon Toyota's new modular e-TNGA platform.  In fact, trademarks for the following 

names were filed late last year for the upcoming brand: bZ, bZ1X, bZ2, bZ2X, bZ3, 

bZ3X, bZ4, bZ4X, bZ5, bZ5X.  Worldwide delivery of that first is expected mid-2022.  In 

never ceases to amaze me the lengths some people take to attempt to mislead about 

Toyota.  With more evidence contradicting claims of doom, it makes you wonder what the 

motivation is to spread false information like that. 
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8-28-2021 Going All In.  It is a mantra without substance.  We hear it continuously, to the point 

becoming rhetoric... meaningless.  Supposedly, all an automaker must do to quality is just 

make a declaration.  There's no timeline, milestones, or accountability.  It is literally just 

saying what they want to hear.  Ugh.  The brainless nature of such behavior is 

troubling.  But I know that audience.  I am well aware of their short-sightedness and belief 

in a one-solution-for-all approach.  The world is not that simple.  Complexity is 

fine.  There is diversity to address.  This is why we have 50 states, each with their own 

government, rather than just one governing body for the entire country.  Yet, many don't 

recognize the importance of that, the significance & power of offering choice.  Anywho, I 

dealt with today's nonsense this way:  Spoken like so many other enthusiasts, words that 

have little to no impact on mainstream sales.  That binary mindset of "going all in on EVs 

and all out of ICE" is actually what impedes progress.  Ordinary consumers don't share 

that belief of necessary and will fight in every way possible to resist.  That naivety is your 

weakness.  The problem is exacerbated by claims just like what you posted above: "The 

best, VW, is aiming for 1M by 2025 and only 40% of their sales, maybe 3.5M by 

2030.  Add both those numbers together and that is less than what Tesla will be doing by 

2024."  That simply doesn't add up.  How could Tesla possibly go from 0.5M sales 

annually now to 4.5M in just 3 years?  That would require the rollout of at least 3 new 

high-volume vehicles in the meantime.  Tesla doesn't even have a vehicle priced to target 

mainstream consumers yet.  In other words, you aren't taking the situation 

seriously.  Change is far more difficult than just hoping for the best and showing people 

what they want to see.  Most of the truly revolutionary effort goes completely 

unnoticed.  It's subtle.  It's boring.  It's slow.  Enthusiasts hate that.  But that is exactly 

what showroom shoppers seek.  This is why Toyota pretty much ignores what early-

adopters insist should be done.  Know your audience. 
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8-29-2021 Complexity Downplay.  There is a desperation to prevent growth of PHEV interest.  Back 

with Volt, the choice of a cramped expensive car was so undesirable, it was easily 

dismissed.  RAV4 Prime changed that situation rather dramatically.  The equation for EV 

drive is quite simple.  You get the model of vehicle you were going to purchase anyway, 

but with a plug.  That obviously scares the crap out of purists.  They don't like the idea of a 

world with mixed solutions.  That's why posts like this continue: "Normal hybrids and 

plug-in hybrids were terrific technology.  For 20 years ago.  Unfortunately they never 

caught on back then.  Today they're way too complicated and too expensive to 

manufacture and therefore obsolete."  That effort to downplay be claiming obsolete never 

ends.  I find it a solid confirmation of progress.  They see the potential of PHEV to catch 

on as a quick & easy sale, something dealers will embrace rather than having to carry 

BEV exclusively.  That absolute is being fought intensely already.  Despite Minnesota 

having adopted California rules for the sake of making dealers provide choice, they are 

saying no one will by them despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary.  That's why I 

post responses like this for stubborn enthusiasts: 

 

What makes the elimination of a starter & gears complicated? 

 

Toyota's plug-in hybrid system is an EV with a gas-engine able to connect via a 

clutch.  Most owners of a Prime drive all-electric as a result, only calling upon that clutch 

when plug-supplied electricity is used up.  If that's too complicated for you to follow via 

posted information, watch a video.  You'll see the traction-motor, as well as a heat-pump, 

drawing from a large battery-pack.  It's really just a BEV with an add-on. 

 

Not all PHEV are designed like that.  People are now starting to discover the difference, 

hence seeing growth in that segment.  More will come as the desire for EV increases with 

a solution for range-anxiety.  Expect a lot of households owning both a BEV and PHEV as 

an outcome of the movement away from traditional vehicles. 

 

Additionally, consider the complication PHEV does not have but BEV does... charging at 

home.  RAV4 Prime has the maximum size battery-pack possible for overnight charging 

with a standard 120-volt outlet.  That simplicity of just plugging into an existing connect 

far outweighs trying convince a plug-in shopper to upgrade their garage to provide a 240-

volt 40-amp line for a reasonable level-2 EVSE prior to purchase. 

In short, that obsolete claim is false. 
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8-29-2021 Such Drama.  You can't help but to be amused by such antics: "It would be suicidal for a 

vehicle maker to invest so much as one more minute or yen in combustion powertrain 

development.  Place your bets and grab some popcorn."  Enthusiasts thrive on excitement, 

which is why Toyota is targeted so often.  Toyota represents the opposite... such a well 

planned approach, each step is quite predictable.  I saw that nonsense I replied with:  It is 

already extremely mature technology, where several generations of improvement have 

delivered impressive cost-reduction.  There is nothing remaining to develop.  We now see 

many hybrids from Toyota that are profitable and selling in high volume, so much so, 3 

models now also offer a plug.  Focus has shifted to battery refinement.  In fact, if you want 

specifics, look up the manufacturing process itself.  The modular platform called "TNGA" 

which Toyota rolled out starting with Prius in last 2015 has been spread across the entire 

fleet.  Toyota is now moving on to "e-TNGA" specifically for BEV models.  There are no 

bets to place anymore.  The narrative of Toyota supposedly being behind is falling 

apart.  Want some drama to watch, turn your attention to GM. 

8-29-2021 Next Plug-In Purchase.  The article today was a bit of stretch.  It compared thousands of 

plug-in sales to millions of traditional sales.  That's very misleading.  It provides an 

assumption trap; nonetheless, the point of showing a trend was clear.  That didn't make 

any difference though.  Enthusiast enthusiasm is wearing thin.  They don't find PHEV 

exciting and are starting to feel overwhelmed by fighting so many purist battles... a trend 

I'm finding quite interesting.  Needless to say, this is providing opportunity for others to 

finally have a say.  For example: "I'm limited to Level-1 charging as I don't have any room 

left on my service-panel, and, even if I did, I'd have to dig up my driveway to run a new 

dedicated feed from my home to the detached garage.  That's why I'm resigned to a PHEV, 

as recharging overnight at 120-volts..."  That was the opening I had been waiting 

for.  Rather than drama, it was constructive comment.  Sweet!  So, I contributed this to the 

discussion:  I like to ask what the BEV owners will do for their next plug-in 

purchase.  The response tends to be a PHEV for that reason of limited power.  For a 

second plug-in, it pretty much necessitates a dedicated line. It could be shared, but that 

would be a pain.  We have two 40-amp lines, each with a EVSE... both of which qualified 

for a $500 rebate when enrolling in a Time-Of-Use discount program.  I know each can 

provide roughly 200 miles of EV range in 8 hours.  That firsthand knowledge is far more 

than any showroom shopper would ever have though... but something a BEV owner would 

be well aware of.  Since the statistic is 80% of charging will take place at home, that's a 

really big deal.  This topic of "full electrics rising" must address that very real issue of 

low-hanging fruit. Initial sales to early-adopters are easy.  Expanding that to mainstream 

consumers and to the purchase of a second plug-in presents challenges many are unwilling 

to discuss. 
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8-29-2021 Desired EVs Available.  There's no way for me to resist this: "Industry transition 

laggards (looking at you Toyota) could post tragic losses going forward as customers 

simply flee to competing brands that do have desired EVs available."  I doubt I will get 

any clarification about what that actually means, but queried regardless:  Customers stay 

very loyal to whatever brand they are currently driving.  For an BEV to be so compelling 

they switch, it would really have to stand out as offering something special their own 

brand does not.  In other words, there is no basis for a "laggard" label to be applied.  We 

see early-adopters taking advantage of tax-credit opportunities and niche buyers satisfying 

their desire for premium choices.  Industry transition is when new technology reaches 

beyond that initial group.  Automakers are not selling BEV to ordinary consumers yet.  So 

claims of some foreseeable tragedy are really just exaggerated assumptions.  As for calling 

out Toyota, that is a rather bold act of denial.  We see how successful the Prime models 

have been.  That is confirmation of all-electric driving implemented flawlessly.  Notice 

how there hasn't been any concern whatsoever since rollout in late 2016?  It's what 

establishes an expectation of a well thought out design for the upcoming BEV on their 

first dedicated platform. bZ4X looks like it will check quite a number of the boxes in the 

"desired" checklist for showroom shoppers.  Tell us why you think that it will not. Tell us 

what "desired" should be. 

8-29-2021 Exhaustive Research.  Studying what the enthusiasts have to say is interesting.  That type 

of research requires exhaustive effort.  You have to hit it from every angle to ensure 

nothing is being overlooked.  After all, they are unknowingly playing devil's 

advocate.  Where else could you get such comprehensive feedback?  They try to spin 

situations in every way imaginable to defend their position.  Weakness emerges after 

awhile.  I watch for the pattern.  The article from yesterday about "Gas Cars Are 

Declining Significantly & Full Electrics Rising In USA" provided good material for 

that.  This is what appeared to be among the last of the attempt to pander with: "From your 

charts, it's easy to see why Toyota is criticizing EVs; they are making millions continuing 

to sell pollution."  That's what enthusiasts want to hear.  They don't like facing 

reality.  After all, that type of research is exhausting.  There's so much to learn 

about!  Simply going along with whatever others are chanting is much 

easier.  Unfortunately for them, I will keep posting exposition while making commentary 

on their own behavior, as I did here:  Pointing out the situation *ALL* legacy automakers 

are in is not criticism, it's facing reality... a trait enthusiasts detest.  Turning a blind-eye to 

GM and Ford ending production of cars to exclusively sell SUVs and Pickups was just 

fine, because they never said anything about BEV enthusiasts didn't want to hear.  That's 

sad.  What's most telling though is how many here are completely silent about RAV4 

Prime, pretending it doesn't exist.  Offering 42 miles of EV from a very desirable platform 

really messes up their anti-plug narrative.  What's worse is the knowledge that bZ4X is 

expected to offer an EV range of at least 250 miles, will support CCS charging, will have 

AWD standard, and will come in a crossover body.  Face reality.  We will continue seeing 

strong demand to "sell pollution" for many years to come regardless of how well BEV 

sales grow.  That's why the chart states them in using a magnitude smaller 

scale.  Traditional vehicles will dominate roads for a long time to come.  That's why 

PHEV can contribute greatly to using electricity more right away.  In other words, you're 

seeing just a single tree in a very large forest. 
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8-29-2021 Electrifying Transportation.  The article I read this evening was really good.  It 

addressed a wide array of problems we must acknowledge and resolve.  Decarbonizing 

liquid fuel set off a rant though.  The first post there was an attack on hydrogen.  That 

person wanted no part of it, despite the fact that it was focused on mid-size to heavy trucks 

for commercial use.  Purists seeing BEV as the only solution is clearly becoming more of 

an issue.  They don't care.  So, I backed off and didn't even bother this time.  It turned into 

a matter of taking notes for myself to use some other time.  So, I did:  Sales of Cars & 

Light Trucks from the chart here reflect a far more realistic expectation than the wildly 

optimistic predictions we get from enthusiasts. 15% sales by 2025.  40% sales by 

2030.  An abrupt shift to 100% by 2035. It's not ideal, but it can be backed by feasible 

plans rather than blind optimism.  The biggest pill to swallow is the reality of 

infrastructure shortcomings.  Regardless of how good intentions are or how desirable 

vehicles are, not having adequate locations to recharge is a very real problem that takes 

time to address.  Looking at the PlugShare app, it's pretty easy to see that even living in 

the first Midwest state to adopt California rules (Minnesota recently joined) we have a 

very long way to go still.  With so few public charging locations, reading comments 

posted about them not being well maintained is really disheartening. 

9-01-2021 Misconceptions.  This was rewarding to respond to: "Realizing not everyone can source 

this, I use 100% ethanol free gasoline 89 octane.  This fuel causes no problems typical of 

ethanol enriched gas that sits extended periods."  I got a reply shortly afterward.  He 

acknowledged the assumptions made were based on experiences from long ago, that it 

would be very easy to have a misconception now.  His experience was with small engines 

from recreational & service use.  Remember the era of carburetors and unsealed tanks?  So 

much has changed since then, especially with regard to the highly refined emission & 

efficiency vehicle market.  I kept my respond to the point with this, which thankfully was 

taken with constructive consideration:  All I have ever used is E10, for over 9 years of 

Toyota plug-in hybrid ownership (both the original PHV and 

Prime).  Whatever supposed "problems" ethanol causes, I have never encountered that.  I 

haven't ever heard of that from any in the local plug-in owners group here 

either.  Misconceptions are common though. 
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9-02-2021 Setting Expectations.  That's quite a challenge, especially when you know how much of a 

backlash there will be.  Being so well prepared for this market shift, Toyota will be 

attacked from every direction.  Others not having done such extensive research about 

audience and being unwilling to accept what they learn is a very real 

problem.  Consequences of that mistake will become rather obvious as time 

progresses.  The problems with battery chemistry is new to most people.  They recognize 

fire risk, but have no idea what contributes to it.  Studying Tesla, you'll find elimination of 

both cobalt & nickel has more than just cost & political benefit.  It also reduce fire 

potential.  Toyota is following that same goal, also pursuing a similar step forward.  That 

comes down to using what is looked upon as the next-gen batteries referred to as LFP 

(Lithium Iron Phosphate).  In other words, you can look further into the future than most 

people realize.  It gets messy with GM though.  Their rush to get BEV established seemed 

a risky move and has since proven to have serious consequence.  I always asked what 

benefit is their to rapid deployment.  GM's next battery will still use cobalt, but with 

reduced quantity.  What kind of perception problems will that bring?  It gets even more 

complicated when you try to adapt messaging to audience.  Who is their 

audience?  Toyota is great at answering that question, especially when it comes to 

Prius.  In fact, Toyota knows what that audience will start asking.  When will the next 

Prius come?  Today, that expectation was set:  December 2022. 

9-02-2021 Expecting Trouble.  The reveal of that December 2022 date included a mention of 

hydrogen.  Antagonists went nuts, spinning that every possible way they could.  All if it 

was an obvious diversion.  So what?  None if it changes the fact that we now know a gen-

5 Prius is in the works.  Ugh.  I was especially annoyed that a conclusion was drawn based 

upon Toyota's BEV stance back in 2019.  Think about what the outlook was back then, 

especially with the political turmoil taking place in the United States and the battle with 

Tesla in Europe for a DC standard.  Rather annoyed, I posted:  2019 is not current.  A lot 

has changed since then. Think about when the bZ brand was first revealed.  Hydrogen will 

co-exist, period.  With the necessity so high to replace fossil-fuel use in commercial & 

industry transport, it simply doesn't make any sense not extending fuel-cell availability to 

some personal transport as well.  Consider how many fleet vehicles there are.  The cold, 

hard reality of plugging in is that DC fast-charging still has a very long way to go.  Jump 

on the PlugShare app.  Look for CCS availability.  Notice how few stations there actually 

are, how few plugs are offered, and how speeds faster than 50 kW are quite rare.  If we 

want to reach the wide variety of markets out there, you can't just push a single 

technology.  I visited Tanzania in June, where a large portion of non-commercial 4-wheel 

vehicles are Toyotas.  The fact that they recognize their own customer need is vital.  Go 

somewhere like that for perspective on what a lot of the non-industrialized world must 

deal with.  They have many challenges and plugging in is far from being a 

priority.  Toyota has a diversified business.  They will sell many fuel-cells for commercial 

use.  Hydrogen will become available for those uses.  It's renewable & decentralized. 

That's a really big deal.  Who cares what the narrative is.  We'll still get plug-in choices 

here. 
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9-02-2021 Your Guide.  I almost never respond to random articles in my Facebook feed.  This one 

caught my interest though: "Need help understanding electric vehicle chargers?  We 

explain the differences between home and public charging stations."  With such an 

introduction, I was curious what their "Your Guide to Electric Vehicle Chargers" link 

actually provided.  Turns out, it was rather informative.  I thought they did a good job of 

introducing those topics to newbies.  What my interest always goes to though are the 

comments.  Most end up being a place where antagonists attack.  To my surprise, this was 

so new there were only 2 posted.  One was benign.  The other stated: "How is the electric 

produced?  CRICKETS"  I couldn't resist the attempt to post a no-response-expected 

comment with a response.  How could anyone pass by such an opportunity?  I kept my 

words simple & strategic:  The refinement process for gas requires quite a bit of 

electricity. 

9-04-2021 Teaching Moment.  My wife and I went for a walk at the State Fair over to the "Eco 

Experience" building again.  We were there the other day briefly and looked at the variety 

of plug-in vehicles on display.  I wanted another look at the ID.4, closer this time since it 

is the closest in design/configuration to what bZ4X will offer.  The person there 

overseeing the display exchanged comments with me.  That turned into a few questions in 

both directions.  To my surprise, she kept asking more and more technical questions.  I 

was well informed and she saw the opportunity to collect information.  I was intrigued, 

since my wife actively participated.  Turns out, she has picked up quite a bit of knowledge 

over the years simply by building upon real-world exposure.  That's pretty 

sweet!  Anywho, it was quite evident from that expert there we have a very long way to 

go.  These quarrels coming from BEV owners now are nothing but early-adopter 

acclimations, challenges they were unprepared to deal with or accept.  Detail from our 

discussion made that all too clear.  Mainstream consumers require far more than just 

technical accomplishments for their participation to become realistic.  Understanding of 

that technology is vital... and quite slow... with lots of help along the way.  We have a 

very, very long journey ahead of us still. 

9-04-2021 First Step.  It was interesting to read a Facebook comment posted about a RAV4 Prime 

owner who got to try a charging-station available at a rest-area along the highway.  That 

was their first time.  It was exciting for them.  Not sure how the comments about that will 

be accepted though.  So, I jumped in specifically when it came to criticism about 

usefulness.  It was the typical complaint about lots of tax-payer money being spent with 

little value in return.  Seeing below level-2 shouldn't be difficult.  After all, most DC fast-

chargers offer that too.  It's a standard practice for when there is a high-speed issue, an 

alternative means of still charging is available.  Anywho, I posted this:  That first step in a 

long rollout process makes the goal being strived for very difficult to see.  It's start with 

basic level-2 charging to establish and prove out the viability of the location.  Next comes 

a few DC fast-chargers, which brings about questions of connection standards, charging 

speeds, and usage fees.  It can take years.  Seeing that first step is encouraging.  A row of 

150kW CCS charging spots is a massive investment. 
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9-04-2021 Charging Speed.  The previous post along with yesterday's exchange got me going.  I 

continued on with another reply to the same comment with:  As for the "How big are 

J1772 chargers in BEV's?" question, that's a misconception.  There is no difference.  That 

SAE standard is the same for all vehicles.  Most public chargers deliver 6.6 kW as a max 

rate.  That's all you get, regardless of being a PHEV or BEV.  To get faster, a very large 

box is needed to convert high-power AC to high-power DC.  Ever notice them at charging 

stations, tucked away in some corner?  That standard will likely be CCS for us, the first of 

which for Toyota will be in the upcoming bZ4X. 

9-04-2021 How Fast?  That question is extreme common.  Providing a simple reply can be 

challenging though.  I can and do, but that is typically provided with some detail first.  I 

think it is important for people to recognize the complexity of the situation to understand 

the means to which that simplicity in the end was achieved.  It's not mysterious or 

scary.  Most just don't have any idea where to begin their research.  So, I supply 

background and an expectation this way: 

 

With regard to speed, there are many limitations.  The vehicle itself will have a maximum 

supported.  For the level-2 standard we all use (SAE-J1772), that is 19.2 kW.  Doing the 

math, you'll find that is 240 volts * 80 amps.  To achieve that, a hard-wired 100-amp line 

is required (20% of that capacity is reserved as a safety buffer).  That's very expensive.  A 

more realistic household setup for multiple vehicles would be a 40-amp line for each 

EVSE for a rate of 7.7 kW (that's 240 volts * 32 amps). 

 

For a vehicle like RAV4 Prime, the maximum is advertised as 6.6 kW (since it can accept 

a maximum of 30 amps) for those who have 220-volt electricity service.  If you are 

fortunate enough to be on the upper side of the standard 220-240 volt variance, you will 

see a faster rate of 7.2 kW instead. 

In terms of how that all works out for ordinary minds not interested in doing math, figure a 

40-amp line will deliver 200 miles of EV in 8 hours. 

9-04-2021 10 Years Ahead.  You know this spells trouble to come, when someone ends their rant 

with: "...the Model 3 as it is a good 10 years ahead of Toyota and is a much more fun and 

powerful car to drive."  I was curious though.  Sometimes, you will get feedback that's 

unexpected, a reveal of how they person actually drew their conclusion.  Most of the time, 

they are so close-minded, you don't stand a chance of anything constructive.  Remember 

all those years of exchanges with Volt enthusiasts.  They would argue and argue and 

argue, but never make any progress.  In the end, it was just the same obsession with speed 

or power.  They hoped that appeal to them would be shared by mainstream 

consumers.  They were wrong, very wrong.  It's why I asked the "Who is the market for 

Volt?" question hundreds of times.  That's where "Know your audience." came 

from.  They didn't.  I recognized that weakness in their argument.  They same problem 

lives one.  This time, rather than Volt & Prius, it is with Model 3 and RAV4 Prime.  I was 

intrigued, hoping to get him to expose his reasoning... whether it be intentional or 

accidental... I asked:  How are you determining 10 years ahead?  Toyota's EV is already 

well refined and will be rolled out on a dedicated platform next year, complete with 

AWD.  Keep in mind, Toyota delivered a heat-pump years before Tesla. 
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9-05-2021 Invaded Discussions.  I found this fascinating: "Sad that every topic where Tesla is not 

number one is invaded by people explaining why consumers are wrong."  That's a great 

example of history repeating.  I was very excited to point that out and make it clear what 

such a thing can be very important.  I asked: 

 

How is that sad?  For an entire decade, Volt enthusiasts invaded Toyota 

discussions.  Every time there was mention of hybrid tech, especially with regard to plug-

in hybrid evolution, someone who attempt to undermine the discussion with "vastly 

superior" nonsense.  In fact, they literally said "vastly superior" for a number of 

years.  What that proved was they had no idea what "vastly superior" actually represented. 

 

The same could be here too.  Topic of discussion is about sales.  Obsession with what 

attracts early-adopter purchases is exactly the trap those favoring Volt fell into.  Those 

enthusiasts absolutely refused to acknowledge that mainstream consumers have different 

priorities.  So, we ask if either or the Volkswagen offerings have the same shortcoming. 

 

Some of the traits we desire as early-adopters make no difference to the purchase decision 

for someone who stumbles across the opportunity to buy.  This is how Toyota endured the 

attacks from GM.  Tesla owners tend to promote performance and SuperCharger 

access.  Is that really what a consumer loyal to a legacy automaker really favors more 

traditional traits? 

 

2 days ago, I got my second close-up look at ID.4 while at the MN State Fair.  It is the 

closest representation of what the upcoming bZ4X from Toyota will offer, so the 

opportunity to examine what draws interest from a showroom shopper was 

fantastic.  Consider what a consumer at VW thinks when they encounter ID.3 or ID.4 on 

display at a dealer. 

When another inevitable invasion happens, point out why VW has an advantage for VW 

customers.  In short, know your audience.  That how sales growth is achieved. 

9-05-2021 To My Surprise.  I got what I was hoping for, a reveal of how he had determined 

superiority.  He provided: "I am quite certain the 10-year cost for the Model 3 is far lower 

as there is no required maintenance.  I have spent more to maintain the Prime at 20K 

miles than the Model 3 at 65k.  And the fuel cost on the Model 3 is half that of the 

Prime."  That claim of being ahead was really just an estimate based on a cherry-picked 

data and ownership cost.  Addressing the actual technology wasn't part of his 

equation.  That's the very same thing Volt enthusiasts did.  Whenever I brought up 

potential by pointing out Camry or RAV4, they would shift discussion to something 

else.  They would evade the EV tech itself.  That potential was too much to accept.  Their 

denial ran quite deep.  I was intrigued to find out if this is the case for some Tesla owners 

as well.  That early-adopter mindset is a powerful blinder.  They fail to see how different 

priorities are for ordinary showroom shoppers.  I attempted to get the exchange back on 

track by posting:  That anecdotal observation has nothing to do with Toyota's EV 

tech.  BZ4X will be available this time next year. 
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9-05-2021 No Surprise.  Sure enough, it boiled down to the same old nonsense... denial.  I got this: 

"Which means it is still a dream and not an actual product."  I tried to be polite by 

sighting his response as anecdotal, presenting the opportunity to resume the exchange with 

something constructive.  Planning ahead and seeing potential is not a strong trait of early-

adopters.  In fact, some fail so miserably at recognition of what recognizing future 

necessity involves, they end up living in their own dream world.  So naturally, I found his 

reply quite ironic.  Far too many supporting Tesla expect a miracle.  Growth will 

supposedly be achieved simply by producing more of the same thing.  In fact, yesterday I 

read an article claiming Tesla's production capacity by the end of this year will have 

expanded to build 5 Million vehicles annually.  Really?  5 million what?  Does he expect 

everyone to choose from the extremely limited selection currently available?  This mindset 

is why the upcoming "bZ" brand of BEV from Toyota doesn't make any impression on 

them.  They are unimpressed by something intangible, despite the enormous potential.  So, 

I provided a does of reality, actual products to consider.  I wonder if this will result it 

increased denial or a request for detail.  The odds of this stirring inquisitive reply are quite 

low.  Unlikely would be stating it way over-optimistically, but you never know.  I'll give it 

a try:  Toyota already offers 4 different BEV models outside of our market here in the 

United States.  That same EV tech is also shared in both their PHEV and FCEV 

models.  Knowing that, the claim about "10 years" goes from anecdotal to cherry-picked. 

9-05-2021 Nope.  I got outright denial: "No sir.  Just drive a Tesla and you will experience the 

difference."  That is exactly the same nonsense I got from Volt enthusiasts all those years 

ago.  Their behind-the-wheel belief was so strong, they couldn't understand why sales 

failed to grow.  They seriously believe great engineering alone was all that a shopper 

required to make the purchase decision.  That thrust of power from acceleration beyond 

expectation was supposed to be enough to convince any disbeliever.  There was some 

truth to that.  It did indeed overcome misconception, but that had nothing to do with the 

importance of reliability or affordability.  In fact with Volt, you had to overlook the 

serious shortcoming of cramp rear seating.  It was an absurd situation to even have such an 

argument.  No matter how often I brought up the need for GM to spread their EV tech to 

others vehicles... most notably a SUV, like their popular Equinox... there was no 

recognition of value toward doing that.  The idea was just outright dismissed.  I was beside 

myself at such a level of stupidity.  The necessity to diversify product is a business basic, 

one of the first things they teach you in economics.  Ugh.  This is yet another example of 

how Innovator's Dilemma comes about.  A niche product will get promoted as it if what 

everyone wants and that entire audience agrees.  They don't recognize the self-validation 

problem.  It's a dangerous trap with lots of warnings.  Yet, there is a continuous flow of 

new victims.  Ugh. 
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9-06-2021 Engineering Build.  There's lots of speculation, much based on nothing but anecdotal 

observation.  Coming from those with limited background and exacerbated by those who 

thrive on controversy, the rollout of UX300e is feeding that fire.  I jumped into what 

would inevitably become a drawn out & spiteful debate, I posted: 

 

The vehicle is an "engineer build".  It's a process used to final test your knowledge gained 

so far before taking the next big step.  Within confines of existing resources (both 

hardware & software), you are challenged to champion an effort to produce the best all-

around product.  In other words, that is a practice effort, preparation for what's to come... a 

learning exercise to shake out weak points.  That's what you do when you want to be 

thorough about a major commitment. 

 

We already know what that commitment is too, the upcoming "bZ" line of vehicles.  That 

is Toyota's new e-TNGA platform which allows a wide variety of BEV configurations... 

exactly what UX300e does not.  By actually participating in that engineering build, you 

end up discovering what the challenges to come will be.  That how you confirm 

investment money is allocated properly.   There's a lot at stake.  Comprehensive research 

is priceless. 

 

Think about it.  We already know what bZ4X is targeted to achieve.  That first offering 

will be a new dedicated BEV model, a really big deal for Toyota.  In the presentation for it 

from late last year, they sighted their challenge "to secure quality & durability and 

minimize cost".  Sound familiar?  That's the very same thing they did with PHEV tech, 

specifically Prius Prime.  It was an effort so successful, we now have the high-praise, 

high-demand RAV4 Prime. 

 

I find it quite telling by those who criticize Toyota for wasting time or dragging their 

feet.  You don't just dive into the pool expecting to win gold within lots of 

practice.  UX300e is that practice.  So what if it uses outdated standards, like CHAdeMO 

charging?  We know there will be an adapter available.  We have also been shown that 

bZ4X will feature CCS charging.  Being forced to find a way to squeeze out as much as 

possible with what you have already is how you learn to make the next better. 

Don't forget about the new battery technology either.  We know there are better things to 

come.  Even before achieving solid-state design, there is the benefit of eliminating cobalt 

& nickel from existing lithium chemistry.  There's an expectation of hybrid demand to 

explode, as much as a 600% increase by 2025.  That's a lot of potential for any technology 

using batteries.  Keep in mind, all segments are being targeted (B, C, D, E) for 

electrification.  Being comprehensive takes time & practice. 
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9-06-2021 Other Voices.  It is especially nice to hear from a long-time friend who moved on to other 

pastures (Tesla), but still keeps in contact and shares very useful information.  Today, it 

was just a nod of shared history on that thread with my posted on engineering: "Ah! The 

Gen-1 of Toyota EVs..."  I volleyed back with: 

 

What we recognize as Gen-1 is actually the successor to the Prius Toyota offered only in 

Japan, starting way back in 1997.  For those who program in lower-level languages, where 

the first number in a counting sequence is 0 rather than 1, we refer to that Prius as Gen-

0.  It is a model we never got here in the United States.  That one used D-cells in the 

battery-pack.  We got the improvement, the introduction of prismatic packaging. 

 

Way back then, Toyota set the precedence of requiring patience.  I got to see that original 

model in person.  The screen wasn't touch-sensitive and the engine delivered fewer 

horsepower.  It was quite interesting to witness that beginning.  Waiting was just fine, 

totally worth it.  Now, something similar is happening with bZ4X. 

 

We see others getting their feet wet too, just like what started it all in the first 

place.  Remember the PNGV (Partnership for the Next Generation Vehicle) program, 

where Toyota was excluded from funding?  That nurtured what resulted in a provoke 

others came to regret.  Think about how Toyota is on its own schedule still, going about 

delivering their own evolutionary design, not following the others. 

 

Antagonists spin that behavior by Toyota as "feet dragging" or "kicking & 

screaming".  But when you look for evidence, you find there have been 4 rollouts of BEV 

already.  Each are obviously compliance.  But since you have to deliver something 

anyway, why not an engineering build?  Challenge the army of resources available to 

exploit hardware & software to squeeze out even better performance than originally 

designed.  After all, that's what competing with other automakers is about. 

Watch for the upcoming detail about bZ4X late this year.  I suspect that will be in the 

second-half of November, during the Auto Show in LA. 

9-06-2021 Why?  It is always nice to hear from someone in the naysayer role, rather than 

consistently having to fight off antagonists.  This was the comment: "If it is an engineer 

build, and if it is the level their knowledge is up to before they proceed to the bZs, then 

why would they release it commercially?"  It served as a great example of the background 

many simply don't have.  When you have been in the role of getting paid for work in an 

engineering profession for over 3 decades, it can be a challenge to confirm audience 

perception.  That's why I constantly reach out to diverse groups for feedback.  In this case, 

they seek my observations.  So, I posted:  If you ever get a chance to witness an 

innovation tournament, you'd understand.  It's an opportunity to apply what you know in a 

different manner to achieve a short-term goal and hopefully learn something in the 

process.  That type of exercise can be very rewarding for the participant.  Ideas emerging 

from those events can be a gain for the sponsor too, a takeaway for long-term 

benefit.  Toyota's practice has been to release a limited product into a limited market to 

collecting real-world data for that purpose.  UX300e fits the pattern, especially when you 

take its generous warranty into account.  That is a win-win for consumer & business.  As 

an engineer myself, I find it quite fulfilling when chances to wander off path come 

about.  Even with a small scope and not using the latest resources, those side projects 

typically turn out to be a great learning experience. 
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9-07-2021 Indulging Speculation.  Knowing that Toyota has big plans which antagonists are 

working hard to undermine, I felt it was ok to indulge in speculation.  That new "bZ" 

brand of BEV on the way with 7 models planned by 2025, along with 8 other BEV models 

in the same timespan, it's quite obvious Toyota has not been negligent.  That contradicts so 

many supporting the "behind" narrative, it is undeniably setting up a moment in history to 

remember.  In the meantime, we still have Toyota's other odds & ends to wonder about... 

or at least, others do.  Since I do that professionally anyway, there's nothing to do outside 

of just feeding conjecture.  My plans are set.  I endorse technology from ordinary 

consumers.  Heck, that is why I was welcomed into the plug-in owners group despite 

having a vehicle with such a small battery-pack.  My support for the use lithium cells 

matched exactly what they wanted, but had a reach beyond their own audience.  A plug-in 

hybrid with supposedly shortcomings demonstrated being quite capable, despite so much 

naysayer pushback.  That's how comments like this come about: "So are you saying that 

they don't actually expect to sell this car to ordinary consumers at retail price, but that 

they've just released it for regulatory reasons or whatever but actually expect most models 

to go through cut-price leases or other arrangements to a "selected audience" who will 

provide feedback and data?  If that's the case, that kind of makes sense."  Seeking out 

endorsement from unexpected sources requires a give-it-a-try approach.  Think of it as a 

type of advertising with an education benefit.  My own employer sees that type of 

expenditure well worth it, especially with retention & recruitment of talent.  It's not always 

what faces consumers that is important for a business.  I kept my reply brief with:  Yup, 

for the most part. That's what we have seen in the past... rollout is spec'd to only appeal to 

a particular audience.  Those interested in that particular market are who they are 

specifically targeted.  It's an effective method of getting meaningful feedback from 

ordinary consumers while at the same time satisfying some type of mandate.  That's a level 

of research some automakers don't bother with. 

9-07-2021 Market Damage.  What will be the impact of the Bolt recall?  It's quite obvious that 

owners will feel the pain.  Having to part outside, only charge to 90% capacity, and stop 

discharge at 70 miles, will be difficult to address.  That's quite an unplanned set of 

restrictions.  Those watching GM response will likely notice change elsewhere.  I have 

already seen a few postings about parking restrictions at ramps & lots.  This sentiment 

seems to sum in up well: "This is a PR disaster.  The best-selling and most affordable 

long-range EV got fully recalled completely.  This hurts all EVs."  Hopefully, it is really 

just a pessimistic prediction about perception.  It really is a financial disaster for GM 

regardless of how it looks from the outside.  I chimed in with this perspective:  Yup... and 

it fulfills the original concern that GM would somehow impede the entire 

industry.  Moving forward will be a challenge.  Consumers are attentive enough to 

recognize upcoming chemistries or DC fast-charging improvements.  That obvious effort 

on GM's part (conquest sales, rather than focusing on their own loyal customers) makes 

figuring out what the new messaging should be for BEV will be especially difficult.  In 

other words, some of our petty conflicts... like recognizing PHEV with full EV drive and 

+40 miles range as beneficial to BEV acceptance... will need to be resolved mighty 

quick.  Think about how audience is changing. 
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9-08-2021 Blatant Pandering.  It is really unfortunate when you start to recognize a pattern with 

published articles from particular writers.  Today, it was this confirmation: "There are 

different theories for why Toyota has been such a laggard on fully battery-electric cars 

(BEVs) — and it doesn't yet sell any..."  No one who refers to themself as a journalist, 

which he does in his by-line, has an excuse for such outright lies.  When you write on the 

topic so routinely, you get to know the facts.  Such an obvious omission is not 

justified.  He made a claim that was very, very, very easy to disprove.  You can ask why, 

but motive is almost certainly to help generate revenue.  He knows those articles with 

controversial content stir lots of participation.  I was quite irritated.  He keeps doing 

this.  So, I found this as a strategic means of pointing out that choice to mislead:  

 

Toyota does sell BEV (listed below) in select markets, just not here.  That's why the 

narrative of supposedly being behind has taken hold.  Reality is, Toyota is following their 

own approach, waiting until every little detail is worked out before going all in.  That's 

what the brand is known for.  That solid reputation for quality & reliability came from not 

following others.  Why would BEV be any different? 

 

Toyota iX4 

-------------------------------- 

   46 kWh battery 

   270 km / 169 mi NEDC 

   132 kW / 177 hp 

   full regular-speed recharge in 8 hours 

   50 kW DC fast-charge (80% in 30 min) 

 

Toyota IZOA & C-HR 

-------------------------------- 

   54.3 kWh battery 

   400 km / 250 mi NEDC 

   150 kW / 201 hp 

   6.6 kW level-2 charging 

   50 kW DC fast-charge (80% in 52 min) 

 

Lexus UX300e 

-------------------------------- 

   54.3 kWh battery 

   315 km / 196 mi NEDC 

   150 kW / 201 hp 

   6.6 kW level-2 charging 

   50 kW DC fast-charge (80% in 52 min) 
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9-09-2021 Catch Up.  There was no response from the writer of that article.  I wasn't expecting 

any.  I do expect recognition though.  That's happened in the past.  I'll post information 

that wasn't well known prior to then, but future topics bring it up.  On a different website, 

that happened pretty much overnight with this same type of discussion.  They kept 

presenting Toyota as anti-EV, then I pointed out how C-HR was about to be rolled out as 

an EV model in China.  It likely only took them a few internet searches to verify I was 

speaking the truth.  And since it supported their narrative, they took the discovery and 

capitalized on it.  Will that happen with this website?  I doubt it.  Knowing audience there, 

I can see a difference.  Sentiment for Toyota on the other was more of indifference.  On 

this one, it is seeking of a scapegoat.  They blame Toyota for their own struggle.  I see 

claims all the time of wasting time & money on hydrogen rather than discussion of their 

preferred automaker's choices... or the market itself.  I found this comment an excellent 

post to respond to in that regard:  "Let's see if it can now catch up or if it will left behind 

like other Japanese companies over the years."  This is what I posted:  Catch up to 

what?  The market has barely reached beyond early-adopters.  In fact, some sales still very 

much rely upon subsidies and infrastructure is clearly in its infancy.  Heck, we don't even 

have a DC fast-charger standard here yet.  The select of vehicles to actually purchase is 

quite limited too.  As for Toyota itself, their EV drive in RAV4 Prime is second-

generation PHEV with 4.5 years of flawless operation from Prius Prime already.  That 

included a debut before Tesla, rollout of a heat-pump for cabin warming.  And the carbon-

fiber hatch was a great example of unrecognized success, just quietly produced without 

any fanfare.  In other words, Toyota has been just about their business of refining 

technology and ignored rhetoric.  Plans to deliver 7 models in their upcoming new BEV 

brand will take place their way on their schedule. 
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9-10-2021 Understanding Growth.  I asked how Model Y will outsell Corolla in just 2 or 3 

years.  That claim of steep growth expectation continues to be made, especially when there 

is an article about Toyota highlighting plans for next year.  Antagonists do everything they 

can to distract and mislead.  It drowns out naysayers, which is definitely a positive 

outcome.  But it's also a red herring.  Anyone who actually studied business knows there 

are challenges along the way, making growth difficult.  Heck, that initial major barrier has 

a name: "Innovator's Dilemma".  Adding subsidies to an emerging market muddles that 

situation even more.  Think about the competition.  They person who posted this 

obviously didn't want to: "Tesla on track to sell 900k cars this year, half of which are 

model Y.  Berlin and Texas are each planning to ramp production to 2 million cars in a 

few years.  That brings Tesla to 2.5 million model Y.  This isn't speculation as Tesla has 

stated these production targets publicly. Corolla is the worlds current best selling car at 

1.1 million units in 2020 and Tesla will likely pass this with model Y in 2023."  I was both 

amused and annoyed, so I posted:  That's not how the industry works.  Simply just 

producing more won't result in more sales.  There is a market saturation point.  There is 

also the low-hanging fruit paradigm. Growth is not linear; projections must take that into 

account.  Tesla will end up doing just like legacy automakers.  They will alter production 

locations to build whatever sells well.  As for comparing Model Y to Corolla, that's 

absurd.  Starting price of $39,990 for the Tesla and $20,075 for the Toyota puts them is 

profoundly different categories... meaning their audiences won't share the same purchase 

priorities.  In fact, they have very little in common with regard to sales location as 

well.  Think about where the 50 Million Corolla sold so far have been distributed to.  That 

is exactly why we continue to hear speculation about a lower cost Tesla.  The so-called 

"Model 2" will be an affordable hatchback, smaller to reach the audience with smaller 

wallets... those who would otherwise consider purchase of a Corolla.  btw, it is quite 

telling how you carefully avoided any mention of the actual competition... the topic of this 

article... bZ4X.  Anyone taking a moment of critical thought will notice how Model Y will 

compete with many new choices, including this from Toyota.  That monopoly won't 

last.  Don't forget about growth of CCS charging either. 
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9-10-2021 False Hope.  Enthusiasts like to bet the farm on whatever the automaker rolls out that 

appeals to them.  That tends to be quite successful within their own bubble.  It turns into a 

group-think outcome.  That's fine if you are collecting data with such an isolation in 

mind.  After all, automakers offer a wide variety of choices.  When that is either forgotten 

or overlooked, it becomes a problem.  Those enthusiasts enable the niche to become the 

focus.  In the automaker takes that endorsement as a literal rather than just a template, they 

can fall into the trap of Innovator's Dilemma.  It is exactly what happened with 

Volt.  Feedback from those early-adopters enabled the mistake of specialization to 

flourish.  Rather than adapting the technology to other vehicles, the automaker continued 

to refine it to appeal to that specific audience.  This is what I kept asking the "Who?" 

question over and over and over again.  I was dumbfounded that anyone could be so 

blind.  Volt was racing toward a cliff, a dead-end due to the lack of potential 

customers.  Sure enough, it died for that very reason too.  How many times must it be 

pointed out that a vehicle like Equinox should also be provided with the same 

technology?  Looking back, that is incredibly obvious.  We see RAV4 Prime having done 

essentially that very thing and it is in very high demand now.  The reason for such a 

relentless push to get off the path to nowhere was the automaker is a for-profit 

business.  You can't just select a favorite buyer and cater only to them with an expectation 

of surviving.  It is a false hope; yet, that is what needed to be dealt with back then and still 

must now.  Look at what happened to Bolt.  GM rushed to satisfy.  Now every Bolt ever 

made must receive a new battery-pack.  Somewhere in that story is a warning of 

hast.  What was the goal?  Remember the celebration for having beat Tesla Model 3 to 

market.  What did that accomplish?  Needless to say, don't proclaim victory unless the 

purpose really did fulfill a move beyond the status quo.  I posted such a message of 

recognition... to those still stubbornly holding on to false hope... with this:  The ironic part 

of all of this is the narrative of "EV market" has become so normalized, people have lost 

touch with actual business need.  Sure, you could purchase something seemingly better, 

but it was really false hope.  In other words, those other legacy choices were being sold at 

a loss.  Look at Bolt.  We got a very clear statement from GM, which in itself is quite a 

departure, pointing out in would never be profitable.  So, seeing Toyota test the waters 

with pricing shouldn't be a surprise.  Reuse of existing well-proven technology to achieve 

that is a practice everyone seems to have forgotten about... especially coming from a 

source who has mastered continuous improvement.  Why not try that while its replacement 

is still being finalized? 
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9-11-2021 Timing.  Over the years, it has been interesting to see what big auto shows bring.  Right 

now, all the buzz is on Munich.  Having actually visited that city in Germany and toured 

BMW there, it is especially exciting to see random footage surrounding the event.  It also 

makes you wonder what will be revealed.  Not everyone follows those happenings 

though.  In fact, most don't... even active participants in online forums.  Such is likely like 

case from this post: "Rant: I hate that Toyota has not created an EV Prius Prime for Prius 

lovers.  I would have paid 50K for it.  I loved the Prius and just wanted full EV.  At least 

65 KW capacity.  Why is toyota late in the game with EV while it waits to roll out 

hydrogen.  Wouldn't it be smart to keep EV lovers in their cars until they could roll out 

hydrogen widely?"  It came from someone who had just sold his 2017 Prius Prime a few 

days ago, replacing it with a BEV has wasn't especially excited about.  Intrigued to get 

some feedback and unwilling to entertain certain troublemakers elsewhere, I posted this on 

his new thread: 

 

The narrative of Toyota being so far behind and being distracted by hydrogen happened 

for a reason, one that will become much easier to understand the next year.  In the 

meantime, some thrive on the attention by attacking Toyota.  It's been pretty bad 

too.  Some of the articles published... by supposed journalists... contain outright 

lies.  Misleading through omission is one thing, but making blatantly false claims is 

another.  Those are an invitation to antagonists, stirring comment posting to generate 

revenue. That's sad. 

 

Think about the challenges that follow early-adopter rollouts.  Automakers face a market 

without subsidies for an audience without background knowledge in a land lacking both 

public charging-station infrastructure and EVSE support for high-volume residents.  That 

puts them in a chicken/egg position, one with large risk and small reward.  Dealing with 

that is extremely difficult.  How do you get over decades of expectations catering to want 

rather than need?  It's an ugly situation.  If you study what's happening behind the scenes 

though, there is hope. 

 

Necessity to build a better battery is obvious.  How is not.  A major contributor to both 

expense & backlash is the chemistry within.  Both cobalt & nickel are elements used 

which stir controversy.  They also add expense and fire potential.  Both have been 

eliminated in "LFP" batteries (Lithium Iron Phosphate).  Using that improvement results 

in a cheaper & safer battery while also improving longevity.  The tradeoff is lower 

capacity.  In less than 2 weeks, some patents on that chemistry are about to expire.  In 

April 2022, the final one will expire. 

Notice how such timing lines up perfectly with bZ4X rollout? 
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9-11-2021 Looking Back.  Not years, just days...  This was the title of an article published 4 days 

ago: "Toyota Promises the bZ4X Battery Pack Will Retain 90% of Capacity in a 

Decade"  Armed with the knowledge now of that likely to use LFP chemistry, doesn't that 

narrative of "behind" take on a new perspective?  I had heard rumors of such a move, but 

didn't have any facts to even base speculation on.  The market in China used them.  Why 

was a mystery though.  Finding out it was a patent negotiation that ended up a win-win for 

usage inside and out of the country, it makes sense.  Chinese automakers were restricted to 

their domestic market.  Only use there was allowed.  The same was true for automakers 

outside of China.  There could be no import/export of the technology.  But with the patent 

about to expire, new light is being shed on the situation... like why bZ4X rollout in China 

& Japan was starting well ahead of the United States.  Knowing that can happen right 

away in certain locations, rather than having to wait until the end of April next year, 

explains not having a worldwide rollout all at once.  Of course, the disaster GM has 

created makes delay worthwhile now anyway.  Regardless of consumer impression, the 

reality that a patent restriction limited use, tells us more about what actually influences 

business decision.  Think about what happened with NiMH use.  That legal barrier 

disappearing opened up opportunity which Toyota jumped on.  Why couldn't something 

similar happen with this too? 
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9-12-2021 Delayed Attack.  There is always someone who jumps on a blog article and responds to a 

bunch of the posts several days later.  They are familiar names, well known antagonists 

who like to provoke.  I found today's compelling: "Toyota plans on having enough battery 

capacity in 2030 to build 3 million electric cars (they said this a few days ago).  Last year 

Toyota sold 11 million cars worldwide.  Do you think Toyota will be able to sell 8 million 

ICE vehicles in 2030?"  When there is a fact presented that is blatantly false, how can you 

resist?  It's so easy to disprove an exaggeration like that and it serves as an invitation.  So, 

I replied to that provoke with:  

 

9,528,438 is not 11 million.  PHEV that deliver full EV-drive are not ICE vehicles 

either.  Get your facts straight.  Think about what projections are from other automakers 

verses what they are planning to rollout.  From Toyota, we see 7 distinct models in the 

upcoming "bZ" brand.  We also see some rebranding will take place in Subaru.  All that is 

exactly what you want to do with maturing technology.  

 

Now look at Tesla's challenge to diversify.  Cybertruck still appears more gimmick than 

practical.  Could you actually see that being used as a worksite vehicle?  It clearly doesn't 

target the same audience as F-150 Lightning.  We also see issues with a Model 2.  If it 

performs well and is affordable (smaller and without FSD), it will cannibalize sales from 

Model 3/Y.  Growth is not a simple process.  

 

For a legacy automaker perspective, consider VW.  Ask why they are so hesitant to rollout 

ID.3 here in the United States.  That lack of choice isn't how you grow sales and reach a 

wider audience.  VW has the added problem of its own ICE vehicles completing on the 

same showroom floor.  At least with Toyota, some ICE will be phased out 

entirely.  Sienna & Venza are now only available as hybrids.  As a result, seeing them 

become plug-in hybrids is an obvious next step that won't present much resistance from 

dealers. 

Lastly, look at the disasters GM continues to make.  The promise to spread Two-Mode 

technology across the fleet failed on such a colossal scale, it is a history most supporters 

try to hide.  Volt is suffering a similar fate.  GM didn't bother to diversify.  Looking at the 

demand for RAV4 Prime, it is undeniable there would have been an audience for an 

Equinox using Voltec.  Instead, the entire effort to deliver choice was abandoned... at 

substantial risk.  Without Bolt available anymore, GM has nothing with a plug to sell now. 

9-12-2021 Sedans Vanishing.  It tells you a lot about audience when they only now discover what 

you have been watching play out for decades.  Automakers gravitated to SUV sales back 

in the 90's due to their high profit and efficiency exemption.  That later shifted to a 

desperation for profit by misleading about safety.  The crossover emerged from that, a 

vehicle redefine... since the SUV was clearly being used for daily commutes to the office, 

rather than being a off-road warrior as promoted.  Higher profit continued to be the draw 

for automakers and consumers were willing to pay.  An interesting twist all these years 

later is a certain reality not yet noticed by most, even those online.  So, I enjoy pointing it 

out:  Necessity of battery placement made the phaseout of most sedans so obvious, many 

of use saw it coming years ago.  In fact, rollout of Corolla now as Corolla Cross should be 

a hand-to-forehead moment.  Look at how remarkably simple it was for Toyota to 

transform RAV4 hybrid to RAV4 Prime (plug-in hybrid).  There's little doubt the same 

thing will happen with the hybrid model of Corolla Cross.  Once customers recognize that 

approach simplicity, the next step from PHEV to BEV is one that readily addresses 

change. 
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9-12-2021 Misunderstanding Purpose.  Comments like this is how you learn about audience: "My 

Prime has three amp settings: 8, 16 and 32.  I had to switch my setting to 16 to get my 

level 2 cable to charge at the higher rate.  And to get fastest, I have to change it to 

32.  And, actually, to get my 12 hour charge with the stock cable, I had to do same 

(16)."  The system defaults to the highest setting.  It's intended to be that way.  At most, 

you set it and forget it.  There's no reason to ever have to adjust if you aren't plugging in 

another high-draw device into that same line.  His series of posts didn't reveal that; 

instead, there were statements of needed change from time to time.  Ugh.  In other words, 

the purpose is to slow charging, not to speed it up.  His understanding was reverse of what 

had been designed & delivered.  That's fascinating.  Think about it.  He had been 

switching between 32 and 16 depending upon which EVSE he was using.  For level-1, he 

would set it to 16.  For level-2, he would set it to 32.  There is literally no benefit from 

that.  You just leave it on 32 all the time, regardless of what you plug into for 

charging.  The setting is within the car, not the "stock cable" or the "level 2 cable".  The 

car makes a request for that maximum and the EVSE delivers the fastest it can up to that 

maximum.  Again, ugh.  I responded to the series of argumentative posts with this:  That is 

a misunderstanding of purpose.  That option to specify amp is to reduce draw when you 

are sharing the electrical line with something else.  In all other circumstances, you want to 

just leave the setting at maximum. 

9-12-2021 Backtrack.  As detail of bZ4X gets closer, I find narrative claims like this fascinating: 

"Toyoda (the CEO, not the company) doesn't want to have to backtrack on his anti-EV 

rhetoric."  They provide a clue that antagonist are beginning to recognize their statements 

of how far Toyota was behind were incorrect, that Toyota really isn't struggling to catch 

up.  From their perspective, it was easy to frame a story of misguided intent.  Finding out 

it really was a difference of audience & approach, that people like me were correct all 

along, is too much to accept.  That means either admit to the error or change the 

narrative.  Obviously, they are going with the latter.  So, I find it of great interest to 

witness those damage-control attempts.  As time goes on, the sentiment of "anti" becomes 

increasingly difficult to support.  In other words, they lost their scapegoat.  I responded to 

that nonsense with:  There isn't anything to backtrack, since "anti-EV" claims were really 

just rhetoric.  Anyone taking the time to actually read what was said would see that 

Toyota's stance was one of timeline.  They continue that too, pointing out how phaseout of 

ICE will take longer than is hoped.  The reason for that should be obvious.  Look at where 

Toyotas are actually purchased.  They are all around the world. In places where electricity 

infrastructure is almost non-existent, you'll find lots of Toyota vehicles.  Heck, they are 

even the preferred mode of transport for terrorist groups, due to the extreme reliability.  I 

was in Tanzania a few months ago.  There were Toyotas everywhere.. and no where to 

plug in though.  Even many of the villages along the many roads had very limited 

electricity availability. Being able to recharge a vehicle within this decade is quite 

unrealistic.  Think about how long it will be until we get landlords here to start providing 

even just 120-volt connections for their tenants.  Sadly, that is many years away still and 

will need lots of financial incentive to make it happen.  In other words, that's not 

rhetoric.  It's realism enthusiasts don't want to accept.  Their denial has created a narrative 

to avoid dealing with those challenges BEV still face.  Note that we don't even have a 

standard DC fast-charger connection here yet. 
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9-13-2021 Slow-Motion Catastrophe.  It is rather bizarre watching GM fall apart, yet again.  Having 

witnessed Two-Mode, gen-1 Volt, and gen-2 Volt each fail to achieve anything long-term, 

it was with fascination to see all bets being placed on Bolt.  We knew it would never 

return any profit.  That was fine though... if establishing a reputation for long-term 

reliability is the intended outcome.  That's well worth the expense.  You build up to the 

next generation, setting expectations.  That failed though.  There's no "but" in that 

outcome either.  The reason why is simple.  Regardless of whatever problem emerges, 

what counts is how you handle it.  Remember Lexus?  Apparently, GM didn't.  50,930 

Bolts (2017 to 2019 models) were identified as having a potential for defective cells 

leading to fire... back in November.  That count grew by another 17,770 in July when 

more was learned about the problem.  There were actually 2 defects and the software 

work-around was insufficient.  Things got worse from there.  A public-relations nightmare 

was growing.  Owners dealing with restrictions weren't getting clear or timely answers on 

buyback requests either.  That's when a new fire raised concern about newer models, the 

ones which were supposedly not a concern.  Since their batteries came from a different 

location, would it matter.  Turns out, it did.  GM added all 63,680 newer models (both sold 

& unsold) along with 9,340 remaining 2019.  What a mess.  Think about how long it will 

take to replace battery-packs in each one of those, not to mention the wait for a solution 

first.  Now, it is 3 weeks later (the final nail in the coffin was August 20) and there is still 

much uncertainty.  This goes so far beyond the "over promise, under deliver" problem, it's 

rather perplexing to try to figure out where to go from here.  Note how I was always 

begging for enthusiasts to explain what GM's next step should be.  Now, who 

knows?  Remember early this year when there was the promise of going entirely electric 

by 2035, how GM was leading the way to a clean future?  Ugh. 

9-14-2021 FUD.  The same propaganda article tends circulate online for months, treated as if it were 

new information by each of the various sources.  Eventually, that hype settles down and 

the supposed facts end up getting referred to later as if their were provided by an authority 

on the topic... since no one bothers to trace back to the original source.  Basically, it is a 

roundabout means of legitimizing rhetoric.  Those wanting to undermine just make up 

stuff... Fear... Uncertainty... Doubt... then spread it over and over and over again with the 

hopes of it causing a loss of perspective.  That repetition tactic rarely gets noticed.  People 

simply don't pay attention.  They don't know how information came about.  So, we end up 

with nonsense to routinely deal with.  Today, it was just more of the same coming from 

someone who innocently started a thread with a link, completely oblivious to what they 

had just done.  I jumped in right away with:  It's interesting how some use lobbying as a 

distraction.  If you can keep attention on a cherry-picked activity elsewhere, your big 

mistake unfolding will hopefully go unnoticed.  Naysayers can spin whatever they 

want.  It won't stop the Toyota juggernaut though.  We already see how much practical 

experience they have accrued through a variety of limited real-world rollouts... all that 

prior to a wide-scale dedicated model offering.  Something others would have benefited 

from.  People always feared GM would screw so bad, delivering a rushed offering with 

such confused messaging, that it would negatively setback the entire industry.  Sure 

enough, it happened twice... with Volt and Bolt.  That was actually their third very 

expensive failure, but Two-Mode was tiny in comparison.  Reality is brutal, especially 

when challenges aren't taken seriously.  In other words, don't waste time on 

narratives.  Seek out detail to confirm the bigger picture. 
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9-14-2021 Missing The EV-Boat.  There was yet another article today, a new attempt to spin the 

same old nonsense.  I will sure be glad when real-world data is finally 

available.  Throughout history, antagonists have taken advantage of the lull prior to rollout 

to spread lies.  After all, it is very difficult to defend a design when all you have is 

specifications.  Regardless of how detailed they are, people aren't swayed by logic.  If they 

can't get their "sound bite" of info to validate or dismiss, they aren't interested.  It's a battle 

of the brainless.  Ugh.  Oh well, all you can do in the meantime... while enduring the long 

wait... is remind people of what's really happening:  We've heard the narrative over and 

over.  There are some who simply detest their approach, insisting upon rapid results.  So, 

they undermine by omitting, selecting, misrepresenting.  It's really sad.  For those who 

have the patience to wait for a more refined product, we see the first of Toyota's upcoming 

BEV brand being prepared for production.  Search for "bZ4X".  You'll be surprised how 

well planned out Toyota's strategy actually is. 

9-15-2021 Expectations.  Last week, Hyundai revealed their large SUV to follow the small SUV 

rolling out later this year.  Expectation for that BEV is 2024.  So, I'm not sure if the person 

was being sarcastic when posting this or he was annoyed by the speed it takes to get 

anything on the road: "Hyundai will almost have its Ioniq 7 on the road by the time Toyota 

finally has something to offer.  So I guess I am one of those that don't necessarily want 

'rapid' results, but would have expected 'results by now'."  Whatever the case, always 

expect there to be a long wait.  When it comes to Toyota, it is worth it.  When it comes to 

others, it is a gamble.  When it comes to online debate, know your audience.  That was my 

reply too, a reminder of who:  Know your audience.  Mainstream consumers have 

different expectations.  They want a robust battery.  No replacement.  No risk of fire.  It 

has been that way for entire decade now.  History of Volt makes that very easy to 

confirm.  For perspective, think about how many people will actually care what was 

offered when.  That's completely pointless for someone shopping before we even have a 

DC fast-charging standard established.  How long will that take 

still?  Speed...  Location...  Pricing...  None of that means anything to such an audience 

yet.  As for results, look for substance.  Notice how flawless Pr 

9-15-2021 Hypocritical.  Rather than absolve Toyota directly, it is quite insightful, telling, 

redeeming, vindicating... to see a post like this: "LFP is the answer.  Too bad Chevy is tied 

to their hips with a loser like LG."  That is recognition of the problem, a level of critical 

thinking beyond just acknowledge of a misstep.  That's great... and long overdue.  There is 

so much of the need-solution-now approach, people have lost perspective.  You want to do 

it right, you take the time to validate the choice.  A poor decision initially can have 

massive consequence later on... as we are now witnessing with Bolt.  That was very much 

the "Tortoise and the Hare" story playing out right before our eyes.  There was celebration 

of winning the race as the first steps were being taken.  It was absurd.  No one is that 

stupid, right?  Turns out, GM had a reputation for doing that.  For those who studied their 

past... Two-Mode, BAS, eAssist, gen-1 Volt, gen-2 Volt... they recognize the 

pattern.  Upon pointing that out to others though, you get either outright denial or a hostile 

reply.  That has turned into hypocrisy now.  The comment today was to point out the 

situation:  Ironically, much of the rhetoric about Toyota becomes quite hypocritical when 

LFP is taken into account.  They really weren't behind or scrambling to catch up.  They 

were simply waiting for the patent to expire... which is now just 1 week away. 
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9-15-2021 Follow.  It annoys me when enthusiasts oversimplify the situation.  That's a dead 

giveaway that aren't taking the situation seriously, that they are really just reacting to 

circumstances rather than seeing the bigger picture.  This is an example of that: "EV has 

won the battle and Elon is the General.  Toyota will follow."  Leadership isn't about 

battles.  It's about long-term strategy and addressing all that much be achieved.  Tesla has 

done a wonderful job of proving technology viable.  We still don't have a charging 

standard though.  For that matter, there is chaos within the DC fast-charging world.  No 

message of speed or pricing existing.  It's a wild, untamed environment still... which 

means no ordinary consumer will be interested.  In fact, they won't even consider a 

purchase until quite a long list of uncertainties finally become certain.  Know your 

audience.  I know them and I recognize the limitations of discussion with those 

online.  So, I kept my point brief:  Don't make the same mistake as others by assuming the 

war is being fought on just one front.  You'll discover that a single approach is how to 

achieve victories in battle but is not how the war is won.  It's like fighting with just one 

weapon.  Odds are pretty good that isn't enough.  Markets vary.  Objectives 

vary.  Audience varies.  Toyota is positioning to address what Tesla hasn't been able to. 

9-15-2021 Lead.  That perspective of "follow" certainly will received at a sucker-punch when 

antagonists finally put pieces of the puzzle together.  Just guessing based on what they 

think should happen does not result in success.  I studied that in college and have since 

collected 2 decades of data from personal witness with the automotive industry.  Prior to 

that, it was 2 decades of computer industry.  Yup.  I'm old now.  But that background sure 

comes in handy sometimes.  Anywho, I understand how much research & development it 

takes before serious investment is a good idea.  With the case of batteries worthy of wide-

scale BEV use, it's best to take you time.  For years, we've known that Toyota has been 

striving to improve both efficiency & reliability.  I can look back to long ago and recall 

concerns of that nature taking priority.  Fruits of that labor seem ready to be shared.  Last 

week, we got word of Toyota planning to spend more than $13.5 Billion by 2030 on 

battery production & supply.  The company's hope is to take a technology lead for the 

industry.  That means checking all the books.  We know the elimination of cobalt & 

nickel, taking advantage of LFP chemistry, is a tradeoff.  The result of such a switch 

results in robust battery cells.  That can tolerate more heat and will last longer.  Cost is 

lower too.  It comes at a penalty of capacity though.  That's where another piece of the 

puzzle fits.  This quote from Chief Technology Officer Masahiko Maeda summed it up 

nicely: "For the vehicle, we aim to improve power consumption, which is an indicator of 

the amount of electricity used per kilometer, by 30%, starting with the Toyota 

bZ4X."  Remember years ago the talk about upcoming semi-conductor 

improvements?  This appears to be implementation of that.  A better system will offset the 

loss of capacity.  That is the way to lead.  It is yet another example of finding a way of 

squeezing out more from less.  Sweet! 
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9-16-2021 Clout.  We see a new stir now: "Part of the point of the union rebate may indeed be to 

encourage construction of assembly plants in states which don't have right-to-freeload 

laws.  Foreign producers like Toyota, Honda and VW understandably don't have the 

political clout of Ford and GM, but it seems that the manufacturer with the highest 

domestic content doesn't have much clout either."  Discussion of how vehicles are actually 

built, rather than obsession with engineering, is a refreshing change.  Sadly, it still comes 

down to what side you've taken... a polarized perspective.  Motivation is either this or that, 

nothing else, period.  Ugh.  That overly simplistic view of the world is quite 

disappointing.  Sadly, that's all we have to work with.  I keep trying to be one of those who 

helps show there's more to life than what others assume:  Turns out, there are other 

tools.  Clout isn't necessarily the most effective anyway.  Look at narratives, like the one 

within this guest contributor article: "It's not like either of these companies [Toyota & 

Honda] are really on the leading edge of bringing you amazing EV choices, so that's 

probably also part of it."  Think about how many reading that will take it at face value, 

never considering whether "amazing" is even relevant to their own purchase decision.  For 

example, the expectation from Toyota's upcoming BEV rollout is the introduction of a 

more robust battery that's lower cost in a system that's higher efficiency.  That's very 

important progress for the industry; yet, none of the enthusiasts seem to care.  In fact, 

many are either downplaying the possibility or outright dismissing it.  That lack of 

objectivity is how we got into this mess.  It will continue until there's an acknowledge of 

what BEV really need rather than who builds them. 

9-16-2021 Intent & Feedback.  There is a video channel which takes great pride in being unbiased 

& comprehensive.  That slip up from time to time though, missing something 

important.  Being quite open-minded and receptive to feedback is how they build 

credibility.  That's worked well in the past.  I have a feeling this post won't though.  Their 

particular video today was a feed-the-narrative push against Toyota, framing then as anti-

EV still.  I was really disappointed.  Oh well, at least we can post comments.  So, I did my 

best to present the letdown message in a constructive manner:  bZ4X is on the way from 

Toyota, coming the first half of 2022.  It promises improved battery chemistry along with 

improved system efficiency.  No mention of that left an incomplete assessment of 

automaker intent. 
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9-16-2021 It Seems.  That narrative stirs comments like: "It seems a good 5-10 years - maybe more - 

behind the competition.  It's not like Toyota doesn't have money or technology, so it seems 

remarkable that they'd manage to build something so abysmal."  I had much to say about 

that: 

 

Anecdotal observation is how narratives thrive. 

 

Think about how Toyota does things on their own schedule their own way.  They tend to 

be subtle too.  You have to really watch the big picture to notice when a stage is being set 

or an opportunity taken.  In this case, consider where the UX300e is being made available 

and how.  All you get from the video is perspective on a single market rollout, one within 

Europe. 

 

Look at the market in China.  There are 37 automakers and quite a number of battery 

manufacturers.  There are also different chemistries and different license 

arrangements.  For Toyota, we know for a fact they are supplied by a company that has 

been making more advanced batteries for years now.  But distribution was restricted to 

China.  We also know that UX300e is a secondary offering, one that leverages knowledge 

gain from the BEV models of Izoa & C-HR.  There's nothing stopping Toyota from using 

this newest model as a test-bed for chemistry comparison.  Think about how convenient 

that would to slip in LFP cells instead, starting with China.  That real-world data would be 

absolutely priceless so far ahead of bZ4X... which we already know will use a new 

chemistry. 

In other words, what seems to be 5-10 years behind may be quite the opposite.  With no 

one was paying close attention, Toyota can race ahead. 

9-16-2021 Ironic.  Stuff like this is always fun to reply to: "In the case of the UX300e, the difference 

between it and its rivals on every metric is enormous.  It'd take a hell of a lot of brand 

loyalty for people to choose it over its competitors, and I think the risk of long-term 

damage to the brand..."  It was one of those conclusions they draw for you without 

providing any information whatsoever.  Who are they trying to convince and of what?  It 

is the equivalent of screaming out "I win!" in a crowded room while standing alone.  No 

one knows what you are talking about or is the slightest bit interested.  It is pointless.  But 

that's what they do to self-validate.  I pointed out the twist in their logic:  Every metric for 

whom?  Think about what ordinary consumers want, what they consider important.  LFP 

reduces cost, reduces fire risk, increases heat resistance, and increases cycle-life.  The 

tradeoff is loss of range... but that is the only trait which can be compensated for in a 

variety of ways... like improved efficiency, which is something else Toyota has been 

hinting at.  Put another way, aren't those long-term goals?  It basically looks like people 

would prefer Toyota play it safe rather than take risks.  I find that incredibly ironic. 
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9-18-2021 Poorly Named.  I was especially amused today when the only response an antagonist 

could come up with upon learning about bZ4X was attacking its name: "Good looking car, 

poorly named.  Sounds more like a fax machine."  It was the wrong choice.  Here's why: 

 

The naming makes sense, quite unlike other automakers.  "bZ" indicates the vehicle is 

from the new brand.  "4" indicates the relative size in the choices that will be 

available.  "X" indicates it has AWD. 

 

GM had trouble with "Volt" and "Bolt" from the day naming was announced.  It was so 

confusing, some speculated it was a plan-ahead move for the potential end Volt, an 

intentional move to obscure history... which indeed, it did. 

 

Tesla is just a mess.  Model naming of S, 3, X, Y comes off as cute, but it is the very 

essence of useless.  The letters tell us nothing whatsoever.  They aren't even easy-to-

remember.  At least with a name, you stand a chance of association. 

Looking at VW with ID.3 and ID.4, we see a familiar pattern of brand & size as 

Toyota.  Seeing examples of others for context, are you still saying that is poor? 

9-18-2021 Cost Estimates.  I stumbled across this information today and found it very interesting: 

"According to Nikkei Asia, developing a new EV model costs some $455 million, and 

converting production lines to build EVs costs about $90-135 million per 

factory.  Batteries account for 40% to 50% of production costs."  That is remarkably 

supportive of why Toyota isn't rushing to market.  Enthusiasts like to refer to VW as the 

best example of legacy commitment, a true statement of willingness to embrace 

change.  That is a load of bull, of course.  VW was forced to.  Their acceptance of the 

penalty for the diesel scam is really just making the best of a bad situation.  Given a 

choice, that would not have happening.  Enthusiasts portraying the situation as if there was 

is just another form of rewriting history.  Building a BEV is very expensive and very 

risky.  Toyota's wait for so many of the pieces of the puzzle to first be put into place is not 

an denial delay, it's good business.  Many pieces are really investment elsewhere, wisely 

made so sharing could take place later.  Stuff like motors, invertors, and heat-pumps are 

interchangeable.  Some battery chemistries may be as well.  Software obviously 

is.  Learning as much as possible... in others words, research before purchase... is 

sensible.  Based on those cost estimates, why wouldn't you? 

9-19-2021 4 Years Ago.  I stumbled across an old blog topic I had bookmarked: "Reality of the Plug-

in Hybrid"  It was from the days of Volt, when attacks on Prius Prime were still going 

strong.  There were 187 comments posted.  My jump into the mix was this: "Prius Prime 

is more efficient in EV mode, more efficient in HV mode, and had the ability to compete 

with traditional vehicles without any dependency on tax-credits."  It was how I described 

the formula for success.  There was a series of belligerent responses.  None of that back 

then was ever effective.  The enthusiasts remaining were absolutely desperate at that 

point.  Claiming all three of those were false was what stirred me to mention the encounter 

again here, now.  Looking back, there were so many of those fights, I'm amazed how 

accurate some of the predictions were.  If you kept studying the situation and really focus 

on goals, there can be a sense of clarity that emerges.  Many won't like that though.  You 

sound like a broken record, and what's good for the masses is often a disappointing 

outcome for an enthusiasts.  They want excitement, something to standout.  Being normal 

is exactly what they despise.  Know your audience... or do like I did, keep asking the 

"Who?" questions. 
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9-20-2021 Ugh.  Don't you wish reality was actually this simplistic: "I can't believe that there are 

still people who don't see it coming.  Tesla doubled production to nearly 1 million cars for 

this year and still have a 6 month wait list.  At this point, it's pretty obvious that Tesla is 

going to keep growing until they are the dominate car maker in the world."  I suspect he 

has absolutely no idea how complicated the situation actually is.  The intricate nature of 

business, with so many influences constantly, is very difficult to grasp.  Heck, even the 

concept of a "moving target" exceeds the scope of what many understand.  That is why 

what seems obvious really isn't.  You can't get most people to acknowledge their own 

shortcoming though.  So, it turns into an argumentative mess with no expectation of 

change.  They just think more is better.  Faster is better.  Growth is only a matter of 

building more.  Ugh.  I responded with:  That is not obvious.  Growth is not simply a 

matter of producing more of the same thing.  It's unfortunate, most discussions do nothing 

to actually address the real problem.  In fact, the use of "entry-level" in this topic title 

helps to obscure what the issue of growth must acknowledge.  How is a base-price of 

$39,990 even remotely representative of reaching out to draw mainstream buyers?  You 

can't achieve large-scale growth in that market without a far lower price.  It's quite bizarre 

how deep the denial goes related to the neglect of affordable choices.  Remember the 

reason for the "nicely under $30,000" target? 

9-20-2021 Pointless.  You try to explain why.  You get this in return: "It is blindingly 

obvious.  Virtually every person who tries to debate this uses today's numbers while 

failing to acknowledge Teslas trajectory for increased production and reduced cost.  Tesla 

produces cars at 28% gross margins today and they continue to reduce costs quickly with 

die cast chassis and battery production.  If they need to increase demand, they can easily 

drop prices.  The alternative is gross margins continue to increase to 40%+.  fyi, Tesla 

has all but spelled out their plans to make a $25k car in the millions and they plan to start 

in just a few years."  Including the entire post here was necessary.  I was taken aback by 

the lack of understanding.  Business is not a simple matter of adjusting 

numbers.  Lowering cost will not necessary result in a rise of sales.  Imagine if that was 

really the only factor at play?  Think about what the world would be like if everyone 

wanted and required the same thing.  Know your audience.  He clearly does not.  I kept 

my reply very short, since it was obvious I was not getting through to him... which is 

rather ironic.  I posted:  The necessity of product diversity is not obvious. 
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9-21-2021 Commit.  How many times can such a vague statement like this be made: "It'll be 

interesting to see if Honda and Toyota manage to make it through the coming EV 

transition.  If they don't commit to the new paradigm soon, they may find themselves in 

deep trouble by the end of the 2020s."  I see that same pattern repeated again and 

again.  History will eventually teach those who fail to learn from it.  Look at how long that 

process took for some Volt enthusiasts.  They absolutely refused to consider the 

past.  Recognition of warning signs took forever as a result.  They learned the hard 

way.  We are seeing that play out now with "commit" propaganda.  They don't 

notice.  They don't care.  Reality comes crashing down later, when the pattern is finally 

recognized.  Ugh.  Until then, I repeat: 

 

What does "commit" actually mean?  Is it just an empty promise with no accountability 

like the other legacy automakers?  Without any type of penalty, how would whatever 

statement made be acceptable?  In other words, you're being played.  We have seen this 

before by the others.  That's why so many keep saying Toyota is "late" rather than no 

playing along.  There is a desperation to send a message of hope... even if it fails.  It is 

meritless... just lipstick on a pig.  Enthusiasts are settling for token efforts.  What about 

real change?  Reaching ordinary consumers is far more difficult than appealing to early-

adopters. 

 

Notice how goals are incredibly vague?  The lack of milestones... or even a means of 

measuring progress... being completely absent should be a red flag. 

 

Too bad if you don't like Toyota "dragging their feet".  We all know hydrogen will have a 

place in commercial transport.  In the meantime, its not like Toyota has ignored plug-in 

technology for non-business use.  They have been quietly refining their EV drive while 

battery design & chemistry advances. bZ4X will launch the upcoming new brand for 

Toyota BEV offerings.  6 more "bZ" models are expected by 2025.  How is that not a 

commit? 

9-21-2021 Fall Apart.  I was amused by the denial: "Commit is nothing mysterious.  It means they'll 

need a competitive lineup of BEVs, for sale in quantity, in all their major markets, in the 

latter half of the '20s.  If it's 2028 and Toyota is still showing concepts and talking up Big 

Future Plans, they'll be buried..."  That failure to realize their own comment is so vague it 

lacks anything constructive is a trait that separates enthusiasts from supporters.  You 

cannot achieve a goal if the criteria of the goal is unknown.  Duh!  They don't see that 

shortcoming though.  It's like arguing with water.  Oh well.  I see the absurdity.  This is 

how I described today's serving:  Effort to maintain that narrative isn't going well.  We see 

the successor to Toyota's current BEV offerings as first with a dedicated platform coming 

in the Spring.  That's 2022, a production vehicle will be available.  It is quite telling when 

such a vague post is provided when detail is requested.  That use of "competitive" and 

"quantity" provide nothing constructive.  It's the same old nonsense we saw in the past 

when the story of doom started to fall apart.  Denial that bZ4X is coming by refusing to 

even acknowledge it or the history which led up to it, is confirmation of concern about 

narrative.  Turns out, Toyota was simply following a bottom-up approach instead. 
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9-21-2021 Priorities.  Attention being stirred about battery-chemistry as a result of Bolt fires is an 

unexpected benefit.  Makes sense though.  GM's real-world example of that "Tortoise and 

the Hare" story should end up teaching us something.  After all, that was the point of the 

original being written.  Obviously, the automaker wanted a different outcome.  But with 

such attitude and decisions based on short-term results, it was easy to predict.  Rather than 

just racing to the finish line, why not consider alternative?  Learning to look for options is 

important.  A few are starting to get that message: "Not everyone is going to want this, of 

course.  I'm not about to do the math, but there will certainly be a range drop with LFP, 

possibly to under 200 miles per charge."  That is a good what-if consideration.  Would 

some people be interested?  There are Tesla owners who said yes, happy with the 

tradeoffs.  What about GM customers?  I replied:  Depends upon priorities.  It is likely the 

more robust nature of LFP (much more heat resistant and far more charging cycles) will 

be preferred over range.  Think about both consumer & business priorities.  GM has 

warranty (and liability) concerns rising to the top for importance.  Dealers have yet 

another excuse not to carry inventory. 

9-21-2021 Titles.  2 different articles featuring the same content.  Each painted a very different 

picture of the situation.  One had this title: "Toyota CEO: Going All-EV Could Cost Japan 

Millions Of Jobs"  It spelled out the problem and stated the goal.  Carbon Dioxide was the 

enemy.  To achieve the goal neutrality, we shouldn't worry about the absolute elimination 

of the combustion engine.  If there is a way reach the desired outcome while still using it, 

is there really the need for bans?  It is a sensible question to ask... especially when millions 

of jobs are at stake.  The answer itself tells us how to proceed.  But not even asking it is 

the problem.  People are not being objective.  Instead, we get this other article title on the 

very same topic: "Akio Toyoda Would Rather Die Than Adapt"  It then went on to describe 

the situation as a destruction of the Japanese economy.  Sound familiar?  Fear is being 

used to confuse & mislead.  It is just like we saw long ago when Volt was initially being 

developed.  Toyota pointed out cost concerns, citing fire potential as an expensive barrier 

to overcome.  That made sense too.  Mitigation systems to overcome heat risks are not 

cheap; they add weight & complexity too.  Enthusiasts didn't hear that though.  Posts 

about Toyota being afraid and the dangers of lithium were spread, establishing the "anti-

EV" narrative we still see today.  It wasn't true then and it isn't now.  There tends to be 

much more to a situation than talking-points.  The online community doesn't operate on 

those though.  They thrive on headlines and drama.  Ugh. 
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9-21-2021 Puzzling.  Sometimes you can get the message through the mind of a stubborn 

enthusiast.  They don't always see beyond their early-adopter perspective though: "So it is 

very puzzling to me why Toyota does not understand me as a customer and does not offer 

an EV."  That was somewhat encouraging to read; however, providing someone like that 

with the background they are missing doesn't often end well.  Sometimes, the reaction is to 

become very upset.  In other words, they recognize their own oversight and do everything 

possible to direct attention elsewhere.  Finding out publicly that you made a mistake is 

difficult to accept.  It's far too easy to make an incorrect assumption and not realize it 

before it's too late.  What do you do at that point?  It can be quite embarrassing.  This is 

why I am pushing so hard now, before the narrative gets so overblown people have no 

idea what's going on.  The signs are all there.  I recognize the pattern.  We are approaching 

another stage.  Reveal of details from Toyota & Subaru will put outspoken antagonists in a 

hypocritical position.  Fortunately, some just abandon ship rather than acknowledge 

making an error.  Others will double-down.  Avoiding some of the latter is my effort now, 

by posting stuff like this:  Toyota already does offer BEV models, all adapted packages 

elsewhere of existing vehicles.  Our market (United States) will go straight to a dedicated 

platform.  That's coming next year... a detail the narratives conveniently exclude.  Notice 

no mention whatsoever of bZ4X or even the upcoming "bZ" brand. 

9-21-2021 Doom & Gloom.  Not all antagonists will give up.  Some will just keep spinning the 

situation to save face.  It's amazing how much effort is expended on damage-control.  That 

starts with posts like this: "Toyota is essentially saying: Hey Ford, Tesla, and VW: our 

market share is yours!!  Come and take it!!  We're done."  Rather than portray an image of 

desperation or giving up, they switch to a new narrative.  After all, the message of late-to-

the-party has gone on for so long... with the party far from over... finding some new angle 

is required.  It hadn't crossed my mind that the party had to come to an end for their claim 

of "late" to actually carry any weight.  But once validated, it's like crying "wolf" over and 

over again.  Significance is lost as more time passes, especially if you keep repeating the 

same claim.  They self-deprecate.  Cool.  In other words, you just wait for the doom & 

gloom sentiment to pass.  They'll get tired and move on to something else.  I find it all 

quite telling.  After 22 years of support, I recognize true problems and don't let the noise 

be anything more than background nuisance.  In the meantime, just reflect back that noise 

with something informative:  Toyota BEV rollout is a wait-to-do-it-right timeline, 

something enthusiasts can't stand.  That narrative they have created in response will be 

very difficult to maintain once bZ4X rollout begins.  Heck, the reveal of detail coming this 

year will make such deception a challenge.  It's all quite telling when each "doom & 

gloom" response paints a picture dependent upon omission of information. 
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9-21-2021 Into A Corner.  There is usually far more to the situation than what you'll ever encounter 

online.  The medium simply isn't well adapted to deal with complex issues.  That's why 

conclusions like this are so common: "Toyota is painting themselves into a 

corner.  Further delay puts them in the tragic position of begging for government 

handouts lest they go into receivership."  Certain words... like "tragic"... make it 

obvious.  Not only is that way over the top, it doesn't actually tell us anything.  What does 

that mean?  Think about it.  We have seen that already with the tax-credits.  Without some 

type of financial support, there is no motivation.  Of course, isn't the carrot better than the 

whip anyway?  Whatever the case, without any scale or timeline or expectation, how do 

you identify an impasse?  With so many difficulties that are self-inflicted and so many 

challenges not foreseen, it's all a mess regardless.  That's why the words of wisdom online 

fall on deaf ears.  They don't listen.  They don't see.  Ugh.  I posted a reply anyway:  It is 

always interesting to see a blind-eye being turned toward the corner other automakers have 

painted themselves into.  Lack of diversity and lack of any clear direction is 

remarkable.  Just rollout a token offering and pretend issues like consumer choice and 

dealer support are not in need of attention. Just build more of the same and all will 

magically be well.  The cold, hard reality of sales to mainstream consumers is something 

Toyota takes quite seriously, while focus from enthusiasts is lower-hanging fruit to 

support a narrative in their favor.  That type of neglect is remarkable; yet, it is fully 

endorsed online.  In other words, this isn't a box situation.  Stop looking for corners.  Pay 

attention to the goal.  It's a long-distance journey with many hares making fun of the one 

tortoise. 

9-21-2021 Unless.  From the perspective of FUD, this would be Uncertainty: "Unless Toyota intends 

to *never* work with electric, they're deliberately putting themselves in a very poor 

position."  Some people do everything they can to keep the mystery alive.  No progress is 

all they want.  Retain the status quo.  Ugh.  I get annoyed, but deal with it too:  It is quite 

interesting how the anti-EV narrative persists.  It is utter nonsense.  We already know 

there is an entirely new BEV brand in the works, 7 dedicated models in the new "bZ" 

brand and 8 others all planned out for 2025.  The first of the rollouts will begin this 

coming Spring, the bZ4X.  Certain people are desperate to portray Toyota as a 

villain.  Motivation is most likely due to their favored automaker struggling to appeal to 

ordinary consumers.  It is a magnitude more difficult than simply satisfying the desires of 

the early-adopter crowd.  Take a close look at how advanced the EV drive provided by 

RAV4 Prime already is.  Those 42 miles of all-electric driving, including a very efficient 

heat-pump, are real-world preparation for BEV delivery.  Unfortunately, there are some 

who do everything they can to mislead & undermine about that success.  It's priceless 

experience which ensures new offerings... like the upcoming bZ4X... will directly benefit 

from. 
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9-21-2021 Looking Forward.  Sometimes, it is very difficult to determine whether the person's post 

is confirmation of similar beliefs or they stumbled across information you 

shared.  Whatever the case, it's nice to hear an echo from time to time, seeing the same 

thing looking forward.  The sentiment is appreciated regardless of how it came 

about.  That provides a sense of being on the same page about the future.  I conveyed my 

feelings upon today's encounter with: 

 

Nice summary.  That engineering is outstanding.  There hasn't been any issue about EV 

drive in Prius Prime for the nearly 5 years it has been available or 4 years prior with the 

original PHV model.  Such success is how RAV4 Prime came about, which has also 

delivered a flawless all-electric driving experience.  It's how Toyota reaches their own 

audience, their own way.  The upcoming first "bZ" model will leverage that real-world 

experience... which is why so many of the naysayers have been dead silent on the topic. 

 

Ironically, the situation a backed-into-corner for those claiming Toyota is now stuck 

there.  Reality is, the naysayers haven't noticed what they backed themselves into.  To 

reach the audience of ordinary consumers, it takes far more understanding of market than 

anything we have seen from BEV offering so far. Toyota is well aware of that.  Toyota 

also knows that most households will choose a mix of BEV and PHEV. 

 

That second plug-in purchase is a really big deal.  Whether you go straight from ICE to 

BEV or bridge from PHEV, the search of charging-station availability stirs an unfortunate 

& uncomfortable reality to face.  We are still many, many, many years still before that 

becomes no big deal.  That means one vehicle with a gas-engine will remain available in 

the household. 

 

90% retention of capacity after 10 years is what Toyota is targeting for their upcoming 

new BEV.  Again, naysayers are painfully quite on that topic.  They know the tables could 

quickly be turned by a better battery chemistry.  What if Toyota delivers that to this 

market, able to appeal to customers who have very different priorities than early-adopters. 

I look forward to that next step, already in a household with two PHEV and two 40-amp 

EVSE awaiting that next-gen BEV... which will very likely be bZ4X.  Not everyone is that 

fortunate.  They want us to prove out the technology, enabling it to spread to more 

affordable configurations and becoming easy-to-find inventory at dealers.  Sadly, that 

won't happen when feeding of narratives is more of a draw than fighting the good fight. 
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9-22-2021 Already.  There is a blog article stating the CEO of Toyota would rather die than...  It was 

absurd.  Enthusiasts like to blow situations way out of proportion.  They thrive on the 

drama.  That's why we see things expressed in extremes so often.  Fortunately, out of the 

nonsense there is sometimes a little bit of common sense: "Toyota should move all in on 

plug in hybrids."  That wasn't exactly critical thinking, but it was good enough to reply to: 

 

Those wheels are already in motion (pun intended).  RAV4 Prime demonstrated how easy 

of a next-step it was to convert their hybrid to plug-in hybrid.  The major part of that was 

battery placement.  The lifted floor of a crossover provides a convenient platform for 

that... which is why we now see Corolla Cross.  Seeing that hybrid become a plug-in 

hybrid isn't much of a stretch. 

 

It is a transition plan no other legacy automaker has.  Notice how GM & VW lack that 

entirely?  They are hoping current customers will just replace their aged ICE with a BEV, 

a direct jump from legacy to electric-only... which is an incredible gamble, dependent 

upon ample supply of leprechauns & unicorns.  That's a risky move when dealing with 

consumers who have no interest or understanding of the technology. 

 

In other words, sales success of BEV is really just low-hanging-fruit.  That's fine for 

proving & refining the technology, but does not address the challenge of appealing to 

mainstream shoppers.  Those ordinary consumers have very different priorities... aspects 

of approach Toyota does exceptionally well with... stuff that enthusiasts find boring and 

unimportant. 

That's what the perspective of "would rather die" resonates with this audience but means 

nothing to the masses.  It is really just part of the evolutionary process as a technology 

progresses to new audiences within a vast & diverse market. 

9-22-2021 Toyota Boycott.  A new article was published.  It was just a meritless collection of the 

usual rubbish rhetoric.  I let the comments build up quite a bit before finally chiming in.  I 

was quite curious if any of the claims about Toyota supposedly being anti-EV would at all 

be called out by their plans to rollout an entire new brand featuring BEV choices.  After 

all, GM has only offered Bolt... a vehicle clearly not targeting their own loyal customers... 

with nothing but a promise to eventually start producing Ultium-based all-electric vehicles 

for their core.  There's nothing to actually support that.  In fact, GM's plans for Hummer 

and the new Cadillac do anything but.  My post was short.  I asked:  bZ4X will be the first 

BEV from Toyota's new brand using new dedicated electric-only platforms rolled Spring 

of 2022.  Details about it will be revealed late this year.  There will be 6 more to follow by 

2025.  Why is everyone pretending Toyota's has no such plans? 
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9-22-2021 Fact Checking.  Gotta like this: "It took Tesla 10 years to get to where it is now, Toyota 

hasn't even started pursuing electrification beyond their hybrids."  Some just like to post 

the history they want, rather than face reality.  My guess is some of that comes from not 

wanting to find out what that reality actually is.  Simply finding a sentiment of opposition 

to validate your hope is so much easier.  After all, we saw Volt enthusiast hold on to 

meritless hope for years.  They just figured if enough people all believed the same thing, 

that would somehow legitimize their stance.  Ugh.  I punched back at that absurd attempt 

to rewrite history with:  Claiming that they haven't even started yet is just plain not 

true.  In China, there is a choice Izoa/C-HR and UX300e now.  Both are BEV on existing 

platforms.  The new dedicated platform (first of seven) will be rolled out next year, 

creating Toyota's new "bZ" brand for electric-only vehicles.  So it comes down to the 

question of whether you were not well informed or if you were just passing along rhetoric 

without fact-checking. 

9-22-2021 Expired Patent.  There is yet another article attempting to result in a boycott of 

Toyota.  This was one of the comments posted: "Haven't owned a Toyota, not planning on 

getting one based on this [suggested boycott]."  Stuff like that never ceases to amaze 

me.  How exactly would a purchase that did not happen be know by Toyota?  If the dealer 

simply sells what he has in stock and continues to replenish inventory, what 

changes?  This is why audience is so important.  If he never owned a Toyota, why would a 

product aimed at loyal customers appeal to him anyway?  Remember, showroom shoppers 

tend to be former customers looking for their aged Toyota to be replaced with a new 

Toyota.  Conquest sales are great too, but they are far from the primary focus... quite the 

opposite of what GM did with Volt & Bolt... which failure on a grand scale.  So, I asked: 

 

Based on a narrative?  Do some online searches.  Notice that Toyota has 7 new models of 

BEV planned to be available by 2025, with the first of which coming this Spring.  Look 

further and you'll find an additional 8 are expected in that same timeframe outside of the 

new "bZ" brand.  The final desperate act of Toyota haters is playing out now with the 

hopes of diverting the spotlight elsewhere.  That Toyota BEV available next year will be 

rolled out worldwide.  It will feature an improved battery, improved EV drive efficiency, 

and will come standard with AWD in a crossover body.  So, not only will make a boycott 

rather absurd, it will also get people to take notice. 

 

In other words, don't take what's presented online at face-value.  Do a search for "bZ4X" 

and find out for yourself what Toyota has been quietly developing, waiting until the time 

is right for rollout. 

 

btw, yesterday marked 20 years since the lithium battery chemistry we are all familiar 

with had a patent filed.  That makes today the first day when it is no longer protected... 

because patents are only good for 20 years.  It has expired. So, this isn't a coincidence that 

there is suddenly such a stir and concern about what the Toyota juggernaut might bring. 
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9-22-2021 Desperate Statistics.  It is great when someone declares failure with easy-to-disprove 

claims.  Today, it was: "Toyota's hybrids have been a Failure in the market.  Even today 

they're no where near 50% of Toyota sales, not even 20% of sales."  So naturally, I just 

did a few lookups to get detail... actual numbers to show the conclusion drawn was wildly 

inaccurate: 

 

56% was the marketshare in Europe last year.  159,163 of the 287,678 purchases were 

hybrid. 

 

18% was the marketshare in North America last year.  337,036 of the 1,837,900 purchases 

were hybrid. 

 

Sales have been so successful, both Sienna & Venza are now only available as 

hybrids.  Phaseout of traditional offerings is quite the opposite of failure.  Desperation to 

misrepresent is pretty obvious when you look at actual numbers.  Growth continues too. 

RAV4 hybrid climbed to 23.7% the first half of this year.  52,446 of the 221,195 

purchased here where hybrid.  Adding to that was another 9,667 sales of the plug-in 

model, which raises the marketshare to 28%. 

Needless to say, they have a very diverse & profitable offering with continued 

potential.  Introduction of Corolla Cross hybrid will very likely usher in a plug-in model. 

9-24-2021 Series Hybrid.  Gotta like a question asked, even if the hypothesis has little footing in 

reality: "Why aren't hybrids made to have a gas engine only as an electric generator, like 

freight trains with diesel-electric?  No gas engine connected to the drive train, but just to 

charge and run the electric motors?"  The best way to deal with that is to address the 

concept with some starter examples.  Don't sight statistics, since that can just be twisted & 

distorted to avoid having to address the actual problem.  That becomes an invitation for 

dismissal rather than an invitation for deeper inspection.  In this case, the topic is a 

category (type) of hybrid that we have seen a times over the past 25 years.  I started what 

will hoping become a constructive exchange with:  There have been some.  Like all 

engineering, that involves tradeoff.  For the most part, it isn't the most efficiency 

approach.  You are better off with either parallel or blended.  Also, keep in mind that 

emissions (smog) are important too, not just efficiency (carbon).  Nissan Note e-Power is 

indeed that type of hybrid and is still being produced. 
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9-24-2021 Overly Optimistic.  Sometime, that "vastly superior" attitude makes a return appearance: 

"Bahahaaa.  EVs will be over 80% of new car sales in 2030.  Disruption isn't 

linear."  That audience doesn't understand why their early-adopter perspective is so 

profoundly different from that of a mainstream consumer.  Lacking background in 

business and heavily favoring what an engineer can deliver distorts reality.  We don't 

operate on logic.  Heck, we don't even respond to emotion predictably.  Our society is a 

mess.  Know your audience.  Taking the time to learn all that it takes simply won't happen 

though, especially with online exchanges.  You end up resorting to dissertation posted in a 

series of many comments: 

 

Adoption is misleading and overly optimistic. 

 

Early-Adopters get excited about the momentum they witness and refuse to accept the 

reality that those sales are low-hanging fruit.  Appealing to enthusiasts, especially when 

those purchases have subsidized incentives, is far easier than with mainstream shoppers. 

 

Those ordinary consumers are much, much, much more of a challenge to convince.  Some 

of the problem simply comes from that audience being so poorly informed.  They are also 

very susceptible to being mislead. The biggest barrier to overcome is disinterest.  They 

tend to be content with the status quo.  Waiting until the technology is well proven is 

required for them, which means watching an entire generation play out. 

 

There is also the cold, hard reality of infrastructure.  Regardless of how excited the masses 

get about BEV opportunity, not having a place to recharge overnight is a major 

deterrent.  It is not just the expense & liability landlords must address either.  Ordinary 

households with multiple plug-in vehicles face difficulties as well. 

It will happen, just not anywhere near as fast as enthusiasts hope. 
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9-24-2021 Too Late.  The concept of speed, where faster is better, can be extremely difficult to 

overcome.  There's a belief in our society that first is the winner.  We've been trained to 

see only the finish line, forgetting about everything and everyone else.  For example: 

"Well, if Toyota doesn't produce an EV in time and then Hyundai build more EVs than 

Toyota then, what Hyundai will do to Toyota is what Samsung did with Sony.  That means 

that Hyundai will outpace Toyota as the number one auto manufacture in the world and 

Hyundai will be above Toyota because Hyundai made more EVs than Toyota."  That 

measure of more somehow being a zero-sum with the outcome already determined is 

interesting.  Sony isn't dead.  In fact, you have to wonder what exactly that analogy was 

supposed to tell us.  What happened?  Speed to market is very much a perception problem 

now.  Fortunately, it is mostly isolated to enthusiasts.  The impact to showroom shoppers 

is trivial.  Think about the difference it will make in a few years, once we finally have 

some supportive infrastructure & policy.  I put it this way: 

 

Faster is not always better.  We have witnessed the tortoise & hare situation 

already.  Taking the time to avoid making sacrifices along the way is a really, really big 

deal those here refuse to acknowledge... hence the on-going narrative.  Failing to 

recognize the risk & consequences is what makes someone an enthusiast, rather than a 

supporter.  You can't just wish away problems. 

 

What should be obvious.... but strangely is not... are the shortcomings of current battery 

technology.  Dealing with heat and risk of fire cannot be denied as needing 

improvement.  That's where new chemistries, which Toyota has been focusing on, are 

vital.  Look at how LFP is already stirring Tesla purchase decisions. 

In other words, committing to high-volume production of something that ultimately will 

not be acceptable to ordinary consumers or even competitive can be a seriously 

mistake.  Yet, we see many here endorsing quantity over quality.  Comprehensive 

solutions cannot be rushed. 

9-24-2021 Constructive Discussion.  It is difficult to get anything resembling constructive 

discussion out of the local trolls.  They just inundate any discussion about Toyota until it 

is overwhelmed with rhetoric.  They thrive on the attention it stirs.  Since it there's no way 

to get them to actually try to contribute any useful, I sometimes go for the provoke 

approach.  Tricks like that will occasionally result in an exchange of information.  It's sad 

that they have nothing better to do, but at least it isn't futile.  For example: "It wasn't a 

wash with the Model 3.  Getting around the same range as the standard range model 

meant using a LFP pack that is the size of the long range Li-ion pack."  That was 

interesting.  It continued on with the self-importance of enthusiasts.  Ugh.  They don't 

care, but that does provide an opportunity to respond with exposition... stuff they don't 

care about, but lurkers would have as a take-away from reading the exchange.  So, I 

posted:  Know your audience.  The buyers being targeted don't care how it was achieved 

or what the engineering tradeoffs were. They simply find fulfillment of their own desire 

wants & needs... which is the point of market growth.  A pack that is larger & heavier is 

only a barrier if you have other priorities, like long range instead of heat-tolerance and 

minimizing fire-risk.  That's why selling to mainstream shoppers is so much more difficult 

than enthusiasts.  Design traits very important to one group tend to be of less or no 

importance to others.  This is why automakers produce a variety of model 

configurations.  Welcome to a world where Tesla is forced to diversify.  The mantra of 

just-build-more wasn't realistic.  Stated in an entirely different matter, ask who would be 

willing to pay an additional $10,000 for an extra 90 miles of range. 
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9-25-2021 Until When?  I got a kick out of reading this today: "Toyota isn't planning on putting out 

their first BEV until 2025."  There are a few who feel comfortable with outright lies, just 

making up whatever they want.  Ugh.  It such a waste of time having to deal with 

that.  But if you don't, it ends up feeding the narrative... becoming undermine material no 

one can trace it to an original source.  Supposed facts get passed along to legitimize them 

as valid by depending upon repetition.  You just end up believing something after awhile 

as a result.  So, some type of interrupt should be posted to disrupt the flow.  I went 

with:  Where did you come up with such nonsense?  7 models in there upcoming "bZ" 

brand will be rolled out by then, along with 8 additional BEV offerings.  The first from 

Toyota will be a RAV4 sized BEV with AWD.  Rollout will begin this Spring.  That's 

roughly 6 months from now.  Stop feeding the narratives. 

9-26-2021 They Will Pay.  It's more of their doom & gloom narrative:  "Toyota like all the legacies 

should have seriously invested in BEV's 10 years ago.  Now they will pay a heavy price for 

their bad decisions."  Ugh.  Oh well, I always have something ready to volley back:  That 

narrative of Toyota not having invested already is becoming more and more difficult to 

push.  Look at success of the EV drive from RAV4 Prime for proof.  It's an all-electric 

propulsion system that leveraged experience gained from Prius Prime, which was a 

second-generation design based on the original Prius PHV.  Think about how many years 

of development has already put into delivery of real-world miles from ordinary consumers 

plugging in every night.  This is why the new BEV coming Toyota this Spring has so 

many worried, especially with an expectation being set for 90% battery capacity retention 

after 10 years of use.  Combining that production & support knowledge already acquired 

with better chemistry is what the other legacy automakers are not prepared to deal with 

yet.  As for a cheaper BEV being more desirable than their own PHEV, that's just pointless 

rhetoric.  Absence of any detail to support such a claim makes that obvious.  I'm surprised 

that would ever be posted.  Who is it supposed to convince? 

9-27-2021 Betting The Farm.  Framing the situation as zero-sum is typical.  Online exchanges are 

usually polarized.  You choose a side and stick with it.  That's why the exchanges are 

endless.  They like to declare victory: "You forget that Toyota bet the company on 

hydrogen fuel cells and lost."  I like to call them out on the attempt:  There was no such 

bet.  We see hybrid technology spread across almost their entire selection of passenger 

vehicles now available, with some phasing out traditional models and others adding a 

plug.  We also see the intent to rollout the first of seven BEV models staring in about 6 

months.  In other words, rhetoric about hydrogen is starting to look pretty desperate. 
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9-27-2021 Critical Thought.  Gasp!  There was a very informative post from someone taking the 

time to really spell out the situation.  The topic of BEV growth beyond early-adopters is 

getting attention, finally.  It was a thought out big-picture post.  I really appreciated it.  I 

joined in with: 

 

Think about it multi-vehicle households.  One of the vehicles pretty much necessitate a 

backup engine.  Access to several level-2 for charging overnight simply won't realistic for 

quite some time still.  In fact, that expense is likely going to take many, many years to 

overcome, especially with our infrastructure so unsupportive of public recharging.  That 

means a mix of BEV and PHEV in the family. 

 

To help speed that process along, Corolla is already being transitioned.  The rollout of a 

crossover model has begun.  That hybrid can undergo the same type of transformation as 

RAV4 to become a Prime model.  Notice how well the battery-pack disappeared within 

the raised floor of that platform.  A smaller, less expensive PHEV is exactly what is 

needed.  The reduction of gas consumption to just trips outside of the EV range and where 

public chargers simply aren't available yet equates to a dramatic reduction of emissions 

(both carbon & smog) with the simple act of overnight charging using a 120-volt outlet. 

Note that most of Toyota's passenger offerings are already available as hybrids.  The final 

few are getting that convert effort now.  It's a transition plan no other legacy automaker 

can match.  Watching GM, VW, and Ford simply hope for the best with their cold cutover 

to BEV means turning a blind-eye to those who are difficult to sway or simply don't have 

a guaranteed location to recharge.  In other words, enthusiasts are still focusing on easy 

sales in denial, refusing to acknowledge the challenge that still awaits with a majority of 

buyers. 

9-27-2021 Half-Hearted.  It is fascinating to see enthusiasts struggle to keep their narrative alive: 

"Toyota is going the Kodak way.  Most will prefer a dedicated EV maker rather than a 

half-hearted company, whose intention is only to fulfill regularity requirement rather than 

genuine concern for the environment." Absence of substance is the confirm of 

intention.  There's never any detail provided to support their claim... which ironically, that 

makes their effort half-hearted.  I was more than happy to pushback with: 

 

Tell us what company is not half hearted?  We see great efforts from VW and Ford 

targeting specific audiences, but neither is a "dedicated" ev maker.  GM obviously isn't in 

the running now either, unless talk of BEV to come counts.  But then that puts Toyota 

ahead of them with bZ4X and the 6 models to follow.  Stellantis should be interesting, but 

there's no real direction yet, just a very strong interest in change.  Hyundai/Kia is 

demonstrating lots of potential though.  But there is no obvious going "all in" from any 

source.  Don't be distracted by low-hanging fruit.  There are very difficult challenges still 

to address to reach the masses.  That audience is far less forgiving and are extremely 

difficult to appeal to. 

 

As for concern about the environment, look further than the plug.  Notice who is pursuing 

the elimination of cobalt & nickel use in lithium batteries.  Notice how clean hybrids 

easily adapted to offer a plug can reach a very wide audience right away.  Notice how 

other automakers don't actually.  Notice focus shifting to battery traits other than range, 

like lower cost and heat resilience. 

Ask yourself what is really important for the bigger picture, to overcome other barriers. 
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9-27-2021 Perhaps.  There are times when someone will post a comment wondering if there was 

more to the situation than presented in the article topic: "GM didn't do proper homework 

on Bolt.  The "conservative" Toyota can perhaps do better testing.  Clearly Tesla and a lot 

of others are able to do a good job."  Sadly, those are rare.  Most stick to their antagonist 

routine.  Ugh.  I replied with: 

 

Toyota is taking the time to pursue better chemistry.  LFP is a great example of next-gen 

offerings.  Elimination of cobalt & nickel dramatically reduces fire risk (as well as 

political turbulence), while at the same time providing a more robust and longer-lasting 

battery.  That type is heavier and less energy-dense, but the tradeoff for those other 

benefits along with much lower cost delivers an significant overall improvement. 

 

GM was quite literally the Hare making fun of the Tortoise.  Tesla is about to face 

challenges of diversification.  Former leadership, like Nissan, is now fumbling for 

direction.  It's basically a market with lots of opportunity still... which Toyota is 

positioning thrive in. 

Believe what you want about "survive" articles.  It doesn't change the fact that bZ4X will 

be rolled next Spring, ushering in Toyota's brand of BEV models.  The sad reality that 

enthusiasts favor quick & simple results is their own downfall.  Changing the status quo 

takes more effort than just cheering the first to cross a milestone in a very, very, very long 

race. 

9-27-2021 Ditching PHEV.  There was an article today posted about Skoda (the Czech automaker) 

supposedly abandoning PHEV production.  But then when you looked for detail, it 

actually said they would not expand offerings.  It was a mixed message coming from so-

call journalists, writers creating blog content to draw participation... not actual 

reporting.  That's quite annoying.  But right now, that is pretty much all we have 

available.  So, I seek out something constructive to discuss.  For example: "Given their 

products are rebadged VWs, that declaration is kind of obvious."  In which I posted: 

 

What's not so obvious is why PHEV won't be included, from them.  From GM, it was 

obvious.  They couldn't check any of the essential boxes for sustainable business.  Neither 

EV nor HV efficiency was competitive and the system itself wasn't profitable. 

 

It's ironic how some claim Toyota will lose marketshare by not offering BEV, but then 

spin an impression as if they Toyota will only be offering PHEV to support their 

case.  Reality is, there are indeed BEV coming and we are all painfully aware that PHEV 

will play a role in their acceptance. 

 

I don't see how anyone can sincerely argue in favor of going "all in" without 

acknowledging the challenge households will have with charging multiple BEV 

overnight.  If your service-panel is not located in the garage or there isn't enough capacity, 

that expense to upgrade cannot be just brushed aside as a non-issue.  That will be a 

deterrent to BEV purchase, as will lack of public charging. 

In the case of Skoda, "planning to launch three new EVs by 2030" doesn't actually tell us 

much of anything.  Put another way, what expectation will they be setting for sales 

shift?  How will the status quo change? 
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9-27-2021 Doom & Gloom.  The theme of Toyota struggling to survive draws like of posting 

activity.  This particular one was of interest to many: "This once-promising strategy is now 

in tatters..."  From my perspective, that was an invitation to present some facts they likely 

were either completely oblivous to or didn't want to accept:  Since we already know 

Toyota is planning 7 models of BEV in their new "bZ" brand along with 8 others (all 15 

by 2025), that isn't much of a prediction.  We also know that Toyota has been quietly 

working on improved battery chemistry, setting the expectation of 90% capacity retention 

after 10 years for the upcoming bZ4X.  In other words, the idea that Toyota is suddenly 

seeing the light and will struggle to survive really doesn't have any merit. It just stirs a lot 

of comment posting. 

9-27-2021 No Choice.  Desperation continue to get worse: "Toyota has no choice, but to go all in on 

BEV's as quickly as possible, or lose a massive amount of sales to competitors."  Attempt 

as they may, that just makes their efforts more obvious.  I responded with: 

 

There's an ongoing "doom & gloom" narrative so absent of substance, it makes you 

wonder what the purpose is.  Who are you trying to appeal to with "more desirable" and 

"too late" claims?  Ordinary consumers couldn't care less.  We are still very much in the 

stage of appealing to early-adopters. 

 

It quite telling though how the post above frames the situation BEVs getting cheaper in the 

future for others, but the same battery advances not helping Toyota with either their BEV 

or PHEV offerings. 

 

You know all too well Toyota will progress too.  We already know that there will be 

several smaller, less expensive models of bZ4X coming.  Heck, the bZ4 is an undeniable 

clue... the non-AWD model of bZ4X, which will obviously have a lower price.  We 

already know that Corolla will following the path of RAV4 too, a less expensive SUV 

hybrid that will pretty much inevitably become a plug-in hybrid. 

I would very much like to know what the supposed competition is assumed to be.  Who is 

the audience and what specifics will draw their purchase away from Toyota? 
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9-27-2021 Now I Believe.  This was rather interesting: "My thinking was aligned with yours until I 

got the Bolt 3 months ago, now I believe that many of my longer trips will be all 

electric."  I asked: 

 

How long?  Where?  That simply wouldn't work for many. know your audience. 

 

We will be replacing one of our PHEV with a BEV.  Scarcity of charging-stations here 

(Minnesota, which is now a California-rule state) makes travel beyond the range available 

on-board impractical still.  Fortunately, the PHEV has large enough capacity to provide 

EV for most of the non-trip driving anyway.  So, it is basically a non-issue. Gas 

consumption with just the PHEVs has already dropped dramatically. 

 

Of course, focus on infrequent travel is really an evade to not have to address the problem 

of not having enough level-2 charging available at home.  How many households are you 

aware of that have 2 dedicated 40-amp lines (240-volt providing 32-amp draw) available 

in their garage?  Anything less means not being able to recharge to a practical range 

overnight.  (8 hours = roughly 200 miles).  It is easy to see how the second vehicle would 

end up a PHEV, since it is limited to just level-1 recharging. 

 

Fortunately, ownership of a PHEV (the kind with EV drive) encourages the expense of 

home upgrades.  You recognize benefit of what that 6.6 kW speed will deliver.  It sets the 

stage for BEV being next.  So even with just factory equipment to start, using only a 120-

volt outlet already in the garage, it enables the process requiring nothing at the time of 

purchase. 

Notice how much of that is rarely discussed? 

9-27-2021 Some Never Learn.  I got attacked.  It was the passive type, where the antagonist 

exaggerates & ignores.  My comment was called a rank and facts deemed untrue.  I was 

amused, since that matched what I have seen for years.  That same old nonsense is so 

recognizable now, which makes it enjoyable to respond to now.  After so many of their 

ramblings amounting to literally nothing, the expectation of impact to status quo is 

absurd.  Any hope to reach a receptive audience has been lost.  They are preaching to the 

choir now... since everyone else has left.  Ugh.  I put it this way: 

 

What does "all in" mean?  It is used as an immeasurable talking-point.  Without 

accountability or consequence, what's the point?  It's easy to see enthusiasts didn't like 

delayed introduction, so they created a narrative to villainize. 

 

As for that attempt to portray actions as a pivot, rather than business diversification, that's 

implicit acknowledgement.  We know commercial use of hydrogen is inevitable.  The 

question more is will that be limited to the largest machines or will some of it be used in 

fleet vehicles too. 

 

Toyota's approach has been one of refining BEV components prior to rollout.  Use in 

PHEV and FCV puts economy-of-scale into place.  Waiting until better battery-chemistry 

is available, like LFP, could really pay off.  Rushing to commit to something with obvious 

next-gen opportunities still is risky.  Toyota sees benefit of waiting until the time is right. 

I find it all quite enlightening.  I had not anticipated being a witness to enthusiast mistakes 

from overstated urgency.  But that history is now written and some of those same mistakes 

about to be repeated.  Some never learn. 
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9-28-2021 Looking Ahead.  A look outward, beyond just the brainless "anti" messaging is nice: 

"When will Toyota be shipping a compelling EV in volume?"  Of course, that was 

addressed long ago and nothing has changed.  We are still in the early stages attempting to 

overcome status quo with initial offerings.  That's easy to confirm too.  Just for the lack of 

any measureable milestone.  That type of accountability doesn't come until there's 

something consistent to actually measure.  When we are still just struggle to make some 

type of standard emerge, there's really nothing to endorse.  Our look ahead is to achieve 

what?  Volume is something measureable.  Here's why that played such an important role 

in the past:  Moving goal-posts is routine with this group.  Care to provide an actual "in 

volume" quantity?  Back in the days of Volt, that was a sustained 60,000 annual and the 

reason why was clear. It was the threshold for a new model to become profitable enough 

to allow the automaker to move the tech to the next stage.  For Volt, that was never 

achieved.  Keep in mind, that criteria must be met by all legacy automakers.  Transition is 

a challenge and most here don't want to address that next stage.  Think about what 

happens after tax-credits are gone and enthusiast desire satisfied.  Also, don't overlook the 

complication caused by new batteries.  When chemistry or format changes, how should 

that be handled? 

9-28-2021 Getting Stuck.  We are starting to get interesting questions.  I was especially intrigued by 

this: "What are the odds that VW will be sitting on their hands?"  Not having to deal with 

Innovator's Dilemma like GM puts VW in a position of opportunity; though, that could 

easily go astray.  Here's how I answered:  With regard to VW, the ever-changing market 

presents new problems.  They were forced into this paradigm.  That meant making the best 

of the situation.  As competition emerges, the situation changes... but they are stuck with 

what they already committed to.  They could create their own Osborne Effect if they are 

not careful.  Toyota is well aware of that VW predicament. 

9-28-2021 Further Along.  I was pleasantly amused by this: "If Toyota had really got serious about 

EV's 10 years ago, they could be much farther along than they are now."  It invited me to 

ask: 

 

How do you know they were not? 

 

The narrative involving hydrogen is an attempt to portray Toyota as if this industry 

embrace of BEV is a sucker-punch to them, that they were taken completely off 

guard.  Looking at the EV drive system Toyota has already delivered tells an entirely 

different story. 

 

Think about how flawless the all-electric driving has been from Prius Prime. That is 

second-generation PHEV, based upon the original rolled out in 2012.  Its success is why 

sales of RAV4 Prime were a hit-the-ground-running outcome.  Motors, controllers, 

invertor, software, and even the heat-pump have undergone many years of refinement 

already.   Don't forget, those same components were used in Mirai to help establish that 

sharing of expertise... all of which will be carried over to bZ4X. 

In other words, Toyota has been serious all along, enthusiasts just didn't like the 

approach.  They don't like the idea of business diversity; it dilutes what they are 

enthusiastic about. 
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9-28-2021 Message Change.  I am impressed by the actual critical thought being posted today: 

"Most real car makers don't see any profitability in making purely BEV cars without 

subsidies or free money from their governments.  BEVs are just too expensive to produce 

for the average car buyer.  Unless everyone in the world get suddenly rich and wealthy, 

BEVs will only be rich peoples play toys."  Who knows what that will bring about.  It 

would be great to see such constructive discussion continue.  Unfortunately, these bouts of 

intelligence often fade.  The nature of online exchanges makes it far to easy to get 

distracted and loss momentum.  We'll see.  I added:  The significantly lower price of LFP 

batteries, combined with their liability cost (automaker warranty expenses), should help to 

bring down prices on some models.  Since that type is more robust (able to handle heat 

better and capable of many more cycles), lower capacity isn't as big of a deal.  And of 

course, not everyone needs a massive battery-pack anyway.  Change like that is how to 

reach mainstream consumers.  Early-Adopters are much easier to appeal to and tend to 

have deposable income available to pay a premium. 

9-29-2021 It's Economics, Stupid.  There was an attack-blog posted to use an anti-EV publication as 

a scapegoat.  It sighted a series of negative articles for reasoning.  That's valid to some 

extent.  But not also looking at the bigger picture... to include yourself... you will never 

see the problem.  Of course, you can't always say it that way.  You have to start with 

something like this I found in the comments: "So until the small-town grocery stores start 

with at least a half dozen, then 12, 24, 64 and eventually 256 DC fast-chargers capable of 

50 KW each in the parking lot, *no-one* in rural gravel road country is going to rely on a 

battery-only car."  It was much better than some of the extremes posted, enough to get the 

point across.  I added to that objective look at the situation with: 

 

Those negative votes confirm the cold, hard reality enthusiasts continue to refuse to 

accept.  Areas outside of the metro couldn't care less.  They won't even consider the 

possibility of purchasing anything with a plug until the ability to recharge at their using 

parking location offers charging.  Seeing charging-stations in quantity and used routinely 

is a necessity to sway those quite content with filling their tanks with expensive gas. 

 

Having family and friends from metro provides some perspective for me, as a two PHEV 

owner looking to replace one of them with a BEV.  Sadly, it isn't necessary to recognize 

the problem.  Even in the suburbs... of a state now following California rules (Minnesota 

officially joined recently)... I am really disappointed by how few charging-stations there 

actually are. 

 

Worse though is the enthusiast obsession with DC fast-charger speed.  They believe faster 

is better.  That group-think has consequences.  More slower connections is what we 

require.  With LFP chemistry, being able to sustain a speed of 50 kW all the way from 

start to 100% capacity, concerns for travel fade away.  All you care about then is simply 

having a plug available. 

That small-town grocery store is going to be extremely reluctant to install 

superchargers.  Establishing a row of "slower" spots off to the side or in back, somewhere 

with room to expand, is far more likely.  A bunch of 50 kW chargers will be less 

expensive than a few superchargers and will attract more repeating customers.  This isn't 

rocket-science.  This isn't politics.  It's economics. 
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9-29-2021 Outlet.  It is quite refreshing to provide some advice from time to time:  NEMA 14-50 

outlet is pretty much the standard now.  6-guage wire is ideal (50-amp breaker) for non-

hardwired capacity. 8-guage (40-amp breaker, which provides a sustained draw of 32 

amps) is for the most common charge load.  That's the 6.6 kW rate you often see 

quoted.  It delivers roughly 200 miles of range in 8 hours. 

9-30-2021 Irony.  This caught my attention: "I kind of wished they offered a heat-pump heater 

instead of resistive as an option on all models, and also cut down on the amount of tube 

heat pipes under the bonnet that will eventually fail over time, it would be a nightmare is 

one of them blows or gives out to the cold."  It isn't necessary to have a name or brand or 

even context to recognize the significance of that statement.  It is indication of sight 

beyond just range & power.  Those enthusiast obsessions had dire consequence.  It's just 

like in my profession of software engineering.  Focus too much on any specific trait is 

risky.  You jeopardize outcome.  In fact, that can often cloud judgment.  Think of how 

many times I pointed out blindness from turning a blind-eye.  The cliché fits.  Too much 

importance was put on a trait with diminishing return.  It simply wasn't worth pushing for 

more.  A greater benefit could come from focus elsewhere.  In this case, there are some 

discovering how much of a payoff better utilization of the battery could result in a better 

overall vehicle.  That sounds so obvious; yet, enthusiasts don't see it that way.  It's why 

faster DC charging is absolutely essential from their perspective.  Ugh.  Seeing the 

opportunity, I kept my reply to this particular comment short... hoping for some type of 

constructive response, but not planning on it:  The irony makes me wonder what the next 

focus will be for BEV traits.  Toyota has supposedly been hopelessly behind, yet they 

have been using heat-pumps standard in their plug-in hybrid (all models of Prius Prime) 

since late 2016.  That's almost 5 years ago!  Next, they may be LFP batteries 

standard.  That chemistry enables routine recharges to 100%, making a topic like this one 

here pointless.  No need for a buffer. 

9-30-2021 Getting Attitude.  This sounds familiar: "They are actually doing something.  When your 

reveal yourself to be an executive of a green energy company moving the ball forward 

then we'll listen other wise STFU."  That comment came about from someone defending 

GM's effort to capture the spotlight by making grand token gestures.  It never ceases to 

amaze me how people lose track of what's really important.  Doing a one-time, feel-good 

effort doesn't ensure change.  In fact, it can often serve as a distraction.  Priorities get 

forgotten as a result.  It's really unfortunate.  It's also a very easy trap to fall into.  I have 

extensively document examples of that throughout history.  Some simply don't see 

it.  They get excited and don't pay attention to detail.  The result is getting attitude for 

pointing out that oversight.  Ugh.  I don't let that deter though.  I keep pointing out what 

they fail to recognize:  Look at GM's past for perspective.  Remember that "over promise, 

under deliver" reputation?  GM has thrived on attention for so long, people get lost in the 

hype.  They roll a new technology... Two-Mode... Voltec... Bolt... but that falls short and 

nothing becomes of it.  Their tech just dies on the vine.  There's no real 

commitment.  Influence of loyal customers clearly isn't a priority.  Sales are pretty much 

all conquest.  In other words, to "actually do something" the status quo at dealers must 

change. 
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10-01-2021 Transition Plan.  They aren't the topic of any discussion, even when survival of tax-

credits is in the balance.  Enthusiasts obsess with politics.  They also sight Tesla is the 

ideal, despite its audience & product being so limited.  For that matter, Tesla's production 

is growing no one asks how or to what end.  Absence of any real model-year or obvious 

generations, combined with very limited selection, you have to wonder how new buyers 

will be reached just by increased push of the status quo.  An external force will need to 

help things along.  Tax-Credits are looked upon as the solution.  Some critical thinking 

stirs other belief: "If legacy auto makers put in just a fraction of that effort toward an EV 

future, it wouldn't matter as much what the crooks on the hill were up to."  That's rather 

vague though.  It depends upon a scapegoat too.  I responded with: 

 

It isn't how much you spend, it is who you target. 

 

That was the fundamental flaw with Volt.  It was blatantly obvious to all but enthusiasts 

its audience was not GM's own loyal customers.  Buyers were almost entirely early-

adopters seeking tax-credit & discount opportunity and fleet sales.  Catering to conquest 

like that did nothing to impact the status quo.  Targeting the wrong audience was proven 

to be a monumental waste. 

 

In other words, GM did exactly what you said and nothing became of it.  That was quite 

predictable too.  The same thing had been done with Two-Mode.  So when the pattern 

repeated with gen-1 Volt, it should have been a warning.  Instead, even more money was 

wasted catering to a niche for gen-2 Volt.  All 3 failures repeated the same mistake.  True 

to form, GM repeated it yet again with Bolt. It was undeniable.  Their offering did nothing 

to appeal to their own showroom shoppers, a small wagon does nothing to stir interest 

from those wanting to purchase SUV. 

 

Ford knows better. F-150 Lightning targets their core.  They took their own conquest 

vehicle Mustang Mach-E and already have plans in place to leverage that knowledge & 

experience gained to direct their appeal to loyal customers.  It's a winning formula; 

though, marketing still presents a challenge.  How does an legacy automaker avoid killing 

their own sales of the current product when introducing a new one far more appealing? 

 

Toyota will be creating a separate brand.  That new "bZ" line of upcoming BEV models 

will resemble current offerings, but will be complimentary.  The first (coming this Spring) 

will be bZ4X.  It will resemble RAV4 and will indeed impact traditional sales; however, 

that should be blunted somewhat by popularity of the hybrid and plug-in hybrid 

models.  Corolla has transformed into crossover too, built in Alabama by non-union 

American workers.  Seeing that also offered as a hybrid and plug-in hybrid is only a 

matter of time. 

In short, Toyota has a transition plan... a means of doing something with their 

effort.  Look at VW for another legacy example of how to overcome the audience 

challenge.  After ID.4 rollout, what will be the next step?  Who will be targeted following 

that initial SUV audience? 
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10-01-2021 BEV Travel.  That's a topic I take to heart now.  Planning to purchase a bZ4X means trips 

up north become domain of the Prius Prime.  We could potentially do them someday with 

a BEV, but the absence of DC fast-charging makes that a very real problem now.  You 

can't sneak in a day-trip of over 200 miles when there is no where to recharge either at the 

destination or where we leave from.  In other words, going up to the lake isn't realistic 

yet.  That's fine though.  The situation will change over time.  In fact, I discovered 2 new 

places to recharge with Level-2 stations.  One was an oasis for travelers, not really 

convenient.  The other was the extreme far end of a strip-mall parking lot from a bar 

where we stop to get burgers anyway.  There were 4 spots available too.  That was 

sweet.  It was also only Level-2 though.  With a 6.6 kW speed system (a rate up to 7.2 

kW, dependent upon voltage available), that equates to about 25 miles of EV in 1 hour of 

charging.  It's beneficial, but no where near the speed you would want for a BEV when 

traveling.  It's really just a fill-up for your PHEV.  But if in a pinch, it would work just 

fine.  What I seek would be the 50 kW rate sustained from start to 100%.  That's what a 

LFP type battery should, in theory anyway, be able to deliver.  In practice, we don't know 

yet.  This market doesn't have them, yet.  50 kW means 50 kilowatts per hour.  At a 

somewhat inefficient 3.5 mile/kWh consumption rate, that would give you roughly 175 

miles in 1 hour.  See the benefit of DC fast-charging?  The 5 governors around here did... 

from Minnesota, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin... all signed an agreement to 

create "a network to charge electric vehicles".  There was no detail whatsoever.  It was 

nothing but a brief statement of intent with signatures.  But that's a start.  Thankfully, my 

state is already on it's game.  I shared that detail in a discussion about this:  Minnesota 

recently became the first California-Rule state in the Midwest.  So, it makes sense to see 

this next step... reaching out to adjacent states to help establish a charging network for 

travel among them.  VW Settlement phase-2 for Minnesota (2020-2023) resulted in 

allocation of $3,525,000 for EV charging-stations.  Using that, planned count for DC fast-

chargers is 43 with eligible reimbursement per 50kW unit up to $65,000.  Planned count 

for Level-2 stations is 52 (each dual-port, providing 104 chargers total) with eligible 

reimbursement per unit up to $7,500.  Note that all DC fast-charging stations will be 

proposed for Greater Minnesota (locations outside of the seven-county Twin Cities metro 

area). 

10-01-2021 First 3 Quarters.  There was excitement today.  Toyota is doing much better than the 

naysayers had anticipated.  I pointed out why:  Numbers for both Prime really screw up 

the narrative.  They already far exceed what antagonists had claimed would happen for all 

of 2021.  We still have an entire quarter remaining and end-of-year usually stirs a buying 

frenzy on tax-credit opportunity.  It would be great if Toyota was able to capitalize on it... 

especially knowing there will not be a Toyotathon this year and that detail of bZ4X will 

further reinforce Toyota's slow, but steady growth of plug-in production.  22,407 Prius 

Prime and 19,996 RAV4 Prime so far this year.  Sweet! 
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10-02-2021 Refusal.  That narrative lives on: "The real question is... Will it be supplied in any greater 

volume than the RAV-4 Prime?  The R4P is the king of PHEVs at the moment, but 

unfortunately hindered by Toyota's refusal to build more of them."  Even though Toyota 

delivered quite a bit more RAV4 Prime last year than planned, there is still an effort to 

mislead, claiming they failed to meet expectations.  There was never any promised 

anyway.  So, their effort to undermine is rather desperate.  That's when you have no 

context.  That real question came about from a comment posted about Ford Escape plug-in 

hybrid, which is just now becoming available.  There are no expectations of volume from 

it either... just a slam on Toyota.  Ugh.  Anyone who takes the time to look at numbers 

should pause for consideration of what the market currently faces.  I was rather annoyed 

with the refusal to accept reality, so I posted:  Outdated narratives tell us what?  Toyota 

had a fixed quantity available for first-year rollout, which was worldwide.  Pushing for 

more during that initial phase while a pandemic was playing out made no sense.  There are 

benefits from sticking to the plan.  Since then, we have seen production grow.  Ramp-up is 

clearly taking place.  So far this year, there have been 19,996 sales here.  What are your 

expectations for Escape PHEV? 

10-02-2021 100 Stations.  That's how many Tesla Supercharger stations there are now in Shanghai, 

each with 10 chargers per location.  That unique milestone in such an extreme example got 

me thinking.  What about here?  So, I did some research and posted:  As of March 2021 

according to NACS, the estimate of total fueling outlets in the United States was between 

145,000 and 150,000.  The count directly tied to convenience stores was 121,538.  They 

serve a current population of 333 Million.  Seeing just 100 stations serving 25 Million 

makes you wonder how many is truly enough.  What percentage strikes a reasonable 

balance for daily & travel charging?  For my own states perspective (Minnesota), we 

represent about 1.7% of the country's population.  As of Mid-2019, there were 2,059 gas 

stations (1,889 of which were convenience stores).  VW Settlement phase-2 (2020-2023) 

for here will provide reimbursement for 43 fast-chargers (50kW units up to 

$65,000).  Maintaining them (cords, handles, clearing of snow & ice, etc.) along with 

payment for service & use complicates matters.  Speed faster than 50kW is significantly 

more expensive too.  In other words, we still have much to address in terms of 

infrastructure.  Stories like this are among the first milestones in a very looooooong 

journey. 
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10-02-2021 Omission & Percents.  Dishonesty to spin a narrative is complex.  Those hoping to 

undermine use many techniques... and are more than happy to continuous feed it.  Detail 

becomes so muddled, and in this case exacerbated by the pandemic, that few are likely 

paying close enough attention to notice... or care.  Consumers are basically just waiting for 

some type of "normal" to return.  It makes this misleading effect very easy: "Tesla sold 

241,300 cars in the third quarter while other automakers saw big drops."  I immediately 

wondered who would be mentioned.  That count represents massive growth compared to 

the total of 367,500 for all of last year in this market, which was indeed sighted in the 

article.  It doesn't provide much for context though.  Comparison was made to GM, who 

sold 446,997 vehicles in the same 3 months.  But rather than provide a count to previous 

sales, only a percent was provided.  That's a warning.  Statistics can be very misleading 

when you flip-flop between counts & percents.  Nothing else was stated with regard to 

"other automakers" either.  The article just moved on to how Tesla was able to avoid 

supply problems.  Sighting only a specific data-point is cherry-picking.  Excluding the 

most important one is lying by omission.  Toyota wasn't mentioned, despite it having the 

best quarter by quite a bit compared to "other automakers".  Sales were 484,912.  That's a 

little more than double Tesla, without including Lexus.  What I found most telling though 

was the "big drops" part.  Sales for Toyota are up significantly in 2021 compared to 

2020.  From January to September was 1,270,139 for last year and 1,619,078 this 

year.  That's a big climb, not a drop.  Needless to say, there are many ways to undermine 

and there are those who think nothing of using them to mislead.  Ugh. 

10-03-2021 Station Growth.  The discussion of charging-stations is fascinating.  We finally have 

some critical thought taking place.  Of course, those who argued against CHAdeMO using 

speed for their reasoning are now in a hypocritical place, since 50 kW was claimed as 

impractical and far too slow.  Within that "100 Stations" commenting, I added:  

 

We know there will not be a direct correlation to gas stations; that is what "balance for 

daily & travel charging" was meant to imply.  There will be a paradigm-shift, not an 

elimination.  It is not a binary situation as many here like to portray.  People without the 

means of charging overnight will use DC fast-charging similar to gas station visits. 

 

The question comes down to process.  It is significantly more expensive to provide super-

speed DC fast-chargers (up to 350 kW) than it is for just 50 kW.  In fact, several can be 

50's can be delivered for the same price as just one of the faster.  This isn't rocket-

science.  The hardware & service costs more. 

 

As a business, you don't want to depend entirely on a line of vehicles queued up to use a 

350.  That simply does not make sense.  Why have them sitting in their car when instead 

they can be patronizing your store?  Come in and buy something while they wait.  It is an 

obvious win for gas stations already sharing a location with coffee or food. 

 

As a consumer, why in the world would you get in line to wait?  Driving up to a spot and 

immediately parking is far, far, far more appealing.  After all, you'd end up spending time 

waiting for a 350 anyway.  So what if a 50 is slower?  Many more could be 

available.  With LFP chemistry, even inexpensive BEV should be able to maintain that 50 

kW rate throughout the entire charging process, all the way up to 100%. 

In more simplistic terms, think about how much more a 5-minute charge at 350 kW would 

cost compared to a 25-minute charge at 50 kW.  You pay a premium for speed. 
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10-03-2021 $5,000 Target.  In China, the bar is set far below the "nicely under $30,000" target 

price.  With a goal of being extremely affordable, and neither safety nor speed being a 

priority, a vehicle within that category can be produced.  It will be small and lacking for 

power, but it will get the job done.  That approach has been working so well there, the 

same will be tried in Africa.  It is quite interesting.  Until now, enthusiasts never bothered 

to actually consider detail.  All they did was quote generalized numbers.  Ugh.  One of the 

models about to be upgraded had these for specs: "120 km of range using 9.2 kWh battery 

(NEDC) for just $4,112 in China."  Another had these: "170 km of range using 13.8 kWh 

battery (NEDC) for $5,540 in China."  They were both tiny vehicles with a top-speed of 

100 km/h (62 mph).  The expectation is to bump battery-capacity to 26 kWh and motor-

power to 30 kW.  That makes you look back at the first Nissan Leaf with awe.  Anywho, 

it's enough to stir decent exchanges of perspective.  Here was mine on that topic: 

 

Think about how long a 9.2 kWh battery-pack takes to recharge using a 120-volt 

connection.  Consuming 12 amps non-stop for around 6 hours could be realistic, for those 

with capacity available.  Now consider the market challenge of upgrading it to 26 

kWh.  It's not as simplistic of a situation as enthusiasts like to spin. 

 

I visited Tanzania back in June.  There's a lot of variety there.  I saw areas with no-

electricity homes to villages with limited capacity.  They make do with what they have 

available.  Expecting more & faster simply isn't realistic.  Tiny plug-in vehicles with low-

power motors can be very efficient.  They will be a welcome technology, something to 

leverage their build up of solar. 

 

It's ironic how those who mocked & belittled PHEV now see there are large markets 

elsewhere in the world that will benefit from those well-proven "inferior" builds.  In fact, 

it may be that some BEV enthusiasts feel threatened by mini-EV offerings... since they 

completely contradict the importance they have placed on size, speed and power. It makes 

you question goals & motive. 

The rest of the world will look at our Cybertruck & Hummer plug-ins as more American 

waste, gross overkill.  Going from guzzling gas to guzzling electricity doesn't really solve 

the problems we face.  It just makes us feel better.  Ugh. 

10-03-2021 Not Yet.  Progress is almost always much, much slower than enthusiasts can 

tolerate.  They get frustrated & disenchanted after awhile.  Stuff like this is a warning sign: 

"Once upon a time, 7.5kW charging at places like Supermarkets made sense but that was 

in 2016/17.  Things have moved on a lot since then.  It is long past time that these were 

upgraded to meet the need of today not yesterday."  Even if you inject a dose of reality, it 

doesn't often do any good.  That want more now.  Patience is not a virtue for them.  I try 

anyway:  Level-2 was for the sake of establishing the sight.  Expectations were DC fast-

chargers would follow.  Those slower stations wouldn't go away after the upgrade.  They 

would remain as a failover for if the DC had issues or there was simply a long line and 

you needed something while you waited.  Sadly, we still don't even have a standard yet... 

speed or port.  The expense is plays a major role, both for the install itself and electricity 

service.  There's the consideration of capacity too.  Several 50 kW stations cost the same 

as a single much 350 kW unit.  Far more vehicles would be able to take advantage of a 

minimum like 50 kW.  Is faster worth it?  How long you want to wait and how much you 

are willing to pay for each session? 
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10-03-2021 Addressing Change.  Instinct can sometimes lead you to see benefits as 

obstacles.  There's a common scenario which has many enthusiasts is convinced of exactly 

that: "As more EV charging-stations are continuously being built, PHEV's with dirty ICE 

engines are counter-productive and undermine the fight against climate change."  I 

jumped in to point out:  Quite the opposite, PHEV address infrastructure shortcomings and 

consumer reluctance.  You can start driving all-electric immediately, without any effort or 

expense at home.  Just plug into the outlet already available in your garage.  That starts the 

upgrade process by stirring interest in faster recharges as well... which sets the stage for a 

no-brainer next vehicle in the household purchase to be a BEV.  Ironically, their value 

increases over time.  As more charging-stations become available, the PHEV becomes 

cleaner since there will be more opportunities to plug in. 

10-03-2021 Speculation.  I discovered a new forum today, one dedicated to the upcoming "bZ" brand 

from Toyota.  It didn't have much posting activity yet.  Most of the topics were just a 

means of providing the limited information available so far.  There was a little bit of 

discussion though, which is far better in that venue... since content can be followed, quite 

unlike the quick loss from daily blogs.  Anywho, I found this compelling: "This probably 

really means that Toyota does not have access to enough batteries to go into full scale 

production...  Disappointing."  The start of the long post ending with disappointment 

really got to me.  So, I decided my first comments there were be to provide a glimmer of 

hope:  Don't overlook the fact that batteries improve and most automakers are locked into 

older chemistries.  Waiting to commit could provide a major advantage.  In other words, 

research NCA and NCM. Notice how LFP addresses heat, cycle, and cost 

shortcomings.  There are tradeoffs, of course.  But on the balance, LFP is far more 

competitive.  Note how Toyota is setting an expectation of 90% capacity retention after 10 

years of use.  Knowing all that, are you still disappointed? 

10-04-2021 This Is Why.  Toyota has been well aware of the lack of support on many fronts, that the 

only way to true change is delivering a product the masses would accept as the next 

natural step.  Pushing BEV still doesn't make sense.  Yet, we get comments like this: "Can 

you tell us how Trump crippled the EV industry?"  I was quite annoyed by that.  But then 

again, the short-sightedness of enthusiasts is quite predictable.  I replied back with:  This 

is what Google returns when you do a simple search on the topic: "On June 1, 2017, 

United States President Donald Trump announced that the U.S. would cease all 

participation in the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change mitigation, contending that 

the agreement would "undermine" the U.S. economy, and put the U.S. "at a permanent 

disadvantage."  That withdrawal was a deliberate act to undermine.  Ironically, his reason 

to prevent putting the United States at a disadvantage was in fact the outcome.  Hopefully, 

it isn't permanent.  But the complete absence of any support definitely did cause harm to 

climate change efforts.  There was nothing with regard to infrastructure support.  There 

was nothing to encourage sales.  Heck, the tax-credits were allowed to expire without any 

consideration of reinstatement or other subsidies to help the industry.  He did support the 

fossil fuels though, opening up new opportunity by deregulating. 
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10-05-2021 Milking Narratives.  It seems as though the online hype sources for plug-in vehicles sees 

an end approaching.  They are now milking the narrative that Toyota is anti-EV to an 

extreme.  You can tell when they publish an article with something like this:  "Speaking of 

delusional, how about Toyota, whose head honcho is doing his best to destroy the 

company his grandfather created.  He thinks Brand T will still be selling *self charging 

electric cars* -- a.k.a hybrids -- in the year 2929.  Does it have any plans to stave off the 

competition from Tesla and the Chinese manufacturers?  If so, it is a heavily guarded 

secret that Akio Toyoda has shared with no one up until now."  That is a blatant effort to 

attract antagonists, an undeniable move to get lots of posting activity.  Rather frustrated by 

the loss of journalism, I took the invite and didn't hold back.  Hopefully, it will inspire 

some actual thought rather than more continued provokes & enabling.  If nothing else, it 

does provide a different point of view for lurkers: 

 

You already know the answer.  In fact, many who have followed years of "over promise, 

under deliver" from supposed industry leadership know.  Toyota doesn't show their 

cards.  They don't play the game the way early-adopters prefer.  They are subtle about next 

moves and are not swayed by enthusiast rhetoric. 

 

Toyota's audience is what matters, not outside hype.  That audience will take notice of the 

emerging "bZ" brand.  They will see why those next-gen batteries are an improvement 

upon what's available now.   That's key.  Getting a sense of understanding from ordinary 

consumers is something the industry is really struggling with right now.  You can't just 

build lots of charging-stations and expect mainstream shoppers to embrace the technology 

unfamiliar to them.  Toyota knows this. 

 

Think about why VW refuses to sell ID.3 in the United States. Look beyond the current 

pressure from Tesla.  VW's biggest rival, Toyota, has success in spreading technology 

across the entire fleet.  RAV4 presents tremendous opportunity as a PHEV and with 

similar styled dedicated platform BEV on the way (bZ4X).  Retaining the spotlight with 

ID.4 may become quite difficult as more bZ models are introduced. 

 

That will be playing out as Toyota presses on with RAV4 Prime... which is opening the 

door for a Corolla Cross Prime.  Notice how VW just released plans for their own next-

gen PHEV coming in 2023?  Toyota's phaseout of traditional vehicles with hybrids that 

can easily be adapted to a PHEV sets an interesting stage. 

 

The climate-change war will be fought on multiple fronts.  China brings even more to the 

challenge, addressing problems with their own twist and potentially adding confusion to 

the mixed messages we already face. 

In short, there are plans.  They are very difficult to recognize so early in the process 

still.  When around 70,000,000 vehicles are sold worldwide each year, it's very easy to 

make assumptions about plans.  There's so many different markets with different needs. 
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10-06-2021 Understanding LFP.  This got brought up in a comment made about GM's upcoming 

next-gen BEV models: "LFP's biggest selling point is that it likes being charged to 100%, 

not just 80."  The chemistry is gaining attention.  Reasons for that are far from 

obvious.  Ultium (the name of GM's new lithium chemistry) will still use nickel & cobalt, 

making it outdated even before production begins.  Few will likely recognize that; 

however, some may discover the unusual choice from Tesla.  You can select the option to 

get a LFP battery-pack instead of the standard one.  Later when the still-delayed new cell 

from Tesla gets rolled out, it will likely be positioned to address what some are 

discovering just now... from posts just like mine, adding comment to another 

comment:  That is indeed an advantage, but not the only one.  LFP also has the advantage 

of not using either Cobalt or Nickel, which are both expensive and have 

political/environmental issues.  LFP also has the advantage of being far more heat tolerant, 

which means there is no drop necessary in kW charging rate as SOC nears full.  LFP also 

has the advantage of providing far more charging cycles, which obviously provides longer 

battery life.  Tradeoffs a reality though, LFP holds less energy (so lower capacity packs) 

and they chemistry is heavier. But the durability and much lower cost, along with those 

other advantages, will definitely be a draw for some audiences. 

10-06-2021 GM Announcements.  We got a whole lot of nothing from GM today... their "investor" 

day brought several announcements.  Yet again, there's hype without substance.  And yet 

again, there was an enthusiasts to promote the vague: "You clearly do not know anything 

about cars or GM.  GM is extremely innovative."  History is loaded with examples of 

setting an expectation of grand change, but no detail whatsoever.  Supposedly, there will 

be major investment & profit from business outside of direct vehicle sales.  We can expect 

to see more in terms of service, like autonomy & insurance.  That's interesting, especially 

with enthusiasts not paying attention (nor caring) about information related to BEV 

production & sales.  Of course, this resembles Gm. of the past.  Remember how much of 

the financing division kept the automaker profitable?  I do.  It was a troubled 

history.  Unfortunately, that pattern is an easy one to repeat.  So, I kept my reply brief... 

wanting something more will come in the next few days, but not being hopeful:  Many of 

us lived through several "over promise, under deliver" chapters in GM history.  Each one 

started the same way.  So now, we look to see if anything makes this different. 
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10-07-2021 YouTube Propaganda.  There's a lot of awareness being raised about the issue I have 

been dealing with for 20 years: antagonism sells.  You attract a lot more traffic with hate 

than you do love.  Attacking Toyota is especially rewarding.  All you have to do is feed 

the popular "late" narrative.  Of course, that is now transitioning to "fail" as more online 

sources saturate the topic.  There's a new one on YouTube who is really milking the 

opportunity.  His videos are sprinkled with "toyota has utterly squandered their position" 

and "now there is zero chance that toyota is going to change its stance".  Omitting the 

plans for a "bZ" brand and the target of 15 models of BEV by 2025 is required, of 

course.  That vital information is conveniently missing.  No mention whatsoever is 

made.  It's just more of the same old nonsense, but now with a claim of inevitable 

bankruptcy.  Ugh.  I will start posting comments to raise awareness for those who read 

them.  Who knows, maybe he'll adapt & embrace.  That's difficult though, knowing that 

the reveal today about Facebook intentionally feeding narratives was a standard 

practice.  The company knew that type of content was more profitable.  Odds are, this guy 

won't risk income by changing.  You never know.  So, I'll try to share short & sweet 

tidbits:  bZ4X will be the first of 7 new dedicated-platform BEV coming from 

Toyota.  Details of the first will come late this year and sales mid next year.  Cries for a 

boycott don't acknowledge those plans. 

10-07-2021 Senseless Comment.  This was one of the comments posted on that troublemakers latest 

video:  "Because of people like *** (and others), I withdrew my deposit on a 2022 RAV4 

Prime.  I will be buying a 2023 Tesla Model Y instead."  The sentiment then went on to 

show favor for acceleration with no regard for vehicle price.  Ugh.  The premise of this 

particular YouTube video was to promote a boycott of Toyota.  How would that ever 

make any difference?  With inventory of plug-in vehicles so limited, there would be no 

way of that indicating to the automaker of any consumer issue.  Sending a message is 

usually done effectively with the opposite approach anyway.  You purchase what is 

desired, not ignore what isn't.  And since the demand is high and supply limited, the 

impression is to make more of the quick seller.  In this case that's RAV4 Prime.  Next 

year, the first "bZ" will be joining that wait-list.  Of course, I'm well aware of Toyota's 

approach, making it easy to understand intent.  They have played "under promise, over 

deliver" many times throughout the past 2 decades... the complete opposite of GM.  In 

other words, the 2030 plans could simply be a bluff to measure market response.  Gauging 

the market that way is nothing new.  Enthusiasts pretty much miss the play every time 

too.  Too bad if they miss the clues.  It's not like I don't share them.  In this case, I didn't 

bother.  I was quite curious if I would get a reply to this, since the posted comment didn't 

make any sense:  Why not get a 2022 bZ4X from Toyota?  After all, that takes their EV 

drive system from RAV4 Prime a step further with a next-gen battery and elimination of 

the gas-engine.  What does waiting for a 2023 Model Y instead achieve? 
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10-07-2021 Equinox BEV.  There was indeed more from GM, no detail though.  It was really nothing 

but an announcement about Equinox becoming a BEV.  This particular comment is what I 

decided to reply upon: "Hoping we get to see them soon."  It seemed a worthwhile means 

of conveying background & prediction:  Soon is unlikely.  I would expect timing to 

coincide with an Ultium SUV counterpart to Equinox.  Since GM was unable to deliver a 

competitive Voltec model, they have no choice but to offer a BEV convert as a buffer to 

address the Osborne Effect.  Offsetting a dedicated-platform SUV with something more 

traditional makes sense for each legacy automaker.  VW has ID.4 and will be offering a 

PHEV. Toyota already has RAV4 Prime and will be offering bZ4X.  Enthusiasts here 

don't want to acknowledge the reality of how long going "all in" will actually 

take.  Legacy automakers still have to sell something in the meantime.  It won't be an 

overnight switch regardless of how many leprechauns & unicorns they catch. The 

transition will be painfully slow.  In fact, infrastructure upgrades will be so painfully slow, 

they will finally learn what it means to compromise.  Keep in mind that GM has a 

reputation for "over promise, under deliver".  No matter how much Toyota is used as a 

scapegoat, the cold hard reality of what & how each legacy automaker deals with change 

will have to be faced.  Change is much more difficult than the hope we all wish for. 

10-07-2021 It Can Be Done.  Knowledge gained from innovation exercises is priceless.  That act of 

trying stirs creativity.  While sometimes resulting in discovery, you sometimes get 

confirmation of what is a bad idea.  The point is you tried.  There's nothing wrong with 

hypothesizing, then taking a chance.  This is especially true with the automotive 

industry.  Rolling out a new product to a select market shouldn't be a surprise to 

anyone.  Yet, we have antagonists making Toyota's practice of doing that sound like an act 

of insanity.  If you set aside money for research, why not conduct some in that 

manner?  Antagonists don't agree.  It clashes with their anti-EV narrative.  For example: 

"It looks like a skateboard platform for a uni-bodied car.  There's no good way to squeeze 

that many batteries into an ICE uni-bodied platform because you've enormously raised the 

floor."  See how it was framed to draw a conclusion of bad for you?  We're back to vague 

claims?  How much is "enormous" and what difference does it make?  In RAV4 Prime, it 

made no difference whatsoever.  Who's to say what "good" represents?  Needless to say, 

they simply see it as an opportunity to criticize & undermine.  Keep sending out the 

message of failure with hopes people won't actually question the reasoning.  I don't let that 

go by unchallenged.  I'll push back, as I did today:  It can still be done though.  Lexus 

UX300e demonstrates that.  Toyota basically took a stab at the "parts bin" method to see 

what they could come up with.  It is an interesting project.  I suspect they will continue to 

experiment, swapping out the regular lithium for LFP.  Having a direct basis of 

comparison like that on a traditional platform is worthwhile "what if" opportunity to 

collect real-world data with... especially when it can be done in plain view without anyone 

actually noticing. 
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10-07-2021 Can't Do.  Another example of negative messaging emerged today: "Crippled by the 50 

KW charging, so it can't do road trips."  They make the decision for you.  Think about 

audience.  How many casual readers will have any clue how fast or slow 50 kW charging 

actually is?  That implication that it is so slow, you can't do road trips, is more 

vague.  Why not?  It went on to sight the past, again in a vague manner.  I suspect that was 

fear of Volt, how both models of Prime have proven more wasn't necessary to sustain sales 

in the early market.  Early-Adopters like to set parameters for ordinary consumers 

though.  They feel their experience allows them to define what mainstream shoppers will 

deem important.  Stating priorities like that is absurd.  Since when is their influence a 

means of control?  All someone in the initial market can really do is demonstrate potential 

and provide suggestions.  Making the decision for you doesn't really work.  This is why I 

bring up the showroom so much.  Know your audience.  Not everyone thinks more is 

better.  Providing background is a means of drawing in the non-enthusiast.  By conveying 

information, you enable them to choose on their own.  So, that's exactly what I do:  50 kW 

is not supercharger speed, but it is enough to enable road trips.  Ironically, there is the 

potential of having to wait in line, making the slower much faster.  How many DC fast-

chargers will be available when you are traveling during the holidays?  In other words, it 

is far less expensive for a business owner to provide several 50 kW charging-stations than 

it for just one 350 kW.  The price paid for usage will be less too.  When it comes to 

mainstream appeal, what "we've been through this for years" with enthusiasts means 

nothing.  Priorities are simply too different to provide any realistic expectation.  Different 

audience. 

10-08-2021 Real EVs.  I laughed when I saw this: "Nope... Basically anyone who has had a PHEV 

and then drives real EVs would know that there is a big difference."  It can from a well-

known purist, someone who absolutely demands the BEV as the only solution.  You are a 

traitor to the country and a hater of the planet is you endorse anything other than a vehicle 

powered exclusively by plug-supplied electricity.  Ironically, he doesn't care if the vehicle 

guzzles electricity or if the electricity comes from dirty sources.  It simply cannot have an 

engine of any kind.  This is where a true despise for Toyota comes into play.  Hydrogen 

fuel-cells don't have an engine either.  The tank doesn't contain any type of fossil-

fuel.  FCEV aren't as efficient as BEV though... the efficient models anyway.  That catch 

is a problem.  Massive battery-packs on bulky & non-aerodynamic platforms is a very real 

problem.  They aren't efficient either.  So when you point out a PHEV that delivers decent 

efficiency from an all-electric driving experience, it makes the purist crazy.  He's lashed 

out at me several times already.  I don't care.  His rants fall on deaf ears anyway.  It is the 

same nonsense we saw years ago.  Remember why the "Who is the market for Volt?" 

question was asked so often on that daily blog?  Know your audience.  I fired back 

with:  Portraying all PHEV as the same is an act of desperation at this point.  Consumers 

have figured out that automakers designs differ, each having their own twist on operation, 

power, and capacity.  Toyota's Prime vehicles are full EV, providing all-electric driving 

without ever running the gas-engine.  Denying that reality is your own problem to deal 

with. Anyone who drives one sees there is no difference.  Electric-Only is electric only. 
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10-08-2021 Continued Vague.  I asked for clarification by requesting detail... please share some of 

your experiences.  He kept responding that it was unnecessary.  The topic was stops at 

SuperChargers.  Wanting to know more about the when, where, and how is a reasonable 

outcome from reading a vague post.  He absolutely refused, then went on to do it 

again.  This time, it was charging speed.  I was still quite annoyed by his "Nobody cares 

about..." response.  In other words, I has called him out about his narrative.  Detail 

obscured his overly simplified message.  Know your audience.  He clearly didn't.  So, I 

repeated my provoke to get beyond vague:  There's that vague again.  What kind of 

chemistry?  Detail is important.  With the case of next-gen batteries, the topic of speed is a 

very big deal.  Notice how Tesla is quietly rolling out LFP packs now?  That chemistry is 

far more tolerant to heat, allowing continued high-rate charging through the charging 

cycle.  In fact, it can exceed the usual 80% without issue... going all the way to 100% 

without degradation concern.  You can't do that with the current generation of lithium 

battery.  This adds a new twist to supposedly slow DC fast-chargers.  Most early-adopters 

despised 50 kW chargers due to the quick drop of rate.  LFP basically eliminates that, 

allowing for the 50 kW to be retained throughout the charging, regardless of SOC.  It 

improves charging speed outcome without having to upgrade the charging-station 

itself.  Again, detail is important and opportunity is missed by not sharing.  It informs us 

that this is very much an evolving market, that facts of the past may lose relevancy rather 

quickly.  Assumptions are common. It's a disservice to allow them. 

10-09-2021 Discovery & Awareness.  People are beginning to discover there's more to an EV than 

just the battery-pack & plug.  So much assumption comes from the everyday use of 

rechargeable devices, like the cell-phone, that people are completely unaware of how the 

power is actually supplied.  That becomes quite obvious when if you ask about the charger 

a person uses.  Most are completely clueless.  They have no idea that differences exist, 

that there is a variety available.  So when it comes chemistry, forget it.  That could be 

changing though.  Choice is coming.  There is no one-size-fits-all anymore.  Like with the 

variety of chargers, there will be more than just a single battery-type too.  Hopefully, 

situations like this article points out will help bring about that awareness: "Chevy Bolt 

Battery Recall: How Could This Have Happened?"  The comment posted online with the 

link to that was: "Avoid charging above 90% or discharging below 70 miles range; park 

outdoors after charging; avoid charging overnight."  That article takeaway is enough to 

get others thinking too.  I responded with:  It will be interesting to see what happens as 

people become aware of other choices.  Anyone else notice the split now taking place with 

Tesla?  They recently began offering the choice of LFP batteries, a chemistry that 

eliminates cobalt & nickel.  It sacrifices energy & weight for the benefit of being far more 

robust, including fire resistance.  Offering significantly more recharging cycles and greatly 

reduced cost will be the highlights though.  And yes, this is what we expect Toyota to use 

for their first dedicated-platform BEV, the upcoming bZ4X. 
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10-10-2021 Devil's Advocate.  Sometimes an antagonist can actually be helpful.  Perhaps this was one 

such example: "The positives of LFP are great, but the negatives do have a big 

impact.  LFP is only available for the Model 3 SR+ because a LFP pack for the long 

range model wouldn't fit into the car."  He has expressed the same sentiment of pessimism 

in the past.  You know, spinning alternatives as a somehow being technical debt, rather 

than an opportunity to advance.  So what if the solution doesn't fulfill the needs of 

everyone?  It's still progress.  Not everyone needs every box checked.  I responded with:  

 

Know your audience.  There is clearly a market for low-cost, long-life batteries, as LFP 

offers.  In fact, the benefit of them being more robust is rapid-charging becomes far less of 

a longevity concern.  Shorter charging-sessions more often... which ironically is what 

BEV tend to recommend anyway... work out just fine. 

 

Turns out, Tesla can only cater to their niche for so long.  That market will become 

saturated and it would be idiotic not to diversify... a mistake GM continues to repeat.  You 

neglect a market-segment for too long, someone else will step in.  Remember, that "nicely 

under $30,000" target is still vital.  GM just recently reaffirmed it. Tesla must finally 

acknowledge it.  Toyota never took their eye off that ball... despite endless efforts from 

antagonists. 

 

No cobalt.  No nickel.  Both have been problematic battery materials.  Elimination of them 

by LFP chemistry not only addresses those political/social, environmental, and safety 

issues, it also opens up the market for low-cost vehicles.  This is exactly why some 

Chinese BEV have thrived and why Toyota simply focused on their component 

advancement in the meantime.  Initial offerings we have seen so far really were just 

qualification laps.  The actual race has yet to begin. 

In other words, drawing a conclusion of "big impact" really doesn't equate to much.  Sales 

to mainstream consumers is something we must still wait for.  The entire industry is still 

just preparing for the countdown lights, since cost isn't quite there yet.  LFP is one of the 

opportunities to achieve what the early-adopter market could not. 
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10-10-2021 Fall of Journalism.  Sadly, it has become sensationalism.  Article with titles like this 

seem to be more common now: "Why Toyota Has Got It Wrong On Electric Cars".  Some 

of it could simply be a matter of people wanting to read more content about electric 

cars.  Though, we have been seeing a growth in the draw to scapegoats.  Things are going 

well.  People look for someone to blame.  Since Toyota was the leader with hybrids, many 

expect "leadership" the same way.  Only problem is, they aren't familiar with Prius 

history.  They have no idea just how much time it took to refine the technology to the 

point where it grew beyond the appeal of just enthusiasts... with regard to platform.  The 

technology itself appealed to mainstream consumers surprisingly early on.  Seeing it 

deployed to other vehicles was the hold up for purchase.  Finding the hybrid system in 

Corolla & RAV4 is what turned the industry upside-down.  No other automaker has that 

level of success.  But looking back, no other automaker invested 20 years in the process 

either.  It's too bad Honda stumbled.  But then again, Ford had potential too.  GM never 

did.  Out of that mess, Tesla emerged.  There was much opportunity for conquest sales, 

catering to early-adopters with income to spare.  That's fine, but avoiding the masses is a 

problem... one that Tesla is only now starting to struggle with.  VW was thrust into that 

fire, forced to deliver something for ordinary consumers in a competitive manner.  Selling 

in high-volume is quite a challenge, especially when profit is required early on.  Some 

journalists don't care though.  In fact, some only want to feed the blame narrative.  That 

"wrong" article clearly did that.  It jumped straight into the rhetoric, only briefly 

mentioning Toyota's hybrid success.  Then came the BEV focus and we got this: "Toyota, 

in contrast, has only released one BEV so far, the Lexus UX300e, and merely teased 

further BEVs such as the bZ4X, with no clear launch date."  That's not true.  UX300e is 

actually Toyota's fourth offering and bZ4X rollout was clearly stated as mid-2022.  What 

frustrated me though was the complete omission of recent hybrid success... RAV4... 

Sienna... Venza... Corolla.  Not a peep.  No mention whatsoever, despite the strong sales 

tells us a lot about the motive to paint a false picture.  Omitting the entire category of 

plug-in hybrid makes that ill intent even more obvious.  RAV4 Prime is selling extremely 

well and gets great praise from those supporting plug-in vehicles.  Yet, nothing.  That is 

electric car technology absent from the article on electric cars.  It's quite clear there isn't 

research taking place before writing.  In fact, there doesn't appear to be much beyond 

hearsay.  It's really a sad statement about our integrity.  
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10-10-2021 20 Million Per Year.  The absurdity continues.  Wild claims of Tesla being able to sell 20 

Million vehicles per year by 2030 continue.  It boggles the mind that a quantity of VW & 

Toyota combined is expected in such a short span of time.  Enthusiasts clearly don't 

understand that extrapolation of early growth patterns to project the future doesn't 

work.  That's why I bring up audience so often.  You can't just push more of the same to a 

different audience an expect the same outcome.  Ugh.  I posted this to address the 

nonsense:  Diversity of product is a business fundamental that is always missing when 

there are discussions of Tesla production volume.  Those participating seem to think 

simply building more factories will result in more sales.  That clashes with reality.  The 

automotive industry does not operate that way.  In fact, it thrives on variety.  Tesla needs 

to diversify.  Not everyone wants a Model 3/S and Model X/Y.  When Cybertruck is 

finally delivered, it will need some type of affordable counterpart.  Tesla has nothing 

whatsoever in the "economy" category.  That supposed $25,000 offering will be up against 

some serious competition.  For perspective on variety, looking at the top-sellers from other 

large automakers.  From Toyota in this market, there's Camry & Corolla for cars, RAV4 & 

Highlander & 4Runner for SUVs, Tacoma & Tundra for trucks, and Sienna for a 

minivan.  Think about how many other models are offered elsewhere and how many there 

are that sell in lower volume.  In short, Tesla must expand choices, not just production. Far 

more models will need to be rolled out to even just achieve the level of being large.  To 

double sales of the biggest by 2030, some fundamentals need to change. 

10-11-2021 Exaggeration.  Some people like the attention.  That can do a real disservice.  When you 

exaggerate, the truth will eventually be discovered.  At that point, your credibility is 

lost.  So today, I wasn't about to let that happen with this: "Iowa -30F in winter and 

100F+ in summer".  When a person who lives several hours south of your makes a claim 

like that to proclaim superior technology (yes, it was a Bolt) calling them out with the 

hopes of a "my bad" in return is worth a try.  He could double-down.  I'm curious if I'll get 

any reply.  Whatever the case, I hit back with some real-world data: 

 

It pretty much never gets that cold, even north of you in Minneapolis. Note the record 

lows there for the past decade: 

 

  -12°F  February 14, 2020 

  -28°F  January 30, 2019 

  -14°F  January 01, 2018 

  -16°F  December 31, 2017 

  -20°F  December 18, 2016 

  -11°F  February 23, 2015 

  -23°F  January 06, 2014 

  -13°F  February 01, 2013 

  -11°F  January 19, 2012 

  -16°F  January 21, 2011 

  -15°F  January 02, 2010 

 

Since that is where I live and drive a plug-in vehicle, I don't appreciate focus on 

extremes.  Routinely seeing the temperature drop below the heat-pump threshold (14°F), I 

know those days are limited.  Dropping well below that simply doesn't happen often and 

driving then should be avoided due to ice build-up from ICE exhaust. 

Keep your vehicle plugged in and the battery-warmer active, just like everyone else who 

experience sub-freezing temperatures. 
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10-12-2021 Worried.  Comments like this make me wonder when reality will finally hit the poster: 

"VW is at least adapting to the new reality where BEVs are the norm.  I'm much more 

worried about Toyota, still in massive denial about the whole thing."  That message of 

disconnect was common back with GM supposedly leading the way.  It was a sentiment of 

change that didn't acknowledge the market.  It focused on ideals.  Paradigms shifts are not 

fast, they are not easy, they are not without resistance.  The complex matters of change 

cannot be approach with an "at least" attitude.  With Volt, we saw a lot of "good enough" 

attitude.  Since it excels at certain traits, the shortcomings were supposedly ok to 

overlook.  That dismissal cost GM dearly.  They listened to enabling enthusiasts rather 

than doing what actually needed to be done.  Now with VW, there's a reaction to penalty 

combined with a mix of proactive steps.  That could be successful.  It really depends upon 

VW's ability to adapt.  The market will change.  Chasing a moving target is far more 

difficult than plotting a course for where you see the market heading.  Toyota has proven 

very successful at ignoring rhetoric and keeping true to genuine change.  Regardless of 

how bad the propaganda against them gets, they always triumph.  That comes from 

remaining focused... not chasing red-herrings.  Ugh.  Anywho, I replied to that worry 

with:  How do you explain the investment in the "bZ" brand to deliver 7 dedicated BEV 

platform?  bZ4X rollout next year contradicts any type of massive denial.  In fact, it 

confirms the investment to deliver EV drive in the Prime vehicles was an effort to gain 

knowledge & experience for plug-in vehicles.  Put another way, being worried feeds the 

false narrative of not planning for all-electric production & sales. 

10-13-2021 BYD Dolphin.  This was an interesting BEV that came up on my video feed.  The review 

was in China.  The commentary was by someone from the UK with the expectation of the 

early testing model being rolled out worldwide.  There, the warranty will be 6-year or 

150,000-km (93,206-mile).  That seemed rather odd for a LFP (lithium iron phosphate) 

Blade battery designed to last 1.2 million km (745,645 miles).  Prices in China will start at 

RMB 93,800 ($14,545) and go to RMB 121,800 ($18,887).  That gives a relative idea of 

category.  From the rating system there (NEDC), it is expected to deliver 301 km (187 

miles) from the 30.72 kWh pack and  405 km (252 miles) from the 44.9 kWh pack.  Fast-

Charging is said to return 150 km (93 miles) of EV in 5 minutes, but that claim came with 

no context.  Does the pack require preheating?  Can that be achieved only when charge-

level is low?  Of course, that's only with the most rare of ultra-fast chargers... something 

very few people have access too and are very expensive to use.  So, there it really comes 

down to what people will actually have access to.  Converting that NEDC rating to EPA 

would likely bring the 187-mile range to around 135 miles.  So, the idea of being 

competitive at the low-end is a bit of a mystery.  I'm intrigued to see how something like 

that will play out here in this market. 
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10-14-2021 Vastly Superior.  The nonsense is back: "BEVs are vastly superior tech.  As we speak, 

purchase price parity is happening, EVs cost 1/4 or less to fuel, 1/2 to maintain, they last 

2x longer, they don’t shake, smell, or pollute, they are quick, responsive, and don’t kill 

you and your family with toxic fumes.  People care about these things."  It is remarkable to 

see history repeat like this.  A better technology comes along, but it is not promoted as the 

next natural step forward.  Instead, it is forced through as choice so profound of an 

improvement that you would be an idiot to consider anything else.  The pushers are rude 

& insulting.  Nothing else matters.  It is their way or no way.  Absolutes are seen as 

necessity.  Emotion reigns over logic.  You have to wonder if they see just how extreme 

their stance is.  Basic priorities are deemed meaningless in favor of their view.  Ugh.  I 

dealt with that nonsense today by posting:  History of "vastly superior" taught the lesson 

of audience.  If you don't recognize the difference between enthusiast priorities and want 

mainstream consumers actually deem important, you're doomed.  It is basically the next 

challenge faced upon advancing beyond the early-adopter stage.  So even if you overcome 

Innovator's Dilemma, you encounter another barrier to mass acceptance.  In short, even 

though we see undeniable advantages to BEV, that doesn't mean they are enough to break 

the status quo. 

10-14-2021 Beyond Engineering.  It is nice to hear the encounter a voice of reason from time to time: 

"This has been blatantly obvious for 5 years now.  Legacy auto is in a MASSIVE catch 22 

and always has been.  Those of you who believe legacy was or IS ever going to be serious 

about transitioning to EV's miss total logic.  You just say it with zero understanding of just 

HOW you expect them to do it (generally an important point when making a case or 

having an opinion by the way)."  Simply demanding change and insisting it is simple 

evades both responsibility & accountability.  In other words, it is easier to complain than 

to contribute.  Thankfully, there are some who can see beyond engineering.  It may not 

seem logical by how & what steps are needed for true change, but the necessity becomes 

difficult to deny when you acknowledge the barriers... then try to come up with a means of 

overcoming them.  I contributed to that with:  Very well put.  Those who watched progress 

of hybrids recognize the monumental challenges which impact the spread of proven 

technology.  It's really unfortunate so many here don't see or don't want to see beyond just 

the engineering.  I suspect many who feed the anti-EV narrative about Toyota recognize 

the problem, but are frustrated by that reality.  Having a scapegoat makes them feel better. 

Reality is, Toyota's push for plug-in hybrid spread is the addressing of several 

issues.  Think about the overall fleet.  1 BEV with a 72 kWh pack means you have 3 ICE 

filling in the gap.  4 PHEV, each with 25% of that 72 kWh, means you have 4 vehicles 

delivering all-electric commutes.  RAV4 Prime capacity is 18 kWh at the 42 miles of EV 

from that will indeed cover daily driving for a large chunk of the population.  This is why 

Toyota says that technology will dominate for many years still.  In the meantime, we see 

battery-chemistry improving.  Those advancements put existing supply contracts in an 

awkward position.  How long can an automaker sell a BEV using older generation packs? 
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10-14-2021 Like Tesla.  Comparing a well funded venture-capital startup to a legacy business simply 

doesn't make sense... yet, we see it all the time: "It's not like Toyota made all their vehicles 

PHEV's. Also Toyota did foolishly push for hydrogen for a long time as VW and Tesla 

pushed for EV's.  Now Toyota is pushing the 2022 bZ4X electric crossover.  This is a great 

pivot to electric vehicles, but still criticism is justified for Toyota's reluctance to fully 

embrace electric vehicles 10 years ago like Tesla did."  Seeing that claim of "pivot" 

already was a bit of a surprise.  Usually, damage-control doesn't come until what was 

obviously coming is confirmed.  Their narrative must be weaker than anticipated.  Cool.  I 

jumped in with: 

 

Tesla is a industry contributor, not a disruptor.  From Model 3, we see the potential, a 

great demonstration of what will serve the masses.  Actual change to the status quo has not 

been achieved yet.  We see how VW and BYD are pushing for affordable choices, 

basically building off of Tesla's example to deliver something mainstream... which is 

where Toyota comes into the picture. 

 

Spinning the false narrative into a pivot, claiming Toyota wasted 10 years on hydrogen is 

a blatant act of denial that they have been refining EV tech all along.  RAV4 Prime (as 

well as Mirai & UX300e) delivers all-electric drive.  The next step is a more robust 

battery... something Tesla is still striving to deliver. Going with a newer chemistry, like 

LFP which eliminates dependency on expensive materials (cobalt & nickel), makes the 

supposed delay a smart move.  They have quality already.  Next-Gen batteries address 

affordable. 

 

And why wouldn't Toyota make all of their non-BEV into PHEV?  The upgrade from 

hybrid to plug-in hybrid is quite realistic. Corolla sedan is already available as a PHEV in 

China, an excellent market to try new options.  Corolla Cross (the new crossover model) 

hybrid can follow the same transition RAV4 did to become a Prime.  It is a profitable step 

to reach a very wide audience quickly, while at the same time nurtures loyal customers for 

BEV being the next purchase. 

You can have your cake and eat it too. 
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10-15-2021 Among The First.  There's a building belief that change will be abrupt, that by 2025 so 

much success would have been achieved by BEV, sales for anything with a gas-engine 

will collapse... to the point of inevitable bankruptcy by 2030.  That's why the narrative of 

doom & gloom for Toyota is gaining so much attention.  You repeat a lie often enough, 

people begin to believe it.  For example: "I'm not saying Toyota doesn't care at all about 

BEVs, I'm saying they don't understand how BEVs will completely dominate this industry 

in just a couple of years.  Toyota are showing concept cars while everyone else have BEVs 

on the streets right now.  Toyota hasn't ensured the battery production capacity to become 

a serious player in the BEV market.  Toyota's leadership still seem to assume that BEVs 

will be one car technology among others, when everyone else understands that BEVs are 

the one and only future for personal cars."  Notice how incredibly vague that is.  Avoiding 

detail is key to misleading.  When confronted, evade by changing the topic.  Notice how 

any type of information posted in favor of Toyota either results in an attack of the person 

who posted it or a diversionary post to hydrogen.  It's always that same old 

nonsense.  Some people never see it.  I share insight anyway, hoping someone will take a 

moment to use their brain rather than just contribute to the narrative: 

 

Toyota understands.  That's why they are not rushing to market.  They know their 

audience and simply don't bother catering to enthusiasts. 

 

RAV4 Prime delivers all-electric driving.  It's a full EV in every regard.  The fact that it 

also has an engine backup is just an extra.  No gas used for daily commutes is the same 

outcome as a BEV.  There is also the EV models of Izoa/CH-R and UX300e.  They are 

BEV, but share a platform with non-plug models.  bZ4X will be the first with a dedicated 

platform. 

 

As for supposedly not ensuring battery production, how do you know that?  There's no 

reason for them to reveal their hand. In fact, an advanced chemistry would give them a 

competitive edge.  Keeping quiet is advantageous.  bZ4X is targeted to retain 90% 

capacity after 10 years of use. 

Remember, true leadership is the ability to get the masses to change, not to be among the 

first. 
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10-15-2021 BEV Propaganda.  It just never ends.  We go from one misleading promotion to 

another.  Such repeated misrepresentation is what brought about an end for Volt.  Rather 

than being realistic, enthusiasts enabled a path of false promises to be followed.  Some 

absolutely hated me for presenting facts.  That cold, hard data did not paint a simple future 

for them.  It revealed a series of challenges yet to be overcome.  That problem continues to 

this day.  An article today, promoting a glowingly favorable future for BEV included this 

supposed fact: "A commercial EV fast charging station costs about $10,000."  I was 

annoyed that a so-called journalist from that website would be so intentionally 

misleading.  He should know better.  But rather than focus on the writer, I focused on the 

facts.  It didn't take that much research to get some data to share.  That was especially 

disturbing.  When it only takes me a few minutes of looking online, how can their articles 

lack such detail?  These are helpful facts.  All  you need is a few solid numbers to build 

upon.  Making claims that provide no value only leads to problematic outcome.  Clear 

messaging is vital.  GM never learned that... well, they never bothered to follow 

that.  Ambiguity continues to be their mantra, but I digress.  Here's what I posted in 

response: 

 

Vague references like that do more harm than good.  That's extremely misleading, 

especially since none of the audience here consider the common commercial charger 

(level-2) fast.  In fact, many often criticize 50 kW as slow.  Here's suggestion detail for 

clarification: 

 

According to a study (posted June 2021) from the International Council on Clean 

Transportation, DC Fast-Chargers (DCFC) cost approximately $28,000 to $140,000 

installed & networked: 

 

$28,000 = 50 kW 

$75,000 = 150 kW 

$140,000 = 350 kW 

10-15-2021 Providing Opportunity.  When you generalize, you allow assumption.  Not providing 

such an opportunity is key.  Even when someone tries to avoid that, they can still do the 

opposite.  For example: "Most PHEVs use the gas engine much more than Honda Clarity 

or Chevy Volt."  By sighting those 2 vehicles, there was an effort to provide some basis of 

perspective.  However, it failed epically with use of "most" and "more".  Such references 

tell us literally nothing.  For that matter, even people familiar with Clarity or Volt won't 

really have any context.  How much more gas?  How many PHEVs?  That is a means of 

conveying a message without actually telling us anything.  In other words, it is really just a 

waste.  Not much can be done to counter those who lack critical thinking.  You can try 

though:  That is extremely misleading, far too generalized to provide any meaningful 

data.  Both Prius Prime and RAV4 Prime are all-electric, allowing you to drop the pedal to 

the floor and run cabin-heating, without the engine ever starting.  Most commutes are 

entirely EV as a result.  No gas.  Unfortunately, the PHEV from Hyundai don't have an 

electric heater.  So, the same cannot be said for them.  The point is, using "most" for 

PHEV is no different than lumping all BEV into a single category.  It is a disservice to 

everyone trying to promote an understanding of plug-in vehicles.  We need to make an 

effort to avoid providing opportunity for people to assume.  Now with the added 

complexity of next-gen batteries, the messaging to ordinary consumers gets even more 

muddled. 
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10-15-2021 Mandated Minimums.  I was quite pleased to see this: "I wish the world would agree to 

make at least private PHEV mandatory in 2025 with a minimum EV range of about 30 

miles."  Rather than a blanket ban on PHEVs, someone was actually looking critically at 

design.  If it can meet a goal, why not build & sell it?  After all, what is the point.  Asking 

that rarely happens.  The group which published that propaganda study, a blatant effort to 

undermine PHEV by using cherry-picked data, has proposed such criteria.  One of the 

points I object to.  It is that power output of the electric-motors much be greater than that 

of the gas-engine.  No explanation why was provided though.  We know for a fact that 

larger will deliver higher efficiency and lower emissions.  So, what is their reasoning for 

less power?  It's how you use it, not how it is sized.  Ugh.  Needless so say, I didn't sight 

that point.  Instead, I mentioned the distance:  One of the proposals for Europe has been to 

set the minimum at 80 km with 50 kW charging, which would render the undermining 

propaganda about not plugging a moot point.  That's 50 miles, well above daily commute 

distance.  More realistic would be 65 km (40 miles).  Regardless, the point of drawing 

attention to and ending production for weaker offerings would be achieved. 
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10-15-2021 True Solutions.  I remember those days with Volt quite vividly.  It was an endless stream 

of misleading.  They hated Prius so bad, they would just make stuff up about it and 

Toyota.  Starting with the PHV model, efforts to mislead about capacity were 

baffling.  Lies became so blatant, it was obvious some simply didn't care.  They had to 

retain the "vastly superior" title regardless of what it took.  Video of my drives came about 

for that very reason.  When the Prime model came along, claims of the engine running 

were abundant.  They could see my commutes were all-electric and it made them 

absolutely crazy.  That's when focus shifted to diversification, the bigger picture.  I had 

been saying for years GM needed to do that.  GM never did; in fact, they still have 

not.  Evidence of Toyota taking a lead was the tipping point.  I kept drawing attentions out 

how Camry offered a larger system and that the upcoming RAV4 hybrid would have 

potential to become a Prime... and it did.  Enthusiasts struggled to dismiss & deny.  When 

Volt eventually died, there as a lot of bitterness... because I evidence revealing why and 

how they backed themselves into a corner.  Focus shifted elsewhere.  VW being forced to 

deliver BEV as compensation for DieselGate put them in the position of having to make 

difficult decisions quickly, gambling long-term for required short-term remedy.  It made 

sense.  Why not invest?  Plug-Ins are the future, but how you deliver them is a challenge 

only now Tesla is seeing a shift in.  You can't just build lots of a single model and hope for 

the best... exactly what GM had done.  Now we see examples of VW and Tesla facing 

growth challenges.  How much low-hanging fruit is there?  Market saturation of a limited 

choice is a problem enthusiasts absolutely refuse to address.  That's what brings us to 

Toyota, an automaker who doesn't believe in those types of risk.  Why not take the time to 

do it right, to have a well thought out plan and proven technology first?  Enthusiasts 

absolutely hate that, to the point of it blinding them from facts... exactly what I saw from 

Volt on that daily blog.  Now, there is a new hater.  He just started publishing videos a few 

months ago.  Information is clearly cherry-picked.  He also misinterprets some of what 

Toyota states.  That's a common problem among early-adopters, since few actually have 

the background to recognize how words translated to actions.  They don't see all that is 

happening.  I have over 20 years of experience observing.  It gives you a larger view, the 

ability to recognize patterns and understand context.  This guy is clearly off on a rant, 

blinded by emotion... looking for scapegoat.  Just like that RAV4 Prime owner who got 

banned, he thrives on the attention his channel brings.  So each video keeps getting more 

and more visceral.  It's truly amazing to witness.  The obvious dismissals of evidence and 

failure to know audience makes him dangerous... just like that daily blog.  The hate riles 

up those who are looking for a quick fix, not a true solution. 
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10-16-2021 Taken Aback.  That new guy creating all those hate videos had a new one this 

morning.  The way he glosses over and outright dismisses items is what really stands out 

for me.  There's no detail whatsoever.  In fact, it is so vague, the content is really just 

propaganda.  Without substance, what else would you call it?  The hearsay and double-

standard makes be wonder who his audience really is.  I use comments posted to gauge 

reception.  That feedback builds a picture of how the content is being received.  It never 

ceases to amaze me how perception of reality can be distorted by people listening to what 

they want to hear and avoiding what they don't.  I get a sense of absolutes being the 

driving factor.  If an automaker doesn't project an "all in" message, they must be against 

BEV.  There is no in between.  There is no transition.  It is a zero-sum situation... winner 

& loser, nothing to support a diverse market.  The variety of adoption challenges are 

outright dismissed as "anti" strategy.  That polarization is a sign of trouble to come.  I'm 

always taken aback by how many don't take that seriously.  An empty-promise is still 

preferred over smaller steps representing true change.  It's really sad that consideration of 

audience... consumers... dealers... production workers... is deemed unimportant.  There's a 

belief that diversification is bad.  There is also a lot of hypocrisy.  Other automakers are 

given a free pass if they rollout a token offering.  It gets worse too.  Anything Toyota does 

gets labeled as "compliance" sales regardless of what it is.  Toyota can never do enough, 

period... hence being a scapegoat.  Make sure attention is on them, not the struggle your 

own favored automaker is having... which is exactly why there was so much hate for Prius 

from Volt enthusiasts.  The perception of "can do no wrong" came about because Toyota 

studied audience so well, mistakes were always small... not monumental, like GM.  The 

short-sightedness and talking-point nature of online exchanges exacerbates the 

problem.  My favorite quote from recent comments was this: "...I knew about the Prius 

early on and was aware that it hadn't changed much since the 1997 model.  Even today, 

there's almost no change!"  When a rant ends that way, it is pointless to reply.  RAV4 

Prime is a direct descendent of Prius.  We saw the hybrid system evolve & diversify.  It 

adopted a plug and continues with that spread.  Now there is a large, powerful, all-electric 

drive experience shared by many.  Yet, this person feels compelled to feed a narrative of 

no change.  Ugh. 
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10-16-2021 How It Works.  One of the biggest takeaways for me from the Volt enthusiasts war was 

that some key voices had no clue how their own vehicle actually worked.  Evidence 

hinting of that disconnect emerged when I came to realize that just how far off they were 

with claims of how Prius PHV was designed.  It all seems to be coalescing around the 

belief that serial operation is better.  The hate video yesterday added to that 

perception.  He said Toyota would gain a credible standing with him if they converted 

their hybrids to run that way instead.  The gas-engine should never contribute propulsion 

power, despite the reality that greater efficiency & lower emissions has been proven by 

parallel design.  My guess is he assumes the PHEV model somehow must pass thrust 

through a transmission has a direct link to the combustion source, because he has 

repeatedly talked about simplicity.  In other words, he is assuming there is a 

transmission.  In the Toyota hybrids, there is not.  Transfer of power comes from a power-

split device.  There are no gears and nothing to shift.  In fact, with the Prime vehicles, 

there is a clutch to physically separate the 2 electric-motors... allowing them to deliver a 

pure EV drive.  I await the reveal of detail for bZ4X, which will likely be from the Los 

Angeles auto show next month.  Some of the absurd claims based upon not understanding 

the hybrid system will lose attention as BEV discussion ramps up.  There will be spin, of 

course.  Sadly, many EV enthusiasts don't actually know how BEV work either.  Things 

like kWh consumption and different in cabin-heating continue to remain beyond the 

comprehension of some.  They don't recognize the importance of efficiency.  In their 

mind, if it has a plug, it is vastly superior.  10 years later, I am fighting the same battles 

with a new audience.  That's progress.  I knew the war itself would take decades... and 

most of it comes down to being better informed. 
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10-16-2021 Getting Attacked.  This was one of the comments posted on yesterday's video, in its 

entirety: "Toyota are just being conservative.  They are watching to see which way the 

technology goes before committing to one thing or another. Having said that, they have 

committed a lot of R&D money to researching solid state batteries, which they obviously 

believe is the future.  But basically, we need better batteries before EV's go 

mainstream.  Batteries that don't catch fire, have more energy density, charge faster, last 

for more charge cycles, can be recycled, don't use unethical mining practices to source the 

materials, cost less to manufacture and can be made quickly in huge numbers.  Whoever 

cracks the code for THAT battery breakthrough has got it made, because then EVERY EV 

maker will be wanting THOSE batteries.  Until THOSE batteries come along, Toyota will 

hold back because they have more to lose than every other manufacturer on the planet, by 

committing to a dead-end technology which takes them nowhere."  Naturally, the person 

was attacked for posting such information.  The thought of remaining profitable and 

watching out for business partners is not important.  The safety of consumers and an effort 

to raise the bar is unimportant.  Enthusiasts just want electrification, regardless of cost or 

consequence.  It's ugly.  Raising to the finish line is all they care about.  Sound familiar?  I 

jumped in with this reply of support:  It's not really conservative.  Their approach has been 

bottom-up, instead of top-down like the rest of the industry.  That means focus on the 

under-lying tech while battery-chemistry advances.  As a result, we have seen the hybrid 

system evolve to the point were it now delivers an all-electric drive.  RAV4 Prime 

provides 42 miles of EV from every recharge.  That no-gas driving has proven extremely 

reliable... exactly what you want well establish, long before a high-volume commitment to 

BEV.  That same tech has been rolled out to the EV models of Izoa/C-HR and 

UX300e.  Again, without any issue.  That success is what Toyota's upcoming dedicated-

platform BEV will leverage.  Watch for detail on bZ4X.  You'll see the effort to refine 

prior to commit will result in a huge payoff... something other automakers have been 

willing to gamble on. 

10-16-2021 GM verses Tesla.  2 more videos were published today.  One was another ramble about 

Toyota, the other was about how GM could possibly overtake Tesla.  I was intrigued by 

the latter.  In it was a suggestion that GM should greatly reduce the number of planned 

BEV models to less than half.  I found that ironic.  Instead of 30, it would be 15... exactly 

what Toyota is planning.  He conveniently omitted that fact, of course.  The narrative is 

Toyota might struggle with just the one, which is supposedly a rush job, and nothing else 

is in the works.  We know that is false.  In fact, we have known that since early Summer 

2019.  Pretending that information doesn't exist is key.  Anywho, I saw the opportunity to 

provide it by responding to this particular comment posted on that video: "32 models: too 

big a lift for practicality.  5 or 6 models, covering the main body types, would do 

fine.  gotta wonder what kind of execs blunder into such a morass."  So, I did:  Large 

SUV, Medium SUV, Medium sedan, Medium crossover, Medium minivan, 

Compact.  That is what Toyota has stated they will cover with their upcoming BEV 

dedicated-platform "bZ" brand.  7 models are planned by 2025. 
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10-16-2021 Studying Comments.  An article today was published by the big Detroit paper, written by 

the anti-Prius journalist I often complained about over the years.  It was piece highlighting 

the difficulty finding charging-stations.  Ironically, none of the photos mentioned where 

they were taken.  His audience was non-plugin owners.  They have no idea chargers are 

available due to such poor signage.  Most have are completely unaware of the existence of 

phone-apps too.  Since this writer is a professional, I can say the content was pathetic.  He 

listed "What's the charging speed?" as key information people should be informed of.  But 

within the article, all we got was this related to speed: "A level-2 charger is fine when you 

charge through the night.  More powerful DC fast-chargers are important when people 

need to get back on the road quickly."  Knowing the audience was non-plugin owners, it 

makes sense to avoid kW and kWh values.  But to not even mention time in terms of 

minutes or miles, that's absurd.  How are people supposed to learn from such vague 

statements.  What does "quickly" mean?  Geez!  Anywho, I was quite curious what readers 

had to say.  It was a very mixed audience, a variety of non-ready-yet consumers and BEV 

owners.  There was quite a bit of bickering amongst those posting debunked propaganda 

and those fighting the daily rhetoric.  As expected, I found a comment supporting the very 

thing I was annoyed about: "It takes several HOURS to fully recharge an electric vehicle, 

but just a few minutes to fully refuel a gasoline powered vehicle."  So much for being a 

journalist.  Mentioning DC fast-chargers, but making to effort whatsoever to explain what 

that means is pathetic.  What was the point of writing an article about charging-stations 

but not explaining the purpose they fulfill.  Ugh.  I did a search for "dc fast charging 

speed".  The second link Google provided was titled: "What is DC Fast Charging?"  And 

with 1 minute of reading I found this: "DCFC chargers can range in output from 50 kW to 

350 kW.  They can recharge an EV battery to 80% in anywhere from 15 minutes to 45 

minutes, depending on the vehicle's voltage capacity."  That's not several hours.  In fact, it 

isn't even a full hour.  Yet, the writer didn't bother to include anything related to speed 

even though he pointed out the fact that speed was important.  Ugh. 
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10-17-2021 Learning From Hybrids.  Observations of how hybrid technology was accepted taught 

me to watch out for statements like this: "If you just need a quick zap, the ID.4 can add 60 

miles of range in about 10 minutes at a public DC fast charger.  (Disclaimer – ID.4 

equipped with fast charging capability maximum rate of 125kW.  Based on charging at a 

125kW or higher charger. Charging times and range will vary and depend on a variety of 

factors including ambient temperature, charger type, battery age, condition and initial 

state of charge, vehicle condition, driving and charging habits, accessory use, topography, 

load and others.  Frequent and consecutive fast charging can permanently decrease 

battery capacity.)"  It came from a sponsored post, where VW itself provided the article 

and an online website hosted it.  Based on my 2 decades of experience, I responded to that 

with: 

 

It's nice to see disclaimers being added, since consumers know little to nothing about plug-

in vehicles.  But realistically, they have no clue what the disclaimer actually equates to, 

nor do they have a simple means of finding out.  That "initial state of charge" is likely 

what will catch most off guard, since it isn't obvious like temperature or age or charger.  In 

fact, evaluating impact it has could be quite a challenge for them even when they do 

finally notice. 

 

That 60 miles in 10 minutes only applies to charging when SOC (state of charge) is below 

30%.  That's when estimated EV range is below roughly 75 miles.  Above that, rate of 

charge drops from the 125 kW to about 110 kW at 40% and 95kW at 50% and 80 kW at 

60%.  The drop continues to about 65 kW from 70% where it flattens until 80% at which 

drop plummets.  That becomes a numbers mess the typical person would be challenged to 

grasp.  Put another in more simplistic terms, if you stop to recharge at 50% that 10 

minutes only delivers 45 miles.  At 60% you get 38 miles.  At 70% it's 31.  See the 

problem? 

 

It gets worse when you discover the more commonly available DC fast-charger is delivers 

a maximum of 50 kW.  The reason for that is cost.  With so much lower of a price (ICCT 

estimates $28,000 for a 50 kW station and $75,000 for a 150 kW station), it makes sense 

that the choice to install more slower stations is favored.  So at 50 kW, a 10-minute 

charging session will deliver 24 miles... a quantity far lower than the "advertised" value of 

60 miles. 

In other words, we need to set realistic expectations for those considering the purchase of 

a BEV.  Quotes with easy to assume incorrect outcomes are something we need to 

prevent.  We don't want a feeling of disenchantment after purchase... since word-of-mouth 

endorsements are a power means of growing the market. 
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10-17-2021 Quick Is Better.  The mentally that going as fast as possible will result in the best 

outcome is a extremely difficult perspective to overcome.  The possibility of success when 

you set goals without any means of controlling approach is an incredible risk.  I'm always 

baffled by how many enthusiasts remain clueless about how the business actually 

works.  When disenchantment comes from their awakening, it almost always results in 

abandon.  They jump ship when things go horribly wrong.  In fact, that was how the daily 

blog for Volt was defined.  It was a stream of reckless posts flaunting vastly superior 

claims... all of which ended in disaster.  One after another, those voices of hostile 

comments disappeared.  It was quite interesting to watch the cascade of failed 

dreams.  They were disillusioned from the start, absolutely refusing to face reality.  Hope 

turned to hype.  Fortunately, not everyone is that way: "For anyone who wishes part 

shortages will end soon, be careful what you wish for.  The longer all manufacturing is 

down, the fewer ICE vehicles will be consuming oil the next 20 years, and the longer 

battery manufacturing has to ramp up."  Of course, the voice of reason is rarely looked 

upon favorably, even when it comes from a new source.  I added to that with:  Ramping up 

of battery manufacturing is a bit of a paradox.  Most people here think more quick is 

better.  Do we really want high-volume production of outdated chemistry?  Consider 

LFP.  It eliminates troublesome elements... cobalt & nickel... while at the same time 

returns a much more robust battery that cost less and lasts longer.  There are tradeoffs, of 

course, but priorities still aren't being taken seriously.  Delay caused by part shortages 

buys us time to try address what is truly important. 

10-18-2021 Toyota's Abrupt Shift.  Spin that Toyota would suddenly awaken was inevitable.  You 

can only push a narrative so long before evidence to the contrary becomes overwhelming 

& undeniable.  The title of an article today stated it well: "Toyota has gone from lobbying 

against EVs to spending billions on battery development."  I find it rather telling that we 

have learned that some of that lobbying was the result of concern for unionized 

automakers being favored.  That potential of those automakers to have an artificial $4,500 

advantage is good reason for concern.  Yet, the hype media sees no interest in keeping that 

information in the forefront.  Instead, we get a new story that Toyota recognizes the big 

change coming and is now scrambling to address it.  The reality that heavy investment in 

EV drive components is already paying dividends is completely ignored.  When I bring it 

up, the comments are dismissed.  Enthusiasts and the media sources they enable want no 

part of any of that.  Facts portraying them as intention agents of deception are a very real 

problem.  Getting exposed as being a contributor to undermining efforts is quite 

harmful.  They are already taking quite a gamble with their endorsement for potentially 

crippling battery chemistry.  As more people learn about next-gen batteries, like LFP, it 

will get them to rethink their view upon BEV.  They will see those steps being taken to 

improve upon current choices.  That's vital for growth and reaching wider audiences.  It is 

progress they will understand enough to recognize who is using the new tech and who is 

not.  Think about Toyota's subtle mention of aiming to deliver a retention of 90% capacity 

after 10 years of use.  That's a really, really, really big deal which few enthusiasts are 

placing value on.  Ugh.  It's not abrupt.  It's awareness & planning.  We found out about 

the battery-development back on Earth Day this year.  That effort was solidified then with 

a signed agreement.  I other words, lots of research and proposals had already taken place 

long before that. 
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10-19-2021 Don't Hold Your Breath.  Voices from the past sometime re-emerge: "When the Volt first 

came out, I thought the same thing, hoping for PHEV Silverado to come to market.  Sadly, 

never came to anything.  All I can say is, don't hold your breath."  They will never 

apologize for their counter-productive past or even acknowledge what you had pointed out 

what correct all along.  Instead, they will make an effort to place blame.  In this case, it 

was reply echoing the sentiment that GM messed up.  The reality that he was an enthusiast 

who strongly encouraged those choices GM made is something that will be fiercely 

denied.  The advice of not holding your breath is interesting, likely a damage-control 

effort.  My response to change of stance was:  There were countless calls for a model of 

Equinox using Voltec.  GM failed to ever deliver any type of plug-in SUV for its own 

loyal customers.  Ironically, Toyota did.  In fact, RAV4 Prime is selling so well, it has 

become the centerpiece for hybrid growth.  We now see the Corolla Cross being produced 

in Huntsville, Alabama.  Being offered as both a hybrid and a plug-in hybrid... a smaller 

version of RAV4 Prime... is quite realistic.  This is why Toyota will thrive while other 

legacy automakers struggle to transition their fleet. 

10-19-2021 Third War.  I fought the HYBRID war, then the PLUG-IN HYBRID war, now the war 

for BATTERY vehicles.  Seeing the same old problems recycled with a new audience is 

rather frustrating, but quite predictable.  People move on and circumstances change.  We 

still face the reality of wasting resources and climate change.  Learning from the past is 

how to overcome certain challenges.  If you don't, you will likely repeat the same 

mistakes.  I was amazed by the level of stupidity from Volt enthusiasts from that very 

behavior.  How many times must you point out the observation of repetition, getting back 

denial in return, only to get confirmation of being correct in the end?  When you are 

providing detailed information about past observations matching present circumstances & 

response, why wouldn't you at least provide reasoning why you don't expect the same 

outcome.  Dismissing evidence is stupid.  How else can I state that?  It is self-destructive 

behavior to be so reckless like that.  Yet we're seeing it again, again.  It's the same thing 

too.  From the user perspective...  Who should public chargers be for?  Where should they 

be installed?  How many is enough?  What should the fee be?  From the automaker 

perspective...  What should the target-price be for the masses?  How much capacity is 

enough to entice shoppers?  When will the market move beyond early-adopters?  Will 

there be serious consequence for lack of diversity?  Unanswered fundamental questions is 

a warning sign that the next step should not be taken yet.  Rush mentality has 

consequences.  In my profession, it is one of two things.  Either you are willingly 

accepting risk or you are unaware of technical debt.  Both have costly outcomes if things 

go wrong.  Choosing to gamble on the war for the sake of winning a battle is not worth it. 
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10-20-2021 LFP Patent Expiration.  Remember how I pointed out that that LFP (Lithium Iron 

Phosphate) patent for its chemistry was about to expire, that it had the potential to usher in 

next-gen batteries.  Sure enough, that's exactly what happened.  While Tesla has been 

apparently struggling with its new 4680 cells... you know, those bigger format batteries 

with the rolled & tabbed design... it was also opening up the opportunity to for buyers in 

the United States to choose LFP.  That was a sign, an interesting move to phaseout the 

older cells.  If 4680 takes a lot longer and yields are low, that gets really 

expensive.  Production of LFP in China being well established already means just a matter 

of shipping here to test reception in this market.  Well, it must have been very good.  The 

announcement was made today that standard-range models would now be using 

LFP.  That makes a lot of sense.  They are a better choice in many regards.  If you still 

want an ultra-long range pack instead, the current chemistry will fulfill that desire.  This is 

that divergence I had been eluding to, the reason Toyota has been so patient and so 

quiet.  It's rather obvious LFP targets Toyota's audience.  That market was a more resilient 

battery with a low price and very little fire risk.  It's what I have been waiting for... and 

will continue to for awhile.  I will be placing my bZ4X order the soonest possible, to jump 

on the promotion & education of next-gen BEV.  This is what I have been preparing 

for.  Seeing Tesla make the move now puts them right on schedule.  It's the next wave of 

change.  A new chapter is about to begin.  Those days of Volt & Leaf are quickly 

becoming history from early-adopter stories. 

10-21-2021 Predictable.  This morning started with an article about Tesla making LFP batteries 

standard on their standard-range cars.  I jumped into the discussion right away with:  We 

saw this coming.  September 21, 2001 the patent for LFP chemistry was issued.  20 years 

later... last month... it expired.  LFP offers a number of advantages for ordinary 

consumers, a should-not-miss opportunity for market growth.  That's why Tesla began 

offering the choice, a means of demonstrating to shareholders the potential... since the 

attributes of the cells directly address some of the shortcomings of current generation 

batteries.  It has been fascinating to witness.  We have had the "Tortoise and the Hare" 

story playing out right before us.  Sales to early-adopters were praised as leadership, even 

though there was nothing to support them being representative of mainstream 

interest.  Those taking their time, carefully trying to identify next-gen demand prior to 

investing, were labeled as laggards.  Meanwhile, we have been watching unresolved 

challenges related to infrastructure continue to go unresolved... challenges which LFP 

address.  In other words, the choice Tesla made yesterday was quite predictable... as some 

pointed out prior to the patent expiring. 
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10-21-2021 Reaction To Supply?  Speculation of reason for Tesla's decision to use LFP looked like 

that: "Likely more about additional cell supply".  In other words, this came as a complete 

supply to some.  So, they are trying to figure out why without actually researching.  I have 

researched.  It has been obvious the massive investments from VW were reactionary... 

choice made from necessity.  Tesla's serious production ramp-up is also obvious, a 

required response to stay ahead of the upcoming competition from VW, GM, and 

Ford.  Then there is Toyota, the juggernaut not revealing much of anything for plans 

yet.  However, there are clues and much relates to audience.  I replied to the speculation 

posting:  No, it is about what LFP has to offer.  Elimination of the need for either cobalt or 

nickel dramatically reduces cost and makes the cells much easier to recycle.  Not needing 

either of those elements addresses the political & environmental challenges for both.  That 

chemistry change also makes the cells far more resistant to fire.  Their tolerance to heat 

greatly improves longevity.  Cells can deliver roughly triple the cycle-life compared to 

current chemistry.  They can routinely be charged to 100% without penalty, which 

indirectly addresses the lower energy-density tradeoffs.  Additionally, fast-charging won't 

require the current slowdown we see as SOC rises.  That means even a supposed "slow" 

speed of 50 kW could be sustained longer, increasing the value of public DCFC charging-

stations... a very big deal for business owners having to choose between many "slow" 

chargers and just few that are ultra-fast.  Stepping back to look at the bigger picture, it is 

now becoming easier to see how Tesla fanboy obsession with range & speed so much it 

had the potential to back the business into a corner... growing too specialized... lack of 

diversity... Innovator's Dilemma.  Providing consumers a choice is a required next step. 

10-21-2021 Sensible Comments.  It is difficult to assess whether this was some critical thinking or it 

is just me hoping for worthwhile discussion: "LFP cells are damaged by charging at 

temperatures below 32F.  In cold climates, owners will have to be very mindful of their 

battery's SOC.  If a car sits outside too long then the battery will have to warm up before 

the car can operate normally."  Seeing that, I quickly looked up one of my videos with 

such information.  I had to go back several years, since working from home due to the 

pandemic has eliminated most of my data-collecting opportunities.  I did indeed have 

relevant detail.  It confirmed there really isn't anything to worry about.  Even in the worst-

case scenario, you'd still be able to draw a modest amount of power from the pack to 

drive.  That reduced load would result in heat-generation to supplement warming.  So, 

you'd be fine even without plugging in or planning ahead.  I kept to the basics though, 

replying with:  That shouldn't be a big deal.  The pack-warmer on my Prime has worked 

great in Minnesota.  It routinely maintain a temperature above freezing just fine.  In fact, 

one of the videos I captured showed 55°F for pack after sitting for 6 hours with the outside 

departure temperature at -1°F. 
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10-21-2021 Scrambling Defense.  A sudden sense of panic has emerged.  One of the troublemakers 

was really at a loss.  He apparently had no clue this decision by Tesla was coming.  My 

guess is he had assumed stability, that the building of new production facilities for 

increasing battery-supply provided a predictable outcome.  He hadn't expected a new 

chemistry to muddle choice.  LFP definitely interferes with the mindset of enthusiasts... 

who believed larger battery-packs and faster charging was the obvious next step.  Seeing 

the target move in a totally different direction must be quite a sucker punch.  It will 

especially sting later when they discover I was correct.  Mainstream consumers do indeed 

have different purchase priorities.  The larger & faster traits being pushed won't be aspect 

of appeal.  In fact, both are far less important than an enthusiasts will ever care to 

admit.  Recognize they have backed into a corner, you watch for a scramble to defend.  As 

each next attempt at damage-control fails, they will become increasingly more 

desperate.  I have witnessed this before, many times.  It become quite telling.  This was 

the start of that: "It's less energy dense.  And there are other issues.  LFP has been around 

a long time and there's a reason why many didn't use it.  But now with battery 

shortages...it certainly looks better."  I went straight for the totally-wrong reply.  The guy 

posting that nonsense is a real jerk, quite a pain in the butt on a regular basis.  So, I let him 

have it:  That reason is simple.  There was a *PATENT* preventing sales.  Exactly 1 

month ago, that patent expired. 

10-21-2021 Preposterous.  This time, I made more than just a reference to the "Tortoise and the 

Hare" story.  It became quite necessary to draw attention to the absurdity which has 

emerged from that antagonist.  Continuously attacking Toyota for the sake of growing an 

audience is pretty bad.  But now, the fact that he is making money from doing it is quite 

telling.  Think about how many times my motive has been questioned and troublemakers 

drew the conclusion that I must be working for Toyota.  I don't.  I never have.  My only 

association is being a customer and studying their approach.  I agree with that approach 

too.  Rather than the glamor of self-promotion, I prefer the same subtle outcome of 

continue improvement.  That is what Toyota has thrived on.  It made be dull.  It may be 

slow.  It usually goes completely unnoticed.  It is true change though.  Think about the 

story.  This is a very, very, very long race.  Going as fast as you can has 

consequences.  Being smug about winning, long before any real distance has been 

achieved, is a recipe for disaster.  Yet, we see the gloating and victory-dances taking place 

already.  Toyota is doomed.  They will be gone by the end of the decade.  Legacy 

automakers without any real place, just a hard push with a single BEV or two, will 

somehow triumph.  It is preposterous.  Seeing Model 3/Y from Tesla, ID.3/4 from VW, 

Hummer & Lyric from GM, and F150 from Ford doesn't exactly spell out a plan for 

growth.  In fact, we have literally no clue how that next step will be taken from any of 

those bigger players.  Despite that, claims are still made about the dire situation Toyota is 

supposedly it.  Ugh.  This is that reference I made, the final sentence and moral of the 

story:  The race is not always to be the swift. 
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10-22-2021 Signs of Worry.  A recent article from a Detroit publication claimed "results were 

surprising" when comparing the charge costs of an EV to gas.  Right away, I was curious 

what twist the writer would take to misrepresent.  This was the first clue about intent: "The 

study found that the average cost of a Level 1 charger is $600."  Who conducted that 

supposed study?  100% of the vehicles include a level-1 charger, which means out-of-

pocket expense beyond purchase price is $0.  It was a red-herring planted to give the 

impression of surprise cost.  Ugh.  Next was a comment about level-2 installation.  There 

was no mention of the lifetime return, that the cost to establish power would only happen 

once and would remain in service for the existence of the home?  That wiring is 

permanent.  No replacement, ever.  Many electricity provides offer rebates too.  We got 

$500 for each of our installs.  The worst though was the focus of the article, charge 

costs.  I posted this comment in the discussion about that obvious intent to 

undermine:  Cost to charge at home was conveniently missing from the article.  Readers 

were given the impression commercial charging would take place on a regular basis, 

despite overwhelming statistics to the contrary. The quote of $1,554 to drive an annual 

distance of 12,000 was extremely misleading as a result.  $0.10 per kWh for a vehicle 

delivering 3.5 miles/kWh works out to just $343... a cost drastically lower than the $1,030 

quoted for the ICE.  Such blatant attempts to mislead is a sign some are getting worried, 

that the inevitable tipping-point for plug-in vehicles will be arriving a lot sooner than they 

had hoped. 

10-22-2021 Misleading Mentions.  A reply to my comment stated the following: "It's probably just 

the cost to buy one, doesn't say anything about it coming with the car."  People don't use 

critical thinking.  They tend to make assumptions.  Greenwashing efforts take advantage 

of that.  By muddling facts, it is very easy to mislead... especially in that context.  I have 

seen it again and again.  The tactic to confuse works really well when someone passes 

along the information.  This vague study didn't sight a source or any data.  It was nothing 

but meritless claim.  It wasn't correct either.  That's the part that really angered me.  It was 

wrong.  The claim of a level-1 charger averaging $600 was a gross exaggeration.  Of 

course, I knew the mention was through in there for ill intent.  So being inflated to such an 

extreme was no surprise.  This is how I replied to the commenter, who probably had no 

idea what the situation actually was:  The mention gives an impression of needing to 

purchase one.  That price is grossly exaggerated too.  Look on Amazon.  There are a ton (I 

counted 33, with some supporting both level 1 & 2) priced between $150 and $250. 

10-22-2021 Overlooked Advantages.  There was another article about Tesla switching to LFP 

batteries.  My guess is the writer really wasn't aware of them, since this is a new topic for 

many.  So, I will give benefit of the doubt by saying the advantages not mentioned in his 

article were overlooked.  This is how I put it:  2 major advantages to LFP not mentioned 

are the significant higher number of charging cycles it supports and the fact that charging 

to 100% does not have a longevity penalty.  Both are absolutely essential for appealing to 

shoppers actually shopping... you know, mainstream customers comparing vehicles on the 

showroom floor.  That's what the paradigm-shift to a different battery chemistry 

brings.  Rather than automakers competing with each other, their own vehicles are now 

competing at the dealer.  Tesla obviously has a big problem with this new chapter in BEV 

history.  Moving beyond early-adopters means the loss of a lot of conquest 

opportunity.  Those sales are what made Tesla what it has become.  Now, Tesla must 

appeal to consumers in a different manner... hence the announcement of tripling the 

number of SuperChargers. 
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10-22-2021 Scrambling to Report.  The news of Tesla's embrace of LFP has got the websites that 

thrive on controversy scrambling.  They aren't sure how to report such an abrupt (from 

their perspective) shift to a new chemistry they are unfamiliar with.  That is quite obvious 

with articles missing some fundamental differences.  Ugh.  Needless to say, I'm trying to 

race ahead to provide useful information that's easy to understand & convey.  Someday... 

when I finally get my bZ4X after a loooooong delivery wait... I will be able to follow-up 

with real-world data.  Living in Minnesota, such owner perspectives will be priceless.  By 

next Winter, that should be a reality.  In the meantime, I'll be posting stuff like this:  2 

major advantages to LFP not mentioned are the significant higher number of charging 

cycles it supports and the fact that charging to 100% does not have a longevity 

penalty.  Both are absolutely essential for appealing to shoppers actually shopping... you 

know, mainstream customers comparing vehicles on the showroom floor.  That's what the 

paradigm-shift to a different battery chemistry brings.  Rather than automakers competing 

with each other, their own vehicles are now competing at the dealership.  Tesla obviously 

has a big problem with this new chapter in BEV history.  Moving beyond early-adopters 

means the loss of a lot of conquest opportunity.  Those sales are what made Tesla what it 

has become.  Now, Tesla must appeal to consumers with different priorities... hence the 

announcement of greatly expanding the SuperCharger Network. 

10-22-2021 Limiting Factor.  A surprisingly universal mindset from BEV enthusiasts is the belief that 

batteries are the bottleneck.  They see the situation as just a matter of production being 

ramped up.  Clearly, none of them have actually studied the topic extensively.  Not only 

did I in college (my bachelor's minor is in business), I also thoroughly enjoyed that.  It's 

nice when something you have strong interest in applies to life in general later.  I see the 

world differently from having that background.  Some of the projects we had involved 

study related to elements you wouldn't expect could have such an influence.  The situation 

is large & complex... not just a matter of producing more.  Nonetheless, some don't see it 

that way: "well the batteries are the limiting factor.  If Tesla had enough batteries it could 

easily sell 10 million cars per annum."  That was the attitude I got back in response to my 

"Tortoise and the Hare" comment.  He clearly wasn't pleased with my claim that faster 

isn't necessarily better.  Being so well versed with enthusiast obsession, it's very easy to 

recognize overkill.  This is how I dealt with it:  That is absurd. You can't just endlessly 

flood the market with only a choice or two and expect sales to continue at the same rate. 

Model 3 will hit a saturation point.  This is why the $25K model keeps getting brought up. 
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10-22-2021 Obvious Desperation.  Seeing an enthusiast back themselves into a corner so quickly was 

unexpected: "It is not "a choice or two" it is 6 choices currently, in ten years there is no 

reason there couldn't be another 10 new model types. Toyota sold over 50 million 

Corollas."  Getting that from my reply to has 10-million claim tells the story well.  It 

resembles the blindness I recognize from Volt enthusiasts.  Seeing that repetition of 

history so clearly is quite unexpected... though, there was outright denial back when the 

pattern emerged with them compared to Two-Mode.  It was the same old nonsense.  So, I 

posted some of the same old outlook, but now updated to reflect the changing market but 

with the same goal.  Remember "nicely under $30,000" and how vital it was to 

growth?  He either didn't have that background or didn't care.  I may found out with 

this:  Like I said, absurd. You completely ignored my reference to price. It took Toyota 

over a half-century to sell 50 million Corollas.  That massive amount of ownership was 

due in large part from the car being affordable to mainstream consumers.  No Tesla falls 

into that category yet, not even close.  With a starting price of $41,990 for the base Model 

3, there's no chance of it appealing to a mainstream consumer looking something with a 

$25K price.  Battery plays a role in price, but only equates to a portion of the vehicle. 60 

kWh at $80/kWh is only $4,800.  A much smaller body with a less powerful motor is 

required to make a Tesla for the masses. 

10-22-2021 Union Incentives.  It was nice to finally see this: "Volkswagen Group of America CEO 

Scott Keogh weighed in on the Biden Administration's goal to offer $4,500 in extra 

incentives for electric cars produced by unionized companies in the US."  Prior to today, 

there hasn't been anything.  Tesla was strangely absent, but isn't a legacy automaker.  The 

2 big players are Toyota & VW.  Since Toyota is always the scapegoat, focus exclusively 

on it was expected.  VW wants to grow significantly in the United States.  Being 

completely silent isn't the way to achieve that when active legislative efforts are to 

undermine support for your new product.  It has been rather disturbing to watch $4,500 of 

subsidies be pushed just for the sake of supporting union workers.  What makes the 

product they deliver (which is the point of EV support) any different from non-union 

workers?  They all live & work in the United States.  There has been no rationale provided 

for such unbalanced funding.  I was thrilled that this topic is finally getting some 

attention.  I jumped into the discussion with:  It's about time VW finally spoke up.  The 

narrative about Toyota being anti-EV, despite 7 new dedicated-platform BEV planned for 

by 2025 with the first coming next year, was getting out of hand.  It simply makes no 

sense that plug-in vehicles built in America by American workers would not get some type 

of federal backing.  That's exactly what is needed to stimulate growth, encouraging 

production increase here.  Isn't that the goal?  Think about how many vehicles VW and 

Toyota can build here in the states. 
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10-22-2021 Proved My Point.  There ended up being quite an exchange in response to my swift 

post.  In the end, he backed himself even further into the corner: "When the legacy maker's 

decided to join the race they won't be able to make the same profits.  They will have lost 

market share, won't have the capacity, won't be tech savvy.  Tesla will be seen as the 

leader, and people ask what's the best EV people will say Tesla.  You see in your analogy 

the tortoise has lost the plot and its about to have a heart attack."  It was that part about 

being tech savvy that really got me.  Toyota's EV has been so flawless, no one has taken 

notice.  People use it.  It just works.  That is the ultimate praise for me as a software 

engineer.  Such a rewardless outcome is exactly what you strive for.  To rollout something 

new or an upgrade without any trouble is the ultimate achievement in such a 

profession.  No fanfare.  No recognition.  Nothing.  Users simply use your 

software.  That's the same objective for Toyota.  In fact, it is the very reason why 

enthusiasts label Toyota vehicles as "boring" and "uninspired".  Appealing to the masses 

means not standing out.  In this particular situation with this exchange, it has an even 

larger impact.  Rather than just the change itself, there is a direct reflection upon those 

who are drawing conclusions.  I kept my reply to the nonsense brief:  You proved my 

point by declaring a winner when the race has only just begun. 

10-22-2021 Tipping Point.  An article today asked when, posing this question as its title: "Could The 

Triumph Of Electric Cars Come As Soon As 2023?"  This is quite reminiscent of Volt.  No 

one defined what success was.  With nothing to measure progress or no intended clear 

outcome, the question cannot actually be answered.  That same thing is true now.  We 

have no clue what "triumph" means or even who would make that assessment.  This is 

comment posted about that which really caught my attention: "By 2030 half the cars on 

EU roads should be EVs . In that year people should be arguing about the year the last 

legacy ICE is taken off the road: 2035 or 2033?"  It was obviously from an enthusiast who 

had absolutely no clue how change comes about.  You can't just imply there is a plan by 

not actually planning anything.  That is the same nonsense GM pulled for years and 

continues to.  Like the underpants gnomes from that episode of South Park where none of 

them knew how profit would be achieved, yet continued to collect underpants 

anyway.  Ugh.  I replied to that nonsense with:  Taken off means what?  Someone would 

have to pay to permanently remove the vehicle from service.  That means wasting 

resources to recycle long before necessary.  2029 model-year vehicles will be expected to 

remain in use until at least 2040.  To prevent any further legacy technology from being 

carried forward, something easily supported should be mandated.  That is what Toyota is 

planning for.  With their entire ICE fleet transitioned to HV, making those all PHEV is 

quite realistic.  Look at how easily RAV4 hybrid was made into a RAV4 Prime.  With a 

50-mile EV range and DCFC, those unable to make the BEV switch would still have a 

viable plug-in anyway.  At that point, raise the price of gas so high there is a significant 

penalty for not recharging at every opportunity.  In short, this topic exposes the 

shortcoming of those targeting 2030 who don't actually have a plan for what follows that 

milestone. 
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10-23-2021 Pioneer Spirit.  It is fascinating to watch history play out.  Things are falling into 

place.  From the outside, it looks chaotic & unproductive.  Reality is quite different.  In an 

article asking if dealerships will be able to adapt, I homed in on this particular statement 

about a research visit to a dealership: "Toyota of course officially has no electric 

cars.  Nor did anyone have a clue, which is funny since they once broke new ground with 

the Prius.  Toyota seems to have lost its pioneering spirit.  Only one salesperson had 

knowledge of electric cars, and that was due to his own personal interest."  I know a lot 

about this history.  I very actively participated & documented it.  What is to come will 

surprise many.  The pattern is easy to see: 

 

That narrative is becoming more interesting as we move beyond the early-adopter stage. 

 

Toyota's goal has been true change, which means appealing to mainstream 

consumers.  That is the audience who avoids anything which would give the impression of 

stirring the status quo.  They wait until a technology has become well established.  Seeing 

both Camry & Corolla available as hybrids, an obvious next-step beyond Prius, is why 

RAV4 hybrid and RAV4 Prime have been such massive hits.  There is nothing special 

about the sales process; no essential knowledge is required to sell the vehicle.  With the 

hybrid, you just drive it.  With the plug-in hybrid, you just plug & play.  Prime's battery-

pack is right-sized, just enough to completely recharge overnight using only a 120-volt 

outlet and delivering a full commute in EV. 

 

That experience of successfully appealing to the masses is how Toyota's upcoming 7 

dedicated-platform BEV will be approached.  Expertise from the all-electric drive in both 

models of Prime and Mirai will carry over, starting with bZ4X.  So what if appearance of 

disinterest from Toyota has become a "delay" from the perspective enthusiasts?  They 

aren't the target market anyway.  Once Toyota seemingly awakes to change, they will be a 

juggernaut.  Their preparation before the storm isn't obvious. In fact, it gives the 

impression of being ignorant or careless or caught off guard. 

 

Reality is, Toyota knows how to get reluctant dealers to accept change.  Enthusiasts 

continue to think an automaker just pushing BEV inventory is all it will take to overcome 

that fight to retain the status quo.  It is a terribly naïve gamble.  So what if the outcome is 

risky loss of initial sales?  Those are only conquest anyway.  All it takes is word-of-month 

from loyal customers to create momentum... which was a key component to the success 

with Prius. 

In other words, ask yourself what "pioneer" really means. 
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10-23-2021 Detroit Spin.  The same Detroit publication writer that we've had trouble with for 20 

years is still at it.  This time, it was an article titled: "Plug-in hybrids save drivers time and 

money. Why don't more people buy them?"  All we got was rambling about the new 

Escape PHEV and some real-world observations.  There was no actual explanation why or 

even any quantities.  There wasn't an mention of RAV4 Prime either.  That's the rub and 

always has been.  He will omit vital information to distort the situation.  In this case, you 

got an impression of a struggling market rather than one with people enduring long waits 

for delivery and willingly paying over MSRP.  We have been dealing with that type of 

spin for so long, it has become a narrative.  Facts are presented in such a way to support a 

false narrative... just keep repeating the same distorted message over and over again.  It 

makes me wonder what will happen when Detroit actually sees some success.  The 

upcoming F150 Lightning should present a conflict.  That same question of why could be 

asked.  If not, an endorsement could trigger the Osborne Effect.  A substantial drop in 

sales caused by consumers deciding to wait for the BEV model could create a disaster for 

ICE sales.  Without any hybrid or plug-in hybrid to satisfy an acceptance of change in 

some manner, there will be a sense of disappointment... which leads to 

disenchantment.  Then what?  If we are getting the message now that Escape PHEV is 

somehow unappealing to shoppers from writers like this, what will the spin become? 

10-23-2021 Don't Bother.  Sometimes, it is not worth it.  There was more spin this 

evening.  Enthusiasts absolutely hate the idea of anything that disrupts their purity.  It is 

BEV for everyone, period.  I typed this up as a response to the obvious propaganda 

feeding article, but decided don't bother after reading the comments posted.  So, I'll note 

my thoughts just here instead:  There is clearly an upcoming market.  Use of fuel-cells for 

commercial transport and industrial vehicles is a no-brainer.  We're not going to see large 

ships, trains, and airplanes replacing their diesel engines with banks of batteries.  The size 

& weight simply make that unrealistic.  Toyota will be providing some of those fuel-cells 

is a choice to produce & sell products beyond just the automotive section.  The fact that 

some of those could also be used for fleet vehicles and locations where BEV isn't practical 

makes sense.  That's just a diversification of business.  bZ4X builds upon the expertise 

already gained, placing their well-proved EV components into a platform dedicated to 

BEV.  Following that will be 6 additional BEV.  It's only a matter of time, now that next-

gen batteries are on the way.  Keep in mind, Toyota is targeting 90% capacity retention 

after 10 years of use. 
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10-23-2021 Looking For Treasure. I have been looking for treasure, some little clue about bZ4X 

buried without a casual mention.  One was finally discovered tonight when I did some 

searching for the other BEV coming from Toyota within the next year.  It will be a 

Lexus.  That makes sense.  Considering the luxury counterpart to RAV4 Prime, it makes 

sense that their will be an all-electric as well.  That will likely share some of similarity & 

differences too.  The most obvious is power.  Lexus favored it, because that was more of a 

priority than EV range.  That got me especially thinking of market preference, you know, 

audience.  Based on what I found from an article published back in July, it looks like gold: 

"The Lexus LF-Z Electrified is expected to use the same platform as the Toyota bZ4X, 

Toyota's upcoming electric crossover.  It is roughly estimated to travel over 350 miles on 

a single charge.  350 miles of range is phenomenal considering that 300 miles of range is 

more than most base model EVs are capable of."  That lines up with prediction of 

range.  A configuration from Lexus would use the more expensive battery, since travel 

distance would more of a priority than longevity.  Faster DC fast-charging speed would be 

too.  For that matter, it favors performance as well.  Using the currently favored NCA 

chemistry of lithium battery fits the requirement.  That puts it head-to-head with a more 

expensive brand, like Tesla.  For the Toyota though, importance of cost & lifetime makes 

LFP chemistry a clear winner.  In other words, I got a roundabout confirmation that 

Toyota will likely reveal bZ4X range to be between 250 and 300 miles... which is exactly 

what I was hoping for.  Sweet! 

10-24-2021 Endless Arguments.  Some random online enthusiast got worked up about Toyota and 

found me to let out his frustration.  It was rather bizarre.  His rant was all over the 

place.  What got me most though was how he called bZ4X a wonky design, even though it 

so closely resembles RAV4 it is almost impossible to deny.  He had just went on a rant 

about fake grilles too, which bZ4X does not have.  The self-contradicting posts compelled 

me to take the time to respond with something that won't become an endless exchange of 

not-listening posts:  It comes down to not liking Toyota's approach.  Being slow & subtle 

rubs early-adopters the wrong way.  Diversifying offerings to cover the wide audience 

does too.  And if you don't think that $4,500 will make any difference, you are disagreeing 

with a lot of people.  Reality is, they are focusing on all aspects of sales & production to 

ensure transition doesn't plateau. The trap of only appealing to a particular audience is an 

easy one to fall into. Taking the time to rollout their first dedicated BEV in a body & style 

similar to their best-seller is quite the opposite of "scare people away from buying it" 

appearance.  That is exactly what you should do to attract sales.  In fact, that is the same 

thing Ford is doing. bZ4X resembles RAV4.  F-150 resembles F-150 Lightning.  Back on 

narratives, there is a clear effort to divert attention away from Toyota's success with EV 

drive system.  Every time RAV4 Prime is brought up, how it flawlessly delivers all-

electric operation, the discussion is changed to wanting to sell ICE.  That is outright denial 

of Toyota's preparation to sell more plug-ins.  RAV4 Prime builds upon the EV drive Prius 

Prime has offered for years.  It also sets the stage for a smaller companion offering, a 

plug-in model of Corolla Cross hybrid... which brings us back to approach.  A mix of 

PHEV and BEV is not what enthusiasts want to endorse.  Continuing with online 

arguments makes no difference to what happens with this topic... how things play out at 

dealerships.  Watch how reaching out to those not involved in online discussions becomes 

more of a problem not being addressed.  It is far easier to sway someone with a shade of 

interest than someone who sees no reason to change. 
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10-24-2021 RAV4 EV.  Reading this nonsense is draining: "Doesn't look like Toyota is doing much if 

anything in the BEV field."  That's the point of undermining.  They just keeping posting, 

hoping to wear you down.  The misleading efforts become such a confused mess, it 

impedes progress.  That's why just making stuff up can be so effective.  They distort the 

situation to such a degree, people lose touch.  That disconnect is the key.  So when the 

past is brought up, like RAV4 EV, it is very easy to simply claim whatever you want 

without fear of consequence.  People don't know the facts.  That enables.  That's bad.  Yet, 

it happens all the time.  I keep fighting back the effort anyway:  That's is what the 

narrative would like you to believe.  Reality is, Toyota has delivered quite a bit since 

then.  Izoa/CH-R along with UX300e now have BEV models.  They are EV conversions 

available in select markets.  The BEV we will be getting globally from Toyota is bZ4X, 

the first of seven planned for by 2025 using new dedicated platforms.  Watch for details 

later this year, likely from the LA Auto Show a month from now.  Rollout in many 

markets will be mid-2022.  As for the narrative, BEV purists like to portray all other EV 

systems as irrelevant.  Reality is, the all-electric drive from RAV4 Prime is the evolution 

of Toyota hybrid system.  It now delivers power to make trips entirely electric and has 

been since 2016.  That's 5 years of EV experience already, without needing to mention 

Mirai is also all-electric.  The point is, that partnership with Tesla was long ago and has 

nothing to do with what has taken place since then. 

10-24-2021 Maybe.  Every now & then we get something thought provoking: "Toyota is maybe 

thinking that the EV solution that most of the world needs may be diverging from what is 

achievable in Japan in the foreseeable future - so they don't spend money on it now."  I 

was quite happy to respond to that:  Multiple solutions/choices for our variety of transport 

& power needs is inevitable.  Heck, even within BEV we can already see that happening 

with battery chemistries.  For those paying close attention, the impression that Toyota will 

rollout bZ4X using LFP and a model of Lexus using NCA should have tickled some 

inquisitiveness.  There are subtle clues about what is to come.  I'm expecting detail to be 

revealed at the LA Auto Show a month from now.  That's an excellent venue to stir an 

audience very receptive to market growth... and Toyota is definitely an automaker to 

plunge into new territory.  Their vision is beyond early-adopters and those actually 

wanting change.  Appealing to those not interested takes a very different approach to what 

we have seen so far.  Put another way, I recognize that choice to disregard enthusiasts & 

rhetoric, to instead focus on essentials.  It is a familiar history for those who have been 

involved with this over the past 2 decades. 
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10-24-2021 When It Hits Home, part 1.  I knew it would happen eventually.  Someone in the family 

would complain about the price of gas and blame the current president without any 

reasoning whatsoever.  It was just a political rant.  No thought.  No care.  Just looking for 

a scapegoat.  That in itself should not be a big deal.  But when your relative has been 

promoting hybrids and plug-in hybrids and planning to get an all-electric, you shouldn't 

throw gas (pun intended) on the fire.  21 years of endorsing better technology meant 

nothing?  Ugh.  Since this was online, I treated it just like with an antagonist.  Posting just 

a single, to-the-point sentence was my response.  This was it: "It costs me 25 cents to 

commute to work using electricity instead of gas."  The reply back was: "Ruining 

America."  That was it... just a mindless, pointless reply.  I wasn't the least bit 

surprised.  Absence of critical thinking is what this person was known for anyway.  So, I 

didn't let it get to me.  But since the rest of the extended family could potentially see it, I 

decided to follow up with: "The previous administration left behind a mess.  We have 

fallen way behind China & Europe as a result."  That sad, true, disheartening fact said it 

all.  The idiot we had in the White House did everything he could to fight Climate Change 

efforts.  Carbon Emissions, Fossil Fuels, Environmental Protections... their regulations 

were rolled back and halted.  He was selfish & reckless.  It was only a matter of time until 

that abuse reached home.  I had to address it this evening.  What a pain?  Stuff like this is 

so preventable. 

10-24-2021 When It Hits Home, part 2.  I got attacked by that person's spouse.  The online rant was 

troubling.  That load of rubbish was all too familiar.  I've heard it all before.  No 

thought.  No reasoning.  Just anger... and I was the outlet.  All that can just be 

ignored.  Rants don't accomplish anything.  The person is usually just venting.  The PS at 

the end of the post was intriguing though: "Keep the 25 cents for the Prius.  US patriots 

will stick to our lifted trucks that are American made."  That was very much reminiscent 

of what my GM supporters had told me in the past.  They loved to target Prius and wave 

the flag.  It amounted to nothing.  They just declare victory.  Ugh.  Seeing the same thing 

play out again, but this time with family, I made sure to include memorable facts... stuff 

that would ironically hit home.  Here's what I posted:  The topic being replied to is gas 

prices and its impact.  Toyota produces many of the vehicles sold here locally.  For 

example, the new Corolla Cross is built in Huntsville, Alabama.  That's in America by 

American workers.  Just last week, Toyota pledged to invest $3.4 Billion for battery 

production in the United States.  That's expected to create 1,750 new jobs for 

Americans.  RAV4 is now their top-selling vehicle.  It is built in Georgetown, 

Kentucky.  That's American made.  Wave the flag all you want, it still won't change any of 

that or the fact that we have indeed fallen behind.  EV sales in both China and Europe are 

putting us to shame.  Our infrastructure... which clearly was not supported by the previous 

administration... is embarrassing.  If you want your F-150 Lightning to be conveniently 

recharged, think about how that large & powerful EV pickup will be plugged in. 
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10-24-2021 When It Hits Home, part 3.  The response I got back was a series of false facts followed 

by a complaint about taxes.  It was rhetoric, some propaganda passed along without any 

critical thinking.  It was an attempt to reconcile, agreeing to not argue or take sides.  I 

wanted no part of that.  My focus is to stay true to goals, accepting reality... not passing 

along information that is so easy to validate, but was not.  Annoyed by the lack of effort, I 

replied back with some facts to refute the nonsense presented to me:  Europe is a union of 

27 member states totaling 447 million people... quite a bit larger than our 331 million 

here.  They are taking the situation of oil dependency and both type of emissions (smog & 

carbon) seriously.  The 67 million in the United Kingdom are too.  None are 

communist.  All have democratic, free-market governments. 

10-25-2021 When It Hits Home, part 4.  The previous reply was shockingly condescending... so 

close-minded, there wasn't any point to respond.  Though, it is fine to respond with facts 

as exposition for those reading the exchange... which I did.  This was the end of it, 

something so bad it's disappointing to have a member of the family say: "Just so you know 

your fighting an uphill battle buddy.  Your someone that clearly thinks they're smarter 

then they are and will seek to have the final word.  It won't happen with me.  You can run 

and look up numbers all you want.  If you can't have a dialogue without relying on the 

inter webs, your not educated enough on the reality."  Everyone knows a person like 

that.  They are better than you, period.  I have traveled too.  Anecdotal observation will 

only take you so far.  I have studied the topic extensively.  I have documented the topic 

extensively.  I have participating directly in the history of this topic.  That makes 

presenting numbers a valid part of an online exchange.  Ironically, it is false reality belief 

that I have been fighting.  People get so deep into narratives, they fail to notice warning 

signs... clues that they may not have all the information they need or something they 

observed is misleading.  In this situation, I have no idea what the deal is.  That close-

mindedness simply isn't worth it.  Lead by example is the advice to take.  It will continue 

to drive around using electricity for fuel. 

10-25-2021 When It Hits Home, part 5.  That parting thought of "if you can't" was just too good to 

resist.  Not only would I respond using the "inter webs" for content, I would make my 

point with it to distort "reality" as it was claimed.  In other words, it was time to pushback 

in a clever manner by turning the tables.  That snarky truck reference was perfect fodder 

for such a reply.  I went onto Ford's website.  Looked up the EV information there.  Then 

captured an image from the page.  It was of the following text: "ELECTRIC CAN DO 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED A TRUCK TO DO.  Make no mistake – F-150 Lightning isn't 

a gimmick or a showhorse destined for a shiny garage.  This truck will enhance the way 

you go to work and how you play.  That's why we built it to have the strength and 

capability you expect to get the job done."  I posted it along with a photo of the pickup and 

a link for more information.  That rude, belittling, and denigrating attitude deserved a 

humbling retort.  To attack me in such a manner, shooting the messenger without any 

effort whatsoever to acknowledge what had been posted was just plan wrong.  It 

confirmed an unwillingness to reason or even seek any type of balance.  I supposedly had 

no right to question or challenge.  Ugh. 
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10-26-2021 Better for Winter.  I like how Toyota's continuous improvement efforts end up being a 

discovery.  You just stumble across information from someone who did some research and 

was surprised by their findings.  In this case, it was in somewhat of a complaint type 

approach.  There was a video pointing out the complexity of the "heating" system 

implemented in RAV4 Prime.  You know how Prius Prime uses the gas-engine only when 

outside temperature is lower than the heat-pump threshold or you want both the Heater & 

A/C at the same time?  You know, you push the MAX button.  That request cannot be 

fulfilled with jus the heat-pump.  Removing moisture from the require A/C to 

run.  Operating a heat-pump in reverse achieves that.  Problem is, you no longer have heat 

available.  That's why the engine starts, for Prius Prime.  For RAV4 Prime, it 

doesn't.  Toyota found a clever means of keeping the heat-pump running to provide 

heat.  Further down the system flow, there is a condenser able to create a A/C effect... 

which is how cooling is achieved... which is how moisture gets extracted.  I need to watch 

the video again to understand in depth where & when in the process that takes place.  The 

point is not how, it is the fact that such a new ability was achieved.  That is continuous 

improvement.  I stated it this way:  The heat-pump is essentially the same, it's how it is 

used that differs.  That upgrade allows both heating & dehumidifying to use only 

electricity... which is the end makes it the same usage with a better outcome.  Each 

generation requires no change to driver behavior, yet the system delivers even more from 

electricity. 

10-27-2021 Agreed.  It is interesting how someone can agree with you, but for an entirely different 

reason: "Moreover as EVs are now offering 300-400 miles of range going out of one's way 

for intraday charging may no longer be as necessary, especially when they can use hassle-

free, safer and cheaper L2 AC."  It is a good sign when that happens.  That type of 

overlaps tends to be an indication of getting it right.  In other words, you are working to 

achieve several goals.  The situation is never as simple as enthusiasts portray.  Finding one 

is common with someone else's perspective is a very good sign.  I was pleased by today's 

conclusion, even though the means about coming to such an agreement were quite 

different:  Agreed; however, not for the same reasoning.  Those 300-400 mile vehicles will 

remain rare for years to come.  Range is not a priority for this new audience 

either.  Mainstream consumers don't want the same thing as enthusiasts.  Looking beyond 

the early-adopter stage we are now wrapping up, the new focus are BEV with affordable 

& robust battery-packs.  That means vehicles with LFP chemistry instead for them.  Range 

will be in the 200's as a result.  Offerings with longer range will stick with NCA and NMC 

chemistries.  Consider the need to finally deliver smaller BEV choices and the fact that we 

will face a supply shortage for years to come.  That 300-400 choice simply isn't realist in 

high-volume under those conditions. 
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10-27-2021 Beyond Clueless.  That guy who has been producing attack videos for profit is even 

dumber than I had realized.  It's not in my nature to label someone in that manner.  But 

when you see it repeatedly playing out that way, it does more damage to play down or 

avoid than to just call it out.  So, I am... here anyway.  The best example of that ignorance 

I have been witnessing came from today's video.  He called Toyota's plan for battery 

production hilarious.  His measure of commitment was based upon the Billions of Dollars 

announced for future vertical (with the company itself) investment.  What has already 

been invested, what can be converted, and third-party doesn't count... nor does reduced 

expense from advancements already achieved.  That lack of context is pretty bad.  Today, 

it got much worse.  All things "hybrid" are bad, period.  He's a purist and does not accept 

anything with a gas-engine under any circumstance.  So when he saw Toyota's projection 

of 70 models of hybrid being offered by 2030, he totally freaked out.  His sighted this in 

response: "Imagine walking into a dealer and seeing 70 different models of hybrid 

available for purchase."  I was beside myself.  He doesn't understand a basic fundamental 

of Toyota's business.  They are a worldwide automaker selling vehicles for profoundly 

different markets.  Each has their own variety to choose from, produced specifically for 

that audience.  That level of adaptability & flexibility is what has made Toyota a top-seller 

for so long.  Finding a means of being able to offer such diversity is absolutely vital to be 

resilient in an ever-changing market.  In fact, being able to easily upgrade from hybrid to 

plug-in hybrid is evidence of that proactive continuous improvement approach toward 

dealing with change.  In short, Toyota is phasing out traditional models in favor of some 

type of electrification.  This is why Toyota has repeatedly stated that RAV4 Prime is likely 

to be their top-seller in Europe for the next several years still.  While others struggle with 

shortages related to battery-supply and hope you don't notice how many traditional 

vehicles they keep selling as a result, Toyota will be shifting their customer-base to plug-

in hybrids.  Think about what that means for the purchases to follow.  The second vehicle 

in households will almost inevitably be a BEV to compliment the PHEV.  For those that 

fully embrace BEV, it means there will be a pool of used PHEV available.  It's a win-win 

that none of those clueless individuals spreading brainless rhetoric are addressing.  We 

must focus on the big picture, not just the next step.  Ugh. 

10-29-2021 Specifications.  I was awake at midnight and surprised to discover an embargo had 

expired.  There was detail about Toyota upcoming BEV suddenly.  Whoa!  That sure was 

exciting.  No bed for me.  I had to race through the flurry of articles appearing on my 

various feeds.  This is what I found to share with others...  bZ4X (the upcoming BEV from 

Toyota) had a few specs revealed today: 

 

  • 71.4 kWh battery 

  • 280 miles WLTP 

  • FWD 201bhp and 265Nm of torque for a 0-62mph time of 8.4 seconds 

  • AWD 215bhp and 336Nm of torque for a 0-62mph time of 7.7 seconds 

  • Expected to retain 90% capacity after 10 years 

  • Water cooling of battery cells with active thermal management 

  • 150 kW DCFC 80% in 30 mins 

  • 11 kW AC (level-2) 

  • Toyota Safety Sense 3.0 
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10-29-2021 First Thoughts.  That list of details got me really excited... and made quite an 

impression.  This are my first thoughts upon seeing all of it: 

 

Woohoo!  The specs are mighty close to what I had estimated.  Guess what I'll be doing on 

December 15. 

 

That 90% capacity is reasonable confirmation of LFP chemistry, which means a big 

improvement over the current offerings (NCA/NMC) when audience is taken into 

account.  Toyota is clearly targeting their own loyal customers.  The robust nature of LFP 

will be a strong selling point over range/performance of the others. 

 

ID.4 AWD with its 77 kWh battery-pack delivers a 482 km (300 mile) rating WLTP, 

which translates to 249 miles EPA.  Using that as a basis for estimating bZ4X range, it 

should be roughly 232 miles EPA. 

 

The 150 kW DCFC is intriguing.  Not only does it top VW for being faster rated for the 

usual limit, it likely also delivers faster beyond 80%.  Not having a penalty for exceeding 

that capacity and being far more resilient to heat breaks the status quo for expectations. 

 

Needless to say, I'm excited.  My Prius Prime will be 5 years old by delivery.  Time for me 

to move on and take advantage of the great resale value it still holds.  Its flawless EV 

operation has been quite an endorsement for how well thought out Toyota designs really 

are. 

10-29-2021 The Party.  It's the same old nonsense.  Change is coming and they are off celebrating 

empty victories.  Some think they are being joined too: "Welcome to the party 

Toyota."  They don't realize bZ4X will be accompanied by smaller, less powerful vehicles 

far better configured for the masses.  The large, fast, long-range offerings, most attributed 

to Tesla, will not be the norm.  At some point, we will have another overseas 

invasion.  Back in the 70's, that came from China.  Now in the 20's, it will be from 

China.  Toyota is aware of this.  VW is aware of this.  American's don't want to hear that 

though.  They want to pretend the shift to electric will come from within.  Somehow, they 

think GM delivering Lyric & Hummer will change the status quo.  They don't want to 

acknowledge what happens when a little vehicle gets the electric treatment.  China 

knows.  That market is quite receptive.  Turns out, California is ready for the same.  The 

party now will end.  As if overnight, we'll see real change... which mainstream consumers 

begin to have say.  It will be very, very different from what enthusiasts claimed would 

happen.  I replied to the welcome with:  The industry is just moving into the stage where 

mainstream consumers are being addressed.  Legacy automakers are still rolling out first 

offerings for those non-enthusiast shoppers... VW, GM, Ford. They are all just leaving that 

early-adopter party, now trying to face reality... which puts Toyota right on time.  Don't 

forget that Toyota already has a well received EV drive system.  RAV4 Prime proved their 

experience of the past could be well targeted for the masses. 
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10-29-2021 Closer.  This is why I post "know your audience" so frequently: "Toyota is closer to 

having a decent EV than many people - including I - once thought."  It is not just who the 

market is expanding to.  It is the enthusiasts themselves.  Many have been greenwashed 

into believing PHEV is a complete waste of resources.  For some reason, they fail to 

recognize that the EV drive is the same for the plug-in hybrid as an electric-only 

vehicle.  Every component is the same... motor... battery... controller... software.  Heck, 

even the plug is shared hardware.  Basically, the only difference now (since even liquid-

cooling has been delivered) is the platform itself.  Rather than converting an existing 

frame & body, the upcoming "bZ" brand will feature frame & body designed exclusively 

for BEV.  In other words, all that Toyota has remaining is that final step.  Those countless 

claims of being 10 years behind were based upon the assumption that Toyota hasn't even 

started yet.  It's a narrative so entrenched without online dialog, people don't even realize 

the rhetoric has become normalized.  Or at least they didn't until now.  That closer 

comment reveals how propaganda takes hold.  Next year will be quite a wake-up 

call.  Suddenly, Toyota will have a competitive offering.  The fact that they have well-

proven technology already will continue to go unnoticed.  All the work with Prime models 

to adapt & refine will be lost history.  The spin will be that the message of change finally 

got through and they made a valiant effort to catch up.  Ugh. 

10-29-2021 Patience.  Many don't understand good business.  They assume a race to the finish-line is 

how strong, continuous sales are achieved.  Whoever crosses that line first will enjoy the 

spoils of victory.  They have no clue that the race they are witnessing is really nothing by 

a qualifying round.  It is just a securing a position to compete, the chance to demonstrate 

ability prior to the actual race beginning.  Think about what the tax-credits were supposed 

to achieve.  It was exactly that, qualification... getting each automaker up to the starting-

line... providing subsidies so they could build something worthy of the competition to 

come.  It was preparation funding to get each on an equal footing.  Some are only now 

beginning to figure that out.  It's why comments like they are now getting asked: "If the 

market requires diversity, why doesn't Toyota make some EVs?"  Paying attention only to 

what was cherry-picked for support of a narrative is a terrible means of collecting 

information.  That is why I continue to point out what they miss and how jumping to 

conclusions (declaring a winner so early) can distort reality: Izoa/CH-R and UX300e are 

available as BEV models already.  It simply did not make any sense to rolling out a 

dedicated-platform BEV until a next-gen battery was available to take advantage of 

it.  That's called good business. You leverage your expertise to deliver something 

competitive.  That meant waiting.  September 21, 2021 is when the patent on LFP 

expired.  Put another way, some things are worth waiting for.  Patience. 
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10-29-2021 Solar Roof.  I remember my Gen-3 Prius.  It had a solar roof.  Most people didn't 

understand that one either.  So hearing there will be a successor to it, one delivering more 

power, naturally has people confused.  With the prior, it was just enough to keep the fan 

running while you were gone.  I took a nap in the car once, listening to it cycle from low 

to high as charge built up.  The result was a vehicle interior that wasn't fiery hot.  It was 

subtle though, so much so, you didn't notice.  The car was simple comfortable.  The fact 

that it never got more than just warm was easy to overlook.  This upgraded offering will 

have a large battery-pack to feed, rather than just a tiny reserve like a capacitor or 

auxiliary battery.  So rather than the jumping to the assumption that only immediately 

collected energy will be consumed or it will entirely go toward EV range for later, their 

could be a bit of both.  In other words, you could have a choice of how that electricity 

would be used.  Since detail isn't available yet and the option may be limited to specific 

markets, I kept my reply brief:  You're missing the point.  That 3 to 4 miles worth of 

electricity could be used for driving, but will mostly be used for cabin/battery conditioning 

instead.  Think about how nice it would be to come into a vehicle pre warmed or cooled 

without any negative impact to EV range. 

10-29-2021 What Pivot?  Suddenly discovering Toyota was planning for BEV all along, that the 

latest claims of a stall instead of a block weren't correct either, has left antagonist without 

a message.  Their rhetoric depends upon the narrative not changing.  Finding out that 

Toyota won't be struggling to catch up, that Toyota will have a contender at the starting-

line when the race for everyone begins, is a sucker-punch.  They had no idea this was 

coming.  It's that blindness they have been warned about.  Red-Flags indicating a moving 

target, that current configurations won't appeal to the upcoming audience, was dismissed 

each & every time they were pointed out.  So, now we get this: "Next step: get the Toyota 

dealer networks to buy into the pivot."  That is an indirect admission of failure, their 

damage-control effort upon discovering no way to save face.  So, they pivot.  It's a 

reflection of their own stance.  I keep providing the same message, knowing they will just 

keep digging themselves deeper into a trap:  Demand for RAV4 Prime has demonstrated 

interest for plug-in vehicles without upsetting the status quo.  What other legacy 

automaker has such a solid transition plan?  Watch for Corolla Cross to become a scaled 

down version, expanding the choice of plug-in without business disruption.  The if-we-

build approach from other legacy automakers presents quite a gamble.  In fact, the risk is 

extremely high that they will end up reaching saturation at some point due to lack of 

choice or losing support from dealers due to lack of commitment.  To achieve growth 

beyond early-adopters, there much be a variety offered.  Even Tesla is facing this 

issue.  Without an affordable model (something nicely under $30,000), how will middle-

market be changed?  In other words, Toyota's long-term plan is now becoming obvious 

and naysayers are switching to damage-control efforts.  They now see the big picture and 

have to pivot. 
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10-29-2021 Software.  It is quite remarkable how stupid some enthusiasts are.  Being unaware is one 

thing, but stupid is a conscience choice to remain uninformed.  No matter how much it is 

pointed out to them that Toyota's PHEV system delivers full EV in every regard, that the 

daily commute is all-electric exactly like a BEV, they willfully deny it.  That outright 

dismissal of evidence is how I knew Volt was doomed.  It was a pattern I recognized from 

Two-Mode's failure.  They were following that same history, intentionally.  When pointed 

that out, I got attacked.  It brought inconvenient-truth to an entirely new level.  That's what 

makes this comment posted today so amazing: "Toyota's "wait & see" approach to the EV 

market may work in all but one area, an area that almost crippled VW's first EV 

attempt.  The elephant in the room that no one is talking about -- Software.  Not an area 

where conservative legacy automotive companies are excelling.  It requires entirely new 

departments and personnel to be hired, trained and, the real challenge, managed totally 

differently from the legacy hardware management style.  Even with VW's tremendous 

resources, it took them two years to get the ID.3's software perfected."  Toyota has been 

refining their software for an entire decade.  What originated from hybrids turned into the 

rollout of Prius PHV back in 2012, while at the same time delivering EV drive from their 

fuel-cell endeavors as well.  But even if you didn't know anything about that, the rollout of 

Prius Prime in late 2016 should have stirred attention.  It's already well refined software is 

what contributed to such a drama-free rollout of RAV4 Prime.  None of the antagonists 

ever want to acknowledge that history.  Toyota was so well prepared in advance, it was a 

non-event.  The programming simply worked.  No scramble like VW ever happened.  It 

was years of quietly advancing hybrid technology... you know, Toyota's expertise for 

continuous improvement.  Their process is highly regarded across multiple industries as 

the model to follow.  Some of that is the basis upon the hate from others.  Such a different 

approach shouldn't be so successful.  You know... one size fits all... negative verses 

position reinforcement...short-term instead of long-term.  The results should speak for 

themselves.  But with software, not being noticed is better.  It simply works.  You want a 

reliable almost invisible appliance, not something routinely stirring attention.  I was quite 

amused by the claim of Toyota's position and responded to it with:  Toyota isn't excelling 

at software?  Really??  EV operation from Prius Prime has been flawless, so successful 

RAV4 Prime was introduced without any issue or concern whatsoever.  It has all been 

working just fine.  Their traditional-body BEV converts have been working just fine 

too.  For that matter, the EV system in Mirai has been a demonstration of electric-drive 

expertise as well.  Lots of software that's been refined for many years has gone completely 

unnoticed.  Think about how many problems the first plug-in hybrid could have had... but 

didn't.  Way back in 2012 that was rolled out with little excitement and zero praise.  It just 

worked... which is exactly what Toyota customers want. 
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10-29-2021 Recognizing Overkill.  This was the perfect example of enthusiasts mentality: "6.6kW 

charger is too small.  This isn't the last decade.  It should be 9.6 at minimum.  My Bolt is 

11.2kW, and that is where I think this should be as well.  Here's Toyota going half way 

again."  If there isn't a continuous growth of some sort... speed... size... power... it is a 

failure, in the mind of someone like that.  It's because the focus is on want, not need.  That 

means it is always a moving target.  The idea of fulfilling a requirement and diverting 

resources elsewhere afterward doesn't make sense.  The belief is you must always strive 

for more.  Focus on something else to make the product more balanced and all aspects of 

design thoroughly addressed is counter-productive, to them.  That's why you'll never win a 

battle.  They basically fight for the sake of fighting.  Nonetheless, I point out facts 

anyway:  32-amp EVSE have become popular for a reason.  Think about how many 

vehicles you will be plugging in overnight charging at the same time.  There's only some 

much household capacity realistically available before it gets really expensive.  6.6 kW is 

really a minimum, stated that way since some households still only have 220-volt 

service.  For those with standard 240-volt service, the 30-amp draw is 7.2 kW.  Doing the 

math, 8 hours will deliver 57.6 kWh.  Taking charge losses into account and using an 

efficiency rating of 3.25 m/kWh, you get 175 miles of range.  Having 9 hours available for 

charging, you get 200 miles.  What makes that too small? 

10-29-2021 U-Turn.  Speaking of no drama, the abrupt awakening of antagonists has resulted in 

several efforts to make it look like Toyota has suddenly accepted reality.  Turns out, that 

was actually their narrative falling apart.  Toyota has been on the same course all 

along.  They have been well aware of what it takes to truly get change to happen.  You 

must remove obstacles.  Believing that you could entice those unwilling by just 

sweetening the offerings to make them too good to resist was a doomed effort.  No matter 

what the incentive, people will naturally resist if their barrier still exists.  To them, it is a 

very big deal to overcome whatever that impediment is.  Enthusiasts fail to see that.  This 

is why they perceive change as something like a U-turn rather than a blockade.  To them, 

the only barriers are those that are technical problems to solve.  Overcoming them is the 

solution to sales growth, in their mind.  That's not how consumers actually think... know 

your audience.  To the absurd distortion of reality playing out right now, I'm not saying 

much.  The countless warnings of how the status quo can be altered is well documented 

already.  Now that they are starting to notice something isn't as they had assumed, there is 

no reason to say much else.  So, I don't:  I bought a PHEV from Toyota back in 2012 and 

will buy a BEV from Toyota in 2022.  None of the drama you claim.  No sharp U-turn.  It 

was just a natural progression from hybrid to plug-in hybrid to electric. 
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10-30-2021 Yesterday's Stir.  The reveal of bZ4X detail (the specs for Japan anyway), caused quite a 

stir.  Naysayers were struggling to create a new narrative.  There is no sense of doom & 

gloom anymore.  You cannot portray an automaker as being 10 years behind when they 

essential reveal a vehicle rolling out in a few months with similar specs to that which was 

rolled out earlier this year.  In other words, take a close look at ID.4 specs with an 

emphasis toward how VW and Toyota will compete globally.  You can see the rivalry 

beginning.  It's strange how Tesla gets left out of that type of compare entirely.  Legacy 

automakers aren't focused on conquest like that.  In fact, both VW and Toyota are 

targeting their own loyal customers.  That's why even the them of being "late" abruptly 

became a difficult argument.  To someone who also recognized this and was pushing back 

at a naysayer attempting to reinforce that old stance, I jumped in with: 

 

Well said.  Focus on "new and exciting wow products" is called enthusiasm, hence those 

exhibiting the trait are identified as enthusiasts.  That is the very reason why they label 

Toyota vehicles as dull & boring. Toyota customers don't.  The bulk of Toyota customers 

aren't those who seek new & exciting.  The fact that bZ4X doesn't pop out the latest must-

have BEV reflects more of what a Toyota customer prefers.  Spending a premium for 

class-leading capacity or speed simply isn't a priority, quite unlike enthusiasts. 

 

That puts the "late" nonsense in perspective.  The market so far has been almost entirely 

just early-adopters, those who seek opportunity.  Appeal to ordinary consumers... 

mainstream shoppers... the product must be common enough to share the showroom floor 

with other popular vehicles.  Having to place an order and wait several months for 

delivery of a vehicle is solid confirmation of not being late.  The market still awaits the 

stage where supply starts to match ordinary purchase behavior. 

 

What I find most telling though is the obvious evade with respect to choice.  It is the same 

problem GM faced, history repeating yet again.  Remember Two-Mode, how it was 

trapped as a niche?  GM didn't spread the technology, which became a warning to 

enthusiasts about Volt.  Any technology proving its worth, but not deployed to the rest of 

the fleet defeats the point of why it was developed.  Notice how Tesla has been struggling 

in a similar fashion?  Choice is limited to models not affordable for the masses.  Even that 

$35k model never really happened.  Something under $30k looks highly unlikely here for 

years to come. 

 

There are blatant shortcomings with regard to infrastructure too.  Notice how nothing has 

emerged as a template for landlords of high-volume housing to follow.  Apartment 

complexes have nothing still with regard of suggestions for how to invest in support for 

parking spot upgrades.  They have no clue how to provide charging for their tenants.  The 

same is true for owners of businesses.  Public charging-stations are still stuck in unicorn 

status. 

As you stated, EV adoption has just begun. 
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10-30-2021 Government Subsidies.  Congress is getting closer.  There is a framework now being 

refined, something with potential to actually get passed.  It is only half of what had started 

at, but there's still a lot of good stuff remaining.  Subsidies for plug-in vehicle support is 

my focus, but all aspects of that equate to roughly a third of what's being 

considered.  Anywho, I jumped on someone today in the discussion who is clearly a BEV 

purist, one of those who just plain does not like PHEV in any form.  II was especially 

annoyed since he sighted that supposed study as his primary reasoning.  Ugh.  This is how 

I addressed that:  Debunked research isn't helping your argument.  It was proven to cherry-

picked, intentionally misleading.  But even without that, it is outdated and from a 

completely different market.  There's nothing wrong with PHEV, the catch is to ensure 

they are competitive with BEV.  If it is also delivers an all-electric commute, what's the 

problem?  In other words, the minimum should have simply just been pushed up.  In 

Europe, there is a proposal for 80 km (50 miles) minimum of EV range.  That works out to 

just over needing about 15 kWh to travel that distance.  Why not start with that 

(disregarding usable capacity) as required from now until the end of 2024, then bump it to 

20 kWh starting in 2025?  The absolute of fighting to eliminate PHEV is just wasted 

effort.  So it reducing the subsidy.  Forcing that bar to be raised helps move the process 

along.  Think about what PHEV owners eventually do.  When they upgrade to a BEV, 

their PHEV becomes a great used purchased for someone else.  Long story short, those 

who are fighting incentives aren't taking the bigger picture into account. 

10-30-2021 Off-Peak Benefit.  Yesterday's post about overkill was like hitting my head up against the 

wall.  He completely ignored what I said, instead sighting his personal preference in 

reply.  It was yet another one of those want verses need arguments.  Because he felt it 

would be nice to have, everyone should have it.  Rollout to the masses shouldn't weigh 

value based on opinion.  There is indeed an emotional aspect to be taken into account, but 

it shouldn't have such a big tradeoff without good reason.  He simply wanted to recharge 

at home as quickly as possible, period.  It's the same thing I have dealt with for 

years.  They cannot explain why more is better, it just is.  I hit back with a reason why 

faster isn't the best choice.  My guess is he'll divert rather than address the fact I brought 

up.  Think about off-peak charging.  It is not only the cleaner choice, it is also the least 

expensive.  Providing someone with an easy means of misuse doesn't make sense.  This is 

why time-of-use agreements have billing highest during peak hours.  You can draw then, 

but it is strongly discouraged for good reason.  This enthusiasts clearly didn't have 

one.  So, I replied with:  That disregards a major benefit from encouraging overnight 

charging.  Just because you as an enthusiast can, which helps prove the technology, 

doesn't mean it is a good idea for the masses.  We want ordinary consumers to plug in 

when they get home to take advantage of off-peak discounts. 
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10-31-2021 Magic Potion.  This was exciting to see today: "I don't care about the specs, but I find it 

very interesting that Toyota apparently warrant the battery to have 90% of its capacity 

after 10 years or 240.000 km, whatever comes first.  What magic potion did they come up 

with?"  That is an indication of critical thinking.  Gasp!  Needless to say, I was excited to 

respond to that post:  The industry is moving on to next-gen battery chemistry.  Look at 

what Tesla just did; you now have a choice between their popular NCA cells or the new 

LFP.  The latter just had its 20-year patent expire.  That means the more robust chemistry 

can now be used outside of the limitations it was previously restricted to until just 

recently.  Any new chemistry that eliminates cobalt & nickel results in a battery that is far 

less prone to fire, is far less expensive, is easier to recycle, and will last a lot longer... 

hence next-gen.  LFP delivers that. It comes with tradeoffs though.  The battery must be 

heated in the winter to prevent a rather large efficiency loss and the energy-density is 

much lower.  Interestingly, both LFP tradeoffs don't end up being much of a 

penalty.  Having a heated battery returns greater efficiency than one that is modestly 

warmed.  And the loss of capacity can be somewhat made up by the fact that the chemistry 

supports charging to 100% without longevity penalty.  In other words, it isn't magic... but 

the advancement of battery chemistry is clearly taking a step forward... which puts those 

who labeled the slower as "laggards" now in a challenging position. 

10-31-2021 Worst Enemy.  We got this from one of the moderators commenting on his own article 

about bZ4X details recently revealed: "GM is its own worst enemy."  It the concluding 

remark from a comment of how innovative and forward-thinking GM supposedly 

was.  That reputation for "over promise, under deliver" is basically never taken 

seriously.  People don't want that to be true, so they ignore the past.  I jumped in with my 

own observations on that topic:  Volt enthusiasts absolutely refused to accept those words 

of wisdom back when it became evident that Voltec was doomed to the same fate as Two-

Mode.  Management in GM simply did not want to upset the status quo with new 

tech.  Seeing that pattern repeat should have been a red flag taken seriously.  Waiting for 

Voltec to finally be spread to popular vehicles, like Equinox, never happened.  Ironically, 

the supposed antithesis of it all did exactly what had been hoped for.  Toyota delivered 

RAV4 Prime, a plug-in hybrid SUV, which has proven to be exactly what those long-ago 

GM supporters had wanted.  Remember the Two-Mode plans to deliver a plug way back 

in 2009?  The point is, we move on.  You take what you've learned and apply the 

experience elsewhere.  That didn't go well with Bolt, but we can ultimately see GM biting 

the bullet with Ultium vehicles... delivering something actually targeted at their own loyal 

customers... which is exactly what Toyota is doing, starting with bZ4X.  It was really 

unfortunate their was so much impatience related to the steps required to adapt technology 

to reach beyond early-adopters.  Enthusiasts clearly don't have the tolerance for what it 

takes to appeal to other audiences... which brings us back to the comment about GM, since 

its management in the past didn't either. 
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11-01-2021 Long Ignored Chemistry.  LFP has been around for so long, the 20-year patent on it just 

recently expired.  There is only a single commercial protection for it now and that expires 

in this coming April.  That opens it up for wide use.  The reason it hadn't been until now 

was explained well with this: "Lithium iron phosphate cells have long been ignored by 

many carmakers because of their lower energy density - they were mostly concerned with 

being able to store as much energy as possible in the available installation space.  Due to 

the price increases for raw materials such as cobalt, nickel and manganese and the 

increasingly dense charging network, the cheaper and more robust LFP cells are coming 

back into focus."  That obsession with range & speed was the focus of enthusiasts.  Their 

domain was defined by whatever offered the most.  It was their shortcoming, an 

undeniable weakness contributing to inevitable failure.  I have seen that same trait cause 

their undoing for over 20 years now.  They simply don't care about what is needed for 

ordinary consumers.  They only cared about want.  The want to drive the farthest and 

recharge the fastest.  Ugh.  Thankfully, we are at tipping point with regard to 

priorities.  The mainstream audience is unwilling to make those sacrifices.  Safety & 

Longevity resulting from the choice of a much lower cost (and both easier to recycle and 

easier to produce) chemistry is well worth the tradeoff of speed & weight.  That's what 

they need.  Rhetoric circling around want has already begun to fade away.  Phew! 

11-02-2021 Profitable Propaganda.  I'm watching it grow.  I discovered that guy producing videos 

who is so anti-Toyota, had another channel early this year.  He was pro-Toyota back 

then.  Watching the difference in content is quite stunning.  But rhetoric delivers 

riches.  He rebranded to take advantage of the opportunity.  Producing 5 videos per day for 

those with subscriptions is obviously really bringing in the money.  Think about how little 

substance there is available with such frequency.  He just goes on rants and people 

watch.  Substance is simply not there.  I waited for it too.  When the reveal from Toyota 

last week played out, he was totally silent.  What we learned was much of his claimed had 

been debunked.  The rhetoric has since turned into propaganda.  It took several days 

before he even mentioned the reveal.  What we got was a bunch of nothing, just random b-

roll stating bankruptcy was inevitable with such half-hearted effort... never actually 

providing any detail to support that.  The complete absence of merit doesn't matter 

though.  This is just like the daily blog for Volt... a source of legitimization for 

antagonists.  Ugh. 
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11-02-2021 Stumbled.  It is quite remarkable how mixed up some of the enthusiasts get.  It is a loss of 

perspective caused by constantly seeking validation.  Objectivity is gone.  They don't 

care.  Facts don't matter.  They only want to exist within an echo-chamber to support their 

own belief.  That makes posting commentary like this about an article which has also lost 

perspective very easy:  Problems related to market growth are often misunderstood, as this 

article stumbles over.  It is Tesla who is having to deal with Innovator's Dilemma.  That is 

an automaker which has delivered great choices for early-adopters, each model received 

well deserved praise.  However, options for ordinary consumers are missing 

entirely.  There is nothing in the affordable (mass-market pricing) category.  That trap is 

Tesla's challenge to overcome.  Legacy automakers are confronted with something 

different, a problem called the Osborne Effect.  That's the challenge of rolling out a 

product so highly desirable it has a negative impact to current offerings, to the point where 

existing business is threatened... which is a very big issue for dealerships.  Demand for 

new means long waiting lists and getting stuck with old inventory, both of which really 

impact profit.  Look at it this way, all involved must target mainstream consumers.  That 

means a change of priorities.  What we all participated and contributed to prior to this is 

complete.  The technology is proven.  Now, adaptation is required for it to appeal to less 

enthusiastic shoppers. 

11-03-2021 Supporting Unions.  They can do a lot of good for workers.  They have nothing to do 

with the spread of plug-in choices though.  In fact, favoring union-backed employment 

puts up a barrier.  It holds back growth.  When you have domestic resources intentionally 

shunned, how is that helpful?  Quite annoyed by that money proposed for union-built 

vehicles, there is much a stir online.  I kept my statement about the situation to the 

point:  It makes no sense to divide America workers.  If you are here working to build a 

product that would be purchased & used here, why shouldn't that work be treated 

equally?  It's all taking place here in America by Americans for Americans. 

11-04-2021 Dead Weight.  Remember that endless argument?  It suddenly ended and people 

conveniently forgot.  That's what made this snippet today especially telling: "explaining 

that it's better for the environment".  The antagonist argues a fact when it is in their favor 

only.  I enjoy pointing out how that backfired, that their stated benefit has now become a 

penalty.  They don't have anything constructive in return.  It's a trap they set.  This was 

today's reveal of their self-inflicted problem:  It is a rather interesting twist.  For someone 

to argue against that, they have to extremely careful to not be hypocritical.  Think about 

how many times a BEV purist would argue against a PHEV with EV drive, claiming the 

gas-engine was just unnecessary dead weight, while at the same time justifying battery-

capacity well beyond what is used for everyday driving. 
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11-06-2021 Loud.  I rarely participate in those random posts on Facebook that appear as part of your 

feed.  But from a title like this, the bait was too tempting: "With an expectation of $4 per 

gallon..."  The purpose of the article was to focus on the potential for high gas prices, 

placing blame on electric vehicles for diverting resources from oil drilling.  The aspect of 

"loud" came from a commenter who favored the roar of a combustion engine, being 

deprived of that with gas prices expected to rise.  The priority of self-indulgence over 

responsibility is no surprise.  In fact, that has become an American trait.  We place our 

own personal want above the greater need, even when the greater need provides pleasing 

results.  In this case, we see the speed & power delivered from Tesla vehicles grossly 

outperform the vehicles delivering a lot of noise.  All bark and no bite has been GM's 

theme for years.  Ugh.  Anywho, I was quite annoyed.  With regard to travel-cost, it is 

especially irritating.  Heck, even with electricity much more expensive, it is still cheaper 

than gas.  They don't understand.  They don't take the time.  It's nothing but emotionally 

stirred resistance.  To that end, I posted:  $0.075 per kWh for my car, which averages 4 

miles per kWh.  It's cheap fuel with smooth & silent electric drive. 

11-07-2021 Less Than 4%.  Reported global numbers from Tesla for Q3 of 2021 were 9,275 

deliveries for Model S/X and 232,025 deliveries for Model 3/Y.  That brings the fall of 

those original offerings to less than 4% overall, very much as anticipated.  In other words, 

Tesla is backed into a corner as was foretold by non-fanboys.  Call it Innovator's 

Dilemma.  Call it something else.  Whatever the identifier, that lack of diversity is a sign 

of trouble.  The rather abrupt shift from those planned new 4680 cells (both packing & 

chemistry) to a choice favoring LFP instead confirms we are in the mist of a stage change 

with moving targets.  How will growth be achieved without a variety of models 

available?  With a base-price above $40k, there's simply no chance of reaching ordinary 

consumers.  That's so far out of reach, it's pointless... which is the sentiment commonly 

expressed.  It's too expensive.  A large high-performance sedan is not what mainstream 

shoppers are looking for.  Think about how far back the need was expressed for something 

affordable.  Think about how focus shifted to Cybertruck instead.  That familiar pattern of 

chasing profit from speed & power has claimed Tesla too.  That lack of balance is a 

warning.  Watch what happens as China prepares to take advantage of the void being 

created by that absence of choice. 
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11-07-2021 5 Years Later.  Predictions of an industry collapse are grossly overblown.  There will 

indeed be a shift, but there are far too many barriers still for a majority of change to 

happen within just a single generational cycle.  Think about how often people replace their 

vehicle.  Think about suppliers and manufacturing equipment.  Think about the inevitable 

backlash coming to fight change.  Things are going to get messy.  So when you see a 

comment like this, think about the big picture: "In 5 yrs they like the world soon after will 

only profit from EV sales since ICEs will be so discounted to sell, the sales price will be 

less than building, selling price."  I responded to that exaggeration with:  In overall terms 

of inventory, it would appear that way.  But such a generalization is grossly 

oversimplifying the true market.  What we will actually see is the dealership model 

turning upside-down.  Those easy-to-sell ICE vehicles will turn into easy-to-sell EV 

models (anything with a plug and all-electric drive).  The catch is ICE was high-

profit.  Those EV will be low-profit.  The twist of profitability will become a survival of 

the certain ICE vehicles.  Dealers will specialize in a few select models, which will be 

limited in quantity... making them high-demand and easy to sell at a premium.  This is 

where Toyota will thrive.  The extremely popular RAV4 hybrid is an easy up-sale for 

RAV4 Prime.  That next step up is unnecessary, since the Prime already delivers all-

electric drive.  This is where salespeople come into play.  Enticing the shopper to consider 

a bZ4, bZ3, or bZ2 will be a matter of promoting BEV-only benefits, like DCFC.  It's a 

problem early-adopter continue to fail to recognize the importance of. PHEV from Toyota 

are full EV, whether enthusiasts finally admit to that or not.  They dismiss rather than 

address.  That misses opportunity.  Ordinary consumers need to know why "range 

anxiety" is not a concern... which requires compelling reason... something this group 

fundamentally lacks.  This topic of "to be taken seriously" is getting attention because it 

has not.  We need to address the real issues and stop obsessing with range & speed.  There 

are real obstacles still. 

11-07-2021 Endless Attacks.  This is the response I got to the 5 years later reply: "Spoken like a 

person who has thrown in the towel on 2 key metrics, well one really.... performance.  EVs 

out perform ICEs and PHEVs on every metric, including cost of ownership."  They judge 

based on their rules.  Remember how "EV market" was always the focus?  They cherry-

picked their audience, their circumstances, their timeline.  So naturally, the outcome was 

anticipated & controlled.  What they are about to face is quite different and they are 

woefully unaware & unprepared.  I put it this way:  There is no towel to throw 

in.  Ordinary consumers don't share the same priorities as enthusiasts.  What you call 

"performance", they call "too expensive".  Many don't even consider cost-of-ownership as 

a factor of the decision process.  They look at monthly payments instead.  In that regard, 

we are about to see a wave of cheap BEV models from China... something Tesla is clearly 

unprepared to address still.  With the starting price of the cheapest Tesla above $40k, there 

is nothing to debate.  Using an "ICE verses EV" distraction won't change that 

either.  Know your audience.  Mainstream shoppers see anything with a plug as EV.  That 

puts PHEV with all-electric drive on equal footing with BEV.  Like it or not, you will be 

forced to abandon that narrow perspective of absolutes.  Things are about to get 

messy.  Failure will come from not removing obstacles.  Neither range nor speed are a 

problem anymore. Enthusiasts are still stuck on that though, refusing to face the other 

barriers still preventing mass acceptance. 
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11-07-2021 Not LFP.  There hasn't really been anything beyond outcome expectations and patent 

expirations to clue us into what type of battery Toyota will actually use in bZ4X.  It really 

doesn't matter.  I pointed out why, based on my own anecdotal observations so far:  We 

are all familiar with how Toyota is strategic and doesn't bother with tactical maneuvers 

like other automakers.  They have their own approach, their own timeline, and their own 

goals.  Some other new chemistry with similar attributes is quite realistic.  Change is 

coming.  Those that still believe the playbook will be the same are in for quite a 

surprise.  It's a new game... the equivalent of practicing a lot at playing checkers, then 

going to a tournament to compete in chess.  Think about what truly matters. 

11-08-2021 No Debate.  A common practice for antagonists is to introduce a question about 

something that isn't actually a problem: "But my question related to Toyota is this: How 

can they have that discussion when they are still debating EV or ICE?"  That is called a 

red-herring.  They want to you to follow their question.  It portrays a sense of 

objectivity.  In reality, it is a diversion.  The goal is to get you to lose focus.  By no longer 

paying attention, an expectation of confusion from being mislead is hoped for.  Online 

exchanges make that outcome very easy.  We've seen this play out even within the context 

of plug-in support.  From both Volt & Bolt, the debate was directed elsewhere so what 

was happening with the rest of GM would be overlooked.  Arguments would go on and on 

about topics that were not important.  Seeing that happen elsewhere is easy as a result of 

witnessing that past repeat so often.  Try it yourself sometime.  Ask about 

transition.  Efforts to prevent any type of "next step" reply will almost immediately 

emerge.  They like to debate.  Don't let them.  Post facts and move on.  That's why I 

produced that collection of highly detailed videos.  That level of depth is such an easy to 

understand format brought a number of heated topic debates to an 

end.  Phew!  Unfortunately, there are always new attempts from antagonists.  This was 

today's attempt to deal with their nonsense:  They are not having such a debate.  It's those 

feeding a narrative that are.  Toyota has already delivered 4 different EV offerings... all-

electric drive from Prius Prime and RAV4 Prime... and BEV converts for CH-R and 

UX300e.  Each already has a plug and already drives entirely with electricity.  That fact 

that the 2 plug-in hybrids also have a gas-engine for when the battery-pack is depleted is a 

red-herring.  The point is all of that contributed heavily to the upcoming line of bZ 

vehicles (Toyota's new sub-brand), starting with bZ4X.  That's a solid transition plan 

already playing out that everyone is turning a blind-eye toward. 
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11-09-2021 More Rant Articles.  That narrative of Toyota resistance is easy to feed if you cherry-

pick.  Building upon misinformation makes it even more of an enticement to continue 

reading & watching.  So, we have been getting a lot of that lately.  Media thrives on 

it.  We get nonsense published like this as a result: "The buzzword is "Electrified Vehicles" 

and the headline describes "Hybrid electric, Plug-in hybrid electric and Fuel cell 

electric"... no sign of BEV, which remains a forbidden word although there is mention of 

Toyota bZ4X Concept planned for mid-2022 release (without explaining on the website 

what its powertrain is)."  I found that quite amusing, since it was so easy to 

disprove.  People thrive on empty promises, those long-term pledges there's no way to 

keep and no accountability if you don't.  Without consequence, it's just telling people what 

they want to hear without the need to actually commit.  Anywho, in only took a matter of 

seconds to come up with my rebuttal:  "Introducing the Toyota bZ4X Concept.  An all-

new, all-electric way of thinking to help bring us closer to a cleaner, more sustainable 

future."  That's what is on Toyota's website under bZ4X when you click the "Upcoming 

Vehicles" link.  How much more of a powertrain explanation is needed?  Put it this way, 

Toyota knows their audience.  It's their customers they place priority on, not short-term 

stockholders.  Those in for the long-term understand how Toyota doesn't reveal their cards 

until the time is right.  Playing the game of "all in" simply isn't part of their culture, so 

they don't.  Those who do are baffled by such a strategy, despite the success history of 

exactly that.  We see Toyota now preparing to rollout the first of 7 dedicated-platform 

BEV offerings.  They will leverage the EV drive system already in use for years around 

the world.  Whether or not that experience gained from PHEV and FCEV is known to 

ordinary consumers isn't important.  They don't care about process.  They only want 

results... which is what we'll see in those bZ vehicles.  Like all innovation from Toyota, 

patience is required.  Speed to market is not as important as quality from a well thought 

out and tested technology. 

11-10-2021 From Australia.  There was an article published yesterday from a writer in Australia, 

supposedly about the problems with Toyota from a worldwide perspective.  When you 

read into though, there was a lot of resentment from his country.  That wasn't obvious to 

readers.  It would have just been a rant too, if it wasn't for the fact that he actively 

participates in the comments.  Getting replies like that is wonderful.  Feedback from those 

exchanges can be great.  So, I poked at his analogy: "Remember Kodak .... they invented 

the digital camera.  Toyota started the electrification revolution with the Prius.  Then they 

stopped ....just like Kodak."  That seemed worthwhile to respond to.  This is what I 

posted:  They didn't stop.  That's a narrative from naysayers.  42 miles of EV... all-electric 

driving, which includes a heat-pump, liquid-cooling, and AWD... from RAV4 Prime 

overwhelming confirms Toyota continued advancing toward a dedicated-platform 

BEV.  They already delivered the CH-R and UX300e converted models of BEV too.  It's 

just a matter of incorporating that same technology... which is proving to be rock solid... 

into bZ4X, then bZ3 and bZ2.  It comes as a surprise to people when they discover just 

how much EV drive Toyota has already delivered.  Analogies to Kodak don't fit. 
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11-10-2021 His Response.  It was quite disappointing.  Having written an article, I was hoping for 

something journalistic in nature.  Instead, it was just selective blindness: "Prius is not a 

BEV.  It has an ICE."  That belief of absolutes being the only solution is quite 

prevalent.  Simplicity to solve several complex problems doesn't work.  Our world has an 

abundant collection of examples confirming that.  Needless to say, I was happy to 

highlight his error:  Prius Prime is an EV, so is RAV4 Prime.  Why do you continue to 

ignore them?  So what if both have an ICE for when the plug-supplied electricity is 

depleted.  The point is most owner's ordinary driving is all-electric, exactly like a BEV... 

which is the point this article doesn't address.  Toyota knows the market and their audience 

well.  Legacy automakers won't be able to convert their fleet to all-electric by 2030.  No 

one wants to be upfront about that, except Toyota... who doesn't seek attention from low-

hanging fruit sales.  They focus on their core customer, working on that more difficult 

sales instead.  I understand your perspective from Australia, but that isn't representative of 

all Toyota markets.  I live in Minnesota, the first state in the Midwest of the United States 

to adopt California rules.  So, I'm well informed about the pushback/resistance issues.  I 

also spent some time in Tanzania last June, a country in Africa where Toyota 

dominates.  Markets like that provide a lot of insight with respect to legacy transition.  In 

short, we have PHEV from Toyota that already deliver all-electric driving... Prius... 

RAV4... and an expectation for Corolla Cross.  That is "electrification" not being 

acknowledged.  True, they have an ICE, but they also have PLUG.  They behave exactly 

like a BEV... electric propulsion... electric cabin heating & cooling... enough EV capacity 

to cover the daily commute. 
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11-12-2021 From A Friend.  I got this: "Good thing they never noticed Tesla had the same problem 

and solved it."  I recognize his perspective.  He's growing impatient.  Having been retired 

for a number of years now, being widowed and well off, he's been enjoying the transition 

from Toyota to BMW plug-in to Tesla.  Knowing that, such a stance is quite 

understandable... but it isn't realistic.  I see the massive challenge we face with those here 

who live in apartments or condos.  I also see how much of a problem it will be for those 

who live in older neighborhoods with limited electricity options.  It's going to be 

expensive.  For some reason, he doesn't recognize that; instead, we got a new discussion 

topic with a link to an article which Toyota refers to a large part of the world not being 

ready.  To that, I posted:  Toyota is correct.  With regard to infrastructure, my travel to 

Tanzania last summer made that overwhelmingly clear.  The roads there were dominated 

by Toyota cars.  Electricity was a luxury.  They couldn't embrace plug-ins quickly even if 

they wanted to.  Here, we have the capability but not the desire.  I live in a thriving area 

with lots of new construction; we are now a CARB state too.  Yet, support for recharging 

is almost never addressed.  With regard to technology, the awakening of NCA and NMC 

shortcomings should become apparent soon to those who weren't paying attention.  Only 

now are those who pushed hard for large-scale battery production are having second 

thoughts about having bet an uncompetitive chemistry, nothing even related to solid-

state.  Dependency upon Cobalt & Nickel is already starting to look like a liability on 

several fronts.  In other words, all the mocking of Toyota was really just rhetoric from 

enthusiasts. Early-Adopters were correct about the future of passengers vehicles but didn't 

understand obstacles the industry still faces.  We will soon see well thought out BEV 

design from Toyota on roads in small parts of the world that are ready.  But when you 

look at the bigger picture, there is much to still address elsewhere.  That's what is meant 

by "know your audience".  Think about their background, their circumstances, their 

resources.  Like it or not, Toyota is pushing diverse offerings because they do 

know.  We'll get our plug-ins.  For those who won't be able to for a long time still, they'll 

have choices that are clean and don't consume fossil-fuels. 
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11-12-2021 Pledges.  All I can say is ugh.  A friend stated it this way: "The pledge is a symbolic step, 

but really is a smokescreen to distract from the hard decisions that have to made."  That 

came about as a result of a few countries and a few automakers agreeing to the end of ICE 

support.  No more production.  No more new sales.  How that will be accomplished and 

how progress will be measured is never mentioned.  That is a formula for failure.  You 

cannot just set a vague goal without any provisions or milestones.  It is a hope-for-the-best 

approach with no support or accountability.  Again, ugh.  I added to that with:  It's a sad 

reality.  We have that on the other end too... symbolic BEV rollouts.  GM played the game 

for over a decade.  There was no next-step for either Volt or Bolt.  Neither targeted their 

own loyal customers or did anything to bring about change at their dealers.  Ford took an 

entirely different approach, but there is nothing obligating them to do more than offer F-

150 Lightning in low volume.  Token gestures like that should be a warning.  Notice how 

VW has no intention of offering ID.3 here and how Tesla is still years away from an small 

vehicle offering?  People claim that Toyota is kicking & screaming, yet we see the stage 

being set for RAV4 Prime and a smaller choice (likely a Corolla Cross Prime) along with 

bZ4X and at least 2 smaller choices (bZ3 and bZ2).  No pledge.  No promise.  No 

hype.  Just progress.  It would be great for things to just happen.  There is no direction 

though, no clear messaging.  That's why the push forward with hybrids 

continued.  Toyota's design makes it easy to add a plug and remain profitable.  Ironically, 

the mocked "stop gap" approach is actually what we need to move naysayers 

forward.  There's far too many excuses to not purchase a BEV that don't apply to an all-

electric capable PHEV.  Who making a 2040 pledge now will be held accountable then for 

failing to deliver? 

11-12-2021 Progress.  This was an invitation for me to join in on the soapbox: "It's pretty closed 

minded to think people in those countries can afford the same Teslas people in North 

America and Europe can."  Some of us are growing tired of the misrepresentation.  What 

happens here won't apply to most of the rest of the world.  Treating everyone as if they 

had abundant resources to squander is beyond the pale.  It see it over and over.  The same 

old "vastly superior" attitude is back.  Facts be damned.  Ugh.  From that nonsense, I did 

indeed climb up on the soapbox:  Some are naive about circumstances of different 

markets.  (The devil is in the detail.)  When you look at choices in China, you see a far 

greater variety than what we are ever exposed to.  What stands as a top-seller is a BEV 

(Wuling HongGuang Mini EV) that starts at $4,200.  But with only 17.4 hp and a top-

speed of 62 mph, you don't even have to know the vehicle size or range to recognize that it 

wouldn't be of any appeal in this market.  It works fine there though and demonstrates 

potential for something with much lower specs here.  That close-mindedness comes from 

thinking we are further along than we actually are.  Sales are mostly to enthusiasts still... 

low-hanging fruit.  The more difficult audience of ordinary showroom shoppers remains a 

challenge.  The newest subsidies are a solid confirm of the market not being able to 

sustain itself yet.  We need affordable choices.  bZ4X will help pave the way for bZ3 and 

bZ2.  Put another way, the attitude comes from those not being realistic.  Progress is 

slow.  Progress is hard.  Progress is disenchanting.  It's still progress though. 
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11-13-2021 No Merit.  Attempts by antagonists are really starting to ramp up.  The nature of success 

for "over promise, under deliver" is very easy to play into.  Those being pushed for change 

simply say they are going to change.  That's it.  Enthusiasts are dumb enough to take them 

at their word.  Ugh.  I can't believe how well that works.  In general, people are 

stupid.  They just accept without question.  When there is question, an antagonists will 

inevitably intercept to divert attention.  Today, it was just another post about Mirai as if 

that was the only solution Toyota was pursuing.  Multiple solutions for our complex world 

is unacceptable in their overly-simplistic portrayal of reality.  Needless to say, I jumped in 

right away with retort:  Such a desperate effort to divert attention away from Toyota's plan 

for BEV rollout is telling.  Diversity of product is good business.  Those fuel-cells will be 

used primarily for commercial transport.  Some also used for personal transport is benefit 

of flexible design.  bZ4X will initiate the new "bZ" brand for Toyota's dedicated-platform 

BEV.  It will be followed by 6 other models for that brand.  8 additional models will be 

under the current Toyota/Lexus with a traditional approach.  That is 15 upcoming BEV by 

2025 that you are refusing to acknowledge.  In other words, the narrative is falling 

apart.  Toyota's refusal to play the empty-promise game shouldn't be a surprise to 

anyone.  We have seen pledges fall apart many times now.  Lack of accountability and 

absence of penalty is a sign of no merit. 

11-13-2021 One Basket.  There is an article featuring the very hot topic of refusing to go "all in" with 

BEV.  Toyota is an obvious target, even though VW and GM and Hyundai/Kia and 

Renault/Nissan are also big names not pledging either.  This was asked in that discussion: 

"I don't understand.  How it'll be unprofitable to make ICE?"  I was delighted to 

contribute to a constructive inquiry like that with:  Toyota is a master at squeezing out 

profit from low-margin, low-demand segments.  In fact, that is why most automakers have 

abandoned their efforts to compete.  Leaving behind opportunity is what Toyota 

capitalizes on.  A great example of that is the minivan.  Sienna is the result.  Toyota is 

carrying that segment forward too.  Phaseout of the traditional model gone so well, it is 

now only a hybrid.  And since Toyota's hybrid approach makes plug-in augmentation both 

simple & profitable, seeing that later offered as PHEV with substantial EV range is a no-

brainer.  In other words, so what if it has an ICE that delivers little to no profit?  The rest 

of the platform can be highly desirable.  In fact, we are seeing the SUV market for Toyota 

transform in return. RAV4 Prime overwhelming confirms that.  It shouldn't take long for 

Corolla Cross to do the same.  Think about range-anxiety for those who really, really want 

a plug-in but purchasing a "bZ" model simply isn't realistic.  Other automakers only 

offering BEV will be very challenged... all their eggs in one basket. 
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11-13-2021 Online Spin.  I especially liked this comment to one of my posts yesterday: "You are 

talking about compliance vehicles, grudgingly made to meet minimums not made with 

leadership and innovation in mind."  He was wrong, very wrong.  I was happy to point out 

why:  No, that is online spin.  PROACTIVE automakers... Toyota... have been planning 

for that all along.  We see their design almost meeting that future minimum already.  It is 

the result of the 2010 Prius plug-in prototype that resulted in the 2012 Prius PHV rollout 

that resulted in the 2017 Prius Prime rollout that resulted in the 2020 RAV4 Prime.  All 

that continued improvement is how profit is made.  REACTIVE automakers scramble to 

deliver upon a mandate, not having planned to rollout anything with such 

requirements.  That resulting product is rarely profitable.  In other words, Toyota showed 

innovation... finding a way to fulfill certain need without complaint... quite the opposite of 

the kicking & screaming narrative.  At the same time, they have been planning BEV 

rollout.  Put another way, most OEM are not anywhere near as comprehensive as 

Toyota.  The pledges for "all in" are the result of having no other option... being forced to 

deliver, like compliance. 

11-13-2021 Loyal Customers.  I asked this question: "How will the others... including VW... get their 

loyal customers to switch?"  The expectation was a reply with some type of information to 

sell the idea of BEV being superior.  Simply ending production of a traditional model and 

replacing it with an all-electric isn't a strategy.  It's an act of desperation.  In fact, we have 

seen large-scale resistance to that already.  Roughly a third of GM's Cadillac dealers have 

chosen the buyout option rather than commit to BEV sales.  With such a lack of interest on 

the dealer part, what should we expect from consumers?  Think about the dealer who opt 

in?  Will they really be well informed and ambitious for change?  Anywho, this is the 

reply I got: "By skipping PHEV and going direct to BEV by scaling battery supply 

yesterday."  That was beyond clueless.  It did nothing what so ever to address audience.  It 

was nothing but a push and hope for the best.  Ugh.  I replied to that nonsense 

with:  PHEV like RAV4 Prime already deliver EV driving. 42 miles of all-electric is a 

short-range BEV with a gas-engine as a backup when electricity is depleted.  Being only 

BEV is a negative in that regard.  Know your audience.  Again, what will the VW do to 

get the range-anxiety concerned shopper to switch? 

11-13-2021 Underwhelming.  It was another one of that rhetoric videos: "Toyota's bZ4x has left me 

wanting more."  If you say something to entice antagonist interest, you will get lots of 

views, likes, and comments.  Ugh.  I followed the link to it and watched.  Doing that 

allowed me to comment on that post pointing out the video.  The same old nonsense was 

repeated.  For Toyota to be a leader, they must strive to exceed all boundaries currently in 

place.  More is essential.  The very idea of delivering less with good balance of form & 

functionality for a competitive price is unheard of.  Such an approach is "boring" and 

doomed to fail.  Catering to niche extreme is not good business... for long-term 

anyway.  We have seen automakers use it effectively in the short-term for greenwash... but 

it simply doesn't work for the masses.  Paying a premium to satisfy a want isn't viable for 

anyone beyond enthusiasts and early-adopters taking advantage of the opportunity.  I 

posted my observation and moved on:  It's the usual enthusiast focus on speed & range, 

sacrificing mainstream appeal for the sake of niche appeal.  We've seen that obsession 

blindness for decades... want verses need.  His disappointment means nothing for ordinary 

consumers. 
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11-13-2021 Overwhelming.  After watching that video, I got hit from the other direction.  It was 

bizarre reason for justifying the more expensive choices.  Some people have no 

perspective.  Neither a dependence on lots of range or lots of chargers is a good 

idea.  That's quite a gamble in fact.  Yet, I keep seeing quite a number enthusiasts claiming 

it will all just work out.  No worries.  They don't take this seriously.  It's the same 

nonsense I saw with Volt enthusiasts.  That importance of "nicely under $30,000" was 

beyond their grasp.  It made no sense why someone wouldn't pay more to get 

more.  Ugh.  It's like they were completely oblivious to the affordable market.  Now, I'm 

seeing that again.  Adding more battery doesn't actual solve the problem.  Hoping 

locations for charging will just magically appear doesn't either.  Complex issues require 

well thought out solutions.  They don't see that though.  The mantra of "if we build it, they 

will buy it" is what they truly believe is necessary, nothing else.  Supply will stimulate 

demand.  Ugh.  They don't understand... and likely never will.  Despite that, I share market 

knowledge anyway:  Making the vehicle larger, heavier, less efficient and more expensive 

isn't a winning formula for those simply looking for an alternative to Jetta ($19K) or 

Passat ($27K) or Taos ($22K) or Tiguan ($26K).  In fact, it is a guaranteed fail on the 

showroom floor.  As for Ionity or Electrify America, that is how many years out still 

before even just a minimal quantity of charging-stations become available?  That could 

easily backfire too.  Level-2 opportunity recharging provides a big return with regard to 

PHEV capacity.  Know your audience.  Like Toyota's, VW's is massive, diverse, and 

widely spread out.  Those who shop the showroom floor will need something very 

compelling to jump directly to BEV. 

11-13-2021 BEV Efficiency.  It's nice to see the topic pop up from time to time.  I just happened to be 

extra prepare this time too.  When this was posted, I was ready: "ID.4 is not that efficient 

(97 MPGe)"  That was my invitation to share what I had happened upon recently and was 

looking for a receptive audience to get feedback about it.  This is how I provided in that 

content: 

 

I ran across a video recently that unexpectedly mentioned efficiency detail... giving the 

impression of EPA estimates, like a publish timing slip before an embargo lift.  It was just 

buried within spec compare information.  The narrator even stated nothing official has 

been released from Toyota; nonetheless, these values caught my attention. 

 

200 Miles AWD 

230 Miles FWD 

 

106 MPGe Highway 

115 MPGe City 

They could be initial test results providing ballpark expectations.  We've seen that in the 

past.  So, it wouldn't surprise me to find official values later rather close.  They seem 

realistic.  Somewhere around an efficiency of 3.1 mi/kWh would be reasonable for the 

size, weight, and shape. 
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11-14-2021 A Step Forward.  The move from Tesla to offer a "long life" version has been causing a 

stir.  For example: "The whole move to LFP is a backwards step - it's an old battery tech 

with poor energy density and poor cold weather performance."  I found that quite 

annoying, since being older isn't necessarily a negative.  In fact, that often equates to 

mature.  In this case, it means no patent restrictions.  Anywho, that claim was followed by: 

"The only reason to use LFP is to save them money & charge you the same."  Upon 

reading that, I was ready to pounce.  So, I did:  No, that's almost to the point of 

greenwash.  Think about why so much of the industry is suddenly shifting attention to LFP 

just weeks after the patent expired.  Elimination of Cobalt & Nickel is an undeniable 

improvement.  Some of the lower energy-density difference can be made up by the fact 

that recharging to 100% becomes routine without penalty.  With regard to cold-

performance, that can be compensated for with well designed pack warming.  The big 

wins are much lower cost and much longer life.  There's a benefit post-life too; LFP are 

easier to recycle. 

11-14-2021 SUV Appeal.  I found this interesting from a rather constructive efficiency discussion: "It 

is in line with other SUVs.  It should come to no surprise that SUVs are less efficient.  This 

is why both Tesla and Lucid started with sedans - to get the most range and lowest 

efficiency, before offering SUVs."  Naturally, I had observations about that topic to 

share:  Labeling Model Y as a SUV is quite a stretch.  A quick glance at both Ford & GM 

webpages overwhelmingly confirm Tesla's offering looks nothing like any of them.  It is 

really a very large hatchback, benefiting from the aerodynamics of the smoother 

shape.  Of course, that lack of hard edges (for a more robust look) is exactly what appeals 

to the Ford & GM customer.  In fact, if you compare Corolla Cross to the first Highlander 

Hybrid you are in for quite a surprise.  Know your audience... which begs the ultimate 

question of this discussion.  Toyota is clearly targeting the legacy shopper with 

bZ4X.  How will Tesla respond?  There is nothing from Tesla in that category... 

something with a rugged appearance that is competitively priced. ID.4 from VW will be 

the obvious compare to bZ4X.  In fact, that's why there is speculation that Toyota will 

undercut its price.  The balance power & range would offset any supposed 

shortcoming.  In other words, growth beyond early-adopters requires a think reset.  It is a 

very different market than what we all knew in the prior decade.  Sedans are vanishing and 

the basics of range-anxiety have been addressed.  This next stage has new challenges. 

11-14-2021 Automaker Messaging.  I have been getting some rather interesting replies back from the 

writer of that recent Toyota electrification article: "The evidence for a Toyota BEV 

program is sparse.  I've argued previously that Toyota's messaging and stance is to 

distance the BEV from its core business.  This continues."  To that, I posted the following 

comment:  Messaging is how legacy automakers like Ford and GM game the 

system.  Look at what actually gets delivered rather than press releases.  As much as you 

dismiss anything with an ICE as unacceptable, you should acknowledge the EV drive from 

Toyota in its PHEV offerings is amazing.  That all-electric operation has been flawless.  It 

simply works, exactly what Toyota strives to deliver with from all vehicles.  That success 

has been quiet though... no hype... no messaging... despite the resulting significant 

reduction of gas consumption.  Most driving is exactly like a BEV.  As for distancing that 

BEV from its core business, that's an anecdotal observation.  The plan is to deliver 15 

models by 2025.  Only 7 of them will come under the new "bZ" brand label.  The other 8 

will be within Toyota's core. 
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11-14-2021 Absolutes.  That writer is quite stubborn, continuing to push that an absolute is the only 

way: "The focus of the game now is exit from ICE. Toyota tries to spin it differently but 

they are not making headway.  Nor should they.  Transport has to become electrified and 

you don't get electrified if you have an ICE."  Again, I replied back with quite a different 

perspective than his:  That has been proven false.  We are seeing RAV4 Prime owners 

striving to use as much electricity as possible.  And as the public charging-stations become 

more common, the opportunity to recharge gets easier and easier.  That EV drive stirs 

desire for the next purchase to be a BEV. If the PHEV is no longer needed in the 

household, it enters the used market... which will help bring an end to ICE production 

sooner.  A used PHEV with 42 miles of EV range is far better than a vehicle without 

any.  In other words, consider the bigger picture.  That's how we can quickly achieve 

market shift without having to focus government funding on vehicle subsidies.  That 

money would be better spent on infrastructure, providing more places to recharge and 

making electricity sources renewable. 

11-14-2021 Market Confusion.  This post in a thread pushing the narrative of Toyota refusing to 

accept BEV emerged this morning: "If Toyota carry on with this attitude they will lose 

market share, in Europe they already are.  Last year hybrids just about outsold 

BEV+PHEV.  This year BEV+PHEV are comfortably ahead of hybrids, next year BEV 

alone will outsell hybrids."  That was such a mess, it took a bit to figure out how to 

address it.  I ended up replying with:  That's quite a bit of cherry-picking.  You are failing 

to acknowledge Toyota's growth from PHEV sales.  That all-electric drive success from 

Prius Prime resulted in RAV4 Prime.  The next likely hybrid to deliver plug-in EV 

operation is the new Corolla Cross.  That's a solid path forward, setting the stage for BEV 

sales... starting with bZ4X.  There will be 6 more that follow by 2025.  As for losing 

market share, you are turning a blind-eye to the rest of the legacy automakers.  Just 

because GM and VW are pushing forward with BEV offerings doesn't mean people will 

actually buy them.  It's a delicate balance, with a risk of the Osborne Effect... something 

Toyota is striving to avoid with PHEV as the buffer.  Consider the labor force available 

and how to best use kWh availability across the entire fleet.  With regard to acceptance 

rate, there could easily be a plateau.  It's important to recognize what happens with the 

early-adopter market becomes saturated with choices.  Ordinary consumers will pause by 

that confusion from such variety.  There is obviously the barrier of cost and limited 

charging options too. 
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11-14-2021 No Way to Recharge at Home.  Would you purchase a BEV if there was no way to 

recharge it at home?  That question was asked this way today: "Context: I am planning on 

ordering a VW ID.4 Pro.  Chargers in area: several L2 chargers, one EA CCS charging 

spot near my apartment. Landlord currently does not allow L1 or L2 charging (L1 

because the outlets outside are wired to their box) and L2 because the hardware is not 

even installed.  Commute: 40mi every day plus some travel on the weekend.  There are no 

charging areas near my work.  I have a coworker with a Tesla but I have never seen them 

charge using outlets at work.  Should I just get a RAV4 hybrid and call it a day?"  That 

was the entire post coming from someone who genuinely wanted to find out what was 

realistic.  Naturally, there was a lot of noise... claims on either side suggesting yes or 

no.  Few actually took the time to explain why though.  I was rather disturbed, especially 

when people treat the situation as an either/or choice.  So many people are now presenting 

options as ICE or BEV.  Omitting the existence of PHEV and being extremely vague 

about what information is needed to make a decision is a sign of trouble.  The topic is 

becoming polarized, where people choose a side but don't understand why.  Anywho, I 

responded with this:  With just apartment L1 charging, you could manage it.  But being 

totally dependent on public recharge locations, that would become quite a burden.  We 

have 2 plug-ins hybrids now.  Even with limited EV range, most of our driving is entirely 

electric.  One will be replaced with a BEV next year... an easy decision for our 

circumstance.  For you, I would suggest seriously considering a PHEV instead.  The all-

electric drive from RAV4 Prime will retain a high resale value for years to come. 

11-16-2021 Paradigm Shift.  It is interesting to watch the enthusiasts face change.  That early-adopter 

focus on range & speed was quite redeeming.  It satisfied their want.  Addressing need 

was not important for establishing the market.  Simply delivering something with a plug 

was the only requirement at that stage.  Moving on doesn't make sense in their mind: 

"There is no reason for lowering the power so much other than trying to make their ice 

vehicles look better."  The lesson from Volt was not learned.  I find it very 

informative.  Exactly as predicted, they are out of touch with ordinary consumers to such 

an extreme, there's no way to relate.  Enthusiasts are baffled by the different priorities.  I 

responded to that confusion today with:  Loss of perspective is common.  Raising power 

(range & speed) to the point where BEV price is too expensive to compete directly with 

ICE has been the issue.  Continuing to fail to address that is an act of denial.  It's the 

classic overkill problem.  Enthusiasts cater to want, always pursuing more and never 

satisfied... refusing to acknowledge need.  Look at how vehicles kept getting larger and 

larger, to the point where they no longer sold well.  That's why we see a size shift, now 

reduction is favored.  Both small SUV and small Pickup choices have returned.  Haven't 

you noticed? 
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11-16-2021 Promoting.  Reaction to my post was anger.  He didn't like what I had to say.  It was 

expected.  One of two outcomes was too... either attack the messenger or ignore them.  He 

said he was done, refusing to discuss the situation anymore... since I was supposedly being 

unreasonable.  That reaction is common.  When I person becomes so familiar with 

something new, they can have a very difficult time seeing from the perspective they 

formerly had.  In this case, the BEV makes so much sense based on the traits he was most 

interested in, it seemed unworthy to waste any time or resources focusing on any other 

trait.  In his mind, that is all that's important.  Different people with different priorities 

don't matter.  Ugh.  That is a horrible way of promoting a product with a wide array of 

strong attributes.  I was done with him, so I said my goodbye with:  Are you really that far 

out of touch how BEV should be promoted!?!  While the rest of us are promoting clean, 

reliability, low maintenance, and cheap operating cost... you're still in the traditional world 

of using the appeal of more being better.  Ugh. 

11-16-2021 Climate Catastrophe.  That writer of the Toyota electrification article continues to 

exchange posts with me.  That is a surprise.  This was the most recent: "The point is that 

the IPCC report makes clear that every bit of emissions is a problem.  We need to stop 

ASAP.  We are at 1.1C temperature rise now and 1.5C is pretty much locked in.  That kills 

off coral reefs and has all kinds of climate catastrophes built in.  The laws of physics don't 

care.  We should."  That is what I was expect from an advocate who just started to 

advocate recently, someone who was total indifferent to the "crisis" over the past 2 

decades and only now came to realize we were in trouble.  In other words, he is pressing 

the panic button and is dumbstruck by my lack of panic in return.  I'm well aware of the 

causes for the mess we are in.  That's what I'm focusing on... the source of the fire, not the 

fire itself.  Put another way, it is not the technology, it is the people you are trying to sell it 

to.  I stated the situation this way:  Know your audience.  Preaching to the choir won't 

change anything.  I have been working to find ways to appeal climate solutions to ordinary 

consumers for over 20 years.  Many simply don't care.  Toyota's choice to not use a brut-

force approach like everyone else is key.  So what if a PHEV uses its gas-engine for long 

trips?  If all the other driving is electric, that's a drastic reduction of both carbon & smog 

emissions. 
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11-16-2021 Past Failure.  My interest was peaked when I saw this: "The current best efficient engines 

are dominated by Toyota."  The reason why is simple, it's true.  That truth will stir FUD 

within the big Prius forum.  Antagonists there see they lost the argument.  Their reaction is 

very predictable.  They will hit the reset button.  Pretending this is an entirely new topic, 

they will ask the same question they did in the past.  I have seen repetition of that behavior 

so often now, its pointless to even bother toying with their bait.  They simply don't 

care.  The forum is there for their entertainment, not to learn & execute.  Ugh.  Past failure 

will repeat because of this.  It's amazing how they will turn a blind-eye to prior mistakes 

and signs of that same thing happening again.  In this case, I chose to respond to the 

sensible and disregard however they reply to it:  It's entirely possible the same will be true 

(among legacy automakers) for motor efficiency as well.  Based on the tidbits of info we 

have so far, the mi/kWh for bZ4X will be better than the ID.4 rating.  As hung up as 

people get about "Toyota attitude", you would think some would actually consider 

detail.  The resulting hardware & software is still better.  We know that is what will end up 

getting deployed to the masses.  So what if their approach is different?  If you travel to 

less fortunate countries, you will find lots of small-engine vehicles.  As much as we would 

like all to become BEV right away, it's not realistic.  So a ban or pledge with an absolute 

of all ICE isn't taking the situation seriously.  Why can't those use 100% non-fossil-fuel 

instead?  Clean, Renewable, and Carbon-Neutral are the desired outcomes, right?  In other 

words, we are witnessing the CARB failure repeat.  Rather than focus on goals, focus is on 

technology.  Some never learn from history. 

11-17-2021 Distorted Past.  Being so far away from GM's longest-running disaster and now being 

within its most-expensive disaster, losing perspective is easy.  Forgetting detail is even 

easier.  Not knowing it in the first place, just guessing at what you seem to recall what 

happened is what we see playing out now.  I stumbled across these in a topic about the 

current state of GM and its future: "They almost made an electric cadillac which was a 

volt rebadge..."  That was just plan wrong.  ELR was indeed a vehicle that became a 

reality, an unpleasant one though.  It failed so quickly, it is easy to see how the "almost" 

came about.  This one was especially telling: "The Volt is a bigger car, more beefy in 

every respect than a model 3 or leaf..."  In what reality did that take place?  Volt was tiny 

and no where near as powerful as a Model 3 and Leaf definitely had a bigger interior (rear 

seating).  This was my favorite though: "IMHO the Voltec drivetrain - the serial PHEV - is 

uniquely perfect..."  That misconception about how Volt actually operated is clearly 

becoming the biggest "wrong" of all.  That was never true.  It makes me wonder if some 

posting that understand what "serial" actually means.  It also makes me wonder how 

poorly informed they are.  Since BMW i3 was a true serial plug-in hybrid and Nissan e-

Power still is (as of April 2021, there were 500,000 purchases of the 3 combined models), 

how can they not see the difference?  Blind to truth is true.  Of course, some of that is the 

cold, hard reality of Toyota having delivered: "Wish they built a 50 mile Volt full size 

pickup or SUV.  Best of both worlds."  Seeing RAV4 Prime so close to that market at 42 

miles of EV, it could be difficult for a GM supporter to accept... hence the distorted 

past.  Rewriting history is so much easier.  Ugh. 
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11-18-2021 Daily Propaganda.  Someone just called it out today.  Knowing that one of the big EV 

websites is really a daily blog owned by a very large Tesla investor, it needed to be said.  I 

was always annoyed by the obvious bias.  But then when the sentry & driving videos 

became a dominant posting topic, it turned to annoyance.  Purpose of the website was to 

promote Tesla, not the plug-in industry.  You can tell by the overwhelming number of 

advertisements embedded within the topics too.  No other online resource of BEV comes 

even close to that quantity.  Anywho, this is what that callout included: "There is no 

evidence that Tesla has any sort of unique drivetrain efficiency.  What they do is mostly 

offering sedans or very egg-shaped SUVs instead of more traditional looking SUVs, like 

most of the competition.  And that's good for range because of the lower drag but has 

nothing to do with the drivetrain."  I was delighted to see that, especially within a topic 

about battery chemistry.  Tesla's abrupt embrace of LFP, rather than their long-awaited 

4680, has been quite a shake up.  It's a split for all to see, a vulnerability of 

messaging.  Suddenly, there is a direction change.  Even a slight detour that's unexpected 

can have profound impact.  In this case, Tesla seems to be changing to follow rather than 

being an industry later.  That could be a very big deal for an automaker where reputation 

does more for sales than quality or flexibility.  After all, it doesn't take much to see scores 

in some categories are very low and that some goals are falling way short.  Stuff like that 

is how consumers begin to look elsewhere and discover other options... hence daily 

propaganda to keep their attention.  I jumped in with my observations to this change... a 

fracture among the devoted:  Some of it could be a rush to get in front of the changing 

market, since messaging tends to have more of an influence than substance.  Toyota's 

reveal yesterday of bZ4X informed us there would be 2 different suppliers, Panasonic for 

the FWD model and CATL for the AWD model.  The ever-so-slight difference in kWh 

capacity hints at different chemistries.  That variation of battery is what Tesla is doing and 

they likely want to promote it while Toyota chooses the subtle approach.  Knowing that 

Toyota BEV currently selling in China probably use some China supplied cells, that 

supposed advantage claimed in this article is basically just hearsay.  Both automakers will 

be striving to improve efficiency regardless of the current circumstances. 
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11-19-2021 Too Late.  The narrative of Toyota being asleep, completely out-of-touch with the market, 

is falling apart.  This is evidence of that: "Is Toyota waking up? Will it be too little too late 

though???"  We can see the idea of never delivering anything to being too late as a shift in 

antagonist messaging.  It wasn't too long ago that "anti-EV" was the messaging.  Now that 

there is a BEV on the way with traits so intriguing, a price to tip the balance isn't that 

much of a stretch.  There's the reality of bZ4X being followed by a bZ3 and bZ2 too.  Not 

a single person has ever disputed that either.  It's what they don't say that often clues you 

into their true source of worry.  Heck, even the "all in" messaging abruptly stopped when 

detail emerging from LA.  Remember how I was expecting that from the Auto Show in 

mid-November.  Guess what, it is mid-November and detail was indeed shared.  That 

reveal of production specifications is obvious stirring worry.  Watch how this "too late" 

attempt to misrepresent goes bad.  In the meantime, ponder how I responded to today's 

spin: 

 

Toyota has been awake all along. Enthusiasts simply don't like the bottom-up 

approach.  That makes sense.  Why would anyone with such different priorities be 

interested in ordinary mainstream choices? 

 

It's the same thing we have seen for over 20 years.  Enthusiasts made fun of Prius, shaping 

it as a scapegoat rather than facing their own challenges.  A great example is how Volt 

enthusiasts absolutely refused to acknowledge Toyota's progress with their spread & 

advancement of hybrid tech.  GM's was vastly superior, period.  Fast forward a decade, the 

technology in Volt was abandoned and Toyota now leads that market with RAV4 Prime... 

exactly what GM could have done with Equinox. 

 

It's not waking up, it's taking the next step.  That battery knowledge & experience gained 

from those hybrid years is what makes investments in production here easy to 

justify.  bZ4X will contribute to that as well.  Toyota does their own thing their own way, 

quite successfully. 

 

Seeing bZ3 or bZ2 produced here using those locally supplied batteries is the end goal, but 

quite the opposite approach as what enthusiasts want.  They prefer top-down, starting with 

the most expensive and most obvious.  Subtle for the affordable class of vehicle is not 

exciting for the early-adopter audience. 

As for timing, too late for what?  So far, BEV sales have basically just been qualifying 

laps.  The extremely long race to transform the entire market is only now assembling 

players at the starting line. 
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11-20-2021 More Lies.  That guy making lots of money with several new videos per day does it in 

part from just outright lying about Toyota.  Official word is that bZ4X will be rolled out 

worldwide mid-2022.  Toyota even went as far to specify that meant showroom 

availability with deliveries actually starting in the spring of 2022.  That makes the often 

repeated fall of 2022 for first deliveries a blatant attempt to mislead.  He doesn't 

care.  That's why every reference to Toyota is vague.  There's never any detail.  It's easy to 

call out someone who sights a specification that is incorrect.  But when it comes to 

automaker schedules, those are easy to misrepresent.  What I find intriguing is the detail 

on very specific points... like in this case, timing.  We know that April 22, 2022 is when 

that last patent expires, the one specifically to a barrier in the United States.  Want to bet 

deliveries begin the following day?  Anywho, this was one of the comments posted about 

that plans Toyota has: "What does Toyota care, it's not like they make EVs 

anyway."  Followers continue his vague messaging.  They are gullible and quite easy to 

manipulate as enablers.  Ugh.  We saw this play out to an extreme with Volt.  Fortunately, 

those lies didn't work.  You can only con people to a certain point, then they begin to 

question validity.  Walking that fine line is the game antagonists like to play.  They feed 

narratives to the point were dishonesty becomes very difficult to detect.  That's why I keep 

my replies to that simple, especially when you don't want to offend an enabler.  They are 

often just passing along hearsay and get really upset when called out.  They perceive the 

question as an attack on their intent.  With that in mind, I posted:  2 models of converted 

BEV are already available... CH-R/Izoa and UX300e.  The rollout of bZ4X will be the 

first on a BEV dedicated platform.  It will be followed by 6 other models in the new "bZ" 

brand along with 8 more regular Toyota/Lexus offerings all by 2025. In addition to that, 

the RAV4 Prime... which delivers 42 miles of EV... has proven something both Toyota 

and their customers care about. 

11-20-2021 Not Taken Seriously.  There is a lot of it now.  In fact, the misleading is really getting out 

of hand.  Sales cherry-picking and distortion from percentages is common, but it's really 

the 2 extremes to watch for.  Cheap runabouts (small, inexpensive, short-range BEV) have 

seen a boom in popularity.  They are basically Smart cars that are all-electric.  Think about 

how bad something like that would sell here.  This is why we are seeing a lot of 

advertising for the opposite, the Hummer EV.  Those commercials are getting sickening.  I 

see them so often.  It is a giant electricity guzzler.  Why is that the focus for GM right 

now?  Oh, that's right... Bolt production has been halted until year-end due to the battery-

replacement recall.  No one wants to discuss detail.  That is essential if you are taking a 

situation seriously.  Anywho, we are getting this instead: "Toyota has (and is still) 

spending millions to thwart EV sales worldwide through government lobbying, bribes and 

coercion of automotive suppliers.  Considering that mass adoption of EVs is critical to 

saving the planet, Toyota's actions for purely economic reasons (profit) are indeed crimes 

against humanity."  I find that disturbing.  It's a refusal to recognize the bigger 

picture.  Results for the short-term and limited-audience are deemed more important, but 

with the perspective of the greater good.  Ugh.  I turned that nonsense today around 

with:  If the mission really was "critical to saving the planet", why are don't we see high-

volume EV here like there is in China?  Profit is what's leading EV adoption here. In fact, 

it borders on the spread of FUD to not acknowledge the absence of low-margin EV 

offerings.  Notice how the supposed EV leaders are focusing entirely on offerings with 

massive battery-packs?  There is no push for them.  Small sticker-prices... vehicles 

affordable to the masses... are extremely challenging to sell due to the small profit they 

return.  That's why there is a narrative of to divert attention elsewhere.  Ironically, millions 

are being spent on that. 
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11-20-2021 New Credits.  None of the new tax laws are finalized.  In fact, we are still in that pass 

back & forth voting within Congress.  The expectation is some type of refundable credit 

for next year.  Proposed is "a base amount of $4,000 plus an additional $3,500 for 

vehicles placed into service before January 1, 2027 with battery capacity no less than 40 

kilowatt hours and a gasoline tank capacity not greater than 2.5 gallons, and for vehicles 

with battery capacity of no less than 50 kilowatt hours thereafter."  That gives the 

impression of a tiered approach.  It could be a reasonable compromise.  BEV purists hate 

PHEV but absolutely refuse to acknowledge the challenges for those who won't have easy 

access to recharging.  It is incredibly short-sighted and quite a gamble to think things will 

somehow magically fall into place without pushback or delay.  I see major challenges to 

come and see these credits as a means to help make the situation easier to deal with.  We 

have quite a number of barriers to overcome still.  Some already driving BEV are denial 

though.  They don't realize just how difficult it will be for some to switch to electricity, 

even when they really want to.  Life isn't fair.  We need to help those who are less 

fortunate.  And when it comes to stuff like tax-credits, that's a tool we can use effectively 

to help change along.  Progress comes from the recognition of what is really holding us 

back... which is almost always complex and full of unknowns.  Regardless, the act of 

trying making a difference.  I like seeing the effort to take this next step encouraging. 

11-20-2021 Someone Else Mentioned.  This is the outcome those hoping to undermine want to see: 

"Someone else mentioned there being a study that shows on average most people are too 

lazy to actually plug in their PHEVs, which wouldn't be too much of a stretch to 

believe."  Watching their toxic messaging spread by those completely unaware they are 

being played is redeeming.  They work hard to mislead & confuse.  That proves their 

efforts are effective.  Truth doesn't matter.  It's all about impeding what they don't 

like.  Vague reference to a propaganda source without any detail whatsoever is how their 

narrative tends to start.  It serves to legitimize their message.  Since questioning it results 

in personal attack and follow-up in extremely difficult for most online venues, they get 

away with it.  They only effective means of addressing that seems to be with video.  Short 

attention-spans and being able to cram a lot of detail into convenient packaging helps to 

combat that.  But not all topics can be represented that way.  This is one of them.  The best 

I can do in that regard is reply with something like this:  That hearsay is reference to an 

outdated study which didn't include a wide sampling of owners.  In fact, it didn't even 

include the newest and most popular PHEV in this market, RAV4 Prime.  Look at it this 

way, when you can get 42 miles of EV by just plugging into an ordinary 120-volt outlet, 

why wouldn't you?  Some PHEV aren't all-electric like that.  Some have much shorter EV 

ranges.  Remember, we are promoting how quick & easy it is to recharge a BEV the same 

way... just 30 seconds to plug in when you get home. 
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11-20-2021 Imminent Death.  That double-standard is back: "If this isn't intended to ramp up to 6-

digit (global) annual production reasonably soon (<2 years), Toyota is still out of 

it."  That same old nonsense... ugh.  There are plenty of excuses for slow from everyone 

else.  But when it comes to Toyota, an extreme is treated as an expectation.  The shift to 

BEV will supposedly be abrupt, not just disruptive.  That's not the slightest bit 

realistic.  The world is diverse and many countries are resource limited.  Heck, even here 

we are... only, that's by choice.  I wish we had a national effort.  Imagined if we all treated 

this like the next "moonshoot"?  Sadly, out political landscape is far too divided to 

cooperate on that scale.  Anywho, I explained the situation by saying: 

 

There is more than one path to change.  Ramping up a single vehicle isn't actually the best 

way to build up a brand.  In fact, that can give the impression of indifference. 

 

GM has done that twice now.  Volt just floundered in place for years, never spreading that 

tech to other vehicles.  Imagine what would have happened with an Equinox plug-in 

hybrid.  Bolt did the same thing.  Lack of diversification is not how an automaker sustains 

business. 

 

Ford's plan with F-150 Lightning is just 15,000 in 2022, then 55,000 in 2023 and 80,000 in 

2024.  That falls way short of the arbitrary goal stated above.  Does that make Ford out of 

it?  What about Mustang Mach-E sales? 

 

Toyota intends to deliver 6 more "bZ" branded vehicles by 2025. bZ4X will be at the 

higher end, so it tends to make sense concentrating resources on bZ3 and bZ2 

models.  Keep in mind, the secret-sauce for success with Prius was word-of-mouth 

endorsements.  That comes about from well-informed owners sharing their experiences 

prior to the masses overwhelming social media with mixed messages. 

 

Long-Term success means looking at the bigger picture.  Notice how Toyota was able to 

quietly deploy hybrid models across almost the entire fleet?  RAV4 hybrid was a popular 

seller, even without any federal subsidy.  An all-out blitz with several bZ models, once 

reliability has been proven, makes sense.  Think about how many misconceptions we are 

still dealing with. 

Consider how flooding the market with Model 3/Y has done a great job of enticing those 

already on the fence but ended up creating a divide for those who had no interest in 

BEVs.  Nothing changed.  Of course, if Tesla ever did offer a Model 2. 
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11-21-2021 Clues of Desperation.  I find snippets like this quite telling: "...just another Fugly 

Box!"  Most of the posts appeared to have a similar sentiment.  That's a clue of 

desperation, revealing they have nothing of substance to actually argue with.  That's the 

same thing I saw years ago with Volt.  They would focus on something trivial and beat the 

topic to death as a distraction, since they were out of constructive content.  They were 

lost.  Purpose was lost.  Toyota has delivered something worthwhile.  That's difficult to 

accept.  The same is beginning to play out again:  When reviewers are commenting about 

how closely the vehicle resembles the top-selling RAV4, the response from naysayers to 

attack its appearance is rather telling.  That's a dead giveaway of panic, confirming most 

of the prior argument points have be debunked.  Remember how enthusiasts went on and 

on and on about Toyota lacking proper thermal management, being clueless about its 

benefit, and being so hopelessly far behind that they were doomed?  That was all blatant 

rhetoric, acts of desperation to distract from how much real-world experience Toyota had 

already gained from PHEV advancements?  Toyota having clearly stated they are 

"targeting a battery capacity retention of 90% after 10 years of ownership." makes it 

especially difficult for any type of spin or misleading.  What is there to argue now that an 

expectation has been set so high?  Toyota has even demonstrated industry by introducing a 

front-seat radiant foot-and-leg heater.  Innovation like that is exactly what is needed to 

improve BEV overall appeal.  Heck, even the supposed "ugly" is a clear effort to 

breakaway from the mundane SUV look we now see from the market being saturated with 

similar looking choices.  Say whatever you want hear, since this audience doesn't 

matter.  It's all about what happens on the showroom floor.  Think about the backfire that 

took place with Prius, how naysayers were crushed by such an unlikely competitor. 

11-21-2021 Dead On Arrival.  It was amused to read this: "If they sold this under $30,000 it would 

sell otherwise I think it's dead on arrival."  Volt certainly wasn't held to that 

expectation.  When it fell short on price, even enthusiasts looked to the upgrade for 

achieving reduced costs, resulting in lower price.  There was never, ever a forecast 

of  DOA like this.  Looking at the entire inventory of choices available for the United 

States, it was easy to see he had nothing to argue... which was obvious already, due to his 

abrupt pivot away from the Fugly Box comment.  I responded with:  Your opinion is 

based on what?  That category is rather sparse.  Their aren't any real contenders other than 

from VW... Bolt is clearly not a SUV... Kona/Niro are both very small... Mach-E starts at 

$43k... Model Y starts at $58k.  Toyota will be drawing upon their large customer base 

with a fresh offering.  As for ID.4, that faster acceleration and slightly further range comes 

at the tradeoff of battery-life expectation.  VW guarantees a minimum capacity of 70% for 

8 years.  Toyota is targeting a battery capacity retention of 90% after 10 years.  Keep in 

mind, even if bZ4X only sold in limited quantity, it still achieves the goal of establishing 

the "bZ" moniker.  When bZ3 and bZ2 are rolled out... which will obviously be smaller 

and less expensive, they will look at bZ4X for reliability and customer satisfaction 

information.  Large numbers are required for that.  Lastly, it is an act of denial thinking 

none would be sold.  Look no further than RAV4 Prime for confirmation of that.  We 

know a plug-in model of Corolla Cross will be much more appealing to the masses, but its 

more expensive sibling is selling well regardless. 
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11-21-2021 Tesla Trouble.  Whatever happens with current Tesla vehicles or even Cybertruck doesn't 

matter.  Continued diversification is required.  Both VW and Toyota know this well.  Only 

VW gets acknowledgement of that though.  Slowly, the situation is changing.  Some are 

starting to take notice and say something: "That EV nay-sayer is planning to introduce 15 

EV's by 2025.  How many EV's will Tesla have by then?"  I jumped into that discussion 

with:  That's the magic question.  Tesla's growth is supposedly on an unstoppable surge, 

but there isn't any sign of a choice for ordinary consumers still... or even anything planned. 

Basically, if an automaker is unable to directly compete with whatever their current 

business-sustaining, they won't be able to retain marketshare.  For legacy automakers... 

like Toyota... it would be something like a Corolla or Corolla Cross equivalent in 

BEV.  That should be obvious.  What isn't in time expectation.  Realistically, that would 

be 3 to 4 years from now.  But in the case of Tesla, growth isn't an offset of traditional 

sales. Tesla needs to achieve increased BEV by conquest.  That will be limited with 

Cybertruck, a large & expensive vehicle.  In other words, don't expect too many Toyota 

showroom shoppers to jump ship for Tesla.  From another perspective, Tesla is losing its 

lead with regard to middle-market buyers.  Lack of choice means lack of potential 

customers. 

11-21-2021 Arbitrary Minimums.  Here is another example: "If it was really intended for a broad 

market in the US, it would have at least 300 miles."  That isn't how the automotive market 

really works.  That more-is-better mentality leads to dead-ends.  You can only push so 

much.  Diminishing returns becomes a very real problem.  In fact, with regard to battery-

capacity, there are penalties.  Carrying that extra weight for extra range reduces 

efficiency.  This is how I stated it, while trying to stir attention for other priorities at the 

same time:  Over the years, countless supporters explained to us that 200 miles would the 

tipping-point, where that distance combined with dropping battery prices would bring 

about the paradigm-shift to BEV.  For what reason are you moving the goal-post?  What 

makes 300 miles significant?  You know all too well naysayers will argue that isn't 

enough.  It is just an arbitrary size unless you can tell us in detail why that isn't the 

case.  With LFP cells (or any other next-gen chemistry) far more resilient to heat, larger 

capacity packs become less of a concern for long trips.  Being able to plug into a 150 kW 

charging-station and maintain close to that speed all the way to 100% changes the 

game.  Carrying all that extra weight (and corresponding cost) for longer range makes no 

sense.  Put another way, you are not critical thinking.  More is not always better. 

11-22-2021 Radiant Heating.  It was nice to see Toyota getting some attention for being 

innovative.  There has been a dire need to improve how we warm the cabin.  When it 

comes to transportation, that tradeoff of range for heat is a big deal... yet, it hasn't been 

treated that way.  In fact, very little attention was given to it.  Despite Toyota being several 

years ahead of Tesla for delivering a heat-pump to their vehicles, the effort was pretty 

much entirely ignored.  At best, it was a footnote.  People simply didn't care because they 

really didn't recognize the significance.  The same thing will likely happen with the new 

front-seat radiant foot-and-leg heater bZ4X will introduce.  That most definitely is a new 

approach to providing warmth.  Quantifying the benefit such a feature delivers will be 

next to impossible.  We all know heated-seats help with Winter comfort.  Why wouldn't 

that from something directed at your feet & legs also help?  It all adds up.  The better that 

energy used for heating is used, the better overall efficiency of the vehicle.  In other 

words, if won't have to run the heater as much if warming comes from a variety of well 

distributed sources.  I can't wait to try the feature.  Roughly 1 year from this date, I should 

have the opportunity.  Woohoo! 
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11-23-2021 Charging Minimums.  I find posts like this quite compelling.  They make me seek out 

more information.  Detail like this is priceless: "I installed a 20A 220V circuit in my 

garage myself to use with a 16A charger.  This dramatically reduced costs.  My total costs 

including charger and 50' of wire was just $230 US.  For our two Chevy Bolt EVs I find 

that this combined with a 110V charger is more than adequate for our needs."  Think 

about how little that topic is actually addressed.  When enthusiasts go on and on about 

how easy it is to recharge at home, but they never address what is needed for more than 

just one vehicle.  That's a really big problem.  First tends to be the easiest.  For example, 

they already have an electric-drier circuit that can be shared.  With a single vehicle, that 

can work just fine.  With a second, that's an entirely different matter.  If you install a new 

like, like this person did, what if it is underpowered?  For that matter, what if the existing 

line is?  How will needed extra capacity be provided?  When people aren't even asking 

those questions, you know a problem is brewing.  This is the "low-hanging fruit" 

dilemma.  The easiest to pick is what gets picked first.  Next is more difficult.  I stated the 

situation with this, since discussions have to start with something to get you 

thinking:  That is as minimum as you can possibly get to support two BEVs.  The realistic 

minimum for those wanting to future-proof their household would be two 32A 

lines.  That's just enough to provide both BEV a range of roughly 200 miles from 

overnight (off-peak) charging. 

11-24-2021 Click Bait.  It's getting really bad.  That guy making videos from Toyota hate was 

especially obvious today.  The title of his newest was: "Mitsubishi's 1st EV is WAY better 

and CHEAPER than the Toyota bz4x".  Needless to say, that caught my interest.  What in 

the world was his criteria?  We don't even know the price of bZ4X yet and there is nothing 

vastly superior to expect from that automaker.  Mitsubishi focuses on being competitive, 

delivering something that can actually be of interest to ordinary consumers.  They aren't a 

source of hype... like GM, Ford, or Tesla.  They know they have to face VW directly 

too.  I was obviously intrigued.  Looking up the specs quick, I saw the 520 km range 

estimate from a 70 kWh battery.  That is pretty much identical.  Toyota's press release for 

the market in Japan stated 500 km from 71.4 kWh.  So... what could he be focused on?  I 

watched and listened.  In that 9-minute 56-second video, he literally didn't say anything 

beyond just using adjectives.  There was nothing whatsoever for compare detail.  It was 

blatant rhetoric... just another propaganda piece spreading sentiment rather than actual 

content.  Having witnessed the hype machine which that daily blog became, I readily 

recognize the disinterest in objectivity.  Enthusiasts are simply looking for 

validation.  That's why they aren't called supporters... no critical thinking.  Looking at the 

feedback, I did see a single constructive comment.  It asked: "Better how?"  There was 

another, but I doubt it will be responded to: "What is it with you and Toyota?" 
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11-25-2021 Today's Attack.  It was another hit piece.  The measure was an absolute 80% phase-out 

fossil fuel vehicles.  If the automaker made a non-binding, no-consequence pledge to 

phasing out sales of any vehicle with an ICE, they were blessed from all prior & upcoming 

sins.  That's absurd.  How many promises in the past have we watched come up short?  For 

that matter, how many have we seen abandoned entirely?  Ugh.  The other 20% was 

supply-chain decarbonization.  Supposedly, that was the entire extent of the measure.  But 

when you read the fine print, you see that lobbying efforts of any sort are considered 

"activities against climate action".  That means even negotiation for better policy is a 

negative.  So, it really isn't an 80/20 measure.  Deductions area also taken for efforts to 

improve outcome... you know, quality.  Ugh.  It's that same mindset we saw from Volt 

enthusiasts.  All they cared about was not using gas.  Despite being a small, aerodynamic 

vehicle.  Volt was acceptable to guzzle electricity.  Still to this day, we see that mindset 

continue.  Hummer will guzzle electricity too.  That is such bad red herring; yet, people 

fall for that diversion.  Ugh.  Anywho, these were the grades:  F- = Toyota, Stellantis, 

Ford, Daimler.  F+ = Honda, Nissan, Hyundai/Kia.  D- = Renault.  D = Volkswagen.  C- = 

GM.  I have never heard of an F- or F+.  Either you fail or you don't.  There is no degree 

of not achieving a goal.  Of course, the goal wasn't clear anyway.  Thankfully, the 84-page 

whitepaper itself provided detail.  It appeared to present proper research.  The article 

linking to it didn't.  That was the attack source.  The video guy used it as more bait. 

11-25-2021 Delay Benefit.  Reading through that whitepaper, the first thing that jumped out at me was 

delay being looked upon as counter-productive.  People like me... who have been a 

software engineer for decades... know the opposite is true.  Rushing into a solution can 

have consequences.  In fact, the penalty can be enormous.  You should take your time to 

research, learning as much as possible about both the technology and the users.  It is a 

mistake I have seen repeated so many times, it makes you wonder if some will ever figure 

out their haste was what contributed heavily to the failure.  I still wonder how some of 

those final desperate Volt enthusiasts ended up seeing the outcome.  Did they understand 

why their focus on want neglected need to such an extreme the effort was doomed almost 

from the start.  That is why I kept pushing for goals, which turned into demanding them 

after awhile.  They didn't care.  The outcome was praise, not sales.  I could see that early 

on too.  GM didn't see delay as beneficial.  Those analyzing results of this research didn't 

either.  In fact, the more I looked for detail, the less encouraged I was about the 

objectivity... since there was nothing at all about approach.  The theme of bans & halts are 

all that matter.  That complete absence of approach is a major concern... since it is history 

repeating.  No statement of how is what caused Volt to die.  There was no plan to spread 

the technology.  That's how hope turns to hype.  I see the same thing again.  The best I 

could find was: "its product line-up will gradually become electric-only between 2025 and 

2030". 
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11-25-2021 Should Always Exclude.  As I continued reading, it got worse.  The absolute of excluding 

PHEV was in large, bold, green letters.  There was no minimum.  There was no operating 

requirement.  There was only an absolute.  The reasoning was: "they still rely on fossil fuel 

and have less potential for reducing emissions".  That terrible propaganda study was 

referred as the source of the claim.  Remember how it using BMW X5, Volvo XC60, and 

Mitsubishi Outlander as representation of the entire market?  Data was collected from just 

a small market years ago, prior to RAV4 Prime rollout.  That's outdated and cherry-

picked... a dead giveaway to be suspicious of motive.  Objectivity certainly isn't there... no 

detail, just vague assessments.  No PHEV (plug-in hybrid) or HEV (hybrid) of any type 

counts toward the reduction of emissions.  Sadly, even the topic of emission was 

tainted.  The report was about GHG (green house gases) and that was itself.  Effort to 

reduce smog-related emissions is ignored entirely.  Scope was not addressed either.  It was 

a Europe & United States perspective of the world with mention of China.  That selective 

nature of the study is troubling.  This was basically the next step beyond low-hanging 

fruit.  Only markets with strong economies were considered.  Those that will be trapped in 

world of limited resource won't given any consideration.  Ugh.  Interestingly, the higher 

demands of SUVs with respect to greater material need & poorer aerodynamics was 

mentioned.  Sadly, there was nothing with regard to that being an easier platform to 

deliver electrification.  In other words, this was more neglect of approach with absolutes 

creating barriers. 

11-26-2021 Change Can Be Difficult.  Trouble is brewing: "You said the H word.  There will be some 

angry comments."  I found that to be an invite.  My contribution to that was:  It is 

intriguing to watch EV purists struggle with the idea of multiple solutions for our complex 

issue.  The concept of any fix to a problems spanning a wide array of situation being fixed 

with a single remedy is absurd.  Yet, that is what they petition for.  Hydrogen will co-exist 

with batteries, period.  There are strengths & weaknesses of both.  That's why we cannot 

just cast a blanket over it all and declare as winner.  That doesn't even make 

sense.  Certain applications will do better with one or the other.  It shouldn't be a big deal 

to acknowledge that.  Yet, some find it is.  That denial creates barriers, enabling those 

holding on to the past to retain the status quo.  Simply pushing forward with multiple 

solutions... as this article points out California is doing... we remain divided.  Ugh.  What a 

waste.  It's not like purists won't get their BEV.  That is an obvious solution for some 

uses.  Put an entirely different way, change can be difficult for even those who embrace it. 

11-26-2021 Hydrogen Investment.  That topic stirs emotion, as the previous mention 

highlights.  Seeing the upcoming budget for California, where around roughly 10% is 

targeted for hydrogen, backlash is inevitable.  EV purists hate hydrogen, period.  I find it 

ironic how much it will contribute to and provide support of BEV use.  Some don't see it 

that way, even the objective commenters: "Hydrogen has a place in heavy trucking, trains, 

ships, etc. I think it is dead as a passenger car solution."  Some of that could be 

messaging, not providing clarity or simply not having enough information themselves.  In 

response to that particular post, I added:  The better way to state it is "commercial" 

use.  Identification of "passenger" is misleading.  People transport... taxi services... are a 

great candidate for hydrogen due to the centralized location, need for rapid & random 

refueling, and extremely long operating-life.  We can also see the potential for courier and 

deliver services.  In other words, light-vehicles will have a slice of the market.  Also, don't 

overlook industrial & construction use.  Fuel-Cells serve well as large-scale portable 

generators in place of diesel. 
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11-26-2021 Email Ultimatum.  Those who placed an order with Tesla but have delayed delivery for 

whatever reason are now getting pushed to finally follow through.  Not being ready is to 

be expected, there is some natural hesitation to any type of major financial 

commitment.  As an automaker, this is a sign of trouble.  I jumped into a discussion on 

this with:  There are a variety of different ways the Osborne Effect can play out, but it 

ultimately comes down to the same thing... customers delaying their purchase.  Regardless 

of reason for waiting, outcome is the same.  It hurts the seller.  Tesla is no longer a 

startup.  Growth challenges will mimic legacy automakers now.  There is resistance to 

change.  Pushing those with an order to take delivery is evidence of new barriers.  Looking 

at the situation another way, no longer dealing with an early-adopter market means having 

to appeal to consumers in a different way.  Ordinary consumers simply don't have the 

same priorities.  Waiting for delivery confirms that. 

11-26-2021 China Equivalent?  The top-selling BEV in China for the first half of 2021 was that 

Wuling HongGauge Mini EV.  Despite the vehicle being tiny & powerless, there were 

181,810 purchased.  That's amazing, but no surprise with a starting price of $4,200 

US.  Following that were sales of Model 3 (84,844) and Model Y (46,180).  The first 

Chinese brand vehicle was the BYD Han EV.  With 38,665 and a price starting around 

$30k US, I was intrigued.  How close would bZ4X specs compare?  Since it a very 

aerodynamic sedan, the 500 km NEDC rating is a reasonable expectation.  That's extra 

100km from not being a SUV should go without saying.  As for the motor and battery, it 

offers 163 kW (219 hp) and 76.9 kWh LFP.  That's shockingly close to bZ4X.  My interest 

was captured.  What sold next best?  It was the Great Wall Ora Black Cat at 31,994.  That 

was another tiny & powerless choice, but with better specs at just over $11k 

US.  Following that was the vehicle often compared to Tesla, the GAC Aion S.  With 

30,452 purchases, that quantity provides a peek into the approach for their audience in 

China.  For specs, it delivers 510 km with 135 kW (181 hp) from a base 58.8 kWh lithium 

battery at $36k.  There is also a 50.6 kWh LFP option.  A few more small offerings 

followed.  Next was XPeng P7, another Tesla competitor for around $36k US.  Sales were 

19,496.  Specs are 196 kW with 60.2 kWh LFP and 480 km NEDC.  It will be interesting 

to see how things progress.  With the market here having basically abandoned small cars... 

just like in the 70's... will we see booming entry of China-made choices?  It seems 

possible, especially since we saw that happen decades ago with the void the Big-3 created 

for Japan-mode choices. 
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11-26-2021 That Big GM Forum.  I was curious what had become of it.  Not having checked it out 

for ages, it was too good to resist.  What would they be discussing with the downfall of 

Bolt and the upcoming Hummer looking more like a publicity-stunt than any actual effort 

to change.  To my surprise, the topic listed in the main page of the forum was about 

Toyota... how it has no overcome the chip shortage and now anticipates production growth 

this December, up from the previous December.  In other words, the problems with GM 

are getting too real to ignore.  No amount of Hummer & Lyriq distraction help.  GM is in 

trouble.  Ironically, someone in the discussion posted: "Toyota is under some criticism for 

being so behind everyone on EV development so may be trying to garner better press with 

this chip stuff."  A distraction about a distraction, interesting.  In reality, the news of bZ4X 

is devastating to GM... since Toyota has already absolutely crushed expectations those 

supporting Volt ever had.  In fact, one of the people I had often quoted from those days 

long passed had this to say about the situation in response to that comment: "Yet Toyota 

will have a Compact CUV EV before GM; something we've all but begged for (Voltec) for 

almost a decade now.... GM's promised an onslaught of EV's between now and 2025, 

meanwhile 1/3 of Toyota's today are some sort of Hybrid/EV."  Those are words from a 

supporter who present the cold, hard reality without any expectation of backlash.  They all 

know it.  Evidence of GM's fall has all too clear at the Los Angeles auto show this 

week.  The absence of plug-in vehicles is a sign of serious struggle.  The supposed leader 

is no longer leading... or even trying. 

11-27-2021 LFP in Winter.  That well-known Tesla supporter in Norway published a video 

recently.  He has access to a LFP model, but it isn't quite cold enough there yet.  So, this 

was just a teaser to get discussions going.  It definitely captured the interest of many, 

including me.  Since the temperature was little above freezing, the demonstration itself 

was limited.  There were some thought-provoking comments though.  This particular one 

hooked me: "I think this LFP battery is bad for cold weather.  A lot of complaints in 

chinese media."  It was an opportunity to share some of my findings:  It is important to 

recognize the market in China.  Look at some of their top-selling BEV.  Many are small & 

cheap. LFP enables such low pricing.  The chemistry is inexpensive and no thermal 

management is required.  LFP is much more tolerant of heat compared to NCA or NMC 

batteries.  The catch is, they take a big hit in the cold.  This difference in chemistry brings 

about a new stage in EV growth.  We have to ask how much of Tesla's existing design 

supports the greater demand of LFP for warming compared to designs with that purpose 

from the ground up.  Watching Toyota's recent bZ4X reveal, it is only a minute into the 

video when they highlight their battery-warming design.  We have been told a paradigm-

shift will level the playing field.  This is evidence of change fanboys were no prepared 

for.  Things are about to get very interesting. 
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11-27-2021 Charger Pricing.  Those still obsessed with engineering continue to neglect the 

importance of other aspects of business.  It's really nice to hear from other voices online at 

times.  Today was just such an occasion with: "Nice article for those of us on the "outside" 

trying to get educated.  But I've not heard mention of $$/kWh.  How do prices vary?  Are 

fast chargers more expensive per kWh or per mile?"  I was delighted to contribute to that 

discussion: 

 

Price plays a major role; yet, as you point out it is not mentioned.  That's really 

unfortunate... and telling of what stage we are at... still stuck at introduction. 

 

People here get all worked up about offering the fastest kW possible.  How much more 

that speed costs compared to a basic DCFC rate is problem.  I saved this info from a recent 

article addressing charging costs: 

 

0-60 kW = $0.17 per minute 

60-100 kW = $0.45 per minute 

100-180 kW = $0.84 per minute 

180-250 kW = $1.35 per minute 

 

Note that some states do not allow billing per-kilowatt.  That's why it is especially 

important to be aware of how per-minute comes into play. 

 

There are other factors to keep in mind, which most people won't know about since they 

usually don't get mentioned either.  Pre-Warming of the pack to allow faster charging is a 

big one.  That you can do ahead of time to avoid per-minute billing impact.  Another is the 

state of charge.  NCA and NMC chemistries tend to slow down quite a bit after the 50-

60% mark.  With LFP, speed can actually increase then and it can retain a fairly fast speed 

all the way to 100%. 

Needless to say, there is much to address still on the topic of high-speed public charging. 

11-27-2021 Calling Them Out.  I may end up getting banned for angering an author.  That won't stop 

me from staying what needs to be said though.  Today, it was calling this out: "Lexus, 

Mazda and Toyota were the most reliable brands.  All three offer numerous hybrids and 

have a strong resistance to BEVs."  That's just more of the same narrative, a blatant effort 

to milk the opportunity to keep readers engaged.  Their articles generate income.  Click-

Bait and content which provokes posting is how they thrive.  That's really unfortunate.  It's 

another one of those cold, hard reality facts of this business.  I sounded off to that quote by 

posting:  At what point does credibility of the media fall when questionable statements 

start to stand out as misleading?  bZ4X (and its sibling Solterra) kicked off new dedicated-

platform BEV plans from Toyota, making it clear there will be 6 more from that new "bZ" 

brand and 8 more under current labels by 2025.  What does "strong resistance" to BEVs 

mean with intentions like that? 
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11-27-2021 Finally, Something Sensible.  The gross overkill specifications of Tesla vehicles was a 

nice selling-point to appeal to early-adopters.  Their preference for those traits were quite 

obvious at gatherings.  Unfortunately, those same traits are why mainstream shoppers still 

show no interest beyond curiosity.  The perspective of Tesla being "too expensive" to even 

be considered.  There's no affordable model, so a purchase simply won't happen.  Neither 

VW nor Toyota have that luxury of performance-focus.  They must strike a balance of 

cost, that want verses need challenge.  I was absolutely delighted today to point out 

exactly that in comments about VW's upcoming BEV.  This is what I posted: 

 

Common specifications emerging would be a sign of the market beginning to 

mature.  VW's biggest competitor is Toyota.  Both have far-reaching customers and 

enormous production-volume, which is why continuing to focus so much on Tesla doesn't 

make sense.  We are seeing the legacy automakers starting to flex their muscle, taking 

advantage of their established distribution & sales networks.  Watch for patterns as 

ordinary consumers begin to get targeted. 

 

Looking at the specs of the base models, it is easy to see similarities: 

 

VW ID.5 

------------ 

77 kWh battery 

520 km WLTP range 

128 kW (172 hp) FWD 

135 kW DC charging 

 

Toyota bZ4X 

----------------- 

71.4 kWh battery 

500 km WLTP range 

150 kW (201 hp) FWD 

150 kW DC charging 

 

The performance model also closely resembles those specs: 

 

VW ID.4 Pro 

----------------- 

77 kWh battery 

520 km WLTP range 

150 kW (201 hp) FWD 

125 kW DC charging 
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11-27-2021 Shameful.  We have seen this before, shame being used to divert attention away from 

themself: "Toyota lobbies, around the world, strongly against the adoption & promotion 

of BEVs, and against stricter emissions standards which would favor BEVs.  This is not 

new.  Toyoda-bozu has called BEVs as a joke and a fad.  Toyota behavior with regard to 

all-electric vehicles is shameful."  I don't see any reason to put up with that nonsense 

anymore.  It is overwhelmingly been proven a waste of time.  They are wrong and the 

behavior is an act of denial.  So, I call them out on their own attempt to deceive:  The 

shameful act is using Toyota as a diversion.  We see them making slow & steady progress 

with plug-in offerings, but attention is directed elsewhere to amplify & mislead.  It's quite 

telling.  Anyone with half a brain will notice that GM, the supposed legacy leader, hasn't 

actually made any progress.  In fact, GM is worse off now than it was years ago.  They 

literally have no plug-in for sale and their entire inventory has shifted toward larger gas 

guzzlers.  Meanwhile the startup leader, Tesla, continues to hope for the best with 

expensive offerings.  There is still nothing expected for middle-market buyers yet.  If it 

wasn't for VW being forced to deliver BEV, there wouldn't be much to talk about.  Sadly, 

VW only has a small presence in the American market.  Those who practice critical-

thinking see the "all in" pledges as empty promises.  There are no milestones to confirm 

advancement.  There are no penalties as a consequence of failure.  Heck, there aren't even 

plans stating how the transition will be achieved.  That is actually the joke and fade.  It is a 

"me too" without any commitment.  Watching enthusiasts back themselves into a corner is 

fascinating. 

11-28-2021 Tepid Crap.  No surprise, the response to my shameful reply was a complete disregard 

for what had been posted.  He didn't care.  He was angry and was looking for someone to 

blame.  That's what happens when you gamble on hope rather than actually study the 

situation.  Sadly, far too many agree with him.  Finding a scapegoat is way easier than 

faces consequences.  All those years of being scammed by GM taught them 

nothing.  Now, it is this we have to deal with: "No, the shameful thing is to lobby in favor 

of more pollution.  Which is exactly what Toyota is doing.  The shameful thing is to try to 

pass off a thin trickle of compliance vehicles as anything other than the tepid crap we have 

seen from legacy automakers for decades already."  That is quite an outcome from the 

failures of GM... the leader of compliance vehicles.  Ugh.  I was annoyed, but also quite 

pleased.  My study had already provided useful data.  I collected & shared that ID.5 and 

ID.4 Pro compare to bZ4X with a friendly source.  Now, that same information could be 

posted in reply to a hostile.  It will obviously get me to do more research.  What other 

objective approach material is there available from VW that can validate Toyota's 

approach.  They are the 2 giant legacy automakers addressing far more than just our fickle 

& stubborn market.  I posted that data from my "sensible" reply yesterday along with:  Is 

that denial or misinformed?  Toyota's PHEV design is an industry-leading example of how 

to deliver a plug-in hybrid that is both highly desired and profitable.  RAV4 Prime is what 

GM struggled to achieved, back when Two-Mode was the center of attention.  It's 

successor, Volt, continued on with that struggle.  The reason why was obvious, it was a 

means of disrupting the status quo.  Spinning the situation as "in favor of more pollution" 

is evidence of the mislead on GM's part working.  Making promises they cannot keep and 

taking action that doesn't result in change is ok for them, but Toyota actually making a 

difference is not.  We know in reality it is a political mess with obvious bias.  It would be 

absurd to simply not speak out against that.  Then to make it worse, you claim "tepid crap" 

even though that is very easy to disprove.  Comparing VW to Toyota with what we have 

available so far, it shows that is just plain not true 
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11-28-2021 Toyota Hybrid Generations Explained.  Sometimes, it is extremely difficult to listen to 

someone tell you a history that is incorrect.  This wasn't a perception issue.  He simply 

missed a vital fact and draw the wrong conclusion.  When looking back long afterward, 

that's easy to do.  I know about Toyota hybrid history because I was part of it, interacting 

with those events as they were happening... an very active participant.  That is extensively 

documented in this blog and in the photo album.  I was there observing and being part of 

it.  Anywho, I know.  So, there's a challenge to avoid being rude, insulting, or 

condescending while still being direct enough to be heard over the noise.  With over 

12,000 views of the video and already 182 comments posting, my information could 

simply go unnoticed or unacknowledged.  Hopefully it won't.  Here's how I responded to 

his claim that what was delivered to the United States was in fact quite a bit different from 

what Toyota started with in Japan:  The "original" generation (1997-2001) available only 

in Japan was different from the "classic" generation (2001-2003) available worldwide was 

due to several updates... the gas-engine had more power... the outside appearance 

changed... and the screen was upgraded to be touch-sensitive. But the biggest change was 

completely missed in this explain... the battery-pack. Cells within were changed from "D" 

format to prismatic. Toyota was leading the way to such a degree, the importance of that 

switch wasn't recognized and is still overlooked to this day. People just dismissed the 

technology as just a slow & boring solution for tree-huggers. Keep in mind, the design 

priority was a reduction of smog-related emissions, not carbon. 

11-28-2021 Tell Us Why.  I seriously doubt he will.  This reply to my post deserved the push though: 

"All three are still tepid crap.  It's like they're not even trying."  That same old nonsense I 

saw countless times in the past was repeating, yet again.  It is that mindset of more being 

better.  They move the goal-posts on themselves too.  Reaching an end point, then 

focusing on something else never happens.  It is a tragic course, doomed to fail.  How can 

they be so clueless?  Diminishing returns is such a basic concept.  Ugh.  Anywho, I replied 

with this:  Tepid is exactly what's needed to appeal to ordinary consumers.  Those 

mainstream shoppers couldn't care less about the opinion of enthusiasts.  Trying to appeal 

to that audience means not taking their own priorities seriously.  You focus on want.  They 

focus on need.  Both VW and Toyota care about need.  They much achieve sustainable 

high-volume sales from plug-in vehicles that returns a profit.  The push we saw in the 

early-adopter market for more doesn't make sense at this point.  Look at those specs 

again.  Tell us why that range, power, and charging-speed isn't enough. 
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11-29-2021 I Was Right!  Sometimes, it is difficult to believe just how bad things can get.  That guy 

producing videos for money went all out today.  He declared himself vastly superior to 

everyone else.  Having now produced over 600 videos in just 6 months, averaging 5 per 

day, it is obvious he found a money-making scheme to exploit.  It has turned into the Fox 

News of plug-in vehicles.  He just outright lies to keep his narrative alive.  The top of that 

agenda is to attack Toyota on a regular basis.  The way he does that feeds upon itself 

too.  He'll do a build up, mention Toyota, then immediately dismiss the automaker without 

explanation.  He claims it is a waste of time to even bother, since they will be "bankrupt" 

by 2030.  To him, that means no longer selling any vehicles... simply gone from 

existence.  Of course, he also thinks dealerships will be gone by then.  In fact, regularly 

suggests to GM to dump them... clueless to the reality of GM having fought hard to retain 

them.  The outdated laws preventing direct sales from automaker to consumer is what has 

artificially held back Tesla expansion.  Removing that barrier for GM would enable 

Tesla.  So, there's no way that would abruptly change.  That particular fight is over a 

decade old already.  Anywho, the point of my rambling is having learned that the source 

of his video rhetoric is from having studied only recent history.  His sources are popular 

media, mostly click-bait without context.  That absence of objectivity is all too clear in 

what he publishes.  It has become the latest source for fake news.  Ugh.  The fact that he 

declared "I Was Right!" today in the title of his video really made that obvious.  He 

conclusion was based on the activity of just this year... you know, the year of on-going 

pandemic challenges, including a chip-shortage.  His statistics are distorted as a result of 

cherry-picking.  He doesn't realize that though, since is research is so limited.  He is 

basically just passing along enthusiast sentiment.  There's nothing journalistic about 

that.  He is wrong.  
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11-30-2021 Comparing Automakers.  You should not if you are feeding a narrative.  Looking 

through the database for current & upcoming European BEV, it is obvious most of the 

arguments come from a cherry-picked market... here.  Our obsession with power & range 

distorts reality.  We have only a small selection of choices and they are pretty much 

entirely the upper-class choices.  Nothing is available for middle-market shoppers without 

subsidies.  Even then, that really stretching it for a family with modest income.  Bolt starts 

at $31,995 and it had been the low-price leader in terms of "acceptable" range.  But since 

production has been halted and GM's focus shifted to newer models, it may be dead.  So, 

we look to others, like the upcoming VW ID.5 and Nissan Ariya.  Antagonists don't want 

to though.  They prefer spinning the situation with: "If Toyota doesn't want to embrace 

EVs, and wants to prove that people won't buy them, all it has to do is offer EVs no one 

will buy, and then it can discontinue them as other brands have in the past."  I ended up 

reposting information across several websites as a result.  I did to that comment today 

with: 

 

No, it is really a damage-control effort from those realizing the low-hanging fruit is almost 

all picked.  With the enthusiasts market saturated and far fewer looking for choices aimed 

at early-adopter priorities, things are about to get ugly.  Gone are the days of overlooking 

shortcomings ordinary consumers wouldn't tolerate.  Some reasoning of the past will 

backfire now too, like the "dead weight" argument. 

 

As for putting this all on Toyota, take a close look at VW specs. Starting with their base 

models, it is easy to see similarities: 

 

VW ID.5 

------------ 

77 kWh battery 

520 km WLTP range 

128 kW (172 hp) FWD 

135 kW DC charging 

 

Toyota bZ4X 

----------------- 

71.4 kWh battery 

500 km WLTP range 

150 kW (201 hp) FWD 

150 kW DC charging 

 

The performance model also closely resembles those specs: 

 

VW ID.4 Pro 

----------------- 

77 kWh battery 

520 km WLTP range 

150 kW (201 hp) FWD 

125 kW DC charging 
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11-30-2021 Another Compare.  My previous post focused on VW and Toyota since they are the 

biggest automakers with regard to legacy worldwide sales & distribution.  Ford is not, but 

they are striving to take a big share of the American market for EV as well as capture 

some opportunity elsewhere that could easily be lost to others.  That means pushing 

variety quickly... the very thing GM failed at on a colossal scale, twice.  Knowing why 

such failure happened is key.  The most obvious is to look at factors of appeal for 

mainstream consumers.  We know they prefer a balance, refusing to pay a premium for 

"performance" traits like enthusiasts.  For EV interest, that means a battery/range/speed 

characteristics somewhere in the middle.  That is what I listed in the previous post for VW 

and Toyota.  Here is similar for Ford: 

 

 

Ford Mustang Mach-E SR 

--------------------------------- 

75.7 kWh battery 

450 km WLTP range 

190 kW (255 hp) RWD 

150 kW DC charging 

11-30-2021 Clueless.  Every now and then, you encounter an individual so far out of touch with reality 

they sound like a super-villain.  It's quite bizarre.  Don't they realize the absurd behavior is 

beyond childish?  This was such an example: "BWAHAHAHAHA!  Toyota is going to 

focusing on making inexpensive EVs....something they spent the last decade saying was 

impossible to do.  Looks like they finally figured out that it is possible.  Cool.  Go for 

it...we need more affordable EVs.  It would've be nice if you started earlier."  It is difficult 

to comprehend how such a disillusion can come about.  But then again, we have seen the 

damage fake news can create.  You not only end up with an undermining effort, you also 

gain followers who will basically believe anything you tell them.  It is an exploit of human 

nature... people hear what they want to hear.  That is why social media has become so 

dangerous.  People seek out self-validating sources and block out the rest.  They live in 

their own world and dismiss evidence showing they made any mistake.  It comes back to 

bite them at some point... the clueless actually get a clue, eventually.  In the meantime, 

you still have to deal with their nonsense:  They did start earlier.  Only someone without 

any understanding of engineering would fail to recognize the expertise Toyota has already 

achieved with regard to design & production of EV components.  The all-electric drive 

from RAV4 Prime comes from decades of hybrid experience.  Those motors, controllers, 

and software are the result of continuous improvement... something Toyota excels at. In 

fact, that is how they delivered industry-leading efficiency with their heat-pump, years 

ahead of the competition.  So what if that knowledge wasn't applied to a BEV for 

worldwide production until a dedicated platform could also be delivered?  It simply didn't 

make sense earlier. Barriers with an obvious end... like the patent expiration for LFP 

chemistry... made it worthwhile to wait. Refining component design, which includes 

finding a means of making them profitable, could be focused on in the meantime.  In other 

words, that "BWAHAHAHAHA!" is only something a poorly informed individual or 

someone in denial would exclaim.  The rest of us see how well prepared Toyota has 

addressed design to set the stage for rollout of a variety of choices well targeted for their 

own loyal customers. 
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12-01-2021 Poppycock.  This was a confusing mess: "If Toyota really believed that consumers would 

rather save a few hundred dollars for a smaller battery, then they could offer a smaller 

pack and see which one sells.  Also, Toyota is NOT EVEN USING a smaller battery.  The 

BZ4X battery is 71.4 kwh / 72.8 for AWD.  A Model Y is 82 kwh.  How much is the total 

cell cost of that extra 9 kwh?  About $900.  Is it really a good trade for most drivers to 

lose 80 miles of range and save $900 on a $45k vehicle?  Of course not!  But Toyota 

cannot deliver that range with a 82 kwh battery so it is making up this nonsense."  I had to 

share that entire post since it was such an obvious attempt to mix up purpose, technology 

and audience.  Here's what I had to say about that:  It's not hundreds, it's thousands, a very 

significant price difference.  Like many, the claim above is oblivious to what is taking 

place... clueless about what has changed.  Things like that are understandable 

though.  Most people miss what generational upgrades actually involve.  In this case it is 

not size, it is chemistry.  NCA and NCM are expensive and must limit charging to 80%. 

LFP costs 30% to 50% less and charging all the way to full SOC (yes, 100%) is 

normal.  Put another way, that new chemistry equates to about half the price.  Google 

states the current cost of lithium batteries is $132 per kWh.  That means a 82 kWh pack 

would have a price of about $10,800 using the chemistry most of us have been familiar 

with over the past decade.  Switching to the much lower cost chemistry doesn't require a 

calculator to recognize the significance.  Half the price would be $5,400.  Put another way, 

the half-hearted conclusion is the result of not being well informed, drawn upon incorrect 

assumptions. 

12-02-2021 Warranty.  How the vehicle is covered by the automaker is rarely discussed.  The 

automaker must ensure you have a correctly operating vehicle until that warranty 

expires.  Then what?  It's a topic that isn't even addressed in cost-of-ownership 

analysis.  Basically, you are only allowed to think about the first 150,000 miles of 

driving.  Nothing beyond that counts.  Why?  Isn't the point of a simpler, more robust 

technology to have something that will last longer?  It is a rather eye-opening 

revelation.  There's the expense to cover on the automakers part, then there should be an 

expectation of some value following that obligation.  Put another way, you pay for that in 

the price.  Online posts don't address that.  The short-sighted and zero-sum nature of such 

venues rarely present the opportunity for in-depth exchanges.  That means making your 

point in a simple manner.  I post the following with the hope of conveying just such a 

message:  This should speak for itself.  There is a vital component to "price" that everyone 

is overlooking.  What do consumers show concern for that is absent from this 

discussion?  Think about the talking-points, what gives BEV an advantage over ICE.  It is 

cost of ownership.  Imagine what perspective change there is with "price" when it is 

discovered that also includes a 621,000 mile (1,000,000 km) warranty.  That realization 

brings about a much stronger justify for purchase. 
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12-02-2021 Storage.  The topic of supply came up for discussion.  Gasp!  An aspect of that many 

seem to be completely unaware... most likely from never having given it any thought... 

was storing electricity in battery-packs for charging-stations to use.  It's like having 

batteries for the solar system on your home.  Being able to store at the location where that 

electricity will be transferred or consumed is best.  The thought is more often as a "use 

first" or a "backup" is typical.  Using it to supplement supply isn't always recognized as 

beneficial.  Discussion has to start somewhere.  I had a little bit of related data to share: 

 

The cost for higher tier service to deliver ultra-high-speed charging is a topic most BEV 

supporters have been evading.  Each time I would bring up how much less the slower DC 

is priced, the exchange got ugly.  Again, here is a real-world example of what the 

providing electricity actually involves: 

 

0-60 kW = $0.17 per minute 

60-100 kW = $0.45 per minute 

100-180 kW = $0.84 per minute 

180-250 kW = $1.35 per minute 

 

There's no free lunch.  Faster means paying more from a utility or providing the excess 

from on-site storage. 
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12-03-2021 Consequences.  You can't just push for the best indefinitely.  Enthusiasts hate that 

reality.  This is why we saw each one, even the most obsessed, leave the daily blog for 

Volt.  They would come to grips with the inconvenient truth of mission 

accomplished.  What they had set out to endorse had been achieved.  That left them 

without purpose.  When you are very good at fighting, the win is difficult to accept.  No 

more battles.  Knowledge of strategy is needed.  Small victories won't be celebrated 

anymore.  It's over.  When there are consequences, you come to realize you 

lost.  Oops!  Not allowing that to happen is extremely difficult when it means 

abandonment.  That is key to winning a war though.  You choose your battles.  In this 

case, it is obsession with the fastest recharging possible.  A balance is 

unacceptable.  Compromise isn't a trait they embrace.  In fact, it is regarded as a 

weakness.  You don't acknowledge engineering tradeoff.  You instead pretend the solution 

simply hasn't been found yet, so there is no reason to consider balance.  Ugh.  Today was 

such nonsense with regard to funding the build of DCFC (DC Fast Charging) stations.  I 

responded to the rhetoric with:  350 kW minimum and no closer than 100 miles between 

on highways only?  That contradicts the data, which clearly show they need to be closer 

and that slower will enable far more installs.  Basically, it would be an act of 

sabotage.  We don't want to send a message of focusing only on the most expensive 

options with only specific uses.  What's wrong with starting with the basics, any site able 

to show they have high-traffic location... malls... parks... city centers... recreational 

areas?  Starting with 150 kW for speed would work well, especially since we know the 

next-generation of BEV will primarily focus on that for a maximum anyway.  Follow-Up 

for the next series of grants would analyze usage data to provide funding for upgrading to 

more and/or faster.  The idea of an oasis along the highway sounds great but you are 

basically undermining market build-up in the process.  It will just be looked upon as more 

toys for the rich, not taking the needs of those less fortunate seriously.  Think about 

consequences.  As we see BEV become more popular, the market is going to flooded with 

lots of used ICE with dirt-cheap prices.  If you were less fortunate and there are only 350 

kW chargers spaced far between and only for those who travel, there's no reason not to 

buy a used ICE.  After all, there will over-supply of gas keeping those prices down. 
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12-03-2021 Foolish Beyond Measure.  Talk of how BBB (Build Back Better) money will be used is 

starting to get attention... and everyone has their own opinion.  Having been part of the 

local plug-in owners group for so many years and witnessing firsthand the effort to both 

adopt California rules and submit proposals for how the VW settlement money should be 

used, I feel well informed.  That has been a routine part of our meetings for a long 

time.  That topic is vital to getting state support.  We must justify requests in great 

detail.  Those studies are eye-opening.  Anywho, this is far from new for me.  The subject-

matter is quite new for others though... and their own select slice of reality distorts the 

bigger picture: "Using federal dollars to install 150kw equipment is foolish beyond 

measure."  That was followed by a "completely useless" statement.  It is more moving of 

the goal-posts.  Never enough is the enthusiast mantra.  Ugh.  I replied (to this person who 

is argumentative on a regular basis) with: 

 

Wasting federal dollars to install X number of 350kW chargers when the same federal 

dollars could be used to install 3X number of 150kW is foolish beyond measure. 

 

The fact that you continue to refuse to acknowledge federal dollars are limited and 

locations should vetted before major investment is also foolish beyond measure. 

 

Let's look at the supposed "slower" fast-charging speeds for context. Based upon an 

efficiency of 3.5 miles/kWh on a vehicle able to sustain that rate up to 80% SOC, we see 

the charging range possible: 

 

50 kW = 58 miles in 20 minutes 

50 kW = 88 miles in 30 minutes 

50 kW = 131 miles in 45 minutes 

50 kW = 175 miles in 1 hour 

 

150 kW = 175 miles in 20 minutes 

150 kW = 263 miles in 30 minutes 

150 kW = 394 miles in 45 minutes 

150 kW = 525 miles in 1 hour 

 

There is an easy to see diminishing return.  There is also the aspect of not recognizing 

shortcomings.  To receive that rate of 350kW, the battery-pack must first be heated... 

which requires time... a fact conveniently missing from this discussion.  Why is that? 

 

I will continue to remind you about budget too.  Those federal dollars are extremely 

difficult to get in the first place.  There will be a very large number requests submitted for 

charging-station funding with those dollars.  Splurging on just a few ultra-high-speed 

chargers makes no sense considering DCFC locations are currently so limited. 

 

That insistence of having them located along the highway is somewhat difficult to justify 

the faster speed.  People tend to take longer breaks while on trips anyway.  Those same 

people won't want to wait in their car in line either.  Given the choice, they will choose to 

be able to park immediately at a slower charger instead. 

In other words, the situation is not as simple as it initially appears. 
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12-04-2021 Ex-Customer.  That identifier really doesn't tell us anything.  Neither did the comment 

itself: "If anything, I'm an ex-customer of theirs who is very disappointed in their foot 

dragging and overtly anti-EV actions and statements."  In fact, that couldn't be any more 

vague.  When it comes to the online audience, most are upset with Toyota.  They want it 

all... power... range... speed... nothing is ever good enough.  That very concept of setting a 

goal and adhering to it simply doesn't work; they absolutely refuse.  So, I really don't give 

much weight to their feedback.  After all, they are not Toyota's targeted audience.  This is 

what I posted in reply to his perspective: 

 

Depends upon perspective.  We have known for years that Toyota was planning to rollout 

an entire line of BEV based upon their upcoming e-TNGA architecture.  Each would be 

built upon a dedicated platform.  If you ignore that and listen only to the rhetoric coming 

from those wanting faster progress, you will indeed get the impression of resistance. 

 

Cold, hard reality of the situation is other automakers were dragging too, only they kept 

quiet about it until recently... then started making promises with no accountability or 

consequence.  2030 for sales to be 100% BEV never made any sense.  No one wanted to 

admit it though, since they would then get the "kicking & screaming" label.  2035 was 

always the reasonable goal. 

 

Consider the ordinary consumer, someone who only now took a close look at a charging-

station installed in their area.  They almost certainly see a Tesla from time to time, but 

may not have even noticed any other BEV on the road.  It's all new & mysterious to 

them.  Prices still aren't within reach.  The technology is unfamiliar.  They have lots of 

questions to find answers for and assumptions to sort out.  In other words, Toyota is right 

on time. 

 

As for enthusiasts continuing to spin "anti" sentiment, that will get more and more 

difficult as bZ4X rollout begins and word of the next "bZ" vehicle to emerge.  There will 

be 7 by 2025.  That puts Toyota on schedule to have enough choices & volume built up by 

2030 to achieve around 50% in Europe by 2030. 

 

Keep in mind, Toyota is leveraging the all-electric technology they have already 

delivered.  Prius Prime has been providing EV drive to owner for 5 years now.  That use 

of motor & battery worked so well, it enabled a successor... RAV4 Prime... which has also 

being providing EV drive for awhile now.  Both work fine.  In other words, this is really 

just a timing issue.  Some simply don't like Toyota's approach.  Heck, some may even 

become resentful of the negative publicity from the supposed turn-around. 

Remember this time last year when we discovered Toyota had filed trademarks for "bZ" 

names? 
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12-04-2021 Rewriting History.  This is probably the best attempt I have ever seen: "Don't forget 

where the Prius drive system originated from....GM held the patent but thought it would 

never fly so Toyota bought it and sold millions then GM had to license the Volt drive train 

from Toyota, now Toyota is looking for someone else again..."  That is so blatantly false, it 

isn't even worth addressing, especially since it came from a online blog which has been 

transforming into a propaganda source.  The publish articles for the purpose of making 

money.  Their is nothing with regard to journalist integrity when the obvious bias becomes 

a source of income.  Content is provided for the sake of getting eye to read it and fingers 

to comment.  Ugh.  I can't help but to be amused at this point though.  Volt coming from 

Toyota would have been such a massive controversy, there's no way to imagine the 

upset.  Remember all that EREV nonsense?  It was the enthusiast effort to send a message 

of how unlike Toyota the design from GM actually was.  But looking back all these years 

without any knowledge of history or even context to view it, the ability to spin any new 

story is easy.  Just look at RAV4 Prime success.  Those attempting GM damage-control 

from Volt fallout don't want the potential for an Equinox PHEV to be realized.  Rather 

than blame GM for resting on it laurels, focus attention on Toyota while playing the victim 

card.  Make it appear GM was left without an option by reflecting that onto Toyota.  It's a 

bizarre mind play.  Being accurate isn't required either.  All you have to do is introduce 

confusion.  Muddled messaging is all you need when things are going bad.  After all, look 

at GM with nothing at all to sell with a plug anymore and the only hope is a giant 

electricity guzzler.  Ugh. 
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12-04-2021 That Warranty.  Speculation on my part about warranty being a component of bZ4X was 

correct.  The official reveal of Toyota's new BEV took place in Europe today.  They 

revealed it would indeed include a 1,000,0000 km (about 621,000 miles) battery 

warranty.  Just like the coverage in China, you must bring in the vehicle annually for a 

checkup.  That data will be priceless for Toyota.  They will be able to collect real-world 

detail you will gladly exchange for longevity assurance.  It is an intriguing means of 

keeping dealerships (at least here in the United States) part of the ownership experience 

too.  They will have service for BEV provide in place of some lost ICE service.  As long 

as you are there anyway, why not have your tires rotated & replaced at the same 

time?  Upon seeing the news, I posted the following in the big Prius forum: 

 

There are some here who question Toyota's wide variation of approaches, despite the long-

standing history of successes from limited rollouts to limited markets.  This is one such 

example where the payoff should be obvious.  In China, with the C-HR/Izoa experience of 

their BEV convert models (as well as iX4 and Proace), we saw the rollout of UX300e with 

that extremely long warranty.  Those naysayers argued the wisdom from getting real-

world feedback from an vehicle clearly not designed exclusively for EV drive.  It was well 

received.  Whether or not the vehicle sold well was beside the point. In fact, there was an 

expectation of it being more of an exclusive... an intentional rarity, something Toyota 

delivers from time to time. 

 

Anywho, that warranty is an aspect of "price" many completely overlook.  Both 

antagonists and supporters simply don't address the topic.  Toyota is helping move the 

industry along, pushing from a vantage point that brings them from supposed "laggard" to 

an automaker demonstrating leadership to reach the masses.  Squeezing batteries into an 

expensive niche isn't their game.  That party isn't one Toyota wanted to attend.  Their 

effort is to appeal to ordinary consumers. 

 

Think about what most people are concerned about.  Sure, there is range-anxiety, but 

everyone knows charging-station availability will grow.  That expansion will happen 

regardless of their participation.  Such a lengthy warranty not only directly addresses their 

concern about battery replacement, it also stirs interest.  It brings about curiosity of just 

how far the EV technology they always heard was coming has actually progressed. 

In other words, the juggernaut is on the move.  We have been witnessing what happens 

when the "Tortoise & Hare" story plays out in the real world. 
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12-04-2021 Like Norway.  Extreme claims are becoming the norm, even the seemingly objective: 

"The automakers who believe that will not happen until 2030 or even 2035 are going to 

have to readjust in record time or go bankrupt."  When you read into that, there is 

nothing.  It is an abyss now.  There is nothing constructive to work with.  That's how you 

know we are entering the next stage.  When talking-points of the past no longer work and 

there is nothing new to reference yet, its a good sign.  I see progress originating from 

Toyota.  They know how to deal with fickle markets.  Responsive & Supportive markets 

are an entirely different matter.  That was getting attention today.  My contribution was 

replying to the comment with:  That is a rather vague statement with a very wide margin-

of-error.  Reality is the "happen" will be slow and spread out.  With so many different 

markets with such diversity of wealth & need, having the entire 70 million vehicle annual 

production change in such a short amount of time borders on absurdity.  The low-hanging-

fruit sales will help to encourage policy & funding changes, but infrastructure itself doesn't 

move that fast.  In other words, by 2030 there will be no doubt that personal transport will 

be electric.  The oil industry would have been turned upside-down, but they won't be 

gone.  Roads will be shared by gassers for many years to come, even then.  Flooded by 

used ICE inventory, we'll see struggling nations mixed with solutions.  In fact, that's how 

PHEV now with full EV drive could help accelerate the end of gas station visits.  When 

charging-stations are common, even small kWh battery-packs can take you a long way.  In 

short, know your audiences.  The world is a very big place.  Some locations already pay 

the full burden of gas prices.  They aren't subsidized like they are here.  It hasn't been a 

deterrent to gas consumption.  It only makes them keenly aware of true cost. 

12-04-2021 All Automakers.  A well known troublemaker is at it again, attacking Kia this time.  It 

was the same old nonsense, not even worth quoting his spin.  I did respond to it 

though:  That enthusiast definition of "compliance" is a desperate attempt to divert 

attention away from lack of diversity.  Tesla has a "toys for the rich" shortcoming that will 

remain for years to come.  Legacy automakers are well aware of market limitations related 

to expensive choices.  Notice how that goal of $35k faded away and the chance of 

something in the 20's just a dream still years away?  Sales in China are booming for cheap 

EV choices... tiny, low power, low capacity vehicles without any thermal management and 

absent of safety features.  That middle-market configuration in between is what legacy 

automakers are striving for.  Remember GM's goal was for Volt price?  All those years 

ago, that "nicely under $30,000) target was set and to this day continues to be the key to 

sustainable high-volume sales.  That means having to deal with razor-thin profit from 

vehicles without subsidy.  Legacy automakers know how to deal with that situation.  Tesla 

has no experience in that market yet.  In other words, call the current situation whatever 

you want.  It won't change the supposed "compliance" outcome.  To reach the masses, all 

automakers still have work to do. 
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12-05-2021 Differing Approaches.  This cannot be stated often enough...  There is more than one 

path to success.  So many enthusiasts are blinded by the success of Tesla, their failure to 

see alternative routes to the same goal becomes an enablement for narratives.  The result is 

a group-think mentality.  Because Toyota is different, Toyota is doomed.  It's that stupid 

zero-sum belief.  Multiple winners isn't possible, period.  This situation is an absolute... 

how our polarized society persists.  It feeds upon itself.  Breaking that cycle it incredibly 

difficult... due to the increasing pressure.  It will be very interesting when the final details 

of bZ4X are revealed.  I suspect that will be just 10 days from now, a date which had been 

stirred long ago as when pre-orders could be placed.  You need to know package & 

pricing at that point.  We shall see.  That reveal will bring about a new wave of attacks.  I 

highly suspect Toyota's focus will be on reliability, that means trading off range & 

capacity for the sake of longevity & affordability.  This first round of BEV rollout is what 

will establish bZ.  That precedent is vital for marketing.  Remember the focus for Prius 20 

years ago... the image it later fortified to the point of changing the status quo?  It was far 

more than just a disruptor.  Enthusiasts didn't see it that way though.  Many attacked 

Toyota for its approach... sound familiar?  We're seeing that again.  Here's what I had to 

say about that today:  Establishing the new "bZ" sub-brand worldwide is their short-term 

focus.  Tesla growth will plateau until their product diversifies; absence of anything small 

& affordable means limited sales in Europe.  Both VW and Toyota are already working to 

offer a variety of BEV choices, focusing heavily on their core customer... not the high-end 

conquest opportunity Tesla thrives upon.  As Toyota recently stated, their projections for 

2030 is roughly 50% of their market in Europe will be all-electric vehicles.  So, watch for 

growth following 2025. 

12-06-2021 Self Monitoring.  Some people just say things without any thought: "Definitely cars 

should be self monitoring the batteries and should be able to provide the manufacturer 

with data without going to a dealership."  That's a free lunch statement, an obvious effort 

to confuse & mislead from an antagonist upset by the possibility of Toyota pulling out 

ahead with a 1,000,000 km warranty.  I fired back with:  Who is going to pay for that 

connection?  To self-monitor, there must be a permanent & dependable means of 

transferring data.  There is no guarantee whatsoever that a Toyota customer will have Wi-

Fi available for the car on a regular basis.  For that matter, it may never have 

access.  Expecting an automaker to pay for service for every single of their vehicles sold 

under all possible location circumstances is absurd.  That's a completely unreasonable 

expense for a mass-market offering.  Know your audience.  Toyota doesn't have select 

customers like Tesla, well resourced and well informed early-adopters.  Toyota is 

targeting a vast spread of potential buyers, some of which won't have a regular parking 

location.  Toyota strategy of KISS has been extremely successful too.  Just bring it to the 

dealer annually.  The dealer will have a connection. 
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12-06-2021 Toyota Investment Info.  I sometimes wait quite awhile before finally joining a 

discussion.  With so much evolving so quickly now, there's a whole lot of nothing to say... 

since much of that experience with technology isn't fully applicable to the future 

anymore.  That type of change is difficult to recognize.  That's where knowledge of the 

past is helpful... how we got here.  It provide context & motivation.  Here's what I had to 

say about that: 

 

The takeaway from reading comments on an article about Toyota investment is seeing that 

many have no idea how hybrid design has evolved.  They makes assumptions and based 

predictions that are basically pointless. 

 

Look at RAV4 Prime.  That is envy of anyone who wanted to see GM advance Volt to a 

SUV platform.  Toyota took their profitable base design that already delivered EV drive 

and enhanced it.  With a larger battery, the gas-engine could be disengaged entirely to 

allow the electric-motors to work in tandem to deliver more all-electric power.  All the 

components for a BEV are already in place.  Experience with production and refinement 

of hardware & software to achieve greater efficiency are taking place. 

 

Next step is to rollout the dedicated platform (e-TNGA) for BEV while establishing 

battery production locations.  We already know bZ4X will use an improved 

chemistry.   You don't get an expectation of 90% capacity retention after 10 years and a 

1,000,000 km (621,000 mile) warranty without having already done extensive real-world 

research.  Leveraging hybrids to achieve that was a means of getting return on investment 

right away.  In the meantime, we know 6 more "bZ" sub-brand BEV models are on the 

way. 

 

Reaching consumers beyond the enthusiast realm is what Toyota excels at.  Those who 

back themselves into a corner making assumptions now face difficult times.  Enthusiast 

spin & denial doesn't actually change anything.  It's just noise online. Know your 

audience.  Toyota is setting the stage for their those hybrid & plug-in hybrid customers to 

next purchase a BEV . Production here further reinforces that upcoming shift. 

Look at it this way.  How exactly will the other legacy automakers reach their customers 

who have no interest in anything beyond the status quo?  Enthusiasts are easy to appeal 

to.  Someone only interested in affordable & reliable transport is an entirely different 

audience. 
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12-07-2021 Narratives.  Stuff like this is now falls on deaf ears: "Yes, it is fascinating too watch how 

one of the largest auto corporations in the world is setting itself up for a huge loss of 

market share by its almost willful ignoring of the very clear trend towards full 

electrification of light duty transportation through BEVs."  There are few, if any, replies to 

such nonsense now.  In the past, it was fodder for enablers.  They would endorse and pass 

along the sentiment... ensuring it would provide material for their propaganda.  Losing that 

voice has resulted in narratives.  The audience for that is difficult to reach though, since 

the nature of narrative is to build an impression.  That means it must be 

vague.  Propaganda of the past was all about misleading about actual data.  I see that trend 

change.  I was happy to point it out too:  That narrative is for whom?  Certainty it isn't 

someone well versed in business & economics.   Toyota is setting the stage for their 

customers, addressing the entire fleet... the bottom-up approach... rather than following 

what the rest of the industry is doing.  That type of comprehensive preparation is not 

exciting.  In fact, enthusiasts pretty much hate that slow & invisible method of change... 

but that is exactly how Toyota has success in the past.  What makes this any different? 

12-08-2021 PHEV then, ZEV now.  The casual reader gets this impression: "An interesting change in 

strategy from Toyota, who previously held PHEV's quite high."  I obviously had a lot to 

say about that:  There is no change. An entire year before their latest PHEV was rolled 

out, RAV4 Prime, Toyota revealed their plans for a new sub-brand of BEV.  We got to see 

rendered images of what each of the 7 vehicles may look like.  Looking at their current 

fleet, we can see the introduction of Corolla Cross hybrid.  It looks suspiciously like a 

Highlander of the past, so much so you can easily envision it getting the Prime upgrade 

just like RAV4.  When you look at Toyota's customer base, worldwide sales of around 10 

million vehicles, it is easy to see PHEV will play a major role in their electrification.  BEV 

won't thrive everywhere for quite some time.  PHEV will help get people plugging in right 

away... no range-anxiety due to lack of charging-stations and no struggle to recharge 

having only level-1 available.  It's the narrative online by some who want to portray 

Toyota as "behind" that give the impression of the automaker struggling to catch up. 

12-08-2021 The Big Lie.  There has been quite a bit of FUD lately.  Antagonists have run out of 

spin.  They don't know how to mislead about Toyota anymore.  This was the latest 

attempt: "I think software may be tricky area for them. Just ask VW and Ford as they are 

going through that stage right now.  Really good software takes a long time to develop 

and goes through thousands of little revisions."  I shot that down right away with:  That 

big lie about Toyota's software status is starting to look rather desperate.  For those who 

never get to see the BEV model of C-HR, the BEV model of UX300e, or the Mirai, they 

won't have any clue how far along Toyota actually is.  But they will encounter RAV4 

Prime and discover Prius Prime.  That is 6 years of all-electric drive already, without 

including the first-generation Prius PHV.  Those thousands of revisions have already taken 

place for Toyota, the worldwide leader of continuous improvement.  The narrative of 

being behind is falling apart as bZX4 detail is revealed.  Toyota was quietly advancing 

their EV software in preparation for this rollout.  Notice how RAV4 Prime has delivered 

an all-electric drive without any issue?  No software scramble.  It simply worked right out 

the gate. 
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12-08-2021 Premature Lock-In.  I was quite surprised to see it brought up in any type of online 

media.  So much rhetoric is being spread now, an expectation to stumble across actual 

journalism is shocking.  Gasp!  This is what I read: "GM has gone all-out to promote its 

new Ultium lithium-ion battery platform, but it too, appears to be wary of premature lock-

in."  While enthusiasts are making fun of Toyota for not committing to vertical production 

(building their own batteries) or locking in massive contracts with third-party suppliers, I 

have been wondering if any of them have actually taken a class in business... or 

marketing.. or economics... or even accounting.  Locking into a product that may become 

outdated is risky in any quantity.  But doing it on an enormous scale with something 

rapidly evolving makes your sanity come into question.  Yet, that's the attitude.  Not going 

"all in" means you are "anti" toward anything BEV.  Ugh.  You'd think this was common 

sense.  Clearly, it is not.  I ended posting the following comment in response to that 

quote:  It is interesting for that to finally be addressed.  We watched Toyota focus on the 

engineering while chemistry addressed.  They got labeled as "behind" for that.  But 

anyone with good business-sense knows that committing to something that's still clearly 

evolving is very risky.  Getting locked into something outdated can be a costly 

burden.  With Toyota's reveal of bZX4 we got an expectation of 90% capacity retention 

after 10 years along with a 1,000,000 km (621,000 mile) warranty.  If that doesn't hint at 

newer chemistry being used, what does?  Put another way, we need to expand the way we 

measure progress.  It's not just about energy-density and charging-speed anymore.  Heck, 

even some tradeoffs are now reasonable next-gen longevity.  Looking at LFP as an 

example, that longevity comes with a much lower cost with a tradeoff of added weight & 

lower energy-density. 

12-09-2021 Misunderstood Messaging.  I found the misunderstanding of this statement rather 

thought provoking: "The Japanese company intends to increase the share of zero emission 

vehicles (ZEVs) out of new sales to at least 50% by 2030, and achieve 100% by 

2035."  That was interpreted of an end to PHEV production, a decision made to focus 

entirely on BEV instead.  Since that was what GM did, assuming the choice was made due 

to finding BEV was vastly superior, it wouldn't be much of a stretch to assume the same 

outcome would be for all legacy automakers.  Reality is, poor decisions on GM's part 

made Volt technology expensive, inefficient, difficult to spread, and unprofitable.  Toyota 

didn't make those mistakes.  PHEV is a viable option for them.  That's why so much of the 

competition is pushing a narrative of Toyota being hopelessly behind.  Finding out 

diversification is necessary for the transition puts the competition in a bad light.  So, 

attention is kept on Toyota.  Ugh.  Anywho, I addressed the misunderstanding with:  That 

is a mismatch of markets & timelines.  The expectation is an increase of both PHEV and 

BEV as an offset for the end of ICE production.  Think about what 2035 represents.  The 

production-cycle for vehicles is 5 to 6 years.  2 full generations will take place in the 

meantime.  It is a reasonable phaseout plan.  Think about how other automakers will 

achieve their transition away from ICE production.  Think about how much less emissions 

(smog & carbon) come from a 40+ mile EV capacity compared to a traditional vehicle 

without a plug or even a hybrid battery.  Keep in mind that there are mandates to satisfy in 

the meantime.  Other automakers with nothing but ICE and BEV will be quite 

challenged.  PHEV adhering to the upcoming more strict proposed requirements will 

fulfill that need until the barriers in difficult markets can be overcome. 
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12-10-2021 7.8 kW Draw.  I was thrilled to see this posted today: "Mine is 245 x 32 amps, pulling 7.8 

kw on the XSE."  It was from a RAV4 Prime owner.  Most aren't that well resourced or 

don't know what to look for he did.  That was sweet.  Detail has been difficult to come 

by.  I appreciated seeing that, especially since I haven't been able to find out what the true 

maximum was... 30 or 32 amps... since limitation from NEMA 14-30 outlets is an 

restriction often overlooked.  He provided an answer, as well as an observation above the 

norm.  Cool.  This is what I had posted to stir that reply:  6.6 kW is actually a minimum, 

which can vary by source.  Ever notice how charging devices list "220-240" for 

voltage?  30 amps * 220 volts = 6.6 kW.  In other words, if your service is 240 volts 

(which is the modern standard here) multiplying that with the max draw of 30 amps, you 

get 7.2 kW.  Voltage into my house is 244 volts. That makes my recharge speed even 

faster than the expected maximum. 
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12-11-2021 It Begins, Again.  The latest round of subsidy talks has brought about another enablement 

for GM.  We keep seeing history repeat.  Again, people are drawn to the hope without 

substance, without recognition of the past.  It is an amazing cycle to witness.  Of course, 

some would recognize it as human nature.  It makes you wonder how much executives 

game the system knowing that.  Anywho, I'm well aware of the pattern.  After a day of 

reading posts without contributing anything to the topic, I jumped in with: 

 

It is quite interesting to read about our phoenix rise from the ashes.  Each time GM has an 

epic failure, there is another round of "over promise, under deliver".  How will subsidies 

be used by GM this time? 

 

This cycle started with the fall of Hummer bringing about Two-Mode, GM's tech would 

be what would out Prius the Prius.  All the hype, bragging and belittling turned into a 

nothing-to-see-here replaced by Volt.  It would build upon their plug-in prototype to create 

a mass-market vehicle. 

 

GM followed niche appeal, enabled by enthusiasts who had no interest in any pared-down 

configuration where range & speed were traded off for any affordable offering.  In fact, 

enthusiasts even fought in favor of a gen-2 Volt rather than spreading the tech to popular 

choices, like Equinox.  It was a classic Innovator's Dilemma playing out before our eyes. 

 

That obviously failed bad, so bad GM abandoned PHEV in favor of BEV... a complete 

turn-around from its "range anxiety" campaign.  Trouble is, there is still a large market for 

PHEV.  Look no further than the successor to Volt's nemesis, the plug-in Prius.  Toyota 

took that tech and applied it to the extremely well received RAV4 Prime... exactly what 

GM should have done with Equinox. 

 

Complicating matters, we now see GM without any BEV for the masses.  Fulfilling 

battery replacement for current Bolt owners puts the idea of a new Bolt production in a 

untimely situation.  With the expensive Hummer EV and Lyric taking priority, GM still 

won't have anything affordable to offer.  Their own loyal customers simply looking for a 

new model of Equinox to replace their old won't have any plug-in option. 

Meanwhile we see Toyota, VW, Nissan and Hyundai all aiming high with the intention of 

filling in that gap GM didn't bother to target... the crossover market.  It's quite ironic to see 

bZ4X coming from Toyota, a full BEV with dedicated platform arriving before GM has 

anything.  That narrative of "behind" has collapsed.  In fact, we now look forward to 

finding out when Corolla Cross will be offered as a PHEV and whether the next BEV will 

be a bZ3 or bZ2. 

 

It comes down to the same as in the past, asking what is GM's plan for ordinary consumer 

vehicles.  Look at how quickly VW is racing to take a leadership role.  When can we 

expect something from GM for their own loyal customers? 
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12-12-2021 Anti-Toyota Rhetoric.  The pattern has become easy to identify.  It's getting 

predictable.  It lacks substance.  It doesn't make sense.  The obvious divert to hydrogen is 

how most attacks start.  That in itself is an act of desperation.  Rather than address the 

topic, change it to something else.  Ugh.  Next is to pretend plug-in hybrids don't 

exist.  References are always to "hybrids" without any detail whatsoever.  There's nothing 

with regard to capacity anymore.  They just portray the market as if the plug wasn't an 

option. The worst though is claiming Tesla will produce over 20 million vehicles per year 

by 2030.  The expectation of Model S/X getting phased out has indeed begun.  It made 

sense that Model 3/Y would be so well received made that the larger, more expensive 

choices would lose appeal to the point of being too costly to maintain.  Trouble is, that 

single platform isn't enough for such profound growth, even with CyberTruck.  To become 

the size of VW and Toyota combined without a diverse product-line years is 

absurd.  Claims of doing it within just 8 years singles "anti" rhetoric.  It's basically just 

more of the same nonsense.  Online, they just plain don't care.  They just want to win 

arguments and live in their own make-believe world where the realities of politics, 

business, and environment don't matter. 

12-12-2021 Speed Limits.  Not the vehicle, it's about the charging-station.  Speed is a simple matter, 

but a complex process.  For the user, just plug & play.  There is nothing really to consider 

when it comes to ordinary level-2 charging.  But when setting up your own home for that, 

you have to know what your own home has to offer.  Today, there was an educational 

article published today that tried.  The subject matter of speed is in terms of input & 

output.  This focused on input: "A 40A charging-station will not let you charge faster than 

a standard 30A if the power acceptance limit of your electric vehicle doesn't go beyond 

30A."  I got rather hung up on that because the article went out of its way to point out there 

were 14-30 and 14-50 outlets, but didn't bother to explain how they technically differed.  It 

only stated one was for the electric-dryer and the other for the electric-

oven.  Ugh.  Needless to say, I felt compelled to point out what difference they actually 

made:  Though correct, that isn't the limitation most often associated with 30A.  There are 

many owners who purchase a EVSE with the standard NEMA 14-50 plug and use an 

adapter to repurpose their home's NEMA 14-30 electric dryer outlet for power.  That 

EVSE would deliver 32A plugged when into the outlet it was designed for.  Adapting 

reduces the potential amps by 2 for vehicles capable of faster.  In terms of speed, that is 

0.48 kW slower.  Also note that even though 240V is the modern standard here, some 

homes are still only at 220V.  That's why voltage support is listed as 220-240 volts.  It also 

means a 30A connection running at 220V will deliver 6.6 kW while running at 240V will 

deliver 7.2 kW.  So, people need to have a sense of why there are variations when it comes 

to how limits are reported. 
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12-12-2021 Panel Options.  There are some journalists out there really giving it a try.  How does one 

do research for a short article and deal with the inevitable oversight?  I doubt I'll find 

out.  But when I encounter statements like this, at least I can add what's missing: "Most 

electrical panels, especially older homes, are rated at 100 amps, but if you're using 

multiple appliances and charging your EV, you'll need a 200-amp panel."  In that case, 

here's what I added:  It should be pointed out that particular upgrade works best for 

locations where the panel is very near to where the vehicles to be charged will be 

parked.  If it is not, you will likely be better off with a sub-panel installed instead.  Having 

the main panel on the opposite side of the house as the garage or the garage being 

detached & distance is common.  So, adding a sub-panel elsewhere isn't out of the 

ordinary.  Since you'll want to look into having enough capacity for multiple vehicles and 

to have those lines on time-of-use discount pricing, it is well worth asking about other 

connection options.  Don't assume just making the original panel larger is your only choice 

available. 

12-13-2021 BEV Plans.  I waited all day for the late night BEV plans to be revealed by Toyota.  The 

time it took place was 3:00 pm in Japan.  Here, it was 11:30 pm when I setup to watch & 

record on my tablet and capture & write on my notebook.  When midnight came, I was 

ready.  This was to be a supposed "reversal" by Toyota, a sudden embrace of 

BEV.  Ugh.  We have known about the upcoming new family of BEV since June of 2019, 

when the first concept renders were revealed.  Prior to that, there was nothing but vague 

mention of intent... kind of like what we still only have from GM.  It's quite hypocritical 

that GM doesn't have to provide anything; yet, even with actual prototypes from Toyota 

there is backlash.  And sure enough, that's exactly what we got.  4 more bZ vehicles went 

from a computer image to a full-scale model.  They looked good too, right there next to 

bZ4X.  It was quite informative to watch the live event.  Basically, the message was a 

reinforcement of BEV plans.  But with all the rhetoric online, that sentiment of "reversal" 

will be something was prominent online tomorrow.  That's pretty much a guarantee to take 

the spotlight.  No longer having a scapegoat will be quite a problem for those who have 

struggled with messaging.  These were my key takeaways from what was presented: 

 

  - 125 Wh/km efficiency 

  - 30 Battery EV models globally by 2030 

  - 3.5 Million Battery EVs globally by 2030 

  - Lexus 100% Battery EVs in Europe, North America, and China by 2035 
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12-14-2021 Messaging.  There is a hint of desperation.  I'm quite curious what will emerge as the next 

messaging for the anti-Toyota crowd.  The reveal a few hours ago has stirred a lot of 

hate.  The supposed anti-BEV automaker just revealed an entire line of concept vehicles, 

along with a production-ready model.  That completely derails their claim of 

resistance.  In fact, it looks like a whole-hearted endorsement for those not paying 

attention.  In certainly looks timely too.  No scramble to catch up with so much already 

being shown.  So I had to ask one of the antagonists today scrambling to post as much 

propaganda as possible to confuse & mislead.  I jumped in with this intercept:  That 

narrative is for who?  Toyota already has BEV in other markets and here we have seen 6 

years of all-electric from the Prime models.  Driving with nothing but electricity, 

including heat-pump, has worked fine.  Heck, that even includes experience with both air 

& liquid cooling.  No battery issues.  No software updates.  Those years of experience 

already... unnoticed/dismissed by many here... will pay off with the upcoming new bZ 

sub-brand.  Like it or not, the claim of "late" will be meaningless for Toyota's own loyal 

consumers. 

12-14-2021 Trust Narrative.  The inevitable antagonist attack played out like this today: "People who 

have in the past trusted Toyota better take another look.  Their first attempt, the Bz4x, is 

nothing but a hurried, all-style-and-no-action compliance vehicle with poor range and 

unacceptable 0-60 acceleration.  Garbage."  I couldn't help but to be amused.  That 

obvious provoke to stir rhetoric was an invitation to me to point out:  The expectation of 

90% capacity retention after 10 years and a 1,000,000 km (621,000 mile) warranty shows 

that Toyota has been focusing on longevity, a higher priority for their customers than 

range.  Calling it "poor" will fall on deaf ears with that audience.  As for the acceleration, 

calling 8.4 seconds FWD (7.7 seconds AWD) unacceptable only goes to confirm a lack of 

audience recognition.  It's a matter of priorities for enthusiasts not representing 

mainstream consumer priorities. 

12-14-2021 Conquest.  It was time to just blurt out the obvious.  Pretty much every antagonist from 

the old days is long gone.  They lost countless battles and eventually the war.  I'm still 

around to prevent history from repeating by pointing out how that mess happened.  All the 

ingredients are there for trouble to start again... the same way for the same reason.  It's 

amazing how that works.  Emotion clouds logic.  The obsession with power is still alive & 

well.  I already hear about bZ4X acceleration being far too slow.  Ugh.  GM never did 

anything with Volt.  Ironically, it was a "halo" vehicle... the very thing Prius supposedly 

was, but clearly was not.  The technology in Prius was spread across the fleet.  That's not 

greenwash.  That is progress... more than just an upset to the status quo... true 

change.  GM rested in its laurels.  Appeal never grew beyond early-adopters just seeking 

opportunity.  GM's own loyal customers were not interested.  After all, why would a 

compact hatchback appeal to Pickup & SUV owners.  Know your audience.  Ironically, 

that is very much what Toyota is doing.  bZ4X targets their core customers.  RAV4 is a 

top-seller.  This upcoming BEV from Toyota very closely resembles it.  That's why I 

posted this in response to the nonsense spreading today:  Volt was a conquest 

vehicle.  The point is what is actually done with what was learned.  In GM's case, they 

learned how to game the system with promise of lots of BEV to come but not even 

bothering to show any concepts.  Toyota is not already rolling out their first of seven 

dedicated-platform BEV, we got to see 4 of the other designs in progress.  That 

completely derails the "behind" narrative, in addition to showing that labels aren't what 

make a difference... regardless of how much online noise is made by enthusiasts. 
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12-14-2021 Trouble Free.  Attacks are getting quite amusing.  There is a growing sense of 

panic.  Efforts to undermine just became far more difficult.  Misleading depends upon lack 

of information and the resulting assumptions.  Becoming aware of the market messes that 

up.  It was only a matter of time before Toyota started to get plug-in attention.  bZ4X is 

stirring interest.  Curiosity results in discovery.  RAV4 Prime is extremely well positioned 

for that.  Antagonists know that... which their attempts to spread FUD make all too 

obvious.  Such confirmation is vindication.  I enjoyed posting this in return:  ALL-

ELECTRIC drive is not difficult to understand.  An entire trip is made using nothing but 

electricity.  The same motor, battery, software used in the BEV is also used in the 

PHEV.  The fact that their PHEV adds a gas-engine for use after the battery is depleted 

doesn't change the ALL-ELECTRIC drive from the plug-supplied electricity.  The 

narrative about purity is just a desperate attempt to divert attention away from the real-

world expertise Toyota has already achieved related to ALL-ELECTRIC drive.  That 

success has been hidden, years of EV driving gone completely unnoticed.  Some don't 

want that experience to be discovered.  Knowledge is power.  Toyota's history of trouble 

free ALL-ELECTRIC drive wrecks the portrayal of being behind and scrambling to catch 

up. 

12-14-2021 Party.  The narrative of "behind" is growing increasingly more difficult to support when 

you find out Toyota will be investing another half trillion yen ($4.4 billion) to BEV 

technology on top of 1.5 trillion yen ($13.2 billion) previously announced.  Anyone 

paying attention will wonder how far along they actually were to be so willing to spend so 

much more.  That's an message of investment, not a scramble to survive.  Spinning those 

numbers is rather difficult.  Some try though: "Maybe Toyota is still not sure about that 

since they are late to the party and acting like a party pooper.  By now most of the world's 

battery manufacturing capacity is already claimed for the next decade by their 

competitors.  In five years government subsidies will be their only hope of staying 

viable."  Toyota already has agreements with Panasonic, CATL, and BYD.  They will be 

building more capacity here in the United States now too.  As for subsidies, all automakers 

are looking toward them for help.  Becoming profitable will be quite a challenge and the 

lack of infrastructure is a very real problem.  Government funding can get us beyond the 

chicken/egg problem.  What I find most interesting though is when you look beyond just 

the basics.  We should be asking for detail.  The idea that "battery" is a problem really 

doesn't tell us anything.  That's why the "party" Toyota is supposedly late for is rather 

meaningless.  What is the party for and who?  I bring up chemistry... the type of detail 

even the most devoted BEV supporters try to avoid.  I'm not sure why.  Perhaps they don't 

understand the significance.  It's a really big deal.  It should get lots of attention.  Next-

Generation batteries require more than just packaging changes.  The big form-factor from 

Tesla with the tabs and the new pouch design from GM & LG isn't enough alone.  What 

goes inside makes a difference.  I pointed out why with:  From the business perspective 

(rather than the early-adopter perspective we get here) there is concern of premature lock-

in.  Committing to a chemistry as both the market and battery usage itself evolves, there is 

very real risk to be aware of.  Think about priorities.  Obsession with the fastest possible 

recharging speed is not a universal.  Some don't rate that as highest of importance like we 

get from those here.  What gets sighted as a greater priority is longevity.  For the well 

informed, things like waiting for the LFP patent to expire should raise an eyebrow. 
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12-15-2021 Attempts to Dismiss.  I mentioned Toyota sales outside of Europe, North America, and 

China.  A well-known troublemaker attempted to dismiss that claim with: "Nah, even 

Toyota sells almost all their cars in the richer parts of the world. People are oblivious 

about how small the markets outside the top ones are."  It only took me a few minutes to 

find real-world data from Toyota's global website.  I downloaded a spreadsheet with 

numbers & locations from 2012 to 2020.  It was surprisingly comprehensive.  It very 

clearly showed he had no idea what he was talking about.  Think about it for a 

moment.  Toyota sells around 10 million vehicles per year.  VW sells a little less.  Despite 

contribution from those to major players, there are roughly 50 million more vehicles not 

accounted for... each year!  Consider sources & locations.  Countless smaller, lesser 

known automakers exist.  They serve a wide variety of places, as does Toyota.  These 

were the locations listed for production & sales outside of the regions I had 

mentioned:  Brazil, Argentina, Venezuela, Turkey, Russia, Czech Republic, Kazakhstan, 

Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia, Taiwan, Vietnam, India, Pakistan, Korea, 

Australia, South Africa, Egypt, Kenya, Tanzania, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, 

Kuwait. 

12-15-2021 Naysayer Upset.  A video published highlighting the recent Toyota reveal was the focus 

this morning for me, as well as a number of supporters.  There is lots of excitement.  In 

this case, that sentiment was shared on that video.  It focused on naysayer upset, pointing 

out that Toyota wasn't behind after all.  I jumped into the comments posted an 

added:  There is another aspect of naysayer upset.  That reveal gives an impression Toyota 

has been concurrently developing their bZ family, rather than taking a one-at-a-time 

approach like everyone else.  In other words, it may be realistic to hear more about a bZ3 

and bZ2 sooner than people expect.  After all, a good way to ensure affordability is to 

design with the intent to spread right from the very beginning.  With all the experience 

Toyota gained from adapting hybrid tech across their entire passenger product-line, it 

makes sense that knowledge benefit the entire development process for BEV... resulting in 

a reduced timeline and a more dynamic build... which translates to ensured reliability and 

competitive pricing. 

12-15-2021 Packages & Pricing.  Once upon a time, I stumbled across a mention of December 

15.  Somehow, that set an expectation of being able to place a order or submit a 

reservation request or something to get on a list.  I wasn't sure what, nor was there a way 

to verify.  I just patiently waited.  After all, it would hurry up deliver anyway.  There 

would be much more waiting regardless.  Turns out, that was the date for the UK.  They 

did indeed get detail today.  Since their vehicles tend to be quite a bit more expensive, that 

information only provided a general idea of what to expect here.  That's great, plenty good 

to keep me enthralled throughout the process.  Remember, it's a journey.  Almost nothing 

was mentioned online in the venues I follow.  On one of the groups where I participate 

where there are also UK member, I posted the following in response to a share of the press 

release link:  We got package & pricing info for the UK market today.  For some 

perspective, the lowest priced VW ID.4 there with similar battery & power is 

£41,330.  The equivalent model here is $39,995.  Hopefully, we'll be getting detail for our 

market soon. 
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12-16-2021 It's a Sham.  The sense of desperation is becoming difficult to hide: "How did crooked, 

global warming denying Toyota get so many production ready EV concepts ready so 

fast.  It's a sham."  That was especially amusing, since the nearly 19 million hybrids 

Toyota has sold is a blatant contradiction to not taking emission problems seriously.  What 

other legacy automaker has come even remotely close to doing the same for carbon 

reduction?  Anywho, I knew the poster of that comment was just an antagonist trying to 

stir trouble.  This was my response to that nonsense:  No, it's denial.  5 years ago, Toyota 

rolled out an ALL-ELECTRIC drive, complete with a heat-pump.  That was based upon 

the prior 5 years of experience gained from the original PHV.  All that knowledge 

contributed to a next-gen system, complete with liquid cooling.  Anywho, that all resulted 

in the reveal of bZ4X back in April 2019 and the plan for a new BEV sub-brand based on 

dedicated platforms back in June 2019.  Since then, Toyota has been concurrently 

developing that entire family of "bZ" vehicles.... which was 2.5 years ago.  Enthusiasts 

didn't want to believe that though.  They needed an antithesis.  So, they did as much as 

possible to suppress knowledge of BEV offerings, like the BEV convert of CH-R.  It was 

quite an act of denial to pretend none of that real-world experience with motor, battery, 

software development would result in advancement we just saw up on that stage.  Toyota 

is further ahead than everyone thought... just like with the Prius surprise back in October 

1997. 

12-16-2021 I Don't Think.  There are some you come to expect.  They see Toyota, then launch their 

attack.  I used this snippet to fire back: "I don't think..."  He was just rambling about his 

opinion, anything to confuse messaging.  It doesn't matter what the FUD is as long as it 

interferes with progress.  To impede is the trolls motto.  Anywho, this is how I dealt with 

that mess:  While others are complaining about how slow Toyota is to ramp up their 

extremely popular PHEV and to finally stop rolling out BEV still using CHAdeMO, you 

are just in a state of denial. Give it some thought.  Toyota's approach is bottom-up. That's 

why we saw so many prototypes unveiled at the same time.  Enthusiasts absolutely hate 

that, to the point of group-think reinforcing a narrative that top-down is the only path to 

success. It's absolutely absurd... outright dismissal of business fundamentals.  So what if it 

is slow and doesn't fulfill criteria of early-adopters?  In other words, what you think 

doesn't matter.  You aren't the targeted audience.  Those loyal customers of Toyota 

looking to replace their aging Toyota with a new one have different priorities.  They are an 

extremely diverse market too. 
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12-16-2021 Meantime Actions.  The hype gets out of hand frequently.  That's to be expected as a new 

chapter begins... and Toyota certainly stirred the pot on this one.  Antagonists did not see 

this coming.  It very much qualifies as a sucker-punch.  bZ4X would be a token of failure, 

good on paper but nothing came of it.  They would just spin news in their 

favor.  Undermining a new vehicle doesn't take much when there is nothing to associate it 

with.  That's why I have been pointing out bZ3 and bZ2 intent.  I didn't even realize we 

would get to see full-scale models of that already.  My guess is they were functional 

prototypes.  That would be an engineers dream to be part of the first assembly for 

presentation.  It isn't often you get to show off design efforts like that.  Anywho, I found it 

reminiscent of the October 1997 reveal.  Industry heads had no idea Toyota was so much 

further along.  Their quiet nature resulted in a shock to the world.  There was a Prius, 

ready for production... years ahead of schedule.  How much you want to bet this is the 

same situation?  The next bZ model is likely just waiting for bZ4X to confirm the build & 

approach.  Obvious benefit comes from real-world feedback too.  It's a winning formula to 

have the plans in motion staying in motion.  After all, the other automakers won't know 

how to respond... just like we are seeing now with the online troublemakers.  To one of 

them today, I returned there nonsense with:  The point of "kicking and screaming" claims 

is to draw attention away from the passive-aggressive behavior of other automakers, those 

who also make noise but don't actually do anything to alter the status quo.  Notice how we 

see actual change taking place at Toyota dealers?  They sell & support vehicles with 

battery-packs to the point where we see sales approaching 25% overall.  That has helped 

to remove some of the traditional barriers while also setting expectation for more 

change.  In other words, Toyota's in the meantime actions has been meaningful.  What are 

the other automakers doing to set that stage?  Anyone can cater to early-

adopters.  Reaching the more difficult consumers is what Toyota excels at. 
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12-16-2021 It Needed To Be Said.  When you get a headline starting with "GM Head Of Innovation 

Leaving", the memories of Volt start flooding in.  Remember when everyone jumped ship 

just before Volt rolled out?  That was beyond suspicious.  How could you were on 

something for so many years, then leave as delivery approached?  Having committed to 

much effort to the cause, not seeing it through is bizarre.  Why wouldn't you want to be 

part of it?  In this case, it was the executive who had been intimately involved with so 

many things EV for GM, leaving at this time makes you really wonder.  Anywho, I wasn't 

interested in that.  What caught my attention was this little snipped from a comment 

posted: "...GM is leading the EV revolution."  That was the conclusion presented from all 

that has been happening with GM lately.  I was beside myself.  Most everyone supporting 

GM is keeping quiet for now.  This person was not.  So, I fired back with: 

 

Such an out of touch with reality statement...  Both Volt & Bolt took leads, but GM never 

actually did anything with the technology.  Neither a PHEV nor a BEV was delivered that 

appealed to their own loyal customers.  Purchases were almost entirely conquest.  In fact, 

when you looked at dealer lots (prior to pandemic-related inventory shortages), GM had 

actually taken a step backward... sedans were vanishing, taken over my more traditional 

guzzlers. 

 

VW is in a much, much better position to claim leadership.  That market penetration with 

ID.3 and ID.4 was forced as a result of scandal though.  Good things could come from that 

long-term, but there is no guarantee.  Reason why is the same as GM's conundrum.   How 

do you get dealers interested? Without their support, leadership cannot be claimed. 

 

That's how this topic of innovation comes into play.  The measure of a vehicle worth 

based on speed & range is quite juvenile, an out-of-touch assessment with regard to 

consumer need.  Warranty is a great example of striving for leadership in a crowded 

market.  Notice anything? 

 

Nissan Leaf = 66.25% threshold, 8 years or 100,000 miles. 

 

VW ID.3 & ID.4 = 70% threshold, 8 years or 100,000 miles. 

 

Tesla Model 3 (std & mid) = 70% threshold, 8 years or 100,000 miles. 

 

Ford Mach-E = 70% threshold, 8 years or 100,000 miles. 

 

Kia EV6 = 70% threshold, 10 years or 100,000 miles. 

 

Chevy Bolt EV & EUV = ? threshold, 10 years or 100,000 miles. 

 

Toyota bZ4X = 90% threshold, 10 years or 150,000 miles. 
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12-16-2021 Waiting.  I liked reading this: "Are you waiting for someone to do a real-world test?"  It 

was an online friend of mine asking other online friend about bZ4X.  I couldn't resist 

jumping into that discussion:  Oh!  Pick me!!  I'll do it!!!  Toyota gives the impression of 

having rather vigorous battery conditioning for cold-weather driving.  With some LFP 

type chemistry, that warmth is required.  Why not put in something more substantial than 

what NCA or NMC require if there's a decent efficiency return as a result?  We'll find out 

at some point.  Of course, patience is always required with Toyota.  Way back in late 

1999, thoughts of Prius first emerged.  By April 2000, I was going nuts wanting to place 

an order.  When I finally got to, there was still more waiting.  September 2000 is when I 

took delivery.  22 years later, I'm hoping this next wait isn't that long.  It could be.  There's 

plenty of time regardless.  Winter lasts a long time here in Minnesota.  My expectation is 

to eventually provide that data. 

12-17-2021 Figuring Range.  It's nice to get a truly constructive question from time to time.  His 

paragraph of thought was followed by: "My question: when an EV is rated at a figure such 

as 250 mi range, is this figure based on any particular speed? I'm driving 75 mph and EV 

miles don’t last as long at this speed. Just wondered how range is calculated."  I was 

delighted to take the time to provide an answer for that:  Ratings are only estimates based 

upon criteria for that market... which is why you see such a huge difference between 

WLTP (Europe) and EPA (United States) values.  (China varies even more.)  Efficiency is 

measured using the same influencing factors & conditions, regardless of vehicle 

type.  Testing is performed in a lab. Results will vary even for you on the same route.  The 

only suggestion for owners is to ensure there is some type of charging-station available as 

you venture further out... since they will tend to push it as the become more familiar with 

their vehicle.  Fortunately, we will see that get easier over time.  Those years bring 

convenience.  For those just curious, use whatever you have available for real-world 

sampling.  With RAV4 Prime, you can get a good idea of basic efficiency & 

variance.  Use that same resulting number as a guesstimate calculation for range from a 

larger battery.  For example, 3.2 miles/kWh. If the BEV has 64 kWh of usable capacity, 

anticipated range would be 204 miles. 
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12-17-2021 Shorter Range.  I always wonder what other supposedly well-informed and actively-

involved enthusiast think when I question their conclusions like this: "...thus shorter 

range. It's kind of a crapshoot as to whether shorter range EV's will be as popular as 

those with - say over 250 miles range."  My guess is it's a mix of emotion, since 

sometimes I get constructive reply.  In this case, it was from someone who has had a 

grudge with Toyota for years.  He felt they were holding back progress with no intention 

of leading anymore.  Finding out about the large line-up of plug-in vehicles planned and 

hearing about the potential of Toyota having been quietly advancing their tech more than 

anyone thought gives reason for pause.  I eagerly await his feedback from this:  That's 

quite vague.  Besides not having a top buffer with LFP, there's no reason to stop or even 

significant slow down at 80% either.  It is a paradigm shift.  You cannot just measure 

value based on previous generation criteria.  There's the gain from infrastructure 

improvement too.  Having a chemistry more resilient to heat means a quick stop for a 

partial recharge anywhere there's a charging-station becomes realistic.  No planning 

ahead.  No concerns about rate slowdown.  Stopping wherever can be part of the travel 

experience.  It also makes the supposed "slower" DCFC more beneficial.  As appealing as 

350 kW seems on paper, having a steady 150 kW ends up being both more practical and 

more affordable.  The easier to fund 50 kW speed becomes an interesting option for 

providers too.  Put another way, the argument of faster being better is starting to about to 

be questioned by the impact of diminishing returns.  When it comes to serving the masses, 

more is usually better. 

12-17-2021 Using LFP?  The question of what Toyota will actually use is an interesting one.  I'm glad 

some are starting to wonder about that: "Is there official news that the bZ4X is using 

LFP?"  No.  We may not get detail either.  I suspect it is some variant with the same 

purpose... eliminate cobalt & nickel while seeking something with less heat 

obstacle.  Resulting lower cost and longer life is well worth reduced energy capacity.  I 

also suspect that chemistry shares similarity enough to LFP that waiting for the final 

patent-related component to expire in April was well worth getting labeled as a "laggard" 

or "behind" in the meantime to avoid potential legal challenges.  There's the problem of 

premature lock-in too.  It will be interesting to see how that plays out for automakers with 

less forward-looking chemistry commitments. 
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12-18-2021 Weight & Tires.  A member of the big Prius forum who lives in Norway got to see a 

bZ4X yesterday.  It was on display for a showcase tour.  His comment (along with a 

photo) caught my attention: "My dealer let me know the bz4X would be stopping by today, 

and I had a look. I liked it.  The huge wheels make it look less efficient, but depending on 

range (in winter) that may not be a concern."  Needless to say, I had much to comment 

about that topic.  I posted 

 

At our State Fair this summer, I very specifically looked at ID.4 wheels on the display 

there.  Knowing I would be ordering a bZ4X and never really having a desire for larger 

wheels, I was curious.  After all, less sidewall makes the added battery weight easier to 

support.  Taking that specification into consideration, you discover something: 

 

ID.4 = 4,559 to 4,665 lbs 

bZ4X = 4,232 to 4,420 lbs 

 

When someone claims Toyota is desperately "behind" and struggling to "catch up", I point 

out how Toyota already has a vast amount of experience.  25 years of efficiency 

refinement should not be dismissed or ignored.  They have been making critical decisions 

about weight for squeezing out efficiency long before most of the rest of the 

industry.  They have also been refining electric-motor design for the same purpose.  Along 

with that comes countless software refinements.  Funny thing is, none of those naysayers 

attempting to feed that narrative of Toyota struggle say anything in reply.  They go silent. 

It's crickets when that detail is brought up.  That is the "big lie" our group has to deal with. 

 

Toyota is on their game and hasn't felt any need to attend the early-adopter party.  Toyota 

is well aware of the challenges to come when all that low-hanging fruit is 

gone.  Appealing to the masses in a crowded & confusing market is what Toyota excels at. 

bZ4X will establish precedent for BEV in the realm of mainstream consumers.  Curiosity 

will grow about bZ3 and bZ2 without hype.  Just like with Prius 20 years ago, it will again 

be a word-of-mouth campaign driven by us... the owners. 

Look at that weight specification to stir curiosity.  It is very likely that Toyota is using a 

lower-density cell for the sake of longevity and reduced cost; yet, somehow their vehicle 

type & size match to VW weighs less.  True, the resulting range will be less, but why isn't 

the weight similar?  Regardless of what the answer actually is, the point of stirring interest 

is achieved.  It gets people to think beyond just the basics of 0-60 acceleration and EV 

range.  What is truly important to a loyal Toyota customer? 
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12-19-2021 From The Past.  Within the discussion of that recent Toyota reveal, I got attacked by foe 

from the past.  He didn't like me pointing out Toyota was ahead of the industry with regard 

to warranty coverage.  Breaking the narrative by posting something antagonists were 

totally unprepared for was quite a sucker-punch.  I didn't realize it would have such an 

impact.  Sweet!  Of course, I didn't give him the satisfaction of direct reply.  That makes 

undermining efforts harder.  Instead, I waited for someone else to chime in.  After all, the 

point is to draw others into the discussion.  Raising awareness is key.  I got my 

opportunity.  It was someone in support of Nissan who didn't like my outdated 

reference.  Strangely, I couldn't actually find anything newer.  So, that worked out really 

well.  My response to that was:  It is a starter-list to get the topic addressed.  We need 

finally have discussions on this topic so often avoided.  Notice the question mark?  Since 

he was strong supporter of Bolt, the thought was that he would help get things going by 

filling in that needed detail... rather than trying to raise FUD instead.  You seem to have 

detail too, but didn't actually provide any.  What is the newer threshold and the year/miles 

warranty?  Now, set back and look at the bigger picture.  Ask yourself why this topic is so 

often avoided.  Why don't supporters want to address the very thing ordinary consumers 

express so much concern for?  This is something Toyota is doing that the rest of the 

industry has failed at. With the total recall of Bolt, you would think the topic would finally 

get some priority.  After all, GM made the situation worse by the way it handled it... which 

ironically was the very fumble Toyota made with Lexus in its beginning.  Think about 

what it takes to sell a vehicle.  We see enthusiasts attempt to focus on just speed, power, 

and range thinking that is all it takes for a purchase decision.  Other decision factors come 

into play for non-plug vehicles... like warranty.  Again, if you have detail to add to that 

list, please do.  We know there is a next-gen Nissan system coming, but not sharing those 

numbers doesn't do any good. 

12-20-2021 Plug-In Vehicle Basics.  It has been many, many years since I have published a document 

for sharing.  With the strange place PHEV had been... Volt racing toward a cliff... and it 

necessary for Toyota's tech to both spread & evolve, there wasn't really an audience.  So, I 

focused on collecting as much video data as possible.  That real-world experience captured 

digitally will be priceless later, as I move on to BEV and those wanting some type of plug-

in become curious about choices from Toyota.  After all, with Corolla PHV inevitably 

spilling over from the market in China to something in that category here, it would only be 

a matter of time.  I find it intriguing how each automaker must partner with a domestic 

business to sell vehicles in China.  Knowing Toyota is interacting with both BYD and 

CATL there, as well as Panasonic in Japan and here, the time was drawing near.  There's 

enough to carry us beyond the realm of early-adopters... at least to start discussions.  Sure 

enough, that's what happened too.  I get together monthly with a group of coworkers who 

are now retired.  Getting to chat with them like that is quite refreshing.  I have a number of 

years to work still.  They provide both perspective & wisdom.  Today though, I got to 

return the favor.  One of them attended a board meeting for his condo's association.  They 

were addressing the topic of upcoming parking spots to provide electricity for plug-in 

vehicles.  That document I had been researching for years now had an audience.  It would 

the "basics" from a newbie point-of-view.  Don't assume anything.  Keep the language 

brief & simple.  Don't obsess with numbers.  Treat the content as introductory 

material.  That's surprisingly difficult... especially when the potential for it to be really 

expensive is a reality.. facts without hype... but still enough to stir excitement.  His next 

meeting is in 2 days.  I sent a draft and now await feedback. 
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12-20-2021 Propaganda Videos.  They were getting really bad.  That individual who was using anti-

EV messaging to fortify the narrative against Toyota caved.  He had resorted to outright 

lies.  Every time delivery of bZ4X was addressed, he stated it would be the fourth-quarter 

of 2022.  That was to the point of propaganda.  When you a blatantly dishonest to make 

money, what else should that be called?  Turns out, getting that much attention means the 

risk of getting caught.  So, he changed his story.  Now, he's saying mid-2022 like everyone 

else, including Toyota.  I was quite surprised he pushed such an easy to debunk claim so 

far.  But then again, what did he have to lose?  That was already his second channel.  The 

first was pro-Toyota.  Timing wasn't my big issue with him though.  It was price.  He 

made such a big deal about bZ4X being so expensive, it was supposedly a ploy by Toyota 

to sabotage the market.  Ugh.  In several videos, he went on and on about that without 

anything to support his stance.  It was nothing but meritless spin to provide content for 

people to comment about.  Attention is what he thrives on.  So, I was bit surprised when 

he walked back his "expensive" claim.  Based on various pricing examples in established 

green markets, there was enough substance to reveal he was mistaken... to put it politely.  I 

was annoyed.  Like with Volt enthusiasts, he simply said whatever he wanted to confuse 

messaging.  After all, we'll know what RAV4 Prime sales were for the year soon.  The 

count will be well above what the propaganda claimed... to the point of Toyota nearing 

tax-credit expiration.  In fact, the trigger will almost certain be reached next quarter.  That 

could make mid-2022 delivers start sooner... which means it won't be long before we find 

out what the price will actually be.  Notice how time heals? 

12-21-2021 Lexus RZ450e.  That was revealed today.  Not much was actually shared though.  It is 

simply the luxury model of bZ4X.  Typically, that means a more powerful, less efficient 

version of the same vehicle.  You get a plush interior and a nicer ride.  Some people find 

that higher quality material well worth the higher price.  The exterior is what really 

reinforces that idea of getting what you pay for.  It certainly does look nice.  I'll be quite 

happy with my bZ4X.  Toyota under the hood... and under the floor... is what 

matters.  They support variety without reliability difference.  Both models will contain that 

collective knowledge of nearly 25 years of production experience.  It's hard to believe that 

much time would have gone by since that magic moment when Prius was first revealed to 

the world.  But come the second half of 2022 when deliveries do indeed become a reality 

worldwide, that duration will be history.  I look forward to seeing it. 

12-22-2021 Real-World Experiences.  I found an awesome set of videos from a new ID.4 owner.  He 

took a few road trips with his girlfriend and filmed the experience.  It was quite real-

world.  You got commentary along the drive and some really helpful detail at the 

stops.  Just like here, there are very few DCFC (DC Fast Charger) available.  Those fast-

chargers don't always work well either.  But what he was able to get to work, was enough 

for the road trip.  It was in the spirit of adventure, being among the first to give that a 

try.  I hope to do the same.  I wish that wasn't actually the case.  But reading through the 

Minnesota PCA (Pollution Control Agency) info related to the Volkswagen settlement, the 

current phase (through 2023) should cover the funding of 43 new DCFC locations.  39 

proposed areas were listed in the document, with the number of in each roadway corridor 

identified.  Exact locations haven't been established yet, but a few will be helpful in my 

case.  Hopefully, my experiences won't involve slow or not working chargers as he 

encountered.  Seeing that was quite informative.  It provided a nice background, a basic 

expectation of how things should and shouldn't work.  We are still very much in the early-

adopter stage in that regard.  It's all new to everyone still. 
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12-23-2021 EPA Anticipates.  This pretty much speaks for itself: "By 2026, the EPA anticipates that 

just 7% of the new vehicle fleet will have "strong hybrid" powertrains, and EVs and plug-

in hybrids combined will make up just 17%."  That isn't at all what enthusiasts want to see 

or hear.  They want a complete collapse of anything using an ICE (Internal Combustion 

Engine), along with the legacy producing them to go bankrupt.  That picture of doom & 

gloom for the old and victory for the new isn't the slightest bit realistic.  Change doesn't 

happen that fast.  It will be a gradual transition.  It will upset & disenchant.  It won't be 

what they hope... and hyped.  It will be true change though.  We will get people plugging 

in routinely.  They will be driving with all-electric miles.  That will make a 

difference.  The slow pace is difficult to accept though.  I have learned to deal with it after 

20 years of addressing resistance.  More than anything, it is denial from enthusiasts that 

gets in the way of progress.  They don't want to accept the harsh reality of human 

nature.  Fighting change is a part of our what we are.  It is what keeps us strong.  What 

keeps us smart is knowing when to move up.  What you fought for isn't necessarily a good 

thing to hold onto forever.  That's why setting proper expectations is so important.  In fact, 

that is why EPA sharing what they anticipate is something we should take 

seriously.  Obviously, that news wasn't well accepted online today. 

12-24-2021 For Money.  Each video starts with self-promotion, boasting about being an authority in 

the category of BEV based upon the number of videos produced daily.  It's him re-

reporting news from other sources with some B-roll added... or it was, until the opinions 

started being added.  The obvious bias of being dismissive toward Japan resulted in a lot 

of attention.  Milking that opportunity is difficult though.  With Nissan's next-gen BEV on 

the way and Toyota clearly investing in a BEV future, he needs new material to keep 

rhetoric alive.  Yesterday, it was about how America went from doom & gloom to having 

a very positive outlook.  By 2025, there should be 14 new battery production facilities in 

the United States for legacy auto.  He figures that would cover half of annual sales.  But 

2030, he figures growth would have expanded to the point of 100% coverage.  All new 

sales would be BEV.  Crisis averted.  Today, he completely contradicted that be saying 

legacy auto is doomed because all of the battery production will be coming from 

China.  That made no sense whatsoever.  To further confuse matters, he predicted the 

long-awaited mini BEV from Tesla was about to make a surprise market entry based upon 

the serious ramp-up of battery production.  He went on and on about how this would be 

how Tesla would crush legacy auto due to this small-sized offering.  That made no sense 

either.  He isn't even trying anymore.  Anecdotal observation is enough for his viewers 

apparently too.  Ugh.  The first Rivian was delivered to a customer this week.  F-150 

Lightning is on the way.  GM is about to reveal their first EV pickup.  Obviously, the 

ramp-up of battery production is for Cybertruck.  Starting with a 200 kWh battery-pack, 

that is going to need a lot of production.  With nearly triple that of the mid-size BEV we 

see now and will be seeing more of, that should be a simple fact to recognize.  At least 

there is a recognition of the necessity for small vehicles now, but the attention is so vague 

that particular point is missed.  With most offerings still beyond the budget of middle-

market consumers here, predictions of growth are quite premature.  For that matter, what 

about the boom of sub-standard BEV sales in China?  Lots of teeny-tiny BEV with barely 

any range, slow & gutless, no safety features, and no thermal management don't inspire 

confidence.  Something like that would never sell here... which begs the question of these 

videos for money... what is the draw for them from an audience quite against what he is 

endorsing?  My guess is hype.  Just like with Volt, blind hope is what compelled them to 

enable. 
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12-25-2021 Speed & Range Upgrades.  Rather than waiting for mid-cycle updates.  We are seeing 

upgrades to speed & range within the first year of rollout.  That tends to make sense, since 

they are nothing but OTA (Over The Air) updates to software.  Ford added about 10 miles 

of EV (it varied based on model) to Mustang Mach-E.  VW added 10 kW of charging 

speed to ID.4.  Both were just pushed limits for existing hardware.  It is a means of staying 

competitive and retaining attention, but it is a long-term sacrifice for short-term gain.  It 

that really worth it?  What will they do later capture headlines?  We see Tesla successfully 

pushing OTA updates.  That strategy works when there is a continuous flow of 

improvements.  What happens when the technology matures?  In other words, when the 

tech reaches a point which mainstream consumers all the "kinks worked out" then 

what?  You know this will be twisted to more being better.  Toyota will rollout software 

that is already well refined.  All those years of refining Prius PHV and Prius Prime to 

evolve to RAV4 Prime in itself took them a long way into mature programming.  It is 

already proven, even without looking at any of the BEV or FCEV 

advancements.  Upgrades become subtle after awhile.  In fact, when it comes to software 

updates, you don't want upgrades to be noticed.  If the consumer just naturally starts using 

whatever improvement programmers provided, that's a success.  Avoiding drama is 

key.  You don't want attention... which begs the question of how tweaks to the system for 

speed & range will be perceived by ordinary consumers. 
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12-26-2021 Price Rhetoric.  Yesterday was a Christmas gift to those who like to attack 

Toyota.  Pricing for the UK was posted in an article.  There was no context, only number 

for bZ4X.  That was an invite for antagonists.  They didn't waste any time either, despite it 

being a holiday.  I waited until today before posting any type of reply.  This is what I 

pushed back with: 

 

Reading through the comments posted, this was clearly fodder for the narrative.  It's 

intriguing to watch antagonists volley rhetoric back & forth to each other, never actually 

achieving anything.  They just post feel-good messages thinking that will somehow make 

a difference. 

 

Know your audience.  Ordinary consumers couldn't care less about acceleration compared 

to other BEV choices.  They see the new offering from Toyota has comparable speed to 

their current Toyota.  The box is checked and they move on to the next purchase criteria. 

 

Ironically, the next is what many fanboys here bring up a lot on the website... but side-

stepped it in this topic.  That's charging speed.  How come 50 kW is just fine for Leaf and 

Bolt but 150 kW is somehow woefully inadequate for bZ4X?  Neither is a SUV either. 

 

Often avoided is price, but that wrecks the narrative... which is what brought about the 

nonsense posted in this discussion.  VW is the nearest competition for Toyota. £41,330 for 

ID.4 compares quite well to £41,950 for bZ4X.  Those prices are very close. So are the 

specs: 

 

Toyota bZ4X 

----------------- 

71.4 kWh battery 

500 km WLTP range 

150 kW (201 hp) FWD 

150 kW DC charging 

 

VW ID.4 Pro 

----------------- 

77 kWh battery 

520 km WLTP range 

150 kW (201 hp) FWD 

135 kW DC charging 

The devil is in the detail when you look at warranty though. ID.4 has a 70% threshold, 

with coverage for 8 years or 100,000 miles.  Toyota bZ4X has a 90% threshold, with 

coverage for 10 years or 100,000 miles.  Toyota also offers a special warranty programme 

that covers the battery-pack for 1,000,000 km (621,000 miles) if you have it inspected 

annually. 
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12-26-2021 Producing Turds.  An article asking who will win the electric-car race was published this 

morning.  After it being available for about an hour, this was first & only comment posted: 

"They will all win.  Unless one of them drops an occasional turd, every brand will pretty 

much sell every EV they can produce for the next dozen years.  And we need all of them 

because everyone needs/wants something different in a vehicle, and something like 70 

million new cars were sold in 2020.  And in a few years we'll have a strong used EV 

market and that is when the ICE market begins to collapse."  I couldn't resist adding to 

that:  There will be turds.  In fact, we are seeing the early-adopter stage come to a 

close.  That will bring about a harsh reality for some enthusiasts to face... those who 

obsess with speed & power, believing those traits are purchase priorities for ordinary 

consumers.  We all witnessed how poorly that approach went for GM with Volt.  It was so 

disastrous, supporters jumped ship and the lessons learned aren't even talked about 

anymore.  The fresh attempt to restart with Bolt didn't achieve any type of change to the 

status quo either.  In fact, it is about to vanish into history as well.  Interestingly, we will 

see Tesla face similar challenges to legacy automakers.  How will it avoid growth 

fallout?  Success of Model 3/Y has been so epic, it is backing the automaker into a 

corner.  Sales of Model S/X are minuscule in comparison and there no clear path to 

diversification.  What will a smaller, less expensive Tesla do to current sales?  VW, 

Hyundai/Kia and Toyota are addressing for-the-masses offerings.  Tesla, GM and Ford are 

all quiet about middle-market choice.  An occasional turd isn't a bad thing if a variety is 

offered.  Figuring out how much range, along with charging-speed and sticker-price, is a 

matter of trying.  Failure is ok if you fail quickly... the lesson GM didn't learn. 
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12-26-2021 EV Race.  That article was quite a contradiction to the type of article we have seen 

published in the past.  In fact, it is so extreme to sentiment of the past, the obvious attitude 

shift is likely a subtle nod to the recognition of their Toyota narrative having 

failed.  Media interest has clearly shifted.  That's a good sign.  Someone even echoed my 

observation: "*** has definitely been making more balanced articles lately, which is really 

good to see.  I hope they keep going in this direction."  I jumped on with a fresh 

post.  Hopefully this add with contribute to the shift: 

 

Winning the "EV race" depends upon where people think the finish-line is.  We have seen 

from early-adopters that they believe it is the measure of sales.  To them, more is 

better.  Why at such an early stage is that a measure of success?  When you're in a long 

race, milestones along the don't predict winners.  They do provide insight to approach 

though. 

 

Toyota is a great example of not following boiler-plate expectations.  They used hybrid 

experience to advance their EV expertise before producing a BEV.  Sales of Prius Prime 

weren't revolutionary, but that all-electric drive & heating provided real-world experience 

to deliver RAV4 Prime here and a few BEV converts elsewhere.  Now they are about to 

rollout bZ4X with what they learned along the way. 

 

At the same time, we see that 25-mile EV range at a $28,220 from Prius Prime and the 

demand for RAV4 Prime as an enabler for Corolla Cross Prime.  Anyone who has see 

Corolla Cross will recognize it as a successor to prior generations of both RAV4 and 

Highlander.  It is an ideal platform for a more affordable PHEV in SUV format and an 

excellent means of enabling the next household purchase to be a bZ3 or bZ2. 

Approaches like that are how the race will be won.  It's all about how to entice the masses, 

those perfectly content with another ICE and unwilling to spend a premium for 

BEV.  Legacy automakers must find a means to making the plug-in a draw, competing 

directly against traditional offerings on the same showroom floor. 

12-26-2021 Non-Enthusiast Venues.  An article striving to be objective about Toyota got attacked.  It 

was all about solving problems with carbon, suggesting Toyota may have got it right by 

diversify.  The person focused entirely on hydrogen, completely disregarding all that had 

actually been stated in the article.  I did what I could to point out that blatant effort to 

mislead:  The article pointed out "A truly innovative company is one that’s able to create 

multiple solutions to a single global problem" and listed "hybrids, plug-in hybrids, fuel-

cell electric vehicles, and battery electric vehicles".  Misrepresenting Toyota by implying 

their only pursuit is hydrogen only goes to feed the narrative "to make Toyota an evil 

corporation with no regard for climate change".  They have it right by offering a variety 

of choices, all working to reduce carbon emissions.  Take a good hard look at the how 

much Toyota has achieved already with regard to cost & reliability.  Their all-electric 

system in Prius Prime and RAV4 Prime clearly confirm Toyota has a very solid basis to 

build their new "bZ" brand of BEV vehicles upon.   It has already proven quite capable of 

EV drive.  Think about the extremely diverse markets Toyota produces & sells vehicles 

for.  Think about what it will take for recharging infrastructure to be able to support BEV 

exclusively for private transport.  Like it or not, the PHEV produced by Toyota will go a 

very long way toward getting to address vital goals, such as significant carbon emission 

reduction. 
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12-26-2021 Oversimplified Analogies.  Reading this stirred a thought about pushing detail: "EVs are 

already offer a cheaper Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), and the answer to low sticker 

prices from fossil cars is to simply build more EVs... which is happening."  The analogy to 

Kodak was always vague, a judgment long after the fact without any context at all.  There 

is nothing every provided with regard to time, market or audience.  It's always a generic 

characterization.  So today, I pushed back with:  That's an oversimplification which tells 

us the challenges are still not understood.  It's like the Kodak analogy so often used.  What 

that chapter in history tells us was clearly not learned.  True, they did indeed ignore the 

signs of change and attempt to retain the status quo.  But the solution to digital was simply 

just not a "all in" commitment.  Digital may have been competitive from a TCO 

perspective, but it fell short in a number of other categories.  The same is true for 

EV.  Toyota is one of those automakers getting the bad wrap for saying that too.  The best 

example is their action to push for better legislation.  That pursuit of improvement is 

looked upon as resistance to change and gets spun as "anti" efforts.  The cold, hard, bitter 

reality is that EV can still be much improved. Just like with digital photography, what we 

should expect for battery and speed of operation, as well as quality (efficiency) leaves 

much to be desired.  It works, but we all know that an "all in" now would really be a 

premature lock-in.  Enthusiasts avoid addressing that though.  Building more is really just 

the next step in a very, very, very long "race". 

12-26-2021 Losing Touch.  I especially like reading this in reply to a previous post today about 

prices: "The "middle market" has recently leap to $40K-$50K. The average *used* car 

listing is now over $27K."  It is difficult to see how some people have such a perspective 

problem, but I more than happy to provide detail as to why:  Losing touch with reality is a 

common problem, especially online where you can selectively follow content.  Here is a 

quick sample starting prices from the top-3 sellers here...  Chevy:  Trax 

$21,400.  Trailblazer $21,600.  Malibu $22,270.  Colorado $25,200.  Equinox 

$25,800.  Blazer $28,800.  Silverado $29,300.  Traverse $29,800.  Ford:  Maverick 

$19,995.  EcoSport $20,395.  Ranger $25,070.  Escape $25,555.  Bronco $28,500.  F-150 

$29,290.  Toyota:  Corolla $20,075.  C-HR $21,695.  Corolla Cross $22,195.  Prius 

$24,525.  Camry $25,295.  Tacoma $26,500.  RAV4 $26,525. 
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12-26-2021 Gaining Experience.  If it isn't a BEV, it doesn't count.  That choice to dismiss all but the 

absolute is quite remarkable.  They choose not to see: "The 'take it slow until we learn' 

crap is laughably bad -- how does anyone learn to produce five million BEVs a year by 

building only one or two per year?"  None of the other work Toyota does is considered 

useful.  Some truly think that time and those resources were completely wasted, that any 

effort from now is from the beginning.  It's quite bizarre.  Are there people really that 

stupid?  I often wonder.  Today, this is how I responded to that nonsense:  That supposed 

"crap" is a narrative.  Learning to produce 5 million BEV per years comes from producing 

over 19 million hybrid, a percentage of which have offer all-electric drive with a 

plug.  Those PHEV taught Toyota how to build efficient and cost-effective motors, 

controllers and batteries, along with support software.  It's experience that really adds 

up.  Of course, Toyota has BEV converts.  Delivering CH-R and UX300e as full electric-

only vehicles also adds to their growing knowledge of engineering & market.  In other 

words, it is a load of crap that Toyota is desperately behind or slow walking.  Rather than 

hyping a single vehicle like some other legacy automakers, they have been concurrently 

developing an entire family... both with dedicated new platforms and some popular 

converts.  Put yet another way, it was a sucker-punch 2 weeks ago to the industry when 

Toyota revealed the extent to which it had already been working to transition to plug-in 

vehicles, taking the topic of carbon-reduction seriously with a solid plan to ensure 

business continuity.  Claiming "they are simply working as hard as possible to prevent 

them from being adopted" is easy to debunk now... and those who has supported the 

narrative are scrambling to come up with a new story. 

12-27-2021 Pushing Lies.  We still have that growing collection of video propaganda.  It is an endless 

flow of rhetoric, that meritless & dismissive type.  You know, just like the disgraced 

president we finally got out of office.  Repeat lies so often, people loss touch with the 

truth.  That means starting a few to support your meritless & dismissive stance.  Basically, 

create evidence by contributing to hearsay... feed a narrative.  The big attempt to discredit 

Toyota is to claim the upcoming new BEV is nothing but a rebrand of a vehicle from 

China.  Naturally, there is no reference to what that supposed originating vehicle is.  But 

that doesn't matter.  Naysayers don't care about proof.  The result is continuously reading 

about that claim.  Despite having followed Toyota for years, reading about how the TNGA 

platform is progressing & evolving.  I remember when it was new, when their was a grand 

plan to spread that cost-savings approach across the fleet.  It would enable hybrids to 

replace traditional vehicles and set the stage for plug-in models.  To follow that would be 

dedicated design, an architecture specifically for all-electric vehicles.  Now, we are 

supposed to believe none of that actually happened, that Toyota is suddenly in a desperate 

scramble to "catch up" from being so far "behind".  What makes all that nonsense 

especially negating is the expectation now for an entire family of all-electric vehicles, both 

on dedicated platforms and legacy converts.  It's a lie that has no basis for believing... 

unless you hear it repeatedly claimed.  Ugh.  As a result, innocent questions like this get 

asked: "Isn't the Toyota EV essentially made by BYD with BYD's blade batteries?"  That is 

what antagonists how for.  It serves as a means of legitimizing their lie, since it 

disassociates with the source... hence, hearsay.  To that today, I simply responded 

with:  There will be a Chinese EV for the market in China that is a joint venture between 

the 2 companies.  What we will be seeing from the bZ brand vehicle will be built & 

designed by Toyota.  Batteries will come from various sources (Panasonic & CATL 

initially), but the platform is Toyota's own e-TNGA. 
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12-28-2021 Fanboy Reaction.  Many die-hard enthusiasts didn't see Tesla's abrupt move to LFP as 

even a possibility.  At best, they recognized other automakers would be trying to battery 

chemistries.  The assumption was that would be the natural counter-move to compete with 

the long-awaited 4680 battery.  After all, the upcoming battery from Tesla would focus 

heavily on its advantage of rapid production.  Being able to roll the form, rather than cut & 

press, is indeed significantly faster.  But then again, in the engineering world gaining 

speeds means trading off something else.  Is that really the best choice for longevity?  I 

sounded off on that topic today to the newly baffled audience on their discussion thread of 

dismay with:  The nature of LFP chemistry is quite different and it's taking many here by 

surprise, those who thought batteries had matured and it was time to go "all in" 

now.  Turns out, that would have been premature lock-in.  Now, we see some stuck with 

NCA and NMC chemistries trying to figure out what to do.  LFP appeal comes from it 

being significantly less expensive, as well as offering 2 to 3 times more cycle-life.  The 

tradeoff is energy-density is quite a bit less; however, you can recharge to 100% without 

penalty.  The catch is you have to recharge to 100% routinely.  The voltage variance from 

empty to full is so minor, that's only means of keeping SOC calibrated.  Notice how 

Toyota is offering a 1,000,000 km (621,000 mile) warranty with a 90% capacity 

threshold?  That's an indication of some type of newer battery chemistry being 

used.  Watching the market in China, you'll find other clues to next-gen offerings.  Tesla 

bringing LFP to shareholders for consideration of expanded use is also evidence of 

change.  Assumptions were made that simply producing more with better packaging was 

the best course for battery-cost reduction... the economies-of-scale benefit.  Turns out, that 

isn't how innovation works.  We are only in the early stages of the technology and there is 

much opportunity to explore still.  The paradigm-shift many looked forward to is in an 

unanticipated direction for those eager to declare victory.  It comes down to not 

understanding the difference between fighting battles and winning a war.  Watch how 

various audiences react to this news. 

12-29-2021 5 Days of Non-Use.  That's a first for unplanned non-use for me.  We were home for the 

holidays and it was very, very cold.  There was simply no need to go anywhere.  That 

meant leaving the car plugged in for a duration much longer than expected... providing a 

new opportunity for data.  I was unexpectedly able to contribute to a discussion which 

asked: "This makes me wonder, what happens to non-Alaska and non-Canada models, 

what happens after 3 days if the car is still plugged in?"  So, I did:  Dec. 24 at 6:45 PM 

was when I last plugged in.  At 7:31 PM today... 5 days later... I unplugged.  It has been 

proper cold here in Minnesota lately, hence no desire to go anywhere.  This morning when 

I got up, it was -8°F.  That meant the garage kept beverages so cold, there was a good 

chance of them freezing.  Anywho, the graph for my JuiceBox clearly showed activity 

from time to time.  When I checked this morning, the session had drawn 6.74 kWh.  Just 

prior to unplugging, the total had climbed to 7.26 kWh.  The heater for the battery-pack 

was still active despite being well past the supposed 3-day limit. 
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12-29-2021 800 Volts.  The topic of ultra-fast supercharging is starting to get attention now: "...with 

fast 15minute charging due to its 800V battery."  That was a comment made as part of 

some reasoning for consideration between the purchase of a PHEV or a BEV.  Hyundai's 

system pushes limits upward, beyond a reasonable ceiling for the masses.  It is the 

equivalent of discussing 8K video for the masses.  That doesn't make sense, unless you are 

looking at it from the perspective of that extra capacity delivering a higher quality 4K in 

return.  It's a somewhat confusing analogy until you look at how power is delivered to 

DCFC stations.  Most people have no clue.  So, a vehicle able to consume "8K" equivalent 

of power wouldn't either.  You could, but who actually would?  Again, know your 

audience.  From the mainstream perspective, I posted this in reply:  That's basically a 

gimmick, something you can't expect to really take advantage of.  Look around on 

PlugShare.  How many DCFC in your particular area can you actually find that deliver 

more than just 50 kW?  The hope for this generation of plug-in (the next 4 to 5 years) will 

be finding 150 kW stations popping up nearby.  Faster service is quite a bit more 

expensive.  Think about the hardware involved.  How much are you willing to pay for a 

charging session and idle fees?  Consider the industry itself. There are fundamental 

challenges to address still. How exactly is a F-150 Lightning with a trailer supposed to 

plug in?  Most DCFC don't have any means of accommodating a vehicle towing a trailer... 

which is when the pickup will certainly want to recharge.  There is no standard means of 

billing or payment either.  Even finding the stations is difficult, since there's nothing 

common for location or signs.  This is very much the pioneer days for EV.  To be further 

along with infrastructure and support would be wonderful, but it simply isn't realistic.  For 

confirmation of status, ask those who use public charging-stations about proper 

etiquette.  How many different answers do you think you'd get for dealing with getting 

ICE'd or someone with a finished session blocking the spot?  What about a vehicle 

charging slowly using the fastest charger?  When is the appropriate SOC to stop at when 

others are waiting? 

12-30-2021 Engine-Off Obsession.  Seeing questions like this is concerning: "So, do you think if it 

was not kept plugged in, the car would have started the engine upon..."  Far too often, I 

have seen that quest for more turn into an obsession.  In fact, that's how the term 

"hypermiling" came about.  It was in a long, drawn out argument with me.  I kept pointing 

out he was pushing extremes, trying things totally unrepresentative of what ordinary 

consumers would actually experience.  It was a misrepresentation getting far out of 

hand.  Finally, that came about... a newly coined term.  Admitting the extreme by giving in 

a useful label was a great outcome.  Hopefully, a similar acknowledge will come from 

this.  After all, that is why I continually provide "know your audience" reminders.  Today 

though, I didn't bother.  It was all about keeping on topic:  That misses the point.  Think 

about why BEV also have a battery-heating system, despite not having a gas-engine.  It is 

because the chemistry of the battery takes an efficiency hit when temperatures are below 

freezing.  Electrical resistance within increases quite a bit.  To avoid that penalty, the 

battery is warmed.  Ideally, it is above 10°C (50°F).  There is a secondary benefit to 

warming the battery.  To enable super-charging (those really fast DCFC speeds), the 

battery must be warmed quite a bit.  Ideally, it is above 50°C (122°F). 
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12-30-2021 This Discussion.  There is always resistance to the bigger picture: "The notion of enabling 

super-charging is total nonsense for our discussion.  Our PP is not equipped with a fast 

charger."  That selection of market, intentional cherry-picking, was a common practice 

when BEV were newer.  They would identify the "EV market" as all that mattered, 

absolutely refusing to address anything else being produced.  It was a stay-focused attitude 

with consequences.  You can't just ignore the world around you.  Anywho, I kept pushing 

to retain that wider view in this discussion:  Purpose of our discussion is to educate about 

plug-in benefits.  Omitting information intentionally would be cherry-

picking.  Remember, Toyota's underlying purpose of Prius Prime was to gain real-world 

EV experience that could be applied to the rest of the fleet.  That is why high-volume sales 

were not a priority.  To spread a sampling of data-collection opportunity across a wide 

variety of owners has been achieved.  If you look at the cold-temperature system in RAV4 

Prime, you can see how that knowledge gained was already applied.  With the upcoming 

bZ4X, having experience already is priceless.  Look up feedback related to LFP batteries 

from owners in China for perspective.  As for your question, there is simply no way to 

perform such a comparison.  There are too many variables at play... more so than the 

margin-of-error would inform.  Statistically, it is a moot point for some anyway.  During 

my 5.5 years of ownership, that was the first time the car has remained unused for that 

long while not on vacation.  With regard to needless waste, what about pre-warming the 

vehicle just prior to driving?  That may give you more bang for the buck. It is an option 

which should be part of this discussion. 
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12-30-2021 Conspiracy Theories.  I was annoyed by an attack on Toyota a little shy of 4 months 

ago.  It was obvious propaganda, but people love that and enjoy feeding the 

narrative.  Back then, there was so substance.  Since then, much of it has fallen to just lies 

& exaggeration.  Antagonists grow tired and assume their narrative has taken hold.  I don't 

stand for that.  I remember.  I continue to do research.  Today, I went back to that thread 

intended to stir trouble and revived it with an update by quoting what was in the original 

post: "Charging is CHAdeMO, which almost no-one uses any more, at least in Europe, 

China and Australia".  He was wrong.  I used the European version of PlugShare to 

confirm it too.  This is what I posted:  If you want to stir "conspiracy theories", you make 

comments just like that without providing any data or context hoping those reading it 

won't bother to do any research themselves.  There are many simply following online 

commentary who fit that profile.  The just accept a claim made at face value.  Know your 

audience.  Targeting Lexus customers means appealing to someone with a decent amount 

of disposable money they would like to take advantage of.  Leasing a UX300e could be 

quite a draw.  A person interested in that would be aware of CHAdeMO availability . I 

took the time to do some research.  Turns out, there are far more CHAdeMO.  Who cares 

about the growing favor for CCS when you are only going to have the vehicle for a few 

years.  In the meantime, Toyota gets priceless real-world data... which is far more valuable 

than losing money on a limited build vehicle.  After all, low-volume is more in the nature 

of Lexus offerings anyway.  Being able to leverage that data for refinement of the 

interface for bZ4X prior to rollout is priceless.  Heck, that even gives Toyota some 

opportunity to push a few software tweaks out.  All of that is taking place away from 

enthusiast rhetoric.  Think about how little we have heard about the BEV models of 

Izoa/C-HR.  It is an approach we know well. Toyota rolls out tech in a subtle manner to 

prepare for high-volume.  It's like the first hybrid upgrade to a two-speed system.  Barely 

anyone noticed that Camry got it, then Prius.  That's because few were paying attention or 

even knew about Camry hybrid back then.  So when it came time to go all-out with the 

next-gen Prius, it featured a two-speed system that had already been given a thorough 

shakeout.  Think about how important it is for Toyota to deliver a well-refined "bZ" 

vehicle right out the gate.  After all, naysayers have now been shown the 4 additional "bZ" 

vehicles already in the works.  No matter what happens with UX300e, it can simply be 

written off as shortcomings of CHAdeMO.  After all, most people don't bother to check 

what they read.  Know your audience. 
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12-30-2021 Dryer Outlet.  I see the topic brought up a lot... by southern home owners.  For those of 

us in the north, there is no such option for charging our vehicles.  We cannot have our 

clothes dryer in the garage, since the temperature drops below freezing inside during the 

winter.  That means our wiring for the high-draw device is located inside our houses 

instead.  Something no one has ever brought up though is capacity.  It just hit me 

today.  That NEMA 14-30 outlet they keep referring to has a capacity of 30 amps.  For 

continuous draw, only 80% of that is allowed... which means maximum available for 

charging is only 24 amps.  When you have a vehicle designed to draw up to 32 amps, 

discovering the outlet you'll be using doesn't actually support it will be a disappointment... 

something no one ever mentioned, until now.  This is what I posted in that regard:  We 

have two 14-50 outlets, each with its own dedicated 40-amp line on meters to provide 

Time-Of-Use discounts.  Our electricity co-op cut a $500 check for each of those 

installs.  So, there is some expense assist.  Of course, assuming an outlet is already 

available leads to trouble anyway.  With a 30-amp outlet, you will only get 24 amps for 

charging.  Remember, maximum sustainable draw is 80% of the total capacity.  That 

means a vehicle capable of 6.6 kW (that's 220V * 30A) will actually only get 5.28 kW 

(220V * 24A).  The devil is in the detail.  Most advocates gloss over stuff like that, not 

realizing the disservice they are doing for those of us trying to educate ordinary 

consumers.  Doing the math, that 1.32 kW slower rate equates to 4.6 miles-per-hour less 

(from an EV delivering 3.5 miles/kWh).  It may not seem like much, but if you weren't 

aware of the difference when making the decision about installing an outlet. 

12-31-2021 Raising Awareness.  I got called out by a friend: "We're talking about an Ioniq 5 and you 

show a charge curve of a Model 3.  You should know charge curves differ between models 

so it's a bit disingenuous to show a charge curve for one EV and assume it applies to 

all."  He may have simply been volleying the topic back to me to help keep the discussion 

going.  This is something rarely addressed anywhere, especially on a thread asking about 

the choice between keeping his Prius Prime or replacing it with an Ioniq 5.  I hit the ball 

back to him with:  My point was to introduce the subject of charging drop, which is 

exactly what that sample showed... followed by the advice to seek detail.  There's nothing 

disingenuous about pointing out an influencing factor.  In this case, the sample you 

provided confirms that drop. Once you get somewhere past 50%, using the faster station 

(350 kW max instead of 150 kW max) doesn't appear to make any difference.  Think 

about how many Prius owners assumed the gas tank indicator was linear.  We routinely 

have to deal with assumptions.  This is another source of confusion and potential 

disenchantment.  Coming from a Prius Prime, the assumption that there isn't a drop until 

just prior to reaching full is realistic.  BEV differ quite a bit from PHEV, hence the effort 

to raise awareness on a thread asking about differences.  Ironically, the "applies to all" is 

actually the case.  There is indeed a big drop somewhere around when SOC reaches half. 
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12-31-2021 KISS Approach.  That approach of "Keep It Simple, Stupid" is always a topic of great 

debate.  Enthusiasts get lost from their own exposure, losing perspective of newbies as 

their own knowledge grows.  It makes teaching the technology to a new audience quite 

difficult, especially when their is a resistance to change.  So, stuff like this take awhile to 

work out the detail for: "With the rate of $0.25/kWh in my area, I already know any BEV 

will cost more to operate than my current Prius Prime.  But I still want to learn all the 

granularity on the cost of owning and operating a BEV.  One day, I may convince myself 

that despite the higher cost of owning and operating a BEV, I will make that switch."  To 

complicate matters, the situation is a moving target but he isn't treating it as such.  I 

responded with:  It will be interesting to see what comes about with regard to that 

data.  Understanding efficiency and related cost is a complicated topic.  Based on my 

experience (software engineer for 30 years), most users will never figure out granularity or 

even seek that detail. They will simply follow platform changes as evidence of the 

majority shifting becomes apparent. That's why I focus so much on infrastructure instead. 

We need lots of DCFC stations and the slow (50 kW) are just fine, though the faster (150 

kW) would be nice.  Seeing growth in the number of 50 kW stations is most realistic due 

to cost.  The state of Minnesota has already laid out plans for funding and those are the 

targeted DCFC speed.  Lots of them will help the shift come about.  The locations that are 

frequently visited will get the next round of funding, to add more stations and faster 

speed.  Think about the need to educate with 50 kW stations.  There isn't any curve.  You'd 

get a solid 50 kW all the way through.  There would be no impact to other stations either, 

since capacity to the location is often limited which can cause a slowdown... yet another 

charging factor rarely addressed.  The point is you have to start somewhere.  This is just 

like the challenges we had to address for hybrids... lots of influencing factors, many of 

which people were completely unaware of.  That's the nature of technology rollout, hence 

leveraging my own career experience with audience. 
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1-01-2022 New Year, New Problems.  It is undeniable that the early-adopter stage of BEV rollout 

has come to a close.  The long-contested tax-credit extension/replacement is basically dead 

as it had been envisioned.  Whatever government funding that will take place next will end 

up being a complete redesign of approach.  Nothing that was approved was 

acceptable.  Looking beyond the vehicle itself... which is vital at this new stage... is to 

focus on infrastructure growth.  That isn't getting much attention though.  True, there will 

be funding, but the detail of how that money should be spent is a big unknown still.  To 

provoke discussion of that nature, I used an article highlighting the cheapest Tesla 

(currently, that $44,990 here in the United States.)  It asked this question: "With plenty of 

automakers being able to undercut Tesla in pricing, how does Tesla hold up today?"  That 

was my invite.  This is what I said up on the soapbox, the first comment posted:  What I 

find most intriguing about Tesla is the growing problem with the SuperCharger 

network.  It has been absolutely fantastic for EV promotion.  It proved viability beyond 

any doubt. The technology is quite realistic; however, that is from an early-adopter 

perspective.  When there was lots of low-hanging fruit, opportunity looked endless.  That's 

changing now.  Use the SuperCharger map for the United States.  Zoom way out.  Look at 

the list of locations, then consider the detail for each.  Notice the abundance of 72 kW and 

120 kW speeds listed?  Next look at the Electrify America map for the United 

States.  There are far fewer, but there is quite a mix of 50 kW, 150 kW and 350 kW 

chargers.  Knowing that legacy automakers are homing in on 150 kW and that they are 

avoiding the proprietary trap by using CCS, it begs the question of how Tesla will move 

forward.  What will be their plan for the masses?  It's a very big deal for sales in the non-

enthusiast realm.  That highly competitive market will favor DCFC convenience.  What 

will Tesla SuperCharger expansion offer?  What speeds?  What plug type? 
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1-01-2022 Business Over Engineering.  What takes precedence is not a reality enthusiasts like to 

hear.  They know engineering so well, that obsession blinds.  No matter how much you 

point how vital business is, the advice is brushed aside as unimportant.  I did it again 

today, but this time I am targeting Tesla... since the question was asked about it... the new 

problem with historical reference:  We have seen this history play out already.  Watching 

it repeat is troubling.  Remember Volt?  It was well-engineered technology poorly rolled 

out.  With overkill specs in a body unappealing to the masses we see a parallel to what 

Model 3/Y represents now.  There's simply nothing for ordinary consumers in such a 

powerful sedan.  They want SUV choices.  That's where the profit is being made, so 

naturally the industry is now favoring that body style.  Heck, even the smaller size are 

selling well.  Notice how the best-selling vehicle ever... Corolla, which has hit the 50 

million count... is now available as a SUV?  The interior, handling and power are all 

familiar to those who already own a Corolla. In other words, it's just another "dull & 

boring" vehicle from Toyota that will sell well to the masses.  Adding a plug to the hybrid 

model is a no-brainer.  That's what Tesla must face.  It is no longer a matter of just 

appealing to the EV segment of the market.  It isn't just about what legacy automakers will 

offer for BEV competition in the short-term.  We will see the smaller models coming into 

play a few years from now as well... hence "the cheapest Tesla" getting more 

attention.  Interesting new twists (though, those paying attention saw this coming) like 

LFP chemistry alter anticipated next steps.  The much lower cost and elimination of cobalt 

& nickel make a very appealing choice for affordable BEV.  That puts Tesla in an 

awkward position in terms of ever-increasing range expectations... hence attention turning 

toward SuperCharger growth.  It's a complicated situation which online rhetoric is ill-

prepared to address... a paradigm-shift in a different direction than they had hoped 

for.  The influence of business over engineering... primarily profit... have far more of an 

impact that enthusiasts want to acknowledge. 
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1-01-2022 One Hit Wonder.  Like with a number of encounters of the past, you bump into someone 

who has no idea what you are talking about: "I am sure you truly tried your best to explain 

what you were trying to say. But I m still trying to find the thesis statement of the 

essay."  That was in response to my business mention.  No one ever challenges Tesla in 

this manner.  They just assume growth will just magically happen.  Somehow, that giant & 

expensive pickup will sell just like Model 3/Y.  That doesn't make sense.  What are they 

basing such an assessment on?  It is an extremely polarizing look without any to merit 

competitiveness.  Think about how much Ford investing in F-150 Lightning and how GM 

is already going nuts trying to figure out how to compete.  Somehow, Tesla will magically 

come in and trump that.  How?  Anywho, I called it like I see it.  There is still nothing for 

mainstream choice, pointing out why this is so complex of an issue:  Basically, we are 

witnessing a one-hit-wonder.  Tesla nailed it in several categories, doing the right stuff the 

right way at the right time.  The magic returning in a sequel is questionable though... 

hence the questions.  Since there is literally nothing to address in terms of an affordable 

(nicely under $30,000) vehicle, I asked about SuperCharger next steps.  What are 

they?  That's an especially interesting topic since it involves more than just 

automakers.  VW's forced investment to establish Electrify America adds to the 

situation.  We see others (like ChargePoint, EVgo, Blink, etc.) seeking to find their own 

next step in the same category.  What will Tesla focus on to make their SuperChargers 

more compelling?  The long-term outlook for any DCFC provider is quite 

uncertain.  Somehow, profit must be made.  How will customers be drawn to routinely use 

those stations?  Will it be speed or pricing or number of spots?  What about opening up 

Tesla chargers to non-Tesla vehicles?  See how the "cheapest" becomes quite a 

conundrum when stepping back and looking at other influencing factors?  Breaking out of 

that one-hit-wonder trap is really difficult.  Expectations are changing now that people are 

becoming familiar with the technology. 

1-01-2022 It's Happening Again.  To see that mindset of "vastly superior" emerge again is rather 

unexpected.  I had really hoped Tesla fanboys would evolve into true supporters, finding a 

way of overcoming the stigma of owning an expensive all-electric vehicle.  They know the 

masses cannot afford such an offering.  It's too good to be true.  That large & power of a 

car for everyday travel by someone just wanting simple transportation doesn't make 

sense.  Aren't they paying attention to what is truly happening in China?  Perhaps 

not.  There is so much propaganda, it is very easy to become dismissive.  Nonetheless, 

stuff like this needs to be called out: "The competition can't compete on tech or charging 

infrastructure, their opportunity to challenge Tesla is price.  The completion's product 

may be inferior, but expect them to lead the market to affordable pricing."  So, I did:  That 

borders on smug without context.  What exactly can't they compete with and what makes 

others inferior?  Remember, the industry has a history of false leaders.  Think about what 

is needed to appeal to the masses.  Most couldn't care less about FSD.  Paying a premium 

for something they clearly isn't required isn't in their budget.  Balance of range, speed and 

power is a big deal too.  The difference between want & need is quite profound when 

comparing early-adopter purchases to that of an ordinary consumer. 
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1-02-2022 Couldn't Care Less.  My comment got called out with: "I think a lot of folks said the 

same thing about cell phones and home computers.  If Tesla can get FSD to work, it's a 

game changer."  Coming from a background with 40 years of closely watching computer 

technology evolve, it is quite obvious FSD (Full Self-Driving) has a long way to go 

still.  Even for humans, the drive anywhere can be a difficult.  There are so many factors 

involved, finding a means of delivering a robust system that's affordable will take a very 

long time still.  After all, it took Intel how many decades to reach their affordable 

goal?  People like to skip over the countless years of effort, all those milestones achieved 

to finally even see a glimmer of a finish-line on the horizon.  I pointed that out as my 

response:  That overlooks the duration.  Every technology of that new-paradigm nature 

eventually becomes standard.  It takes a lot of time though and the point was whether a 

majority are willing to pay a premium for it now, while it is still in the early stages.  The 

answer to that is a resounding no.  That's why Tesla's challenge to offer an affordable 

choice is such a problem.  That supposed "game changer" doesn't work with a vehicle 

stripped of extras.  FSD simply isn't necessary for travel.  Getting from point A to point B 

is quite realistic without any self-driving.  We saw the same "game changer" problem with 

Volt.  As nice as that plug-in hybrid was, the technology was delivered in a cumbersome 

format with a very expensive price-tag.  Sales beyond conquest or fleet were almost 

nonexistent.  A decade later, we now see potential for an affordable plug-in hybrid, 

something appealing to the masses.  Toyota is positioning Corolla Cross hybrid for the 

possibility of fulfilling that role.  It is a highly desirable format... small SUV... with a very 

competitive starting price on a platform able to hold a large battery-pack.  No where in 

that equation for the "nicely under $30,000" segment is there a priority for FSD, a big slice 

of the overall market Tesla cannot continue to ignore. 

1-03-2022 Average Prices.  Defense of the expensive BEV has repeatedly come in just a single form 

lately, the claim that average sale prices are higher.  Turns out, the devil in the detail.  It 

isn't just the misleading from not using median either.  This time, it is the cherry-picking 

of data.  If you only sight pandemic timing, those numbers skew reality quite a bit.  That 

type of distortion resulting from a shortage should be looked upon as temporary.  Supplies 

were impacted dramatically from several origins, most obvious should be the chip 

shortage.  Regardless as to why and for how long, the actual number is what really stands 

out: "At the end of 2021, a typical new vehicle cost $45,000, up about $8,000 from 

December 2020, according to industry data."  Think about what that really means.  It is an 

excuse to say BEV will be expensive, but they are totally worth it.  The messaging is to 

focus attention elsewhere... rather than address the fact that automakers focused on 

expensive design.  The die-hard supporters of BEV don't want to face the reality of cheap 

plug-in vehicles.  You get all the benefits of the BEV still, even from a short-range model 

with far less power.  It is still much more reliable, far better for the environment, and has 

the reliability advantages of simplicity.  There's also the convenience of charging at 

home.  All that makes them difficult to promote... since nothing really stands out.  Rather 

than revolutionary, they are revealed to be evolutionary... when pricing is kept 

affordable.  Think about the upset of 150 kW speed for recharges and 250 miles for range 

becoming the norm.  That is "average" is all about.  Without pushing extremes, that is a 

hard sell though.  Enthusiasts not only don't know how to appeal to consumers in that 

manner, they simply don't want to.  That is the "dull & boring" which Toyota 

thrives.  Some clearly don't like what it really means to change the status quo. 
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1-04-2022 Ford F-150 Lightning.  Detail was released today.  We will see 2 configurations for 

range 230 miles (standard) and 300 miles (extended).  That is capacity of 98 kWh and 131 

kWh, respectively.  Prices will be... Pro: $39,974... XLT: $52,974... Lariat: $67,474... 

Platinum: $90,874.  That was roughly what was expected.  It puts bZ4X into 

perspective.  Those saying at least 300 miles is required apparently haven't seen the same 

studies as Ford.  It is interesting how my initial back-of-the-envelope calculation was that 

232 miles would become a reasonable expectation.  Anywho, it sounds like a nice 

system.  While Ford scrambles to double initial production output, I am quite curious how 

the market will respond.  We know GM will follow-up with hype.  There's the startup 

Rivian and Tesla though.  Ordinary consumers have no idea what is about to arrive, but I 

do wonder more about those placing orders.  Comments online posted from new RAV4 

Prime owners provide a lot of perspective about adopting new technology without 

understanding how to support it.  There's a lot of discovery involved initially.  Both Level-

2 at-home and DC fast-charging are commonly recognized yet, so detail is rather 

elusive.  People simply have no idea what to look for... which brings us back to how Ford 

is approach it with F-150.  Basically, they are just selling you the next pickup to support 

your lifestyle.  The usual off-road & towing is augmented by lots of on-board power for 

accessories.  It's quite nice.  They just present the technology as a next natural step 

forward, as if it was the obvious purchase choice.  I like that.  Hopefully, lots of others 

will too... you know, their own loyal customers.  Ford is targeting the right audience. 

1-05-2022 Dethroned.  With Toyota having taken over the top-selling title here in the United States, 

it is now a lot easier to post stuff like this: "GM needs to get their ducks in a 

row.  Bolt/Volt have been disasters for them.  This COULD do a lot for GM, and yes, 

destroy Toyota/Honda Legacy ICE sales in America, and elsewhere."  That type of critic 

did not go over well in the past.  I couldn't help but to join in:  It comes down to how to 

manage change.  The threat of the Osborne Effect is quite real and Innovator's Dilemma 

has already taken its toll, for GM.  Toyota's approach is very different.  Toyota is already 

moving from hybrid to plug-in hybrid while at the same time rolling out BEV.  In fact, 

Toyota will likely be rolling the next model to follow bZ4X when this Equinox EV 

becomes available.  That variety of affordable choices is what does a lot for the automaker 

long-term... what Toyota is known for: continuous improvement across the fleet.  GM has 

been full of one-hit-wonders... Tahoe Two-Mode (HV)... Volt (PHEV)... Bolt (BEV)... 

which did nothing to change their status quo.  Toyota has already deployed its HV tech to 

most of their passenger vehicles and has been so successful that 2 have phased out their 

ICE model entirely (Sienna & Venza).  Prius never had an ICE and sales of its PHEV are 

now starting to rise, as people figure out what a PHEV is.  RAV4 here in the United States 

is now up to 29% of the sales being HV and 6.8% being PHEV.  All that is true change, 

happening at dealers... an approach proving to be wise. 
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1-05-2022 Phaseout.  It is coming for Toyota.  The automaker will trigger it this quarter.  190,047 

was the sales total at year end.  That came from the sales of 156,668 Prius Prime/PHV and 

30,097 RAV4 Prime and 2,472 RAV4 EV.  Outcome of that has been obvious.  Toyota 

created a solid basis to build BEV upon.  Not only is the technology established, there is 

also a recognition of change.  Both dealer & customer are noticing and accepting 

shift.  True, there is a controversy as to how this came about.  It's rather subtle too.  But 

that change is genuine.  Listening to the "kicking & screaming" rhetoric from antagonists 

gives a very different perspective from observations of a loyal customer; nonetheless, 

there is an expectation of plug-ins now.  Many won't understand the market or any of the 

technology.  Most won't have any tax-credit assist either.  Sadly, our government simply 

isn't motivated.  In fact, that is why phaseout is getting attention.  A future with subsidies 

is anyone's guess.  I suspect it will happen in some manner, but that process is even slower 

than market change.  Ugh.  In the meantime, the current federal funds will begin the 

phaseout stage soon. 

1-06-2022 Master Plan.  I was intrigued to see this: "IMO, Toyota and GM achieved very little from 

the Federal incentives other moving 200-300 thousand vehicles.  They built no semblance 

of brand, marque, or foundation over the past 7+ years.  Very sad indeed, they could have 

really benefited from a long term 'master plan.' "  Did that person watch the market over 

the past decade with totally unrealistic expectations, was it a perspective of not having 

paid attention until recently, could it have been a follower of rhetoric never questioning 

what they were being told?  You really don't know about.  I do know about those federal 

incentives though:  That is quite incorrect.  In fact, the narrative behind it is beginning to 

fall on deaf ears.  Toyota built upon their motor & battery knowledge to create all-electric 

drive (complete with heat-pump) for use in PHEV which we have seen since 2016 in this 

market.  That is solid experience has built up reputation among loyal customers from 

having EV drive already well established.  In this market, people are seeing and asking 

about RAV4 Prime & Prius Prime plugged into charging-stations.  In China, they see CH-

R (and Izoa) converts as BEV models.  Toyota recently rolled out UX300e as a BEV 

too.  All that adds to experience gained prior to finalizing design for the first of 7 brand 

"bZ" vehicles, each on a dedicated BEV platform.  Put another way, Toyota took full 

advantage of the tax-credit as an opportunity to build real-world proficiency that could be 

directly applied to future offerings targeted directly at their showroom shoppers.  It is a 

necessary step other legacy automakers must take at some point to avoid the Osborne 

Effect.  That is their master plan.  As for GM, their approach was missed opportunity with 

regard to tax-credits.  Sales were almost entirely the conquest type... which did nothing at 

all to change what happens on the showroom floor.  Unlike Toyota effectively pushing 

legacy phaseout by introducing plug-in hybrids as a choice for customers shopping at the 

dealership, that shift has been absent for GM... hence the complaint from Volt owners 

about the necessity to offer another model, like an Equinox with their plug-in hybrid 

tech.  Toyota actually did with RAV4 Prime. 
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1-06-2022 Promises.   Here we go again.  This time though, there are some conquest owners saying 

it too: "Exactly, that's why a base model bev equinox won't be built till at least 2024.  So 

that $30K base price some of you are hyping on is just more BS from GM bout how great 

they think they are doing w/bevs.  Mind you, I'm a current bolt driver so I have room to 

speak of GM promises."  I couldn't resist that:  Over Promise, Under Deliver.  GM plays 

the hype game, engineering by press release.  It's quite remarkable so many people fall for 

that... and rather ironic how actual substance from others is just outright dismissed. The 

double-standard is telling.  Ultium is the latest.  We have nothing but basics still, after all 

this time.  Despite being the supposed legacy leader, we only got a statement saying "an 

affordable, functional compact SUV" is coming in 2023.  How is that any different that the 

"nicely under $30,000" statement we got about Volt for 2010?  That promise was never 

delivered.  At least the "behind" rhetoric about Toyota has faded.  Rollout of their first 

dedicate-platform BEV (several converts are already available) easily confirms they are 

right on schedule.  Though, it does bring up the question of GM's stance on Ultium.  We 

know Toyota is expecting 90% capacity retention after 10 years and will have a program 

to cover 70% for up to 1,000,000 km (621,000 miles).  Will GM have something similar? 

1-06-2022 Win-Win.  You gain perspective on audience from comments like this: "Toyota wasted all 

their credits on plug-in hybrids."  That's all there was.  Nothing with regard to goals 

informs you of that motive may not even have been considered.  What was the desired 

outcome?  In most cases, it is assumed the simple act of sales is the only measure of 

benefit.  If it wasn't a BEV, it was a waste.  Understanding the gain from sharing EV drive 

with both BEV and PHEV is not considered useful.  There is a zero-sum mentality as the 

motivator for many.  They don't recognize mutual benefit was a possibility.  It's really a 

sad state of our society when the belief is for someone to win, someone else must 

lose.  Ugh.  I responded to that mixed up view of approach & expectation with:  Purpose 

of the current credits was to establish plug-in sales.  That's exactly what was 

achieved.  Both customer & dealer now have an expectation of change.  Adding to that is 

having a solid base of PHEV owners seeking BEV as their next purchase.  That's the next 

natural step following HV successful transition to PHEV.  As for the Build Back Better, 

that is what those PHEV owners will take advantage of to purchase their BEV.  It is a win-

win situation. 
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1-06-2022 Production Location.  This little tidbit of information emerged today: "Motomachi plant 

where the bZ4X will be made from March - 1. Motomachi, Toyota, Aichi 471-0854, 

Japan"  I figured production would start right around then.  I had no idea what location, 

nor does it matter.  What's important is how those initial builds turn out.  Every automaker 

will produce a small number of vehicles initially to ensure all is in place for the big start.  I 

believe most of those vehicles are destroyed afterward.  They a great source for testing 

data.  You don't feel bad crashing a few and putting some through extreme stress knowing 

results will validate both production & design.  I suspect initial rollout will be domestic, 

but those will be right-hand drive.  Not starting another line for left-hand drive markets 

until a bit later makes sense from a ramp-up perspective.  We are targeted for mid-2022 

here, like much of the rest of the world.  Similar to RAV4 Prime, rollout is worldwide the 

first year.  That means don't expect a high volume.  That will follow in good 

time.  Meanwhile, focus can be on training staff and educating consumers.  With a BEV, 

there are many questions.  Even with answers at the ready, it still takes time for people to 

figure out what to ask.  Some of the subject matter is totally new.  Think about the amps & 

volts coming from your household outlet.  That may be the first time you really ever took 

a moment to consider what a plug-in vehicle actually needs.  So, we start simple.  I can 

now tell people March 1.  Delivery a few months later would be awesome.  Who knows 

how realistic that is.  Demand is a mystery and regional allocation an abyss.  There is the 

matter of packaging too.  We know that the AWD model will be supplied from a different 

battery source.  Both Panasonic & CATL have been identified as suppliers.  How much of 

what and when is a big unknown.  We will all have to wait to find out.  Thankfully, it 

won't be a long wait.  Of course, knowing that location means knowing there will be a 

wait for shipping from Japan to the United States. 

1-07-2022 Distraction.  The attacks are becoming increasingly desperate as the reality of Toyota 

delivering a BEV that destroys the "behind" narrative.  A few are scrambling to do 

everything possible to undermine.  This morning, it was this distraction attempt: "OPEC . . 

. oops, I mean Toyota, is hanging on like a dog with a dead bone."  I was amused.  Stuff 

like that is a sign they have nothing left to argue with.  In return, I posted:  That talking-

point is now getting recognized as a distraction tactic to draw attention away from the 

reality that other legacy automakers are struggling to address the difficult sales, though 

consumers who couldn't care less about plugging in.  It is easy to appeal to those actually 

looking to purchase a BEV, which is where the industry is now.  That is the "low-hanging 

fruit" stage.  Sales become dramatically more difficult following.  The challenges involve 

the end of subsidies and lack of infrastructure.  At that point, the hope is standards will 

finally be agreed upon. In this case, it would be for DCFC stations... use of CCS. As for 

Toyota, they will be advancing their hybrid technology while also increasing availability 

of for PHEV and BEV.  We know that will result in a growth of each of those categories, 

resulting in a phaseout of traditional choices.  Meanwhile, we will see other legacy 

automakers quietly hanging on to traditional vehicles while trying to maintain a spotlight 

on BEV. 
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1-07-2022 That's Ridiculous.  Without any background, coming to this conclusion is a reasonable 

outcome: "How can solid state batteries be even remotely conceivable if they cost 7 to 8 

times more than a LiON battery?  That's ridiculous.  Solid-State was supposed to be two to 

three times cheaper because they were more energy dense and required a smaller battery 

for the same charge amount.  So this math is nuts."  That person clearly doesn't have any 

basis to have such an outcome.  The reason why should be obvious.  There is nothing with 

regard to date expectations.  The evolution of technology often takes decades.  Not even 

seeing any consumer products using the new type of battery should make it obvious the 

goal of using them in vehicles is a long way off still.  You start simple.  For Toyota, that 

means focusing on hybrids first.  With so much smaller of a battery-pack and having a 

gas-engine to supplement, the risk is significantly reduced.  Look at the disaster GM is 

dealing with now from Bolt replacements.  That's a horribly expensive mistake and will 

take a massive amount of resources to undertake.  Swapping out a hybrid pack is 

magnitudes easier.  Anywho, this is how I replied:  It is a normal part of production 

evolution.  At first, yields are terribly low.  We have seen that countless times with next-

gen CPUs and it was a very big challenge when LCD was first introduced.  There are both 

quality & speed issues to address.  That refinement process is quite time-consuming and 

expensive.  It works out fine in the end, for those who are patient and understand the steps 

required. 

1-07-2022 Gas Investment.  There has been a lot of attention recently due to Hyundai's decision to 

end development of gas-engines.  They are shutting down those efforts.  Toyota basically 

already did awhile ago.  It went quiet and unnoticed.  Phaseout was already well underway 

with the end of non-hybrid models of Sienna & Venza.  There was nothing else to 

invest.  The work was done.  So seeing this was a bit of a twist: "stop all investment in 

gasoline fuel economy".  I had to ask:  What does that actually mean?  Toyota is constantly 

getting attacked for hybrid support, despite the fact that their investment is nearly 

complete.  TNGA (the architecture to enable those cost-competitive rollouts) is nearly 

complete for the entire fleet.  No further investment required.  It's done.  Yet those 

hybrids, which are clearly a successful means of ending traditional production, continues 

to get ridiculed.  Look at the statistics. Once a customer purchases a hybrid, the choice to 

purchase a plug-in hybrid next is highly likely.  That quickly gets households considering 

a BEV to follow.  It is an effort to set the stage and reach difficult to appeal to 

consumers.  In the meantime, it is also significantly reducing both emissions & 

consumption.  In short, we need to be clear about goals.  What are we trying to achieve 

and by when? 
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1-08-2022 Another Great Video.  Every few weeks we get a new ID.4 experience shared 

online.  Those videos are from an owner experiencing his BEV firsthand.  Today, it was 

an exploration of how it deals with actual winter.  The car sat outside without being 

plugged in for 2 days, then was taken to an unplowed parking lot.  With several inches of 

fresh snow, his effort to learn was great to share.  I really appreciate it.  Hopefully, I will 

be able to return the favor at some point.  Today, I posted this comment after watching his 

contribution to BEV understanding:  Another great video. RWD with just all-season tires 

is an interesting experience.  My Prius Prime is FWD and with all-season tires it handles 

fine, here in Minnesota.  My switch a year from now to a bZ4X with AWD by this time 

next year will should be a non-event for driving with Subaru's X-Mode.  Heating of 

battery-pack should be informative.  I have an insulted garage with level-2 charging, so I 

expect range loss mostly from cabin warming.  I'll leave the vehicle outside overnight a 

few times for comparisons.  Thanks for providing such a nice basis of comparison.  That's 

really insightful. 

1-08-2022 Omission.  If you cannot insult or belittle, the next step is to pretend there isn't anything 

new by drawing a conclusion: "Strike one: Hydrogen.  Strike two: Hybrids.  Strike three: 

Solid state batteries.  GM will bury Toyota.  It could have been different if Toyota could 

have gotten free of OPEC."  Yup, it was that same person growing even more desperate to 

remain relevant.  To my surprise, he added GM into the discussion.  Perhaps it is a 

disenchanted GM owner upset to see Toyota passing them.  The 2021 sales completely 

debunk the "behind" narrative.  Whatever the case, I'll draw a conclusion instead.  The 

pattern of defeat is obvious.  So, I made sure that was known:  Misleading by 

omission.  That's a sign of desperation.  The narrative is falling apart.  How many new 

owners in the United States this years alone purchased a plug-in from Toyota?  52,749 is 

the answer.  Each owners takes advantage of their PHEV, plugging in whenever the 

opportunity is available. You can find countless comments posting about their EV driving 

experiences.  Later this year, bZ4X rollout will take place. (Production begins March 

1).  That first dedicated-platform BEV will build upon the BEV from converted models 

Toyota already sells. 

1-08-2022 For Decades.  This was the response from that previous post: "53,000 vehicles spewing 

emissions for decades."  It is why I take the bait sometimes.  Their provoke will eventually 

provide a backfire, where they will trip up over their own logic.  That's what happens 

when your premise isn't sound.  In this case, it is focusing entirely the short-term.  Such a 

limited scope (early-adopter audience) almost inevitably fails.  Long-Term cannot be a 

gamble.  Here's an example why:  Seeing you backed yourself into a corner is nice.  Those 

53,000 vehicles are plug-ins delivering all-electric drive.  That's full EV, complete with a 

heat-pump.  A decade later, think about where this discussion topic will be.  Seeing solid-

state cells become affordable would make an upgrade of one Toyota's PHEV a very 

compelling next-step.  Imagine replacing the current lithium pack with something far more 

energy-dense fit into the same area.  Being able to double or even triple EV range provides 

an interesting long-life option.  Keeping a vehicle in service longer spews far fewer 

emissions than replacing it with a new one. 
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1-09-2022 We Moved On.  A well-known troublemaker from a smaller, less popular blog website 

joined the one I frequent.  He was clearly looking for a fight, hoping to stir the same 

trouble here as he did there.  I got called out as a Toyota troll without anything to support 

the claim.  There was no objectivity.  So, I let him have it:  The article is all about Toyota 

plug-in sales.  It mentions "electrified" to provide context.  Not including that would have 

presented a distorted perspective by omitting data.  I was curious about how an angered 

Volt supporter would take being called out by a Toyota customer.  GM never did anything 

with that their plug-in hybrid tech.  Promises to apply knowledge gained from Volt to a 

mainstream offering... like Equinox... never happened, despite all the hype & 

expectation.  Being frustrated by Toyota for having done exactly is understandable, 

especially prior to tax-credit expiration.  That's worrisome for a GM supporter.  Knowing 

Toyota can react faster, proven by RAV4 Prime's evolution, is reason for 

concern.  Labeling me as a troll won't change any of that.  Look at how many here attempt 

to use Toyota as their scapegoat.  It doesn't do any good.  If anything, it draws attention to 

the upcoming bZ4X.  In other words, will you get all worked up about the presenting 

context related to overall production or will you focus on how the fleet is 

changing?  Toyota has 7 upcoming new dedicated-platform BEV in the works and another 

group with the more traditional approach.  Think about what GM needs to do to compete 

in a new market when BBB finally passes.  We're done with qualifying laps.  New EV tax-

credits along with funding for both Level-2 and DCFC stations is when the actual race 

begins. 

1-09-2022 Seeking The Spotlight.  GM is doing it again.  There are plenty of enablers for that too: 

"You have to look at the facts 350KW DC charging, 800 volt system, with 100 miles in 10 

min, and 400 miles of range flat out KILLS the other trucks."  It's the same old game, just 

like we see in politics.  GM exploits hype, focusing on want rather than need.  This is a 

little different now though, a new twist to basically the same con.  I pointed it out 

with:  That is a new twist on the "over promise, under deliver" problem.  Even if GM 

delivers exactly those specs promised, where could the owner actually use them?  Finding 

a DCFC station providing that speed for a truck pulling a trailer is like finding a 

unicorn.  Look on the PlugShare map.  Find a location that could accommodate a vehicle 

towing a load.  Doesn't even matter what speed.  The spots simply aren't designed for 

pulling through or a trailer.  Having to disconnect for charging negates a time-saving 

expectation.  In other words, that assessment of "GM knocked this thing out of the park" is 

more of their seeking-the-spotlight approach rather than solving problems for their own 

loyal customers. 
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1-11-2022 Pointless Spin.  Sometimes an enthusiast just rants.  They finally found something viable 

that fulfills their hopes and we come along to endorse change.  There are a number of 

BEV owners who see LFP as a threat, since it veers progress off in a direction they hadn't 

anticipated.  You know the formula... range increases and charging gets faster.  That's 

it.  Anything else messes up their messaging.  It's like their cost of ownership not taking 

warranty into account.  That's a squishy number with no solid basis of comparison and no 

means of measuring against miles driven.  So, they pretty start complaining.  Rather than 

FUD, they attempt to dismiss.  It gets really bad sometimes.  This even provided such an 

example.  I don't even want to quote what was posted, though I will include my reply 

here:  How is elimination of troublesome elements (cobalt & nickel), resulting in lower 

cost and longer life, not an advancement forward?  Counting those up, that's +4 and -1 for 

the energy-density drop.  Even that crude math shows a net gain.  The reality that LFP will 

routinely be charged to 100% reduces the impact of that negative too.  With respect to the 

supposed need of 500 miles per charge, that wouldn't change the lots of stations.  People 

will still need both travel & local public chargers.  The advantage of plugging in is being 

able to distribute locations far more than the paradigm we have for gas.  So once you hit 

around 300, the reality of diminishing returns becomes rather pronounced.  In other words, 

don't lose sight of the goals... lower cost... longer life. 

1-12-2022 Discovered Years Later.  It is fascinating to listen to a YouTube video about dealing with 

cold temperatures coming from someone unfamiliar with Toyota's design.  They have no 

idea some of what they are speculating has long since been addressed.  Of course, we see a 

lot more history being made up now.  A recent video about Volt showed up on my 

feed.  That guy had no idea how the system operated.  Like many, he assumed the gas-

engine was nothing but generator.  That's wrong, the design was always a parallel 

type.  But rather than stop there like most, he drew conclusions about GM's following 

decisions based on that incorrect information.  That's not even a rewrite, it's just plain 

wrong.  Misdirection happens on its own after enough time goes by.  That's why I am 

particularly curious about discoveries taking place now.  Up until recently, the topic of 

heating was evaded.  Enthusiasts would ignore detail and just write off observations as a 

confirm of range loss.  That was it.  Considering different type of heater was an attempt to 

troll.  You would get attacked, especially if you pointed out just how far ahead Toyota 

actually is in that regard.  I tried despite that, hoping this relatively subtle information drop 

would stir interest rather than more hatred:  The setting to cabin-warm only the front seats 

with auto-detect for driver-only has been standard in Prius Prime (which uses a heat-

pump) since its initial rollout back in late 2016. 
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1-13-2022 Early-Adopter Messaging.  It is loaded with outdated assumptions.  Today, it was from 

commentary about how the average EV range is dropping.  Some were quick to point out 

how median is the appropriate representation of trend, not average.  Regardless, that didn't 

take in account how chemistries change.  I was also annoyed by the hypocrisy.  For all 

those years, we were told by BEV owners that 200 miles was the tipping-point.  Once that 

distance became affordable, the pursuit of distance would no longer be the top 

priority.  Focus would then shift to how appealing to the masses could be achieved... like 

from lower cost and better packaging.  That didn't happen.  Obsession with range 

continued... by early-adopters.  They still think that is vital, which is fundamentally flawed 

when you don't recognize what has changed in the meantime.  They weren't expecting 

chemistry to alter their talking-points.  For example: "If you only charge to 80% to protect 

the battery it is really a 144 mile vehicle."  That mindset of 80% took a lot of discipline to 

get all the early-adopters convey the same message.  Don't mention range above that 

unless absolutely necessary.  They didn't want to misrepresent by stating something they 

don't recommend.  But now, that is recommended.   LFP will change to 100% by 

default.  You don't have to stop at 80% for longevity.  This type of lithium battery doesn't 

have the same limitation as the common BEV batteries, which are now outdated as a 

result.  Anywho, this was my response to what was intended to be a simple explanation of 

how a 200-mile capacity battery would be looked at in terms of real-world 

expectation:  LFP is very likely what someone looking to stretch their budget will 

purchase. That will provide a much longer life and there is no upper buffer.  Charging will 

routinely go to 100%.  They will have 40 additional miles readily available, a usable 

capacity of 184 miles. 

1-13-2022 The Con.  That study from a few years ago continues to feed undermining efforts.  All 

you have to do is publish something seemingly reputable and allow people to quote from 

whatever conclusions are drawn.  The data doesn't have to support the claim.  It just needs 

to provide an appearance of being some type of expert measure.  This is how the latest 

effort referred to the results of the study: "...even calling the claims of hybrids’ 

environmental advantages a "con". "  It was the closing thoughts on why it is justified to 

end incentives for PHEV.  Rather than make subsidy criteria more strict, raising the bar to 

eliminate those unable to compete, the conclusion was drawn that none should 

qualify.  That enables waste on the other end.  An easy to foresee consequence is BEV 

taking advantage of no minimums.  That precedent of anything-without-an-engine will be 

abused.  We'll have more and more electricity guzzlers.  Just think of the wait at charging-

stations from vehicles with massive battery-packs getting terrible mileage from how 

inefficient their BEV actually is.  That doesn't take much imagination either.  Large, 

inefficient, and unnecessary fast & power is our motto.  Ugh.  Anywho, I commented 

about that study (yet again) with:  The con was cherry-picking data. BMX X5, Volvo 

XC60 and Mitsubishi Outlander in no way reflect the market today.  You want a true 

representation of what the PHEV market potential, look at the top-selling RAV4 Prime. 42 

miles of EV driving makes it a realistic all-electric vehicle for most daily driving.  Seeing 

the same RAV4 hybrid to plug-in hybrid transformation with Corolla Cross is looking like 

a strong possibility as a next offering from Toyota... neither of which are mentioned in the 

supposed research.  If it was an objective study, how come such vital information is 

mysteriously missing?  Such a blatant omission of how PHEV have evolved would be like 

claiming Leaf & Bolt are all the more we'll ever get for BEV from legacy 

automakers.  The study cherry-picked data to misrepresent. That's a con no one should be 

gullible enough to accept. Critical thinking isn't difficult. 
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1-14-2022 Lost All Respect.  When you become aware of the market as a whole, with its massive 

scale & diversity, you can't help but to be amused by comments like this: "I have lost all 

respect for both Honda and Toyota, two companies I once looked up to.  Do they really 

think this global warming and poisoning our kids with emissions is a joke?"  Some 

enthusiasts don't want to face that big-picture reality.  It isn't as exciting as they 

hope.  Solutions are not always dramatic or outwardly visible.  In fact, subtle is usually the 

way mainstream change actually takes place.  I know that after watching for the past 22 

years.  Enthusiasts typically don't have anywhere near that kind of patience.  That's why 

we see them drawing conclusions even before a particular objective is implemented.  They 

make lots of assumptions and generalizations.  Ultimately, that comes back to haunt 

them.  Most just abandon ship at that point.  I find it quite redeeming to watch that full 

cycle play out.  In the meantime, it is posts like this to provide a reality-check:  Toyota has 

a well refined EV system already, real-world proven in both their PHEV and BEV 

converts.  That work up front set the stage for a smooth rollout of dedicated-platform BEV 

while not forgetting about the rest of the fleet.  In other words, the narrative of "behind" is 

being revealed as a desperate effort to avoid address a growing problem.  Enthusiasts 

absolutely refuse to acknowledge the Osborne Effect.  When we reach a tipping point and 

ordinary consumers are actually interested... prices are competitive without subsidy and 

enough public-chargers are available to be considered common (some type of standard 

established)... there won't be a variety of choices available from others.  Toyota offers 

hybrids fleet wide and the PHEV family is expected to expand, while at the same time the 

BEV family rollout is about to begin.  How is that not taking global warming 

seriously?  At the same time, we see a continued effort to phaseout ICE models by 

pushing battery improvements.  Their bipolar design is an obvious advancement and solid-

state will usher in new opportunity.  So what if the hybrid platform is being leveraged for 

that?  By reaching such a wide audience and directing supply to smaller battery-packs, it 

significantly accelerates real-world exposure while also mitigating risk.  That is a 

comprehensive plan for change which others consider a joke.  It is really unfortunate some 

enthusiasts don't take that seriously. 
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1-14-2022 Dead Weight.  The article was quite bizarre.  It appeared to have come from a new writer 

with some engineering knowledge but no background on the topic itself... or even the 

market it pertained to.  The writing was an explanation of what make BEVs better by 

calling the components within a traditional vehicle dead weight.  I was not alone with my 

struggle to follow the logic.  It got bizarre when vibration from the road was sighted as a 

problem.  Supposedly, there is wasted weight to alleviate vibrating and associated noise, 

but there was nothing quantified.  It was just anecdotal observation.  Ugh.  I read through 

comments and found many shared the same sentiment.  It was just weird and without any 

clear reasoning.  Someone basically just got paid to provide something new in support of 

EVs.  With so many plug-in media sources struggling for attention, that was no 

surprise.  This is what I had to say about that:  I was very surprised to see "dead weight" 

mentioned with regard to EVs, since that has become quite a hypocritical identifier 

recently.  In the past, we heard on a regular basic how PHEV with lots of EV range were a 

terrible idea since their gas-engine was "dead weight" most of the time.  Now, we are 

hearing about how great BEV offering +300 miles are essential to goal of souring ICE 

appeal.   Those claiming that avoid the reality of their own group having said any capacity 

over 200 miles would achieve the same thing.  That additional 100 miles is dead weight 

most of the time, totally unnecessary for everyday driving and even some road 

trips.  That's why Ford targeting a 230-mile range for F-150 Lightning is just fine.  Notice 

how the idea of "extended range" is catching on as a BEV option, making it a choice for 

the consumer whether or not to add dead weight to their plug-in? 
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1-15-2022 Small Cars.  I especially enjoyed this today: "And GM will still insist you can't make 

money on small cars! "  It was a reply posted about a very interesting topic... sales of that 

ultra-small car in China.  With the tiny motor & battery-pack, it was something that would 

never sell here in the United States.  Such a mini-car has nothing this audience finds 

appealing.  The fact that this topic was called out as something GM could address caught 

my attention... especially since I had just watched a new video presenting an alternative 

history of Volt.  It included incorrect claims about how the system operated and why the 

approach was abandoned.  We are now far away enough from those reports go without 

question, assumed correct.  Ugh.  Having that in mind, I climbed up on my soapbox to 

spread some witnessed-in-person perspective:  The paradigm in China is quite 

different.  Think about how direct sales with production close to the market itself from 

workers that don't get paid as much changes the equation.  A vehicle that cheap skips out 

on what is deemed essential here... like safety features and thermal management and the 

ability to drive at highway speeds.  There is also the reality of ownership costs.  The push 

their for shifting to electric makes owning an ICE very unappealing.  In other words, those 

same conditions don't exist here.  Combine that with the fact that GM has spent the last 2 

decades cutting vehicles that only make a small profit, there's simply no incentive to even 

try.  Ironically, the shift to SUV/CUV platforms is actually an enabler in this market.  You 

can squeeze a lot of battery under the floor without any noticeable impact to vehicle height 

or interior.  That's why seeing Corolla become Corolla Cross... retaining the look & feel 

from the driver's perspective in many ways... is such an obvious next-step for 

electrification.  Adding a plug to the hybrid model will be as basic as it was for RAV4 to 

undergo the same evolution.  A similar next-step from GM was expected over a decade 

now.  Their Two-Mode system, which Volt was a successor to, even had a PHEV concept 

vehicle.  When the Saturn brand ended, the expectation simply shifted over to Equinox 

instead.  It made sense.  That would be how GM could avoid the Osborne Effect.  When 

they embraced BEV (quite a contradiction to their "range anxiety" campaigning), the 

variety of PHEV offered would buffer the transition.   It was an opportunity to electrify 

without having to sell small cars... wasted.  Now, GM is stuck without a good means of 

transitioning their fleet.  It makes you wonder what stockholders & customers will insist. 
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1-15-2022 Performance.  We got a reveal from Toyota yesterday, a GR model of bZ4X.  There were 

some... enthusiasts... who demanded that any type of special model should include a speed 

& horsepower increase.  A long explanation of that ended with: "...in competition with the 

other performance crossover EVs."  I was amused.  That's the same nonsense I have seen 

for 22 years now.  Even with an entirely new approach to vehicle propulsion, they insist 

all traits much remain the same.  What was a selling-point in the past should still 

be.  Ugh.  I responded to that nonsense by asking:  Why do you think "performance" 

shoppers are the targeted consumer?  The market is changing.  Think about how many 

times we hear about kW speed for charging.  Toyota's focus is on reliability, which all 

their upfront efforts with EV design so far and that expectation of 90% capacity retention 

after 10 years, clearly support.  Adding a GR trim level is a cosmetic enhanced to appeal 

to Toyota's chosen audience, not enthusiasts participating in online discussion about plug-

ins.  That assumption of audience has been a fundamental mistake in the past.  Think 

about the emerging market now.  BEV offer a smoooooooth and silent ride.  That in itself 

turns the "performance" market upside-down.  There is no loud roar or grumbled vibration 

anymore.  Key traits have disappeared.  That means rethinking sales & audience.  There is 

no guarantee that focus on horsepower and acceleration speed will be a draw to 

mainstream consumers anymore.  The paradigm shift to plugging in redefines the 

ownership experience.  Don't rely on past marketing to work the same way in this new 

period in automotive history. 

1-15-2022 Shared View.  I argue with some who have a very narrow scope, like those who are in full 

support of BEV and strongly opposed to PHEV.  That means there will be times when the 

topic is selective enough that it will garnish agreement from the both of us.  Today, such a 

shared view emerged.  It was with regard to the approach some oil companies are 

experimenting with to make fast-charging available at existing gas-stations.  Since not 

much profit is made from the sale of gas itself, adapting c-store locations to include 

charging seems a viable long-term win.  After all, distribution of gas requires delivery 

services.  That's not true for electricity.  So even if less money can be made from the 

charging itself, there is less overhead.  The added time it required for "filling up" would 

mean a much better chance of people coming into the store and purchasing something 

while they wait.  My observations in that regard are what I posted about today:  In my 

area... the first California-Rule state in the Midwest... you can see signs of preparation for 

the shift already.  Our neighborhood gas-station just got an interior upgrade, despite being 

only a few years old.  There is a parking area that would easily accommodate a row of DC 

fast-chargers.  Being able to hang out there for 20 minutes and slice of pizza while 

charging would very easy.  Down the street, there is another new gas-station.  That one 

has a Starbucks attached, with an unexpectedly large parking area conveniently next to 

it.  Same thing, you could easily envision a row of DC fast-chargers there. 
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1-15-2022 Patience.  Today, there was an exchange of post related to remote start.  It originated from 

when temperatures are well below the heat-pump threshold.  An owner of a RAV4 Prime 

expected the feature to work under all circumstances, calling the failure a significant fault 

Toyota should fix.  Since I debug user problems from an engineering perspective, I ask 

questions.  My goal is to uncover the true problem.  Users like to suggest a 

solution.  Improvements don't happen it you simply carry over the same behavior over to a 

new platform.  That's how opportunity is missed.  Sadly, most don't have the patience for 

that.  They don't want to look ahead and intentionally introduce change.  That's not me.  I 

seek out change that will result in improved results... even if it means upsetting the status 

quo... and at times, especially if it upsets the status quo.  In this case, it looked upon the 

situation as a teaching moment.  Hopefully, there will be something learned from the back 

& forth of posts.  Here's what I said in that regard:  Significant fault comes from assuming 

the only solution available is the antiquated approach of simply forcing the cabin-heater to 

run.  That's not how progress is made, especially when it comes to Toyota.  To innovate... 

which is how competition is overcome... you have to ask what problem it is you are trying 

to solve.  Knowing that, you can seek better options.  In this case, running the cabin-heater 

is a terrible choice.  Warming all the air inside is a waste of energy.  You want to warm 

your body, not the vehicle.  Toyota already has a solution at the ready.  It will be 

introduced starting March 1st this year, when production of bZ4X begins.  That will be the 

first of the Toyota vehicles with a warming system designed specifically for your feet & 

legs.  Between that, the heated seats, and heating steering-wheel, you have direct rapid 

warming rather than having to rely entirely upon cabin-warming.  It's so fast, there is no 

point for remote start. 

1-16-2022 Tesla Messaging.  When you follow a blog owned by a Tesla investor, it should be much 

of a surprise to see an article with this title: "Tesla Pivots On Battery Tech And It Starts A 

Major Trend".  Ugh.  That trend was well underway long before Tesla joined in.  The spin 

is remarkable, but the fanboy replies are even better: "It is conceivable that cycle life is 

superior with LFP packs, but Tesla hasn't said so to the general public."  That was buried 

within a long-winded post.  I homed in on that right away, recognizing what was being 

carefully avoided by pointing out and asking:  Countless studies praise longevity as a 

strength of LFP.  There is no doubt cycle life is superior.  Downplay of "perfectly 

adequate" sums up the situation.  If Tesla were to say something, they would be inviting 

the Osborne Effect.  4680 represents a step forward, an undeniable manufacturing 

advancement, but it isn't the best choice for what Tesla really needs.  LFP offers both 

longer life and lower cost.  Ordinary consumers see that as a priority, not what Tesla 

specializes in.  It is a shift enthusiasts hadn't anticipated.  Whether Tesla says anything or 

not, the challenge to become mainstream remains.  That means ubiquitous DC fast-

charging availability for a BEV directly competitive with traditional vehicles.  You tell us 

Chinese & Western automakers face an accelerated Tesla product ramp.  What exactly is 

should we expect?  The wide variety of BEV choices coming for other automakers is 

making Tesla look more and more like a one-hit-wonder.  Model 3/Y targets the enthusiast 

market.  CyberTruck targets the pickup market.  There is nothing resembling ID.3 or Ioniq 

5.  In other words, Tesla needs to say something.  There is no messaging.  With CCS the 

standard in Europe, there is a growing expectation of Tesla addressing its own product 

gap.  Is the addition of LFP a move to finally address the need for increased variety? 
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1-16-2022 Missing The Point.  I got a reply to my need for increased variety.  I was a long-winded 

rant adding FUD about LFP and dismissing DCFC as unrelated.  Then it turned to: "As for 

GM, Toyota, Ford, VW, Mercedes, BMW, and many other automotive OEMs, some of 

them will be sunk by disruption by 2030.  Bankrupt.  They aren't moving fast enough to 

keep up..."  It never ceases to amaze me how many don't really understand what bankrupt 

actually means.  They don't seem to remember GM having gone through that at all or what 

the outcome was.  Of course, it doesn't matter when the follow is this: "Number of models 

is irrelevant.  It's total sales, margins, and success in displacing ICEVs that 

matter..."  That type of short-sightedness is the very problem.  You can't just push a 

limited product forever, expecting it to be both competitive and continually grow.  Adding 

to the apparent absence of any critical thought was "...Model 3 is a premium sedan." and 

"...Model Y is a premium crossover."  It was acknowledgement of only reaching particular 

market segments.  How bizarre.  What in the world does this person expect Tesla to 

actually sell?  CyberTruck continues to be delayed and that too will be a premium offering 

for a limited audience.  Not wanting to sell ordinary vehicles to mainstream consumers 

means continuing to be a niche.  You cannot "bankrupt" others by not reaching their 

customers.  That doesn't make any sense; yet, there are many who argue that anyway.  I 

keep my responses short upon discovering how narrow-minded their view really 

is.  Today, it was a post saying:  That completely misses the point about both messaging & 

diversity... basic elements of sustainable business. 

1-16-2022 Appears Ahead.  This statement got me curious: "Tesla's battery tech appears to be 

ahead."  I asked how.  The reply back was: "Total kWh manufactured and battery 

technology as it relates to range and performance."  Since the word "performance" is 

meaningless without context and more is not necessarily better, I followed up by 

asking:  That is rather arbitrary criteria.  Why aren't cost & lifespan included?  What about 

the elimination of elements that are politically & environmentally problematic?  How 

come recyclability isn't included?  What about lower internal resistance and being fire 

retardant?  How come reduction of buffer capacity isn't important? 
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1-18-2022 Quiet, Very Quiet.  It is interesting how plug-in news went from almost non-stop to 

almost dead.  This time of year is usually subdued anyway.  With chip shortages, workers 

getting sick, high turnover, and the wait for better batteries, expectations from automakers 

are unremarkably quiet.  That's why the attacks on Toyota were so relentless.  Enthusiasts 

had nothing better to do while waiting and it served as a great distraction from their own 

woes.  That narrative about Toyota was insightful.  We knew of the upcoming bZ brand 

almost 3 years ago.  We knew of a BEV product-line of some sort even further back.  But 

with battery-tech still challenged, infrastructure terribly lacking, and the absence of a 

DCFC standard, what was there to gain from rushing to market.  After all, if you look at 

the specifications for Bolt, it makes you wonder how well it could actually sell.  Why 

would GM resume production for a vehicle only capable of 50 kW fast-charging?  Think 

about how hypocritical that statement is.  While I was endorsing that as a standard, they 

were attacking me for thinking such a slow speed made sense.  Ugh.  Of course, that 

explains some of the silence.  Troublemakers are starting to realize their ambitions in the 

past don't measure up to expectations now... which would be fine if this was a progressive 

improvement with a clear target.  There's no goal whatsoever though.  What is required for 

sustainable & profitable sales has yet to be identified.  Obsession with speed & power kept 

enthusiasts from becoming supporters.  They don't recognize the differenced between want 

& need.  This quiet, very quiet time online seems to confirm a rethink.  That doesn't mean 

anything constructive will emerge.  In fact, the result is usually new rhetoric.  You never 

know though.  Eventually, enthusiasts lose the spotlight.  Remember how that daily blog 

for Volt died? 

1-19-2022 Similar Miles.  We had an EV owners meeting tonight.  55 people attended, all via 

Zoom.  Online discussion is quite challenging.  We broke into 12 groups for a little bit, 

then got together and had exchanges about the topic suggested in the chat.  What caught 

many of with intrigue was having a state legislator in our group.  He was Democrat and 

knew a lot about what Republicans had been doing to undermine & obstruct efforts our 

group endorse.  We persist nonetheless.  Being armed with good information is key.  A 

study had been sponsored in that regard.  Those in the house wanted to know how the state 

of Minnesota actually consumed gas.  Specifically, it was unknown who drove more 

miles.  Was it those who live in rural areas or those in urban/suburban?  That's a really big 

deal.  Knowing were to put DC fast-chargers is vital.  There is only so much money that 

will be available to fund sites.  Whomever benefited more would get more.  Turns out, the 

results are a wash.  Rural living tends to mean you do fewer trips, but they are 

longer.  That makes sense.  We have friends who do exactly that.  You go into town for a 

big day of shopping, to stock up with gracias and whatever other supplies you need.  We 

do exactly the opposite, as the study confirmed.  Driving is frequent, but the trips are very 

short.  I got coffee for my wife and I some mornings.  The round-trip is less than 2 miles, 

which is entirely with electricity.  Picking up something fresh for lunch or dinner happens 

then too.  If it is a nice day, I'll get something to grill.  Why bother shopping ahead when 

you can get exactly what you want in exactly the portion needed?  It's fresh and we avoid 

waste.  Knowing all that, does it help with the decision of where to put DC fast-

chargers?  You could see both driving situations taking advantage of their errand to 

recharge. 
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1-20-2022 Ultium Cells.  Production of GM's new battery with a new platform is about to begin.  It 

will be an expensive first offering, just a limited production of 1,500 vehicles.  This is the 

Cadillac Lyriq, that BEV which sold out online in just 19 minutes.  Detail were provided 

today.  I focused on: "Ultium Cells (GM-LG Chem joint venture) NCMA (nickel-cobalt-

manganese-aluminum) chemistry."  Seeing that reveal of nickel & cobalt was a bit of a 

surprise.  I was really hoping GM somehow overcame their obsession with power to 

instead focus on something robust.  After all, we were told a large variety of BEV were 

coming by next year.  This was back when it was revealed that Bolt would never be 

profitable, despite planned upgrades... which were indeed rolled out... but with an 

expensive recall to follow.  So, look forward instead.  What does this new brand have to 

offer?  After all, the promise was rather vague beyond just a model count of 20 by 2023.  I 

posted this in response to learning of the battery composition:  That chemistry gives 

reason for pause.  While those new cells may deliver on several promises, they still use 

problematic material. Both nickel & cobalt are what the rest of the industry is trying to not 

use anymore.  The political & environmental issues related to both elements will become a 

liability.  Tradeoff for performance & energy-density means an expensive battery that 

requires more to recycle too.  Is it really worth it?  For Cadillac Lyric, it will probably be 

fine.  It's a luxury vehicle that will only be produced in low volume.  That's not the case 

for Chevy pickups.  It is easy to assume the 400-mile range for Silverado EV as 

competitive appeal over F-150 Lightning's 300-mile range.  But when it comes to trucks, 

how tough it is means a lot.  Focus will be on how the cells handle heavy load.  The reason 

LFP chemistry has gained so much interest is elimination of nickel & cobalt makes cells 

more durable.  As the market advances, the challenge of selling EVs will become more 

difficult.  Simply pushing range & power won't work for some.  It will be interesting to 

see how fanboys respond to GM's next move.  With mainstream consumers so poorly 

informed, things like battery warranty are going to become far more important than it was 

for early-adopters.  That means Ultium needs to be presented well, especially with so 

much attention on GM resulting from Bolt's battery.  In short, there's a lot riding on this 

particular rollout... more so than it would initially appear. 
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1-21-2022 The Trap, Again.  The comment made about Cadillac Lyriq was an interesting twist: 

"This [deep understanding of the American car market and what people want] is the key, 

and something that Tesla needs to work on.  Cars are not appliances."  It recognizes an 

audience outside of the masses, in the realm of luxury or enthusiast rather than 

mainstream.  My response to that was:  That is indeed key.  Back in the early plug-in days, 

I asked this question hundreds of times: "Who is the market for Volt?"  As it became 

undeniable Volt was just a conquest vehicle and Bolt was also targeting non-GM owners, 

it changed to "Know your audience."  The point is, GM's realignment to deliver Lyriq, 

Hummer, Silverado and eventually Equinox as BEV variants actually address that 

targeting mismatch.  Nothing from Volt or Bolt swayed loyal GM customers to embrace 

plugging in, nor did they even send the message of commitment to plug-ins.  These 

vehicles will.  GM still has a reputation challenge to overcome.  It's ironic how relentless 

the attacks were on Toyota to portray a resistance narrative, only to now look back upon it 

as taking their time to prove their EV tech and stir interest.  RAV4 Prime did exactly what 

Volt supporters hoped a model of Equinox with Voltec would achieve.  Seeing GM 

basically have to start over again, since clearly Bolt didn't appeal at all to their own SUV 

shoppers, creates a lot of pressure to get everything perfect.  Lyriq selling out of the first 

production allocation in just a matter of minutes tends to indicate GM will get very useful 

real-world data to help figure out how to target their own audience, those shopping the 

showroom floor looking to replace their aged GM with a new one.  Starting with a luxury 

model from Cadillac provides a level of control better than from Chevy.  So, it actually 

makes sense... which brings us to your point of projection.  That draw which resulted in 

orders ending just 19 minutes after they began for a vehicle starting at $60K very much 

supports the "Cars are not appliances" nature of their audience.  Unfortunately, that sets 

the trap for yet another "over promise, under deliver" situation.  It will be interesting. 

1-22-2022 C'mon.  This reply to my post about the trap resulted in: "LOL.  You gotta be kidding 

me.  You think Cadillac should use the heavier, cheaper battery with less 

performance?  C'mon."  That attitude and misalignment with market realities has peaked 

my attention.  History is repeating, yet again.  Well aware of the pattern, I posted:  GM has 

a reputation for mixed messages.  It is a crippling, self-deprecating history that goes back 

to Two-Mode.  GM was promising to deliver a fast & powerful system that would 

somehow out-Prius the Prius by also being even more efficient.  It is engineering by press-

release & hype, portraying technology advancements as if there is no such thing as an 

engineering tradeoff.  That effort failed; then it was renewed with Volt.  Same problem, 

you can't have it both ways.  Emphasis on performance meant a less efficient 

system.  Each generation of battery/motor tech gets better, but there is always some type 

of tradeoff.  In this case, we have the premiere vehicle for Ultium batteries sending the 

message of fast & powerful, again emphasizing performance.  How does that fit into the 

promise of 20 new EVs?  Remember 3 years ago when GM's propaganda of "at least 20 

new all-electric vehicles that will launch by 2023" started?  How exactly will that be 

fulfilled without a battery that doesn't use expensive elements which limits routine 

charging to 80% and impedes the number of charging cycles?  It simply doesn't make 

sense if this was a chemistry for the masses.  Words from an enthusiast mocking the 

alternative, calling it a "heavier cheaper battery with less performance" won't make any 

difference to a customer looking for an affordable vehicle for daily travel.  Watching GM 

repeat the same pattern of failure is quite remarkable.  Ask yourself what "Ultium" is 

supposed to deliver and who is supposed to appeal to. 
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1-22-2022 Chemistry Agnostic.  There is an interesting new topic being discussed today.  It is about 

a Chinese company partnering with a mystery automaker in the United States to produce 

200 GWh of LFP batteries.  Being a joint-venture, it seems a likely path for a large 

automaker here who already has a presence in China.  We probably won't find out who for 

awhile, but that doesn't matter.  Being able to discuss different chemistries is key.  For far 

too long, that aspect of BEV growth has been basically ignored entirely.  Focus has been 

on ramping up volume, not whether or not the state of battery-tech is ready for that or 

not... which is how this mention came about: "However GM's Ultium system is chemistry 

agnostic.  LFP might certainly be an option for it's lower cost EV's in North America."  I 

was intrigued, since there really isn't an ideal for packaging and messaging is obviously a 

problem for GM.  So, I replied to that with:  Chemistry agnostic is great, but that would 

dilute & confuse "Ultium" branding.  Rather than a unified marketing message of 

expectations, you end up with varying traits and only packaging in common.  Think about 

how LFP differs in terms of charging & longevity.  Being able to promote a much better 

warranty (due to cycle-life being so much better) is a really big deal.  Customer 

expectation of always being able to charge to 100% without penalty is a big deal too.  It 

comes with a lower cost as well.  The tradeoff of range due to the lower energy-density 

will be a non-issue for customers who don't drive long distances or have ready access to 

DC fast-chargers.  This is what is drawing lots of appeal for LFP, while at the same time 

making some second-guess their commitment chemistries dependent upon nickel & 

cobalt.  It is the "premature lock-in" dilemma playing out right before our eyes. 

1-22-2022 Message Clarity.  We went from almost total silence, which is quite normal in the dead of 

Winter, to the mess known as GM.  Yup, that confused & uncertain messaging has begun 

again.  It's history repeating.  Ugh.  This is what I got after the previous post about 

chemistry being agnostic: "Simply GM is going to offer a car with X range for Y price that 

will charge Z miles in 10 minutes.  And that is all the consumer will care about."  From his 

comments prior to that summary, it was obvious he was unaware of GM's past.  I was 

more than happy to provide some background info:  The biggest complaint about Volt... 

by far... was GM's marketing for it.  They were all over the place.  What goals was it 

trying to achieve?  Who was it for?  Between the confusion & uncertainty, people never 

really got to understanding the technology itself.  The opportunity wasted was 

enormous.  Bolt was even worse. It basically wasn't marketed at all.  Promotion started as 

a direct competitor to Tesla, an affordable package capable many of the traits EV 

enthusiasts desired.  When that fell apart, so did the promoting.  It just basically 

floundered in place, never gaining any attention from GM vehicle owners.  Now, we see 

Ultium being presented with range & performance as the focus.  GM is following the 

footsteps of Tesla, choosing to deliver what mainstream consumers see as expensive 

toys.  The promise of 20 plug-ins by 2023 has vanished.  GM's messaging is anything but 

"X range for Y price that will charge Z miles in 10 minutes".  Think about it.  You see VW 

and Hyundai/Kia already delivering something specifically for middle-market... with ID.3 

and ID.3 and Ioniq and Kona and Niro.  Heck, we even see Toyota aiming for the same 

thing bZ4 and bZ3 and bZ2.  The message is clear.  They are pursuing BEV tech that's 

affordable & reliable.  Supposedly, that is what GM was doing too, starting with Bolt.  But 

we all knew that would end, since Bolt was outdated & unprofitable.  Fine, but what does 

Lyric, Hummer, and Silverado convey about Ultium?  Start by telling us what "X" and 

"Y" and "Z" should be.  What values do consumers want to see?  No actual numbers is just 

history repeating.  No clear messaging. 
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1-22-2022 Recruiting Enablers.  I got more of the same in response to asking about clear 

messaging, highlighted by this: "GM's message is an EV for everybody."  It is that feel 

good, no need to question, consumer appeal.  You are told what you should know.  It is the 

kind of marketing done when there is no real competition, when you are basically just 

promoting a next-gen design.  In other words, we are seeing hype again.  That's what GM 

was good at.  All they have to do is recruit enablers by providing ambiguous 

information.  This encounter was with one of them, completely unaware of his own 

messaging.  Ugh.  I replied, expecting nothing more than the same nonsense as years 

ago.  Read these blogs for insight on what is to come.  In the meantime:  There it is, 

history repeating.  Those same "who cares" and "irrelevant" and "nothing to do" 

dismissals are exactly what we saw back then. Even follow up with a vague X, Y and Z 

rather than specifics matches that pattern.  What does "good range" and "affordable price" 

actually mean?  Think about what is about to happen with the industry.  The supposed 

"race" with plug-ins was really nothing but qualifying runs.  Sales of BEV to ordinary 

consumers directly against other choices... sharing the same showroom floor... have not 

begun.  Heck, we don't even have a single standard for DC fast-charging here yet.  It's why 

messaging... whether that is specifically with regard to Ultium branding or the variety of 

chemistries (LFP, NCA, NMC, etc.)... is so important.  Automakers are only now lining up 

for the true race.  How will each appeal to their audience? 

1-22-2022 As Expected.  At this point, the enthusiast becomes frustrated.  That can't comprehend 

what you take issue with.  GM made a promise and they will deliver.  Ugh.  Contrary to 

evidence around them, the act of denial becomes blind hope.  In other words, they start to 

believe their own hype.  It becomes a vague spew of spin to shot the messenger: "Okay 

now your speaking pure nonsense again.  Your arguing for the sake of arguing.  My X, Y, 

Z metrics are very well known for the Lyriq and Hummer EV.  Open your eyes and 

look!  They are doing this today!  Look.  Look.  Look.  Stop sticking your head in the 

sand.  GM will have over 30 EV's on the market within the next few years those X, Y, Z 

metrics will be different for every vehicle and every target consumer and price point."  As 

I have said countless times in the past, these are individuals who have no background with 

economics, accounting, or marketing.  The antagonist is someone with a solid 

understanding of engineering who is totally baffled by resistance related to 

business.  Seeing that emerge again is rather fascinating, since it is so predictable.  I 

expected the response I got.  You confront someone with the bigger picture, asking for 

detail they obviously haven't considered, they will get defensive.  My purpose is to know 

my audience.  Understanding what enthusiast mindset is prior to bZ4X and the market it 

will enter is vital.  We're at a significant point, where the technology is just starting to stir 

interest of ordinary consumers.  They will see DC fast-chargers, perhaps only noticing 

detail for the first time... wondering how it works.  I have seen that for years with public 

Level-2 chargers.  The basic metrics of X for range, Y for price, and Z for miles/time 

simply aren't enough.  People finally want to know how it actually works and how much 

the costs are.  Why this guy can't see that is beyond me.  You don't sell a product by 

hoping for the best.  Ugh.  Like usual, I kept my response to end a discussion with 

someone clearly not getting it with a single sentence.  In this case, it was:  Replies like that 

are why Two-Mode, Voltec gen-1, Voltec gen-2, and Bolt went nowhere. 
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1-22-2022 Falling Behind?  This is what it is like when someone without hostile intent asks a 

question: "Iowa City, Iowa transit is adding new electric buses that go 300 miles on a 

charge.  Teslas go 300-400 miles on a charge.  Approximately 250 for the Chevy Bolt 

vehicle.  Meanwhile, my Prime gets maybe 20 miles on a charge.  Makes me wonder if 

Toyota is falling behind the technology curve of electric mileage?"  It wasn't a provoke.  It 

wasn't a mislead.  It was a genuine want-to-know post.  True curiosity!  What a concept.  I 

had this to say about that:  It is a matter of priorities.  Notice how Toyota has stated their 

BEV expectation repeatedly as a 90% capacity retention after 10 years?  For mainstream 

consumers, focus is on affordable batteries which favor longevity.  To get that, a tradeoff 

of range is required.  Knowing that, take a look at what happened with Tesla recently.  The 

base Model 3 switched to that other chemistry, known as LFP.  That dropped range to 272 

miles, falling out of the 300-400 trend many expected to become the norm.  Increasing 

presence of DC fast-chargers changes the equation too.  Why carry around unneeded 

capacity when you can instead have a more durable battery capable of many more 

charging cycles?  It is a paradigm-shift many BEV enthusiasts didn't see coming.  In fact, 

the revelation of LFP ended up being quite a sucker-punch for some.  With regard to the 

PHEV market, seeing more DC fast-chargers is an enabler.  We'll have to wait for Prius 

Prime to finally get an upgrade.  But at that point, it will be easier to get landlords & 

employers to provide Level-2 charging.  At home, the thought of plugging into an ordinary 

120-volt outlet for overnight recharges will become a no-brainer... so obviously beneficial, 

consideration of 240-volt won't be scary or uncertain anymore.  In short, Toyota has 

carefully studied the market and has the patience to wait while quietly positioning their 

pieces for when the game begins.  Hybrid, PHEV and BEV will all serve a purpose to win. 

1-22-2022 Total Electric.  This came about from that falling behind question: "I'm not sure we will 

or even should become a total electric vehicle country!"  This was my contribution with 

the hope of stirring some more discussion on the topic:  It is easy to see a mix of 

technologies.  Ironically, BEV enthusiasts dead-set against fuel-cells are starting to come 

to the realization that hydrogen has practical uses on the commercial side.  Being able to 

store as much renewable energy as possible locally is an interesting twist when it is used 

to power DC fast-chargers.  Think about how some claim our grid isn't capable of 

supporting total electric.  It wouldn't have to be if we decentralize using off-grid storage 

via hydrogen & batteries. 

1-22-2022 Cold Charging.  Ever since detail about bZ4X was revealed last summer, I have been 

seeing references to charge-time expectations quote as both "30 minutes" and "less than an 

hour".  To me, that implies there is more at play than the basic information we get from 

articles really tells us.  It hit me today that this could be a reference to cold-temperature 

charging, a hint that it will be slower.  Other automakers exclude that, not wanting to point 

out that a cold battery will recharge slower.  It comes as quite a surprise for new 

owners.  You can tell them repeatedly about pre-conditioning, that there is a heater to 

warm the pack, but it just doesn't sink in what it is for.  I suspect many will associate that 

with efficiency benefit.  The fact that it also enables faster charging as DC fast-chargers 

almost certainly never crosses their mind.  Why would it?  Put another way, if the pack is 

warm, you'll get that charge to 80% in 30 minutes.  If not, it will take less than an hour. 
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1-22-2022 Cheaped Out.  In an alternate reality: "It's useless below about 20 degrees F.  Most true 

EV's also have an electric resistance heater, but Toyota cheaped out."  That was such a 

bizarre attack on Toyota, replying took some thought.  Was the person really that clueless 

or just another willing to outright lie.  There are some who hate Toyota so much, they will 

indeed lie.  The reason why tends to come down to either having been disenchanted from 

being poorly informed or they are in denial that the slow approach is keeping up... and this 

shows the possibility of winning.  If you were under the impression that the BEV you have 

been endorsing were actually playing catch up, how would you respond?  I have had my 

Prius Prime for almost 5 years now.  That 2017 model first rolled out in late 2016.  It had a 

heat-pump.  That is years before Tesla.  Learning that may have angered the person.  Who 

knows.  What is clear though is the lack of research.  Spreading disinformation isn't the 

answer.  Ugh.  So, I do my best to counter that:  Quite the opposite, using a heat-pump is 

the more expensive option.  Because it is more efficient, the result is more EV range.  And 

it is most definitely useful below 20 degrees.  I waited 30 minutes in the drive-they line 

last night for Cane's chicken.  It was only 16 degrees outside.  The engine never started the 

entire wait & drive.  I was quite comfortable. 

1-23-2022 64 kWh.  Another reference I have seen a lot in bZ4X articles is a reference to 64 kWh 

being the battery-capacity.  Huh?  That was been quite random.  There's no pattern, other 

than it comes when the 71.4 kWh and 72.8 kWh capacities are not included.  When you do 

the math, that is a 9% difference... which could be a buffer.  That's the right size.  Since 

we don't know the chemistry and using the entire capacity, that makes sense.  Usable 

capacity for an iron-base lithium chemistry is an unknown though.  Absence of nickel & 

cobalt allows charging to 100% without consequence, but you still want a buffer of some 

sort at the low end.  If efficiency is around 3.5 miles/kWh, the range estimate would 

calculate to 224 miles.  That makes sense for real-world expectations.  Seeing higher is 

realistic, since that is extremely common with my Prius Prime.  But with a heavier, less 

aerodynamic vehicle (though with a BEV optimized system & platform) it would happen 

less often.  On the European scale, estimated best efficiencies are:  Tesla Model 3 = 154 

Wh/km;  Tesla Model Y = 171 Wh/km;  VW ID.4 = 182 Wh/km;  Hyundai Ioniq 5 = 187 

Wh/km;  Nissan Ariya = 188 Wh/km;  Ford Mach E = 197 Wh/km.  For bZ4X, the 

estimate is 188 Wh/km.  That translates to 425 km combined in mild weather (no A/C or 

Heater).  That comes to 264 miles from the European measure (WLTP), which tends to be 

about 12% optimistic.  For the American measure (EPA), that translates to about 235 

miles.  Needless to say, I have nothing better to do at this moment than run 

numbers.  Interestingly, the calculations now match up with my original guestimate of 232 

miles rather well.  Whatever the case, there is a lot of waiting to do still.  So, I search for 

sources revealing tidbits of information.  Perhaps somewhere in all that there will be some 

numbers to validate with. 
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1-24-2022 bZ Sedan.  The 2022 Beijing Auto Show takes place April 21-30.  That's during Earth 

Day... a perfect time to reveal the next bZ vehicle.  Not much is known about it yet, except 

having a target price of under CNY 200,000 (EUR 27,672 / USD 31,467) in the base 

configuration.  Rollout the end of this year in China is anticipated.  There's lots of 

speculation, but rumors like this tend to have some truth to them.  We know more vehicles 

are coming and that Toyota is building a brand for their new dedicated BEV 

platforms.  So, seeing a continuous cycle of rollout plans makes sense.  After all, we have 

already been shown 5 models and there are 7 to deliver by 2025.  As for a sedan being 

next, that is sensible.  There were so many complaints about hybrids looking 

strange.  Toyota rolled out some so invisible, people didn't even realize there were hybrid 

models.  With a mix of bZ and conversions, all resembling something with ties to 

traditional types, this will be an awakening.  In this case, rear seating will come as a 

surprise.  Without an engine, the front of the vehicle shrinks and the interior 

grows.  Legroom in back is where that shift will be noticed.  A sedan exactly like this will 

draw attention to that.  That is now 3 months away and bZ4X production starts in a little 

over 1 month.  Sweet! 

1-25-2022 Cost Reduction.  That discussion from back in September really got a few worked 

up.  This title was the bait: "Lexus EV conspiracy theories".  It attracted a bunch of 

antagonists who enjoy their role on the big Prius forum.  They provoke by twisting facts, 

omitting detail, and asking the same questions over and over as if they were new.  Each 

time, it is the same old nonsense.  So, I pretty much ignore their posts.  Others do jump 

into the discussion at times, often having no idea of the game that's being 

played.  Basically, the forum is there for their amusement.  I find that terribly 

harmful.  Those who come to learn get more than what they bargained for.  So, I try to 

help out.  This was such a post today: "But Toyota is, as John said, just gathering 

customer data.  I don't know that much about the IQ - it never made it to Australia - but in 

the case of the UX300e, the critical data being gathered is the answer to the 

question,  "Will people pay a lot of money for a terrible car when cheaper alternatives are 

available that are better by every possible metric? "  Back when the thread was first 

started, we had no answer.  Now, we do.  Knowing that post was a what-about, since those 

assessments are subjective and the measures selective, I challenged the question at hand 

with that of the thread's purpose by providing:  2,987 were purchased in Europe from 

when rollout began to year-end (about 9 months of sales).  The speculated purpose is 

indeed being fulfilled.  Gathering data from real-world operation has taken 

place.  Confirmation that all is established before taking the next step is priceless... and 

very much the Toyota way.  Remember, they were the ones who pioneered and has been a 

leader on continuous improvement.  Last week, news from Toyota's development center 

was that battery-cost from UX300e to bZ4X will be reduced by 40%. 
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1-25-2022 Why?  It is especially compelling to jump into an discussion when something like this is 

asked: "...Honda and Toyota are real laggards regarding pure EVs.  Why is that?"  I like 

to provide a reply they aren't expecting:  Why is because enthusiasts are impatient and 

their own expectations have gone unfulfilled.  So, they created a narrative to make Toyota 

as a distraction & scapegoat.  Rollout from others no where near what they hoped, federal 

subsidies are still unrenewed, and DCFC locations are still quite scarce.  Here in the 

United States, we have the added problem of Tesla competing with CCS.  As for Toyota, 

we see that their PHEV are selling well.  That contribution to BEV advancement is 

undeniable.  Emerging from RAV4 Prime's design experience came UX300e, which there 

were 2,987 purchased in Europe resulted in 2,987 purchased from when rollout began in 

spring 2021 to the end of 2021.  Knowledge gained from that will contribute to the 40% 

reduction of battery cost for bZ4X.  Production of which begins March 1.  On April 22 at 

the Beijing Auto Show, reveal of the next bZ vehicle is expected.  It is said to be a BEV 

most similar in size & shape to Corolla, though with more rear legroom like Camry.  In 

other words, trying to convince an ordinary consumer that Toyota is a laggard or that it 

even matters is futile. 

1-25-2022 Wild West.  The favorite thing for early-adopters to do is to declare the early-adopter 

stage over.  They want to take credit for participating and declare victory.  For example: 

"It appears to me that EVs have passed a tipping point and adoption is much heavier 

now....especially in Europe.  But even in the USA, people seem pretty interested in EVs 

more."  Drawing conclusions for you is a dead giveaway of a narrative.  They are telling 

you want to think by suggesting or implying.  I like to call them out on that absence of 

objectivity:  Here in the USA, we have barely made it beyond the early-adopter 

stage.  Fortunately, that progress so far did a decent job of proving the technology. We 

have a very long before reaching a tip though.  Right now, it's very much an uphill 

push.  Only enthusiasts wearing rose-colored glasses don't see that.  Without involving 

financial or supply challenges, think about what remains outstanding.  Absence of DCFC 

is a major barrier.  Neither a standard connector, nor a standard means of payment exists 

here.  That's a big problem for adoption.  Heck, we don't even have consumer expectation 

established for charging speeds yet.  We are very much in the "wild west" stage 

now.  Soon, the low-hanging fruit will be gone and there will be a struggle for 

attention.  Notice how we cannot even agree on priorities? 

1-26-2022 Ugh.  I read an article that came up on my news feed.  It was an unfamiliar 

publication.  The history conveyed about plug-in history seemed a little distorted and 

somewhat concerning, until I got to the bottom.  Seeing correct given to the source, I 

understood was had happened.  That article was written & sold as content for them... by 

someone who's reputation I know well.  On the sources I frequent, that name is quite 

familiar.  Here's the quote that stood out and captured my attention: "A cautionary tale 

exists with Nissan: Although the automaker pioneered mass-market EVs in 2011 with the 

Leaf compact hatchback, it has lagged with EVs since then."  The reason why was 

omitted, quite intentionally.  I know he is well aware of why but excluded that vital bit of 

information.  Nissan gambled on passive cooling.  Leaf used neither liquid nor air to 

reduce battery temperature.  Heat would radiate out on its own.  No active cooling was 

provided.  That's why it lagged.  Early-Adopters were well aware of that shortcoming... a 

shortcoming which soon will no longer exists.  Nissan's successor to Leaf will indeed have 

that.  So, what is that cautionary tale supposed to tell us? 
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1-26-2022 Feeding Hate.  Wow!  It's getting really bad.  That guy is still producing several videos 

per day, with a total of over 950 now in just 8 months.  Of course, that doesn't include his 

previous channel back when he was pro-Toyota.  Hate sells though and he is obviously 

making steady income now from spreading hate.  In the video I watched today, he actually 

called out a post and a specific user.  Since what is does is provide commentary on news, 

following the same sources as me means overlap of both content & participants.  I'm 

seeing exactly that too.  Not only did I recognize the person he attacked, I also recognized 

a number of those posting comments.  In other words, I am witnessing the enablement 

happening again.  The same group of people amplify their message by attracting people to 

their echo chambers.  In some cases, it is just a matter of repeating the same lie over and 

over again.  In this case, it was yet another attack on Toyota.  I called that out with:  The 

spin that BYD will be making all Toyota BEV comes from the partnership they have for 

Chinese built vehicles for the market in China.  bZX4 will be Toyota's own e-TNGA 

design & build with batteries supplied by Panasonic & CATL. 

1-26-2022 Spreading Lies.  It sure was nice to see a few others calling out the hate 

too.  Unfortunately, there are far more who thrive on it.  The outright lies are 

plentiful.  Those can be addressed, especially as real-world data is collected.  That worked 

well in the past.  This time, we are approaching a tipping-point and they know it.  That is 

when the rhetoric turns to lies that really don't much sense.  It turns into an effort to spread 

whatever narrative people will accept.  Here is the latest attempt: "Toyota doesn't sell EV's 

(gas guzzling hybrids with no plug-in capability are not EV's)."  Such an attempt to 

pretend neither PHEV nor BEV is offered marks a true act of desperation.  It is becoming 

apparent that the market will not embrace an all-electric paradigm quickly and without a 

fight.  Reasons why will be provided elsewhere.  My attention was raised today from such 

an outright lie, so easy to disprove.  It's like watching Fox News.  They expect watchers to 

never watch anything else, to only get their news from that single source.  Such nonsense 

is effective.  There is indeed an audience for that.  Ugh.  I responded to today's attempt 

with:  Toyota sells a variety of BEVs already.  Those were good platforms to build upon 

their EV drive from the PHEV models.  Look up UX300e for an example.  Rollout in 

Europe began last year.  There were 2,987 purchased. bZX4 will deliver a 40% reduction 

of battery cost, the switch to CCS charging, and bump up charging speed to 150 kW. 
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1-27-2022 $25K Car.  Talk of affordable EV choices is growing.  That's long overdue.  This is what 

started today's engagement for me: "Yay and Hooray.  Chasing this low-margin, low-

priced vehicle was an incomprehensible waste of time and resources.  It was completely 

off brand, was going to do very little for climate change other than displace already 

efficient small vehicles..."  It came as a result of Elon Musk providing an overview of 2021 

and expectations for 2022.  After informing the audience that CyberTruck would be 

delayed until next year, he dropped the bomb that there was no work being put into the 

delivery of a $25,000 car.  For Tesla, that could bring about an end to the seemingly 

endless orders for Model 3 and Model Y... much like they did for Model S and Model 

X.  People seek an affordable solution, but go for the more expensive because that is the 

better current choice.  After all, with all those SuperChargers, the plan by Tesla to 

dominate the early years was an immense success.  It means nothing for their future in the 

realm of mainstream consumers.  Given an more affordable choice from an automaker 

who had established lots of SuperChargers for their expensive vehicles back in the day, 

what would you choose?  That shift would avoid the Osborne Effect, since sales wouldn't 

come to a screeching halt.  But profit would become a huge problem.  A car only selling 

for $25K requires high-volume to make up for their low-margin return.  Having something 

like CyberTruck to offset and spread the risk makes sense... but now that is a problem 

too.  I posted this, seeing the inevitable upset coming from investors hoping for a larger 

return sooner:  That puts Tesla on the path to remaining a specialty automaker, targeting a 

specific group of consumer rather than an automaker for the masses.  There's nothing 

wrong with that, but it is not the expectation many had hoped for.  That business-model 

would allow for focus on FSD as Musk has suggested for a revenue-path anyway.  It also 

alleviates the CCS conflict here in the US.  Handing over such a large market segment to 

legacy automakers probably won't make shareholders happy though. 

1-27-2022 Trolls & Shills.  Being critical of claims was summed up nicely this way in that 

affordable vehicle discussion: "There is a long history on this site of people claiming Tesla 

was about to disrupt the car market completely with a $25k car and those of us who said it 

was not coming any time soon were called trolls or Big Oil shills or Russian bots, or 

whatever the derisive term of the moment was."  In other words, the defensive nature of 

enthusiast replies has become more evident as shortcomings of their arguments get 

revealed.  When details finally emerge, they feel backed into a corner from not having 

thought through their own claims.  It's a sign of loss recognition... seeing the outcome 

won't be as they had anticipated.  I put that this way:  Tesla is picking up traits of a legacy 

automaker... which was pretty much inevitable as scope & volume continued to 

grow.  People come to expect that to remain without having to change approach as 

audience changes.  In other words, appealing to the $25K market segment will not work 

using the same tactics.  Those consumers have very different priorities.  This is Business 

101 stuff that those here are either unaware or dismissive of.  What is also part of that is 

recognizing the "over promise, under deliver" trap.  There are new challenges to address 

to achieve growth.  You can't just ramp up production and expect to sell more... especially 

on the magnitude enthusiasts have been boasting. 
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1-27-2022 Simple, Cheap Cars.  It's nice to see discussions about them finally stirring: "How many 

times must we relearn the same lesson?  The early VW beetle and now the Chinese mini 

EV shows that simple, cheap cars sell.  Everyone doesn't need the latest tech in what is for 

many just transportation."  I was happy to join in with that, providing some detail and 

some extra perspective:  There is indeed a market for simple cheap cars, but it is far from 

what Tesla sells or intends to sell.  181,810 Wuling HongGauge Mini EV were purchased 

in the first half of 2021.  With a starting price of $4,200 USD, that shouldn't surprise 

anyone.  However, enthusiasts like to gloss over that extremely low price (and the 

tradeoffs associated as a result) to give an impression of BEV acceptance rates are better 

than they really are.  Ever notice how that car with a tiny motor & battery gets lumped into 

the same category as Model 3 and Model Y?  That intentional misrepresentation of counts 

is an indicator of the challenges some BEV enthusiasts are unwilling to 

address.  Interestingly, these words of wisdom apply as a double entendre: "There's 

nothing about yesterday's success that guarantees tomorrow's success."  Just because 

Tesla was extremely successful in the early-adopter stage doesn't mean they will continue 

to be as competition & variety changes in the next stage.  But in an ironic twist, the past 

prior to that... the early days of "economy" ICE vehicles... can provide some insight to 

success for "affordable" EV vehicles. 

1-27-2022 Larger First.  Remember all the arguments that it was best to focus on the larger vehicles 

first?  That came about from the Two-Mode apologists, defending GM's choice to deliver 

Tahoe first.  Supposedly, a smaller vehicle would quickly follow.  It never did.  In fact, 

there was never any evidence the design could even work in a smaller vehicle.  To contain 

all of the necessary components within an existing transmission housing... supposedly 

making it easy to share across platforms... meant only vehicles with a larger housing 

would be eligible.  The denial was incredible.  It was easy to see that would be an 

incredible challenge to accommodate smaller.  In fact, that's why Toyota started small 

with both hybrids & fuel-cells.  Nothing was learned from any of that.  We still get 

reasoning of "more emissions from the large ICE vehicle" as justification to focus on 

larger first.  That both fails to recognize limited battery supply and the reality of the entire 

fleet.  Ironically, Toyota gets attacked on a regular basis for exactly that.  I do too, when 

pointing that out.  Larger first only works when you are able to follow-up quickly.  That 

introduction vehicle serves to promote the other choices, the ones that would get as much 

attention or advertising since they are lower-margin.  I put it this way:  Not the 

same.  There is a 3-to-1 offset.  1 large EV uses 150 to 200 kWh.  3 small EV use about 58 

kWh each.  In other words, you cannot be selective about data.  The overall reduction of 

emissions is what measures the difference. 
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1-28-2022 Death of Bolt.  They don't see the pattern.  I recognize it all too well and shared that 

fact:  It's happening again.  When the situation for Two-Mode got bad, focus shifted to the 

hoping for what would come from GM next.  We saw it again with gen-1 Volt, again with 

gen-2 Volt and now again with Bolt.  Each time was some new technology that would be 

much better.  The catch was info was vague and the timeline was drawn out.  What starts 

out as hope turns into hype.  This time, it is a supposed Equinox EV.  What exactly will 

make it competitive?  Think about this situation. How many other BEV choices will there 

be when that rollout from GM finally takes place?  VW, Hyundai, Kia, Nissan are all 

pushing to appeal to that same audience.  Heck, not only will the supposed laggard Toyota 

have also delivered, by then they would be working on rollout of their next bZ 

model.  There is always a lot of want with little to actually address need. GM never learns 

from prior missteps.  Look at what happened with Bolt. That race to beat Model 3 didn't 

result in a "game changer" as hoped.  GM failed to adapt, instead choosing to gamble that 

circumstances would be different.  Not only didn't sales increase as hoped, the opposite 

ended up happening... a self-inflicted PR crisis from a technical issue.  Ironically, that was 

the very situation Toyota learned their lesson from the hard way in the early days of 

Lexus.  It became a great example of what not to do; yet, GM allowed it to anyway.  So, 

we end up just hoping for the best... yet, again. 

1-29-2022 Brand Loyalty Be Damned.  That mindset of "EV Market" has become so normalized, it 

is no longer questioned.  Rollout progress is now portrayed as without barriers now, only a 

matter of ramp up.  It is a fatal mistake, one very easy to foresee.  Enthusiasts are looked 

upon as people who simply got in line first, a clear misrepresentation of what actually 

happened.  That is what narratives are all about.  You get sucked it so deep, you lose 

perspective.  I try to provide reminders of what really matters and what the big picture 

actually looks like:  That assessment of brand loyalty is flawed.  Comparing early-adopters 

to mainstream consumers will predictably yield different results, regardless of 

product.  One group are shoppers actively seeking out opportunity.  The other group are 

those who simply want a replacement.  Know your audience.  In other words, what has 

happened so far with plug-in purchases is not representative of what to expect when 

supply is available for the masses. 

1-30-2022 Misleading Studies.  It is unfortunate when studies portray the market like this one did: 

"For reference, EV sales in China grew 169% in 2021, accounting for 14.8% of their new 

car market.  Why is America behind most of the rest of the industrialized world in the race 

to adopt zero-emissions personal transportation?"  There's a lot of misleading studies 

now.  They cherry-pick data, omitting what isn't favorable, to tell their story.  You have to 

really pay attention to notice what bias is taking place, then research to find what was 

missing.  In this case, I already had.  It was only a matter of looking back in my blogs to 

find that information I had already looked up:  That growth in China comes from a heavy 

government push and strong interest for cheap EVs.  For example, there were 181,810 

Wuling HongGauge Mini EV purchased in the first half of 2021.  With a starting price of 

$4,200 USD, that shouldn't be a surprise... but price information was omitted.  You get 

what you pay for too, the electric-motor only delivers 17.4 horsepower and top-speed is 

only 100 km/h (62 mph).  True, much more expensive vehicles with familiar speed & 

power are also available (like Model 3 and ID.4), but the mismatch is never 

mentioned.  The study allows for assumption, resulting in an inaccurate picture of what to 

expect for our market. 
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1-31-2022 Pie In The Sky.  Actual business plans for each automaker's future are absent.  That's fine 

as first models attempting to be competitive are rolled out.  After all, we seriously lack 

infrastructure and prices are quite expensive.  Claiming leadership is an entirely different 

matter.  We see GM trying again.  It would be the same old nonsense too, if it wasn't for a 

few others also remembering history and being quite willing to speak up: "GM couldn't 

find its buttocks with both hands and there is zero chance they will catch Tesla without 

replacing its leadership and moving to a non-union state.  The disastrous Chevy Volt 

apparently taught them nothing."  I used to get attacked for sighting the same 

disaster.  You don't learn anything from the past if you aren't even willing to address 

it.  I'm glad some are.  Of course, I couldn't resist joining in either:  GM learned how 

powerful hype could be.  They would stir hope among enthusiasts who became their 

enablers.  Absence of a long-term plan should have made it obvious trouble 

awaited.  Ironically, we are seeing the same thing play out with Tesla.  The building of re 

and SuperChargers are absolutely wonderful... infrastucture for true change.  However, 

there is a absence of a plan with that too.  Put another way, the clash between 4680 and 

LFP should be raising concern.  They don't share the same goals.  A mismatch like that 

exists with the clash between Tesla's proprietary connection here (in the United States) 

and CCS.  For either Tesla or GM to be a leader, then actually have lead us to solutions to 

particular goals.  Notice how neither has any clarity about what to expect from them?  It's 

all just pie-in-the-sky stuff still. 

2-01-2022 Which Narrative?  We enthusiasts clash, it is fun watching them scramble to come up 

with a new story.  I called them out on exactly that today:  The contradictory narratives 

about Toyota are becoming difficult to maintain.  One claims Toyota is slow-walking 

change and the other is that we could see a sudden 180-degree shift. Both are evidence of 

misrepresentation, efforts to distract from what is actually happening.  Reality is, Toyota 

already sells EV systems.  In the PHEV models, we see both Prius and RAV4 deliver all-

electric driving, complete with heat-pumps and battery-warmer.  In the BEV models, we 

see sales of UX300e (successor to the C-HR/Izoa converts) doing better than those here 

ever imagined.  That all contributes to better real-world understanding of how plug-in 

technology will play out with the upcoming bZ series... which begins production next 

month.  Notice how others are conveniently disregarding Toyota's expectation of 90% 

capacity retention after 10 years?  In other words, it comes down to how "leader" is 

defined. What measure will determine successful departure of ICE offerings?  We have 

already seen how the mix of PHEV and BEV make abandoning something without a plug 

easy.  We also see Toyota setting the stage for more PHEV choices.  Take a close look at 

Corolla Cross.  Think about how easy the hybrid model could transform the same way 

RAV4 did. 
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2-02-2022 Transition Survival.  It is wonderful to finally see constructive comment: "The debt loads 

that the legacy auto companies have is staggering.  Once they try to flip to EVs, all the 

equipment they have purchased with that debt becomes dead weight.  They won't survive 

that transition."  I was delighted to join such discussion with this reply:  That is exactly 

why Toyota is focusing on hybrids.  Their ICE development ended and now they are 

amortizing that investment in a form which delivers a bridge to plugging in.  Getting a 

loyal customer to consider a plug-in hybrid (RAV4 Prime) over a regular hybrid is a 

simple next step, especially when you have already discontinued traditional models 

(Sienna & Venza) and introduced a new series of electric-only vehicles (bZ4X).  It is all 

about getting dealers to embrace (rather than exploit) change and appeal to an audience 

beyond early-adopters.  Think about how much hype and unrealistic expectations we have 

to routinely deal with here.  Enthusiasts treat the low-hanging-fruit sales as if that is what 

mainstream buyers will do.  Not a chance in hell.  They've lost touch with the real 

world.  They don't consider how challenging some home upgrades will be to support 

multiple vehicles.  There will be households where they do nothing but 120-volt recharge 

whenever possible, because 240-volt is well out of their budget.  Some homes don't have 

the option without major rewiring to catch up to code or to reach the needed location.  For 

that matter, how do you recharge multiple vehicles all at the same time?  It can all be quite 

expensive; instead, they will depend upon nearby DCFC stations for when they need to 

travel beyond when that 120-volt charging provides.  Toyota is well aware of these 

challenges.  Rather than diving into a quixotic move to BEV, they are planning out a 

transition with both financial well-being and employment-retention in mind.  So what if 

the online community doesn't like it. 

2-03-2022 Blind Hope.  At least there are a few with sensible outlooks: "I do enjoy articles that 

blindly believe that the whole world will suddenly be fully BEV in a few years..."  It is 

rather bizarre to see the mass-delusion play out, where quite a number of enthusiasts 

sincerely believe ramping up battery production is all that is required for traditional 

vehicles to fall out of favor.  That seem to be absolutely clueless that the automaker still 

needs to deliver vehicle choices.  Not everyone wants a sedan like Model 3.  Delivering 

more of the same thing will not in any way guarantee sales growth, especially as time 

drags on.  The market will eventually become saturated, people will grow tired of the lack 

of difference, then flock to whatever finally breaks the trend.  Since the audience I'm 

participating with lacks even a basic level of critical thinking to see that, I moved on to 

other problems.  Sadly, they have many.  This is how I responded to this latest round of 

blind hope:  For perspective, expectations toward DCFC location, quantity and speed are 

all over the place... not to mention plug standard or billing.  If we can't even agree on how 

the BEV will be supported, massive growth makes no sense. 
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2-03-2022 Lexus RZ450e.  It was revealed today.  This particular offering takes us a step further, 

more than antagonists can handle.  They dismiss the EV models of CH-R and 

UX300e.  They downplay bZ4X and the bZ series as compliance offerings.  They even lie 

about the experience Toyota has gained from RAV4 Prime.  This one though, they are 

going to have a problem with.  Being the first BEV for Lexus and knowing the entire 

brand is transitioning to just electric-only models, it makes sense that this one will stand 

out.  I have already seen comments that it will just be a rebadged Toyota.  After all, we 

have seen that with other vehicles.  You get the luxury components with drive-system that 

is only modestly enhanced.  But this is different.  Sharing a platform does not mean 

components within need to be shared too.  Sure enough, that's what the detail ended up 

revealing.  I found an article stating RZ450e will be AWD standard and expected to 

feature two motors producing 150 kW (201 hp) and 221 lb-ft of torque each.  That is 

significantly more powerful than the AWD model of Toyota featuring two 80 kW (107.5 

hp) motors.  The Lexus will definitely stand out... and be very difficult to dismiss or 

downplay. 

2-04-2022 Our Behavior.  It is a rare treat to get a candid perspective of Americans, especially when 

it comes from someone in Russia.  His commentary was what we have in common, a 

"president lies to the whole nation".  That came about as the result of how Biden has been 

completely ignoring Tesla as an EV leader.  Then it got real, what followed was: "And 

there are people among you, who support such blatant lie from your commander-in-

chief?"  His advice was to not approve such behavior.  I was fascinated by the parallel 

across such different countries.  Of course, I saw that on the smaller scale 15 years 

ago.  Volt enthusiasts became enablers, turning a blind-eye to truth.  They would just 

outright lie to support their beliefs.  Sadly, that became normalized.  Critical thinking has 

been lost.  We now struggle to find our way.  I replied to his insight with: 

 

Problem is, that behavior isn't obvious.  It has become a fundamental aspect of our society. 

 

With regard to GM itself, that was the basis of how Volt came about.  Goals set in early 

2007 were clearly unrealistic for late 2010.  Enthusiasts didn't care and attacked those 

pointing out challenges, labeling them as trolls & haters.  GM fed that attention with 

ambiguous press-releases, allowing their supporters of hope to become enablers of 

hype.  What started with an effort to move forward turned into rhetoric & denial. 

 

We're seeing that play out again. Lyriq & Hummer do nothing to move GM's base 

forward.  Silverado EV now plays the role Volt did... a distraction from failing to meet 

their own goals.  Back then, it was Two-Mode.  Now, it is the promise of "at least 20 new 

all-electric vehicles that will launch by 2023" made back in 2017... another problem that is 

obvious, but enthusiasts turn a blind-eye toward. 

 

GM is just trying to stay in the spotlight.  Leadership has become a meaningless 

term.  People here have no idea what it really means to change.  Notice the complete 

absence of attention to the rest of the fleet?  Nothing but a vague mention of Equinox EV 

sounds exactly like expectations for gen-2 of Volt. Enthusiasts were very excited about 

something without any basis to support that excitement. 

Sadly, many won't take your advice.  Instead, they'll approve of that behavior.  Sigh. 
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2-04-2022 May 2022.  Exchanging information across this country and with some in Europe is 

sweet.  Those individuals who have been closely watching Toyota's readiness are getting 

anxious to place their bZ4X order, including me.  Today, it was reaction to a tweet that 

stirred comment.  Word of deliveries starting in May or June was the highlight.  I jumped 

in with:  The UK is ahead of the United States, perhaps due to the right-hand drive.  This 

is what their Toyota website says: "You can reserve your Toyota bZ4X from 17th January 

2022, with customer deliveries beginning in May 2022."  We know that March 1 is when 

production starts.  We also know the AWD model will be have a different battery supplier 

(the two are CATL and Panasonic) than the FWD.  Sounds like there is an upcoming drive 

event.  I suspect it has a press embargo, so we will get a sudden flood of video 

reviews.  Hopefully, the package & pricing info for us will be revealed at the same 

time.  This will be my sixth deliver wait... 2000, 2003, 2009, 2012 (PHV), 2017 (Prime)... 

each a Prius debut release.  It will be the first to break the pattern, but still holding true to 

placing an order as early as possible.  Each time was totally worth it. 

2-04-2022 Observation Spin.  There was an article about Norway's trend of PHEV sales 

dropping.  Beside the obvious supportive infrastructure there (abundant charging stations), 

discontinued incentives for PHEV is having an influence.  Antagonists don't want you to 

know that though.  They jump into discussions with intercepts like this: "The PHEV 

collapse is interesting.  It seems to support the theory that PHEVs are a gateway drug to 

EVs.  Once people are really comfortable with full EVs then the PHEV sales drop...people 

no longer need the ICE security blanket."  That was the entire post from a hater who 

frequently attacks supporters like me.  I punched right back with:  Know your 

audience.  Norway is not the United States.  Here, things are quite different.  PHEV teach 

people they can get by with just basic charges at home for everyday driving.  Then once 

there are enough DC fast-chargers all using the same type of plug along commonly 

traveled routes, it makes moving BEV a no-brainer.  The catch is, those BEV have 

changed.  Pursuit of greater range is no longer a priority.  Think about how practical a 

BEV is with just a range of 225 miles when you have lots of places to recharge.  There 

simply isn't any need to carry around that "dead weight" and pay a premium to do 

it.  Smaller capacity makes the vehicle both more affordable and more efficient... an ironic 

trait shared by PHEV.  Sadly, here in the United States, that is still a long time from 

now.  We will see PHEV growth in the meantime.  Households with a BEV purchasing a 

PHEV as their second plug-in is quite common.  In other words, it is not about the 

technology.  Watch how infrastructure improvement changes the situation. 
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2-05-2022 Like Norway.  We are not.  A number of individuals pushed to make that point clear 

too.  The reason discussion attempted to mislead, spinning a reality that did not reflect 

what we should be expecting.  The situation there is quite difficult.  It's a wonderful 

proving ground for potential, but not a realistic model to follow.  Anyhow, the comments 

related to PHEV sales decline there continued to be the focus.  I jumped in again: 

 

That's why sales of Prius Prime here are increasing.  I have had mine for nearly 5 years, 

enjoying its all-electric drive with heat-pump.  Level-2 chargers at work made the short-

range a non-issue.  That made my commute and most of my errand-running entirely 

EV.  Now with many working from home due to Covid and the increase of charging-

stations, it is now easier for others to do the same. 

 

I will be replacing it with a bZ4X, which has made me acutely aware of the absence of 

infrastructure.  Here in Minnesota... the first ZEV state in the Midwest... we have only a 

handful of DCFC for non-Tesla.  They are almost entirely single-unit locations limited to 

50kW.  The only CCS option in the cities is 27 miles from me... an Electrify America 

station with eleven 150kW units, two 350kW and two 50kW. 

 

For comparison, that's basically only 15 fast-chargers for the 3.7 million people 

here.  Norway has a population of 5.4 million.  They have over 3,300 fast-

chargers.  Having that type of infrastructure support makes a massive difference.  Sadly, 

even if Tesla were to convert all their SuperChargers to CCS, it wouldn't really make any 

difference.  There are only 6 locations in the metro area. 

 

Like it or not, PHEV will be around for awhile.  European Union emission requirements 

will raise minimums, forcing the less capable designs to exit the market.  When you have a 

large battery, delivering full EV drive with electric-heating and faster charging, they make 

sense where infrastructure is lacking.  We have been expecting to see similar raising of 

minimums in the United States related to tax-credits. 

In short, Norway may serve as a guide to our future, but we are still a long way from that. 

2-05-2022 Twisting Reality.  It continues: "The reality is that many OEMs are no longer pushing 

PHEVs because they need their EVs to sell."  Some of that perspective comes from 

nothing but simple anecdotal observation.  People draw conclusions based on what they 

are exposed to.  That limited view distorts reality.  When you listen to narratives... which 

intentionally twist facts to mislead... you end up with group-think & enablers.  It becomes 

a mess.  Pointing out a shortcoming with their logic often leads to trouble.  I have engaged 

in a number of fights by doing exactly that.  Rather than being critical, a person will 

sometimes get angered or embarrassed.  You have to try anyway.  It's worth the risk to 

prevent the spread of misinformation.  Here is yet another of such attempts:  That is not 

why.  Reality is, they could not figure out how to make PHEVs competitive.  In fact, that 

was the why GM gave up on Voltec.  It couldn't turn a profit.  Toyota, on the other hand, 

has figured it out.  Their 2 decades of hybrid refinement taught them how to squeeze out 

more from less.  Notice how Toyota is discontinuing traditional models, moving to only 

hybrids for Sienna, Venza and Sequoia?  It is setting the stage for easier sales of plug-in 

models.  Notice how well positioned Corolla Cross hybrid is for a PHEV model? 
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2-05-2022 Ties To Oil.  Seeing Toyota suddenly get attacked from multiple directions is a sign of 

impeding progress.  Some fear such a juggernaut.  This is yet another example today: "It 

will never be a viable fuel for passenger cars.  It the Toyoda family wasn't so tied to the oil 

industry they would be all over BEV by now."  It was a comment posted on an article 

pointing out how hydrogen vehicle sales have rebounded.  I found the confirmation of 

progress comforting and replied with:  There are no ties.  Investment has been to take 

advantage of passenger car opportunities for demonstration of commercial potential.  The 

smaller and more efficient the fuel-cell stack, the more you can do with it.  Showing 

potential commercial customers how robust & refined the technology has evolved is 

key.  Mirai has been doing exactly that.  Ironically, one of the many commercial 

opportunities is for grid decentralization.  For that, mass off-grid storage is 

required.  Hydrogen provides that.  In other words, you may find someday that the DC 

fast-charging station your BEV is plugged into is getting supplemental electricity from 

fuel-cells.  So whether or not it is a viable fuel for passenger cars is a moot point.  That 

technology will still be part of the commercial side.  Lastly, Toyota has continued 

investment in EV technology.  Their motor, inventor, and heat-pump knowledge & 

experience has been shared across the product-line.  It's those pushing the narrative of 

distraction pretending Toyota had abandoned battery advancements... which is blatantly 

false if you take the time to look at the improvements they have rolled out for hybrid and 

plug-in hybrid vehicles. 

2-05-2022 Not Ready.  Attacks have continued throughout the day: "The actual fact was and still is 

to a large degree is that Toyota was and is not ready for the electric car revolution..."  It is 

just more of the narrative that we are already at a tipping-point and that growth is now just 

a matter of ramping up production.  That level of naive about how the business actually 

works and how the market accepts change is a fairly tale.  The actual fact is that sales so 

far have basically only been low-hanging fruit, purchases to those who really did not need 

any education or background.  They wanted a BEV regardless of the 

circumstances.  Those believing easier days are ahead are not ready to face that actual 

fact.  I put it this way: 

 

Ordinary consumers don't see any legacy automaker as ready for the electric car 

revolution.  In fact, they see the industry as a whole just barely in its infancy.  They look 

around for indication of change.  Same old story.  There are lots of cars at gas stations and 

nothing but a few token level-2 chargers here and there. 

 

You have lost your mind if you think we are anywhere near ready.  It would be absolutely 

fantastic to see CCS chargers delivering 150 kW in neighborhoods and along 

highways.  That's a major step toward swaying the difficult-to-reach audience.  The other 

will be a major drop in BEV prices. 

 

It is an evolutionary process still.  We are not to the revolution stage yet.  That remains a 

number of years out... and you doing everything you can to misrepresent the automaker 

saying the same thing is telling history pattern.  We saw the same thing from Volt 

enthusiasts also not wanting to face the challenges. 

 

Those inconvenient truths tell us a lot about resistance to change.  Some are not prepared 

to deal with complexity of finding true solutions... like this topic, reality is that hydrogen 

has a place within the industry.  So what if the end use is primarily commercial?  Starting 

small provides many benefits. 
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2-05-2022 DCFC Speeds.  Most people have no clue what DC fast-charging really is.  At best, they 

might remember a number.  That means telling them about the influence temperature or 

state-of-charge has is basically pointless.  They don't have the background.  Without any 

exposure to the actual act of plugging in and waiting, such an absence of context means 

you have quite a challenge to get some type of understanding.  Sadly, it gets worse.  All 

things are not the same.  Even if you had a good recognition of circumstances and could 

estimate what to expect, that really only applies to a particular speed.  In this case, it's the 

emerging standard of 150 kW.  That speed is quite common as a target for ordinary BEV 

configurations.  More expensive vehicles will push for faster, but what does a target like 

350 kW actually get you?  With the case of a review I just watched about the new Kia 

EV6, that meant a difference of 7 minutes.  How much is that without context?  In other 

words, the speed is likely perceived as faster than it really is.  This is kW-per-

minute.  Most people have no idea what that means.  They do know what miles-per-hour 

means though.  They also know miles-per-gallon.  350 is profoundly more than 150 in 

both measures.  But with this, not anywhere near as much.  The reviewer charged from 

10% to 70% both times.  The first session was at 150 kW and it took 25 minutes.  The 

second session was at 350 kW and it took 18 minutes.  How much is that 7-minute 

difference from your perspective? 

2-05-2022 New Hybrids.  The largest vehicles in the Toyota product-line needed to become 

hybrids.  They finally will.  Their 8-cylinder engines will be discontinued.  Tundra gets a 

48 hp electric-more with a 1.87 kWh battery-pack.  Toyota expects 25% of their buyers to 

choose the hybrid version of this pickup.  For their largest SUV, the Sequoia will become 

a hybrid... with 100% of those buyers choosing it, because the traditional model will be 

discontinued.  Combined horsepower is 437, so there shouldn't be any issue with the 

electrification effort.  It's the benefit of rolling out new platforms.  Along with those cost 

& production saving, you reduced environmental impact.  That moves the entire fleet 

forward.  It was a loooong time in the making.  Sure glad it is finally happening. 
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2-05-2022 Gradual Phaseout.  This caught my attention: "I fail to see how phasing out ICE cars 

over the next 13 years is not gradual.  That's 13 years, for god's sake.  If you can't get your 

act together in 13 years, it's on you."  Dealing with those who have little to no background 

in a topic is what I routinely do both personally and professionally.  As a software 

engineer for over 30 years, it's quite common for me to provide training sessions for other 

developers.  You'd assume since they also create software, they would also know how to 

support it.  That cold, hard reality of having no experience, no exposure, or even any 

context is abundant.  It simply wasn't in their scope of what they needed to know to write 

code.  It is essential to support it though.  That's much like vehicle sales.  Just because you 

have strong engineering background does not mean you have anything with regard to 

customer perspective.  Needless to say I get worked up about that, but it is even more 

frustrating when someone refuses to listen to feedback.  At work, the training is 

effective.  Online with enthusiasts, ugh.  Some just plain don't want to see 

complexity.  They seek out excuses & blame.  That was today's encounter.  This is how I 

responded to it:  Product cycles are 5 to 6 years.  Having the next-gen model of a vehicle 

already well planned out years in advance is quite normal.  Think about how massive the 

financial commitments are to be competitive.  Taking on both phaseout & replacement is a 

monumental effort.  Basically, you have to finish the current cycle and find a means to 

bring the next to an end while continuing to bring in profit needed to build new 

production.  At the same time, you have to fund development of those new vehicles.  On 

top of that, you immediately start your new branding and reputation building with an 

introduction of a handful of new plug-ins. 

2-06-2022 Creating New Problems.  That is what FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt) is all about.  It 

usual comes in the form of exaggeration.  Someone will make a claim using extremes as 

there example: "So, what is the remedy for 20,000 gallons in underground tank at the gas 

stations?  What's is your course of action by 2028, then ICE is abandoned?"  That was 

beyond absurd to read.  If you have that much inventory and it is selling slowly, why 

would you continue to maintain so much?  Then it got worse by claiming 

abandonment.  With 276 million registered vehicles in the United States right now, how 

can he possibly expect so many to vanish in such a short amount of time?  Ugh.  I fired 

back with:  Such an attempt to create a new problem where there is none is quite 

telling.  No one is stupid enough to believe a narrative that ICE will be abandoned in 

2028.  If you purchased the very last ICE ever produced in 2027, you would still be 

sharing the road with +100 million other ICE that will be purchasing gas for many years to 

follow.  In the meantime, gas station owners will be purchasing less gas and installing DC 

fast-chargers.  In other words, it will be a transition, not an abrupt abandon as that FUD 

claims. 
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2-06-2022 Kicking & Screaming.  He has been downvoting and contradicting my posts for 

weeks.  His comments didn't have any substance though.  So, I called him out asking who 

is doing the pulling and with what to the claim of kicking & screaming.  This was his 

response: "Gotta block you bud, Toyota shill?"  It was confirmation of having 

nothing.  Absence of merit is vindicating, which made it feel really good to reply to his 

nonsense with:  How is putting your head in the sand constructive?  There is a narrative 

online which claims "kicking & screaming" but does nothing beyond just repeat old 

talking-points.  Who is that message supposed to reach?  Mainstream consumers couldn't 

care less.  At most, all they will hear is some random internet noise.  What they will see is 

upgrade choices at the dealer.  Toyota is well aware of this, as is BMW.  They know how 

effective that has been getting people to purchase a hybrid model instead, which has now 

become an easy path for plug-in hybrids.  When I ask for substance, I'm pointing out how 

incredibly weak your argument is. bZ4X production starts in just 3 weeks.  Even before 

purchases begin, we already know it contains real-world tested design. bZ is move to BEV 

dedicated platform, not an introduction to EV tech.  UX300e & RAV4 Prime clearly 

demonstrate Toyota has not been kicking & screaming.  Reality is, Toyota has been 

quietly refining their EV tech and ignoring rhetoric. 

2-07-2022 Vigilance.  We see posts of denial, replies from the uninformed, and there's the never-

ending attempts to undermine.  Cutting through that mess to clarify goals and set 

milestones is a challenge.  Some people get it: "Expect that sort of head-turning path 

change/branch to happen every couple of years for the next 20 years as things shake out, 

solidify, find their rhythm."  That quote was from a helper trying to get those all worked up 

right now to set back and look at the bigger picture.  Getting caught up in the moment is 

far too easy of a trap to slip into.  Think about what happened last year.  VW made 

tremendous progress.  GM fell more than anyone imaged.  Toyota confirmed their BEV 

plans, then upped the ante.  That's a lot to take in, especially as you watch Tesla lose the 

spotlight.  I jumped into the discussion with: 

 

Unfortunately, that ability to remain flexible and quickly adapt gets spun as having to drop 

plans and scramble to catch up.  

 

Toyota provided a great example.  Their gen-2 Prius was designed from the start to be 

primarily electric (up to 100 km/h), but battery-tech back then was woefully 

inadequate.  When the gen-3 came along, the power-split-device was improved to allow 

more EV power.  And sure enough, mid-cycle the battery was switched from NiMH to Li-

Ion along with a substantial capacity increase to provide EV driving.  When gen-4 came 

along, a clutch was added for even more EV power, providing all-electric drive up to 135 

km/h. 

 

Naysayers claimed that ability to adapt as opportunity came along was really a desperate 

act on Toyota's part to compete.  Reality was, Toyota is a master of continuous 

improvement. They are well aware of the benefit of being able to alter course as they 

go.  RAV4 Prime is evidence of that, because those on-the-fly adaptations from Prius 

enabled the opportunity. 

btw, take a closer look at the platform for bZ4X.  It offers both FWD and AWD using two 

different battery types.  No one knows what the differences are beyond slightly different 

capacities (71.4 kWh verses 72.8 kWh) from different providers (CATL and 

Panasonic).  The model from that platform for Lexus will offer substantially more 

powerful traction motors too. 
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2-07-2022 Subaru 

Rotten Smell.  Change is all around now.  This reaction didn't come as a surprise to 

anyone: "Something smells rotten in denmark meaning!"  We keep hearing spin about Bolt 

production.  Some say it will resume, others it will not.  Both sides have opinions whether 

or not that is a good thing.  None are really paying attention to resulting attention that 

gets.  It's really an intentional distraction.  All those claims feeding the "kicking & 

screaming" narrative about Toyota were contributions to the same thing, attempts to keep 

focus off of GM's growing problem.  They have nothing at all green to sell.  Efficiency for 

the fleet is dropping.  Hope is turning to hype, yet again.  That's what happens as each 

self-imposed deadline approaches.  The next is coming and there is clearly a sense of 

panic.  You can tell by the silence.  No one is arguing anymore.  That is recognition of the 

problem.  Nothing can be said that wouldn't sound hypocritical or desperate at this 

point.  So, you get nothing.  I like that kind of confirmation.  It is served well as an 

indicator of change in the past.  This is no different.  I stated it this way:  Remember GM's 

promise of "at least 20 new all-electric vehicles that will launch by 2023" made back in 

2017?  Remember GM's history of new tech announcements when each existing product 

failed... when the disaster unfolded for Two-Mode... it brought about Volt... which 

brought about Bolt... now, we get Equinox EV.  Think about what "Equinox" could be as a 

BEV.  The ICE version starts at $25,800 and is a nice family size vehicle.  Bolt starts at 

$31,500 but was never profitable with tech of its time.  Ultium should address that, but 

there is also an expectation of this larger less aerodynamic vehicle taking its place, while 

also delivering competitive updates (like faster DC charging).  Of course, if GM could pull 

off a decent entry-level BEV for this market, they are at risk of the Osborne Effect (people 

holding off purchases to see what else is rolled out) or a massive backlog of orders to 

fill.  Either way, that would put massive pressure on financial well-being.  GM doesn't 

have anything other than ICE to leverage in the meantime. 

2-08-2022 Range.  Quite a bit of smug emerged from today's opportunity to now be able to submit a 

reservation request for Solterra.  (That along with a $250 refundable deposit reserves you 

an opportunity to place an official order once production gets going.)  Like we expect 

from Toyota, the Subaru offering is getting labeled as half-hearted and un-competitive.  I 

point out how that misses the point for mainstream consumers.  Range is fine, especially 

as the DC fast-chargers become more common.  The goals were to decrease cost, increase 

speed and increase longevity.  Again, this is a different audience who has different 

priorities.  Enthusiasts don't get it though.  They obsess with specifications, putting range 

as the highest of importance.  More is essential, period.  There is no arguing.  There is no 

reasoning.  There is no listening.  They have made up their mind.  The idea of someone 

shopping for a vehicle that can be used around town and just charged frequently if they 

ever go on a trip with it is unacceptable.  Just like with hybrids, the BEV must check every 

single box before it is deemed worthy.  That's so bizarre coming from those claiming to 

endorse BEV... if you didn't have the background like I have shared.  Volt enthusiasts 

responded the same way.  They had a fear that less would dilute & disenchant.  A bar was 

set and anything less was attacked for somehow being "anti" to their cause.  Ugh.  Seeing 

that history repeat is interesting.  Prius Prime triumphed.  Not only did the supposed 

underdog survive, sales are actually growing now.  That makes sense too.  As the market 

learns about the technology, any implementation using it that focused on being reliable & 

cost-effective such enjoy the spoils. 
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2-09-2022 Not Ready, Still.  When you finally break through and get critical-thinking for a reply, 

you know you have progressed forward.  From the craziness which emerged as a result of 

Subaru Solterra reservations beginning, I got exactly that.  It took some pushing 

though.  Phew!  His reply was very nice, an explanation of what was needed in terms 

someone shopping a showroom floor would actually convey.  To that, I posted:  A 

sensible, well thought out reply... that's great!  Notice how others just like to argue without 

any context to reach beyond this audience here?  The point is to find a means of getting 

that idea of ICE replacement through to ordinary consumers... not preaching to the 

choir.  Basically, we are still waiting for a BEV with 300-mile range selling for 

$30k.  Sadly, it won't happen for a number of years still.  The technology simply isn't there 

and no enthusiast wants to admit that... especially since it means a few compromises to 

their own priorities.  I have done the 700-mile trip a number of times now, from the Twin 

Cities to the heart of coal country in Wyoming.  I'm well aware of the impossibility of 

travel with a BEV for certain locations, even with those hoped for specs.  Someone will 

always find a way to argue "not ready" still.  The point is to shoot for what any good 

engineer will do, set specs based upon the 90/10 rule... knowing you'll be lucky to actually 

hit 80%.  That's way anything delivering +200 miles and 150 kW charging will do fine for 

this generation of BEV.  Know your audience. 

2-09-2022 Not Until.  The attitude of not yet, with an excuse of not until, is a never-ending 

problem.  People always have reasoning for their stance at the ready... even if it doesn't 

make any sense.  This was an example provided today: "First question drivers who are not 

familiar with EVs always, repeat always concerns range.  We have a friend whose life 

perfectly conforms to an all suburban short trip small EV, but because she can't envision 

hopping in and driving 400 miles to see friends in NY state, something she never does 

because they also have a "regular" size SUV, she won't even take a test drive in an 

EV."  As supporters striving to help the market move forward, barriers like that represent a 

lot.  Enthusiasts dismiss such concerns as a non-issue, something that will magically get 

solved with the next technology breakthru.  I have watched that play out for over 2 

decades now.  They just hope for the best.  Ugh.  I suggest the opposite, actually doing 

something.  Today, it was this suggestion:  Knowing your audience means proactively 

addressing concerns.  Don't give them the opportunity to be concerned.  That's why 

engineers do such a poor job of selling.  It's the same mistake we sell enthusiasts here 

repeat over and over and over again.  You change the paradigm.  Right away, promote DC 

fast-charging by presenting a few facts about how they work.  Hearing how a quick stop to 

use restrooms and grab a snacks is relatable.  It is something they already do while 

traveling. Point out how that same 15 to 20 minute stop can provide range.  For example, 

50 kW for 20 minutes will deliver around 16.5 kWh which at 3.0 mile/kWh is about 50 

miles.  At 100 kW for 20, that jumps to 100 miles. If you are able to pull faster speeds, 

even more.  That simplicity really makes a difference.  Learn how to sell it. 
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2-09-2022 Anti-EV from EV owners.  It happens far more often than you would think.  Today, it 

was: "Until EVs can go 350-400 miles at highway speeds with climate control on, they will 

not take over."  They other day, it was that 150kW fast-charging speed is too slow and will 

harm general acceptance of EVs.  Ugh.  The enthusiast mindset is their own high 

standards must be met before the technology is good enough for mass 

acceptance.  Overlooking higher costs and tradeoffs (like efficiency) is a non-issue for 

them, so the same should be for everyone else.  Again, ugh.  I try to point out how 

unconstructive that actually is.  But like the Volt enthusiasts, if they ever to figure it out, 

they will just abandon ship rather than help repair some of the damage they caused.  This 

was my reply to that:  Do you realize how anti-EV that sounds? Dismiss all the benefits of 

not having an ICE for the sake of saving some time in such an uncommon 

situation...  Ugh.  People are not going to turn their backs on low operating costs and 

basically no maintenance.  BEV with +200 mile ranges will catch on in large 

numbers.  Do you really think Ford would offer F-150 Lightning with an estimated range 

of 230 miles if they couldn't sell it?  That model is priced to appeal to those who simply 

don't care about rare circumstances.  It will work fine for 99% of their needs. 

2-10-2022 Nearby DC.  Talk of DC fast-charging is finally happening.  I was blown away how that 

topic was avoided for so long... until I started steadying the detail.  Until recently, it was 

all about level-2 for home use.  Finding out that many Volt owners never bothered, that 

level-1 worked just fine for them, was interesting.  It vindicated what I had focused on as a 

strength for RAV4 Prime.  That being enough contradicts what BEV purists want to 

support.  It makes the desire for the upgrade from 3.3 kW to the faster 6.6 kW rate even 

more of a difficult topic to address.  If that is enough, what does it mean for BEV 

promotion?  The mindset of zero-sum is really a problem with situations like this.  They 

don't want complexity or compromise.  Meeting in the middle is a sign of defeat.  That 

makes discussion of solutions extremely difficult... like a BEV owner depending upon 

DCFC stations almost entirely.  That is the only hope for those living where plug access is 

either limited or not available though.  But why is it considered a problem?  If you can 

fulfill basic need, as PHEV have already proven viable, how can that be a bad thing?  I 

through out some thoughts on that today, since the topic came up within out Minnesota 

plug-in owners group.  There, we have rather constructive exchanges of ideas.  I added 

this comment to the on-going discussion:  That depends heavily on price and DC fast-

charger access.  BEV are currently priced out of reach for most people, even with tax-

credits. We need competitive choices with MSRP below $30k.  Hopes of seeing DCFC 

pop up in enough numbers to sway people are currently held up here by the lack of a 

standard.  We need neighborhood CCS stations with at least 6 spots each delivering 150 

kW. 
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2-11-2022 Makes No Sense.  We are clearly in a new stage of rhetoric.  The current administration 

just revealed a new plan, a proposed $5 Billion will be allocated for building DC fast-

chargers.  It is the 21st Century version of electrifying America.  Remember the middle of 

the previous century, when the same was done to ensure everyone had electricity in their 

homes?  Now, we are pursuing a goal to ensure everyone has electricity for their travel.  In 

the proposal were specifics that really got some enthusiasts upset.  It was a requirement 

that each location have at least 4 chargers each capable of provided 150 kW speed.  Some 

have been absolutely demanding faster, claiming anything less than 350 kW would be 

counter-productive.  They spin it like this: "Not in 2022.  EVs already charge faster than 

that.  It makes no sense to build a slow 150kw charger at a time when new EVs can charge 

faster than that."  Basically, they are just ignoring the data they don't like.  I punched back 

with:  Do you really think the Federal Highway Administration is going to approve 

chargers that cost more?  States have until August 1 to submit their EV infrastructure 

deployment plan to the Joint Office of Energy and Transportation.  Budget for this is 

limited and there will be a lot of requests (to be approved by September 30).  Reaching a 

goal of 500,000 means delivering balance.  If you cannot justify faster, it won't get 

approved.  In other words, it make a lot of sense.  We want to establish a widespread 

presence with reasonable expectations.  30 minutes for a charge to 80% means something 

competitive with enough of quantity to address range anxiety. 

2-11-2022 Follow Up.  The reality that 350 kW charging is expensive means nothing to an 

enthusiast.  They expect the hardware (and utility service) to just magically happen, 

without any concern for cost to business or customer.  They demand the best possible 

charging speed, period.  It is like any other obsession, never enough.  Setting a target, then 

moving on once it is achieved, doesn't happen.  Notice how range and acceleration speed 

is on a never-good-enough scale?  They don't even see how much waste results from 

pursuing a goal that will never be reached.  Ugh.  I posted this as follow up to the 

nonsense today:  Perspective of an enthusiast carries an unconscious bias.  You are 

dismissing a speed as slow since all you have associated with are faster.  Reality is, the 

current market is almost entirely filled with expensive choices incapable of competing 

directly with ICE mainstream shoppers purchase.  Look at the Kona EV (Hyundai's 

current affordable choice) being rolled out to all 50 states this year.  Its maximum is 75 

kW.  Like that or not, we will see an increase of those affordable configurations in the 

next few years.   In fact, the recent upgrade to ID.4 bumped its maximum to 135 kW. 

Heck, the F-150 Lightning isn't even out yet and it will have a maximum of 150 

kW.  Proving faster is better won't be easy.  The reduction of time is not linear to the 

increase of speed.  Cost per session (since someone must pay for the high-demand service 

& equipment) will be difficult to justify as well. Enthusiast want is not mainstream need. 
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2-12-2022 Will Slow Progress.  Yet another "will slow progress" argument ensued.  This time 

though, I actually had someone trying to justify their position with reasoning rather than 

just logic (crunched numbers).  That is constructive; however, I know it won't work.  The 

pattern is quite familiar.  Once upon a time, it was referred to as "trickle-down 

economics".  Having proven not to work, it lost its identifier but the idea still lives 

on.  Yesterday's exchange was summed up with: "The low end of the market can wait until 

2030+ with minimal climate impact.  Our priority is replacing big and expensive vehicles 

as fast as possible."  That is an absolutely awful way to stir interest across the 

market.  Sure, you'll get enthusiasts really excited, but ordinary consumers will look upon 

those offerings as expensive toys that don't take the situation seriously.  Notice how Tesla 

hasn't made any progress with mainstream change?  The status quo remains intact.  My 

post was with the hope of simply not arguing anymore, concluding with something for 

him to consider the next time:  Your argument for the top-approach approach is riddles 

with failure examples.  We have seen the same reasoning used over and over throughout 

history.  They all share the same shortcoming: commitment.  If it takes too long, is too 

expensive, or it too expensive the effort is abandoned.  Ironically, that ends up putting you 

in the very situation you raise concern about... a mismatch of outcome.  In this case, the 

main barrier is short-sightedness.  The bottom-up approach addresses this.  A charging 

location with 4 fast-chargers delivering dependable 150kW per station that's busy all the 

time will rise to the top for picks in the next round of funding.  In other words, this initial 

effort is to identify how future budget allocations will be allocated.  That real-world data is 

priceless.  From it, you can determine how many more stations should be invested in and 

what speed they should be.  It's quite absurd to those complaining to do so without 

providing anything of substance to support their claim... especially when history warns us 

about exactly what they propose. 

2-12-2022 Demonic Laugh.  It is quite bizarre how antagonists filled with deep hate they are not 

afraid to show will use the cliché of evil to express their feeling.  They just laugh in that 

demonic way Hollywood portrays to almost a comical extreme.  Each reacts the same way 

to, total denial.  No matter what you say, they just plain don't care.  It was like that with 

the Volt troublemakers and continues that way now with others.  They will latch on to 

some outdated, incorrect, or incomplete information and push that blindly.  No matter 

what you do to provide clarification, they don't listen.  It's truly remarkable.  Back then, it 

was the belief that Prius Prime didn't actually deliver full all-electric drive.  No matter how 

much evidence to the contrary you'd provide, even detailed video, they would outright 

dismiss it.  Today, it was the preoccupation with hydrogen blinding any type of critical 

thought.  The attack today was relentless.  He didn't want to believe Toyota would ever 

produce an EV, period.  All I would get was "too late" conclusions.  Game over.  Toyota 

has supposedly lost before the race ever began.  It's so stupid, it is almost senseless to 

reply.  Trouble is, those sources are who create & spread misinformation for the sake of 

undermining.  In other words, they just lie.  Dealing with such blatant intent to harm is 

really difficult.  I keep trying though. 
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2-12-2022 Consider The Source.  There was an article today claiming we should "fix the loophole" 

for PHEV... which made me immediately suspicious.  The opening sentence was: "Real-

world CO2 emissions of plugin hybrid cars (PHEVs) are on average 2–4 times higher 

than official values..."  That raised a red flag.  It got worse when I considered the 

source.  It was written by a "Guest Contributor".  That's a dead giveaway something is 

amiss.  Sure enough, the ramblings to follow confirmed it.  I added to the growing list of 

comments posted with:  The study making that claim has been discredited for having used 

selective & outdated data.  In other words, the source got caught cherry-picking.  But since 

its purpose was to impede, mission accomplished.  It's the equivalent of drawing 

conclusions about internet access back when speeds were slower and smart-phones were 

uncommon.  The technology has evolved.  Arguments have failed to acknowledge the 

improvements.  Reality is there are some PHEV now quite capable of serving as an EV for 

most driving.  That makes it a very effective means of getting people from a wide variety 

of situations to plug in now, rather than having to wait until affordable BEV and 

associated infrastructure become common.  What people fail to recognize is a PHEV 

purchased now will become greener as the years progress.  More and more opportunity 

charging will happen as more charging locations emerge.  Simple things, like being able to 

recharge while visiting at a friends house are never considered.  A few years from now, 

that behavior will become a no-brainer.  Those against PHEV with full EV drive don't 

want you to consider anything beyond their talking-points.  They feed you propaganda, 

hoping you won't take a moment to consider what they are omitting. 

2-12-2022 Propaganda Spreading.  A new bit of information which emerged as a result of that 

"Guest Contributor" article was how tainted the cherry-picked data actually was.  I was 

taken aback by how bad this actually was: "The most ridiculous part of the EU company 

car scheme is that the employee get a gasoline card, but no reimbursement for electricity 

that is put in.  The simplest solution would be to take away the gas card and replace it 

with company-paid memberships in the various local charging points."  No wonder that 

study provided the results wanted.  If you encourage the use of gas by compensating its 

cost and discourage electricity by not, why would you expect any other outcome than what 

they found?  It's outright sabotage.  Imagine if an employer did the opposite, providing the 

employee with a smart level-2 at their home.  Think about the disincentive that would be 

for going to the gas station.  You wouldn't even have to submit a bill for 

compensation.  The charger could only be used for vehicle charging and it would be at the 

comfort & convenience of the employee.  How wouldn't that be great 

encouragement?  Instead, we have spreading of propaganda by those unwilling to address 

practical solutions.  Ugh. 
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2-12-2022 Arguing Against PHEV.  There are some who are livid about plug-in hybrids surviving 

our chaotic market.  They weren't supposed to endure.  Only BEV are the answer, 

supposedly.  The idea of transition out of necessity is something being adamantly 

disregarded.  Somehow, we will just magically abandon ICE, as if overnight there will be 

no more demand for gas.  Ugh.  This is why I had so many problems over the 

years.  Purists were in denial that we would have to take small steps.  Skipping to the end 

is all they would ever endorse, regardless of cost.  It simply isn't realistic for 100% of new 

production to instantaneously switch... no matter how much they claim it 

can.  Fortunately, there are some sensible voices chiming in.  I try to provide supportive 

comment when I encounter that critical thinking.  This was such the case:  That point 

about only needing 120v is a big deal.  Notice how BEV purists evade the topic of 

multiple vehicles at home?  It's difficult enough in some situations to get one level-2 

charger setup, but 2 is an entirely more complex matter.  It can be expensive not having a 

decent location or even enough capacity.  We will be replacing one of our PHEV this year 

with a BEV.  That came about from planning ahead, getting the garage wired for two 

level-2 chargers.  Not just that either, the setup also had to be adaptable to still reach if the 

port on the next vehicle was in another location and to be able to charge outside the 

garage.  None of those home infrastructure upgrades happen quickly.  Being able to 

leverage 120v input in the meantime is priceless. 

2-13-2022 Raise Concern?  It never ceases to amaze me how poorly informed some people are.  It's 

just like the "sucker born every minute" wisdom tries to tell us.  There are those who are 

oblivious to the world around them.  Not knowing something is normal.  But to get online 

and consistently argue something incorrect is an entirely different matter.  You have the 

time & resources to look the topic.  They don't though.  The most mind-boggling example 

of that was all the fight that came from Volt owners who not only didn't actually 

understand how Prius PHV worked, they didn't understand how their own plug-in hybrid 

worked either.  When I would present them with detail explaining what was not being 

recognized or understood, they would just blow it off... not ever bothering to actually 

learn.  That's why the rhetoric now is so easy to disregard.  They failed with the "behind" 

narrative and now struggle to find something else to self-validate with.  Nothing works 

now to justify their superiority complex. It's rather fascinating to witness their 

struggle.  That's why it has become such a delight to provide history.  I can point out facts 

from the past now without any real resistance.  Antagonists are pre-occupied with their 

loss of status.  So, I feel free to provide lots of background whenever a constructive 

comment emerges.  This is such an example:  Toyota has been producing plug-ins since 

2012.  That's when I got my Prius PHV.  It worked flawlessly for 5.5 years (a little past 

92,000 miles).  I replaced it with a Prius Prime... which will be replaced by a bZ4X.  I 

have shared a number of technical drive videos about each on my channel.  There's 

nothing I can see that would raise any concern.  Toyota does extensive research & develop 

prior to rollouts.  Each of the non-plug Prius I had (all first year models, like the plug-ins) 

overwhelmingly proved Toyota did their homework.  Don't overlook the fact that Toyota 

has been joint producing EV converts in China for awhile, then followed up by delivering 

a Lexus BEV there and in Europe last year.  So, it's not like they don't have a wealth of 

experience already. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/priusguru
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2-13-2022 Stellantis Recall.  Notice was given today of 19,808 plug-in hybrid minivans (Chrysler 

2017-2018 Pacifica) being recalled.  Owners are urged to stop recharging them.  12 reports 

of fires while parked have been report.  All were turned off at the time.  8 were connected 

to EVSE.  There were no known related accident or injuries.  It was quite strange to 

hear.  GM screwed up royally, repeating the same mistake Lexus made decades ago.  It 

was quite bizarre to see GM fail to recognize it was following the same behavior, 

repeating the same bad decisions.  You'd think they were study history to avoid repeating 

it.  Nope, GM is too stupid to learn from anyone else... or even themselves.  Thank 

goodness that isn't true for Stellantis.  Rather than denial or downplay, it was an 

immediate acknowledgement of a serious issue.  Phew!  What a relief for both customers 

and the market as a whole.  If something bad happens, don't make it worse by avoiding 

responsibility.  After all, sometimes the cover-up is worse than the crime.  Who knew that 

advice would apply to the presidency more than once.  Talking about repeating of 

history.  Whoa! 

2-19-2022 Nothing.  It happened again.  News just came to a halt, there was nothing.  Even rhetoric 

was paused.  That's a sure sign of change.  At other times, you couldn't get antagonists to 

shut up.  They would invent problems for the sake of retaining attention.  It was an 

interesting time, when you know you are experiencing history as it was playing out.  In 

fact, that is exactly why I would write such extensive personal logs.  Capturing your 

thoughts in the moment is far more valuable than looking back afterward.  We have no 

clue what comes next, but there's always an opportunity to change the story afterward... 

unless what was said is carefully preserved the moment it was playing out.  Those 

archived thoughts & beliefs are priceless.  You learn from the uncertainty, becoming better 

adept at prediction... like recognizing moments of change... as we experienced this 

week.  Nothing is a sure sign.  Stopping to think about what could be newsworthy is 

riveting.  Topics have been exhausted.  There is nothing new.  There will be, but we have 

to wait to find out what.  Some talking-points just plain don't work anymore.  Faster 

acceleration-speed is pointless and the magic electric-range threshold has been 

reached.  Fulfilling those goals leaves enthusiasts with nothing to argue, nothing to look 

forward to, nothing to brag about.  They have reached an end where the vehicle is no 

longer the most important aspect of change.  We now must shift focus to infrastructure... 

which does not excite them.  They are lost now, no longer a barrier.  Yeah!  It took what 

seemed like forever to reach this point of nothingness. 
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2-20-2022 Smash The Throttle.  I haven't seen a comment like this in quite awhile: "Yes, that 

situation simply will not happen unless you are in EV-AUTO or HV mode.  You can smash 

the throttle to the floor, and the ICE won't come on in EV mode. Don't they even verify the 

claims they make?"  Sometimes, it feels good to get back to the basics.  I joined into that 

discussion with:  The things people don't understand is always a surprise.  It comes from 

taking comment at face value, a loss of critical thinking in our culture.  In this case, the 

"AUTO" part of EV-AUTO commonly gets misinterpreted as meaning that is what you 

want to ensure maximum EV driving.  The fact that there is also an EV mode doesn't get 

recognized.  There is no effort to figure out the difference.  So, they mistakenly select that, 

then get surprised when the engine starts.  Another very common misconception is with 

Charge-Mode.  People see the word "HOLD" in for button and assume the feature's name 

is "Charge Hold".  That is an instruction to hold the button down for engaging the 

mode.  You would think since the buttons for A/C and the horn also have that same word 

"HOLD" on them, the person will see the shared terminology.  So no, there is no 

verification. It's really sad how reviewers are especially short-sighted and don't bother to 

research.  Many of us have to deal with the misinformation they spread, enabling others to 

pass it along.  Ugh. 

2-20-2022 Fast Rate Charging.  It is a confusing & vague topic.  At least people are talking about it 

now.  In the past, it was comparisons of the dying CHAdeMO standard and Tesla 

SuperCharging.  There was never any detail and the thought of a new standard was just a 

dream... despite the fact that Europe won the push for CCS back in 2018.  Years back 

though, the first round of SuperCharger upgrades were underway.  That was just to keep 

competitive, not a end by any means.  It was the first time upgrades were being addressed 

though.  Even when backward compatible, what does that mean for those who get stuck 

waiting at a charger?  Whether you own the slower vehicle or are next in line after it 

finishes, that's a new problem.  It is why this comment annoyed me: "Yes, that's true but 

Nissan sets a limit on the battery temperature and will limit the charging rate.  I can tell 

with Leafspy and the limit is around 100°F."  Nissan itself has moved on.  What happened 

10 years ago is interesting, but design was so profoundly different, the information served 

no purpose.  Leaf was slow and didn't have active cooling.  I responded with:  Ironically, 

that is well below the usual "fast rate" warm-up temperature, which is 50°C (122°F).   But 

then again, Leaf doesn't have any active cooling and CHAdeMO for it tops out at 70 

kW.  So, there's nothing really relevant to "rapid charging" anymore with regard to 

Leaf.  Western industry (Europe & North America) has moved the bar up to 150 kW for 

affordable vehicle DC targets with even faster as an infrastructure goal.  Priority is to first 

make DC fast-charging work as a standard.  Currently... again, ironic... absence of battery-

warming slows charging rather profoundly.  Owners are discovering that the hard way in 

the dead of winter.  Worse, some of the chargers themselves don't operate when 

temperature drops to about -20°C (-4°F).  Complicating matters are challenges still of how 

to payment/connection is made and how much the charging-session will cost.  Needless to 

say, we are still very much in the early-adopter stage with regard to fast charging. 
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2-20-2022 Narratives & Truth.  It feels good to be able to post something like this, which I did 

today on a big Prius forum thread discussion the next-gen Prius: 

 

Speaking of Prime and misinformation, I find it quite vindicating just how forward 

thinking Toyota really is.  There is so much of the "behind" narrative being spread without 

any context.  The best antagonists can deliver is belittle range & speed.  When you bring 

up a topic like the heat-pump, they go silent.  That's a dead-giveaway outlook is changing. 

 

Prius Prime led the industry by offering a heat-pump standard.  That simply wasn't focus 

back then.  Even Tesla was completely ignoring the topic of cabin-warming 

efficiency.  Heck, VW chose not to even offer a heat-pump for ID.4 in our market.  And to 

get one from Hyundai for Ioniq 5, you must purchase the AWD model.  Winter efficiency 

is a big deal, something Toyota addressed years ago. 

 

Toyota also made the battery-heater standard back with Prius Prime.  If you select the 

option and stay plugged in, winter performance is clearly improved. EV mode works to 

the very lowest tolerance of heat-pump operation and efficiency is better. 

 

What I get the biggest kick out of though is the discovery of automakers offering a "new" 

feature that directs heat only to the seats that are occupied.  Again, that is something 

Toyota delivered standard way back when Prius Prime was first rolled out. 

 

Staying ahead of those trying to undermine market position, we have evidence of "behind" 

rhetoric really struggling with Toyota's latest innovation.  bZ4X will introduce a rather 

clever solution to cabin warming.  Why not just target part of your body most exposed to 

cold temperatures... your feet & legs?  The BEV about to begin production on Toyota's 

new e-TNGA platform will deliver a warmer for exactly that.  Directing energy to where it 

is needed most is a means of reducing overall consumption. 

It's amazing how some don't see what should be obvious.  There is far more to delivering a 

competitive BEV than just squeezing in as much battery as possible.  Prius Prime helped 

to reveal such an inconvenient truth. 

2-22-2022 Range for ID.4  Some people online are clueless, obsessed with a single trait to such an 

extreme they don't understand why anything else matters.  Ugh.  We're seeing that more 

with regard to range.  The belief that more is better clouds their judgment.  All that our 

market needs to reach a tipping point is to be able to deliver greater distances of travel on 

a single charge and be able to restore it in minutes.  That attitude of nothing-else-matters is 

really troubling.  Cost, safety, longevity don't matter.  It's all about focusing on what 

matters to them... not what our market actually needs for mainstream acceptance.  It's the 

same old nonsense I saw with Volt.  Enthusiasts becoming blinded, unable to see what is 

really important... in other words, need.  They want more.  That's why today's 

announcement of the 2022 model of ID.4 getting a range increase was all regarded as a 

huge win.  The reality that a BEV with less range could deliver the same outcome, or 

perhaps even better, wouldn't get any attention.  So, I brought it up:  Range is becoming an 

increasingly misleading measure.  ID.4 for 2021 in the North American market didn't 

include a heat-pump.  As a result, real-world numbers will be lower than another BEV 

with the same EPA rating that does.  Think about what this means for new offerings, like 

bZ4X which does include a heat-pump.  It's 250-mile rating will skew the 280 for 

ID.4.  The wisdom of "your results may vary" takes on a whole new level of complexity 

with electricity is involved. 
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2-22-2022 Inevitable Downplay.  Sure enough, I got jumped on right away.  That troublemaker still 

holding a gripe about Volt having failed attempted to downplay the importance of having 

a heat-pump.  It was inevitable.  Despite all the praise online from others about how great 

it was for Tesla to finally adopt the technology, he just blissfully disregarded it for the 

sake of spite.  He attacked me directly as a troll for portraying all other automakers not 

Toyota as inferior too.  I didn't.  In fact, I had pointed out specifically that it was only our 

market that VW didn't provide a heat-pump for.  That's just a sales decision, temporary at 

best.  His anger was obvious.  I will only post this comment: "Heat Pump only helps in the 

winter in terms of range."  The rest was rhetoric.  I got a kick out of that.  On cool 

Summer evenings, it's quite common to turn the heater on.  When the rain pours, you turn 

it on too.  So, it's not a seasonal thing.  Of course for those of us in northern states, it's 

more than half a year anyway.  I replied specifically to that with:  Winter is from October 

through April for many... when you need cabin warming.  Look at when you have the 

heater turned on.  It's far more than such an attempt to downplay portrays. 

2-22-2022 LFP Spin.  Reading this article title was troubling: "Tesla's reverse on battery cells 

signals shift for electric vehicles".  It referred to LFP chemistry as "older" and the decision 

a "reverse" of progress.  The portrayal of the situation was an outcome due to nickel & 

cobalt supply shortages.  No where did it mention that those elements are plagued with 

political & environmental problems, nor did it mention that its use sacrifices longevity for 

the sake of increased energy-density for longer range.  It was a narrative spinning reality, 

portraying the situation everyone outside of China having moved on to better 

chemistries.  I was pleased to at least see a brief mention of them being more "thermally 

stable", but was disappointed that the only benefit was with regard to "recall costs".  No 

where was there even a hint that LFP could deliver 2 to 3 times as many charging 

cycles.  It also failed to mention how the upper-portion of the battery-capacity (80% to 

100%) could also be used routinely without penalty.  It was a series of comment loaded 

with omission.  That's how narratives work.  They tell you what they want you to 

know.  Near the conclusion of the article, the real concern was revealed.  LFP is 

disruptive.  Much investment has been made already on the wrong 

chemistry.  Consequences of premature lock-in are already being noticed.  That's a big 

oops those who made fun of Toyota for supposedly "kicking & screaming" are coming to 

realize the value of patience.  Taking the time to make decisions of major impact by 

continuing to research and resisting the urge to comment can really pay off.  This spin 

seems to reveal a recognition of that wisdom having been disregarded. 
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2-23-2022 Progress.  It is difficult to measure, even if you know what to look for.  If you don't, 

narratives draw you in.  That just naturally happens when participating online.  Heck, just 

reading some of the stuff is enough to confuse & mislead.  Making assumptions adds to 

the problem.  How does one assess "progress" when they really don't know what the goals 

are?  This is what I was so relentless with the Volt troublemakers.  Constant attitude 

claiming success from a source without any defined target audience or measureable 

outcome was maddening.  They were doomed to fail and too clueless to see it.  What does 

that mean for the people I interact with now?  I'm not sure.  So, I keep posting history to at 

least try to ensure proper context is established.  It's so hard knowing if any of this really 

makes any difference when you already have confirmed lack of interest.  I try 

anyway:  Reports from owners where everything works fine are difficult to find.  People 

are compelled to go online when there is a problem.  That's the nature of forums & 

blogs.  There simply isn't a draw when nothing is wrong and nothing stands out.  It's the 

very reason Toyota is at about 20 million hybrids sold and only a chunk of them are 

Prius.  The other models... Camry, Corolla, Sienna, Venza, RAV4... go completely 

unnoticed.  In fact, Tundra and Sequoia are quietly being added to the mix.  In other 

words, real measure of success is how much the fleet actually transforms.  Neither 

negative nor positive publicity really inform you of progress.  In this case, watch what 

happens with ID.4 sales.  Do they remain mostly conquest for the foreseeable future or are 

loyal customers quietly just replacing their aged VW with a new VW that plugs in? 

2-24-2022 Within One Hour.  This statement sure has some in a stir today: "capable of 80% charge 

within one hour".  Enthusiasts don't understand audience.  They only know hard numbers, 

like: "While I'm sure 80% is already well into the change taper, this is 200 miles in 60 

minutes.  Cars like the Ioniq, EV6, and the new Teslas can do this in under 20 

minutes.  The Lucid only takes 12 minutes to charge 200 miles."  That naturally requires 

quite a bit of context, all of which they fail to include.  You only get those speeds when 

starting from near empty with a fully warmed battery.  If the pack has substantial capacity 

already filled or it is still cold, recharging speed will be much slower.  There's also the 

lack of recognition related to infrastructure... or choosing to disregard it.  Not all DC fast-

chargers are that fast.  Looking to my east (from here in Minnesota), I see most of stations 

on EVgo are just 50 kW.  Electrify America is a mix of 150 kW and 350 kW.  Looking to 

my south, I see the variety of offerings with the same mix of 150 kW and 350 kW.  To my 

west & north, there is nothing yet.  The proposed federal initiative is to fund the building 

of 150 kW stations.  So, it's a mystery what kind of push there will be for faster.  50 kW is 

the bare minimum, but had been the most affordable with limited funding and no big-

picture effort.  But with more money and greater latitude (no just major corridors, actually 

trying to help in rural areas), we can see change.  It makes sense to focus on getting as 

many 150 kW stations built as possible.  If the location proves to be popular, the decision 

of increased volume and/or speed can be determined at that point.  We are only just 

starting... hence trying to set realistic expectations with the "hour" mention.  I replies to 

the enthusiast comment with:  That is an attempt to set realistic expectations.  We know 

the 150 kW will indeed recharge as you would expect when warm... about 23 minutes 

from 10 to 80%.  But when an uninformed owner tries to recharge when cold, it will 

definitely take longer... somewhere around an hour during in challenging conditions.  We 

have all seen the blogging videos of that already, where some BEV owner had to wait for 

the battery to warm-up before getting faster kW rates.  In other words, know your 

audience.  Toyota is targeting ordinary consumers, not well informed individuals like 

those reading this comment. 
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2-24-2022 300 Miles.  I especially like this comment: "Ho Hum.  Most have 300 mile range, many 

give 3 years of free fast charging.  As Elon says Room for improvement."  That attitude 

had been prevalent for a long time.  It is finally losing grip though.  When the market had 

only one example of leadership, it was easy to dismiss other goals.  From the Tesla 

perspective, it is still like that.  They have an audience with lots of deposable income and a 

network of very nice SuperChargers.  Change is coming.  There's growing pressure of the 

CCS standard.  The proprietary connection Tesla uses is becoming a conundrum they can 

no longer avoid.  Growth of BEV through lower prices is a problem too.  An affordable 

Tesla would harm potential for more expensive models.  The approach currently taken is 

far too brittle, too risky, to introduce change.  The market is a moving target 

though.  That's a real problem.  I was happy to point that out, as you could imagine.  I just 

did a quick lookup of the first few BEV that came to mind and posted the results of my 

findings:  Most automakers have base models offering well under 300 miles, because they 

see a market for them, for example...  260 = Mach-E,  256 = Ioniq 5,  250 = Model 3 SR+ 

LFP,  245 = ID.4,  230 = F-150 Lightning. 

2-25-2022 The Catch.  I found this quite compelling: "By 2025, 25% of all new vehicles sold in the 

U.S. will be fully electric or plug-in hybrids...  That means the U.S. will need at least 1 

million public chargers by 2025 - up from about 131,000 publicly available plugs 

today...  90% of them will be "slow" Level-2 chargers for apartment buildings or for 

topping off while at destinations like stores, libraries or churches...  10% will be "fast" 

chargers that can recharge an EV to 80% in just 20 minutes - about the time its takes to 

grab a snack and use the bathroom at a rest area."  That provided great context for what 

comes next, consideration of cost.  Level-2 is one-tenth that of a mid-speed DCFC (fast-

charging of about 150 kW).  Based on the study stating what we need, that works out 

fairly well.  The catch is, that isn't what BEV enthusiasts want to hear.  They want the 

majority going toward fast.  Seeing an investment the opposite way is a very real point of 

contention.  Addressing need is the conflict.  Even just the thought of massive plug-in 

hybrid growth stirs fear.  The don't see them as a means of quickly getting a massive shift 

toward BEV underway.  They truly believe those PHEV will never be plugged in.  Ugh.  I 

see RAV4 Prime owners concerned about gas getting stale from going unused for so 

long.  More public chargers means more opportunity charging and their gas sitting in the 

tank even longer.  Think about my stops at the grocery stored.  Just the few minutes I'm in 

there is more than enough to ensure I get home entirely with electricity.  It's quite 

handy.  Think about what a level-2 will provide when you go somewhere for awhile... like 

working out at a gym or enjoying a cup of coffee.  An hour there will provide roughly 20 

miles. 
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2-26-2022 Winter Driving.  It's always amazing to see how long it actually takes for vital topics to 

finally get addressed.  There was a lot of denial in the past.  We are seeing that change 

now... not necessarily for the better... but even terse discussion is better than nothing.  For 

something so big to be dismissed for so long, you know it won't be easy to over.  We're 

trying though.  Yesterday's article on the topic started with: "There has been a lot written 

lately about driving electric cars in winter. Some say..."  That was the invitation I had 

been waiting for:  I remember getting slammed for writing about EV driving in winter, an 

entire year before Volt was rolled out.  Enthusiasts were furious with me to claim electric 

heating would have such an impact to range.  Back then, you were labeled anti-EV to even 

suggest such a challenge plug-ins must address.  It is quite interesting to see how things 

have changed since that decade past.  People are finally becoming aware of the difference 

between heat-pump and resistance heating.  Unfortunately, it isn't a simple 

comparison.  Heat-Pump effectiveness drops as the temperature drops, since it extracts 

existing warmth rather than generating it.  That makes heating much more efficient, but 

doesn't cover the entire span of winter for those who experience extreme lows.  As 

mentioned, heated seats are a very useful means of reducing range impact.  Vents that only 

open for occupied seats is another.  Toyota will be expanding the features available for 

countering affects of winter.  Next time you get in a car below freezing, note what part of 

your body feels most cold.  It will be your feet & legs.  bZ4X will introduce a new warmer 

targeting exactly that, providing another means of not having to rely on cabin warming as 

much.  What I would like to see more of is the sharing of real-world data.  So far, it is all 

quite vague.  Heck, even the definition of "cold" and "winter" varies dramatically 

depending upon where you live.  As a Prius Prime owner, I have been enjoying the 

benefits of a heat-pump for 5 winters now, here in Minnesota.  It works very well down to 

12°F, which covers all but our extremes for the snowy season.  What is your miles/kWh? 

2-26-2022 Utter Nonsense.  That topic of winter is stirring boasting like this: "Tesla is by far the 

most efficient manager of heating and cooling since they seem to have properly modeled it 

and then designed a system to optimize the various heat flows needed for an EV."  That, of 

course, is utter nonsense.  I wondered how others will react to finding out that isn't the 

case, so I posted:  Actually, we have seen Toyota in that leadership position.  It's ironic 

how the "behind" narrative carefully avoids drawing attention to the reality that heat-

pumps were deployed as standard equipment back in 2016, starting with Prius 

Prime.  Having only a 8.8 kWh capacity battery, it was absolutely essential to use the most 

efficient cabin-warming equipment to deliver as much EV as possible when heating was 

necessary. 
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2-26-2022 Strategy?  Enthusiasts absolutely love to tear apart Toyota for their strategy.  Ever notice 

how they never present an alternative though?  They all follow the same basic pattern of 

accepting "all in" as a better approach.  That is a meaningless term.  There is nothing of 

substance to support it.  Notice how GM made that bold promise of 20 by 2023 and not a 

single person now wants to acknowledge the "over promise, under deliver" 

problem?  They go suckered into the scam again.  That is why they are referred to as 

enthusiasts rather than supporters.  Taking a look at the situation objectively simply hasn't 

been happening.  Today though, I got a response to a post from 24 days ago.  It was in 

response to a discussion about which legacy automaker will lead with EV sales.  This was 

the comment: "It will be interesting to see how that strategy plays out. If the flip to BEVs 

happens as rapidly as several are predicting, the market for PHEVs may not last 

long."  And this was my reply:  The devil is in the detail.  Any type of "flip" takes quite a 

few years when you're dealing with an expensive product with a long service-life.  Those 

predictions are for favor to shift BEV in the next 3 to 4 years.  What that actually means is 

market investment will pretty much abandon non-plug vehicles, but production will 

continue until amortization completes.  It simply makes no sense taking a loss when 

funding for ramp-up has to come from somewhere.  What will happen in the meantime 

will be consolidation.  Only the strongest selling vehicles will live on, milking their 

current investment to keep a steady flow of income. This is why we already see Toyota 

phasing out ICE models for hybrid... Sienna, Venza, Sequoia... and switching over from 

sedan to crossover... Camry to RAV4 and Corolla to Corolla Cross... as well as adding 

plugs to hybrids... Prius and RAV4.  Looking it the situation from a different perspective, 

this is an approach to sustain business during the transition.  Unlike other automakers 

planning to just jump off the cliff hoping for the best, their is something in place to keep 

for consumer & dealer.  It never ceases to astound me how many here just think lack of 

strategy is a strategy.  We are told # of models will be available by a certain year and all 

the leprechauns & unicorns will come out to play. 
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2-26-2022 Recognizing Change.  We frequently hear about reaching a "tipping point", but it is 

almost never actually given any parameters.  How would you recognize that 

happening?  It occurred to me today that people have no idea what to look for.  While 

reading blog comments about Mach-E being rated "better" than Model 3 and Model Y, I 

noticed something missing.  The fanboys were missing.  Remember when all the friction 

from Volt faded away?  That was a clear sign of change.  We're seeing it now, again.  This 

particular snippet made me realize that: "Bolt is an odd duck because its prices dropped 

due to weak demand.  Those are the only two examples we have."  Supposedly, only 

Model 3 and Bolt ever had prices drop due to sales struggle, regardless of tax-credit 

status.  I begged to differ and saw it as an opportunity for some exposition:  No, there was 

Volt too.  Inventory pile up resulting in price reduction happened several times.  It was 

decent technology poorly packaged. GM's own loyal customers didn't want a small 

hatchback.  Bolt doesn't appeal to GM owners either.  As for Tesla, that is an intriguing 

situation.  It's a sedan so recognizable in appearance now, some of the appeal has 

faded.  Human nature is to be attracted to something new or different.  Look at Ioniq 5.  It 

screams retro.  The first time I saw one, fond memories of the early 80's returned.  That 

look stands out.  That begs the question of how much price plays a role with current 

shoppers, especially when prices for every vehicle are higher.  This supply-constrained 

market will distort influence of tax-credits, which themselves have an uncertain future.  In 

the meantime, we have F-150 Lightning on the way.  That secondary BEV endorsement 

from Ford will shake up electricity perception.  Having a popular pickup available as a 

plug-in will awaken an audience Tesla was never able to appeal to.  It will be interesting to 

see how people... and media sources, like Consumer Reports... respond to that attempt to 

reach new shoppers. 

2-27-2022 Evidence.  Stellantis CEO spoke out about the challenges of change.  Enthusiasts took that 

constructive information as a sign of weakness: "This guy should just admit the task is 

beyond his ability and let someone else captain the ship."  The motto of enthusiasts is to 

criticize what you don't like to hear.  I have to deal with their belittling all the time.  It is 

an interesting indicator of struggle.  Absence of substance leaves them without any type of 

rebuttal... no evidence.  I continue to remind them of that too, by posting alternatives to 

their narrative:  We don't have any evidence that others are steering there own ship into 

calm water.  In fact, we know there are a number of challenges to come.  It has been pretty 

much all low-hanging fruit so far, something others don't want to admit.  Put another way, 

how will growth be achieved?  Diversifying BEV won't be easy and it will indeed be 

expensive.  We need to look beyond appealing to early-adopters and strive for the far more 

difficult to reach, like the affordable market where the bulk of sales come from.  Think 

about how incredibly competitive you must be to sell a vehicle that's less than 

$30,000.  Those costs related to electrification make profits that were already razor-thin 

nearly impossible. Hasn't anyone noticed the average vehicle price has climbed?  That's 

evidence of industry struggle. 
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2-28-2022 Skipping Steps.  The twist of Toyota's alternate path to success has been to portray it as 

resistance.  That's pretty easy too.  All you have to do is present measurement criteria with 

a bias toward a specific method.  It gives the impression that only the one course is the 

right course, since that is the only one which would depict significant progress.  Group-

Think enables such perception.  Internet blogs amplify it.  For example: "Drag your feet, 

get stuck with the bill."  Nothing but that vague sentiment is needed to keep the narrative 

going.  They just strengthen the message at that point, no need for detail.  Claiming their 

will be a penalty for doing something different does a great job of convincing everyone 

that critical thinking reveals a problem.  So, they don't.  I continue to find that attitude 

quite amusing.  It's the head-in-sand approach.  Ugh.  This is how I responded to today's 

nonsense:  That is what those skipping steps to race ahead would like you to believe.  The 

cold, hard reality is it will come back to bite them.  Consider how emphasis on range has 

encouraged.  Why?  Improvement to infrastructure, which will happen anyway, will 

address that. It is also a squishy target with diminishing return.  Making that top-priority is 

a red flag, especially when actual production cost doesn't scale well to smaller 

vehicles.  An inexpensive ICE will have a far lower price than a comparable 

BEV.  Making matters worse, they marketing BEV will vary significantly.  Consequence 

of racing ahead are not apparent yet.  Those involve the non-production costs... like 

warranty... which has been Toyota's focus.  Their 90% retention target means trading off 

something, like range.  Notice how that topic is rarely addressed with anything beyond 

vague reference?  The same goes for charging speed, another tradeoff... unless you are 

willing add to production cost.  In short, narratives with regard to progress are overly 

simplistic.  Who gets stuck with the bill is far more difficult to determine than what basic 

talking-points lead you to believe. 
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3-01-2022 Hypocritical Complaints.  They are quite common.  Most participants online enable 

them, rather than calling out the obvious bias.  A few take that bold step though: "Funny, 

when Elon Musk doesn't come through with the $25k EV it's all peaches and "they're 

selling every +$50k BEV they make".  When OEMs complain it's not profitable to make 

EVs for the mainstream segment, Elon's cultists conveniently forget their former 

arguments."  I was quite curious what the reaction to that would be.  Most of the time, it is 

to simply ignore the conflict... don't address anything that could reveal you as bias.  I 

couldn't care less.  In fact, going for the provoke is how I get useful feedback.  So, I did:  

 

That low-hanging-fruit problem is nothing new.  GM thrived on it with Volt. It all came 

down to audience.  Those sales were conquest, early-adopters seeking opportunity.  Tesla 

is milking a similar situation with the same hope... to somehow become established 

enough to sell low-cost, low-margin vehicles.  The CEO of Stellantis is well aware of the 

problem. BEV simply can't compete against the same parameters yet. 

 

What's quite telling is the reaction to it here.  Toyota's focus on 90% capacity retention 

after 10 years with a 1,000,000 km warranty.  The response to that is changing the subject 

to range.  Those same people are avoiding the "modest drop of range in subzero 

temperatures" statement too.  They fear Toyota may actually have learned from their 

hybrids to squeeze out greater efficiency while also reducing cost.  Look up infrared 

heating. 

 

The idea of $25k EV is a monumental challenge for all automakers.  Legacy is well aware 

of how difficult that market is.  Tesla sees how they would fundamentally undermine 

income from FSD and reduce appeal for high-profit models.  Notice how sales of Model 

S/X plummeted when 3/Y became available? 

 

Complicating matters is that of range perception.  We have been taught to fear range-

anxiety.  It's to the point where arguments of carrying "dead weight" used against PHEV 

are now used hypocritically for BEV.  Somehow that extra range rarely ever needed, 

whether it be a gas-engine or more battery-capacity, is now ok to carry.  But as more DC 

fast-charger stations are built, that argument makes less and less sense. 

Those inconvenient truths are really going to become problems for enthusiasts. 
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3-01-2022 Infrared Heating.  The outcome is familiar.  The term is anything but recognizable 

though.  I had to do an online search to ensure I was correctly informed.  This simple 

example I found was great: "Test persons in a room with a temperature of 50°C (122°F) of 

warm air and cooled walls froze deplorably; when in a room with a cool air temperature 

of 10°C (50°F) and warm walls, they broke into an unpleasant sweat."  Give it some 

thought.  Remember rooms heated by radiator?  It seems odd looking back upon that now 

seemingly primitive means of providing warmth.  Rather than waste energy heating air, 

which has very little effect means of effectively retaining it, transmit the energy 

instead.  In other words, feeling warm has nothing to do with air temperature.  You want 

the recipient to absorb it, not the carrier.  The goal is to warm up, preventing any lose 

through radiation.  Think about how a radiator is used to cool down a system.  Think about 

how your skin feels when exposed to the sun.  That air those energy waves traveled 

through isn't actually warmed much.  In fact, the vacuum of space is extremely cold.  Yet, 

that sunlight passed through it to reach your body.  That concept is what Toyota will be 

introducing with bZ4X.  The new system direct infrared energy at your feet & legs.  Why 

waste electricity to warm the air when you can focus it directly on what actually needs 

heat? 
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3-01-2022 Squandered.  Rhetoric claiming failed outcome is a sign of worry, on the part of 

enthusiasts: "This really shows the fallacy of giving a rebate to hybrids.  Now that Toyota 

actually has an EV or two, they've squandered the rebate on gas guzzling hybrids."  That 

is such a distorted portrayal of goals & intent, it is difficult to determine what they think 

will happen next.  It is yet another red-flag that enthusiasts really didn't have a plan, they 

just hoped for the best and now that risk is starting to reveal severe consequence.  Such 

circumstances are exactly why I documented Volt history as it was playing 

out.  Enthusiasts of that time absolutely refused to provide any type what-comes-next 

information.  They were gambling on a miracle, clueless to how unlikely that would be to 

succeed.  They squandered opportunity.  I learned from witnessing their repeated failure to 

heed warning.  Ugh.  Now, it's happening again.  Some never learn from history: 

 

To squander is to waste an opportunity by seeking an outcome other than the intended 

goal. 

 

That is exactly what we saw with GM.  Rather then using tax-credits to actually change 

what their own loyal customers purchase, they wasted the opportunity on conquest 

sales.  Looking at their dealer lots, achieving a shift from ICE to BEV was not 

achieved.  Status quo remained intact. 

 

That most definitely is not the case for Toyota.  Not only did they pull the entire fleet 

forward by discontinuing some ICE entirely... Sienna, Venza, Sequoia... and offer the rest 

of the fleet hybrid models, 2 of those hybrids now offer plugs.  That did indeed change 

what is now sold by dealers to their own loyal customers.  That also set the stage for those 

same customers to now want to add a BEV to their household. 

 

If you take a deeper look at bZ4X, you'll see much of the technology already implemented 

in RAV4 Prime is carried forward with refinements to that BEV.  There is some resulting 

innovation rolling out too, like the infrared heating system.  None of that equates to 

squander. 

Of course, your entire premise is flawed.  Calling the eligible hybrids "gas guzzling" is 

really an act of denial. With both Prius Prime and RAV4 Prime, you can drive your entire 

commute with nothing but electricity.  So what if it has a gas-engine for backup 

purposes?  The experience gained from the EV components... motor, invertor, controller, 

charger, heat-pump, software... are all leveraged knowledge for their BEV. 
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3-02-2022 Slow Walked.  Denial & Refusal to accept reality continued: "Meanwhile, they've slow 

walked their EVs.  I say again: the rebates are squandered on hybrids."  This is where 

know your audience comes into play.  Some enthusiasts are growing to hate that mantra 

too.  Praise online is what many seek, a validation of their position rather than supporting 

an effort to reach resistant consumers.  It is the same problem Volt enthusiasts 

made.  Their focus on conquest was so extreme, they lost track of purpose.  It was all 

about short-term gain.  Strategy for long-term success was looked upon as an inability to 

compete, a sign of weakness.  Ugh.  I waste delighted to provide some perspective on the 

situation:  Who are you trying to convince?  The 200,000 owners of Toyota plug-ins not 

only endorsed the technology, they are also very highly likely to promote it... which is the 

point of the tax-credits.  Your effort to mislead by calling the money a "rebate" is rather 

telling, since that implies anyone is eligible and for the entire amount.  That is just plain 

not true.  There was only credit money, which depends upon the individual having enough 

tax-liability to collect it.  As for calling their plug-in vehicles "hybrids", that is simply an 

act of desperation.  Those all-electric miles make the difference quite obvious.  Toyota 

delivered EV driving, setting the stage for vehicles with larger battery-packs... again, that 

was the point of the tax-credits. 

3-03-2022 Vastly Superior.  It was inevitable.  That attitude is back: "Tesla has their superior 

connection available in everyplace EXCEPT Europe.  Why should Tesla be forced to do 

what Europeans do, when it will mean paying a lot of $ for an inferior solution?"  I know 

there is nothing superior.  Supposed benefit is only a temporary lead.  CCS supports up to 

350 kW and the chargers themselves are already available.  So, claiming SuperChargers 

for Tesla are superior doesn't have merit.  True, the ability to plug and have charging begin 

without doing anything else is great, but that too is temporary.  There is nothing that VW 

isn't already planning to deliver and the CCS specifications support.  So again, no merit.  I 

asked anyway:  What 0makes the connection superior?  Think about audience.  We're 

dealing with the masses now, not a niche filled with resourceful enthusiasts.  They simply 

want a guaranteed location to recharged at a reasonable speed.  How exactly do the 

specifications of CCS differ to make it so much better? 

3-04-2022 Hit or Miss Thoughts.  This was somewhat muddled with regard to supply, but the 

sentiment was still there.  It was an effort to collect & convey: "My guess is the profit is 

better on ice vehicles so they don't earn that much with each sold ev.  And then its the 

battery production, every maker should make their own battery manufacturing plant like 

tesla, cant really rely on lg or sk to supply all the batteries they need."  I appreciate hit or 

miss thoughts like that.  Since they aren't taken too seriously, the endeavor to contribute 

really does help the discussion.  There is a curiosity at play.  In return, I provided:  Having 

batteries supplied is what will help us ultimately pull out of the hole we have dug 

ourselves into with the sales paradigm... focusing on high-profit vehicles.  Automakers 

became so entrenched, that shift has become the norm.  Dependency of dealers is 

overwhelming evidence of that.  They are desperate to survive.  Think about how this 

mess started.  Back in the 90's, there was experimentation with SUV interest.  Automakers 

started to call them "car" and push their supposed safety.  It was really an exploit of EPA 

regulations which resulted in high-profit sales.  GM followed that opportunity to the point 

of bankruptcy, sacrificing long-term well being for the sake of staying in business based 

upon that exploit.  Ironically, the SUV platform works well for battery-pack 

placement.  The catch is you need lots of batteries, since the platform itself is less 

efficient... hence the supplier contribution.  Their investments will pull automakers out of 

their mess... which is great, since pushing has worked. 
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3-04-2022 Teaching About Approach.  It falls on deaf ears for those participating in online 

discussion among enthusiasts.  But to those who only read, the lurkers, there is some value 

to providing exposition.  That's what I do when something like this is posted: "I think VW 

got it a while ago.  I mean VW is probably one of the if not the manufacturer that is in a 

better position after Tesla."  It is very easy to only see what you recognize.  The unknown 

is easy to overlook.  The uncertain is easy to dismiss.  The quiet is difficult to hear... 

which is Toyota.  When you are dealing with an automaker that invests heavily in 

continuous improvement and updates are often subtle, detection of change is very 

difficult.  I keep posting reminders about it though, especially when it comes to 

approach.  That's a teaching-moment I don't let slip by:  That's really a matter of how 

position is measured.  Both Tesla and VW took the top-down approach, for that matter so 

did GM.  Taking the bottom-up approach is Toyota.  It's a fundamental difference, a 

gamble which paid off well in the past.  It is the reason why the "behind" and "laggard" 

narratives are simply ignored.  We're dealing with moving targets, a variety of markets 

with different priorities.  Having each automaker address the same problems the same way 

simply does not make any sense.  Position is relative. 

3-04-2022 New Attacks.  You can tell this new stage of rhetoric is ramping up: "You and your 

Toyota lunatics all talk about prices and sales.  I find hilarious how all Toyota cultists 

throw downvotes like a pack of wolves defending beloved brand that failed to make any 

impact in BEV realm.  Keep waiting for your $45,000 2024 bZ4X appliance."  That came 

out of nowhere.  In fact, I hadn't even posted anything about Toyota or bZ4X.  It was a 

discussion about Kia and the roadmap for EV transition they had just presented.  This guy 

declared Toyota a failure, then started to attack anyone who disrupts the status quo.  He's a 

Tesla fan and feels a disturbance in the force.  Calling out us without anything beyond 

expressing potential for other automakers was a step too far.  He was angry.  I was 

amused.  This behavior is all too familiar.  Well versed in this nonsense, I responded 

with:  Who are you to draw such a conclusion already?  The race hasn't even begun 

yet.  All we have seen so far is qualifying rounds, efforts to demonstrate what will be 

offered when sales to ordinary consumers begin.  Infrastructure is in the early stages of 

change.  We are still getting presentations of potential.  Mainstream shoppers don't see 

actual change yet.  There is no expectation to even promote.  Look at DC fast-

charging.  We haven't settled on a plug standard, a billing standard, or a speed 

standard.  Without something to build upon, the race cannot begin.  The topic is about 

automaker roadmaps, in this case Kia.  They are starting to set expectations.  Yet, you 

declare failure already.  Heck, the original tax-credits from 2009 haven't even been used 

up by most automakers.  Assigning status so early shows a blatant disregard for the 

general market.  Choosing to cherry-pick a specific segment... BEV realm... really isn't 

constructive and name calling is childish.  Like it or not, the biggest impact comes from 

appliances. 
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3-04-2022 Repeating History.  Response to change is difficult for some.  When the pot is stirred, 

especially by a dark horse, the enthusiast gets frustrated.  The most primal of reactions is 

to just declare victory.  Pretending the race is already over saves face.  You don't have to 

acknowledge weakness then.  In fact, it is a show of strength to have achieved 

something.  So, they tout having fulfilled a goal, then make an effort to garner praise.  It 

doesn't matter that the win didn't actually change anything.  They want to be vastly 

superior so badly, they just keep spinning stories until something catches on.  It is a series 

of lies.  The most recent was that we have been claiming bZ4X will be available for less 

than $30,000 in 2024.  That literally came out of nowhere.  Nothing even remotely close 

has been said, by anyone.  We know lower priced BEV will be coming from Toyota by 

2025, but that's it.  No other information has ever been so much as speculated.  In fact, 

most enthusiasts have completely written off all things Toyota.  So, attacking supporters 

will bogus statements is something else... which I see matching the past all too well.  It is 

acknowledgement of a threat.  They see potential.  They are worried.  So, they 

preemptively take action.  Waiting only makes it worse.  It reminds me so much of a 

decade ago, I am beside myself.  We are about to embark on another loooong 

journey.  This is how I described the situation:  The race is a marathon, with 2025 a major 

milestone and 2030 another.  We aren't even remotely close to even just half of sales being 

BEV.  Declaring failure already is absurd. btw, it is quite fascinating how you are 

repeating history to such a recognizable pattern. 

3-05-2022 Growing Desperation.  As rollout of bZ4X draws near, an increasing sense of desperate 

is becoming evident.  Blatant lies are the theme now: "Remember, Toyota isn't making EVs 

(bandaid hybrids don't count) and their ICE sales will crater continuously until they are 

all gone (2025-2026 in most markets)"  I was amused by all that, posting this in 

return:  Narrative attempts like show desperation.  Toyota has been producing BEV 

models of C-HR/Izoa for years and UX300e for about a year.  Too bad if you don't like 

converts, they are still electric-only vehicles.  Prius Prime rolled out in late 2016, 

delivering all-electric driving, complete with heat-pump.  Too bad if you don't like it. 

Same goes for RAV4 Prime. It too delivers EV drive.  As for ICE sales cratering, that is a 

distortion of facts.  Toyota is discontinuing ICE models. Sienna and Venza are now only 

available as hybrids.  Sequoia will follow.  Corolla Cross hybrid production is spreading 

and it is a strong candidate for becoming a Prime.  Of course, your attempted narrative 

falls apart in a few months as bZ4X rollout moves forward.  Then, expect word of the next 

model in the "bZ" series to start getting some attention.  In other words, like Kia in this 

topic, Toyota also has a transition plan and it is already well underway. 
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3-05-2022 Wrong?  I was intrigued by this: "Have you considered that estimates for Tesla could be 

wrong?!"  With so many not using any critical thought, that was a refreshing 

change.  Basically, online blogs are echo-chambers.  An article is published and the same 

old comments are brainlessly repeated.  They lack integrity too.  When you make a claim, 

back it up with data.  Ugh!  It's more of the chest-pounding again... except for this.  I 

replied to it, thoughtfully, with:  Where are the Tesla fans getting their estimates?  There's 

never any substance provided.  It makes no sense to only count Model 3/Y and 

CyberTruck.  You can't get 6-8-10M/yr in 2025-2026 with just those vehicles.   Also, the 

market saturation and age of 3/Y will be quite evident at that point.  Adding at least 2 

smaller, affordable vehicles is the likely unsaid contributor, but that would completely 

derail Tesla's current SuperCharger advantage... which sales are dependent upon, 

especially with the absence of CCS support here.  In short, there's no reason to trust such 

wild claims.  Seeing Tesla doing well in the Luxury/Premium market doesn't mean they 

will surge past well established sellers in the Mainstream market... especially when there 

is basically nothing to support such assertions. 

3-05-2022 Cornered.  As anticipated, it's getting really bad.  Rhetoric is failing to work.  Antagonists 

find themselves backed into a corner, as this lashing out illustrates: "Now you're 

describing being late and incompetent as "bottom up."  Toyota apologists are 

embarrassing, and we're not fooled by your use of passive voice to avoid the fact that the 

only people who ignore the factual correctness of "behind" and "laggard" narratives are 

Toyota apologists."  Notice the complete absence of accountability?  No criteria for 

measuring status is ever provided.  It's never anything beyond just an empty claim.  I enjoy 

this stage, when the inevitable retreat happens.  Arguments fell apart.  There's nothing left 

to do except abandon ship.  Witnessing the rats flee the sinking ship (when hope for Volt 

collapsed) was enthralling.  I didn't realize how desperate the situation had become.  This 

time, that pattern was easy to recognize.  So, I just kicked back and decided upon this for 

my reply:  Apologize for 25 years of bottom-up success?  Know your audience.  Fooling 

those here who are in denial that business cannot be run in more than just a top-down 

manner doesn't matter.  It is a well-proven approach.  As for claims of being late, for 

what?  Toyota already has well refined software... the topic of this article.  I have been 

enjoying the all-electric drive from Prius Prime for 5 years now.  It has worked so well 

under all conditions, it was no surprise the vehicle to follow was RAV4 Prime.  That too 

has delivered EV just fine.  With the upcoming "bZ" series, development leverages the e-

TNGA platform which came about from the success of TNGA.  Deployment throughout 

the fleet resulted in faster speed to market and cost reduction, exactly what a refined 

architecture is supposed to achieve.  Go ahead, insult & belittle all you want. It won't 

change anything.  Nothing is late for ordinary consumers. 
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3-05-2022 No Winter Loss?  It made no sense.  An article was published showing the impact of cold 

temperatures on EV operation.  Resulting range reduction was exactly as you could 

predict, mostly between 20% and 40%.  Tesla was the exception.  Huh?  Almost no drop 

was reported.  How could that be possible?  I was determined to find out.  It took a bit to 

find the original source, the actual study this article was reporting about.  Sure enough, 

vital data had been omitted.  Was that intentional?  This is the important bit of missing 

detail: "Note that the range losses are based on on-board telematics and reflect the OEMs 

proprietary range calculations and software.  These estimates are currently being tested 

ground truth in our Enhanced Analytics program.  For Tesla vehicles, we included 

observed range loss from a small sample of vehicles to add context."  It was attached to a 

graph that confirmed values were nothing but estimates provided by telematics.  Real-

World data had not been included in the article.  This source had it though.... 25% loss for 

Model 3... 21% for Model S... 17% for Model X... 20% for Model Y.  Think about the 

situation.  If the Tesla vehicles were not impacted by cold temperature, why was there a 

recent upgrade from resistance heating to a heat-pump?  That would be a completely 

unnecessary added expense.  Needless to say, I responded with the following comment on 

our EV owners group when that article was posted:  I was baffled by supposed findings 

that loss for each Tesla was nearly nonexistent.  Then I found a source graph.  Observed 

values were indeed lower, as you would expect.  This article is yet another example of 

misleading when detail isn't included.  That disclaimer tells us what should have been 

conveyed by the article referring to the study. 

3-05-2022 Insane.  I found this an interesting twist: "Tesla is in an insane position, with only two 

high-volume car models and two new factories beginning production to meet enormous 

demand despite price increases.  2022 should be a money-printing machine."  It was ironic 

to read.  I knew he was spinning the situation as another victory to portray an unstoppable 

force, refusing to acknowledge the cliff being approached.  When audience changes as the 

result of a stage coming to an end, what had been useful in the past may no longer be 

helpful.  Both circumstances & priorities are different... which he, like many others, 

absolutely do not want to address.  Oh well, it's not like I don't point out what's 

happening:  That assessment of "insane" is a red flag.  The situation is short-term.  Tesla 

can only milk Model 3 & Y for so long.  It is a bubble that will inevitably burst.  CT 

doesn't address the same market either.  Tesla is completely absent from the affordable 

market too.  Continued sales makes the situation a challenge, growth complicates it even 

more.  There are only so many SuperChargers.  How many more will be built and how 

quickly?  Think about the expense and the incompatibility.  It is a corner Tesla back itself 

into.  VW is well aware of that predicament.  VW is also aware of what it takes to build a 

CCS charging network.  Knowing VW will continue pushing into the market Tesla has 

avoided is another red flag.  With Ford pushing F-150 hard and GM struggling to keep up, 

combined with additions from Kia, Hyundai, Nissan, and Toyota, the glory days of Tesla 

are clearly coming to an end... short-term.  What position Tesla will play in this next round 

of the EV game remains a mystery. 
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3-06-2022 Design Flexibility.  Kia just revealed their approach to BEV design flexibility, calling it 

"Integrated Modular Architecture".  Yes, it is referred to "IMA" just like Honda design for 

hybrids called "Integrated Motor Assist".  That's rather bizarre.  Why would an automaker 

intentionally do that?  Or was Kia poorly informed and didn't bother to do a quick internet 

search?  Or did they simply not care?  Whatever the case, this is nothing new.  In fact, 

someone even pointed out another similarity: "This sounds amazingly like GMs plan they 

announced several years back with their Ultium platform with 3 motors, 5 drivetrains and 

2 platforms."  The point is to be able to mix & match without needing much effort.  That 

flexibility is how you identify the difference between rapid engineering and the carefully 

thought out kind.  It is ironic how slow is portrayed as "kicking & screaming" resistance 

when those who rush to market are praised.  In the end, that "happy path" design will 

prove to be costly.  Haste makes waste...  Anywho, I was delighted to point out:  Each 

automaker has their own means of achieving benefit from platform reuse, mixing of 

components to deliver a variety of configurations without requiring redesign.  We saw that 

with Toyota's hybrid system.  A great example of that was the original plug upgrade for 

Prius back in 2012, swapping out the battery from a small NiMH to a large Li-

Ion.  Resulting EV power increase, without any other component change, confirmed 

design flexibility.  Something similar happened with the Prius Prime upgrade in 2016, 

only that included a small dry-clutch to augment power.  We are about to see that 

flexibility with their BEV rollout. bZ4X will come in 2 flavors.  One with just a 150kW 

motor in front and another with 80kW motors in front & back.  Speculation is the Lexus 

model sharing that same platform will offer 150kW motors in front & back.  That 

flexibility is vital as market growth becomes an essential part of survival and the 

competition becomes far more complex.  That type of design is confirmation of having 

successfully emerged from a difficult early-adopter stage. 

3-06-2022 Constructive Feedback.  I found this interesting: "One aspects of the disadvantage of 

CCS vs Tesla is that physically, CCS is bigger and bulkier which makes it more difficult to 

get the thing plugged in especially under varying conditions."  He had a point, but to make 

it required a disregard for tradeoffs.  In this case, the vague claims amount to 

what?  Disadvantage or not, is it worth it?  I asked:  That sounds reasonable, but lacks 

substance.  What makes it bigger & bulkier?  Is it cable thickness for 350kW 

support?  What about equipment longevity?  Keep all parties in mind.  A heavier setup 

may be less convenient for the user, but if the tradeoff is lower priced charging that's more 

reliable, that may be worth it.  Think about the cost involved to install & maintain.  There 

is also liability.  Mainstream use won't be as accommodating as SuperChargers providing 

service for early-adopters charging only Tesla vehicles either.  They won't be a caring and 

their port locations won't be as convenient.  That added stress may benefit from more 

robust cable & handle.  This is why the seemingly "best" choice may not be as obvious as 

first impressions convey. 
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3-06-2022 Sharing Experiences.  I especially like seeing this: "Actually we need more mundane, this 

is my real life experience, articles like this.  One problem is that people (at least in the US) 

know nothing about electricity.  Watts, amps, volts are not taught, beyond how bright is 

this light bulb.  As the world moves to electric, I think we should be using these terms in 

grade school, in commerce, etc, so people have an innate sense of them.  Keep sharing 

your experiences!"  That really helps tell the story of early-adopters, to finally get past the 

rhetoric enthusiasts continue to dish out.  Reaching ordinary consumers is difficult.  You 

have to take the time to recognize & understand their perspective, as well as their wants & 

needs.  I enjoy doing that.  In fact, I provided some with the reply: 

 

Quite correct.  Share your experiences.  In general, people have no background on the 

subject nor do they have any idea what should be known.  Electricity has always been a 

plug & play component of the household.  It is far too easy to make 

assumptions.  Education will come from us, EV owners. 

 

Simple level-2 concepts even to us are a problem though.  Look at the charge-speed 

equation. 32 amps * 240 volts = 7.7 kW.  Ever wonder why automakers list that as 6.6 

kW?  It's because commercial charging-stations use 3-phase electricity, which means 

lower voltage.  32 amps * 208 volts = 6.6 kW, slower than in your home. 

 

Understanding the upgrade from level-1 gets even more complicated.  People wonder 

about reusing their dryer outlet for faster charging.  Sure it works, but there's a 

catch.  Most are setup to deliver a maximum of 30 amps. For sustained use, the draw must 

be 20% less.  That means 24 amps * 240 volts = 5.8 kW. They will end up with a longer 

recharge times without any understanding of why. 

Complicating matters even more are DC fast-charging.  Ugh.  Depending upon the 

temperature of the battery-pack and its state-of-charge, the kW speed can vary 

dramatically.  So even if you recognize the potential at that station, it doesn't mean that's 

what you'll get. 

 

We have much to share.  Owners experiences make a big difference. 

3-10-2022 Order Preparation.  I have been watching the news transform to waves.  Constant 

bombardment of the past is waning.  Heck, even a recent hype attempt from GM fell 

apart.  There is an expectation of continued uncertainty.  At some point, we will see 

issues... like the tax-credit... be addressed.  But even without that, there's the unknown of 

how infrastructure upgrades will be addressed.  The disarray for DCFC support makes you 

wonder.  We also have the very real restraint of supply.  Issues like that make a mess of 

the bigger picture.  But with the smaller picture, I'm getting ready.  Order preparation... so 

I can finally get on a list to buy a bZ4X... has stirred much behind the scenes.  I just 

recently upgraded my website, transporting everything over to a new server with a lot 

more storage & bandwidth.  It required some rebuilding of webpages, since access now 

involves a certificate and with secure connections.  But getting that all in place has its 

rewards.  I went back to my original edits, a massive collection over the past +20 

years.  There are over 2,700 photos.  Each one got re-rendered for my higher resolution 

sharing.  The results are amazing.  I had no idea just how much nicer those larger files 

would look.  Wow!  Being able to share all that confirms I'm in a good position to deliver 

content for my new purchase.  It reminds me so much of my first Prius.  There was so 

much we needed to do, and could do well as owners, to educate consumers and defeat 

antagonists.  Like the Boy Scout motto taught me, be prepared. 
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3-11-2022 Looking Back.  We got this today: "The group backing Trump also includes Mazda, 

Nissan Motor Co, Kia Motors Corp, and Subaru".  It was an attempt to stir the past, 

reminding people what the challenges were 3 years ago but excluding important context.  I 

wasn't happy.  It was what united enthusiasts, but for the wrong reason.  That opportunity 

was exploited and the shortcomings are now being revealed.  That quote from the article 

was followed by this posted comment: "Didn't Toyota, GM, Hyundai, and Fiat also back 

this deal with Trump?  Why are they also not on this list?"  Recognize the topic?  It was 

when the EPA pushed to revoke California's exemption to make their own rules, 

overriding federal minimums with more strict emission standards & requirements.  That 

really annoyed me then, since enthusiasts absolutely refused to address the outcome.  They 

were angered by the approach.  Ugh.  Now though, it is very difficult to argue... since we 

now know the outcome.  I was happy to point that out too:  Concern was absence of a 

national standard would hold us back.  No unified effort left every state fending for itself. 

Looking back at decision years later and realizing there was indeed reason for 

concern.  We are now having to deal with the consequences.  Look at Europe.  Their 

united push to make CCS the standard for DC fast-charging is clearly paying off.  Now 

here, we're stuck with years to come of incompatibility.  Making matters worse is the 

reality of how long it actually takes for individuals states to adopt ZEV rules, then update 

them later.  It is a point-in-time adoption that took years for Minnesota (the most recent 

and the first in the Midwest) to finally get approval.  Those first rules don't even start until 

2024.  An initiative from the federal level would be much faster.  In other words, it wasn't 

really a backing.  People weren't listening.  The actual problem still remains.  Only now, 

we are even further behind. 

3-11-2022 4 Days Parked.  What a strange set of circumstances.  I tend to drive almost every 

day.  Going 2 days without is quite rare.  Today, it was actually over 4 days.  But today 

was Friday, the very last of work lockdown since the pandemic began.  On Monday, the 

building opens back up for regular business.  My commute will begin again.  It will be a 

hybrid approach though.  I will be going in 2 to 3 days per week and they won't 

necessarily be all there.  Starting from home (due to working with others on the East coast 

and overseas) will be part of the routine.  That should be interesting... and certainly won't 

be conducive to such a long time having the vehicle parked.  It may bring about a few 

more commute videos as a result.  There simply haven't been any since I have been 

working at home for the last 2 years. 

3-12-2022 Nissan Qashqai.  This new vehicle was introduced as having a "range extending" 

system.  That made now sense.  It is just another model using E-Power.  That's a series 

hybrid, not an EREV.  Yet, the article when on and on about it being another such 

vehicle.  Ugh.  Fortunately, the comments jumped all over the claim.  I was happy to pile 

on to that mess:  EREV was a meaningless label anyway.  i3 Rex and Volt only had a plug 

in common.  The BMW had that tiny engine in back, nothing but generator feeding the 

system electricity.  It was series hybrid with a plug.  The Chevy had an actual physical 

connection to the drivetrain itself, providing an efficiency over just generating under some 

circumstances.  It was a parallel hybrid with a plug.  This new vehicle doesn't have a 

plug.  That's the meaningful difference. 
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3-12-2022 Super Smug.  A video was published from the Portland autoshow.  That one highlighted 

Subaru Solterra.  This person went over to the Toyota display, nothing but the vehicle 

itself.  The platform cutout from the Chicago autoshow was elsewhere, never 

mentioned.  Perhaps it is Las Vegas, where the NADA show is taking place at the same 

time.  It made me wonder how much journalism was about to be shared.  Turns out, not 

much.  The piece started with a snub that "Toyota" didn't want their new electric vehicle to 

be referred to as b "Zed" 4X.  That made me immediately question who that "they" was 

and why such a big deal was being made over the name.  The attitude conveyed was a 

snub, disappointment that Toyota wasn't making a big deal out of their BEV debut.  That 

is not Toyota's way.  They don't hype like the other automakers.  They tend to favor subtle 

to an extreme, so much so, innovation often goes unnoticed.  After reading the comments 

posted for that video, it was obvious she was catering to the enthusiast audience.  They 

gobbled it up.  Smug was overwhelmingly bad.  That was terribly disappointing for a 

source which is normally quite objective.  Of course, being subtle what the media thrives 

on.  So, I understand her letdown.  Toyota hadn't provided anything she could hype.  Oh 

well.  I ended up posting this comment to address the nonsense:  How many Model 3 

owners use M3 to refer to their vehicle?  The new brand of electric vehicles coming from 

Toyota will all be BZ.  It this case, 4X will be the common reference.  The way some get 

hung up on that, yet dismiss ID.4 as problematic name tells much about misplaced 

priorities.  Branding is important.  When the smaller 3X is rolled out, it will be clearly 

understood what BZ indicates. 
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3-13-2022 Build A Better BEV.  There was an EV article today sharing advice about how to 

improve efficiency during the winter.  This was among the suggestions listed: "If you 

precondition the cabin, running the heater may be almost unnecessary, and you could use 

the seat heater as a supplement to maintain driver comfort."  That was opportunity to 

provide a sucker-punch, pointing out a bit of innovation no one has noticed yet.  Smug 

coming from enthusiasts has been pretty bad lately.  Attacking Toyota for being "late" 

without any substance to actually back the claim is tiresome.  Congress is still striving to 

finally send some type of unified message of support to plug-in vehicles.  Current tax-

credits were enabled the start of 2009, following the financial crash.  It was a means of 

helping the automotive industry rebuild.  It was limited in quantity and did nothing in 

support of infrastructure.  There is nothing to celebrate yet.  We are still waiting for that 

party to begin.  Needless to say, I was happy to share some critical thinking: 

 

Sounds like advice from someone who experiences winter in a state where those of us 

enjoying snow & ice recreation have to wonder.  When the daytime high is under freezing, 

there is no almost.  The heater is necessary. 

 

That could be subject to change though.  In addition to heated seat & steering-wheel, there 

is a new electric warming feature about to be introduced.  Rather than consuming 

electricity for the sake of warming cabin air, transmission of warming energy will be used 

instead.  For those of you familiar with the radiant approach, that is called "infrared 

heating". 

 

Ironically, this new efficiency improvement for winter travel will be coming from the 

automaker said to be years behind, late to the party.  Turns out, the narrative falls apart 

when you discover they had been concentrating on building a better BEV instead.  Pay 

attention to the upcoming bZ4X from Toyota.  When watching review videos, notice the 

vent by the pedals.  There's one for the passenger too.  That's the new infrared heating 

port.  It is directed at your legs & feet. 

Think about what part of your body remains cold, even when the heated seat & steering-

wheel are active.  Think about how much more efficient that directed energy will be rather 

than just blowing warmed air.  Think about who will be delivering that first. 

3-13-2022 Making Suggestions.  This was the revised post, after editing as a result of getting so 

much backlash: "I have a suggestion for first time phev and ev buyers, before you rush out 

and spend thousands to get a level 2 charger.  If you're driving less than 50 miles a day, 

you're probably fine with using the evse at 120."  The author was quite frazzled by the 

original feedback.  Quite curious about objectivity, I joined into the discussion 

with:  Thousands is quite a generalization.  No mention of rebates and time-of-use 

discounts is quite an omission too.  For us, we got 2 checks, each for $500 from our 

electricity provider when we installed dedicated level-2 chargers on their time-of-use 

discount program.  We get the benefit of faster charging at a reduced rate, as well as 

payment to help cover some of the installation/equipment cost.  Now 5 years later, I'm 

looking forward to upgrading from a Prime to a bZ and nothing will need to be upgraded 

in the garage.  That same EVSE seemingly overkill (7.7 kW capable) when first installed 

will now work great for my electric-only needs. 
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3-13-2022 Sarcastic Reply.  Well, this did indeed satisfy my curiosity: "You're absolutely right. 

Instead of a short fb post I should have written a doctoral thesis on it with all the different 

parameters covered so nobody would feel offended."  Exaggeration tends to be a common 

response when corner.  He got way too upset and I called out the some facts.  It's what I 

have been doing for ages, sharing experiences.  Those bits of real-world information are 

priceless.  They cut through the noise.  They get attention.  That's quite a challenge online, 

especially nowadays where the venue is so haphazard.  Facebook is worse than 

blogs.  Most people remain unknown and threads are nearly impossible to keep active for 

long.  You need to get it right the first time.  He didn't.  Maybe he will next time.  This is 

what I information shared, based on my experiences:  There are some basic facts we all 

need to share to avoid conflict. Focus on informing rather than suggesting.  By providing 

enough detail, the person can make a decision on their own.  Remember, KISS. 

3-13-2022 Future-Proofing.  There was a comment today about upgrading from level-1 charging 

(120-volt, 1.4 kW maximum speed) to level-2 (240-volt, 7.7 kW maximum from a 40-amp 

line).  This is how it concluded: "...some of those who needlessly installed level-2, forget 

about all the thousands of lost EV miles they could have bought for the price of that level-

2."  Arguments can be said either way about how that relates to their driving situation and 

the price of gas.  But what it doesn't address is purchases to follow.  If you invest now, 

there will be no incurred cost later.  In fact, you could benefit in the meantime.  That 

wasn't being taken into account though.  The thing that caught my attention though was 

the use of "need" in that context.  It was a forced paradigm, one that disregarded having a 

240-volt line installed.  It becomes part of the household, something you'll never need to 

do anything to maintain it and a plus if you ever sell.  In that regard, I posted the following 

question:  What is future-proofing, a need or a want?  5 years ago, I put in a level-2 as a 

want.  This year, I will need it for my upgrade to a BEV.  I gained 5 years of convenience 

(not to mention time-of-use discounts) for $0. 

3-13-2022 Being Proactive.  I read through the other 115 comments posted.  The author was clearly 

upset that his suggestion to only focus on need was an obvious problem with context.  He 

was focusing entirely on a short-term limited-scope paradigm.  But rather than reply to his 

follow-up about need, I switched over to another reply where he said the very same 

thing.  That way, I had an ally attempting the same push to effort to expand his 

perspective.  It really isn't want when you consider that bigger picture or time & 

people.  This is what I posted:  Waiting to spend money until you need to can often be 

more expensive.   Being proactive tends to equate to a savings overall. Think about your 

entire household.  Since you already have a PHEV, there is a very strong possibility the 

next purchase will be a BEV.  How will both vehicles charge?  That existing 120-volt line 

cannot be shared; it simply lacks the capacity.  You will end up having to add a 240-volt 

line anyway. 
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3-14-2022 Stable Prices.  Ever notice how gas-price instability continues?  Some have grown 

tolerant of it.  Others seek blame elsewhere.  Admitting that loss of long-term stability was 

a key indicator of having reached "peak oil" is something naysayers refuse to 

do.  Disruption and the magnitude of the fluctuations keep growing worse too.  It's 

becoming even more difficult to deny.  Meanwhile, the opposite is holding true for 

electricity-price.  We are adding more and more sources.  Electricity from solar & wind 

continues to grow as off-grid storage strives to prove a long-term solution.  As people 

become aware of how battery-banks, hydro-pumping, and hydrogen can serve to balance 

demand with the supplemental power they store, their goal of ensuring stable prices will 

become apparent.  No longer being a victim of oil supply-shortages due to an 

environmental event, transport accident, or political conflict isn't something those fighting 

EV are prepared to deal with.  That's a wonderful benefit decades in the making many had 

no idea would be possible.  It only gets better as the technology evolves too.  Green 

energy will get greener over time.  More efficient turbines & cells is a win for 

electricity.  Oil peaked long ago and has been on a steady decline.  The imminent death of 

coal is a foreshadow.  Price instability is a sign that makes it difficult to avoid.  Pain at the 

pump really cannot be ignored. 

3-15-2022 Miles per Kilowatt.  My wife and I had to both drive to work today.  The office has 

opened up, so the commute has resumed.  She would be going to band practice 

afterward.  I would be returning back to the cats.  Those are opposite directions.  It was the 

ideal opportunity to do a side-by-side efficiency comparison.  2 Prius Prime driving the 

same route, at the same time, under the same conditions, in the same manner.   She was 

following me.  That's perfect for getting some real-world measures.  Her heat-pump 

temperature was set to 65°F.  Mine was off, just blowing in air from the outside.  That 

temperature was in the mid-40's.  It meant her accessory drain 9%.  Mine was only 

1%.  The difference was intriguing.  That 19-mile drive resulted in an efficiency of 4.6 

mi/kWh.  For me, it came to 5.2 mi/kWh.  Both numbers are amazing.  That's quite 

remarkable EV efficiency.  Toyota has done exceptionally well in that regard.  Also 

finding out how much of an impact that heat-pump makes is great, since it isn't as obvious 

as with a resistance-heater.  That types reduces range noticeably more.  Toyota's choice is 

better.  I can't wait to find out how driving under similar circumstances will be with the 

bZ4X. 
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3-15-2022 Thanks.  It was nice to get that today from someone who didn't want to be as polite as I 

was.  He was responding to this: "And underneath it all, it's actually BYD? ;)"  It was 

intentionally false information being spread to undermine Toyota.  The source was well 

aware of that fact too.  He didn't care.  His want is to mislead & impede.  It was quite 

obvious too, since that was a comment added to a video from that on-going source of 

attacks.  That guy is still at it.  Rhetoric sells and he is now making a lot of money from 

the over 1,000 videos published over the past 9 months.  That kind of income from such 

little effort is simply too good to resist.  Enthusiasts are frustrated right now and Toyota is 

the perfect scapegoat for this disappointment.  I find it all quite telling.  They lack 

substance and shortcomings are becoming quite difficult to dismiss.  That's how this lie 

came about.  Their worst nightmare is unfolding... Toyota is delivering something which 

addresses those shortcomings.  Being supposedly "late to the party" is turning out to mean 

they are far better prepared to deal with the challenges mainstream consumers 

present.  Those days of forgiveness from early-adopters have started to fade to memories 

of the past.  What comes know is why they turn to deception.  Anywho, this is how I 

ended up getting that thanks:  No.  We know who's behind that effort to mislead; don't 

spread his propaganda.  Toyota is building Solterra/bZ4X themselves in Japan, batteries 

supplied by Panasonic & CATL.  The partnership with BYD is with a sedan, exclusively 

for the market in China. 

3-16-2022 BYD Sales.  The brand in China known as BYD (Build Your Dreams) is often portrayed 

as going "all in" with electric-only vehicles.  That isn't reality.  In fact, the numbers for 

January & February tell a different story.  BEV sales were 89,560.  PHEV sales were 

90,839.  That's the trend enthusiasts hoped wouldn't continue.  It has though.  Others are 

discovering it too.  The practical nature of having a backup power-source for an 

unexpected depletion is too compelling to ignore.  In fact, I have seen quite a number of 

posts were the second vehicle in a household is a PHEV, not another BEV.  The trend of 

mixing plug-in types is really starting to ruffle some feathers.  Rather than look at goals 

and embrace multiple options, there was a push for purity.  I find it quite amusing.  The 

same problem Volt enthusiasts faced lives on.  They absolutely refused to accept any type 

of balance.  It was that "one size fits all" mentality.  Only a single solution was needed to 

solve a complex series of problems.  Thankfully, their rhetoric doesn't carry over to other 

markets.  The mess we have here will hopefully stay here.  BYD is doing fine with their 

split of BEV & PHEV offerings.  Both are contributing to the shift toward 

electricity.  Think about how a PHEV contributes to infrastructure upgrades.  Lots of 

level-2 charging is needed.  It doesn't all have to be DC fast-charging. 
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3-17-2022 Cyber Threat.  I read an article today about business insurance related to plug-in 

vehicles.  It was about the risks business owners are supposedly concerned about.  It was 

pretty much a FUD effort.  Remote access & control of traditional vehicles is pretty much 

the same way as EVs; yet, that was never mentioned.  It attempted to direct attention to 

charging vulnerability following the introduction.  That made even less sense since 

charging stations don't allow access beyond basically just a handshake.  What would be at 

risk?  I liked seeing that though.  It's the type of spin which EV owners seek to help 

identify how people turn against plugging in.  We seek out root cause, wanting to know 

detail revealing how resistance to change came about.  There's a lot of fear out there to 

leverage.  The nature of change is to resist it.  In politics, we see how being told to be 

afraid motives.  Scare tactics work.  It is an unfortunate reality.  Articles like the one today 

help to legitimize concern and amplify issues.  Of course, absence of detail is the 

underlying problem.  Watch for that.  In this case, it was the vague use of "hacking" used 

throughout the article. 

3-17-2022 bZ4X Deposit.  I put one down a deposit at the nearby Toyota dealership with a 

salesperson I have known for years.  He didn't have much to share.  You basically have to 

order everything now, regardless of vehicle.  Very few deliveries aren't already pre-

sold.  They do what they can to fulfill your request.  That means going through upcoming 

regional shipments and claiming a vehicle for purchase.  The fact that bZ4X has an 

upcoming pre-order process should eliminate that step.  I will be able to submit my own 

request to corporate (national), who in turn will attempt to assign a vehicle to me and 

match up with my dealer.  With limited production, that makes more sense than hoping to 

get something for a customer by searching region inventory.  Limitations exists 

everywhere though.  My wife got lucky with her Prius Prime due to an order 

cancellation.  So, it does make sense that you make it known you are interested... which is 

exactly what I did today.  The loooooong wait official begins, today, St. Patrick's Day.  Of 

course, I have really been waiting for nearly a year already.  The initial reveal last April 

provided some substance to the "bZ" mystery with an actual prototype.  Then last June we 

got some actual detail.  It was still only a "concept" even back in November.  But that is 

how Toyota works.  You are well informed of intent well before it happens.  There is 

always a wait... and that wait worth has been worth it every time. 
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3-18-2022 Winter Range.  A few degrees above freezing is not Winter; yet, that's what some are 

calling it.  This is what results from the scramble to get useful comparison data.  It simply 

isn't cold enough for that anymore.  Spring is arriving.  It means next cold season should 

be quite interesting.  By then, I will be contributing real-world data too... but with a BEV 

featuring an ability others will lack.  That new radiant heater sure will put an interesting 

twist on the existing efficiency equation.  All things will be far from equal.  Finally seeing 

more plug-ins with a heat-pump has already complicated matters, especially when they are 

not standard.  I believe that is the case with Ioniq 5, where it is only available for the 

AWD model.  That complicates comparisons.  Anywho, we are still just in the awareness 

stage.  Arguments about heat-pump benefit still continue, despite overwhelming evidence 

confirming efforts to downplay.  It's very difficult to accept when you discover your 

vehicle lacks an upcoming standard.  Moving away from resistance-heating is 

vital.  Awareness of their penalty makes that shift obvious.  Of course, that lowers resale 

value for those stuck with less efficient tech.  But then again, that is what comes with 

early-adopter choice.  You take a gamble on what the mainstream will accept verses 

what's most cool to have first.  With the "hot" topic regarding the not-so-winter 

comparison, I posted:  Measurements without defining what "cold" or "winter" is doesn't 

help those of us in northern states.  In fact, they often do a disservice by providing false 

expectations.  There is quite a difference between just below freezing, the heat-pump 

threshold, and negative F temps... yet, that continues to be glossed over.  At least heat-

pumps are finally getting recognized.  Prius Prime had that as a standard feature back in 

late 2016.  It took awhile for others to catch up to the supposed laggard.  Another feature 

Toyota will be leading with is radiant heat.  To reduce range impact from the cold even 

further, they will be rolling out an infrared-heater with bZ4X.  What really needs to 

happen is focus getting shifted to efficiency, rather than range.  How many miles/kWh is 

the vehicle actually delivering.  That data is what helps the most.  With it, you can do a 

better job calculating range better than the guessometer. 
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3-19-2022 No Glovebox.  It is becoming quite a common highlight of reviews for the interior of both 

Solterra and bZ4X.  Each person saying that does the same thing too; they point out the 

omission but fail to investigate why.  Only one reviewer so far noticed the new vents, but 

nothing followed.  There is no critical thinking.  It's nothing but basic observation.  No 

aspect of journalism has been demonstrated.  That absence of depth is disappointing.  But 

then again, that's where I come in.  It's how you get attacked as a fanboy, when you point 

out a feature which makes Toyota stand out as a leader.  Ugh.  Fortunately, not all 

audiences are like that.  Today, it was this comment posted on the big Prius forum: "No 

glovebox which is odd."  There, I can get objective feedback.  So, I replied with: 

 

Seems odd, until you discover what is there instead. 

 

For those paying close attention, they'll notice Toyota keeps saying their new system will 

only be "minimally impact by winter".  Think about how incredibly wasteful it is to warm 

cabin air.  Even with a more efficient approach, using a heat-pump, you'll still consuming 

a big portion of battery poorly.  Rather than targeting your body specifically, energy is lost 

by spreading elsewhere. 

 

If you do some research, you'll find that Toyota is introducing radiant heating.  Upon 

further digging, you'll ascertain this with an observation of new vents targeting your feet 

& legs.  Warmth targets your body directly, reducing losses significantly... like what a 

heated-seat does for your bottom & back.  It's an infrared heater.  Consider how the sun 

warms your skin.  Air that heat energy travels through stays cold in space, despite how 

warm it feels when it makes direct contact with you.  This new system works much the 

same way. 

In other words, Toyota is proving to be quite the opposite of the "laggard" narratives 

portray.  They are proactively addressing BEV shortcomings... before anyone comes 

knocking for them.  Think about how little attention the rest of the industry has put on 

winter efficiency.  Even enthusiasts state you must have excess capacity for winter to deal 

with heating losses.  Why not just prevent those losses the first place? 

3-19-2022 Inadequate.  I wondered if any constructive feedback would be returned in response to 

this: "I guess it depends on the price, but 220 miles just doesn't seem adequate for an EV 

being introduced in 2023."  I know the person and know the venue.  Neither of which 

thrive on objectivity.  It's simply too difficult anywhere online, but this has become a 

haven for antagonists.  Article comments are often dominated by sparring efforts.  Each 

side is deeply entrenched, unwilling to even listen to what the other has to say.  They 

always have their talking-points, the same old stuff... even when the topic is something 

new.  Today, that was the situation.  It was a first-drive report of a first-offering.  Subaru 

getting attention for trying something genuinely new... off-road capabilities... was quickly 

disregarded, despite that being the focus of the review.  The system preformed 

wonderfully.  In fact, that is far more off-road ability then I'll ever need... I hope.  There is 

a slim possibility Winter driving here will present a unique challenge for my bZ4X, but 

that is just an extra... a nice-to-have, not a necessity.  Anywho, I ended up caving and 

posting a reply to his talking-point:  There are a number of other vehicles with similar 

range and no where near as good of a warranty.  Think about longevity.  Also, consider 

how much less of an impact to range the Subaru/Toyota will have using its radiant heater... 

a feature others don't offer.  In other words, what people expect in 2023 will be different 

from early-adopters.  Priorities are changing. 
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3-19-2022 Bewilderment.  I was hoping to get some type of critical thought.  Anything would have 

been nice.  But rather than get even a hint of effort, my reply to the talking-point got this: 

"I don't understand that statement".  He didn't even try.  That's pretty bad from an 

individual who participates in discussions a on very regular basis.  In fact, he is among the 

top-posters there.  Some venues simply are conducive to constructive outcome.  In fact, 

many are basically just entertainment like the daily crossword.  You engage, but the 

outcome is pointless.  I put in some effort though, seeing this as a teaching moment for 

others.  Whether he gets anything from the exchange doesn't matter.  Lurkers often benefit 

from such exchanges.  So, I posted:  It is like assuming every aspect of acceleration based 

entirely on the 0-60 measure.  That doesn't provide an accurate portrayal of 

ability.  Ironically, that one is among the least informative measures.  Most people punch 

it to get onto a highway or to pass someone while already moving.  Dropping the pedal to 

the floor from a dead stop is quite rare.  In this case, we want to know what happens along 

the way.  Maximum speed tells us nothing about sustainable speed.  When does the drop-

off happen? Notice how vehicles capable of 225 kW haven't shown to maintain that rate 

for long, that they resemble 150 kW rated vehicles shortly after they begin?  Think about 

at what SOC the speed drops below 100 kW.  At what point do you stop charging to take 

advantage of faster later?  That depends entirely upon the vehicle's design.  Sustaining 

faster longer is a paradigm-shift. 

3-19-2022 Useful Info.  We are starting to get tidbits now.  Subaru's official EPA rating was revealed 

yesterday.  This was on big reason why detail from Toyota has been held back for their 

AWD model.  That is all Subaru will offer and giving them the opportunity to have the 

spotlight was important in this partnership.  It does make me wonder if charging-speed or 

usable-capacity will differ significantly from the FWD model.  It expanded upon having 

just learned about the 102 MPGe efficiency rating, which works out to 3.03 mi/kWh.  This 

comment pondered all of that with similar intrigue to mine: "72.8kWh gross, 9 hours to 

charge at 6.6kW AC, so the net is around 60kWh?  That s a huge buffer!  Might explain 

how Toyota can claim "90% capacity" after 10 years - it'll just eat into the buffer.  Not a 

bad idea."  I couldn't help but to indulge with:  Automakers can set whatever upper-limit 

they want.  It is at their discretion how much longevity they want to trade for range.  btw, 

that AC charge rate of "6.6 kW" is a generalized rating for us here in the United 

States.  Commercial stations delivering 32 amps at 208 volts (3-phase) equates to that 

value.  You try the same at home with 32 amps at 240 volts (single-phase), you end up 

pulling 7.2 kW despite the 6.6 kW rating.  It's exactly the variance we have seen with 

RAV4 Prime.  So, estimated times without context don't tell us much.  I suspect Toyota is 

playing the longevity card, not pushing the buffer.  It's not like I haven't seen that 

firsthand.  Our 2017 Prime have never accepted as much electricity as later years.  The 

advantage now is being connected for OTA updates allows Solterra/bZ4X to be monitored 

& adjusted based on that particular vehicle's status, not some generic setting for the entire 

model rollout.  Allowing us to exceed the buffer for long trips as other automakers do, 

milking 100% of the pack would achieve range approximations we are now seeing... 72.8 

kWh at 3.03 mi/kWh = 220 miles. 
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3-19-2022 Letter & Number Soup.  Those new to all of this... most of the population... will have no 

idea what we are talking about.  It is just letter & number soup to that, an endless stream 

of unfamiliar acronyms.  For those who are familiar, I have detail to share.  In this case, it 

was to a friend who had corrected a typo in my previous post.  I expressed appreciation for 

that and followed up with:  We have a lot of numbers and letters to pay attention to 

now.  The ones I have been focusing on are LFP and CATL.  There was an article 

yesterday about the Subaru specifically pointing out CATL would be the provider.  That 

was my guess for the AWD models.  (It seemed more likely the higher volume FWD 

would be supplied by Panasonic.)  Does CATL produce NMC or NCA cells or are they 

entirely LFP?  btw, I do have a deposit down on a 4X AWD Limited.  It's directly through 

the dealer.  When the pre-order process begins, hopefully that order will match up with my 

request.  Whatever the case, I don't expect it to be quick.  Loooooong wait deliveries are 

just part of the process I have become accustom to. 

3-20-2022 Old Wives' Tale.  We have all heard the stories... once upon a time, someone invented an 

engine that could deliver amazing efficiency, then an automotive industry investor 

purchased it and prevented anyone from ever using the technology.  There is actually 

some truth to that.  It really did happen, but that was with regard to battery 

technology.  There really was an entity who held back NiMH with that very 

intent.  Toyota really was limited by what they could do with their hybrids.  But when that 

patent finally expired, the game changed.  We are actually seeing that happen right now 

with LFP too, but that patent was actually used to protect the business rather than impede 

it.  The story today was about efforts decades ago.  Supposedly, the guy actually knew 

who it happened to.  Of course, no detail was ever shared.  It was hearsay without any 

merit whatsoever.  Being nonsense or legitimate doesn't matter.  The same response is 

appropriate under any circumstance.  You focus the bigger picture.  It is easy to check a 

box in the list of deliverables.  Checking many is far more of a challenge.  To do 

something to the extent I have witnessed Toyota strive for, that's an entirely different level 

of complexity.  This is what I ended up posting:  Building a dirty and unreliable engine 

isn't difficult.  Building something clean that's pretty much maintenance free is extremely 

difficult, especially if you want it to be affordable too. 
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3-20-2022 Terrible Name.  You know Toyota is onto something when the initial criticism is on 

something trivial and nothing of substance follows.  I have seen that pattern again and 

again.  This is what we are seeing now: "You would think the Toyota model would be much 

more popular than the Subaru but with that terrible name, I'm not so sure."  So many 

reviews start that way, you have to wonder if they are struggling to say anything.  Think 

about it.  When you build your reputation as a EV critic by criticizing Toyota, then Toyota 

finally delivers what you said would never happen...  What can they say?  Countless 

antagonists have been trying to paint a picture of dome & gloom.  Remember how Prius 

PHV was doomed?  Toyota had supposedly backed themselves into a corner by designing 

a hybrid system incapable of EV drive.  Then comes along Prius Prime with to-the-floor 

all-electric acceleration.  That shut critics up.  Nothing could be said without sounding 

hypocritical.  Now seeing bZ4X actually exceed some abilities from competitors, what do 

you focus on?  It will be a true SUV, delivering rather impressive off-road 

capabilities.  With he 8.3 inches of ground clearance and 50 cm (19.685 inches) of water 

depth it can drive through, how do you argue that it is just another crossover?  Delivering 

150 kW of DC fast-charging is a maximum above a few other popular compares... like 

ID.4 and Mach-E... also puts naysayers in a difficult position.  And for the radiant heating, 

everyone is dead silent on that feature.  It is the "killer app" they hadn't anticipated, 

something which directly addresses a shortcoming all BEV across the industry have 

struggled.  So, they pretend those features don't exist.  I'm still baffled by the absence of a 

heat-pump and battery-warmer on some models from competitors.  Things like that make 

a difference... stuff enthusiasts try to avoid discussion of.  I'm looking forward to 

confronting them later on those topics, once I finally take delivery and have collected 

some real-world data... just like I have done in the past.  For now though, it is dealing with 

the name nonsense:  What makes 4X so difficult to accept?  No one is going to actually 

say the bZ part once the second planned vehicle in that series is revealed.  Notice how 

other plug-ins, like M3, have commonly used short names?  It is only terrible if you take it 

out of context and for a paradigm that people won't recognize "bZ" as a new BEV 

platform from Toyota. 
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3-21-2022 How Do They Know?  When you get caught off guard without anything rebuttal, raise 

doubt.  Ugh.  I find that so irritating.  Antagonists on the big Prius forum do that all the 

time.  They pretend none of the past exists, that somehow Toyota is starting from stretch 

and none of their past experience counts.  Asking how Toyota is able to provide such a 

confidence for longevity from an article with this title is especially frustrating: "Toyota 

Emphasizes Battery Durability in High-Stakes Electric SUV".  Of course, it was obvious 

the article itself wasn't read.  There were lots of great quotes from it.  I really liked this 

one: "What will really stand out will be the battery's durability, according to Ido [Toyota 

official in charge of the development of the new EV].  Twenty years of tinkering with 

temperature-management systems and materials has enabled Toyota to target a 90% 

capacity-retention rate for the bZ4X's battery after 10 years of use. Battery deterioration 

is a big sticking point for consumers with range anxiety or those hoping to eventually be 

able to resell their EVs for a decent price."  Doubt emanates from those who constantly 

send the message of hybrids providing no benefit whatsoever to knowledge of battery 

chemistry or longevity.  Naysayers work incredibly hard to suppress any idea that 

experience gained from tweaking how those cells are build & maintained could possibly 

be useful for plug-in vehicles.  Again, ugh.  They treat the well-informs like idiots, 

desperately trying to shut us up and discredit our message of confidence.  This is how 

building from the bottom-up shows great advantage over top-down.  Anyone can just add 

capacity to make up for a shortcoming.  But if you start at a disadvantage from not giving 

yourself that option, necessity results in discovery.  You get innovative.  It's the Toyota 

way.  Fail quickly through continuous improvement.  That effort to try without major 

consequence can really pay off.  Toyota is more of a risk taker than enthusiasts care to 

admit.  They just hope you'll never notice so many small steps being taken.  They try to 

spin their own narrative by focusing on only the big steps, what other automakers are 

doing.  To that nonsense, I keep my replies brief... as I did today:  25 years of trying to 

squeeze out the most from the least without sacrificing longevity has made Toyota experts 

at battery management.  Think about the previous plug-ins, like the Primes (Prius & 

RAV4) and the converts (CH-R & UX300e). 
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3-21-2022 Rose-Colored Glasses.  We are seeing the GM hype efforts begin.  Equinox is getting 

some press.  There's no detail of an sort, just some photos.  But we all know how this will 

play out.  There are some who choose to disregard the past though, hoping for something 

different this time without anything to provide such an expectation.  It's rather disturbing 

how gullible some people are.  I have no doubt GM will deliver improvement over 

Bolt.  But just like Volt, the timeline & price simply aren't realistic.  I had provide such a 

reminder, again: 

 

The long history of "nicely under $30,000" has a repeating theme of "over promise, under 

deliver" that shouldn't just be glossed over.  Think about what challenges emerged 

preventing that past from ever becoming a reality.  Think about what happened each time 

a challenge was addressed. 

 

Start by looking at the bigger picture.  Model 3 basically killed Model S.  That put Tesla in 

difficult position, much like GM already was.  It is a cannibalization problem that is all too 

real when addressing lower priced models.  Even worse is the Osborne Effect.  When 

alternative purchase options are either limited or non-existent, what do you do? 

 

This is exactly why Toyota has taken the bottom-up approach instead.  Phasing out 

traditional models in favor of hybrids and plug-in hybrids softens the inevitable... but quite 

unpredictable... tipping point.  There's a rather obvious lack of diversity Toyota is 

addressing but GM & Tesla enthusiasts continue to turn a blind-eye toward.  What will 

those shoppers purchase? 

 

It begs the question how Equinox will be handled.  By the end of 2023 when it is rolled 

out, Toyota would have established 4X and likely would have set the stage for 3X while at 

the same time continue to update & expand PHEV models.  Looking elsewhere, we see 

VW will be solidifying their variety of offerings.  It is quite reasonable to expect Kia & 

Hyundai to continue expand their line-up. 

 

Lastly, there's the issue of reputation.  Finding out well Ultium performs will take 

awhile.  Customers who seek a $30K price tag are not risk-takers.  Waiting a few years for 

reliability to be proven is a normal step, patience early-adopters simply cannot relate 

to.  Meanwhile, sales of traditional Equinox will continue in high-volume. 

In short, a MASSIVE success is likely... but will take a lot of rose-colored glasses will be 

needed before reaching that point. 

3-22-2022 Smug.  It's happening.  They have no idea how to handle what Toyota is about to deliver: 

"If only the Bz4x had the same range as a Tesla.  200 miles (awd version) is kinda 

pathetic.  They'll learn when sales are low, however."  The cold, hard reality that they 

need to basically outright lie now.  The cheapest Tesla right now is the Model 3 RWD.  It 

is $48,490 without inclusion of the $1,200 destination fee.  Range is 267 miles.  Range of 

the FWD version of bZ4X is only 17 miles less.  Yes, 250 miles... not the claimed 

200.  Having to be dishonest is a dead-giveaway of trouble.  Having attitude about it is 

smug.  I didn't even bother to address that though.  I went for the lower-rated model, the 

AWD version of bZ4X by posting:  228 miles is the rating for Solterra, just 2 miles shy of 

F-150 Lightning.  bZ4X will be similarly rated, with a expectation of less winter impact 

due to the radiant heater.  That said, why would sales be low?  An affordable price 

combined with a great warranty will draw interest.  Think about how their hybrids 

achieved a wide variety of models. 
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3-22-2022 Do The Math.  Antagonists continue with their attacks, growing even more 

desperate.  The latest attempt was to go all the way back to 2014.  Funny part is how that 

backfired.  I looked closely at the image posted and noticed detail.  This is what they don't 

want you to point out.  So of course, I did:  Ironically, that 8-year-old claim of 

"Misleading Lexus Ad" is itself misleading.  Anyone who takes the time to actually seek 

detail will see it is accurate.  That is a J1772 connection. Back then, the fastest AC speed 

you could expect any vehicle to pull from it is 11.5 kW.  For that matter, still to this day 

that is the fastest AC speed from a public charger you can expect to find.  Back then, 

outside of the Tesla world, DC fast-charging simply wasn't realistic.  For that matter, still 

to this day that's the case in many areas.  As for the 4 hours, do the math.  It is 

correct.  That fastest AC line is 60-amp providing a steady 48 amps at 240 volts.  The best 

return will be 46 kWh (that's 11.5 kW times 4 hours).  Assuming you started with a warm 

battery-pack almost totally depleted... 3% remaining... 80% of the largest expected 

capacity of the time... 60 kWh... you get 46 kWh.  It's all quite telling when those 

presenting a narrative get caught up by detail.  In this case, it reveals a desperate effort to 

use the past to distract from what's happening now.  Instead of 11.5 kW from that old 

connection shown in the ad, you can now pull 150 kW.  That same 46 kWh takes only a 

fraction of the time.... about 20 minutes. 

3-22-2022 Beyond Range.  This statement got me thinking: "Most people only want/need 1 

car.  Heck, we have 2 cars and I want them all to be EV."  Obsession with having enough 

range falls apart a whole lot easier than I ever imagined.  The belief is there's a point 

which you have enough.  Reality is, there will never be enough.  No matter what the 

supposed threshold... 200 miles... 300 miles... 400 miles... 500 miles... someone will 

always sight the need for more.  Our trips out to visit my sister-in-law are 750 miles, each 

way.  That is a long day of driving.  With the heater in use, how much capacity is wanted 

or needed?  That is pretty much impossible to answer.  At some point, you will have to 

stop to recharge.  Carrying a massive amount of capacity rarely ever required simply 

makes no sense.  That would negatively impact efficiency and make the vehicle horribly 

expensive.  Destinations beyond range are avoided discussion.  Enthusiasts don't want to 

talk about that.  It is a corner they back themselves into.  I presented one such individual 

today with such an opportunity by replying to that quote above with this:  Then it really 

isn't a matter of range.  WANT is for more range, just in case.  NEED would be for DC 

fast-chargers... since it is very easy to drive beyond even the longest range. 
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3-23-2022 Another Report.  Study after study continue to be published.  Most are nothing but a 

series of graphs without any detail or methodology.  The only thing they provide is an 

executive summary.  Ugh.  Yet another emerged today.  It compared "gas-powered" 

vehicles to "electric".  The 3 chosen for gas were F-150, RAV4 and Civic.  I was 

immediately frustrated.  Why the omission of hybrids?  I turned that question on the 

republisher, not the source.  They have a reputation for being quite hostile toward anything 

without a plug.  Exclusion of hybrids was quite hypocritical.  To hate them so much, but 

then not sight them in the argue reveals a blatant lack of objectivity.  It was a cherry-

picked report and the blog using it for material to publish did not call out that fact.  So, I 

did:  Comparison reports that misrepresent are nothing new.  But in this case... from a 

group who raised such a stink about "self-charging" misrepresentation... there's no excuse 

to not mention the omission hybrids.  Sienna, Venza and Sequoia becoming hybrid-only 

makes the category of "gas-powered" quite misleading, especially when you look at the 

growing trend toward choosing the hybrid model from the vehicle sighted in this very 

report... RAV4.  A quick check on fueleconomy.gov of RAV4 AWD compared to RAV4 

AWD Hybrid shows a savings of $3,500 in fuel costs over 5 years by choosing the hybrid 

instead of the traditional model.  That should immediately raise a red-flag about the cost-

per-mile values quoted in the report.  I'm all about endorsing plug-in vehicles, but want no 

part of any misrepresentation for the gas-powered vehicles they are replacing. 
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3-23-2022 Cost Per Mile.  We got another one of those studies again.  I wasn't the only one who got 

annoyed and wanted to climb up on a soapbox.  After relating well to someone else's 

shared frustrated, I replied with this advice: 

 

As you said, it is very easy to cherry-pick and to get into a mismatch argument.  Telling 

someone how much it costs for 100 miles of EV is as simplistic as I have been able to 

come up with.  I see no reason to provide detail, since most people only give you a few 

seconds to state your facts.  Here's my situation: 

 

$0.1238 midday (8am - 4pm Weekday) 

$0.4420 peak (4pm - 9pm Weekday) 

$0.0755 night (9pm - 8am Weekday) 

$0.0755 all day (Weekend & Holidays) 

 

2.5 miles/kWh for heavy consumption 

3.0 miles/kWh for ordinary consumption 

3.5 miles/kWh for efficient consumption 

 

Knowing almost all my charging will be during night, I can focus on that rate.  With 

regard to EV efficiency, that obviously varies.  Focusing on "ordinary" at least gives me 

something reasonably average to work with.  100 miles divided by 3.0 miles/kWh = 33.3 

kWh needed.  Multiply that with the $0.0755 rate, you get $2.52. 

 

Using the 52 MPG efficiency rate for Camry hybrid or Corolla hybrid as a basis of 

comparison... 100 miles divided by 52 MPG, you get 1.92 gallons.  At the current $3.899 

price per gallon of gas here in Minnesota, that's $7.50. Using 40 MPG for RAV4 hybrid... 

100 miles divided by 40 MPG, you get 2.50 gallons.  At $3.899, that's $9.75. 

Knowing the national average is 27.5 MPG and gas less than $4 per gallon will become a 

thing of the past, it's very easy to see EV driving is far less expensive.  Just tell people 

how much it costs you to travel 100 miles using electricity and let them figure out for 

themselves. 
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3-23-2022 Barely A Mention.  This nonsense gets very tiring: "Toyota: More Of The Same On 

Hybrids, With Small Plays In BEV Charging And Fuel Cell Vehicles."  There was only a 

brief mention of bZ4X.  Nothing about e-TNGA or any of the upcoming converts.  With 

15 vehicles having been revealed, all planned for rollout by 2030, there's no excuse for a 

supposedly journalist to completely ignore the topic.  That more of same isn't even 

true.  Toyota is clearly working to phaseout traditional vehicles and push more toward 

plug-in models.  Knowing how diverse the variety of markets Toyota produces for and the 

reality of how long it actually takes for change, not to mention issues of price, his attitude 

is misleading.  Being able to get that many people to switch to a very with a battery-pack 

so well is something none of the other automakers have achieved.  That first step is 

extremely difficult and hoping to jump straight to BEV without supporting infrastructure 

is madness, especially knowing how long people have been greenwashed to resist 

change.  He claims to be gravely concerned about the status quo, but expresses it by only 

telling us what he wants us to know.  That's not objective.  In fact, that is what we often 

refer to as propaganda.  I was quite annoyed and posted this:  bZ4X will usher in the start 

of a series of dedicated-platform BEV from Toyota, 1 of 7 new offerings in the next few 

years .  Yet, it barely got a mention.  Those upcoming plug-ins represent an effort to 

achieve their production goal of 3.5 million per year by 2030.  That wasn't mentioned at 

all. 
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3-24-2022 Overly Optimistic.  Danger from setting unrealistic expectations comes about from 

group-think, where a narrative is created & spread.  We have seen that repeated pattern 

with GM.  The same hype-from-hope behavior dominated discussions, overwhelming any 

type of constructive criticism.  Eventually, it gets so bad the apparent trolls fade 

away.  That's the trap.  There is no longer anything to confirm merit or to even measure 

progress.  You just end up with comments like this: "We are already several years into the 

BEV revolution."  That came from an article writer who continues to be way overly 

optimistic.  He continues to publish what is essential anti-Toyota articles, the kind that 

conveniently omit vital information to portray a status with rose-colored glasses.  Ugh.  I 

replied to that nonsense with: 

 

That belief is a very real problem.  It's the narrative of "late to the party" that distorted 

what stage we are actually at.  Tesla helped prove out technology, but the absence of a 

standard in the US and the lack of any affordable (something comparable the likes of 

Corolla).  Legacy automakers are only now rolling out and establishing their first 

offerings.  So basically, we are still emerging from the early-adopter stage. 

 

Put another way, the race hasn't begun yet.  Everything up until now has been qualifying 

rounds for the vehicles themselves and infrastructure isn't even there yet.  My location 

(metro of Minnesota with 3.5 million residents) has a DCFC station (more than just a 

single plug and faster than 50 kW) count for non-Tesla use of just one... yes 1, for that 

entire population... which means barely anyone even knows about it... despite now being a 

ZEV state.  That's establishment, not revolution. 

 

It is really unfortunate that enthusiasts get way ahead of themselves, but that is nothing 

new.  They have been turning hope into hype for decades.  Just look at the disaster Volt 

turned into due in large part to their overly optimistic portrayal of status.  It took far longer 

for the efficiency, size, power and cost to reach the state hoped for than they ever 

imagined.  It did become a reality. RAV4 Prime is exactly what GM had set out to do, 

starting with Two-Mode then adding a plug.  Volt was the next step in that evolution. 

Keep in mind, the revolution itself will slow later.  Following the low-hanging-fruit (easy 

sales to ambitious & wealthy consumers) will require exactly what Tesla has been 

avoiding... division of resources to produce very different vehicles and entering the 

highly-competitive, low-profit market. 

3-24-2022 Free Level-2.  When your power company provides a free level-2 EVSE, is it worth it to 

pay for wiring in the garage to use it?  That's an interesting question.  Here is the answer I 

provided:  If you only have 1 car in your household and don't ever plan to replace the 

Prime with a vehicle offering more EV range, then sticking with a level-1 is a no-

brainer.  For me, I'm looking back at that upgrade decision made 5 years ago.  Nothing is 

required to replace my Prime with a bZ4X.  The same level-2 EVSE... which I got a $500 

rebate for and have been enjoying electricity discounts for ever since... will work as is. I 

won't have to spend a penny; yet, I will be able to enjoy a speed bump from 3.6 kW to 7.2 

kW.  Way back in 2017, it seemed like a good choice for me. Now in 2022, there is no 

doubt it was. 
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3-25-2022 Ramped-Up Rhetoric.  It is getting especially bad now.  Efforts to mislead are beyond 

desperate.  This post came from a video pointing out why Toyota may not be behind after 

all: "Hindsight (as shown here) is reactionary and not quick to implement.  In the long run 

it will help them to grow, but unlike companies who have decided to diversify earlier and 

are already ramping up their EV product manufacturing Toyota has to start that process 

from pretty much scratch.  This costly and slow... 2025 will be most likely their entry into 

this BEV market despite having the RAV4 EV be a limited run trial vehicle in the past."  I 

was beyond amused upon reaching the from scratch part.  But then when I saw 2025, I 

was aghast.  How could anyone be either so poorly informed or in such deep 

denial?  Needless to say, I felt free to reply with the following:  Claiming that "2025 will 

be most likely their entry into this BEV market" is basically an outright lie at this 

point.  Toyota is already selling RAV4 Prime, which delivers full EV drive... complete 

with heat-pump and liquid-cooling.  The UX300e convert is a full EV also being produced 

& sold.  That recent real-world experience will be leveraged for bZ4X... which rolls out in 

a few months.  These are their BEV plans made many years ago now playing 

out.  Remember Toyota's reveal back in June 2019?  Think about Prius Prime before that, 

rolled out in 2016 with full EV drive, to-the-floor all-electric acceleration, and a heat-

pump standard.  There is nothing reactionary about any of that. 

3-25-2022 Beyond Desperate.  The response to my reply was a ramble about depending upon ICE 

for profit and fighting government regulation, along with this: "We shall see how much 

Toyota sticks to what you've said."  My post was mostly about the past and the eminent 

rollout of bZ4X.  It was a sign of desperation.  When you get cornered, you raise 

doubt.  When faced with irrefutable facts disproving your claim, the reaction is to attempt 

to discredit by raising doubt.  I know that game well.  He got caught.  I let him know that 

too:  Nope, unacceptable.  Claiming from scratch has been revealed to be false.  Toyota is 

about to hit their 200K threshold here as well.  That is not testing-the-waters 

quantity.  You got caught trying to downplay.  Toyota been refining their EV motor, 

invertor and control software for years.  They have learned much from those small, high-

usage battery-packs.  That endeavor has been so successful, Sienna, Venza, and Sequoia 

will only be sold as hybrids, no more ICE only.  RAV4 is now a popular choice with a 

plug.  Corolla Cross is the likely next candidate to get a plug option. And rollout of their 

first dedicated-platform BEV is about to begin. Spin about intent won't change any of 

that.  Ordinary consumers will see plug offerings grow, including you. 
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3-25-2022 Adopting LFP.  There are many who have been caught totally off guard.  That obsessive 

push to commit to massive-scale production of proven battery-chemistry has revealed 

itself to be misplaced priority.  Focus on maximum range looks more and more like a 

grave mistake.  This final thought from an article today stated the situation quite well: 

"...noted the competitive dynamic heating up between LFP and NMC batteries.  Safety 

advantages, long life-cycle and lower costs have led to EV makers starting to accept the 

trade-off of lower energy density in adopting LFP batteries."  Enthusiast assessment that 

mainstream consumers require the farthest possible EV distance was a choice with 

consequence.  Balance was sacrificed.  When has a tradeoff for an extreme ever been a 

good idea for long-term strategy?  All those attacks I endured was for this egg-on-face 

moment.  Realization of having been mistaken.  That guy with a Prius was 

correct.  Gasp!  What's most telling is the denial continues.  bZ4X range is getting the 

same type of criticism.  Chemistry doesn't make any difference if you don't recognize 

goals.  NCA isn't talked about much anymore.  It sacrificed longevity for 

performance.  Who thinks that is a good idea for middle-market shoppers or those on a 

very limited budget?  We'll find interest in NMC fading for similar reason.  It's use will 

shrink to the confines of performance models.  The everyday, common choices will 

heavily favor the safer, affordable, longer-lasting options instead, like LFP. 

3-25-2022 Better Chemistries.  Look on the periodic table of elements.  Notice what is next in 

sequence with regard to composition?  You know, that shared similar build on the atomic 

level.  Think about what we have been told many times on Star Trek.  If the life-form isn't 

carbon-based, what would it be?  On the table, you just look underneath Carbon in the 

same column.  That element is Silicon.  The life-form would naturally be silicon-based 

instead.  Use the same logic for Lithium.  See what's there?  It is Sodium.  Now, do a 

quick search for "sodium battery".  I did and here's what I found: "Sodium-ion batteries 

offer better performance and can operate at a wider temperature range.  They work much 

more efficiently in cold environments, compared to lithium-ion batteries.  Another 

advantage of sodium-ion batteries over lithium-ion batteries is they are non-flammable 

and there is no thermal runaway."  In other words, while we pursue a means of replacing 

anode & cathode components with better material and replace liquid electrolyte with 

something solid, we are also researching how lithium itself can be replaced.  This is what 

the "party" or "race" or whatever nonsense enthusiasts use to measure progress is 

basically meaningless.  They don't want to acknowledge these are still the early stages of 

electric vehicles.  There is still much opportunity awaiting.  This is a marathon run and 

they still believe it is a short-distance sprint. 

3-26-2022 Blind-Eye.  There were several exchanges yesterday.  It was the same old nonsense as 

countless times in the past.  This morning, he attempted to end with: "I have seen nothing, 

but you are trying to convince me with nothing but words."  That seemed like pretty good 

closure to me.  He didn't want to see.  So, I responded with:  Turning a blind-eye to what 

you don't want to see is common.  Reality is, Toyota rolled out their first EV drive in 

2012.  It was limited to 100 km/h (62 mph) for a top speed, but provided a solid basis to 

build upon.  In 2016, the next-gen of that design was introduced.  Power was significantly 

increased and top speed was raised to 135 km/h (84 mph).  Then in 2020, it was upgraded 

yet again.  Whether or not you saw any of it makes no difference.  It was an entire decade 

of learning & refining... all of which you dismissed with a blatantly false "start that 

process from pretty much scratch" claim.  Think about how many have seen & 

experienced that EV drive already.  It allows Toyota to hit the ground running, quite the 

opposite of the anti-EV narrative being portrayed. 
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